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PEEFACE.

r
I
THE Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, which is here offered to the

pubHc, is founded on a work by Dr. Oskar Seyffert, of Berlin, which

has deservedly attained a wide circulation in Germany/ Dr. Seyffert

is already known in England as one of the editors of a philological

periodical, entitled the Berliner Philologische Wochenschrijl, and as a

distinguished Latin scholar, whose name is specially associated with the

criticism of Plautus. The departments of classical learning included in

his dictionary are the ]\Iythology and Religion, the Literature and Art,

and the constitutional and social Antiquities of Greece and Rome.

Within the compass of a single volume it comprises all the subjects

usually treated in a Dictionary of Greek and Boinan Antiquities, while it

also supplies information on matters of Mythology and Literature which

has generally to be looked for in the pages of a Classical Dictionary.

Besides separate articles on Greek and Roman divinities, and on the lives

and works of the philosophers, the historians, the orators, the poets, and

the artists of Greece and Rome, it gives a general and comprehensive

view of such subjects as Greek and Roman Religion, Philosophy, History,

Rhetoric, Literature, Architecture, Painting, Sculpture, Music, and the

Drama. Similarly, in the department of Antiquities, besides separate

treatment of subordinate details, it deals with important topics, such as

the Boule and Ecclesia, the Comitia and the Senate, Commerce and War,

the Houses, the Ships, the Temples, and the Theatres of the ancients.

The original text has been largely supplemented and corrected by

Dr. Seyffert himself ; and the whole of the translation has been carefully

revised and, in many cases, re-written or re-arranged by the editors.

The larger part of the letter A {Abacus to Astrology) was translated by

Mr. Stallybrass, owing to whose lamented death the remainder of the

work was put into other hands. The succeeding articles, from Astrology

1 Lexikon der klassischen Alterthnmskunde ; Kulfurgeschichte der Griechen und

Romer ; Mythologie und Religion, Litteratur, Ktinst, und Altcrthiimer des Staats- und

Priratlebevs. (Leipzig : Verlag des Bibliographischen lustituts, 188'2.)
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to TTcrfrn, liave been trnnplnted and prepared for the press by Professor

Nettlcsliip; the second part {Hermce to Zosimus) has been translated

under tlie supervision of Dr. Sandys ; while the proof sheets of the

wliole have been repeatedly read by both editors. The additions in-

serted l)y tlio editors are generally distinguished by being placed within

s(niniv brackets, or printed as notes at the foot of the page. Most of the

notes and other additions bearing on Latin Literature, and a few bearing

on Latin Antiquities, are due to Professor JS'ettleship ; while Dr. Sandys

has supplied references to classical authors and modern authorities wher-

ever sucli references appeared either necessary or desirable. It is hoped

that these additions may serve to increase the usefidness of the book.

The references to Cicero and Pliny are by the shor,ter sections now in

general use. The ancient authorities quoted include Aristotle's newly

discovered Constitution of Athens, which has been cited under the head of

the Solonian Constitution and other articles which have passed through

the press since the publication of the editio jprinceps. In this and other

respects every endeavour has been made to bring the articles up to date.

Dr. Sandys has written articles on the following archaeological

sulijccts, which Avere either omitted in the original work or appeared

to deserve a fuller treatment than was there accorded them: Mosaics,

Pigments (under Painting), Ccelatura (under Toreutic Art), and Vases

(with 17 iUustrations). He has also supplied brief notices of the Edict

of Jjiorletian, the Olympieum, the artists Mentor, Mys, Paiison, and the

younger PoJijcJitus ; Philo, the architect, and three others of the same

name who were not included in Dr. Seyffert's Lexihm. The short article

on FuJrra is abridged from a valuable paper in the Classical Review

liy Mr. W. C. F. Anderson, Professor of Classics at Firth College,

Sliettield
; that on the Law of Gortyn has been kindly contributed by

^fr. C. A. :\r. Pond, Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
The numl)er of the illustrations has been largely increased. These

have been selected mainly from the following works : Schreiber's KuUur-
hisfnrisrhrr liilihr-Atla>i, ed. 1888, and BiUer-Atlas zur Bias und Odyssee,

1889, both published by Seemann of Leipzig; Baumeister's Denkmaler
<h's Klassisrhen Alterthnms, 1884-1888, by Oldenbourg of Munich; Guhl
and Koner's Life of the Greeks and Romans, English edition (Chatto &
Windus)

; and Perry's Greek and Roman Sculpture (Longmans, 1882).
The publishers are also indebted to Messrs. George Bell & Sons for the

additional illustrations in the article on Gems, and for the portraits of
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Eoracp, Lnrvpfiuft, FJafo, and Socrates, selected from King's Antique Gems
and Rings (1872) and Westropp's Eandbooh of Arclioiology (ed. 1878);

to Messrs. Macmillan & Co. for Dr. Dorpfeld's Plan of Ohjmpia and of

the PropylcEa, and for the eng-raving of a vase by Hieron {Vases, fig. 12).

The two latter are from Miss Harrison's Mythology and Monuments of

Ancient Athens. The Plan of the Acropolis is copied from the Journal of

Hellenic Studies with the kind permission of the Council of the Hellenic

Society. That of the Roman Fora is reproduced from Droysen's Eis-

torischer Eandatlas, 1886. In the article on the Olymj^tan Games, the

metope on page 430 is a reduced copy from Overbeck's Geschichte der

Griechischen Plastih. In that on Vases, figs. 3 and 5 are borrowed from

the Catalogue of Pottery in the Jermyn Street Museum. The engraving of

the Masnads {Vases, fig. 13) is reproduced by permission from Dr. Sandys'

edition of the Bacchce of Euripides published by the University Press,

Cambridge. All these additional illustrations (which are distinguished

by an asterisk) have been selected by Dr. Sandys, who has indicated, so

far as practicable, the original authority on which they rest, and, in the

case of works of art, the collections in which they are to be found.

In stating the English equivalents for Greek money, the editors

have adopted the estimate of Profe«5Sor W. W. Goodwin, in his article

On the Value of the Attic Talent in Modern Money published in the Trans-

actions of the American Philological Association, 1885, xvi, pp. 117-119,

according to which the intrinsic value of a drachma is approximately 8d.,

and that of a talent £200. In the case of Roman money, they have

followed Marquardt's Eandhuch der romischen Alterthilmer in reckoning

1,000 sesterces as equivalent to £10.^

For the convenience of students, as well as of general readers, the

quantities of Greek and Latin words have been marked once, but once

only, in every article in which they occur. The Latin spelling of Greek

words has been generally adopted, but the Greek form has, in all cases

where it appeared advisable, been added in brackets.

H. NETTLESHIP.

J. E. SANDYS.
March, 1891.

^ See Preface to Third Edition of this Dictionary



vi. PREFACE TO SECOND AND THIRD EDITIONS.

PiiEFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

Tin: favoura]>lo reception that has been accorded to this work lias en-

abled the publishers to issue a second edition at an exceptionally early

date. The book has been revised by Dr. Sandys, and some minor in-

accuracies have l:>een removed. References to Aristotle's GonstitiUioii of

Af/triis, which, in the former edition, could only be inserted in the last

two hundred pages, have now been added in the first five hundred, wher-

ever such addition seemed to be required. Lastly, an Index has been

sup]ilied, which, it is hoped, will make the work still further useful as a

book of reference.

September, 1891.

PREFACE TO THIED EDITION.
Tui: present edition has been further revised and corrected by Dr.

Sandys. The articles in which the most considerable changes have been

introduced are those on Gomiiia, Music, and Theatre. The article on

Comitia has been revised in accordance w^ith the views of Mommsen ; that

on Masic takes account of Mr. Monro's recent work on the Modes of

Ancient Music ; and that on Theatre gives some additional details re-

specting the architectural theories of Dr. Dorpfeld.

In stating approximate English equivalents for Roman money, Dr.

Sandys has thought it right to reconsider the choice made by the late

Professor Nettleship between the alternative estimates given in Mar-
quardt's Haudbach, vol. ii., p. 71. The sum of 1,000 sesterces is there

reckoned as equivalent, under a gold standard, to 217*52 marks, or

Cl<> 17.S-. Gd. ; and, under a silver standard, to 175'41 marks, or

Ls \os. 6d. In the former editions the gold standard was adopted, and

1,0UU sesterces taken as equivalent to £10; in the present, the silver

.standard has been preferred, and the equivalent is accordingly £8 lo.s.

I'^nder this estimate a Roman denarius is equivalent to Q\d., or very little

more than a Greek dritchma, which is here set at 8d.

It should be added that the Index here reprinted from the Second
Kdition is the work of the late Mi\ H. D. Da.'bishire, Fellow of St.

• Iiihn's College, Cambridge.

I'erember, 1804.

ABBREVIATIONS, ETC.
rp. compare. I ib. ibidem.
q.v. qiKjd vide.

I
^ indicates a short syllable.

I.e. locus (or lihcr) cifatus. — indicates a loug syllable.

I
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ABACUS ACCEXSI,

Abacus (Gr. aha.i:, Cdnlhl^))}). (1 ) A square

plate, especinlly the stone slab that covers

the capital of a column {sec Architecture,
Orders OF, hgs. 1 and 5). (2) A dice-board.

(3) A mathematician's table strewn with
hue sand, on which figures were drawn with
a stilus. (4) A counting-board, on which
sums were worked for private and public

accounts. The reckoning was done with
counters lying on the board {calculi) or

with beads sliding in vertical grooves. (On
the sideboard called Abacus, see Tables.)

Abolla. A thick woollen cloal:, worn by
Roman soldiers and philosophers.

Absyrtus. Son of king .Eetes, and bro-

ther ol' Medea, who, in her flight with Jason
the Argonaut, cut Absj-rtus into pieces,

and threw them one by one into the sea, so

that her father, stopping to pick them up,

might be delayed in his pursuit.

Academy (Gr. Akdclv))ua). A grove on
the C'eiihissus near Athens, sacred to the

hero Academus, and containing a gymna-
sium. Here Plato, whose country-house

was near, delivered his lectures; hence
the school of philosoph}' founded by him
received the name of "The Academy-."
Acamas (Gr. AkCtwas). Son of Theseus and

Phn?dra, Avas brought up with his brother

Demophoon by Elephenor, king of Euboea,

and sent with Diomedes as ambassador to

Troy, to persuade Priam to send Helen
back in peace. After the fall of Troy, in

which he took a prominent part as one of

the heroes concealed in the wooden horse,

lie with his brother recovered his father's

sovereignty over Attica, and then led a

colony from Athens to Cypriis, where he
died. [Comp. Demophoox, 2.)

Acarnan and Amphoterus (Gr. Akarnaii,
Aitiphotcrns '. Sons of Alcmteon and Cal-

lirrhue. Their mother, hearing of her hus-

band's murder by Phegeus and his sous,

prays Zeus, who loves her, to let her boys
grow up into men at once, so that thej^ can
avenge their father. This done, they slay

the sons of Phegeus at Tegea and himself
at PsOphis, orter up at Delphi the Jewels of

Harmonia, which they I^ave thus acquired,

L). c. A.

end then found a kingdom called after tl]e

elder of them Acarnunia. {Svc Ali'he-

CIBCKA.)

Acastus (Gr. Akastos). Son of Pelias,

king of lulcus, who joined the Argonautic

expedition, though against his father's wilL

as a friend of Jason. At his father's deatli

he celebrated funeral games which were
the theme of ancient poets and artists, and

in which Peleus was represented as par-

ticipating. He took part in the Calydonian

boar-hunt. But his wife Astydameia fell

in love with Peleus {q.v.), and this brought

ruin on the wedded pair. His daughter was
Laudameia, renowned for her tender love

to PrGtesilaiis {q.v.).

Acca Larentia. According to the com-

mon legend, wife of the herdsman Faustidus,

and nurse to Rumiilus and Remus ; accord-

ing to another, a favourite of Hercules, and

wife to a rich Etruscan, Tarutius, whose
possessions she bequeathed to Romulus or

(according to another account) the Roman
people. She is said to have had twelve sons,

with whom she sacrificed once a j-ear for the

fertilizing of the Roman fields (arva), and

who were thence named Arval Brothers

(fratrcs arvcllcs). One of them having died,

Romulus took his place, and founded the

priesthoodso called. (^SYrARVALBROTHER-s.-)

She at last disappeared on the spot where,

afterwards, at the feast of Larentalia (Dec.

23), the flamen of Quirinus and the pontiffs

sacrificed to her while invoking Jupiter.

All this, together with her name, meaning
" mother of the Lares," shows that she was
originally a goddess of the earth, to whose
care men entrusted their seed-corn and their

dead. (*§('(' Lares.) In particular she per-

sonified the city lands and their crops.

Probably she is the Dea Dia worsliipped

by the Arval Brothers.

Accensi. In the older constitution of

the Roman army, the accensi were men
taken from the lowest assessed class to fill

gaps in the ranks of the heav}'- armed

soldiers. They followed the legion un-

armed, simply in their clothes (veldtJ, or

accensi vclati). Inaction they stood in th«
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rear rank of the third line, voafly to pick up

the arms of the iallen and iill their plates.

They were also used as assistant workmen
and as orderlies. This last employment

may have caused the term araii.iita to be

applied to the subordinate oificer whom
consuls and proconsuls, prttitors and prc-

privtors, and all officers of consular and

pnvtorian rank had at their service in ad-

dition to lictoi-s. In later times ofhceis

chose these attendants out of their own
freedmen, sometimes to marshal their way
when they had no lictors or had them march-

ing behind, sometimes for miscellaneous

duties. Thus the pnetor's acccnuHS had to

cry the liours of the day, 3, (>, 9, and 12.

Unlike the subordinate officers named
apparitors, their term of office expired with

that of their supei-ior.

Accitis, or Attius (Lnrius). A Roman
poet, who was born 17U B.C. of a freerlman

and freedwoman, at Pisaurum in Umbria,

ami died about DO B.C. He was the most

[iroliHc and, under the Republic, the most

lii<:;hly esteemed of tragic poets, especially

for his lofty, impassioned style and power-

ful descriptions. His talents seem to have

secured him a respectable position in Roman
society, which he maintained with full con-

sciousne.ssof his merits. His poetical career

can be traced through a period of thirty-six

years, from B.C. 140, w^hen he exhibited a

drama under the same eediles as the octo-

genarian Pacuvius, to B.C. 104. Of his

tragedies, the titles and fragments of some
fifty are preserved. Two of these treat of

national subjects (sec Pk.ktexta), viz., the

lifiifuH and the Dec ins. The former dealt

with the expulsion of the Tarquins ; the

latter with the heroic death of Decius at

.Sentinum, H.c. 21)5. The rest, composed
after Greek models, embrace almost all

cycles of legend, especially the Trojan,

which is treated in a great variety of aspects.

Accius likewise handled questions of gram-
mar, literary history, and antiquities in the

Alexandrine manner and the fashion of his

own time, and in many different metres.

These works (the Didnscallca in at least

nine books ; the J'rat/indttca on dramatic
jtootry and acting, etc.) have also perished.

Achaeus. A Gieek tragic poet of Eretria,

born about 4S2 B.C., a contemporary of So-

phocles, and esitecially famous in the line

of satyric drama. He wrote about forty

plays, of which only small fragments are

])reserved. Not being an Athenian, he only
gainoil one victory.

Ach616u8. The god of the river of that

name between jEtolia and Acarnania
; eldest

of the oO(JO sons of Oceanus and Tethys, and
father of the Sirens by Sterope, the daugh-

ter of Porthaon. As a water-god he was
capable of metamorphosis, appearing now
as a bull, then as a snake, and again as a

bull-faced man. In fighting with Heracles

for the possession of Deianeira, he lost one
horn, but got it back in exchange for the

horn of Amaltheia (q.v.). As the oldest

and mcst venerable of river-gods, he was
worshipped all over Greece and her colonies,

especially Rhodes, Italy, and Sicily. The
oracle of Dodona, in everj' answer which
it gave, added an injunction to sacrifice to

Aclielous; and in religious usage his name
stood for any stream or running water.

Acheron. A river in the lower world.

{Sec H.U)p:s, Realm of.)

Achilles ( Gr. ArJtiUcns). (1) Son of Peleus
(king of the Myrmidons in Thessalian

Phthia) by the Nereid Thetis, grandson of

jEacus, great-grandson of Zeus. In Homer
he is d«ly brought up by his mother to

man's estate, in close friendship with his

older cousin Patroclus, the son of Menoetius,

a half-brother of ^acus; is taiTght the

arts of war and eloqiience by Phcenix (q.v.)

and that of healing by the centaur Chiron,

his mother's grandfather. But later le-

gends lend additional features to the story

of his youth. To make her son immortal,

Thetis anoints him with ambrosia by day,

and holds him in the fire at night, to destroy

whatever mortal element he has derived

from his father, until Peleiis, coming in one
night, sees the boy baking in the tire, and
makes an outcry ; the goddess, aggrieved at

seeing her plan thwarted, deserts husband
and child, and goes home to the Nereids.

According to a later story she di])ped the

child in the river Styx, and thus made him
invulnerable, all but the heel by which she

held him. Then Peleas takes the mother-
less boy to Chiron on Mount Pelion, who
feeds him on the entrails of lions and boars,

and the marrow of bears, and instructs him
in all knightly and elegant arts. At the

age of six the boy was so strong and swift

that he slew wild boars and lions, and
caught stags without net or hound. Again,
afi to his share in the expedition to Troy, the

legends differ widely. In Homer, Achilles

and Patroclus are at once ready to obey
the call of Nestor and Odysseus, and their

fathers willingly lot them go, accompanied
by the old man Phcenix, In later legend,

Thetis, alarmed by the prophecy of Calchas
that Trov cannot betaken without Achilles.
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and forpseeing liis fall in such a war, con-

ducts the boy of nine to the island of Scyros,

where in i'emale dress he grows up among
the daughters of king Lycumcdcs, and by
one of them, Deidameia, begets Neoptolt".-

mus {q.v.). _But Calchas betrays his where-
abouts, and Odysseus, in concert with Dio-
medes, unmasks the young hero. Dis-

guised as a merchant, he spreads out female

ornaments before the maidens, as well as

a shield and spear; suddenly a trumpet
sounds the call to battle, the maidens flee,

but Achilles clutches at the arms, and de-

clares himself eager to fight. At the first

landing of the Greeks, on the Asian coast,

he wounds Telephus (<fv.) ; at their second,

on the Trojan shore, C^'cnus (q.v.). Before
Tro}', Homer makes him the chief of Greek
heroes, whom the favour of Hera and Athena
and his own merit have placed above friend

and foe. He is graced with all the attri-

butes of a hero : in biith, beauty, swiftness,

strength, and valour, he has not his peer

;

none can resist him, the very sight of him
strikes terror into the foe. His anger may
be furious, his grief immoderate ; but his

nature is at bottom kind, affectionate, and
generous, even to his enemies. Touching
is his love for his parents, especially his

mother, and his devotion to his friends. In
the first nine years of the war he leads the

Greeks on their many plundering excursions

around Troy, and destro3\s eleven inland and
twelve seacoast towns. The events of the

tenth year, brought on by the deep grudge
he bears Agamemnon for taking away
Brisei's (daughter of Brises), form the

subject of Homer's' Iliad. When he and
his men withdi-aw from the fight, the Tro-
jans press on irrcsistibh' ; they have taken
the camp of the Greeks, and are setting

their ships on fire. In this extremity he
lends Patroclus the arms his father (see

Pelei's) had given him, and lets him lead

the Myrmidons to battle. Patroclus drives

the Trojans back, but falls by Hector's
hand, and the arms are lost, though the
corpse is recovered. Grief for his friend

and thirst for vengeance at last overcome
his grudge against Agamemnon. Furnished
by Hepluostus, at the request of Thetis,

with splendid new arms, including the
shield of wondrous workmanship, he goes
out against Hector, well knowing that he
himself must fall soon after him. He makes
frightful havoc among the enemy, till at
last Hector is the only one that dares
await him without the walls, and even he
turns in terror at the siirht of him. After

chasing him three times round the city,

Achilles overtakes him, pierces him with
his lance, trails his body behind his chariot

to the camp, and there casts it Jbi- a prey
to the birds and dogs. Then with the

utmost pom}) he lays the loved friend of his

3'outh in the same grave-mound that is to

hold his own ashes, and founds funeral games
in his honour. The next night Priam comes
secretl}^ to his tent, and offers rich gifts to

ransom Hector's body ; but Achilles, whom
the broken-down old king reminds of his

own father, gives it up without ransom, and
grants eleven days' truce for the bur3'ing.

After many valiant deeds (see Tifo.JAN Wai;),

he is overtaken by the fate which ho had
himself chosen ; for the choice had been
given him between an early death with un-

dying fame and a long but inglorious life.

Near the Sca?an (rate he is struck by the

shaft of Paris, guided by Apollo. Accord-
ing to a later legend he was wounded in

the one vulnerable heel, and in the temple
of Thymbrtean Apollo, whither he had gone
unarmed to be wedded to Pi'iam's daughter
Polyxena (q.v.). Greeks and Trojans fight

furiously all day about his body, till Zeus
sends down a storm to end the fight. Seven-

teen days and nights the Greeks, with
Thetis and the sea-goddesses and Muses,

bewail the dead ; then amid numerous sacri-

fices the body is burnt. Next morning the

ashes, with those of Patroclus and of Nestor's

son, AntTlochus, whom Achilles had loved

in the next degree, are ])laced in a golden

pitcher, the work of Hepbestus, and gift of

Dionysus, and deposited in the famed
tumulus that crowns the promontory of

Sigeum. The soul of Homer's Achilles

dwells, like other souls, in the lower world,

and is there seen by Odysseus together with

the souls of his two friends. According to

later poets Thetis snatched her son's body

out of the burning pyre and carrierl it to

the island of Leuke at the mouth of the

Danube, where the transfigured hero lives

on, sovei-eign of the Pontus and husband of

Iphigeneia. Others place him in Elysium,

with Medea or Helena to wife. Besides

Leuce, where the mariners of Pontus and
Greek colonists honoured him with ofierings

and games, he had many other places of wor-

ship ; the most venerable, however, was his

tomb on the Hellespont, where he appeared

to Homer in the full blaze of his armour,

and struck the })oet blind. In works of art

Achilles was represented as similar to Ares,

with magnificent physique, and hair bristling

uij like a mane. One of his most famous
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statiiPs is that at Paris (from the Villa

Boi^^lieso), thouijli many take it for an Ares.

(2) T(itiiif,ii Greek matliematician of the

3rd century A.u. Ho wrote an introduction

to tl)0 Pluvnomcna of Aratus.

(3) At'hillrs of Alc.randvia, about 450
A.D., ju'obably a Christian; author of a

(Jreek romance in eight books, the story of

(Jleituphun of Tyre and Leucippe of By-
zantium, two lovers who pass through a
long train of adventures before they meet.
As the whole story is put in the mouth of

the hero, many scenes, being told at second-
hand, lose in liveliness ; and the flow of the

narrative is checked by too inany digres-

sions, some interesting enough in them-
selves, by descriptions of places, natural

rtctntly <-«/iio i

a son named Perseus. Then mother and child

are put in a wooden box and thrown into

the sea, but they drift to the island of Seri-

phus, and are kindly received. Perseus,

having grown into a hero, sets out with his

mother to seek Acrisius, who has fled from
Argos for fear of the oracle coming true

;

he finds him at Larissa, in Thessaly, and
kills him unawares with a discus.

Aero (IJclcinus) A Roman grammarian
of the end of the 2nd century A.D. Ho
wrote commentaries (now lost) on Terence,

Horace, and ])erhaps Persius. The collec-

tion of scholia bearing his name dates

from the 7th century.

Acroliths. Statues whose uncovered ex-

tremities are made of stone, the covered

/

• n.AN or TIM-: ArnoiMn.is ix 188!), iNci.rniNo

(Uediiced from plan by Messrs. Penrose and Scl

phenomena, works of art, feelings and
passions, in which the author exhibits his

vast reading. The style has considerable
elegance, though often marred by an affec-

tation of neatness and brevity. The novel
continued to be popular until the fall of
Byznutium.

Acontius (C'v. Aknni'ii^s). Sec Cydippe.
Acratisma (Ci-. Ah-rdfisnia). See BIeals.
Acrisius (Or. Ah-risfus). King of Argos,

great-grandson of Drmfiiis, son of Abas, and
brother of Prcctus. An oracle having de-
clared that a son of his daughter Danae
Avould take his life, he shuts her up in a
brazen tower; but Zeus falls into her lap in
the shape of a shower of gold, and she bears

OIONYSIAC

iMcsn.Ts OF THE kxcavattons .iegun in 18S5.

\ult7., Jonrv.al of llcUenic Studies, 1S59, pi. viii.)

parts of another material, such as wood.
Acropolis (Or. Akydjwlls). Properh- = Up-

per ToA\-n. The Greek name for the citadel

or sti-onghold of a town. The Acropolis of

Athens was situated on a ])lateau of rock,

about 2(X) feet in height, 1,UU0 in breadth
from east to west, and 4G0 in length from
north to south. It was original I3' called

CecrupTa, after Cecrops, the ancestor of the
Athenians, whose grave and shrine were
shown on the spot. On the north side
of the Acropolis was the Erechtheum, the
common seat of worship of the ancient
gods of Athens, Athene Polius. Hephsestus,
Poseidon, and Erechtheus himself, who
was said to have founded the sanctuary.
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His house was possibly X.E. of the Erech-
thcuin. Pisistnitus, like the riiicient kin<;s,

liad his residence on the Acropolis, and may
have added the stylobate to the temple of

Athene recently identitied, S. of the Erech-
tlicum. The walls of the fortre^-s proper

were destroyed in the Persir.n wars, 48(J

and 47J) H.C., and restored by Cimon. Bnt
the wall surrounding; the foot of the hill,

called the Fclasglkon or Fclarglkon^ and
supposed to be a relic of the oldest inhabi-

ta/iits, was left in ruins. Cimon also laid

the foundation of a new temple of Athene
on the south side of the hill. This temple
was begun afresh and completed in the

most splendid style by Pericles, and called

the Parthenon. (.S'cf Parthenon.) Pericles

at the same time adorned the approach to

the west side of the Acropolis with the

ii;lorious Pi-oj>i'/l(ra^ and began to rebuild

tlie Erechtheum in magnificent style. {See

Erei'htheum, Propyl.ea.) There were
several other sanctuaries on the Acropolis,

that, for instance, of Artemis Brauronia, on
the S.E. side of the Propylpea; rlie beautiful

little temple of Athene Nike to the S.W.

;

and the Pandroseum adjoining the temple
of Ere<ditheus. There were many altars,

that of Zeus Hyputos for example, and
countless statues, among them that ofAthene
Promachos, with votive offerings. Among
the numerous grottos in the rock, one on
the north side was dedicated to Pan, another
to Apollo.

Acta. The Latin term for official records

of transactions, including Acta sendfns and
Acta popull Roiiulnl, both established by
C*sar in his first consulship, B.C. 51). (1)

Acta scnatus. Ciesar's law decreed that all

transactions of the senate should be regu-

larly written down and published, which had
only been done hitherto in exceptional cases.

The written reports were continued under
the Empire, but Augustus put a stop to their

publication. These documents were pre-

served among the state archives and in the

])ublic libraries, where they could only be
inspected by permission of the city pre-

fect. At first a temporary duty imposed
on individual senators, the business of

reporting grew into a separate office held
in rotation, with the title of Ab actia

scnatuH, and the officer holding it had a
considerable staff of writers under him,
called Actmlvn. (2) The Acta {(linrna)

j)0})}ili {Romania, or Acta jjuhlica, urhd)ia,

io-hiK^ cliuvna poptili, or simph- Acta or

Diurna, Avere an official daily chronicle,

which, in addition to cfficial reports of

events in the imperial family, and state
and city affairs, contained regulations by
the magistrates, transactions and decrees
of the senate, accidents, and family news
communicated to the editors. They were
publicly exhibited on a whitened board
{alhum}^ which an}^ one might read and
copy ; and there were men who made a
business of multiph'ing and transmitting
such news to the ])rovinces. After a time
the originals were ]jlaced among the state-

ai-chives for the benefit of those who wished
to consult them.

Actason (Gr. Aldainn). Son of Aristams by
Autonue, the daughter of Cadmus of Thebes,
was trained by Chiron into a finished

huntsman. Having either seen Artemis
(Diana) when bathing, or boasted his su-

periority in the chase, he was changed l)v

her into a stag, and torn to pieces by his

own hounds on Mount Citha?ron. The
hounds looked everywhere for their master,
and would not be pacified till Chiron
showed them an image of him. His statno
Avas often set up on hills and rocks as a
protection against the dangerous heat of the

dog-days, of which probably the myth itself

is but a synd)ol.

Actoridae, Actoriones. Siv Moliones.
Actnarius. Ncr Acta.
Acusilaiis. Sec LoGOGRAnir.
Admetus. Son of Pheres, king of Pherco

in Thessaly, who took part in the Caly-

donian boar-hunt and the voyage of the

Argo. Apollo served him for a time as a
slie23herd, either from love and as a reward
for his piety, or to expiate a capital crime.

WhenAdint'tuswooedAlcestis, the daughter
of Pullas, and her father would only give her

to one who should yoke lions and boars to

a chariot, ho fulfilled the task with Apollo's

help ; indeed, the god even prevailed on the

Moirai to release him from death, provided

that any one would volunteer to die for him.

He is at length seized with a mortal sickness,

and his aged parents refusing to give up the

remnant of their days for him, Alcestis dies

for her husband, but is sent back to the

upper world by Persephone, or, according

to another story, is rescued out of the hands
of Hades by Heracles.

Adonis. Sprung, according to the com-

mon legend, from the unnatural love of

the Cyprian princess Myrrha (or Smyrna)
for her father Cinyras, who, on becoming
aware of the crime, pursues her with a

sword ; but she, praying to the gods, is

changed into a myrtle, out of whose bark

springs the beautiful Adonis, the beloved
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of AplircdItO. Wliilo yet a youth, he dies

wounded hy a bnar in hunting ; the god-

dess, inconsolable, makes the anemone
grow out of his blood. As she will not

give uj) her darling, r\nd Persephone has

t.illen in love with him, Zeus decrees

thnt he shall pass hnll' the year with one

and half with the other goddess. Adonis

(^
= lord) was i)roperly a Syrian god of nature,

a tvpe of vegetation, which after a brief

blossoming always dies again. The myth
was embodied in a yearly Feast of Adonis

held by women, Avhich, starting from Byblos

in Syria, the cradle of this worship, came by
way of Cyprus to Asia Minor and Greece,

then under the Ptolemies to Egypt, and
in the impcriol nge to Home. When the river

Adonis by Byblos ran red with the soil

washed down from Lebanon by the autunm
rain, they said Adonis was slain by the boar

in the mountains, and the water was dyed
with his blood. Then the women set out

to seek him, and having found a figure that

they took to be his corpse, perfoimed his

funeral rites with lamentations as wild as

the rejoicings that i'ollowcd over his re-

surrection were licentious. The feast was
held, in the East, with great magnificence.

In Greece the celebration was much simpler,

a leading feature being the little "Adonis-
gardens," viz. ])ots holding all kinds of

herbs that come out quickly and as quickly
fade, which were finally thrown into the

water. At the court of Alexandria a
figure in costly apparel was displaj-ed on a
silver bier, and the ne.xt morning carried

in procession by the women to the sea,

and committed to the waves. In most
places the feast wa.s held in the hottest

season.

Adoption. (1) At Af/icus adoption took
Itl.'icfM'ither in the adopter's lifetime or by
will; or again, if a man died childless and
intestate, the State interfered to bring into

his house the man next entitled by the Attic
law of inheritance as heir and adoptive son,

so that the race and the religious rites

]»eculiar to it might not die out. None but
the independent citizen of respectable char-
acter could adn])t, nnd he only while he
wns as yet without male heirs. If there
were daughters, one of them was usuall}^
betrothed to the adopted son, and the rest
])oi-tioned off with dowries. If after that a
male heir was born, he and the adopted had
equal rights.

(2) At Iiimic there were two kinds of

adoption, both r-^rpuring the adopter to
be a male and childless: Arvotxitio nnd

Adoption proper. The former could only

take i)lace where the person to be adopted

was independent {avi jtins), and his adopter

had no prospect of male offspring ; at the

instance of the pontifex, and. after full proof

of admissibilit}', it had to be sanctioned

by the comitia curiata. Adoption proper

applied to those still under paternal rule

(patria potesfa,s), the father selling his son

by formal maucqnltio {(j.v.) to the adopter,

who then, the pnternal power being thus
abolished, claimed the son before the court

as his own, and the father allowed him to be
adjudged to him. By either transaction the

person adopted passed completely over into

the famil}' and rank of the adopter, and
naturally took his name in full, but with the
addition of a second cognomen formed from
his own former nomcn gcntllr by the suffix

-amis, e.g. Publius Cornelius Scipio^mili-
.nnus (son of Lucius ^milius Paullus).

Women too could be adopted, but not
arrogated ; neither could the}' adopt. At the

latter end of the Republic we find a testa-

mentary Ado})tion in existence, which at

first likewise produced a change of name,
but not of status.

Adrasteia. tSee Nemesis.
Adrastus. (4rnndson of Bias, son of Talaus

and Lj'simache. In a quarrel between the

three houses reigningin Argos, theBiantida»,

Melnmpodidpp, and Proetlda*, he is driven

out by Amphiaraus, who also killed his

father, flees to his mother's father, king
Polybusof Sicyon,and inherits his kingdom.
But, reconciled to Amphiaraus, to whom
he gives his sister Eriphyle, he returns
and rules over Argos. During one stormy
night a great scuftie is heard outside the
palace : two fugitives, Polyneices son of

CEdipus of Thebes, and Tydeus son of

(Eneus of Calydon (one wrapped in a lion's

hide, the other in a boar-skin), have sought
refuge in the front-court, and are fighting for

a night's lodging. Adrastus, coming forth,

recognises the fulfilment of an oracle whiclv

had bidden him marr}' his daughters to a

lion and a l)oar. He gives Argeia to Polj--

neices and Deipyle to Tydeus, promising
to conduct those pr-inces home and rein-

state thorn in their rights. Thus began
under his lead the far-famed and fatal ex-
])edition of the Sei-en against Thebes (q.v.).

He alone escapes destruction bj' the help
of his divine winged steed Areion. Ten
years after, with the sons of the slain, the
Ejjigoni (q.v.), and his own son vEgialeus,
he again marches' upon Thebes, takes and
destroys the town, but loses his son, and
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dies of grief on liis waj- home at Mee;ara,

where, as ^\'ell as at Sicyon and Athen;^', he
was wnrsliippod as a hero.

Advocatus. At Roiue, under the Repnlj-

lie, a conii)etent friend who gave his advice

in a law-suit and came into court in person,

not to speak (the patrouHS caiis(c. did that),

bat to support the cause by his presence.

In the imjjerial age the term was applied

to the counsel who pleaded in court in the

presence of the parties, for doing which
he was allowed, after the time of Claudius,

to take a moderate fee.

Adyton. In many Greek temples, a space
set apart, sometimes underground, and onl}^

entered by the priest, a holy of holies.

{Sec Templk.)
JEa. The realm of the mythic Metes

;

afterwards supposed to be Colchis on the

Euxine.

MkcvLS[iTi\Atdkus). Ancestor of the heroic
yEacida; ; son of Zeus by .^Eglna, a daughter
of the river-god Asupus in Phi ins, whom
the king of gods, in the form of an eagle,

carried off to the island named after her,

where her son was born. As king of^gina
he ruled the Myrmidons, whom Zeus at his

request created out of ants (Cir. mynnekcH)
to people his island, which, according to

one stor}'-, was uninhabited, according to

another, stricken with pestilence. Beloved
by the gods for his piety, when a drought
desolated Greece, his intercession obtained
rain from Zeus ; and the grateful Greeks
built him in ^gina a temple enclosed b}^

a marble Avail. Pindar says he helped
Poseidon and Apollo to rear the walls of

Tro}', erecting that very portion which was
afterwards sealed hy his son Telamon, and
his grandson Neoptulemus. His justice

caused him after death to l)e made a judge
in the lower world. At ^gina and Athens
he was worshii)ped as a demigod. His sons
l)y Chiron's daughter Endeis were Telamon
and Peleus, the fathers of Aiax and Achilles

;

another son Phocus,by the Nereid Psamathe,
was slain by his half-brothers, for which
their father banished them.

.ffiiiles. At Rome, two sets of magistrates,
the Plebeian {ivdilvs ph'his or pUbcii) and
the Curule {o'dilcs ciirfilrs). (i) The two
Plebeian A'MUrs were appointed B.C. 494 at

the same time with the Tribuneship of the
Plebs, as servants of the Ti-ibunes. and at
first probably nominated by them till 471,
when, like them and itnder their presi-

dency, they began to be elected by the
whole body of the Plebs. They took their
name from the temple (ffdcs) of the ple-

beian goddess Ceres, in which their official

archives were kept. Beside the custody
of the pirbi-sclta, and afterwards of the

senatiiti-couiiulta, it was their duty to make
arrests at the bidding of the tribunes ; to

carry out the death-sentences which they
passed, b}- hurling the criminal down from the
Tarpeian rock

; to look after the importation
of corn

; to watch the traffic in the markets

;

and to organize and superintend the Plebeian
and Roman Games. Like the tribunes, they
could only be chosen from the body of the
Plebs, and wore no badge of office, not s«

much as the torja i^nvtcata^ even after they
l)ecame an authority indei)endent of the
tril)unes. (2) The Curule ylulilcs, from n.a
8()(), were taken at first from the Patrician

body alone, soon after from Patricians and
Plebeians by turns, and lastly from either.

Elected yearh' in the comitia tributa under
the presidency of a consul, they were, from
the iirst, officers of the whole })eople, though
low in rank ; they sat in the sella Cin-ulis.

from which they took their name, and wore
as insignia the toga pratexta. As in rank,

so in the extent of their powers they stood

above the Plebeian iEdiles, being entitled

to exercise civil jurisdiction in market busi-

ness, where the latter could only impose a

Hue. The functions of the two were very
much alike, comprising : (i) the superin-

tendence of trade in the market, where they

had to test weights and measures, and the

quality of goods ; to keep down the price of

provisions, both by pi*ohibitive measures,
especially against regraters of corn, and by

the purchase and liberal distribution of

food {cura annoua') ; and, as regards the

money-market, to prosecute those wha
transgressed the laws of usury ;

(ii) the

care of the streets and buildings within

the city and the circuit of a mile outside, by

cleansing, paving, and improving the streets,

or stirring up those who were bound to do

it ; by seeing that the street traffic was
iinimpeded ; by keeping in repair the

temples, public buildings, and works, such

as sewers and aqueducts, and seeing that

these latter and the fire-apparatus were in

working order
;

(iii) a superintendence of

health and morals, including the inspec-

tion of baths, taverns, and low houses, the

putting down of all that endangered public

order and decency, e.g. games of hazard,

breaches of sumptuary laws, introduction

of foreign religions, etc. ;
(iv) the exhi-

bition of Games (of which the Roman and

Megalensian devolved on the curule, the

Plebeian on the plebeian wdiles), the super-
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vision of fcsiivities at the firuv. Luthuv
and at games given by private men. The
cost ot" the games given by themselves
they defrayed partly out of a sum set apart

by the State, but utterly inadequate to the

large demands of later times
;
partly out cf

the proceeds of fines which were also spent

on public buildings, and partly out of their

own resources. Thus the fiidileship became
an expensive luxur}', and its enjoyment less

and less accessible to men of moderate
means. Ambitious men often spent in-

credible sums in getting up games, to win
the people's favour with a view to higher

honours, thongh the aBdileship was not

necessary as a stepping-stone to these. In

Cicero's time the legal age for the curule

ajdileship was thirty-seven. From B.C. 3G6
their number was unchanged, till Caesar

in B.C. 44 added two more, the Plebeian

AuUles CevlCdes, to whom alone the cnra
(innnnm and the management of the huU
Ccrialcs were entrusted. Under the

Empire the office of sedile lost much in

importance by some of its functions being
handed over to separate officers, especially

loy the transference of its jurisdiction and
hs control of games to the preetors ; and it

i'ell into such contempt, that even Augustus
had to make a tenure of it, or the tribune-

ship, a condition of eligibility to the

praetorship; and succeeding emperors often

had to fill it by compulsion. In the 3rd
eentury A.u. it seems to have died out alto-

gether.

.ffiditutis or iSditumus. The overseer of

a' temple that had no priest of its own (sec

Pk"! f.sts)
; also a major-domo, (^cc Slaves.)

Aedon. Daughter of Pandrireos,wife of the

Thrbau king Zethus, and mother of Itylus.

Envious at her sister-in-law, Niobe, having
.six sons, she tries to kill the eldest, but
by mistake kills her own. She is changed
by Zeus into a nightingale, and for ever
bewails her son. Later legend makes her
the wife of an artificer Polytechnus at

f'olophnn in Lydia; she stirs the anger of

Ffera l)y boasting that she lives more happily
with her husband than the goddess with
Zeus. Hera sends Eris ( = strife) to set on
foot a wager between husband and wife, that
whichever finishes first the piece of work
they have in hand (ho a chair, she a gar-

ment) shall make the other a present of a
slave-i;irl. By Hera's help Aedon wins,
and Polytechnus in vexation fetches her
sister, Cheildunis, on a false pretext, from
her father's house, and having reduced her
to submission on the way, and bound her

to secrecy on pain of death, presents her
to his wife unrecognised as a slave. One
day Aedon overhears her sister lamenting
her lot at a fountain, and concerts with her
to slay Itylus, cook him, and set him before

his father to eat. On learning the truth,

Polytechnus pursues the sister to her home;
but there the gods, to prevent more horrors,

turn them all into bird.s, making Pandareos
an csprey, his wife a kingfisher, Poly-

technus a pelican, Cheliclonis a swallow,
and Aedon a nightingale. (Comp. Procxe.)

.ffietes. Son of Helios and the Ocean
nymph Perseis, brother of Circe and
Paslphae, king of vEa, father of Medea and
Absyrtus by the ocean nymph Idyia. {See

Argoxauts and Medea.)
.ffigeus. Son of Pandlon (q.v. 2) and

Pelia. Having with the help of his brothers

Lycus, Pallas, and Nisus wrested Attica
from the sons of his uncle Motion, who had
driven out his father, he seized the sole

sovereignty. Dethroned by his brother
Pallas and his sous, he was rescued and
restored by his son Theseus {q.v.). Having
slain Androgeos, son of Minos (q.i'.)., he
was conquered by that king, and compelled
to send seven youths and seven maidens to

Crete every nine years as victims to the
Minotaur. When Theseus set out to free

his country from this tribute, he agreed in

case of success to exchange the black sail

of his ship for a white ; but he forgot to

do so, and vEgeus seeing the old sail on the

returning vessel, gave up his son for lost,

and threw himself into the sea, which is

supposed to have been named after him
the iEgean. He had a herOon or shrine at

Athens. Childless by his first two mar-
riages, and ascribing the fact to the anger
of Aphrodite, he is said to have inti'oduced

her worship into Athens. (For his son
Medus by Medea, see both.)

.^giale (Gr. A-Ajialeia). Daughter of Ad-
rastus of Argos, wife of Diomedes {q.v.).

iEgialeiis. Son of Adrastus of Argos, and
one of the EpTgoni (q.v.), who fell before

Thebes.

.Slgina, a nymph, daughter of the river-

god Ascipus. and, bv Zeus, mother of ^Eacus
\q.V.).

JEginetan Sculptures. The marble pedi-

ments of Athena's temple at ^glna, dis-

covered in 1811, restored by Thorwaldsen,
and preserved in the Glyptothek at Munich.
Their great value consists in the full light

they throw on the condition of Greek art,

especially of the' iEginetan school, in B.C.

480. {Comp. Sculpture.) Both groups
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AVEST PEDUIKXT OF THE TEMI'LE AT ,1:GIXA.

present, with lifelike accuracy and in strictly

symmetrical distribution, combats of the

Greeks before Troy, while Athena in the

centre, as protectress of the Greeks, retains

the rigid attitude of the ancient religious

statues. Of the iigures, originally twenty-
two in number, ten in the west pediment
representing the contest for the body of

Patroclus, are complete, while the eleventh

is preserved in fragments ; of those in the

east pediment representing Heracles and
Telamon shielding the fallen Oicles from
Laumedon, five remain and many fragments.

.ffigis. The storm-cloud and thunder-

cloud of Zeus, imagined in Homer as a

shield forged by Hephaestus, blazing bright-

ly and fringed with tassels of gold, in its

centre the awe-inspiring Gorgon's head.

When Zeus shakes the a?gis, it thunders
and lightens, and horror and perdition fall

upon those against whom it is lifted. It is

borne not only by Zeus " the ^Egis-bearer,"

but by his daughter Athena, and occasionally

by Apollo. As the same word means a goat-

skin, it was explained in later times as the

skin of the goat which had si;ckled Zeus
in his infanc3\ At the bidding of the

oracle, he drew it over his thunder-shield

in the contest with the Giants, and fastened

on it the Gorgon's head. When the pegis

became a standing attribute of Athena, it

was represented as a skin either shaggy or

scaly, with a fringe of snakes and the

Gorgon's head in the middle, and either

serving the goddess as a breastplate, or

hanging behind to screen the back and
shoulders, or fastened like a shield on the
lel't arm.

.ffigisthus. Son of Thyestes and his daugh-
ter Pelupia. At his birth he was exposed
by his mother, and brought up by shepherds.
His uncle Atreus, husband to Pelopia, linds

him and brings him to Mycena», thinking
him to be his own son ; but ^Egisrhus and
his real father contrive to kill him and
seize the sovereignty of Mycentp. {Stc

Atkeus.) This position he loses again by
his cousin Agamennion's return from exile

;

but during that hero's absence at Troy he
seduces his wife ClytaBmnestra, and with
her help slays him treacherously on his

return. In the eighth year after this deed
comes young Orestes, and avenges his

father's death by slaying yEgisthus.

Mgle. One of the Hesperides (q.i\).

.ffigyptus. Son of Belusand twin-brother

of Danails (q.v.)., who subdued the land of

the Melarapudes (Blackfeet), and named it

after himself. Ignorant of the fate of his

tiftA' sons, he comes to Argos and there dies

of grief at their death; another account
represents his only surviving son as recon-

ciling him to his brotlier.

JElianus. (1) The Tactician, a Greek
writer on war, about 100 A.D., composed a

work dedicated to Trajan on the Greek
order of battle, with special reference to

Macedonian tactics
(
Taktlkc. ThcOvia

)

, which
is extant both in its original and in an
enlarged form. The original used falsely

to be attributed to Ai'rian.

(2) Claudius uKlianus, called the Sophist^

a Roman of Prasneste, who wrote in Greek,

lived at Rome in the 2nd century a.d. as

teacher of rhetoric. His surviving works
are: (1) 20 insigniiicant Peasants^ Letters,

so called because attributed to Attic pea-

sants
; (2) Varia; Jlistnria' or miscellanies,

in 14 books, some preserved oidy in extracts,

and (3) I)e Naturd Aniiiialium. The two
last-mentioned are copious and valuable

collections of all kinds of curiosities in

human and animal life, mostly taken from

earlier writings now lost.

iElianum Jus. See Juhisi'RUDexce.

^lius. (1) a:!ins Catus. ,bW' Juiusruu-

(2) Lucius JFAins Stilo rraicommis, a

Roman grammarian born at Lanuvium,

about 150 B.C., an eqnes, and friend of

the poet Lucilius, to whom he dedicated

his first book of Sati)-cs : surnamed Stilo
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(from stilus, pencil) because he wrote
speeches for public men, and Prseconinus
because his father was a crier (pywco). He
was so strongly attached to the party of

Optiniatos, that in 10() B.C. ho voluntarily

accnin})anied Metellus Numidlcus into exile.

After his return he became tlio master of

Varro and Cicero. Well versed in Greek and
Latin literature, he applied himself chiefly

to studying the oldest relics of his native

tongue, commented on the Liturgies of the

Salian priests and the Laws of the Twelve
Tables, and earned the honour of having
rescued the ancient Latin language from
oblivion, and preserved some knowledge of

it to posterity. Such scantj^ i-emnants of it

as have come down to us in glossaries and
the like seem to be taken chiefly from his

writings, now all lost.

(8) and (4) JElitis Lamprldhis and
JEliiis SpartUlmis, Roman historians of the
Empire. {Sec SfRiPTORES HiST. Aug.)

.ffilmilius Probus. Sec Cornelius Nepos.
JEneas (Greek Aincias). (1) Son of

Anclilses and Aphrodite. Born on the

mountains of Ida, he is brought up till his

fifth year b}' his brother-in-law Alcathous,
or, according to another story, by the

nymphs of Ida, and after his father's mis-
fortune becomes ruler of Dardanos. Though
near of kin to the royal house of Troy, he
is in no hurry to helj) Priam till his own
cattle are curried oft' b}' Achilles. Yet he
is highly esteemed at Troy for his piet}-,

prudence, and valour
; and gods come to his

assistance in battle. Thus Aphrodite and
Apollo shield him when his life is threatened
by Diomed, and Poseidon snatches him out
of the combat with Achilles. But Priam
does not love him, for he and his are destined
hereafter to rule the Trojans. The story of

his escape at the fall of Troy is told in

several ways : one is, that he bravely cut
his way through the enemy to the fastnesses
of Ida : another, that, like Antenor, he was
spared by the Greeks because he had always
counselled peace and the surrender of
Helena ; a third, that ho made his escape in

the general confusion. The older legend
represents him as staying in the countr}',

forming a new kingdom out of the wreck of
tiie Teucrian people, and handing it tlown to

his posterity. Indeed several townshijis on
Ida always claimed him as their founder.
The story of his emigrating, freely or under
compulsion from the Greeks, and founding
a new kingdom beyond seas, is clearly of
post-Homeric date. In the earlier legend
he is represented as settling not very far

from home; then they extended his wander-
ings to match those of Odysseus, always
pushing the limit of his voyagings farther

and farther west. The poet Stesichorus

(about WX) B.C.) is, so far as we know, the

first who brings him to Italy, Later, in

face of the fast rising power of Rome, the

Greeks conceived the notion that ^neas
must have settled in Latium and become
the ancestor of these Romans. This had
become a settled conviction in their minds
by the beginning of the 3rd century B.C.,

when Tim«us, in the Roman interest, com-
pleted the Legend of yEneas, making room
in it for Latian and Roman traditions ; and

at Rome it was soon taken up and developed

into a dogma of the state religion, repre-

senting the antagonism between Greece
and Rome, the new Troy, From that time

verse and prose endeavoured to bring the

various places with which the name of

^neas was connected into historic and
geographic harmony, now building on a
bare resemblance of names, now following

kindred fables and the hoi}' places of

Aphrodite Aineias, a goddess of sea and
seafaring, whose temples were generall)'

found on the coasts. Thus b}' degrees the

story took in the main the shape so

familiar to us in Vergil's /Ene'id. ^neas
flees from the flames of Troy, bearing on

his shoulders the stricken Anchises with
the Penates, leading his boy Ascanius and
followed b}' his wife Creiisa (who is lost

on the way), till he comes to Mount Ida.

There he gathers the remnant of the

Trojans in twenty ships, and sails b}^ wa)'

of Thrace and Delos to Crete, imagining
that to be the destination assigned him bj-

Apollo. But driven thence by pestilence,

and warned in a dream that Italy is his

goal, he is first carried out of his course to

Epirus, and then makes his way to Sicilj'',

where his father dies. He has just set out

to cross to the mainland, when a hurricane
raised b}' his enemy Juno casts him on the

coast of Carthage. Here Juno and Venus
have agreed that he shall many Dido : but
at Jupiter's command he secreth^ quits

Africa, and having touched at Sicily, Cuma?,
and Caieta (Gaiita), arrives, after seven
years' wandering, at the Tiber's moiith.

Latinus, king of Latium, gives him leave
to build a town, and betroths to him his

daughter Lavinia. Turn us, king of the

Rutuli, to whom she had been promised
before, takes up arras in alliance with
Mezentius of Caere ;' in twenty days the war
is ended by ^neas defeating both. Accord-
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ing to another version (not Vergil's), be dis-

appeared after the victory on the Nnniicius,

and was Avoi-shippcd as the god Jupiter

Indiges. The Roman version, in its earliest

forms, as Ave see it in Nievins and Enniiis,

brought yEneas almost into contact with
the t'oiniders of Rome, Romulus and Remus
being regarded as children of his daughter
Ilia by the god Mars. In later times, to

till up duh' the space between the Fall of

Troy and the Founding of Rome, the line

of Alban kings, descended from Silvius, his

son by Lavinia, was inserted between him
and Romulus.

(2) yTjicas, named " the Tactician,'^ a

Greek military author, wrote about 350 B.C.

a book on the Art of War, of which only

a small part on siege-operations, usually

entitled Poliorkctikon^ is preserved: it is

clear in exposition, and contains much
valuable historical information.

jEolus. (1) Grandson of Deucalion, son

of HellGn by the nymph Orse'is, brother of

Dorus and Xuthus ; king of Magnesia in

Thessaly, and mythic ancestor of the

^olian race, his sons being founders of the

-^olian settlements spread all over Greece.

By his wife EnarctP he has seven sons :

Cn'thens, founder of lolcus, and father, by
Tyro, of iEson (Jason's father), of Pheres
(founder of PhertB in Thessaly, and father

of Admetus and Lj'curgus), and of Amy-
thaon (father of Bias and Melampus)

:

SlsypJms, founder of Ephyra (Corinth),

father of Glaucus and grandfather of

Bellerophun ; AthumCis, king of Orchome-
nus, father of Phrixus and Helle ; Sal-

mditcus, builder of Salmone in Elis, father

of Tyro : Dc'lon, king of Phocis, father of

Actor, Phylucus, and Cephalus ; Magncs^
father of Dictj's and Polydectes, who
colonize the island of Seriphus {sec Per-
SKUS) ; PcviCrcs, king of Messenia, father

of Aphareus and Leucippus. Also five

daughters : Candcc, mother bj^ Poseidon
of Epopeus and Aloeus (see Aloads)

;

Alcyonr. (.srr Ceyx) ; Pcisu/icc ; Cdlyce,

mother of Endymion ; and PcrimPde.

(2) In Homer a son of Hippotes, and a
favourite of the gods, whom Zeus has ap-

pointed keeper of the winds. On his

-^olian island, floating in the far west, its

steep cliff encircled by a brazen wall, he
lives in unbroken bliss with his wife and
his six sons and six daughters, whom he
has wedded to one another. He hospi-

tabl}' entertains Odysseus, gives him the

unfavourable winds shut up in a leathern
bag, and a kindly breeze to waft him on

his voyage. But when the hero's comrades
open the bag, the winds break out and
blow him back to the yEolian Isle ; then
^Eolus drives him from his door as one hate-
ful to the gods. In the later legend he
dwells on one of the J<]olian isles to the

north of Sicily, Lipara or Strongyle, where,
throned on a mountain, he holds the winds
imprisoned in the hollow of the same

;
yet

he does not seem to have received real

worship. He was, moreover, brought into

genealogical connection with yl^^olus of

Thessal}', whose son Mimas begets Hippotes,
and he (by Melanippe) ascconci yEolf(s, king
of iEolis in .lEtolia ; this .^olus gives his

daughter Arne, the beloved of Poseidon,

to a guest-friend from Metapontum in

Lucania, where she has two sons by the

god, the thinl A'^jolvs and Boeotus. These,

adopted by the Metapontian, kill his wife

Autolyte and run away, Boeotus returning

with Arne to his grandfather, and iEohis

settling in the isles named after him, and
founding the city of Lipara.

.ffiora. Festival of the swing. Sec

ICAKIUS, 1.

^Jquitas. At Rome, the personification of

equity or fairness, as opposed to the justice

that decides b}' the letter of the law. She
was represented as a statel}' virgin with
her left hand open, and often with a pair

of scales.

.ffirarii. By the constitution of Servius

Tullius {see Cexturia), the yKmrii were
citizens not settled on land of their own,
and therefoi'e not included in any one of the

property-classes founded on landownershi]).

The term was also ai)pliedto those standing

outside of the tribal union, who were ex-

cluded from the right of voting and from

militar}' service, and were bound to pay

a poll-tax in proportion to their means.

Citizens in the classes and tribes could be

expelled from their tribe by the censors in

punishment for any fault, and ]ilaced

among the ^rarii. But when the latter

were likewise admitted into the triljes (B.C.

308), being enroUerl in the city tribes (B.('.

304), which were on that account less

esteemed than the countrj'- ones, a ]ienal

transfer to the ^rarii consisted in expulsion

from one's proper tribe and removal to one

of the city tribes till at least the next

census.

.ffirarium. The state-treasury of Rome,
into which flowed the revenues ordinary

and extraordinary, and out of which the

needful expenses were defrayed. It was

kept in the basement of the temple of Saturn,
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under the cliar.2;e of the qntostors. A special

reserve fund was the uKrariuui mnctiua^

in which the proceeds of receipts from the

mananiission-tax (one twentieth of the freed

slave's vahie) were deposited In gold ingots.

When Augustus divided the pro-

vinces into senatorial and impera-

torial, there were fd-o chief treasuries.

The senatorial treasury, which was

.still kept in the temple of Saturn,

was left under the control of the

senate, but only as a matter of formal

right. Practically it passed into the

hruids of the emperors, who also

brought the management of the

treasuries under their own eye by

appointing, instead of the qutcstors,

two jtnrfcrti n'varii taken from these

who iiad served as praetors. Besides,

they diverted into their own Fiscua

all the larger revenues, even those

that legally belonged to the ^rarium.

When in course of time the returns

from all the provinces flowed into

the imperial treasury, the senatorial

yErarium continued to exist as the city

treasury. The yErarium miUtarr

was a pension -fund founded by

Augustus in A.D. G, for disabled

soldiers. Its management was en-

trusted to three privfrcti (v.raril

militaris. It was maintained out of

the interest on a considerable fund,

and the proceeds of the heritage and

sale diities.

Aerope. Daughter to Catreus of

Crete (ry.f.), who was given up by her

father to Nauplius to be sold abroad.

Married to Atreus {q.v.)^ she bore

Agamemnon and Menelaus, but was

thrown into the sea by her husband

for her adultery with his brother

Tliyestos.

.ffisacus. Son of Priam by Arisbe,

who had learnt the art of interpreting

<lrcams from his maternal grandfather

3Ierops, and being consulted by his

father as to Hecuba's bad dreams

before the birth of Paris, advised

liim to expose a child so clearly

«loomed to be the destruction of

Troy. In despair at having caused the

death of his wife Asterope (or Hes-

peria) he threw himself into the sea,

and was changed intoabird, thediver.

JEschines. (1) Tlu^ Socmtir, srn of a

sausage-maker at Athens, lived in the most

pinching poverty, but would not let it dis-

courage him in his zeal for learning. Some

time after the death of Socrates, to whom
he had clung with faithful affection, in n.C.

309, yEschines, probably to mend his for-

tunes, removed to Syracuse, r.nd there tound

a patron in the younger Dionysius. On the

" .i:si inM > I in; <'i;ator.

(Naples, Niitioiial Museum.)

fall of that tyrant, he returned to Athens,

and supported himself by writing speeches

for public men. "He composed Dialogues,

wliich were prized for their faithful de-
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scriptions of Socrates, and tho clearance of

their style. Three ])seudo-Platonic dia-

Ingnes are conjecturally ascribed to him

;

Tluif Vi)'ti(v can he Taught ; Axioc/nts, or

on Dcat/i, and Evij.rias^ or on KtcJics. But
it is doubtful whether they are realh' from
his hand.

(2) yEiychincs the Orator, born at Athens
B.C. 38!>, in a low station. As a youth, he
assisted his father in keeping an elementary
school, then acted as clerk to several in-

ferior magistrates, was for a time an actor

in third-rate parts, till an accident removed
him from the stage, when he became secre-

tary to the esteemed orators and statesmen
Aristophon and Eubrihts, at whose recom-
mendation he was twice elected to a govern-
ment clerkship. Having thtts acquired a

sound knowledge of the laws and of legal

proceedings, and being gifted with consider-

able talent, fine elocution and a dignified

manner, to which his experience on the

stage had contributed, he now came forward
as a ])ublic speaker, and soon became an
important personage. As a member of the

embassy sent to Philip of Macedon for the

conclusion of peace, B.C. 347, he was won
over by the king to second the plans which
proved so fatal to Athens, and was therefore

accused of high treason bj' Timarchtis and
Demosthenes in b.c, 345; but he managed
to clear himself by a triumphant attack on
the private life of Timarchus. In B.C. 342
Demosthenes, who hated him, the head of

the Macedonian part}-, as bitterlj^as he was
hated by him, renewed the charge in his

oration On the False Embassy. Jilschines,

however, met it su-ccessfull}' b}^ an equally

brilliant speech bearing the same title. His
un])atriotic conduct occasioned the war with
Philip, which led to the overthrow of the

Athenians and Tliebans at Chfpronea, 338,

and set the seal to the Macedonian supre-

macy over Greece. His own fall at last was
brought on by his hatred of Demosthenes.
iEschines had previously brought a charge
of illegality against Ctesiphon for ])roposing

the distinction of a golden crown for

Demosthenes. The charge was repeated
B.C. 33U, in a brilliant oration nominally
directed Against Ctesiphon, hwt really aimed
at his old rival. He was completely crushed
b}' Demosthenes' great speech On t/ie Crow,
and being condemned to pay a fine of 1,000
drachmas, went into voluntary exile at

Rhodes, where he is said to have opened a

school of oratory. Thence he removed to

Samos, and died B.C. 314. Beside the three

orations named (Against Tiniarehus.On the

False E,nhassg, Against Ctesiphon), we
have und^r his name a collection of twelve
letters professing to be Avritten from Rhodes,
but really forged by a later hand. Among
the orators of his time yEschines ranks next
to Demosthenes. His orations are elabor-

ated with the utmost care and reHexion,
they have fulness, force, smoothness, and
grace : but lack the terseness, the rhythm,
and the moral inspiration of those of

Demosthenes. The}- were spoken of in

antiquit}' as the Three Graces.

.SJschylus. The earliest of the three groat
tragic poets of Greece, son of Euphorion.
He was born at Eleusis, near Athens, B.C.

525, of an old and noble stock, fought at

Marathon, Salrimis and Plataese, and in his

25th year a],)peared as a writer of tragedies

and rival of Pratinas and Choerilus, though
he did not Avin his first victor}' till 488 B.C.

About 47(J he lived in Sicil}-, at the court

of Hiero of Sj-racuse, and composed his

^Ftno'ans for the consecration of the city

of ^Etna, founded b}' that king in the place

of the ancient Catana. On his return to

Athens he was beaten b^-the young SophOcles

with his very first pla}', btit vanquished him
again the next year with tho Tetralogy of

which the Seven against Thebes formed a

part. After the performance of his Oresteia,

B.C. 459, he qidtted home once more, per-

haps in disgust at the growing power of the

democrac}-; and after three j-ears' residence

at Gela in Sicily, was killed, says one storj-,

by an eagle dropping a tortoise on his bare

skull. The inhabitants of Gela buried his

remains, and honoured them with a splendid

motitiment. At a later time the Athenians,

on the motion of the orator Lycurgus,
placed a brazen statue of him, as well as of

Sophocles and Eurii)Ides, in the theatre
;
b}'

a decree of the people a chorus was granted

for every performance of his plays, and the

garland of victor}' voted him as though he
were still living among them. His trage-

dies, like these of the other two, were pre-

served in a special standard copy, to guard

them against arbiti-ary alterations. His
son Euphorion was also an esteemed tragic

poet, so was his sister's son PhilOcles and

his descendants for several generations..

(Sec Tragedy.) The number of ^Eschylus's

plays is stated as DO, of which 82 are still

knoA\n by title, but only 7 are preserved :

(1) The Persians, perlormed in 473 B.C.,

was named from the chorus. Its subject

was the same as that of Phrynichns'

Ph(xnissn\ the defeat of Xerxes at Salamis,

but was difterently treated. (2) The Seven
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rtf/aind Tluhcs, part of o, Tetrolosy, cin-

braciiig the cycle of Thebaii legend, ofwbich
Ln'ais and O'ldtpus formed the first two
pieces, and the satyric drama Sphinx the

conclusion. (3) Tlie Sujipliants^ the re-

ception of Dfmuus and his daughters at

Argos, evidently part of another Tetralogy,

and, to judge by the simple plot and its

old-fashioned treatment, one of his earliest

works. (4) FrouuthcuH Bound, part of a

Trilogy, the Fromcfhcia, whose first and
last jjieces were probably Pronicflmts the.

Firc-bfinffcr and Prometheus Unbound.
Lastly, the Oresteia, the one Trilogy which
has survived, consisting of the three

tragedies, (5) Agamemnon, the murder of

''yESCHYLUS.

(Rome, Capitoline Museum.)

that liero on his return home ;
(('>) The

ChoCp])6v(p, named from the chorus of
captive Trojan women offering libations
at Agamemnon's tomb, in which Orestes
avenges himself on ^gisthus and Clyta3m-
nestra; and (7) The JEununMvs, in which
Orestes, pursued by the Furies, is acquitted
by the Areopagus at Athens. This Trilogy,
composed h.c. 458, and probably the last

work exhibited by jEschylus at Athens,
gives us an idea of the whole artistic con-
ception of the poet, and must be looked upon
as one of the greatest works of art ever
produced. The style is marked by sub-
limit}' and majesty, qualities partly attri-

butable to the courageous and serious temper
of the time, but chiefly the offspring of the

poet's individuality, which took delight in

all that is great and grand, and loved to

express itself in strong, sonorous words, an
accumulation of epithets, and a profusion

of bold metaphors and similes. His view
of the universe reveals a profoundly philo-

sophic mind, so that the ancients call him
a Pythagorean ; at the same time he is pene-

trated by a heartfelt piety, which conceives

of the gods as powers working in the interest

of morality. However simple the plot of

his plays, they display' an art finished to

the minutest detail. His Trilogies -either

embraced one complete cycle of myths, or

united separate legends according to their

moral or mythical affinity; even the satyric

dramas attached to the Tragedies stand

in intimate coniJexion with them, yEschjdus

is the true creator of Tragedy, inasinuch

as, by adding a second actor to the first,

he originated the genuine dramatic dialogue,

which he made the chief part of the play

by gradually cutting down the lyrical or

choral parts. Scenic apparatus he partly

created and partly completed. He intro-

duced masks for the players, and by gay
and richly embroidered trailing garments,

the high buskin, head-dresses, and other

means, gave them a grand imposing aspect,

above that of common men ; and he fitted

up the stage with decorative painting and
machinery. According to the custom of

the time, he acted in his own plays, practised

tlio chorus in their songs and dances, and
himself invented new daiice figures.

.33sculapius. Sec Asclepius.

.ffison, son of Cretheus by Tyro (.sec

.EoLUS, l),kingof lolcos iuThessaly, was de-

posed by his half-brother Pelias, and killed

while his son Jason was away on the Argo-
nautic Expedition. {Comp. Argonauts.)

.ffisopus (Gr. Aisopos). The fame us writer
of fables, the first author who created an
independent class of stories about animals,

so that in a few generations his name and
person had become typical of that entire

class of literature. In course of time,

thanks to his jilain, popular manner, the
story of his own life was enveloped in an
almost inextricable tissue of tales and
traditions, wdiich represent him as an ugly
hunchback and bufibon. In the Middle
Ages these were woven into a kind of
romance. A Phrygian by birth, and living

in the time of the Seven Sages, about 600
B.C., he is said to have been at first a slave
to several masters,-till ladmOn of Samos set
him free. That he next lived at the court
of Croesus, and being cent by him on an
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embassy to Delphi, was murdered by the
|)riests there, is pure hction. Under his

name were propagated in all })arts of Greece,
at first only by tradition in the mouth of

the people, a multitude of prose tales teach-
ing the lessons of life under the guise of

fables about animals. We know how
Socrates, during his last days in prison,

was engaged in turning the fables of ^Esop
into verse. The first written collection ap-

pears to have been set on foot by Demetrius
of Phalerum, B.C. 30(1 The collections of
yEsojt's Fables that have come down to tis

are, in part, late prose renderings of the

version in choliandncs by Babrius (q.v.),

which still retain here and there a scrap
of verse

;
partly products of the rhetorical

schools, and therefore of ver}^ different

periods and degrees of merit.

.ffisymnetsB (" regulators,"' "judges"). A
name given 'in some Greek cities to the
ordinary magistrates and judicial function-

aries. In earlier times the term was also

applied to persons appointed for a definite

term (or until the completion of their task)

lor putting an end, by legislation, to in-

ternal quarrels. Sometimes an (rsymnctcs
was vohintarily chosen by the community
for life, and entrusted with supreme and
unlimited power. The office of (vsyinnctes

may to a certain extent be compared with
the Roman dictatorship, though the latter

was never conferred without a strict limi-

tation of time.

.Slthra, daughter of Pittheus, king of

Trci'zen, mother of Theseus by vEgeus or,

according to another account, by Poseidon.
While Homer merely mentions her as a
servant of Helen iit Tro}', later legend
adds that, when the Dioscuri took Aphidna^
and set free their sister whom Theseus
had carried off, they conveyed ^thra to

Sparta as a slave, whence she accompanied
Helen to Tro}' ; and that on the fall of that
cit}', they brought her grandsons Acamas
and Demophoon back to Athens.

Aetion. A Greek painter in the latter

half of the 4th century B.C., especially

famed for his picture of Alexander the
Great's wedding with the beautiful Roxana,
i;.c. 328.

Aetius (Gr. Art ids). OfAmida in Mesopo-
tamia, a Greek physician of the Gth century
A.L)., who lived at Constantinople as im-
perial physician in Ordinar}'. He was the
author of a great miscellany on pathology
and diagnosis in sixteen books.

Afranius (Liichin). The chief master of

the Fabala TocjCdn. {Sec Comedy.) Flour-

ished B.C. ]00. In his pictures of Roman
life he took Menander for his model, and
with great success. Cicero calls him witty
and a master of language. To judge b}'

the number of the titles of his comedies
which have survived (more than fort}-, with
scanty fragments), he was a prolific author

;

from them we gather that his subjects were
mostly taken from family life. His plays
kept possession of the stage longer than
those of most comic poets, being still acted
in Xero's time.

Agamedes. Son of Erginus of Orcho-
menus, and a hero of the building art, like

his lirother Trophonius (().v.).

Agamemnon. The Atreid, i.e. son of

Atreus, and brother of Menelfius. Driven
from MyceucB after the murder of Atreus
(ej.v.) by Thyestes, the two young princes
fly to Sparta, where king Tyndareos gives
them his daughters in marriage, Clytct'm-

nestra to Agamemnon, and Helena to

Menelaus. While the latter inherits his

father-in-law's kingdom, Agamemnon not
only drives his nncle out of Mycenie, but
so extends his dominions that in the war
against Troy for the recovery of Helena the

chief command is entrusted to him as the

mightiest prince in Greece. He contributes

one hundred ships manned with warriors,

beside lending sixty to the Arcadians. (On
the immolation of his daughter Iphigeneia
at Aulis, see Iphigexeia.) In Homer he is

one of the bravest fighters before Troy
;
yet,

by arrogantly refusing to let Chrj'ses, priest

of Apollo, ransom his daughter Chryseis,

who had fallen to Agamemnon as the prize

of war, he brings a plague on the Grecian
host, which he afterwards almost ruins by
ruthlessly carrying off' Briseis the prize of

Achilles, who henceforth sits sulking in his

tents, and refuses to fight. After the fall

of Troy, Agamemnon comes home with his

captive, the princess Cassandra ; but at

supper he and his comrades are murdered
by his wife's lover ^gisthus, while the queen
herself kills Cassandra. Such is Homer's
account; the tragic poets make Clytann-

nestra, in revenge of her daughter's immo-
lation, throw a net over Agamemnon while

bathing, and kill him with the help of

^Egisthus. In Homer his children are

Iphianassa, Chrysothemis, Laudice, and

Orestes; the later legend puts Ijihigeneia

and Electra in the place of Ij)hianassa and

Laodice. Agamemnon was worshipped as

a hern.

Aganippe, a spring sacred to the Muses
on Mount Helicon, near Thespiie in Bo^Otia,
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whoso water imparted poetic inspiration.

Also the nymith of the same, daughter of

the river-ffod Permessus.

]!ui;(;iii;sii gladiatou dv agasias.

(Paris, Louvre.)

Agasias. A Greek artist of Ephesus,
probably in the 1st century B.C. The
Borghcsc Gladiator in the Louvre is from
his hand. {Sec Sculpture.)

Agatharchides. A Greek grammarian of

Cnidus, who lived at Alexandria in the
2nd centuiy B.C. as tutor, and afterwards
guardian, of a prince. He composed several

historical works (one on the sttccessors of

Alexander), a well written performance,
and a description of the Red Sea in live

books. Of the former only a few fragments
remain, of the last some considerable ex-

tracts I'mm the first and fifth books.

Agatharchus. A Greek painter of

Samos, the inventor of scene-painting. (^SVe

Paixtixg.)
Agathias. Of I\fyrlna in Asia Minor, a

Greek jjoet and historian, born about 530
A.D., lived at Constantinople as a jurist, and
died about 582. By his Kyldos, a collec-

tion of his own and contemporary poems,
topically arranged in eight books, he helped
to originate the Greek Anthology {q.v.),

which still contains 101 epigrams by him.
In his last years he wrote, in a laboured
florid style, a history of Justinian in five

bonks, ti-eating of the years A.D. 552-8 in

continnatioi) of Procopius.

Agathodsemon ( = good daemon). In Greek
mythology a good spirit of the cornfields

and vineyards, to whom libations of un-

mixed wine were made at meals. In works
of art he is represented as a youth, holding

in one hand a horn of plenty and a bowl, in

the other a poppy and ears of corn. (Com]).

EVEXTUS.)
Agathon. A tragic poet of Athens, born

B.C. 448, a friend of Euripides and Plato,

universally celebrated for his beatify and
refined culture. The banquet he gave in

honour of his dramatic victorj' of B.C. 417
is immortalized in Plato's Sijuipo.-iion. He
was, together with Euripides, at the court
of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, and pro-

bably died there about B.C. 402. He appears
to have carried still further the rhetorical

manner of Euripides, adopting entirely the

views of the sophist Gorgias ; and his

namby-pamb}^ sityle is ridiculed by Aristo-

phclnes. On the stage he introduced several

innovations : he was the first to make the

chorus a mere intermezzo, having nothing
to do with the action, and in his tragedy
of Antlius ( = flower) he invented both
characters and plot for himself, instead of

resorting to old m3'tlis.

Agave (Gr. Agmic). Daughter of Cadmus
and wife of Echion. She, with other women,
in a bacchanalian frenzy
tore to pieces her own son

Pentheus {q.v.).

Agdistis. See Rhea.
Ages. Since the time of

Hesiod, the Greeks, and the

Romans after them, gene-

rally assumed the existence

of four ages.

(1) The age of gold, in

which Kronos or Saturnus

was king. During this

period mankind enjo^-ed per-

jietital youth, jo}', and peace

undisturbed, reaping in their fulness the

fruits which theearth spontaneously brought
forth. Death came upon them like a soft

slumber ; and after it they became good

(heiuones, watching men like guardians in

their deeds of justice and injustice, and
hovering round them with gifts of w^ealth.

(2) The golden age was succeeded by
that of silver. This was inferior to the

golden both in physical and mental force.

The people of the silver age remained for

a hundred years in the condition of children^

simple and weakly. Even if the}- attained

maturity, their folly and arrogance pre-

vented their living long. They continued

to exist after d.eath as spirits, living be-

neath the earth, but not immortal.

(3) Zeus then created the brazen age, so>

AGAVE WITH
THE HEAD Ol''

I'EXTllEUS.

(Gem in Brirish
Museum.)
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named bocause in it all implements "were

made of brass. The men, funiished with
gigantic limbs and irresistible physical

strength, destroyed each other by deeds of

violence, and perished at their death.

(4) The iron age succeeded. This was
the generation of work and laborious agri-

culture. Care and toil till up the day and
night ; truth and modesty are departed ; mis-

chief alone survives, and there is nothing
to arrest the progress of decay.

Agela. In Crete, an association of youths
for joint training ; Agdfdvs, the captain of

an agela. (/S'cr Education', 1.)

Ageladas. A Greek artist of the first half

of the 5th century B.C., famed for his images
of gods and Olympian victors, wrought in

metal. His reputation was much enhanced
by the fact that Phidias, Myron, and Poly-

clltus were his pupils.

Agema. The guard in the Macedonian
army ; in which the cavalry were a troop

{lie) formed of noblemen's sons who had
grown up as pages in the royal service, while
the infantry consisted of the hypaspisUv.

(q.r.^, to whom the argyvaspuUs (q.v.), were
added later as heavy infantry.

Agenor. (1) Son of Poseidon and Libya,
king of Phoenicia, brother to Belus, and
father of Cadmus and Europa (q.v.).

(2) Son of Antenor by Theano, a priestess

of Athena, and one of the bravest heroes
of Troy. In Homer he leads the Trojans in

storming the Greek entrenchments, rescues

Hector when thrown down by Ajax, and
even enters the lists with Achilles, but is

saved from imminent danger by Apollo. In
the post-Homeric legend he dies by the

hand of Xeoptolemus.
Agar Piiblicus (^common land). The

Latin name for the State domains, formed
of territory taken from concpxered states.

The Romans made a practice, upon every
new acquisition of land, of adding a part
of it, usually a third, to the domain. So
far as this land was under culture, por-

tions of it were sometimes assigned to

single citizens or newly-founded colonies in

fee simple, sometimes sold by the qutiestors

on the condition that, though the purchaser
might bequeath and alienate it, it still re-

mained State property. In token of this

it paid a substantial or merely nominal
rent (vccfigal), and was called agcr privCdus
vccfigdlisque or qurcsforius. The greater
part was left to the old occupiers, yet not
as free property, but as rent-paying land,

and was called ager publicus stipcndiariiis

dcdiis assignatus ; the rest remained under
D. C. A.

State management, and was let b}'- the
censors. Of uncultivated districts, the
State, by public proclamation, gave a pro-

visional right of seisin, occupdtio, with a
view to cultivation, in consideration of a
tithe of the corn raised and a fifth of the
fruit, and reserving its right of resumption.
Such seisin was called pnsscssio. It could
be bequeathed or otherwise alienated, yet
never became private property, but re-

mained a rent-paying and resumable pro-

perty of the State. Though the Plebeians
had as good a right to occupy lands won
by their aid as the Patricians, yet in

the early times of the Republic this right

was exercised by the latter alone, partly

because they had the greater command
of means and men, and partly because by
the right of the stronger they excluded
the Plebeians from benefiting by the Ager
Publicus. Against this usurpation the
Plebeians waged a bitter and unbroken
warfare, claiming not only a share in newly
conquered lands, but a wholesale redistri-

bution of existing j^osscssioncs^ while the
Patricians strained every nerve to maintain
their vested interests, and managed to

thwart the execution of all the enactments
passed from time to time in favour of the

Plebeians. Even the law of the tribune

Gains Licinius Stolo (B.C. 377), limiting

possessioncs to 500 ifigcra (acres) per man,
and ordering the distribution of the re-

mainder, were from the first eluded by the

2)ossesso)'cs, who now included both Patri-

cians and well-to-do Plebeians. All possible

means were employed, as pretended deeds
of gift and other similar devices. The
threatened extinction of the Italian pea-

santry by the great wars, and the rapid

growth of huge estates (Icdifundia) worked
by slaves, occasioned the law of Tiberius

Gracchus (b.c. 133), retaining the Licinian

limit of 500 acres, but allowing another

250 for each son, and granting compensation

for lands I'esumed by the State. The land

thus set free, and all the Ager Publicus that

had been leased, except a few domains indis-

pensable to the State, were to be divided

among poor citizens, but on the condition

that each allotment paid a quit-rent, and
was not to be alienated. But again, the

the resistance of the nobility practically

reduced this law to a dead letter ;
and the

j
upshot of the whole agrarian movement
stirred up by Tiberius and his brother

j

Gains Gracchus was, that the wealthy

Romans were not only left undisturbed

! in their jjosscssioncs, but were released

c
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from paying rent. T:i tin" ciNil wars of

Sulla the Ager Publicus in Italy, wliich

hail been nearly all used up in assignations,

received so vast an increase by the ex-

termination of whole townships, by pro-

scriptions and confiscations, that even after

all the soldiers had been provided for, there

remained a portion undistributed. Under
the Empire there was hardly any left in

Italy ; what there was, whether in Italy or

in the provinces, came gradual!}' under the

control of the imperial exchequer.

Agesander ((xr. Af/csandws). A Greek
artist of the school of Rhodes. The cele-

brated group of the Laocoon is the joint

work of Agesander, AthenodOrus, and Poly-

dorus. {Sec Laocoox.)
Agger. In Roman siege-works, the mound

or embankment raised againjrt an enemy's

walls. {Sec Sieges.)

Aglaia. One of the Graces. {Sec

CllARITES.)

Agnatic. The Latin name for the

relationship of real or adoptive descent

from one father, which was necessarily

expressed by identity of clan-name {sec

Name, 2.) A brother and sister were
fujnati, but her children were no longer

agnati to his. At first agnatt alone were
entitled to inherit property or act as

guardians; it was but gradually that the

cogiulH, {(j.r.) came to have a place by their

side, till Justinian abolished the right of

agnates, and brought that of cognates to

complete recognition.

Agon. The Greek name for a musical

( = artistic) or gymnastic contest. The um-
])ires who conducted them, and gave a^\'ay

the prizes, were called Agon6tlut(v. (On
those Avho officiated at scenic games in

Atliens, sec Dkama.) At Rome such con-

tests, modelled on those of the Greeks,
became frequent before the fall of the Re-
public ; imder the Empire they came round
at periods of several years, like the great

Grecian games. The most famous of all,

which held its groiind to the end of anti-

quity, was the Agon Caj)t'foltnus, founded
by iJomitian in 8(» A.D.,and recurring every
four years. Ho had an Odeum (qA\) built

for the musical performa)ices, and a Stadion
for the athletic combats, both in the

Campus Martins. Another great Agon was
held in 248 a.d. in honour of the city

having stood for a thousand years.

Agonothetes. See Ac; ox.

Agora ( — assembly). The (i reek name for

the market-place, a consecrated open space,

which in coast towns naually lay on the

seaside, in inland towns at the foot of the
castle hill. As the centre of the city life,

commercial, political, and religious, it was
adorned with temples, statues, and public

buildings, and planted with trees, especially

planes. When newly built or rebuilt in

late times, it was generally square, and sur-

rounded by colonnades. In most towns it

was the place for assemblies of the people.

Agoracritus. A Greek artist of Pares,

who lived in the latter half of the 5th
centnr}' B.C., and was a favourite pupil of

Phidias. His noblest work was considered
to be the statue of Nemesis, 4U feet in

height, which some judges, on account of

its excellence, took for a production of the
elder artist. In any case it was said that

Phidias had rfllowed the name of Agora-
critus to be inscribed on several of his

works.
Agoranoraus ( = market-master). In many

Greek towns a magistrate somewhat re-

sembling the Roman sedile. At Athens ten.

agordnumi were chosen by lot every year,

five for the city, and five for the port of
Pirffius". They looked especially after the
retail trade, gave strangers leave to engage
in it, tested weights and measures, as well

as the qualit}' of goods, confiscating and
destroying what was spoilt : they settled dis-

putes between buj-ers and sellers on the spot,

or, if a suit at law \\'as necessar}-, presided

over it [Aristotle's Const, of Atliens, c. 51],

Agraulos. Daughter of Cecrops {q.t'.).

Agriculture. ( 1 ) Agriculture was in Greece

a leading industry, at least as early asHomer.
The soil was stubborn, fertile plains being

comparatively few, and mountains and rocky
ground preponderating. But, favoured by
a genial climate, agriculture was carried on

almost everywhere with a zeal to which the

wants of a dense population added their

stimulus. That it was regarded as the

very groundwork of social life is shown by
the fact that its guaixlian goddess Demeter
(Lat. Ceres) presided also over wedlock and
law. It was looked upon as the most
legitimate waj' of earning a livelihood. It

was carried to the highest pitch in the

Peloponnesus, where every scrap of culti-

vable soil was made to yield its crop, as

may be seen to this day by the artificial

terraces that scarp ever}^ mountain-slope.

Much care was iDestowed on irrigation.

Scarcitj' of water Avas supplemented b}^

artificial means; provision was made against

irregular bursts of moiintain torrents by
embanking and regulating the natural out-

lets, while moist lands were channelled and
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stagnant waters drained. Water was dis-

tributed everywlicre by ditches and canals,

under the supervision of State officials

;

and laws of ancieiit date guarded against

the unfair use of a water-course to a

neighbour's damage.
The land was mainly cultivated by slaves

and serfs, though lield-labour was not

deemed dishonourable to the freeman, ex-

cept where law and custom forbade his

engaging in any sort of handicraft, as at

Sparta. In some countries, especially Ar-
cadia, the old-world plan of ever}- man till-

ing his field with his own hand remained in

force to the latest times; and even eminent
statesmen like Philopoemen would not give

it up. Four kinds of grain were chiefly

grown : wheat, barle}-, and two kinds of

spelt, to all of which the climate allowed
two sowings in the year, beside millet,

sesame, various leguminous plants, and
several sorts of herbage for fodder. With
no less diligence was Greek husbandrj' ap-

plied to gardening, especially to the cultiva-

tion of the vine. This, while steadily pur-

sued on the mainland, was developed to an
oxtraordinar}^ extent in the islands, most of

which, owing to their mountainous character,

did not afford their inhabitants suflBcient

arable soil. In olive-culture no part of

Greece competed with Attica, which also

produced the best figs, the fruit most widely
cultivated. Kitchen-gardening was prac-

tised on the largest scale in Ba^otia. Con-
sidering the enormous consumption of

flowers in wreaths, the rearing of them, es-

pecially of therose,lily,narcissus, and violet,

must have been a lucrative business, at

least in the neighbourhood of great towns.
Meadow-farming was of next to no import-
ance, few districts having a soil adapted for

it, and such meadows as there were being
used for pasture rather than haymaking.

(2) In Italy. In Italy also the existence
of the community was regarded as based
upon agriculture. This is proved by the
])ractice of mai'king the site of the future
walls of a new town b}' a furrow drawn
with the plough. At Rome especial 1)^, the
body of irremovable peasantry long formed
the core of the commonwealth. In political

life the free peasant was the only factor

held in account, and accordingly in war the
object was to increase the number of free

peasants bj- planting them out on as much
of borderland as could be wrested from the
enemy. In early times agriculture was
thought the only respectable calling in

which a Roman citizen could eno-ase : and

manual labour on the land was held in un-

qualified esteem and as bringing no dih:grace

even upon per.sons in high place.

Husbandry was mainly directed to (lio

raising of grain, the ordinary cereal being
at first spelt, till, in the 5th centmy u.c,

wheat began to take a place beside it. They
also cultivated barle}', millet, and leguminous
plants, as well as turnips, greens, and herbs
for fodder. On irrigation and drainage the
Italians bestowed much pains. They had no
lack of grass-lands, either for pasture or

haj-making ; and from an early time theee

were artificially watered. The cultivation of

the vine and olive extended as that of grains

declined (see below) ; so did the growth
of orchard-frait, which, under the late

Republic and the early Empire, received

a vast expansion both frona the improve-
ment of native kinds and the introduction

and naturalization of manj^ foreign fruits.

In earlier times the prime favourite among
fruit trees had been, as in Greece, the

nutritious fig. Agriculture proper was
ruined by the acquisition of the first extra-

Italian possessions, Sicily and Sardinia ; for

the corn supplied by the provincials as tri-

bute in kind began to be used, not only in

provisioning the armies, but in feeding the

urban popidation. {Sec AxxoxA.) As the

State, to humour the rabble of Rome, sold

this corn at the lowest possible prices,

sometimes even below its value, the growth
of cereals ceased to be profitable ; farmers

kept it down to a minimum, and took to

cattle-breeding or raising wine and oil.

These branches of industry not onl}^ flou-

rished in the face of competition, but with

judicious management Avere highh^ remu-
nerative. The death-blow was given to the

Italian peasantr^-b}' the increasing employ-

ment of slaves and the absorption of small

farms in large estates (sec IjATIFUXDIU.m).

On these, besides the growth of wine, oil,

and fruit, the breeding of birds, game, and

cattle was carried on, as well as woodcraft,

and special industries, pottery, charcoal-

burning, and others.

Farming implements, in addition to the

plough {q.v.) usuall}^ drawn by oxen, which
was much the same among Greeks and

Romans, and always very imperfect, in-

cluded a great variet}- of spades, hoes, and

mattocks, and among Romans the harrow,

the use of which among the Greeks is

doubted. The season for sowing all cereals

was usuall}^ autumn. At harvest the stalks

were cut with the sickle about half-way

down, and the rest left standing as stubble,
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to be cither burnt or utilized for manure.

The process of threshing {q.v.) was veiy

detective. (For ancient works on hus-

bandry, scr Gy.oi'oxici.)

Agvimensores. The Latin name for land-

sarveyors, otherwise called f/romdttci, from

grOmci, their measuring instrument. This

consisted of two dioptric rods crossing each

other at right angles and fastened on an

iron stand so as to turn horizontally; on

the four arms stood four upright dioptro',

with threads stretched across the holes, and

in taking observations the threads of two
opposite dioptra; had to cover each other.

The measuring was done on the same prin-

ciple as the marking-out of a tcmpiuvi by
the Augurs {q.v.)^ viz. b}'- drawing in the

centre of the piece of land two lines inter-

secting at right angles, one from north to

south (cardo maxhnus), the other from

east to west (dccnmdmts viaximus) ; the

further division of the ground was effected

by parallels to these lines (Hinitcs). It

was not until the imperial period that land-

sm-veying became a separate profession.

Tlien surveyors were prepared in special

schools and appointed by the State, both

for quarter-master's duty in camp and for

measurements under Government ; they

decided as judges in fixing boundaries,

and were consulted as specialists in dis-

putes affecting land. Thus a literature

arose, half mathematical, half legal, the

iTTQains of which extend over the first six

ocTituries a.d. The earliest of these gro-

matui, or writers on land-measurement, is

Frontinus (q.v.), from whose work, written

from 81-UG A.D., and dealing more with the

legal side of the subject, extracts are pre-

served in the commentary of Aggenus
UrbTcus. Hyginus, Balbus, and probably

Siculus Flaccus, flourished in the time of

Trajan ; later still, Nipsus, Inuocentius, and
Aggenus.
Agrippa (Mairiis Vij)Sduh(s). Born B.C.

()5, died n.c. 12. He was the friend, son-in-

law, general, and minister of Augustus. He
was also a speaker and writer of some re-

pute. Under his supervision was cari'ied

out the great survey of the Roman empire
which CiT>sar had begun in 44 B.C. With
the help of the materials thus obtained he
constructed a circular Map of the World.
About B.C. 7, Augustus had it engraved on a

large scale in marble, and set up for public

use in the colonnade built by Agrippa's

sister Polla (pnrtlciis Polhv). It may be

regarded as the source and model of all

RVjceeding aids to geography, especially

the Itineraries {q.v.^ and the Peutinger

Table. A book on the results of the sur-

vey, which Agrippa had begun writing,

COIN OF AGRIPPA S TIIIUD COXSULSIIIP

(Berlin Museum.)

Ohv. Head of Agrippa, wearing the corona classica.

Rev. Neptune with Dolphin and Trident.
S C= Sonat,_us consulto.

was continued and published, by order of

Augustus, under the title of Chorogrdphia.
Agyieus. A title of Apollo {q.v.) as god

of streets and highways.
Aias (Lat. Aiax). (1) Son of the Locrian

king Oileus, hence called the Locrian or

Lesser Aias in contrast to the Telamonian.
In forty ships he led the Locrians to Troy,

where, notwithstanding his small stature

and light equipment, he distinguished him-
self beside his gigantic namesake, especially

in the battle by the ships and that over the

body of Patroclus. He was renowned for

hurling the spear, and as the swiftest

runner next to Achilles. On his voyage home,
to appease the anger of Athena, he suffered

shipwreck on the Gyrsean rocks off the

island of Myconos or (according to another

stoi'y) on the southernmost point of Euboea.

Poseidon indeed rescued him on the rocks
;

but when he boasted of having escaped
against the will of the gods, the sea-king

with his trident smote off the rock on which
he sat, and he sank in the waves. Later
accounts say that the goddess's anger fell

u]>ou him because, at the taking of Troy,

when Cassandra had taken refuge at her

altar and embraced her image, he tore her

away by force, so that the statue fell.

Though Agamemnon took the maiden from
him, the Greeks left the outrage on the

goddess unpunished, and on their way home
she wreaked her wrath on the whole fleet.

He, like other heroes, was said to be still

living with Achilles in the island of Leuce.
The Locrians worshipped him as a hero,

and always left a vacant place for him in

the line of battle.

(2) Son of Telamon of Salamis, and half-

brother of Teucer: called the Great Aias,

because he stood head and shoulders higher
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llian the ntlici- Greek heroes. He brings

twelve sliips to Troy, where he proves him-
self second only to Achilles in strength and
brcivery ; and while that hero holds aloof

from the fight, he is the mainstay of the

Achctans, especially when the Trojans have
taken their camp by storm and are pushing
the battle to their ships. In the struggle

over the corpse of Patroclus, he and his

namesake the son of Oileus cover Menelails

and Meriones while, they carry off their

fallen comrade. When Thetis offered the

arms and armour of Achilles as a prize for

the worthiest, the}' were adjudged, not to

Aias, but to his only competitor Od3-sseus.

Trojan captives bore witness that the

cunning of Odj'sseus had done them more
harm than the valour of Achilles. Aias
thereupon, according to the post-Homeric
legend, killed himself in anger, a feeling he
still cherished against Odysseus even in the

lower world. The later legend relates that

he was driven mad by the slight, mistook
the flocks in the camp for his adversaries,

and slaughtered them, and on coming to his

senses again, felt so mortified that he fell

on his sword, the gift of Hector after the

duel between them. Out of his blood sprang
the purple lily, on whose petals could be
traced the first letteis of his name, Ai, Ai.

His monument stood on the Rhcetean pro-

montory, where he had encamped before

Troy, and upon which the waves washed
the coveted arms of Achilles after the ship-

wreck of Odysseus. As the national hero of

Salamis, he had a temple and statue there,

and a yearly festival, the Alantcia ; and he
was worshipped at Athens, where the tribe

Aiantis was named after him. He too was
supposed to linger with Achilles in the

island of Leuce. By Tecmessa, daughter
of the PhrN-gian king Teuthrfis, whom he
had captured in one of the raids from before

Troy, ho had a son Eurysaces, who is said

to have removed from Salamis to Attica

with his son or In-other PhiliPus, and founded
flourishing families, which ]n'oduced many
famous men, for instance Miltiades, Cimon,
Alcibiades, and the historian Thucydides.

Aides {A'idfmcus). See Hades.
Ajax. See Aias.

Ala. The Latin name for (1) a w'ing in

the line of battle. Till the extension of the

citizenship to the Italian allies, the wings
consisted of their contingents, viz. 10,00()

foot and 1,800 horse to every consular
army of two legions. Thus ala came to

mean the allied contingent that comi)Osed
a wing (see Cohort and LegionX But it

meant more especially, in contrast to tlie

cohorts that made up the infantry of the

allies, the cavahy of the contingent, rh.
on an average 800 men (5 tiirmo', of GO
each). Daring the imperial period, when
all the cavalry was raised in the provinces,

the name of ala was given to a cavalry

division of oOlJ or else 1,0(J0 men, the oni;

divided into 1(5, the other into 24 turm(i\

The aUe, were commanded b}- j>r<i'feiti

equlhun.

(2) A back room in a Roman house. See

House.
Alabastron. See Vessels.
Alastor. The Greek term for an aveng-

ing da^non, who dogs the footsteps of

criminals, visiting the sins of fathei'S on

their offspring.

Album. The Latin word for a board

chalked or painted white, on which matters

of public interest were notified in black

writing. In this wa}^ were published the

yearl}^ records of the pontifex(t.7r Axxales),

the edicts of pra?tors ('/.t'.), the roll of

senators, the lists of jurors, etc.

Alcaeus (Gr. Alkaios). A famous lyric

poet of MytTlene in Lesbos, an elder con-

temporary of Sappho. Towards the eml of

the 7th century B.C., as the scion of a noble

house, he headed the aristocratic part\- in

their contests with the tyrants of hisnativo

town, Myrsilus, Melanchrus, and othej-s.

Banished from home, he went on romantic

expeditions as far as Egypt. When the

tyrants were put down, and his former

comrade, the wise Pittacus, was called by

the people to rule the State, he took up

arms against him also as a tyrant in dis-

guise ; but attempting to force his return

home, he fell into the power of his oppo-

nent, who generously forgave him. Of his

further life nothing is known. His poems

in the ^olic dialect, arranged in ten books

by the Alexandrians, consisted of hymns,

political songs (which formed the bulk of

the collection), drinking songs, and lovo

songs, of which we have but a few miser-

able fragments. In the opinion of the

ancients, his poems were well constructed,

while their tone tallied with the lofty pas-

sion and manly vigour of his character.

The alcaic strophe, so much used by his

admirer and not unworthy imitator, Horace,

is named after him. [For a relief repre-

senting Alc?eus and Sappho, nee Sappho.]

Alcamenes (Gr. Alkdmenes). A Greek

artist of Athens or Lemnos, and a pupil of

Phidias, who flourished towards the end of

the 5th century B.C. Following his master's
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ideal tendency, he devoted liimself mainly
to religious subjects, -working like him in

various materials, gold and ivory, bronze
and marble. His statue of the winner
in the Pentatlilun was stamped as classic

by the epithet of Euhrhwincnos, as the

JJnrijphoros of Polyclitus was by that of

KunOn. About 43G B.C. he was employed
with Phidias in decorating the temple of

Zeus at Olympia. The marble groups of

the battle of Centaurs and Lapitha? in its

western pediment are his work. Of these

considerable remains have been brought to

light by the recent German excavations.

[Sec Olympian Games, fig. 2.)

Alcathoiis (Gr. Alkdtlioos). The son of

Pelops and Hip2)odameia. He slew the

lion of Citha'ron, which had torn to pieces

Euippus, the son of Megareus. Thus he
won the daughter of Megareus, Euiechma,
an<l the sovereignty of Megara. With
AjJoUo for his friend and helper, he rebuilt

the city walls, and reared one of the two
castles, Alcathoe, with temples to Artemis
and Apollo. A singing stone in the castle

was shown as the one on which the god laid

down his lyre when at work. Alcathous'
eldest son, Ischepolis, fell in the Calydonian
hunt ; the second, Callipolis, running in with
the news to his father when sacrificing to

Apollo, scattered the altarfire, and Alcathous
struck him dead with a firebrand for the

supposed sacrilege. By his daughters Auto-
medusa and Peribcea, the wives of Iphlcles

and Telamon, he was grandfather to lolaiis

and Aias (Ajax).

Alcestis (Gr. AllcCstis). Daughter of

Polias, renowned for her tender love for

her husband Admetus, and her voluntary
death on his behalf. (<SVy' Admetus.)
Alcidamas ((ir. AJLlddnias). A Greek

rhetorician of Elsea in ^ulis, pupil and
successor of Gorgias, a contemporary and
opponent of Isoerates. Two declamations,
bearing his name, have come down to us,

one an imaginary indictment of Palamedes
t>y Odysseus, the other a speech on the
Sophists; but the latter only can with any
probability be attributed to him. It is a

cleverly written argument, intended to

show that the culmination of rhetorical

training consists in the power of speaking
extempore on any subject from mere notes
of the arrangement; not the practice of

carefully writing out speeches, and then
learning them by heart for public delivery.

Alcides (Gi-. AlkuUs). A surname "of

Herriclcs (<j.v.).

Alcinoiis (Gr. AI/,tuuos). King of the

Phai'acians (q.v.), with whom Odysseus, and
in later legend Jason and Medea, find shelter

and aid. (S<t Odysseus and Argoxauts.)
Alciphron (Gr. Alklphron). A Greek

rhetorician of the 2nd century a.d., author

of a collection of 118 fictitious Letters in

three books. These, written in tolerably pui c

style and tasteful form, profess to be from
sailors, peasants, parasites, and luto'vo'.

They are sketches of character, ingeniously

conceived and carried out, which give us a

vivid picture of the then state of culture,

especially at Athens ; the letters from
lutd v<v are particularly interesting, as their

plots are taken from the New Attic Comedy,
especially the lost plays of Menander.

AlcmEeon (Gr. .l/A;//a/o»),of Argos. Son
of Amphiaralis \q.v.) and Eriphyle. As his

father, in departing on the expedition of

the Seven against Thebes, has bound him
and his brother Amphilochus, then mere
boys, to avenge him on their faithless

mother, Alcmason refuses to take part in

the second expedition, that of the Epigoni
(f/.f.), till he has first fulfilled that filial

duty ; nevertheless his mother, bribed by
Thersander with the cjavDWut of Ilar-

iiionia, persuades him to go. The real

leader at the siege of Thebes, he slays the

Theban king, Laodamas, and is the first to

enter the conquered city. On returning

home, he, at the bidding of the Delphian
Apollo, avenges his father by slaj'ing his

mother, with, or according to some accounts,

without, his brother's help ; but immediately,

like Orestes, he is set upon b}^ the Erinyes,

and wanders distracted, seeking purification

and a new home. Phegeus, of the Arcadian
Psophis, half purifies him of his guilt, and
gives him his daughter ArsTnoe or Alphe-
sibcca to wife, to whom he presents the

jcicds of Ilarijionia, which he has brought
JFrom Argos. But soon the crops fail in the

land, and he falls into his distemper again,

till, after many wanderings, he arrives at

the mouth of the Acheloiis, and there, in an
island that has floated up, he finds the

country promised by the god, which had
not existed at the time of his dj-ing mother's

curse, and so he is completely cured. He
marries Achelous' daughter, Callirrhoe, by
whom he has two sons, Acarnan and Am-
photerus. Unable to withstand his wife's

entreaties that she may have Ilaiiuonicrs

ncrllace and rohc, he goes to Phegeus
in Arcadia, and begs those treasttres of

him, pretending that he will dedicate them
at Delphi for the perfect healing of his

madness. He obtains them; but Phegeus,
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on learnin.c; the truth, sots his sons to \va}'-

Jay him on liis road, and rob him of his

treasure and his life ; and then Alcma^on's

two sons avenge their lather's death on

these murderers. Alcmipon, like his father,

received divine honours after death : he had

a sanctuary at Thebes, and. at Psophis a

consecrated tomb.

Alcman i^Gr. Alkniau^. The founder of

Dorian lyric poetry, a Lydian of Sardcs. He
came to Sparta in his youth as a slave, was
set free, and seems even to have received

the citizenship ; he flourished in the latter

half of the 7th century B.C. He abandoned
the old nomic or dithyrambic poetry, writ-

ten in hexameters, and composed in various

metres Hymns, Pceans, Prosudin. Pai'thenia,

ISrOlia, and Erotics, the last of which he

was supposed to have invented. His dialect

was the Doric, softened by Epic and ..'Eolic

lorms. Of his six books of poems a few
fragments only are preserved ; one, a rather

long one, was found in Egypt.
Alcmene (Gr. Alkiiirur). Daughter of

Electryon, wife of Amjihitryun {g.v.)^ mother
of Heracles by Zeus. On her connexion with
IJhadamanthys, sec Rhada:\iaxthyr. After

her son's translation to the gods she fled

from the face of Eurystheus to Athens, but

went back to Thebes, and died there at a

great age. She was worshipped at Thebes,

and had an altar in the temple of Heracles
at Athens.

Alcyone (Gr. Alki/ouc). (1) Daughter of

.Eolus, wife of Ceyx {q.v. 2).— (2) One of

the Pleiades.

Alcyoneiis (Gr. A/L-fjoneus). Son of Ui-a-

iius and Gaea, the eldest and mightiest of

ihe giants, who could not be overtaken by
death in his own birthplace. Hence, in

the war with the giants, Heracles had to

drag him away from Pallene before he
could kill him with his arrows. Legend
also tells of a giant Alcyoneus who stole

the oxen of Helius from the island of

Erytheia, and as Heracles was crossing

the Thracian isthmus of Pallene, crushed
twelve of his wagons and twenty-five men
with a huge piece of rock, which was
shown on the spot. When he hurled it

at Heracles himself, the hero struck it

back with his club, and killed Alcyoneus
with the same blow.

Aldobrandini Marriage. S<'<- Painting.
Alecto. One of the Greek goddesses of

vongoance. (Sec EniXYES.)
Alexander (Gr. Alcjccoidrus). (1) Sec

Paris.

(2) AJcxandvv ^T'folHs (the .Etolian) of

l^lcurun in yEtolia, lived about 280 B.r. at

Alexandria, being emploj'ed by Ptolemy in

arranging the tragedies and satyric di-anias

in the Library. He was afterwards at the

court of Antig(5nus Gonatas in Macedonia.
As a writer of tragedies ho Avas reckoned
one of the so-called Pleiad. Ho also tried

his hand at short epics, at epigrams, elegies,

and the like, of which some graceful frag-

ments are preserved.

(3) A Greek rhetorician of the 2nd cen-

tury A.D., son of the rhetorician NumenTus.
He cowiposed a work on figures of speech,

of which one extract and a free Latin ver-

sion by Aquila Romanus have survived.

(4) AU'xandcv of ApJirodisias in Caria,

about 200 A.D., called Ex-cgftcs for his

services in expounding the doctrine of

Aristotle, wrote valuable commentaries on

several Aristotelian treatises (especially

the Metaphysics) as well as original works
on Fate and Eree-will, on the Soul, and

others.

(5) Alcj-andw of Trallrs in Lydia, a

Greek physician, lived in the Gth century

A.D, at Rome, and made a careful collection

from older writers on therapeutics, in

twelve books.

Alexandra. Sec Cassandra.
Alexandrian Period. See Literaturk.
Alexikakos ( = warding off evil). An epi-

thet of Apollo and Heracles.

Alexis. Alexis and Antiphanes were the

most prolific and important writers of the

Middle Attic Comedy. Alexis was born at

Thurii, K.o, 3f)2. He attained the age of

100, writing to the last, and is said to liavc

died on the stage with the crown on his

head. He was the reputed author of 245

plays, of which numerous extracts are

still extant, showing considerable wit and

elegance of language. He was uncle to

the poet Menander.
Alimentarii. The T^atin name, during

the imperial period, for children of needy

but free-born parents, who, out of the in-

terest of funds invested for the purpose,

received monthly contributions to their sup-

port in goods or money up to a certain age

(fixed in the case of boys at eighteen, in that

of girls at fourteen). This scheme, the object

of which was to encourage people to marry,

and so to check the alarming decrease of the

free population, Avas started by the Emperor

Xerva (a.d. OG-MS), and extended by Trajan

to the whole of Italy. Succeeding emperors

also, down to Alexander Sevenis (222-235),

founded such bursaries ; and private citizens

in Italy and the provinces, as, for instance
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tho 3'onnger Pliny, vied ^\•itll them in their

liberalit}'.

Aloadae or Ah~uda\ Sons of Poseidon
by Ipliimedeia, the wife of AlGens, son of

Canace {sec JEolos, 1) and Poseidon; their

names were Ej>}ualfcs and Of us. They
grew every year an ell in breadth and a

fathom in length, so that in nine years' time
they were thirt3'-six feet broad and fifty-

four feet high. Their strength was sitch

that they chained up the god Ares and kept
him in a brazen cask for thirteen months,
till their stepmother Eribuea betrayed his

whereabouts to Hermes, who came by
stealtli and dragged his disabled brother
out of durance. They threatened to storm
heaven itself by piling Ossa on Olympus
and Peliun on Ossa, and would have done it,

says Homer, had not Apollo slain them with
his arrows ere their beards were grown.
The later legend represents Ephialtes as in

love with Hera, and Otus with Artemis.
Another myth represents Artemis as slaying

them b}' craft in the island of Naxos. She
runs between them in the form of a hind

;

they hurl their spears, and wound each other
fatally. In the later legend they expiate

their sins in the lower world by being bound
witli snakes to a pillar, back to back, while
the}' are incessantly tormented by the
screeching of an owl. On the other hand,
the}' were worshipped as heroes in Naxos,
and in the Bceotian Ascra were regarded as

founders of the city and of the worshiji of
the ]\ruses on ]Mouut Helicon.

Alope. Daughter of CercvGn of Eleusis,

and. by Poseidon, mother of Hippothoon
(q.r.): after whose birth her father was
going to kill her, but the god changed her
into a fountain.

Alpheus. tScc Arethusa.
AlphesibcDa (or Arsluoi'). Daughter of

Piieg'Mis and fii-st wife of Alcma>on, Avhom,
tJiongh unfaithful, she continued to love,

and was angry with her brothers for killing
hi)n. Her brothers shnt her up in a box,
and brought her to Agapenur, king of
Tegra, pretending that she had killed her
liusband. Here she came by her end,
having compassed her brothers' death by
the hand of Alcma'oirs sons.

Altar. Oiiginally a simple elevation
abovo the ground, made of earth, field-

stones, or turf; and such altars continued
to be used in the country parts of Italy. But
altars for constant use, especially in temple
service, were, as a rule, of stone, though
in exceptional cases they might be made of
other materials. Thus, several in Gri'eece

UOMAN DOMICSTIC ALTAIC
(yerlin Museum.)

were built ottt of the ashes of burnt-offer-

ings, as that of Zeus at Olympia. One at

Delos was made of goats' horns. Their
shape was very various, the four-cornered

being the commonest,
and the round less

usual. A temple
ustially had two
altars: the one used
for bloodless offer-

ings standing before

the deity's image in

the celLa, and the

other for burnt-offer-

ings, opposite the

door in front of the

temple. The latter

was generally d high
altar, standing on a

platform which is ctit into steps. Being an
integral part of the Avhole set of buildings,

its shape and size were regulated by their

proportions. Some few of these high altars

were of enormous dimensions ; the one at

Olympia had a platform measuring more
than 125 feet round, while the altar itself,

which was ascended by steps, was nearly

25 feet high. In Italy as well as Greece,

beside the altars attached to temples, there

was a vast number in streets and squares,

in the cottrts of houses (sec cut), in open
fields, in sacred groves, and other precincts

consecrated to the gods. Some altars, like

some temples, were dedicated to more than one
deity; we even hear of altars dedicated to all

the gods. Oil altars to heroes, sec Heroes.
Althaea. Daughter of Thestius, wife of

(Eneits, king of Calydou, mother of Tydeus,
Meleager (q.v.), and De'ianeira.

Altis. The sacred grove near Olympia
(q.v.), in which the Olympic Games wero
celel)rated. (See Olympia.)
Amalthea (Gr. AuiaUheia). A figure in

Greek mythology. The name was sometimes
applied to a goat, which stickled the newborn
Zeus in Crete, while bees brought him honey,
and which was therefore set among the star.s.

by her nursling ; sometimes to a nymph
who was supposed to possess a miraculous
hoi-n, a syml)ol of plenty, and whose descent
was variously given. According to one
version she is the daughter of the Cretan
king Melisseus, and brings up the infant

god ou the milk of a goat, while her sister

Melissa (a bee) ofi'ers him honey. The horn
of the goat is given to her by Zeus, with
the promise that "she shall always find in

it whatever she wishes. From her the
cornucopia passed into the possession of
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tlic river-god Acheloiis, who was glad to

exchange it for his own horn, which
Heracles had broken oif. It is also an
attribute of Dionysus, of Plutus, and other

gods of earthly felicity.

Amazons (Gr. ADidzOncs ; = " breastless ").

A mythical nation of women-warriors, whose
headquarters are placed b}' earl}- Greek
legend in Themiscyra, on the Thermodun,
on the southern shore of the Euxine, In

later accottnts the}' also appear on the

Caucasus and on the Don, where the

nation called SauromatiB was supposed to

have sprung from their union with the

Scythians. The}- sttffered no men among
them ; the sons born of their intercoitrse

Avith neighbouring nations the}' either killed

or sent back to their fathers ; the girls they

brought up to be

warriors, burning

the right breast off

for the better

handling of the

bow. Their chief

deities w^ere said

to be Ares and the

Taurian Artemis.

Even in Homer
they are repre-

sented as making
long marches into

Asiatic territory

;

an army of them
invading Lycia is

cut to pieces by
B e 11 e r 6 p h n

;

Priam, then in his

youth, hastens to

help the Phrygians
against them.
They gained a firm

footing in Greek
song and story

through Arctinus
of Miletus, in

whose poem their

queen Pent he- c.^..?^.-.

sileia, daughter of ^»''^2«-' *'"t^^ poi.yclitus.

i '^-r, •
1 (Berlin Museum.)

Ares, as Priam s

ally, presses hard on the Greeks, till she

is slain by Achilles. After that they be-

came a favourite subject with poets and
artists, and a new crop of fable sprang up

:

Heracles wars against them, to win the

girdle of their queen. Hippulyte ; Theseus
carries oft' her sister Antiope, they in

revenge burst into Attica, encamp on the

Areopagus of Athens, and are ])acified by
Antiope's mediation, or, according to an-

other version, beaten in a great battle.

Grave-mounds supposed to cover the bones
of Amazons were shown near Megara, and
in Euboea and Thessaly. In works of art

the Amazons were represented as martial

maids, though always with two breasts,

and usually on horseback ; sometimes in

Scythian dress (a tight fur tunic, with a
cloak of many folds over it, and a kind
of Phrygian cap), sometimes in Grecian (a

Dorian tvmic tucked up and the right shoul-

der bare), armed with a half-moon shield,

two-edged axe, spear, bow, and quiver, etc.

The most famous statues of them in an-

tiquity were those by Phidias, Polyclitus,

and Cresilils, to one or other of Avhich, as

types, existing specimens are traceable.

CSee cut.) Among the surviving sculptures

representing an Amazonian contest should

be especially mentioned the reliefs from
the frieze of Ajiollo's temple at Bassse in

Arcadia (in the British Museum, London).

Ambarvalia. The Italian festival of bless-

ing the fields, which was kept at Borne on

May 29th. The country people walked in

solemn procession three times round their

fields in the wake of the sii-ovc-taur-llia,

i.e. a hog, ram, and bull, which were sacri-

ficed after a prayer originally addressed

to Mars, afterwards usually to Ceres and
other deities of agriculture, that the fruits

of the fields might thrive. Comp. Arval
Brothers.
Ambitus (lit., a going round) meant at.

Rome the candidature for a public office,

because going round among the citizens was
originally the principal means of winning
their favour. When unlawful means began

to be used, and bribery in every form was
organized into a system, the word came to

mean obtaining of office by illegal means.

To check the growing evil, laws were

passed at an early period, and from time

to time made more severe. The penalties,

which ranged at different times from fines

and inadmissibility to office to banishment

for ten years and even for life, produced

no lasting effect. At last a special stand-

ing criminal court was established for

trying such cases, till under the Empire
recourse was had to a radical change in

the mode of election.

Ambrosia. Anything that confers or

preserves immortality: (1) the food of the

gods (as nectar was their drink), which

doves, according to Homer, bring daily to

Zeus from the far west : (2) the anointing oil

of the gods, which preserves even dead men
from decay : (3) the food of the gods' horses.
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Ambiirbium. The Latin name for a

soleniu jnocession of the ])eople, with the

various orders of jiriesthood led by the
pontifex three times round the boundaries
of Rome. It was only resoi-ted to at a
time of great distress, and the animals
destined to make atonement, viz, a hoo;, a

ram, and a bull (the so called suontaurllta^
see Amharvalia), were sacriiiccd with
specinl prayers outside the city.

Ameipsias. A C-Jreek poet of the old

comedy, contemporary with Arist(j])ha,nes,

whom ho twice overcame. Of his plays
only slij^ht fraixuioms i-cinain.

Ammianus Marcellinus. The last Roman
historian of any importance. Lorn at Antioch,
in Syria, about 3H0 A.D., of noble Grecian
descent. After receiving a careful educa-

tion, he early entered military service, and
fouglit under Julian against the Alemanni
and Persians. In the evening of his days
he retired to Rome, and about 8*J0 began
his Latin history of the emperors (Rcrnm
Ocstdruiu Lihri), from Nerva, a.d. 96, to

the death of Valens, in t])irty-oiie books.
Of these there only remain books xiv.-xxxi.,

including the period from 35B to 378 a.d.,

which he relates for the most part as an
eye-witness. As his work may be regarded
as a continuation of Tacitus, he seems, on
the whole, to have taken that writer for

his model. He resembles Tacitus in judg-
ment, ])olitical acuteness, and love of truth.

A heathen himself, he is nevertheless fair

to the Christians. But he is far infei-ior

in literary culture, though he loves to dis-

play his knowledge, es})ecially in describing-

nations and countries. Latin was a foreign
language to him ; hence a crudeness and
clumsiness of expression, which is made
even more repellent by affectation, bom-
bast, and bewildering ornamental imager3^
Ammon (or Jfannnoi) • Egyptian Amitn^

the liidden or veiled one). A god native
to Libya and Upper Egypt. He was re-

presented sometimes in the shape of a ram
with enormous curving horns, sometimes in

that of a ram-headed man, sometimes as a
perfect man standing up or sitting on a
thi'one. On liis head was the royal em-
blems, with two high feathers standing up,
the symbols of sovereignty over the u})per

and under worlds ; in his hands were the
sceptre and the sign of life. In works of

art his ligui-e is coloured blue. Beside him
stands tlie goddess Mntli (the "mothei-,"'

the "queen of darkness," as the inscri])tions

call her), weai-ing the crown of U])per Egypt
or the vulture-skin (.svr cut). His chief

temple, with a far-famed oracle, stood ia

an oasis of the Libyan desert, twelve days'

journey from Memphis. Between this

oracle and that of Zeus at Doduna a con-

nexion is said to have existed from very

ancient times, so that the Greeks early

identified the Egyptian god with their own
Zexis, as the Romans did afterwards with
their Jupiter; and his worship found an
entrance at several places in Greece, at

Sparta, Thebes, and also Athens, whence
festal embassies were regularly sent to the

Libyan sanctuary {xee Theoria). When
the oracle was consulted by visitors, the

god's symbol, made of emerald and other

stones, was carried round by women and
girls, to the sound of hymns, on a golden
ship hung rouiM with votive cups of silver.

His replies were given in tremulous shocks
communicated to the bearers, which were
interpreted by a priest.

a:\im(i,\ and Jin ]i.

Amor. The god of love. Sec Enos.
Ampelius {Lucius). A Roman writer not

earlier than the 2nd century a.d. He was
the author of a notebook. Liber Mauori-
(liis, which contains a scanty collection of

astronomical, geographical, and historical

jottings. Paltry as the book is, a state-

ment in its chapter on the wonders of the
world has mainly led to the discovery (in

1878) of the magnificent sculptures of Per-
gamum, now at Berlin.

Amphiaralis, of Argos, the son of O'lcles

and idypernint'Sti'n. gi-eat-granclson of the

seer, Melampus. In Homei- he is a favourite

of Zeus and Apoflo, alike distinguished as

a seer and a hero, Avho takes part in the
Calydonian boar-hunt, in the voyage of the
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Argonauts, and the expedition of the Seven
aij;ainst Thebes. Eeconciled. to Adrastns
after a quarrel, and wedded to his sister

Erii)hyle, lie agrees that any future diiier-

ences between them shall be settled by her.

She, bribed by Polyneices with the fatal

necklace of his ancestress Harnionia, insists

on her husband joining the war against

Thebes, though he foresees that it will end
fatally for him, and in departing charges

his youthful sons Alcmfeon and Amphi-
lochus {(].v.) to avenge his coming death.

His wise warnings are unheeded by the

other princes ; his justice and prudence
even bring him into open strife with the

savage Tydeus
;
yet in the fatal closing con-

test he loj^ally avenges his death on the

Theban Melanippus. In the flight, just as

the spear of Periclymenus is descending
on him, Zeus interposed to save the pious

]irophet and make him immortal by cleav-

ing the earth open wuth his thunderbolt,

and bidding it swallow up Amphiaraus,
together with his trusty charioteer Baton,

like himself a descendant of Melampns.
From that time forth Amphiaraus was wor-

shipi)ed in various places as an oracular

god, especially at Oropus on the frontier

of Attica and Boeotia, where he had a

temple and a famous oracle for the inter-

pretation of dreams, and where games were
celebrated in honour of him.

Amphidromia. At Athens, a family fes-

tival, at which newborn infants received

religious consecration. See Educatiox.
Amphictyons (Gr. AinphiLijjones). This

Gicek woi'd meant literally "dwellers
around,"' but in a special sense was applied

to populations wdiich at stated times met at

the same sanctuary to keep a festival in

common, and to transact ccmmon business.

The most famous and extensive union of

the kind was that called par excellence

the Aii/ji/iietj/nnic League, whose common
sanctuaries were the temple of Pythian
Apollo at Delphi, and the temple of Dcmeter
(Ceres) at Anthela, near Pyla^ or Thermo-
pylfe. After Pylte the assembly was named
the Fijhran, even when it met at Delphi,

and the deputies of the league jjylaf/ora'.

The league was supposed to be very ancient,

as old even as the name of Hellenes ; for

its founder was said to be AiiipJtiefi/dn, the

son of Deucalion, and brother of Hcllen, the

common ancestor of all Hellenes. It included

twelve populations : Malians, Phthians,

yEnianes or CEtoeans, Dolopt'S, Magnetians,
Perrha!bians,Thessalians,Locrians, Dorians,
Phocians, B(_L'Otir.ns, and lonians, toirethcr

with the colonics of each. Tlinni;h in later

times their extent and power were very
unequal, yet in point of law they all had
c{]^ual rights. Beside protecting and pre-

serving those two sanctuaries, and cele-

biating from the year 58'J B.C. onwards, the

Pythian Games, the league was bound to

maintain certain ])rincip]es of international

right, which forbade them, for instance,

ever to destroy utterly any city of the

league, or to cut off its w^ater, even in time
of war. To the assemblies, which met
every spring and ,'autumn, each nation sent

two JiieroinneDwne.s ( = wardens of holy

things) and several pylagovcv. The latter

took part in the debates, but only the

former had the right of voting. When a

nation included several states, these took

by turns the privilege of sending deputies.

But the stronger states, such as the Ionian

Athens or the Dorian Sparta were probably

allowed to take their turn oftener than the

rest, or even to send to every assembly.

When violations of the sanctuaries or of

popular right took place, the assembly
could inflict fines or even expulsion ;

and
a state that would not submit to the punisli-

ment had a "holy war" declared against

it. By such a war the Phocians were ex-

j)elled B.C. 346, and their two votes given

to the Macedonians ; but the expulsion of

the former was withdrawn because of the

glorious part the}'' took in defending the

Delphian temple when threatened by the

Gauls in 279 B.C., and at the same time

the ^Etolian community which had already

made itself master of the sanctuary, was
acknowledged as a new member of the

league. In lUl B.C. the number of members
amounted to seventeen, who nevertheless

had only twenty-four votes, seven having

two votes each, the rest only one. Under
the Roman rule, the league continued to

exist ; but its action was now limited to

the care of the Delphian temple. It was re-

organized by Augustus, who incorpoi-ated

the Malians, Magnetians, .Enianes, and

Pythians with the Thessalians, and sub-

stituted for the extinct Dolopes the city

of Nicupulis in Acarnania, which he had

founded after the battle of Actium. The
last notice we find of the league is in the

2nd century a.T).

Amphilochus. Son of Amphiaraus and

Eriphyle, Alcmteou's brother. He was a

seer, and according to some took part in

the war of the EpTguni and the murder of

his motlior. He was said to have founded

the Anii>hilochian Argos (near Xeokhori) in
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Acarnaiiia. Later legend represents him
as taking part in the Trojan War, and on
the fall of Troy going to Cilicia with
Mopsns iq.r.), and there founding a famous
oracle at ]\Ialln.s. At last the two killed

each other while fighting for the possession

of it.

Amphiou and Zetlms. The Eceotian Dios-
curi, twin sons of Antiupe (q.v.) by Zeus,
though the later legend makes Zethus a son
of Epu{)eus. Exposed ou Mount Cithseron,

they are found and brought up by a shep-
herd ; when grown up, they recognise their

ZKTHUS AND AMPHION.
(Rome, Spnda Palace.)

mother, who has fled from imprisonment at

Tiiebes, where she has been ill-treated by
Dirce. the wife of L5'cus who governs
Thobes as guardian to Lfiius. They avenge
their mother by tying her tormentress to

the horns of a bull, which drags her to

death. They then cast her corpse into a
sj)ring near Thebes, which takes from her
the name of Dirce. Seizing the sovereignty
by slaying Eycus, or, according to another
account, having it given up to them by
Lycus at the bidding of Hermes, they

fortif}' Thebes with walls and towers, be-

cause (says Homer), despite their strength,

the}' could no more inhabit the wide town
without a wall to defend it. Zethus brings

up the stones with his strong arm, while
Amphion, a harper of more than mortal

skill, fits them together by the music of his

lyre. Zethus marries Thebe, the daughter
of Asopus, or, according to another account,

Aiidon, daughter of Pandareos (q.v.) ; Am-
phion is the luckless husband of Niobe, and
after seeing the ruin of his familj', is said

to have killed himself, and to have been
been buried in one grave with his brother

at Thebes. The punishment of Dirce is

the subject of the marble group by A]jo11o-

nius and Tauriscus, known as the Farnesc
Bull (now at Naples). (For cut, sec Dirce,
and comp. Sculpture.)

[In the Antiopc of Euripides, and else-

where, the two brothers were sharply con-

trasted with one another, Zethus being the

rude and strong and active huntsman,
Amphion the gentle and contemplative

musician. This contrast is exemplified in

works of art, especially in the fine relief

in the Spada Palace. {See cut)].

Amphiprostylus. A temple with an open
colonnade at each end. Sec Temples.

Ampliithalauios. A bedroom in a Greek
dwelling-house. Sec House.

Amphitheatron. A circular theatre, i.e.

a building in which the space for spectators

entirely surrounds that where the spectacle

is exhibited. These buildings, designed for

combats of gladiators and wild beasts

(venatidnes), were first erected in Italy,

but in Campania sooner than at Rome.
The first known at Rome were temporary
wooden structures, like that of Scribonius

Curio, who in B.C. 50 made an amphitheatre
out of two revolving theatres by joining

them back to back, or that of Ctesar in 4G.

The first stone amphitheatre, erected by
Statilius Taurus in B.C. 29, was burnt down
in the fire of Nero, who then built a

wooden one again. A second one of stone

was begun by Vespasian, consecrated by
Titus, A.D. 80, and finished by Domitian
(all three of the Flavian gens). The ruins

of this Aviphitheatnau Flaviwu, Avhich

was 158 feet high, and accommodated
87,000 spectators, are the famous Cotos-

SCUV1. In the provinces too the large

towns had their amphitheatres, of which
the best preserved are those of Verona
and Capua in Italy, Aries and Nimes in

France. Of this last our first two illustra-

tions give the elevation and the ground-plan
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An amphitheatre was usually an oval
building, suiTOunding an arena of like

shape, which sometimes, as at Kome and
Capna, was a plank floor resting on deep
underground walls, the spaces underneath
containing cages and machinery ibr trans-

formations. The exterior was formed of

several arcades, one above the other, the

lowest one admitting to a corridor, which
ran round the building, and out of which
staircases led up to the various rows of

seats. In the Colosseum this first arcade
is adorned with Doric, the second with
Ionic, the third with Corinthian " engaged "

columns; the fourth is a wall decorated

Ml
(1) THE AMPIIITHE.4.T1!E AT NiUKS.

(External elevation.)

(2) THE AMPIUTIIEATKE AT NIMES.

Grounil plan in four quarters.
A. Bird's eye view of seats rising in tiers to liighcst part

of external inelosure.
K. Plan of highest storey, exposed by removal of higlicst

tiers of seats.

C. Flan of intermediate storey, exposed by removal of
luL'he^-t and intermediate tiers.

i). True ground plan, or plan of lowest storey.

with Corinthian pilasters, and pierced with
windows {see Architecture, figs. 8-10).

Immediately round the arena ran a high,
massive wall, with vaults for the animals
and for other purposes. On it rested the
podiHDi, protected by its height and by
special contrivances from the wild beasts
when fighting ; here were the seats of
honour, e.g. at Kome, those of the imperial
family, the officers of state, and the Vestal
Virgins. Ahoxe the iJodium rose the seats

of other spectators in concentric rows, the

lowest ones being for senators and magis-

trates, the next for knights, and the rest

for citizens. Women sat in the highest

part of the building, under a colonnade,

parts of which were portioned otf for the

common peo])le. The whole space for seats

could be sheltered from sun and rain by
an awning supported on masts, which were
let into corbels of stone that jutted out of

the upper circumference. The arena could

also be laid under water for the exhibition

of sea-fights, the so-called nauradchiai

iq.V.).

Amphitrite, daughter of Nereus and
Doris, is the wife of Poseidon and queen of

the sea. Poseidon saw her dancing with
the Nereids on the island of Xaxos, and
carried her off. According to another ac-

count she fled from him to Atlas, when the

god's dolphin spied her out and brought
her to him. In Homer she is not yet called

Poseidon's wife, but a sea-goddess, who
beats the billows against the rocks, and
has the creatures of the deep in her keep-

ing. Her son is the sea-god Triton. She
had no separate worship. She is often

represented with a net confining her hair,

with crabs' claws on the crown of her head,

being carried by Tritons, or by dolphins

and other marine animals, or drawn by
them in a chariot of shells. As the Romans
identified Poseidon with their Xeptune, so

they did Amphitrite with Salacia, a god-

dess of the salt waves.
Amphitryon. Son of Alcjeus, grandson of

Perseus, and king of Tiryns. His father's

brother, Elektryon, king of M3'cena?, had
occasion to go out on a war of vengeance
against Pterelatis, king of the Taphians and
Teleboans in Acarnania and the neighbour-

ing isles, whose sons had carried off his

cattle, and have slain his own sons, all but
yottng Licymnius. He left Amphitryon in

charge of his kingdom, and betrothed to

him his daughter Alcmene. On his return

Am]ihitryon killed him, in quarrel or by
accident, and, driven a,way by another

uncle, Sthenelus, fled with his betrothed

and her brother Licjunnius to Creun. king
of Thebes, a brother of his mother Hippu-
nome, who purged him of blood-guilt, and
promised, if he would first kill the Tati-

messian fox, to help him against Pterelaus

;

for Alcmene wotild not wed him till her

brethren were avenged. Having rendered

the fox harmless Avith the help of Cejihalus

(q.v.) he marched, accompanied by Creon,

Cephalus, and other heroes, against the
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Tolebonns, and conquci-ed their countiy.

I'tcrilaus' daii<j;litci- Comcrtho had first

killed her father b}' plucking out the

golden hair, to Avhose continual possession

was attached the boon of immortality be-

stowed on him by Poseidon. He slew the

traitress, and, handing over the Taphian
kingdom to Ceplialus, he returned to Thebes
and married Alcmene. !Slio gave birth to

twins ; Ijihicles b}' him, and Heracles by
Zeus. At last he falls in the war with
Ergliuts ((/.i'.), the Minyau king of Orcho-
mOnus.
Amphora, Lat. (Gr. Amphnyens). A two-

handled, big-bellied vessel, usually of clay,

with a longish or shortish neck, and a mouth
proportioned to the size, sometimes resting

lirmly on a foot, but often ending in a blunt

point, so that in the store-room it had to lean

against the wall, or be sunk in sand, and
when brought out for nse, to be put in a

basket, wine-cooler, or hollow stand. {Sec

Vessels, fig. 2, a and h). It served to

keep oil, hone}?-, and more especially the

wine drawn off from the big fermenting
vats. It was fastened with a clay stopper,

])lastered over with pitch, loam, or gypsum,
and had a ticket stating the kind, the

year, and the quantity of the wine it con-

tained. The Greek amphorcus was a

large liquid measure, holding nearly 9 gal-

lons {see Metketes), the Roman measure
called (itiijiliova held G gallons and 7 pints.

Amphotenis. See Acarnan.
Ampliatio. The Latin term for a delay

of verdict pending the ])roduction of further

evidence in a case not clear to the judges.

Cowp. CoMl'EREXDINATIO.
Ampulla. Sec Vessels.
Amycus. Son of Poseidon ; a gigantic

king of the Bebrycians on the Bithynian
coast, who forced every stranger that landed
there to box with him. When the Argo-
nauts wished to draw Avater from a spring

in his country, he foi'bade them, but was
conquered and killed in a match with Poh'-

deuces (Pollux).

Amymone. A daughter of Dunaus (q.v.),

and mother of Nauplius by Poseidon.

Anacreon. A Greek lyric poet, born about
f)")!) li.c. at Teos, an Ionian town of Asia,

whose inhabitants, to escape the threatened

yoke of Persia, migrated to Abdera in

Thrace B.C. 54<). From Abdera Anacreon
went to the tA'rant Pol3-crates, of Samos,
after whose death (n.c. 522) he removed to

Athens on the invitation of Hipparchus,

and lived there, till the fall of the Peisis-

tratidse, on friendl}' terms with his fellow

poet Simonides and Xanthippus, the father

of Pericles. He is said to have died at

Abdera, in his eighty-sixth year, choked by
the stone of a dried grape. A statue of

him stood in the Acropolis at Athens in

the guise of an aged minstrel inspired by
the wine-god. For Anacreon was regarded
as the type of a poet who, in spite of age,

])aid perpetual homage to wine and love.

Love and wine and merry compan}^ formed
the favourite subjects of his light, sweet,

and graceful songs, which were cast in the

metres of the ^olic poets, but composed
in the Ionic dialect. Beside fragments of

such songs and of elegies, we have also a

number of epigrams that bear his name.
His songs were largely imitated, and of

such imitations"* -we have under his name
a collection of about sixty love-songs and
drinking-songs of very various (partly

much later) dates, and of different degrees
of merit.

Anacrisis. In Attic law, the preliminar}^

examination of the parties to a suit.

Anaxagoras. A Greek philosopher, of

Clazomen;e in Asia Minor, born about 5(J(J

B.C. Sprung from a noble familj", but wish-

ing to devote himself entirely to science, he

gave up his property to his kinsmen, and
removed to Athens, where he lived in in-

timacy with the most distingui.shed men,
above all wuth Pericles. Shortl}- before the

outbreak of the Peloponnesian War he
was charged by the political opponents of

Pericles with impiety, i.e. with deiying the

gods recognised b}' the State ; and though
acquitted through his friend's influence, he
felt compelled to emigrate to Lampsacus,
where he died soon after, aged 72. He not

only had the honour of giving philosophy

a home at Athens, where it went on flourish-

ing for quite a thousand years, but he was
the first philosopher who, bj'- the side of

the material principle, introduced a spiritual,

which gives the other life and form. He
laid down his doctrine in a work On Xatiirc

in the Ionic dialect, of which only frag-

ments are preserved. Ijike Parmenides,
he denied the existence of birth or death

;

the two processes were rather to be de-

scribed as a mingling and unmingling. The
ultimate elements of combination are in-

divisible, imperishable prijuordia of infinite

number, and differing in shape, colour, and
taste, called bj' himself " seeds of things,"

and bj' later writers (from an expression

of Aristotle) h6)noe6mcrc^ i.e. particles of

like kind with each other and with the

whole that is made up of them. At first
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tlicsc lay niiiiglcd -without onler ; but the

divine spirit — simple, pure, passionless

roason — set the iinarranged matter into

motion, and thereby created out of chaos an

orderly world. This movement, proceed-

iui;- from the centre, works on for ever,

jienebrating farther and farther the infinite

mass. But the application of" the spiritual

]ii-iiicii)lo was rather indicated than fully

carried out by Anaxagoras ; he himself

connuouly explains phenomena by physical

causes, and only when he cannot find these,

falls back on the action of divine reason.

Anaxandrides. A Greek poet of the

]\riddlc Comedy, a Rhodian, flourished in

37G B.C. He is stated to have been the

first who made love affairs the subject of

comedy. His plays were cliaracterized by
brightness and humo;n\ but only fragments

of them are preserved.

Anaximander (Ctv. -^untdros). A Greek
jihilnsopher of Miletus; born B.C. Gil; a

younger contemporary of Thales and Pliere-

cydes. He lived at the court of Polycnltes

of Samos, and died B.C. 547. In his philo-

sophy the primal essence, which he was the

first to call principle, was the immortal-

imjjerishable, all-including infinite, a kind

of cliaos, out of which all things proceed,

and into which they return. He composed,

in the Ionic dialect, a brief and somewhat
]ioetical treatise on his doctrine, which may
bo regarded as the earliest prose work on
philosophy; but only a few sentences out

ol' it are preserved. The advances he had
made in physics and astronomy are evi-

denced by his invention of the sun-dial,

his construction of a celestial globe, and his

first attempt at a geographical map.
Anaximenes. (1) A Greek philosopher of

Miletus, a 3'oungcr contemporary and pupil

of Anaximander, who died about 502 B.C.

He supposed air to be the fundamental
principle, out of which everything arose by
rarefaction and condensation. This doctrine

he expounded in a work, now lost, written

in the Ionian dialect.

(2) A Greek sophist of Lampsacus, a

favourite of Philip of Macedon and Alex-

ander the Great. He composed orations and
historical works, some treating of the ac-

tions of those two princes. Of these but

little remains. On the other hand, he is

the author of the Rhetoric dedicated to

Alexander^ the earliest extant work of this

kind, which was once included among the

works of Aristotle.

Anchises. Son of Capj's, of the royal

house of Troy by both parents, ruler of

Dardanus on !Mouut Ida. Aphrodite loved

him for his beauty, and bore him a son,

yEneas. But having, in ^Bpite of her warn-
ings, boasted of her favour, he is (according

to various versions of the story) paralysed,

killed, or struck blind by the lightning of

Zeus. Vergil represents the disabled chief

as borne out of burning Troy on his son's

shoulders, and as sharing his wanderings
over the sea, and aiding him with his

counsel, till they reach Drepanum in Sicily,

where he dies, and is buried on Mount
Eryx.

Ancile. The small oval sacred shield,

curved inwards on either side, which was
said to have fallen from heaven in the reign

of X^xama. There being a prophecy that the

stability of Rome was bound up with it,

Numa had eleven others made exactly like

it by a cunning workman, MaiiiKriiis Ve-

turius, so that the right one should not be

stolen. The care of these arms, which
were sacred to Mars was entrusted to the

'ANCILIA nOKNK HV T\V<> SALH, WITH
LEUEXD IN ETRUSCAN CIIAUACTEIiS.

Above = Gk. AFKYAE, anciU'; bclow= AAKK,
Alcceim, the owner's name. (Gem in Florence.)

Salii (q.v.), who had to carry them through

the city once a year with i)eculiar cere-

monies. At the conclusion of their songs

Mamurius himself was invoked, and on

March 14th they held a special feast, the

Manmrcllia, at which they sacrificed to

him, beating on a hide with staves, prob-

ably to imitate a smith's hammering. It

is likely that the name Mamurius conceals

that of the god Mars (or Mamers) himself.

Ancyranuni Monumentum. The monu-

ment of Ancyra (now Angora), a marl)le

slab, of which the greater part is pre-

served. It belonged to the temple of

Augustus at Ancyra, and contained the

Latin text of a Greek translation of the

report drawn up by that emperor himself

on the actions of his reign (Index liervm

a se Gestaniin). By the terms of his will

this report, engraved in bronze, was set
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up in front of liis mausoleum at Rome, and
copies were made of it for other temples

of Augustus in the provinces.

Andabatae. See Gladiators,
Andocides. Tlie second in order of time

in the roll of Attic orators. He was born

B.C. 439, and belonged by birth to the

aristocratic party, but fell out with it in

415, when he was involved in the famous
trial for mtitijating the statues of Hermes,
and, to save his own and his kinsmen's

lives, betrayed his aristocratic accomplices.

Having, in spite of the immiinity promised

him, fallen into partial atlmla (loss of civic

rights}, he left Athens, and carried on a
pi-otitable trade in Cyprus. After two
fruitless attempts to recover his status at

home, he was allowed at last, upon the

fall of the Thirty and the amnesty of B.C.

403, to return to Athens, where he suc-

ceeded in repelling renewed attacks, and
gaining an honourable position. Sent to

Sparta in B.C. 390, during the Corinthian

War, to negotiate peace, he brought back
the draft of a treaty, for the ratification

of which he vainly pleaded in a speech
that is still extant. He is said to have
been banished in consequence, and to

have died in exile. Beside the above-
mentioned oration, we have two delivered

on his own behalf, one pleading for

his recall from banishment, B.C. 410;
another against the charge of unlawful
})artici})ation in the mysteries, B.C. 399

;

a fourth, Af/ainst Alcibiddcs^ is spurious.

His oratory is plain and artless, and its

expressions those of the popular lan-

guage of the day.

Androgeos. Son of Minos, king of

Crete by Pasiphae. Visiting Athens
at the first celebration of the Pana-
theiiiea, he won victories over all the
cham])ions, when king ^Egeus, out of

jealousy, sent him to fight the bull of

Marathon, which killed him. Accord-
ing to another account he Avas slain in

an ambush. Minos avenges his son by
mahing the Athenians send seven youths
and seven maidens every nine years as

victims to liis Minotaur, from which
Theseus at last delivers them. Funeral
games were held in the Ccramicus at

Athens in honour of Androgeus under the

name of p]ni-vgyes.

Andromache. The daughter of Eetion,

king of the ('ilician Thebes, is one of the

noblest female characters in Homer, dis-

tinguished alike by her ill-fnrtune and her

true and tender love for her husband, Hec-

tor. Achilles, in taking her native town,

kills her father and seven brothers ; her

mother, redeemed from captivity, is carried

off by sickness; her husband falls by the

hand of Achilles ; and when Troy is taken

she sees her one boy, Astyilnax (or Scaman-
der), hurled from the walls. She falls, as

the prize of war, to Neoptolemus, the son

of her greatest foe, who first carries her

to Epirus, then stirrenders her to Hector's

brother, Helenus. After his death she re-

turns to Asia with Pergamus, her son by
Neoptolemus, and dies there.

Andromeda. Daughter of the ^Ethiopian

* ANDIIOMKDA AXD PKltSLCS.

(Rome, Capitoline Museum.)

king Cepheus (a son of Belus) by Cassiopeia.

Cassiopeia had boasted of being fairer than

the Nereids, and Poseidon to punish the

y^rofanity, sent a flood and a sea-monster.

As the oracle of Ammon promised a rid-

dance of the ])lague should Andromeda be

thrown to the monster, Ce])heus was com-

])elled to chain his daughter to a rock on
the shore. At this moment of distress Per-

seus a|)pears, and rescues her, her father

having promised her to him in marriage.

At the wedding a violent quarrel arises

between the king's brother, Phineus, to
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-whom she had been betrotlied before, and
Perseus, who turns liis rival into stone

Avith the Gorgon's head. Andromeda fol-

lows Perseus to Argos, and becomes an-

cestress of the famous line of Perseidse.

Athena set her among the stars.

Andronitis. The men's apartments in a

Greek house. Sec House.
Androtion. A Greek historian, an Athe-

nian, and a pupil of Isocrates, who was
accused of making an illegal proi^osal and
went into banishment at Megara, (We
have the speech composed by Demosthenes
for one of the accusers.) At Megara he
wrote a history of Attica (see Atthis) in

at least 12 books, one of the best of that

class of writings ; but only fragments of it

have survived.

Angdistis. See Rhea.
Anius. Son of Apollo by Rhoeo or Creiisa,

whose father, Staphylus of Naxos, a son of

Dionysus and Ariadne, committed her to

the sea in a box. She was carried to Delos,

and there gave birth to her son Anius.
Apollo taught him divination, and made
him his priest and king of Delos. His son
Thasus, like Linus and Action, was torn

to pieces by dogs, after which no dogs were
allowed in the island. His daughters by
the nymph Dorippe, being descendants of

Dionysus, had the gift of turning anything
they pleased into wine, corn, or oil ; but
when Agamemnon on his way to Troy
wished to take them from their father by
force, Dionysus changed them into doves.

Annalists. A series of writers on Roman
history, older than those usually called

the historians, beginning about 200 B.C.,

and covering about a centurj' and a half.

They related their country's story from its

first beginnings down to their own times,

treating the former briefly, the latter in

full detail, and at first always in Greek,
like Fabius Pictor and Cincius Alimex-
TUS. With PoRClUS Cato (q.v.) com-
menced composition in Latin and a livelier

interest in native history, which constantly
stimulated new efforts to celebrate the

deeds of their forefathers. Two main char-

acteristics of these annalists are the free

i;se they made of their predecessors, and an
inclination to suppi-ess unfavourable facts,

which gradually grew into a habit of
flattering the national vanity by exaggera-
tions.

Works dealing in this manner with the
whole of Roman histor}', or large sections
of it, continued to be written in Cicero's

time. The leading annalists of this class

D. C. A.

are : Cassius Hemixa, soon after Cato

;

Calpurxius Piso Frugi, consul in B.C. 133
;

Faxxius, consul in B.C. 122 ; Gellius, who
wrote about the same time (ninety-seven
books of Annalcs); Claudius Quadrigarius,
a contemporary of Sulla, author of at least

twenty-three books, from the Gallic confla-
gration to his own time ; his younger con-
temporary Valerius Axtias (who treated
all Roman history in seventy-five books);
Licixius Macer, Vho died B.C. GG, author
of the earlier history, in twenty-one books.
Some few writers, on the other hand, con-
fined themselves to the description of

shorter periods: first, C.ELius Axtipater,
about B.C. 120 (whose history of the Second
Punic War in seven books, was noted for its

accuracy) ; then Semproxius Asellio, about
B.C. 100, who, in his account of events he
had taken part in {Rcrum Gcfitamm Libri,

fourteen at least), was the first who, not
content with barely relating facts, tried to

explain the reasons of them ; and Corxelius
Sisexxa, who lived 120-67 B.C. and wrote at

least twenty-three books on the brief period
between the Social War and Sulla's dicta-

torship. To these works, in which history
has begun to assume the character of me-
moirs, we may add the autobiography of

Corxelius Sulla the dictator (Rcrum
Sutlrum Commcntdrii in twenty-two books),

which he wrote in self-justification at the
end of his career. He died B.C. 78. All
these works are lost, except scanty frag-

ments ; but the later Greek and Roman
writers had made full use of them.
Annals {AnnCdCs). Year-books. From

early times a record of all important events
at Rome had been kept in chronological order

by the high priest (jjonfifcr maxinms)
for the time, who every year exhibited in his

oflicial residence a whited board (album),

on which, after the names of the niagistrates

for the year, occurrences of all kinds

—

war, dearth, pestilence, prodigies—were set

down briefly according to their dates. These
annalcs pontiflcum or annalcs ma.vimi
(supposecl to be so called after the jjontifcv

maximus), though destroyed at the burn-

ing of Rome by the Gauls, B.C. 380, were
restored as far as possible, and continued

till B.C. 130. Collected afterwards in eighty

books, they were at once utilized and super-

seded by the so-called Axxalists {q.v.).

Anna Perenna. An ancient Italian god-

dess, about whose exact attributes the

ancients themselves were not clear. She is

probably the moon-goddess of the revolving

year, who every month renews her youth,
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and was tlievcforc rc<j;arded as a goddess

Avho bestowed long life and all that contri-

Lutes to it. About full moon on the Ides

(iifteenth) of March (then the first month of

the year), in a grove of fruit trees at the first

milestone on the Flaminian Way,the Romans
held a merry feast under the open sky,

wishing each other as many years of life

as they drank cups of wine. The learned

men of tlie Augustan age identified Anna
with Dido's sister, Avho, on the death of that

(luecn, had fled from Carthage to ^Eneas

in Italy, but, having excited Lavinia's

jealousy, threw herself into the Numicius,
and became the nymph of that river.

Annoua. A Latin word meaning the

year's produce, especially in wheat, the

staple food of the city population ; it was
afterwards applied to the corn provided by
the State to feed that population. As
Italian agriculture decayed, and the city

poijulation steadily increased, the question

of its maintenance became a constant care

to the State, which, on the conquest of the

first two provinces, Sicily and Sardinia, at

once doomed them, especiall}' the former,

to the task of victualling the armies and
feeding Home, by imposing a tithe on corn,

and forbidding its exportation to an}^ country
but Italy. The tenth paid as tribute, and
other corn bought up by the State, was sold

by the asdiles at a moderate price, usually

on terms which prevented the treasury
being a loser. Thus till the time of the

Gracchi the cuva annonce was confined to

the maintenance of a moderate price ; but
the corn law of Gains Gracchus, B.C. 123,
laid on the State the obligation to deliver

to any Roman householder on demand 6j
bushels of wheat a month at a fixed price,

which even in cheap times was less than half
the cost price; and Clodius in B.C. 58 went
further, and made the delivery entirely

gratuitous. By the year B.C. 4G, the number
of recipients had risen to 320,000, and the
yearly outlay to a sum equivalent to £050,000.
Cccsar then reduced the reci])ients to 150,000

;

but their number grew again, till Augustus
cut it down to 200,000, whose names were
inscribed on a bronze table, and who received
their monthly portion on presentation of a
ticket. This arrangement as a whole re-

mained in force till about the end of the
Empire, except that in the 3rd century
bread was given instead of grain. And,
side by side with these gratuitous doles,

grain could always be bought for a mode-
rate price at magazines filled with the
supplies of the provinces, especiall}' Egypt

and Africa, and with purchases made by
the State. The expenses of the annona
fell mainly on the [imperial treasury, but

partly on that of the senate. From Augus-
tus' time the ciira annonce formed one of

the highest imperial offices, its holder, the

pra'fcctus annonce, having a large staff

scattered over Rome and the whole empire.

The annona, like so many other things,

was personified by the Romans, and became
a goddess of the importation of corn, whose
attributes were a bushel, ears of wheat,
and a horn of plenty.

Antseus. Son of Poseidon and Ge (the

earth) ; a huge giant in Libya, who grew
stronger every time he touched his mother
Earth. He forced all strangers to wrestle

with him, and killed them when conquered, till

Heracles, on his^ journey to fetch the apples

of the Hesperides, lifted him off the ground,

and held him aloft till he had killed him. His
tomb was shown near Tingis in Mauretania.

Antae. A templuni in antls was a temple
in which the hall at either end was formed
by prolongations of the side-walls (Lat.

ant(v), and a row of columns between the

terminal pilasters of those prolongations.

Sec Temples, fig. 1.

Anteia (otherwise Sthcnohcpo). Wife of

Proetus of Tnyns ; by slandering Belle-

rophon (q.v.), who had rejected her offers

of love, she caused her husband to attempt
his life.

Antenor. A Trojan of high rank, husband
to Athena's priestess Theano, the sister of

Hecuba. When Menelaiis and Odysseus,

after the landing of the Greeks, came as

envoys to Troy, demanding the surrender

of Helen, he received them hospitably, pro-

tected them from Paris, and then as always
advised peace. Because of this leaning to the

Greeks, it was alleged in later times that

he betrayed his native city by opening its

gates to the enemy; in return for which his

house, known bj^ the panther's hide hung out

of it, was spared, and he and his friends

allowed to go free. One account was, that

he sailed with Menelaus, was driven out of

his course to Gyrene, and settled there,

where his descendants the Anten6rida3 were
worshii)ped as heroes. Another, which be-

came the accepted tradition, represented

him as leading the Heneti, when driven

out of Paphlagonia, by way of Thrace and
Illyria, to the Adriatic, and thence to the
mouth of the Padus (Po), where he founded
Patavium (Padua), the city of the Veneti.

Anteros. The " god of requited love,

brother of Eros {q.v.).
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Antesignani, A Latin word denoting

ori.uinally tlie soldiers fighting in front of

tlio standards during a battle; afterwards

a picked body in every legion, free of bag-

gage, and intended to advance in front of

rlie line of battle and seize important points,

or to open the battle.

Antevorta. See Garmenta.

Anthesteria. A feast at Athens held in

honour of Dionj'sus. Comp. DioxYSiA (4).

Anthology ( = garland of flowers). The
Greek word anfhulvgui means a collection

of sliort, especially epigrammatic poems, by
various authors ; we still possess one such

collection dating from antiquity. Collec-

tions of inscriptions in verse had more than

once been set on foot in early times for anti-

quarian piu'poses. The first regular antho-

log}', entitled Stephanos ( = wreath\ was
attempted by Meledger of Gadara in the 1st

century B.C. ; it contained, beside his own
compositions, poems arranged according to

their initial letters, by forty-six contem-

porary and older authors, including Archi-

lochus, Alcffius, Sappho, Anacreun, Simon-
ides, etc., together with a prologue still

extant. This collection "vvas enriched, about

100 A.D., by Philippus of Thessalonica, with

select epigrams by about thirteen later

authors. Other collections were imder-

taken soon after by DiogcniCmus of Hera-
cleia and StratOn of Sardis, and in the

(ith centurj' by Agathkls of Myrina, in

whose Kgklos the poems are for the first

time arranged according to subjects. Out
of these collections, now all lost, Constan-
flmts Cephdhls of Constantinople, in the

II Ith century, put together a new and com-
prehensive anthology, classified according

to contents in fifteen sections. From this

collection the monk Ma.xiimis Plan fides,

in the 14th century, made an extract

of seven books, which was the only one
known till the year 1G06. In that year the

French scholar Saumaise (Salmasius) dis-

covered in the Palatine Library at Heidel-

berg a complete manuscript of the antho-

logy of Constantinus Cephalas with sundry
additions. This MS., with all the other

treasures of the library, was carried off to

Eome in 102.3, whence it was taken to Paris

in 1793, and back to Heidelberg in 1816.

The epigrams of the Greek anthology,

dating as they do from widely distant ages
down to the Byzantine, and being the pi-o-

ductiou of more than three hundred dif-

ferent authors, are of very various merit

:

l)ut many of them are among the pearls of

Greek poetry, and could hardly have sur-

vived unless enshrined in such a collection^.

Taken together with the rich store of epi-

grams found in inscriptions, the Anthology
opens to Its a view of the development of

this branch of Greek literature such as we
can scarcely obtain in the case of an}- other,

besides affording valuable information on

Hellenic language, history, and manners, at

the most different periods,

lioman literature has no really ancient

collection of so comprehensive a charactei-,

the so-called Latin xinthology having been
gathered by modern scholars out of tlio

material found scattered in various MSS.
Among these, it is true, Saumaise's MS. of

the 7th century, now in Paris, has a col-

lection of about 380 poems, but these, with
a few exceptions, arc of very late author-

ship.

Antidosis ( = exchange of properties). An
arrangement peculiar to the Athenians, by
Avhich a citizen summoned to pei'form one

of those services to the State named Ici-

tourgia; (q.v.), if he thotight a richer than

he had been passed over, could challenge

him to exchange possessions, binding him-

self in that case to discharge the obliga-

tion. Each party could then have the

other's property put in sequestration and
his house sealed up ; and within three daj-s

they handed in, before the proper authority

and under oath, an inventory of their goods.

If no amicable agreement was come to, and
the judge's decision went against the plain-

tiff, he was bound to perform the i^ublic

service ; otherwise the defendant submitted

either to the exchange or to the service.

Antigone. (1) Daughter of CEclipus and

locasta, who accompanied her blind father

into exile. After his death in Attica she

returns to Thebes, and, in defiance of her

uncle Creon's prohibition, performs the last

honours to her brother Pohmeices, fallen in

single fight with Eteocles, by strewing his

body with dust. For this she is entombed

alive in the family vault, and there hangs

herself ; and her betrothed, Hremon, the son

of Creon, stabs himself beside her corpse.

Such is the version of Sophocles. Another

tradition represents Antigone and Argeia,

the widow of Polyneices, as secretly burn-

ing his body by night on the funeral pile

of Eteocles. When'seized by the guards,

Creon hands her over to Htemon for execu-

tion ; but he hides her in a shepherd's hut,

and lives with her in secret wedlock. Their

son, grown uj) and engaging in some funeral

games at Thebes, is recognised by a birth-

mark peculiar to the family. To escape
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Creon's vengeance, Htemon kills both Anti-

gone and himself.

(2) Antigone, daughter of Eur5'tion and
wife of Peleus (q.i'.), hanged herself for

grief at the supposed infidelity of her
liusltand.

Antigoniis. A Greek Avriter of Carystus,

about 24U B.C., author of a collection of all

kinds of curiosities and fictions in natural

liistory. The work is now extant only in

a much abbreviated form, and is of no

value but for its numerous quotations and
fragments from lost writings.

Antigrapheus. The name of a financial

officer at Athens. Sec Grammateus.
Anticleia. Daughter of Autolj'cus, wife

of Lath'tes. and mother of Odysseus (q.v.).

Aiitilochus. The son of Nestor, who
accompanied his father to the Trojan War,
and was distinguished among the younger
heroes for beauty and braveiy. Homer
calls him a favourite of Zeus and Poseidon.

The dearest friend of Achilles next to

Patroclus, he is chosen by the Greeks to

break the news to him of his beloved com-
panion's fall. When Memnon attacks the

aged Nestor, Antilochus throws himself in

his way, and buys his father's safety with
his life. He, like Patroclus, is avenged by
Achilles, in whose grave-mound the ashes

of both friends are laid ; even in the lower

world Odysseus beholds the three pacing

the asphodel meadow, and in after times

the inhabitants of Ilium offered to them
jointly the sacrifices due to the dead on the

ioreland of Sigeum.
Antimachus. A Greek poet and critic

of Colophon, an elder contemporary of

Plato, about 400 B.C. By his two princi-

pal works—the long mythical epic called

Thebd'is and a cycle of elegies named after

his loved and lost Lyde, and telling of

famous lovers parted by death—he became
the founder of learned poetr}^, precursor and
prototype of the Alexandrians, who, on
account of his learning, assigned him the

next place to Homer amongst epic poets.

In striving to impart strength and dignity

to language by avoiding all that was com-
mon, his style became rigid and artificial,

and naturally ran into bombast. But we
possess only fragments of his works. As
a scholar, ho is remarkable for having set

on foot a critical revision of the Homeric
poems.

Antinoiis. A beautiful youth of Claudio-

pulis in Bithynia, a favourite and travelling

companion of the emperor Hadrian. He
drowned himself in the Nile, probably from

melancholy. The emperor honoured his /

memory by placing him among the heroes,

erecting statues and temples, and founding ,

yearly games in his honour, while the

artists of every province vied in pourtray- .

ing him under various forms, human, heroic,

and divine ; e.g. as Dionysus, Hermes,
Apollo. Among the features common to

the many surviving portraitures of An-
tinous are the full locks falling low down
the forehead, the large, melancholy eyes,

the full mouth, and the broad, swelling

breast. Some of these portraits are among
the finest works of ancient art, for instance,

the colossal statue in the Vatican, and the

half-length relief at the Villa Albani. (See

cut.) There is also a tine bust in the Louvre.

MARBLE liELIEF OF ANTINOUS.
(Rome, Villa Albani.)

Antiope, (1) In Homer a daughter of

the Boeotian river-god Asopus, mother by
Zeus of Amphlon and Zethus, In later

legend her father is Nycteus of HjTia or

Hysise. As he threatens to punish her for

yielding to the approaches of Zeus under
the form of a satyr, she flees to Epopeus
of Sicyon. This king her uncle Lycus
kills by order of his brother Nycteus, now
dead, and leads her back in chains. Ar-

rived on Mount Citha3ron, she gives birth to

twins, Amphion by Zeus, Zethus by Epopeus,

wdiom Lycus leaves exposed upon the moun-
tain. After being long imprisoned and ill-

treated by Dirce, the wife of Lycus, she

escapes to Cithseron, and makes acquaintance

with her sons, whom a shepherd has brought
up. She makes them take a frightful ven-

geance upon Dirce {see Amphiox), for doing
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which Dionysus drives her mad, and she

wanders tlirought Greece, till Phocus, king
of Phocis, heals and marries her.

(2) A sister of Hippolyte, queen of the
Amazons ; who, according to one account,

fall as a prize of war to Theseus for his

share in Heracles' campaign against the

Amazons, according to another, w^as carried

off by him and his friend Pirithuiis.

When the Amazons attacked Athens in re-

tarn, she is variously represented as ])er-

suading them to peace, or falling in battle

against them by the side of Theseus; or,

again, as killed by Heracles, when she inter-

rupted the marriage of her beloved Theseus
with Phtedra. Her son by Theseus was
ilippolytus.

Antiphanes. The most prolific and im-

l)ortant author, with Alexis, of the Attic

Middle Comedy ; he came of a family which
had migrated from Larissa in Thessaly

;

was born B.C. 408, and died at the age of

74. He is said to have written 2G0 plays,

of which over 200 are known to us by
their titles and fragments, yet he won the

])rize only thirteen times. He is praised

for dramatic ability, wit, and neatness of

form.

Antiphlhis. A Greek painter born in

Eg}'pt in the latter half of the 4th cen-

tury B.C., a contemporary and rival of

Apelles ; he probably spent the last part
of his life at the court of the first Ptolemy.
The ancients ])raise the lightness and dex-
teritjr with which he handled subjects of

high art, as well as scenes in daily life.

Two of his pictures in the latter kind
v*-ere especially famous, one of a boy blow-
ing a fire, and another of women dressing

Avool. From his having painted a man
named Gryllos ( = pig) with playful allu-

sions to the sitter's name, caricatures in

general came to be called grylloL [Pliny,

//. .v., 35. 114, 138].

Antiphon. The earliest of the ten great

Attic orators, born B.C. 480 at Rhamnus in

Attica, son of the sophist Sophilus, to whom
he owed his training. He was the founder
of political eloquence as an art, -which he
taught with great applause in his own
sr-hool of rhetoric ; and he was the first

who wrote out speeches for others to deliver

in court, though lie afterwards published
them under his own name. He also played
an active part in the politics of his time as
a leading member of the oligarchical party,
and the real author of the deathblow which
was dealt to democracy in 411 B.C. by the
establishment of the Council of Four Hun-

dred. Then he went as ambassador to

Sparta, to purchase peace at any price in

the interest of the oligarchy. On the fall

of the Four Hundred he was accused of

high treason, and in spite of a masterly
defence—the first speech he had ever made
in public— was condemned to death B.C.

411. 'Of the sixty orations attributed to

him, only fifteen are preserved, all on trials

for murder; but only three of them arc
about real cases. The rest (named iiiva-

logien, because every four are the first and
second speeches of both plaintiff and de-

fendant on the same subject) are mere;

exercises. Antiphon's speeches exhibit the

art of oratory in its rudimentary stage as

regards both substance and foi-m.

Antisthenes. A Greek philosopher of
Athens, born about 440 B.C., but only a half

citizen, because his mother was a Thracian.
He was in his youth a pupil of Gorgias,
and himself taught for a time as a sophist,

till, towards middle life, he attached himself

to Socrates, and became his bosom friend.

After the death of Socrates in B.C. 395)

he established a school in the gymnasium
Kynoscn-gcs, the only one open to persons

of half-Athenian descent, whence his fol-

lowers bore the name of Cynici {Kynlkoi).

He lived to the age of seventy. Like
Socrates, he regarded virtue as necessary,

indeed, alone sufficient for happiness, and
to be a branch of knowledge that could [be

taught, and that once acquired could not

be lost, its essence consisting in freedom
from wants by the avoidance of evil, i.e.

of pleasure and desire. Its acquisition

needs no dialectic argumentation, only

Socratic strength. His pupils, especially

the famous Diogcm's of Sinope, degraded
his doctrine to cynicism by depreciating

all knowledge and desi)ising the current

morality of the time. His i)hilosophical

and rhetorical works are lost, all but two
slight declamations on the contest for the

arms of Achilles, the Aias and Odgsscusj
and oven their genuineness is disputed.

Antistius Labeo (Quintus). A renowned
jiu'ist of Augustus' time, a man of wide
scholar.ship and strict republican views,

which lost him the emperor's favour. His
writings on law amounted to 4(J<J books,

portions of which are preserved in the

Pandects of Justinian's Corpus luris.

Aiming at a progressive development of

law, he became the founder of a school of

lawyers named Procidinns after his ]>u]>il

Semj)}-(lniHs Prociilus. Sec Ateius C.\1'IT0.

Antoninus. (1) Marcus Aiirdius, sur-
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named Philosujfhns, born at Rome a.d. 121.

His real name was M. Anniiis Verus ; at

tlie dcriiro of the emperor Hadrian he was
adopted by his successor T. Aiirelius An-
toninus Pius, married his daughter Faus-

tina, and became emperor in a.d. Idl.

During his benevolent reign the empire had
to face dire distresses, famine, pestilence,

and constant wars with the Parthians in

the cast, and the Marcomanni and other

Germans in the north, during which he

proved himself a prudent and active sove-

reign. In the midst of a new war with

the already' vanquished Marcomanni he

died in A.D. 180, probably at Sirmium in

Pannonia. In his youth he was a pupil of

the orator Pronto, and loved him warmly
to the last, even after giving up rhetoric

rnd devoting himself to the Stoic i)hiloso-

jih}-. The gentleness and amiability of

his nature comes oiit both in his letters

to Fkon'TO (q.v.) and in his Self-contem-

plations^ which arc the moral reflections

of a Stoic in clumsy, over-concise, and
often obscure Greek.

(2) Antoninus LlhcrdUs, a Greek gram-
marian of about 150 A.D., perhaps a freed-

man of Antoninus Pius; he wrote a collec-

tion, called Metamorphoses^ of forty-one

myths dealing with transformations, most
of which is based on ancient authorities

now lost, and is therefore valuable as a

source of m^'thological knowledge.
Anubis. An Egyptian

god, son of Osiris, con-

ductor and watcher of

the dead, whose deeds he
and HoRUS {q.v.) were
supposed to weigh in the

balance in presence of

their father Osiris, He
was represented with
the head of a jackal or

dog-ape. The worship of

Anubis was introduced
among the Greeks and
Romans (who represented

him in the form of a dog),

together with that of

Serfipis and Isis, espe-

cially in the time of the

emperors, as he was identified with Hermes.
Apagoge. A technical term of Athenian

law, meaning the production of a criminal
taken in the act before the proper magis-
trate, who then took him into custody, or

made him find bail. The name was also

given to the document in which the accuser
stated the charge. Jiut if the officer was con-

ducted to the spot where the accused wag
staying, the process was called cphCgCsis.

Apaturla. The general feast of the Phra-
TRiES {q.v.) held chiefly by Greeks of the

Ionian race. At Athens it lasted three days
in the month of Pyanepsion (Oct.-Nov.), and
was celebrated with sacrilicial banquets.

On the third day the fathers brought their

children born since the last celebration

before the members {phmtors) assembled
at the headquarters of each j^Jii'citria, and
ai'ter declaring on oath their legitimate

birth, had their names inscribed on the roll

of phratores. For every child enrolled a

sheep or goat was sacrificed, which went
to furnish the common feast. On the same
day the fathers made their children who
were at school give proofs of their progress,

especially by reciting passages from poets,

and those who distinguished themselves
were rewarded with prizes.

Apelles. The greatest painter of anti-

quity, probably born at ColophOn or in the

Island of Cos, who lived in the latter half

of the 4th century B.C. After studying at

Ephesus, and receiving theoretical instruc-

tion in his art from Pamphilus at Sicyon,

he worked in different parts of the Greek
world, but especially in Macedonia, at the

court of Philii) and that of Alexander, who
would let no other artist paint him. While
doing ready justice to the merits of con-

temporaries, especially Protogenes, he could

not but recognise that no one surpassed him-
self in grace and balanced harmony. These
qualities, together with his wonderful skill

in drawing and his perfect and refined

mastery of colouring (however simple his

means), made his works the most perfect

productions of Greek painting. Among the

foremost were the Alexander with lightning

in his hand, painted for the temple of

Artemis at Ephesus, in which the fingers

ap})eared to stand out of the picture, and
the thunderbolt to project from the panel

;

and the Aphrodite Anadyomcne {=ri^'mg,\

painted for the temple of Asclepius at Cos,

which Augustus brought to Rome and set

up in the temple of Csesar, and which,

when the lower part was damaged, no
painter would attempt to restore. We owe
to Lucian a description of an allegorical

picture of Slander by this painter. [Plin}',

//. N., 35. 79-97.]

Aphrodite (Lat. Venus). The Greek god-

doss of love. Her attributes combine, with
Hellenic conceptions, a great many features

of Eastern, especially Phoenician, origin,

which the Greeks must have grafted on to
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their native notions in very old times. This
double nature appears immediately in the

contradictory tales of her origin. To the
oldest Greeks she was the daughter of Zeus
and DiOne (and is sometimes called that

name herself); yet from a very early time
.she appears as Apliro-gcncia, the "foam-
born" {sec Uraxus), as Ancuhjumcnv, "she
who rises " out of the sea, and steps ashore

on Cyprus, which had been colonized by
Phaniicians time out of mind ; even as far

V)ack as Homer she is Kypris^ the Cj'prian.

The same transmarine and Eastern origin

of her worship is evidenced by the legend
of the isle of Cj^thera, on which she was
supposed to have first landed out of a sea-

shell.

Again, the common conception of her as

goddess of love limits her agency to the

sphere of human life. But she is, at the

same time, a power of nature, living and
working in the three elements of air, earth,

and water. As goddess of the shifting

gale and changeful sky, she is Aphrodite
Urania, the " heavenly," and at many places

in Greece and Asia her temples crowned
the heights and headlands ; witness the

citadels of Thebes and Corinth, and Mount
Eryx in Sicily. As goddess of storm and
lightning, she was represented armed, as

at Sparta and Cj-thera ; and this perhaps
explains why she was associated with Are
(Mars) both in worship and in legend, and
worshipped as a goddess of victory.

The moral conception of Aphrodite Urania
as goddess of the higher and purer love,

especially wedded love and fruitfalness,

as opposed to mere sensual lust, was but
slowly developed in the course of ages.

As goddess of _
the nea and mari-

time .traffic, espe-

cially of calm
seas and prosper-

ous voj-ages, she

was widely wor-
shipped b}' sailors

and tishermen at

ports and on sea-

coasts, often as

the goddess of
calm, while
Poseidon was the

god of d i s t u r -

bance. Next, as

regards the life of the cartJi, she is the
goddess of gardens and groves, of Spring
and its bounties, especially tender plants
and flowers, as the rose and myrtle ; hence.

*(1) CVrKIAX (iPlN OF
CAUACALLA

With the sacred cone, or sym-
bol of Aphrodite, in a conven-
tional representation of the tem-
ple at Paphos.

as the fruitful and bountiful, she was wor-
shipped most of all at that season of the
year in which her birth from the sea was
celebrated at Paphos in Cyprus {camp.
cut). But to this, her time of joyful action,

is opposed a season of soi'row, when her
creations wither and die : a sentiment ex-

pressed in her inconsolable grief for her
beloved Anoxis (q.v.), the symbol of vege-
tation perishing in its prime.

In the life of gods and men, she shows
her power as the golden, sweetly smiling
goddess of beauty and love, which she
knows how to kindle or to keep away. She
outshines all the goddesses in grace and
loveliness ; in her girdle she wears united
all the magic charms that can bewitch the
wisest man and subdue the ver}' gods. Her
retinue consists of Eros (Cupid), the Hours,
the Graces, Peitho (persuasion), Potlios and
Himeros (personifications of longing and
yearning). By uniting the generations in

the bond of love, she becomes a goddess of

marriage and family life, and the conse-

quent kinship of the whole community. As
such she had formerly been worshi]iped at

Athens under the name of Paudcmus ( = all

the people's), as being a goddess of the

whole country. B}- a regulation of Solon,

the name acquired a very different sense,

branding her as goddess of prostitution;

then it was that the new and higher mean-
ing was imported into the word Urania.

In later times, the worship of Aphrodite
as the goddess of mere sensual love made
rapid strides, and in particular districts

assumed forms more and more immoral,
in imitation of the services performed to

love-goddesses in the East, esjiecially at

Corinth, where large bands of girls were
consecrated as slaves to the service of the

gods and the pi'actice of prostitution. And
later still, the worship of Astarte, the

Syrian Aphrodite, i^ei'formed by eunuchs,

spread all over Greece.

In the Greek myths Aphrodite appears

occasionally as the wife of Hephpcstus. Her
love adventures with Ares are notorious.

From these sprang Eros and Anteros, Har-

monia, the wife of Cadmus, and Deimos
and Phobos (fear and alarm), attendants

on tlieir father. B}' Anchlses she was the

mother of ^neas. The hend-qiiarters of

her worship were Paphos, Amathus, and
IdfdiOn (all in Cyprus), Ciiidus in Dorian

Asia Minor, Corinth, the island of Cythera,

and Ervx in Sicily. As mother of Harmonia,

she was a guardian deity of Thebes. Among
plants, the mj'rtle, the rose, and the apple
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were specially sacred to lier as grddess of

love ; amongst animals, the ram, lie-goat,

liare, dove, sparrow, and other creatures of

amorous nature (the ram and dove being
widclj'-current symbols of great antiquity)

:

as sea-goddess, the swan, mussels, and
dolphin

; as Urania, the tortoise.

In ancient art, in which Aphrodite is one
of the favourite subjects, she is represented
in a higher or lower aspect, according as

the artist's aim was to exhibit Urania or

the popular goddess of love. In the earlier

works of art she usually appears clothed,

but in later ones more or less undraped;
either as rising from the sea or leaving the
bath, or (as in later times) merely as an
ideal of female beauty. In the course of

time the divine element disappeared, and
the presentation became more and more
ordinary. AVhile the older sculptures show

lines. Most renowned in ancient times were
the statue at Cnidus by Praxiteles (a copy

(2) REPLICA OF APHltODITE OF CNIDUS
BY PKAXITKLES.

(Munich, Glyptothck.)

the sturdier forms, the taste of later times
leans more and more to softer, weaker out^

(3)aphroditk of melos.

(Paris, Louvre).

of which is now at Munich, see fig. 2), and
the painting of Aphrodite Anadyomene by
Apelles. Of original statues preserved to

us, the most famous are the Aphrodite of

Melos (M?o, see fig. 3) now at Paris, and that

of Capua at Naples, both of which bring out

the loftier aspect of the goddess, and the

Medicean Venus at Florence, the work of

a late Attic sculptor, Cleomenes, in the

delicate forms of face and bod}^ that pleased

a j-ounger age. On the identification of

Aphrodite with the Roman goddess of love,.

.sec Vexus.
Aphthonius. A Greek rhetorician of An-

tioch, about 400 a.d., a pupil of Libanius,.

who wrote a schoolbook on the elements of
rhetoric, the ProgymnasmCitd, or "Pirst
Steps in Style," much used in schools down
to the 17th century. This book is really
an adaptation of the chapter so named in

Hermugenes' Rhetoric. A collection of
forty fables by Jilsop also bears his name.

Apicius {Marcus Gavins). A glutton,
who lived under Augustus and Tiberius.
He borrowed the last name from an epicure
of the republican age, and wrote a book
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upon cookery. He poisoned himself for fear

of starving-, thonsh at the time of his death

he was still worth £75,U00. His name be-

came a proverb, so that we find an Aplchis
Civlius, author of a collection of recipes in

ten books, Dc Tie CCdlndrid, iird century A.d.

Apion. A Greek grammarian of the 1st

century a.d., a pupil of Didymus, and presi-

dent of the philological school at Alexandria.

He also worked for a time at Rome under
Tiberius and Claudius. A vain, boastful

man, he travelled about the Greek cities,

iciving popular lectures on Homer. Of his

many writings we have only fi-agments left.

The glosses on Homer that bear his name
are of later origin ; on the other hand, the

Homeric lexicon of the so})hist Apollonius
is based on his genuine Homeric glosses.

His bitter complaint. Against the Jeics, ad-

dressed to Caligula at the instance of the

Alexandrians, is best known from Josephus'
noble reply to it.

Apodectse (a2Jodcktai= Yeceivers). The
Athenian name for a board of ten magis-
trates yearly appointed by lot, who kept
accounts of the moneys coming in to the
State from various sources, took possession
in the council's presence of the sums raised

by the proi)er officers, and after cancelling
the entries in their register, handed the

money over to the several treasuries.

Apographs (Gr.\ An inventory, or

register: also, in Attic law, a copy of a
declaration made before a magisti-ato.

Apollo (Gr. Apollon). Son of Zeus by
Leto (Latona), who, according to the legend

most widely current, bore him and his

twin-sister Artemis (Diana) at the foot of

Mount Cynthus in the island of Delos.

Apollo appears originally as a god of light,

both in its beneficent and its destructive

effects; and of light in general, not of the

sun only, for to the early Greeks the deity

that brought daylight was Helios, with
whom it was not till afterwards that Apollo
was identified. While the meaning of his

name Apollo is uncertain, his epithets of

Phu'lms and Lyciiis clearly mark him as

the bright, the life-giving, the former also

meaning the pure, holy ; for, as the god
of pure light, he is the enemy of darkness,

with all its unclean, uncouth, unhallowed
brood. Again, not only the seventh day
of the month, his birthday, but the first

day of each month, i.e. of each new-born
moon, was sacred to him, as it was to Janus,
the Roman god of light; and according to

the view that prevailed in many seats of

his worship, he withdrew in winter time

cither to sunny Lycia, or to the Hyper-

boreans who dwell in perpetual light in the

utmost north, and returned in spring to

dispel the powers of winter with his beams.

When the fable relates that immediately

after his birth, with the first shot from his

bow he slew the dragon Py'thun (or

Delphyne), a hideous offspring of Gcea and
guardian of the Delphian oracle, what seems
to be denoted must be the spring-god's

victory over winter, that filled the land

with foul marsh and mist. As the god
of light, his festivals are all in spring or

summer, and many of them still plainly

reveal in certain features his true and
original attributes. Thus the Delphlnia.,

held at Athens in April, commemorated
the calming of the wintry sea after the

equinoctial gales, and the consequent re-

opening of navigation. As this feast was
in honour of the god of spring, so was the

TlmrgC'lia, held at Athens the next month,

in honour of the god of summer. That the

crops might ripen, he received firstfruits

of them, and at the same time propitiatory

gifts to induce him to avert the parching

heat, so hurtful to fruits and men. About
the time of the sun's greatest altitude (July

and August), when the god displays his

power, now for good and now for harm, the

Athenians offered him hecatombs, whence
the first month of their year was named
Hecatojnha'du, and the Spartans held their

Hyacinth ia (.sw Hyacinthus). In autumn,

when the god was ripening the fruit of their

gardens and plantations, and preparing for

departttre, they celebrated the Pyanepsia

(q.v.), when they presented him with the

firstfruits of harvest. Apollo gives the crops

prosperit}', aiid protection not only against

summer heat, but against blight, mildew,

and the vermin that prey upon thom, such

as field-mice and grasshojipers. Hence he

was known by special titles in some parts

of Asia. He was also a patron of flocks and

pastures, and was worshipped in many dis-

tricts under a variety of names referring

to the breeding of cattle. In the story of

Hermes (q.v.) stealing his oxen, ApoUp is

himself the owner of a herd, which he gives

up to his brother in exchange for the lyre in-

vented by him. Other ancient legends speak

of him as tending the flocks of Laomedon

and Admetus, an act afterwards repre-

sented as a penalty for a fault. As a god

of shepherds he makes love to the nymphs,

to the fair Daphne (q.v.), to Coronis {see

AscLEPiUS), and to Cyrene, the mother of

AristjKus, likewise a god of herds. Some
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forms of Ills worsliip and some versions of

liis story impl}' that Apollo, like his sister

Artemis, was regarded as a protector of

tender game and a slayer of rapacious
beasts, especially of the wolf, the enemy of

flocks, and himself a symbol of the god's

power, that now sends mischief, and now
averts it. Apollo proiAotes the health and
well-being of man himself. As a god of

prolific power, he was invoked at weddings

;

and as a nurse of tender manhood and
trainer of manh' 3'outh, to him (as well as

the fountain-nymphs) were consecrated the

first offerings of the hair of the head. In
(jymndsui and pahvsfrw he was worshipped
equally with Hermes and Heracles ; for he
gave power of endurance in boxing, with
adroitness and fleetness of foot. As a war-
like god and one helpful in fight, the
Spartans paid him peculiar honours in their

Carncla (q.v.), and in a measure the Athe-
nians in their Boi'dronna. Another Athe-
nian festival, the Mctagcitnia. glorified him
as the author of neighbourly union. In
many places, but above all at Athens, he was
worshipped as Agyicus, the god of streets

and highway's, whose rude symbol, a conical
post with a pointed ending, stood b}^ street-

doors and in courtyards, to watch men's exit
and entrance, to let in good and keep out
evil, and was loaded by the inmates with
gifts of honour, such as ribbons, wreaths of
myrtle or bay, and the like. At sea, as well
as on land, Apollo is a guide and guardian, and
there, especially under the name DeJphlnius^
taken from his friend and ally the dolphin,
the symbol of the navigable sea. Under
this chai'acter he was widely worshipped,
for the most part with peculiar propitiatory
rites, in seaports and on promontories, as
that of Actium, and particularlj- at Athens,
being also regarded as a leader of colonies.

While he is Alcxicdcus (averter of ills) in
the widest sense, he proves his power most
especially in times of sickness ; for, being
god of the hot season, and himself the
.sender of most epidemics and the dreaded
plague, sweeping man s^\•iftly away with
his unerring shafts, ho can also lend the
most effectual aid ; so that he and his son
Asclepius were revered as the chief gods
of healing. As a saviour from epidemics
mainlj', but also from other evils, the pcvan
(q.v.) was sung in his honour.

In a higher sense also Apollo is a healer
and saviour. From an early time a strong
ethical tinge was given to his purely ph}--

sical attributes, and the god of light became
a god of mental and moral purity, and there-

fore of order, justice, and legality in human
life. As such, he, on the one hand smites

and spares not the insolent offender, Tityos

for instance, the Aloldse, the overweening
Niobe, and the Greeks before Troy ; but, on
the other hand, to the guilt-laden soul, that

turns to him in penitence and supplication,

he grants purification from the stain of

committed crime (which was regarded as

a disease clouding the mind and crushing
the heart), and so he heals the spirit, and
readmits the outcast into civic life and
religious fellowship. Of this he had him-
self set the pattern, when, after slaj'ing

the Delphian dragon, he fled from the

land, did seven years' menial service to

Admetus in atonement for the murder, and
when the time of penance was past had
himself i)urified in the sacred grove of bay-
trees b}' the Thessalian temple, and not till

then did he return to Delphi and enter on
his office as prophet of Zeus. Therefore
he exacts from all a recognition of the

atoning power of penance, in the teeth of the

old law of vengeance for blood, which only

bred new murders and new guilt. The
atoning rites propagated by Apollo's wor-
ship, particularly from Delphi, contributed

largely to the spread of milder maxims of

law, affecting not only individuals, but
whole towns and countries. Even without
special prompting, the people felt from time

to time the need of purification and expi-

ation; hence certain expiatory rites had
from of old been connected with his festivals.

As the god of light who pierces through
all darkness, Apollo is the god of divination,

which, however, has in his case a j^urely

ethical significance ; for he, as prophf2t and
minister of his father Zeus, makes known his

will to men, and helps to further his govern-

ment in the world. He always declares the

truth ; but the limited mind of man cannot

always grasp the meaning of his sayings.

He is the patron of everj' kind of prophecy,

but most especially of that which he imparts

through htiman instruments, chieflj' women,
while in a state of ecstasy. Great as was
the number of his oracles in Greece and
Asia, all were eclijised in fame and import-

ance by that of Delphi (q.v.).

Apollo exercises an elevating and inspiring

influence on the mind as god of Music,

which, though not belonging to him alone

any more than Atonement and Prophecy,
was yet pre-emjnently his province. In

Homer he is represented only as a player

on the lyre, while song is the province of

the Muses ; but in course of time he grows
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to be the god, as they are the goddesses, of

song and poetry, and is therefore Musaijctrs

^Leader of the Muses) as well as master of

the choric dance, which goes with music and
song. And, as the friend of all that beau-

tifies life, he is intimately associated with
the Graces.

Standing in these manifold relations to

nature and man, Apollo at all times held

a prominent position in the religion of the

Oreeks: and as earl}^ as Homer his name
is coupled with those of Zeus and Athena,
as if between them the three possessed the

sum total of divine power. His worship
was diffused equally over all the regions

in which Greeks were settled ; but from
remote antiquity he had been the chief god
of the Dorians, who were also the first to

raise him into a t5'pe of moral excellence.

The two chief centres of his worship were
the Island of Delos, his birthplace, where,
at his magnificent temple standing by the
sea, were held evevy five j^ears the festive

games called Delia, to which the Greek
states sent solemn embassies ; and Delphi,

with its oracle and numerous festivals {see

Pythia, Theoxexia). Foremost among the

seats of his worship in Asia was Patara in

Lycia with a famous oracle.

To the Romans Apollo became known
in the reign of their last king Tarquinius
Superbus, the first Roman who consulted

the Delphian oracle, and who also ac-

quired the Sib3'lline Books (q.v.). By the

influence of these writings the worship of

Apollo soon became so natxiralized among
them, that in B.C. 431 they built a temple
to him as god of healing, from which the

expiatory processions {see Supplicatioxes)
prescribed in the Sibylline books used to set

out. In the Leetisternia {q.v.), first insti-

tuted in B.C. 399, Apollo occupies the fore-

most place. In 212 B.C., during the agon}'

of the Second Punic War, the Liuli Apolll-

ndres were, in obedience to an oracular

response, established in honour of him.
He was made one of the chief gods of

Rome by Augustus, who believed himself
to be tinder his peculiar protection, and
ascribed the victory of Actium to his aid :

hence he enlarged the old temple of Apollo
on that promontor}', and decorated it with
a portion of the spoils. He also renewed
the games held near it, previously every
two 3'ears, afterwards every four, with
gymnastic and artistic contests, and
regattas on the sea; at Rome he reared
a splendid new temple to him near his

own house on the Palatine, and transferred

the IauU Sa'ciildvcs {q.v.) to him and
Diana.
The manifold symbols of Apolk) corre-

spond with the multitude of his attributes.

The commonest is either the lyre or the
bow, according as he was conceived as the
god of song or as the far-hitting archer.

The Delphian diviner, Pythian Apollo, is

indicated by the Tripod, which was also the
favourite offering at his altars. Among
plants the bay, used for purposes of expia-

tion, was early sacred to him {see Daphxk).
It was planted round his temples, and
plaited into garlands of victory at the

Pythian games. The pahn-tree was also

sacred to him, for it was under a palm-tree
that he was born in Delos. Among animals,

the wolf, the dolphin, the snow-white and
musical swan, the hawk, raven, crow, and
snake were under his special protection

;

the last four in connexion with his pro-

phetic functions.

In ancient art he was represented as a

long-haired but beardless youth, of tall yet
muscular build, and handsome features.

Images of hinr were as abundant as his

worship was extensive : there was scarcely

an artist of antiquity who did not try his

<c.^. ^: Si-

(1) THE BKLVKDERE Al'OLLO.

(Rome, Vatican Museum.)

hand upon some incident in the story ot

Apollo. The ideal type of this god seems

to have been fixed chiefly by Praxiteles and

Scopas. The most famous statue preserved
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of him is the AjkiUo Belvedere in the Vati-

can (tig. 1), Avhich represents him either as

lighting with the Pythian dragon, or with

liis a^gis frightening back the foes who
tlireaten to stoi'ui his sanctuary. Other

great works, as the Apollo Musngetes in the

Vatican, probabl}^ from the hand of Scopas,

show him as a Citharcedus in the long

Ionian robe, or nude as in fig. 2. The
Apollo Sauroctonus (lizard-killer), copied

from a bronze statue by Praxiteles, is es-

pecially celebrated for its beauty. It re-

presents a delicate youthful figure leaning

against a tree, dart in hand, ready to stab

a lizard that is crawling up the ti'ee. It

is preserved in bronze at the Villa Albani

in Rome, and in marble at Paris.

(2) APOLLO, WITH LYRK AXD GRIFFIN.

(Rome, Capitolinc Museum.)

Apollodorus. (1) A Greek poet of the New
Comedy, boru at Carj'stus, between 300 and
2(30 B.C. He wx'ote forty-seven plays, and
won five victories. From him Terence bor-

rowed the plots of his Phonnio and Jlecjjj'a.

(2) A Greek grammarian and historian,

of Athens, about 140 n.c, a pupil of Aris-
tarchus and the Stoic Pansetius. He was a

most ])rolific writer on grammar, mj-thology,

geograph}', and history. Some of his works
were written in iambic seu(l)'ii\ e.g. a geo-

graphy, and the C/uviued, a condensed

enumeration of the most important data in

history and literature from the fall of Troy,

which he places in B.C. 1183, down to his

own time, undoubtedly the most important

of ancient w^orks on the subject. Besides

fragments, we have under his name a book

entitled Bihliotlieca, a great storehouse of

mj'thological material from the oldest theo-

gonies down to Theseus, and, with all its

faults of arrangement and treatment, a

valuable aid to our knowledge of Greek
mythology. Yet there are grounds for

doubting whether it is from his hand at all,

w^hether it is even an extract from his great

work, On the Gods, in twenty-four books.

(3) A Greek painter of Athens, about 420
B.C., the first w:ho graduated light and shade

in his pictures, whence he received the name
of Sciagrdphus (shadow-painter). This in-

vention entitled him to be regarded as the

founder of a new style, which aimed at

producing illusion b}" pictorial means, and
which was carried on further by his j'ounger

contemporary Zeuxis. [Pliu}', II. N., 35. GO].

(4) A Greek architect of Damascus, who
lived for a time at Rome, where amongst
other things he built Trajan's Porum and

Trajan's Column. He was first banished

and then put to death under Hadrian, a.d.

129, having incurred that emperor's anger

by the freedom of his rebukes. We have

a work by him on Engines of War, ad-

dressed to Hadrian.

ApoUonius, (1) the lihodian. A Greek
scholar and epic poet of the Alexandrian

age, born at Alexandria about 2G0 B.C., a

pupil of Callimachus, wrote a long epic,

The Argoncndica, in four books, in which,

departing from his master's taste for the

learned and artificial, he aimed at all the

sim])licity of Homer. The party of Calli-

machus rejected the poem, and ApoUonius
retired in disgust to Rhodes, where his

labours as a rhetorician, and his newly re-

vised poem, won him heart}^ recognition and

even admission to the citizenship. Hence
his surname. Afterwards, returning to

Alexandria, he recited his poem once more,

and this time with universal applause, so

that Ptolemy Epiphanes, in B.C. 19G, ap-

pointed him to succeed Eratosthenes as

librarian. He probably died during the

tenure of this office. His epic poem, which
has survived, has a certain simplicity, though
falling far short of the naturalness and
beauty of Homer.; its uniform mediocritj''

often makes it positively tedious, though it

is constructed with great care, especially in

its versification. B}' the Romans it was much
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prized, and more than once imitated, as b}'

Varro of Atax and Valerius Flaccus. A
valuable collection of scholia npon it testi-

fies the esteem iu which it was held by the

learned of old.

(2'i ApoUon ins of I'rallrs. A Greek sculp-

tor of the school of Rhodes, and joint author

with his countryman Tauriscus of the cele-

brated group of Dirce {q.v.). Among
other artists of the name, the worthiest of

mention is ApoUonius of Athens, of the 1st

century B.C. From his hand is the Hercules,

now only a torso, preserved in the Belve-

dere at Rome.
(3) ApoUonius of Perga in Pamphylia. A

Greek mathematician named •' the Geome-
ter," who lived at Pergamus and Alexandria
in the 1st centurj' B.C., and wrote a work on
Conic Sections in eight books, of which we
have only the first four in the original, the

fifth, sixth, and seventh in an Arabic trans-

lation, and the eighth in extracts. The
method he followed is that still in use.

(4) ApoUonius of Tijdna in Cappadocia,

the most celebrated of the Neo-Pythago-
reans, lived about the middle of the 1st cen-

tiiry A.D. ; by a severely ascetic life on the

supposed principles of Pythagoras, and by
pretended miracles, he obtained such a. hold

on the multitude that he was worshipped as

a god, and set up as a rival to Christ. The
account of his life by the elder Philostratus

(q.v.) is more romance than history, and
offers little to build upon. Having received

his philosophical education, and lived iu the

temple of Asclepius at JEg-ee till his twen-
tieth 3'ear, he divided his patrimony among
the poor, and roamed all over the world

;

he was even said to have reached India and
the sources of the Nile. Twice he lived at

Rome ; first under Nero till the expulsion of

the philoso2)hcrs, and again in Domitian's
reign, when he had to answer a charge of

conspiring against the emperor. Smuggled
out of Rome during his trial, he continued
his life as a wandering preacher of morals
and worker of marvels for some years longer,

and is said to have died at a great age,

master of a school at Ephesus. Of his

alleged writings, eight-five letters have
alone survived.

(5) ApoUonius, surnamed Dyscdlus{ = the
surly). A Greek scholar, of Alexandria,
where he had received his education, and
where he ended his days a member of the
Museum, after having laboured as a teacher
at Rome under Antoninus Pius, about 140
A.D. He is the father of Scientific Gram-
mar, having been the first to reduce it to

systematic form. His extant woi-ks are the

treatises on Pronouns, Adverbs, Conjunc-

tions, and the Syntax of the parts of speech,

in four books. He was followed especially

by the Latin grammarians, above all b}'

Priscian. His son Herodianus accomplished

even more than he did.

(6) ApoUonius the Sophist, o{ AlGxandria.

His precise date A.D. is unknown. He was
author of an extant Lexicon of Homeric
Glosses, based on Apion's lost glossarial

writings,

(7) ApoUonius, king of Tijrc, the hero of

a Greek romance (now lost), composed iu

Asia Minor, in the 3rd century A.D., on the

model of the Ephesian History of Xenuphon
{q.v. 2). We have a free Latin version

made by a Christian, about the Gth century,

probably in Italy, which was much read in

the Middle Ages, and translated into Anglo-

Saxon, English, French, Italian, Middle

Greek and German, in pi'ose and verse. Its

materials are used iu the pseudo-Shak-

spearian drama of Pericles Prince of Tyre.

Aporraxis. See Ball, Games of.

Apotheosis (Lat. ConsccrCitio). The act

of placing a human being among the gods,

of which the Greeks have an instance as

early as Homer, but only in the single case

of Leucothea. The oldest notion was that

of a bodily removal ; then arose the idea of

the mortal element being purged away by

fire, as in the case of Heracles. There was

a kind of deification which consisted in the

decreeing of heroic honours to distinguished

men after death, which was done from the

time of the Peloponnesian War onwards,

even in the case of living men (see Heroes).

The successors of Alexander the Great, both

the Seleucldse and still more the Ptolemies,

caused themselves to be worshipped as gods.

Of the Romans, whose legend told of the

translation of Mnms and Rumiilus into

heaven, Ctesar was the first who claimed

divine honours, if not by building temples

to himself, yet by setting his statue among
the gods in every sanctuary at Rome and in

the empire, and by having a special flamen

assigned to him. The belief in his divinity

was confirmed by the comet that shone

several months after his death, as long as

his funeral games lasted; and under the

triumvirate he was formally installed among
the deities of Rome, as Diviis Julius, by a

decree of the senate and people. His adop-

ted son and successor Octavian persistently

declined any offer of public worship, but he

accepted the title of Augustus (the conse-

crated), and allowed his person to be adored
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in the provinces. On his death tlie senate

decreed divine honours to him nnder the

title of J)iri(s AKijiistus, the erection of a

temple, the founding of special games, and
the establishment of a peculiar priesthood.

^Vfter this, admission to the number of the

Divi, as the doitied emperors were called,

becomes a prerogative of the imperial

tlignity. It is, however, left dependent or
a resolution of the senate moved in honour
of the deceased emperor by his successor.

Hence it is not every emperor who obtains

it, nor does conseci-ation itself always lead

to a permanent worship. Empresses too

were often consecrated, first Augustus'

wife Li via as Diva Augusta, and even

other members of the imperial house.

The ceremony of Apotheosis used from the

time of Augustus was the following. After

the passing of the senate's decree a waxen
imago of the dead, whose body lay hidden
below, was exhibited for seven days on an
ivory bed of state in the palace, covered w^itli

gold-embroidered coverlets; then the bier

was borne by knights and senators amidst a

brilliant retinue down the Via Sacra to the

ancient Forum, where the funeral oration

was delivered, and thence to the Campus
MartitTS, where it was deposited in the

second of the four stories of a richly

decorated funeral pile of pyramid shape.

When the magistrates sacred and secular,

the knights, lifeguard, and others concerned,

had pcrformetl the last honours by proces-

sions and libations, the pile was set on fire,

and as it burned up, an eagle soared from
the tojtmost store}^ into the sky, a s3'mbol

of the ascending soul.

Apparitor. The general name in Latin
for all public servants of the magistrates.

They all had to be Roman citizens, and
were paid a fixed salary out of the public

treasury. Though nominated by the re-

j;pectivo officers for a year at a time, they
were usually re-appointed, so that practic-

ally their situations were secui'ed for life,

and they could even sell their places. The
most important classes of these attendants

were those of scrTba', lictOres, viCdOres and
pra^cOncs (q.v.). These were divided into

decurice of varying strength, which enjoyed
corporate rights, and chose foremen from
their own body. {Comp. ACCEXSI.)-

Appellatio. The Latin term for an appeal
to a magistrate to put his veto on the

decision of an equal or inferior magistrate.

Thus a consul could be appealed to against

his colleague and all other magistrates

except the tribunes, but a tribune both

against his colleagues and all magistrates

whatsoever. Anotlier thing altogether was
the ProvocfdiO (^^.r.) under the Republic, an
appeal from a magistrate's sentence to the

People as supreme judge. During the im-
perial period the two processes run into one,

for the emperor held united in his person
both the supreme judicial function and the
plenary power of all magistrates, particu-

larly the tribunician veto, so that an appeal
to him was at once an appellatio and a
provocatio. This appeal, in our sense of

the word, was only permitted in important^

cases ; it had to be made within a short

time after sentence was passed, and always
addressed to the authority next in order,

so that it only reached the emperor if no
intermediate authority was competent. If
the result was that the disputed verdict was
neither quashed nor awarded, but confirmed,

the appellant had to pay a fine. As the

power of life and death rested with the

emperor and senate alone, governors of pro-

vinces were bound to send u]) to Rome an}-

citizen appealing on a capital charge.

Appianus. A Greek historian, of Alex-
andria, who lived about the middle of the

'2nd century A.D. At first he pursued the

calling of an advocate at Rome ; in later

life, on the recommendation of his friend

the rhetorician Fronto, he obtained from
Antoninus Pius the post of an imperial pro-

curator in Egypt. He wrote an extensive

work on the development of the Roman
Empire from the earliest times down to

Trajan, consisting of a number of special

histories of the several periods and the

several lands and peoples till the time when
they fell under the Roman dominion. Of
the twenty-four books of which it originally

consisted, only eleven are preserved complete

beside the Preface: Spain (book G), Hannibal

(7), Carthage (8), Syria (11), Mithridates

(12), the Roman' Civil Wars (13-17) and
Iltyria (23), the rest being lost altogether,

or onl}' surviving in fragments. Appian's

stjde is plain and bald, even to dryness, and
his historical point of view is purel}^ Roman.
The book is a mere compilation, and dis-

figui'ed by many oversights and blunders, es-

peciallj' in chronolog}' ; nevertheless the use

made by the writer of lost authorities lends

it considerable M'orth, and for the history

of tlie Civil Wars it is positively invaluable.

Apsines. A Greek rhetorician, of Gadara,

who taught at Athens in the first half of

the 3rd centurj' A.D., and wrote a valuable

treatise on Rhetoric.

Apiileius (Lucius). Born about 130 A.D.
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at Madaura in Xiimidia, of a wealtliy and
honourable famil}'; the most original Latin
writer of his time. Educated at Carthage,

ho went to Athens to stiidy philosophy,

especially that of Plato ; then he travelled

far and wide, everywhere obtaining initiation

into the mysteries. For some time he lived

in Rome as an advocate. After returning
to Africa, he married a lady considerably

older thou himself, the mother of a friend,

yEmilia Pudentilla, whereupon her kinsmen
charged him with having won the rich

widow's hand by magic, and of having
contrived the death of her son: a charge

to which he replied with much wit in his

oration De Mugid (earlier than A.D. 161).

He afterwards settled down at Carthage,
and thence made excursions through Africa,

delivering orations or lectures. Of the rest

of his life and the year of his death nothing-

is known. Beside the Apologia above-
mentioned, and a few rhetorical and philo-

sophic writings, another work, his chief one,

also survives, which was composed at a ripe

age, with hints borrowed from a book of

Luciau's. This is a satirical and fantastic

moral romance^ Meta morphuscOn libri XI {de

Aslno Aureo), the adventures of one Lucius,

Avho is transformed into an ass, and under
that disguise has the amplest opportunities

of observing, undetected, the jjreposterous

doings of mankind. Then, enlightened by
this experience, and with the enchantment
taken off him by admission into the mys-
tei'ies of Osiris, he becomes quite a new man.
Of the many episodes interwoven into the

story, the most interesting is the beautiful

allegorical fairy tale of Cupid and Psyche,
so much used by later poets and artists.

Throughout the book Apuleius paints the

moral and religious conditions of his time
with much humour and in lifelike colours,

though his language, while clever, is often

affected, bombastic, nnd disfigured by obso-

lete anil provincial ])hrasGS.

Aquseliciuin. The Roman name for a

ceremony for bringing on rain. {See

JUPITEK.)

Aqueducts were not luifrequently con-

itructed by the Greeks, Avho collected the
spring-water of neighbouring hills, by chan-
nels cut through the rock, or by under-
;ound conduits of brick and stone work,

into reservoirs, and thence distril:)uted it by
a network of rills. An admirable work of

this kind is the tunnel, more than a mile
in length, which was bored through the

mountain now called Kastri, by the archi-

tect Eupalinus of Megara, probably tmder

Poh'crates (in the 6th century B.C.).—The
Roman aqiteducts are among the most
magnificent structures of anti(|uity. Some
of these were likewise constructed under-
ground ; others, latterly almost all, con-

veyed the water, often for long distances,

in covered channels of brick or stone, over
lofty arcades stretching straight through
hill and valley. They started from a well-

head {rdpitt a quanun) and ended in a reser-

voir {casfellum), out of which the water ran
in Rome into three chambers, lying one above
another, the lowest chamber sending it

through leaden or clay pipes into the pub-
lic fountains and basins, the middle one
into the great bathing establishments, the

uppermost into private houses. Private

citizens paid a tax for the water they ob-

tained from these public sources. Under
the Republic the construction and repair of

aqueducts devolved upon the censors, their

management on the tiedilcs, but from the

time of Augustus on a special curCdor aqua-
rum assisted by a large staff of pipe-mas-

ters, fountain-masters, inspectors, and others,

taken partly from the number of the ])ublic

slaves. The amount of water brought into

Rome by its numerous aqueducts, the first

of wdiich, the aqua Appia. was projected B.C.

312, may be estimated from the fact that the

four still in use

—

aqua virgo (now Acqua
Vergine, built by Agrippa B.C. 20), aqua
Marcia (now Acqua Pia, B.C. 144), aqua
Claudia (now Acqua Felice, finished by
Claudius A.D. 52), aqiia Traiana (now Acqua
Paola, constructed b}^ Trajan a.d. Ill)—are

sufficient to supply all the houses and innu-

merable fountains of the ]jresent cit}- in

superfluity. Among the provincial aque-

ducts, one is specially Avell preserved, that

known as Pont du Grard, near Nimes, in the

south of France (see cut on p. 48).

Arachne ( = spider). Daughter of the Ly-

dian purple-dyer Idmon, challenged Athena,

of whom she had learnt weaving, to a weav-

ing match. When the offended goddess

tore up Arachne's web, which represented

the loves of the gods, Arachne hung herself,

but Athena changed her into a s]uder.

Aratus. A Greek poet, of Soli in Cilicia,

about 270 B.C., contemporary of Callimachus

and Theocritus. At the request of the

Macedonian king Antigonus Goniitas, at

whose court he lived as i)hysician, he wrote,

without much knowdedge of the subject,

but guided by the works of Eudoxus and

Theophrastus, an astronomical poem, Flav-

nomcna and PrognOstica (aspects of the sky

and signs of weather). Without genuine
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poetic inspiration, Aratus manages his in-

tractable material witli considerable tact,

and dignified simplicity. The language,

while not ahvays free from stiffness, is

choice, and the versification correct. The
poem enjoyed a high repute with the general

public, as well as with poets and specialists :

thus the great astronomer Hipparchus wrote

a commentary on it in four books. The
Romans also took pleasure in reading and
translating it, e.g. Cicero, Ca-sar Germanlcus,

and Avienus.
Arbiter. An umpire ; especially a judge

who decides according to equit}', while a

index decides according to law.

Arcadius (Gr. ArkudWs. A Greek gram-
marian of Antioch, who probably flourished

in the 2nd century A.D. He was the author

of a Doctrine of Accents in 20 books, an
abstract of a work by the famous Herodian.

Areas (Gr. ArkdH). Son of Zeus by the

nymph Callisto, and ancestor of the Ar-
cadians, who was translated to the sky by
Zeus as ylrcfurifs^ Watcher of the Bear.

{See Callisto.)
Archemorus (= leader in fate, i.e. the first

to die). A surname given to Opheltes, the

infant son of Lycurgus king of Nemea, who
was killed by a snake during the march of

the Seven against Thebes (q-v.). It was
given him by the seer Amphiaralis, who
foresaw the destruction awaiting himself
and his confederates ; and by it the child

was invoked at the Nemean Games origin-

ally foimded in memory of him.

Archestratus, of Gela, in Sicily, flourished

about 318 B.C., and composed the humorous
didactic poem Iledypcltheia ( = good cheer),

supposed to describe a gastronomic tour

round the then known world, with playful

:'choes of Homer and the dogmatic philoso-

)hers. The numerous fragments display

nuch talent and wit.

Archilochus. A Greek lyric poet, especi-

ly eminent as a writer of lampoons. Born
Pares, he was the son of Telesicles by a

ve-woman, but was driven by poverty to

with a colony to Thasos B.C. 720 or 708.

m Thasos he was soon driven by want
'

. by the enmities which his unrestrained

sion for invective had di'awn upon him.
i seems to have roamed restlessly from
ace to place, until, on his return to Pares,

.e was slain in fight by the Naxian Calondas.

Long afterwards, when this man visited the
Delphian temple,the god is said to have driven
him from his threshold as the slayer of a ser-

vant of the Muses, and refused to admit him
till he had propitiated the soul of the poet

D, C. A.

at his tomb : a story which expi'esses the
high value set on his art I)}'- the ancients,

who placed him on a level with Homer,
Pindar and Sophocles. For Archilochus
had an extraordinary poetical genius, which
enabled him to invent a large ninuber of

new metres, and to manipulate them with
the ease of a master. He brought Iambic
poetry, in particular, to artistic jjerfection.

The many misfortunes of his stormy lite

had bred in his irritable nature a deepl}'-

settled indignation, which, in poems perfect

in form and alive with force and fury,

vented itself in bitter mockery even of

his friends, and in merciless, unpardonable
abuse of his foes. Such was the etfect of

his lampoons, that Lycambes, who had fii'st

promised and then refused him his daughter
Neobtile, hanged himself and his family in

the despair engendered by the poet's furious

attacks. Of his poems, which were written

in the Old-Ionic dialect, and taken by
Horace for his model in his Epodes, only a

number of short fragments are preserved.

Archimedes. One of the greatest mathe-
maticians and natural philosophers of anti-

quity, born B.C. 287 at SN'racuse. He lived

at the court of his kinsman, king Hiuro,

and was killed (B.C. 212) by a Roman soldier

at the taking of the city which he had
largely aided in defending with his engines.

Of his inventions and discoveries we need

only sa}^, that he ascertained the ratio of the

radius to the circumference, and that of the

cylinder to the sphere, and the hydrostatic

law that a body dipped in water loses as

much weight as that of the water displaced

by it ; that he invented the pulley, the end-

less screw, and the kind of pump called the

"screw of Archimedes''; and that he con-

structed the so-called "sphere," a sort of

orrery showing the motions of the heavenlj'

bodies. Of his works, written in the Doric

dialect, the following are preserved: On the

sphere and cylinder, On the measurement

of the circle, On conoids and spheroids, On
spiral lines, The j^sammltes (or sand-reck-

oner, for the calculation of the earth's size

in grains of sand). On the equiUhrium of

])lanes and their centres of gravity, and

On floating bodies.

Architecture: (1) of the Greeks. Of the

earliest efforts of the Greeks in architecture,

we have evidence in the so-called Cyclopean

Walls surrounding the castles of kings in

the Heroic Age at Tiryns, Argos, Mycenae

(fig. 1), and elsewhere. They are of enormous

thickness, some being constructed of rtide

colossal blocks, whose gaps are filled up
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with smaller stones; while others are built

of stones more or less carefully hewn, their

(1) WAI.h Ol' I'OI.vaONAl, S'iONES, MVCEX^.

interstices exactly fitting into each other.

Cxi'adually they begin to show an approxi-

(2) THE Mo.N-fiATE, MVCl.X.i:.

mation to buildings with rectangular blocks.
The gates let into these walls are closed at
the top either b}' the courses of
stone jutting over from each side
till they touch, or by a long straight
Ijlock laid over the two leaning side-
posts. Of the latter kind is the
lanmns Lion-f/atc at Myccncp, so-
called from the group of two lions
Ktaiuling with their forefeet on the
broad i)edc.stal of a pillar that tapers
rai>idly downwards, and remarkable
as the oldest specimen of Greek
sculpture. The sculpture is carved
on a largo triangular slab that fills

an opening left in the wall to lighten
the weight on the lintel (iig. 2).
Among the most striking relics of

this j.rimitive ago are the so-called
Tlirsauroi, or treasuries (now re-
garded as tombs) of ancient dynasties
the most considerable being the Tna-

siin-housc of Atreiis at Mycenfe. Th
usual form of these buildings is that of ;

circular chamber vaulted over by the hori

zontal courses approaching from all side

till they meet. Thus the vault is not i

true arch (fig. 3). The interior seemi

originally to have been covered with meta
plates, thus agreeing with Homer's descrip

tions of metal as a favourite ornament o

princely houses. An open-air building pre

served from that age is the supposed Tonpl
of Ilcra on Mount Ocha (now Hagios Elias

in Euboea, a rectangle built of regular squar
blocks, with walls more than a j'ard thick

two small windows, and a door with leaninj

j)Osts and a huge lintel in the southern side

wall. The sloping roof is of hewn flagstone

resting on ihe thickness of the wall an(

overlapping each other ; but the centre i

left open as in the hypsethral temples of i

later time.

Erom the simple shape of a rectangula

house shut in by blank walls we gradu
ally advance to finer and richer forms
formed especially by the introduction o

columns detached from the wall and serv

ing to support the roof and ceiling. Evei
in Homer we find columns in the palaces t(

support the halls that surround the court

yard, and the ceiling of the banqueting-room
The construction of columns {see Architec
TURE, Orders of) received its artistic de

velopment first from the Dorians after theii

migration into the Peloponnesus abou

lOuO B.C., next from the lonians, and fron

each in a form suitable to their severa

characters. If the simple serious charactei

of the Dorians sj^eaks in the Doric Order

no less does the lighter, nimbler, and mor(

TItEASUUE HO.USE " OF ATItEUS, MYCEX.E.

A wall of entranco-passaore (driimSs), 30 ft. loner. S entrance, 191
ft. high. C large chamber, 50 ft. high. D entrance (0 ft. high) W
small chamber.
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ihowy genius of the Ionian race come out

n the Order named after them. By about

550 H.C. the Ionic stjde was flourishing side

)y side with the Doric.

As it was in the construction of ToujtJcs

q.v.) that architecture had developed her

'avourite form;^, all other public Tjuildings

jorrowed their artistic chai-acter from the

;emple. The structure and furniture of

irivate houses {sec House), were, during

he best days of Greece, kept down to the

Amplest forms. About 600 B.C., in the

jreek islands and on the coast of Asia

ilinor, we come across the first architects

niown to us In' name. It was then that

\ih(£cus and ThcoclOnis of Samos, cele-

period, in addition to many ruined temples
in Sicily (especially at Selinus and Agri-
gentum), should be mentioned the Temple
of Poseidon at Pa^stum (Poseidonia) in South
Italy, one of the best preserved and most
beautiful relics of antiquit}^ (figs. 4, 5).

The patriotic fervour of the Persian Wars
created a general expansion of Greek life,

in which Architecture and the sister art of

Sculpture were not slow to take a part. In
these departments, as in the whole onward
movement, a central position was taken by
Athens, whose leading statesmen, Clmon and
Pericles, lavished the great resources of the

State at once in strengthening and beauti-

fying the city. During this period arose a

irated likewise as inventors of casting in

)ronze, built the great temple of Hera in

Jiat island, while ChcrsiplivOn of Cnosus
n Crete, with his son 3Icfc7gcncs, began
:.he temple of Artemis (Diana) at Ephesus,
)ne of the seven wonders of the world,

kvhich was not finished till 120 j-ears

ifter. In Greece Proper a vast temple to

'^cus was begun at Athens in the Gtli cen-

tury B.C. (see OrA'MPiEUM), and two more
xt Delphi and Olympia, one by the Cor-

inthian tSpintharus, the other by the Elean
Libiln. Here, and in the Western colonies

die Doric style still predominated every-

where. Among the chief remains of this

group of masterpieces that still astonish tis

in their ruins, some in the forms of a softened

Doric, others in the Ionic style, which had

now found its way into Attica, and was here

fostered into nobler shapes. The Doric

order is represented by the Temple of

Theseus (fig. G\ the Prop3'l?pa built by
Mncs'iclcs, the Parthenon, a joint produc-

tion of Icilnvs and CalUcmtCs ;
while the

Erechtheum is the most brilliant creation of

the Ionic order in Attica. Of the influence of

Attic Architecture on the rest of Greece we
have proof, especially in the Temple of A]iollo

at Bassa3 in South-WesternArcadia.built from

the design of the above-mentioned Ictinus,
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Tlio prop'oss of the Drama to its per-

."ection in this period led to a correspond-

ing improvement in the huiUUng of 21ic-

atvcs iq.r.). A stone theatre was begun
at Alliens even before the Persian Wars

;

and the Odeum of Pericles served similar

purjjoses. How soon the highest results

were achieved in this department, when
once the fundamental forms had thus been
laid down in outline at Athens, is shown
by the theatre at Epidaurus, a work of

Folydltus, unsurpassed, as the ancients

testify, by any later theatres in harmony
and beauty. Another was built at Syracuse,

before B.C. 420. Nor is it only in the

erection of single buildings that the great

increasingly fashionable. In the first ha
of the 4th centur}' arose what the ancient

considered the largest and grandest temp]
in the Peloponnesus, that of Athena n

Tegea, a work of the sculptor and arch:

tect Scopus. During the middle of th

ccntur}', another of the "seven wonders,
the splendid tomb of Mausolus at Halicai

nassus was constructed {see Mausoleum
Many magnificent temples arose in tha

time. In Asia Minor, the temple o

Ephesus, burnt down by Herostratus, wa
rebuilt by Alexander's bold architec

Delnocrcites. In the islands the ruins c

the temple of Athena at Priene, of Apoll
at Miletus, of Dionysus at Teos, and othen

(
i; ' INTKUIOK OF TEMTLE OF POSEIDON, r.ESTUJI ; SCC p. 51.

advance then made by architecture shows
itself. In laying out new towns, or parts
of towns, men began to proceed on artistic

principles, an innovation due to the sophist
Jlipjiothnnus of Miletus.

In tlio 4th century B.C., owing to the
change wrought in the Greek mind by the
Pelopnnnesian War, in place of the pure and
oven tone of the preceding period, a desire
for effect became more and more general,
both in architecture and sculpture. The
sober Doric style fell into abcj^ance and
gave way to the Ionic, by the side of which
a new Order, the Corinthian, said to have
been invented by the sculptor Callivulchus,
with its more gorgeous decorations, became

even to this day offer a brilliant testi^

monj^ to their former magnificence. Amono
Athenian buildings of that age the Monu-
ment of Lj'sicrates (q.v.) is conspicuous
for its graceful elegance and elaborate de-

velopment of the Corinthian style. In the

succeeding age Greek architecture shows
its finest achievements in the building of

theatres, especially those of Asiatic towns,
in the gorgeous palaces of newly-built royal
capitals, and in general in the luxurious
completeness of private buildings. As an
important specimen of the last age of Attic
architecture may also be mentioned the
Tower of the W^inds (q.v.) at Athens.

(2) Architecture of the Etruscans and
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'iomans. In arcliitectnre, ns v/ell as sculp-

ure, the Romans were long under the

nflnence of the Efrnseans, who, tliough

lenied the gift of rising to the ideal,

inited wonderful activity

,nd inventiveness with a pas- [

"~

lion for covering their build- |;

ngs with rich ornamental
arving. None of their teni-

)les have survived, for they
milt all the tipper parts of

v'ood ; but many proofs of

heir activity in building re-

iiain, surviving from various

ge.-?, in the shape of Tombs
.nd Walls. The latter clearly

how how they progressed

rom piling up polygonal

ilocks in Cyclopean style to

egular courses of squared
tone. Here and there a building still

hows that the Etruscans originall}' made
aultings by letting horizontal courses jut

ver, as in the ancient Greek thcsaiiroi above
mentioned ; on the other hand, some very
Id gateways, as at Volterra (fig. 7) and
'erugia, exhibit the true Arch of wedge-
haped stones, the invention of which is

irobabl}' due to Etruscan ingenuity, and
rom the introduction of which a new
nd magnificent development of archi-

ecture takes its rise. The most impos-
ag monument of ancient Italian arch-

milding is to be seen in the sewers of

lome laid down in the Gth century B.C.

See Cloaca Maxima.)
When all other traces of Etruscan

nfluence were being swept away at

lome by the intrusion of Greek forms
f art, especially after the Conquest of

rreece in the middle of the 2nd cen-

ury B.C., the Roman architects kept
live in full vigour the Etruscan
iiethod of building the arch, which
hey developed and completed by the
nventions of the Cross-A7-ch (or groined
ault) and the Dome. With the Arch,
vhich admits of a bolder and more varied
iianagement of spaces, the Romans
ombined, as a decorative element, the '

olumns of the Greek Orders. Among ,-
*'

hese their growing love of pomp gave ^r

lie preference more and more to the
'Orinthian, adding to it afterwards a still

lore gorgeous embellishment in what is

ailed the lioman or Composite capital {sec

ARCHITECTURE, ORDERS OF). Another ser-

ice rendered by the Romans was the intro-

uction of building in brick {see Pottery).

A more vigorous advance in Roman archi-

tecture dates from the opening of the 3rd
century B.C., when they began making great
militar}- roads and aqueducts. In the first

" xiiESEUM " (46 ft. X 1U5 ft.) ; sec p. 5i.

half of the 2nd centuiy they built, on Greek
models, the first Basilica^ which, loesidcs its

practical utility served to embellish the

Eorum. Soon after the middle of the cen-

L-
riM

A-r^'-
"?»-
i-^

I—r Ji

^^~— - y~ ~ - /

(7) * GATE OF VOLTEURA.

CAfter Canina.)

tury, appeared the first of their more am-

bitious temples in the Greek style. There

is simple grandeur in the ruins of the

TdhCdur'lum^ or Record-Office, built B.C. 78
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on tlie slope of the Capitol next the Forum.

These are among the lew remains of Roman
republican architecture ; but in the last de-

cades of the Republic simplicity gradually

disappeared, and men were eager to display

aided by his son-in-law A rjrij-)pa, a man who
understood building, not only completed his

uncle's plans, but added many magnificent

structures— the Forum Au</usti with its

Temple to Mars Ultor, the Theatre of Mar-

(8) * EXTKuiOR OF COLOSSEUM ; sec p. 55.

(Cooke, Viojcs of the Coliseum, pi. 13.)

a princely pomp in public and private build-

ings ; witness the first stone theatre erected

by Pompey as early as 55 B.C. Then all

that went before was eclipsed by the vast

works undertaken by Civsar, the Theatre,

cellus with its Portico of Octavia, the Man
soh'iim, and others. Augustus could fairl}

boast that '' having found Rome a city of brick

he left it a city of marble."' The grandest

monument of that age, and one of the lofties'

(U)* IXTEIUOU OF COLOSSKUM ; .scc p. 55.

'Cooke, Vicxcs of the Coliseum, pi. 1.)

Amphitheatre, Circus, Ilasili<((Iiilia,Fo7'vm

f'tr.sdris witli its Temple to Venus Genetrix.
These were finished by Aiic/nstiis, under
whom Roman architecture seems to have
reached its culminating point. Augustus,

creations of Roman art in general, is tb<

Pantheon (q.v.) built by Agrippa, adjacent to

but not connected with, his Thermo', the firs

of the many works of that kind in Rome
A still more splendid aspect was impartec
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.0 the city by tlie rebuilding of the Old

rown burnt down in Nero's lire, and b}' the
' Goldeu House " of Xero, a gorgeous pile,

The progress made under the Flavian em-
perors is evidenced b}^ Vcsjiasian^s Am])hi-

thcatre (q.v.) known as the Colosseum (tigs.

'I iji

C'lidSS-SECTION OF COLO?

(After Fontana and Hirt.)

he like of which was never seen before, but

ivhicli was destroyed on the violent death of

its creator. Of the luxurious grandeur of

dmUM:

(11) * AKCII OF TITUS.

private buildings we have ocular proof in

:he dwelling-houses of Pompeii, a paiti-y

Jountry-town in comparison with Rome.

8, 0, 10), the mightiest Roman ruin in the

world, by the ruined Thcrma\ or Baths, of

Titus, and by his Triumphal Arch (^.r.), the

oldest specimen extant in Rome of this class

of monument, itself a creation of the Roman
mind (fig. 11). But all previous buildings

were surpassed in size and splendour when
Trajan's architect Apollodorus of Damas-
cus raised the Forum Tnlidnum with its

huge Basilica Vlpia (fig. 12) and the still

surviving Column of Trajan. No less

extensive were the works of Hadrian, who,

besides adorning Athens with many mag-
nificent buildings, bequeathed to Rome a

Temple of Venus and Roma, the most

colossal of all Roman temples (fig. 13),

and his own Mausoleum ('/.r.), the core of

which is ])reserved in the Castle of St.

Angelo. While the works of the Antonines

alread}^ show a gradual decline in archi-

tectural feeling, the Triumphal Arch of

Severus ushers in the period of decay that

set in with the 3rd centmy. In this clos-

ing pei'iod of Roman rule the buildings

grow more and more gigantic, witness the

Baths of Caracalla (fig. 14), those of Dir-

cletian, with his palace at Salona (three

miles from Spalatro) in Dalmatia, and the

Basilica of Constantino breathing the last

feeble gasp of ancient life. But outside of

Rome and Italy, in every part of the enor-

mous empire to its utmost barbarian borders,
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bridges, numberless remrans of ror.ds and
aqueducts and viaducts, ramparts and
gateway's, palaces, villas, market-places

and judgment-halls, baths, theatres, amphi-
theatres and temples, attest the versatility,

majcst}', and solidit}' of Roman architecture,

most of whose creations only the rudest

shocks have hitherto been able to destro3^

Architecture, Orders of. In Greek
architecture there were three ordei's of

columns : the Doric, Ionic, and Corin-

a. Mutules. d. Annulets.
1). Tii<i:Iyi)hs. e. Flutings.
c. Metoues.

(1) From the Temple of
Poseidon, Psestum.

DOKIC onuEU

(2) From the Parthenon,
Athens.

tliian. (I) Dcric : Figures 1 and 2 give
instances of the Doric style from the temple
at Ppestum and the Parthenon at Athens.
The Doric column consists (a) of the shaft,

which increases in diameter almost invisibly

up to about one-quarter of its height, and
diminishes slightly after that point. It has
no base, but rests immediately on the sty-

Inbate. It is surrounded with semi-circular

Ilutings, meeting each other at a sharp
angle. These were chiselled with a cedar-

wood tool after the separate drums had been
put together, {h) The capital (Lat. ccqn-
iuhini). This consists of three parts, {a) the
hypotrdcliUlion, or neck of the column, a
continuation of the shaft, but separated by
an indentation from the other drums. It

is wider at the top than at the bottom,
and is generally ornamented with several
l»arallel and horizontal rings. {b) The
('(•h7}ncs, a circular moulding or cushion,
which widens greatly towards the top. (c)

The abax or abacus, a square slab sup-
porting the architrave or cpidJjUon. The

height of the shaft is usually 5| times, the
distance between the columns 1\ times the
diameter of the base of the column. The
architrave is a quadrangular beam of stone,

reaching from pillar to pillar. On this again
rests the frieze, zOplioros, so called from the
metopes which are adorned with sculptures
in relief. These metopes are square spaces
between the triglyplis: the trigtyphs are
surfaces cut into three concave grooves, two
whole grooves in the centre, and two half
grooves at the sides. One is placed over
each pillar, and one between each pair of

pillars. The entablature is completed by a
projecting cornice, a slab crowned with a
simple heading-course, the lower surface of

5

(3) Fi-om the Temple on
the Uissus, Athens.

IONIC ORDER.

(•1) From the Monument
of Lysicrates, Athens.

CORINTHIAN ORDER.

which is ornamented with sloping corbels

(Gk. stdgones, Lat. viutulZ).

(II) Ionic Columns. An instance is given

in fig. 3 from the temple on the Ilissus at

Athens. These are loftier than the Doric, their

height being 8^-9| times the diameter of the

lower part. The enlargement of the lower
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])art is also less than iu tlio Doric columns,

the distance between each column greater

l^two diameters), the flutiugs (genei'ally 2-4

in number) dee] per,

and separated by
small Hat surfaces.

The Ionic column
has a base, consist-

ing of a square slab

{pi inthos), and
several cushion-

like supports sepa-

rated by grooves.

The caiutal, again,

is more artistically

developed. The
neck, instead of

llutings, has five

leaves worked in

relief. The echinus
is very small ami
ornamented "with

an egg pattern.

Over it, instead of

the abacus, is a

four-cornered
cushion ending be-

fore and behind in

spiral volutes, sup-

porting a narrow-

square slab, which
is also adorned with
an
The

egg pattern,

architrave is

Shaft.

diviiled into three a. Cyma recta, g. Volutes.

bands, projecting ^;S=-„3. 'l:^!:^^'^-

one above the '^- Ovoio. k. Trochiius.

., 1 . 0. Cymation. 1. Ouiuira,
other, and upon it f. Abacus. m. Plinth.

rises, in an unin- (5) From the Pantheon, Rome.

terrupted surface, couixtiuan orulu.

the frieze, adorned
with reliefs continuoush' along its wdiole
length. Finally, the cornice is composed of

dillerent parts.

(Ill) The Corhtfhian column (tig. 4, from
the monument of Lyslcrates, at Athens).
The base and shaft are identical with the
Ionic, but the capital takes the form of
an open cdlix formed of acanthus leaves.
Above this is another set of leaves, from
between which grow stalks with small
leaves, rounded into the form of volutes.
On this rests a small dh<7cus widening to-

wards the toi>, and on this again the entab-
lature, whicli is borrowed from the Ionic
order. On the human figures emplo3-ed
instead of columns to support the entabla-
ture, see Atlas, ('AXErnour, Cakvatides.
The Romans adopted the Greek styles of

column, but not alwa3-s in their pure form.

Tlu'\- were fondest of the Corinthian, which
they laboured to enrich with new and often

excessive ornamentation. For instance, they
crowned the Corinthian capital with the

Ionic, thus forming what is called the Roman
or composite capital.

The style known as Tuscan is a degenerate

form of the Doric. The Tuscan column has

a smooth shaft, in height = 7 diameters of

the lower part, and tapering up to three-

quarters of its lower dimensions. Its base

consists of two parts, a circular plinth, and
a cushion of equal height. The capital is

formed of three parts of equal height.

In other styles, too, the Romans sometimes
adopted the. smooth instead of the fluted

shaft, as for instance in the Pantheon (tig. 5),

Single columns were sometimes erected

by the Greeks, and in imitation of them by
the Romans, as memorials to distinguished

1 M\K( I ^ Al Mill -.

(With Its suiruunilings as restored by Cauinti, Arch. Rom,
tav. 201.)

persons. A good exam])le is the Colnmna
liostrdfa, or column with its shaft adorned

with the beaks of ships, in the Roman
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Forum. This was set up in commemora-
tion of tlic naval victory of Duilius over

the Cartliaginians (201 B.C.). Among the

cohimns whicli survive, the most magnifi-

cent is that of Trajan, erected in the Forum
of Trajan 113 a.d. It rises on a quadi'au-

gular pediment to the height of 12-i feet

;

its diameter below is about 10 feet, and a

little less in the upper part. An interior

spiral staircase of 185 steps leads to the

summit. The shaft, formed of twenty-three

drums of marble, is adorned with a series

of reliefs, 3 feet 3 inches high and 200 feet

long, in a series of twenty-two spirals.

They represent scenes in Trajan's Dacian
campaigns, and contain 2,500 human figures,

with animals, engines, etc. On a cylindrical

pedestal at the summit there once stood a

gilded statue of the emperor, which, since

the j-ear 1587, has made way for a bronze

figure of St. Peter. A similar column is

that of Marcus Aurelius, 122 feet high, on

the Piazza Colonna. Since 1589 the statue

of St. Paul has been substituted for that of

the emperor. The reliefs, in twenty spiral.s,

represent events in the emperor's war with
the Marcomanni.

Architheoria. One of the public services

called llturgiai at Athens; it was the obli-

gation to furnish forth the sacred embassies
{thvOriir) to i\\QiowY great national festivals,

also to Delphi and other holy places. {See

Leitourgia.)

Archon ( = ruler), the Athenian name for

the supreme authority established on the

abolition of ro3-alty. On the death of the

last king, Codrus, B.C. 1068, the headship of

the state for life was bestowed on his son
Medon and his descendants under the title

of Archon. In 752 B.C. their term of office

was cut down to ten years, in 714 their

exclusive privilege was abolished, and the
right to hold the office thrown open to all

the nobility, while its duration was dimin-
ished to one year; finally in B.C. G83 the

power was divided among nine archons. B}'

^''l:'u's legislation, his wealthiest class, the

>fac6sio-i)i(dimiu\ became eligible to the

Atxce I and by Aristldes" arrangement after

the Persian Wars it was thrown open to all

I
the citizens, Cleistht-nus having previousl}^,

In the interests of the democracy, substituted
the drawing of lots for election by vote.

Sec Note on p. 700.] The political power
f the office, having steadily decreased with
ime, sank to nothing wheit democracy was
-tablished ; its holders had no longer even
he right to deliberate and originate motions,

lieir action being limited to certain priestly

and judicial functions, relics of their once

regal power.
The titles and duties of the several Ar-

chons are as follows: (1) Their president,

named emphaticall}' Archon, or Avchon
EpOnipnOs, because the civil year was
namecl after him. He had chai-ge of the

Great Dionf/sia, the Thargflia, the embas-
sies to festivals (theoria'), the nomination of

chdn'gi / also the position of guardian in

chief, and the power to appoint guardians,

the presidency in all suits about family rights

(such as questions of divorce or inherit-

ance), and in disputes among the chorcgi.

(2) The Archon Bas'ihiis (king), called

so because on him devolved certain sacred

rites inseparably connected with the name
of king. He had the care of the Eleusinian

Mysteries (and was obliged therefore to be
an initiated person), of the Lriuva and
Antheatcria, of gymnastic contests, to which
he appointed a superintendent, and of a

number of antiquated sacrifices, some of

which fell to the share of his wife, the

Basillssa (queen); and lastly, the position

of president in all suits touching religious

law, including those trials for murder that

came within the jurisdiction of the EphcUr
(q.v.). (3) The Archon rolcmarchos
(leader in war) was originally entrusted

with the war-department, and, as late as the

battle of Marathon, had the right of voting

with the ten generals, and the old royal

privilege of commanding the right wing.

Afterwards he only had charge of the state

sacrifices offered to the gods of war and to

the shade of Harmodius, the public funerals

of those who fell in war and the annual

feasts in honour of them; finally, the juris-

diction in all qtiestions concerning the

personal and family rights of I'esident aliens

(metoeci) and strangers. All this rested on the

old assumption that foreigner meant enemy.

Each of these three superior Archons had two
assessors chosen by himself, but responsible.

(4) The Six 'ZVics^zof/u'^r (literally law-

givers) administered justice in all cases not

pertaining to the senior Archons or some
other authorit}-, revised the laws once a

year, and superintended the apportioning

of public oflfices by lot. The several Ar-

chons exercised their jurisdiction at different

spots in the city; that of the Polemarch
alone lay outside the walls. Duties common
to all nine were: the yearly appointment

by lot of the IMiasta^ Oy-^"-), the choice of

umj)ires in the Panathentea, the holding of

elections of the generals and other military

officers, jurisdiction in the case of officials
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.suspended or deposed by the people, and
latterly even in suits -which had previously

been subject to the naiitOdtcAK. {See Nau-
TODIC.E.) If the}^ had discharged their

office without blame, the}'- entered the

Areupu2;us as members for life. The office

of Archon lasted even under the Roman rule.

Archytas of Tarentum. Distinguished

as a general, statesman and mathematician,

a leading representative of the P\'thagorean

jihilosophy, who flourished about 400-3U5
ij.c. {Sec Pythagoras.)

Arctiniis (Gr. Avktlnos). A Greek epic

jioct. Sec Epos.

Areithoiis. King of Arnc in Boaotia,

called the " club-swinger " because he

fought with an iron mace. Irresistible in

the open held, he was waylaid by king
Lycurgus of Arcadia in a narrow pass

where he could not swing his club, and
killed. His son Mene.sthius fell by the

haud of Paris, before Troy.

Areopagus (Gr. Arcios pdgos). An ancient

criminal court at Athens, so named because

it saton Ares' Hill beside the Acropolis, where
the god of war was said to have been tried

for the murder of Halirrothius the son of

Poseidon. {Sec Ares.) Solon's legislation

raised the Areopagus into one of the most
powerful bodies by transferring to it the
greater part of the jurisdiction of the Ephetse

iq.v.)^ as well as the supervision of the entire

public administration, the conduct of ma-
gistrates, the transactions of the popular
assembly, religion, laws, morals and disci-

pline, and giving it power to call even private
people to account for offensive behaviour.
The "Court of Areopagus," as its full name
ran, consisted of life-members (Areopagites),
who supplemented their number by the
:addition of such archons as had discharged
their duties without reproach. Not onl}'

their age, but their sacred chai-acter
tended to increase the influence of the
Areopagites. They wei-e regarded as in
a measure ministers of the Erinyes or
Eumrn'idcs (Furies), who under the name
of Scmno' (venerable) had their cave im-
•mediately beneath the Areopagus, and
whose worship came under their care. The
Areopagus ])roviiig too conservative lor the
headlong jiace of the Athenian democrac}',
its gfiioral right of supervising the admi-
nistration was taken from it by the law
of E])liialtC's, in 4(i2 B.C., and transferred to

a new authority, the Nomophjjldke.'i (guar-
dians of the laws); but it recovered this
right on the fall of the Thirty. Its political

powers seem never to have been clearly

defined ; it often acted in the name of, and

with full powers from, the people, which
also accepted its decisions on all possible

subjects. Under the Roman rule it was
still regarded as the supreme authority.

Then, as formerly, it exercised a most
minute vigilance over foreigners.

Ares (Lat. Mars). The Greek name for

the god of war, son of Zeus by Hera, whose
quarrelsome temper Homer supposes to have
passed over to her son so effectively that

he delighted in nothing but battle and blood-

shed. His insatiable thirst for blood makes
him hateful to his father and all the gods,

especially Athena. His favourite haunt is

the land of the wild and warlike Thracians.

In form and equipment the ideal of warlike

heroes, who are therefore called "Ares-like"

and " darlings of Ares," he advances, ac-

cording to Homer, now on foot, now in a

chariot drawn by magnificent steeds, at-

tended by his equally bloodthirsty sister

Eris (strife), his sons Deimos and Phobos
(fear and fright), and Enf/o, the goddess of

battle and waster of cities (he himself being

called Enydlios), rushing in blind rage

through indiscriminate slaughter. Though
fighting on the Trojan side, the bloodshed

only is dear to his heart. But his unbridled

strength and blind valour turn to his dis-

advantage, and alwa3's bring about his

defeat in the presence of Athena, the god-

dess of ordered battalions; he is also beaten

by heroes fighting under her leadership, as

by Heracles in the contest with Cycnus, and
by Diomedes before Troy. And this view
of Ares as the bloodthirsty god of battles

is in the main that of later times also. As
early as Homer he is the friend and lover

of Aphrodite, who has borne him Eros
and Anteros, Deimos and Phobos, as well

as Harmonia, wife of Cadmus the founder
of Thebes, where both goddesses were wor-
shipped as ancestral deities. He is not

named so often as the gods of peace, but,

as Ares or Enyalios, he was doubtless

worshipped everywhere, notably in Sparta,

in Arcadia and (as father of QEnomaiis) in

Elis. At Sparta young dogs were sacrified

to him under the title of ThcrUas. At
Athens the ancient site of a high court of

justice, the Areopagus, was consecrated to

him. There, in former days, the Olympian
gods had sat in judgment on him and
absolved him when he had slain Halir-

rhothius for offering violence to Alcippe,

his daughter by'Agraulus. His symbols
were the spear and the burning torch.

Before the introduction of trumpets, two
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priests of Arcs:, marching in front of the

armies, hurled the torch at the foe as the

signal of battle.

ARES.

(Ttomo, Villa Ludovisi.)

In works of art he was represented as a
yo;ing and handsome man of strong sinewy
frame, his hair in short curls, and a some-
what sombre look in his countenance ; in

the early style he is bearded and in ar-

mour, in the later beardless and with only
the helmet on. He is often represented in

company with Aphi'odite and their boy
Eros, who plays with his father's arms.
One of the most famous statues extant is

that in the Villa Ludovisi, which displays
him in an easy resting attitude, with his

arms laid aside, and Eros at his feet. (See

ut.) On his identification with the Italian

3Iars, sec Mars.
Aretaeus. A Greek physician, born in

< 'appadocia, towards the end of the 2nd cen-
; ury A.D. He was the author of two valu-

:djle works (each in four books), written in

.he Ionic dialect, on the causes and synip-
tnms of acute and chronic pains, and on
their cure.

Arete. Wife of Alcinoiis king of the
Pha^acians {see both), and protectress of
Odysseus (q.v.).

AretMisa. (1) In Greece a frequent name

of springs, especially of one in Elis, and
one on the Island of Ortygia in the port of

Syracuse, which was supposed to have a

subterranean communication with the river

Alpheus in Elis. The two fountains were
associated by the following legend. As the

nymph of Elis, tired with the chase, was
bathing in the Alpheus, the river-god fell

passionately in love with her ; she fled from
him to Ortygia, where Artumis hid her in

the ground, and let her gush out of it in the

form of a fountain ; but Alpheus flowed on

under the sea to Ortygia, and so united

himself with his beloved one. The story is

explained by the likeness of name in the

fountains, by the circumstance that Artemis,

was worshipped both in Elis and Ortygia.

as Alphecva^ and by the fact that in some
places the Alpheus actuall}' does run un-

derground.

(2) One of the Ilesperalcs {q.v.).

Argei. The name of certain chapels at

Rome, probably twenty-four in number,

each of the four tribes of the city having
six. To these chapels a pi'ocession was
made on March 16 and 17, at which the

wife of the Flamen Dialis walked with
unkempt hair as a sign of mourning. On
May 15 the Pontiffs, Vestal Virgins, Prae-

tors, and all citizens who had a right to

assist at sacrifices, marched to the wooden
bridge over the Tiber {Pons SuhUclus),

and after sacrificing, threw into the river

twenty-four men of straw, likewise named
Argei, which had probably been hung up
in the chapels at the first procession, and
were fetched away at the second. The
sacrifice was regarded as expiator}-, and the-

puppets as substitutes for former human
victims. The meaning of the name was
unknown to the ancients, and so was the

deity to whom the sacrifice was offered.

Argentarii. See Money-Ciiaxgers.
Argenteus. A Roman silver coin current

from the end of the 3rd century A.D. and

onwards. See Coinage.

Argo. The ship of the Argonauts {q.v.),

named after her builder Argos.

Argonauts. Those who sailed in the

Argo with Jason, son of yEsOn and grandson

of Cretheus {see iEoLUs, 1), a generation

before the Trojan war, to iEa, which in

later times was understood to be Colchis,

lying at the farthest end of the Black Sea.

The object of the expedition was to fetch

back the golden fleece of the ram on which

Phrixus the son of Athamas {q.v.) had

fled, from his father and his stepmother

Ino, to the magician iEetes, king of .(Ea.
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Hospitably rocoivotl I)}' liiiii, and inarrieil

to his clauji;liter Chalciupe, lie had sacrificed

the ram, and hung its tloece up in the grove

of Ares, where it was guarded by a sleep-

less dragon. The task of fetching it back

was laid upon Jason by his uncle Pelias,

son of Poseidon and Tyru, who had deprived

his half-brother yEson of the sovereignty

of Iolc5s in Thessaly. -£son, to protect

his son from the plots of Pelias, had con-

veyed him secretly to the centaur Chiron

on Mount Peliun, who brought him up till

he was twenty years of age. Then Jason

came home, and without a shoe on his left

foot, having lost it in wading through a

mountain torrent, presented himself before

Pelias, demanding his father's restoration

to his sovereigut}'. The crafty Pelias,

whom an oi-acle had warned against a one-

shoed man, promised on his oath to do

what he asked, if Jason would go instead

of himself to fetch the golden fleece. This
task the oracle had imposed upon himself,

but he was too old to perform it. Another
version of the story is, that Jason, after

completing his education with Chiron, pre-

ferred to live in the country ; that he
came, with one shoe on, to a sacrifice that

Pelias was offering to Poseidon on the sea-

shore ; that Pelias asked him what he
would do if he were king and had been
forewarned of his death at the hand of a
subject ; and that, \ipon Jason answering
that he would make him fetch the golden
fleece, Pelias gave him the commission.
Hera had put that answer in Jason's
mouth, because she regarded him with
favour, and wished to punish Pelias for

having slain SidGru in her temple. {Sec
Sai.moxeus.)

The vessel for the voj^age, the fift^'-oaved

Arf/o^ is said to have been named after its

builder Argos, a son of Phrixus, after his

return to Orchomenus, the home of his
fathers. The ship was built of the pines of
Pelion under the direction of Athena, like

Hera, a protectress of Jason, who inserted
in the prow a \ne,ce of the speaking oak of
Doddna. The heroes who at Jason's call

took part in the expedition, fifty all told
according to the number of the oars, were
originally, in the version to which the
Minyan family gave currency, Minyans of
lolcos, Orchomenus, Pylos, and other i)laces.

Among them were Acastus the son of Pelias,
a close friend of Jason, Admetus. Erglnus,
Eui>hemus, Periclympiius. and TipWs. But,
as the story spread, nil the Greek heroes that
could have been living at the time were in-

cluded among the number of the Argonauts,

e.g. Heracles, Castor and Polydeuces, Idas

and Lynceus, Calais and Zetes the sons of

Boreas, Peleus, Tydeus, Meleager, Amphia-
raiis, Orpheus, Mopsus and Idmon the pro-

phets of the expedition, and even the hunt-

ress Atalante. Jason takes the command,
and Tiphys manages the helm. Setting sail

from Pagasse the port of lolcos, the Argo-
naiits make the Island of Lemnos, where
only women dwell, and after some con-

siderable stay there (sec Hypsipyle) go past

Samothrace and through the Hellespont to

the island of Cyzicus, where they are hos-

pitabl}^ received by Cyzicus, the king of

the Doliones, but attempting to proceed,

are beaten back by a storm at night, and
being taken by their late friends for pirates,

are attacked, and have the ill-fortune to kill

their young king. On the coast of Mysia
they leave Heracles behind to look for Hylaf-

(q.v.) who has been carried off by nymphs, i

On the Bithynian shore Pol5-deuces van-

quishes the Bebrycian king Amycus (q.v.)
\

in a boxing match. At Salnn-dessus ir

Thrace the blind geerPhineus, whomCalaui
and Zetes had rid of the Harpies, his tor-

mentors, instructs them with regard to flic
i

rest of their journey, and especially how t(

sail through the Symplegades, two floating
j

rocks that clash together at the entrance tcj

the Black Sea. By his advice Jason sendf!

a dove before him, and as she has onh' heii

tail-feathers cut off by the colliding rocks

the}^ venture on the feat of rowing the Arg(

through. By Hera's help, or, according t(j

another account, that of Athena, they d(|

what no man has done before ; the}^ pasn

through, the ship onl}^ losing her rudder
Skirting the southern shore of the Pontusi

the}' meet with a friendl}' reception fron'

Lycus, king of the Maryandini, though her<!

the seer Idmon is killed by a wild boar ii

hunting, and the helmsman Tiphys dies of

:

disease, whereupon Anc?eus takes his place

Past the land of Amazons thej^ come to tb

Island of Aretias, whence they scare awal
the Stymphalian birds (sec Heracles), anc

take on board the sons of Phrixus, who hac

been shipwrecked there on their way t

Greece. At length they reach the mouth o

the Phasis in the land of the Colchiam
Upon Jason's demand, .^etes promises t

give up the golden fleece, on condition tha

Jason catches two brazen-hoofed, fire-breath

ing bulls, yokes them to a brazen jilough

and ploughs with them the field of Avo^

sows the furrows with dragons' teeth, a]i

overcomes the mail-clad men that are t

a
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spring out of them. The hero has given up
all hope of success, when Aphrodite kindles

in the breast of the king's daughter Medea
an irresistible love for the stranger. Medea
gives him an ointment to protect him from

the iiery breath of the bulls, as well as the

strength to harness them, and advises him
to throw a stone in among the earth-born

giants, who will then kill each other. But
when all this done, ^Eetes does not give up
the fleece. Then Jason with the help of

Medea, whom he promises to take home
v/ith him as his wife, throws the dragon

that guards it into a sleep, takes it down,
and escapes with Medea and his comrades.

.Eetes sends his son Absju-tus in pursuit,

whom Jason kills by stratagem. Another
story is, that Medea takes her little brother

Absyrtus with her, cuts him to pieces, and
throws the limbs one by one into the sea,

that her father, while pursuing her, might
be delayed in picking them up and laying

them out.

As to the Return of the Argonauts the

legends differ considerably. One of the

oldest makes them sail up the Phasis into

the river Oceanus, and over that to Libya,
where thej' drag the ship twelve days*

journey overland to Lake Tritonis, and get

home across the Mediterranean. Other ac-

counts agree with this in substance, while
others again mix up the older tradition with

I the adventures of Od^-sseus : the heroes sail

I

up the Danube into the Adriatic, and are
I within hail of Corcj'ra (Corfu), when a storm

I

breaks out, and the piece of oak from Dodona
; foretells their ruin unless they have the

murder of Abs3'rtus expiated by Circe.
' Then the}- sail up the Eridanus into the
Rhone, and so into the Tyrrhenian sea to the

island of Circe, who ijtirifies them. They go
- past the island of the Sirens, against whose
magic the songs of Orpheus protect them.
All but Butes {q.v.) pass in safety between
Scylla and Charybdis with the help of the
gods, and reach the isle of the Phseacians,
where Jason marries Medea to evade the
sentence of their host Alcinoiis, who, in his

capacity as umpire, has given judgment
' that the maid Medea be delivered up to her

.
!
Colchian pursuers. Already within sight of

,

the Peloponnesus, a storm drives them into
the Libyan Syrtes, whence they carry their
-^hip, saved by divine assistance, to Lake
Tritonis. Tlience, guided by Triton {sec

EuPHEMUS) into the Mediterranean, they
return by way of Crete to lolcos.

During their absence Pelias has put to
death .Eson and his son Promachus, and

Jason's mother has taken her own life.

Medea sets to work to avenge them. Before
the eyes of Pelias" daughters she cuts up
an old he-goat, and by boiling it in a magic
cauldron, restores it to life and youth.
Promising in like manner to renew the

youth of the aged Pelias, she induces them
to kill their father, and then leaves them in

the lurch. Driven away by Acastus, the

son of the murdered king, Jason and Medea
take refuge with Creon king of Corinth.

But, after ten years of happy wedlock, Jason
resolves to many Creou's daughter Creusa
or Glauce. On this Medea kills the bride

and her father b}- sending the unsuspecting
maiden a poisoned robe and diadem as a

bridal gift, murders her own two sons Mer-
merus and Pherestinher faithless husband's
sight, and escaping in a car drawn by ser-

pents, sent by her grandfather Helios,

makes her way to .Egeus king of Athens.
{See Medea.) Jason is said to have come
by his death through the Argo, which he
had set up and consecrated on the Isth-

mus. One da}', when he was lying down
to rest under the ship, the stern fell off and
killed him.
The legend of the Argonauts is ex-

tremely ancient ; even Homer speaks of

it as universally known. We first find it

treated in detail in Pindar : then the Alex-
andrian poet Apollonius of Rhodes tried to

harmonise the various versions, and was fol-

lowed b}' the Latin poet Valerius Elaccus

and the late Greek Pseudo-Orpheus.
Argus. (1) Son of Inachus, Agenor or

Arestor; or, according to another account,

an earth born giant, who had e3'es all over

his body, whence he was called Panoptes,

or all-seeing. Hera set him to watch lo

{q.v.) when transformed into a cow; but

Hermes, at Zeus' bidding, sent all his eyes

to sleep by the magic of his wand and fiute,

and cut his head off with a sickle-shaped

sword, whence his title Argeiplionteff was
explained to mean " slayer of Argus." Hera
set the eyes of her dead watchman in the

tail of her sacred bird the peacock.

(2) Sou of Phrixus and Chalciope, the

daughter of .^Eetes. He is said to have come
to Orchomenus, the home of his father, and to

have built the Argo, which was named after

him. According to another account he was
ship^vrecked with his brothers at the Island

of Aretias on their waj' to Greece, and

thence carried to Colchis by the Argonauts.

Ai'gyraspides (silver-shielded). In the

later army of Alexander the Great, the

remnant of the Macedonian hea^y-armed
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infantry, who liad crossed the Hellespont

with the king, were formed into a corps of"

Guards in the lieav}' infantry of the line,

and named frc;n their shields being over-

laid with Indian silver. After Alexander's

death the cor]>s was disbanded b}' Antlgonus
on account of its overweening pretensions.

Ariadne. The daughter of Minos and
Pasiphile, who fell in love with Theseus
when he came to Crete to kill the Minotaur,

and gave him a clue of yarn, to help him
to find his way back to the light of day
after sla.ying the monster in the Labyrinth.
She then tied away with him. Homer
represents Ariadne as slain by Artemis in

the Island of Dia, close to Crete, at the

request of Dionysus. But the later legend
shifts the scene to the Isle of Naxos, where
the slumbering Ariadne is deserted by
Theseus. AVaking up, she is on the brink
of despair, when Dionj'sus comes and raises

her to the dignity of a god's wife. Zeus
grants her immortality, and sets her bridal

gift, a crown, among the stars. She re-

ceived divine honours : at Naxos her festivals

were held, now with dismal rites recalling

her abandonment, now with bacchanalian
revelry becoming the happy bride of Dio-
nysus. At Athens in the autumn they
held a joj'ous festival to her and Dionysus,
which Theseus was supposed to have
founded on his return from Crete. In
Ital}', where they identified Dionysus with
their wine-god Liber, they also took Ari-
adne for the wine-goddess Libera.

Aries (Gr. kriOs). The Battering-ram,
one of the most efi[ective engines used by
the ancients to make a breach in the walls
of a besieged town. Originally it con-
sisted of a strong pole, with iron-moiuited
head, brought up to the wall in earlier
times by hand, in later times on Avheels.
In its final form it was constructed in the
following manner. A stout beam, sometimes
composed of several pieces, and measuring
from ()5 to 100 feet long or more, was hung
by ropes on a strongly mounted horizontal
beam, and swung backwards and forwards,
so as to loosen the stones of the wall, and
make it fall. As the engine stood close to

BATTER INO n.VM LWDEU SUED.
TK.srr/to MUKTiyA.

the wall, the men working it were sheltered
by a roofed shell of boards, called the ram-

tortoiseshell {testudo arietlna)^ and resting

on a framework that ran upon wheels. To
protect the roof and sides of the shell

against fire thrown from the walls, they

were coated with raw or well soaked hides,

or other similar contrivances. The loos-

ened stones were picked out of the wall

with a strong iron hook at the end of a pole,

the wall-sickle (/"aZa? ?Hrc?Y7//s)asitwas called.

Single holes we~e punched in the wall with

the wall-borer {tcrcbra), a ram with a sharp

point, which was pushed forward on rollers.

The besieged tried to knock the ram's

head off by dropping heavy stones on it, or

to catch it in a noose and turn the blow
aside or upwards, or to deaden the force of

its blows w;ith sandbags and mats. If the

town wished to secure indulgent treatment.

:

it had to surrender before the ram touched
i

the walls. {Sec Sieges.)

Arion. A Greek poet and musician, of

Methymna in Lesbos, who flourished about

,

G25 B.C. In the course of a roving life he

spent a considerable time at the court oi

'

Periander, tyrant of Corinth. Here he first

gave the dithyramb (q.v.) an artistic form

and was therefore regarded as the inventoi i

of that style in general. He is best knowr
[

by the story of his rescue on the back of f I

dolphin. Returning from an artistic journej
j

through Lower Ital}^ and Sicily to his patron
i

he trusted himself to a crew of Corinthiar i

sailors, who resolved to kill him on the opei

:

sea for the sake of his treasures. As a lasi
[

favour he extorted the permission to sinj:|

his songs once more to the lyre, and thei
j

to throw himself into the sea. His strains
[

drew a number of dolphins around him, one
[

of which took him on its back, and carriec I

him safe to land at the foot of the forelant i

of Tsenarum. Thence he hastened to Corj

inth, and convicted the sailors, who wer('

telling Periander they had left the minstre'i

safe at Tarentum. A bronze statue of fj

man on a dolphin, which stood on the toy!

of Tsenaron, was supposed to be his thank-

offering to Poseidon. [Herodotus, i 24.

A Thanksgiving Hymn to the god of the

sea, preserved under his name, belongs to r

later time.

Aristaenetus. A Greek grammarian am
rhetorician, of Nic?ea in Bithjaiia, friend of

Libanius, who praises him in the highesi,

terms ; he was killed in an earthquake a1

Nicomedia, a.d. 358. His name is eri'oneously

attached to a collection, probably composec'

in the 5th or Gth centmy, of Erotic Epistles

feeble imitations of Alciphrun, loose in tont

and declamatory in style.
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Al'istraiis. A beneficent ueity Avorshipjiccl

in various parts of Greece, especially in

Thessal}', Bceotia, the African colony of

Cyrene, and the Islands of Ceos, Corcyra,

Sicily and Sardinia. He gives his blessing

to herds, hunting, bee-keeping, wine, oil

and every kind of husbandry. In particular

he defends men, animals and plants from
the destructive heat of the dog-days. Ac-
cording to the story most in vogue, he
is the son of A])ollo by the Thessalian

nymph Cyrene, whom the god carried off

to the country named after her. She is

the daughter of Hypseus, and granddaugh-
ter (another story saj^s daughter) of the

river-god Peneus. After his birth Hermes
took Ai'ista3us to the Hours and G?ea, the god-

dess of the earth, who brought him up and
made him an immortal god. Sometimes
he is called the son of Uranus (Heaven)
and Grea (Earth). In the Theban legend he

and Autonoe the daughter of Cadmus are

represented as the parents of Actaeon. He
brought destruction upon the nymph Eury'-

dice, the beloved of Orpheus ; for in fleeing

from his persecutions she was killed by a

snake. [Vergil, Gcorg. iv 315-558.]

Aristarchus. (1) A tragic poet of Tegea,
a conteiTiporarj^ of Euripides ; he is said to

have lived more than a hundred years. Of
his 70 dramas only two titles remain.

(2) A mathematician and astronomer of

Samos, who lived and studied at Alexandria
about 270 B.C., and with his pupil Hip-
pai'chus greatly advanced the science of

astronomy. He was the first who main-
tained the earth's motion round the sun
and on its own axis. We still possess a

fragment of a treatise by him on the size

of the sun and moon, and their distances

from the earth.

(3) A scholar, born in Samothrace, and a

pupil of Aristophanes of Byzantium. He
Hved at Alexandria in the first half of the

2nd century B.C. as tutor to the royal

princes, and keeper of the library. In the

tyrannical reign of his pupil Ptolemy VII
(Physcon) he fled to Cyprus, and there died
of drops}'- about B.C. 153, aged 72. He is

the most famous of the Alexandrian Critics,

and devoted his attention mainly to the
Greek poets, especially Homer, to whom he
rendered essential service by his critical

fedition of the text, which remains in sub-
itance the groundwork of our present recen-
ion. This edition had notes on the margin,
indicating the verses which Aristarchus
thought spurious or doubtful, and anything
slse worthy of remark. The meaning of

D. C. A.

the notes, and the reasons for appending
them, were explained in separate commen-
taries and excursuses, founded on a mar-
vellously minute Kcquaintance with the
language and contents of the Homeric
poems, and the whole of Greek literature.

He was the head of the school of Ariatar-
cheans, who continued working on classical

texts ill his spirit till after the beginning
of the Empire. Of his numerous gram-
matical and exegetical works only fragments
remain. An idea of his Homeric studies,

and of their character, can best be gathered
from the Venetian scholia to the Iliad, which
are largely founded on extracts from the
Aristarcheans Didymus and Aristonlcus.

Avistias. Sec Pratixas.
Aristides, (1) of Thebes. A celebrated

Greek painter, the pupil of his father or

brother Nicomachus. He flourished about
350 B.C., and was distinguished for his

mastery in the expression of the feelings.

His most celebrated picture was that of a
conquered citj*. Its central group rej)re-

sented a mother djang of a wound, and
holding back her infant, who is creeping
to her bosom, that it may not drink blood
instead of milk. Notwithstanding the
hardness of their colouring, his works com-
manded veiy high prices. Thus for one
rej^resenting a scene in the Persian wars,
containing 100 figures, he received 1,000
minse (about £3,333). [Pliny, A^. H. xxxv
98-100.]

(2) Aristides of Miletus, of the 1st or

2nd century B.C., was the author of a series

of love-stories, called Milesidca, from Mi-
letus, the scene of the events. These, so

far as we know, are the first examples of

the prose romance. They were widel}^ read

in antiquit}', especiallj' among the Romans,
for w^hose benefit they were translated into

Latin by the historian Sisenna. Only a

few fragments of them have survived.

(3) Puhlius j^'Jlius Aristides, surnamed
Theodorus, was a Greek rhetorician, born at

Hadriani in Bithynia A.D. 117 or 129. Ho
was educated by the most celebrated rheto-

ricians of the time, Polemon of Pergamus,
and Hcrodes Atticus of Athens, and made
long journeys through Asia, Egypt, Greece
and Italy. On his return he was seized

with an illness that lasted thirteen j'ears,

but which he never allowed to interrupt

his studies. His rhetoric, in which he

took Demosthenes and Plato for his models,

was immensely admired by his contempor-

aries ; he also stood in high favour with

the emperors, especially Marcus Aurelius,
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wlio .it liis appeal caused Smyrna to he re-

built nftor an eartlifinake in 178 A.D. The
chief scenes of his activit}^ -were Athens

and Sniyrnn, where ho died about A.D. ISXJ.

Beside two tieatises of rhetorical and tech-

nical import, we still possess fifty-iive of

liis oi-ations, which he took great pains

to elaborate. They are characterized by
depth and fnlness of thought, and are

written in powerful, concise, often difficult

and obscure language. Some are eulogies

on deities and cities (Rome, for instance,

and Smyrna), others are declamations after

ancient models, as the Panathcnaicits after

Isocrates, and the speech against Leptines

after Demosthenes. Others treat of his-

torical subjects taken from the times of

(Ireok independence. A peculiar interest

attaches to the six Sacred Orations, so

named because they treat of hints given

by Asclepius on the cure of his illness,

which he received in a state of somnam-
bulism, and imparted aloud to his friends.

(4) Arisiides Qvinfllidnns. A Greek
musician, who lived probably in tlio 2iid

century a.d., and composed an encyclopaedia
of music {De Mvalcd) in three books. The
first gave a concise account of harmony,
rhythm, and metre, the second dealt with
the educating influence of music on the
soul, and the third described, on Pythago-
rean principles, the doctrine of arithmetic
intervals, and the harmony of the universe
as resting on the same relations. Notwith-
standing many defects, the work has the
merit of being the completest of its kind
which has come down to us from anti-

([uity.

Aristippus. A Greek philosopher, a na-
tive of Gyrene, and a pupil of Socrates,
after whose death in B.C. 399 he travelled
about the Greek cities, imparting instruc-
tion for money. He was the founder of the
Cyrenaic school, or the system of Hedonism
(from //cf/o//r = pleasure). His doctrine
was, that as a basis for human knowledge the
only tilings real and true are our sensations,
not the external objects that produce them

;

tliat the aim of life is what all living things
strive after, pleasure ; and that virtue is

only so far a good thing as it tends to
the i)roduction of pleasure. The wise man
shows his wisdom in governing his de-
sires; mental training, indeed, being the
only thing which can qualify us for real
enjoyment. In ])leasnre there is no diflfer-

cnco of kind, only of degree and duration.
Aristippus' writings seem to have disap-
peared early; five letters in the Doric

dialect, whicli have come down under his

name, are undoubtedly spurious.

Aristobulus. A Greek historian, who in

his youth accompanied Alexander the Great
on his campaigns. In his eighty-fifth year,

when living at Cassandrea in Thrace, he

wi'ote a work upon Alexander, in which
he recorded his careful observations on geo-

graphy, ethnogra})hy, and natural science.

The book is highly praised for its trust-

worthiness, but only fragments of it have
reached ns. He and Ptolemy were the

chief authorities for Arrian's Anabasis.
Aristocles. (1) A Greek artist, and like

his brother Canachus, a sculp)tor in bronze at

Sicyon. He flourished about 480 B.C. ; and
founded a school at Sicyon that lasted for a

long time. (2) There was an Athenian
sculptor of the same name and of the same
period, author of a relief known as The
Athenian Iloplite, one of our oldest monu-

,

ments of Attic art. (;S^ce cut under Hoplites).
Ariston. The second brefd.;fast of the

Greeks. {See Meals.)
Aristophanes. (1) TJie comedian, who

lived at Athens, B.C. 444-388. His father

Philippus is said to have been not a native

Athenian, but a settler from Rhodes or

Egypt, who afterwards acquired the citi-

zenship. However this may be, the de-

magogue Cleon, w^hose displeasure Aristo-

phanes had incurred, tried to call in ques-

tion his right to the citizenship. His first

comedy came out in B.C. 427, but was not

performed under his own name because of his

youth
; and several more of his plays were

brought on the stage by Callistratus and

Phi Ion ides, till in 424 he brought out the

Knifjhfs in his own person. Porty-foui

of his plaj's were knowai in antiquity, though

four of them were considered doubtful.

Of these we possess eleven, the only com-

plete Greek comedies which have survived,

besides the titles, and numerous fragments,'

of twenty-six others. The eleven are : (r

The Aeharniaus, wdiich gained him tlip

victory over Cratlnus and Eupolis B.C. 425.1

written during the great Peloponnesian wait

to induce the Athenians to makepeace. (2'

The Knights mentioned above, B.C. 424, alsr

crowned with the first prize, and aimed,

directly against Cleon. (8) The Clouds,'

B.C. 423, his most famous and, in his own;

opinion, his most successful piece, thougli

when played it only won the third prizt^

We have it only in a second, and apparently

unfinished, edition. It is directed again-'

' the pernicious influence of the Sophis*>

1
as the representative of whom Sucrates i;

I
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attacked. (4) The Wasps^ bi-onght out in

B.C. 422 and, like the two following, re-

warded with the second prize ; it is a

satire upon the Athenian passion for law-

suits. (5) The Peace ^ of the year B.C. 421,

recommending the conclusion of peace. (0)

The Birds, acted in B.C. 414, and exposing

the romantic hopes built on the expedition

to Sicily. This is unquestionably the hap-

piest production of the poet's genius, and

is marked by a careful reserve in the em-
ployment of dramatic resource. (7) The
Lysistrdfe, B.C. 411, a Women's Conspiracy

to bring about peace ; the last of the strict^

political plays. (8) TliesmophoviCizusce,

probablj- to be dated 410 B.C. It is written

agaiust Euripides' dislike of women, for

which the women who are celebrating the

Thesmophorla drag him to justice. (9)

The Frogs, which was acted in 405, and
won the hrst prize- It is a piece sparkling

with genius, on the Decay of Tragic Art,

the blame of which is laid on Euripides,

then recently deceased. (10) Eeelesidzusce,

or The National Assembly of "Women, B.C.

392. It is levelled against the vain at-

tempts to restore the Athenian state by cut-

and-dried constitutions. (11) Plfitus^or the

God of Wealth. The blind god is restored

to sight, and better times are brought
about. This play was acted first in 408,

then in 388 in a revised form suitable to

the time, and dispensing with chorus and
pardhdsis. This play marks the transi-

tion to the Middle Corned}-.

In the opinion of the ancients Aristophanes
holds a middle place between Cratinus and
Eupolis, being neither so rough as the
former nor so sweet as the latter, but com-
bining the severity of the one with the grace
of the other. What was thought of him
in his own time is evident from Plato's Sym-
Doahnu, where he is numbered among the
loblest of men; and an epigram attributed
•0 that pliilosopher says that the Graces,
coking for an enduring shrine, found it in
' soul of Aristophanes. He unites nnder-

iding, feeling, and fancy in a degree pos-
ted by few poets of antiquity. His
11 glance penetrates the many evils of
1 ime and their most hidden causes ; his

I u for all that is base, and his patriotic

I'ii'it, burning to bring back the brave
ivs of Marathon, urge him on, without
I'oct of persons or regard for self, to
:;• the faults he sees into dajdight, and
I them with stinging sarcasm; while his

vhaustible fancy invents ever new and
L:ginal materials, which he manipulates

with i^crfect mastery of language and tech-

nical .skill. If his jokes are often coarse
and actually indecent, the fact must be im-
puted to the character of the Old Comedy
and the licentiousness of the Dionj-siac fes-

tival, diiring which the plays were acted.

No literature has anything to compare
with these comedies. Ancient scholars, re-

cognising their great importance, bestowed
infinite pains in commenting on them, and
valuable relicsof their writingsare enshrined
in the existing collections of Scholia.

(2) Aristophanes the Grammarian (or

Scholar) of Byzantium, born aboiit 2(J0 B.C.,

went in his early youth to Alexandria, and
was there a pupil of Zenodotus and Calli-

machus. On the death of Apollonius of

Rhodes, Aristophanes, when past his sixtieth

year, was appointed to be chief librarian,

and died at the age of 77. His fame was
eclipsed by that of. his pupil Aristarchus,

but he still passed for one of the ablest

grammarians and critics of antiquity, dis-

tinguished by industry, learning and sound
judgment. In addition to the Homeric
poems, which formed his favourite study,

and of which he was the first to attempt a

really critical text, he devoted his labours

to Hesiod, the tyric poets, especially Alcseus

and Pindar, and the tragic and comic poets,

Aristophanes and Menander in particular.

The received Introductions to the plan's of

the Tragedians and Aristophanes are in

their best parts derived from him. He was
also the author of a large and much quoted

work of a lexicographical character, con-

siderable fragments of which still survive.

Aristotle (Greek Aristdfeles). One of the

two greatest philosophers of antiquity, born
B.C. 384 at Stageira, a Greek colony in.

Thrace. He was the son of Nicomrichus,

who died while acting as phj-sician in

ordinary to Amyntas II at Pella in Mace-
donia. In B.C. 3G7, after the death of his

parents and the completion of his seventeenth

year, Aristotle betook himself to Athens,
became a pupil of Plato, and remained twenty
years, latterly working as a teacher of

rhetoric. About his relations with Plato

unfavourable rumours Avere current, which
may have had their origin in his subsequent

opposition to the Platonic doctrine of ideas.

That he arrived pretty early at oppo.site

opinions, and gave empliatic expression to

them, is quite credible. This may have been
the occasion of Plato's comparing him (so it

is said) to a colt that kicks his mother;

yet Plato is also said to have called him
" the intellect " of his school, and '• the
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reader," ou account of his habit of incessant

study. Comparing him with Xenocrates,

he remarked, that the one wanted a spur,

the other a bridle. On the other hand,
Aristotle, in one of his writings, combating
his former master's theory of ideas, laj^s

down the maxim that friendship, especially

among philosophers, must not be allowed to

violate the sanctity of truth ; and in a frag-

ment of an elegy he calls Plato the first man
who showed in word and deed how a man
iz to become good and happ3\

After Plato had handed over his school to

his sister's son Speusippus, Aristotle quitted

' AlllSTOTI-K.

(Rome, Spada Palace.)

Athens, B.C. 347, and repaired to his friend
Hermeiiis, despot of Atarneus in Mysia.
AVhcn that prince had fallen a pre)- to Persian
intrigues he withdrew, B.C. 345, with his wife
Pythias, his friend's sister, to Mitylcne in
Lesbos

; and two years later accepted an in-

vitation to Macedonia to be tutor to Alex-
ander, then thirteen years old. He lived at
the coi;rt eight years, though his tenure of

office seems to have lasted barely half that
time. Both Philip and his son esteemed
him highly, and most liberallj^ seconded his
studies in natural science, for which he in-

herited his father's predilection. Alexander

continued till his death to inspect and love

him, though the affair of Callisthenes (q.v.)

occasioned some coolness between them.

When the king undertook his expedition

in Asia, Aristotle betook himself once

more to Athens, and taiight for thirteen

years in the Gjannasium called the Lyceum.
In the mornings he conversed with his

maturer pupils on the higher problems of

philosophy, walking up and down the

shady avenues, from which practice the

school received the name of Peripatetics.

In the evenings he delivered cour.ses of

lectures on philosophy and rhetoric to

a larger audience. After Alexander's

death, when all adherents of the Mace-

donian supremacy were persecuted at

Athens, a certain Demophilus brought
against him a charge of impiety, where-
upon Aristotle, " to save the Athenians
from sinning a second time against philo-

sophy "— so he is reported to have said,

alluding to the fate of Socrates —retired

to Chalcis in Eubcea. There he died

late in the summer of the next year.

B.C. 322.

Of the very numerous writings oi

Aristotle, some were composed in o

popular, others in a scientiiic form. A
considerable number of the latter kinc

have come down to us, but of the former

which were written in the form o)

dialogues, only a few fragments. Th(

strictly scientific works may be classec

according to their contents, as they treat

of Logic, Metaphysics, Natural Science

or Ethics. (1) Those on Logic wen
comprehended by the later Aristotelians

under the name of Organon {" instru

ment"), because they treat of Method
the instrument of research. The}' in

elude the Categories, on the fundamenta
forms of ideas: the De Interpretdtidiu'

on the doctrine of the judgment and or

the proposition, important asanauthorit}

on philosophical terminology; the AnaU/tico,

Priora and Posferiora, each in two books

the former on the S3dlogism, the latter or:

demonstration, definition, and distribution

the Tupica in eight books, on dialectic in-

ferences (those of probability); on Soj'Jiisms.^

the fallacies of soi)hists, and their solu-

tion.—(2) The Metaphysics as they werej-

called by late writers, in fourteen books'

consist of one connected treatise and severe

shorter essays on what Aristotle himsel

calls " first philosophy," the doctrine o

Being in itself and the ultimate grounds o

Being ; a work left unfinished by Aristotb

i
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and sup])lomenteLl by forei,<i"n ingredients.

—

(3j The works on Natural Science are

headed by the Physics in eight boolis, treat-

ing of the most general bases and relations

of nature as a whole. This is followed up

b)' four books on the Heavens or Universe,

two on Biyinnlng to he and Perishing, and.

the MetedrOlogiea in four books, on the phe-

nomena of the air. A short treatise On the

Cosmos is spurioiTS : that on the Directions

and Names of Winds is a fragment of a

larger work on the signs of storms ; and. the

Problems (physical) is a collection gradually

fornied out of Aristotelian extracts. Of
mathematical import are the Mechanical
Problems (on the lever and. balance) and the

book about Indivisible Lines. Natural his-

tory is handled in the ten books of Aninicd
History, and in four books on the Parts,

five on the Generation, and one on the mode
of Progression of Animcds. The work on
The Motion ofAnimcds is probably spurious,

certainly so the one on Plants in two books.

Aristotle's treatise on this siibject is lost.

Turning to Psychology, we have the three

books On the Soul and a number of smaller

treatises (on the Senses and the Objects of
Perception ; on Memory and Recollection /

ou Sleep and Waking; on Dreams,' on
Divination by Sleep ; on the Length and
Shortness of Life ; on Youth and Age, Life
and Death ; on Breathing ; on Soiind and
Voice, etc. ; that on Physiognomy is proba-
bly spurious).—(4) Of the three general
\Yorks on Ethics, the Xicomachean Ethics
in ten books, the Eudemian Ethics in seven,
and the so-called Magna MorCdia in two,
the first alone, addressed to his son Nico-
machus, and of marked excellence in matter
and manner, is by Aristotle himself. The
second is by his pupil Eudemus of Rhodes,
and the third a mere abstract of the other
two, especially of the second. The essay on
Virtues and Vices is spurious. Closely con-

nected with the Ethics is the Politics in

eight books, a masterl}- work in spite of

its incompleteness, treating of the aim and
elements of a State, the various forms of

Government, tlie ideal of a State and of Edu-
cation. A valuable work on the Constitu-

J

Hon of 1.5S states is lost, all but a few
fragments.! Of the two books on GCcono-
mics the first is spurious. Corresponding
partly with the Logic, and partly with the
Ethics, is the Ithctoric in three books,- and
the Poetics, a work of inestimable worth,

' Thp Coiistihifion of Athens has. however, been
^
recovered (ed. i.rinceijs, 1891).

The lilielorica ad Alexandrum is iirobablv bv
( Anaximenes, q.v. 2.

notwithstanding the ruinous condition in

which its text has come down to us. [The
Rhetoric is a masterly treatise on oratory,

regarded as an instrument for working
upon the various passions and feelings of

humanity.] Sundry other prose writings
are preserved under Aristotle's name, e.g.,

that on Colours; the so-called Mirfdnles
AuscidtCdlones, a collection of memoranda
on all sorts of strange phenomena and occur-

rences, mostly bearing on natural science

;

on Melissus, Zend, and Gorgias ; six Letters,

which however are not regarded as genuine,

any more than the G3 epigrams out of a

supposed mythological miscellany entitled

Peplus. But we may safely assign to him
the beautiful Scoltdn, or impromptu song,

on his friend Hei'meias, which takes the

form of a Hymn to Virtue.

A story dating from antiquity informs us

that Aristotle bequeathed his own writings

and his very considerable libraiy to his

pupil and successor in the office of teacher,

Theophrastus, who again made them over

to his pupil Neleus, of Scepsis in the Troad.

After his death his relations are said to

have buried them in a cellar, to girard them
against the mania for collecting books which
characterized the Pergamene princes. At
last they were unearthed by Apellicon of

Te6s,a rich bibliophile, who brought them to

Athens about 100 B.C., and tried to restore

them from the wretched state into which
they had fallen through the neglect of 130
years. Soon after, at the taking of Athens
by the Romans, they fell into Sulla's hands,

who brought them to Rome. Here the

grammarian Tyrannion took copies of them,
and on this basis the Peripatetic An-
dronicus of Rhodes prepared an edition

of Aristotle's works. This would indeed

partly account for the wretched condition in

which some of them are preserved. At the

same time it can be proved that the prin-

cipal works were known during the 3rd
and 2nd centuries B.C., so that the story

affects only the author's original MSS.,
among which a number of works till then un-

published may have come to light. Though
the writings presei'ved form rather less than

half of the number which he actually wrote,

there is quite enough to show the univer-

sality of Aristotle's intellect, which sought
with equal ardour and acumen to explore

and subdue the entire domain of research.

He was the originator of many lines of study

unknown before him,—Logic, Grammar,
Rhetoric in its scientific aspect. Literary

Criticism, Natural History, Physiology',
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PsycholofCN' : lie was the first to attcmi)t a

History of Philosophy and of the forms of

^'oveniinent then existing. His method, of

which he must be considered the creator, is

critical and em]nrical at once. In all cases

he starts from facts, which he collects, sifts

and <:;rou]js as completely as he can, so as

to <ret some general leading points of view,

and with the help of these to arrive at a

systematic arrangement of the subject, and
acknowledge of its inmost being, its cause.

For to him the Cause is the essential part of

knowledge, and the philosophy that searches

into ultimate causes for the mere sake of

knowing is the best and freest science.

The form of Aristotle's works is by no

means equal to their contents. Of the

beautiful harmony between style and sub-

ject, that so charms us in Plato, there is

not a trace in Aristotle ; his manner of

expression, though scientifically exact, lacks

fiavour, art, and elegance. But of exact

scientific terminology he is the true founder.

"When the ancients celebrate the "golden

stream" of his writing, the opinion can

only refer to his lost popular woi'ks.

Aristotle's personality is one of those

Avliich have affected the history of the

world. His writings, like those of Plato,

were to the Christian centuries of anticjuity

a most stimulating incentive to scientific

inquiry ; in the Middle Ages they were
for the Christian nations of the West and
the Arabs the chief guide to philosophical

method ; and in the province of logic his

authority remains unshaken to this clay.

Aristoxenus. A Greek philosopher and
musician, a native of Tarentuni, and a

})ui)il of Aristotle, lived about 330 B.C., and
was a prolific writer on various subjects,

but most particularly on Music. In con-

trast with the Pythagoreans, who referred

everything to the relations of numbers, he
regarded music as founded on the dilfer-

rnce of tones as perceived by the ear. Of
his Eloncvts of J[a rmany ^ three books are

])rescrved, but they are neither complete,

nor in their original shape. Onlj' a part
rif Ills Elements of J'/ii/tlivi has survived.

Arms. !<(r Weapons.
Army. (1) Greek. Sec Warfare.
(2) lioman. Si'e Legion, Dilectus,

Sacramentum, Stii'exdium, Castra.
Arneis. The festival of lambs. Sec JjINOS.

Arnobius. An African, who won a high
i-e]intation as a master of rhetoric at Sicca

in Xumidia, in the reign of Diocletian. He
was at first a heathen and an assailant of

Christianitv; bur on becomine; a Christian,

to prove the sincerity of his conversion,

he wrote (about 205 a.d.) the extant work
Adversiis Gentes. This is a superficial and
rhetorical defence of Christianity and attack

on Polj'theism, but it is full of instruction

with regard to the contemporar}^ heathenism

and its various worships.

Arrhephoria or Errhephoria. The Athe-

nian term for a mystic festival in honour of

Athena as goddess of the fertilizing night-

dew, held in the month of Scirnphorlon

(June-July), in connection with the Sciro-

])horia. It was named after the Ilers-

l)]i6)-oi= dew-heavers, four maidens between
seven and eleven years of age, who were
chosen yearlj' from the houses of noble

citizens, and had to spend several months
at the temiile of Athena in the Acropolis,

and take ;[)art in its services. Two of

them had the task of commencing the

cloak or shawl which the women of Athens
wove and presented to the goddess at the

Panathena^a. The other two, on the night

of the festival, received from the ])riestess

of Athena certain coffers, with unknown
contents, which they carried in procession

on their heads to a natural grotto beside

the temple of " Aphrodite in the gaixlens,"

and delivering them there, received some-

thing equally mysterious in exchange, which
they carried to the temple on the Acropolis.

With this ceremony their office expired.

Arrianus (Flavhis). A Greek author, who
wrote chiefly on philosophy and history,

born at Nicomedea in Bithjniia towards the

end of the 1st century A.D., and a pupil of

the Stoic philosopher Epictetus. He lived

under the emperors Hadrian, Antoninus
Pius and JMarcus Aurelius. enjoying a high

reputation for culture and ability, which
procured him the citizenship of Eome and

Athens, and high offices of state, such as the

governorship of Cappadocia under Hadrian,

a.d. ISO, and the consulship under An-
toninus. His last years were spent in his

native town, where he filled the nflice of

priest to Dcmetei-, and died at an advanced I

age. From the likeness of his character to

that of the famous Athenian, he was nick-

named " Xenophon Junior," Of his philo-

sophical works we have still the first half

(four books) of the Discourses of Epictetus, i

a leading authoritj^ for the tenets of that

'

philosopher and the Stoical ethics; and the

hand-book called the Enchcirtdwu of Epic-

tetus, a short manual of morality, which on

account of its pithy and practical precepts

became a great favourite with Pagans and

Christians, had a commentarv written on
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it by Simplicius in the Gtli centmy, and

after tlic revival of learning was long used

as a schoolljook. Of his numerous his-

torical writings we possess the chief one,

the Andbcisis of Alexander in seven books.

This is a complete histor}^ of that conqueror

from his accession to his death, drawn from

the best sources, especially Ptolemj'- and
Aristobulus, and modelled on Xenophon,
of whom we are reminded by the very title

and the number of books, though it has

none of Xenophon's charm. It is the best

Avork on Alexander that has survived from
antiquit^^ To this we should add the

IiHUea, a short work on India, written in

the Ionic dialect, and especially valuable

for its abstract of Nearchus' report of his

voyage from the mouth of the Indus to the

Persian Gulf; also the description of another

coasting voyage, the Penplus Ponti Eiujint,

and a trifling treatise on hunting, the

CjjnegefiCKS. A work on tactics wrongly
ascribed to him is probably from the hand
of ^Elian the Tactician. Of his other His-

tories, e.g. of the Successors of Alexander,

of Trajan's battles with the Parthians, of

his own native country till its absorption in

the Empire, and the campaign against the

Aliini during his command in Cappadocia,
we have only abstracts or fragments.

Arrogatio, one of the kinds of adoption
known to the Romans. (For further infor-

mation see Adoptiox.)
Arrows. Sec Boavs.

Arsiuoe. See Alphesibcea.
Art. ^V'c Architecture, Architecture

;Orders of), PaintixCt, and Sculpture
;

and corap. Coinage and Gems.
Artemidorus, (1) TJie Gcograjilier, of

Ephesus, who travelled about 100 B.C.

through tlie countries bordering on the

Mediterranean and part of the Atlantic
•oast, and wi'oto a long work on his re-

searches, the Gengraplnimena in eleven
jooks, as well as an abstract of the same. Of
30th works, which were much consulted by
ater geograyihers, wo have only fragments.

(2) Artemidorus the Drcam-Interj)rcter,
)orn at Ephesus at the beginning of the
'nd century a.T)., surnamed " the Daldian "

rom his mother's birthplace, Daldis in
-.ydia, wrote a work on the Interpretation
* r»reams, the Oncirocritiea, in four books,

had gathered his materials from the
^orks of earlier ai^thors, and b}' oral in-

lUiries during his travels in Asia, Italy and
ice. The book is an acute ex]3osition of

theor}' of interpreting dreams, and its

ractical application to examples systema-

ticalh- arranged according to the several

stages of human life. An appendix, counted
as a fifth book, gives a collection of dreams
that have come true. For the light thrown
on the mental condition of antiquity, espe-

cially in the 2nd century after Christ, and
for many items of information on religious

rites and mj^ths relating to dreams, these
writings are of value.

Artemis (Lat. Diana). The virgin daugh-
ter of Zeus and Leto (Latona), by the common
account born a twin-sister of Apollo, and
just before him, at Delos. The Ortygia (see

Asteria) named in another tradition as her
birthplace, was interpreted to mean Delos,

though several other places where the wor-
ship of Artemis had long prevailed put
forward pretensions to that name and its

mythological renown, especially the well-

known island of Ortj'gia off S^'racuse. She,

as well as her mother, was worshipped jointly

with her brother at Delos, Delphi and all

the most venerable spots Avhere Apollo was
honoured. She is armed, as he is, with
bow and arrow, which, like him, and often

together with him, she wields against mon-
sters and giants ; hence thejKcan was chanted

to her as well as to him. Like those of

Apollo, the shafts of Artemis were regarded
as the cause of sudden death, especially to

maidens and wives. But she was also a

beneficent and helpful deity. As Apollo is

the luminous god of day, she with her torch

is a goddess of light by night, and in course

of time becomes identified with all possible

goddesses of moon and night. (See Selexe,
Hecate, Bexdis, Britomartis.) Her pro-

per domain is that of Xature, with its hills

and valleys, woods, meadows, rivers and
fountains ; there amid her nj-mphs, her-

self the fairest and tallest, she is a mighty
huntress, sometimes chasing wild animals,

sometimes dancing, playing, or bathing with

her companions. Her favourite haunt was
thought to be the mountains and forests of

Arcadia, where, in many spots, she had
sanctuaries, consecrated hunting-grounds,

and sacred animals. To her, as goddess of

the forest and the chase, all beasts of the

woods and fields, in fact all game, were
dear and sacred; but her favourite animal

was held all over Greece to be the hind.

From this sacred animal and the hunt-

ing of it, the month which the otiier

Greeks called Artcm7t;7(ln or Arteniisios

(March-April) was named by the Athenians

Elaj>he-b6li0n (deer-shooting), and her

festival as goddess of game and hunting,

at which deer or cakes in the shape of
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deer wore oiTored up, Elapln'hoUa. As
iroddess of the chase, she had also some
influence in "war, and the Spartans before

battle sought lier favour by the gift of a

she-goat. MiltiadtJs too, before the battle

of Marathon, had vowed to her as many-

goats as there should be enemies fallen on

the field ; but the number proving so great

that the vow could not be kept, 500 goats

were sacrificed at each anniversary of the

victory in the month of Boedromlon. Again,
she was much worshipped as a goddess of

tiic Moon. At Amarynthus in Euboea, the

whole island kept holiday to her with pro-

cessions and prize-fights. At Munychia iu

Attica, at full moon in the month of Muny-
chiun (April-May), large ]'ound loaves or

cakes, decked all round with lights as a
symbol of her own luminary, were borne
in procession and presented to her ; and at

the same time was solemnized the festival

of the victory of Salamis in Cyprus, be-

cause on that occasion the goddess had
shone in her full glory on the Greeks. An
ancient shrine of the Moon-goddess at

BraurOn in Attica was held in such vene-
ration, that the BnmvOma, originally a
merely local festival, was afterwards made
a public ceremony, to which Athens itself

«ent deputies every five years, and a precinct
Avas dedicated to "Artemis of Brauron" on
the Acropolis itself. {Sec plan of Acro-
polis.) At this feast the girls between
five and ten years of age, clad in saffron-

coloured garments, were conducted by tlicir

motlicrs in procession to the goddess, and
commended to her care. For Artemis is

also a protectress of j'outh, especially those
of her own sex. As such she patronized
a Nurses' festival at Sparta in a temple
outside the town, to which little boys were
brought by their nurses ; while the lonians
at their Apcdurla presented her with the
hair of boys. Almost everywhere young
girls revered the virgin goddess as the
guardian of their maiden j'ears, and before
marriage they offered up to her a lock of

their hair, their girdle, and their maiden
garment. She was also worshipped in
many parts as the goddess of Good Repute,
especially in youths and maidens, and was
regarded as an enemy of all disorderly
doings. With her attributes as the god-
dess of the moon, and as the promoter of

liealthy development, especially in the female
frame, is connected the notion of her assist-

ing in childbirth {see Eileithyia). In
early times human sacrifices had been
offered to Artemis. A relic of this was

the yearly custom observed at Sparta, of

flogging the boys till they bled, at the

altar of a deity not unknown elsewhere,,

and named Artemis Orthia (the upright)

probabl}' from her stiff" posture in the

antiquated wooden image. At Sparta, as

in other places, the ancient image was
looked upon as the same which Iphigenia

and Orestes brought away from Tauris

(the Crimea), viz., that of the Taiiric Ar-

temis^ a Scythian deity who was identified

with Artemis because of the human sacri-

fices common in her worship. The Artemis

of Ephesiis, too, so greatly honoured by
all the lonians of Asia [Acts xix 28] is

no Greek divinity, but Asiatic. This is

sufficient]}'- &hown by the fact that eunuchs

were emploj'ed in her worship ; a practice

quite foreign to Greek ideas. The Greek
colonists identified her with their own Ar-

temis, because she was goddess of the moon
and a power of nature, present in moun-
tains, woods and marshy places, nourish-

ing life in plants, animals and men. But,

unlike Artemis, she was not regarded a::; a

AKTKMIS: '• niAN.V OI-' VICllSA ILLKS.
'

(Piuis, Louvre.)

virgin, but as a mother and foster-mother,

as is clearly shown by the multitude of

breasts in the rude effigy. Her worship,

frantic and fanatical after the manner of
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Asia, was traced back to the Amazons.
A number of other deities native to Asia
was also worshipj)ed by the Greeks under
rhe name of Artemis.
Artemis appears in works of art as the

ideal of austere maiden beaut}^, tall of sta-

ture, with bow and quiver on her shoulder,

or torch in her hand, and generall}'- leading

or carrying a hind, or riding in a chariot

dra^^^l by hinds. Her commonest character

is that of a huntress. In earlier times the

figure is fuller and stronger, and the cloth-

ing more complete ; in later works she is

represented as more slender and lighter of

foot, the hair loose, the dress girt up high,

the feet protected b}' the Cretan shoe. The
most celebrated of her existing statues is

the Diana of Versailles {sec cut). On the

identification of Artemis with the Italian

Diana^ see Diaxa.
Artillery. The macliines used for send-

ing large missiles to a great distance were

(1) AI'l'AHATU.S FOK riiOJECTILES.

supposed to have been invented
in the East, and appear in Greece
since 4(J<J B.C. or thereaboitts.

They attained their highest

perfection in the age of the

Ditldochi, and were adopted by
the Romans after the Punic
wars. There were two chief

varieties, botli imitations of the
srossbow ; but the elasticity of

the bow is exchanged for elasti-

city in the twist of the cord.

Consequently all pieces of heavy
irtiller}' were called by the
Romans tnrmenta. The ma-
:-hine consisted of three parts

:

the stand, the groove for the
shot, and the apparatus repre-
senting the bow. This con-
sisted of a frame in three
iivisions, through the midmost
3f which ])assed the groove for
[he shot (fig. 1). In each of the lateral
Iivisions was stretched, in a vertical direc-

tion, a set of strong elastic cords, made of
the sinews of animals, or the long hair
of animals or of women. These were
stretched tight, and between each of them
was fixed a straight unelastic arm of wood.
The arms were joined hy a cord, whicli

was pulled back b}^ a winch applied at

the end of the groove. On letting this

go. the arms, and with them the string

and the object in front of it, were driven
forward by tlie twisting of the vertical

cords. The effectiveness of the engine
thus depended on the power and heist of

the cords, which may be said roughly to

express its calibre. The engines were
divided into two kinds. (1) Catapidtcc, or

scorpions (fig. 2). In these the groove for

the shot was horizontal ; and the}^ projected

missiles of length and thickness vaiying
according to the calibre. (2) BalUstce (fig. 3)^

which shot stones, beams, or balls up to

1G2 lbs. weight, at an angle of 50 degrees.

The calibre of the baUista was at least

three times as great as that of the catapult.

The average range of the catapult was-

about 383 yards, that of the ballista from
about 295 to 503 yards.

After Constantino we hear no more of
catapults, but only of baUistce and the

onager. The baUista now shot arrows^

and is described either as a huge cross-bow

with an elastic bow of iron, or as virtually

identical with the old catapult. The onager^

also called scorpio (fig. 4) was a sling for

(2) CATAPULT.

stones. It consisted of a frame, in which
was fastened a wooden arm with a sling at
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the end, standing upright when at rest, and

furnished with two horizontal cords to pull

it up and down. This was drawn back b}^ a

winch into a nearly horizontal position, and

(3) r.AT.T.TRTA.

then released. It started up, and meeting
with a check-board fixed behind the engine,

hurled the stones out of the sling. As a

(4) (INAC. K!! (SCdr.FKi).

rule, the Iieavy artillery was onlj' employed
in sieges; but artillery accompanied armies
in the held for purposes of conquest or
defence. The legions and the cohorts of
the Pra-torian Guard had their own artil-

lery. And at the end of the 4th century
every ccDtnria in the legion had a hallUta
of the later kind drawn on wheels by mules
(cfirrobaUista), and served b}^ eleven men.
Every cohort had an onager, carried on a
cart drawn by t\\-o oxen.

Arusianus Messius. A Latin grammarian
who lived about ';ido A.D., and made an

alphabetical collection, for school use, of

words that admit of various constructions,

with examples from Vergil, Sallust, Terence
and Cicero, under the title Excmpla Elo-

cutirmum

.

Arval Brothers (FnUvcs Avvfdcs = oi the

fields). The Latin name for a college of

priests consisting of twelve life-members,

who performed the worship of Dva Dia, a

goddess not otherwise mentioned, but prob-

ably identical with the old Roman goddess

of cornfields, Acca Larentia [q.v.), who also

is said to have founded this fraternitj'. Our
more accurate knowledge of it we owe to

its annual reports inscribed on the marble
tablets, ninety-six in number, which have

been dug np (1570-1809) on the site of its

meeting-place-, a grove at the fifth mile-

stone from Rome, and which extend from
A.D. 14-241. About its condition under
the Republic we have no information ; but

iinder the Empire its members were persons

of the highest rank. The emperors them-

selves belonged to it, either as ordinary

members, or, if the numbers were filled up,

as extraordinary. The election was by
co-optation on the motion of the president

{magistcr), who himself, together with a

flanien, was elected for one year; their

badge was a white fillet and a wreath of

ears of corn. The Arvales held their chief

festival on three days in May, on the 1st

and 3rd in Rome, on the 2nd in the grove,

with a highly complicated ceremonial, in-

cluding a dance in the temple of the god-

dess, to which they sang the written text

of a hymn so antiquated that its meaning
coiild scarcely be understood. This Arval
Hymn, in which the Lares and Mars are

invoked, is one of the oldest monuments
we possess of the Latin tongue. Amongst

'

other duties of this priesthood should es-

pecially be mentioned the expiatory sacri-

fices in the grove. These had to be offered

if any damage had been done to it through

the breaking of a bough, the stroke of light-

ning, or other such causes; or again if any

labour had been performed in it, though

ever so necessary, es))ecially if iron tools

had been ttsed. The Arval brothers had

also to offer solemn vows on behalf of the

Imperial House, both statedly on January

3rd, and on extraordinary occasions, and

were bound to fulfil them.

As. In Latin, signifies any unit, which

determines the value of fractional quantities

in coins, weights and measttres, or interest,

inheritance and the like. The as was
divided duodecimally into tincio'. The
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names of its parts are : dcunx -]-.V, ch'x-

tans H,
dodrans f, bcs 5, septunx yV,

semis ^,,
quincunx -j^-, triens i, quad)'ans ^,

sextans ^, scscuncia ^, uncia y^. In ques-

tions of inheritance, a sole heir was entitled

herds ex assc, an heir to half the estate,

hercs ex scmissc, and so on. As a coin,

the copper as -svcighcd a Roman j^ound

(nominally 12, but pi-actically only 10 uncice)^

and Avas worth, previous^ to B.C. 2G9, uearh'

Gd. In the year 217 it was reduced to 1

tincia, and in later times to i and j uncia.

In Cicero's time the as was = rather less

than a halfpenn}-. Comp. Coinage.
Ascanius. The son of /Eneas and Creusa.

According to the ordinarj'' account, he ac-

companied his father to Italy, and, thirty

)'ears after the building of Lavinium,
founded Alba Longa, where, after his

death, his stepbrother Silvius reigned. To
him, by his name of Ifilus, the gens lulia
traced its oi-igin.

Asclepiades. A Greek poet, a native of

Samos, and a younger contemporary of

Theocritus. He was the author of thirty-

nine Epigrams, mostly erotic, in the Greek
Anthology. The well-known Asclepiadean
Metre was perhaps named after him.

Asclepiodotus. A Greek writer, pupil of

the Stoic Posidonius of Rhodes (who died
B.C. 51). On the basis of his lectures

Asclepiodotus seems to have written the
military treatise preserved under his name
on the Macedonian military system.

Asclepius (Lat. JEscidapius). The Greek
god of Medicine, according to the common
account a son of the healing god Apollo
by Coronis, daughter of a Thessalian prince
Phlegyas. Coronis was killed by Artemis
tor unfaithfulness, and her body was about
to be burnt on the pyre, when Apollo
snatched the boy out of the flames, and
lianded him over to the wise centaur
Chiron, who instructed him in the cure
of all diseases. Accoi'ding to the local

legend of Epidaurus, Coronis, having ac-

companied her father on a campaign to

the Peloponnesus, is secretly delivered of

the child, and exposes it on a mountain
aear that town, where it is nourished by
IX herd of goats. Such was the skill of

I '^.sclepius that he brought even dead men
' life ; so that Zeus, either for fear of

I ^ setting men altogether free from death,
r at the complaint of Hades, killed him
\'ith his thunderbolt. Apollo in revenge
lew all the Cyclopes who forged the

I hunderbolts, as a punishment for which
le had to serve Admetus for a time. In

Homer and Pindar, Asclepius is still but
a hero, a cuiniing leech, and father of two
heroes fighting before Troy, Machaon and
Podrdeirius. But he was afterwards uni-

versally worshipped as the god of healing,

in groves, beside medicinal springs, and on
mountains. The seats of his worship served
also as places of cure, where patients left

thank-offerings and votive tablets describ-

ing their complaint and the manner of its

cure. Often the cure was effected by the

ASCLKPIL'S.

(Paris, Louvre.)

dreams of the patients, who were required

to sleep in the sacred building, in which
there sometimes stood, as might be ex-

pected, a statue of Sleep or Dreaming,

His worship extended all over Greece with

its islands and colonies; his temples were

especially numerous in the Peloponnesus,

the most famous being that of Epidaurus,

where a great festival with processions and

combats was held in his honour every five

years. Next in estimation stood the temple
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at Pergamup, a colony from Epidaxirns;

that of Tricca in Tliessaly enjoyed a re- '

]iutation of long standing, and in the

islands that of Cos, the birtlji)lace of the

phj'sician Hiiipucrrites.

At Rome, the worshiji of the deity there

called ^Esciilapins was introdnced by order

of the Sibylline books, on occasion of the

plagne of '2U3 B.C., and the god was brought

from Epidaurus in the shape of a snake.

For in the form of a snake, the symbol of

rejuvenescence and of prophecy, he was
wont to reveal himself, and. snakes were
accordingly kept in his temples. He had
a sanctuary and a much frequented sana-

torium on the island in the Tiber. With
liim were worshipped his wife Epionc {

—
soother), his two sons mentioned above,

and several daughters, especially Ilyfjicia,

iq.v.): also TcJesphoros ( = fulness-bringer)

the deity of Recovery, who was i)ictured

as a boy. In later times Asclepius was
often confounded with the Egyptian Serapis.

He is among the most favourite subjects

of ancient art ; at several places where he
was worshipped he had statues of gold

and ivory. He is commonly represented

with a beard, and resembling Zeus, but
with a milder aspect, sometimes with Teles-

phoros, in a thick veil, or little Hygieia,

at his side ; his usual attribute is a staff

with a serpent coiled round it. The cock
was sacrificed to him.

Asconius Pedianus (Qui)itfis\ a Roman
grammarian and historian, probably born at

Patavium about the year 3 a.d. He lived

latterly at Rome, where he enjoyed the
favour of men in high place. During the

reigns of Claudius and Nero, having care-

full}' studied the literature of the Ciceronian
age, and availing himself of state-papers then
existing, he composed for the tise of his own
sons his valuable historical Commentaries
on Cicero's Orations, of which only those
on five orations (In Fisoncm, Pro Scaiiro,

Pro M/Jdne, Pro Cornclio, In toga Candida)
are preserved, unfortunately in a very frag-
mentary condition. The commentaries on
the Verrine Orations, which bear his name,
belong probably to the 4th century A.D.

They treat chiefly of grammatical points.
No otlier works b\^ Asconius have survived.
He died, after twelve years' blindness, about
88 A.I).

Asellio (C. Semjjronius). A Roman anna-
list. See AXN'ALISTS.

Asinius Pollio (Gains). A celebrated
Roman ])oet. orator, and historian. He was
born n.c. 7."), and made his flrst public aji-

pearance bj- bringing an impeachment in

B.C. 54; in the Civil Wars he fought oa
Caesar's side at Pharsalus and in Africa

and Spain. After the murder of Cassar ho
at first inclined to the Republicans, but ia

B.C. 43 joined Antony, and on the break-up
of the Triumvirate oljtained Gallia Trans-

padiina for his province. In the redis-

tribution of lands there he saved the

poet Vergil's paternal estate for him.

After negotiating the Peace of Brundisium
between Antony and Octavian, B.C. 41, he
became consul in 40, conquered the Parthini

in Dalmatia in 39, and celebrated a triumph.

He then retired from political life, and
devoted himself to the advancement of

learning. He served the cause of literature

not onty by £rs own writings, but bj^ setting

up the first public library at Rome, and by
introducing the custom of reading new works
aloud to a circle of experts, before publica-

tion. {See Regitatio.) He was himself

a stern critic of others, as we see by his

strictures on Cicero, Sallust and Livy,

though it was remarked that he was not

always so severe upon himself. He was
especially celebrated as an orator

;
yet his

speeches, in spite of careful preparation,

were devoid of elegance, and, as Quintilian

remarks, might be siipposed to have been

written a century earlier than Cicero's. He
wrote tragedies also, in which the same
stiffness and dryness are complained of.

And he composed a history of the Civil

Wars in seventeen books, from the first

Triumvirate to the battle of Philippi, which.

seems not to have been published in a

complete form till after his death. Not
one of his works has survived. [The his-

tory of Cassar's African campaign, BcUum
Africum, has recentlj^ been attributed to

him, but on insufficient grounds.] He died

80 3^ears old, a.d. 4.

Ascolia. The second day of the rural

Dionysia (q.v.).

Aspis. The Greek name for a long shield.

(For further information, see Shield.^

Assaracus, son of Tros, and founder of

the collateral line to which Anchises and

^Eneas belong in the royal house of Troy.

{Con})). Dardaxu^;.)
Assignatio. The Latin term for the

assignment of public lands to single citizens

or to colonies. See Colonies and Ageb
ruBLirus.

Asteria, daughter of the Titan C(TetTS and

the Titanid Phoebe ; sister of Leto, and

mother of Hecate by Perses, son of the Titan

Crius. She is said to have turned inlo an
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ortyx ( = r[uail) and plunged into tlie sea to

escape the love of Zeus. After her the

Island of Delos was named Astt-ria. and

then Ortjjgia, till it received its ordinaiy

name.
Astrsea ( = star-maiden), was daughter of

Astnieus and Eos, or, according to another

account, of Zeus and Themis, and as such

was identified with Dike. {See HouRS.) She

lived among men in the golden age, and
in the brazen age was the last of the gods

to withdraw into the sky, where she shines

as the constellation of the Virgin with her

scales and starry crown.

Astrseiis ( = star-man), son of the Titan

Crius and Eurybia, father by Eos of the

winds Argestes, Zephyrus, Boreas and

Notus, as well as of Heosphorus and the

other stars. In the later legend he is also

represented as father of Astrsea.

Astrology and Astronomy were at first

synrinymnus expressions among the ancients,

both signifj'ing " the science of the stars."

But afterwards Astrology came to mean that

part of the science which deals with the

supposed influence of the stars on the

destinies of men, Among the Greeks,

Asti'onomy, the origin of which they them-

selves ascribed to the Assyrians, Baby-
lonians and Egyptians, was for centuries

the subject of philosophical speculation

without a sufficient groundwork in obser-

vation, because mathematics and mechanics
had not reached the refj^uisite degree of

perfection. The list of observing astro-

nomers opens with Eudoxus of Cnidus in

the first half of the 4th century, B.C., who
assumed that the earth was spherical, and
tried to explain the phenomena of the

heavens by a complicated theory of con-

centric spheres. Aristotle too maintained
and proved the spherical form of the earth,

which he took to be the immovable centre

of the univex'se. Astronomy was first

raised into a real science after B.C. 300 at

Rhodes and Alexandria, in the Museum of

which town the first observatory was built,

and ArisfijUus and Tvnwchurcs determined

I

the places of the fixed stars with compara-

^

tive accuracy, though as yQi with very rude

I

apparatus. A great step in advance was
taken by Aristarclnis of Samos, who ob-
served the summer solstice at Alexandria
in B.C. 279, maintained the earth's rotation
on her axis and revolution round the sun,
and made an attempt, by no means con-
temptible, to ascertain the size and dis-

tance of the sun and moon. His succes-
sor ErcUosthcncs also rendered essential

service to the progress of the science

;

thus he came very near to determining the

exact obliquity of the ecliptic. The true

founder of scientific Astronomy, and the

greatest independent observer of antiquit}'^,

was Ilijrparch as of ]Sriceea(in the 2nd century

B.C.), who discovered the precession of the

equinoxes, and determined the length of the

solar year (at 3G5 days 5 hours 55' 12") as

well as the time of the moon's revolution, and
the magnitude and distances of the heavenly
bodies. The last important astronomer of

antiquity, and the greatest after Hipparchus,

is Claudius Ftulemams (in the 2nd centmy
A.D.). In his chief work, commonlj^ known
by its Arabic name of Ahnagcst, he digested

the discoveries of his predecessors, especially

Hipparchus, and his own, into a formal

sj^stem, which passed current all through

the Middle Ages. According to it the earth

is a sphere resting motionless in the middle

of the equally spherical universe, while the

sun, moon, planets and fixed stars roil at

various distances around her.

The Romans regarded Astronomy as an

idle speculation, and gave little attention

to it. AVhen Csesar reformed the Roman
Calendar, he had to bring an astronomer

from Alexandria, Sosigenes, to help him.

Astrology in the narrower sense of the

word, meaning prediction on the faith of

signs given by the stars, was an invention

of the Chaldffians. All but unknown to

the Greeks in their best days, it did not

come into vogue until after the time of

Alexander the Great. In Rome the pro-

fessional astrologers were called Chaldad or

Mdtliemdtiel, the latter name referring to

the astronomical calculations which they

made. In the republican period they were

known, but held in utter contempt. In

139 B.C. their unpopularity was so great

that they were expelled from Rome and

Italy, But in the turbulent times of the

civil wars their reputation rose considerably,

and still more under the Empire, when the

most extensive demands Avere made upon

their science. They were, indeed, re-

peatedly driven out of Italy and involved

in trials for treason (mtliestas) ;
but this

only enhanced the consideration in -w hich

they were held, the more so as they were

frequently taken into counsel by the emperors

and the members of the imperial familj'. In

later times, all that the Chaldeans were for-

bidden to do was to consult the stars on

questions referring to the emperor's life.

This was a criminal offence. The Christian

emperors ("but none before them) issued
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roiicatcd proliibitlons af^aiiist all consulta-

tion of astrolo<Ters whatever.

In tlio })ractice of tlieir art thc}- iisctl

calonilars written on tablets, in Avliich were
sot down, I'or evcr\^ day, the motion and
relative distances of the stars, whether
lurky or unlucky. With the help of

another set of tablets they pi'oceeded to

make their calculations for every hour in

detail. They would, for instance, note the

hour of a jjcrson's birth, ascertaining the

relative position of the constellation domi-
nant at the time. According to this they

determined the fortunes of the individual

who was born at the hour in question. In
the same way they ascertained the time
favourable to any given undertaking.

Among the luck}' stars we may mention
Venus, Jupiter, and Luna ; Saturn and Mars
were unluck}- ; Mercuiy Avas lucky or

uidnck}- according to the other circum-

stances of the case.

Astyanax. Son of Hector and Andro-
mai'lie. After the fall of Troy he was
thrown down from the wall by the Greeks,
because the prophet Calchas had pointed
him out as destined to become the avenger
of Troy.

Astydamas. A Greek tragedian, son of

Morsimus. {See Philocles.) His first ap-

pearance was in 399 B.C., and he won the
])rizc fifteen times. He wrote 240 pieces,

l)ut a few titles arc all that remains of them.
His sons Astydamas and Philocles were
also tragic poets.

Astydameia. Wife of Acastus of lolcos.

Pelons had rejected her advances, and Ast}'-

dameia accordingly slandered him to Acas-
tus, who made an attempt on the life of
Peleus, to her own destruction and that of
her husljand. (Sec AcASTUS and Peleuk.)
Astynomi (Gr. astanomoi). The title

of ten liinotionaries at Athens, drawn an-
nually by lot from the ten tribes, five for
the cit}^ and five for Pirreus. They were
a kind of city ])olice, responsible for keeping
the streets clean, for decency and quiet
among the public, and probably for the pro-
tect ion of buildings. They had such powers
of jurisdiction as were necessary to enforce
tiioir autliority. Flute-^irls and female per-
tormerson the harp orcTthfira were subject to
their control.

|
Arist., Co?j«i. of Athens, c.bO.]

Asylum. A Greek \\ord meaning an
inviolable refuge ior persons fieeing from
]>ursuit. Among the Greeks all holy shrines
were Asylums, and any pursuer who should
remove a suiipliant by force was regarded as
a transgressor against the gods. The term

asylum was especially ap])lied to such

shrines as secured to the su])pliants abso-

lute security within their limits, which were
often considerable. The priests and the

community in each case watched jealously

over this right. The sanctuarj'- of Zeus
Lyca?us in Arcadia, of Poseidon in the

island of Calauria, and of Apollo in Delos,

are excellent examples of such as^dums.

These .sanctuaries were exceptionally numer-
ous in Asia. In Rome there was an asylum
of great antiquity, said to have been founded
bj'' Romulus, in a grove of oaks on the

Capitolinc Hill. {See Veiovis.) The erection

of buildings in its neighbourhood gradually

rendered it inaccessible. During the Roman
period the iight of asylum attaching to

Greek sanctuaries was, at first, maintained
and even confirmed by Roman commanders.
But its abuse led to a considerable reduc-

tion of the number of asjdums under
Tiberius. The right of asjdum was now
confined to such shrines as could found their

claims upon ancient tradition. During the

imperial period, however, the custom arose

of making the statues of the emperors re-

fuges against momentary acts of violence.

Armies in the field used the eagles of the

legions for the same purpose.

Atalante. A Greek heroine of the type

of Artemis. There were two slightly differ-

ent versions of her stoiy, one current in

Arcadia and the other in Boeotia.

(1) TJic Arcadian version. Atalante,

daughter of Zeus and Clymene, was ex-

posed by her father, who had desired male
offs])ring only. She was suckled by a bear,

until she was found and brought up by a

party of hunters. Under their care she

grew up to be a huntress, keen, swift and
beautiful. She took part in the Calydonian
boar-hunt, was the first who struck the boar,

and received from Meleager the head and
skin of the beast as the prize of victory. {See

Meleager.) She is also associated with
the voyage of the Argonauts. She turned a
deaf ear to the entreaties of her numerous
suitors ; but at last she propitiated the

wrath of Aphrodite by returning the faith-

ful love of the beautiful Milanion, Avho had
followed her persistently, and suffered and
struggled for her. Tlieir son was Partheno-
pn?us, one of the Seven against Thebes. {See

Seven against Thebes.)

(2) The Boeotian version. Atalante was
the daughter of,Schoeneus, son of Athamas,
and distinguished for beauty and swiftness
of foot. An oracle warns her against mar-
riage, and she accordingly lives a lonely
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life in tlio foi'cst. Slio meets tlie addresses

of her suitors by challenging them to race

with her, overtaking them in the race and

spearing them in the back. She is at length

beaten by Hippumenes, who during the

race drops on the ground three golden

apples given him by Aphrodite. Atalante

stoops down to pick up the apples, and thus

loses the race. Hippomenes forgets to ren-

der thanks to Aphrodite, and the goddess

ia anger causes the ])air to wander into a

sanctuary of Cybele, where they are changed
into linns.

Atargatis. See Dea Syria.

Ate. According to Homer, the daughter

of Zeus ; according to Hesiod, of Eris or

Strife. She personifies infatuation ; the

infatuation being generally held to imply

guilt as its cause and evil as its consequence.

At first she dwelt on Olympus ; but after

she had entrapped Zeus himself into his

rash oath on the occasion of the birth of

Heracles {see Heracles), he hurled her

down to earth. Here she pursues her mis-

sion of evil, walking lightly over men's
heads, but never touching the ground. Be-
hind her go the LUai ("Prayers"), the

lame, wrinkled, squinting daughters of

Zeus. The LUai, if called upon, heal the

hurts inflicted by Ate ; but they bi'ing fresh

evil upon the stubborn. In later times Ate
is transformed into an avenger of unright-

eousness, like Dike, Erlnys and Nemesis.
Ateius Capito {Gai^is). A Roman jurist

of the age of Augustus and Tiberius, who
was born about 30 B.C., and died about 22
A.D. Unlike his contemporary Antistius
Laheo (q.v.), he recommended himself to

the ruling powers by his submissive atti-

tude. He was rewarded by many tokens
of distinction ; among others, by the con-
sulship, to which he was elected in 5 A.D.,

\

before attaining the legal age. As a jurist

I

(again unlike Antistius) he represented the

j

conservative tendency, and so became the
founder of a special school called the Sabl-

j

niCini, after his pupil Masurius Sabinus.

,
AiellAnsi {i.Q. Afellana fabida). [A farce

I

or comedy, which the ancients supposed was
,

originally acted or invented at the Oscan
I

town of Atella in Campania. Modern
scholars incline to the opinion that it was a

'vies of Latin drama representing scenes
Atella, or scenes of countr^'-town life.

- characteristics were (1) that it was per-
ined by free-born youths, not by pro-
-sional actors

; (2) that certain conventional
aracters, as ]]i(cco (" Fatchaps"), Dossen-

"US ("The Glutton"), Paiums ("The old

father"), 3Iaccus ("The fool") alwaj^s oc-

curred in it
; (3) that it contained puzzles

to explain, either in the plot or in single

lines.] The Atellanre came into fashion at

Rome as after-pieces (exodia) about the end
of the 3rd century B.C., displacing the

sdtiirce. (See Satura). Till the beginning
of the last centixry of the Republic the
Atellana was probably an improvisation

;

but, in the hands of Pompunius of Bonunia
and Novius, it was raised to the position

of a regular comedy on the Greek model.
From about the middle of the 1st century
B.C., the Atellana went out of fashion in

favour of the mlmiis, but was revived, pro-

bably in the reign of Tiberius, by a certain

Mummius. It lived on for some time under
the Empire, till at last it became undis-

tinguishable from the mimus.
Athamas. Son of iEolus, king of Thessaly,

and Enarete ; brother of Cretheus, Sisv'phus,

and Salmoneus ; king of the Minyge in the

Boeotian Orchumenus. He was the husband
of the cloud-goddess Nephele, mother of

Phrixits and Helle, who left him on his

union with a mortal, Ino the daughter of
Cadmus. Nephele in anger visited the

land with a drought, upon which Ino en-

deavoured, by means of a pretended oracle,

to have her stepson Phrixus sacrificed on
the altar of Zeus Laphystius. But Nephele
conveyed the children away through the

air on a golden-fleeced ram. During the

passage Helle fell into the sea, which was
afterwards, from her name, called the Helles-

pontus. But her brother arrived safely at

the palace of jEetes, king of ^a, who gave
him his daughter Chalciope in marriage.

Afterwards Athamas was himself about to

be sacrificed by his people to Zeus Laphy-
stius ; but he was saved by the appearance

of Phrixus' son Cytissorus, who brought

the news that Phrixus was still alive. His
escape, however, only brought doAvn the

wrath of the god upon his descendants.

The first-born of his race was ever afterwards

liable to be sacrificed to Zeus Laphj'stius,

if he entered the council-chamber and did

not get out of the way in time. Later

on Athamas was visited with madness by
Hera, because Ino brought up her nephew
Diony.sus, the son of her sister Semele. In

his frenz}' he killed his son Learchus, and

persecuted Ino, who with her other soii

Melicertes leaped into the sea. Here she

became the sea-gnddee:S LeucothGa, and her

son the sea-god Paleemon. On recovering

from his madness, Athamas was commanded
by an oracle to settle in a place where he
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shoiikl bo hoRpitably treated by wild beasts.

In the part of TJie.-saly which was named,

after him, the Atliamanian plain, he came

npon some wolves, who fled from him, and

left him the sheep-bones on which they

^\ere feeding. He settled here, and wedded

Thcmisto. (aS^cc TiiEMiSTO.) The story is no

<loiibt founded upon the old custom which

the Minya3 had of olfering the first-born of

the race" of Athamas to Zeus Laphystius, in

case lie failed to make good his escape as

Phrixus did.

Athenasus. (1) The engineer, a
_
con-

temporary of Archimedes, who flourished

about 2fb B.C. Ho was the author of a

work, still preserved, on engines of war.

(2) The Grreek scholar, a native of Nau-

cratis in Egypt. Ho was educated at Alex-

andria, where he lived about 170-230 a.d.

After this he lived at Rome, and there

wrote his Dcipnosoplnatce (or "Doctors at

Dinner "), in fifteen books. Of these the

first, second, and part of the third, are

only preserved in a selection made in the

11th century; the rest survive in a

tolerably complete state. The work shows
astonishing learning, and contains a num-
ber of notices of ancient life which would
otherwise have been lost. The author gives

us collections and extracts from more than

1,500 works (now mostly lost), by more than

700 writers. His book is thrown into the

form of a conversation held in the year 228

A.D. at a dinner given by Larensius, a rich

and accomplished Roman, and a descendant

of the great antiquarian Varro. Among
the guests are the most leax'ned men of the

time, including Galen the physician and

Ulpian the jurist. The conversation ranges

over numberless subjects connected with
domestic and social life, manners and cus-

toms, trade, art, and science. Among the

most valuable things in the book are the

niimerous passages from prose-writers and
poets, especiall}' from the mastei's of the

Middle Comedy.
Athenaeum. The name of the first ])ublic

educational institution at Rome, built by
Hadrian about 135 A.D. The building was
in the form of a theatre, and brilliant!}'

fitted up. There rhetoricians and poets

held their recitations, and salai'ied pro-

fessors gave their lectures in the various

In-anches of general liberal education, philo-

sophy and rhetoric, as well as grammar
and jurisprudence. This continued until

late in the imperial age.

Athene or Pallas Athene. A Greek god-

dess, identified with the Roman Minerva.

According to the story most generally cur-

rent, she was the daughter of Zeus, who
had swallowed his first wife Metis (" Coun-

sel "), the daughter of Ocermus, in fear that

she would bring forth a son stronger than

himself. Hephaestus (or, according to an-

other version, Prometheus) clave open the

head of Zeus with an axe, on wdiich Athene
sprang forth in full armour, the goddess

of eternal virginity. But her ancient epi-

thet Tntogcneia (" born of Triton," or

the roaring flood) points to water (that

is, to Oceanus), as the source of her being.

Oceanus was, according to Homer, the

origin of all things and of all deities. The
worship of Athene, and the story of her

birth, were accordingly connected with

many brooks and lakes in-^-various regions,

especially in Boaotia, Thessalia, and Libj^a,

to which the name Triton was attached.

Prom the first, Athene takes a very pro-

minent place in the Greek popular religion.

The Homeric hjanns represent her as the

favourite of her father, who refuses her

nothing. "When solemn oaths were to be

taken, they joined her name with those of

Zeus and Apollo, in a way which shows
that the three deities represent the em-
bodiment of all divine authority. With
the exception of the two gods just men-
tioned, there is no other deity whose
original character as a power of nature

underwent so remarkable an ethical de-

velopment. Both conceptions of Athene,

the natural and the ethical, were intimately

connected in the religion of Attica, whose
capital, Athens, was named after Athene,

and was the most important seat of her

worship. Athene was originally the maiden
daughter of the god of heaven ; the clear,

transparent tether, whose purity is alwaj's

breakingforth in unveiled brilliancy through

the clouds that surround it. As a deity

of the skj' she, with Zeus, is the mistress

of thunder and lightning. Like Zeus, i^he

carries the (vgis with the Gorgon's head,

the symbol of the tempest and its terrors.

In many statues, accordingly-, she is rejn-e-

sented as hurling the thunder-bolt. But
she also sends down, from sky to earth, light

and warmth and fruitful dew, and with

them prosperity to fields and plants. A
whole series of fables and usages, belong-

ing especially to the Athenian religion,

represents her as the helper and protector

of agriculture. The two deities Ei'ech-

theus and Erichthunius, honoured in Attica

as powers of the fruitful soil, are her

foster-children. She was worshipped with
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Erechtllen^; in the temple named after him
(the Ercc/ithc/oii), the oldest sanctuary on

the Athenian Acropolis. The names of

her earliest priestesses, the daughters of

Cecrops, Aglaurus, Pandrosus, and Herse,

signify the bright air, the dew, and the

rain, and are mere personifications of their

qualities, of such value to the Athenian
tci'ritory.

The sowing season was opened in Attica

by three sacred services of ploughing. Of
these, two were in honour of Athene as

inventrcss of the plough, while the third

took place in honour of Demeter. It was
Athene, also, who had taught men how to

attach oxen to the yoke ; above all, she had
given them the olive-tree, the treasure of

Attica. This tree she had made to grow out

of the rock of the citadel, when disputing

the possession of the land with Poseidon.

Several festivals, having reference to these

functions of the goddess, were celebrated

in Attica ; the CalhjutCrla and Fh/ntena,
the SclropJioyia, the Arrlivpliuvta or

llersvphuna^ and the Oschuphurm, which
were common to Athene with Dionysus.
.sV'c DiONYSiA.) Even her chief feast, the

ranathCncva, was originally a harvest festi-

val. It is significant that the presentation

of the pcplos or mantle, the chief offering

fit the celebration, took place in the sowing-

season. But afterwards more was made
of the intellectual gifts bestowed by the

goddess.

Athene was very generally regarded as

the goddess of war ; an idea which in

ancient times was the prevailing one. It

was connected with the fact that, like her
father Zeus, she was supposed to be able

to send storms and bad weather. In this

capacit}'- she appears in story as the true

friend of all bold warriors, such as Perseus,
Bellcruphon, JiisOn, Heracles, Diomedes,
and Odysseus. But her courage is a wise
courage, not a blind rashness like that

•of Ares ; and she is always represented,

accordingly, as getting the better of him.
In this connection she was honoured in

Athenian worship mainly as a protector
and defender ; thus (to take a striking ex-

ample) she was worshipped on the citadel

of Athens under the name of Pvumdclius
("champion," " pi-otector.") But she was
also a goddess of victor}'. As the personi-
fication of victory (Athene Xlkc) she had
a second and especial temple on the Athe-
nian Acropolis, {b'ce Plan of Acropolis.)
And the great statues in the temples repre-
sented her, like Zeus, with Nike in her

D. C. A.

outstretched hand. The occupations of

peace, however, formed the main sphere of

her activity. Like all the other deities

who were supposed to dispense the bless-

ings of nature, she is the protectress of

growing chfldren ; and as the goddess of

the clear sky and of pure air, she bestows
health and keeps off sickness. Further,

she is (with Zeus) the patroness of the
Athenian PhrCitri<r^ or unions of kinsfolk.

At Athens and Sparta she protects the

popular and deliberative assemblies ; in

many places, and especially at Athens, the

whole state is under her care {Athene
Pol'ias, PoUuchi(s). Elsewhere she presides

over the larger unions of kindred peoples.

The festival of Athene Itonia at CorGnea
was a confederate festival of all Boeotia.

Under the title of Pandchufs she was wor-
shipped as the goddess of the Achaean
League.

Speaking broadh', Athene represents

human wit and cleverness, and presides

over the whole moral and intellectual side

of human life. From her are derived all

the productions of wisdom and understand-

ing, every art and science, whether of war
or of peace. A crowd of discoveries, of the

most various kinds, is ascribed to her. It

has been already mentioned that she was
credited with the invention of the plough

and the yoke. She was often associated

with Poseidon as the inventress of horse-

taming and ship-building. In the Athenian
story she teaches Erichthonius to fasten

his horses to the chariot. In the Corinthian

story she teaches Bellerophon to subdue
Pegasus. At Lindus in Rhodes she was
worshipped as the goddess who helped

Danalis to build the first fifty-oared ship.

In the fable of the Argonauts it is she who
instructs the builders of the first ship, the

Argo. Even in Homer all the prodiictions

of women's art, as of spinning and weaving,

ai'e characterized as "works of Athene."

Many a Pallddion or statue of Pallas bore

a spindle and distaff in its left hand. As
the mistress and protectress of arts and

handiwork, she was worshipped at the

Chalkeia (or Feast of Smitlis) under the

title of Ergdne. Under this nanie she is

mentioned in several inscriptions found on

the Acropolis. Her genius covers the field

of music and dancing. She is inventor of

the flute and the trumpet, as well as of the

Pyrrhic war-dance, in which she was said

to have been the earliest performer, at the

celebration of the victory of the Gods over

the Criants.
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It was Pliklias who finally fixed the

typical rcpifseutation of Athene in works

of art. Amoiii; his numerous statues of her,

three, the most celebrated, Avere set up on

the acropolis of Athens. These were (1)

The colossal statue of Athene PartlienOs,

wrought in ivory and gold, thirty feet

in height (with the pedestal), and standing

in the ParthC-nou. {See Parthexox.) The
goddess was represented wearing a long

robe falling down to the feet, and on her

breast was the ffigis with the Gorgon's

head. A helmet was on her head; in one

hand she bore a Victory, six feet in height,

ATHENE.
(From Velletri : Paris, Louvre.)

in the othor a lance, which leaned against
a shield adorned with scenes from the battles

of the Amazons with the Giants. (2) The
bronze statue of Athene Proniachos, erected
from the proceeds of the spoils taken at

Marathon, and standing between the Pro-
pylipa and the Erechtheum. The propor-
tions of this statue were so gigantic, that
the gleaming point of the lance and the
crest of the helmet were visible to seamen,
on approaching the Pira-us from Sunium.

(3) The Lemnian Pallas, so named because

it had been dedicated by the Athenian
Cleruchi in Lemnos. The attractions of

this statue won for it the name of " the

Beautiful." Like the second, it was of

bronze ; as a representation of Athene as-

the goddess of peace, it was without a
helmet.
Throughout the numerous and varying

representations of her, Athene has an im-

posing stature, suggesting a masculine
rather than a feminine form ; an oval face^

with a brow of great clearness and purity ;.

thoughtful eyes, compressed lips, firm chin,

and hair carelessly thrown back. {Sec cut.)

Her ordinary attributes are the helmet, the
Eegis covering the breast or serving as a
shield for the arm, the lance, the round
shield with the Gorgon's head, the olive

branch, and the owd. (On her identification

with Minerva, see Mixerva.)
Athenodorus. A Greek sculptor, of the

Rhodian school. He was associated with
Agesander and Polydorus in the production

of the celebrated group of Laocoon. {See

Sculpture.)
AthletaB. This was the name given by

the Greeks to the professional competitors-

for the prizes in gymnastic contests, such as

boxing and the pancrdtXon, a combination
of boxing with wrestling. The athletai prac-

tised gymnastics as a means of livelihood,,

whereas in general Greek society it was i

regarded as a liberal art, useful for thei

harmonious development of the body, and
as a training for military service. The pro-

fessional athletes adopted a special regimen,,

which produced an exceptional development
of bodil}' strength and muscle, but unfitted

them for any other kind of life or pursuit.

The profession of athlete was accordingly

adopted mainly by men of low birth, and
was more popular with the multitude than

with persons of intelligence and educa-

tion. Greek athletes did not make their

appearance in Rome beioi'e 186 B.C. la
the republican age they wei'e not regarded
with great favour ; but under Augustus-
their contests became quite popular. No
social stigma attached to them, as to actors-

and gladiators, and under the Empire they
formed themselves into regular societies,

each with its own president, ti'avelling from

place to place at the festivals, at which they

would appear in pairs, arranged by lot, for

a high remuneration. In 8() a.d. Domitian
established a contest on the Capitol for

musicians and athletes, to recur every four

j^ears ; and erected a special race-course for
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the athletes on the Cainjms Mcofius. The
Capitoline contest survived during the

whole of antiquity.

Athlothetae. The persons who ai-ranged,

and acted as umpires in, the various public

games of Greece. They were also called

AgOnofhcta', and at Olympia HellCinodlkcv.

(Sec also Paxathen-.ea.)

Atilius Fortunatianus. A Latin gram-
marian who flourished in the first half of

the 4th century a.d., and was the author

of a school manual of prosody.

Atimia. This Greek word does not im-

plv dislionour in the modern sense, but de-

privation of civil rights, whether partial,

complete, temporary, or perpetual. Partial

atimia at Athens might consist, for in-

stance, in depriving a citizen of the right to

appear again as prosecutor, in case he had,

in this capacity, failed to obtain a fifth part

of the votes ;
or of the right to propose a law

again to the assembly, if he had been three

times condemned for making illegal proposi-

tions. In cases of complete atiinia, a per-

son was excluded from taking part in any
public pu'oceeding whatever. He was for-

bidden access to the ugurCi and the public

sanctuaries ; he was incapacitated from ap-

pearing in court as a prosecutor. In case

of very serious offences the atimia might
be followed by confiscation of property, and
might even be extended to a man's chil-

dren. Atimia might also be inflicted on

j

debtors to the State, if the debt was not

paid within the appointed time. It was
then accompanied with a fine equivalent to

j

the amount already owed. The payment of

I

the debt brought the atimia to an end.

But where it was inflicted for other offences,

< it was seldom removed, and then only after

i a vote of at least six thousand citizens.

ij In Sparta complete atimia was mostly
inflicted on persons who had been guilty of

I

cowardice in war. The offender was not

I

only cut off from all civil rights, and from
the common meals and exercises, but had

-ubmit to every kind of insult. At the
'lie festivals he had to take a low place.

was obliged to wear a patchwork cloak,

iiave his hair cut on one side; to give
> in the street to every one, even to

ag men ; no one would give him light

his fire, marry his daughter, or give him
- daughter to wife, [Plutarch, Agcsildiis

''

'.] Bachelors were also subject to a kind
'' ritimia. They were not allowed to be
^ent at certain festivals, and had no claim
die marks of respect which the young, in

her cases, were expected to show. The

full possession of civic rights and privileges
was called cp7tlmia. {Sec Ixfamia.)

Atlas (the " bearer " or " endurer"). The
son of the Titan lilpetus and Clymene (or,

according to another account, Asia), brother
of Menoetius, Prometheus, and Epimctheus.
In Homer [Od. i. 52] he is called " the
thinker of mischief," Avho knows the depths
of the whole sea, and has under his care
the pillars which hold heaven and earth
asunder. In Hesiod [Tlieog. 517] he stands
at the western end of the earth, near where
the Hesperides dwell, holding the broad
heaven on his head and unwearied hands.
To this condition he is forced by Zeus,
according to a later version as a punishment
for the part which he took in the battle
with the Titans. By the Ocean nymph
Plelone he is father of the Pleiades, hj

••= ATLAS (rESTORKD).

(From the temple of Zeus at

Agiigentum.)

^Ethra of the Hyades. In Homer the nymph
Calypso is also his daughter, who dwells

on the island Ogy-gia, the navel of the sea.

Later authors make him the father of the

Hesperides, by Hesperis. It is to him that

Amphitrite flies when pursued b}' Poseidon.

As their knowledge of the AVest extended,

the Greeks transferred the abode of Atlas

to the African mountain of the same name.

Local stories of a mountain which supported

the heaven would, no doubt, encourage the

identification. In later times Atlas was
represented as a wealthy king, and owner

of the garden of the Hesperides. Perseus,

with his head of Medusa, turned him into

a rock}' mountain for his inhospitality. In

works of art he is represented as carrying
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the heaven ; or (after the earth was dis-

covered to be si)hcrical), the terrestrial globe.

Amouf!; the statues of" Atlas the Farnesc^ in

the ^luseum at Naples, is the best known.
{Sec (ilso OiA'siric Games, fig. 3.)

In Greek architecture, the term Aflantrs

was emploj-ed to denote the colossal male
statues sometimes used in great buildings

instead of columns to suppoi't an entabla-

ture or a projecting roof.

Atreiis. Son of Pelops and Hippudamia,
grandson of Tantalus. {Sec Peloi'S.) With
the help of his brother Thyestes he mur-
dered iiis step-brother Chrysippus. To
escape the wrath of their father, the pair

of brothers took refuge with their brother-

iu-law Sthenelus, king of Mycenae, who
gave them Media to live in. Eur3'stheus,

the brother of their protector, was killed

in battle with the Hei-acleidge. Atreus
kept possession of the kingdom of Mycen?e,

which had been given him in charge by
Eur3'Stheus, and maintained it in virtue of

possessing a golden lamb, which had been
given him by Plermes for the purpose of

exciting discord in the house of Pelops and
avenging the death of his son Myrtilus.

Thyestes debauched his brother's wife
Aerope, daughter of the king of Crete, and
with her aid got possession of the golden
lamb and the kingdom. Biit, as a sign

that right and wrong had been con-

founded, Zeus turned the sun and the
moon back in their course. Atreus accord-

ingly recovered the kingdom and expelled
Thyestes. To revenge himself, Thyestes
sent Pleisthenes. a son of Atreus whom he
had brought up as his own, to Mycense to

murder Atreus. But Atreus slew Pleis-

thenes, not knowing that he was his son.

Atreus replied by bringing back Thyestes
and his family from exile, and serving up to

Thyestes at table the limbs of his own
sons. Thyestes fled away; the land was
visited with barrenness and famine. In
obedience to an oracle, Atreus goes forth
to seek him, but only finds his daughter
Pelopia, whom he takes to wife, ^gisthus,
her son by her father Thyestes, who is

destined to avenge him, Atreus adopts and
rears as his own child. Thyestes is after-
wards found by Agamemnon an<l Menelaus,
who bring him to Mycenee. He is impris-
oned, and yEgisthns ordered to murder him.
By the sword which ^gisthus carries
Thyestes recognises him as his son, and
proposes to him to slay Atreus. Meanwhile
Pelopia, in horror at the discovery of her
sou's incestuous origin, drives the sword

into her own breast. ^Egisthus takes the

bloody sword to Atreus as a proof that

he has executed his commission, and after-

wards falls upon him with Thyestes, while

he is engaged in making a thank-offering

on the sea-shore. Thyestes and ^Egisthus
thereupon seize the government of Myceme,
and drive Agamemnon and Menelaus out of

the country.

The older story knows nothing of these

horrors. In Homer Pelops receives the

sceptre from Zeus by the ministration of

Hermes ; he leaves it to Atreus, and Atreus
to Thyestes, who hands it down to Aga-
memnon. Hesiod alludes to the wealth of

the Pelopidfe, but is silent as to the rest.

Atridae (Gt= Atrculci'^ Atreidce). The sons

of Atreus, Agamemnon and Menelaus.

Atrium. The original name for a Roman
house, the interior of which consisted of a

single chamber open at the front. After-

wai'ds the term was applied to the large

hall which extended along the Avhole

breadth of the house, and was lighted by
an opening in the roof. The atrium was
entered by the floor of the house, and the

other chambers were attached to it. {See

House.) Other buildings, sacred or pro-

fane, possessing halls of this kind with
dwelling-rooms attached, were known by
the name of Citria^ from the resemblance
of their form to that of an ordinar}^ house.

The Atrium Vestce, or abode of the Vestal

Virgins, is au example of a consecrated

atrium. The Atrium Libert citis was secu-

lai-. This was the official residence of the

censor, and it was here that Asinius Pollio

established the first public library known
to have existed at Rome. Auction-rooms
were also called atria^ and halls of this

description were often attached to temples,

and used for the meetings and festivals of

societies.

Atropus. One of the three Eates. (See

MffiK.K.)

Atta (T. Quiuetius [or Quiuticius]). A
Roman dramatic poet, author of togato'

{see Comedy), who died B.C. 77, and was a

contemporary of Afranius. He was cele-i

brated for his power of drawing character,!

especially in conversational scenes in which

women were introduced. Of his comediesj

only twelve titles remain, with a few insig-|

nificant fragments.

Atthis. A chronicle of Attic history, in;

which special attention was paid to occm'-

rences of political and religious significance.

After the last half of the 4th century A.D.,i

chronicles of this kind were composed by
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a nninber of writers {Atthiddgrdphi), among
wlioiu Androtion and Pliilocliorus (q.v.)

deserve special mention. These writings

wci'c much qnoted by the grammarians.
Atticiis. (1) T'. Pomponius. A Roman of

an old and Avealth}' equestrian family, born

109 B.C. He received a good education in

boyhood and youth, and went in the year

88'b.c. to Athens, where he lived until 65,

devoting himself entirely to study, and much
respected b}^ the citizens for his generosity

and cultivated refinement. In 65 he returned

to Eome, to take possession of the inherit-

ance left him by his uncle and adoptive

father, Q. C?ecilins. He now became Q.
CcBcilius Pom})onianus. From this time

onward he lived on terms of intimacy with
men like Cicero, Hortensius, and Cornelius

Nepos, who wrote a life of him which we
still possess. He avoided public life and
the strife of parties. This fact, in addition

to his general amiability and good nature,

enabled him during the civil wars to keep
on tlie best of terms with the leaders of the

conflicting parties, Cicero, Brutus, and
Antonius. He died after a painful illness,

of voluntary starvation, in the year 32 B.C.

Atticus was the author of several works,

the most considerable of which was a history

{Ubcr an mil is) dedicated to Cicero. This

gave a short epitome of the bare events

of Roman history down to B.C. 54, arranged
according to the series of consuls and other

magistrates, with contemporaneous notices.

But his most important contribution to

Latin literature was his edition of the

letters which he had received from Cicero.

He also did great service by setting his

numerous slaves to work at copying the

writings of his contemporaries.

(2) HerOdcti Atticus. Sec Herodes.
Attis (or Atjjs). A mythical personage

in the worship of the Phrygian goddess
Cybele-Agdistis. The son of this goddess,

so ran the story, had been mutilated by the

gods in terror at his gigantic strength, and
from his blood sprang the almond-tree.

After eating its fruit, Nana, daiighter of

the river Sangai'ius, brought forth a boy,

whom she exposed. He was brought up
first among the wild goats of the forests,

and afterwards by some shepherds, and
grew up so beautiful that Agdlstis fell

in love with him. Wishing to wed the
• laughter of the king of Pessinus in

Plirygia, he was driven to madness by the
^^oddess. He then fled to the mountains,
• Hid destroj'ed his manhood at the foot of a
iaue-tree, which received his spirit, while

from his blood sprang violets to garland the

tree. Agdistis besought Zeus that the

body of her beloved one might know no
corruption. Her prayer was heard ; a tomb
to Attis was raised on Mount Dindymus
in the sanctuary of Cybele, the priests of

which had to undergo emasculation for

Attis' sake. A festival of several days
was held in honour of Attis and Cybele
in the beginning of spring, A pine-tree,

felled in the forest, was covered with
violets, and carried to the shrine of C5d)ele,

as a symbol of the departed Attis. Then,
amid tumultuous music, and rites of wildest

sorrow, they sought and mourned for x\ttis

on the mountains. On the third day he
was found again, the image of the goddess

was purified from the contagion of death,

and a feast of joy was celebrated, as wild

as had been the days of sorrow.

Attiiis. See Accius.

Atys. See Attis.

Auge, Daughter of Aleus of Tegea, and
mother of Telephus by Heracles,

Augeas or Augias. (Gr. Augcids in verse,

Augras in prose). Son of Helios, or, accord-

ing to another account, of Phorbas, and
Hermione. He was king of the Epeians

in Elis, and one of the Argonauts. Besides

his other possessions, for which Agamemnon
and Trophonius built him a treasure-house,

he was the owner of an enormous flock of

sheep and oxen, among which were twelve

white bulls, consecrated to the Sun. When
Heracles, at the command of Eui-ystheus,

came to cleanse his farmj^ard, Augeas pro-

mised him the tenth part of his flock. But,

the task completed, he refused the reward,

on the ground that the work had been done

in the service of Eitrystheus, Heracles

replied by sending an army against him,

which was defeated in the passes of Elis by
Eurytus and Cteatus, sons of Molione, But
Heracles appeared on the scene, and slew

the Molionuhp, and with them their uncle

Augeas and his sons. (See MoLlONlDiE.)

Augures [not probably, from avis, a bird,

but from a lost word, aug-o, to tell; so

" declarers " or " tellers "]. A priestly

collegium at Rome, the establishment of

which v/as traditionally ascribed to Ro-

mulus. Its members were in possession

of the knowledge necessary to make the

arrangements for taking the auspices, and

for their interpretation when taken. Their

assistance was called in on all those oc-

casions on which the State had to assure

itself, through auspices, of the approval of

the gods. The collegium originally con-
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sistcd of three Patrkians, of whom tlie king

\va-> one. During; the regal period the

number was doultlcd; in B.C. 300 it was

raised to nine (four Patricians and five

Plebeians); and in the last century of the

Republic, under Sulla, to fifteen, and finally

by Julius Ciesar to sixteen, a number w^hicli

contiiiue<l unaltered under the Empire. It

can be shown that the college of augnrs

continued to exist until the end of the 4tli

century a.d. The office Avas, on account

of its political importance, nntch sought

after, and onh- filled by ])ersous of high

birth an<l distinguished merit. It was
held for life, an augur not being precluded

from holding other temporal or spiritual

dignities. Vacancies in the collegium

were originally filled up by cooptation ; but

after 104 n.c. the

office was elective,

the tribes choosing

one of the candi-

dates previously

nominated. An
migiirinm had to

be taken before the

augur entered upon
his duties. In all

probability the
augurs ranked ac-

cording to senior-

it}', and the senior

augur presided over
the business of the

coUcf/iinn.

The hxHignia of

the office were the

<r«/yrrt,astate dress

^

== AUGUIt WITH LTTUUS.
(Uas-iclief in Museum,

Florence.)

with a purple border, and the Wiiris, a
staff without knots and curved at the top.

The science of Roman augury was based
chieHy on written tradition. This was
contained partly in the Libri Augilrdlcs,
the oldest manual of technical practice,
partly in the Coiinucntftrii Aiiguralcs, a
collection of answers given in certain cases
to the encpiirios of the senate. In ancient
times the chief duty of the augurs Avas to
observe, when connnissioned by a magistrate
<lo so, the omens given by birds, and to
mark out tlm tnnplum or consecrated space
within which the observation took place.
The proceeding was as follows. Imme-
diately after midnight, or at the dawn of
the day on which the official act was to take
place, the augur, in the presence of the
magistrate, selected an elevated spot with
as wide a view as was obtainaljle. Taking
his station here, he drew with his staii

two straight lines cutting one raiother,

the one from north to south, the other

from east to west. Then to each of

these straight lines he drew two parallel

lines, thus forming a rectangular figure,

which he consecrated according to a pre-

scribed form of w^ords. This space, as well

as the space corresponding to it in the sky,

was called a templum. At the point of

intersection in the centre of the rectangle,

w^as erected the taberndculum. This was
a square tent, with its entrance looking

south. Here the augur sat down, asked

the gods for a sign according to a pre-

scribed formula, and waited for the answer.

Complete quiet, a clear sky, and an absence

of wind w'«re necessary conditions of the

observation. The least noise w^as sufficient

to disturb it, imless indeed the noise was
occasioned by omens of terror {dircv)^ sup-

posing the augur to have observed them or

to intend doing so. As he looked south,

the augur had the east on his left, the west

on his right. Accordingly, the Romans
regarded signs on the left side as of pros-

perous omen, signs on the right side as

unlucky ; the east being deemed the region

of light, the west that of darkness. The
reverse was the case in ancient Greece,

where the observer looked northwards. Li

his observation of birds, the augur did not

confine himself to noticing their flight. The
birds were distinguished as firttr.i and
osctncs. The alitcs included birds like

eagles and vultures, which gave signs by
their manner of flying. The oscinCs were
birds which gave signs by their cry as well

as their flight, such as ravens, owls, and
crows. There were also birds which were
held sacred to particular gods, and the mere
appearance of which was an omen of

good or evil. The augur's report was
expressed in the words arcs admittunt,
"the birds allow it"; or dllo die, "on
another day," i.e. " the augury is post-

poned." The magistrate was bound by
this report. The science of augur}^ in-

cluded other kinds of auspices besides the

observation of birds, a cumbrous process

which had dropped out of use in the

Ciceronian age. (Sec AuspiClA.)
The augurs alwa^'s continued in possession

of important functions. In certain places

in the citj^, for instance on the ar.r, and at

the meeting place of the conufta, there were

permanent posts of observation for taking

the regular auspices. These places were put

under the care of the augurs. Their boun-

daries might not be altered nor the view
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5V"hicli tlicy coiumandefl interfered with,

rhe aug^i's? hfvd authority to prevent the

erection of buildings which would do this.

Thev had also the power of consecrating

priests, as well as of inaugurating a part of

the localities intended for religious purposes,

lud the places where public business was
carried on. They were always present at

the coDiitia, and were authorized, if the signs

which they saw or which Avere reported to

them justitied the proceeding, to announce

the fact and postpone the business. If the

constitutional character of a public act was
called in question, the college of augurs had
the exclusive power of deciding whether
there was a flaw (vitium) in it, or not. If

there were, the act was necessarily annulled.

By the end of the republican period the

augurs, and the whole business of the

auspices, had ceased to be regarded as

deserving serious attention.

Augustales. A religious association at

Rome, formed for the maintenance of the

worship paid to the deified Ctesars. (See

MuxiciPiUM and Sodalitas.)

Augustinus (Aiu'cUks). The greatest of

the Latin Christian fathers. He was born
oo-f A.D. at Tagaste in Numidia. His
father was a pagan, his mother, Monica, a

zealous Christian. After a wild life as a

voung man, he became professor of rhetoric

in Tagaste, Carthage, Rome, and Milan,

where he was converted to Christianity

'hrough the influence of Ambrose, and
japtized in 387. He returned to Africa,

uid was ordained presbj'ter in 391, and
lishop of Hippo in Numidia in 390. He
lied there in 430, after doing much good in

he city during its siege by the Vandals.
iis literary activity was extraordinary.

roiir years before his death he reckons up
he number of his works, exclusive of letters

I nd sermons, as 93, making up 233 books.

1
^mong" them are six books De MiisXca^ and

' ssa3-s on rhetoric, dialectic, and grammar.
i \q9>q productions, Avhich testil}'- to his

aterest in learning, were instalments of an

,

ncyclop?edic work on the seven liberal arts,

lodclled upon the Dhclpilnai of Varro.
imong his other writings two attracted

I

special notice on account of the extra-

rdiuarv effect which they produced in after

: ;mes. These are The Confessions, a history
li : his inner life in thirteen books, written
if

I the form of a confession to the Almighty

;

f id the De Civifdte Dei, a Avork in twent}'-
vo books, demonstrating the providential
tion of God in the development of human
story.

Augustus ['• consecrated by augur}' "].

An honorary' title given in the year 27 B.C.

to Octaviiinus, the founder of the Roman
empire. It was not hereditarj'', but was
taken by the succeeding emperors at the

instance of the senate, a formality which
was afterwards dispensed with. Thus it

gradually became an official title. Properly
speaking, it could only be assumed by the

actual holder of the imperial dignity, not

by his colleague. Marcus Aurelius was the

first who broke through this rule. In
161 A.D. he conferred the entire imperial

authority, with the title of Augustus, upon
Lucius Yerus, after whose death he elevated

his son Commodiis to the same position.

This arrangement had the advantage of

dispensing with the uecessit}' of a further

recognition of the colleague by the senate

and people after the death of the reigning

emperor. It was frequenth^ adopted, until,

under Diocletian, it developed into the

division of the empire into an eastern

and western portion, each under its own
Augustus.
The title of Aiicpistus was reserved

exclusively for the emperor ; but the cor-

responding feminine stjde of Augusta was
assumed, as the highest of all honours, by
the great: ladies of the imperial house. The
first of those who bore it was Livia, on

whom her husband Octavianus conferred

it by will. She was followed by Antonia,

who received it from her grandson Caligula.

The fi.rst lady who took it as consort of the

reigning Caesar was Agrippina, the third

wife of Claudius. After Domitian's time

it became the rule to confer the title of

Augusta not only on the consort of the

reigning emperor, but on others among
their near relations, especially their

daughters. This was generally done upon
some appropriate occasion, and never with-

out the special consent of the Csesar. In

later times it was generally the senate who
took the initiative in the matter.

Aulaeum. See Theatre.
Aule. Sec Hi lUsE f(4i-eck).

Aulos, Auletike, Aulodike. See Music.

Aurelianus (Ca'lius). A Latin writer on

medicine, a native of Sicca in Numidia, who
flourished in the 5th centuiy a.d. He was
the author of two works on Acute and

Chronic Diseases, the first in three, the

second in five books. These are translations,

fairly literal, but abridged, of works by the

Greek physician Soranus, who lived in the

last half of the 2nd century a.d. Cfelius

also wrote a compendium of the whole
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science of medicine, in the form of a cate-

chism (MeclicInCdcs Ecsjwnsidnes). Of this

considernble fragments remain.

Aiireliiis, Marcus. Sec Axtoxixus.
Aurelius Victor {Scxtus). A Roman his-

torian, Lorn in Africa. He was probably

governor of Pannonia nnder Julian in 3(Ji

A.D., and in 389 prefect of Rome. There is

a history of the Csesars from Julius to Con-

stantine, written about 360 A.D., which bears

his name. This appears, however, to be no

more than an extract from a more compre-
hensive work. The same is the case with
an Epitome, continued down to the death

of Theodosius. There is also a short but

not altogether worthless book, entitled De
Vi)'7s Illicstnbiis Urbis Boma^, which is at-

tributed to Aurelius Victor. It begins with
the Alban king Procas, and comes down to

Cleopatra. It is not by Aurelius Victor,

nor again is a little book which has been
attributed to him, called OrJgo Gcntis

Romdna'. This is full of forged quotations,

and belongs to a much later period.

Aureus. A Roman coin of the imperial

period, originally weighing -^^^ of a Roman
])ound, and worth from the time of Julius

Ctesar to Nero, 25 dendvii, or 100 sestertii

;

from 23 to 20 shillings. {See Coinage.)
Auriga. See Circensian Games.
Aurora. See Eos.

Aurum Coronarium. See Corona.
Ausonius (Deciinus Maejnus). The most

remarkable Latin poet of the 4lh century
A.D. ; born about 810 at Burdigala (Bor-

deaux). He was son of the private phy-
sician of Valentinian I, and afterwards pre-

fect of Illyria. Educated thoroughly in

grammar, rhetoric, and law, he practised as

an advocate in his native cit}', where he
afterwards became professor of grammar
and rhetoric. He was then invited by
Valentinian to undertake the education

of his son Gratian, who, after he had
ascended the throne, conferred upon him
the consulship and other distinctions. After

the assassination of Gratian he retired to

his estate near Burdigala, where he con-

tinued to reside, in full literary activity,

till 390. He became a Christian, probably
on accepting the office of tutor to the prince.

Besides composing a turgid address of

thanks to Gratian, delivered at Treves,

Ausonius wrote a series of poems, including

verses in memory of deceased relatives

(Parentrdia), verses commemorating his

colleagues {Cnnimemomtio Pfofessunim
Jinrdigrdensium), Ej)i,fd])lna. EeJdga', Epi-
sfuUr, Epiep-ammuta, and a number of mis-

cellaneous pieces, one of which (Mosella)
is the narrative of a tour from Bingen on
the Rhine to Berncastel {Tabernw) on the
Moselle and then up the Moselle past Neu-
magen (NovtOindguin) to Treves. Its sub-
ject has secured the poem some renown.

Ausonius is not a real poet ; but he tries

to make up for lack of genius by dexterity

in metre and the manipulation of words,
and by ornaments of learning and rhetoric.

The consequence is, that his style is gener-

ally neither simple nor natural.

Auspicia (" observations of birds ''). In
its proper sense the word means the

watching of signs given by birds. But it

was also applied to other signs, the observa-

tion of whicE" was not intended to obtain

answers about future events, but only to

ascertain whether a particular proceeding
was or was not acceptable to the deity

concerned. It must be remembered that^

according to Roman ideas. Jupiter gave
men signs of his approval or disapproval in

everj^ undertaking ; signs which qualified

persons could read and understand. Any
private individual was free to ask for, and
to interpret, such signs for his own needs.

But to ask for signs on behalf of the State

was only allowed to the representatives of

the community. The auspicia jnibUca
pnpidl liOmdni, or sj'stem of public aus-

p)icia, were under the superintendence of

the college of augurs. (*S'ee AuGUR.) This

body alone possessed the traditional know-
ledge of the ceremonial, and held the key
to the correct interpretation of the signs..

The signs from heaven might be asked for,

or they might present themselves unasked.

They fell into five classes: (1) Signs given

by birds (signa ex dvibiis). These, as the

name auspicia shows, were originally the

commonest sort, but had become obsolete as

early as the 1st century B.C. (For the

ceremonial connected with them, see AuGUR.)

(2) Signs in the sky {ex cado). The most

important and decisive were thunder and

lightning. Lightning was a favourable

omen if it appeared to the left of the augur,

and flashed to the right ; unfavourable, if it

flashed from right "to left. {See Augur.)

In certain cases, as, for example, that of

the assembling of the comitia, a storm Avas

taken as an absolute prohibition of the

meeting. (3) Signs from the behaviour of

chickens while eating. It was a good omen

if the chicken riished eagerly out of its cage

at its food and dropped a bit out of its beak;

an unfavourable omen if it was unwilling)

or refused altogether, to leave its cage, or
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flew away, or declined its food. This clear

and simple method of getting omens was
generally adopted by armies in the field, the

chickens being taken about in charge of a

special fmictionar}- (puJldrius). (4) Signs

given by the cries or motion of animals, as

reptiles and quadrupeds, in their course

over a given ])iece of ground {sifjuajyech'stna

or e.v quadnqjcdibua). (5) Signs given by
phenomena of terror {signa ex dlvls). These
might consist in disturbances of the act of

* AUSPICIA PULLARIA (bAS-REMEF, ROME).

(From Zoega's jBnssii-i!i'efi, I tav. xvi.)

auspicCdio^ such as the falling of an object,

a noise, a stumble, a slip in the recitation

of the formula ; or a disturbance occurring
in the course of public business, such as, for

instance, an epileptic seizure taking place

in the public assembh- ; an event which
broke up the meeting.

The two last-mentioned classes of signs

were generally not asked for, because the

former were usually, the latter always, un-
lucky. If they made their appearance
unasked, they could not be passed over, if

the observer saw them or wished to see

them. Every official was expected to take

auspices on entering upon his office, and on
every occasion of performing an official act.

Thus the words inipcrium and aicspiriiim

were often virtually sj'nonj-mous. The
auspicia were further divided, according to

the dignity of the magistrate, into maxima
("greatest") and minora ("less"). The
greatest auspicia were those which were
taken by the king, dictator, consuls, prae-

tors, and censors ; the lesser were taken by
aediles and qutestors. If two magistrates,

though coUcgce (colleagiies) were of unequal

dignity— supposing, for instance, tliat a con-
sul and praetor were in the same camp— tho
higher officer alone had the right of taking
the auspices. If the coUcyw were eciual,

the auspices passed from one to the other
at stated times. Xo public act, whether of

peace or war (crossing a river, for instance,

or lighting a battle), could be undertaken
without aus])ices. They were specially

necessary at the election of all ofHeials, the

entry upon all offices, at all CDiuHia^ and at

the departure of a general for war. They
had, further, to be taken on the actual da)'

and at the actual place of the given under-

taking.

The whole proceeding was so abused that

in time it sank into a mere form. Thi»
remark applies even to the auspices taken

from lightning, the most important sign ot*

all. For the Hash of lightning, which was
in later times regularly supposed to ajjpear

when a magistrate entered upon office, was
always (after the necessary formalities) set

down as appearing on the left side. More-

over, the mere assertion of a magistrate who
had the right of au)<picium that he had

taken observations on a particular day, and

seen a flash of lightning, was constitution-

ally unassailable ; and was consequently

often used to put off a meeting of the

comitia fixed for the day in question.

Augustus, it is true, tried to rehabilitate

the auspicia, but their supposed religious

foundation had been so thoroughly shaken,

that they had lost all serious significance.

Autolycus. Son of Hermes and Chlune,

or (according to another account) PhilOnifJ,

father of Anticleia, the mother of Odysseus.

In Greek mythology he figured as the prince

of thieves. From his father he inherited

the gift of making himself and all his stolen

goods invisible, or changing them so as to

preclude the possibility of recognition. He
was an accomitlished wrestler, and was said

to have given Heracles instruction in the art.

Automedon. Son of DiOres ; the comrade

and cliaiioteer of Achilles.

Auxilia (;auxiliary trooi>s). This name

was given in the Koman army to the foreign

troops serving with the legions, and to the

contingents of Italian allies. In some cases,

especially that of the slingers and archers,

they were raised by free recruiting, in others

by a levy in the i)rovinces ; in others they

were sent as contingents by kings or com-

munities in alliance with Rome. Under tho

Empire the term auxilia was exteiided to

all the corps stationed in the provinces and

not included in the legions; as. fnr example.
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the divisions of veterans called vexilldrii,

and the cohorts called Italian, formed ori-

ginally of free Italian volunteers. It was,

however, employed especially of the corps

levied in the provinces, which furnished

the material not only of the whole cavalry

of the Roman army, but of a number of

infantry detachments (coJiortcs aiixilidrice).

Of these, some were armed and trained in

Roman fashion, others retained their na-

tional equi2nnent. Consequently, a striking

variety of troops might be observed in the

]")rovincial armies of Rome. {See Ala and
€0HORS.)

Aiixo. One of the two Chdrites, or

Graces, worshipped at Athens. {See

Charites.)
Avianus. A Latin writer of fables. We

have a collection of forty-two fables in

elegiac metre, written hy him, it may be

conjectured, in the 4th century a.d. The
work is dedicated to a certain Theodosius,

with compliments on his acquaintance with
Latin literature. He is perhaps to be
identified with the well-known scholar

Theodosius Macrubius. The dedication is

in prose, and states that the author's models
were Phtedrus and Babrius. The book was
largely used in schools, and consequenth'-

was much enlarged, paraphrased, and imi-

tated in the Middle Ages. The result maj^

be seen in the Novu$ Aviamis of Alexander
Neckam, written in the 13th century.

Avienus {Riifius Festus). A Latin poet,

native of Volsinii in Etruria, pro-consul of

Africa in 366 and of Achaia in 372 a.d. He
was the author of a tasteful and scholarly

translation, in hexameters, of the PJurno-
inend of Aratus, and of the Geography
of Dionysius Periegetes {Descriptio Orbfs

Terrdvum) ; as well as of a piece called Ova
marltlma, or^ti description of the coasts of

the Mediterranean, Black, and Caspian Seas.

This was based on very ancient authorities,

and written in iambics. Only a fragment
of the first book remains, describing the

Mediterranean coast from the Atlantic as

far as Marseilles.

Axamenta. The ancient hymns sung by
the Salii. {See Salii.)

B
Babrius (Greek). The compiler of a

-comprehensive collection of yEsop's fables

in choliambic metre. The book is probably

to be assigned to the beginning of the 3rd
century A.D. Until 1844 nothing was known
of Babrius but fragments and paraphrases,

bearing the name of ^sopus {see ^sopus).
But in that year a Greek, Minoides Minas,

discovered 123 of the original fables in a

monastery on Mount Athos. In 1857 he
bi'ought out 95 more, the genuineness of

which is disputed. The style of Babrius
is simple and pleasing, the tone fresh and
lively.

Bacchanalia, Bacchus. See Dionysus.
Bacchylide?. A Greek lyric poet who

nourished in the middle of the 5th century

B.C. He was a native of lulls in the island

of Ceos, the nephew and pupil of SimOnides,

and a contemporar}^ of Pindar. For a long

time he lived with his uncle at the court of

Hiero, tyrant of S^^-acuse. He also resided

for a considerable time at Athens, where
he won many victories in the dithyrambic
contests. Later on his home was in the

Peloponnese. It would appear that he at-

tempted to rival the many-sided talent of his

uncle, but fell behind him in sublimity and
force. Only a few fragments of his poems
remain. He attempted a great vai'iety of

styles : hymns, ppeans, dithyrambs drinking-

songs, love-songs, and epigrams.

Bakers and Baking. The original custom
in Greece and Italy was to grind the corn

and bake the necessary supplies at home;
a usage which maintained itself in large

houses even after grinding and baking (for

the two went together) had become a sepa-

rate trade. Bakers first appear in Greece as

a distinct class in the 5th century B.C. ; ia

Rome there is no sign of them till about B.C.

171. The millers or "pounders" {])istO)rs)

at Rome were usually either freedmen or

citizens of a low class ; but the position of

the trade was improved by the care taken

by the State to provide good and cheap

bread of full weight. As early as the time

of Augustus the State was served by a

coUeginm or guild of bakers, which was

subsequently organized by Trajan. In his

time it consisted of 100 members nomi-

nated by the emperor, with special privi-

leges, and subordinate to the pv(('fectv>^

annOnoi {see Axnona). In the 3rd cen-

tury A.D. the monthly distribution of bread

was succeeded by a daily one. This natu-

rally led to a considerable increase in the

number of public bakeries. At the begin-

ning of the 4th centur}^ a.d. there were

254, distributed through the fourteen re-
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g7oitcs of l\ome. Sitle In' side with tliesc

there existed n immber of private bakeries,

Avhicdi made it their business to provide
the hner sorts of bread, so numerous in

antiquity.

Baking was carried on sometimes in fur-

naces (such as are found in Pompeii), some-
times in the kllbclnos or krlbdnos (Latin
elibdnus). This was a clay vessel with a
lid on the top and small holes in the sides,

wider at the bottom than at the top. To
heat it they svtrrounded it with hot ashes.

The ancients were unacquainted with rye,

and made their bread mostly of wheat, with
several varieties depending on the quality

of the flour and the mode of preparation.

The loaves were generally round, and
divided into four parts, to facilitate break-

ing them.

Ball (Games of). Games of ball were
among the commonest and most popular

forms of exercise in antiquity, among the

young and old alike. Plaj-ing went on
in public places, such as the Campus
Marfius at Rome; and in gymnasia and
thcrmcv a room {spluvristcrium, from the

Greek sphaira, a ball) was set apart for the

purpose, in which a professional attended to

give instruction in the art {sphalristlke).

During the imperial period countr3'-houses

often had a spliairisteritim attached to

them. The balls (Lat. ptla') were made of

hair, feathers, or fig-seeds, covered with
leather or many-coloured cloth. The largest

(as, for instance, the Roman foUis) were
filled with air. At this time there were
five sorts of ball: the small, the middle-

sized, the large, the very large, and the

inflated ball. In throwing the little ball

the rule was that the arm should not rise

above the shoulder. There were games for

one, two, three, or a larger number of

players. In many of these several small

balls were used at once. Two of the games
"with the little ball ma}- be mentioned, called

by the Greeks Urdma and Ajjon-axis. In
the iirania (" sky-high ") the player threw
the ball as high as possible, to be caught
either by himself or his antagonist. In

'

the aporra.ris (" bounce-ball ") the ball was '

thrown obliquely to the ground, and its i

several rebounds were scored up until

another player caught it with the flat of
\

his hand and threw it back. In another
form of the game the point was to keep
tossing the ball up, as long as possible, with
:he open hand. A very favourite game at

Rome was the trlgOn ("three-corner"),

^hich required special dexterit^^ with the

left hand. The game of rj^iskr/ros, at first

peculiar to Sparta, was played by a largo
number. It took its name iVom tlie lino

(skgron) which separated the two sides.

On this line tjio player took his stand to

throw the ball ; another line, behind the
players, marked the point beyond which
you might not go back in catching it. If

you failed to catch the ball when standing
within this line, you lost the game. Another
game played by a large number was the
harpasfioii (Latin) or phaininda (Greek),
In this the player made as though he were
going to send the ball to a particular man
on the other side, and then suddenly threw
it in another direction. The kOn/kos was
not so much a game as a trial of strength.

The korykos was a large leather bag filled

with flour, sand, or fig-seeds. It hung from
the ceiling so as to reach to about the middle
of the player's body. His business was to

keep the bag in increasingly violent motion,

beating it back with breast and hands.

Ballista. ^V c Artillery.
Banks and Banking^. Bankers were called

by the Greeks trdjic-Tta-, because they sat

at tables in the market-places, the centre of

all business transactions. They acted as

money-changers, exchanging for a commis-
sion heavy nionej'^ or gold into smaller coin,

and the moneys of different systems with

each other. In commercial cities they would
do a considerable trade in this way ; the

difference of standards and the uncertainty

of the stamping of coins in Greece creating

a great demand for their assistance. They
also acted asmonej'-lenders, both on a small

and a large scale. Finally, they retc-ived

money on deposit. People placed their

money M'ith them partly for safe custody,

partly to facilitate the management of it.

The depositors, according to their conven-

ience, either drew out sums of money them-

selves, or commissioned their l>anker to

make payments to a third person. In this

line the business of the banks was con-

siderable. If a citizen had a large sum of

money circulating in business, he probably

preferred to put it in a bank, and to hand

over to the banker the business of making

his payments. Strangers too found that the

banks offered them such facilities that they

were glad to make considerable use of them.

The bankers kept strict accounts of all the

monies in their charge. If a person were

making a iiayment to another who was a

depositor at "^thc same bank, the lianker

would simply transfer the requisite sum

from one account to the other. The bankers
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were generallj' well known from the public
character of their occupation, and they
naturalty gained great experience in busi-

ness. ConseqiTCntly their advice and as-

sistance were often asked for in the ordinary
ati'airs of life. They would be called in
to attest the conclusion of contracts, and
would take charge of sums of money, the
title to which was disputed, and of im-
portant documents. Business of this kind
was generally in the hands of resident
aliens. We hear, in isolated instances, of
State-banks. But this business was carried

on in the vast majority of cases by the
great sanctuaries, such as those of Delphi,
Delos, Ephesus, and Samos, which were
much used as banks for loans and deposits,

both by individuals and governments.
The liomans had, in some exceptional

cases, State-banks under the superintendence
of public officials. The nummulCiru and
argentdru occupied the same position among
them as the trapezitai among the Greeks.
The taherna' argentdruv, or banks, were set

np in the forum, especially about or under
the three arched buildings called IdnJ.
The nummularii had a two- fold function.

(1) They were officers of the mint, charged
with assaying new coins, holding a bank
(mcnsa) for putting new coins into circula-

tion, taking old or foreigii coinage into

currency, and testing the genuineness of

money on occasion of payments being made.
(2) They carried on the business of* exchange
on their own account, at the same time
acting as argentarii. In other words, they
received money on deposit, put out capital

at interest for their clients, got in outstand-
ing debts, made payments, executed sales,

especially auctions of property left to be
disposed of by will, lent money or negotiated
loans, and executed payments in foreign
places by reference to bankers there. The
argentarii and nuinmiilarii were alike

subject to the superintendence of the state

authorities. In Rome they were responsible
to the Pra[fectus Urhi^ in the provinces to

the governors. They were legally bound
to keep their books with strict accuracy.
The books were of three kinds : (a) the

codex accepti et e.rjjcnsi, or cash book, in

which receipts and payments were entered,

with the date, the person's name, and the
occasion of the transaction

;
(b) the Itber

rdUomim, in which every client had a
special page setting out his debit and credit

account ; and (c) the advermrta^ or diary
for the entry of business still in hand. In
cases of dispute these books had to be pro-

d^lced for purposes of legal proof. The
Koman bankers, like the Greek, usually

managed payments from one client to

another by alteration of the respective

accounts.

Barbarians. Barhdws was originally the
Greek epithet for a j^eople speaking any
language but Greek. It was not until after

the Persian wars that the word began to

carry with it associations of hatred and
contempt, and to imply vulgarity and want
of cultivation. The national feeling of the

Greeks had then risen to such intensitj',

that they deemed themselves above all

other peoples in gifts and culture, and
looked down upon them with a sense of

superiority. •-.

The Romans were originally, like other

non-Hellenic peoples, included by the

Greeks under the name of harharoi. But
after the conquest of Greece, and the trans-

ference of Hellenic art and culture to Home,
the Romans took up the same position as

the Greeks before them, and designated as

barbarians all the nations who differed in

language and manners from the Grseco-

Roman world.

Basil (Gr. BdsUeios, Latiu BasilJuft^,

surnamed the Great, of C?esarea in Cappa-
docia. He was born of a noble family in

329 A.D., was educated in rhetoric at Athens
by Libanius and Himerius, and subsequently

took up the profession of advocate. But it

was not long before he dedicated himself to

the service of the Church. He distinguished

himself especially by his resistance to Ari-

anism, and the measures he adopted for

regulating the monastic system. He died,

the bishop of his native city, in A.D. 379.

Besides his writings on points of doctrine,

we have an address by him to j^oung men
on the uses of Greek literature, the study

of which he earnestly recommended, in

opposition to the prejudices of many Chris-

tians. He has also left a collection of four

hundred letters, which are models in their

way. Among them are those addressed to

Libanius, his pagan instructor.

Basileus. The Greek word for king. On
the Arehdn Basilevs see Archoxtes. The

name was also given to the toast-master in

a drinking-bout. {See Meals.)
Basilica (Gr. haaVIke or "King's

House '). A state-building, used by the

Romans as a hall of justice and a public

meeting-place. T'he earliest basilica built

at Rome was called the basilica Porria,

after the famous M. Porcius Cato Censoring,

who built it in B.C. 184, probably on the
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model of the Stoa Basilcids ("m-al colon-

nade ") at Athens. It stood in the Fonim
near the Curia. The later basilicas usually
bore the name of the persons who built '

them. Buildings of the same kind were
]

constantly erected in the provinces to serve

as halls of exchange or courts of justice.
]

The form of the basilica was oblong; the

interior was a hall, either without any divi-

sions or divided by rows of pillars, with a

main nave, and two or sometimes four side-

aisles. Galleries for spectators were often 1

fiddcd above. If the basilica was used as a

ri..VX or TIIK BASILICA, POMl'KII.

hall of justice, a space, usually in the form
of a large semicircular niche, and containing
ji tribunal, was set up at the end of the

nave for the accommodation of the court.

After the time of Constantino the Great, of

whose great basilica, with its nave and
two aisles, magnificent ruins still remain,
many basilicas were turned into Christian
churches, and many churches were built

upon the same plan. (The annexed cut
gives the plan of the lUasilica at Pompeii.
Sec also Architecture, fig. 11.)

Basterna. See Litters.
Baths. Warm baths were for a long-

time onlj'- used by the Greeks for exceptional
purposes, to take them too often being re-

garded as a mark of effeminacj'-. It was
only after the introduction of artifir-ial

bathing-places, public and private {hdldncia)
that they came into fashion, especially before
meals. Such baths wei-e often attaclied to

the (/i/)}inc7sia. The Greeks, however, never
attained, in this matter, to the luxury of the
Romans under the Empire. To take a hot
diy air-bath, in order to promote perspira-

tion, followed b}^ a cold bath, was a peculiar

fashion of the Lacedemonians. The ancient
custom at Rome was to take a bath every
week in the Jdvatrlna or wash-house near
the kitchen. But after the Second PunicWar
bathing establishments on the Greek model
made their appearance, and the afternoon
hour between two and three was given up
to the bath, which, with gymnastics, came

to bo one of the most nn])oiiant proccid-
ings of the day. The i)ublic baths wcro
under the superintendonco of the a?diles.

A small fee (halnrnfirum) was paid for their
use: a quadmus (=about half a farthing)
for men, and rather more for women.
Children were admitted free. Tlie baths
were open from 2 p.m. till sunset; but
outside the city precincts tliey were some-
times lighted up after nightfall. Under the
Empire the baths became very luxurious.
The splendour of the arrangements, esjjoci-

ally in private houses, steadily increasor],

as did the number of public baths. 170
of these were added by Agrippa alone in

his eedileship, and in the 4th centurv A.D.

the number was reckoned at 952 in the citv

of Rome alone. From the time of Agrippa
we find tliermm or hot baths, fitted tij) in

the style of those attached to the Gi*eek

gymnasia, in use in Rome, Italy, and the

provinces. No provincial town was witli-

out its baths; indeed they were found in

man}^ villages, as is proved by the remains
scattered over the whole extent of tlio

Roman emjnre.

The baths of later times consisted of at

least three chambers, each with separate

compartments for the two sexes. (1^ The
tejnddriwn, a room heated with warm air,

intended to promote perspiration after un-

dressing; (2) the calddvinm, where the hot

bath was taken in a tub (solium) or basin

(piscina); (3) t\\e frlgaldrium, where the

final cold batli was taken. After tliis the

skin was scraped with a str7;/flis, rublied

down with a linen cloth, and anointed with

oil. This took place either in the fcpi-

darium or iir special apartments, wliich

were often provided in larger establisliments,

as were rooms for dressing and undressing.

Round the basin ran a i)assage, with seats

for the visitors. The Lacouian or dry air-

bath was a luxur}^ sometimes, but not neces-

sarily, provided. The heating was managed
,

by means of a great furnace, placed between

the men's and the women's baths. Imme-

diately adjoining it were the raldaria, thi^n

came the tcpidaria and the fritiidnriidn.

Over the furnace were fixed a cold-water,

warm-water, and hot-water cistern, from

whicli the water was conducted into the

bath-rooms. The raldaria and tcpidaria

were warmed with hot air. The heat was

conducted from the furnace into a hollow

receptacle under the floor, about two feet

in height (sifs/xusi'ira, Jn/pocaKstiim^, and

thencelDy means of flues between the double

walls.
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The Romans were so fond

of tlie bath that if the em-
peror or a rich citizen pre-

sented the people with a free

bath for a day, a longer

period, or in perpetuity, he

won the credit of exceptional

liberality. It was not nn-

common for a person to

leave a sum of money in

his will for defraying the

costs of bathing. Some
towns applied their public

funds for this purpose.

The accompanying cuts

give the ground-plan of the

hot baths at Pompeii, and of

a private Roman bath found

at Caerwent (Vcnta Sihi-

rum) in South Wales. (For

a restoration of the Baths

of Camcalla, see Architec-
ture, fig. 13.)

a, a, a. Women's Bath.
h, h. Men's Bath.
c, c, c. Colonnade.
d, d, (I, (J, d. Single Baths.
c, c. Entrance to Women's Bath.
/, Side Entrance.

i7> 3. Waiting Rooms.
h, h. h. Shops.
i. Chief Entrance.
k, fc. Heating Apparatus.
'. Porticus.

PLAN OF THE PUBLIC XHERMiE, POMPEII.

a. Entrance.
b. h. Pipes.

c. Warm Bath.

d. Furnace-room.
e. Stove.

/. Cold Bath.

ROMAN PRIVATE BATHS, CAERWENT (VENTA
siLURUM, Monmouthshire).

(O. Morgan, ArcliwolO(jin, xxvi 2, p. 432, pi. 30.)

Batrachomyomachia. The Battle of the

Fi-ogs and the JMicc. This was the title of

an epic poem falsely bearing the name of

Homer. It was a parody of the Iliad, and
was probably written by Pigres. {See

Ho.MER 1, end.)

Baucis. Sec Philemon 2.

Beds (Gk. klZne, Lat. lectns). The
Greek and Latin words were applied not

only to beds in the proper sense of the

(1) Millingen, Pcinturcs d. Vases grccs, pi. is.

(2) Micali, Monumenti Inediti, tav. xxiii.

(1) Lsnormant et De Witte, Monum. ch-nmogr. II

pi. sxxiii A.

BEDSTEADS, FROM GREEK VASES.
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term, but to any kind of couch, as, for in-

stance, to the sofas used at meals {sec

Thiclixium) or for reading and writing.
The frame rested on four feet, and some-
times had no support at all, sometimes one
for the head, sometimes one at each
end for head and feet, sometimes one at

the side. It was made of wood or bronze,

and was usually richly adorned on the
parts exposed to view. If of wood, these
ornaments would consist of inlaid work
of tine metal, ivory, tortoiseshell, amber,
and rare coloured woods ; if of bronze,

they would be sculptures in relief. The
mattress (Gk. kncp?icdl6n,tylei(jn, Lat. torus,

cidcita) was sujjported on girths stretched
across the frame, and was stuifed with
vegetable fibre, woollen flock, or feathers,

and covered with linen, wool, or leather.

Cushions were added to support the head or

elbow (Grk. livoskcphakdon, Lat. pulvlnus
or co'vicdl). Coverings for the sleeper

were spread over the mattrass. which in

wealthy houses would be dyed purple, or

:idorned with patterns and embroidery. If

the bed ^^as high, it would have a foot-

stool attached. At Pompeii coriches have
Dften been found built up in the niches

5f the sleeping apartments. (For various

;'orms of Greek bedsteads, sec the engrav-
ings.) Cp. Fulcra.
Bellerophon or Bellerophontes. Son of

jrlaucusof Corinth (or according to another
iccount, of Poseidon), and grandson of

Sisyphus. His proper name is said to have
ieen HipponuGs; the name Bellerophontes

mplies that he was the slaj'er of some now
mknown monster. In later times his name
.vas wrongly explained as the slayer of a

;ertain Corinthian, Belleros, on account of

vhich he was supposed to have fled to

Prcfitus at Tiryns, or (as Homer has it) at

Corinth. The wife of Proetus, Anteia Tor

•Jtheneboea), falls in love with the beautiful

,-outh : he is deaf to her entreaties: she
^landers him to her husband, wlio resolves

Im his destruction. He sends Bellerophon

I

Lycia, to his father-in-law lobiites, with

,

I tablet in cypher, begging him to put the
i nearer to death. lobates first commissions
^"llerophon to destroy the fire-breathing

i.ster ChimEera, a task which he executes
:i the help of his winged horse Pegasus
Pegasus). Tliereupon, after a fierce

'I lie, he conquers the Sulymi and the Ama-
'iis, on his return slays an ambush of the
inkiest among the Lycians, and lobates now
'cognises liis divine origin, keeps him with
lim, and gives him the half of his kingdom.

and his daughter to wife. The children of
this marriage are Isander, Hippolochus, tlie

father of Glaucus and Laodamla, and tho
mother of SarpGdon by Zeus. Afterwards
Bellerophon was hated by all tho gods, and
wandered about alone, devouring his heart
in sorrow. His son Isander was killed by
Ares in battle against the Solymi, wliife
Laodamia was sacriliced to the wrath of
Artemis. This is the Homeric version ; but,
according to Pindar, Bellerophon's high for-

ANTKIA. PRfETl'S. IlKl.I.t.llt.rHi'N. I'EUAAl'a.

* THE DEPARTURE OF BEI.LEKOI'IION.

(From a mural i)aintiiig, Pompeii.)

tune made him so overweening that he

wished to mount to heaven on Pegasus ; but

Zeus drove tho horse wild with a ga«lfly,

and Belleroplion fell and came to a miser-

able end. He was honoured as a hero in

Corinth, an enclosure being consecrated to

him in the cypress grove of Craneion.

Bellona. (1) The Koman goddess of

war. An old Italian divinit\', probably of

Sabine origin. She was .supposed to be

wife or sister of Mars, and was identified

with the Greek Enyu. Her temple, which

was situated in the Campus ^lartiu-s, outside

the old 2J0mci'ium,\vas used for meetings of

the senate when it was dealing with the

ambassadors of foreign nations, or Roman
generals who claimed a triumj>h on their

return from war. It must bo remembered
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•== TKIEST OF BELT.ONA.

From a Roman sepulchral
relief (Guigniaut, Nouv. Gall.

Mtjth., p. lao, 368 b.)

that under sucli circumstances a general
miglit not enter the city. The pillar of war
{Cohimna Bellica) stood hai'd by. It was
from this, as representing the boundary of

the enemy's territory, that the FctlCilis

threw his lance on declaring war.

(2) Quite a different goddess is the Bellona
whom the Roman government brought from
Oomana in Cappadocia towards the begin-
ning of the 1st

century B.C., dur-
ing the Mithridatic

war. This Bellona
was worshipped in

a different locality,

and Avith a service

conducted by Cap-
padociau pi'ie sts

and priestesses.

These Bdlonurii
(such was their

name) moved
througli the city

in pi'ocession at

the festivals of the

goddess in black

raiment, and shed
their blood at the

sacrifice, wounding
themselves for the

purpose in the arms and loins with a two-
edged axe, and prophesying amid a wild
noise of drums and trumpets.

Belus. Son of Libj^a, granddaughter of

lo and Poseidon. Father of vEgyptus,
Danaiis, Cepheus, and Phineus.

Bendis. A goddess of the moon among
the Thracians. She was invested with
power over heaven and earth, and identified

by the Greeks with Artemis, Hecate, and
Persephone. The worship of this goddess
was introduced into Attica by Thracian
aliens ; and was so popular that in Plato's

time it became a state ceremonial at

Athens. A public festival w^as instituted

called the Bendidela, at which there were
torch-races and a solemn procession of
Athenians and Thracians at the Piraeus.

Berosiis. A Greek writer, born in

Bithynia, and a priest of Belus. He lived

as early as the time of Alexander the Great,
and about B.C. 280 wrote a work, dedi-

cated to king Antiochus Soter, on Babylo-
nian history, in three books {Bahyhlmca
or Chaldaira). The work must have been
of great value, as it was founded on ancient
priestly chronicles preserved in the temple
of Belus at Babylon. Its importance as an
authority for the ancient history of Asia

is fully attested by the fragments that

remain, in spite of their scanty number
and disordered arrangement.

Bestiarii. See Circus.

Bias. See Adrastus and Melampus.
Bibliopola. See Book-trade.
Bidental (Roman). A consecrated spot

where lightning had passed into the ground.

(See PuTEAL.)
Bidyse (Spartan). See Education.
Bigge. See Circus, Games of.

Bikos (Greek.) See Vessels.
Bion. A Greek bucolic poet, who flour-

ished in the second half of the 2nd cen-

turj'- B.C. He lived mostly in Sicily, where
he is said toiiave died by poison. Besides

a number of minor poems from his hand, we
have a long descriptive epic called The
Dirge of Adonis. His style is more remark-
able for grace than for power or simplicity.

Boedromia. A festival held at Athens
in honour of Apollo Boedrumids, the god
who gave aid in battle. It was celebrated

on the 6th day of the month Boedromion,
so named after the god (September-Octo-
ber). The origin of the festival was traced

back in antiquity to the victory of Ion over

Eumolpus, or to that of Theseus over the

Amazons. After 490 B.C. it was converted

into a commemoration of the battle of

Marathon.
Bceotarchi. The highest officials of the

Bceotian confederacy, two of Avhom wore
always chosen by Thebes, as the chief town
in it, and one b}^ each of the other towns.

They held the post only for a year, but were

capable of re-election in successive j^eais.

Their chief duties were to command the

troops of the confederacy in time of war,

and execute the decrees of its council.

Boethius (Anleius Manliiis Torqucltu^

Sevcrtnns). Boethius was born in Romo.
about 475 a.d., and belonged to the dis-

tinguished familj' of the Anicii, who had

for some time been Christians. Havini:'

been left an orphan in his childhood, li

was taken in his tenth j'ear to Athci.-

where he remained eighteen years and ac-

quired a stock of knowledge far be3-on'l

the average. After his return to Ron:'

he was held in high esteem among his c i.

temporaries for his learning and eloquence.

He attracted the attention of Theodoric,

who in 510 A.D. made him consul, and, in

spite of his patriotic and independent atti-

tude, gave him a 2:)rominent share in the

government. The trial of the consul Al-

bums, however, brought with it the ruin

of Boethius. Albinus was accused of main
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trailing a secret \inderstancliiig -with the

Byzantine court, and Boethius stood up
boldly in liis defence, declaring that if

Albinus was guiltj*, so was he and the

whole senate with him. Thus involved in

the same charge, he was sentenced to death

by the cowardly assembly whose cause he
had represented. He was thrown into

prison at Pavia, and executed in 525.

The most famous work of Boethius, his

Consolation of Pliilosophy, was written in

prison. It was much read in the Middle
Ages, and translated into eveiy possible

language. The book is thrown partly into

the form of a dialogue, in which the inter-

locutors are the author, and Philosdphia^

who appears to him to console him. As in

the Menippean sdtura (see Satura), the

narrative is relieved by the occasional in-

sertion of musical verses in various metres.

The consolatory arguments are strictly

philosophical.

Boetliius was at great pains to make Greek
learning accessible to his contemporaries,

by means of ti-anslations of, and commen-
taries upon, Greek books on philosophy,

mathematics, rhetoric, and grammar. For
this the following ages were much indebted

to him. His writings, which were used as

manuals throughout the Middle Ages, were
the main storehouse of secular knowledge
[during that period. This is eminently true

of his numex'ous philosophical works, and

i

especially of his translations of Aristotle,

I

which exercised immense influence upon
ithe scholastic philosophy.

i Bona Dea (" the good goddess ")• An
Italian deit}', supposed to preside over the

sarth, and all the blessings which spring

from it. She was also the patron goddess

jf chastity and fruitfulness in women. The
names Faicna, 3faia, and O^^s, were origin-

illy no more than varying appellations given

the priests to the IJona Dea. She is

[.resented in works of art with a sceptre

u her left hand, a wreath of vine leaves on
r head, and a jar of wine at her side.

r her image was a consecrated serpent

;

ii'ii'ed a number of tame serpents were kept

u her temple, which was situated in Rome
>n the slope of the Aventine. All kinds of

lealing plants were preserved in her sanc-

uaiy. She was regarded in Rome as an

lustere virgin goddess, whose temple men
vere forbidden to enter. She belonged,

iccordingly, to the circle of deities who
vere worshipped by the Vestal Virgins.

Che anniversary of the foundation of her

eniple was held on the 1st of May, when
D. C. A.

prayers were offered up to her for the
averting of earthquakes. Besides this, a
secret festival was held to her on behalf of

the public welfare, in the liouse of the
ofHciating consul or preetor of the city, by
matrons and the Vestal Virgins, ou the
night of May 3-4. The mistress of the
house presided. No man was allowed to be
present at this celebration, or even to hear
the name of the goddess. After offering

a sacrifice of sucking pigs, the women per-

formed a dance, accompanied by stringed

and wind instruments. Under the Empire
the festival degenerated into a m)'stic per-

formance of extravagant character.

Bouorum emptio. The technical term in

Roman jurisprudence for the seizui-e of

goods. If a man sentenced to pay a certain

sum did not perform his obligation within

thirty days, the creditor obtained permis-

sion from the prpetor to attach his goods.

After a renewed respite of thirt}' da^-s the

sale followed by auction to the highest

bidder, the intending purchaser bidding for

the whole property, with its assets and

liabilities. The former proprietor might

intervene and promise pajnnent at any
time before the fall of the hammer. The
property once knocked down to him, the

lauyer became the absolute owner. A i)er-

son against whom these proceedings were

taken incurred infCimia.

Bonus Eventus. Sec Evextus.
Books and Book-trade. The Greeks were

early familiar wirh the practice of multiply-

ing copies of books by transcription, either

to private order or for public sale. As far

back as the 5th century n.C. the Athenians

had a special place in their market-place for

selling books, and it is clearly established

that a regular book-fair existed at Athens

by about 300 B.C. In Rome, towards the

end of the republican age, the business

of copying books and the book-trade in

general developed on a large scale, and it

became a fashionable thing to possess a

library. The book-trade, in the proper sense

of the term, owes its existence to Attlcus,

the well-known friend of Cicero. He kept

a number of slaves skilled in shorthand and

calligraphy (librarii^, whom ho set to copy

a number of Cicero's writings, which he then

disposed of at a considerable profit in Italy

and Greece. His example was soon fol-

lowed, especially as the interest in new

literary productions, and the love of reading,

o-reatly increased after the time of Augustn.K.
" To facilitate the appearance of a great

number of copies at the same time, tho

H
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scribes were often set to write from dicta-

tion. Much use was made of the abbrevia-

tions {notce) invented by Tiro, the freedman
of Cicero. The binding was done, as well

as the writing, by the libvarii ; and as the

brittle pajtf/rus was the usual material, the

book was generally made up in the form of

a roll {sec Writing Materials). The
ends of the roll were strengthened with
thin strips of bone or wood, which were
either provided at top and bottom with a

knob {nmbilTcus), or finished off in the

shape of a horn. Previously to this, the

tipper and lower edges were carefully clip-

ped, smoothed with pumice-stone, and tinted

with black. To protect it from moths and
worms, the roll was dipped in cedar oil,

which gave it a yellowish tinge. The title

of the work {tUiilus or index) was written
in red on a strip of parchment attached to

the end of the roll. Expensive copies,

especially in the case of poems, had a gilt

umhilicu.^^ as well as a pai'chment cover of

purple colour. The books were then ex-

posed for sale in the bookseller's shops, and
sold at what appear, considering the cir-

cumstances, reasonable prices. The book-

sellers Avere called lihrarii or bibliopulce ;

their shops were situated in the most fre-

quented parts of the city, and much used,

both as reading-rooms and rendezvous for

learned discussion. As a general rule there

was a good sale for books, especially such

as had won popularity before publication in

the public recitations (see Recitations).
Books were also much bought in the pro-

vinces, whose inhabitants were anxious to

keep abreast with the intellectual life of

the capital. Even works which were Little

thought of in Rome sometimes found an

easy sale in other parts of the empii'e. It

does not appear that the author received

any honorarium from the publisher. ^

Boreas. In Greek mythology, the North

Wind, son of Asti'tea and Eos, brother of

Zephyrus, Eurus, and Notus. His home
was in the Thracian Salmydessus, on the

Black Sea, whither he carried Orithyia

from the games on the Ilissus, when her

father, Erechtheus king of Athens, had re-

fused her to him in marrage. Their chil-

dren were Calais and Zetes, the so-called

Boreadd', Cleopatra, the wife of Phineus,

and Chione, the beloved of Poseidon {see

EuMOLPUs). It was this relationship which
was referred to in the oracle given to the

Athenians, when the fleet of Xerxes was
approaching, that "they should call upon
their brother-in-law." Boreas answered their

prayer and sacrifice by destroying a part
of the enemy's fleet on the promontory of

Sepias ; whereupon they built him an altar

on the banks of the Ilissus.

Boule or Bule (" Council"'). The Council
instituted at Athens by Solon consisted of

400 members ibouleutai)^ 100 being taken
from each of the four Ionic tribes {phfjlai).

By Cleisthenes the number was increased to

500, 50 being taken from each of the ten

newly constituted tribes, and chosen by lot;

whereas up to his time the councillors had
been elected from the number of candidates
who offered themselves for the position. In
30(J B.C. two new tribes were added, and the

number of the council was accordingly in-

creased to 600, at which figure it remained,
with some variations, down to the times of

the Roman empire. But in the 2nd century
A.D. it again fell to 500. In ancient times

no one was eligible as a councillor who did

not belong to one of the three wealthiest

classes ; but after the time of Aristldes the

position was open to any free Athenian of

thirty years of age, and in possession of full

civic rights. In choosing councillors b3''lot^

two candidates were presented for each.

vacancy. The same jjerson might hold the

office several times, though not for two-

years in succession. Every councillor had
to take a special oath, strictly formulated,,

on entering the Boule. At the meetings of

the Council its members wore myrtle crowns
as insignia of their office. They had the

further privilege of a place of honour at

the festivals, and were excused, during their

term of office, from military service. They
also received a paj'ment of five obols (nearly

Id.) for every sitting they attended. Their
place of meeting was called the boulcu-

terion ("council-chamber"); here they met

every day except on public holidays, each

member having his numbered seat. When
assembled, the Council was divided into ten

sections of 50 members each, each represent-

ing one of the tribes. These sections were

called Prytdneis ("Presidents"), and oftici-
j

ated in succession, as arranged at the be-
j

ginning of each year, for 85-36 days, or in I

leap-years for 38-39. This period was i

called a Prijtaneia, and during its contimi-

ance the pi'l/tane is for the time being pre-

sided over the full sittings of the Council I

and of the public assembly. At other tiinr-

thev remained the whole day at their otfic'

[Tholos or " dome ") near the council-cham-

ber, where they usually dined at the ex-

pense of the State. A president {EpistdtP^

was chosen every day by lot from among the

1 Cp. Marquardt, Frivatlelen der Eomer. p. 829, ed. li
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prytancis to act as chairman in the Council
and the public asseuibh^, to keep the keys of

the fortress and the archives, and the seal

of state. From 378 B.C. the presidency of

the public assembly was committed to a
special chairman, elected from among the
nine proi'droi ('• presidents "'), who were
chosen by lot by the C2)isfatcs of the j)!-)/-

tancis from the remaining nine tribes at

each sitting of the Council.

The tii'st duty of the Council was to pre-

pare all the measures which were to come
before the public assembly, and to draw up
a preliminar}' deci-ee { prubouleuma). Ac-
cordingly it was its business to receive the

reports of the generals and of foreign am-
bassadors. Foreign affairs always stoc:"!.

first in the order of daily business. Besides
this, the Council exercised a general superin-

tendence over all public business, and
especiall}- over the financial administration.

It gave the authority for the farming of the

taxes, contracts for public works, sales of

confiscated property-, for adopting new
lines of expenditure or modes of raising

income, for arresting tax-gatherers and tax-

farmers if they fell into arrear. The
treasurers of the temples were also re-

sponsible to it. The cavalry and the navy
were placed xmder its special supervision,

and it had, in particular, to see that a

certain number of new ships of war was
built every year. It examined the quali-

fications of the newly elected archons. In

many cases it acted as a court of justice,

and had the power of inflicting fines up to

the amount of 500 clradinKn (£1G 13s. id.).

But more serious cases it had to pass on to

the Heliastai, or to the public assembh* (Scc

Heliastai ). The assembly would sometimes
entrust the Council with absolute power to

deal with cases which, strictly speaking,

lay outside its jurisdiction. The decrees

passed by the Council on matters afi'ecting

the public administration ceased to be bind-

ing on the expiration of its year of office, in

case the}' were not adopted by its successors

[Aristotle, Const, of Athens, 43-4U].

The voting took place by show of hands
ihcirotonia) ; voting pebbles and other de-

vices being only used for judicial decisions.

Private citizens could transact business with
the Council only after previous application

for an audience, generally made in writing.

The official correspondence was transacted

by three secretaries (called grammdtcis or
• writers ") appointed from among the mem-
bers, and assisted by a number of subordi-

nate functionaries.

Boiileuterldu. Srr Boule.
Bows. (Gr. fo./o», Lat. arcus). Twr

kinds of bow were known to antiquity. One
consisted of the two horns of a kind of ante-
lope, or an arm of wood shaped like them,
joined together bj'- a bridge which served
both as a hold for the hand and as a rest

for the arrow. The string, made of plaite<l

horse-hair or twisted ox-gut, was fastened
to each end (fig. 1). The other, called the
Scj'thiau or Parthian bow, was made of a

piece of elastic wood, the ends of wliich

were tipped with metal, and bent slightly

upwards to hold the string (fig. 2). The
arrow (Gk. o'istos, or toxciima, Lat.
sagitta) was made of a stem of reed or

(^ ^
(2)

(2) From Museum If unfer., pi. 2.T L.

(3)

(4) Museo Pio C\tmentino,
IV tav. sliii.

BOWS AND QUIVERS.

light wood, one end furnished with a three-

cornered point, sometimes simple and some-

times barbed ; the other end with feathers.

A notch iu tho shaft served to place it on

the string. The arrows (and sometimes the

bow) were kept in a i\\\i\ov (pltnntrn) made

of leather, wood, or metal, fitted with a

suspender, and sometimes open, sometimes

having a lid. The quiver was worn either

on the back, according to the Greek manner,

j

or in Oriental fashion, on tlie left hip. The

Cretans had the reputation of being the

I

best archers among the Greeks. They

I generally served among the light-armed

i

auxiliaries as a special corps. Mounted
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bowmen were employed by the ancient

Athenians (see Hipfeis) ; but it was not

until after the Pnnic wars that archers

formed a regular part of the Roman army.

They were then fuinished by the allies, or

raised by recruiting, and were mostly taken
from Crete and the Balearic Islands.

Branronia. See Artemis.
Briareus. See Hecatoncheiroi.
Briseis. The favourite slave of Achilles.

Agamemnon took her from him, and thus

kindled the wrath of the hero, to the ruin

of the Greeks. (See Trojan War.)
Britomartis (" sweet maid "). A Cretan

goddess, supposed to dispense happiness,

whose worship extended throughout the

islands and along the coasts of the Mediter
ranean. Like Artemis, with whom she

was sometimes identified, she was the

patroness of hunters, fishermen and sailors,

and also a goddess of birth and of health.

Her sphere was Nature, in its greatness and
its freedom. As goddess of the sea she bore

the name of Dictynna, the supposed deriva-

tion of which from the Greek diktjjon (" a

net ") was explained by the following

legend. She was the daughter of a hun-

tress, much beloved by Zens and Artemis.

Minos loved her, and followed her for nine

months over valley and mountain, through
forest and swamp, till he nearly overtook

her, when she leaped from a high rock into

the sea. She was saved by falling into

some nets, and Artemis made her a goddess.

She would seem originally to have been a

goddess of the moon, her flight symbolizing

the revolution of the moon round the earth,

and her leayj into the sea its disappearance.

Brizo. A goddess localized in Delos, to

whom women, in particular, paid worship
as protectress of mariners. They set before

her eatables of various kinds (fish being

excluded) in little boats. She also presided

over an oracle, the answers of which were
given in dreams to people who consulted it

on matters relating to fishery and naviga-

tion.

Bromius. See Dionysus.
Brontes. See Cyclopes,

. Brutus {MarcusJunius). The well-known
friend of Cicero, and murderer of Cresar.

He was born in 85 B.C., and died by his own
hand after the battle of Philippi, B.C. 42.

As an orator and a writer on philosophy

he held a prominent position among his con-

temporaries. Two books of correspondence

between Brutus and Cicero have come down
to us, the authenticity of which is disputed.

There is also a collection of seventy letters

in Greek, purporting to represent correspon-

dence between Brutus and the Gi-eek cities

Ohv., Head of Brutus : bkuti's
IMPERATOR: I,. PRjETuiaUS CES-
TiANUs {one of his partisans).

Jicv., Cap of Liberty letnceu two
daggers, eii>. siak.

* BUCINATOK.

From a mural
painting of gladia-

tors (Gell and
Gandy, Pompeiana,

pi. 75).

* COIN OF BRUTUS, ISSUED IN ASIA MINOR, B.C. 4i-A2,

(Cohen, Med. Cons., pi. xxiv. Junia 16.)

of Asia Minor ; but this is no more than the

patchwork of a rhetorician.

Bua, Buagor. See Edu-
cation.

Buciiia (properly " a

cow-horn ") was the name
of a tin trumpet, shaped
like a serpent, and blown
by a trumpeter called

hucinidor. The hueina
gave the signal called

classicuin, and also the

call for relieving guard
at night.

Bucolic (or pastoral)

Poetry. From very an-

cient times it was the

habit of the Dorian shep-

herds in Sicily to practise

a national style of song, the inventor of

which was supposed to be Daphnis, the hero

of shepherds (sec Daphnis). The subject of

their song was partly the fate of this hero,

partly the simple experiences of shepherds'

life, especially their loves. There was a

good deal of the mimic element in these

poems, the shepherds contending with each

other in alternate verses, particularly at the

town and countrj^ festivals held in honour

of Artemis. Pastoral poems, relating the

story of Daphnis' love and of his tragic

end, had been written by the Sicilian poet

Stesichorus (about 600 B.C.). But it was
Theocritus of Syracuse (about 270 B.C.) who
developed pastoral poetry into something
like an epic style, often with a strong

dramatic tinge. This was in the Alex-

andrian period, when, as in all over-civilized

ages, men found pleasure and relief in the

contrasts afforded by the simple ways of

country life. Theocritus' sketches of rural

life, and indeed of the ways of the lower

orders in general, are true to nature and ex-

quisitely finished. He called them eidtjUia

or little pictures, Theocritus was unsur-
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passed in his own style, which was cultivated
after him by Biuu and Mosclius.

The pastoral stjde was introduced into

Latin poetry by Vergil, who, while closely

imitating Theocritus, had the tact to per-

ceive that the simple sketches of ancient

rural life in Sicily given by his master
would not be sufficient to satisfy the taste

of his countr3'men. Under the mask of

shepherds, therefore, lie introduced con-

temporary characters, thus winning atten-

tion by the expression of his personal feel-

ings, and by covert allusions to events of the

day. Two poems falsely attributed to him,

the Morctum (" Salad ") and Copa (" Hos-

\ tess "), are real idylls ; true and natural

studies from low life. Vergil's allegorical

style vras revived in later times by Cal-

purnius in the age of Nero, and Nemesianus
at the end of the 3rd century a.d.

Bule. Sec BouLE.
Bulla. A round or lieart-shaped box

containing an amulet, worn round the neck
by free-born Roman children. The fashion

was borrowed from the Etrurians. To wear
a golden bulla was originally a privilege

of the patricians, which was in later times

extended to the cqnUcs, and generally to

rich and distinguished families. Leather
bulhe were worn by the children of poor

families and of freedmen. Boys ceased to

wear the bulla when thej' assumed the

tofja virJlis. It was then dedicated to the

Ldrcs, and hung up over the hearth. Girls

most probably left it off on marriage. It

was sometimes put on b}' adults as a pro-

tection against the evil eye on special oc-

'<ions, as, for instance, on that of a trium})h.

>' (' Fascixum).
Bilphonia. See Diipolia.

Burial. (1) Greek. The Greeks regarded
he burial of the dead as one of the most
^aci-ed duties. Its neglect involved an
Ifonce against the dead; for, according to

lie popular belief, the soul obtained no
<'st in the realms of the dead, so long as

he body remained unburied. It involved,

urther, an offence against the gods, both

)f the upper and the lower world. The
mburied corpse was an offence to the

yes of the former, while the latter were
leprived of their due. Any one finding

n unburied corpse was expected at least

throw a handful of dust over it. If a

!;eneral neglected to provide for the burial

f the slain in war, he was deemed guilty

f a capital offence. Burial of the dead
.'as not refused even to the enemy, whether
n-eek or barbarian. It was a violation of

the laws of war to rofu.se to tlio conquered
the truce necessary' for this purpose ; and
if the conquered were unable to fulfil the
duty, the responsibility fell u])0u the con-
querors. Thei'e wore certain circumstances
under which, according to Athenian law,

children, during the lifetime of their fathers,

were held free from all obligations to them;
but the obligation to give them l)urial after

death was never cancelled.

The usages of the Athenians, and prol)a-

bly of the other Greeks, were as follows.

The eyes of the dead having been closed,

an obolOs was put in the mouth as passage-

money for Charon. The body was then
washed and anointed by the women of the

famil}', who proceeded to adorn it with
fillets and garlands (commonly of ivy), to

clothe it in white garments, and lay it out

on a couch in the hall, with its face turned
to the door. The kinsfolk and friends stood

by, mourning; but the laws of Solon fovltade

all exaggerated expressions of grief. Hired
women were sometimes introduced, singing

dirges to the accompaniment of the flute.

Near the couch were placed painted earthen-

wai'e vases containing the libations to be

afterwards offered. Before the door was
a vessel of water, intended for the purifica-

tion of all who went out. This water might

not be brought from another house in

which a dead body lay. The corpse was
laid out on the day following the death

;

and on the next day before sunrise (lest the

sun should be polluted by the sight) was

carried out to the place of burial, attended

by kinsmen and friends, who sometimes

acted as bearers. This ofiice, however, was

usually performed by freedmen or hired

assistants; in the case of men of mark, it

would be undertaken by young Athenian

citizens. The procession was headed by

men singing songs of mourning, or women
playing the flttte; then came the male

mourners in garments of black or grey,

and with hair cut short : and these wore

followed by the bier. Behind the bier fol-

lowed a train of women, including all wlio

were related to the dead as far as to the

fifth degree. No other women might attend

but those who were more than sixty years

of age.

In the heroic age the bodies are always

burnt, burial being itnknown: but in later

times burial and burning are found existing

side by side, burial being i>referred by the

poor on the ground of expense. In case of

burial, the bodv was placed in a cothn ot

wood, clav, or stone, or in a chamber in a
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wall, or in a grave hollowed out in a rock.

If burning was resorted to, the corpse was
laid on a pyre, wliich, in the case of rich

I'amilics, was sometimes very large, splendid

and costly. It was kindled by the nearest

relative ; the mourners threw into the flame

locks of hair, and objects of all kinds in

which the dead person had taken pleasure

during his life. When the fire was extin-

guished, the relations collected the ashes and
put them in an urn, which was set up in a

building constructed on a scale lai'ge enough
for whole families or clans. So, too, in case

of burial, the coffins which belonged to one
family or clan were laid together in a

common tomb. Near the urns and coffins

were placed a variet}^ of vessels and other

objects which had been the property of the

dead. (Comp. fig. 1.)

The funeral was succeeded by a meal par-

taken of by the mourners in the house of

mournins;. The virtues of the dead were

(1) *A child's coffin, ATTICA.

(Stackelberg, Gniher dct- HcUenen, Taf. vii.)

spoken of, and his faults passed over, to

speak evil of the dead being regarded as an
impiety. Then came the purification of the
house. On the third, ninth, and thirtieth

day after the funeral, libations of honey,
wine, oil, and milk or water, with other
offerings, were brought to the tomb. On
the ninth day, in particular, peculiar prep-
arations of food were added. The outward
signs of mourning were laid aside at Athens
on the thirtietli, at Sparta as early as the
twelfth, day after the funeral. The kinsfolk
visited the graves at certain seasons of the
year, adorned them with garlands and
fillets, and brought offerings to tliem. This
was done more especially on the anniver-
saries of births and deaths, and at the
general festival of the dead (Nekysia) in

September. (Comj). fig. 2.)

After the time of Solon, a public burial

was sometimes given at Athens to men of

great mark. In time of war, too, the bones
of all the citizens who liad fallen in the

campaigns of the year M-ere sometimes
buried together at the public expense in the

outer Ceramicus, the most beautiful suburb
of the city. On these occasions a funeral

(2) * DECORATED GRAVE COLUMN.

From an Athenian vase (Stackelberg, I.e., Taf. xlv.)

oration was delivered by a speaker of mark,
chosen by the government. In later times

a memorial festival was observed, even in

time of peace, in honour of the dead thus
publicly buried. A special service was
held annually at Marathon in memory of

the heroes who had fallen there, and been
buried on the spot in recognition of their

valour. (Comp. fig. 3.)

The ashes of persons who had died in a
foreign countr}'' were, if possible, brought
home and laid in a tomb. There were cases

in which this was impossible, or in which
the body could not be removed— if, for

instance, the deceased had been lost at sea.

Then a kcnotdplnon.^ or empty tomb, would
be erected to his memory. It was only to

very heinous offenders that a tomb in their

own countr5Mvas refused. If a man's guilt

was proved after his death, his remains
were disinterred and sent across the fron-

tier.

(8j *T11E MOUND AT MARATHON.
(Dod (veil's Travels in Greece, ii 160.)

As a rule—though there were exceptions,

as at Sparta—bui'ial places were situated

outside the city; and in the neighbourhood
of the great roads. This was also the

favourite place for private tombs standing
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on tlieir own ground, apart from the com-

mon cemeteries. The body was generally

hiiried with the feet turned towards the

road. Monuments took the form ofmounds,
pilasters, columns, and flat grave-stones.

We often find buildings in the style of

temples, with very costly adornments,
sculptures, and inscriptions in verse and
prose. These inscriptions often give more
than the name of the deceased, and con-

tain notices of his life, sometimes with
proverbs, sometimes with curses directed

figainst any one violating the tomb and
•disturbing the rest of its occupants. The
violation of a tomb, which was regarded
with reverence as a consecrated spot, was
a serious offence. One of the most aggra-

vated forms of it was the intrusion into

the family sepulchre of a body which had
no right to be there.

(2) Human. The worship of the dead
among the Romans had, characteristically

enough, a legal tinge, and formed a part

of the pontifical law, which regulated the
place and manner of the interment. The
theory of the Romans, like that of the
Oreeks, was that there was an obligation

to bury every dead body, except those of

felons, suicides, and persons struck by light-

ning. Any one finding a corpse was ex-

pected at least to throw some earth upon
it as a symbol of burial. The first duty of

a man's survivors was to bury his body ;

if he died in a foreign country, the act had
to be performed symbolically. If this ditty

was neglected, the offender incurred a taint

of guilt from which he had to purify himself
by an annually repeated atonement. After
•death the eyes and mouth were closed, the
body bathed in hot water and then anointed,

fully dressed, and adorned with the fitting

insignia in case of the deceased having
held high office. The corpse was then laid

out on a state-bed in the cUriKm, the feet

turned towards the door. Near the bed
were pans with burning odours, while in

the vcstibiihimhi-anchea of pine and cypress
were put up as signs of mourning. The
custom of putting a coin in the mouth is

not mentioned in literature before the im-
perial period ; but the relics found in tombs
show that it is much older. It was, how-
ever, only under the Empire that it became
general.

In ancient times funerals took place after

nightfall and by torchlight : and this was
always the case with second burials, and
if the deceased was a child, or a person of

slender means. Hence the use of toixhes

was never discontinued, even when the
ceremony took place by day. It was held
indispensable at every funeral, and became,
in fact, the s^-mbol of burial. The usual
time at which funerals took place among
the upper classes was the forenoon of the
eighth day after death. In the laws of the
Twelve Tables an attempt was made to

check excess in funeral expenses, but with
as little success as attended later enactments.
If the funeral was one of unusual ceremony,
the citizens were publicly invited by a
herald to attend it. The arrangements
were enti'usted to a special functionary,

who was assisted by lictors. The proces-

sion was headed by a band of wind instru-

ments, the number of which was limited

by the Twelve Tables to ten. In ancient

times, and at least down to the Punic wars,
these musicians were followed by professional

female singers, chanting the praises of the

dead {see Nenia). Then came a company
of dancers and actors to amuse the specta-

tors with their antics. Supposing the

family was honOmta, in other words, had
it had one or more members who had held
curule offices, and the consequent right of

setting up masked statues of its forefathers

in its house, the central point of the cere-

mony was the procession of ancestors. This
consisted of persons dressed to represent

the ancestors in their wax masks, their

official robes, and other insignia. The in-

direct lines of relationship were represented

as well as the direct, Each figure was
mounted on a high carriage and preceded
by lictors. The train included memorials
of the deeds done by the deceased, torch-

bearers, and lictors with lowered fasces.

The body followed, uncovered, on an ele-

vated couch ; sometimes in a coffin inside the

bier. A wooden figure, clothed, and wear-
ing the wax mask representing the dead,

sat upright beside it in the attitude of life.

The bearers were usually the sons, relations

and friends of the deceased ; in the case

of emperors, they were senators and high
officials. Behind the bier came the other

mourners, men and women, the freedmen in

mourning and without any ornaments. Ar-

rived at the Forum, the bier was set down
before the rostrum. The representatives of

the ancestors sat down on wooden chairs
;

the rest arranged themselves in a circle

round, while a son or kinsman ascended the

rostrum and delivered a panegj'ric upon the

dead. If the funeral was a public one, the

orator was api)ointcd by the senate. In the

case of deceased ladies such speeches were
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not usual, uutil tlie last century oT the Re-
public. After tlie speech, the procession

nioved on in the same order to the place of

burial, which, according to the law of the

Twelve Tables, must be situated outside the

cit}'. No one could be buried within the

cit}' but men of illustrious merit, as, for

instance, geuerals v/lio had won a triumph,
and Vestal Virgins. By a special resolu-

tion of the popular assembly, these persons
were allowed the honour of burial in the

Forum. The tombs were in some cases

.situated on famil}' estates, but the greater
nuniber formed a line extending from the

gates of the city to some distance along the

great roads, and especially the Via Avpia.
(Comp. fig. 4.)

Burial was, among the Eomans, the oldest

mals. The folloAvers threw in a variety of

gifts as a last remembrance. The pyre was
then kindled by the nearest kinsman and
friends, who performed the office with
averted faces. The ashes were extinguished

wuth water or wine, and the procession, after

saying a last farewell, returned liome, while
the nearest of kin collected the ashes in a
cloth and buried the severed limb. After
some days, the dr}^ ashes were put by the

nearest relations into an urn, which was
deposited in deep silence in the sepulchral

chamber, which the}' entered ungirt and
bare-footed. After the burial or burning
there was a funeral feast at the tomb. A
sacrifice to the Liires purified the family

and the house from the taint entailed by
death. The mourning was ended on the

(i) * THE STREET OF TOMBS AT rOMPEII.

(Gell and Gandy, romyeiana, pi. 3.)

form of disposing of the corpse. In certain
families (c.</. the (jcns Cornelia), it long con-
tinued the exclusive custom. Infant chil-

di'en,and poor people in general, Avere alwa3's
buried. Even when the body was burnt,
an old custom prescribed that a limb should
be cut off and buried, otherwise the family
was not regarded as liaving discharged its

obligations. The body was laid in its tomb
in full dress, and placed in a special sarco-
jihagus. When the body was to be burnt,
a pyre was erected on a specified place near
the grave. The pyre was sometimes made
in the form of an altar, and adorned in the
costliest manner. The couch and the body
were laid upon it, and with them anything
which the deceased person had used or been
fond of, sometimes one of his favourite ani-

nintli daj' after the burial by a sacrifice

ottered to the Mducs of the dead, and a
meal of eggs, lentils and salt, at which the
mourning attire was laid aside. It was on
this da}^ that the games held in honour of
the dead generally took place. {Sec Maxes.)

Everything necessary for the funeral was
provided by contract by the Wntlnclvii or
officials of the temple of Libitina, at which
a notification was made of all cases of death
{sec Lihitixa). There were public burial-

places, but onl}^ for slaves and those who
were too poor to buy burial-places for

themselves. The bodies were thrown pro-

miscuousl}' into large common graves, called

piittciili, or wgWb, -on account of their depth.
There was a burial place of this sort on the
Esquiline, where the bodies of criminals
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were thrown to tlie dogs nnd birds, until

Mteceuus laid out his park there. Cheap
and promiscuous burial was also provided

by the so-called " dove-cots "' or colunibdria,

a place in which could be purchased by per-

sons of scanty means {see Columbarium).
The graves of individuals and families were
subterranean chambers, or buildings in the

style of houses. Freedmen, and probably

also clients and friends, were often buried

with the family. The grave was regarded

by the Romans and Greeks alike as the

dwelling-place of the dead, and was accord-

ingly decked out with every imaginable

kind of domestic furniture. It is to this

custom that we owe the preservation of so

many remains of this sort. The monument
often had a piece of land, with field and
garden attached to it, surrounded by a

wall, and intended to supply flowers, herbs,

and other things necessary for the decora-

tion of the tomb and maintenance of the

attendants. Other buildings would often

be attached, for burning the corpses, for

holding the funeral feast, and for housing
the freedmen who had the care of the spot.

Inscriptions in verse and prose, giving in-

formation about the dead, would also be
found there.

Biisiris. The son of Poseidon and a

daughter of Epaphus. The Greek mytho-
logy made him king of Egypt. The land

was afdicted for nine j-ears with a series of

bad harvests, and a pi-ophet named Phrasius,

of Cj'prus, advised Busiris to sacrifice a

stranger everj^ year to Zeus. The king

made his counsellor his first victim. When
Heracles came to Egjqjt dui'ing his quest

for the apples of the Hesperides, he allowed

himself to be bound and taken to the altar

as a victim. Then he broke his bonds, and
slew Busiris, with his sons and his whole
following.

Elites. (1) A Thracian, the son of Boreas.

His brother Lycurgus, whose life he had
attempted, banished him, and he settled on
the island of Strongyle or Naxos. Finding
here no wives for himself and his compan-
ions, he carried off some women from
Thessaly, while they were celebrating a

sacrifice to Dionysus. One of these, Coronis,

whom he had forced to be his wife, prayed
to Dionj'sus for vengeance. The god drove

him mad, and he threw himself into a well.

(2) An Athenian hero, son of the Athenian
Pandlon and Zeuxippe. A tiller of the

soil, and a neatherd, he was a priest of

Athene the goddess of the stronghold, and
of Poseidon Erechtheus, and thus ancestor

of the priestly caste of the Butadse and
Eteobiltadce. He shared an altar in the

Erechtheum with Poseidon and Hephaestus.

The later story represented him as the son of

Teleon and Zeuxippe, and as taking part in

the expedition of the Argonauts.

(3) A Sicilian hero, identified in fable

with the Athenian Butes. Butes the Argo-

naut was enticed by the song of the Sirens,

and leaped into the sea, but was rescued

and brought to Lilybeeum in Sicily, by
Aphrodite, by whom he became the father

of Ervx.

C
Cabiri (Gr. Kahciroi). The name of cer-

tain deities, supposed to represent the bene-
ficent powers of Nature, and worshipped in

certain parts of Greece, in Bffiotia, for in-

stance, and in the islands of Imbros, Lemnos
and Samothrace. Nothing certain is known
of their real character, or the forms of their

worship. The name is perhaps Phoenician,
and, if so, means " the great or mighty
ones." It would seem that they were
originally imagined as possessing similar

powers to those of tlie Telchines, Curates,
Corybantes and Dactyli ; and that they
were confused sometimes with the Dinsciiri,

sometimes w^ith Demeter and Hermes, and
sometimes (especially in Lemnos) with
HephjBstus. Their worship was secret.

The m3-steries of the Cabiri of Samothrace
stood in high consideration during the Mace-

donian and Roman periods, being regarded,

indeed, as inferior only to the Eleusinian

mysteries in sanctity. The initiated were
supposed to have secured special protection

against mishaps, especiallj- b}- sea.

Cacus (a figure in Italian mythologj'). A
fire-spitting giant, the son of Vulcan, who
lived near the place where Rome was after-

wards built. AVhen Hercules came into the

neighbourhood with the cattle of Geryun,

Cacus stole some of them while the hero was
sleeping. He dragged them backwards into

his cave under a spur of the Aventine, so

that their footsteps gave no clue to the direc-

tion in which they had gone. He then closed

the entrance to the cave with a rock, which

ten pairs of oxen were unable to move.

But the bv/ing of the cattle guided tlie hero,

in his search, to the riglit track. He tor©
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open the cave, and, after a fearful struggle,

slew Cacus with his club. Upon this he

built an altar on the spot to Jupiter, under
the title of Pcdcr Inventor {^'the discoverer"),

and sacrificed one of the cattle upon it. The
inhabitants paid him every honour for free-

ing them of the monster, and Evander, who
was instructed by his mother Carmentis in

the lore of prophecy, saluted him as a god.

Hercules is then said to have established

his own religious service, and to have in-

structed two noble families, the Potltii and
the PinCirli, in the usages to be observed
at the sacrifice. This sacrifice was to be
offered on the Am Maxima^ Avhich he him-
self had built on the cattle market {Forum
/hidriuni) where the cattle had been pas-

tured.

Cadmus (Gr. Kadmos). (1) Son of Agenor
king of Phoenicia, and of Telephassa. His
•sister Europa being carried off by Zeus,

•Cadmus, with his brothers Phosnix and
Cilix, was sent out with the command to

look for her and not to return without
her. In the com'se of his wanderings he
came to Thrace. Here his mother, who
had accompanied him so far, breathed her
last ; and Cadmus applied for counsel to

the Delphic oracle. He was advised not

to seek his sister any more, but to follow a

cow which would meet him, and found a

•city on the spot where she should lie down.
The cow met him in Phocis, and led him
into Boeotia. He was intending to sacrifice

the cow, and had sent his companions to a
neighbouring spring to bring the necessary
water, when they were all slain by a ser-

pent, the offspring of Ares and the Erinys
Tilphosa, which guarded the spring. After
a. severe struggle, Cadmus destroyed the
<lragon, and, at the command of Athene,
sowed its teeth over the neighbouring
ground. A host of armed men sprung up,
Avho immediately fought and slew each
other, all except five. The survivors, who
were called Sj/artoi (" sown "), helped Cad-
mus to build the Cadmea, or the stronghold
of what was afterwards Thebes, which bore
liis name. They were the ancestors of the
Theban aristocracy ; and one of them,
Echlon, or " the serpent's son," became the
husband of Cadmus' daughter Agave. Cad-
mus did atonement to Ares for eight years
for the slaughter of the dragon. Then
Zeus gave him to wife Harmonia, the
daughter of Ares and Aphroditt-, who bore
him a son Polydorus, and four daughters,
Autonoe, Ino, Agave, and Semele. (^SVe

Harmonia and Semele.) Crushed by the

terrible doom which weighed upon his

hoine, he afterwards sought retirement

among the Enchelei in Hlyria, a country
which he named after his son Illj-rius, who
was born there. He resigned the kingdom
to Illyrius ; and then he and his daughter
Harmonia were changed into serpents, and
carried by Zeus to Elysium.
Hermes was worshipped in Samothrace

as the ancestral god of the inhabitants

under the name of Cadmus oi- Cadmilus
(Kadmllos) ; and it is therefore natural to

conjecture that the Theban Cadmus was
originally an ancestral god of the Thebans,
corresponding to the Samothracian deity.

He was regarded as the inventor of agi'i-

culture, of working in bronze, and of civili-

zation in general ; and it is to be remarked
at the same time that the oldest Greek
poets know nothing of his migration from
the East or from Egypt, or of the Phcenician

origin of Thebes. When once the later

story of his Phoenician descent had taken
shape, his name was naturally connected
with the introduction of the alphabet, for

which the Greeks well knew that they
were indebted to the Phoenicians.

(2) A Greek historian. See Logographi.
Caduceus. See Hermes (conclusion).

Cadus. See Vessels.
Caecilius Statius or Statius Caecilius. A

writer of Latin comedy. He was a Gaul,

of the race of the Insubrians, who were
settled in Upper Italy. He was brought to

Rome, probably about 194 B.C., as a prisoner

of war. He was set free by one of the

Ceecilii, became very intimate with Ennius,
and died not long after him, B.C. 166. It

was long before he could obtain a footing on
the stage ; but, this once achieved, he won
a considerable reputation, and was numbered
among the masters of his craft. The influ-

ence of Ennius seems to have been apparent
in the comparative care and regularity with
which his pieces were constructed. Cicero,

however, finds fault with his defective

Latinity ; and we must therefore infer that,

being of Gaulish extraction, he never suc-

ceeded in fully mastering the niceties of

colloquial Latin. The titles of some forty

of his Y>\i\ys have survived ; the contents he

mostly borrowed from Menander.
Caelius. (1) Cwlius Antlpdier ; see

Annalists.

(2) Marcus Ca-lms Rufus^ a Roman
orator, born 82 B.C. He was a man of

great gifts, but dissolute life, as even his

advocate Cicero was forced to admit in

the speech which he made in his defence.
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He belonged originally to the party of

the optimcltcs • but on the outbreak of

the Civil War, attached himself to Cajsar

:

then, thinking himself slighted by the

latter, he tried, during his pr?etorshi]),

to stir lip disorder in Rome. He was de-

prived of his office by the senate, fled from
Rome, and, in the year 48 B.C., attempted

to excite a rising in Lower Italy, in which
he met with a violent death. According to

Cicero, his strong point as an orator was
his power of haranguing the people ; in the

courts he shone mostly wdien on the side

of the prosecution. His stjde was, if

Cicero may be believed, brilliant, dignified,

and witty. Several of his letters to Cicero

are preserved in the eighth book of

Cicero's EpiatuJie ad FamiUCivcs. They
constitute an important contribution to the

history of the time.

Caeneus (Gr. Kaincus). The son of Elatus

and Hippia, one of the Lapithae of CT3'rtGn

in Thessaly. The story Avas that he was
originalh' a gixd named C?enis (Kainis^,

whom her lover Poseidon changed, at her

own request, into a man, and at the same
time rendered her invulnerable. CcBneus

took part in the Argonautic expedition and
the Calydonian boar-hunt. At the marriage
of Pirithoils, the Centaurs, finding him in-

vulnerable, crushed him to death with the

trunks of trees, and he was afterwards

changed into a bird. (Sec Pirithous.)

Csesar was for centuries the cognomen of

the ancient patrician family of the lulii.

Prom the dictator Gains lulius Csesar it

passed to his adopted son Octavianus, the

founder of the Roman empire, and was
assumed by all the male members of the

Julian dynasty, including the emperor.

After this dynasty had died out, all the

male members of the subsequent d^-nasties

assumed it, to show that they belonged to

the imperial house. But after the death of

Hadrian in 138 A.D., the title of Ctesar was
only assumed by the princes whom the

emperors had named as their sitccessors,

or chosen to be their colleagues in the

government.

Caesar {Gains IitJiiis). Julius Caesar was
born in 102 or 100 B.C., and was assas-

sinated on March 15th, B.C. 44. He was
famous no less as an orator and writer

than as a general and statesman. Endowed
with extraordinary natural gifts, he re-

ceived a careful education under the super-

intendence of his mother Aurelia. In B.C.

'77 he came forward as the public accuser of

Dolabella, and entered the lists against the

mist celebrated advocates of the day, Colta
and Hortensius. Fiom that time his hnw
was established as that of an advocate of
tlie first rank.

The faculties ot which he had given
evidence he cultivated to their liighest
jioint under the tuition of the rhetorician
MolG in Rhodes, and attained such success,

"^C-tSAli.

(Naples, Museum.)

that his contemporaries regarded him as

an orator second only to Cicero. Indeed,

Cicero himself fully recognizes his genius,

awarding especial praise to the elegance

and purity of his Latin. CiT^sar, liowover,

left but few speeches in a finislied state,

and these have not come down to us. n.

number of writings give cviden<e -^f the
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many-sidedness of his genius and literary

activity, but these are also lost. There

were poems, "which iiever attained much
i-eputation, including, besides boyish effu-

sions, some verses on his journey to Spain
in B.C. 4G. A treatise on Latin accidence,

dedicated to Cicero, and entitled De
Anal6c/id^ was written during his march
across the Alps to his army in Gaul. The
AnticatOncs, composed in his Spanish camp
before the battle of Munda in B.C. 45, was
a reply to Cicero's panegyric on Cato of

Utica. A treatise on astronomj-, De Astrls,

had probably some connection with the

reform of the calendar introduced by him,

as Pontlfex Maxunus, in B.C. 45. His
two great works have, however, survived.

These are his Commentarii de Bella

Gallico, 58-52 B.C., in seven books, and his

Commcntavii de Jhilo ClviI/\ 49-48 B.C.,

in three books. The former was written

down rapidly, at the end of 52 and begin-

ning of 51, in his winter quarters before

Bibracte. The latter was probably com-
posed in Spain after the conquest of the

Pompeians in 45.

The history of the Gallic War was com-
pleted after C?esar's death by Aulus Hirtius.

This writer added an eighth book, which
included the last rising of the Gauls in 51,

and the events of the year 50 which pre-

ceded the Civil War, The book, as we now
have it, is tmfinished. There are three

other anonymous books which continue the
history of the Civil W?v. The Bellum
Alexandvln^ivi (War in i..lexandria) is per-

haps from the hand of Hirtius. The Bellum
Afrtcum (War in Africa) is written in

a ponqwus and affected style [and has
recently been assigned, but Avithout suffi-

cient reason, to AsiniusPollio]. The Bellum
Hispfinum (Spanish War), is to be attri-

buted to two different authors. Its stylo is

rough, and shows that the writer was not
an educated man.

Caesius Bassus. A Latin poet, a friend

of Persius the satirist, whose book he
edited. He is said to have perished during
the eruption of Vesttvius in 79 a.d. He
had a high reputation in his da}^ as a

lyric poet, and is said to have composed a
didactic poem on metre. There is a con-
siderable fragment in prose on the same
subject which bears the name of Cfesius

Bassus, but this is perhaps from a prose
version of the poetical treatise.

Calais (Gr. Kala'is) and '/>~tes. The Bore-
adcP, or sons of Boi-eas and Orithyia. They
were both winged heroes, and took pare in

the Argonautic expedition. Coming in the

course of the enterprise to Salmydessus,

they set free Phineus, the husband of their

sister Cleopatra, from the Harpies, chasing

them through the air on their wings (see

Phineus). According to one stor}^, they

perished on this occasion ; according to

another, they were slain afterwards by
Heracles on the island of Tenos, on their

return from the funeral games of Pelias

{see ACASTUSj. This was in retribution for

the counsel which they had given to the

Argonauts on the coast of Mysia, to leave

Heracles behind. Their graves and monu-
ments were shown in Tenos. One of the

pillars was ^fiid to move when the north

wind blew.

Calamis (Kdlamis). A Greek artist, who
flourished at Athens about 470 B.C. He
worked in marble and metal, as well as

gold and ivory, and was master of sculp-

ture in all its branches, from the chisel-

ling of small silver vessels to the execu-

tion of colossal statues in bronze. His
Apollo, at Apollonia in Pontus, was 120

feet high. This statue was carried away
to Rome by Lucullus, and set up on the

Capitol. We hear of statues of the gods

and heroic women from his hand, as well

as of men on horseback and four-horsed

chariots. His horses are said to have been

unsurpassed. His female figures, if we
may believe the ancient critics, were char-

acterized by antique harshness and severity,

but were relieved by a touch of grace and
delicacy.

Calamus. See AVritixg Matekials.
Calantica. See Clothing.
Calathus (Gr. Kaldthos). See Vessels.
Calceus. A shoe, part of the regular

Roman dress, and usualty worn in public.

Each order, and ever}'' gens, had its par-

ticular kind of ccdceus. The patricians

wore a midleus or caleeus patriclus. This

was a shoe of red leather with a high sole,

like that of the cothurnus. The leather

passed round the back of the heel, where it

was furnished with small hooks, to which
the straps were fastened. It was originally

a part of the roj'al dress, and was after-

wards worn by generals on the occasion of

a triumph. In later times, with the I'est of

the triumphal costume, it became a part of

the dress of the consuls. In the second

rank came the calceus scndfonus, or shoe

worn by senators. This was black, and
tied round the leg by four straps. In the

case of patricians it was ornamented by a

crescent-shaped clasp. The ccdceus of the
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equUcs^ and cf ordinaiy citizens, was also

black. The latter was called ^jt'/-o; it rose

as high as the ankle, and was fastened with
a simple tie.

Calchas (Kalchfis). Son of Thestor of

Mycenpe.. Calchas was the celebrated seer

who accompanied the Greeks on their expe-
dition against Troy. Homer calls him the
best of soothsayers, who knew the past, the
present, and the future. Before the fleet

started from Aulis, Calchas predicted that

the Trojan war would last ten years. His
own death (so ran the prophec}^) was to

occur whenever he met a wiser seer than
himself. After the Trojan war he came to

the island of Claros, where, in the sacred

precincts of Apollo, he fell in with the

soothsayer Mopsus, who beat him in a
match of gitessing riddles. [See MoPSUS (2)].

Calchas died of grief, or, according to an-

other story, took away his ow^n life. A
temple was erected to him in Apulia, where
the votaries la}' down to sleep on sheepskins,

and received oracles in their sleep.

Caldarium. See Baths.
Calendae (Kalenche). Sec Calendar.
Calendar. (1) Greek. The Gi-eek year

consisted of twelve months, some " full "

—

i.e. oi 30 da5's each—the others "hollow"
or incomplete, of 21) days each. This made
up a lunar year of 354 days, 11 daj's short

of the solar year. To maintain some corre-

spondence between the lunar and solar

years, and to provide at least for the festivals

of the seasons always occurring at the right

time of year, the Athenians early resorted

to the method of intercalation. A space

of time was taken which included as many
days as would exactly make up eight solar

years, and cottld easilj' be distributed

among the same number of lunar years.

This space of time was called a " great

year." Then in every 3rd, 6th, and 8th

year a month of 29 or 30 days was in-

serted, so that the j^ears in question con-

sisted each of 383 or 384 days. This system
was introduced at Athens by Solon. The
period of eight j-ears was sometimes called

enndetcris, or a period of nine j'ears, because
it began again with every 9th 3'ear; some
limes oktdeteris, or space of eight years.

For this the astronomers, of wliom Meton in

the Periclean age may be taken as a represen-

tative, substituted a more accurate s3-stem,

which was afterwards adopted in Athens
and other cities as a correction of the old

calendar. This was the enncaka idckc7cterif>

of 19 years. The alternate "full" and
"hollow " months wore divided into three de-

cades, consisting of 10 or 9 days each as the
case might be. The days of the last decade
were counted from more to less to corre-
spond with the waning of the moon. Thus
tbe'2lstof the month was called the lOth
of the waning moon, the 22iid the 9th, the
23rd the 8th, and so on. The i-ockoning of

the year, with the order and names of the
months, dirtered more or less in different

states, the onl}^ common point Ijeing the
names of the mouths, which were almost
without exception taken from the chief
festivals celebrated in them. The Athenians
and the other lonians began their year with
the first new moon afrer the summer solstice,

the Dorians with the autumnal equinox, the
Boeotians and other ^Eolians with the winter
solstice. The Attic months are as follows

:

1. HekdtombaiOn (July-Atigust) ; 2. Mefd-
geitniOn (August-September) ; 3. Boedro-
iniOn (September-October) ; 4. PjjdnepslOn

(October - November) ; 5. MahuaktCvlOn
(November - December) ; 6. Puseidcun
(December-Jantiaiy) ; 7. Gdmellon (Janu-

aiy-Febrtiary) ; 8. AuthestCnOniYGhYWiiVj-
March) ; 9. EldpliCbulh'ni (March-April);
10. ManycJuOn (April-May); 11. T/iargc-

170)1 (May-June) ; 12. Skciruphorldn (June-

July). The intercalary month was a .second

Poseideon inserted in the middle of the

year. The official system of numbering the

years differed also very much in the various

states. The years received their names
from the magistrates, sometimes .secular,

sometimes spiritual. {See Epoxymus.)
Historical chronology was first computed

according to Olympiads, beginning u.c. 77(J,

by the historian Timfeus in the 3rd cen-

tury H.C.

(2) TItc Unman year was supposed to

have consisted, xtnder ETimfdus, of 10

months, four full ones of 31 days (March,

May, July and October), and six " hollow
'•

of 30 days (April, June, August, Soj.tember,

November, December). But, as a space of

304 days makes up neither a .solar nor a

lunar year, it is difficult to understand the

so-called " year of Komulus." King Numa
was ustially supposed to have introduced

the year of 12 months by adding January

and' February at the end; for the Roman
3'ear, it must be remembered, began origin-

ally with March. On this .-system every

month except February had an odd number

of clays : March 31, Ai)ril 29, May 31, Juno

29, Quintilis 31, Sextilis 29, Sejitember 29,

October 31, November 2f>, December 29,

January 29, FeViruary 28. Numa is also

credited with the attempt to square this
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lunar year of 355 clays with the solar j-ear

of 3Go ; but how he did it is not certainly

known. The Decemviri in 450 B.C. pro-

bably introduced the system of adjustment

afterwards in use. According to this a

cycle of four years was taken, in the second

year of which an intercalary month {incnsis

merceddnlUH) of 23 days was inserted be-

tween the 24th and 25th of February, and

in the fourth year a month of 22 days be-

tween the 23rd and 24tli February. Thus
the period of 4 years amounted to 1465 days.

But this gave the year an average of 3G0j

days, or one day too many, so that a special

rectification, was necessary from time to

time. This was probably carried out by
the omission of an intercalaiy month. It

was the business of the Poniiftces to keep

the calendar in order by regular intercala-

tion ;
but, partly from carelessness, partly

from })olitical motives, they made insertions

and omissions so incorrectly as to bring the

calendar into complete disorder, and destroy

the correspondence between the montlis and
the seasons. The mischief was finally

remedied by Caesar, with the assistance of

the mathematician Soslgenes. To bring

the calendar into correspondence with the

seasons, the year 46 B.C. was lengthened so

as to consist of 15 months, or 415 days, and
the calendar known as the Julian was in-

troduced on the 1st Januar}', 45 B.C. This

calendar is founded simply on the solar

year, which is well known to be a discovery

of the Egyptians. Ceesar fixed this year to

365 J days, which is correct Avithin a few
minutes. After this the ordinary year con-

sisted of 365 days, divided into 12 months,
with the names still in use. Every fourth

year had 366 days, a day being inserted at

the end of February. The Julian calendar

maintained its ground till 1582, when Pope
Gregory XIII corrected the trifling error

which still attached to it. The old names of

the months were retained with two excep-

tions, that of Quintilis, which, in honour of

Ca?sar, was called luUus, and that of Sex-
tilis, which in 8 B.C. was called Augustus
in honour of the emperor. The old divisions

of the lunar month were also retained for

convenience of dating. These were (a) the

Kdlcndd', marking the first api)earance of

the new moon
; (6) the Nona\ marking the

first quarter
;

(c) tlie Idiis, marking the
full moon. Kalendfp means ])roperly the

day of si;mmoning, from calCirc^ to summon.
The Pontifcx Avas bound to observe the first

phase, and to make his announcement to

the Ecx Sarrdru))). who then summoned

the people to the Capitol, in front of the

Curia Calubra, so called from calarc. Here
he offered sacrifice, and announced that the

first quarter would begin on the 5th or 7tk
day (inclusive) as the case might be. This
day was called Nonce^ as (according to

Romrtn calculation) the 9 th day before the

full moon, and fell in March, May, July
and October on the 7th, in the other months
on the 5th. The appearance of the full

moon was called Idus (probably connected

with the Etruscan word iduclrc, to divide),

because it divided the month in the middle.

The days of the month were counted back-

wards, in the first half of the month from
the Nones and Ides, in the last half from
the Kalends Of the following month. The
Romans also had a week called internundi-

num, or the interval between two mindince.
It consisted of eight days, and, like our

weeks, could be divided between two months
or two years. (For further details see

Fasti.)

After the establishment of the Republic
the Romans named their years after the

consuls, a custom which was maintained

down to the i-eigu of Justinian (541 A.D.).

After the time of Augustus it became the

practice in literature to date events from
the foundation of Rome, which took place

according to Varro in 753, according to

Cato in 751 B.C.

The Day. The Greeks reckoned the civil

day from sunset to sunset, the Romans (like

ourselves) from midnight to midnight. The
natural day was reckoned by both as lasting

from sunrise to sunset. The divisions of

the day were for a long time made on no
common principle. It was for military pur-

poses that the Romans first hit on such a
principle, dividing the night during service

into four equal watches (vtgllue). Corre-

sponding to this we find another division

(probably calculated immediately for the

courts of justice) into mCine (sunrise to 9 or

10), forenoon {ad meridiem), afternoon {de

meridie) until 3 or 4, and evening
{sii2)rema) from thence till sunset. After

the introduction of sun-dials and water-

clocks the day and night were divided each

into 12 hours ; but the division was founded

on the varying length of the day, so that

each hour of the day w^as longer, and con-

versely each hour of the night shorter, in

summer than in winter.

Caliga. A boot with large nails in the

sole, worn in ancient Italy by huntsmen,
waggoners, and peasants, and, during the

imperial period, by common soldiers.

1
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Calix. See Vessels.
Callicrates (Gr. Kallikvdfes). A Greek

architect who, together with Ictiuus, built

the ParthC'iii'iu (q.v.).

Callimachtis (Gr. Kallimdchos). (1) A
Greek artist, Avho flourished in the second
half of the 5th century B.C. He was the in-

ventor of the Corinthian order of pillar, and
the art of boring marble is also attributed

to him, though perhaps he did no more than
bring it to perfection. The ancient critics

represent him as unAvearied in polishing

and perfecting his work; indeed, they
allege that his productions lost something
through their excessive refinement and
purity. One of his celebrated works was
the golden chandelier in the Erechtheum
at Athens.

(2) A Greek scholar and poet, the chief

representative of the Alexandrian school.

He was the son of Batttis, and thus sprung
from the noble family of the Battladse. He
at first gave his lectures in a suburb of

Alexandria ; bitt was afterwards summoned
by Ptolemy Philadelphus to the Museum
there, and in about 200 B.C. was made
president of the library. He held this office

till his death, which took place about 240
B.C. He did a great service to literature

by sifting and cataloguing the numerous
books collected at Alexandria. The results

of his labours were published in his great

work called Findkes, or "Tablets." "This

contained 120 books, and was a catalogue,

arranged in chronological order, of the

works contained in the library, with obser-

vations on their genuineness, an indication

of the first and last word in each book, and
a note of its bulk. This work laid the

foundation of a critical study of Greek
literature. 800 works, partly in prose,

partly in verse, were attributed altogether

to Callimachus ; but it is to be observed
that he avoided, on principle, the compo-
sition of long poems, so as to be able to

give more thought to the artistic elabora-

tion of details. The essence of Callimachus'
verse is art and learning, not poetic genius
in the real sense. Indeed, some of his

compositions had a directly learned object

;

the Aitla, or "Causes," for instance. This
was a collection of elegiac poems in four

books, treating, with great erudition, of the

foundation of cities, the origin of religious

ceremonies, and the like.

Through his writings, as well as through
his oral instruction, Callimachus exercised

an immense influence, not only on the course
of learning, but on the poetical tendencies

of the Alexandrian school. Among his
pupils were the most celebrated :>a cants
of the time, Eratosthenes, Aristophanes ot

Byzantium, ApoUr.nius of Rhodes, and
others. Of his writin.i^s only a vor}' few
have survived in a complete state : these are,
six hymns, five of which are in epic and one
in elegiac form, and sixtj^-four epigrams.
The hymns, both in their language and their
matter, attest the learned taste of their
author. His elegy, entitled the Coma
BcycnlcUs, or " Lock of Berenice," is imi-
tated by Catullus in one of his remaining
pieces. Ovid, in the twentieth of his
ITcroXdcs, as well as in his Ibis, took poems
of Callimachus for his models. Indeed, the
Romans generally set a very high value on
his elegies, and liked to imitate them. Of
his other works in prose and poetry—among
the latter may be mentioned a ver}- populai*

epic called Uca'dc—only fragments have
survived.

Callinus (Gr. Kallinos), the creator of the
Greek political elegy, was a native of

Ephesus, and flourished, probably, about
Too B.C., at the time when the kings of

Lydia were harassing the Greek colonies

of Asia Minor by constant wars. One elegy
from his hand has survived, in which, in a
simple and manlj' tone, he endeavours to

kindle the degenerate youth of his father-

land to cotirage and patriotism.

Calliope iGr. KalUopC). Sec Muses.
Callirrhoe (Gr. KaUirrhae). See Acarn'.\x

and Alcm.eox.
Callisthenes (Gr. KallistJicnes). A Greek

historian, born at Olynthus about 3G0 B.C.

He was a relation of Aristotle, from whom
he received instruction at the same time

as Alexander the Great. He accompanied

Alexander on his Asiatic campaign, and

offended him by refusing to pay him servile

homage after the Persian fashion, and b}^

other daring exhibitions of independence.

The consequence was that the king threw

his friend into prison on the pretext that

he was concerned in a conspiracy against

his life. Callisthenes died in captivit}- in

328 B.C., in consequence, probably, of mal-

treatment. Of his historical writings, par-

ticularly those dealing with the exploits of

Alexander, only fragments remain ; but ho

was always ranked among the most famous

historians. Indeed, his reputation^ as the

companion of Alexander and the historian

of his achievements maintained itselt so

well, that he was made responsible in

literature for the romantic narrative of

Alexander's life which grew u|i in the fol-
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lowing centuries. This was translated into

Latin towards the end of the 3rd century

A.D. by Julius Valerius, and became the

main authoritjr for the medieval adaptations

of the myth of Alexander.

Callisto (Gr. KaUisto). A nymph, the

daughter of the Arcadian Lycaon, and a

companion of Artemis. She became, by
Zeus, the mother of Areas, the ancestor of

the Arcadians. She was turned into a bear,

according to one account by the jealous

Hera, according to another by Zeus, who
was anxious to protect her from Hera's

wrath. In this shape she was slain by
Artemis, and set among the constellations

by Zeus under the title of the She-Bear.

There w^as another story, according to which
Callisto's son was intending to slay his

transformed mother while hunting ; upon
which Zeus set him in the sky under the

name of Arcturus {Arldouros), the Watcher
of the Beai-, and his mother under the name
of Arctus {ArJdus), the She-Bear. As the

stars bearing these names never set. Homer
describes them as the only ones which have
no share in the bath of the ocean. Later
poets, accordingly, invented the further

story that Tethys, wishing to gratify Hera,
refused to receive her former rival into her
waters.

Callistratus (Gr. Kallisfrafos). A Greek
rhetorician, who probably flourished in the

3rd century a.d. He was the author of de-

scriptions of fourteen statues of celebrated

artists, Scopas, for instance, Praxiteles, and
Lysippus, written after the manner of Phi-

lostratus. His style is dry and affected,

and he gives the reader no real insight into

the qualities of the masterpieces which he
attempts to describe.

Callynteria (Gr. Kallijnterui) and Plyn-
terta ("Feasts ofAdorning and Cleansing "),

were the names given to the two chief days
of a service of atonement held at Athens
from the 19th to the 25th of Thargelion
(or May-June). The Erecththeum, or sanc-
tuary^ of Athene of the stronghold, was
cleansed, the ancient wooden image of the
goddess was unclothed, the garments washed
and the image itself purified. These duties

were performed, with mysterious rites, by
the family of the Praxiegidpe, with the aid
of certain women called PlyntridSs. The
Plynteria, or day on which the image was
washed, was an unlucky day, on which no
public business was transacted. The cere-

monies would seem originally to have been
intended to commemorate the season of the

year and the ripening of the corn and fruit,

for which the votaries of the powerful god-
dess desired to secure her favour.

Calpis (Gr. Kalpis). See Vessels.
Calpiirnius. (1) Calpumius PlsO Frugi,

See xixxALisTS.

(2) Titus Caljmrnius Slculus^ a Roman
poet, who flourished in the middle of

the 1st century a.d. At the beginning
of Xero's reign he wrote seven Eclugce,

or bucolic poems, which are somewhat
servile imitations of Theocritus and Vergil.

The language is declamatory, but the

laws of metre are strictly observed. The
poet was poor, and wished his writings to

be brought under the notice of the young
emperor, thrcLUgh the instrumentalit}^ of a

personage high in favour at court. This
individual appears under the name of Meli-

boeus, and has sometimes been supposed to

have been the philosopher Seneca, some-
times the Piso Avho was executed in 65 a.d.

as the leader of a conspiracy against Nero.
Calpurnius lavishes the most fulsome praises

upon the emperor. Pour of the Ecldgce,

which, were formerly attributed to Calpur-

nius, are now known to have been written

by Nemesiiinus, who not only imitates Cal-

pui'nius, but plagiarizes from him.

(3) Calpurnius Flaccus, a Latin rhetori-

cian of uncertain date, under whose name
fifty-one school-boy harangues, or rather ex-

tracts from them, have come down to us.

Calumuia (in old Latin Kahimn7a). The
Latin word for slander. It was technically

applied to false accusations. The falsely

accused person, if acquitted, had the right

of accusing the prosecutor in his turn on

the charge of calumnia before the same
jury. In civil cases the penalty was a pecu-

niary fine ; in criminal cases the calum-
niiltor lost his right to appear again as a

prosecutor, and in early times Avas branded
on the forehead with a A".

Calydonian i^Gr. Kah/donian) Hunt. Sec

Meleager (1) and (Exeus.

Calypso (Gr. Kalypsd). A nymph, the

daughter of Atlas, who dwelt on the island of

Ogygia, where she gave a friendly welcome
to Odysseus, whom she kept with her for

seven years. {Sec Odysseus.)

Camenae (Latin). The name of certain

fountain nym])lis, who presided over child-

birth. They had also the gift of prophec}',

and were identified by the Latin poets with

the Greek Muses, {See Muses.)
Cameos, and 27ie Gonzaga Cameo. See

Gems.
Camilli and Camillae. The Latin name

for the boys and girls who attended on the

i
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CAMILLUS, WITH
ACEUKA AND RICINIUM.

(Bartoli, Admir. 14.)

priests and priestesses during the perform-

ance of their religious functions. It was
necessary that they

should be born of

free parents, and
have both parents

living. These
attendants were
especially attached

to the Fid men
DiCilis, and his wife

the FlaiJi'iiuca, and
also to the Ciiriuncs.

The priests gene-

rail}^ brought up
their own children,

by preference, for

this service, to teach

them their duties,

jind secure them a

succession to the

priestly office.

Campus Martins (" Field of Mars "). A
plain lying t6 the north of Rome, outside

the Poiiicrium, between the Tiber, theQui-
rinal and the Capitoline Hills. (See PoME-
RIUM.) During the regal period it was part

of the property of the Crown, and, after the

expulsion of the kings, was dedicated to

Mars. The northern part, on the banks of

the Tiber, served

as an exercise-

ground for the

Roman youth for

athletics, riding, or

military drill. The
smaller part, next
to the city, was
used for the meet-

ings of the Comltia
Cenfuriata, and for

holding the lus-

trum. In the midst
of it stood an altar

to Mars, which
formed the centre

oi the ceremony of

the lustrum, and
of some other fes-

tivals held on the

spot in honour of

that deity. (See

Lustrum.) Until

the end of the re-

publican age there

'"was only one build-

ing on this part of

the Campus, the Villa PuhUca. This was
the residence assigned to foreign ambassa-

D. c. A.

* APOLLO AFTER CAXACIIUS.

(Bronze statuette in British
Museum.)

dors and Roman generals on their return
from war, to whom the senate granted
audiences in the neighbouring temple of

Bellona. But in B.C. 55 Pomjieius erected in

the Campus the tirst stone theatre built in

Rome, with a great colonnade adjoining it.

Here too Julius Cajsar commenccil hi.s marble
strpta, or inclosures for the Comitia Ccn-
turiatc, with a great colonnade surrounding
the ovllv. (Sec CoMiTi.-v.) These were com-
pleted by Agrippa in 27 B.C. In B.C. 28,

Octavianus Ca>sar added the MausulCum,
or hereditar}^ burial-place of the Cie:-ars,

and Agrippa the Pantheon and the tirst

Thermae or Baths. Under the succeeding

emperors a number of buildings rose here
;

for iD;itance, Domitian's Race-course (Std-

dium.) iind Odeum. The rest of the Cam})us
was ICil r'/.r.e for gymnastic and military exer-

cises, the grounds being magnificently deco-

rated with statues and colonnades. The altar

survived until the last days of ancient Rome.
Canachus (Gr. Kdndchos). A Greek sculp-

tor born in Sicyon about 48U B.C. He worked
in bronze, in the combination of gold and

ivory, and also in wood. His master-

])iece was the colossal bronze statue of

Apollo at Miletus, of which some idea may
be still derived from ancient coins of that

city. It seems to have been extremely

antiiino in its character [see cut).

Candelabrum. A lamp furnished with a

point, on which a taper {candela) was fixed.

{Sec LiGHTiXG.) As the use of lamps

iDecame more common, the word candela-

hrum was transferred to the wooden or

metal sujiport, usually made up of a ba.se,

a tall thin shaft, and a disc (discus), on

which the lamp was set up to illuminate

a large room. There were other forms of

candelabra, notably the lampddar'ium or

"lamp-bearer" (sec cut, p. 114). This had

no disc, but a number of arms, as many as

the lamps it was intended to carry. Other

candelabra had an apparatus for raising

and lowering the lamps. The shaft was

hollow, and contained a movable rod, sup-

porting the disc or the arms, which could

be fixed at any required height by bolts

passed through it. Like lamps, rfif»(/«7«//m

were made in the greatest possible variety

of forms, and ornamented in a number ot

different ways, especially by figures in

relief. Besides the portable candelabra in-

tended for common use, and set on a table

or on the ground, there were large and

heavy ones, shaped like pillars, and set up

on fixed pedestals as ornaments for temples

and palaces (see cut, p. 114;.
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Candidatus. The Latin term for a com-
petitor for a public office. He was so called

from the peculiar dress in which he usually

showed himself to the people in the Forum.
This was the tuga Candida, a new toga
whitened with chalk. No one could appear
as a candidatus unless his name had been
given in to, and accepted by, the authorities

presiding over the election.

Caneon (Gr. Kane on). See Vessels.
Canephori (Gr. Kdncph6roi),^-'bixsket-heaY-

ers." The title of certain maidens belong-

ing to the first families at Athens, whose
duty it was to carry baskets containing

consecrated furniture, on their heads, at

the solemn processions, particularly at the

Panatheucca. The graceful attitude made

not simply recited, but sung or performed in

melodrama with musical accompaniments.
Capaneus (Gr. Kajjdneus). One of the

Seven against Thebes who was struck by
lightning during the assault upon the city.

He was climbing

the wall, and was
boasting that not

even the lightning

of Zeus would
scare him away.
During the burn-

ing of his body
on the funeral

pyre, his wife

Evadne threw
herself into T;he

(2)

LAMPADARIA OF BRONZE. (See p. 113.)

(Naples Museum.)
(1) from Gargiulo's Enccolta, tav. 63.

and (:i) Musco Borbonico, VIII xxxi, and II -iii.

-CANDELABRUM OP MARBLE.

(Naples Museum.)
From Gargiulo's RaccoUa, tav. 10.

the figure of a eaneplwros a favourite one
with sculptors. Such figures were often
employed by architects as supports for the
entablatures of temples. The Erechtheum
on the Acropolis at Athens is an example.
{See C.VRVATIDES.)

Cantharus. See Vessels.
Canticum. A technical term of the

Roman stage. In the nai-rower sense, it

denoted a melody or air composed in chang-
ing rhythms, the text to which Avas sung
behind the stage to the accompaniment of

a flute, Avhlle the actor expressed the mean-
ing by pantomime. In Cicero's time, how-
ever, the canticawQXQ sometimes performed
by the actors. In a wider sense, the word
might mean any part in a play which was

flames. His son was Sthenelus, the chario-

teer of Diomedes.
Capelium (Gr. Kdpcleion). See Ixns.

Capella. See Marti.\nus Capella.
Caper {Fldriits). A Latin scholar of some

note, who flourished in the 2nd century

A.D., and whose writings were frequently

used and quoted by the later grammarians.
Only two small treatises bearing his name
have come down to us, the De Ortlio-

grdj'Md (" On Orthographj' ") and De Ver-

bis Dubits (" On Irregular Words ") ; but

these are only meagre extracts from the

original works.
Capite censi. See Proletarii.
Capitolinus {Iidiiis). See Historic Au-

GUSTiE SCRIPTORES.
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Capitolium. The southern summit of the

CapitoliuG Hill at Rome, separated from
the arx or northern summit by a saddle,

on which were the asi/hDn and the temple
of Veiovis. The Cajjitol was approached
by a road mounting in several zig-zags from
the Forum. On the highest point of the
southern top was the temple of Jupiter
Optlmus Maxlmus, begun by the Tarquins,
but not finished till the first year of the

Republic (500 B.C.). The temple was quad-
rangular and nearly square, with three rows
ol' columns in front, six in each row, and
four columns on each side. The}- were in

the Doric, or rather the Tuscan, style. The
interior was divided by parallel walls in-

to three cclla', or chambers. The central

chamber was dedicated to Jupiter, and con-

tained a statue of the god in terra-cotta.

The senate sometimes held its sittings here,

particularly at the opening of the year, and
on occasions when war was declared. The
right-hand chamber was sacred to Minerva,
the left-hand to Juno. The entablatui'e

was entirely constructed of wood ; the

pediment was of terra-cotta, as was the quad-
riga or four-horsed chariot, with the figure

of the god, above. After the Third Punic
War the entablature was gilded. In 83
B.C. the whole temple was burnt down to

the vaults in which the Sibjdline books
and other consecrated objects were pre-

served. Sulla rebuilt the structure strictly

on the lines of the old one, though with
much greater splendour in detail ; biit the

new temple was not consecrated till 69 B.C.

A statue of Jupiter in gold and ivor}', on
the model of the Olj-mpian Zeus, by Apol-
lonius, was substituted for the old image of

terra-cotta. A hundred years later the

building was again burnt down, in the civil

war of Vitellius and Vespasian. Vespasian
restored it, but the new structure was again
destroyed by fire in 80 a.d. In 82 Do-
mitian erected a new temple, a Corinthian

hexastFjlos, which survived unhurt till the

5th centur}' a.d. This was gradually de-

stroyed, partly by the invading barbarians
who plundered it, and partly in the dis-

sensions of the Middle Ages. The Palazzo

Caifarelli now stands upon its foundation.

Caprotina. A Roman epithet of Juno.
A special feast, called the Nona' Caprotina;,

was celebrated in her honour on the Nones
of Quintilis, or 7th of July. In this

celebration female slaves took a consider-

able part. The festival was connected
with another, called PopJifufj1.nm, or the
" Plight of the People," held on the 5th of

July. Thus a historical basis was given to

it, though the true origin of both festivals

had been probably forgotten. After their
defeat by the Gauls, the Romans were con-
quered and put tn flight by a sudden attack
of their neighbours, the Latins, who de-
manded the surrender of a large number of
girls and widows. Thereupon, at the sug-
gestion of a girl called Tutula (or PhilOtis),
the female slaves dhsguised themselves as
Roman ladies, went into the enemy's camp,
and contrived to make the enemy drunk,
while Tutida, climbing a wild fig-tree, gave
the signal for the Romans to attack by hold-
ing u]) a torch. The PopUfuf/ia were cele-

brated by a mimic flight. On the 7th July,
the female slaves went in procession to the
:^-.?;-tree, where they carried on all kinds of

sports with the assembled multitude. Be-
sides this, there was a sacrifice and a festal

meal at the tree, and on the next day a
thanksgiving, celebrated by the pontiflccs.

Capys (Grr. Kdjfys). Sec Dardaxus and
AXCHISES.
Carchesium(CTr. KarcJu'sWu). <S'^e Vessels.
Cardea. The tutelar}- goddess of hinges,

in other words, of famil}^ life, among the

Romans. She was supposed to wai'd off

all the noxious influences of evil spirits,

especially of the StrJga', who were believed

to suck the blood of children by night. It

is doubtful whether she is to be identified

with the goddess Carna, who is said to have

taken the larger organs of the body—heart,

lungs and liver—under her especial pro-

tection. Carna had a shrine on the Ci^lian

Hill, in Rome, and a festival on the 1st of

June, at which they ate beans and bacon,

and made offerings of them to the goddess.

Caristia. See Manes.
Carmenta or Carmentis. An ancient

Italian goddess of prophecy, who protected

women in child-birth. In Rome she had

a priest attached to her, the Jhlmcn Cav-

menfCdis, and a shrine near the gate under

the Capitol, named after her the porta Car-

mcntCdis. On this spot the Roman matrons

celebrated in her honour the festival of the

CarmcntaJia, the flamcn and pout tfex as-

sisting. Two Carment.es, called Porrlma or

Antcvorta, and Podvorta, were worshipped

as her sisters and attendants. These names

were sometimes explained with reference

to childbirth, sometimes as indicating the

power of the goddess of fate to look into tlie

]>ast and future. In the legend of the

foundation of Rome Carmenta appears as

the prophetic mother, or wife, of the Arca-

dian stranger Evander.
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Carna. Sec Cardea.
Carnea (Gr. Karncia). A festival cele-

brated ill honour of Apollo Carneus (" the

protector of flocks ") as early as the time of

the immigration of the Dorians. In keeping

up the celebration, the Dorians characteristic-

ally gave it a warlike colour, by transform-

ing their original pastoral deity into the

god of their fighting army. The Carnea
lasted nine days, from the 7th to the 15th

of the month Carneus (August-September).
The proceedings symbolized the life of

soldiers in camp. In every three plird-

trica or db((i nine places were set apart, on
which tents or booths were put np. In
these tents nine men had their meals in

common. All ordinary proceedings were
carried on at the word of command, gi^'-^a

out by a herald. One
part of the festival

recalled its originally

rural character. This
was a race, in which
one of the runners,

supposed to symbo-
lize the blessings of

harvest, started in

advance, uttering
prayers for the city.

The others, called
" vintage - runners,"

pursued him, and if

they overtook him, the

occurrence was taken

a? a good omen, if they

failed, as a bad one.

After the twent3'-sixth

Olympiad (67G B.C.) a
musical contest was
added, at which the

most celebrated artists

in all Greece were
accustomed to com-
pete. The first artist

who sang at this con-

test was Terpandcr.
Carpentum. Sec

Chariots.
Carpo. Sec Hor^.
Carroballista. See Artillery.
Carruca. >SVe Chariots.
Caryatides (Gr. KaryCitidcs). A technical

term of Greek architecture. Caryatides
were female statues clothed in long drapery,

used instead of shafts, or columns, to sup-

port the entablature of a temple {see cut).

The name properly means " maidens of

Caiyse {Kan/ai),^' a Spartan town on the

Arcadian frontier. Here it was the custom

CARYATID.

From the Erechtheum,
Athens (British Museum).

for bands of girls to perform their country

dances at the yearly festivals of Artemis
Karyatis. In doing so they sometimes

assumed the attitude which suggested the

form adopted by the artists in the statues

mentioned above. (See also Canephori.)
Cassandra (Gr. Kasscnulra). In Homer

Cassandra is the fairest of the daughters of

Priam and Hecuba. For the promise of

her love, Apollo conferred upon her the

gift of prophecy ; she broke her word, and
the god punished her by letting her retain

the gift, but depriving her of the power of

making her hearers believe her. Her utter-

ances were therefore laughed to scorn as

the ravings of a mad woman. It was in

vain that, at the birth of Paris, she advised

that he should be put to death, and that,

w^hen Helen came to Troy, she prophesied

the destruction of the city. AYhen the city

was taken, she was dragged by Ajax the

son of Oileus from the altar of Athene, at

which she had taken refuge ; but Agamem-
non rescued her and took her as his slave

to Mycente. Here she was slain b}^ Cly-

tffimnestra when Agamemnon was murdered.
She was worshipped with Apollo in several

places under the name of Alexandra.
Cassianns Bassiis. See Geoponici.
Cassiodorus Senator (Magnus AurcUus)

was born in Bruttium, about 480 A.D. He
belonged to an old Roman family which had,

particularly in the three preceding genera-

tions, distinguished itself in the public

service. His father stood in high favour

with Theodoric, who had an equal regard
for his talented and highly educated son,

Cassiodorus Senator. On account of his

trustworthiness and ability as a statesman,

the younger Cassiodorus was appointed to

the highest offices by Theodoric and his

successors. He was consul a.d. 514, and

four times ^jj'o;/<'cf?fs. For a j^eriod of

nearl}^ forty years he enjo3'ed an active and

successful career in the public administra-

tion, notably as Theodoric's private secre-

tary. After the fall of Vitiges in 540,

Cassiodorus retired to the monastery of

Vivarium (Vivarese), which he had founded

on his estates in Bruttium. Here he passed

the rest of his life in religious exercises

and literary labour. He died about 575.

Among the works which he composed
during his career as a statesman, we have

a universal history called Chronica, from

Adam down to the year when it was writ-

ten. This consists mainly of a catalogue of

the Roman consuls, and is the longest ol

all the lists wliich have come down to us.
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Anotlier work of liis whicli has survived

is the Vai-id' {Epidula') iu twelve books.

This is a collection of imperial rescripts,

and has considerable historical importance.
These rescripts he made out, partly in the

name of Tlieodoric and his successors, partly

in his own name as pncfcctus. The book
likewise contains a collection of formularies

for decrees of nomination. His Gothic his-

tory, in twelve books, is onlj' preserved in

extracts, and in the paraphrase of Jordanes.

The chief aim of his monastic life was a

noble one. He hoped to make the monas-
teries an asylum of knowledo;e, in which
the literature of classical antiquity and of

the Christian ao-e might
be collected. The num-
ber of books was to be

increased bj' copyists,

and the clergy were to

gain their necessary

education by studj-ing

them. The libraries

and schools of the mo-
nasteries in succeeding

centuries were ulti-

mately formed upon the

model which he set up.

Besides a number of

theological writings, he

composed, in about 544

A.D., a sort of Encyclo-

p;iHlia,in four books, for

the instruction of his

monks. This is the " In-

structions in Sacred and
Profane Literature"

{Institutioncs Divinu-
rum et SceculcJrtum

Littcrurum). The first

part is an introduction

to the study of theology,

the second a sketch of

the seven liberal arts.

Finalh', in his ninety-

third year, he compiled a treatise De Oriho-

(jmplua or on Orfltography.

Cassiopea (Gr. KaaaloiJcia). See Andro-

MED.V.

Cassius. (1) Cassius Ilemlna. SccA^ssx-

LisTs. (2) Sec Dio Cassius.

Castalia (Gr. KastuUa). A nymph, the

daughter of the river-god Achelolis, Pur-

sued by Apollo, she threw herself into_ a

spring on Mount Parnassus, which took its

name' after her. The spring was conse-

crated to Apollo and the Muses, and it was

in its water that the pilgrims to the neigh-

bouring shrine of Delphi purified themselves.

The Roman poets indulged in the fiction

that it conferred poetic inspii'ation.

CsiZtQxifyY.KaHtnv) Si Pollux. iS^tr Dioscuri.
Castra. A Roman camp, fortified with

a rampart and ditch, outside of wliidi a
Roman army never spent a single night.
It was marked out on a place selected by
officers detached for the purpose, generally
on the spur of a hill. The same plan wag
alwaj-s observed, and the divisions indicated
by coloured flags and lances, so that the
divisions of the army, as they came in,

could find their places at once. In the
middle of the 2nd century B.r., according to

the account of PolybTr.s [vi 27], the plan of

JO too 100 £0S!> too so too so so too too so ISO
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tlie whole length of the ccimp into two
parts. This road was 50 feet in width,

and ended in two gates, the ijorta dccu-

mCina in front, and the ])orta prcetorut on

the side opening towards the enemy. In the

front part were encamped the two legions,

with their allied contingents. They lay in

three double rows of tents on each side of

the via pratnria^ which made aright angle

Y.-ith the firt jjrincqMlis. Its whole length

was divided by roads 50 feet in width,

while across it, from one lateral rampart

to the other, ran the via quintdna. The
front side of the rows of tents was turned

towards the intervening roads. Starting

from the via ijva'toria^ the first two lines

of tents on each side contained the cavalry

and infantry of one legion each, while the

third row, tying nearest to the rampart,

contained the cavalry and infantry of the

allied contingents. In the hinder part of

the camp, directly upon the via principalis^

and on both sides of the via pratoria,

were the tents of the twelve military

tribunes, opposite the four ranks of the

legions. On both sides were the tents of

the praifccti of the allied contingents,

placed in the same way opposite those of
the troops under their command. Then
followed the headquarters, or j^rfeiorinin,

a space 200 feet square, intersected by the

via pratoria. In this was the general's

tent (taberndcidion) ; in front was the altar

on which the general sacrificed, on the left

the augilrCde for taking the auspices, and
on the right the tvibfcnCd. This was a bank
of earth covered with turf, on which the
general took his stand when addressing
the troops, or administering justice. Right
of the pr(vtoriuni was the qiufstortum, con-

taining the quarters of the paymasters, and
the train of artillery. On the left was the

fonini, a meeting place for the soldiers. Be-
tween these spaces and the lateral ramparts
were the tents of the select troops who com-
posed the body-guard of the general. Those
of the cavalry had their front turned in-

wards, while those of the infantry were
turned towards the wall. The tents of the
picked allied troops ocr^ujned the hinder part
of the camp, which was bounded by a cross

road 100 feet in breadth. The tents of the
cavalry looked inwards, those of the in-

fantry towards the rampart. The auxiliary
troops were posted at the two angles of this

space. The rampart was divided from the
tents by an open space 200 feet in width.
This was specially intended to facilitate the
inarch of the troops at theirentrance and exit.

The construction of the fortifications

alwaj's began before the general's tent was
pitched. The legionaries constructed the

rampart and ditch in front and rear, while

the allies did the same on either side. The
stakes required for the formation of an
abattis on the outer side of the wall were
carried by the soldiers themselves on the

march The whole work was carried on

under arms. The watches {cxcilbioi and
vigiWa) were kept with great strictness

both by day and night. The vigilice, or

night-watches, were relieved four times,

the trumpet sounding on each occasion.

The posts of each night-watch were in-

spected by four Homan eqiutcs. The pass-

word for the night was given by the general.

Each gate was guarded by outposts of infan-

try and cavalry, the light-armed troops {vctt-

tes) being also distributed as sentries along

the ramparts. When the camp was to break

up, three signals were given ; at the first,

the tents were taken down and packed up
;

at the second, they were jDut upon beasts

of burden and in wagons, and at the third

the army began its march.
After the time of Polybius the Roman

military system underwent many changes,

which involved alterations in the arrange-

ments of the camp, but we have no trust-

worthy information on this subject in detail

until the beginning of the 2nd century

A.D. The treatise of one Hyginus on castra-

metation gives the following statements as

to the practice of his time. The ordinary

form of a camp was that of a rectangle,

the length of which was about a third part

greater than the breadth. In former times

the legions were posted inside the camp;
but now, being regarded as the most trust-

worthy troops, they were encnmped along

the whole line of ramparts, the width of

which was now limited to 60 feet. Tliey

were separated from the interior of the

camp bj' a road 30 feet wide {via sdgfddris),

running joarallel to the line of ramparts.

The interior was now divided, not into two,

but into three main sections. The midmost
of these lay between the via principalis^

which was GO, and the viaquintana, which

was 40 feet wide. It was occu})ied b}' the

pnvtorium and the troops of the guard,

and was called the wing of the pra'torium

(Idtcrd praiorii). The auxiliar}' troops were

stationed in what was now the front part,

or pra'tcntura, between the via principalis

and the po?'frt p)ra'toria^ and the rear, or

retenffira, between the via quintana and

the porta dccumana. The via proitoria,
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Avhicli was also GO feet wide, led ouly from
the pni'torium and the forum iu front of

it to the porta jjrcctoria, as at this time the
qiuv.ftorium was situated between thejjorta

decumana and the j)ra'.torium. The general
superintendence of the arrangements was,
during the imperial period, in the hands of

the jjyo'f'-'f'^iis casfrorum. (See Pe.efectus.)
Catalepton [not Catalccta, but = Gr. Kata-

lepton = ^^ on a small scale"]. The title of a

collection of short poems attributed in anti-

quity to Vergil. {See Vergil.)
Catapulta. See Artillery,
Cathedra (Gr. Kafhedra). See Chairs.
Cato {M((rc2is Porciits). The earliest im-

[iirtant representative of Latin prose, and
an ardent champion of Eoman national feel-

ing in life as in literature. He was born
234 B.C., at Tusculum, and passed his youth
in a laborious life in the countr3\ At the

age of seventeen he entered the army, and
fought with distinction in the Haunibalic
war in Italy, Sicily and Africa. He was
elected qucestor in 204, eedile in 109, and
praetor in 198 B.C., when he administered
the province of Sardinia. He attained the

consulship in B.C. 195. As proconsul he was
so successful in the measures he adopted for

the subjugation of the province of Spain,

that he was honoured with a triumph on
his return. Four years later, in the capa-

city of Icgfitus, he dealt the decisive stroke

which gave the Romans the victory over
the troops of king Antiochus at Ther-
mopylae. In 184 he was elected censor,

and administered his office with such strict-

ness that he received the cognomen of

Censorius. He was the enemy of all inno-

vations, especially of the Greek influence

which was making itself felt at Rome.
Everything which he thought endangered
the ancient Roman discipline, he met with
unwearied opposition, regardless of any un-

popularity he might incur. He is said to

have been prosecuted forty-four times, and
to have been always acquitted. The occa-

sions on which he himself appeared as

prosecutor were even more numerous.
Even in extreme old age he retained the

vigour of his intellect, and was as active

as before in politics and literature. He
is said to have been an old man when he
made his first acquaintance with Greek
literature. He died 149 B.C., in his eighty-

sixth year. [See Livy xxxix 40.]

Cato was the first writer who composed a
history of Rome in Latin, and who pub-
lished any considerable number of his own
speeches. His chiefwork was the Orlgtucs,

or seven books of Italian and Roman
history. The title Oritjims, or "Early
History," applied properly only to the tir.st

three books, which contained the stor^' of
the kings, and traced the rise of tlie various
cities of Italy. But it was afterwards ex-
tended to the whole work, which included
the history of Rome down to B.C. 151. In
the narrative of his own achievements he
inserted his own speeches. From early
manhood he displayed great energy as an
orator. More than 15U of his speeches
were known to Cicero, who speaks with
respect of his oratorical performances. The
titles, and some fragments of eighty of his

orations have sitrvived.

In the form of maxims addressed to his

son {Prcccepta ad Filiiim) he drew a com-
prehensive sketch of everything which,
in his opinion, was useful for a j'oung man
to know if he was to be a vir bom(s. He
also put together in verse some rules for

every-day conduct {Carmen De MOrlbus).
The only work of Cato which has come
down to us in anything like completeness is

his treatise on agriculture {De Re liusticci),

though even this we do not possess in its

original shape. This was intended as a

manual for the private use of one Manlius,

and had reference to a particular estate

belonging to him. One part is written sys-

matically, the other is a miscellaneous col-

lection of various rules. There is also a

collection of 146 proverbs, each in a couple

of hexameters, v/hich bears the name of

Cato. But this belongs to the later Empire,

though it is probably not later than the end

of the 4th centurj' a.d. This little book

was a well known manital all through tho

Middle Ages, and was widely circulated iu

translations.

Catreus iGr. Katreus). In Greek mytho-

log}'^ a king of Crete, the son of Minos and of

Pasiphue. An oracle had prophesied tliat ho

would fall by the hand of one of his own chil-

dren. He accordingly put his daughters,

Aerope and Clymene, into the hands of Xau-

plius, who was to sell them into a foreign

country; his son Altha'menes,meanwhile,mi-

grated to Rhodes with his sister Apemusyne.

His sister, who had been led astray by

Hermes, he killed with a blow of his foot, and

slew liis aged father, who had come to put

into his hands the government of Crete, mis-

taking him for a ])irate. Clymene became

the wife of Nauplius, and the mother of

Ptilamedes and (Eax. Aerope married

Atreus, and bore him two sons, Agamem-
non and MC'Uelaiis ; but was finally thrown

i
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into the sea by her husband on account of

her adultery with Thyestes. (See Atreus )

Catullus (Gdlus Valerius Catullus).

Perhaps the greatest of Roman lyric poets.

He was born at Verona B.C. 87, and died

about 54. He came to Rome while still

young, and found himself in very good
society there, being admitted to the circle of

such men as Cicero, Hortensius, and Corne-

lius Nepos, and the poets Cinna and Calvus.

He had an estate on the Lacus Larius(Lake
of Como), and another at Tibur(Tivoli); but,

if we may believe what he says about his

debts and povert}', his pecuniary affairs must
have been in bad order. In consequence of

this he attached himself to the propraetor

Gains Memmius, on his going to Bithynia
in the year 57. He gained nothing by
doing so, and in the following spring re-

turned home alone, visiting on the way the

tomb of his brother, who was buried near
Troy. Some of his most beautiful poems
are inspired by his love for a lady whom
he addresses as Lesbia, a passion which
seems to have been the ruin of his life.

She has been, with great probability, iden-

tified with the beautiful and gifted, but
unprincipled sister of the notorious Clodius,

and wife of Metellus Celer. Catullus was,
in his eighteenth year, so overmastered by
his passion for her, that he was unable,

even after he had broken off' all relations

with her, and come to despise her, to dis-

entangle himself.

In his intercourse with his numerous
friends Catullus was bright and amiable,
but unsparing in the ridicule he poured
upon his enemies. He held aloof from
public life, and from any active participa-

tion in politics, but none the less bitterly

did he hate those whom he thought respon-
sible for the internal decline of the Re-
public—themselves and all their creatures.

On Caesar, though his own father's guest,
and on his dissolute favourite Mamurra, he
makes violent attacks. But he is said to

have apologized to Caesar, who magnani-
mously forgave him.

Catullus" poems have not all survived.
We still possess IK), which, with the ex-
ception of three, are included in a collection

dedicated to Cornelius Nepos. The first

half is taken up with minor pieces of various
contents, and written in different lyric

metres, especially the iambic. Then follows
a series of longer poems, amongst them the
wonderful lament of Attis, wonderful in

spite of the repulsiveness of its subject

;

the epic narrative of the marriage of Peleus

and Thetis, and a paraphrase of Callima-

chus' best elegy, " The Lock of Berenice."

These are all in the Alexandrian manner.

The remaining poems are short, and of dif-

ferent contents, but all written in elegiacs.

Catullus takes his place in the history

of literatui-e as the earliest classical metrist

among the Romans. He is a complete

master of all varieties of verse. More than

this, he has the art of expressing every

phase of feeling in the most natural and
beautiful style ; love, fortunate and unfor-

tunate, sorrow for a departed brother,

wanton sensuality, the tenderest friendship,

the bitterest contempt, and the most burning

hatred. Evsn his imitations of the Greek
are not without an original stamp of their

own.
Caupona. See Ixxs.

Causia ( Gr. Kausia). A flat, broad-brim-

med felt hat, woi'n in Macedonia and by the

Macedonian soldiers. When worn by per-

sons high in society it was coloured purple
;

the kings of Macedon surrounded it with

the royal diadem, and thus the purple

causia with the diadem continued to be the

emblem of sovereignty in the kingdoms
which arose from the empire of Alexander.

The Macedonian hat was in later times

adopted by fishermen and sailors at Rome,
and in the imperial period was worn by the

higher classes in the theatre as a protection

against the sun.

Cavea. See Theatre.
Cebes (Gr. Kebes). A Greek philosopher,

the author of a school-book called Flnax or

"The Picture," which was very popular, and

was translated into Ai-abic. It is a dialogue

upon an allegorical picture, representing the

condition of the soul before its union with

the body, and the nature of human life in

general. The purport of the conversation

is to prove that the foundations of happi-

ness are development of the mind and the

conscious practice of virtue. It is doubtful

to which Cebes the book is to be referred,

for there were two philosophers of the

name. One was Cebes of Thebes, the dis-

ciple of Socrates, who wrote three philoso-

phical dialogues, one of which bnre the

title Pinax ; the other was a Stoic of Cyzi-

cus, who flourished in the 2nd century A.D.

Cecrops (Gr. Kekrops). One of the abori-

gines of Attica, and as such represented with

a human body ending in a serpent {sec cut).

In the later story he was erroneously repre-

sented as having come to Attica from Sais

in Egypt. He was said to have been the

first king of Attica, which was called after
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him Cecropia. He divided the rude in-

I

habitants iuto twelve communities, founded
the stronghold of Athens, which was called

Cecropia after him, and introduced the ele-

=^CECKOPS.

(Vase painting at Palermo.)

ments of civilization, the laws of marriage
and property, the earliest political arrange-

ments, and the earliest religious services,

notably those of Zeus and Athene.
When Poseidon and Athene were con-

tending for the possession of the land,

Poseidon struck the rock of the acropolis

with his trident, and water (or, according

to another story, the horse) sprang forth

;

but Athene planted the first olive tree.

Cecrops, on being called in to decide be-

tween them, gave judgment in favour of the

goddess, as having conferred on the land the

more serviceable gift.

Cecrops had four children by his wife

Agraulos : a son Erysichthon, who died

childless, and three daughters, Agraulos,

Herse, and Pandrusos. The names of the

last two show them to be the deities of the

fertilizing dew ; and indeed the three were
regarded as in the service of Athene, and
as giving fruitfulness to the fields. Pan-
drosos was Athene's first priestess. She
had a shrine of her own {Pandroscum) in

the temple of Erechtheus on the acropolis,

and was invoked in times of drought with
the two Attic Ilorcp, Thallo and Carpo
{sec Erechtheum). In her temple stood

the sacred olive which Athene had created.

Celaeno (Gr. Kclaino). (1) Sec Harpies.

(2) Sec Pleiades.
Celeus i^Gr. Kclcos). A king of Eleusis, in

whose hou'iO Demeter, while seeking for her
daughter, received an aflectionate welcome
and comfort while tending her newly-V)oru
sou DemuphuOu. {See Demetek and De-
MOrHOOX.)

Cella. See Temple.
Celsus (.4. Cornelius). A Roman savant,

eminent in several branches of knowledge,
who flourished in the age of Tiberius, A.o.

14-37. He was the author of a great ency-
clopsedic work called (it wouM seem) Artcs^

designed after the manner of A'arro's Disci-

pllmv. The work of Celsus included moro
than 20 books, treating of agriculture^

medicine, philosophy, rhetoric, and the art

of war. Of these all that remain are books
7-13, Dc MccUcind. This is the earliest and
the most considerable work of the sort in

the extant Roman literature. The material

which the author has collected, parti}' from

Greek sources, partly from his own expe-

rience, is treated in s3-stematic order, and
with a purity of style which won for Celsus

the name of the Cicero of phj-sicians.

Cena. See Meals.
Cenaculum. See House.

Cenotaphium (Gr. KenotdphWn). See
BUHLVL.

Censores (Roman). The officials whoso
duty it was (after 4-4-i B.C.) to take the

])lace of the consuls in superintending the

five-yearly census. The office was one of the

higher magistracies, and could onl\- be held

once hy the same person. It was at first

confined to the Patricians ; in S.jI n.c. it

was thrown open to the Plebeians, and after

339 one of the censors was obliged by law

to be a plebeian. On occasion of a ecmiiSy

the censors were elected soon after the ac-

cession to office of the new consuls, whf>

presided over the assembly. They were

usually chosen from the number of consu-

hlrcs, or persons who had been consuls.

Accordingl}' the censorship was regarded, if

not as the highest office of state, at least a*

the highest step in the ladder of ])romotion.

The newl}' elected censors entered imino-

diatelv, after due summons, upon their office.

Its duration was fixed in 433 H.c to eighteen

months, but it could be extended for certain

purposes. For the object of carrying ont.

their proper duties, the census and the

solemn purifications {lustnini) that con-

cluded it, they had the power of summon-

ing the people to the Campus Maitius,

where, since 434 B.r., they had an offi'ial

residence in the Villa Puhirrn. The tri-

bunes had no right of veto as against their

proceedings in taking the ccnsm ; indeed.
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so far as this part of their duties was con-

cerned, they were irresponsible, being bound
only in conscience by the oath which they
took on entering upon and laying down
their office. Having no executive powers,
they had no lictors, but only messengers
{vidtOrcs) and heralds (jjnvconcs). Their
insignia wei'e the sella cuvidis and a purple
toga. The collegial chai'acter of the office

was so pronounced, that if one censor died,

the other abdicated. From the simple act

of taking the census and putting up the

new list of citizens, their functions were
in course of time extended, so as to include

n number of very important duties. Among
these must be mentioned in particular a

general superintendence of conduct {vcglmen
inOriim). In virtue of this they had the

power of affixing a stigma on any citizen,

regardless of his position, for any conceiv-

able offence for which there was no legal

punishment. Such offences were neglect

of one's property, celibacy, dissolution of

marriage, bad training or bad treatment
of children, undue severity to slaves and
clients, irregular life, abuse of power in

office, impiety, perjury, and the like. The
offender might be punished with degrada-
tion ; that is, the censors could expel a man
from the senate or ordo equcstcr, or they
could transfer him from a country tribe

into one of the less respectable city tribes,

and thus curtail his right of voting, or

again they could expel him from the tribes

altogether, and thus completely deprive
him of the right of voting. This last pen-
alty might be accompanied by a fine in the
shape of additional taxation. The censors
had also the power of issuing edicts against
practices which threatened the simplicity
of ancient Roman manners ; for instance,

against luxury. These edicts had not the
force of law, but their transgression might
be punished by the next censors. The
effect of the censorial stigma and punish-
ment lasted until the next census. The
consent of both censors was required to

ratify it, and it directly affected men only,

not women. The censors exercised a special

superintendence over the equUcs and the
senate. They had the lectio sendtas, or
power of ejecting unworthy members and
of passing over new candidates for the sena-
torial rank, as, for instance, those who had
held curule offices. The equites had to

pass singly, each leading his horse, before
the censors in the forum, after the comple-
tion of the general census. An honourable
dismissal was then given to the superan-

nuated or the infirm; if an cqucs was now
found, or had previously been found, un-
worthy of his order (as for neglecting to care

for his horse), he was expelled from it. The
vacant places were filled up from the number
of such individuals as appeared from the

general census to be suitable. There were
certain other duties attached to the censor-

ship, for the due performance of which they
were responsible to the people, and subject to

the authority of the senate and the veto of

the tribunes. (1) The letting of the public

domain lauds and taxes to the highest bidder.

(2) The acceptance of tenders from the

lowest bidder for woi'ks to be paid for by
the State. In both these cases the period

was limited to five years. (3) Stiperinten-

dence of the construction and maintenance
of public buildings and grounds, temples,

bridges, sewers, aqueducts, streets, monu-
ments, and the like.

After 1G7 B.C. Roman citizens were freed

from all taxation, and since the time of

Marius the liability to military service was
made general. The censorship was now a

superfluous office, for its original object, the

census^ was hardly necessary. Sulla disliked

the censors for their power of meddling in

matters of private conduct, and accordingly

in his constitution of 81 B.C. the office was,

if not formally abolished, practically sxtper-

seded. It was restored in 70 B.C. in the

consttlship of Pompey and Crassus, and con-

tinued to exist for a long time, till itnder

the Empire it disappeared as a separate

office. The emperor kept in his own hands
the right of taking the census. He took

over also the other functions of the censor,

especially the supervision of morals, a pro-

ceeding in which he had Caesar's exam]5le to

support him. The care of public buildings,

however, he committed to a special body.

Censorinus. A Roman scholar of the

3rd century a.d. Besides some grammatical
treatises now lost, he was the author

of a short book, De Die Xcltclll (" On the

Day of Birth "), in which he treats of the

influence of the stars on the birth of men,
of the various stages £»f life, and the different

modes of reckoning time. In the course of

the work he gives a niunber of valuable

historical and chronological notices.

Census. After the establishment of the

constitution of Servius Tullius the number
of Roman citizens was ascertained every

five years (though not always with per-

fect regularity) to determine their legal

liability to the payment of taxes and to

military service. This process was called
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census. The census was originalh' taken
by the kings; after the expulsion of the
kings by the consuls; after 444 B.C. b}'

special officers called censors (sccCensores).
The censors took the auspices on the night
preceding the census ; on the next da}^ their

herald summoned the people to the Campus
Martins, where they had an official residence

in the villa piiblica. Each tribe appeared
successively before them, and its citizens

were summoned individually according to

the existing register. Each had to state on
oath his age, his own name, those of his

father, his wife, his children, his abode, and
the amount of his property. The facts were
embodied in lists by the censors' assistants.

The census of the provinces Avas sent in by
the provincial governors. There was a
special commission for numbering the armies
outside the Italian frontier. The censors,

in putting up the new lists, took into con-
sideration not only a man's property but
his moral conduct (see Cexsores, p. i22rt).

The census was concluded Avith the solemn
ceremony of reviewing the newly constituted

army (lustrum). (See Lustrum.) The re-

publican census continued to exist under
the earh' Empire, but the last lustrum was
held by Vespasian and Titus in A.D. 74. The
provincial census, introduced by Augustus
and maintained during the Avhole imperial

period, had nothing to do w^ith the Roman
census, being only a means of ascertaining

the taxable capacities of the provinces.

Centauri (Gr. Kcntauroi). Homer and the

older mythology represent the Centaurs are

a rude, wild race, fond of wine and women,
dwelling in the mountains of Thessaly, es-

pecially on Pelion and CEta. In Homer they
are spoken of as shaggy animals, living in

the mountains. It was, perhaps, not until the

5th centur}' B.C. that they were represented
in the donble shape now familiar to us.

Originally the Centaur was conceived as a

being with the body of a man standing on
a hoi'se's legs; but in later times the human
body was represented as rising up in the

front of a horse's bod}- and four legs (.sec cut).

According to one version of the current

legend they were the offspring of NephCdu
and Ixlon ; according to another, the son
of this pair, Kentauros, begat them upon
mares (sec Ixiox). The story of their

contest with the Lapitha at the wedding
of Pirithoiis, born of their drunkenness and
lust, is as early as Homer [Iliad i 2G8,

Odyssey xxi 295 foil.] (See Pirithous.)
In Homer Nestor, and in the later story

Theseus, are represented as taking part in

it. It was a favourite subject with p(^pt.s

and artists. The Centaui-s were driven
from Polion by Pirithous and the Lapitiiu',

and even the wise ChirOu was forced to gc

CEXTAIK AND EKii-;.

(Paris, Louvre.)

with them (see Chirox). Artists wei-e

always fond of treating the fabulous combats
of the Centaurs and the heroes of old; but

in later times the Centaurs appear in a

^

different light. They form part of the

following of Dionysus, moving peaceably in

1 his festal train among satyrs, n3'niphs, and

I

Bacchants, drawing the victorious car of tin*

god and his queen Ariadne, playing on the

lyre, and guided bj- gods of love. The

]

forms of women and children were some-

times represented in the sliape of Centaurs,

and used in various ways Ijy artists for their

smaller ]jictures. For the Crnfauro-TrJfoofs

or Llitlnji'icintauri (^"Fish-Centaurs"; .«>•(<

Tritox.

,

Cento. I'rojierly a patchwork garment.

In its secondary meaning the word was
' applied to a poem composed of verses or

parts of verses by well-known ])nets pm
together at ])leasure, so as to make a nt'u

meaning. Homer and Vergil wore chii-ily

used for the purpose. The Christians were

fond of making religious poems in this way,

hoping thus to give a nobler colouring to

the pagan poetry. For instance, we have a

Homeric cento of 2,343 verses on the Life

of Christ, ascribed to Athenais, whn, under

the title of Eudocla, was consort of the
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oinperor Theodosius II. Another instance

is a poem known as the ChriHtua pattens,

or " the suffering!; Christ,'' consisting of

2,010 verses from Euripides. Instances of

Yergilian centos are the sacred history of

Proba Faltouia (towards the end of the

4th century A.D.), and a tragedy entitled

McdCa by Hosidius Geta.

Ceutumviri (" The hundred men "). This

was tlie title of the single jury for the trial

of civil causes at Rome. In the republican

ago it consisted of 105 members, chosen from
the tribes (three from each of the thirty-five).

Under the Empire its number was increased

to 180. It was divided into four sections

(constl7a), and exercised its jurisdiction in

the name of the people, partly in sections,

partly as a single collegium. It had to deal

with questions of property, and particu-

larly with those of inheritance. In the

later years of the Republic it was presided

over by men of qua?storian rank ; but from
the time of Augustus by a commission of

ten {decent viri lltlbiis iudicandls). The
pleadings were oral, and the proceedings
public. In earlier times they took place

in the forum ; under the Empire in a basi-

lica. In the imperial age the centumviral
courts were the only sphere in which an
ambitious orator or lawyer could win dis-

tinction. The last mention of them is in

3*J5 A.D. The peculiar symbol of the cen-

tumviral court was a hasta or spear {see

HastA \
Centtiria (" a hundred"). In the Roman

army of the regal period the centuria was
a division of 100 cavalry soldiers. In the
half-military constitution of Servius Tullius
the word was applied to one of the 193
divisions into which the king divided the

patrician and plebeian populus according
to their property, with the view of allotting

to each citizen his due share of civil rights

and duties. Of the 193 centurice 18 con-

sisted of cavalry soldiers (100 each) belong-
ing to the richest class of citizens. The next
170, whose members were to serve as infantry,
fell into five classes. The first 80 included
those citizens whose property amounted to
at least ]00,0<X) asst'6-. The second, third,
and fourth, containing each 20 centuries,
represented a minimum property of 75,000,
50,000, and 25,000 asses respectively. The
fifth, with 30 centuries, represented a mini-
mum of 12,.500, 11,000 or 10,000 asses.
These 170 centuri-cC were again divided into
85 centuries of iuniOves, or men from 18-45
j-ears of age, who served in the field ; and
85 of sen tores, citizens from 4(J to GO years

of age, who served on garrison duty in the

city. Besides these there were 2 centuries

of mechanics {fabruni), and 2 of musicians

{corntctnuni, and tidncinuni).

The centurice fabruni were enrolled be-

tween the first and second class : the centuricp,

cornicinuni and tubicinuni between the

fourth and fifth. The 193d centuria con-

sisted of citizens whose income fell below
the minimum standard of the rest, and who
were called proletdrii or cdpite censi.

These last had originally no function be3'ond

that of voting at the assembly of the

citizens in the comitta centuridta, and were
not liable to military service. But in later

times the richer among them were admitted

to serve in the army. A fresh division of

centurice was made at every census. The
military equipment of each citizen, and his

position in battle array, was determined

by the class to which his property entitled

him to belong. {See Legion.) On the poli-

tical position of the different classes see

COMITIA (2).

In military parlance centuria meant one

of the 60 divisions of the legion, each of

which was commanded by a centurio.

Centuriata Comitia. See Comitia (2).

Centtiriones. The captains of the GO cen-

turies of the Roman legion. They carried a

staff of vinewood as their badge of office.

In the republican age they were appointed,

on the application of the legion, by the

military tribunes on the commission of the

consuls. There were various degrees of rank

among the centurions according as they be-

longed to the three divisions of the tridrii^

principes, and hastdti, and led the first or

second centuria of one of the 30 manipTili.

The centurion of the first centuria of a

manipuhis led his manipidus himself, and
as centurio prior ranked above the leader of

the second centuria, or centurio p)osterlor.

The highest rank belonged to the first cen-

turio of the first manipidus of the triarii,

the prlntipllus or prlnttis pllus, who was
admitted to the council of war. The method
of promotion was as follows : The ccn-

turiones had to work first through the 30

lower ccnturioi of the 30 manipuli of the

hasted i. principes, and triarii, and then

through the 30 upper ccnturim up to the

primipihts.

After the end of the Republic and under

the Empire the jegion was usually divided

into 10 cohorts ranked one above the other,

each cohort consisting of three manipidi or

six centuriau The division into pridres

and iwsteriOres, and into triarii, principes
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and hasfati still remained, but only for tlie

centurions and within the cohort, which
accordingh' always included a prior and
posterior of the three ranks in question.

The method of promotion, which was per-

haps not regularly fixed until the time of

the standing armies of the Empire, seems to

have been the old one, the centurions passing

np by a lower stage through all 10 cohorts,

and the higher stage always beginning in

the tenth. The first centurion of each

cohort probably led it, and was admitted to

the council of war. The promotion usually

ceased with the advancement to the rank of

primipiins. If a centurion who had I'eached

this point did not choose to retire, he was
employed on special services, as commandant
of a fortress for instance. Under the

Empire, however, exceptional cases occurred

of promotion to higher posts.

Cephalus (Gr. Ktpludos). In Greek mj^tho-

logy the son of Hermes and Herse, the daugh-

ter of Cecrops king of Athens. According to

another story he was son of Deion of PhGcis

and Diomede, and migrated from Phocis to

Thoricus in Attica. He was married to

Procris, the daughter of Erechtheus, and
lived with her in the closest affection. But
while hunting one day in the mountains, he

was carried awa}' for his beaut}- by Eos, the

goddess of the dawn. To estrange his wife's

heart from him, Eos sent him to her in the

form of a stranger, who, by the offer of

splendid presents, succeeded in making her

waver in her fidelity. Cephalus revealed

himself, and Procris, in shame, fled to Crete,

where she lived with Artemis as a huntress.

Artemis (or, according to another story,

Minos), gave her a dog as swift as the wind,

and a spear that never missed its aim. On
returning to Attica she met Cephalus hunt-

ing. He failed to recognise her, and offered

his love if she would give him her dog and

her spear. She then revealed herself, and,

the balance of offence being thus redressed,

the lovers were reconciled and returned to

their old happy life together. But Procris

at last fell a victim to her jealousy. When
Cephalus went out hunting, he used often

to call on Aura^ or the breeze, to cool his

heat. Procris was told of this, and, sup-

posing Aura to be some nymph, hid herself

in a thicket to watch him. Hearing a

rustling near him, and thinking a Vv'ild

beast was in the thicket, Cephalus took aim
with the unerring spear which Procris had
given him, and slew his wife. For this

murder he was banished, and fled to Boeotia.

Here he assisted Amphitryon in the chase

of the Taumessian fox ; and both hi.s dog
and the hunted animal were turned to strmo

b}' Zeus. Subsequently he joined Amphi-
tryon in his expedition against the TelebiVd?,

and, according to one account, became
sovereign of the Cephallenians. According
to another he put an end to his life by leaj)-

ing from the promontory of Leucate, on
which he had founded a temple to Apollo.

Cepheus (Gr. Krjihcus). (1) The son of

Belus, king of .Ethiopia, husband of Cassio-

pea and father of Andromeda. (Sec AxDKO-
MEDA.)

(2) Son of Ateus, king of Tegea and bro-

ther of Auge yucc Telefhus). He fell with
his twent}' sons when fighting on the side

of Heracles against Hip]iucuOn of Sparta.

Cephisodotus (Gr. Krjihlsudotijs). A
Greek artist, born at Athens, and connected

with the family of Praxiteles. He flourished

towards the end of the 4th century B.C.

The celebrated statue now in the Glyptothek

at Munich, representing Eirene witli the

infant Plutus in her arms, is probably a

copy of a work by Cephisodotus (.svc cut,

under Eirexe). There was another Cephi-

sodotus, a contemporary of his, and the son

of Praxiteles, who was likewise in high

repute as a sculjitor.

Cer (Gr. Kcr). In Greek mythology, a

goddess of death, especially of violent death

in battle. In Hesiod she is the daughter of

Nyx (night), and sister of Morus alio

doom of death), Hypnus (sleep), and Dreams.

The poets commonly speak of several Keres,

goddesses of different kinds of death. Homer
and Hesiod represent them as clothed in

garments stained by human blood, and drag-

ging the dead and wounded about on the

field of battle. Every man has his allotted

Doom, which overtakes him at the appointed

time. Achilles alone has two, with the

power to choose freely between them. In

later times the Kercs are represented

generally as jiowers of destruction, and a.**

associated with the Erin^'es, goddes.ses of

revenge and retribution.

Cerbgrus f Gr. K<rbrros). In Greek mytho-

logy, the tliree-headed dog, with hair of

sn'akes, son of TyiihaOn and Echidna, who

watches the entrance of the lower world.

He gives a friendly greeting to all who enter,

but if anv one attempts to go out. he seizes

him and holds him fast. When Heracles, nt

the command of Eurystheus, brougJJt him

from below to the upper world, the poison-

ous aconite sprang \\\> from the foam of his*

mouth (Sec ihr cuts to the nrtirh HaDES.)

Cercis (Gr K>r1us). Sec Theatre.
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Cercyon (Gr. KcrkyOn). In Greek mytho-

logy the son of Poseidon, and father of

Al6pe, who lived at Eleusis, and compelled

all passers-by to wrestle with him. Ho was
conquered and slain by the young Theseus,

who gave the kingdom of Eleusis to his

grandson, HippothOon. {Sec Alope, and
Theseus.)

Cerealia. Sec Ceres.
Ceres. An old Italian goddess of agri-

culture. The Ceres who was worshipped at

Rome is, however, the same as the Greek
Demeter. Her ciilfiis was introduced under
the Italian name at the same time as that

of Dionysus and Persephone, who in the

same way received the Italian names of

Liber and Libera. It was in 49G B.C., on the

occasion of a drought, that the Sibylline

books ordered the introduction of the wor-
ship of the three deities. This worship was
so decidedly Greek that tlie temple dedi-

cated on a spur of the Aventine in 490 B.C.,

over the entrance to the Circus, was built

in Greek stylo and b}'' Greek artists ; and
the service of the goddess, founded on the

Greek fable of Demeter and Persephone,
was performed in the Greek tongue by
Italian women of Greek extraction. The
worshippers of the goddess were almost
exclusively plebeian. Her temple was placed
under the care of the plebeian rediles, who
(as overseers of the corn inarket) had their

official residence in or near it. The fines

which they imposed went to the shrine of

Ceres, so did the property' of persons who
had offended against them, or against the
tribunes of the plebs. Just as the Patricians
entertained each other with mutual hospi-

talities at the Megalesian games(April 4-10),
so did the Plebeians at the Ccretllia, or games
introduced at the founding of the temple of

Ceres. Those held in later times were given
by the sediles from the 12tli-19th April, and
another festival tD Ceres, held in August,
was established before the Second Punic
War. This was celebrated by women in
honour of tlie reunion of Ceres and Proser-
pina. After fasting for nine days, the women,
clothed in white, and adorned with crowns of
ripe ears of corn, offered to the goddess the
firstfruits of the harvest. After 191 B.C. a
fast {ieir(ntu))i Cc yen's) was introduced by
command of the Silndline books. This was
nriginalK' observed everv four years, but in

later times was kept annually on the 4th of
October. The native Italian worship of

Ceres was probably maintained in its purest
ibrm in the country'. Here the country
offered Ceres a sow (])orca pra'c'iddnrm

before the beginning of the harvest, and
dedicated to her the first cuttings of. the

corn {prtv/mcVium). (See Demeter.)
Ceryx (Gr. Kcryx). The son of Pandrosos

and Hermes, and the ancestor of the Keryces
of Eleusis {see Ceryx, 2). Herse (or Erse)

was mother, by Hermes, of the beautiful

Cephalus {see Cephalus). She had a special

festival in her honour, the Arvhcphoria {see

Arrephoria). Agraulos, mother of Al-

cippe, by Ares, was said in one story to

have thrown herself down from the citadel

during a war to save her country. It was,

accordingly, in her precincts on the Acro-

polis that the j'oung men of Athens, when
thej'' received their spears and shields, took

their oath to- .defend their country to the

death, invoking her name with those of the

Charites Auxo and Hegemone. According
to another story, Athene entrusted Erich-

thonius to the keeping of the three sisters

in a closed chest, with the command that

they were not to open it. Agraulos and
Herse disobej-ed, went mad, and threw
themselves down from the rocks of the

citadel.

Ceryx (Gr. Keryx). (1) The Greek name
for a herald. In the Homeric age the keryx
is the official servant of the king, who
manages his household, attends at his meals,

assists at sacrifices, summons the assem-

blies and maintains order and tranquillity

in them. He also acts as ambassador to the

enemy, and, as such, his person is, both in

ancient times and ever afterwards, inviol-

able. In historical times the herald, be-

sides the part which he plays in the politi-

cal transactions between different cities,

appears in the service of the gods. He an-

nounces the sacred truce observed at the

public festivals, commands silence at reli-

gious services, dictates the forms of prayer

to the assembled community, and performs

many services in temples where there is

only a small staff of attendants, especially

by assisting in the sacrifices. He has also

a great deal to do in the service of the

State. At Athens, in particular, one or

more heralds were attached to the various

officials and to the government boards. It

was also the herald's business to summon
the council and the public assembly', to re-

cite the prayer before the commencement of

business, to command silence, to call upon
the speaker, to summon the parties in a

lawsuit to attend the court, and to act in

general as a public crier. As a rule, the

heralds were taken from the poor, and the

lower orders. At Athens they had a salary,
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and took their meals at the public expense,

with the officials to whom thej' were at-

tached. On the herald's staff (Gr. kcnj-

keiOn, Lat. cddilccus), see Hermes.
(2) In Greek mythology, the son of

Hermes, the herald of the gods, by Agraulos
the daughter of Cecrops, or (according to

another stor}-) of Eumolpus, and ancestor of

the Eleusiniau famil}' of the Kerykes, one

of whose members always performed the

functions of a herald at the Eleusinian

mysteries.

Cetra. The light shield of the Roman
auxiliaries. (Sec Shield.)

Ceyx (Gr. Kcy,v). In Greek mythology, (1)

A king of Trachis, the friend and nephew
Df Heracles, {See Heracles.)

(2) The son of Heusphoros or the Morn-
1
ing-Star, and the nymph Philonis ; the

j

ausband of Alkvone or Halkyone, daughter
5f the Thessalian -lEolus. The pair were
irrogant enough to stj-le themselves Zens
md Hera, and were accordingly changed
•especiiveiy by Zeus into the birds of the

;ame name, a diver and a kingfisher.

\nother story confused Ceyx with the king
if Trachis, and dwelt on the tender love of

;he pair for each other. Ceyx is drowned
it sea, and Alcyone finds his body cast up
ipon his native shore. The gods take pity

)n her grief, and change the husband and
vife into kingfishers (alei/dnes), whose affec-

ion for each other in the pairing season was
)roverbial. Zeus, or, according to another
;tory, the wind-god ^Eolus (sometimes i-epre-

;ented as the father of AlcA'one), bids the

vinds rest for seven days before and after

he shortest day, to allow the kingfishers to

it on their eggs by the sea. Hence the

ixpression " halcyon days," applied to this

eason. Daedallon, the brother of Cej'x,

vas turned into a hawk, when he threw
limsclf from a rock on Parnassus in grief

t the death of his daughter Chione.

Chalcus (Gr. Chalkous). See Coinage
Chaldsei. See Astrology.
Chaos. According to Hesiod, the yawn-

ng, unfathomable aljyss which was the first

f all existing things. From Chaos arose

'Taia (Earth), Tartilrus (Hell), and ErGs
ILove). Chaos bore Erebus and Xight;
I'om their union sprang jEtliev and Jleniera

Sky and Day). The conception of Chaos
- the confused mass out of which, in the
' Liinning, the separate forms of things

rose, is erroneous, and belongs to a later

eriod,

Chaeremon. A Greek tragedian, who
ourished at Athens about 380 b,c. His

style was smooth and picturesque, but his
plays were artificial, and better adapted lor

reading than for performance. A few frag-
incnts of them remain, which show some
imaginative power.

Chairs and Seats. Of these there was
a great variety in the ancient world, some
with, and some without, supports for tlie

head and back. The latter soi-t (Gr.

di'iihros, Lat. sella) were mostly low, and

DIPIIROS OR SEI.1.,V.

(From Greek Vases.)

CHAIRS.

(From Greek Vases.)

TimoxE,

(Zeus, Coiuof Elis.)

were supported sometimes on four upright

legs, sometimes on feet arranged and shaped

like a sawing stool {see cuts). The seat

being made of leather straps, the chair coulu,

in the latter case, be folded up and carried

by a servant. A chair of this kind, made of

ivory, was one of the insff/nia of the curulo

ma.o-lstrates at Rome [see Sella Curulis).

The official chair of the Roman magis-

trates was alwavs without a back. Stools
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without backs were also used by mechanics, !

soldiers, and boys at schooL The backed
chairs ordinarily in nse much resembled our

modern chairs. They generally had a slop-

ing back, sometimes arched out in the centre

(sec cuts). Chairs of this form were made
for women and invalids ; and the cathedra

or professor's chair was of the same descrip-

tion. The Greek thvunos and the Latin

fioliKm were seats of honour. They were
loft}^, and had footstools accordingly ; the

back was high and straight, the legs were
upright, and there were arms at the sides.

The Roman pater familias, when giving

his clients their morning audience, sat in

a solium. Seats were not always stuffed,

but cushions were put on them, and cover-

ings on the backs. Chairs were made of

metal and ivor}-, as well as of wood.

Chares. (1) Chares of MltyUne.
A Greek historian, court-marshal of

Alexander the Great. He was the

iiuthor of a comprehensive work, con-

taining at least ten books, upon the

life, chiefly the domestic life, of this

monarch. This history had the repu-

tation of being trustworthy and in-

teresting. Only a few fragments of

it remain.

(2) Chares of Lindas in Biiodes.

A Greek artist, a pupil of Lysippus.

In 278 B.C. he produced the largest

statue known in antiquity, the colos-

sal image of the sun, 280 feet high,

placed at the entrance of the harbour
of Rhodes, and generally known as

the Colossvis of Rhodes. This was
destroyed by an earthquake as early

as 222 B.C. The thumbs were thicker than

the average span of a man's hand, the

fingers larger than many ordinary statues.

Chariots. (1) Greek. The racing chariots

in use at the public games require especial

mention. These preserved the form of the

war-chariots of the heroic age, made to

carry the warrior and his charioteer {see

cut). They were also used at Rome in

the games of the circus and in festal

])rocessions. The chariot had two low
Avheels, usually with four spokes each. On
these rested the car {see cut), ellipticallv

tAJiaped in front, protected by a board
rising to the knees of the driver in front,

iind sloping off to the rear, where the

chariot was open. In the triumphal chariot

of the Romans this board was breast high.

At the end of the pole was fastened the yoke.

This consisted either of a simple arched

piece of wood, or of two rings connected

by a cross-beam, and was fixed on the necks

of the two horses or mules which were next

to the pole. Sometimes a third and fourth

horse were attached by means of a rope

passing from the neckband to a rail form-

ing the top of the front board. It was
indeed the universal custom in antiquity to

make the two principal horses draw b}^ the

3'oke. It was only the extra horses that drew
by traces, and this always at the side of the

others, never in front of them. Carriages

in ordinary use sometimes had two, some-

times four wheels. They were used mostly

for carrying burdens. Only women, as a

rule, travelled in carriages ; men usually

either walked or rode, thinking it affecta-

tion to drive except in case of old age or

illness. It was, however, customary at

Athens and elsewhere for a bride to be

AVAK-CHARIOT.

(Vase painting.)

drawn to the house of the bridegroom in a

carriage drawn by mules or oxen, sitting

between the bridegroom and his friend.

(2) Rome. Among the Romans we find a

great variety of carriages in use, for trans-

port, travelling and state occasions. This

variety is apparent in the number of differ-

ent names, which cannot however always

be referred with certainty to the forms of

carriage presented in works of art. The
various kinds of travelling-carriages must

have been borrowed from abroad, as is

proved by their names. The reda, for

instance, came from Gaul. This was a four-

wheeled travelling carriage for family and

baggage, or for company. The c7siiini and

essedum were light two-wheeled convey-

ances. The essedum was probably a Gaulish

war-chariot, as the covinnus was a British

war-chariot. The four-wheeled pilentiim

came also from Gaul. It was drawn by
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Tunles and generally used by the servants

and suite. The pilcnium and covinnus
were iised on state occasions. These were
hoth covered carriages, the pilenta having
four wheels, the covinnus two. The covin-

nus often mentioned in the literature of the

empire had four wheels, and resembled a

reda. We must also mention the tlicnsa, a

chariot adorned with gold and ivory, in

which the images of the gods and deified

emperors, lying upon a cushion on a frame

or a litter, were borne to the circus through

the streets and the Forum at the Circensian

games. The use of carriages for travelling

purposes was allowed in Roman society,

but there was very little driving in Rome
itself. Married ladies were from very old

times permitted the use of carpenta in the

city, and to drive in pilenta to sacrifices

and games. The privilege was said to

have been granted them in acknowledgment
of their contributions to the ransom of the

city after it was burnt by the Gauls, B.C. 390.

In 45 B.C. Csesar finally restricted their pri-

vilege to the public sacrifices to which the

Vestal Virgins, the married ladies, and the

flamcns also drove in j>ilcnta.

Men were strictly forbidden to drive in

the city, except in two cases. A general

at his triumph was borne to the circus in a

gilded chariot drawn by four horses and in

the procession which preceded the games of

the circus, the magistrates rode in chariots

drawn by two horses. Six horses were
sometimes allowed to the emperor. Through-
out the cities of the empire driving in the

streets was generally forbidden in the first

two centuries after Christ. At length, in

the 3rd century, the use of a carriage was
allowed as a privilege to the senators and
high imperial officials, who rode in carrucce
plated with silver. In later times private

citizens were permitted to drive in these

coaches. Wagons (the general name of

which was plnitstra) were, with certain ex-

ceptions, forbidden by a law of Caesar to

ply between sunrise and the tenth hour (4
in the afternoon), in view of the immense
traffic in the streets. Some wagons had
two, some four wheels. They were gener-
ally drawn by oxen, asses, or mules. If

they were meant to carry very heavy loads,

the wheels would be made of one piece and
without spokes.

Charisius {Flavlus SOslpdtcr). A writer
on Latin grammar, who flourished towards
the end of the 4th century a.d. His Ars
Grammdtica, a work in five books, imper-
fectly preserved, is a compilation, made with-

D. C. A.

out much intelligence, fi'om the works of
older scholars. Its value is derived from
the numerous quotations it preserves from
the older Latin literature.

Charites m- Graces. Goddesses of grace,

and of everything which lends charm and
beauty to nature and human life. Accord-
ing to Hesiod they are the offspring of

Zeus and the daughter of Oceanus and
Eurynome. Their names are Euphrosyne
(joy), Thalia (bloom), and Aglaia (brilliance).

Aglaia is the 3'Oungest, and the wife of

Hephsestus. For the inspiration of the

Graces was deemed as necessary to the

plastic arts, as to music, poetry, science,

eloquence, beauty, and enjoyment of life.

Accordingly the Graces are intimate with
the Muses, with whom they live together on
Olympia. They are associated, too, with
Apollo, Athene, Hermes, and Peitho, but
especially with Eros, Aphrodite, and Diony-
sus. Bright and blithe-hearted, they were
also called the daughters of the Sun and
of ^gle (" Sheen ''). They were worshipped
inconjunction with Aphrodite and Dionysus
at Orchomenus in Boeotia. where their shrine

was accounted the oldest in the place, and
where their most ancient images were found-

in the shape of stones said to have fallen

from heaven. It was here that the feast of

the Charitesia was held in their honour,

with musical contests. At Sparta, as at;

Athens, two Charites only were worshipped,

Cleta (Klefa) or Sound, and Phaenna or

Light ; at Athens their names were Auxo
(Increase), and Hegemone (Queen). It

was by these goddesses, and by Agraulos,

daughter of Cecrops, that the Athenian
youths, on receiving their spear and shield,

swore faith to their countr)-. The Charites

were represented in the form of beautiful

maidens, the three being generally linked

hand in hand. In the older representations

they are clothed ; in the later they are

loosely clad or entirely undraped.
Chariton, of Aphrodisias in Phrj-gia.

The assumed name of the author of a Greek
romance in eight books, on the fortunes of

Chsereas and Callirrhoe. He was a Chris-

tian, probabl}^ of the 4th century A.D.

His treatment of the story is simple, but

full of life and movement ; the narrative is

easy and flowing, the language on the whole
natural and unadorned.

Charon. (1) In Greek mythology, the son

of Erebus and the Styx ; the dark and grisly

old man in a black sailor's cloak, who ferries

the souls of the dead across the river of

the lower world for the fare of an vbolos.
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Tlio coin was put into the mouth of the

dead for this purpose. (See Future Life.)

(2) A Greek liistorian. (See Logographi.)
Charybdis. Sec Scylla.
Cheiromantia. Sec Mantike.
Cheirotonia. A show of hands. The

usual method of voting in Greek popular
assemblies, whether at political meetings
or elections. In elections, the cheirotonia

was contrasted with the drawing of lots,

which was usual since the time of Cleis-

thenes in the case of many offices.

Chelidonis. Sec Aedon.
Chiliarchus. The leader of a division of

1,0UU men. {Sec Phalanx.)
Chimsera. A fire-breathing monster of

Lycia, destroyed by Bellerophon. Accord-
ing to Homer the Chim?era was of divine

origin. In front it was a lion, behind it

was a serpent, and in the middle a goat,

and was brought up b}^ Amisodarus as a

l)lague for many men. Hesiod calls her the

daughter of Typhaon and Echidna, and by
Orthos the mother of the Sphinx and the

Nemean lion. He describes her as large,

swift-footed, strong, with the heads of a

lion, and goat, and a serpent. In numerous
works of art, as in statues, and the coins of

Corinth, Sicyon, and other cities, the Chi-

mtera is generally represented as a lion,

Avith a goat's head in the middle of its back,

and tail ending in a snake's head. The
bronze Chinicera of Ai-retium. now in Flor-

ence, is a very celebrated work of art.

Even in antiquity the Chinipera was re-

garded as a symbol of the volcanic character

of the Lycian soil.

Chione. (1) Daughter of Boreas and
Orcithyia, mother of Eumolpus by Posei-

don. {Scc Eumolpus.)

(2) Daughter of Dffidrdion, mother of

Philammon by Apollo, and of Autolycus by
Hermes. She was slain by Artemis for

venturing to compare her own beauty with

that of the goddess. {See D.t:dalion.)

Chiron. A Centaur, son of Ci'oiius and the
Ocean nymph Philyra. By the Naiad nymph
Chariclo ho was father of Endeis, wife of

jEacus, the mother of Peleus and Telumon,

and grandmother of Achilles and Ajax. He
is represented in the fable as wise and just,

while the other Centaurs are wild and un-

civilized. He is the master and instructor

of the most celebrated heroes of Greek
story, as Actseon, Jason, Castor, Polydeuces,

Achilles, and Asclepius, to whom he teaches

the art of healing. Driven by the Liipithce

from his former dwelling-place, a cave at

the top of Pelion, he took u]) his abode on

the promontoiy of Malea in Laconia. Here
he was wounded accidental!}' with a poisoned

arrow by his friend Heracles, who was
pursuing the flying Centaurs {sec Pholus).

To escape from the dreadful pain of the

wound, he renounced his immortality in

favour of Prometheus, and was set by Zeiis

among the stars as the constellation Archer,

Chit5n. The undershirt worn hj the

Greeks, corresponding to the Roman tumca.
Two kinds were commonly distinguished,

the short Doric chiton of wool (fig. 1) and

(1) SOLDIEIl IK

DOIilC CIIITOX. (2) DOUBLE CHITON.

(Bas-relieffrom Miiller's (Bronze statuette from Hercn-
Bcnhm. I. taf. xsix.) laneum, in Naples Museum.)

the long Ionic tunic of linen, Avhich was
worn at Athens down to the time of

Pericles. The chiton consisted of an ob-

long piece of cloth, wrapped round the

bod}''. One arm was passed through a hole

in the closed side, while the two corners

were joined together by a clasp on the

shoulder. The garment, which tlius hung

down open on one side, was fastened to-

gether at both corners, or sometimes sewn
together below the hips. At the waist it

was confined by a belt. In course of time

short sleeves were added to the arm-holes.

Sleeves reaching to the wrist were by the

Greeks regarded as effeminate ; but they

were worn by the Phrygians and Medians,

and often appear on monuments as jiart of

the dress of Orientals. The chiton worn

on both shoulders was distinctive of free
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men. Worlvinen, sailors and slaves wore
a, rhifon with one armliole only for the left

arm, while the right arm and right breast

were left uncovered. This was called the

exomis. Country folk wore a chiton of

skins. The chiton worn by Doric ladies

Avas a long garment like a chemise, slit up-

wards on both sides from the hips and held

together by clasps at the shoulders. In the

case of 5"oung girls it was fastened up so

high that it hardly reached the knees. For
the rest of Greece the usual dress of a ladj'

was the Ionian chiton, long, broad, reaching

to the feet in many folds, and onlj' drawn
up a short distance by the girdle. From
this long ladies' cldton was developed the

double chiton, a very long and broad piece

of cloth, folded together round the bod}',

and fastened with clasps at the shoulders.

It was folded double round the breast and
back, and was open or fastened with clasps

on the right side, and fell simply down to

the feet. Sometimes the open side was
sewn together from the girdle to the lower

edge. For the garments worn over the

chiton sec Himatiox, Chlamys, and Tri-

BON.

Chlamys. An outer

garment introduced at

Athens from Thessaly

and Macedonia. It con-

sisted of an oblong piece

of Avoollen cloth thrown
over the left shoulder,

the open ends being
fastened with clasps

on the right shoulder.

The chlamys was worn
by cplichl ; it was also

the uniform of general

officers, like the jxdu-
dCnnentum, as it was
called in later times

among the Romans. It

commonly served as an

overcoat for travelling,

hunting, and militai-y

service. (See cut.)

Chloris. (1) The
personification of the

spring season, and god-

dess of flowers, the wife of Zephyrus, mother

of Carpos (" Fruit "). She was identified by
the Romans with Flora. {See Flora.)

(2) Daughter of Amphion of Orchomenus,

wife of Neleus, mother of Nestor and

Periclvmenus. {See Periclyjiexus.)

Chcerilus. (1) An Athenian dramatist,

one of the oldest Attic tragedians, Avho

(Statue of Phocion,
Vatican, Rome.)

a])peared as a writer as early as .52(J n.c.

He was a rival of Pratlnas, Phrynlchus and
iEschylus. His favourite line seems to have
been the satyric drama, in which he was
long a popular writer.

(2) A Greek epic poet, born in Samos
about 470 B.C., a friend of Herodotus, and
afterwards of the Spartan Lysander, Ho
lived first at Athens and afterwards at the
court of King Archelaus of Macedonia,
where he was treated with great consider-

ation, and died about 400 B.C. Ho was the
first epic poet who, feeling that the old

mythology was exhausted, ventured to

treat a historical subject of immediate in-

terest, the Persian wars, in an epic entitled

Pcrsets. According to one account the poem
was read in the schools with Homer. The
few fragments that remain show that it did

not lack talent and merit ; but little regard
was paid to it by posterit3\

(3) Chcerilus of Idsos in Caria. This
Chcerilus was also an epic poet, who accom-

panied Alexander the Great. Alexander
promised him a gold piece for every good
verse he wrote in celebration of his achieve-

ments, but declared that he Avould rather

be the Thersltes of Homer than the Achilles

of Chcerilus.

Choes. See Dionysia.

Chorus. The word chorus in Greek meant
a number of persons who performed songs

and dances at religious festivals. When
the drama at Athens was developed from

the dithyrambic choruses, the chorus was
retained as the chief element in the Diony-

siac festival. {Sec Tragedy.) With the

old dramatists the choral songs and dances

much preponderated over the action proper.

As the form of the drama develoi>ed, tho

sphere of the chorus was gradually limited,

so that it took the comparatively subordi-

nate position which it occupies in the ex-

tant tragedies and comedies. The function

of the chorus represented by its leader was

to act as an ideal public, more or less con-

nected W'ith the dnlmiitis pcrsDmv. It.

might consist of old men and women or of

maidens. It took an interest in the occur-

rences of the drama, watched the action

with quiet sympathy, and sometriraes in-

terfered, if not to act, at least to advise,

comfort, exhort, or give warning. At the

critical points of the action, as wo should

say in the entr'actes, it performed long

lyrical pieces with suitable action of danco

and gesture. In the Ijetter times of the

drama these songs stood in close connexion

with the action: but even in Euripides this
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connexion is sometimes loose, and with, the

later tragedians, after the time of Agathon,
the choral performance sank to a mere in-

termezzo. The style of the chorus was
distinguished from that of the dialogue
partly by its complex lyrical form, partly

by its language, in which it adopted a mix-
ture of Attic and Doric forms. The proper
place of the chorus was on the orchestra,

on different parts of which, after a solemn
march, it remained until the end of the

piece drawn up, while standing, in a square.

During the action it seldom left the orchestra

to re-appear, and it was quite exceptional

for it to appear on the stage. As the per-

formance went on the chorus would change
its place on the orchestra ; as the piece re-

quired it would divide into semi-choruses

and perform a variety of artistic movem.ents
and dances. The name of Emmcleia was
given to the tragic dance, which, though
not lacking animation, had a solemn and
measured character. The comedy had its

burlesque and often indecent performance
called Cordax ; the satyric drama its Sicin-

nis, representing the wanton movements of

satyrs. The songs of the choruses, too, had
their special names. The first ode per-

formed by the entire body was called para-
dos ; the pieces intervening between the

parts of the play, stdslma ; the songs of

mourning, in which the chorus took part

with the actors, commoi. The number of

the members (choreiitai) was, in tragedies,

originally twelve, and after Sophocles fifteen.

This was probably the number allowed in

the satyric drama : the chorus in the Old
Comedy niimbered twenty-four.

The business of getting the members of
the chorus together, paying them, maintain-
ing them during the time of practice, and
generally equipping them for performance,
was regai'ded as a LUurgia, or public ser-

vice, and devolved on a wealthy private

citizen called a Choregtts, to whom it was a
matter of considerable trouble and expense.

'We know from individual instances that

the cost of tragic chorus might run up to

30 minfp (about £100), of a comic chorus
to 16 minte (about £55). If victorious, the

Choregus received a crown and a finely

wrought tripod. This he either dedicated,

with an inscription, to some deity as a

memorial of his triumph, or set up on a

marble structure built for the purpose in

the form of a temple, in a street named
the Street of Tripods, from the number of

these monuments which were ex'ected there.

One of these memorials, put up by a certain

Lysicrates in 335 B.C., still remains. {See

Lysicrates.) After the Pelopounesian war
the prosperity of Athens declined so much
that it was often difficult to find a sufficient

number of choregi to supply the festivals.

The State therefore had to take the business

upon itself. But many choruses came to an
end altogether. This was the case with the

comic chorus in the later years of Aristo-

phanes ; and the poets of the Middle and
New Comedy accordingly di^opped the chorus.

This explains the fact that there is no
chorus in the Roman comedy, which is an
imitation of the New Comedy of the Greeks.

In their tragedies, however, imitated from
Greek origiaals, the Romans retained the

chorus, which, as the Roman theatre had no
orchestra, was placed on the stage, and as a

rule performed between the acts, but some-
times during the performance as well.

Choregus, Choreutae. See Chorus.
Chorizontes. See Homer.
Chresmologi. See Mantike.
Chrysaor. Son of Poseidon and Medusa,

brother of Pegasus, and father of the three-

headed giant Geryon and Echidna by the

Ocean-Nymph Callirrhoe.

Chryseis. The daughter of Chi-yses,

priest of Apollo at Chr\"se. She was
carried away by the Greeks at the con-

quest of her native city, and allotted to

Agamemnon. Agamemnon having refused

the father's i^roffered ransom, Apollo visited

the Greek camp with pestilence until Aga-
memnon gave her back without payment.
{See Trojaf War.)

Chrysippus. (1) Son of Pelops and the

Nymph Axioche, murdered by his step-

brothers Atreus and Thyestes, who were*

consequently banished by Pelops.

(2) A Greek philosopher of Tarsus or Soli;

in Cilicia (about 282-206 B.C.). At Athens*

he was a pupil of the Stoic Cleanthes, and

his successor in the chair of the Stoa.

Owing to the thorough way in which he

developed the system, he is almost entitled

to be called the second founder of the Stoic

school ; and, indeed, there was a saying
" Had there been no Chrysippus, there had

been no Stoa." The author of more than

705 books, he was one of the most prolific

writers of antiquity, but his style was

'

marred by great prolixity and carelessness.

Onh' a few fragments of his writings survive.

Ciithonia. (1) Daughter of Erechtheus<

of Athens, who was sacrificed by her father'

to gain the victory over the men of Eleusis.

{See Erechtheus.)
(2) An epithet of Demeter {q. v.).
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Clitlionian Gois (fioin ClitliOn, the earth).

The deities Avho lule under the earth or

who are connected with the lower world, as

Hades, Pluto, Persephone, Demeter, Diony-
sus, Hecate, and Hermes.

Chytroi (Feast of Pots) the third day of

the Anthcsteria. {Sec Dioxysia.)

Cicero. (1) Mavc us Tnllius Cicero. The
celebrated Roman orator, born at Arplnum.
January 3rd, lOG B.C. He was son of Mnv-
cus Tullius Cicero and Helvia, his famih-
being of equestrian rank, but not yet

ennobled b}- office. With his brother
Quintus ho received his education in Rome,
where he soon had an ojiportunity of hear-

ing and admiring the two most celebrated

orators of the day, Crassus and Antonius.
He took the toga rlrtlis in 90 B.C., and,

while practising rhetorical exercises, de-

voted himself with ardour to the studj'' of

law. In 89 he served on his first campaign
in the Marsiau War. After this he began
his studies in philosoph}', mainly under the

guidance of the Academic philosopher,

Philo of Larissa. The presence of the

Rhodian rhetorician Molo in Rome, and
afterwards the instruction in dialectic given
him by the Stoic Diudotus, gave him the

opportunity he desired for furthering his

training as an orator. Having thus care-

fall}^ prepared himself for his future voca-

tion during the period of the civil distur-

bances, he started on his career as an orator

under Sulla's dictatorship. He began with
civil or private cases. One of his earliest

speeches, the Pro Quinctio, still survives.

This oration [in Avhich he defends his client

on the question of his conduct in a partnei'-

ship] he delivered in 8f B.C., in his 2GtIi

year. In the following year he first appeared

iu a causa jmhllca, and not on the side of

the prosecution, the usual course for begin-

ners, but on that of the defence. His client

was Sextus Ptoscius of Ameria, accused of

murdering his own father. This speech laid

the foundation of Cicero's fame, and not

only because it was successful. People ad-

mired the intrepidity with which Cicero

stood up against Cluysogonus, the favourite

of the omnipotent dictator.

In the following j'ear, for the sake of his

delicate health, Cicero started on a two years'

tour in Greece and Asia, taking every oppor-

tunity of finishing his education as a philo-

sopher and orator. For philoso])hy he had

recourse to the most celebrated professors at

Athens : for rhetoric he went to Rhodes, to

his former instructor, Molo. In B.c 77 ho

returned to Rome, his health restored, and

his intellect matured In this year he mar-
ried Terentia. His career as an advocate
he pursued with such success that he was
unanimously elected quai-stor in 76 B.C.
He was stationed at Lilyb*um, in Sicily,
and administered his office unimpeachably.'
After his return he entered the senate, and
developed an extraordinary activity as a
speaker. In consequence ho was elected to

the curule aedileship in 7U b.c. It was iu

*
( K i.i;ii (Madrid j.
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this year that the Sicilians, remembering

the conscientiousness and unselfishness he

had displayed in his qupestorship, begged

him to lead the prosecution against Vcrrt-s.

For three years this man ha<l, in the most

infamous manner, ill-treated and plundei-ed

tlie province. Cicero had to contend with

all kinds of hindrances thrown in his way
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by the aristocrcitic friends of Verres. By
tlio DlvlnCifio in Cm:iUum liG had to make
good his claims to prosecute against those

of Ca3cilius Niger. The defence was led by

the most famous orator of the day, Horteii-

sius. But Cicero managed to collect such a

mass of evidence, and to marshal it with

such ability, that after the actio prima^ or

lirst hearing, Yerres found it advisable to

retire into voluntary exile. The unused

material Cicero worked up into an actio sc-

cunda in five speeches. The whole pi-oceed-

ing made him so popular that, spoiled as the

multitude was, no one complained of his

economical expenditure on the games during

his sedileship. He was unanimously elected

prator in 67 B.C. In this office he made
his first political speech in G6, successfully

defending the proposal of the tribune

Manilius to give Pompeius the command
in the Mithridatic war, with unprecedented

and almost absolute power.

In 64 B.C. he came forward as candidate

for the consulship, and was successful, in

spite of the efforts of his enemies. He owed
his success to the support of the nobility,

who had hitherto regarded him, as a homo
novus, with disfavour, but had come to re-

cognise him as a champion of the party of

order. He obtained the office, as he had the

rest, sua anno, that is in the first year in

which his candidature was legally possible.

The danger with which Catiline's agitation

was threatening the State, determined Cicero

to offer a vigorous opposition to everything

likely to disturb public order. With this

view he delivered three speeches, in which
be frustrated the agrarian proposals of the

tribune Servilius Rullus. He also led

the defence of the aged Rabirius, whom
the leaders of the democratic party, to

excite the people against the senate, had
prosecuted for the murder of Saturninus
thirty-six years before. To avoid the
danger and excitement of a fresh consular
election for 62, he undertook the defence of

the consul dcsignCdxis L. Murena, on the

charge of bribery ; and this, although the

accusers of Murena numbered among them
Cicero's best friends, and, indeed, rested

their case upon the very law by which
Cicei-o had himself proposed to increase

the penalties for bribery. The conspiracy
of Catiline gave Cicero an opportunity of

displaj'ing in the most brilliant light his

acuteness, his energy, his patriotism, and
even his power as an orator. He discovered

the consi)iracy, and helped largely to

suppress it by the execution nf tlie chief

conspirators, who had remained behind in

Rome.
Cicero's consulship marks the climax of

his career. He received, it is true, the

honourable title of pater iKdrim ; but, a

few weeks later, he had a clear warning of

what he had to expect from the opposite

party in the way of reward for his services.

When laying down his office he was about

to make a speech, giving an account of

his administration. The tribune Metellus

Nepos interrupted him, and insisted on his

confining himself to the oath usual on the

occasion. In the following year he had
opportunities for displaying his eloquence

in the defence of P. Cornelius Sulla and the

poet Archias. " But he was often attacked,

and had, in particular, to meet a new danger
in the hostility of Clodius Pulcher, whose
mortal hatred only too soon hit upon a
chance of sating itself. Cicero would not

accede to the plans of Ceesar, Pompey and
Crassus, but offered them a strenuous re-

sistance. He deceived himself as to his

own political importance, and refused to

quit the city except under compulsion. The
triumvirs accordingly abandoned him to the

vengeance of Clodius. Clodius was elected

tribune of the plehs in 58 B.C., and at once

proposed that any person should be made
an outlaw, who should have put Roman
citizens to death without trial. Cicero met
the charge by retiring into voluntary exile

early in April, 58. He went to Thessa-

lonica and Macedonia, where he found a

safe retreat at the house of the qua?stor

Plancius. The sentence was, however, pro-

nounced against him ; his house on the

Palatine was burnt down, his country

houses plundered and destroyed, and even

his family maltreated. It is true that, as

early as the next j^ear, he was recalled with

every mark of distinction, and welcomed in

triumph by the people on his entrance into

Rome at the beginning of September. But
his political activity was crippled by the

power of the triumvirs. His fear of Clodius

forced him to comply with their commands
as a means of keeping in their good graces.

But all this only stimulated him to show
greater energy as an orator. His chief

efforts were put forth in defending his

friends, when prosecuted by political an-

tagonists, as, for instance, Publius Sestius

in 5() B.C., Gnseus Plancius in 54, Titus

Annius Milo in 52. His defence of the

latter, accused of the murder of Clodius,

was unsuccessful. It was at this period

that ho began to appl}"- himself to literature.
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In 53 B.C. lie was elected anp;ur ; from July,

51, to July, 50, he administeretl the province

of Cilicia as proconsul. In this capacity,

his clemency, uprightness and unseltishncss

won for him the greatest respect. For his

conduct in a campaign against the robber
tribes of Mount Amanus he was honoured
by the title of ImpcnUor^ a public thanks-
giving, and the prospect of a triumph.
He landed in Italy towards the end of

November, B.C. 50, and found that a bi'each

between Pompey and Csesar was inevitable.

The civil war broke out in the next year,

and, after long hesitation, Cicero finally

decided for Pompey, and followed him to

Greece. But after the battle of Pharsfdus,

in which ill-health prevented him from
taking a part, he deserted his friends, and
crossed to Brundisium. Here he had to

wait a whole year before Cfesar pardoned
him, and gave him leave to return to Rome.
Ctesar treated him with distinction and
kindness, but Cicero kept aloof from public

life. Nothing short of the calls of friend-

ship could induce him to appear in the
courts, as he did for Marcellus, Ligarius,

and Deio tarns. The calamities of his

countr}'' ; his separation from his wife
Terentia, in 46 B.C., after a married life

of thirty-three years ; his hasty union with
the young and wealthy Publilia, so soon to

be dissolved ; the unhappy marriage and
death of his favourite daughter Tullia ; all

this was a heavy affliction for him. He
found some consolation in studying philo-

.sophy, and applying himself with energy to

literary work.
The murder of Cresar on March 15th, 44

B.C., roused him from his retirement, though
he had taken no actual part in the deed.

His patriotism excited him once more to take
an active part in public life, and his first aim
was to effect a reconciliation of parties. He
sucicciUmI so far as to secure the passing of

ii L;iMicral amnesty. But it was not long
li t'tre the intrigues and the hostility of the
* '.I'sarian party forced him again to leave

Rome. He was on his way to Greece,

when, at the end of August, he was re-

called, by false rumours, to the Capitol.

In a moment of deep irritation against

Antonius, he delivered, on the 2nd of Sep-

tember, the first of his fourteen Philippic

orations, so called after those of Demos-
tliones. The second Philippic was never
-|"'lcen, but published as a pamphlet; the

la>t was delivered on the 21st April, B.C. 43.

'•ii the retirement of Antonius from Rome,
Cicero found himself again pla^-ing a promi-

nent part in politics. All the eflforts of his
party to bring about a restoration of the
ancient rei)ublican freedom centred in him.
Butjwhen Octavianusdisa))poiutcd the liopes
which he had excited, and attached him-
self to Antonius and Lepidus in the second
triumvirate, Cicero, now tlio chief man in
the senate, Avas declared an outlaw. In-
tending to fly to Macedonia, as he had done
fifteen years before, lie \\ as overtaken b}--

his pursuers near Caieta, ami put to death
on September 7th, 43 B.C., shortly before he
had completed his sixtj'-fourth year. His
head and right hand were exposed on the
rostra by Antonius.
The literary labours of Cicero signalize

an important advance in the development
of Latin literature. It is not onh' that ho
is to be regarded as the creator of classical

Latin prose. He was also the first writer
who broke ground, to any great extent, in

fields of literature which, before him, had
remained almost untouched. Ho had in-

sight enough to perceive that his vocation

lay in the career of an orator. His industry,

throughout his whole life, was untiring ; ho
was never blinded by success ; to educate
himself, and perfect himself in his art, was
the object which he never lost sight of.

His speeches, accordingly, give brilliant

testimony to his combination of genius with
industry. Besides the lift^'-seven speeches
which survive in a more or less complete
shape, and the most important of whicli

have been mentioned above, we have about

twenty fragments of others, and the titles

of thirtj'-five more. Cicero was justified in

boasting that no orator had written so many
speeches, and in such different styles, as

himself [Orator, c. 20, 3()]. These orations

were partl}^ political, partly forensic ; the

latter being mostly on the side of the de-

fence. Cicero was also the author of pane-

gyrics, as that, for instance, upon Cato.

With few exceptions, as the second ((ctio

against Verres, the Pro Milone, and the

panegyrics, they were actually delivered,

and published afterwards. Extending over

thirty-oiglit years, they give an excellent

idea of Cicero's steady |)i-ogress in the

mastery of his art. They are of unequal

merit, but everj'^where one feels the touch oJ"

the born and cultivated orator. A wealth

of ideas and of wit, ready acutene.ss, tlio

power of making an obscure subject clear

and a dry subject interesting, mastery of

pathos, a tendency to luxuriance of lan-

guage, generally tempered by good taste to

the light measure, an unsurpassed tact in
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the rise of Latin idiom and expression, a
wonderful feeling for the rhythm and struc-

ture of prose -writing: these are Cicero's

characteristics. With all the faults which
his contemporaries and later critics had to

find with his speeches, Cicero never lost

his position as the most classical represen-
tative of Latin orator}^, and he was judged
the equal, or nearly the equal, of Demos-
thenes.

The knowledge which he had acquired in

his practice as a speaker he turned to

account in his writings on Rhetoric. In
these he set forth the technical rules of the
Greek writers, applying to them the results

of his own experience, and his sense of the
requirements of Latin oratory. Besides the
two books entitled Rhetorica or Dc Invcn-
fione, a boyish essay devoid of all origina-

lity, the most important of his works on
this subject are: (1) The De OnUoi-e, a
treatise in three books, written 55 B.C. This
work, the form and contents of which are
alike striking, is written in the style of a
dialogue. Its subject is the training neces-

sary for an orator, the proper handling of

his theme, the right style, and manner of
delivery. (2) The Brutus, or Dc Claris
OrdtdrVjKS, written in B.C. 46 ; a history of

Latin oratory from the earliest period down
to Cicero's own time. (3) The Ovcitor, a
sketch of the ideal orator, written in the
same year as the Brutus.

Cicero also devoted a large number of
books to Greek philosophy, a subject which
he was concerned to render accessible to

his countrymen. His writings in this line

lack depth and thoroughness ; but it must
be said at the same time that he has the
great merit of being the fii'st Latin writer
who treated these questions with taste and
in an intelligible form, and who created a
philosophical language in Latin. The frame-
work which he adopts is usually that of the
Aristotelian dialogue, though he does not
alwa5^s consistently adhere to it. It was
not until after his fiftieth year that he
began to write on philosophy, and in the
years B.C. 45 and 44, when almost entirely
excluded from politics, he developed an
extraordinary activity in this direction.

The following philosophical works survive,
either in whole or in part: (1) Fragments,
amounting to about one-third of the work,
of the six books, De Re PuhUca, written
B.C. 54-5L (2) Three books of an unfinished
treatise, De Lfgibus, written about 52.

(3) Pdrdcloxa StOicOrum, a short treatment
of six Stoical texts, B.C. 46. (4) Five

books on the greatest good and the greatest

evil (De Flnlbus Bonorum et Mdldrum\
B.C. 45. This is the best of his philoso-

phical works. (5) The second book of the

first edition, and the first book of the second

edition, of the Acddcmlca, B.C. 45. (6)

The five books of the Tusculan Disputations,

B.C. 44. In the same year appeared (7)

the De NcUuru Deorum, in three, and (8)

the De DlvtnCdwne, in two books. (9) A
fragment on the Stoical doctrine of Fate.

(10) The Cato 3Iaior, or De Senectute.

(11) LceluiSj or De AmJcitm. (12) De
OJfR'iis, or On Ethics, in three books.

Besides these, a whole series of philoso-

])hical and other prose writings by Cicero

are known to us only in fragments, or by
their titles.

The multifarious nature of Cicero's occu-

pation as a statesman and an orator did

not hinder him from keeping up a volu-

minous correspondence, from which 864

letters (including 90 addressed to Cicero;

are preserved in four collections. These
letters form an inexhaustible store of infor-

mation, bearing upon Cicero's own life as

well as upon contemporary history in all

its aspects. We have (1) The Epistillce ad
FdmtluJres, in sixteen books, B.C. 63-43;

(2) The Epistuloi ad Atttcum, in sixteen

books, B.C. 68-43
; (3) Three books of letters

to his brother Quintus; (4) Two books of

correspondence between Cicero and Brutus
after the death of Caesar, the genuineness

of which is [rightly] disputed.

Cicero also made some attempts to write

poetry, in his youth for practice, in his

later life mainly from vanity. His 3'outh-

ful eftbrt was a translation of Aratus, of

which some fragments remain. After 63

B.C. he celebrated his own consulship in

three books of verses. [He is a consider-

able metrist, but not a real poet.]

(2) Quintus Tullius Cicero, the younger

brother of Marcus, was born in B.C. 102.

He was praetor in 62, and Icgdtus to Caesar

in Gaul and Britain from 54-52 B.C. In

the civil war he took the side of Pompey^
but was pardoned by Csesar. In 43 he was
made an outlaw, at the same time as his

brother, and in 42 was murdered in Rome.
Like Marcus, he was a gifted man, and

not unknov.'u in literature, especially as a

writer of history and poetry. In 54 B.C.,

for example, when engaged in the Gallic

campaign, he wrote four tragedies in six-

teen days, probably after Greek models.

We have four letters of his, besides a short

paper addressed to his brother in 64 B.C.,
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on the line to be taken in canvassing for

tlio consulship.

Cincius Alimentus. See Annalists.
Cinctus Gabhuis. See Toga.
Cinyras (Kinynls). Supposed, in the

Greek mythology, to have been king of

Cypi'us, the oldest priest of Aphrodite in

Paphos, the founder of that city, and the

ancestor of the priestly family of the Ciny-
radce. His wealth and long life, bestowed
upon him by Aphrodite, were proverbial

;

and from Apollo, who was said to be his

father, he received the gift of song. He
was accounted the founder of the ancient

hymns sung at the services of the Paphian
Aphrodite and of Adonis. Consequently

he was reckoned among the oldest singers

and musicians, his name, indeed, being

Phoenician, derived from kinnor, a harp.

The story added that he was the father of

Adonis by his own daughter Myrrha, and
that, when made aware of the sin, he took

away his own life.

Cippus. The Latin name for a sepulchral

monument. The form of the cippus was
sometimes that of a pedestal with several

divisions, supporting an upright cone, either

' CII'I'US WITH I'lIALER^.

(Olten : ^liin. d'Inst. 1860 tav. E, 4.)

pointed at the end, or entirely cylindrical

;

sometimes that of a cube with several pro-

jections on its surface. {See cut here, and

also under Signum.)

Circe (KirJce) (a figure in Greek mytho-

logy). A celebrated magician, daughter

of the Sun (Helios) and the Ocean nyniph

Perseis, sister of ^etes and Pasiphae. She

dwelt on the island of Msea. Tor her meet-

ing with Odysseus and the son she bore

him, Telegonus, see Odysseus.

Circus, Games of (Lildi Circenses). The
name of Circus was given at Rome par

excellence to the Circus Maximus. This

was a recreation ground laid out by king
TarquinTus Priscus in the valley between
the Palatine and Aventine hills, south of
the Capitol. Its centre was marked by tho
altar of Consus. A second circus, called

the Circus FlamlnJus, was built by tho
censor C. Flaminius on the Campus Martius
in 220 B.C. Several more were built during
the imperial pei'iod, some of which can still

be recognised in their ruined state. Such.

HUf[^^
A. Carci-n-f; U H, J/.(<r.

(1) ri.AN OF CIRCUS OF MAXEXTIfS.

(On the Via Appin, near Rome.)

is the Circus of Maxontius, erroneously

called Circo di Cararnlla lig. 1). Similar

racecourses existe<l in many other cities ot

the empire, e.;/., that still remaining amid the

ruins of the town of Bovilhi'. The length of

the Circus Ma.rimus, as enlarged by Ca-sar,.

was .some l,8t.HJ feet, its breadth somc3r)( ». The

seats, which rose in a series of terraces, rested

on a substructure consisting of three stories

of arched vaults. The lower seats were of

stone, the upper of wood. Round the out-

side of the circus ran a building, containing

booths and seats, as well as the entrances
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to the seats, the number of wliicli amoiintod,

in Cajsar's time, to 15iJ,0()L), and in the

4th century, after the building had been
repeatedly enlarged, to 385,000. The
j)udtum, or lowest row of seats running
immediately above the race-course, was pro-

tected i'rom the wild animals by a railing

and a trench {ciirlpus) ten feet in width
and depth. This trench was, however,
filled up at the command of Nero. The
end of the circus, at which were the gate

of entrance and the partitions in which the

chariots stood, was flanked by two towers
(opptda) occupied by bands of music.

Between these was the loggia of the pre-

siding magistrate. The opposite end of

the building was semicircular, and had a

gate called the porta triumphCiUs, which
seems to have been used only on extra-

ordinary occasions. The senators and
vqiidCa had separate places allotted them,
as in the theatre. The seats assigned to

the common people were divided according
to tribes, and the sexes were not separated.

The eight or twelve openings (carceres)

from which the chariots issued lay, as we
have already mentioned, at both sides of the

entrance, and were closed with bars. They
Avere arranged in slanting lines, so that the
distance from the carccres to the starting-

point was equalized for all. The starting-

point was marked by three conical pillars

{mPto'), standing on a substructure. Three
other similar mcta', corresponding to them,
stood at the other or semicircular end of

the circus. Between the two points where
the mdo' stood was built a low wall {splna)^

extending through the whole length of the
course. On this there used to stand the
mast of a ship, which, after Augustus'
time, gave place to an obelisk. The spina
was adorned with pillars, little shrines, and
statues of the gods, especially of Victory.
A second and loftier obelisk was added by
Constantine. The obelisk of Augustus no\v
stands in the Piazza del Popolo^ that of
Constantine on the square in front of the
Lateran. There was also an elevated
substructure, supporting seven sculptured
• lolphins spouting Avater, and a pedestal
Avith seven egg-shaped objects upon it, the
use of which will' be explained below\
The games were generally opened by a

solemn procession from the Capitol through
the forum to the circus, and through the
whole length of the circus round the spina.
At the head of the procession came the
giver of the games, sitting on a car of
triuin[ih in triumi>hal costume. He was

followed by the images of the gods boi-ne

on lii,ters or carriages, and escorted by
the collegia and priestly corporations. In

the imperial age the procession included

the images of the deceased emperors and

empresses, to whom divine honours were

paid. The procession moved through the

entrance, while the crowd rose up, cheered,

and clapped their hands. The president

dropped a white handkerchief into the

arena, and the race began. Four, some-

times as many as six, chariots drove out

from behind the barriers at the right hand
of the spina. Then they rushed along the

spina as far as the further posts, rounded
these, and drove back down the left side to

the starting-posts. They made the circuit

seven times, and finally drove off the course

through the barriers on the left of the

S2)ina. Seven circuits constituted one heat,

or ')nissits. A chalk line was drawn across

the ground near the entrance, and the

victory was adjudged to the driver who
first crossed it. During the republican

period the number of missus or heats

amounted to ten or twelve, and after the

time of Caligula to twenty-four, taking up
the whole day.

To keep the spectators constantly in-

formed how many of the seven heats had
been run, one of the egg-shaped signals,

mentioned above, was taken down after each

heat, and probably also one of the dolphins

was turned round. The chariots had two
wheels, were very small and light, and

were open behind. The team usually con-

sisted either of two {Oigui) or of four horses

{quadrlgce). In tho latter case the two
middle horses only were yoked together.

The driver (ranvr/a or dg~ttdfo)\ fig. 2) stood

in his chariot, dressed in a sleeveless tunic

strapped round the upper part of his body,

a helmet-shaped cap on his head, a whip in

his hand, and a knife with a semi-circular

blade in his girdle, to cut the reins Avith

in case of need, for the reins were usually

attached to his girdle. The main danger

lay in turning round the pillars. To come
into collision with them was fatal, not only

to the driver himself, but to the driver

innnediately behind him. The chariots, and

probably also the tunics and equipments of

the drivers, were decked with the colours

of the different factions, as they were
called. Of these there were originally

only two, the White and the Red. At the

beginning of the imperial period we hear

of two more, the Green and the Blue. Two
more, Gold and Purple, were introduced by
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Domitian, but probabty dropped out of use

after his death. Towards the end of the

3rd century A.D. the White faction joined

with the Green, and the Red with the Bhie.

Accorilingly in the late Roman and Bj'zan-

tine period we general!}'' hear onh^ of Blue

and Green. It was the party feeling thus

engendered which was the mainspring of

the passionate intei-est, often amounting
almost to madness, which the people took

in the games of the circus.

<.\\.\!f\

(2) * VICTOniOUS AURIGA.

(Si!a dcUa biga, Vatican.)

The necessary attendants, the horses, and

'the general equipment of the games were
; provided, at the cost of the giver, by special

companies, with one or more directors at

'their head. These companies were dis-

Itinguished by adopting the different colours

'of the factions. The drivers were mostly

(slaves, or persons of low position. The
calling was looked down upon ;

but at the

same time a driver of exceptional skill

I would be extraordinarily popular. The vic-

tors, besides their palms and crowns, often

received considerable sums of money; and

thus it would often happen that a driver
would rise to the position of a contractor,
or become director of a company of con-
tractors. Numerous monuments survive to

commemorate their victories. Sometimes,
indeed, a celebratcil horse would have a
monument put up to him.
A contest of riders, each with two horses,

was often added to the chariot - races.
These riders were called (h'tudtOrcii, beciuiso
they jumj)ed from one hor.se to another
while going at full gallop. The circus was
also used for boxing-matches, wrestling-
matches, and foot-racing; but during the
imperial period separate buildings were
usually appropriated to these amusements.
Gladiatorial contests, and wild-beast hunts,
were originally held in the circus, even after

the building of the amphitheatre.
Besides these games, the circus was

sometimes used for military reviews. The
cavalry manoeuvres, for instance, of the six

divisions of tlie knights (Iridi sciirdlcs)^

with their six leaders (sCciri), and an
imperial prince as jjrinccjis iiiccntiltis at

their head, would occasionally be lield

there. Under the emperors of the Julian

dynasty a favourite pastime was the Tvoia
or Indus TroUi'. This consisted in a
number of manctuvres performed by boys
belonging to senatorial and other res])ect-

able families. They rode on horseback in

light armour in separate divisions, and
were practised for the purpose by special

trainers.

Ciris. See Nisus.

Cisium. See Chariots.
Cithara {Kithdva). A stringed instru-

ment, invented (so the fable ran) by Apollo.

The cithara was played on occasions of

ceremony, such as ])ublic games and pro-

cessions : the lijfa, a smaller instrument

.^'^f?

< rniAK.K.

(1) (2) and (I) Mnseo Borl/oiii'co, XIII xl. X vi, XII xxiv.

(a) Wclckcr, i^ciifciu. Ill :U.,

and easier to hold, was more commonly used

in ordinary life. The cUhara consisted of

a sounding board, which extended into two

arms or side-pieces. The .sounding-board,
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made of thin pieces of wood, plates of metal,

or ivoiy, was generally of a (iuadranij;iTlar,

but sometimes of an oval shape ; and was
deeply vaulted at the back. The arms,

which were broad were hollow, like the

sounding-board. As the instrument was
rather heavy, and the player had to stand

while performing on it, it was generally

provided with straps for sujDporting it, so

as to leave the player's hands free. The
])lwv7ninx, generally regarded as an at-

tribute of Apollo, seems to have been a

special variety of the cithara. It is gener-

ally spoken of as '• shrill-toned."' Different

forms of the cithara are given in the en-

graving. (For further details, and for the

manner of playing on the cithara^ see Lyra )

Civitas. The technical Latin Avord for

the right of citizenship. This was origin-

alh' possessed, at Kome, by the patricians

only. The plebeians were not admitted to

share it at all until the time of Servius

Tullius, and not to full civic rights until

B.C. 337. In its fullest comprehension the

civitas included: (1) the ids siiffrdgti, or

right of voting for magistrates : (2) the ius

honOrum, or right of being elected to a

magistracy'; (3) the ius jn'Ovociltionis or

right of appeal to the people, and in later

times to the emperor, against the sentences

passed by magistrates affecting life or

property; (4) the ius cunubu, or right to

contract a legal marriage
; (5) the itis

cominercii, or right to hold ])roperty in the

Eoman community. The eiritas was ob-

tained either bj' birth from Roman parents,

or by manumission (see Maxumissio), or by
presentation. The right of presentation

belonged originally to the kings, afterwards
to the popular assemblies, and particularly

to the comitta tribCda, and last of all to

the emperors. The civitas could be lost

by dennnuilo cdpttts {see Deminutio
Capitis). The acrdril, so called, had an
imperfect civitas, without the ius suffragii
and iushonontm. Outside the circle of the

civitas stood the slaves and the foreigners

or jjcrec/rlm (see Pekegrini). The latter

included: (1) strangers who stood in no
international relations with Rome

; (2) the

allies, or suell, among whom the Ldtlnl
held a privileged place {see Latini)

; (3) the
drdltlcti, or those who belonged to nations
conquered in war.

Though the Roman citizonshiji was con-

ferred upon all the free inhabitants of the
empire in 212 A.D. by tiie emperor Caracalla,

the gi'ades of it were not all equalized, nor
was it until the time of Justinian that

civitas and lihertas became convertible

terms.

Classiarii or classed (from classis, a fleet).

The crews of the Roman fleet. In the

republican age the rowers {rPmlges) were
slaves, and the sailors (naida;) were partly

contributed by the allies (socil ndvdles),

parth^ levied from among the Roman citizens

of the lowest orders, the citizens of the

maritime colonies, and the freedmen. Under
the Empire the fleets were manned by
freedmen and foreigners, who could not

obtain the citizenship until after twenty-six

years' service. In the general military

sA'stem, the navy stood lowest in respect of

pay and position. No promotion to higher
posts was open to its officers, as those were
monopolized by the army. In later times,

a division of the marines stationed at

Miseniim and Ravenna was appointed to

garrison duty in Rome. This division was
also used in time of war in repairing the

roads for the armies. In Rome the marines
were employed, among other things, in

stretching the awnings over the theatre.

Classicum. The signal given by the

bucina or horn for the meeting of the

coriutla centurldta at Rome, and for the

meeting of the soldiers in camp, especially

before they marched out to battle.

Claudianus (Claudius). A Latin poet,

born at Alexandria in the second half of

the 4th century A.D. In 395 A.D, he came
to Rome. Here he won the favour of the

powerful Vandal Stilicho, and on the

proposal of the senate was honoured with,

a statue by the emperors Arcadius and
Honorius. The inscription on this statue

is still in existence (Mommsen, Inscrip-

tiones Regni Neapolitani, No. G794). His
patron Stilicho fell in 408, and Claudian^

apparenth', did not survive him. We have
express evidence that the poet was not a.

Christian. He was familiar with Greek
and Latin literature, and had considerable

poetical gifts, including a mastery both of

language and metre. These gifts raise him
far above the crowd of the later Latin

poets, although the effect of his writing is

marred by tasteless rhetorical ornament
and exaggerated flattery of great men.

His political poems, in spite of their lau-

datory colouring, have considerable his-

torical value. Most of them are written

in praise of Honprii;s and of Stilicho, for

whom he had a veneration as sincei-e as

was his hatred of Ruflnus and Eutropius.

Against the latter he launched a number of

invectives. Besides the Raptus PrOserpincey
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or Rape of Proserpine, an unfinished epic

in which his descriptive power is most
brilliantly displaj-ed, his most important

poems are (1) Dc III, IV, VI, ConsulCdd
Honor ii ; (2) De Nuptlls Honor it Fcs-

cennlna / (3) Epithdhlmium de Xuptiit-:

Honorii et Mar ice
; (4) De JJello Gildontco ;

(5) De Considatu Stilichonis / {Q) De BcUo
PoUcntlno ; u) Laus Serena^, Serena being

Stilicho's wife. He also wrote epistles in

verse, a series of minor pieces, narrative

and descriptive, and a Ghjantomdclua, of

which a fragment has been preserved.

Claudius duadrigarius. See Axxalists.
Cleanthes iGr. Klcanthes). A Greek philo-

sopher, native of Assos in Asia Minor. He
was originally a boxer, and while attending

at Athens the lectures of Zeno, the founder

of the Stoic philosophy, he got a livelihood

at night by carrying water. He was Zeno's

disciple for nineteen years, and in 260 B.C.

succeeded him as head of the Stoic school.

He died in his eighty-first year by voluntary

starvation. A beautiful hymn to Zeus is

the only one of his writings that has come
down to us.

Clemens {Titus Fluvlus) A Greek ec-

clesiastical wi'iter, born at Alexandria about

150 A.D. Originally a heathen, he gained, in

the course of long travels, a wide knowledge
of philosophy. Finding no satisfaction in

it, he became a Christian, and about 190
A.D. was ordained priest in Alexandria, and
chosen to preside over a school of cate-

chumens there. The persecution under
Septimius Severus having compelled him
to take flight, he founded a school in

Jerusalem, and came afterwards to Antioch.

He died in 218 a.d. His writings contri-

buting as they do to our knowledge of

ancient philosophy, have an important place,

not only in Christian, but also in profane

literature. This is especially true of the

eight books called Stromdtd ; a title which
properly means '• many coloured carpets," or

"writings of miscellaneous contents.

Cleomenes {Kliomenes). An Athenian
sculptor, who probably flourished in the

Augustan age. The celebrated Venus di

Medici, now at Florence, is his work. [He
is described on the pedestal as son of

Apollodorus. The Germanlcus of the

Louvre was the work of his son, who bore

the same name.]
Cleopatra {Kleopatra) (in Greek mytho-

logy). (1) Daughter of Boreas and Orithyia,

and wife of Phineus. {Sec PiilXEUS.)

(2) Daughter of Idas, and wife of Meleager.

{Sec Meleager.)

Clepsydra {Klepsydra). A water-clock,
or earthenware vessel filled with a certain
measure of water, and having a hole in the
bottom of a size to ensure the water running
away within a definite space of time. Such
water-clocks were used in the Athenian
law courts, to mark the time allotted to the
speakers. They were first introduced in

Rome in 159 B.C., and used in tlio courts
there in the same way. In the field they
were used to mark the night-watches. Tho
invention of the best kind of water-clock
was attributed to Plato. In this the hours
were marked by the height of the water
flowing regularly into a vessel. Tiiis was
done in one of two ways. (1) A dial was
placed above the vessel, the hand of which
was connected by a wire with a cork floating

on the top of the water. (2) The vessel

was transparent, and hud vertical lines

drawn upon it, indicating certain t5'pical

days in the four seasons or in the twelve
months. These lines were divided into

twelve sections, corresponding to the posi-

tion which the water was experimentally
found to take at each of the twelve hours

of night or day on each of these tj-pical

days. It must be remembered that the

ancients alwaj's divided the night and day
into twelve equal hours each, which in-

volved a variation in the length of the hours

corresponding to the varying length of the

day and night.

Cleruchia (Gr. KlCroucMa). A kind of

Greek colony, which differed from the ordi-

nary colonial settlement in the fact that

the settlers remained in close connection with

their mother-city. The Athenian rknirlu'ir

are the only ones of which we have any

detailed knowledge. A conquered territory

was divided into lots of land, which were

assigned to the poorer citizens as clCruclii,

or "holders of lots."' The original inhabi-

tants would be differently treated according

to circumstances. In many cases they were

com])elled to emigrate ; sometimes tlie men
were killed, and the women and children

enslaved ; but ordinarily the old inhabitants

would become the tenants of the settler.^;,

and take, generally, a less i)rivileged posi-

tion. The settlers formed a separate com-

munity, elected their own officials, and

managed their local affairs; but they con-

tinued to be Athenian citizens, with all the

rights and duties of their position. They

remained under the authority of Athens,

and had to repair to the Athenian courts

for justice in all iin])ortant matters.

Clibanus (Gr. Kl'ibdnOs). Sec Bakers.
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Clientes. This was tlic name for such

inhabitants of Rome as had lost, or given

np, the citizenshij) of their own cities, and
had settled in Eoman territory. Here,

having no legal rights, they were compelled,

in order to secure their personal freedom, to

seek the protection of some Roman citizen,

a term which, in ancient times, could only

mean a patrician. The relation thus set on

foot was called cltciitrla, and was inherited

by the descendants of both parties. Accord-

ingly the client entered into the family of

his patron {patromis)^ took his gentile

name, and was admitted to take part in the

family sacrifices. The jDatron made over to

him a piece of land as a means of support,

ju'otected him from violence, represented

him at law. and buried him after his death.

The client, on his part, accompanied his

patron abroad and on military service, gave

his advice in legal and domestic matters,

and made a contribution from his property

if his patron were endowing a daughter, or

had to be ransomed in war, or to pay a fine.

The relation between patron and client is

also illustrated by the fact that' neither

party could bring an action against the

other in a court of law, or bear witness

against him, or vote against him, or appear
against him as advocate. A man's duty to

his client was more binding than his duty
to his blood relations ; and any violation of

it was regai'ded as a capital offence.

When Servius Tullius extended the rights

of citizenshii^ to the clients as well as to the

plebeians, the bond between patron and
client still continued in force, although it

gradually relaxed wath the course of time.

At the end of tlie republic age, the status

of client, in the proper sense of the word,
had ceased to exist. Under the Empire
the cUcntcla was a mere external relation

between the rich and the poor, the great

and the obscure. It involved no moral
obligation on either side, but was based
merely on the vanity of the one party,

and the necessity of the other. It was
no unusual thing to find people who had
no settled means of subsistence trying,

by flattery and servile behaviour, to win
the favour of the great. Even philosophers

and poets, like Statins and Martial, are

found in this position. The client performs
certain services, calls on his patron in the

morning, accompanies him on public occa-

sions, and is in turn invited to his table,

receives presents from him, and (if he can
gob it) a settled provision. Instead of

inviting their numerous clients, the rich

would often present them with a small sum.

of mone}' called sportula. The relation was
entirely a free one, and could be dissolved

at pleasure by either party.

In the republican age whole communities,

and even provinces, when they had sub-

mitted to the Roman yoke, would sometimes
become clients of a single ^jr</;'oni(s. In
this case the patromis would usually be
the conquering general. Marcellus, for

instance, the conqueror of Syracuse, and his

descendants, were patrons of Sicily. The
practical advantages which were secured

to a foreign community by this permanent
representation at Rome are obvious. Ac-
cordingly we find that, nnder the Empire,
even cities ^vilich stood to Rome in no
relation of dependence, such as colonies and
mumcipia^ sometimes selected a patronus.
The p)atronus was, in such cnses, always
chosen from among the saiators or cquitCs.

Cline (Gr. KlJnil). See Meals.
Clio (Gr. Kleio). Sec HusES.
Clipeus. See Shield.
Clitarchiis (Gr. KleitarcJjos). A Greek

historian, son of the historian Dinon. He
flourished about 300 B.C., and was the author

of a great work, in at least twelve books,

upon Alexander the Great. He was no-

toriously untrustworthy, and inclined to

believe in the marvellous ; his style was
turgid and highly rhetorical ; but his

narrative Avas so interesting that he was
the most popular of all the writers on

Alexander. The Romans were very fond

of his book, which was indeed the main
authority for the narratives of Diodorus,

Trogus Pompeius, and Curtius. A number
of fragments of it still survive.

Clitiis {Kletfds) (in Greek mythology).

Son of Mantius, and grandson of Melampus:
loved and carried oft' by Eos. See Eos.

Cloaca. A vaulted subterranean channel

for carrying off drainage of every kind. As
early as the Gth century B.C. Rome had
an extensive system of sewers for draining

the marshy ground Ij'ing between the hills

of the city. By this the sewage was carried

into a main drain {Cloaca Maxima) which
emptied itself into the Tiber. Part of this

sewer, in length quite 1,020 feet, is still in

existence, and after a lapse of 2,500 years,

goes on fulfilling its original ])urpose. The
sewer, which is nearly twenty feet wide,

is covered by a vaulted roof of massive

squares of tufa, in w^hich an arch of tra-

vertine is inserted at intervals of 12 feet

2 inches. The original height was 10 feet

8 inches, but has been reduced to 6 feet
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t) inches by the accniuulatiou of Hltli and
rubbish. The drainage system of Rome
was considerably extended, especially by
Agrippa in the Augustan age.

The duty of keeping the sewers of Rome
in repair fell originally to the censors. Dur-
ing the imperial age it was transferred to

a special board, the curdtorcs clnacdvuin.

Citizens who wished to establish a con-

nexion between their property and the city

drains had to pay a special tax to the State,

called doacfo-iutn.

Clocks were known to the ancients only

under the form of sun-dials {see Gnomon)
and water-clocks {see Clepsydra).

Clothing. The dresses of the Greeks and
Romans consisted of under garments or

shirts, and upper garments or mantles. The
Greek chltDnand the Latin f it nica, common
to both men and women, belong to the first

class ; so does the stola of the Roman
matron, Avorn over the tunica. The hlmu-
ilun was an upper garment, worn in Greece

both by men and women. The Greek
chhhnjjs and tribOn and peplos were upper
garments, the chJarnys and tribon confined

to men, and the peplos to women. The
upper dress worn in public life by a Roman
citizen was the tofjd ; thejxdlct was peculiar

to married ladies. There were other dresses

of the same kind commonly in use among
the Romans, for instance the Idcerna, la-na,

jjoemVa, and syntliesis : the sdgum and
pdluddmentmn were confined to military

service. (See, for further details, the

articles on the words in question.) Trousers

(Latin brdcce, Greek anaxyrldes) were
only known as worn by the Orientals and

by the barbarians of the North. Among the

Romans no one wore them but the soldiers

stationed in the northern districts. In

works of art, accordingly, trousers and the

long-sleeved chiton are an indication of

barbarian costume. The custom of wrap]Hng

up the calf and thigh as a protection against

the cold was deemed excusable in sickly

and elderly people, but was thought eftcmi-

nate in others. The wool of the shcci) was
at all times the staple material for cloth

stuffs. Linen, though known to the Greeks
of the Homeric age, Avas worn chiefly by
the lonians, and less so by the inhabitants

of Greece Proper. Among the Romans, the

use of linen was mostly confined to the

girdle, though common among the Italian

tribes. Both sexes wore a linen girdle

{subUgdciilum) and w^omen a linen breast-

band. Women were the first to exchange

wool for linen, and this during the re-

iniblican age. Linen garments for meu
do not appear until later, whi-n the lino

Egyptian and Spanish linen-stalls became
a special article of luxury. The ioya was
always made of wool. Cottou-stulis, too,

were known to the ancients, as well as tho

scncci^ a material ma<lo wholly or jjartiy of
silk ; but these were not commonly used
until the imperial times (see Weavixc;).
Country folk in Greece, and especially

shepherds, clothe themselves in the skins of
animals. Pelisses, apparent!}', did not come
into fashion until the Empire.
Tho colour of dresses among tho Greeks

and Romans was mostly, but b}' no means
exclusively, white. For practical reasons

the working c-nsses used to wear stufls of

dark colour, either natural or artificial.

Dark clothes were worn among the upper

classes in Rome only in time of mourning,

or by a person accused before tho courts of

law. Coloured dresses were put on by men
in Gi'cece mainly on festal occasions, and

by the Romans not at all. Ga3--coloured

materials were at all times worn by Gi'eek

ladies, and often, too, by Roman ladies a.s

early as the 1st century u.C. Strong

colours do not appear to have been liked by
the ancients. They were familiar with

stripes, plaids, and other patterns, as well

as with ornaments of neeillework and all

kinds of embroidery. AVith regard to tho

fitting of dresses, it should bo observed that

it was mostly the custom to weave them

according to measure, and there was there-

fore no neccssit}-, as in modern times, for

artistic cutting." The art of sewing was

quite subordinate, and confined mostly to

stitching leaves together for garlands:

though sleeved garments, no doubt, required

rather more care. Hence tho fact that there

was no such thing in antiquity as a separate

tailoring trade. Tho necessary sewing was

done by the ladies of the house, or by their

slaves, and sometimes by the fullers, whose

business it was to measure tlio jjieccs of

cloth, to sell ready-made garments, and to

clean clothes. {See Fulleijs.)

Shoes. The Greeks usually went bare-

foot, except when out of the house; but

they did not think it necessary to wear

shoes, even in tho street. On entering a

house, whether one's own or not, it was

customary to uncover tho feet. Tlio

simi)lest form of covering for the f<?et was

a sole fastened by straps (hr/j,Mrn,a.) Tins

is to be distinguished from the sandal

{srtmJdlun, samldlton), which was worn

ori'-inally by men and afterwards by women.
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This was a more cnm])]icated set of strajjs,

reaching as fai* as over the ankle, -where

they were fastened. They sometimes had
leather added at the sides and heel, so as to

resemble a shoe. Close shoes of various

hinds, fastened over the foot, were also

-worn by men and women. There were,

besides, several kinds of boots, among which
may be mentioned the endroniis and
cothurnus {see Endromis, Cothurnus).
Among the Romans, men. and women

when at home, and generally in j^rivate

life, wore a sandal (solea)^ which was only

taken off at meals ; but a respectable

Roman would hardly show himself bare-

footed out of doors. AVith the toga went
the shoe called calccus, of which there

were differents kinds, varying according

to rank {sec Calceus). Ladies usually,

•when out of doors, wore shoes of white or

coloured leather, which formed an impor-

tant part of their toilette, especially under
the Empire, when the sexes rivalled each

other in the splendour of their shoes, the

men appearing in white and red leather,

the emperor and great personages w^earing

shoes adorned with gold and even with
jewels. Among the Romans generally, a

great variety of shoes was in use, many of

them borrowed from other countries (see

Crepida, Soccus). Wooden shoes (sculpo-

nefc) were worn by slaves and peasants.

For the military boot in use under the

Empire, see Caliga.
Coverings for the head. The upper

classes in Greece and Italy generally went
bareheaded. It was only when long in

the open air, as on journeys, or while hunt-

ing, or in the theatre, that they used the

caps and hats worn by artisans, country''

folk, and fishermen {see Petasus, Pilleus,
Causia). In Rome, for protection against

sun and storm, they adopted from the nor-

thern countries the cucidlus or ciicidltO, a

hood fastened to the pcenuJa or lacerna.

The head was often protected, in the case

both of men and women, by drawing the

top of the garment over the head. Besides
kerchiefs and caps, women also wore veils,

•which in some cases, as at Thebes (and as

now in the East), covered the face as far

as the eyes. Roman ladies would seldom
rppear in the street uncovered. A common
covering was the rictnu(n}, which also

served as a wrapper. This was, in later

times, only worn at religious ceremonials.

It •was a square cloth fastened to the head,

which ladies folded round them, throwing
it over the left arm and left shoulder. For

protection against the sun ladies carried

umbrellas (Gr. sL-iadeiOn, Lat. lonbrdcu-

Iwn, unibeUa)j or made their servants carry

them. Fans (Gr. rJupos, Lat. JlubeUum)
were likewise in common use. These
were made of gaily-painted bits of wood,

and the feathers of peacocks or other birds,

and were generally in the shape of leaves.

Ornaments. Rings were in fashion both

among men and women. The only other

metal ornaments which men would have

any opportunity for wearing in ordinaiy

life were the clasps or brooches {fibula:)

used for fastening dresses or girdles. These

were of bronze, silver, or gold, and often

adorned with costly jewels. Besides rings

and clasps, U'omen wore needles in their

hair, and ear-rings, necklaces, and bracelets

on their wrists and arms, sometimes even

on their ankles. The trinkets that have

been preserved from antiquity exhibit the

greatest conceivable variety of form. One
of the commonest forms for a bracelet is

that of a snake, surrounding the arm once,

or in several spirals. An equal varietj^ is

observable in the ornamentations of pearls,

precious stones, and the like.

Clotho (Gr. Klotho). See Mcer.e.

Clymene (Gr. Kljjmene) (in Greek myth-
ology). (1) Daughter of Catreus, wife of

Nauplius, and mother of Palamedes. {See

Naupijus.)

(2) Daughter of Oceanus, and mother of

Phaethun by Helios. {See Phaethon.)
Clytaemnestra (Gr. Klytaimne.'^tra; more

correctly Khjtaim est ra). Daughter of Tyn-

dareus, and wife of Agamemnon. VJith.

the aid of her lover, .-Egisthus, she mur-

dered her husband, and was, in turn, put

to death by her son, Orestes. [See Aga-

memnon, iEoisTHUs, and Orestes.)

Clytia {Khjtut). In Greek mythology

an ocean nymph, beloved by the Sun-god,

who deserted her. She was changed into

the heliotrope, a flower which is supposed

always to turn its head in the direction of

the sun's movement.
Cocalus {Kokdlos). In Greek mytho-

logy, the king of Camicus in Sicily, who
gave Dredalus a friendly welcome when
flying from the pursuit of IMinos. Cocalus

(or his daughters, according to another

acconnfi suffocated Minos in a hot bath.

Cock-fighting. See 'S'enationes, at end.

Cocytus (Gr. Kokytos). See Hades,

Realm of.

Coemptio. Properl}^ " a joint taking," so

" a joint purchase." One of the three forms

of marriage among the Romans. It was so
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called from the fiction of a purchase sup-

posed to take place on the occasion. In the

presence of live witnesses and a lihrlpens,

or holder of the balance, the bridegroom
struck the balance with a bronze coin, which
he handed to the father or guardian of the

bride. At the same time he asked her

whether she would be his wife, and she, in

turn, asked him whether he would be her
husband.

Cognatio. TheLatin word for relation-

ship. Cofjnatio included relationship on
both the father's and mother's side, while
agnCdiO implied relationship on the father's

side only {see Agxatio), Agnatio in-

volved legal duties and rights, while cog-

natio, origin all}' at least, brought with it

only moral obligations. Cogmlfi to the

sixth degree had the right of kissing each

other {ins osciilt), and also the right of

refusing to a2)pear as witnesses against each

other in a court of law. On the other hand,

cognati were forbidden by custom, at least

in the earlier times, to intermarry, or to

appear in court against each other as ac-

cusers. When a man died, his cognati were
expected to put on moi;rning for him. In

course of time the cognati gradually ac-

quired the rights proper to agnati. But
natural relationship did not win full recog-

nition until the time of Justinian, by whose
legislation the rights of agnati were abol-

ished.

Cognomen. See Names.
Cohors. A division of the Roman army.

In the republican age the word was
specially applied to the divisions con-

tributed by the Italian allies. Down to

89 B.C., when the Italians obtained the

Roman citizenship, they were bound to

supply an infantry contingent to each of

the two consular armies, which consisted of

two legions apiece. This contingent num-
bered in all 10,000 infantry, divided into :

(a) 20 cohortfs of 420 men each, called

cohortea dhlns, because, in time of battle,

they formed the wings (ciUe) of the two

combined legions : {h) four coliortes extni-

ordlnurue, or select cohorts of 400 men
each.

From about the beginning of the 1st

century B.C., the Roman legion, averaging

4,000 men, was also divided into ten

cohortcs, each containing three manlpidl or

six centuna'. In the imperial times, the

auxiliary troops assigned to the legions

stationed in the provinces were also divided

into cohorts (cohorfcs aiunUdriO'). These

cohorts contained either 500 men ( = 5 cen-

D. C. A.

turia'X or 1,000 men ( = 10 ccnturiw). Thoy
consisted either entirelj'' of infantry, oV
partly of cavalry (380 infantry + 120 cavalry,
7(J0 infantry + 240 cavalry). For the com-
manders of these cohorts, see Pk.i:fectcs.
The troo])s stationed in Rome were also

numbered according to cohorfcs. (1) Tho
cohortcs 2>^'^torui\ originally nine, but
afterwards ten in number, which formed
the imperial body-guard. Each cohort con-

sisted of 1,000 men, including infantry and
cavahy {see PKyETORiAXi). The institu-

tion of a body-guard was due to Augustus,
and was a development of the cohors prcp-

toria, or body-guard of the republican

generals. Its title shows that it was as

old as the time when the consuls bore the

name of pra>tdrcs. This cohors pm'toria
was originally formed exclusively of cavahy,
mainly of equestrian rank. But towards
the end of the republican age, when ever}'

independent commander had his own cohors

praitoria, it was made up partlj-of iiifantr}-,

who wei'e mainly veterans, partly of picked

cavahy of the allies, and partly of Roman
cquitcs, who usuall}^ served their tiro-

cininni, or first year, in this waj'. 1 2 1 Three

and in later times four, coJiorfrs urlulno',

consisting each of 1,<X)() men, wore placed

imder the command of the j)ra'ferf us nrbi.

They had separate barracks, but ranked

below the body-guard, and above the

legionaries. (3) Seven cohorfcs rtgfliim,

of 1,000 men each, were under the command
of the pra'fcctiis vigilnni. These formed

the night police and fire-brigade, and were

distributed throughout the city, one to every

two of tho fourteen rcgloncs.

Coinage. (1) Greek. As late as the

Homeric age, cattle, especially oxen, served

as a medium of exchange, as well as a

standard of price [11. xi 211, xxi 385]. \\'&

find, however, that the metals were put to the

same use, their value being decided ly their

weight as determined by a balance. Tho

weight, as well as the balance, was called

tCdanton. [It is probable that the gold

talanto)i of Homer weighed two drachvia;

and was equivalent in value to an ox; sec

Ridgeway, in Journal Ilrll. Studies viii

133.] The idea of giving the metal used

in exchange a form corresponding to its re-

quirements is no doubt an early one.^ The

date of the introduction of a coinage in tho

proper sense, witii an ofiicial stamj) to

denote its value and obviate tho necessity

of weighing tlie metal, cannot now be deter-

mined. But as early as the Gth century

B.C. we find a highly developed and artistic

L
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.system of coining money in existence. The
various Greek standards of value were all

developed—in several gradations, it is true

—from the gold and silver standard of Asia
Minor. It was not until a later time that

the standard of the Persian gold money
was in some cities transferred to the silver

coinage. The proportion of gold to silver

A\as commonly reckoned among the Greeks
as 10:1, so that a gold piece weighing 2

diaclnr.ce was — 20 silver drachma'. But
in commerce the proportion assumed was
12 : 1, and this was the average generally

observed in the Roman empire. The
measure of weight most commonly current

was the talent, vv^hich contained GO mbuv.
Like the talent, the viina was not a real

coin, but a standard of measurement. The
unit of coinage was the drachma, 100
drachmas being reckoned to the mina. The
drachma, again, contained G obols. In an-

cient times the commonly accepted standard
was that of iEglna. The coins of the island

of jEgma were stamped on one side with
the figure of a tortoise, on the other side

(1) DIDUACiniON

(B.C. 700-550.;

with a roughly executed incuse square.
The largest silver coin was the stater or
didrachmon (iig. 1), ( = about 2.s. 2d., the
.Eginetan drachma being =ls. Id.). Solon
abolished this standard in Attica, and in-

troduced a lighter drachma equal to about
8(^. The Attic talent ( = G,000 drachma;)
was thus worth about £200, the mina about
£3 G.S. 8d. The silver coins of Attica bore
on the front the head of Pallas, and on the

Arclmic head of Allieno. Owl.

(2) TETKADUACHMON OF ATIIKNS.

(Time of Persian wars.)

reverse the figure of an owl. The principal

coin was the tctradrachmon or 4 drachmce

(iig. 2), the largest (which was only issued

occasionally) the dckadrachmon or 10
drachma!. The dtdrachmon (2 drachma;)
was in like manner issued rarely. The tri-

Obdlon (3 obols), the obolos, and the hcnd-
obolion {\ obol) were small silver coins

;

the tttartcmonon {\ obol) the smallest of

all. The Greek states always adopted a
silver cuirency, gold being rarely issued.

The largest gold piece was the didrach-

mon or golden stater ( = 20 silver drachma;).
Besides this we find drachmas, triobols,

obols, half-obols, quarter-obols. and even
eighth obols in gold. The gold money mo.st

commonly current in Greece was, down to

the Macedonian age, the royal Persian coin

(3) DARIC.

called Ddrcikos, or Daric (fig. 3). It was
stamped on one side with a crowned archer,

on the other with an oblong incuse. This
corresponded with the gold stater of Attica

and of the cities of Asia Minor. Among
these should be especially mentioned the sta-

ter of Cyzicus or the Ci/zicenus =28 silver

drachmce. The earliest copper coin issued

at Athens was the Chcdkus =^ of a silver

obol (440 B.C.). In the time of Alexander
the Great the silver coinage stopped at the

Head o£ Apollo. Victorious higa.

(4) GOLD STATER OV PHILIP II OF MACEDON.

triobolos, and it therefore became necessary

to represent the smaller fractions in copper.

The silver money of Attica was in very

general use, but the Attic standard was
not adopted in Greece Proper. It spread

westward, however, in quite early times.

In the greater part of Sicily, and in Taren-

tum and Etruria, the coinage was from the

lirst regulated in accordance with the Attic

standard. But the wide diffusion of this

standard was mainly due to the action of

Philip II of Maoedon and Alexander the

Great. The former adopted it when intro-

ducing his gold coinage {Fhilippus, fig. 4),
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the latter for his silver moiie}- (fig. 5). For
eveu after Alexander's death this standard

held its ground iu the kingdoms of the

Head of Heracles. Zeus.

(5) TETK.VDnACIIMOX OF ALFXAXDEi: THE CHEAT.

Macedonian empire, except in Egypt, where
the Ptoloiaies maintained the old coinage

of the countr}'. Macedonian influence ex-

tended the Attic ciTrrency into

many other states, e.g. Epirus, the

coasts of the Black Sea, and even
Parthia. The largest Greek gold

coin is the 2()-stater piece of the

Greeco-Bactrian king Eucratides,

now preserved in Paris; the largest

silver coins are the lO-dyachma
pieces of Athens, Sj'racuse (fig. G)

and Alexander the Great.

Hellenic coins are important as

giving a grand and complete idea

of the development of plastic art

among the Greeks. In the Greek
cities of Italy and Sicily, in par-

ticular, the art of stamping coins

had attained considerable importance as

eai'ly as the 5th centur}- B.C., and in the

4th centur}' M'ith its life-like characterisa-

(2) Eomau. As in Greece, so in Rome,
oxen and sheep were originally the medium
of exchange. The oldest pecuniary fines

were exacted in cattle, and the Latin word
for money, jjccuma, is derived from j^ecus.

In later times unwrought copper (o's rude)
given in pieces according to weight, took

the place of oxen. Bars of cast copper
marked on both sides with some figure (as

of an ox, pig, or fowl) are said to have
been introduced by king Servius Tullius,

when he took in hand the regulation of

weights and measures. The first demon-
strable example of a coin is from the age
of the decemvirs (about 450 B.C.). The unit

of coinage was the as of cast copper, carry-

ing the nominal weight of the Roman pound
{libra^ll iinci.e. see fig. 7). The as (cus

Female Head (Persephone or
Arethusa).

Quadriga and armmir (prizes of
victory).

(6) DECADRACHMON OP SYRACUSE,

(about 400 B.C.)

(jrdve) bore the image of Janus ; the coins

representing its fractious were all stamped
on the reverse side with the figure of a

Head oZ Janus. Prow of Ship.

(7) RO^rAN AS OF CAST COPPER.

tions, and with the rich variety and noble
perfection of its forms, it reached the

highest degree of finish.

ship's prow. These were, semis, with the

head of Jupiter = ^ as or G unciac • triens

with the head of Minerva, | of an as=
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tnicice ;
qnadrans, Avitli the head of Her-

cules, j as = -6nncia'; scrtcms, with, the head

of Mercury, l
as = 2 uncial ; uncia, with the

head of liomri, iV as. As in the course of

time the copper money became lighter, the

smaller fractional coins were first struck,

and afterwards all the fractions. This

copper currency was calculated exclusively

for the home trade, so that it was easily

allowed to suffer a continuous depreciation,

at first to 4, then to 2, after 217 B.C. to 1

ounce, after B.C. 89 to | an ounce, and under

the Empire even to | an ounce. In 269

B.C. a silver currency was introduced, and

a mint for it set up on the Capitoline Hill

in the temple of Juno Moneta. The silver

fractional coins struck according to the

Athenian and Sicilian standard were the

denarius, somewhat higher in value than the

Roma. Castor and Pcllu.^.

(8) DKXAiaUS.

(9) DENARIUS OF .TULIUS C^SAR.

Attic drachma (about dUl., figs. 8 and 9) =
10 asses of 4 ounces; the quindrnis = b

asses ; and the scsfcrtius = 2^ asses. These
coins were denoted bv the marks X. V. and

II. S. (or 21) respectively (fig. 10). They all

Roma. Castor and Pollux.

(10) SESTEUTIUS.

bore, on the upper side, the head of the god-

dess Roma with her winged helmet, and on

the reverse the two Dioscuri on horseback.

In later times Diana Victoria in her two-

horse chariot, and Jupiter in his four-horse

chariot, successively took the place of the

Dicscuri. From the middle of the 1st

century there was no fixed device for the

reverse side. The s^e.itcrfins was the equiva-

lent of the old heavy as, which although

long disused, survived as the standard of

reckoning. Payments were generally made
in denarii, but the account made up in

sestertii, whence the word nuinmus (coin)

was applied j^ar excellence to the sestertius.

The reduction of the copper as to 1 uncia

in 217 B.C. degraded the copper money to

the position of small coin, and a silver

currency drove out the copper. The
denarius sank at the same time to the value

of about 8};f?., which it maintained till the

time of Nero. The denarius was reckoned

as =15 asses, the quinaritis as 8, and the

sestertius (about 2d.) =4. At about the

same period a temporary effort was made
to introduce gold coinage. This movement
was not taken up again till towards the

end of the R-epixblic, when Csesar struck a

large number of gold coins {aureus) equal

in weight to -^o ^^ ^^^^ Roman pound, and

in value 25 denarii or 100 sestertii (nearly

23 shillings). No regular coinage was
carried on in the time of the Republic, but

the necessary money was minted as occasion

required. This was done in Rome at the

commission of the senate under the super-

intendence of certain officials entrusted with

the duty. A permanent board of three

persons {tres vlri mdnetfdes) was at last

appointed for the purpose. In the provinces

money was coined by the Roman generals

and governors. From the time of Augustus

the emperor retained the exclusive privilege

of coining gold and silver money, the

copper coinage being left to the senate.

The standard of the imperial coinage was

the aureus of Csesar, the weight of which

sank (with many variations) lower and

lower as time went on, till in 312 a.d. Con-

stantine fixed it at yV of ^ 1^- ( = between

(11) AUREUS OF MARCUS AUKELIUS.

12 and 13 shillings, fig. 11). The aureus

was now called solidus, and was stamped

at first with the Latin mark LXXII, after-

wards with the Greek OB ( = 72). It con-

tinued in use until the fall of the Byzantine

empire. Of the silver coins of the Republic

the denarius and quinarius alone held

their ground under the Empire, the rest

being stamped in copper. The denarius

retained the value fixed 217 B.C. (about 8M.)
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until the time of Nero, under wlioiu it fell

in weight and purity till its value was
only sixpence. During the 2nd century it

sank to Shd., below the half of its former

value, and the silver coinage was conse-

quently changed into small money. Diocle-

tian was the first to restore some order to

the currency. After 292 a.d. he issued a

coin {argcntciis) of pure silver, and equal

in weight to the Neronian denayius. The
argenteus maintained its ground till 3G0
A.D.jWhen it made way for a new system of

silver coinage on the standard of the gold

solidiis. The copper coins bore the mark
S.C. {Sendtils Consulfo), because issued by
the senate. Under the Empire the following

small coins were minted ; the sestertius

= 4 asses,' diipondius =2 asscs^ both of

brass ; the semis ( =^ an as), and the quad-

vans = \ as, both of copper. These last

I were the smallest change. The qicadmns
i went out of use as early as Trajan, at the
I beginning of the 2nd century a.d., the

I dupondiiis, as, and semis, in the middle,

nnd the sestertius in the last half of the

3rd century, when Diocletian issued two
new copper coins, one of which was called

denarius.

Colacretae (Gr. Kolakretai). A financial

board at Athens, whose duty it was to

administer the fund accruing from the fines

taken in the courts of justice. It was this

fund from which the cost of the public

meals in the Prytanenm, and the salary of

the Heliastye, was defrayed. The name
properly means " collectors of hams,"' and

probably points to the fact that the hams
of the victims sacrificed on certain occasions

were given to the Colacretrn as contribu-

tions to the meals in question.

Collegium. The general term in Latin for

an association. The word was applied in a

'different sense to express the mutual rela-

tion of such magistrates as were collegce.

Besides the collegia of the great priest-

hoods, and of the magistrates' attendants

{sec Apparitores), there were numerous
associations, which, although not united by
any specifically religious objects, had a

religious centre in the worship of some deity

or other. Such were the numerous collegia

of artisans {oplf'icum or arttflcum), and

the societies existing among the poor for

providing funerals, which first appear under

the Empire. The political clubs (collegia

sddalida) were associated in the worshij)

of the Lc'ires Com.pUfdes, and were, indeed,

properly speaking, collegia compitdlZria, or

"societies of the cross-waj^s." The religious

societies were, in some instance.s, established

by the State for the performance of certain

public religious services (sec Sodalitas), in

other cases they were formed by private

individuals, who made it their busines.s to

keep up the shrines of particular deities

(often foreign deities i at their own exijcnso.

CoUiithus {Gv. Kollrdlins). A Ureok poet,

native of Lj^cupolis, in Upper Eg}'pt, who
flourished at the beginning of the <jth

centui'y A.D. He wrote an unimportant
epic poem in 385 vei'ses, on tlie rape of

Helen, in which he followed the cyclic

poets.

Coloni ("cultivators"). During the later

imperial age the coloni were serfs, who,

on pa^ancnt of a certain rent, cultivated a

piece of land, belonging to their ma.sters, for

their own profit. They were so far free

that they could not be sold, could contract

legal marriages, and could own property.

But they were absolutely bound to the

estate, and if this was sold, passed with the

rest of what was upon it to the new owner.

The coloni were probably the descendants

of barbarians, who were settled in the pro-

vinces for agricultural purposes.

Colonies. (1) Greek. In Greece, colo-

nies were sometimes founded by vanquished

peoples, who left their honaes to escape sub-

jection at the hand of a detested enemy

;

sometimes as a sequel to civil disorders

;

sometimes to get rid of surplus population,

and thereby to avoid internal convulsions.

But in most cases the oljject was to estab-

lish and facilitate relations of trade with

foreign countries. If a Greek city was send-

ing out a colony, an oracle (before all others

that of Delphi) was almost invarial)ly con-

sulted. Sometimes certain classes of citi-

zens were called upon to take part in the

enterprises ; sometimes one son was chosen

by lot from every house wliere there were

several sons; and strangers expressing a

desire to join were admitted. A i)erson of

distinction was selected to guide the emi-

grants and make the necessary an-ango-

ments. It was usual to honour these

founders of colonies, after their death, ns

heroes. Some of the sacred tire was taken

from the public hearth in tlie JW/tdncinu,

and the fire on the public heartli of the new

city was kindled thereat. And. just as each

individual had his private shrines, so tlio

new community maintained the worship of

its chief domestic .leities, the colony .send-

ing embassies and votive gifts to their prin-

cipal festivals.

The relation between colony and mother-
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city Avas viewed as one of mutual affection.

Any differences that arose were made up,

if possible, by peaceful means, war being

deemed excusable only in cases of extreme
necessity. The charter of foundation con-

tained general provisions for the arrange-

ment of the affairs of the colony, and also

some special enactments. The constitution

of the mother-cit}'- was usitallj' adopted by
the colony, but the new city remained poli-

tically independent. If the colony sent out

a fresh colony on its own account, the

mother-city was generally consulted, or was
at least requested to furnish a leader. The
Clcruclu formed a special class of Greek
colonists {sec Cleruchi). The trade fac-

tories set up in foreign countries (in Egypt,
for instance) were somewhat different from
the oi'dinary colonies, the members retain-

ing the right of domicile in their own
fatherland.

(2) Roman. It was an old custom in

Italy to send out colonies for the purpose of

securing new conquests. The Eomans, ac-

cordingly, having no standing arm}', used
to plant bodies of their own citizens in

conquered towns as a kind of garrison.

These bodies would consist partly of Roman
citizens, usually to the number of three

hundred, partly of members of the Latin
confederacy, in larger numbers. The third

part of the conquered territory was handed
over to the settlers. The cnlonicp.

clvliim Rumdnonim (colonies of

Roman citizens) were specially in-

tended to secure the two sea-coastfi

of Italy, and were hence called

colonice maritiDxc. The coloniiv.

Latlnce, of which there was a far

greater number, served the same
purpose for the mainland.
The duty of leading the colonists

and founding the settlement was
entrusted to a commission usually

consisting of three members, and
elected by the people. These men
continued to stand in the relation

of patrons (j^atrdnl) to the colony

after its foundation. TJie colonists

entered the conquered city in mili-

tary array, ]n-eceded by banners, and
the foundation was celebrated with
special solemnities. The colnnid-

were free from taxes, and had their

own constitution, a copy of the Ro-
man, electing from their own body
their senate and other officers of state. To
this constitution the original inhabitants

had to submit. The colonice civiuvi Ro-

manorum retained the Roman citizen.ship,

and were free from military service, their

position as ont-posts being regarded as an
equivalent. The members of the colonice

LcitincG served among the socii^ and pos-

sessed the so-called ius Lcdinum {see

Latini). This secured to them the right of

acquiring property {co)n mercium) and settle-

ment in Rome, and, under certain conditions,

the power of becoming Roman citizens;

though in course of time these rights under-

went many limitations.

Erom the time of the Gracchi the colonies

lost their militar}^ character. Colonization

came to be regarded as a means of providing

for the poorest class of the Roman populace.

After the time of Sulla it was adopted as a

way of granting land to veteran soldiers.

The right of founding colonies was taken

away from the people by Csesar, and passed

into the hands of the emperors, who used it

(mainly in the provinces) for the exclusive

purpose of establishing military settlements,

partly with the old idea of securing con-

quered territory. It was only in excep-

tional cases that the provincial colonies

enjoyed the immunitj' from taxation which
was granted to those in Italy.

Colosseum. See Ajiphitiieatre.

Colossus of Rhodes. Sec Chares.
Columbaritim. Properly a dove-cote. The

word was metaphorically applied to a sub-

COLUMliAniUm of XIIK. i-UKKDMKN OF UCXAVIA.

(Near the Porta Latina, Rome.)

terranean vault provided with rows of small

niches, lying one above the other, and in-

tended for the reception of the urns contain^
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ing the asliefi of the dead. These Large '

burial pLaces were built by rich people '

whose freedmen Avere too numerous to be
•iaterred in the family burial-place. The}'

were also erected by the Caesars for their

slaves and freedmen. Several of these still

exist, for instance, that of Livia, the consort

of Augustus, who built one for her freed-

men on the Appian road. Common burial-

places, in which a niche could be bespoken
beforehand, were sometimes constriicted by
private individuals on speculation for people

who were too poor to have a grave of their

own. Columharia were iisually built by re-

ligious or mercantile societies, or by burial

clubs for their own members. In such

cases the members contributed a ;'inglc

capital payment and yearly subscriptions,

which gave them the right to a decent
burial and a niche in the vault. The names
of the dead were inscribed on marble tablets

over each niche. {See cut.)

Columella {Lucius luinus Mnilcrdtus).

A Latin writer on agriculture. He was a

native of Gades, in Spain, and a contem-

porary of his countrj'man, the philosopher

Seneca. He was the author of a thorough

and exhaustive work on agriculture {I)e lie

Rusttccl), which he founded partly upon a

study of all previous works on the subject,

partly on his own experience, gathered in

Spain, Italy, and Asia. The work was
written about (30 A.D., and consists of twelve

books, arranged as follows : I-II, on crops

and pastures ; III-V, on trees and vine-

yards ; VI-IX, on cattle, birds, fishes, and
bees; X, on horticulture; XI-XII, on the

duties and occupations of the farmer. The
tenth book is written in polished hexameters,

as a su])plcment to Vergil's fourth Georgic.

This Columella did at the request of Publius

Silvinus, to whom the whole work is dedi-

cated. Besides this, his great work,

Columella had previously written a shorter

treatise, of which the second book, on trees

(De Arboylbus), still survives. Columella's

exposition is clear and eas3',and his language

(if we pass over the rhetorical ornaments

added after the fashion of his time) correct.

The tenth book, though written in verse,

has, it must be said, little poetical merit.

Columna Rostrata. See Architecture,
Orders of,

Comaetho (Gr. Komaithd). In Greek
mythology, the daughter of Ptereliiiis, king

of the Tulebol. Her father had a golden

lock in his hair, given him by Poseidon,

and conferring immortality. Of this he

was deprived by his daughter, who was

slain for her treachery by Am]ihltry<'>n, the
enemy of lier race. (.SVe Ami'IIITUYox.)

Comedy. {\) Greek. The ei reek come<ly,
like the Greek tragedy and satyric drama,
had its origin in the festivals of Dionysus.
As its name, kOwndla, or the song ot tho
kOmos, implies, it arose from tho unre-
strained singing and jesting common in tho

komos, or merrj"" procession of Diony.sus.

According to the tradition, it was the Doric-.

inhabitants of Megara, well known for their

love of fun, who first worked up these jokes

into a kind of farce. The inhabitants of

Megara accordingly boasted that they were
the founders of Greek comedy. From
Megara, it was supposed, the popular farce

found its way to the other Dorian com-

munities, and one SfisarTon was said to

have transplanted it to the Attic dome of

Icaria about 58<J B.C. No further informa-

tion is in existence as to the nature of the

Megarian or Dorian popular comedy. Tho
local Doric farce was developed into literary

form in Sicily b}' Ei)ic]iarmus of Cus (about

540-450 B.C.). This writer gave a comic

treatment not only to mythology, but to

subjects taken from real life. The con-

temporary of Epieharmus, Phormus oi-

Phormis, and his pujul Dinuluchus, may
also be named as representatives of tlio

Dorian comed3\
The beginnings of tho Attic comedy, like

those of the Attic tragedy, are associated

with the deme of Icaria, known to have been

the chief seat of tho worship of Dionysn.s

in Attica. Not only Thespis, the father of

tragedy, but also Chiunides and Magnt's

(about ')50 B.C.), who, if the story may bo

trusted, first gave a more artistic form

to the Megarian come<ly introduced by

Susarion, were natives of Icaria. Comedy

did not become, in the proper sense, a part

of literature until it had found welcomo

and consideration at Athens in the time of

the Persian wars; until its form had been

moulded on tho finished outlines of tragedy ;

and until, finally, it had received from tho

State the same recognition as tragedy. Tho

Old Comedy, as it was called, had its origin

in personal abuse. It was Ci;\tes who first

gave it its peculiar political character, and

his younger contemporary Cnltlnus who

turned it mainly or exclusively in tins

direction. Tho masters of tho Old Comely

are usually held to be Cratinus and his

youno-er contemporaries, Enpolis and Ari»-

toplurnes. It attained its youth in tho

time of Pericles and thePeloiionnosian war
;

the period when the Athenian rh-morracy
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had reached its highest development. Tlioso

three masters had man}' rivals, who fell,

however, on the whole beneath their level,

among others Pherecrates, Hermippus,
Teleclldes, Phrynlchus, Ameipsias, Plato

and Thoopompus.
A good idea of the charactei-istics of the

Old Comedy may be formed from the eleven

surviving plays of Aristophanes.* The
Greek tragedy has a meaning for all time

;

but the Old Comedy, the most brilliant

and striking production of all Athenian
literature, has its roots in Athenian life,

and addressed the Athenian public only.

Dealing from the ver}' hrst with the

grotesque and absurd side of things, it

was the scourge of all vice, folly, and
weakness. The social life of Athens, so

restless, and yet so open, offered an in-

exhaustible store of material ; and the

comedian was always sure of a witty,

laughter-loving public, on whom no allusion

was lost. The hrst aim of the Athenian
comedy was, no doubt, to make men laugh,

but this was not all. Beneath it there la.y a

serious and patriotic motive. The poet, who
was secured by the license of the stage,

wished to bring to light and turn to ridicule

the abuses and degeneracy of his time.

The Attic comedians are all admirers of

the good old times, and, accordingly, the

declared enemies of the social innovations

which were beginning to make their way,
the signs in many cases, no doubt, of ap-

proaching decline. It was not, however,
the actual phenomena of life which were
sketched in the Old Comedy. The latter

is really a grotesque and fantastic carica-

ture ; the colours are laid on thick, and
propriety, as we moderns understand it, is

thrown to the winds. These plays abound
in coarseness and obscenity of the broadest
kind, the natural survival of the rude
license allowed at the Dionysiac festival.

The choice and treatment of the subjects

show the same tendency to the grotesque
and fantastic. Fancy and caprice revel at

their will, unchecked by any regard either

for the laws of poetical probability or for

adequacy of occasion. The action is gene-

rally quite simple, sketched out in a few
broad strokes, and carried out in a motley
series of loosely connected scenes. The
language is always choice and fine, never
leaving the forms of the purest Atticism.

The metres admit a greater freedom and
movement than those of the tragedy.

* Only eleven have come down to us complete :

the rest are in fragments.

A corned}', like a tragedy, consisted of
the dramatic dialogue, wi-itten mostly in

iambic sCnCivii. and the lyrical chorus. The
division of the dialogue into lu-ologos^

cpcisodton. and cxodos, and of the chorus
into jKO'OfIus and stdsiina^ nre the same as

in tragedy (see Tragedy). But, while the

tragic chorus consisted of fifteen singers,

there were twenty-four in the comic. A
peculiarity of the comic chorus is the pdrd-
bdsis^ a series of lines entirely unconnected
with the plot, in wdiich the poet, through
the mouth of the chorus, addresses the

pul)lic directly abotit his own concerns, or

upon burning questions of the day {see

Parabasis). Like the tragedies, the come-
dies were performed at the great festivals

of Dionysus, the Dionysia and Leneea. On
each occasion five poets competed for the

prize, each with one play.

For a short time, but a short time only,

a limitation had been put upon the absolute

freedom with which the poets of the Old
Comedy lashed the shortcomings of the

government and its chief men. The down-
fall of the democracy, however, deprived

them of this liberty. The disastrous issue

of the Peloponnesian war had, moreover,

ruined the Athenian finances, and made it

necessary to give up the expensive chorus,

and with it the parabasis. Thus deprived

of the means of existence, the Old Comedy
was doomed to extinction. In its place came
what was called the Middle Comedy, from

about 400-338 B.C. This was a modification

of the Old Comedy, with a character corre-

sponding to the altered circumstance of the

time. The Middle Comedy was in no sense

political ; it avoided all open attack on in-

dividuals, and confined itself to treating the

typical faults and weaknesses of mankind.
Its main line was burlesque and parody, of

which the objects were the tragedies and
the mythology in general. It was also

severe upon the lives of the philosophers.

It dealt in typical characters, such as

bullies, parasites, and courtesans. The
writers of the Middle Comedy were very

prolific, more than eight hundred of their

l)lays having survived as late as the 2nd

century A.D. The most celebrated of them

were Antiphanes of Athens and Alexis of

Thurii ; next to these came Eubulus, and

Anaxandridas of Rhodes.

A new departure is signalized by the

dramas of what is called the New Comedy.

In these, as in the modern society drama,

life was represented in its minutest details.

The New Comedy offered a play regularly
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constructed like that of tragedy, charac-

terized by line humour, and but seldom

touching on public life. The language was
that of ordinary society, and the plot was
worked out in a connected form from the

beginning to the denouement. The chief

art of the poets of the New Comedy lay in

the development of the plot and the faith-

ful portraiture of character. The stock

subjects are illicit love affairs ; for honest

women lived in retirement, and stories of

honourable love, therefore, were practically

excluded from the stage. The ordinary

characters are young men in love, fathers

of the good-natured or the scolding type,

cunning slaves, panders, parasites, and brag-

ging officers. Besides the dialogue proper,

we find traces of parts written in lyric

metres for the higher style of singing.

These were, in all probability, like the dia-

logue, performed by the actors.

The fate of the New resembles that of

the Middle Comedy, only a few fragments

of its numerous pieces having survived.

Of some of them, however, we have Latin

adaptations by Plavitus and Terence. Its

greatest master was Menander, besides

whom should be mentioned Diphilus, Phile-

mon, Philippides, Posldippus, and Apollo-

dorus of Carystus. The Xew Comedy
flourished from 330 B.C. till far into the

3rd century a.d.

In about 300 B.C. the old Dorian farce

was revived in a literary form in Southern
Italy by Rhinthon, the creator of the

Ililarotrdf/cedia. The Hilarotragoedia was
for the most part a parody of the tragic

stories.

(2) Roman. Like the Greeks, the Italian

people had their popular dramatic pieces;

the versus Fesccnnlni, for instance, which
Avere at first associated with the mimic
drama, first introduced in 390 B.C. from
Etruria in consequence of a plague, to

appease the wrath of heaven {see Fescen-
xixi Versus). From this combination

sprang the sdtiira, a performance consisting

of flute-playing, mimic dance, songs, and
dialogue. The AtcUana (q.v.) was a second

cpecies of popular Italian comedy, dis-

tinguished from others by having certain

fixed or stock characters. The creator

of the regular Italian comedy and tragedy
was a Greek named Livius Andronicus,
about 240 B.C. Like the Italian tragedy,

the Italian comedy was, in form and con-

tents, an imitation, executed with more or

less freedom, of the Greek. It was the New
Greek Comedy which the Romans took as

their model. This comedy, which repre-
sents scenes from Greek life, was calh'd

pcdlulfa, after the Greek pallium^ or cloak.

The dramatic .satura, and the At<llana,
which afterwards supplanted the .satui-a as
a concluding farce, continued to e.xist sido

by side. The Latin comedy was brought to

perfection by Plautus and Terence, the only
Roman dramatists from whose han<ls wo
still possess complete }»lays. Wo should also

mention Naevius and Ennius (both of whom
wrote tragedies as well as comedies),

Coecilius, and Turpilius, with whom, to-

wards the end of the 3nd century B.C.,

this style of composition died out.

About the middle of the 2nd century
B.C. a new kind of comedj', the togflta,

(from toga) made its a})pearance. The form
of it was still Greek, but the life and the

characters Italian. The togata was re-

presented by Titinius, Atta, and Afranius,

who was accounted the master in this kind

of writing. At the beginning of the 1st

century B.C. the Atellana assumed an
artistic form in the hands of PompOnius
and Novius ; and some fifty years later the

mimus, also an old form of popular farce,

was similarly handled by Laberius and
Publilius Syrus. The mimns drove all tho

other varieties of comedy from the field,

and held its ground until late in tho im-

perial period.

The Roman comedy, like its model, the

New Comedy of the Greeks, had no chorus,

the intervals being filled up by perfor-

mances on the flute. The play consisted,

like the Roman tragedy, partly of jiassages

of spoken dialogue in iambic trimeters,

partly of musical scenes called cantlca.

(See Caxticu-M.)

Comissatio. See Meals.
Comitia. The popular assemblirg of the

Romans, summoned and preside<l over by a

mdgistrCdus. In the comitia the Roman
people appeared as distributed into its

political sections, for the purpose of de-

ciding, in the exercise of its sovereign rights,

upon the business brought before it by tho

presiding magistrate. The comitia must bo

distinguished from tho contKntes. Tiio

confiones were also summoned an<l ))resided

over by a magistrate, but they did not

assemble in their divisions, and they had

nothing to do but to receive the commu-

nications of the magistrate. In all it^

assemblies at Rome^ the people remained

standing. The original place of me.-tuig

was the c6m7fium, a part of the lorum.

There were three kinds o( comitia. viz.:

I,
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(1) The Comitia CnriCda. This wr.s the

assembly of the patricians in tlieir thirty

curiw, who, until the change of the con-

stitution under Servius Tullius, constituted

the whole pojiiihis Romunus. During the

regal period thej'' were summoned by the

rex or interrcx, who brought before them
questions to be decided Aye or No. The
voting was taken first in each curia by
heads, and then according to curicc, in an
order determined by lot. The business

within the competence of this assembly
was : (a) to elect a king proposed by the

interrex ; (b) to confer upon the king the

imjjcrtum, by virtue of the lex ciiridfa de

imperio } (c) to decide on declarations of war,

appeals, arrdgdtwnes {see Adoption), and
the reception of foreign families into the

body of the patricians. The Servian con-

stitution transferi'ed the right of declaring

aggressive war, and the right of deciding-

appeals, to the Comitia Centilridtd^ which,
from this time onward, represented the

people, now composed of both patricians

and plebeians. After the establishment of

the Republic, the Comitia Curiafa retained

the right (a) of conferring, on the proposal

of the senate, the imperium on the magis-
trates elected by the Comitia Centuriata,

and on the dictator elected by the consuls
;

(b) of confirming, likewise on the proposal

of the senate, the alterations in the consti-

tution decided upon by the Comitia Cen-
turiata, and Trlbida.

The extinction of the political difference

between Patricians and Plebeians destroyed
the political position of the Comitia
Curiata, and the mere shadow of their

rights survived. The assembly itself be-

came an unreality, so much so that, in the
end, the presence of the thirty lictores

curtdtl, and three augurs, was sufficient to

enable legal resolutions to be passed {see

LiCTORS). But the Comitia Curiata re-

tained the powers affecting the reception of

a non-])atrician into the patrician order,

and the powers affecting the proceeding of

arrogdfiO, especialh^ in cases where the

transition of a patrician into a plebeian

family was concerned. Evidence of the

exercise of these functions on their part

maybe traced down the imperial period.

The Comitia Cdldta were also an
assembly of the patrician curice. They
were so called because publicly summoned
{caJdre). The pont1flees presided, and the

functions of the assembly were : (a) to in-

augurate the fldimm's, the rex sacrorum,
and indeed the king himself during the

regal period, {b) The dvtestdtiO sacrorum,
previous to an act of arrogatio. This was
the formal release of a person passing by
adoption into another family from the sacra

of his former family {see Adoption), (c)

The ratification of wills twice a year ; but

this applies only to an earty period.

{d) The announcement of the calendar of

festivals on the first day of every month.

(2) Comitia Centuriata. The assembly
of the whole people, patrician as well as

plebeian, arranged according to the ccnturice

established by Servius Tullius. The
original founder of the comitia centuriata

transferred to them certain political rights

which had previously been exercised by
the comitia curiata. It was not, however,

until the foundation of the Republic, when
the sovereign power in the state was trans-

ferred to the body of citizens, that they

attained their real political importance.

They then became the assembly in which
the people, collectively, expressed its will.

The right of summoning the comitia cen-

turicda originally belonged to the king.

During the republican period it belonged,

in its full extent, to the consuls and the

dictator alone. The other magistrates

possessed it only within certain limits.

The interrcx, for instance, could, in case of

there being no consuls, sixmmon the comitia

centuriata to hold an election, but he could

summon them for this purpose only. The
censors could call them together only for

the holding of the census and the lustritm;

the praetors, it may be conjectured, only

in the case of capital trials. In all other

instances the consent of the consuls, or

their authorisation, was indispensable.

The duties of the comitia centuriata

during the republican period were as

follows : (a) To elect the higher magis-

trates, consuls, censors, and prsetors. {b) To
give judgment in all the capital ti'ials in

which appeal to the people was permitted

from the sentence of the magistrate sitting

in judgment. This popular jurisdiction

was gradually limited to political trials,

common offences being dealt with by the

ordinary commissions. And in the later

republican age the judicial assemblies of

the comitia centuriata became, in general,

rarer, especially after the formation of special

standing commissions {qua'stio^ies perpc-

tua) for the trial of a number of offences

regarded as political. (c) To decide on

declaring a war of aggression ; this on the

proposal of the consuls, with the approval

of the senate, {d) To pass laws proposed
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b}' the liiglier magistrates, with the approval
of the senate. This right lost much of its

value after 287 li.c, when the legislative

powers of the comitia tributa were niade
equal to those of the condtia centuriata.
After this time the legislative activity of

the latter assembly gradually diminished.
The comitia centuricda were originallv a

military assembly, and the citizens accord-
ingly, in ancient times, attended them in

arms. On the night before the meeting, the
magistrate sitmmoning the assembly took
the auspices on the place of meeting, the
Campiis Mnrtiua. If the auspices were
favourable, signals were given, before day-
break, from the walls and the citadel by the
blowing of horns, summoning the citizens to

a confiO. The presiding magistrate offered

a sacrifice, and repeated a solemn prayer,

and the assembly proceeded to consider the
business which required its decision. Private
individuals were not allow^ed to speak, except
with the consent of the presiding magistrate.

At his command the armed people divided
themselves into their ccnturio', and marched
in this order to the Campus Martins, pre-

ceded by banners, and headed by the

cavalry. Arrived at the Campus, they pro-

ceeded to the voting, the president having
again put the proposal to the people in the

form of a question ('-Do you wish?" "Do
you command ? ") While the voting was
going on, a red flag stood on the Jdnlcidum.
The Cquttvs, who in ancient times used to be-

gin the battles in war, opened the voting, and
their eighteen centuries were therefore called

Ijra'vogCdlva'. The result of their vote was
immediately published, and, being taken as

an omen for the voters who were to follow,

was usually decisive. Then came the 175

centuries, 170 of which composed the five

classes of infantry in their order. Each ccn-

turia counted as casting one vote; this vote

was decided by a previous voting within the

centuria, which was at first open, but in

later times was taken by ballot. If the 18

centuries of equifes, and the 80 centuries of

the first class, with whom went the two cen-

turies of mechanics {centuria^ fahrum), were
unanimous, the question was decided, as there

would be a majority of 100 centuries to 93.

If not, the voting went on until one side

secured the votes of at least 97 centuries.

The lower classes only voted in the rare

cases where the votes of the higher classes

were not united. The proceedings con-

cluded with a formal announcement of the

result on the part of the presiding magis-
trate, and the dismissal of the host. If no

' See, however, Cic. pro Flancio, 4!:), nemo uvui
qxin renuncialus sit comul.

result \\as arrived at by sunset, or if un-

favourable omens appeared during the ]iro

ceedings, or while the voting was going on,
the assembly was adjourned imtil the next
convenient occasion.

This form of voting gave the wealthier
citizens a decided advantage over.the poorer,
and lent an aristocratic cliaracter to the
comitia ceutuviata. In the Srd century
B.C. a change was introduced in the interest
of the lower classes. Each of the thirty-

five frtbils, or districts, into which the Ro-
man territor}' was divided, included ten

centuriw, five of iumOn's and five of
sc7iidi-cs. (Forthe HxeclasseSjSecCKiiTvmA.)
Thus each of the five classes included 7iJ

ccnfuria; making 350 cenfurioi in all. To
this number add the eighteen ccntuviir

cquitinn, and the five cnfurioi not in-

cluded in the propertied classes ; namely,
two of fabri (mechanics), two of tiiMclnfs

(musicians), and one of prolcfdiiT and
llbcrti (the very poor and the freedmen '.

and the whole number of a'H^?nvVc amounts
to .373. The cenfurio', it must be remem-
bered, had by this time quite lost their

military character. Under this arrange-

ment the 88 votes of the equites and the

first classis were confronted with the 285
votes of the I'est. Besides this, the right

of voting first was taken from the equites

and given to the ccnturia pra-voijativa

chosen by lot from the first classis. The
voting, it is true, was still taken in tho

order of the classes, but the cla.^ses were
seldom unanimous as in former times ; for

the interests of the trJbns, which were re-

presented in each classis by two centuvia'

respectively, were generally divergent, and

the centuries voted in the sense of their

tribe. The consequence was that it was
often necessary — indeed, perhaps that it

became the rule, at least at elections— to

take the votes of all the classes.'^

In old times the militar}'- arrangement

was sufficient to secure the maintenance of

order. But, after its disappearance, tho

classes were separated, and the centnrin'

kept apart by wooden barriers {sa'pta).

from which the ccnturia' passed over

bridges into an open inner space called

ovilr (sheep-fold). On the position of tho

comitia centuriata during the imperial

age, see below.
'

(3) Comitia Trlbfda. This v.-as the

collective assembly of the people arranged

according to the local distribution of tribes

{see Triuus). It must be distinguished

from the conc'dium plcbis, which was an

nam prior earn (sc. centuriam prvcrojutit:aui) tulcril
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assembly of the tribes under tbe presidency

of plebeian mafcistrates, i.c.^ the trtbuni and
the (rdJh's jArhcii. As these magistrates
had no right to summon jDatricians, the re-

solutions passed by a concilium plchis
were (strictly speaking) only plcbl sella.

It was a lex ccnturicita of some earlier date
than 4G2 B.C. that probably first made
these resolutions binding on all the citizens,

provided they received the approval of the
senate. This approval was rendered un-
necessary by the lex Hortensia of 287 "B.C.,

and from that date onward the concilia

plehis became the principal organ of legisla-

tion. The method of voting resembled that

in the comitia curiafa, and the regular place

of meeting was the Cciuitium. No auspices
were taken. From 471 B.C. the concilia
2>lchis elected the trihuni and the o'diles

jilehcii. Among the other functions of the
•concilia plehis were the following :

{a) To give judicial decisions in all suits

instituted by the tribunes and gediles of the
plebs, for offences against the jjlcbs or its

representatives, In later times these suits

were mostly instituted on the ground of bad
or illegal administration. The tribunes and
tediles had, in these cases, the power of in-

flicting pecuniary fines ranging up to a

large amount, {b) To pass resolutions on
proposals made by the tribunes of the plcbs
and the higher magistrates on foreign and
domestic affairs, on the conclusion of peace,

for instance, or the making of treaties.

Their power was almost unlimited, and the
more important because, strictly speaking,
it was only the higher magistrates who re-

quired the authorization of the senate. Nor
had the senate more than the right of

quashing a measure passed without due
formalities.

The comitia trilmta, as distinguished
from the concilia plebis, were presided over
bj' the consuls, the pr?etors, and (in judicial
cases) the curule fediles. Until the latter

years of the Republic, the assembly usually
jnet upon the Capitol, and afterwards on the
CamjruH JSlartius. The functions of the
comitia tributa, gradually acquired, were
as follows : (a) The election of all the lower
magistrates, ordinary (as the tribuni plebis,

tribuni milUifm, evdllcs plebis, cediles

ciiridCs) and extraordinary, under the pre-

sidency partly of the tribunes, partly of the
consuls or prretors. {b) The nomination of

the pontlfe.r maximiis, and of the co-opted

members of tlie religious colleg'ia of the
ptontlfices, aiignres, and decern rln sacro-

rum. This nomination Avas carried out bv a

committee of seventeen tribes chosen by
lot. (c) The fines judicially inflicted by
the concilia plebis required in all graver
cases the sanction of the tribes.

The comitia tributa were summoned at

least seventeen days before the meeting, by
the sim.ple proclamation of a herald. As in

the case of the comitia cenfiirieda, business

could neither be begun nor continued in

the face of adverse auspices. Like the

comitia centurieda too, the tribal assembly
met at daybreak, and could not sit beyond
sunset. If summoned by the tribunes, the

comitia tributa could only meet in the city,

or within the radius of a mile from it. The
usual place of assembly was the Forum or

the comitium {q.v.). If summoned by other

authorities, the assembly met outside the

city, most commonly in the Ckimpus Martins.

The proceedings opened Avith a pra^^er, un-

accompanied by sacrifice. The business in

hand was then discussed in a contio (see

above, p. 155 a) ; and the proposal having

been read out, the meeting was requested

to arrange itself according to its thirty-five

tribes in the sa'pta or wooden fences. Lots

were drawn to decide which tribe should

vote first. The tribe on which this duty fell

was called })rincipliivi. The result of this

fli'st vote was proclaimed, and the other

tribes then proceeded to vote simultane-

ously, not successively. The votes given

by each tribe were then announced in an

order determined by lot. Finally, the

general result of the A^oting Avas made
knoAvn.

The proposer of a measure AA'as bound to

put his proposal into due form, and publish

it beforehand. When a measure came to

the vote, it was accepted or rejected as a

whole. It became laAV Avhen the presiding

magistrate announced that it had been

accepted.

The character of the comitia had begun
to decline e\'en in the later period of the

Republic. Even the citizens of Rome took

but little part in them, and this is still more

true of the population of Italj', Avho had

received the Roman citizenship in 89 B.C.

The comitia tributa, in particular, sank

gradrially into a mere gathering of the city

mob, strengthened on all sides by the influx

of corrupt elements. The results of the

A''oting came more and more to represent

not the public -interest, but the effects of

direct or indirect corruption. Under the

Empire the comitia centurieda and tribida

continued to exist, in a shadowy form, it is
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true, down to ilie 3rd century a. i). Julius
Cwsar had dei)riYed them of the right of

deciding on war and peace. Under Au-
gustus they lost the power of jurisdiction,

and, practically, the power of legislation.

The imperial measures were indeed laid

before the comitia tributa for ratification,

but this was all ; and under the successors

of Augustus even this proceeding became
rarer. Since the time of Vespasian the

emperors, at their accession, received their

legislative and other powers from the

comitia tribitfa ; but this, like the rest,

was a mere formality. The power of elec-

tion was that which, in appearance at least,

survived longest. Augustus, like Julius

Csesar, allowed the comitia ccnturiata to

confirm the nomination of two candidates

for the consulship. He also left to the

comitia centiiriafa and tributa the power
of free election to half the other magis-
tracies ; the other half being filled by
nominees of his own. Tiberius transferred

the last remnant of free elective power to

the senate, Avhose proposals, originating

under imperial influence, were laid before

the comitia for ratification. The formali-

ties, the auspices, prayer, sacrifice, and
proclamation, were now the important thing,

and the measures proposed were carried,

not by regular voting, but by acclama-

tion.

Comitium. The name of a small space in

Rome, bounded on the north by the senate-

house {see Curia), and on the south by
the rostra {see Rostra). Down to the 2nd
century B.C. it was used for the meetings
the assemblies and of the courts of law.

After the removal of the rostra it became
part of the Forum. See Plan under Forum,
No. 18.

Commerce. Greece. In the Homeric ])oems

ihf Greeks are not represented as a people

with a spontaneous inclination to com-
iiuTce. Indeed, the position of the oldest

• Moek cities, far away fi'om the .sea. suffici-

< urly shows that their founders can have
had no idea of trade as a means of getting

wealth. Greek navigation in ancient times

^\•as almost exclusiveh' subservient to war
iiid piracy, to which, for a long time, no

-ma was attached in public opinion. And
,.• trade carried on with Greece by the

Asiatics, especially the Phwnicians, who
lull ruled the Greek seas, can hardly have
l>iL'U very active. The Greeks, having no

: j;ricultnral or industrial produce to offer,

< uld not have tempted many foreigners to

deal with them. But in the centuries suc-

ceeding the Honieric age, the commerce of
Greece was revolutionized.

The islands, especially ^glna and Eubcea,
were foremost in commercial undertak-
ings; the only continental town which
was at all successful in this way being
Corinth, which was favoured b}' its incom-
parable position. It was the foundation of
the Hellenic colonies in Asia Minor that
first occasioned the free development of
Greek trade. The exertions of the lonians
were mainly instrumental in creating two
things indispensable to its success, namely,
commercial activit}-, excited by contact with
the ancient industries of the East, and a
maritime power in the proper sense, which
made it possible to oust the PhaMiicians
from the naval supremacy which they had
so long maintained. This new commercial
activity necessitated a larger use of the
precious metals, and the establishment of a
gold and silver coinage, which the lonians
were the first among the Greeks to adopt.
This proved a powerful stimulus to the
development of commerce, or rather it was
the very condition of its existence. Miletus
took the first place among the trading
colonies. The influence of these cities upon
their mother country was so strong that

even the Dorians gradually lost their

national and characteristic dislike of trade

and commerce, and threw thenaselvcs ac-

tively into their pursuit. Down to the Oth

century B.C., Greek commerce had extended

itself to the coasts of the Mediterranean
and the inland seas connected with it,

especially towards the East. It was not

until a later time that Athens joined the

circle of commercial cities. Even in Solon's

time the Athenians had lived mainly

by agriculture and cattle-breeding, and it

was only with the growth of the democratic

constitution that their commercial inter-

course with the other cities became at all

considerable. The Persian wars, and lier

position as head of the naval confederacy,

raised Athens to the position of the first

maritime power in Greece. Under tlie ad-

ministration of Pei-Tcles she became the

centre of all Hellenic activity, not only in

art and science, but in trade. It was only

Corinth and Corcyra whose western trade

enabled them to maintain a ])romincnt

position by the side of Athens. The Greeks

of Asia Minor completely lost their com-

mercial position after their conquest by the

Persians. The naval supremacy of Athens,

and with it its commerce, was completel}'

annihilated by the Peloponnesian war. It
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was a long time before the Athenians suc-

ceeded in breaking down the maritime
power of Sparta which that war had estab-

lished. Having done so, they recovered, but

only for a short time, a position of promin-

ence not at all equal to their former
supremacy by sea. The victory of the

Macedonian power entirely destroyed the

political and commercial importance of

Athens, whose trade now fell behind that

of other cities. The place of Athens, fis

the first maritime and commercial power,

was taken by the city of Rhodes, founded

in 408 B.C. By the second half of the 4th

century B.C. the trade of Rhodes had ex-

tended itself over the whole known world,

and its maritime law was universally ob-

served until a much later period. After

the destruction of Corinth in the middle of

the 2nd century B.C. the island of Delos

enjoyed a brief but brilliant period of pros-

perity. Anaong the commercial cities of the

Grseco-Macedonian empire, Alexandria in

Egypt took the first place, and rose indeed

to be the centre of European and Eastern
trade. It was mainly through Alexandria
that intercourse was kept up between
Greece and the Eastern countries opened up
by the campaigns of Alexander the Great.

One of the most important routes followed

by Grecian traffic was that leading to the

Black Sea, the coasts of which were fringed

with Greek colonies. Besides B37'zantium

and Sinope, the chief commercial centres

in this region were Olbia, PanticapEeum,
Phanagoria, and Phasis, from which trade-

routes penetrated far into the barbarian
countries of the interior. Other main
routes led by Chios and Lesbos to the

coasts of Asia Minor and by the Cyclades
to that part of the Asiatic coast where lay

the great cities of Samos, Ephesus, and
Miletus. Hence they continued to Egypt
and Cyrene, by Rhodes and Cyprus and the

coast of Phoenicia. But in travelling to

these parts from the Peloponnesus, they
generally sailed by way of Crete, Avhich had
been long celebrated for its maritime enter-

prise. Round the promontory of Malea, the
southernmost point of the Peloponnese, and
by Corcyra, they sailed northwards to the

coasts of the Adriatic, or westward to Italy

and Sicily. Regular traffic beyond Sicily

was rendered impossible by the jealousy of

the Carthaginians and Etruscans, who were
masters of the commerce in this region, and
whose place was afterwards taken there by
the Romans. A considerable land-traffic

was carried on by the colonies with bar-

barians of the interior. But in Greece
Proper the mountainous nature of the

country and the absence of navigable rivers

were unfavourable to communication by
land, and the land-traffic accordingly was
entirely thrown into the shade b}^ the mari-

time trade. The only opportunity for com-
merce by land on a large scale was afforded

by the great national festivals, which
brought together great crowds of people

from every part of Greece, and secured

them a safe conduct (sec Ekecheiria).
In this way these festivals exactly corre-

sponded to our trade fairs.

The exports of Greece consisted mainly
in wine, oil, and manufactured goods, espe-

cially pottery -and metal wares. The im-

ports included the necessaries of life, of

which Greece itself, with its dense popula-

tion, artificially increased by slaverj^, did

not produce a sufficient quantity. The
staple was wheat, which was imported in

large quantities from the coasts of the

Black Sea, Egypt, and Sicily. Next came
wood for houses and for ships, and raw
materials of all kind for manufacture. The
foreign maniifactures imported were mostly
objects of luxury. Finally we should men-
tion the large number of imported slaves.

Comparing the circumstances of the an-

cient Greek maritime commerce with those

of modern trade, we may observe that the

ancients w^ere much hampered by having
no commission agencies and no system of

exchange. The proprietor of the cargo

sailed with it, or sent a representative with
full powers. No transaction was carried

on without payment in ready money, which
was often rendered difficult by the exist-

ence of different systems of coinage. With
uncivilized tribes, notably those on the

Black Sea, a S3'stem of barter long main-

tained itself. As no goods could be bought
without cash payments, and men of pro-

perty generally preferred to lend out their

capital to borrowers at high interest, a sys-

tem of bottomrj' was extensively developed

in Greek maritime trade. The creditor

usually took care in lending the capital

necessary for loading the ship, to secure

a lien on the shijD, or the cargo, or both.

With this he undertook the risks of the

business, charging interest at a veiy high

rate, generally 20 to 30 per cent. The writ-

ten contract contained other specifications

as to the ship and the rate of interest, for

the breach of which certain customary

penalties were fixed. These had reference

to the destination of the ship, and, gener-
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ally speaking, to the route and the time to

be occupied, to the character and value of
the wares, and to the repayment of the
loan; the latter to determine whether it

should be made on the ship's arriving at

its destination, or on its return home. In
the hrstcase the creditor would often sail

with the ship, if he had no representative

on the spot or at the port for which she
was bound.

At Athens, and no doubt in other cities,

the interests of the creditor were protected

by a strict code of laws, i^raudulent appro-
priation of a deposit was punishable Avith

death ; dilatoriness in payment with im-
prisonment. The creditor was allowed to

seize not only the security, but the whole
property of the debtor. In other respects
Athenian legislation secured several ad-

vantages to traders. Commercial cases only
came before the law courts in winter, when
navigationwas impossible, and they had to be
decided within a month. In ordinary cases

of debt the creditor could only seize on the
debtor's property

; but in commercial cases

ho was liable to be imprisoned if condemned
to payment. In other matters aliens had
to be represented in court by a citizen ; in

commercial cases they could appear in per-

son. It was the duty of the Thesmothetae
to see to the preparation of these cases. The
trial was carried on and the verdict given
by a special tribunal, the Nautodlcce {see

NAUTODiC.ii). Merchants could easily ob-

tain the considerable privilege of exemption
from military service, though they were not

legally entitled to it.

In general it may be said that the Greek
states, in consideration of the importance
of trade, went very far in i:)roviding for its

interests. They did their best to secure

its safety and independence by force of

arms, and concluded treaties with the same
end in view. This is especially true of those

agreements which regulated the legal rela-

tions of the citizens of the two states in

their intercourse with each other, and pre-

scribed the forms to be observed by the

citizens of one state when bringing suits

against those of another. The institution

of proxCni, corresponding to that of the

modern consuls, was of immense benefit to

the trading community. The Greek gov-

ernments did a great deal in the way of

constructing harbours, warehouses, and
buildings for exchange in the neighbour-
hood of the harbours. The superintendence
of the harbour traffic, like that of the mar-
ket traffic, was entrusted to special govern-

ment oificials; in Athens, for instance, to

the ten overseers of the Empniium {avc

Agoraxomi). The Athenians had also a
special board, called mctrdnomi, to see that
the weights and measures were correct. It

was only in exceptional cases that the free-

dom of trade was interfered with by mono-
polies, nor was it usual to lay prohibitions
upon imports. Prohibitions of exportation
were, however, much commoner. In many
states, as e.g. in Macedonia, it was forbidileu

to export building materials, especially wood
for ship-building; and no grain might be
exported from Attica. Again, no Athenian
merchant was permitted to carry coi-n to

any harbour but that of Athens ; no citizen

or resident alien could lend money on the

security of ships carrying corn to an}' place

but Athens. Even foreigners who came
with corn into the harbour of Athens were
compelled to deposit two-thirds of it for

sale there. To prevent excessive profits

being realized in the corn trade, it was made
a capital offence for any private citizen to

buy up more than 50 bushels at a time, or

sell it at a profit of more than an ohulos a

bushel. The corn trade was under the

superintendence of a board called sitojthy-

Idkes. In the prevailing activity of com-

merce, the tolls on exports and imports were
a plentiful source of revenue to the Gi'eek

government.
In Greek societ}' petty trading was

thought a vulgar and sordid pursuit, and

was left to the poorer citizens and resident

aliens. In Athens the cla.ss of resident

aliens included a great number of the larger

dealers; for the wealthier and more respect-

able citizens liked lending their capital to

others engaged in trade better than engag-

ing in trade themselves.

Italy. In Italy an active commerce wa.s

early carried on at sea by the Etru.scans,

the other Italian peoples taking only a

passive part in it. But Rome, from a very

early time, became the commercial centre of

Middle Italy. It was situated on a river

deep enough to admit large vessels, the

upper course and tributaries of which were

also navigable. Its position was much im-

]n-oved by the harbour at the colony of

Ostia, said to have been constructed uufler

king Aucus Martins. So long as the

Etruscans and Carthaginians and (as in

later times) the Greek cities of Southern

Italy and Sicily, like Tarentum and Syra-

cuse, ruled the sea, the maritime power and

commerce of Rome were restricted within

very narrow limits. Even as late as tbo
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middle of the 4th century B.C. the traffic

of Rome was confined to Sardinia, Sicily

and Africa. But, with the extension of the
Roman power, Roman commerce assumed
wider dimensions. At the end of the re-

publican period Roman ships were on every
sea, and there was a flourishing interior

trade in Italy and all the provinces. Wher-
ever there was a navigable river it was
used for communication with the happiest
results. After the second Punic War, Rome
gradually acquired the character of a great
commercial city, where the products of the
whole world, natural and industrial, found
a market. The most considerable import
was corn, and this at all periods of Roman
history {sec Annona). The chief exports
of Italy were wine and oil, to which we
must add, after the development of Italian

industry, manufactured goods. The trading-

harbour of Rome was Puteoli (Pozzuoli),

on the Bay of Naples, while Ostia was used
mainly by corn-ships. Petty dealing was
regarded unfavourably by the Romans as

by the Greeks ; but trade on a large scale

was thought quite respectable, though in

older times members of the senate were not
allowed to engage in it. Most of the larger

imdertakings at Rome were in the hands of

joint-stock companies {see Publicani), the

nxistence of which made it possible for

small capitalists to share in the profits and
risks of commerce. It was indeed an old

maxim of business men at Rome that it was
better to have small shares in a number of

[•.peculations than to speculate indepen-
dently. The corn trade, in particular, was
in the hands of these companies. The gov-
ernment allowed them to transport corn
from Sardinia, Sicily, Spain, Africa, and
Egypt to Rome ; whole fleets of vessels, con-

structed for the purpose, being appointed to

this service. Foreign trade was subjected
to a number of restrictions. The exporta-
tion of certain products was absolutely

prohibited ; for instance, iron, whether un-
wrought or manufactured, arms, coin, salt,

and gold : and duties were levied on all im-
ports. There were also numerous restric-

tions on trade in the interior, as each
province formed a unit of taxation, in

which toll had to be paid on entering or

leaving it. Among the state monopolies,

the most important was that of salt.

Commercium. A legal relation existing

between two Italian states, according to

which the citizens of each had the same
right of acquiring pi-operty, especially landed
property, in the territory of the other.

]
Commercium also included the powers of

inheriting legacies and contracting obliga-

tions.

Comperendinatio. [The Latin name for

the postponement of a trial for a definite

time by consent of both parties, each being

bound to appear. To be distinguished from

ampUatlo^ which seems to have meant an

indefinite postjoonement, in consequence of

uncertainty on the part of the jury.]

Compitalia. See Lares.
Compliivium. See House.
Concordia. The Latin personification of

concord or harmony, especially among
Roman citizens. Shrines were repeatedly

erected to Concordia during the republican

period after the cessation of civil dissensions.

The earliest was dedicated by Camillus in

3G7 B.C. The goddess Concordia was also

invoked, together with Janus, Salus, and
Pax, at the family festival of the Caristlay

on the 30th March, and, with Venus and

Fortima, by married women on the 1st of

April {see Manes). During the imperial

period Concordia Augusta was worshipped
as the protectress of harmony, especially of

matrimonial agreement, in the emperor's

household.

Confarreatio. See Marriage, 2.

Congiarium. The Latin word for a pre-

sent of oil and wine, given to the people in

addition to the regular distribution of corn

by magistrates and candidates for office

(see Annona). The custom began in repub-

lican times. Under the Empire the word
was further applied to the presents of oil,

wine, and salt, and later of ready money,
which the emperor made regularly to the

people on certain festive occasions, as on

his accession and on his birthday. {See

DONATIVUM.)
Consecratio. The act of the Roman

jjonftftres, in virtue of which a thing was
proclaimed as scicer, i.e. belonging to, or

forfeited to, the gods. (On the rite of

consecratio associated with the solemn dedi-

cation of a sanctuary, see Dedicatio ;
on

consecratio as the apotheosis of the emperor,

see Apotheosis.) In case of certain offences,

sentence of consecrcdio capitis et bonoruin

was pronounced upon the offender, whose

person and property were then made over

as a sacrifice to some deity. A married

man who sold his v.dfe was devoted to the

gods below ; a son who beat his father, to

the household gods ; one who removed his

neighbour's landmark to Terminus ;
a

patrOnus who betrayed his client, or a client

who betrayed his patronus, to Jupiter;
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ono who stole corn in tlic car, to Ceres. To
kill a homo sacer was not accounted as

murder, but as the fuliilment of the divine
ven£;eauco.

Cousilium. The Latin word for a council,

or body of advisers. Such councils were
called in, according to ancient custom,

by the presiding magistrate in civil and
criminal cases. Even in the family tribunals,

which decided cases affecting the members
of the gens, a consiliiun of kinsfolk was
thought necessary. The custom was that

the presiding judge bound himself by tlic

decision of his freely chosen consilhim, but
took the responsibility himself. The expres-

sion consiliuin was afterwards transferred

to the regular juries of the courts which
decided civil and criminal cases (sec

Centumvihi, Judices). The emperors, too,

made a practice of inviting a ro»«///?nu of

friends to assist them in their judicial

decisions. After the time of Hadrian, the

members of the imperial coiisiliuin appear

as regularly appointed and sal:~,ried officers,

the ConsiliCivu Augustl. These were gene-

rally, though not exclusively, selected from
the body of professional jurists. After the

4th century A.D. the Avord conf<isto)-'ium

was substituted for conailium ; meaning,
originally, the council-chamber in the im-

perial palace.

Consualia. See Consus.
Consules (originally called Pro^fores).

The Roman consuls were the magistrates

to wliom the supreme authority was trans-

ferred from the kings, after the expulsion

of the latter in 510 B.C. The consuls gave
their name to the year. They were elected

by the comUui centiir/dfa, and, down to

B.C. 3GG, from the Patricians only. The
legal age at which a man might be elected

.was. in the time of Cicero, forty-three.

The time of entering on the office varied

in the earl}^ periods : in 222 H.c. it was fixed

to March 15th, in 153 to the 1st of January.
The accession of the new consuls was at-

tended with the performance of certain cei'C-

monies, among which may be mentioned a

procession of the consuls to the Capitol, with
the senate, equUes, and other citizens of

position, as escort; an offering of white
bulls to Jupiter, and the utterance of solemn
vows.

The consuls were the representatives of

the I'oj^al authority, and consequently all

other magistrates were bound to obey them,

with the exception of the tribunes of the

/ilcbs and the dictator. During a dictator-

ship their powers fell into abeyance. In

D. C, A.

the city their authority was limit. -d Ijy tho
right of appeal to tiio i)eople, and tlio veto
of the tribunes. But in tho army, and over
their subordinates, they had lull power of
life and death. Some of tiieii- original
functions passed from them in course of
time. Thus in 444 B.C. the business of tho
census was made over to tjio Censors ; in

366 the civil jurisdiction within tho city,

so far as it included the right of performing
the acts of adoption, emancipation, and
liberation of slaves, was transferred to tho
prretors. In the field, however, having tho
criminal jurisdiction in their hands, they
had also the right of deciding in civil cases
affecting the soldiers. In the general
administration of public business the con-
suls, although formally recognised as the
supreme authority', gradually became, in

practice, dependent upon the senate and
the cnmitia, as they had onl}' the power
of preparing the resolutions proposed, and
carrying them out if accepted. Within the

cit}', their powers were virtually conlined

to summoning the senate and lomitla, and
presiding over their meetings. The}- also

nominated the dictators, and conilucte<l the

elections and legislation in the coint'tta, and
the levies of soldiers. After the office of

dictator fell into abeyance, the })ower of

the consuls was, in cases of gi-eat danger,

increased to dictatorial authority by a

special decree of the senate.

An essential characteristic of the consular

office was that it was collcginl : and there-

fore, if one consul died, another (called

consul sujfrrfiis) was immediately elected.

This consul sHjfcrfus had absolutely the

same authorit3'as his colleague, but lie had

to lay down his office with him at tlio end

of the year for which the two had been

origiiiall}' elected.

The power of the two consuls being equal,

the business was divided between tJicm.

In the administration of the city they

changed duties every month, tjio senior

taking the initiative. With regard to their

insignia, namel}', tho toga protc.vta, srlla

ciir'ulis, and twelve lictors, tho original ar-

rangement Avas that tho lictors walked in

front of the officiating consul, while the

other Avas only attended by an arnnsus.

In later times the custom Avas for tho lictors

to Avalk before the officiating consul, and

behind the other.

In the field, each consul commanded two

legions Avith their allied troops ; if tliey

AA-ere in the same locality, tho coniinand

changed from day to day. The question of

It
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the administration of the provinces they
either settled by consent, or left it to be
decided by lot. With the extension of the

empire the consuls became unable to under-
take the whole burden of warfare, and the

prsetors were called in to assist. The pro-

vinces were then divided into consular and
praetorian ; the business of assignment
being left to the senate, which, after the

3'ear 122, was bound to make it before the

elections. In the last century B.C. a law of

Sulla deprived the consuls of an essential

element of their authority, the military

iminrium ; for it enacted that the consuls

should spend their year of office in Rome,
and only repair to the provinces and assume
the impcrium after its conclusion.

In the civil wars the consular office

completely lost its old position, and though
it continued to exist under the Empire, it

became, practically, no more than an empty
title. The emperors, who often held the

office themselves, and sometimes, like Caesar,

for several years in succession, had the
right of nominating the candidates, and
therefore, in practice, had the election in

their own hands. It became usual to

nominate several pairs of consuls for one
year, so as to confer the distinction on as

many persons as possible. In such cases,

the consuls who came in on January 1st,

after whom the year was named, were called

consnh's onUndru, the consulcs siiff'ecti

counting as iH<»ort"s. Until the middle of the

1st century A.D., it was a special distinction

to hold the consulship for a whole j^ear ; but
after that no cases of this tenure occur. In
time the insignia, or orndmenta considdria,

or honorary distinctions of the office, were
given, in certain degrees, even to men who
had not been consuls at all. The chief

duties of the consuls now were to preside

in the senate, and conduct the criminal
trials in which it had to give judgment.
But, besides this, certain functions of civil

jurisdiction were in their hands ; notably
the liberation of slaves, the provision for the

costly games which occurred during their

term of office, the festal celebrations in

honour of the emperor, and the like. After
the seat of empire was transferred to Con-
stantinople, the consulate was, towards the

end of the 4th century, divided between
the two capital cities. The consulate of the

western capital came to an end in 534 a.d.,

that of the eastern in 541. From that time
the Emperor of the East bore the title of

consul j)crpctiius.

Consus. An ancient Italian god, probably

a god of the earth or of crops. His altar

on the Circus Maximus at Rome was covered
with earth, apparently as a sign of the
deity's activity in the bosom of the earth.

Three times in the year only was it un-
covered, on the occasion of sacrifices or
festivities. The festival of Consus, the Con-
siiCdla, was held twice a year; on the 21st
August, after the harvest, and the 15th
December, after the sowing was ended.
Its establishment was attributed to Romu-
lus, and it was at the first celebration that

the rape of the Sabine women was sup-

posed to have taken place. At this fes-

tival the sacrifice was superintended by
the Flamines.pf Quirinus with the Vestal
Virgins, and was followed by a chariot race-

in the circus, under the direction of the

pontiftccs. The horses and mules, their

heads crowned wuth flowers, had their share
in the holiday. In consequence of these

games the god Consus was afterwards iden-

tified with Poseidon Hippios, or Neptunus
Equester.

Contio. The Latin name for any as-

sembly summoned and presided over by
a magistrate. A contio differed from the

comitia in the following points : (1) The
people were not divided into centuries or

tribes. (2) The people did not vote, but
were only there to receive communications-
made by the presiding magistrate or some
other official or private individual, whom
he allowed to address the meeting. All

magistrates had the right of summoning
contioncs, but the tribunes took precedence
of all others, and a higher magistrate took

precedence of a lower. Contlones were
usually summoned by public heralds {prm-

cOnes) and generally met in the Forum..

The comitia were immediately preceded

by a contio, that the people might be pre-

pared for the questions to come befoi'e

them. If the comitia were to exercise-

judicial functions, it was a fixed rule that

three contlones must be held previously for-

the purpose of investigation.

Contubernium. A Latin word propei-ly

meaning tent companionship, or companion-
ship in militar}' service. The word signi-

fied (1) the relation of young Roman
nobles to the general officer to whom they

had voluntarily attached themselves for the

sake of militar}^ training, and in whose
company they took their meals in the tent.

It meant (2) the marriage of slaves, which

was not legally accounted marriage, though

under the Empire it was considered, as a

rule, indissoluble if contracted by members
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of tlie same liouseliokl. (3) The marriage
between free persons and slaves, which was
not considered legal.

Contumacia. The Latin term for dis-

obedience to the commands of a magistrate

or judge, especiall}^ absence from a trial

without sufiftcient excuse. If the accuser

were absent, lie was considered as dropping
bis charge {sec Tergiversatio), which he
was not allowed to renew. The absence
of the accused was taken as an admission
of guilt. In a civil trial the consequence
was immediate condemnation ; and the

like was the case in criminal trials if the

accused failed to appear at the appointed

time, or on the last day of the trial. If the

accused saw that his condemnation Avas cer-

tain, it was quite common for him to retire,

and in capital cases to go into voluntary
exile; a proceeding which in no vray influ-

enced the further course of the proceedings.

Conubiiim (Latin). The contracting of a

matnitionluvi iiistum, or valid marriage,

with all its legal consequences. As such
a marriage could only take place between
persons of equal status, the Patricians and
Plebeians had each for a long time a separate

conubiuni^ until 445 B.C., when the two
orders were equalised in this respect.

Convivhim. See Meals.
Cooptatio (Latin). The election of a new

member by the members of a corporation

to supph' a vacant place. Among corpora-

tions which filled their vacancies in this

way maj' be mentioned the college of

Pontifices and Augurs. The election was
preceded by the nomination of a proper

candidate by one of the members, and fol-

lowed b}' his inauguration.

Cordax (Kordax). The licentious dance
of the ancient Greek comedy. To perform
it off the stage was regarded as a sign of

into.xication or profligacj'.

Core (Korc). See Persephoxe.
Corinna (Konnna). A Gieek lyric

poetess, born at Tanagra in BcBotia, and
surnamed Myia, or " the Ply." She flour-

ished about 510 B.C. SheAvas the instriictre.ss

of Pindar, and is said to have beaten him
five times in musical contests. Only a few
fragments of her poems, of which there

were five books, remain. They were written

in the Boeotian dialect, and treated subjects

of local mythology, as, for instance, the tale

of the " Seven against Thebes."

Corippus (Flaviics Ci-escOmus). An
African scholar, who in the second half

of the Gth century a.d. composed two
historical epics, one in seven books, in

celebration of the Libyan war of Johannes
'Pairic'ma (luhan HIS, si i-i'- (Ic bclli.s U'tijcls),

and the other on the e.xploits of Justinus
(565-578), in four books {De I^iudtbiix
Imttni). The last is in the worst manner
of Byzantine flattery, but is written in
a flowing style and in imitation of good
models, such as Vergil and Claud ian.

Cornelius. (1) Conulius XvjjOs. A
Roman historian, a native of Upper Italy,
who lived between 94 and 24 B.C. He was a
contemporary of Cicero, Atticus, and Catul-
lus, with whom he lived in friendly inter-

cour.se at Rome. The most comprehensive
of his many writings Avas a collection of

biographies of celebrated men (De Mns
Illufitnbus) in at least sixteen books. This
was dedicated to Atticus, and must there-
fore have been published before B.C. 32, the
year of his death. The biographies were
arranged in departments, and in each depart-

ment the Greek and Roman celebrities were
treated separately. Thus the still surviving
book upon distinguished foreign generals
(De Excellent (bus DiutbuHEx-tevarum Gen-
tium) is followed by one on Roman generals,

while a book devoted to the Greek histo-

rians had one on the Roman historians cor-

responding to it, from which the lives of

the elder Cato and of Atticus arc preserved.

The lives of celebrated generals were in

former times (in consequence of an ancient

error in the MSS.^ erroneously ascribed to a
certain jEmilius PrObus of the 4th century'

A.D. Nepos' manner is easy and pleasant,

but suffers from many weaknesses of matter

and form. A superficial use of his authori-

ties has led him into many errors, and the

style is not seldom careless and incorrect.

(2) Gains Cornelius Gallus. A Latin

l^oet, born G9 B.C. in the Gaulish town of

Forum lidn. Though of low birth, he was
pi'omoted b}' Octavian to the ordociiurster in

the year 30 B.C., and madegovernor i/jr/r/tc-

tus) of the new province of Egypt, in con-

sideration of his great services in the war
against Antonius. Through his cruelty and

presumption he drew upon himself the dis-

pleasiu'e of his former patron ; in conse-

quence of which he committed suicide in

2G B.C. He was one of the oldest friends

of Vergil, who dedicated to him his tenth

Eclogue, as well as an episode at the end of

the fourth Georgic, which he, after Gallus'

fall, suppressed at the wish of Augustus.

The Romans regarded liim as the founder

of the Latin elegy. He wrote four books of

elegies to his mistress, the actress Cytheris

(or LycOris, as he called her). They arc in
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the obscure and learned stylo of the Alex-

andrian poet Euphorion. His poems are

lost, but a collection of erotic myths made
for his use by the Greek Parthenios has

survived. [A few lines in Vergil's tenth

Eclogue Avere borrowed from Gallus.]

Cornicen. A horn-blower in the Roman
arm}', who gave the signal for attack, on an
ox or bison-horn {cornu) set in silver.

Cornificius. The supposed author of an

anonymous treatise on rhetoric in four books,

dedicated to a certain Herennius (lilictorica

ad Ilercnmiim.) This is the oldest Latin

treatise of the sort that we possess. It was
written in the time of Sulla, about 85 B.C.,

by a partisan of the Marian faction, who,
though not a professed rhetorician, was an
educated man, as is shown by his accom-
plishments and his correct style. Though

philosophical works one remains, an essay

on the Nature of the Gods, written in Greek.

This is perhaps onl}'- an extract from a

larger work. Cassiodorus (q. v.) has pre-

served part of a grammatical treatise by
Cornutus, entitled Dc OrtlwgrdpMd (" On
Orthography ").

CSrollarium (Latin). A present consist-

ing of a garland of gold or silver leaves,

given to successful actors and performers

in addition to other honoraria. It thus

became a term for any free gift whatever.

Corona (Latin). A crown ; among the

Romans the highest distinction awarded for

service in war. The most coveted were
the corona triumphfiUs (fig. 1) or laurel

crown of a general in triumph ; and the

corona ohsidionCdts (tig. 2), presented to a

general by the army which he had saved

(1) Corona triumphalis. (2) Corona obsidionalis.

(4) Corona muralis. (5) Corona vallaris. (6) Corona navalis.

he followed Greek models, he endeavours to

ti'eat his subject from a Roman or national
point of view, and therefore gives Latin
equivalents for the Greek technical terms.

His examples, too, he takes from older

Roman writings, or makes them himself.

Cicero, who passed for the author in late

antiquity, used the same Greek original in

his Dc Inrodlone.
Cornutus {Lvcius Anno'us). A native of

Leptis, in Africa. A professor of the Stoic

philosophy, who lived in Rome in the middle
of the 1st ccntur}' A.D. He was a friend of

the poets Lucan and Persius, especially of

the latter, whose posthumous satires he pre-

pared for publication. He was banished
by Nero, in a.d. G8, for his uprightness and
courage. He was the author of works on
rhetoric, grammar and philosophy. Of his

from a siege, or from a shameful capitula-

tion. This was woven of grass growing on

the spot, and called corona grdmtnea. The
corona myrtea, or ovfdts, was the crown
of bay worn by the general who celebrated

the lesser triumph {ovdtld).

The corona clvtcd (fig. 3) was of oak leaves,

and was awarded for saving a citizen's life

in battle. This secured for its possessor

certain privileges, as freedom from taxes

for himself, his father and paternal grand-

father. The golden corona inilrdlis (fig.

4), with embattled ornaments, was given

for the storming of a wall ; the corona cas-

trcnsis or ralldris (fig. 5), also of gold, and

ornamented in imitation of palisades, to

the soldier who first climbed the wall of an

enemy's camp ; the corona ndvdlis (fig. 6),

with ornaments representing the beak of a
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ship, to the man who first boarded a shiji.

Under the Empire the garland of bay was
reserved exchisively for the emperor, and
thus came to be regarded as a croAvn.

The raj-ed crown, the insignc of the
deified emperors, was not worn by the em-
perors of the 1st and 2nd century a.d.

Golden crowns were originally the free

offerings of pi'ovincials and allies to vic-

torious generals for the celebration of their

triumphs. But from this custom there

arose, even in republican times, the habit of

compelling a contribution of monej' (aunim
corOndrium) to the governor of the pro-

vince. During the imperial age this

contribution was on exceptional occasions

offered as a present to the emperors, but it

was often also made compulsory.

Among the Greeks a crown (stephdnos)

was often an emblem of office. At Athens,

for instance, a crowaa of bay was worn by
the archons in office, the senators {hoidcu-

tai), and the orators while speaking. It

was also the emblem of victory at the

games, and a token of distinction for citi-

zens of merit (sec Theatre). Such crowns
of --honour were made originally of olive

branches, but later of gold. The honour of

a crown could be conferred by the people or

the" senate, or by corporations and foreign

states. The latter would often present a

crown to the whole commonwealth. If the

people or senate presented the crown, the

presentation took place in the great assem-
bly, or in the senate house, but not in the

theatre, except by special decree.

Since crowns played a considerable part

as ornaments at religious rites and as well

at festivals and banquets, the trade of

crown-making (mostly in women's hands)

was naturally extensive. The art of mak-
ing what were called winter crowns of

dry flowers was also iTuderstood. Artificial

flowers, made of thin strips of painted wood,
Avere also iised.

Coronis (KorOujs). Sec Asclepius.
Corpus Kiris Civilis. The name of the

it collection of authorities on Roman
w, made by the lawyer Tribonianus, of

Side in Pamphylia, at the instance of the

Eastern Emperor Justinian (527-565 A.D.).

To this collection we owe the preservation
i^f the treasures of the ancient jurispru-

'I'lice, which must certainly otherwise have
been lost. The Corpus iCiris consists of

four parts

:

(1) Codex Iustlnid7icus, called rcpctlfrr

jint'Icctioms, as being the revised edition of

a code now lost, but which had appeared in

52!). This was published in 5.34, and con-
tains in twelve books the imperial law (ins
princlpdlc), or the co)i.sfitutioHr.<i of the
emjierors since Hadiian.

(2) Pandcctiv, or l)l<jcsf<i. The law of
the jui-ists {ins vHiis). These, published
A.p. 533, are extracts from the works of
thirty-nine ancient jurists, arranged in fifty
books, according to subjects.

(3) InstJfafiunrs. A handbook of juris-
prudence, founded mostly upon Gaius, and
published in the same year.

(4) Novella: {comtihifioues), or supple-
mentary ordinances of Justinian, mostly in
Greek. These are preserved only in private
collections of various compass, one of which,
the Autlienilcum or Liber Anthentieoruni,
was i-ecognised as the authorized text, and
gives the Greek rescripts in a Latin version.

Corybantes (Koryhautes). The mythical
attendants of the Phrygian goddess Rhea
Cybele, who were supposed to accompany
the goddess with wild dances and intoxi-

cating music, while she wandered by torch-

light over the forest-clad mountains. The
name was further given in Phr3'gia to tho

eunuch priests of the goddess, (i^rr Rhea.)
Corycus (Gr. KOrjjkos). ,'^cc Bali., Games

OF.

Cosmi (Kos7noi). See Gerusia.
Cothurnus, or more coi-rectly Coturnus

(Gr. Kothornos). A Greek name for a higli

shoe or buskin with several soles. It

covered the whole foot, and rose as high

as the middle of the leg. It was made
so as to fit either foot, and was generally

fastened in front with red straps. The
cothurnus was properly a hunting boot, but

iEschylus made it part of the costume of

his tragic actors to give them a stature

above the average. At the same time the

hair was dressed high in order to maintain

the proportion of the figui-e. The cothur-

nus was also used in the Roman traged\-.

{See SocCDS.)

Cottabus (' Knffdbns^. A Greek game very

pojnilar at drinking bouts. The plajyr lay

on the couch, and in that position tried to

throw a few drops of wine in as high a

curve as possible, at a mark, without sjiill-

ing any of the wine. The mark was called

koftdbeio)}, and was a bronze goblet or saucer,

and it was a point to make a noise when

hitting it. On the kottaheion was fastened

a little image or a bust of Hermes, which

was called Manes, and which the player had

to hit first with the wine. The wine was

supposed to make a sound both in hitting

the figure and in falling afterwards into the
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saucer. This of course greatly increased

the difficulty of the game.

There was another form of the game in

which the point was to make the wine hit

the saucer while swimming in a lai-ge

vessel of water, and sink it. The game
was played in a round chamber made for

the purpose. The form of the room was
circular, to give every player an equal

chance of hitting the mark, which was
placed in the centre. The victor generally

received a prize agreed upon beforehand.

The players also used the game to discover

Cotys (Gr. Kotytto). A Thracian goddess,

originally, it would seem, connected with
Rhea Cybele. Her worship was diffused

over Greece and Italy, and was especially

popular in Athens and Corinth. The licen-

tious orgies associated with it, called

Cotyttia, gave it a bad name.
Crater. See Vessels.
Crates (Krcites). (1) A Greek comedian,

who lived at Athens about 470 B.C. He
was regarded as the founder of the Attic

Comedy in the proper sense of the term, as

his pieces were not, like those of his pre-

* COTTABUS.

(Vase from Corneto; ^Ijinah' d InM. 1S7G tav. M.)

their chances of success in love. They
uttered the name of their beloved while

throwing the wine. A successful throw
gave a good omen, an unsuccessful one a bad
omen. A good player leaned upon his left

elbow, remained quite quiet, and only used

his right hand to throw with. The game
came originally from Sicily, but became
popular through the whole of Greece, and
specially at Athens, where to play well was
a mark of good breeding. It did not go out

of fashion till the 4th century after Christ.

[The cut represents one of the several

methods of playing the game.]

decessors, mere lampoons on individuals,

but presented subjects of a more general

character. Only a few fragments of his

plays have come down to us.

(2) Crates of Mallos in Cilicia. A Greek

scholar, and adherent of the Stoic philo-

sophy. He founded a school of interpreta-

tion at Pergamon. His principles were in

direct opposition to those of Aristarchus;

not only did he take an essentially different

view of the Homeric text, but he favoured

the allegorical method of exposition, to

which the Stoics were so partial, and which

was so disliked by the school of Aristarchus.
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His chief work was a comprehensive eoiu-

nientary, critical and exegetical, on Homer.
In 1<)7 B.C. lie was sent b}- kino; Attfilus on
an embass}' to Rome. Here he broke liis le<;-,

and was thus forced to make a long stay.

He used his enforced leisure in giving lec-

tures, which gave the first impulse to the

study of jthilology and literary criticism

among the Romans. Only a few fragments
of his works have survived,

Cratinus (KratlnOs) was, with EupOlIs
nntl Aristo})hanes, a chief representative of

the Old Comedy at Athens. He was born
in 520 B.C., and died iu423, thus flourishing

in the age of Pericles, who was the special

object of his attacks. He wrote twenty-one
pieces, and gained the prize nine times. The
iast occasion on which he was victor was
shortly before his death, and the defeated

comedy was TJic Clouds of Aristophanes.
Cratinus' play was the Pi/tine or "Wine-
flask," in which the poet coiirted the ridi-

cule of the public by confessing himself a

liard drinker. His wit was brilliant, but
more caustic than humorous. He may be
regarded as the founder of political comedy.
' hi\y the titles and a few fragments of his

[ilays have survived.

Creon (Krcon). (1) King of Corinth, and
fatherof Glauce : .sY'e ARGOXAUTS(conclusion).

(2) Son of Menoeceus, great-grandson of

Pentheus, brother of locaste, and father

of Hfemon and Menoeceus (sec articles under
tliese names). He governed Thebes after

Laius' death until the coming of (EdTpus

;

and again after the fall of EteoclGs until the

latter's son, Lao-
dumas, came of

age. {See Anti-
GOXE.)

(3) Sec Ami'hi-
TRvox and Hera-
cles.

Crepida (Greek
kn'pls). A kind
of sandal, Ijor-

rowed by the

Romans from the

Greeks, and used
originally by the

Roman soldiers.

It had a thick

sole, was of the

same shape for

each foot, and
had low leather

sides with straps

for fastening.

€resilas (Kreslhls), a Greek artist, born

*PEUICr,ES (AFTKIt CISESII.AS;.

(British Museum).

at Cydunia in Crete, who llnuri.sliod at

Athens in the second half of the 0th cen-
tury B.C. Among his chief works may be
mentioned: (1) a statue of Pericles, pro-
bably the original of the extant portrait-
statues of the great statesman

; {2) a statue
of a man mortally wounded, in whicii the
struggle between death and life was vividly
portrayed; (3) the WotOKhd Aduizou of

Ephesus, a work in which he had to com-
pete with Phidias and POlyclitus. Tliis is

generally supposed to be the original of one
of the several types of Woiindrd Amazons
which have survived. Cresilas seems to

have followed the tradition of Myron.
Cretheus ( Kn'tJiCKs). In Greek mythology,

the son of .Eolus and Enarete, the founder of
lolcos, and b}'^ TyrO father of .Eson, Pheres,
and Amythaon. {See ^EoLUS 1, and Neleus.)

Cr6usa (Kreousa). (1) Sec ^xeas. (2)

See (4i,Ai(E. (3) See lox 1.

Critias (Krittds). An Athenian, a dis-

ciple of Socrates and Gorgias of Lt^ontliil.

He was one of the most accomplisheil men
of his time, and was distinguished as a poet

and an orator. But he is best known as

the chief of the Thirty Tyrants, in defence

of whose cause against the Liberators he

fell in 403 B.C. He was the author of

several tragedies. Some fragments of his

poems have survived, the largest being from

his political elegies. He seems to have had
the gift of expression, but to have written

in a harsh style of compcsition.

Cr6nus (KrdnOs). In Greek mytholog}',

the youngest son of Uranus and Ga?a, who
mutilated and overthrew his father, and,

with the assistance of his kinsfolk the

Titans, made himself sovereign of the

world. He took his si.ster Rhea to wife,

and became by her father of Hestla, DC'ine-

ter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus. But

his mother ]irophesied that one of his cliil-

dren would overthrow him. He accordingly

swallowed tliem all except Zeus, whom
Rhea saved by a stratagem. Zeus, when

grown up, obtained the assistance of tiie

Ocean-nymiih Thetis in making Cronus di.s-

gorge his children, and then, with the help

of his kinsfolk, overpowered Cronus ami the

Titans. According to one version of the

fable, Cronus was imjjrisoned in Tartarus

with the Titans: according to another, he

was reconciled with Zeus, and reigneil with

P'lfidanianthys on the Islands of the Blessed.

< «-!nus .seems originally to have been a god

cf the harvest ; whence it happens that in

many parts of Greece the harvest month

was called Cronion. His name being easily
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confused with that of Chruiius ("TJmo"),
lie was afteiwards erroneously regarded as

the god of time. In works of art he was
represented as an old man with a mantle

drawn over the back of his head, and hold-

ing a sickle in his hand. The Romans
identified him Avith Saturnus, their god of

sowing (sec Saturxus).
Crypteia (Krypteia). A kind of police

jnaintaincd at Sparta, with the principal

object of watching the Helots. The service

was manned by young Spartans appointed

annually for the purpose by the Ephors,

and their dut}^ was to put dangerous or

apparently dangerous Helots out of the way
without more ado. A later and erroneous

idea represented the Crypteia as a mur-
flerous chase of the Helots, annually con-

ducted by the Spartan youth.

Cteatiis {Ktecdos). See Molionid.e.

Ctesias (Ktcs7ds). A Greek historian,

born in Cnidus in Caria, and a contemporary

of Xenophon. He belonged to the family of

the Asclepiadse at Cnidus. In 416 B.C. he

came to the Persian court, and became pri-

vate physician to King Artaxerxes Mnemon.
In this capacity he accompanied the king

on his expedition against his brother Cyrus,

and cured him of the wound which he re-

ceived in the battle of Cunaxa, B.C. 401.

In 391) he returned to his native city, and
worked up the valuable material which he

had collected during his residence in Persia.

])artly from his own observation, and partly

from his study of the royal archives, into a

Historj' of Persia (Po'sica) in twenty-three

books. The work was written in the Ionic

dialect. The first six books treated the

history of Assyria, the remaining ones that

of Persia, fi-om the earliest times to events

within his own experience. Ctesias' work
was much used by the ancient historians,

though ho was censured as untrustworthy
and indifferent to truth ; a charge which
may be due to the fact that he followed

Persian authorities, and thus often differed,

to the disadvantage of the Greeks, from the

version of facts current among his country-

men. Only fragments and extracts of the

book .survive. The same is true of his

InfUca, or notices of the observations which
he had made in Persia on the geography
and ])rodurtions of India.

Cubiciilarius (Latin). A chamberlain.

See Slavics.

Cubiciilum (Latin), A bed-chamber.
>S'(Y' HousK.

Cticullus (Latin). A hood. See Cloth-
ing,

Ctineus, Sec Theatre.
Cupido (" Desire "). The Latin personi-

fication of Eros, or the god of Love.

Cura. The Latin term for the superin-

tendence of a special department of business,

such as the distribution of corn {annona)^

making of roads, regulation of watercourses,

aqueducts and the like. The officers en-

trusted with these special duties were
termed curcdores. In the republican age

they were extra ordinem. In the civil law
mm denotes the guardianship of a madman
(furiOsus) or a spendthrift {prOcUgus). The
cunltor who managed his property and re-

presented him at law was originally the

next dgmltiis, but afterwards he was always
appointed by the authorities. Since 200
B.C. it was also customary to appoint ci(7-a-

tores for young persons under twentj'-five,

under certain conditions, to protect them
against being overreached in legal proceed-

ings. From the time of Marcus Aurelius,

who made the legality of certain trans-

actions dependent on the co-operation of a

ciircdor, the cura mlnorum became a stand-

ing institution.

Curetes (Kouretes) . In Cretan mythology
the Curetes were demi-gods armed with

weapons of brass, to whom the new-born

child Zeus was committed by his mother
Rhea for protection against the wiles of

Cronus. They drowned the cries of the

child by striking their spears against their

shields. They gave their name to the priests

of the Cretan goddess Rhea and of the

Idrean Zeus, who performed noisy war-

dances at the festivals of those deities.

Curia (Latin). The name of the thirty

divisions into which the three tr'tbus of the

Roman patricians were divided for political

and religious objects. Every curia contained

a number of gentcs^ supposed to be exactly

ten. and a president, curio, whose duty it

was to look after' its secular and religious

business. At the head of all the curice

stood the Curio Maxhmis, who was cliiiYged.

with the notification of the common festivals

Fnrdiclclia and FornacCdid{see these words).

The separate curiones w^ere chosen by their

respective curise, and the Curio Maximiis

was elected by the people in special comitja

out of the number of curiones. For its

s])ecial sacrifices every curia had its place

of meeting, bearing the same name, with a

hearth and dining^-hall where the members
met to feast and sacrifice. The plebeians

seem to have been admitted to the sacrifices,

which Avere offered on behalf of the whole

people, and were paid for at the expense
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of the state {sre fnrtlior, Comitia Curiata).
The term curia was also applied to certain

houses iutcnded. for holding meetings, as,

for instance, the ofificial residence of the

Salil on the Palatine, and especially the

senate-house. Curia JlostJlia, built b}- king
Hostilins on the cuiiilfiuin, and burnt down
52 H.C. In its place Faustus Sulla, the son

of the Dictator, erected the Curia Cornclid.

Cjesar interrupted the progress of this work
to set up the Curia lulta in its place.

Then the senate mot in the Curia Poinpcl,

In the entrance-hall of Pompey's theatre,

where Caesar Avas murdered. The Curia
Julia was not begun till 44 B.C., shortly

befoi-e Csesar's death, and was consecrated

in 2d by Augustus. {Sec plan of Roman
Fora, under PoRUM.)

Ciivio. Sec Curia.

Ciu'dtrophos (Gr. Kour6troj)h6s) ; "nurse
of children.'" The title of several Greek
goddesses, for instance Gsea, who wei'e re-

garded as protectresses of j-outli.

Curtius Rufus (Qicinfus). A Roman
historian, who probably lived and practised

as a rhetorician about the middle of the

1st century A.D., and wrote a history of

Alexander the Great, in ten books, in the

reign of Claudius (a.d. 44-54). The first

two books are lost, and the fifth muti-

lated at the end, the sixth at the begin-

ning. He seems to aim more at rhetorical

effect than at historical accuracy. In
the use of his authorities he is uncriti-

cal, as he follows untrustworthy writers

like Clitarchus, knowing them to be un-

trustworth}'. His work contains many
errors in geograph}' and chronology, and his

accounts of the battles show that he had no
military knowledge. But he understands
the art of interesting his readers by a

pleasant narrative and lifelike drawing, and
there is a certain charm in the numerous
speeches which he has inserted in his text,

in spite of their strong rhetorical colour-

ing. His language reminds us of Livy.

It is curious that he is never mentioned
in antiquity.

Cyathus (Kydthus). Sec Vessels.
Cybebe, Cybele. See Rhea.
Cyclic Poets. See Epos.
Cyclopes {Kykhlpcs). In Greek my-

thology, the round-e3'ed ones. According
to Hesiod the Cyclopes are the gigantic

sons of Uranus and G?ea, named Argos,
Stgropes, and Brontes. For the rest, they
resemble the gods, except that they have
only a single eye in their forehead. Their

father threw them into Tartarus, and they

assisted Cronus to the sovereignty. Cronus,
however, put them again in ])rison, wluro
they remained until Zeus set ihcni free.

For this they gave him the thunder, and
forged him the lightning. Apollo slew
them when Zeus struck his sou Ascleplus
by lightning.

In Homer the Cycloi)es, like the giants
and the Pha?acians, are the kinsfolk of the
gods ; but in other respects they have no-
thing in common with the Cyclopes of
Hesiod but their gigantic size and strength.

They live a pastoral life in the far \Vest,

without knowledge of agriculture, law,
morals, or social order. Each dwellfi

separately with his family in caverns at

the mountain tops, without troubling him-
self about the gods, to whom, indeed, the

Cj^clopes deem themselves easily superior

in strength. The Phieaeians used to live

in their neighbourhood, but were driven
by their violent dealing to emigrate. The
figure of Polyphemus, well known from his

encounter with Odysseus, gives a t3'pical

notion of their rudeness and savagery.

{See also Galatea). The Homeric Cyclo-

pes were in a later age localized in Sicily,

and came to be identified with the Cj'clopcs

of Hesiod. They were imagined as assist-

ants of Hephaestus, and as heliting him to

forge lightnings for Zeus and arms for

heroes in the bowels of .^Etna or on tlio

iEolian islands. A third variety of Cyclo-

pes were the giants with arms to their

belly as well as to their shoulders, whom
Proetus was supposed to have brought

from Lycia to Argos. It was they who
were supposed to have built the so-called

C3'^clopean walls at Myceufe and Tiryns

{see Architecture). In works of art the

Cyclopes are represented as giants with one

eye in their forehead, though there is

generally an indication of a pair of eyes

in the usual place.

Cycnus {Kyknos) or "Swan."' (1) The

son of Ares and PelopTa, who threw him-

self in the Avay of Heracles in Trachis,

when the hero was on his way to Ceyx.

According to another story Heracles was

sent against Cycnus by Apollo, because ho

lay in wait for the processions on their road

to Delphi. In the contest between thom,^

as described by Hesiod in liis Sliiehl (•/

Heracles^ Ares stood at the side of his .son.

while Heracles was supported by Atlu-no

and his faithful lolaiis. Heracles slew

Cycnus, and even wounded Ares, when thd

latter attempted to avenge the fall of his

son. Cvcnus was buried with all dua
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lionours by his fathor-in-law Ccyx, hut
Apollo destroyed the tomb by an inunda-
tion of the river Ananrus. There was a

son of Ares and Pyrene who bore the same
name, and he too was said to have fallen in

•combat against Heracles. Ares attempted
to avenge his son, when Zeus, by a flash of

lightning, separated his angry children.

After his death, said the story, Cycnus was
changed by his father into a swan.

(2) The son of Poseidon and Ciilyce. He
was exposed by his mother on the sea-shore

and found by some fishermen, who named
him Cycnus because they saw a swan flying

round him. He was invulnerable, and of

-gigantic strength and stature ; his head
(or, according to another account, his whole
body) was as white as snow. He became
king of ColOnse in the Troad, and was twice
married. A slanderous utterance of his

second wife stung him to fury against the

children of his first wife, whom he threw
into the sea in a chest. They were cast

up alive on the island of Tenedos, where
Tenes was king. At a later time Cycnus
repented of his deed, sought for his son,

iind marched with him to the aid of the

Trojans against the Greeks. They pre-

vented the Greeks from landing ; but both
wrere at last slain by Achilles, who stran-

gled the invulnerable Cycnus Avith his own
helmet strap. He was changed by Poseidon
into a swan.

Cydippe {Kydippc). The heroine of a

verj' popular Greek love-story, which was
treated by Callimachus in a poem now un-
fortunately lost. The later Greek prose

i-omances were founded upon this version.

Cydippe was the daughter of a well-born
Athenian. It happened that she and
Acontius, a youth from the island of Ceos,

who was in love with her, had come at the
same time to a festival of Artemis at Delos.

Cydippe was sitting in the temple of Arte-

mis, when Acontius threw at her feet an
apple, on which was written, " I swear by
the sanctuary of Artemis that I will wed
Acontius." Cydippe took up the apple and
read the words aloud, then threw it from

her, and took no notice of Acontius and his

addresses. After this her father wished

on several occasions to give her in marriage,

but she alwa3's fell ill before the wedding.

The father consulted the Delphic oracle,

which revealed to him that the illness of

his daughter was due to the wrath of Arte-

mis, by whose shrine she had sworn and

broken her oath. He accordingly gave

her to Acontius to wife.

Cymbium (Kyinhlon). Sec Vessels.
Cynics. Sec Antisthexes.
Cynophontis (Kynophontis). See LiNUS.

Cyprianus. (1) Thascus Cceciluis. A
Latin ecclesiastical writer, born in Africa

at the beginning of the 3rd century, of a

respectable pagan family. Originally a

teacher of rhetoric, he was converted and

made Bishop of Carthage in 248 a.d. He
was beheaded during the persecution under

Valerian, in 257. In his numerous writ-

ings and exhortations he not only imitates

Tertullian (whom he acknowledges as his

master), but makes great nse of his works.

Besides these we have a large collection of

his letters addressed to individuals and to

churches.

[(2) Cyprian of Toulon. A bishop of

Toulon, who lived during the last quarter

of the 5th and first half of the Gth cen-

turies A.D. He was in all probability the

author of a metrical Latin Heptateuch,

edited piecemeal by Morel, Martene, and

Pitra ; critically reviewed by J. E. B.

Mayor, Cambridge, 1889.]

Cyrene (Kyrenc). Sec Arist.eus.

Cyzicus {Kyzikos). See Argonauts.

D
Daedala ('' wooden images "). A peculiar

festival held by the Boeotians in honour of
Hera. The goddess had, according to the
story, once quarrelled with Zeus, and hidden
herself on Mount Cith?eron. Her husband
then spread the report that he was going
to marry another wife, and had an image
of oak-wood decked out in bridal attire and
•carried over Cithteron on a chariot with a

numerous train amid the singing of mar-
riage hymns. Hera, in her jealousy, threw
herself upon her supposed rival, but, on dis-

covering the trick, reconciled herself with

laughter to Zeus, took her seat on the

chariot, and founded the festival in memory
of the incident. The feast was celebrated

every seven years by the Plataeans alone,

and called the little Dredala. But every

sixtieth year all the cities of the Boeotian

federation kept it as the great Dredala, At
the little Dsedala", guided by the note of a

bird, they fixed on a tree in a grove of oaks,

and cut a figure out of it, which they

dressed in bridal attire and took, as in
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marriage procession, to the top of Cithaeron.

Here they offered a goat to Zeus and a cow
to Hera, and burnt the image with the

offering. At the great Da'dala the images
made at the little Dyedala were distributed

by lot among the cities of the Bceotian

confederacy, and the same proceedings were
then repeated.

Daedalion. Brother of Ceyx (sec Ceyx),
threw himself down from a rock on Par-

nassus for grief at the death of his daugh-
ter Chione, and was turned by the gods
into a hawk.

Daedalus {i.e. " cunning artificer "). The
mythical Greek representative of all liandi-

woi'k, especially of Attic and Cretan

art. As such he was worshipped

by the artists' guilds, especially in

Attica. He was said to be the son

of the Athenian Metion, son of

Eupalamus (the ready-handed) and
grandson of Erechtheus. He was
supposed to have been the first

artist wdio represented the human
figure with open eyes, and feet and
arms in motion. Besides being

an excellent architect, he was said

to have invented many imple-

ments, the axe for instance, the

awl, and the bevel. His nephew
and pupil (son of his sister Perdix)

appeared likelj^ to surpass him in

readiness and originality. The in-

vention of the saw, which he copied

from the chinbone of a snake, of

the potter's wheel, of the turning

lathe, and of other things of the

kind, was attributed to him. Daeda-

lus was so jealous of him that

he threw him from the Acropolis

;

and being detected in the act of

burying the body, was condemned

by the Areopagus, and fled to Crete

to king Minos. Here, among other

things, he made the labyrinth at

Gnosus for the Minotaur. He and

his son Icarus were themselves

confined in it, because he had

given Ariadne the clue with which she

guided Theseus through the maze. But

the father and son succeeded in escaping,

and fled over the sea upon wings of wax
feathers made by Daidalus. Icarus, however,

approached too near to the sun, so that the

wax melted, and he fell into the sea and was

drowned. The sea was called after him the

Icarian, and the island on which his body

was thrown up and buried by Heracles, was

called Icaria. D»dalus came to Camicus

in Sicily, to king Cucalus, whoso daugliter
loved him for liis art, and slew Minos who
came in pursuit of him. He was supposed
to have died in Sicily, where buildings
attributed to him were shown in many
places, as also in Sardinia, Egypt and Italj',

particularly atCunup. In Greece a number
of ancient wooden images were suppo.sed

to be his work, in particular a statue of

Heracles at Thebes, which Divdalus was
said to have made in gratitude for the

burial of Icai'us.

Dactyli {DaktYjloi). See Id.eax Ba<tvli.
Dadiichus (Gr. Daidouchos). Sec Eleu-

SlNIA.

* D.T.DAI.US AND ICAUtS.

(Rome, Villa Albani.)

Damastes. A monster living at Eleusis,

in Attica, also called Procrustes, or the

Stretcher. His custom was to lay his guests

upon his bed, and if they were too short

for it, to rack them to deatli, if too long, to

cut off as much of their limbs as would

make them short enough. He was slain by

Thosfus.

Daemon Gr. Daimi'n). Originally a term

applied to deity in general, manifistcd m
its active relation to human life, with-
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out special reference to any single divine

personality. But as early as Hesiod the

dcv.nioncs appear as subordinates or servants

of the higher gods. He gives the name
specially to the spirits of the past age
of gold, who are appointed to watch over

men and guard them. In later times,

too, the dcvmom'" were regarded as beings

intermediate between the gods and man-
kind, forming as it were the retinue of

the gods, representing their powers in

activity, and entrusted with the fulfilment

of their various functions. This was the

relation, to take an instance, which the

Satyrs and Silent bore to Dionysus. But
the poptilar belief varied with regard to

many of these deities. Eros, e.g.^ was by
many expressly designated a daemon, while

by others he was worshipped as a powerful
and independent deity. Another kind of

dcvmoncs are those Avho were attached to

individttal men, attending them, like the

Roman genius, from their birth onwards
through their whole life. In later times
two dcvmoncs, a good and bad, were some-
times assumed for every one. This belief

was, however, not tmiversal, the prevalent

idea being that good and bad alike pro-

ceeded at different times from the dcemon
of each individual ; and that one person had
a powerfttl and benevolent, another a weak
and malevolent dccmon. Agatlw-dcemon
(good drcmon) was the name of the good
spirit of rural prosperity and of vineyards.

Danae. The daughter of Acrisius of

Argos, who was shut up in a brazen tower
by her father in conseqttence of an oracle

which predicted that death would come
to him from his daughter's son. Never-
theless, she bore to Zeus a son, Perseus,

the god having visited her in the form of

a shower of gold. She was then shut up
with her son in a chest and thrown into

the sea. Driven by the waves on to the
islatad of Seriphos, she was kindly received

by a fisherman named Dictys. His brother,

Polydectes, the king of the islaitd, wished
to force her to marry him, but her son
Perseus delivered her from him, and took
her back to Greece. {Sec Perseus.)

Danai. Properly the name of the inhabit-

ants of Argos, front their old king Danaos,
afterwards apjjlied to the Greeks in general,

especially the besiegers of Tro3\

Danaides. The fifty daughters of Danaus.
Sec Daxaus.

Diinaus. The soit of Belus, king of Egypt,
and Anchirrhue, and twin brother of ^gyp-
tus. ^gyptus and his iifty sons drove

Danatts and his fifty daughters from their

home in the Egyptian Chemtiis through
Rhodes to Argos, the home of his ancestress

lO (mc lo). Here he took over the kingdom
froia Pelasgtis or Gelanor, and after him the

Achseans of Argos bore the name of Danai.

Danaus built the acropolis of Larissa and
the temple of the Lyciau Apollo, and taught

the inhabitants of the waterless territory

how to dig wells. His daughters also con-

ferred benefits on the land by finding

spriitgs, especially Amymone, the beloved

of Poseidon, who, for love of her, created

the inexhaustible fountain of Lerna. Por
this they were worshipped in Argos. The
sons of iEgypttts at length appeared and
forced Danaus to give them his daughters
in marriage. At their father's cominaitd

they stabbed their husbands at night, and
buried their heads in the valley of Lerna.

One onl}^, Hypermnestra, disregarding her

father's threats, spared her beloved Lynceus,
and helped him to escape. Danaus accord-

ingly set on foot a fighting match, and bes-

towed his remaiiting daughter oti the victor.

Afterwards, though against his will, he

gave Lyncetts his daughter and his king-

dom. According to attother story, Lynceus
coitqttered his wife and throne for himself,

and took vengeance for his brothers by
killing Danatts and his daughters. The
Danaides (or daughters of Daitaus) atoned

for their bloody deed in the regions below
by beiitg condemned to pour water for ever

into a vessel Avitli holes in its bottom. This

fable is getterally explained by the hypo-

thesis that the Danaides were nymphs of

the springs and rivers of the land of Argos,

which are filled to overflowing iit the wet
season, but dry up in stimmer. The tomb-

stone of Danatts stood in the market at

Argos. He was also worshipped in Rhodes
as the founder of the temple of Athene in

Lindos, and as the builder of the first fifty-

oared ship, in which he fled from Egypt.

The story of Danaus and his daughters is

treated by Jischylus in his Siq^jjllces.

Lyitcetts and Hj^permnestra had also a

comnton shrine in Argos ; their son was
Abas, father of Acrisius and Pra?.tus. The
son ofAmymone and Poseidon was Nauplius,

founder of Nauplia, and father of Prilamcdes,

Qllax, and Nausimedon.
Dancing (Gr. oi'chests, Lat. saltdtw).

As early as the Homeric age we find danc-

ing an object of artistic cultivation among
the Greeks. The sons and daughters of

princes and nobles do not disdain to join in

it, whether in religious festivals or at social
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gatherings. Tlie Greek ovcJictitlkr, or art

of dancing, diliered much from the modern.
Its aini was to ennoble bodily strength and
activity with grace and beauty. Joined
with music and poetry, dancing among the
Greeks embodied the very spirit of the art

of music, mainly because the imitative ele-

ment predominated in it. For its main aim
was to make gesture represent feeling,

passion and action ; and consequently the
Greek dance was an exercise not only for

the feet, but for the arms, hands ancl the
whole body. The art at first observed the
limits of a noble simplicity, but was per-

fected, as time went on, in many directions.

At the same time it inevitably tended to

become more artificial. As in athletics, so

in imitative dancing, mechanical execution
was largely developed. This was to a
great extent displayed in exhibitions of
scenes from the mythology, which formed
a favoui'ite entertainment at banquets. On
the other hand, a prejudice arose against

dancing on the part of any one but pro-

fessionals. For a grown-up person to per-

form a dance, even at social entertainments,

was regarded as an impropriety. The reli-

gious performances, especially, as bound up
with the worship of Apollo and Dionysus,
consisted mainly in choral dances, whose
movement varied according to the character

of the god and of the festival. Sometimes it

was a solemn march round the altar, some-
times a livelier measure, in which there was
a strong dash of imitation. This was espe-

cially the case at the festivals of Dionysus.
It was from these, as is well known, that

the Greek drama was developed, and accord-

ingly the dances formed a part of all dramas,

varying according to the character of the

piece {sec Chorus). Indeed, there was an
infinite variety in the forms of the Greek
dance. Not only had almost every country

district its own, but foi-eign ones were in

course of time adopted.

It must be noticed that in Greek society

grown-up men and women were not allowed
to dance together, but there were some
dances which were performed together by
the youth of both sexes. Among these

was the Ilormos, or chain-dance, performed
by youths and maidens, holding their hands
in a changing line, the j-ouths moving in

wai'like measure, the girls with grace and
softness. Another was the Gcrdnos, or

Crane. This dance was peculiar to Delos,

and was said to have been first performed
b)'- Theseus after his deliverance from the

Labvrinth, with the bovs and girls whom

he had rescued. Its elaborate complica-
tions were sujiposed to represent the mazes
of the Labyrinth. At Sparta dances were
practised, as a means of bodily training,

% boys and girls. Among them two may
be particularly mentioned : the Cdnjat'is,
performed in honour of Artemis of C'aiyu',

by the richest and noblest Spartan maidens;
and the dances of boys, youths and men,
at the festival of the Gymnopmlln, con-
sisting in an imitation of various gymnastic
exercises {sec Caryatides).
Among the Greek country dances was

the Epllcmos, or dance of the wine-press,
which imitated the actions of gathering
and pressing the grape. There were also

warlike dances, which were specially j popu-

lar with the Dorians, and, like others, were
partly connected with religious worship.

One of the most celebrated of these was the

Pyrrlnchc (sec Pyrrhic Dance).
Romein. Dancing never played such a

part in the national life of the Romans as

it did in that of the Greeks. It is true that

the ancient Roman worship included dances
of the ])riests (see Salii), and that the lower

orders in the country were fond of dancing
on festive occasions. But respectable

Romans regarded it as inconsistent with
their dignity. After the second Ptinic AVar.

as Greek habits made their way into Italy,

it became the fashion for j-oung men and
girls of the upper class to take lessons in

dancing and singing. But dancing was
never adopted in Rome as a necessary and

effective instrument of education, nor was
there any time when ])ublic dancing was
allowed in societ}'. Performances by jiro-

fessional artists, however (the longer the

better), were a favourite entertainment,

especially during the imperial period, when
the art of mimic dancing attained an aston-

ishing degree of perfection.

Daphne. A nj-mitli, daughter of tho

Tliessalian river-god Pr-neius, or according

to another story, the Arcadian Ladun, was

beloved both by Apollo and by Leucii)i)us,

'

the son of (Enomaus. The latter followed

her in a woman's dress, but was discovered

and killed by the nymjihs at tho instance of

his rival. Pursued again by Aik>11o, the

chaste maiden was, at her own entreaty,

changed into a l)ay tree, the tree consecrated

to Apollo.

Daphnis. A hero of the Sicilian shep-

herds, son of Hermes and of a nymph. A
beautiful child, he was exposed by his motlier

in a grove of bay trees, brought nj. l»y

nvmphs and Pan, and taught by Pan to play
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the slieplicrd's ilutc. He bad plighted liis

troth to a in-mjih, but breaking his word,
he was punished by her with blindness, or

(according to another story) turned into a

stone. According to another fable, Aplu'o-

dite inflicted upon him a hopeless and fatal

passion for a woman, because he had des-

]»ised the love of a girl whom she had wished
him to wed. Hermes took him up to heaven
and created a fountain at the S])ot where he
was taken. At this foitntain the Sicilians

oifered yearly sacrifices. Daphnis was re-

garded as the inventor of bucolic poetry,

and his fate was a favourite subject with
bucolic ])oets. [Sec Theocritus, Idyll i.]

Dardamis. Son of Zeus and the Pleiad

Electra, the father of the regal house of

Troy. He left Arcadia, his mother's home,
and went to the island of Samothrace.

Here he set up the worship of the great

gods, whose shrines, with the FcdJdcUuin,

his first wife Chrysc had received as a gift

from Athene at her marriage. Samothrace
having been visited by a great flood, Dar-
danus sailed away Avith his shrines to

Phrygia, where King Teucer gave him his

daughter Bateia to wife, and land enough
on Mount Ida to found the town of Dardania.

His son hy Bateia was Erichthonius, whom
Homer describes as the wealthiest of mor-
tals, and the possessor of horses of the

noblest breed and most splendid training.

The son of Erichthonius was Tros, father of

Ilos, Assaracus and Gmn'medes. From Ilos,

the founder of Ilion or Troy, was des-

cended Laomedon, father of Priam. From
Assaracus sprang Capys, father of Anchises,

and grandfather of ^neas. Another story

made Dardanus the native ])rince who wel-

comed Teucer on his arrival from Crete

(.see Teucer).
Daricus (Gr. Darcikos). A gold Persian

coin, l)earing the stamp of a crowned archer,

current in Greece down to the Macedonian
])eriod. It was equal in value to the Attic

gold stdtrr, i.e. according to the present

value of gold. 24 shillings. [Sec Coinage,
iig. 3.]

Dares of Phrygia. In Homer the priest

of Hepluestus in Troy, supposed to have
been the author of a jire-Homeric Iliad.

It is doubtful whether there ever was any
Greek work bearing this title, but a Latin
])iece of the 5th centurj' A.D. {Darctis

Phryrjll Dc Exnd'io Troicv Ilistona)^

bearing a supposed dedication by Cornelius

Nepos to Sallust, profes.ses to be a transla-

tion of one. This absurd production, and

the work of Dictvs. Avas the chief source

followed by the meditpval poets in their

stories of the Trojan Avar (.s-ee Dictys).

Dea Dia. A Roman goddess, probably

identical Avith Acca Larentia, the ancient

Roman goddess of the country. Her Avor-

ship was provided for by the priestly colle-

giuin of the FrCitirs ArvCdes.

Death (Gr. Tlidncitos). In the Homeric
poems Death is called the tAvin brother of

Sleep. In Hesiod he is born of Night Avith-

out a father, Avith Kcr (the goddess of

mortal destiny). Moras (the fatal stroke of

death), Hypnos, (sleep) and the Dreams.
Hesiod represents Death, the hard-hearted

one, hated by the immortal gods, as dwell-

ing Avith his brother Sleep in the darkness
of the West, AA'hither the sun neA'er pene-

trates either at his rising or his setting.

On the chest of C3'pselus at Olj'mpia is a

representation of Night, holding in each
hand a sleeping boy ; the one in the right

hand being Avhite, and symbolizing Sleep;

the other in the left hand, black, and
symbolizing Death. Euripides introduces

Death on the stage in his Alccstis. He
has a black garment and black Avings, and
a knife to cut off a lock of hair as an offer-

ing to the gods beloAV. In AA'orks of art he
appears as a beautiful boy or youth, some-
times Avith, sometimes Avithout, Avings, and
often Avith his brother Sleep. He is usually

in slumber, and holds a torch, either lowered^

or reA'ersed and extinguished.

Decemviri (Latin). A collPijlum of ten

officers or commissioners. Such Avere th&
commissioners named for making a com-
prehensiA'e code of laAVS in 451 B.C., Dcccm-
rlrl Ligtbiis Scribundis. The Decemviri
Sacrls FdciumUs Avere a standing colle-

giion of priests appointed to read and
expound the SibA'lline books. The De-
cemviri LlUbiis ludlcandts Avere also a

standing collegium of ifuUces appointed

for certain trials. Commissions of ten

(decemviri cigrls dlvidundls and cdlOntls-

deduccndls) Avere frequentl}^, though not

ahvays, appointed for assignations of public

land and the foundation of colonies.

Decuma. A tithe. This name AA'as ap-

plied by the Romans to the tribute in kind,

Avhich Sicily, and at one time Asia Minor
had to pay out of the yearly produce of

Avheat, Avine, oil and legumes, instead of the

stlpendtum usual in other provinces. It

Avas a burden on the land, called after it

iiger decumdnus, and Avas exacted from
the persons occu])ying at the time. EA'ery

year the number of cultivators, of acres

under cultiA'ation, and the produce of the
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harvest, was ascertained, ami the right of

exacting the dc.cuma of tlio whole terri-

tor}' of a city sold to the highest bidder.

In the case of Sicily this took place at

Syracuse ; in the case of Asia, in Rome.
The purchaser of the dcciima bound him-
self to deliver a certain quantity of corn in

Rome ; if the harvest were good, he found
his advantage in the surplus. Such farmers
of the dccumo' were called dccumdni {see

PuBLiCANUs). If the amount delivered were
insufficient for the needs of the city, a

second amount could be exacted by decree

of the senate or people, which was paid for

by the State (sec Annona).
Deciiria (Latin). Originally a division

consisting of ten persons, as, for example,

the three subdivisions of the turma of

cavalry. Afterwards the word was applied

to any division of a large whole, whether
the number ten was implied or not. The
iudtcts for instance, and most collegia were
divided into decuria> {see Apparitor).

Deciirio. (1) The president of a deciiria,

or the cavalry officers bearing the name
see Turma). (2) The members of the

senate in municipal towns were also called

(Iccufioncs {see Muxicipium).
Dedicatio (Latin). The consecration of

a public sanctury. The lionttfices had to

draw lip the deed of foundation. When
tliey had signified that they deemed the

:Ht permissible, and the consent of the

people (in later times of the emperor) had
iieen obtained, the rite w^as performed in

the presence of the whole collegium ponfi-

flcnni. The Pontifex Maximus, whose head
was veiled, and with him the representa-

tive of the people, took hold of the door-

l)0st with one hand, the former dictating,

and the latter repeating after him, the

formula of dedication. The people was
represented usually by one of the two
consuls, or a person, or a commission (gene-

rally of two jjersons) elected b}' the people

on the recommendation of the senate. One
oi the persons forming the commission was

uerally the man who had vowed the

dication. The day on wdiich the shrine

was dedicated was regarded as the day of

its foundation, and was inscribed in the

calendar as a festival.

Deianira. Daughter of (Eneus king of

Ciilydun, and Althaea. She was the wife
o( Heracles, whose death was brought about
1 ly her jealousy {see Heracles).
Deidamia. Daughter of Lvcomedes, king

of Scyros, and mother of Neoptolemus by
Achilles.

Deimos and Ph6b6s. See Ares, and
com]). Pallor and Payor.

Deiphobiis. Son of Priam and Hecuba,
and one of the chief Trojan heroes, next to

Hector, after whose death he was the leader
of the Trojan army. It was he and Paris
who were said to have slain Achilles. In
the later story he is the husband of Helen,
after Paris' death, and is betrayed by her
to Menelaus on the taking of Troy. Ac-
cording to Homer's account lie was sur-

prised by Odysseus and Menelaus in hii*

own house, and overcome only after a hard
struggle.

Delia. The festival of Apollo held every
five years at the island of DelOs, and visited

b}' ceremonial embassies from all the Greek
cities.

Delphica Mensa. See Tahles.
Delphinia. A festival held at Athens

in honour of Apollo as the god of spring.

The Delphlmnn Avas a sanctuary of the

Dclpliian A]»ollo at Athens. (See Ephet.E.>
Delphic Oracle. A very ancient seat

of prophecy at Delphi, originally called

Py-tho, and situated on the south-wcsteru

spur of Parnassus in a valley of PhOcis.

In historical times the oracle appears in

possession of Apollo ; but the original pos-

sessor, according to the story, was Gaia

(the Earth). Then it was shared by her

wifli Poseidon, who gave up his part in

it to Apollo in exchange for the island of

Calauria, Themis, the daughter and suc-

cessor of Gaia, having already given Apollo

her share. According to tlie Homeric
hymn to the Pythian Apollo, the god took

forcible possession of the oracle soon after

his birth, slaying with his earliest bow-.shot

tlie serpent Pytho, the son of Gaia, who
guarded the spot. To atone for his murder,

Apollo was forced to Hy and spend eight

years in menial service before he could

return forgiven, A festival, the Septt'rla,

was heM evevy year, at which the whnl.i

story was represented : the slaying of the

serpent, and the flight, atonement, and re-

turn of the god. Apollo was represented

by a boy, both of whoso i)aronts were

living. The dragon was symbolically slain,

and iiis house, decked out in costly fashion,

was burnt. Then the boy's followers

hastily dispersed, and the boy was taken

in procession to Temjie, along the road

formerly followed by the god. Hero ho

was purified and Ijrought back by the s.imo

road, accompanieil bv a chorus of niaid.-n.<?

singing songs of joy. The oracle ]>r.-.pcr

was a cleft in the gi-ound in the innermost
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sanctuary, from which arose cold vapours,

whicli had the power of inducing ecstasy.

Over the cleft stood a lofty gilded tripod

of wood. On this was a circular slab,

upon which the seat of the prophetess was
placed. The prophetess, called Pythia,

was a maiden of honourable birth ; in

earlier times a young girl, but in a later

age a woman of over fifty, still wearing a

girl's dress, in memory of the earlier cus-

tom. In the prosperous times of the oracle

two Pythias acted alternately, with a third

to assist them. In the earliest times the

Pj^thia ascended the tripod only once a

year, on the birthday of Apollo, the seventh

of the Delphian spring month Bysios. But
in later 3'ears she prophesied every day, if

the da}' itself and the sacrifices were not

unfavourable. These sacrifices were offered

b}' the supplicants, adorned with laurel

crowns and fillets of wool. Having pre-

pared herself by washing and purification,

the Pythia entered the sanctuary, with

gold ornaments in her hair, and flowing

robes upon her ; she drank of the water of

the fountain Cassotis, which flowed into the

shrine, tasted the fruit of the old bay tree

standing in the chamber, and took her seat.

No one was present but a priest, called the

Prophctcs, who explained the words she

uttered in her ecstasy, and put them into

metrical form, generally hexameters. In

later times the votaries were contented

with answers in pi-ose. The responses

were often obsciire and enigmatical, and
couched in ambiguous and metaphorical

expressions, which themselves needed ex-

planation. The order in which the appli-

cants approached the oracle was determined
by lot, but certain cities, as Sparta, had
the right of priority.

The reputation of the oracle stood very
high throughout Greece until the time of the

Persian wars, especially among the Dorian
tribes, and among them pre-eminently

the Spartans, who had stood from of old in

intimate I'elation with it. On all important
occasions, as the sending out of colonies,

the framing of internal legislation or reli-

gious ordinances, the god of Delphi was
consulted, and that not only by Greeks
but by foreigners, especially the people of

Asia and Ital}-. After the Persian wars
the influence of the oracle declined, partly

in consequence of the growth of unbelief,

partly from the mistrust excited by the

partiality and venality of the priesthood.

But it never fell completely into disci'edit,

and from time to time its position rose

again. In the first half of the 2nd century
A.D. it had a revival, the result of the

newly awakened interest in the old reli-

gion. It was abolished at the end of

the 4th century a.d. by Theodosius the

Great. The oldest stone temple of Apollo
was attributed to the mythical architects,

Trophonius and Agamedes. It was burnt
down in 548 B.C., when the Alcmseonidse, at

that time in exile from Athens, undertook
to rebuild it for the sum of 300 talents,

partly taken from the treasure of the

temple, and partly contributed by all

countries inhabited by Greeks and stand-

ing in connexion with the oracle. They
put the restoration into the hands of the

Corinthian architect Si^intharus, and carried

it out in a more splendid style than was
originally agreed upon, building the front

of Parian marble instead of limestone.

The groups of sculpture in the pediments
represented, on the eastern side, Apollo

with Artemis, Leto, and the Muses ; on the

western side, Dionysus with the Thyiades
and the setting sun ; for Dionysus was
worshipped here in winter during the

imagined absence of Ajiolln. These were
all the work of Praxias and Androsthenes,
and were finished about 430 B.C. The
temple was, on account of its vast extent, a

hypsethral building ; that is, there was no

roof over the space occupied by the temple

proper. The architecture of the exterior

was Doric, of the interior Ionic, as may
still be observed in the surviving ruins.

On the walls of the entrance-hall were short

texts written in gold, attributed to the

Seven Wise Men. One of these was the

celebrated " Know Tlwself." In the temple

proper stood the golden statue of Apollo,

and in front of it the sacrificial hearth with

the eternal fire. Near this w^as a globe of

marble covered with fillets, the Omjihdlos,

or centre of the earth. In earlier times

two eagles stood at its side, representing

the two eagles which fable said had been

sent out by Zeus at the same moment from

the eastern and western ends of the world.

These eagles were carried off in the Phocian

war, and their place filled by two eagles in

mosaic on the floor. Behind this space

was the inner shrine, lying lower, in the

form of a cavern over the cleft in the earth.

Within the spacious precincts {pcrlbolds)

stood a great number of chapels, statues,

votive offerings and treasure-houses of the

various Greek states, in which they de-

posited their gifts to the sanctuary, es-

pecially the tithes of the booty taken in
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war. Here, too, was the council chamber
of the Delphians. Before the entrance to

the temple was the great altar for biirnt-

otferings, and the golden tripod, dedicated

by the Greeks after the battle of Platsea, on
a pedestal of brass, representing a snake
in three coils. [The greater part of this

pedestal now stands in the Hippodrome, or

Atmeidan, at Constantinople.] Besides the

treasures accumulated in the course of time,

the temple had considerable property in

land, with a population consisting mainly
of slaves {Jilcrudouloi), bound to pay con-

tributions and to render service to the

sanctuary. The management of the pro-

perty was in the hands of priests chosen

from the noble Delphian families, at their

head the five IIosloi' or consecrated ones.

Since the first spoliation of the temple by
the Phocians in 355 B.C., it was several

times plundered on a grand scale. Nero,

for instance, is said to have carried off 500
bronze statues. Yet some 3,000 statues

were to be seen there in the time of the

elder Pliny. [Sec an article on the Delphic

temple by Professor Middleton, Journal of
Hi'lhnic Studies, ix 282-322.]

Demarchos. Sec Demos.
Demeter (in Greek mytholog}- ). Daughter

of Cronus and Rhea. Her name signifies

lasicin, a son Plutus, the god of riches, and
by her brother Zeus, a daughter Per.se-
phone. Round Demetor and tliis daughter
centre her wnrsliip and the fables respect-
ing her. Hades carries off Persephone,
and Demeter wanders nine days over the

DKMETEIl AND PKUSEI'IMNK r( iXSECRATIXG

TKirroLEMUS (?)

(Relief found at Eleusis, 1859.)

Mother Earth, the meaning being that she

was goddess of agriculture and the civili-

zation based upon it. Her children are, by

D. c. A.

DEMETKll (IK CNIDUS.

(British Museum.)

earth seeking her, till on the tenth day she

learns the truth from the all-seeing sun.

She is wrath with Zeus for permit thig the

act of violence, and she visits Olympus ami

wanders about among men in the form of

an old woman under the name of Dt-o or

the Seeker, till at length, at Eleusis, in

Attica, she is kindly received at the house

of king Celeus, and finds comfort in tend-

ing his newly born son Deniophoun. Sur-

prised by his mother in the act of trying

to make the child immortal by putting it

in the fire, she reveals her deity, and causes

a temple to be built to her, in which she

gives herself up to her grief. In her wrath

she makes the earth barren, so that man-

kind are threatened with destruction by

famine, as she does not allow the fruit of

the earth to spring up again until her

daughter is allowed to spend two-thin Is ot

the "year with her. On her return to^

Olympus she leaves the gift of corn, ot
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agi'icultui'e, and of her holy mysteries with
her host, as a token of grateful recollection.

She sends Triptolemns the Elensinian round
the world on her chariot, drawn by ser-

pents, to diffuse the knowledge of agricul-

ture and other blessings accompanying it,

the settlement of fixed places of abode,

civil order, and wedlock. Thus Demeter
was worshii)])ed as the goddess of agricul-

ture and foundress of law, order, and es-

pecially of marriage, in all places where
Greeks dwelt, her daughter being usually

associated with her. {Sec Thesmophoria.)
The most ancient seat of her worship was
Athens and Eleusis, where the Rharian

DKMKTKi;.

(Mural painting from Pompeii.)

])lain was solemnly ploughed ever}^ year in

memory of the first sowing of wheat. She
was also much worshipped in Sicily, which
from its fertility was accounted one of her
favourite places of abode {see Eleusinia).

As the goddess of fertility', Demeter was
in many regions associated with Poseidon,

the god of fertilizing water. This was
particularly the case in Arcadia, where
Poseidon was regarded as the father of

Persephone. She was also joined with
Dionysus, the god of wine, and, as mother
of Persephone and goddess of the earth, to

whicli not only the seed, but the dead are

committed, she is connected with the lower

world under the name of Chthonia. In

later times she was often confused with
Gaia and Rhea, or Cj'bele. Besides fruit

and honeycombs, the cow and the sow were
offered to her, both as emblems of pro-

ductivity. Her attributes are poppies and
ears of corn (also a symbol of fruitfulness),

a basket of fruit and a little pig. Other
emblems had a mystic significance, as the

torch and the serpent, as living in the

earth, and as symbolizing a renewal of life

by shedding its skin. The Romans identi-

fied her with their own Ceres.

Demetrius Phalereiis (of Phalerum, on
the coast S.W. of Athens). He was born
about 345 B.C., was a pupil of Theophrastus,
and an adherent of the Peripatetic school.

He was distinguished as a statesman, orator

and scholar. His re^Kitation induced Cas-

sander to put him at the head of the

Athenian state in 317 B.C. For ten years he
administered its affairs, and so thoroughly

won the affection of his fellow-citizens that

they erected numerous statues to him, as

many as 360, according to the accounts.

On the approach of Demetrius Poliorcetes

in 307 B.C., he was deposed, and through the

efforts of his opponents condemned to death

by the fickle populace. On this he fled to

Egypt, to the court of Ptolemy the First,

who received him kindly and availed him-

self of his counsel. Thus Demetrius is

credited with having suggested the founda-

tion of the celebrated Alexandrian librar}'.

But Ptolemy withdrew his favour from
him and banished him to Upper Egypt,

where he died in 283 B.C. from the bite of

a venomous snake. He was very active as

a writer, and his stay in Egypt gave him
plenty of leisure to indulge his taste ;

but

only a few fragments of his works have

survived. An essay On Rhetorical Ex-
jiression, formerly attributed to him, was
in reality from the hand of a Demetrius

who lived in the 1st century a.d. As
an orator Demetrius is said to have been

attractive rather than powerful. He was
supposed to have been the first speaker

who gave rhetorical expression an artificial

character, and also the first who introduced

into the rhetorical schools the habit of

practising speaking upon fictitious themes,

juristic or political.

Deminutio capitis (diminution of civil

]-ights and legal capacity). This was the

term by which the Romans denoted de-

gradation into an inferior civil condition,

through the loss of the rights of freedom,

citizenship or family. The extreme form of

it, deminntio capitis maxima, was entailed
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by the loss of freedom, which involved the

loss of all other rights. This would occur

if a Koinan citizen were taken prisoner in

war, or given up to the enemy for having
violated the sanctit}- of an ambassador, or

concluding a treaty not approved of by
the people. Or again if he was sold into

slavery, whether b}- the State for refusing

military service, or declining to state the

amount of his propert}- at the census, or

by his creditors for debt. If a prisoner of

war returned home, or if the enemy refused

to accept him when given up to them, his

former civil rights were restored. The inter-

mediate stage, dcmimitio capitis vicdta or

vi'inoi; consisted in loss of civil rights con-

sequent on becoming citizen of another

state, or on a decree of exile confirmed by
the people, or (in imperial times) on depor-

tation. Restoration of the civil status was
possible if the foreign citizenship were
given up, or if the decree of exile were
cancellecl. The lowest grade (dcminutio

capitis vitnuna) was the loss of hitherto

existing family rights by emancipation
(which involved leaving the family), adop-

tion, or fin the case of a girl) by marriage.

Demiurgi {Dcmwurgoi^ workers for the

people). A general term among the Greeks
for tradesmen, among whom they included

artists and physicians. In old times they

formed, at Athens, the third order, the other

two being the Eiipcdridai and Geomorl
(see these names). In some states demiurgi
was the name of the public officials; in

the Acheean League, for instance, the ten

demiurgi were among the highest officers

of the confederacy.

Democratia (Dcmokrdtta, sovereignty of

the people). The Greek term for the form

of constitution in which all citizens had
the right of taking part in the government.
This right was not always absolutely equal.

Sometimes classes were formed on a pro-

perty qualification, and civil rights con-

ferred accordingly (sec Timocratia) ;
but no

class in this case was absolutely excluded

from a share in the government, and it was
possible to rise from one class to another.

Sometimes provision was made by law to

prevent any person taking part in the ad-

ministration but such as had proved their

worth and capacit3^ In the absence of

such limitations the democrac}', as Plato

in his licjnddic and Ai-istotle in his Foiitics

observed, soon degenerated into a mob-
government (oc/(?ocr«#?rt), or developed into

a despotism.

Deinocritus {DCmOkritos) A Greek

philosopher born at Abdera in Thrace about
4(i0 B.C. His father, who had entertaim;d
king Xerxes for some time during his
expedition against Greece, left him a very
considerable property, which lie sjjent iu
making long journe\-s into Egypt and Asia.
On his return he held aloof from all public
business, and devoted himself entirely to

his studies. He was more than a hundn-d
years old at his death, and left behind him
a number of works on ethics, physics,

j

astronomj', mathematics, art, and literature,

I
written in an attractive and animated

j

manner. We have the titles of some of

i his writings; but only scanty fragments

I

remain. Democritus Avas the most learned

Greek before Aristotle. In the history of

;
philosophy he has a special importance, as

' the real founder of what is called the Atomic
^ Theory, or the doctrine that the universe

j

was formed out of atoms. It is true that

his master Leucippus had already started

the same idea. According to this theory

there are in the universe two fundamental
principles, the Full and the Void. The Full

is formed by the atoms, which are primitive

bodies of like quality but different form,

innumerable, indivisible, indestructible.

Falling for ever through the infinite void, the

large and heavier atoms overtake and strike

I

upon the smaller ones, and the obliijue and

I

circular motions thence arising are the

beginning of the formation of the world.

i
The difference of things arises from the fac*.

I that atoms differ in number, size, foi-m and

I

arrangement. The soul consists of smooth

I

round atoms resembling those of lire; these

j

are the nimblest, and in their motion,

penetrating the whole body, produce the

phenomena of life. The impressions on the
• senses arise from the effect produced in

1
our senses by the fine atoms which detach

themselves from the surface of things

Change is in all cases nothing but the

union or se])aration of atoms.

The ethics of Democritus are based on

the theory of happiness, and by happiness

he means the serenity of the mind, undis-

turbed by fear or by anything else. The

control of the ajipetites, attainable by tem-

i

perance and self-culture, is the necessary

condition of this. To do good for its own

sake, without the influence of fear or ]i0]>e,

I

is the only thing which secures inward

I

contentment. The system of Epicurus is,

: of all other ancient systems, the most closely

; connected with that of Democritus.

I

Demophoon. (1) Son of Celeus of Eleusis

and Metunira. He was tended in infancy
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by Demeter, wlien, in her search for Perse-

l)huiie, she came to Eleusis in the form of

an old woman. Demeter found comfort in

the care of the child, and wished to confer

immortality on him by anointing him with
ambrosia and holding him at night over the

fire. The interference of the mother, how-
ever, prevented the fulfilment of her design

(sec Demeter). Triptolemus in some ver-

sions takes the place of Demophoon (see

TriptolemusI
(2) Son of Theseus and Phsedra. With

his brother Acfimas he was committed by
Theseus to Elephenor, prince of the Abantes
in Eubcea. This was at the time when
Theseus, on his return from the lower

regions, found Menestheus in j)ossession of

the sovereignty of Attica, and was anxious

to emigrate to Scyros. In the post-Homeric

story Demophoon and Acamas march to

Troy with their protector Elephenor. After

the conquest of the city they liberate their

grandmother J^^thra, and take possession

again of their father's kingdom, as Menes-
theus, who in Homer is the chief of the

Athenians before Troy, had fallen there

(sec ^thra). When Diomedes was thrown
upon the coast of Attica on his return from
Troy, and began to plunder it in ignorance

of where he was, Demophoon took the

Palladium from him. Subsequently he
protected the children of Heracles against

the persecutions of Eurystheus, and killed

the latter in battle. On his return from
Troy he had betrothed himself to Phyllis,

daughter of the king of Thrace. On the

day appointed for the marriage he did not

appear, and Phyllis hanged herself and
was changed into a tree.

Demos. A Greek word meaning: (1) the

people, either in contrast with a despot

or the nobility, or as the depository of

supreme power. (2) a district or region.

Thus in the Athenian state the demcs
were the hundred administrative districts

formed by Cllsthenes, of which ten were
contained in each of the ten tribes or

j>hf/}(i'. The dcrncs were named after the

small towns and hamlets, and sometimes
from distinguished families living there

and owning pi-operty at the time of the

division. In course of time the number of

the (Ici)i('s increased through extension and
division, so that in the age of Augusttis it

amounted to 174. According to the original

arrangement all persons who belonged to a

(Ic7ne lived in its precincts. The descend-

ants belonged to the same clones as their

ancestors, even though they neither lived

nor owned property there. To pass from
one deine to another was only possible by
adoption. To own property in a strange

done it was necessary to pay a special tax

to it. As every citizen was obliged to

belong to a deme, the complete official de-

scription of him included the name of his

deme as well as of his father. Every deme
had certain common religious rites, presided

over by special priests. The demofo', or

members of a deme, had also a common
property, a common chest for receiving the

rents and taxes, common officers with a

deniarchus at their head, and common
meetings for the discussion of common
interests, elections, and so forth. At these

meetings the names of the young citizens

of eighteen years old were written in the

registers of the dcnie, and after two years

were enrolled in the lists of persons quali-

fied to take part in the meetings. It was
also at these assemblies that the regular

revision of the lists of Athenian citizens

took place.

Demosthenes. The greatest orator of

antiquity, born in 384 B.C., in the Attic

deme Pseania. His father, who bore the

same name, was the Avealthy owner of a

manufactory of arms. He died before his son

was seven years old, and the young Demos-
thenes grew up under the tender care of

his mother. The boy's ambition was excited

by the brilliant successes of the orator

Callistratus, and he was eager at the same
time to bring to justice his dishonest

guardiars for the wrong done to him and
his sisters. He therefore devoted himself

to the study of oratory under the special

instruction of Isseus. The influence of this

master is very evident in his speeches

delivered in 364 against one of his guar-

dians, Aphobus, with his brother-in-law

Onetor. Demosthenes won his case, but did

not succeed in getting either from A])hobns

or from his other guardians any adequate

compensation for the loss of nearly thirteen

talents (some £2,000) which he had sus-

tained. To support himself and his rela-

tions, he took up the lucrative business

of wi'iting speeches for others, as well as

appearing in person as an advocate in the

courts. His two first attempts at address-

ing the assembled people were, partly owing
to the unwieldiness of his style, iiartly

from a faulty delivery, complete failures.

But Demosthenes, so far from being daunted,

made superhuman efforts to overcome Iho

defects entailed by a weak chest and a

stammering tongue, and to perfect himself
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in the art of delivery. lu this lie was aided

by the sympathy and experience of several

friends, especially the actor Satyriis. Thus
prepared, he appeared again in public in

355 B.C. with his celebrated speech against

the haw of Ijcptines, and then made good
his position on the rostrum. Two years

afterwards he started on his political

career. His object from the first was to re-

store the supremac}' of Athens through her

own resources, and to rally the Greek states

round her against the common enemy,
whom he had long recognized in Philip of

Macedon. It was in 351 B.C. that he first

raised his voice against the Macedonian
king. Philip, invoked by the Thessalians

to help them against the Phocians, had con-

quered the latter, and was threatening to

occupy the pass of Thermopylae, the key
of Greece Proper. In his first Philippic,

Demosthenes opened the conflict between
Greek freedom and the Macedonian military

despotism. This contest he carried on with

no other w'eapon than his eloquence ; but

with such power and persistence that

Philip himself is reported to have said that

it was Demosthenes and not the Athenians
with whom he was fighting. On this

occasion he succeeded in inspiring the

Athenians to vigorous action. But his

three Olynthiac orations failed to conquer

the indolence and short-sightedness of his

fellow-citizens, and their ally the city of

Olynthus was taken by Philip in 34S. In

340 he was one of the ambassadors sent

to conclude a peace with Philip. His col-

leagues Philocrates and jEschines wei'e

bribed with Macedonian gold, and Demos-
thenes did not succeed in thwarting their

intrigues, which made it possible for the

king to occupy Thermopyla?, and secure

therewith the approach to Greece. In his

speech on the Peace he advises his country-

men to abide by the settlement. But the

ceaseless aggression of the Macedonian

soon provoked him again to action, and in

the second and thiixl Philippic (344 and 341

)

he put forth all the power of his eloquence.

At the same time he left no stone unturned

to strengthen the fighting power of Athens.

His exertions were, on this occasion, success-

ful : for in spite of the counter efforts of the

Macedonian party, he managed to prevail on

the Athenians to undertake a war against

Philip, in the victorious course of which
Perinthus and Byzantium were saved from

the Macedonian despotism (340). But it was
not long before the intrigues of ^schines,

who was in Philip's pay, brought about a

new interference on the king's part ij

the affairs of Greece. As a counti-r-movQ

Demosthenes used his eloquence to persuade
the Thelians to ally themselves with Atln ii.s:

but all hope was shattered by tlie unhappy
battle of Cha'rOnea (B.C. 338), in which
Demosthenes lumself took part as a heavy-
armed soldier, (irocce was now completely

DIlMnSIIir.NK.S.

^Vullcaii Musouiii, III. inc.)

in the hands of Pliilip. Tlie Macedonian

party tried to make Demosthenes responsible

for the disaster; but the people acquitted

him, and conferred upon him, as tlicir most

patriotic citizen, the honr.ur of delivering

the funeral oration over the dead. In .53*.,

aftor Philip's death, Demosthenes suimnoned
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tlie Athenians to rise against the Mace-
donian dominion. But the destruction of

Thebes by Alexander crippled every at-

tempt at resistance. It was only through
the venal intervention of Demades that

Demosthenes, with his true-hearted allies

and supporters Hyperidtis and Lycurgus,
escaped being given up to the enemy, as

had been demanded. Demosthenes had been
repeatedly crowned in public for his public

services, and in 337 B.C. CtesiphGn had pro-

})Osed not only to give him a golden crown
for his tried devotion to his country, but to

proclaim the fact at the Dionysia by the

mouth of the herald. jEschines had already

appeared to prosecute Ctesiphon for bring-

ing forward an illegal proposal. In 330 he
brought up the charge again, meaning it

no doubt as a blow against his bitterest

enemy Demosthenes. Demosthenes replied

in his famous speech upon the Crown, and
won a brilliant victory over his adversary,

who was thereupon obliged to go into exile

at Rhodes. But in 324 his enemies, joined

on this occasion by his old friend Hyperides,
succeeded in humiliating him. Harpalus,

the finance minister of Alexander, had fled

to Athens with an immense treasure, and
Demosthenes was accused of having taken
bribes from him, condemned, and sentenced
to pay a fine of 50 talents. Unable to pay
this enormous sum, he was thrown into

prison, whence he escaped to jEgina, to be
recalled and welcomed with trumpets in

the following year after the death of Alex-
ander. But the unfortunate issue of the

Lamian war, which resulted in a Mace-
donian occupation of Athens and the dis-

solution of the democratic constitution,

involved him in ruin. Condemned to death
with his friends by the Macedonian party,

ho fled to the island of Calauria, near
Troezen, and took sanctuary in the temple
of Poseidon. Here, as Antipater's officers

were upon him, he took poison and died,

Oct. 10, 322.

Sixty-five genuine speeches of Demos-
thenes were known in antiquity, and
many others were falsely atti'ibuted to him.
The collection which we possess contains

sixty speeches, besides a letter of Philip

to the Athenians, but some twenty-seven
of these are suspected. The seventh, for

instance, On the Island of Ildlonncsns, was
written by a contemporary, Hegesippus.
The genuineness of the six letters, and of

Mty-i<ix 2>ro(pnin( , or introductions to public

speeches, which bear his name, is also doubt-

ful. Among the genuine speeches the most

remarkable, both for the beauty of their

form and the importance of their subjects,

are the Olynthiacs, the Philippics, the
orations on the Peace, on the Crown, on
the Embassy (against -lEschines), with
those against the Law of Leptines, against

Androtion, and against Meidlas. The
greatness of Demosthenes consists in his

unique combination of honest intention

with natural genius and thoroughly finished

workmanship. He has all the qualities

by which the other Greek orators are dis-

tinguished singly, and at the same time

the power of applying them in the most
effective way on each occasion as it arises.

It is true that he had not the gift of free

extempore speaking, or if he had, he did

not cultivate it ; he gave the most elaborate

preparation to all his speeches, so that a

witty contemporary said they smelt of the

lamp. The consequence however is, that

all he says shows the deepest thought and
ripest consideration. There is the same
finish everywhere, whether in the sobriety

and acuteness of his argumentation, in the

genial and attractive tone of his narrative,

or in the mighty and irresistible stream of

his eloquence, which no violence of passion

ever renders turbid. With all his art, his

language is always simple and natural,

never far-fetched or artificial. The greatest

of the Greek orators, Demosthenes was the

centre of all rhetorical study among the

Greeks and Romans, and was much com-

mented upon by scholars and rhetoricians.

Little, however, of these commentaries
remains, except a collection of mediocre

scholia, bearing the name of Ulpianus.

DemotEe, See Demos,
Denarius (Latin), A Roman silver coin

so called because it originally contained 10

asses. In later times it = 16 asses = 4
sestertii = -^V <^f ^^ aureus. Its original

weight was 4-55 gr. {— between dd. and
lOd.), from 207 B.C. to Nero, 3-90 (about

S\d.% after Nero's time 341 gr., the amount
of pure silver being so reduced that it

was worth only about Gd. Its value sub-

sequently sank more and more, until at

the beginning of the 3rd century a.d. it

was worth only dhd. AVhen at the end

of the 3rd century Diocletian introduced a

new silver coin of full value according to

the Neronian standard (the so-called argcn-

teus), the name denarius was transferred to

a small copper coin {see Coinage, Roman).

Deo, See Demeter.
Deportatio. Banishment to a specified

locality, generally an island. This form of
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exile was devised under the earlj^ Roman
emperors. It involved loss of civil rights,

and generally also of property.

Desultores. Sec Circus.

Deucalion. In Greek mythology, the

son of Prometheus and Clymene, husband
of Pyrrha, the daughter of Epiraetheus,

monarch of Phthia in Thessal3\ Zeus
having resolved to destroy the degenerate
race of mankind by a great flood, Deucalion,

by the advice of his father, built a wooden
chest, in which he rescued only himself

and his wife from the general destruction.

After nine days ho landed on ]\Iount Par-
nassus and sacrificed to Zeus Phj'xius (who
sends help by flight). Inquiring of the

oracle of Themis at Delphi how the human
race could be renewed, he received answer
that P^a-rha and he should veil their heads,

and throw behind them the bones of their

mother. They understood the priestess to

refer to stones, which they accoi-dingly

threw behind them ; and the stones of

Deucalion turned into men, those of P3a'rha

into women. With this new race Deucalion
founded a kingdom in Locris, where the

grave of Pyrrha was shown. That of

Deucalion was said to be visible at Athens
in the ancient temple of the Olympian Zeixs,

which he was supposed to have built.

Deverra. One of the three goddesses

worshipped among the Italian tribes. She
was supposed to px-otect new-born children

and their mothers against disturbance from
the god Silvanus (see PiCUMNUS).

Deversoriuin. Sec Inns.

Devotio (Latin). A religious ceremony,

by virtue of which a general, whose army
was in distress, offered up as an atonement
to the gods below, and a means of averting

their wrath, the arm}^, city, and land of the

enemy ; or some soldier in the Roman
array ; or even himself, as was the case with
the Decil. The general, standing on a spear

and with veiled head, repeated a solemn

formula dictated to him by the Pontifex.

If the city and land of the enemy were
offered, the gods were solemnly invited to

burn the land or city {See EvoCATio). The
fate of the devoted person was left in the

hands of the gods. If he survived, an
image at least seven feet high was buried

in the ground and a bloody sacrifice offered

over it ; he was meanwhile held incapable

in future of performing any other religious

rite, either on his own behalf or on that of

the state.

Dia. See Hebe.
Diadem [cUademu). The white fillet

round the brow which was the emblem of
sovereignty from the time of Alexander
the Great. Caisar refu.sed it when offered

him by AntOnius, and it was not, in con-

sequence, worn by the Roman emperor.s,

except in a few cases. But when tlie seat
of government was removed to Byzantium,
Constantine adopted the (treek emblem of

royalty.

Diacril. See Solonian Constitution.
Diana. An ancient Italian deity, whoso

name is the feminine countcri)art of linus.

She was the goddess of the moon, of the open
air, and open country, with its mountains,
ibrests, springs and brooks, of the chase, and
of childbirth. In the latter capacity she,

like Juno, bore the second title of Luclna.
Thus her attributes were akin to those of

the Greek Artemis, and in the course of

time she was completely' identified with her

and with Hecate, who resembled her. The
most celebrated shrine of Diana was at

Aricia in a grove {lumus)^ from which
she was sometimes simply called Nemoren-
sis. This was on the banks of the modern
lake of Xemi, which was called the mirror

of Diana. Here a male deity named Virblus

was worshipped with her, a god of the forest

and the chase. He was in later times

identified with Hippolytus, the risen

favourite of Artemis, and the oldest priest

of the sanctuary {Reoe Nemorcnsls). He
was said to have originated the custom of

giving the priest's ofliice to a runaway slave,

who broke off a branch from a particular

tree in the precincts, and slew his pre-

decessor in office in single combat. In

consequence of this murderous custom the

Greeks comimred Diana of Aricia with the

Tauric Artemis, and a fable arose that

Orestes had brought the image of that god

into the grove. Diana was chiefly wor-

shipped by women, who jirayed to her for

happiness in marriage or childbirth. Tlio

most considerable temple of Diana at Romo

was in the Aventine, founded by Servius

Tullius as the sanctuary of the Latin con-

federacy. On the day of its foundation

(August 13) the slaves had a holiday. This

Diana was completely identified \yith the

sister of Apollo, and worshijiped simply as

Artemis at the Secular Games. A sign of

the original difference liowever remained.

Cows were offered to the Diana of the

Aventine, and her temple adorned witli

cows, not with stags' horns, but it was the

doe which was sacred to Artemis {scq

Artemis^
DIaeta. Sec House,
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Disetetse (Athenian). Public arbitrators,

to whom the parties in a private suit might
api)ly if tliey wished to avoid a trial before

the Heliastse. For this object a consider-

able number of citizens GO years of age
were nominated. They received no salary,

but a fee of a drachma (about 8d.) from each
jmrty, and as much from the complainant
for every adjournment. In case of miscon-

duct they could be called to account. The
Dia'tetre were assigned to the parties b}''

lot by the magistrate wdio (according to the

character of the case) would have presided

in the court of the Helisea. To this magis-
trate (in case the parties did not apjDeal to

the Helisea against it), the DiaitctPs handed
in the sentence he had delivered as the

result of his investigation, to have it signed

and published, and thus made legal. The
name of Dia'tcttc was also given to private

arbitrators named by agreement between
the parties on the understanding that their

decision was to be accepted without appeal.

Diasia. A festival of atonement held by
the whole population of Attica, on the 23rd
of Anthesterion (February to March), to

Zeus MeilichTos (the Zeus of propitiatory

offerings). The offerings were bloodless,

and consisted chiefly of cakes.

Diaulos. Sec Gymnastics.
Diazomata (Latin jjnucinctionPs). The

broad passages in the Greek theatre, which
horizontally divided the successive row of

seats into two or three flights {see Theatre.)
Bicxsivchus {Dlkakn-cJios). A Greek phi-

losopher and author, a disciple of Aristotle.

He was born at Messfma in Sicily, but
lived mostly in Greece, and especially in

the Peloponnese. He was the author of

many works on geography, history, poli-

tics, and philosophy. One of his most
important works was TJic Life of IMIas,
in three books, which contained an account
of the geography of Greece, its political

development and the condition of its vari-

ous states, its public and private life, its

theatre, games, religions, etc. Only frag-

ments of it remain. [The De Re PubUca
of Cicero is supposed, with good reason, to

be founded upon a work by Dicsearchus.]

A badly written description of Greece, in

150 iambic scndrtl, bears the name of

DicEearchus, but (as the acrostic at the
beginning shows) is really from the hand
of a certain Dionysius, son of Calliphon.

Three interesting and not unimportant
fragments of a work on 7Vie Cities of
Greece have also been wrongly attributed

to him. Their real author appears to have

been an unknown writer named Heraclides,
who flourished 280 B.C.

Dicasterion. Sec Heli/EA.
Dice (Games with). Games with dice

wei'e of high antiquity and very popular
among the Greeks. They were usually
played on a board with a vessel called a
tower {XJyy(Jos^ turrlcula, frifillus, etc.),

narrower at the top than at the bottom,

and fitted inside with gradually diminish-

ing shelves. There were two kinds of games
In the first, three dice {kyhos, tessera), and
in later times two were used. These were
shaped like our dice and were marked on
the opposite sides with the dots 1-G, 2-5,
3-4. The game was decided by the highest
throw, and each throw had a special name.
The best (3 or 4 x G) was called Aphrodite or

Venus, the worst (3 x 1) the dog (kyon or

cchiis). In the second, four dice {astrdgdl6»

or tcihis) were used, made of the bones of

oxen, sheep or goats, or imitations of them
in metal or ivory. They had four long
sides, two of which, one concave and the

other convex, were broad, and the other two
narrow, one being more contracted than
the other, and two pointed ends, on which
they could not stand, and which therefore

were not counted. The two broad sides were
marked 3 and 4; of the narrow sides the

contracted one was mai'ked 6, and the wider
one 1, so that 2 and 5 were wanting.

As in the other game, so here, every
possible throw had its name. The luckiest

throw {Venus) was four different numbers, 1,

3, 4, G ; the unluckiest {can is) four aces.

Dicing as a game of hazard was early for-

bidden in Rome, and only allowed at the

Srdurndl'ia. The penalty was a fine and
infdnna. The sediles were responsible for

preventing dicing in taverns. If a private

individual allowed it in his house, he had
no legal remedy for any irregularities that

might occur. In spite of this, dicing was
quite common at drinking bouts, especially

under the empire. Indeed some emperors,

e.g. Claudius, were passionate players.

Others however did their best to check the

evil. Justinian went so far as to allow a

claim for the recover}' of money lost at play.

Dictator. The Latin term for a magis-

trate appointed for special emergencies,,

after auspices duly taken by the consuls,

on the commission of the senate. The
dictator was never, appointed for more than

six months. The first instance of the

api)ointment occurred in 501 B.C, The
dictator was iisually, though not always,

chosen from the number of consUldrcs or
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men who had held the office of consuL Xo
plebeian was elected before 35G B.C. He
was always nominated for a particular or

specified purpose, on the fulfilment of which
he laid down his office. He combined the

supreme judicial with the supreme mili-

tary power, and there was, originally, no

appeal against his proceedings, even tlie

veto of the tribunes being powerless against

him. He was entirely irresponsible for his

acts, and could therefore not be called to

account on the expiration of his term of

office. His insignia were the sella ciirfdis.

toga jjirvtexfa^ and 24 lictors, who repre-

sented the lictors of two consuls, and who
even in the city bore axes in their bundle

of rods, as a sign of the unlimited power of

life and death. His assistant was the

magister equitum (master of the horse),

who was bound absolutely to obey his com-
mands, and whom he had to nominate
immediately after his own election. The
original function of the dictator was mili-

tary ; but after 363 B.C. a dictator was occa-

sionall}' chosen, in the absence of the consuls,

for other purposes than dealing with external

danger or internal troubles ; especially to

hold the games or religious festivities. The
office gradunll}^ passed out of use, though not

legally abolished. The last military dictator

was appointed in 206 B.C., the last absolutely

in 202 B.C. The dictatorships of Sulla and
Csesar, who was named perpetual dictator

not long before his death, were anti-republi-

can and unconstitutional. After Csesar was
murdered in 44 B.C., the office was abolished

for ever by a law of Marcus Antonius.

Dictymna. A goddess of the sea, wor-

shipped in Crete. {Sec Britomartis.)

Dictys. (1) A poor fisherman on the

island of Serlphus, who gave welcome to

Danae and her son Perseus.

(2) Bictijs of Gnossos in Crete. Alleged

to have been the companion of Idomeneus
in the Trojan war, and author of a diar}'

recording his experiences therein. The
diary, written in Phoenician on palm leaves,

was said to have been found in a leaden box

in his grave in the time of Nero, and to have

been translated into Greek at that emperor's

command. The existence of this Greek ver-

sion was doubted, but a certain Lucius Sep-

timius, of the 4th century A.D., gave out

his Dictys Crctcnsis Ephemerls De Bcllo

Tvoidno as a translation of it. This book,

and the equally absurd one of Dares {see

Dares), were the chief authorities followed

by the mediaeval poets who handled the

story of Troy.

Didascaila y Dhfashllta). A Greek word
meaning d i The performance of a drama.
(2) The pieces brought forward for per-

formance at a dramatic entertainment. (3)

A board hung up in the theatre, with short

notices as to tlic time and place of the con-

test, the competing poets, tlieir plays and
other successes, perhaps also the Cfion'yJ,

and the most celebrated actors. These
documents, so important for the liistory of
the drama, were first collected and arranged
by Aristotle, whose examjjle was followed

by the Alexandrian scholars Calllmachus,

Aristophanes of Byzantium, and others.

From these Avritings, also called didns-

calia; but now unfortunately lost, come
the scant}- notices preserved by gram-

marians and scholiasts upon the particular

tragedies and comedies. Following the

example of the Greeks the Romans pro-

vided the dramas of their own poets with

didasccdia', as for instance those attache<i

to the comedies of Terence and the Stichus

of Plautus.

Dido. Properly a surname of the

Phoenician goddess of the moon, the wan-

dering Astarte, who was also the goddes.s

of the citadel of Carthage. The name of

this goddess and some traits of her story

were transferred to Elissa, daughter of the

Tyrian king ^Mutton (the BCdus or AgenOr

of the Greeksj. Elissa came from Tyre to

Africa, where she founded Carthage. She

was flying from her brother Pygmalion,

the murderer of her husband and paternal

uncle Sicharbaal or Sicharbas (called in

Greek Acerbas and in Latin SychanisX To

escape wedding the barbarian king larbas

she erected a funeral pyre and stabbed her-

self upon it. According to the later story,

followed or invented by Vergil, the tragedy

was due to her despair at her desertion by

yEneas.

Didrachma. See C(MXAge.

Didymus. One of the most celebrated

Greek scholars of anti(iuity. He was born

at Alexan.lria in <i3 B.C., but lived and
' taught in Rome. He was one of the chief

i representatives of the school of Aristarchus.

I

He is said to have been the author of more

than 3,5<H) works, and from his own iii-

dustrv and gigantic power of work was
' called dialhntrros {the man with bowels

! of brass*. Homer was the chief subject of

his researches. His greatest work was a

t treatise of extraordinary care upon Ans-
' tarchus' edition of Homer, extmcts Irnm

which are preserved in the Venetian Srhnlia

I
to Homer. He wrote commentaries, not
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only on Homei', but on Hesiod, the lyric and
dramatic poets, and the Attic orators, be-

sides monographs and works of reference

on literary history. The most valuable part

of the information handed down in the

o-rammatical lexicons and commentaries of

the Byzantines is to be referred to him.
Diipolia. A festival celebrated in Athens

on the 14th Scirophorion (June to July),

to Zeus as the protector of the city. It

was also called Buphonla, from the sacri-

fice of an ox connected with it. A labour-

ing ox was led to the altar of Zeus in the

Acropolis, which was strewn with wheat
and barley. As soon as the ox touched the

consecrated grain, he was punished by a blow
on the neck from an axe, delivered by a

priest of a particular family, who instantly

threw away the axe and took to flight. In
his absence the axe was brought to judg-

ment in the Prytaneum, and condemned, as

a thing polluted by murder, to be thrown
into the sea. To kill a labouring ox, the

trusty helper of man, was rigidly forbidden

by custom. In the exceptional sacrifice of

one at this festival, the ancient custom may
be regarded as on the one hand excusing

the slaughter, and on the other insisting

that it was, nevertheless, equivalent to a

murder.
Dilectiis. The levying of soldiers for

military service among the Romans. In the

republican age all the citizens who were
liable to service assembled in the Capitol

on the day previously notified by the

Consuls in their ^(Uctiini, or proclamation.

The twenty-four tribuni mlWnm were
first divided among the four legions to be
levied. Then one of the tribes was chosen
by lot, and the presence of the citizens

ascertained by calling the names accord-

ing to the lists of the several tribes. The
calling was always opened with names of

good omen (see Omen). If a man did not

iippear, he would be punished according
to circumstances, by a fine, confiscation of

property, corporal punishment, even by
being sold into slavery. Four men of equal

age and bodily capacity were ordered to

come forward, and distributed among the

four legions, then another four, and so on, so

that each legion got men of equal quality. As
the proceeding was the same with the other

tribes, each legion had a quarter of the levy

for each tribe. No one man was excused
(vcicdtiO) from service unless he was over 46
years of age, or liad served the number of

campaigns prescribed by law, twenty in the

infantry, ten in the cavalry, or held a city

office or priesthood, or had a temporary or
perpetual dispensation granted on account
of special business of state. In ancient

times the levy of the cavalry followed that

of the infantry, in later times it preceded
it. On the oath taken after the levy see

Sacramentum.
About the year 100 B.C. Marius procured

the admission of the cdpltc ccnsi^ or classes

without property, to military service {see

Proi.etarii). After this the legions were
chiefly made up out of this class by enlist-

ment; and though the liability to common
military service still existed for all citizens,

the wealthy citizens strove to relieve them-
selves of it, the more so, as after Marius
the time of '"service was extended from
twenty campaigns to twenty years. In 89
B.C. the Roman citizenship was extended
to all the inhabitants of Italy, and all,

therefore, became liable to service. The
levies were in consequence not held ex-

clusively in Rome, but in all Italy, by con-

qiusitorcs. These functionaries, though
they continued to use the official lists of

qualified persons, assumed more and more
the character of recruiting officers. They
were ready to grant the vacatio, or exemp-
tion, for money or favoiu', and anxious

to get hold of volunteers by holding out

promises. The legal liability to military

service continued to exist in imperial times,

but after the time of Augustus it was only

enforced in regard to the garrison at Rome,
and on occasions of special necessity. The
army had become a standing one, and even
outside of Italy, except when a special

levy of new legions was made, the vacancies

caused by the departure of the soldiers who
had served their time were filled up by
volunteers. The levy was carried out by
impei'ial commissioners (dilcctdfan's), whose
bushiess it was to test the qualifications of

the recruits. These were, Roman citizen-

ship—for only citizens were allowed to

serve, whether in the legions, or in the

guard and other garrison cohorts of Rome
{Cohoytcs Urbdiup)—physical capacity, and

a certain height, the average of which was
5 feet 10 inches under the empire. For the

republican age we have no information on

this point.

Dinarchus (Dcinarchos). The last of

the ten great Attic orators. He was born

at Corinth about 361 B.C., and came early

to Atliens, where 'he became the pupil and

friend of Theophrastus and Demetrius of

Phalerum. After B.C. 336, and especially

after the death of the great orators, he
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acquired wealth and reputation by Avriting

speeches for others. He -was involved in

the ruin of his patron, Demetrius, and in

3U7 went into voluntary exile at Chalcis

in Euboea. It was fifteen years before he
obtained permission to return, through the
good offices of Theophrastus. Robbed of

his property by the treacherj^ of a friend,

and nearly blind, he died at Athens, more
than 70 years old. His speeches, which
were very numerous (there were at least

fifty-eight), are all lost, except three on
the trial of Harpalus, one of which is di-

rected against Demosthenes. They do not
give a favourable idea of his powers. In
the opinion of the ancients his style had
uo individuality, but was an unsuccessful

imitation, at one time of Lysias, at another
of Hyperides, at another of Demosthenes.

Dinocrates {Dcinokrdtea). A Greek archi-

tect, a native of Macedonia, who flourished

in the second half of the 4th century B.C., and
was thus a contemporary of Alexander the

Great. On the commission of Alexander
he superintended the foundation of Alex-
andria, and erected the funeral pyre of

Hepha^stion, celebrated for its boldness and
splendour. He is also said to have restored

the temple of Artemis at Ephesus, burnt
down b}' Herostratus. An idea of the bold-

ness of his conceptions may be gathered
from the fact that he proposed to represent

Mount Athos in human form, with a city in

one hand, and in the other a vessel from
which the waters of the mountain flowed

into the sea.

Dinolochus (Dehinldchos). See Comedy.
Diocletian, Edict of. [An edict published

by the Emperor Diocletian about 303 A.D.,

directing those engaged in the sale of pro-

visions not to exceed certain fixed prices

in times of scarcity. It is preserved in an
inscription in Greek and Latin on the outer

wall of the cclla of a temple at Stratunlcea

(Esli-Jiissav) in Caria. It states the price

of many varieties of provisions, and these

inform us of their relative value at the

time. The provisions specitied include not

only the ordinary food of the people, but
also a number of articles of luxury. Thus
iiieution is made of several kinds of honey,

of hams, sausages, salt and fresh-water fish,

asparagus and beans, and even perme
Menfqncce (Westphalian hams). At tlie

time when the edict was published the

denaniis was obviously much reduced ia

value, that coin appearing as the equivalent

of a single oyster. The inscription was
fu'St copied by Sheraid in 1700 ; it has been

elaborately edited by M. Waddington, with
new fragments and a commentary, IStJl;

and by Monimsen in the thini volume
of the Covjius Inscriptiuincm iMtlnrtruin.
Portions of the Greek copy and the l^aiiu
preamble were found at Plata-a in 1S8S-!J
during the explorations of tho American
School of Classical Arch.i^ology. In 18!KJ,

during tlie excavations of the British School
of Arcluoology, .several huudred lines of the
Greek version of the decree were discovered
at Megalopolis, including a list of pigments
with their prices. It has been edited anew
by Mommsen and Bliimnor, 18!J3.— J. E. S.]

Diodorus, surnamed /Siciilns, or the Sici-

lian. A Greek historian, native of AgvrlAn,
in Sicily, who lived in the times of Julius
Ctesar and Augustus. After thirty yeai-s'

preparation, based upon the results yielded
by long travels in Asia and Europe, and the
use of the plentiful materials snpjdied by
residence in Rome, he wrote his Bibl'intln'ra,

an Universal Histoiy in 4U books, extending
over a period of some 1,100 years, from tho

oldest time to GO n.c. In the fii-st six books
he treated the primitive history and mytho-
logy of the Eg3'ptians, tho natives of Asia,

and Africa, and the Hellenes. The next

eleven embraced the period I'rom tlie Trojan
war to the death of Alexander the Great.

The remaining 23 brought the history down
to the beginning of Ctesar's struggle with
Gaul. We still possess books 1-.") and 11-

20 (from the Persian War under Xerxes to

302 B.c.\ besides fragments, partly con-

siderable, of the other books. In the early

books his treatment is ethnographical

;

but from the seventh book onwards, in the

strictly historical part of his work, he writes

like an annalist narrating all the events of

one year at a time, with emphasis on the more
important ones. It is obvious that this

proceeding must rob the history of all its

inner connection. He has other weaknesses.

He is incapable of seizing the individual

characteristics either of nations or of indi-

viduals, and contents himself with giving

anecdotes and unconnected details. Ho
follows his authorities blindly, without any

attempt to criticize their statements. Then

his work falls far short of the ideal which

he himself sets up in liis introduction. But

it is none the less of groat vabuj as being

one of the main authorities for many jtarts

of ancient history', especially that affecting

Sicily. In his style Diodorus aims at clear-

ness and simjdieity.

Dioggues Laertlus (<\f ]m< rtr in f'iHria).

A Greek author, who Houiished about 150

^1
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A.D., the author of a work, in ten books, on
the lives and doctrines of celebrated Greek
])liilosophers. It is an uncritical compilation
from books of earlier and later date, but the
richness of the material gathered from lost

writings gives it inestimable value for the
history of philosophy. Books 1-7 embrace
the Ionic philosophers from Thales onwards,
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics

down to Chrysippus. Books 8, 9 treat of

the philosophers whom he includes under
the name of Italian, Pythagoras, Em])edocles,

Heraclitus, the Eleatics and Atomists,
Protagoras, Pyrrho and Epicurus, to the
last of whom the whole tenth book is de-

voted.

Diogenianus. A Greek grammarian of

HeraclC'a. In the middle of the 2nd cen-

tury A.D. he made extracts in five books from
the great collection of stories compiled
about a century before by Pamphilus.
These extracts form the foundation of the

bxicon of Hesychius. A collection of

proverbs made by him is preserved in an
abridged form.

Diomedes. (1) Son of Ares and Gyrene,
king of the Bistones. (See Heracles.)

(2) Son of Tydeus and Deipyle, and one
of the Epigoni. After the death of his

maternal grandfather Adrastus, king of

Argos, he led 8(3 ships against Troy, accom-
panied by his trusty companions Sthenelus
and Euryalus. He appears in Homer, like

his father, as a bold, enterprising hero, and
a favourite of Athene. In the battle which
took place during the absence of Achilles

she enables him not only to vanquish all

mortals who came in his way, ^neas
among them, but to attack and wound
Ares and Aphrodite. On his meeting with
Glaucus in the thick of battle, see Glaucus
4. When the Acha^ans fly from the fxcld, he
throws himself boldly in the path of Hector,
and is only checked by the lightning of

.Zeus, which falls in front of his chariot.

In the night after the unsuccessful battle

he goes out with Odysseus to explore, kills

Dolon, the Trojan spy, and murders the
sleeping Rhesus, king of Thrace, who had just

come to Troy, with twelve of his warriors.

In the post-liomeric story, he makes his

way again, in compan}^ with Odysseus, by
an underground ])assage into the acropolis

of Troy, and thence steals the Pallddmm.
This, according to one version, he carried

to Argos ; according to another, it was
stolen from him by the Athenian king,

Demophoon, on his landing in Attica. After

the destruction of Troy, according to Homer,

lie came safe home on the fourth day of his

journey. His wife, ^^giale or ^Egialeia

(daughter or granddaughter of Adrastus),

was, according to the later legend, tempted
to unfaithfulness by Aphrodite in revenge
for the wounds inflicted on her b}^ Diomedes.
To escape the fate of Agamemnon, Diomedes
fled from Argos to iEtolia, his father's home,
and there avenged his old grandfather
(Eneus on his oppressors. Hence he was
driven by a storm to Italy, to king Datmus
of Apulia, who helps him in war against the

Messapians, mai'ries his daughter Euippe,
and extends his dominion over the plain of

Apulia (called after him Campl Dwmcdei).
According to one story, he died in Daunia, in

another he returned to Argos, and died there;

in a third, he disappeared in the islands

in the Adriatic, named, after him, Inmla'
DtomecJcce, his companions being changed
into the herons that live there, the birds of

Diomedes, Diomedes was worshipped as a
hero not only in Greece, but on the Italian

coast of the Adriatic, where his name had
in all probabilitj'' become confused in wor-
ship with those of the native deities of

horse-taming and navigation. The founda-

tion of the Apulian city of Argyrippa (later

called Arpi) was specially attributed to him.

In his native city, Argos, his shield was
carried through the streets with the Palla-

dium at the festival of Athene, and his

statue washed in the river Inachus.

(3) A Roman writer on grammar of the

last part of the 4tli century A.D. He was the

author of an ^4 ?'S Grammdtlca^in three books,

founded on the same ancient authorities as

the work of his contemporaiw Charisius,.

with whom he often agrees verbatim. His
third book derives special value from the

notices on literary history taken from
Suetonius.

Diomeia. An Athenian festival in honour
of Heracles. (See Heracles.)

Dion (Lat. Did). (1) Dio Chrjjsosfomus

Cocccius. A Greek, rhetorician andphilo-'

sopher, born of a respectable family at Prusa

in Bithynia, about the middle of the 1st cen-

tury A.D. He began his career by devoting

himself to rhetoric. Driven from his native

ocuntryb}' domestic intrigues, he lived for a

long time in Egypt, where he obtained the

favour of the future emperor Vespasian.

Afterwards he lived in Rome under Domi-
tian, until he wns banished from Italy and

Bithynia for his friendship with a person

in high place who had incurred the sus-

picion of the emperor. The period of his

banishment he spent, according to the com-
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mand of the Delphic oracle, in distant travels

through the northern regions of the Roman
empire, as far as the B6r3'sthenGs, or Dnieper,

and the Gette. All this time he was stud}'-

ing philosophy, to which he had previously

been averse, in spite of his friendship with
Apollonius of Tyana. His leaning was in

the direction of Stoicism. On the accession

of his friend Cocceius Xerva (from whom
he took the name Cocceius), he returned to

Eiome, where he spent the remainder of his

days, with the exception of a short stay

in Prusa. He was greatly honoured both

by Nerva and his successor Trajan. His
contemporaries called him Chi-ysostomos

("Golden mouth''), from his powers as a

speaker, which he often displayed in pub-
lic in Rome and elsewhere. Eighty of his

.-]ippches survive. They should rather be
called essa3's on topics of philosophy, morals,

and politics. He has talent, and refinement,

and healthy moral tone. In his style he
imitates the best models, especially Plato

ai\d Demosthenes, and his writings are on

I he whole, in spite of many defects, among
the best literary jn'oductions of that age.

(2) Dio Cassiiis (or Cassius Dio) Coc-
' iCinus. A Greek historian, grandson of

Dio Chrysostomos, born at Niccca, in

Bithj'-nia, 155 a.d. He came early to Rome
with his father, Cassius Apronianus, a

senator and high official. Here he received

a careful education. In about 180 a.d. he
became a member of the senate, and he was
a long time in practice as an advocate. In

194 he was prsetor, and afterwards consul.

As proconsul he administered in succession

the provinces of Africa, Dalmatia, and Pan-
nonia. The strict order which he had
maintained in Pannonia had drawn upon
him the hatred of the undisciplined prte-

torians, who demanded his life. Alexander
Severus, however, not only shielded him,

but nominated him his colleague in the

consulship of 229. At the same time he
allowed him, for the sake of his own per-

sonal safety, to live outside Rome during
his term of office. When this had expired

the emperor, in consequence of his age and
weak health, gave him leave to quit the

public service and retire to his native city,

where he ended his days. Here ho com-
pleted his great work on Roman history,

from the arrival of ^Eneas in Italy, to his

own consulship in 229 a.d. This he had
lUidertaken at the divine command, commu-
nicated to him in a dream. He spent twenty-

two years upon it, ten on the preparation,

and twelve on the execution. It contained 80

books, divided into decades. It gives only a
sketch of the history down to Ca-sar, Ijut
ti'eats the empire in detail, special care being
bestowed upon the eventscontemporary witli
the writer. Of the first thirty-Hve books wo
have only fragments; book 3G (the wars with
the pirates and with Mithridates) is muti-
lated at the beginning; books 37-54 (down to
the death of Agrippajare tolerably complete

;

books 55-(J0, which come down to Claudiu.s,
are imperfect. The rest are preserved only
in fragments, and in the extracts made l-y

loannes Xiphlllnos, a Byzantine monk of
the 12th century. These begin with book
35. The model taken by Dio for imitation
was Polybius, whom he onl}' distantly re-

sembles. He often repels the reader by his
crawling flatteiy, his atfected dislike of the
republican champions, such as Cicero, Bru-
tus, and Cassius, and his gross superstition.

But his book is a work of enormous indus-
try, and of great importance, especially lor

the history of his own time. His narrative

is, generally speaking, clear and vivid, and
his style is careful.

Dione. In Greek mythology, the daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, or, according to

another account, of Uranus and Gaia. By
Zeus she was mother of Aphrodite, who
was herself called Dione. At DOdGna she

was worshipped in Hera's place as the wife

of Zeus. Her name, indeed, expresses in a

feminine form the attributes of Zeus, just

as the Latin Juno does those of Jupiter.

When the oracle of Dodona lost its former

importance, Dione was eclipsed by Hera as

the wife of Zeus, and came to be regarded

as a nymph of Dodona.
Dionysia. A celebration in honour of

Dionysus, which was held in Athens in a

sjiecial series of festivals, namely :

(1) The Osrhophdr'ia, supposed to have

been instituted by Theseus on his rctuni

from Crete. This was celebrated in the

month of PyanepsiOn (October to Xovem-
ber), when the grapes were ripe. It was

so called from the shoots of vino with grapes

on them, which were borne in a race from

the temple of Dionysus in Limn:i>, a

southern suburb of Athens, to the sanctu-

ary of Athena Sciras, in the harbour town

of Phalerum. The bearers and runners were

twenty youths (ci>hrht) of noble descent,

whose parents were still living, two l)oing

chosen from each of the ten trilx>s. The

victor received a goblet containing a drink

made of wine, cheese, meal and hnnoy, and

an honorary place in the procession which

followed the race. This procession, iu
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which a chorus of singers was preceded by
two youths in women's clothing, marched
from the temple of Athene to that of

Dionysus. The festival was concluded by
a sacrifice and a banquet.

(2) The smaller, or rustic Dionysia. This
feast was held in the month Poseideon
(December to Januai-y) at the first tasting
of the new wine. It was celebrated, with
much rude merriment, throughout the vari-

ous country districts. The members of the
dilFerent tribes first went in solemn proces-

sions to the altar of the god, on which a

goat was ottered in sacrifice. The sacrifice

was followed by feasting and revelry,, with
abundance of jesting and mockery, and dra-

matic improvisations. Out of these were
developed the elements of the regular drama.
And in the more prosperous villages, pieces
—in most cases the same as had been played
at the urban Dionysia—were performed by
itinerant troupes of actors. The festival

lasted some days, one of its chief features

being the AskOlia, or bag-dance. The point
of this was to dance on one leg, without
falling, upon oiled bags of inflated leather.

The Hfdoa, Harvest-home (or feast of
threshing-floors) was celebrated at Athens
and in the country in the same month to

Demeter and Persephone in common.
(3) The Lcucra, or feast of vats. This

was held at Athens in the month of

Gamelion (January to February), at the
Lenjeon, the oldest and most venerable
sanctuar}^ of Dionysus in the city. After
a great banquet, for which the meat was
provided at the public expense, the citizens

went in procession through the city, with
the usual jesting and mockery, to attend
the representation of the tragedies and
comedies.

(4) The Anthcsterta. Celebrated for three
days in Anthesterion (February to March).
On the first day (Pithdegia, or opening of
casks) the casks were first opened, and
masters and servants alike tasted the
new wine. On the second, or Feast of
Beakers, a jmblic banqiiet was held, at
which a beaker of new wine was set bj^

each guest. This was drunk with enthusi-
asm, to the sound of trumpets. The most
important ceremony, however, was the
marriage of the J](7s7l{ssa, or wife of the
Archo)) Bdsilcns, with Dionysus, the J3asi-

lissa lacing regarded as representing the
country. The cereinony took place in the
older of the two temples in the Lenseon,
which was never opened except on this occa-

sion. The last day was called Chytroi,ov the

Feast of Pots, because on this dnj they made
offerings of cooked pulse in pots to Hermes,
as guide of the dead, and to the souls of the
departed, especially those who had perished
in the flood of Deucalion.

(5) The great urban Dionysia. This
festival was held at Athens for six daj's in

the month of Elaphebolion (March to April)

with great splendour, and attended b}'' multi-

tudes from the surrounding country and
other parts of Greece. A solemn proces-

sion was formed, rejn'esenting a train of

Dionysiac revellers. Choruses of boys sang
dithyrambs, and an old wooden statue of

Dionysus, worshipped as the liberator of

the land from the bondage of winter, was
borne from the Lonseon to a small temple
in the neighbourhood of the Acropolis and
back again. The glory of this festival was
the performance of the new tragedies,,

comedies, and satyric dramas, which took

place, with lavish expenditure, on three

consecutive days. In consequence of the

immense number of citizens and strangers

assembled, it was found convenient to take

one of these six daj's for conferring public

distinctions on meritorious persons, as in

the case of the presentation of the golden
crown to Demosthenes.

Dionysius. (1) A Greek Idgdgrdphds.

(See LoGOGRAPHi.)

(2) Dionysius Thrax, or the Thracian.

A Greek scholar, so called because his

father was a Thracian. He lived at Alex-

andria, and was a disciple of Aristarchus.

About 100 B.C. he wrote the first scientific

Greek grammar in existence, on which a

high value was set in antiquity. The work
has come down to us, though not in its

original form.

(3) Dionysittso/Hdlicarnassiis. A Greek
scholar and historian. He came to Rome
about 30 B.C., and lived there for twenty-two
years, probably as a professor of rhetoric,

enjoying the society of many men of note.

In these circumstances he devoted him-
self to studying the Roman language and
literature, the historical literature in par-

ticular. The result of his studies was his

Roman Antiquities, finished about 8 B.C.,

in all probabilit}'' not long before his death.

This was a history of Rome from the mythi-

cal age to the Punic Wars, with which the

work of Polybius begins. There were twenty
books, of which we have 1-9 in a complete

state, 10 and 11 in great part, but the rest

only in fragments. The intention of its

author Avas to give the Greeks a more cor-

rect and more favourable idea of the Roman
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people, and the groM-th of its power, and
thus to reconcile them to the Konian yoke.
With this view he sets forth the wisdom and
the good qualities of the founders of Rome.
The book is founded on a thorough study of

the authorities, and, in spite of its rhetori-

cal tone and of manj^ other defects, forms
one of our chief sources of information upon
ancient Roman histor}' in its internal and
external development. The other remaining
works of Dionysius are partly on rhetoric,

partly on literary criticism. The rhetorical

works are : (a) On the Arrangenwnt of
Worthy or on the different stjdes of Greek
prose structure ; (h) a treatise on rhetoric,

which has certainly not come down to ns in

its original form. The critical writings are

essays on the ancient Greek classics, par-

ticularlj' the orators, and among them
Demosthenes ; but also on Aristotle, Plato,

and Thucydides. Thej' are in pai't thrown
into the form of letters to contemporaiy
Romans of repute.

(4) Dionysius of Alexandria. A Greek
poet of the 2nd century A.D. Two hymns of

his have survived, one to the Muse Calliope,

the other to Apollo. A special interest

attaches to them from the fact that the
principle of their composition has been pre-

served in ancient musical notation.

(5) Dionijsiiis PcnPgctes, or the descri-

ber of the earth. A Greek poet -whose

precise countr}' and date have not been
ascertained ; it is certain only that he did
not live earlier than the imperial age of

Rome. His surviving work is a DescriptlO
Orhis Terramm, or description of the

earth, written in well-turned hexameters,
and founded mainly on Eratosthenes. This
was much read, and translated into Latin
by Avienus and Priscian {see these names).

To the later Greeks he Avas the geographer
par exeellence. The ancient scholia to his

book, a paraphrase, and the commentar}' by
Eustathius, testify to the interest which it ex-

cited. (On another author of a geographical

poem of the same name, see DiCEARCiius.)
Dionysus, sometimes Dionysus (Greek).

The god of luxuriant fertility, especially as

displayed by the vine ; and therefore the

god of wine. His native place, according
to the usual tradition, was Thebes, where he
was born to Zeus b}- Semele, the daughter
of Cadmus. Semele was destroyed by the

lightning of her lover, and the child was
born after six months. Zeus accordinglv

sewed it up in his thigh till ripe for birth

and then gave it over to Ino, the daughter
of Semele. {See Atrasias.) After her death

Hermes took the boy to the nymphs of Blount
Nysa, or according to another vei-sion, to the
Hyades of Dodona, who brought him \\\\
and hid him in a cave away from tlie anger
of Hera. It cannot be ascertained where
Mount Nysa was originally snj)posed to bo.
In later times the name was transferred to
many places where the vine was cultivated,
not only in Greece, but in Asia, India,
and Africa. When grown up, Dionysus
is represented as planting the vine, and
wandering through the wide world to

spread his worship among men, with his
wine-flushed train {fhlasos), Ids nurses and
other nymphs. Satyrs, Silenl, and similar
woodland deities. Whoever welcomes him
kindly, like Icrirlus in Attica, and (Eneus
in jEtolia, receives the gift of wine ; but
those who resist him are terribly punished.
For with all his appearance of youtli and
softness, he is a mighty and irresistible god,
strong to work wonders. A whole series of
fables is a])parcntly based upon the tradi-

tion that in inany places, where a serious

religious ritual existed, the dissolute wor-
ship of Dionysus met with a vigorous

resistance. {Sec Lycurgus, Mixyad^,
Pentheus, Prcetus.)

This worship .soon passed from the con-

tinent of Greece to the wine-growing islands,

and flourished pre-eminently at Naxos.

Here it was, according to the story, that

the god wedded Ariadne. In the islands

a fable was current that he fell in with

some Tyrrhenian pirates who took him ta

their ship and put him in chains. But his

fetters fell off, the sails and the mast were
wreathed in vine and ivy, the god was
changed into a lion, while the seamen throw

themselves madly into the soa and were
turned into dolphins. In forms akin to

this the worship of Dionysus passed into

Egypt and far intn Asia. Hence arose a

fable founded on the storj- of Alexander's

campaigns, that the god passed victoriously

through Egypt, Syria, and India as far a.s

the Ganges, Avith his army of SiU'ni, Satyrs,

and inspired women, the MtrnddCs or Jiar-

chantes, carrying their wands (thyr.sl)

crowned with vines and ivy. Having thus

constrained all the world to the recognition

of his deity, and having, with Heracles,

assisted the gods, in the form of a lion, to

victory in their war with the Giants, ho

was taken to Olympus, where, in Horner,

he does not appear. From Olymjius he

descends to the lower world, whence ho

brings his mother, who is worshipped with

him under the name of ThyOne (the wild
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one), as Leto was with Apollo and Artemis.

From his mother he is called ThyOnvus^ a

name which, with others of similar mean-

ing, such as Bacchus^ Bronnus, Euzus, and
JaccJios, points to a worship founded upon

a different conception of his nature,

In the myth with which we have been

hitherto concerned, the god appears mainly

in the character and surroundings of joy

und triumph. But. as the god of the earth,

Dionysus belongs, like Persephone, to the

world below- as A\ell as to the world above.

The death of vegetation in winter was
represented as the flight of the god into

liiding from the sentence of his enemies, or

even as his extinction, but he returned

figain from obscuritj', or rose from the

•dead, to new life and activity. In this

connexion he was called Zagnds (" Torn

in pieces ") and represented as a son of

Zeus and his daughter Persephone, or some-

times of Zeus and Denieter. In his child-

hood he was torn to pieces by the Titans, at

the command of the jealous Hera. But
every third year, after spending the inter-

val in the lower world, he is born anew.

According to the Orphic story, Athene
brought her son's heart to Zeus, who gave

it to Semele, or swallowed it himself,

whereupon the Theban or younger Diony-

sus was born. The grave of Dionj^sus w^as

shown at Delphi in the inmost shrine of the

temple of Apollo. Secret offerings were
brought thither, while the women who were
celebrating the feast woke up Licnltes •

in other words, invoked the new-born god

cradled in a winnowing fan, on the neigh-

bouring mountain of Parnassus. Festivals

of this kind, in celebration of the extinction

and resurrection of the deity, were held by
women and girls only, amid the mountains

at night, every third year, about the time

of the shortest day. The rites, intended

to express the excess of grief and joy at

the death and reappearance of the god,

were wild even to savagery, and the women
who performed them were hence known by
the expressive names of Bacchte, Msenads,

iind Thyiades. They wandered thi-ough

woods and mountains, their flying locks

crowned with iv_v or snakes, brandishing

wands and torches, to the hollow sounds of

the drum, and the shrill notes of the flute,

with wild dances, and insane cries and jubi-

lation. The victims of the sacrifice, oxen,

goats, even fawns and roes from the forest,

were killed, torn in pieces and eaten raw,

in imitation of the treatment of Zagreus

by the Titans. Thrace, and Macedonia,

and Asiatic Greece were the scene of the

wildest orgies ; indeed Thrace seems to be

the country of their birth. In Asiatic

Greece, it should be added, the worship of

Dionysus-Zagreus came to be associated

with the equally wild rites of Rhea (Cybele),

and Atys, and Sabus or Sabazius. [See

Sabazius.) In Greece Proper the chief

seats of these were Parnassus, with Delphi

and its neighbourhood, Boeotia, Argos, and
Laconia, and in Bceotia and Laconia especi-

ally the mountains Citheeron and Taygetus.

They were also known in Naxos, Crete, and

other islands. They seem to have been

unknown in Attica, though Dionysus was

^i£.^- i>^-

(1) BEARDED DIONYSUS AND SATYR.

(From the relief of the Reception of Dionysus by Icarius;

Vatican, Louvre, and British Museum.)

worshipped at the Eleusinian mysteries with

Persephone and Demeter, under the name

of lacchos, as brother or bridegroom of

Persephone. But the Attic cycle of

national festivals in honour of Dionysus

represents the idea of the ancient and

simple Hellenic worship, with its merry

usages. Here Dionysus is the god who

gives increase and luxuriance to vineyard

and tree. For he is a kindly and gentle

power, terrible only to his enemies, and

born for joy and blessing to mankind. His

gifts bring strength and healing to the

body, gladness and forgetfulness of care to

the mind, whence he was called Lycvds, or

the loosener of care. They are eunoblmg
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in tlieir effects, for tliey require tending,
and thus keep men employed in diligent
labour; they bring them together in merry
meetings, and inspire tliem to music and
poetry. Thus it is to the Avorship of
Dionysus that the dithyramb and the

(2) YOUTHFUL DIONYSUS AND SATYR,

(Rome, Vatican.)

drama owe their origin and dcvelojmient.

In this way Dionysus is closely related,

not only to Demeter, Aphi-odite, Eros, the

Graces and the Muses, but to Apollo,

because lie inspires men to prophesy.
The most ancient representation of

Diony.sus consists of wooden images with
the jjhallus, as the symbol of generative

power. In works of art he is sometimes
represented as the aiicient Indian Diony-
sus, the conqueror of the East. In this

character he appears, as in the Vatican

statue called Sardanapalus, of high stature,

with a luxuriant wealth of hair on head
and chin (co)up. fig. 1). Sometimes again,

as in numerous statues which have sur-

vived, he is a youth of soft and feminine

shape, with a dreamy expression, his long,

clustering hair confined by a fillet or crown
of vine or ivy, generally naked, or with a

fawn or panther skin thrown lightlv over

him. He is either reposing or leaning idly

back with the Thyrsos, grapes, or a cup

in his hand (fig. 2). Often, too, he is

D. C. A.

surrounded by the fauns of ids retinue,
Monads, Satyrs, Sileui, Centanrs, etc., or

^y Nymphs, Muses, Cupids, intieed in thr-

greatest possible number and varietv of
situations. (See the engravings.) Bo.si-les

the vine, ivy, and rose, the pantlier, lion,

lynx, ox, goat, and dolphin were saci-cd
to him. His usual sacrifices were the ox
and the goat.

In Italy the indigenous god Liber, with
a feminine Libera at his side, corresponded
to the Greek god of wine. Just as the
Italian Ceres was identified with Deinet(,-r,

so these two deities were identified witii

Dionysus, or lakchos, and Persephone, with
whom they were worshipped under tlieir

native name, but Avith Greek rites, in a
temple on the Aventine. (See Cerks.)
Liber or Bacchus, like Dion)'sus, had a
country and an urb.in festival. The coun-
try festivities were held, with unrestrainoil

merriment, at the time of grape-gathering
and straining off the wine. Tlie url);iii

festival held in Rome on the 17th March,
was called Liberalia. Old women, crowned
with iv}^, sold cheap cakes (llOa) of meal,
honey, and oil, and burnt them on little pana

(3) *M.r.XAD.

(Vase from Noceirt, IV, Ko. 2H9, Naples Muspiim.)

for the purchaser.s. The boys took their

t(jf/a vlrilis or tu(/a lihcra on tliis day, and

offered sacrifice on the Capitol. Side by

side with this public celebration, a secret

wor.ship, the Barrlniitolia, lound its w.ay

to Rome and into the whole of Italy. The
o
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Bacchanalia were celebrated hy men and
women, in Italy outside the cities, in Rome
in the sacred enclosure of Stimvila or

Semele. They were accompanied with such

shameless excesses that in 18G B.C. they

were put down, with unsparing severity,

by a decree of the senate.

Diophantus. A Greek mathematician of

Alexandria, who flourished probably about

3()U 15. c. He was the author of an Arith-

onctica in thirteen books, of which littlemore
than the first six still remain. The book
is the only Greek work upon algebra. Dio-

phantus was the most considerable arith-

metician in Greek antiquity.

Dioscorides (Pcddnids). A Greek physi-

cian and man of science. He flourished

about the middle of the 1st century A.D.,

and was the author of a work De McUertd
Mcdicd in five books. For nearly 1700 years

this book was the chief authority for stu-

dents of botany and the science of healing.

Two short essays on specifics against

vegetable and animal poisons {Alexijjhar-

mdca and Thcvldca) are appended to it as

the sixth and seventh books : but these are

probably fi'om the hand of a later Dioscorides

of Alexandria. A work on family medicine

is also attributed to him, but is not genuine.

Dioscuri, i.e. sons of Zens, the horse-

tamer Castor, and Polydeuces (Lat. Pollux)

the master of the art of boxing. In Homer
they are represented as the sons of Leda
and Tyndareos, and ^called in consequence
Tyndaridse, as dying in the time between
the rape of Helen and the Trojan War, and
as buried in their father-city Lacedpemon.
But even under the earth they were alive.

Honoured of Zeus, they live and die on
alternate days and enjoy the prerogatives

of godliead. In the later story sometimes
both, sometimes only Polydeuces is the

descendant of Zeus. {See Leda.) They
undertake an expedition to Attica, where
they set free their sister Helena, whom
Theseus has carried off. They take part

in the expedition of the Argonauts. {See

Amycus.) Castor, who had been born
mortal, falls in a contest with Idas and
Lynceus, the sons of their paternal uncle
Aphareus. The fight arose, according to

one version, in a quarrel over some cattle

which they had carried off; according to an-

other, it was about the rape of two daughters
of another uncle Leucippus, Phoebe and
Hilaira, who were betrothed to the sons of

Aphareus. On his brother's death Poly-

deuces, the immortal son of Zeus, prays his

father to let him die too. Zeus permits

him to spend alternateh^ one day among
the gods his peers, the other in the lower
world with his beloved brother. According
to another story Zeus, in reward for their

brotherh' love, sets them in the sk}' as the

constellation of the Twins, or the morning
and evening star. They are the ideal types
of bi-avery and dexterity in fight. Thus
they are the tutelary gods of warlike youth,

often sharing in their contests, and honoured
as the inventors of military dances and
melodies. The ancient symbol of the twin
gods at Lacedpemon was two parallel beams,
joined by cross-pieces, which the Spartans
took with them into war. They w^erc

worshipped at Sparta and Olympia with
Heracles and "other heroes. At Athens
too they were honoured as gods under the

name of Andkes (Lords Protectors). At
sea, as in war, they lend their aid to men.
The storm-tossed mariner sees the sign of

their beneficent presence in the flame at

the mast-head. He prays, and vows to

them the sacrifice of a white lamb, and
the storm soon ceases. (See Helena.) The
rites of hospitality are also under their

protection. They are generally represented

with their horses Xanthus and Cyllarus,

as in the celebrated colossal group of Monte
Cavallo in Rome. Their characteristic

emblem is an oval helmet crowned with a

star.

The worship of Castor and Pollux was
from early times current among the tribes

of Italy. They enjoyed especial honours

in Tusculum and Rome. In the latter city

a considerable temple was built to them
near the Porum (414 B.C.) in gratitude

for their appearance and assistance at the

battle of the Lake Regillus twelve years

before. In this building, generally called

simply the temple of Castor, the senate

often held its sittings. It was in their

honour, too, that the solemn review of the

Roman equUes was held on the 15th July.

The names of Castor and Pollux, like thai

of Hercules, were often in use as familiar

ex])letives, but the name of Castor was
invoked by women only. They were wor-

shipped as gods of the sea, particularly in

Ostia, the harbour town of Rome. Their

image is to be seen stamped on the reverse

of the oldest Roman silver coins. (See

COIXAGE.)
Diphilus. A poet of the new Attic

cnmed}', a native "of Sinope, and contem-

porary of IMenander. He is supposed to

liave written some 100 pieces, of which we
have the titles and fraeunents of about 50.
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The Cdsina and Riidcns of Plant ns are

modelled on two of Diphilns' plays ; and
Terence has adopted some scenes from one

of them in his Adelpld. Diphilus took his

subjects both from common life and from
mythology. Both the judgments passed on
him in antiquity, and his remaining frag-

ments, justify us in recognising him as one

of the most gifted poets of his age.

Diphros. See Chairs.

Dipceniis. A Greek sculptor, born in

Crete, who flourished in Argos and Sic} on

about 55U B.C. In conjunction with his

countryman Scjdlis he founded an influen-

tial school of sculpture in the Peloponnesus.

[Sec SCULPTUKE.)
Dipteros. An architectural epithet de-

scriptive of a temple surrounded by a

double line of columns. {See Temple.)
Diptychon. This Greek word was

applied in antiquity to a pair of

writing tablets fastened together by
rings, so that the inner sides, covered

with wax, lay one upon the other.

They were fastened sometimes by a

strap, on the side opposite to the rings:

sninetimes by a string passed through
I wo holes in the middle, and secured,

if necessary, by seals at the back.

SVc the engravings under Writing
Materials.) Two or more of the

tablets ('Trijifi/cha, PohjptjjrJia) were

sometimes joined in the same wa}^

They were used for notes, letters, and

documents. Under the Empire much
fancy and expense were lavished on

them, the outer side being sometimes

made of gold, silver, or magnificently

carved ivory. This was especialh-

the case after it became the fashion

for consuls, and other high officials,

. to give presents of diptycha when
entering upon office. For the diplo-

mas made out on bronze diptycha for

soldiers who had served their time,

see Missio.

Dirae. See Erinyes.
Dirce (DirkP). Wife of Lycus, who

governed Theljes as guardian of Lalus.

revenge for her ill-treatment of their mother

Antiope, the brothers Amphiun and Zethus

bound her to the horns of a bull and left

her to be dragged to death {see cut). They
threw her body into a spring near Thebes,

which bore her name ever after.

Discus (Gr. diskOs). (1) A flat piece of

stone, or metal, shaped like a bean to fit the

palm of the hand. As far back as the age

of Homer it was a common thing for men

' to contend in throwing the discus, and the
exercise was a favourite one in thopnlnstrti'
or /////;; /K?.s/c* of Greece in historical tiints.

It was represented at the great f&stivah,
but as part of the pentathlon^ not a.s au
independent exhibition (sec Gvmxasticsi.
The thrower grasped the discus— the size

,
and weight of which would vary according

\
to circumstances—with the fingers of his
right hand, with which he lield the edge,
letting the whole rest on the inner surface
of the hand and lower anu. He then raised
his arm backwards as far as the shoulder,
and threw the disk forward in an anli.

,
The longest throw won the prize. The
exercise was taken up by the Romans \nider

the Empire. It was a favourite subject

with artists, the most celebrated statue of

.
a DiscObOlOs being that of MyrOn {see cut,

Uioiiy

TH

Ml.il'l.. AHPIIlnN JI.PIMAIH l.l'U.

Il.muil u« ZctliiM MiU lyre at Ampkluu.

In

i; F.\K.\KSK llULl,, ItV AIM.I.UJNIUS A.VU TAlKiSCUtJ OK

TKAI.LKS.

(As restored by GugUclmo dcUa Porta, Nai)Io.s Muscam.)

under Myron). (2) The name was also

applied to the oil-disk of a lamp. (>"',•

Illu.mixatiox.)

DiS Pater ( = />Nr.<* Pater, Father J)ir,s

or the rich). The ruler of the world below,

worshipped by the Rojnans as the god who

corresponded to the Greek Plut«'. His

worship, like that of Proseri.Ina, was first

introduced in the early <lays of the liepnbhe,

at the command of the Sibylline books.

Dis Pater had a chapel near the altar of
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Sa.turnus,and a subten-nncaii altaroii the Cain-

pus Martins in common with Proserpina.

This Avas only opened when, as at the secu-

lar games, sacritices were offered to both.

The victims offered thus were black animals.

Dithyramhos. A hymn sung at the

festivals of Dionysus to the accompaniment
ol' a Hutc and a dance round the altar.

The hymn celebrated the sufferings and
actions of the god in a style corresponding
to the passionate character of his worship.

In the course of time it developed into a

special class of Greek lyric poetry. It was
in Corinth that it first received anything
like a definite artistic form, and this at the

hands of Arion, who was therefore credited

by the ancients with its actual invention.

The truth probably is that he was the first

who divided the festal song of the chorus

into strophe and antistrophe, an arrange-

ment from which tragedy took its rise.

(See Tragedy.) Dithyrambs were sung
at Athens twice in the year—at the great

DionJ'sia in the spring, and at the Lensea

in the beginning of winter. The chorus
consisted of fifty persons, who stood in a

circle round the altar. The dithyramb was
further developed by Lasos of Hermione,
the lyric poet and musician who lived about
507 B.C. at the court of the Pisistratidse.

By several innovations in music and rhythm,
especially by a stronger and more complete
instrumentation, this artist gave it greater

variety and a more secular character. He
also introduced the prize contests for the best
dithyramb, and apparantly abolished the
antistrophical division. Of the dithyrambs
of his pupil Pindar fragments only have sur-

vived. With Lasos and Pindar, Simonides
and Bacchj'lides may be named as among
the foremost dithyrambic poets of the time.

At the dithyrambic contests the poets and
the different tribes contended for the

prize. Each had their chorus, brilliantly

fitted out at great ex})ense by the richer

citizens. Besides the honour of the victory,

the poet received a tripod ; the chorus, and
the people which he represented, an ox for

the sacrificial feast. These performances
were very popular for a long time ; but as

the new tendency developed itself, voices

of authority made themselves heard, con-

demning them as involving a serious de-

generacy in art. And there is no doubt
tliat in the form which it assumed after the

time of the Peloponnesian War, the dithy-

ramb did violence to the older taste. More
and more it lost the inner unity and beau-
tiful proportion which that feeling required.

A continuous and rapid change of rln'thin

and mode was accompanied by an extra-

ordinary boldness of diction, in keeping
with the wild character of the composition.

In the hands of inferior poets this often

passed into turgidity and bombast, if not

into mere nonsense. Solo pieces were in-

serted to relieve the choruses, the text was
gradually subordinated to the music, and

the dithyramb was thus gradually trans-

formed into a kind of opera. Though the

subjects of the poems had long ceased to bo

taken exclusively from the cycle of Dionj'-

siac myths, they were never, of course,

entirely out of harmony with the lyrical

spirit of the dithyramb.
There was a very considerable number of

dithyrambic poets. The best known are

Melanippides of Melos (about 415 B.C.),

who is generally held responsible for the

degeneracy of the dithja-amb, and the excess

of instrumental music ; his disciple Phi-

loxenus of Cy thera, who died in 38(3 ; Timo-
theus of Miletus, who died in 357, and his

contemporaries Polyeidus and Telestes.

Of the whole literature we possess nothing

but fragments.

Dius Fidius (Italian). The god of oaths

and protector of the laws of hospitality and

international dealing. {See Sancus.)

Divinatio (prevision of the future),

(1) In general the word is applied to

all prophecy or foretelling in the simplest

sense of the word. Among the Romans
prophecy was based, not on inspiration, as

with the Greeks, but on the observation of

definite signs, such as the Omen (or voice),

the prodigies and the auspices taken note of

by the augurs (sec Augures), The science

of the hdrusiHces (or the foretelling of

events from the inspection of the carcases

of sacrificial victims) was a later importa-

tion from Etruria. The ancient Romans
were not familiar with the divinatio from

sortes or lots, which was common in many
parts of Italy. The Sibylline books threw

no light on future events. (See Sibyls.)

Towards the end of the republican period

the sciences of the augurs and haruspices lost

their significance, and the Greek oracles,

in the various forms of their craft, with the

Chaldpean astrology, came into vogue, and

carried the fashion in the society of the

Empire. {Cp. Maxtic Art.)

(2) In the language of Roman law,

divinatio meant the legal inquiry for

deciding who, among many advocates pro-

posing themselves, was the fittest to under-

take a prosecution, and the speeches by
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which the various advocates tried to make
good tlieir competenc}' for the task.

Dodona. In Eplrus. The ancient seat

of the oracle of Zeus and Dione, who was
worshipped here as his wife instead of

Hera. The oldest sanctuarj- of the god was
an oak tree, with a spring at its foot,

sacred to Zeus, and probably mephitic.

The will of Zeus was ascertained from the
rustling of the oak leaves by the priests,

whom Homer calls Selloi, and their grey-
headed priestesses called Pclciddcs. In
later times oracles were taken at Dodona
from lots, and from the ringing of an iron

basin. In front of this basin there stood

an iron statue of a boy, with a whip formed
of three chains, from which hung some
buttons which touched the basin. If the

whip moved in the breeze, the buttons
sounded against the basin. The oracle of

Dodona had in earh' times the greatest

name of all ; but in later times, though it

never lost its reputation, it was eclipsed by
that of Delphi. It was still consulted,

mainh' indeed by the neighbouring popu-

lations, but sometimes also by the states of

Athens and Sparta. It was in existence

in the 2nd century a.d., and does r.ot seem
to have disappeared before the 4th.

Dokimasia. The name used at Athens
to denote the process of ascertaining the

capacity of the citizens for the exei'cise of

public rights and duties. If, for instanco_, a

young citizen was to be admitted among the

Ephebl {see Ephebi), he was examined in an

assembly of his district, to find out whether
he was descended on both sides from

Athenian citizens, and whether he possessed

the physical capacity for military service.

All officials too, even the members of the

senate, had to submit to an examination

before entering upon their office. The
purpose of this was to ascertain, not their

actual capacity for the post, which was pre-

supposed in all candidates, but their descent

from Athenian citizens, their life and char-

acter, and (in the case of some offices which
involved the administration of large sums)

even the amount of their property. The
I'xamination was carried on in public by
the archons in the presence of the senate,

and any one present had the right to raise

objections. If such objections Avere held

to be valid, the candidate was rejected

;

but he had the right of appeal to the deci-

sion of a court, which would take cogni-

zance of the matter in judicial form. On
tlie other hand, if he were accepted, any
one who thought his claims insufficient had

the right of instituting judicial proceeding.s
against, him. If the decision was ailverne,

he would lose his olHce, and was further
liable to punishment varying according to

the offence charged against him, whicli
might be, for instance, that of unlawfully
assuming the rights of a citizen. A speaker
in a public a.ssenibly might thus be brought
before a court by any citizen, for no one unx

posses.sed of the full riglit of eitizcnsliip

could legally address the people. The
question might thus be raised wliether the
orator were not actually dtJnu'iSj or guilty

of an offence which involved dfiniia.

Dolichos. See Gymxastics.
Dolium. See Vessels.
Donativum (Roman). A present of money

made to the arm}'. In the repuljlican age
donatives were distributed on the occasion

of a triumph, the ex2)enso being defrayed
out of the mone}^ raised b\- selling the spoil.

Under the Empire it was usual for the

emperor to grant a donativum on his ac-

cession. Tiberius on this occasion made a

present of some £75( ),(J(,Hj to the arm}' ; and
the sum increased in later reigns. After

the time of Claudius it became the fashion

for the emperor to purchase the favour of

the praetorians by a special largess.

Donatus {ACrms). A Roman scholar and

rhetorician of about the middle of the 4th

century a.d., and tutor of Jerome. He
was the author of a Latin grannnar {Ars

Grammdtlca) in three books. This was
much commented on by Servius, Pompeius,

and others. His .l/-.s Minor, or short cate-

chism on the eight parts of speech, survive<l

long after the Middle Ages as the chief

manual for elementary instruction. These

works survive in their original form. He
also wrote a valuable commentary on

Terence, which we possess in an imperfect

shape, tiie notes on the Hrfinti'm TiniOnl-

menos being lost, and not in its original

form. [He was also the author of a lost

commentary on Vergil, which is often

alluded to contemptuously by S<M-vius.l

[Donatus {TlhrriKs f'lniidhis). A com-

mentator on the .'f^neid of Vergil, who

probably lived in the 4th or early 5th

century a.d. His work, which is mostly a

prose paraphrase, survives in great part,

but is of little value.— H. N.]

Doris. Daughter of Oceanus, wife of the

ssa-god Xcreus. and mother of the Nereides.

(.SVc"OcEAXUs, Nerrus.)
Dosithgus. A grammarian who flourished

towards the end of the 4th century A.D.

He wrote a Latin grammar for Greek boys,
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with a literal Greek translation, which was
not fnlly completed. With this was bound
up (whether by Dositheus himself is un-
certain) a miscellany of very various con-

tents by another author. This comprises
d) anecdotes of the Emperor Hadrian, (2)

fables of ^Esop, (3) an important chapter
on jurisprudence, (4) mythological stories

from Hyginus, (5) an abi-idgment of the

Iliad, (G) an interesting collection of words
and ])hrases from ordinary conversation.

Drachma (Greek). A weight and coin =
('} obols, =xiT) of ^ mtna or -goVo of a talent.

Before the time of Solon it = GOS grs., or

rather more than a shilling. After Solon

it maintained the same value as a weight,

but as a coin (the Attic dr.) it sank to 4'366

grs., about 8d. (See Coinage.)
Draco. The standard of the Roman

cohort. {Sec SiGNUM.)
Dracontius (Blossms JEmtltns). A

Latin poet who lived and practised as

an advocate at Carthage towards the

end of the 5th century a.d. He was
a man of real poetic gifts and con-

siderable reading, but his style is

spoiled by rhetorical exaggeration and
false taste. His surviving works are :

(1) a number of short epics upon sub-
jects taken from the old mythology
and school-room rhetoric. (2) An apo-

logetic poem {Sat ii^factio) addressed in

the form of an elegy to Guthamund,
king of the Vandals, whose wrath he
had excited by writing a panegyric
on a foreign prince. (3) A Christian

didactic poem in three books. This is

n, really poetical treatment of the story

of the creation.

Drama. (1) Greece. In Athens the produc-
tion of plays was a state affair, not a private
luidertaking. It formed a great part of the
religious festival of the Dionysia, in which
the drama took its rise {see Dionysia)

;

and it was only at the greater Dionysia
tliat pieces could be performed during the
author's lifethne. The performances lasted

three days, and took tlie form of musical
contests, the competitors being three tragic

poets with their tetralogies, and five comic
p')ets with one piece each. The authority
who superintended the whole Avas the
archon, to whom the poets had to bring
their plays for reading, and apply for a
chorus. If the pieces were accepted and
the chorus granted, the citizens who were
liable for the Chdrc(/ia undertook at theii-

own cost to practise and fui'uish for them one
chorus each. {Sec Leitourgia.) The poets

whose plays were accepted received an

honorarmm from the state. The state also

supplied the regular number of actors, and

made provision for the maintenance of order

during the performances. At the end of the

performance a certain number of persons

(usually five), was chosen by lot from a com-

mittee nominated by the senate, to aAvard

the prizes {Agondthetm), and bound them by
oath to give their judgment on the pla3's,

the choregi, and the actors. The poet who
won the first prize was presented with a

crown in the presence of the assembled

multitude—the highest distinction that

used to be conferred on a dramatic author

at Athens. The victorious choregus also

received a crown, with the permission to

(1) *NIKE POtTRINO A LIBATION HKFOUE A CHORAGIC TRiroD.

Inscribed ' XKafxavTl'; ercxa (fiv\i] : V\avKiov KaAo^,

(Panofkn, Miist'e Blacas, pi. 1; now in British Museum.)

j

dedicate a votive offering to Dionysus.

This was generally a tripod, which wns
set up either in the theatre, or in the temple
of the deity, or in the " Street of Tripods,

'

so named from this custom, an inscription

being put on it recording the event (fig, 1).

The actors in the successful play received

prizes of money, besides the usual hniw-

rco'/'a.

From the time of Sophocles the actors

in a play were three in number. They had
to represent all the parts, those of women
included, which involved their changing
their costume several times during the

performance. The three actors were
distinguished as Profagonintcs, Deuterd-
gOnisUs. and TnfdgOuistes, according to

the importance of their parts. If the

piece requii-ed a fourth actor, which was
seldom the cnse, the chorcgvs had to pro-
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vide one. The cJiorc(/ns had also to see to

the jjosition and equipment of the pivsGno-
inuta'.

In earlier times it is possible that the
persons engaged in the representation did
not make a business of their art, but
performed gratuitous!}-, as the poets down
to the time of Sophocles appeared on the
stage. But the dramatic art gradually be-

came a profession, requiring careful pre-
paration, and winning general respect for

its members as artists. The chief require-

ments for the profession were distinctness

and correctness of pronunciation, especially

in declamatory passages, and an unusual
power of memorj'-, as there was no
l)rompter in a Greek theatre. An actor

had also to be thoroughly trained in sing-

ing, melodramatic action, dancing, and
play of gesture. The latter was especially

necessary, as the use of masks precluded
all play of feature. The actors were, ac-

cording to strict rule, assigned to the poets

by lot
;
yet a poet general!}' had his special

jirntagonistcs^ on whose peculiar gifts he had
liis e3-e in writing the dramatic pieces.

The Athenian tragedies began to be
known all over the Hellenic world as

early as the time of ^schylus. The first

city, outside of Attica, that had a theatre

was Syracuse, where J^schylus brought
out some of his own pla3^s. Scenic con-

tests soon began to form part of the

religious festivals in various Greek cities,

and were celebrated in honour of other

deities besides Dionysus. It was a habit

of Alexander the Great to celebrate almost

ever}^ considerable event with dramatic
exhibitions, and after him this became
the regular custom. A considerable in-

crease in the number of actors was one
consequence of the new demand. The
actors called themselves artists of Diony-
sus, and in the larger cities they formed
permanent societies (sf/uddoi) with special

privileges, including exemption from mili-

tary service, and security in person and
property. These companies had a regular

^organization, presided over by a priest of

their patron-god Dionysus, annually elected

from among their members. A treasurer

and officers completed the staff. At the

time of the festivals the societies sent out

their members in groups of three actors,

with a manager, and a flute-player, to the

<!itferent cities. This business was espe-

cially lively in Ionia and on the Euxine,
the societies of Teos being the most dis-

tinguished. The same arrangement was

adopted in Italy, and continued to oxi.st

un<ler the Komau Empire.
The universal em|)loyment of masks was

a remarkable peculiarity of costume (src

Masks). It naturally excluded all i)lay
of feature, but the masks corresponded to

the general types of character, as well as
to the special types indicated by the re-

quirements of the play. Certain conven-
tionalities were observed in the colour of

the hair. Godde.sses and young persons
had light hair, gods and persons of riper

age, dark brown : aged persons, white

;

and the deities of the lower world, black.

The height of the masks and top-knots
varied with the age of the actors, and
the parts they took. Their stature was
considerably heightened in tragedies b\'

the high boot (see Cothl'RXUS\ and the

defects in proportion corrected by pad-
ding, and the use of a kind of gloves.

The conventionalities of costume, probably
as fixed by .Eschylus, maintained them-
selves as long as Greek tragedies wero
performed at all. Men and women of high
rank wore on tlie stage a variegated or

richly embroidered long-sleeved ch'ifnn,

reaching to the feet, and fastened with a

girdle as high as the breast. The upper
garment, whether hJmdthm or cliUhinf.t,

was long and splendid, and often embroi-

dered with gold. Kings and queens had a

purple train, and a white hhnafion with a

purple border : soothsayers, a netted upper

garment reaching to the feet. Persons in

misfortune, especially fugitives, ap]>eared

in soiled garments of grey, green, or blue :

black was the symbol of mourning, and so on.

In the Satyric Drama the costumes of

the heroic characters resembled in all es-

sentials what the}' wore in the tragedies,

although, to suit the greater liveliness of

t the action, the cliifon was shorter and the

i boot lower. In the Old Comedy the cos-

tumes were taken as nearly as possible

from actual life, but in the ^liddle and New
Comedy they were conventional. The men

I
wore a white coat : youths, a purple one

:

[

slaves, a motley, with mantle to matcli

;

cooks, an unbleached double mantle;

peasants, a fur or shaggy coat, with wallet

and staff; panders, a coloured cont and

I motley over-garment. Old women appeannl

in sky-blue or dark yellow, priestesses and
' maidens in white ; "courtesans, in motley

colours, and so on. The members of the

chorus were masked and dressed in a cos-

tume corresponding to the part as.signed

them by the poet. (On their dress in the
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Satyric Drama, see Satyric Drama.) The
chorus of the comedy caricatured the ordi-

nary dress of the tra^^ic chorus. Sometimes
they represented animals, as in the Frogs
and Birds of Aristophanes. In the Frogs
they wore tight dresses of frog-colour, and
masks with a mouth wide open ; in the
Birds, large beaks, bunches of feathers,

combs, and so on, to imitate particular birds.

(See plate in Journal of Hellenic Studies^
vol. ii, plate xiv B, copied in Haigh's Attic

Theatre, p. 267.)

the manager received no compensation.

But after performance the piece became his

property, to be used at future representa-

tions for his own profit. In the time of

Cicero, when it was fashionable to revive

the works of older masters, the selection

of suitable pieces was generally left to the

director. The Romans did not, like the

Greeks, limit the number of actors to

three, but varied it according to the re-

quirements of the play. Women's parts

were originally played by men, as in Greece,

(2) * KEHEAnSAL OF A SATVKIC DHAMA.

(Mosaic from Pompeii, Naples Museum.)

(2) Roman. Dramatic performances in

Rome, as in Greece, formed a part of the

usual public festivals, whether exceptional

or ordinary, and were set on foot by the

ted iles and prse tors. {Sec Games.) A private

individual, however, if he were giving a

festival or celebrating a funeral, would have
theatrical representations on his own account.

The giver of the festival hired a troiipe

of plaj^ers (f/rex), the director of which,

(donihws (p'egis), bought a play from a poet

at his own risk. If the piece was a failure.

Women appeared first in mimes, and not

till very late times in comedies. The
actors were usually freedmen or slaves,,

whom their masters sent to be educated,

and then hired them out to the directors

of the theatres. The profession was
technically branded w^ith infdniia, nor was
its legal position ever essentially altered.

The social standing of actors was however
improved, through the influence of Greek
education ; and gifted artists like the

comedian Roscius, and iEsopus the tra-
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gedian in Cicero's time, enjoyed the friend-

ship of the best men in Rome. The in-

stance of these two men may show what
profits could be made by a good actor.

Roscius received, for ever}^ day that he
played, £35, and made an annual income of

some £4,350. ^Esopus, in spite of his great
extravagance, left £175,400 at his death.

Besides the regular Jionoraria, actors, if

thought to deserve it, received other and
voluntary gifts from the giver of the per-

formance. These often took the form of

finely wrought crowns of silver or gold

work. Masks were not worn until Roscius
made their use general. Before his time
actors had recourse to false hair of different

colours, and paint for the face. The cos-

Deceptive dreams issue from a gate of
ivor}', true dreams through a gate of liorn.

The gods above, especially Hei-mGs, have
aitthority over these dream-gods, and send
sometimes one, sometimes another, to man-
kind. On some occasions they create

dream-figures themselves, or appear in i)er-

son under different shapes, in the chamber
of the sleeper. The spirits of the departed,
too, so long as they are not in the kingdom
of Hildes, have the power of appearing to

the sleeper in dreams. These, the ideas

of the Homeric age, survived in the later

popular belief. Later poets call dreams the

sons of Sleep, and give them separate names.

Morpheus, for instance, only appears in

various human foNns. Ikelos, called also

(3) * SCENE FUOM A KOMAN coMEDV (Fahiila PaUlata),

(Muval painting: from Pompeii, Naples ^luscum.)

tume in general was modelled on that of

actual life, Greek or Roman. As early as

the later years of the Republic, a great

increase took place in the splendour of the

costumes and the general magnificence of

tlie performance. In tragedy, particularly,

a new effect was attained, by massing the

actors in great numbers on the stage. {See

further Theatre, Tragedy, Comedy, and

Satyric Drama.)
Dreams (Greek Oneiroi). According to

Hesiod, Dreams are the children of Xight,

and brothers and sisters of Deatli and

Sleep. Like these they are represented in

the Odyssey as dwelling in the far \\'est,

near Oceanus, in the neighbourhood of the

sunset and the kinirdom of the dead.

Phobetor, or Tcrrifyer, assumes the shapes of

all kinds of animals as well as that of man :

Phautasus only those of inanimate objects.

A god of dreams was subse(iuently wor-

shipped, and represented in works of art,

sometimes with Sleep, sometimes alone.

He was honoured especially at the seats

of dream-oracles and the health-resorts ol"

Ascleplus. (.SV*- Artemidokus, 2; Ixcu-

BATio; and Maxtic Art.)

Dress. See Clothin'g.

Dromos. Sec Gymxastics.

Dryadfis. Sei- Xymphs.
Duodecim Tabulae. Sec T^VELVE Tabi-es

Duoviri or Diiumvlri (Italian). A Wrd
or cniiiiiiissioii of "J men, as e.g. the (limnri

cnpifnlrs perdu, 111,mis, or duoviri sac-
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rOrum {sec Sibyls), duovlri vns piirgan-
dls {sec ViCilNTi SEX viri, 6). In colonies

find mumcAjn'a, the title was borne by the
two highest officials, who represented the

the authority of the Roman consuls. {See

MUXICIPIUM.)
Diipondius. See Coinage.
Duris. (1) A Greek historian, a native of

Samos, and a disciple of Theophrastns.
For some time he was despot of Samos.
In the first half of the 3rd centnry B.C. he

wrote, besides other historical works, a com-
prehensive history, in twentj'-three books, of

Gi-eece and Macedonia, from 87U to at least

281 B.C. He was also the author of Animals

of Samos, in at least twelve books. No-
thing but fragments of his writings remain,
which show that they were no more than
uncritical collections of material carelessly

treated.

(2) A vase-painter ; see Vases.
Duumviri. See Duoviri.

Eagle {clqinld). The standard of a Roman
legion, introduced by Marius : a silver (or,

nnder the Empire, golden) eagle carried on
a pole by the uqiuUfvr, or eagle-bearer, its

wings spread out, and often a thunderbolt
in its talons. Beneath it were frequenth^
fixed in later times a flag (see Vexillum),
and other ornaments, e.g. medallions with
portraits of emperors and generals. Under
the Republic, during peace, it was preserved
in the cerdrtum / in camp it stood in a
small chapel beside the jjrfctdrmm, was
held in religious veneration by the soldiers,

nnd regarded as affording sanctuary ; in

battle it was borne on the right wing of the
legion, in the first century of the first cohort.

Erom Augustus' time it bore the name
and number of the legion {see the figs,

vinder Signum),
Ecclesia (Greek). The assembly of the

people, which in Greek cities had the power
of final decision in public affairs.

(1) At Athens every citizen in posses-

sion of full civic rights was entitled to

take part in it from his twentieth year
upwards. In earh' times one ecclesia

met regularly once a year in each of

the ten prytanies of the senate {sec

Boule), in later times four, making forty

annuallj'. Special assemblies might also

be called on occasion. The place of meet-
ing was in early times the market-place,
in later times a special locality, called the
Pnyx ; but generalljr the theatre, after a
])ermanent theatre had been erected. To
summon the assembly was the dut}- of the
Prytanes, who did so by publishing the

notice of proceedings. There was a special

nuthority, a board of six Lcxtarchl (so called)

with thirty assistants, whose business it

was to keep unauthorized ])ersons out of the

assembly. The members on their appear-

ance were each presented with a ticket, on
exhibiting which, after the conclusion of

the meeting, they received a payment of an

obolus (about I'Sr/.), in later times of three

obols. After a solemn praj^er and sacrifice,

the president {Epistdtes) communicated to

the meeting the subjects of discussion. If

there were a previous resolution of the

senate for discussion, he put the question
whether the people would adopt it, or pro-

ceed to discuss it. In the debates every
citizen had the right of addressing the

meeting, but no one could speak more than
once. Before doing so he put a crown of

myrtle on his head. The president (but no
one else) had the right of interrupting a
speaker. If his behaviour were unseemly,
the president could cut short his harangue,
expel him from the rostrum, and from
the meeting, and inflict upon him a fine not

exceeding 500 drachmfe (£16 1.3s. 4f?.). Cases
of graver misconduct had to be referred

to the senate or assembly for punishment.
Any citizen could move an amendment or

counter-proposal, which he handed in in

writing to the presiding Prytany. The
president had to decide whether it should

be put to the vote. This could be prevented,

not only by the mere declaration of the

president that it was illegal, but by any
one present wdio boiuid himself on oath to

prosecute the proposer for illegality. The
speaker might also retract his proposal.

The votes were taken by show of hands
{cheirotoma). The voting was never secret,

unless the question affected some one's

personal interest, as in the case of ostra-

cism. In such cases a majority of at least

6,0(XJ votes was necessary. The resolution

{psepliisind) was announced by the presi-

dent, and a record of it taken, which was
deposited in the archives, and often jniblicly

exhibited on tables of stone or bronze.

After the conclusion of business, the presi-

dent, through his herald, dismissed the

]teople. If no final result was arrived at,

or if the business was interrupted by a

sign from heaven, such as a storm or a
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showpr of rain, the meeting was adjourned.

Certain classes of business were assigned to

the ordinary assemblies.

The functions of the ccch'sia were :

(a) To take part in legislation. At the

first regular assembly iu the year the presi-

dent asked the question whether the people

thought any alteration necessary in the

existing laws. If the answer were iu the

affirmative, the proposals for alteration were
brought forwai'd, and in the third regular

assembly a legislative commission was ap-

pointed from among the members of the

HtUwa or jury for the current year {see

Heli.i:a). The naembers of this commission
were called Nuinothctce. The question be-

tween the old laws and the new proposals

was then decided by a quasi-judicial process

under the presidency of the Thcstiintlu'tce.,

the proposers of the new law appearing as

prosecutors, and advocates, appointed by the

people, coming forward to defend the old

one. If the verdict were in favour of the

new law, the latter had the same authority

as a resolution of the ccdesia. The whole
proceeding was called " Voting (rplc/ieiro-

toma) upon the Laws." In the decadence

of the democracy- the custom grew up of

bringing legislative proposals before the

people, and having them decided at any
time that pleased the proposei-.

(b) Ekction of officials. {See Prohole.)
This only affected, of course, the officials

who were elected by show of hands, as the

Strdtcgl and ministers of finance, not those

chosen by lot. In the first ccclcsia of

eveiy jrrjjfdma the archon asked the ques-

tion whether the existing ministers were

to be allowed to remain in office or not,

and those who failed to commend them-

selves were deposed.

(c) The banishment of citizens b}' osfni-

cism. {Sec Ostracism.)
{(l) Judicial functions in certain excep-

tional cases only. {Sec Eisax(;eija.) Some-

times, if offences came to its knowledge,

the people would appoint a special commis-

sion of in(]uiry, or put the inquiry into

the hands of the Areopagus or the senate.

Offences committed against officials, or

against private individuals, were also at

times brought before the assembh-, to obtain

from it a declaration that it did, or did not,

think the case one which called for a

judicial process. Such a declaration,

though not binding on the jtidge, always

carried with it a certain influence.

{e) In legal co-operation with the senate

the Ecclcsla had the final decision in all

matters affecting the supreme interests of

the state, as war, peace, alliances, treaties,

the regulation of army and navy, finance,

loans, tributes, duties, prohibition of exi)orts

or imports, the introduction of new religious

rites and festivals, the awarding of honours
and rewards, and the conferring of the citi-

zenship [Aristotle, Co}id. of Athens, 43).

(2) At Sparta all the Sjxnttufir, or citizens

in possession of full civic rights, were en-

titled to take part in the deliberations of the

assembly from their thirtieth year onwards.
The assembly was convoked once a mouth
at the full moon by the kings, and later by
the ephors as well. After (iOJ H.c. it met.

iu a special building in the mai-ket-place at

Sparta, the Sciris, the members standing,

not sitting, as in the Athenian ecch'sia. Its

business was to accept or reject proposals

made by the Gerus7a or senate. («SV<'

Gerusia.) It made its will known by

acclamation, or, in doubtful eases, by

separation of the parties into different

places. The right of bringing forward

proposals and speaking in the debates be-

longed onl}' to the kings, the membei-s of

the Gerusia, and the ephors ; iu all other

cases special consent was required. The
functions of the assembly were the election

of the officials and senators to decide (iu

doubtful cases) on the regal succession, on

war and peace, treaties, legislation, and

other matters affecting the stats.

Echidna. A monster and robber in Greek

fable, half maiden, half snake, the daugliter

of Chrysaur and Callirrhoe, or, according to

anothe"r story, of Tartarus and Gaaea. Her

home was the country of the Arimi in

Cilicia, where she brought forth to Tj-phtKUS

a number of monsters, Cerberus, Chlmtpra,

Sphinx, Scylla, the serpent of Lerna, the

Nemean lion, etc. {See TypH(EUS.) She

was stirprised iu her sleep and slain by

Argos. {See Aroos, L)

Echion. One of the five Sparti who helped

Cadmus to build Thebes ;
liusbaud of Agave,

the daughter of Ca.lmus, and father of

Pentheus. (Si'c Sparti. i

Echo. A Nymi»h, who by her chattering

prevented Hera fmm surprising her hus-

band Zeus in the company of the Nymphs.

Hera punished her l)y making it impossible

for her either to speak first, or to be silent

when any one else was speaking. She loved

the beautiful Narcissus, but in vain, and

pined away iu grief till nothing remmncvl

of her but, her voice.
, • i

Eclectics or " S.-lecters." The technical

name in philosophy for philosophers wlio
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were attached to no particular scliool, but
made a selection of favourite dogmas from
the tenets of the different sects.

Eclogue (Gr. Ecl6</c). A selected piece

of writing. Properly a poem taken out of

a larger collection, and so applied, under
the Roman Empire, to a short })oem, as an
idyll or satire. The term was specially-

applied to the pastoral poems of Vergil and
Calpurnius Siculus.

Edictum. The Roman term for any
written announcement made by a magis-
trate to the people. An tdictuni was some-
times temporary onl}', as, e.g.^ the announce-
ments of the public assemblies or games

;

sometimes it contained permanent enact-

ments, as, for instance, the cdicta of the
censors against luxur3^ The name was
especially applied to the proclamations
issued by judical functionaries on assuming
office, and stating the principles or rules

which they intended to follow in the

exercise of their authority. The cdicta

of the tediles relative to the markets
belong to this class. One kind of edictum
was specially important in its bearing
xipon Roman law, the edictum of the
prpetor. In his edictum the praetor laid

down the rales which he would observe in

arranging the proceedings of the regular
courts and of his voluntary jurisdiction,

and in deciding cases which did not
appear to be covered by the written enact-

ments of the Twelve Tables, or later

legislation. These cdicta, written on wood,
stone, or bronze, were in early times pub-
lished only as occasion required, but in

later times the prtetors regularly promul-
gated them on entering upon their office.

They prevented the fossilization of the law,
and allowed the enactments of the Twelve
Tables to adapt themselves in natural
development to the changing circumstances
of civic life and intercourse. It is true
that the edicta had no force beyond the
praetor's year of office, but, as every new
praetor observed what was found in the
cdicta of his predecessors, a permanent
nucleus of constantly repeated rules, called
edictum perpetuuin (or continuous edict),

was formed in course of time. This be-

came, for the later period, a recognised
source of customary law, side by side

with the Iccjcs proper. At length, under
Hadrian, the mass of edicta was reduced to

system by Salvius Juliilnus, and received
the force of law at the imperial command.
This body of law included the accepted
edicta of the^;ra.'/or nrbfoius and the other

prretors administering law in the provinces,

of the proconsuls, proprietors, and aediles.

It was called edictmn perpetuum, iu8

prcetOriiim, or ins honOrdvlnm^ the latter

because its authors had held public offices

(lionOres). On this collection the Corpus
luris of Justinian is in great part founded.

The emperoi- and imperial officials, as

pixefcctus urbl and pro'fcctus pnvtorto,

had also the right of issuing edicta.

Education. (1) Greek. The Dorians of

Crete and Sparta followed a peculiar line

in the matter of education. Throughout
Greece generally the state left it to private

effort ; but in Sparta and Crete it came
under the direct supervision of the com-

munity. At l^parta, as soon as a child was
born, a commission of the elders of its tribe

had to decide whether it should be reared

or exposed. If it was weakly or deformed,

it was exposed in a defile of Mount Tay-

getus. Till his seventh year, a boj' was
left to the care of his parents. After this

the Paiddndiiios, or officer presiding over the

whole department of education, assigned

him to a division of children of the same
age called a bua. Several of such buas

together formed a troop or tia. Each bua

was superintended by a Budgdros, each ila

by an Ilarchos. Both these officers were
elected from among the most promising of

the grown up youths, and were bound to

instruct the children in their exercises.

The exercises were calculated to suit the

various ages of the children, and consisted

in r;;nning, leaping, wrestling, throwing

the spear and discus, as well as in a num-
ber of dances, particularly the war dance

or Pyrrlnche {see Pyrrhic Dance). The
dancing was under the constant superin-

tendence of the Paidononios, and five

Bidya' under him. The discipline was
generall}^ • directed to sti'engthening or

hardening the body. The boys went bare-

foot and bareheaded, with hair cut short,

and in light clothing. From their twelfth

year they wore nothing but an npper

g;arment, which had to last the whole

year. They slei:)t in a common room with-

out a roof, on a litter of hay or straw,

and from their fifteenth year on rushes or

reeds. Their food was extremely simple,

and not sufficient to satisfy hunger. A boy

who did not want to be hungry had to

steal ; if he did tins cleverly, he was praised,

and punished if detected. Every year the

boys had to undergo a flogging at the altar

of Artemis Orthia, as a test of their power

to endure bodily pain. They were whipped
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till the blood flowed, and deemed it a dis-

grace to shew any sign of suffering. Read-
ing and writing were left to private in-

structors ; but music, and choral singing

in pai'ticular, formed a part of the regular

discipline. The understanding was as-

sumed to be formed by daily life in public,

and the conversation of the men, to which
the boys were admitted. Every Spartan

boy looked up to his seidors as his instruc-

tors and superiors ; the consequence being

that in Sparta the young behaved to their

elders with more modesty and respect than

in any other Greek cit3^ Besides this,

every man chose a boy or j'outh as his

favourite. He was bound to set the boy
an example of all manly excellence, and
was regarded as responsible and punishable

for his delinquencies. This public education

and the performance of the regular exer-

cises, under the superintendence of the

Bidya', lasted till the thirtieth year. In

the eighteenth year the boy passed into the

class of 3'Outlis. From the twentieth year,

when military service proper began, to the

thirtieth, the j-outh was called an eiren.

He was not regarded as a man, or allowed

to attend the public assembly till his

thirtieth year.

The girls had an education in music and
gymnastic education similar to that of the

boys, and at the public games and contests

each sex was witness of the performances of

the other. The girls' dress was extremely

simple, consisting of a sleeveless tunic

reaching not quite down to the knees, and

open at the sides. In this, however, there

was nothing which interfered with modesty

and propriety of behaviour.

In Crete the system of education was
generally similar to that of Sparta. But the

public training did not begin till the seven-

teenth year, when the boys of the same age

joined themsclvesfreely into divisions called

dgrlai, each led by some noble youth, whose

father was called dgclfttasj and undertook

the supervision of the games and exercises.

It is probable that the young men remained

in this organization till their twenty-seventh

year, when the law compelled them to marry.

At Athens, as in Greece generally, the

father decided whether the child should be

reared or exposed. The latter alternative

xcrns to have been not seldom adopted,

• specially when the child was a girl.
_
If

the education of a child was once fairly

commenced, the parents had no power to

put it out of the way. At the birth of a

b-v, the door of the house was adorned with

a branch of olive: at tlie birth of a girl, with
wool. On the fifth or seventh daj' alter birth

the child underwent a religious liedication

at tlie festival of the Ainjilihlmiina (" run-

ning round"). It was touched with instru-

ments of jmrification, and carried several

times round the burning hearth. On the

tentli day came the festival of naming tlie

child, with sacrifice and entertainment,

when the fatlier acknowledged it as legi-

timate. To the end of tlie sixth year the

boys and girls were brought up together

under female supervision ; but aiter this

the sexes were educated apart. The girls'

life was almost entirel}'- confined to licr

home: she was brought up under the

superintendence of women, and with hardly

anything which can be called profitable in-

struction. The bo}' was handed over to a

slave older than himself called Pit'ddijOfjoH.

It was the slave's duty to Avatch the boy's

outward behaviour, and to attend him, un-

til his bo^diood was over, whenever he went

out, especially to the school and the gymna-

sium. The laws made some provision for

the proper education of bo5'S. They obliged

every citizen to have his son instructed in

music, gymnastics, and the elements of

letters {f/ram)iidfa\ i.e. writing, reading,

and arithmetic. They further obliged the

parents to teach their boys some profitable

trade, in case they were unable to leave

them a property sutficient to maintain them

independent. If they failed in this, they

forfeited all claim to supjjort from the

children in old age. But with schools and

their arrangements the state did not con-

cern itself. The schools were entirely in

private hands, though they were under the

e3'e of the police. The elementary instruc-

tion was given by the (jramiiidfistir, or

teachers of letters," the teacher writing and

the scholars copying. The text-books for

reading were mostly i)oems, especially such

as were calculated 'to liave an iniluence on

the formation of character. The Homeric

poems were the favoui-ite reading book, but

Hesiod, Theognis, and others were also

admitted. Collections of suitable passages

from the poets were early made for the

boys to copy, learn by heart, and repeat

alo\Kl. The higher instrtiction given by

the grawmdt'ikos was also of this literary

character.

Mathematics were introduced ijito tlie

school curriculum as early as the 5th cen-

tury, drawing not till the middle of the

4th centurv n.C Instruction in music

proper began about the thirteenth year.
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The profound moral influence attributed to

music in Greek anti(j[uity made this art an

essential part of education. It brought

with it, naturally, an acquaintanc-e with the

masterpieces of Greek poetry. The in-

strument most practised was the Ij'^re, from
its suitableness as an accompaniment to

song. The flute was held in less esteem.

The aim of education was supposed to be

the harmonious development of mind and
body alike. Instruction in gymnastics was
consequently regarded as no less essential

than in music, and began at about the same
age. It was carried on in the pdhestrn'.

(see Palestra) under the jmldotrlbai^ who
were, like the grammdtikoi, private, not

public instructors. The boys began their

gymnastics in the palcesfra, and completed

them in the gymiidsia under the superinten-

dence of the gymnasta;. The ephehl^ in

particular, or boys between sixteen and
nineteen, practised their exercises in the

gymnasia^ till, in their twentieth year,

they were considered capable of bearing

arms, and employed on frontier service. At
this point they became liable to enlistment

for foreign service, and obtained the right

of attending the meeting of the public as-

sembly. Towards the end of the 5th

century B.C. the class of sophista'^ or pro-

fessors of practical education, arose. This
gave the young men an opportunity of

extending their education by attending

lectures in rhetoric and philosophy; but
the high fees charged by the )<opliist(B had
the effect of restricting this instruction to

the sons of the wealthy.

(2) Roman. Among the Romans the

father was free, when the new-born child

was laid before him, either to expose it, or

to take it up, as a sign that he meant to

rear it. He had also the right of selling

his children, or ptittiug them to death. It

was not till the beginning of the 3rd century
A.D. that the exposure of children was
legally accounted as murder, nor did the

evil practice cease even then. If the child

was to be reared, it was named, if a bo}^ on
the ninth day after birth, if a girl, on the
eighth. The day was called dies lustncus,
or day of purification, A sacrifice in the

house, accompanied with a feast, gave to

the child's life a religious dedication. A
box with an amulet was hung round the

child's neck as a protection against magic
(see Bull/E). Official lists of births were
not published until the 2nd century after

Christ. In earlier times, m the case of

boys, the name was not fcrmaily confirmed

until the assumption of the toga vir'tUs.

The child's physical and moral education
was, in old times, regularl}^ given at home
under the superintendence of the parents,

chiefly of the mother. The training was
strict, and aimed at making the children

strong and heedthy, religious, obedient to

the laws, temperate, modest in speech
and actions, strictly submissive to their

superiors, well behaved, virtuous, intelli-

gent, and self-reliant. The girls were
taught by their mothers to spin and weave,

the boys were instructed by their fathers

in ploughing, sowing, reaping, riding, swim-
ming, boxing and fencing

; in the knowledge
necessary for household management ; in

reading, writing, and counting ; and in the

laws of their cottntry. The Romans did

not, like the Greeks, lay stress on gym-
nastics, but only carried physical exercises

to the point necessary for military service.

The contests and exercises took place in

the Campus 3Iartius, Avhich, down to the

time of the Empire, was the favourite arena

of the yotiths. The state took as little care

of mental as of physical education. If a

man cottld not educate his children himself,

he sent them to a master. From an early

time there were elementary teachers (1 itterd-

to)-es) at Rome, corresponding to the Greek
gram nudista'.. These were sometimes
slaves, who taught in their masters' house

for his beneflt. Sometimes the}'- were freed-

men, who gave instruction either in families,

or in schools, {schold or ludns) of their own.

They received their salary monthly, but

only for eight months in the year ; no in-

strttction being given between June and

Novemberc Boys and girls were taught

together. The elementary instruction in-

cluded reading, writing, and arithmetic;

arithmetic being, as among the Greeks,

practised by counting on the fingers. In

later times grown up boys learned arith-

metic with a special master {caJciddtor\

who was paid at a higher rate than the

littcrator- With the duodecimal system in

use, arithmetic was regarded as very diffi-

cult. The reading lessons included learning

the Twelve Tables by heart.

After the Second Punic War it became

usual, at first in single families, and after-

wards more and more generall}^, to employ a

litterator, or grammdtlcus, to teach Greek.

The chief element in this instruction was
the explanation Of Greek poets, above all of

Homer, whose writings became a school book

among the Romans, as among the Greeks.

At the same time higher instruction was
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given in Latin as well, the text-book being

the Latin Odj'sse}' of Livius Andronicus,
Terence, and in later times Vergil, Horace,

and others. The exposition of these authors

gave an opportunity of communicating a

variety of information. Girls were edu-

cated on the same lines. The highest

point in Roman education was attained by
the schools of the rhetoricians, which came
into existence before the end of the re-

publican age. Li these schools, as in those
' of the (jrainmdt'lcl. Greek was at first the

only language taught. Since the time Avhen

Greek literature became the highest educa-

tional standard, boys, and sometimes girls,

were taught Greek from their earliest years.

They were put into the hands of a Greek
po'ddgdgusj or a Greek female slave, and
learned the first rudiments from Greek
schoolmasters. As the range of subjects

widened, so as to include, among other

things, music and geometry, more impor-

tance came to be attached to scholastic edu-
I cation. This tendency was strengthened

I

by the increased demand for Greek culture

which manifested itself under the Empire
throughout the length and breadth of the

Western provinces. Education was cai-ried

on on stricter lines as the old system of

home training disappeared, mainly owing
to the diffusion of an effeminate refinement,

and the parents' habit of putting their

children into the hands of Greek slaves.

After the time of Vespasian the higher

public instruction began to be a matter of

imperial concern. V'espasian paid away
as much as £850 annually to the Latin and
Greek rhetoricians in Rome. Hadrian
founded the Athenseura, the first known
public institution for the higher education,

with salaried teachers {see Athen.eum).
After his time philosojihers, rhetoricians,

and grammarians were publicly appointed to

lectui-e in all the larger cities of the empire.
They were maintained partly at the expense
of the I'espective communities, partl}^ by the
emperors, and enjoyed in all cases certain

immunities conferred by the State.

The ordinary educational course generally

concluded with a boy's sixteenth or seven-

teenth year, though rhetorical instruction

was sometimes continued far be3'^ond this

limit. And towards the end of the re-

publican age, young men of intellectual

ambition would often go to Greece to

enlarge their sphere of culture.

On the 17th March, the festival of the

Llbcrdlia, boys who had reached the age of

[jubertv, or their fifteenth year, took off, in

li

the presence of the Lares, their buUa and
toga pm.te.ita, or purple-edged toga, and put
on the unadox'ned tntja virilia. They were
then, after a sacrifice at home, taken by
their fathers or guardians, accompanied by
friends and relations, to the forum, and en-

rolled in the lists of citizens. The boj's

were from this time, in the eyes of the law,

capable of marriage, and bound to military

service. They now entered upon their

tirocinium, which was regarded as the last

stage of education. {Sec Tikocixium.)

Egeria (Latin). A goddess of fountains,

who was also a goddess of birth, and
possessed the gift of prophecy. It was
from her fountain in the sacred enclosure

of the Camen-ce, before the Porta Capena
in Rome, that the Vestal Virgins brought

the water necessar}^ for the baths and
})urifications of their office. There was
another fountain of Egeria in the precincts

of Diana at Aricla. In Roman story Egeria

was the consort and counsellor of king

Numa, who used to meet her in a grotto in

the precincts of the Camense. After the

death of her beloved, she fled to the shrine

of the Arician Diana, by whom, as her

wailings disturbed the worship, she was
changed into the fountain wliich bore her

name. Married women worshipped her at

Rome, as a goddess of childbirth.

Eidothea. A sea-goddess, daughter of

Proteus, the old man of the sea.

Eidyllion. See Bucolic Poetry.
Eilithyia (Latin, IlUhipa). The Greek

goddess of childbirth, daughter of Zeus

and Hera, according to whose will she

makes childbirth easy or difficult. In

Homer there is more than one goddess of

the name. Just as Hera was herself often

worshipped as a goddess of childbirth, so

Artemis, goddess of the moon, was invoked

under the title of Eilithyia; the moon,

according to ancient belief, having had

great influence upon the event. The oldest

seat of tlie worship of Eilithyia was the

island of Crete, where a grotto at Cnossus,

consecrated to her, is mentioned in Homer.

Next to tliis came the island of Delus, where

she was also worshipped as a goddess of

Destiny. She had sanctuaries and statues

in many places, being represented as veiled

from head to foot, stretching out one hand

to help, and in the other holding a torch, as

the symbol of birth into the light of the

woi-ld.

Eirene (Latin, Irene). The Greek god-

dess of peace, one of the Hr.i-a'. She was

worshipped as goddess of wealth, and repre-

i
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EIUENE WITH INFANT PLUTU.S.

(Munich, Glyptothek.)

sented accordingly as a yonng woman with

Plutus in her arms. {See Plutus.) Among
her other attri-

butes are the

cornucOjna, the

olive branch,
Hermes' staff,

and ears of corn

in her hand and
on her head.
The correspond-

ing deity among
the Romans was
Pax, to whom an

altar was set up
on July 4th, 13

B.C., on the re-

turn of Augustus
from Gaul.

Eiresione. Sec

PVAXEPSIA.
Eis angelia

(Greek). Pro-

perlj^, an an-
nouncement made in presence of a legal

authority. In Attic jurisprudence eis-

angelia was a special form of public prose-

cution, instituted especially for offences

which appeared to inflict injury, directly

or indirectly, upon the state, but which it

was impracticable to prosecute under the

regular and customary procedure. The
accusation was put into writing and handed
in to the senate ; if the senate received it,

the accused was arrested, or had to get

three persons to stand surety for him. But
if the charge were one of treason, or an

attack upon the constitution, this was not

allowed. If the voting on the guilt or

innocence of the accused were unfavourable,

the senate itself fixed the penalty, suppos-

ing it fell short of the amount wdiich lay

within its competence (500 drachmae or

£16 13s. 4d.). If not, the senate referred

the case at once to one of the courts of the

Helipea, or even to the ecdesia, to which
the prosecutor might, indeed, have applied

from the first. If the ecclcsia decided to

take up the case, the first thing it did was
to fix the penalty, in case there were no
legal provisions on xhis point. It then
either entered on the investigation and
decided the case, or handed it over to a

court of law. The name cisauf/elm was
also given to the proseciition of judges in

office for neglect of their duties ; and to

certain charges lodged before the archons :

namely, charges against children for ill-

treatment of parents, against husbands for

ill-treatment of heiresses, and against guar-

dians for ill-treatment of their wards. {Svr

AliCHOXS.j

Eisphora (Athenian). An income-tax, i

levied only in extraordinarj' cases. It wa-s I

based on the Solonian division of classes
|

into PentdcosiomCcUmnl, Hijjjyeis^ Zeuglta',
\

and Thctt'S, the last of whom were not

taxed at all. The taxable capital was esti-

mated at twelve times a man's net income
as estimated by himself. In the case of the,

Pentacosio7nedimni, with a minimum in-'

come of 500 drachmse and minimum capital

of 6,000 drachma} ( = 1 talent or £-200),

the whole property was treated as taxable

capital (tlmemci). In the case of the

Hippeis (300-3,600 drachmae) five-sixths, in

that of the Zeugito' (150-1,800 drachmae)

five-ninths or 1,000 drachmae. The first

instance of the levy of an eisphora oc-

ciu-red in 428 B.C. In 378 B.C. another

method of levying it was introduced under

the archon Nausinicus. According to this,

the taxable capital of the highest class

was fixed at one-fifth of the whole property.

The resident aliens (metoeci), as well as the

citizens, were liable to pay the eisphora.

On the method of collecting it, see Sym-

MORI.E.

Ekeclieiria. The "truce of God"' (lite-

rally, " holding of hands "), observed iu

Greece at the great festivals which were

visited by strangers ; e.g. the national

games, and the Eleuslnm in Attica. This

peace was proclaimed bj^ heralds through-

out Greece, to secure the visitors to the

games freedom in passing backwards ami

forwards and security during the festival.

In the case of the Elcusinia the trucf

lasted 1^ months and ten days.

Elaphebolia. A festival held at Athens

in the month Elaphebolion (March-April)

in honour of Artemis as goddess of the

chase and of game. (See Artemis.)

Electra (Gr. Elektra). (1) Daughter of

Agamemnon and Clytaemnestra, sister of

Iphigenia and Orestes. She saved Orestes

from the murderer of his father, and

assisted him afterwards in avenging his

death. She married Pylades, her brother's

friend, and became the mother of MedOn

and Strophius.

(2) One of the Pleiades, the mother (by

Zeus) of Dardfinus, ancestor of the royal

house of Trov.

Electrum (Gr, Eleldron). This word had

two meanings in antiquity. (1) A mixture

of gold and silver in the pro])ortion of about

4 : 1. (2) Amber, the use of which in orna-

I
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mentation was known to the Greeks as

early as the Homei'ic age throu<i;h their

trade witli Pha?nicia. In hiter times, mainly
throiigli the overland trade, amber was
brought down from the Baltic to the

mouths of the Po, and from thence farther

south. In the classical times it seems to

have been o)il}' in exceptional cases that

amber was applied to the uses of art ; and
as Greek influence increased, the taste for

it disappeared in Italy. It was only to-

wards the end of the republican age that

it gradually came into favour again, and
then as a material for ladies' ornaments,

such as bracelets, pins and rings, and for

adorning bedsteads and similar furniture.

Under the Em})ire it was more fashionable

than it had ever been. The white, wax-
coloured sort was accounted the worst, and
was onh' used for fumigation. The rudd}'-

amber, especially if transi)arent, found more
favour ; the bright yellow, of the colour of

Falerniau Avine, was liked best of all. The
natural colour was sometimes intenspied or

altei'ed by artificial means. /
Electryon i^Gr. Elcldvynn \ Son of Perseus

and Andromeda, king of Mycenpe, father of

Alcmene, the mother ol' Heracles. {See

Amphitryon.)
Elegy. The general term in Greek for

any poem written in the elegiac metre, a

combination of the dactylic hexameter and
pentameter in a couplet. The word elegos

is probably not Greek, but borrowed from
the Lydians, and means a plaintive melody
accompanied bj' the flute. How it happened
that the word was applied to elegiac poetr}',

the earliest representatives of which by no
means confined it to mournful subjects, is

doubtful. It may be that the term was
only chosen in reference to the musical set-

ting, the eleg}^ having originally been ac-

companied by the flute. Like the r/^o.s, the

eleg}- was a production of the lonians of

Asia Minor. Its dialect was the same as

that of the epoft, and its metre only a varia-

tion of the epic metre, the pentameter being
no more than an abbreviation of the

hexameter. The elegy marks the first

transition from the epic to lyric proper.

The earliest representatives of the elegy,

Calllnus of Ephesus (about TOO B.C.), and
Tyrteeus of Aphidnse in Attica (about 000),
gave it a decidedly warlike and ])oliticai

direction, and so did Solon (040-559) in his

earlier poems, though his later elegies have
mostl}' a contemplative chai'actei'. The
elegies of Theognis of Megara, (about 540),
though gnomic and ci'otic, ai-e essentially

D. C. A-

poliiical. The first typical repre.sentative
of the erotic elegy was Mimnermus of
Culuphun, an elder contemjioraiy of Solon.
The elegy of mourning or sorrow was
brought to perfection by Simunldes of COos
(died B.C. 4G9). After liim the emotional
element predominated. Antiinuchus of Colo-
phon (about 400) gave the- elegy a learned
tinge, and A\as thus the prototype of the
elegiac poets of Alexandria, Phanucles,
Philetas of Cos, Hermesianax of Colophon,
and Callimachus of Cj'rene, the master of

them all The subject of the Alexandrian
elegy is sometimes the passion of love, with
its pains and pleasures, treated through the
medium of images and similes taken from
mytholog}'', sometimes learned narrative of

fable and history, fi'om which personal emo-
tion is absent.

This t3-pe of elegy, with its learned and
obscure manner, was taken up and imitated

at Rome towards the end of the Republic.

The Romans soon easily surpassed their

Greek masters both in warmth and sin-

cerity of feeling and in finish of style.

The elegies of Catullus are among their

earliest attempts ; but in the Augustan
age, in the hands of Cornelius Gall us,

Prupertius, Tibullus, and Ovid, the elegiac

style was entirely approju'iated by Latin
literature. Ovid in his Fasti showed how
a learned subject could be treated in

this metre. From his time onward the

elegiac metre was constantly employed. In

the later literature it was used, like the

epic metre, for eveiy possible subject, as,

for instance, by Rutiliiis Namatianus in

the description of his return from Rome to

France (a.d. 416). In the Gth century a.d.

the poet Ma'ximianus, born in Etruria at

the beginning of the 6th century, is a lata

instance of a genuine elegiac poet.

Elephants. Indian elephants were first

used in European warfare by the successors

of Alexander for the purpose of breaking

through the enem\-'s ranks. An elephant,

if completely equi])ped, carried on its back,

besides its driver, a tower or howdnh,
generally containing four archers. The
Romans first learned their use in the war
with Pyrrhus- In the Second Punic War
they got possession of African elephants, the

first which the}^ turned to their own account,

r.nd used them against Philip of Maccdon.

But elephants never ])layed so important a

part in the Roman armies as they had in

those of Alexander's successors. They
were liable to panic if the enemy frightened

them with firebrands or in any other way,

J
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and in this state became dangerous to

friends as well as enemies. Combats of

elephants, however, were always the central

attraction in the fights of wild animals in

the games of the circus, and, fi'om the time

of Augustus, the chariots which bore the

images of the deified emperors were drawn
by clcitliants in the solemn procession.

Eleusiuia. The two mystic festivals of

Demettir and her daughter Persephone
(Core) celebrated in Attica. They took their

name from the city of Eleusis, twelve miles

distant from Athens. Tliis was, from time

immemorial, a seat of the worship of

Demeter, instituted, it was said, by the

goddess herself after the disappearance of

her daughter. (Sec Demeter.) The wor-
ship of Dionysus was early associated with
that of tlie two goddesses of the earth, for

Dionysus was himself a god of fertility,

worshipped here under the name of lakchos,

as son of Zeus and Demeter or Persephone.
The ritual of the Eleusinian service was
supposed to have been ordained by Eumol-
pus (sec EuMOLPUS). The conquest of

Eleusis, which took place, according to the

story, under king Erechtheus, gave Athens
a right to take part in the solemnity, and
the lesser of the two festivals was actually

celebrated in Athens, Eleusis, however,
continued to be the chief seat of the wor-
ship, and the highest priesthoods were
hereditarj' in the Eleusinian families of the
EumolpidtB and Kerykes. The sanctity

which shrouded the Eleusinian mysteries
occasioned the fotindation of Eleusinia on
their model in other Greek cities. But the

initiations at Eleusis were always accounted
the most sacred and the most efficacious.

The events celebrated in the mysteries were
the descent of Persej)lione into the world
below, and her return to light and to her
mother. The former was celebrated at the
greater Eleusinia between autumn and
seed-time

; the latter in spring at the lesser

Eleusinia. The symbolical representation
of both events had the same object. This
was to excite and strengthen in the minds
of the initiated, by means of the story of

Persephone, the faith in the continuance of

life, and a system of rewards and punish-
ments after death. The right of initiation

into the Eleusinian mysteries was in all

probability restricted originall}^ to inhabi-

tants of Attica, but it was not long before
it was extended to all Greeks. In later

times, after their closer connexion with the
(-rrceks, the Romans Avere also admitted.
Barbarians were excluded, and so were all

who had been guilty of murder, or any other
serious ofience. The neophyte was proposed
for initiation by an Athenian citizen who
had himself been initiated. He was admitted
first to the lesser mysteries at the lesser

Eleusinia. At this stage the candidates

were termed 3{ystce, and were allowed to

take a limited part in the greater Eleu-
sinia the next autumn. They were not

initiated, however, into the greater mys-
teries until the greater Eleusinia succeed-

ing these ; and after their initiation were
called epoptar^ or seers. The external

arrangement of the festival was in the

hands of the second archon, or Archon
Basileus, who exercised a general superin-

tendence ov^n.- the whole of the public wor-

ship. He was assisted by four overseers

(epimelet(c')^ two of whom were elected from

the whole body of citizens, and two from the

Eleusinian families of the Eumolpida? and

Kerykes.^ The high-priestly officials, who
carried out the liturgical functions at the

celebration, were also chosen from these

two families. The Hierophantes, or chief

priest, belonged to the house of Eumolpus.

It was his duty to exhibit to the initiated

the mysterious shrines, and probably to

lead the performance of the hymns handed

down from his ancestors. The Keryx, or

herald, was of

the house of the

Kerykes. He
summoned the

initiated, in the

traditional form
of words, to wor-

ship, pronouncing

for them the form
of prayer. The
D a d u c h s or

torch-bearer, and
the superinten-

dent of the sacri-

fice, were also im-

portant officials.

The lesser
Eleusinia were
celebrated in the

month Anthes-

t e r 1 6 n , which
corresponded roughly to Februar5^

The service was performed at Agra>, a

suburb of Athens on the Ilissus, in the

temple of Demeter and Core, and accom-

^ Kei-yx was, according to one account, repre-

s^'iited as the son of Hermes and Aglauros,

daughter of Cecrops, according to another, one of

tlie sans of Eumolpus.

(1) * ELEUSINIAN PRIEST.

(Vase from Kertch ; Gerhard,

Ges. Abh., taf. 77.)

I
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panied by mystical rites, the nature of

which is mikiiown. It \vas said to have

been founded at the wish of Heracles, who,

being a stranger, was excluded by usage

from the greater Eleusinia. The great

Elensinia were celebrated in the middle of

Boedromiun ^roughly = September), for a

space probably of nine days. The first da3's

were devoted to the preparation for the

main festival, bathing in the sea, sacrifices

of purification, and the like. On the sixth

day, the 20th Boedromion, the immense
multitude of niystcr, in festal attire and
crowned with myrtle, marched in proces-

sion along the sacred way to Eleusis, pre-

ceded by the image of lakchos, who gave

his name to the celebration Much time

by the potion mixed of water, meal, and
penny-ro3'al, sujjposed to have been tlie

first food tasted by Demeter after her re-

ception in Eleusis. It was probably while
these celebrations were going on that the
Epoptiv^ and the Mijuta; who were called to

their final initiation, took part in the mys-
teries proper. Mysterious rites were first,

it would seem, performed in darkness,

which threw the celebrants into a state of

painful suspense and expectation. Then,
in a dazzling light, and amid great

splendour, the Hiei'ophantes showed them
certain shrines of the goddess and lakchos,

explaining their meaning ; holy songs being

meantime performed, partly by himself,

partly by choirs with instrumental accom-

(2) * PLAN OF THE TEMPLE EXCI.OSUKE AT KI.i;i SIS.

A, outer perXhblos; a a. inner pcriholos; B, greater propylma; C, lesser }iroi>yl<En;

D Great Temple of the Mysteriess, with portico of Philon (lb3 ft. x371ft.), an:i l\Uf-

terion. or interior of the temple (178 ft. x 170 ft.), with eight rows of seats, partly hewn
out of the lock.— Uiiccliled Antiquities of Altica, ch.ap. i. 5.

was spent, partly in the performance of

acts of devotion at the numerous holy

places on the road, partty in merriment
and banter; so that it was late in the

evening before they arrived at the Tcles-

tcrlOn, or house of initiation, at Eleusis.

This was a magnificent temple erected by
Pericles in place of the ancient temple of

Demeter, which had been burnt down in the

Persian War. During the following nights

various celebrations took place at those

spots in Eleusis and its neighbourhood

which were hallowed in the story of the

goddess. In these were represented the

sorrowful searching of the goddess for her

lost daughter, and the mother's joy at find-

ing her. The transition from sorrow and
fasting to joy and festivity was symbolized

paniment. The climax of the whole was
the sacred drama, a representation of the

story of the three goddesses in the worlds

above and below. The festival was brought

to a close by a libation of water from two

vessels in the shape of a top {pU'inochor).

The water was poui'ed in the direction of

east and west with mystical formuUe,

The ancients speak of the revelations

made in the mysteries as having a bene-

ficial influence on morality, ])ointing as

they did to reward and punishment after

death. They represent them further as

giving comfort in the trials and sutlerings

of life, and as opening brighter hopes after

death. It is certain that there were few

citizens of Athens who were not initiated ;

many who neglected the rite early in life
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were initialed in old aoje. For in the

popular belief the initiation conferred a

claim to the joys jironiiscd in the mysteries

to the good after death.

The Eleusinian mysteries maintained

their position for a long time. Among
the Romans, men of the highest rank, as,

for instance, Hadrian and Marcus Anrelius,

deigned to receive the initiation. When
the Christian emperor Valcntinian put an

end to all religious celebrations by night,

he excepted the Eleusinia, which continued

in existence till they were abolished by
Theodosius towards the end of the 4th

century A.D.

Eleutheria. A festival in honour of

Eros, celebrated at Samos. {See Ekos.)

Eleven. See Hendeka.
Elissa. See Dido.

Elysium. In Homer Elysium is a

beautiful meadow at the western extremity

of the earth, on the banks of the river

Oceanus. Thither the favoured of Zeus,

such as Rhadamanthys his son, and his

son-in-law Menelaus, are carried without

having seen death. They live a life of

perfect happiness, there is no snow, nor

storm, nor rain, btit the cool west wind
breathes there for ever. Hesiod speaks of

the islands of the blest by the Ocean, where
some of the heroes of the fourth generation

of men live a life without pain, and where
the earth produces her fruits three times in

the year. According to Pindar, all who
have three times passed blamelessly through

life live there in perfect bliss under the

sway of Cronus and his assessor Rhada-
inanthys. Such are Cadmus and Peleus,

nnd Achilles through the intercession of his

inothcr Thetis with Zeus. Like Cronus, the

Titans, after their reconciliation with Zetts,

dwell on these islands. In later times EI3'-

sium with its bliss was localized in the

world below, and regarded as the abode of

those whom the judges of the dead had
pronounced worthy of it. {C'j). Hades,
Realm of.)

Emancipatio (Roman). The formal libe-

ration of a son from the control (mdniis) of

liis father. If the son were sold three times
over, all the rights of his father came to an
end. If then a father wished to make a

son his own master (sm ulris), he made
him over three times by runneip(lf1n or a
fictitious sale to a third ])erson. The third

])erson emancipated him the first and second
time, so that he came again into the con-

trol of his father. After ])urcliasing him a

third time he either emancipated him him-

self, and thus became his jxitronus^ or ho
sold him back to his father, to whom he
now stood, not in the relation of a son, but
in mancqno, so that the father could

liberate him without more ado. In this

case the father remained paironuH of the

son. The emancipated son did not, r,s in

the case of adoption (see Adoption), pass

into the ^ja^n'a jjotestds of another, and
therefore retained his father's family name.

But he lost his right to inherit in default

of a will.

Emathion. Son of Eos and Tithonus,

brother of Memnon, from whom he seized

the government of the Ethiopians. He was
plain by Heracles when travelling in search

of the apples of the Hesperides.

Emmeleia. The sei-ious and majestic

dance of the chorus in the Grreek Tragedy,

Empedocles. A Greek philosopher and
poet, born of a rich and noble family at

Agrigentum in Sicily, about 490 B.C. Like

his father, Meton, who had taken part in

the expulsion of the tyrant Thrasydaeus,

he was an ardent supporter of the demo-

cracy. He lent his aid in destroying the

aristocracy and setting up a democratic

constitution, although his fellow-citizens

offered him the kingly dignity. He was
content with the powerful influence which

he derived from his ^vealth, his eloquence,

and extraordinary knowledge. His ac-

quaintance with medicine and natural

science was so great as to win him the

reputation of a wonder-worker in his life-

time, and the position of a hero after his

death. It was probably a political revolu-

tion which caused him, in advanced age, to

leave his country and settle in the Pelo-

ponnese. He died about 430 B.C., away
from Sicily. A later story represented him

as having thrown himself into the crater of

jEtna, that his sudden disapj^earance might

make the people believe him a god. The

truth, however, was said to have been

revealed by the appearance of his shoes,

thrown Tip by the volcano.

He was the author of propitiatory hymns,

probably of a mystical and religious charac-

ter ; of a didactic poem on medicine ; and

of an epic poem in three books upon Nature.

This last was his chef cVfjeucre, and had a

high reputation in antiquity, both for its con-

tents, and for its form, in which the writer

took Homer for his master. Considerable

fragments of it remain, Avritten in a sublime

and pregnant style. His system is grounded

upon the assumption of four unchangeable

elements, lire (the noblest of all), air, earth,

I
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and water, and two opposing forcos, Love
which binds and attracts, and Hate which
separates and repels. The formation of the

world beijan wdien the elements, held to-

fjethor b}' Love, and separated by Hate,
again tended to union nnder the influence

of Love. The manifold minglings and
separations of the elements originated the

(litferent species, that of man included.

Our perceptions arise from the particles

which are thrown oif b}^ things, and stream
in upon ns through special pores or passages.

As in our persons all the fundamental
elements are united, we are enabled by
their means to recognise what is homo-
geneous outside us. Our ideas are not pure,

but com])ounded of the particles which pour
in upon us and go out from us. The system
of Empedocles often agreed with that of

Pythagoras. Both adopted the theory of

transmigration, and the moral and ascetic

doctrines connected with it. The propitia-

tory h3-mns above mentioned may well
have been in harmony with these ideas.

Emptio. See Bonorum Emptio.
Encatistike. The art of painting by

burning in the colours. (See Painting.)
Enceladus. (See Giants.)
Encomion (Greek). Originally the song

sung by the chorus at the komos or festal

procession held at the great national games
in honour of the victor, either on the day
of his victory, or on its anniversary. The
word came afterwards to denote any song

written in celebration of distinguished

persons, and in later times any spoken or

written panegyric whatever.
Endeis. Daughter of Chiron and the

Naiad Charlclu. wife of .Eacus, mother of

Peleus and Telamon.
Endeixis. A term in Athenian .juris-

prudence, denoting a prosecution in no-

torious cases, as, for instance, against the

Prj'tanus, if they refused to put a question

to the vote in the great assembly. It was
especially employed against persons who,

although lying under htJnua^ presumed to

claim a share in civic rights, as (particu-

larly) by instituting prosecutions, or ap-

pearing, speaking, and voting in the assem-

bly [Aristotle, Const, of Athens, 29, 52, G3].

Endromis (Greek). (1) A boot of leather

or felt, rising as far as the calf or above it,

and fitting close to the foot. In front it

was open and fastened with straps. It

was speciall}^ adapted for journeys or hunt-

ing, and consequently appears often in

representations of Artemis and of the

Erinyes. Runners in races too, often vrore
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it. {See Ei.KUSiNiA, fig. 1, and Ekixys.) (2)

A thick woollen rug (mentioned b\- Martial
and Juvenal, iii 1(J2).

Endj^mion, In Greek mythology, the
beautiful son of Aethllo.^ (or, according to

another stor}', Zeus and Calyce), daughter
of ^olus, king of Ells, father of Epeus,
^tolus, and Paeon, the first of whom won
the government of the country by conquer-
ing in a race which his father had set on
foot. He was loved b}' Sulene, the goddess
of the moon, by whom he had fifty daughters.
They were supposed to symbolize the fifty

lunar months which intervened between
the Ol3^mpic games. His grave was at

Olympia. Another stoi-y made him a she})-

herd or hunter on Mount LatmOs in Caria.

Zeus bestowed on him eternal youth and
eternal life in the form of unbroken slumber.

Selene descended every night from heaven
to visit and embrace the beautiful sleeper

in his grotto.

Ennius (QuintKs), The founder of the

Hellenized type of Latin poetr}-. He was
born 239 B.C. at Rudia3 in Calabria, and
was by descent aGnucised Mcssapian. He
was probably educated at Tarentum, and
served with the Romans in the Second
Punic War in Sardinia, whence Cato took

him to Rome in 204 n.c. His poetical

talent here came to his aid, not in a

pecuniary way (for he was in slender cir-

cumstances to the end of his life), but as

an introduction to the favour of the great

men. Among these must be mentioned the

Scipios, and Fulvius XObilTor, who took him
in his retinue to the /Etolian war in no. 189,

and whose son procured him the citizen-

ship five years later (184). A gouty aftec-

tion did not prevent him from continuing

his literary w'ork to an advanced age.

He was in his sixty-seventh year when he

finished his A)i nates, and he put a tragedy

on the stage shortly before his death. He
died in 17U B.C., in his seventieth year. It

was said that the Scipios placed his image

in their family vault.

Ennius wrote poetry with success in a

great number of styles. But in his own
opinion, as well as in that of his fellow-

citizens, his greatest work was his Annates

in eighteen books. This was a chrono-

logical narrative of Roman history in verse.

Like Nrevius' Bettuni Peinlcnm, it began

with the destruction of Troy, and came

down to the poet's own times. In this

poem Ennius created for the Romans their

first national epic, the fame of which

was only eclipsed by Vergil. But he did
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more. B}- the intrndnction of tlie Greek
hexameter Enuius did much to further the

future development of Latin poetr3\ His
predecessor, Npevius, had continued to

write in the native Saturnian metre, which
was liardly capable of artistic development.

But the practice of writing in the strict

dactylic measure enabled the Latin poets

to assimilate the other metrical forms pre-

sented by Greek literatxire.

Of the Annals we possess, relatively speak-

ing, only a small number of fragments.

Some of these can only be distinguished

from prose by their metrical form ; otlaers are

very fine, both in form and ideas. Ennius
showed considerable capacity, too, as a

writer of tragedies. His dramas, which were
very numerous, were composed after Greek
models, especialh' the tragedies of Euripides.

More than twenty of these Euripidean plays

are known to us by their titles and sur-

viving fragments. He also wrote |>rft'-

tcxtce, or tragedies on Roman subjects, as,

for instance, the Ambrdcia, representing

the siege and conquest of this city b}' his

patron Fulvius Nobilior. His comedies
were neither so numerous nor so important
as his tragedies. Besides these he wrote
several books of scitdrcv^ or collections of

poems of various contents and in various

metres. Several of his adaptations or trans-

lations of Greek originals were probably in-

cluded in these : as, for instance, the Hcdy-
plicicjettca^ a gastronomic work after Arches-
tratus of Gela ; Ejnchannns, a didactic

poem on the "Nature of Things"; Euhc-
mevKs, a rationalistic interpretation of the
]iopular fables about the gods; Prcvcepta
or PrntrcpticHH^ containing moral doctrines

;

and others of the same kind. There was a
poem entitled Scipin, written in honour of
the elder Africanus. Whether this was a
satura or a drama is uncertain.

The memory of Ennius long survived the
fall of the Republic. Even after literary

taste had taken quite a different direction,

he was revered as the father of Latin
poetr}', and especially as having done much
to enrich the Latin language.

Ennodius (Ma t/mis Felix). A Latin
rhetorician and jtoet. He was born about
473 A.D. in the south of France, and died
in 521 as bishop of Pavia. Among the
otlier works, he wrote between 504 and
508 an exti-emely fulsome panegjTic on
Theodosius the Great, and a biography of

Epiphanius, his predecessor in the see.

Both these writings have a value for the
historian. Besides these we have a collec-

tion of twentj'-eight model speeches, some
of which were reall}^ delivered : nine books

of letters, and two of poems, sacred and
secular. The first book of poems contains

longei-, the second shorter and occasional

])ieces. Both show a certain command of

form

.

Enomotia. A subordinate division of the

Loclios in the Spai-tan army. {See LOCHOS
and Mora.)

Enyalios. Epithet of Ares. {See Ares.)

Enyo. (1) A Greek goddess of battle,

com])anion of Ares {see Ares), identified by
the Romans with Bellona. {See Ares,

Bellona.) (2) One of the Gvaicp. (See

GRAIiE.)

Eos (Latin 'Aurora). The Greek goddess

of the dawn, daughter of the Titan Hyperion
and Theia, sister of Helios and Selene, by
Astr?eus, mother of the winds, Argestes,

Zephyros, Boreas and Notos, the morning

star Hcdsphoros^ and of the stars in general.

Her hair is beautiful, her arms and liugei'S

ruddy, her wings are white. She rises

early from her couch on the Eastern Ocean,

and in a saffron-coloured mantle, on a golden

chariot drawn by white hoi'ses, she conies

forth as her brother's herald to proclaim

the rising of day to mortals and immortals,

Loving all fresh and youthful beauty, she

carries away Clitus, Cephalus, Orion and

Tithonus, to whom she bears Memnon and

Emathion. She is represented in works of

art as hovering in the sky, or riding on her

chariot, moving with a torch before Ares,

or sprinkling dew from a vase over the

earth. See Memnon.
Epaphos. See lo and Belos.
Epeus {Epeios). {Sec Trojan War.)
Ephebi. The Athenian name for youths

over the age of sixteen. The completion

of a boy's sixteenth year was the occasion

of a festival, at which the ephelnis made a

drink offering to Heracles, and entertained

his friends with Avine. His hair, hitherto

worn long, was cut, and the locks dedicated

to Apollo. For the two following years the

ephebi were mainly employed in gymnastic

exercises, and after that time the proper

civic ephclna commenced. After an exa-

mination intended to test the genuinene-^s

of their civic descent and their physical

capacity, the ephebi were entered on the

list of their tribe, presented to the people

assembled in tlie theatre, armed with spear

and shield, and taken to the sanctuary of

Agraulos at the foot of the citadel, where

they bound themselves by a solemn oath

to the service and defence of their country.
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For the two following years they served as

guards on the frontier. After the comple-
tion of their twentieth year thej'- were ad-

mitted to the meetings of the assembly and
employed in foreign service. Their dress

was the rJildmys and tlie petdsus.

Ephegesis. See Apagoge.
Ephetae. A judicial court of high anti-

quity at Athens, consisting of iifty-oue

judges elected from the noblest Athenian
families. It gave decisions in cases of

murder at five different places, differing

according to the character of the case. If

the crime had a religious character, the

Archon Busileiis presided. (See Archons.)
Solon did not abolish this court, but handed
over to the newly organized Areopagus its

most important functions,— the power of

deciding cases of intentional murder, poison-

ing, malicious wounding, arson, and the like.

The nearest relations of the murdered person

were bound by religious sanction to avenge
his blood. At the funeral, and after that

in the market place, the}^ uttered a solemn
denunciation, which bade the murderer keep
away from all public places, assemblies,

and sanctuaries, and to appear before the

court. The Archon Basileus, after the

charge had been announced and received,

repeated this denunciation. The preliminary

investigation, and determination of the place

where the court was to be held, followed

at three appointed times in three succes-

sive months. The case was not finally

dealt with till the fourth month. On the

first two days of the final trial the two
parties, after solemnly taking an oath, con-

ducted their case in person. On the third

day judgment was given, in case the accused

had not gone into voluntary exile. If he
had, his property was confiscated, but he

was pursued no further. Intentional mur-
der was punished with death, malicious

wounding with exile ; the man's property

was confiscated in both cases. In the

court of Areopagus, if the votes of the

judges were equal, the accused was acquit-

ted. If the homicide were legally allowed

(as, for instance, that of an adulterer)

or legally innocent (as in self-defence), the

case was investigated in the Delphinion, a

sanctuary of the Delphic Apollo ; and only

a religious purification was exacted. Cases
of unintentional homicide, murder of an
alien, and instigation to murder, were taken
at the Palladion, a sanctuary of Pallas.

Instigation to murder Avas punished with
banishment and confiscation of i^ropert}',

the murder of an alien with banishment.

unintentional murder with banishment,
until the kinsmen of tlie murdered person
gave permission to the slaj'er to return. In
the time of Demosthenes it would seem
that the cases which used to be heard at

the Delphinion and Palladion were handed
over to the Ilrltastcn. Thus the Ephetie
had only two courts left them, that in

Phreatto, a place in the Piranis, near the
sea, and the Prytrmeum. The former had
only to judge in the rare event of a person
banished for unintentional homicide being
charged with intentional murder. As he
might not set foot on land, he was heard
standing in a ship, and if found guilty was
punished with banishment for life. At the
Prytaneum a regular courtwas held on inani-

mate objects and animals which had been the

cause of death to a human being. The presi-

dent of the four old Ionic tribes removed the

object or the animal over the border. Again,

if a murder had been committed and the of-

fender was undiscovered, this court had to

pronounce lawful sentence against him [Deni.

23 §§ C4-79 ; Aristotle, Const Athens, 57J.
Ephialtes. See Aload^.
Ephors (E2)h6roi = overseers.) A board

of five members at Sparta, elected annually

from all the citizens. It is said to have
been established by Lycurgus ox- king Theo-

pompus (770 B.C.). The original intention

was that it should give decisions in private

matters, and re})resont the absent kings in

certain of their duties, especially the super-

intendence of the officials and of public

discipline. But their circle of authority

gradually widened, till it came to mean a

superintendence over the wliole common-
wealth, including the kings. The ephors

had the right of raising objections against

their actions, calling them, like other

otficials, to account for their conduct, pun-

ishing them with fines and reprimands, and

even prosecuting them before the senate,

and threatening them with dejiosition and

death. They were the only citizens who
were not obliged to rise in the kings*

presence, a fact which gives a good idea of

the relative position of the two parties.

Besides the duty of opposing everything

which they thought adverse to the laws

and interests of Sparta, they had from early

times the right of summoning the delibera-

tive and legislative assemblie.'^, the ficrPsfa

and Erclesia, to make proposals to thorn,

and take the lead in proceedings left to

their management. Two of them regularly

accompanied the kings on their campaigns.

It is probable also that they had the super-
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intendence of the jniblic treasure. In tlieir

capacity of protectors of the public dis-

cipline their authority extended itself to

the minutest details of private life. In
re<i;ard to the Helots and Perioeci it was
still more ali-olute. Even on a pcrioecns

they could pass sentence of death without
trial. {Sec PEHin-xi.) On important occa-

sions a majorit}' of their votes was required.

At the end of their anniial ol!ice. on which
they entered at the beginning of the

Spartan year or at the time of the autumnal
equinox, they were liable to be called to

account by their successors. The year was
dated by the name of the first Ephor on
the board.

Ephorus. A Greek historian, born about
4vjU B.C. at Cyme, in Asia Minor. He lived

to see the invasion of Asia b}^ Alexander
the Great in 334. Like Theopompus, he
was a pupil of Isocrates, who, seeing that

he was not likely to succeed as a public

speaker, persuaded him to write histor3\

He was the author of a Universal History,

which omitted the mythical age, and began
with the return of the Heraclidte into the

Peloponnese. It treated in thirty books the
history of the Greek and barbarian world,
during a space of 750 years, ending in 340
B.C. The last book is said to have been
completed by his son Demophilus. The
work was continued in the Alexandrian
period by Diyllus of Athens, Psaon of

Platsea, and Menodotus of Perinthus. It

was miich read and used for the wealth and
excellent arrangement of its material, which
embraced geography, ethnography, myth-
ology, and the history of civilization and
literature. It met Avith much hostile criti-

cism, but had its admirers, among whom
was Polybius.

Epicaste. Sec Jocasta.
Epicharmus. A Greek comedian, born

in the island of ('ds, about 540 B.C. When
only a child of three months old he came
with his father Helothrdes, a physician, to

Megara in Sicily, where ho died about 450
at the age of DO. Like his father, he is

said to have been ])ersonally acquainted
with Pythagoras, and whether this is so or
no, his philosophical attainments were not
inconsiderable. It was Epicharmus who
gave to the Doric comedy of Sicily its liter-

ary form. Thirty-five of his plays, written
in the Doric dialect, are known to us by
their titles, and a few meagre fragments
liave survived. They differed from the
Attic comedy in having no chorus. Their
subjects were taken partly from the stories

of gods and heroes, which they burlesqued
and caricatured, and parti}- from life. The
plots seem to have been simple and the
action rapid. The philosophical leanings
of Epicharmus are shown in numerous say-

ings of deep practical wisdom. Plato said

that Ei)icharmus was the prince of comedy,
as Homer was of tragedy, a .striking testi-

mony to the perfection of his compositions
in their own line. In his mythical comedy
he was imitated by Dinolochus of Syracuse,

Epicheirotonia. See Ecclesia.
Epictetus (Gr. Epikfetos). A Greek phi-

losopher, l)orn at Hierapolis in Phrygia.

He lived a long time in Rome as a slave,

in the house of Epaphroditus, a favourite

of Nero, Emancipated by his master, he
became a professor of the Stoical system,

which he had learned from the lectures of

Musonius Rufus. When the ])hilosophers

were expelled from Rome by Domitian in

94 A.D., Epictetus went to Nicopolis in

Epirus, where he lived as the master of a
school until the reign of Hadrian (117 A.D.)

He formed numerous disciples by free con-

versations after the manner of Socrates.

Among these was Arrianus, to whom we
owe an accoiint of Epictetus' doctrine, for

the master himself left nothing in writing.

The main point on which he laid stress

was the independence of the human mind
of all external circumstances, such being

not in our power. This freedom is to be
attained by patience and renunciation.

The duty of man is to find all his happiness

within himself, and the power of which he
should be most in awe is the deity in his

own breast.

Epicurus (Gr. Epikouros.) A Greek phi-

losopher, founder of the Epicurean school,

which was so named after him. He was
born 342 B.C. in the Attic deme of Gargettus,

and spent his early years in Samos, where
his father had settled as a derachus. {See

Colonies, Greek.) While still young he

returned to Athens, and there acquired by
independent reading a comprehensive know-
ledge of previous philosophies. In 310

{(vtat. 32) he began to teach philosophy,

first in M^'tilene, and afterwards in Larap-

sacus. After 304 he carried on his pro-

fession at Athens. Here he bought a

garden, in which he lived in retirement in

a very modest and simple style, surrounded

by his brother and his friends. He died

(B.C. 2G8, (vtaf. 74) of calculus, after terrible

sufferings. But to the last moment he

never lost the tranquil serenity which had

characterized his whole life. Such was his
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nuthority with his disciples that none of

them ventured to make any innovation in liis

doctrines. His school continued to tlourish

in Athens, under fourteen masters, for

•J'27 years ;
and much longer in other cities.

His writings were remarkably numerous,
and in parts very comprehensive. They
were admired for their clearness, but their

form was found fault with as too careless.

Epicurus used to say himself that writing
gave him no trouble. All that remains of

them [exclusive of what may be gleaned from
quotations in later writers], is : (1) a com-
pendium of his doctrine in forty-four short

propositions, written for his scholars to

learn by heart. This we must, liowever, re-

member is not preserved in its original form.

1^2) Some fragments, not inconsiderable, but
much mutilated and very incomplete, of his

great work On Nature, in thirty books.

These are preserved in the Hcrculanean
in'tpiiri. (3) Three let ters have survived from
the body of his correspondence, besides his

will. For his system, sec Philosophy.
Epigainia (Greek). The right of con-

tracting a valid mari'iage, with all its legal

consequences. It was possessed only loy

citizens of the same state ; aliens could only
acquire it by special legal authorization,

i.e., a decree of the popular assembh'. At
Athens even the MCta'ci, or resident aliens,

were excluded from it. (Co^j^^. Conubium.)
Epigoni. The descendants of the seven

princes who marched against Thebes

:

.Egirdeus, son of Adrastus ; Alcma'on, son
of Amphiaraus ; Diomedes, son of Tydeus

;

Promachus, son of Parthenopseus ; Sthene-
lus, son of Capaueus ; Thersander, son of

POlynlces
; Euryalus, son of Mecisteus.

To avenge the slain, they marched against
Thebes, under the leadership of Adrastus,
ten years after the first Theban war (see

Adrastus). Unlike their ancestors, they
started with the happiest auspices. The
Oracle of Amphiaraus at Thebes promises
them victory, and a happy return to all,

that is, except iEgialeus the son of Adras-
tus, the only warrior who escaped in the
previous war. In the decisive battle at

Glisas, .(Egialeus falls by the hand of Lao-
'lamas, son of Eteocles, and leader of the
rhebans. Laodamas is himself slain by
Alcm?eon. Part of the defeated Thebans,
by the advice of Teiresias, fly before the
city is taken, and settle in the territory of
Hestia'otis in Thessaly, or among the Illy-

rian Encheli, where the government is in
the hands of descendants of Cadmus {see

Cadmus). The victors having conquered

and destroyed the city, send the best part
of the booty, according to their vow, to

the Deli)hic oracle. Thensander and his
famih- are honcoforth the rulers of Thebes.

Epigram. Properly = an inscription, such
as was often written upon a tomb, a votive
offering, a present, a work of art, and the
like, to describe its character. Inscrip-
tions of this sort were from eai-ly times put
into metrical form, and the writer gene-
rally tried to put good sense and spirit into
them. They were generally, though not
always, written in the elegiac metre.
The greatest master of epigram was

Simonides of Ceos, the author of almost
all the sepulchral inscriptions on the

warriors who fell in the Persian wars.
His lines are remarkable for repose, clear-

ness, and force, both of thought and ex-

pression. Fictitious inscriptions were
often wi'itten, containing brief criticisms

on celebrated men, as poets, philosophers,

artists and their productions. The form of

the epigram was also used to embody in

concise and pointed language the clever

ideas, or the ])assing moods of the writer,

often with a tinge of wit or satire. The
occasional epigram was a very favourite

form of composition with the Alexandrian

poets, and remained so down to the latest

times. Some writers, indeed, devoted

themselves entirely to it. Many of the

choicest gems of Greek literature are to

be found in the epigrams. The epigram-

matists used other metres besides the

elegiac, especially the iambic. In later

times more complex and almost Ij^rical mea-
sures were employed. The Greek Anth-

ology has preserved 4,500 epigrams, of the

greatest variety in contents, and from the

hand of more than 300 poets. {See Antho-

logy.) Among these are found some of

the most celebrated names of ancient and

of later times. A great number, too, are

found in inscriptions.

Of all the Greek varieties of lyric poetry,

the epigram was earliest welcomed at Rome.

It lived on in an uninterrupted existence

from Ennius till the latest times, being

employed sometimes for inscriptions, some-

times for other and miscellaneous ))urposes.

In the second half of the 1st century A.D.

Martial handled it in various forms and

with the ])Ower of a master. "We also liavc a

collection of epigrams by LuxOrius (<Jth cen-

tury A.D.V Many of such poems arc i>re-

served on inscriptions, besides a great ([uan-

tity in manuscript, which in modoni times

hiive been collected into a Latin Anthology,
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Epikleros. Sec Inhekitance (Athenian).

Epilenios. See Daxcixg.
Epimeletse (overseers.) The name given

at Athens to commissioners nominated as

occasion might require for the suiierin-

tendencc of dej^artments. Some of these

commissioners were regularly elected every

year, as, c.fj., the ten eplmch'tcc of the

wharves, who Avere responsible for the

care of the ships of war and equipments

stored in the docks ; and the ten commis-
sioners of i\\QEmp6ru)n^ whose duty it was
to enforce the laws relative to duties and

commerce. For the commissioners of the

revenue, see Tamias.
Epimetlieus. Brother of Prometheus and

husband of Pandora. {See Prometheus.)
Epinikion (Greek). A prize hymn sung

hy the chorus in honour cf the victors at

tlie great national games.

Epione. See Asci.epids.

Episkyros. See Ball.
Epistates. See Boule.
Epithalamion (Greek), The wedding-

hymn sung before the bridal chamber by a

chorus of youths and maidens.

Epitimla (Gi-eek). The full possession

of civic privileges, the opposite of dtlmta.
Eponynios (Greek). Properly the person

after whom anything is named. This was
in various Greek states the unofficial title

of the magistrates after whom (in default

of a generally received standard of chrono-

logy) the year was designated. In Athens
this would be the first Archon, in Sparta
the first Ephor, in Argos the priestess of

Hera. When the ephebl^ at Athens, were
enrolled in the list of the citizens who
could be called out for military service, the
name of the first archon of the year was
attached. And when the citizens of various
ages were summoned to military service, a
reference was made to the archon ejjonymos,
under whom they had been originally en-
rolled. The ancient heroes who gave their
name to the ten tribes of Clisthenes, and
the heroes worshipped by the demes, were
also called eponymoL The statues of the
former were in the market place, and it was
near them that official notices were put up
(Aristotle, Const, of Athens, 53].

Epopeus. Son of Poseidon and Canace,
the daughter of iEoIus, brother of Alucus.
He migrated from Thessaly to Sicyon,
where lie became king. He was killed by
Lycus for the sake of Antiope, who, it was
alleged, was mother of Zethus by him.

Epoptse. See Eleusixia.
Epos. {I) Greek: Many indications point

to the fact that the oldest poetry of the
Greeks was connected with the worship of

the gods, and that religious poetry of a
mystical kind was composed by the priests

of the Thracians, a musical and poetical

people, and diifused in old times through
Northern Greece. The worship of the

Muses was thus derived from the Thracians,

who in later times had disappeared from
Greece Proper ; and accordingly the oldest

bards whose names are known to the

Greeks,— Orpheus, Musseus, Eumolpus,
Thamyris,—are supposed to have been
Thracians also. The current ideas on the

nature and action of the gods tended more
and more to take the form of poetical

myths respetiting their birth, actions and
sufferings. And thus those compositions,

of which an idea may be derived from
some of the so-called Homeric hymns,
gradually assumed an epic character. In

course of time the epic writers threw off

their connexion with religion, and struck out

independent lines. Confining themselves no

longer to the myths about the gods, they

celebrated the heroic deeds both of mythical

antiquity and of the immediate past. Thus,

in the Homeric description of the epic age,

while the bards Phemius and Demudocus
appear as favourites of the gods, to whom
they are indebted for the gift of song, they

are not attached to any particular worship.

The subjects of their song are not only

stories about the gods, such as the loves

of Ares and Aphrodite, but the events of

recent times, the conquest of Troy by
means of the wooden horse, and the tragical

return of the Achseans from Troy. Singers

like these, appearing at public festivals,

and at the tables of princes, to entertain

the guests with their lays, must have

existed early in Greece Proper. But it

was the Ionian Greeks of Asia Minor who
first fully developed the capacities of epic

poetry. By long practice, extending prob-

ably througii centuries, a gradual progress

was probably effected from short lays to

long epic narratives ; and at the same time

a tradition delivered from master to scholar

handed on and perfected the outer form of

stylo and metre. Thus, about 900 B.C.

epic poetry was brought to its highest per-

fection by the genius of Homer, the reputed

author of the Iliad and Odyssey. After

Homer it sank, never to rise again, from

the height to which he had raised it.

It is true that in the following centuries a

series of epicsi, more or less comprehensive,

were composed by poets of the Ionic school
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in close imitation of the style and metre of

Homer. But not one of tlicm succeeded in

coming even within measurable distance of

their great master. The favourite topics of

these writers were such fables as served

either to introduce, or to extend and con-

tinue, the Iliad and Odyssey. They were
called cyclic poets, because the most impor-

tant of their works were afterwards put
together with the Iliad and Odyssey in an

epic cycle, or circle of lays.^ The Cyprian
poems (Cjjpna), of Staslnus, of Sriklmis in

Cyprus (77G B.C.), formed the introduction

to the Iliad. These embraced the history

of the period, between the marriage of

Peleus and the opening of the Iliad. At
about the same time Arctinus of Miletus

composed his ^Et/uojns in five books. This

])oem started from the conclusion of the

Iliad, and described the death of Achilles,

and of the Ethiopian prince JMemnon, the

contest for the arms of Achilles, and the

suicide of Ajax. The Destruction of Ilium,

by the same author, was in two books. Bj"

way of supplement to the Homeric Iliad,

Lesches of Mytilene, either about 708 or

664 B.C., wrote a, Little Iliad, in four books.

This embraced the contest for the arms of

Achilles, the appearance of Neoptulemus
and Philoctetes, and the capture of the

city. The transition from the Iliad to the

Odyssey was formed by the five books of

Nostoi {Tlie Return of the Heroes), written

by Aglas of Troezen. The Telegonia, by
Eugammon of Cyrene (about 570), continued

the Odyssey. This was in two books, em-
bracing the history of Odysseus from the

burial of the suitors until his death at the

hands of his son Telegonus. These poems
and those of the other cyclics were, after

Homer, the sources from which the later

lyric and dramatic poets drew most of their

information. But only fragments of them
remain.

A new direction was given to epic poetry

in Greece Proper by the didactic and
genealogical epics of Hesiod of Ascra, about

a hundred years after Homer. Hesiod was
the founder of a school, the productions of

which were often attributed to him as those

of the Ionic school were to Homer. One
of these disciples of Hesiod was Eumelus
of Corinth (about 750 B.C.), of the noble

family of the Bacchltldse. But his poems,
like those of the rest, are lost.

The most notable representatives of mytbi-

' [Or perhaps bpcause their style and treat-

ment -was conventional and without originality,

another meaning of the word ci/dicus.]

cal epic poetry in the following centuries

are Pisander of Cfimirus (about 64U B.C.),

and Panyasis of HalTcarnassus (during tho

first half of tho 5th century). In the second
half of the 5th century ChcfrTlus of Samos
wi'ote a Perse IS on the Persian wars ; the

first attempt in Greece at a historical epic.

His younger contemporary, Antlmuchus of

Colophon, also struck out a new line in his

learned ThebCas, the precursor and model
of the later epic of Alexandria. The Alex-

andrians laid great stress on learning and
artistic execution in detail, but usually con-

fined themselves to poems of less magni-

tude. The chief representatives of the

Alexandrian school are Callimachus (about

250 B.C.), Rhianus, Euphurion, and Apol-

lonius of Rhodes. The latter made the

futile attempt to return to the simplicity

of Homer. His ArgOnautica is, with tho

exception of the Homeric poems, the only

Greek epic which has survived fi'om the

ante-Christian era. In the 2(K) years be-

tween the 4th and 6th centuries A.D., the

mythical epic is represented b}- Quintus

Smyrneeus, Nonnus, CoUuthus, Tryphiu-

dorus, Mus0Bus, and the apocryj^hal

Orpheus. Nonnus, Colluthus, and Tryphio-

dorus were Egyptians. Xonnus and

Musceus, alone among these writers, have

any claim to distinction. The talent of

Nonnus is genuine, but undisciplined

;

Musseus knows how to throw charm into

his treatment of a narrow subject. The

whole series is closed by the Hideo of

Joannes Tzetzes, a learned but tasteless

scholar of the 12th century a.d.

As Homer was the master of the

mythical, so Hesiod was the master of the

didactic epic. After him this department

of poetry was best reju-esented by Xen6-

phanes of ColOphun, Parmenides of Elea,

and Empedocles of Agrigentum, in the <ith

and 5th centuries B.C. In the Alexandrian

period didactic poetry was much taken up,

and emploved upon the greatest possible

variety of subjects. But none of its repre-

sentatives succeeded in writing more than

poetic prose, or in handling their intract-

able material with the mastery which

Vergil shows in his Georgics. The period

produced the astronomical e]tic of Aratfis

of Sicyon (about 275 b.c.\ and two medjcal

poemsbv Nicander of Colojihon (about 150).

Under the Roman Emi)iro more didactic

poetry was produced by the Greek writers.

Maximus and the so-called Manetha wrote

on astrologv. Dionysius Pt-rTc'gHtes on geo-

graphy, Oppiau on angling, and an iini-
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tatnr of Oppian on hnntinc;. The Alex-
andrian ]ieiio(l also produced didactic

poems in iambic scntlrtl, as e.g. several on
geograph}^ bearing the names ot'Dicsearchns

and Sc3'mnus, which still survive.

(2) Rotiian. The Romans probably had
songs of an epic character from the earliest

times ; but these were soon forgotten. They
had, however, a certain influence on the

later and comparatively artificial literature,

for both Livius AndrOnicus in his transla-

tion of the Odyssey, and Nsevius in his

Punic War, wrote in the traditional

Italian metre, the versus Sfdunuus.
Najvius vv'as, it is true, a national poet, and
so was his successor Ennius, but the latter

employed the Greek hexameter metre, in-

stead of the rude Saturnian. To follow

the example of Ennius, and celebrate the

achievements of their countrymen in the

form of the Greek epic, was the ambition
of several poets before the fall of the
Republic. A succession of poets, as Hostius,

the tragedian Accius, and Furius were the
authors of poetical annals. In this con-

nexion we should also mention Cicero's

epics on Marius and on his own consulship,

besides the poem of Terentius Varro of Atax
(Atclclnus) on Ccesar's war with the Sequani
{Bellum Sequdmcum). Latin epics on
Greek mythical subjects seem to have been
rare in the republican age. At least we
know of only a few translations, as that of

the Iliad by Mattius and Ninnius Crassus,

and of the Cypria by Lfevlnus. Towards
the end of the republican age it was a
favourite form of literary activity to write
in free imitation of the learned Alex-
andrians. "Varro of Atax, for example,
followed Apollonius of Rhodes in his

Argonautlca; others, like Helvius Cinna
and the orator Licinius Calvus, preferred
the shorter epics so much in favour with
the Alexandrians. Only one example in

this style is completely preserved, The
Marriage of PeUnis and Thetis, by Cat-
ullus. This is the only example we possess
of the narrative epic of the republic.

But in the Augustan age both kinds of
epic, the mythic and the historical, are repre-
.sented b}' a number of poets. Yarius Rufus,
Rabirins, Cornelius Severus, and Albino-
vanus Pedd, treated contemporary^ history
in the epic style : Dumitius Marsus and
Macer turned their attention to the mytho-
logy. The ^Oneid of Vergil, the noblest
monument of Roman c})ic poetry, combines
both characters. Of all the epic produc-
tions of this age, the only ones which are

preserved intact are the ^neid, a pane-
gyric on Messala, which found its way
into the poems of Tibullus, and perhaps two
poems, the CiVex and Clris, falsely attri-

buted to Vergil.

In the 1st century A.D. we have several

examples of the historical epic : the Phar-
sdlia of Lucan, the Pumca of Sllius

Italicus, a Bellum Civile in the satirical

romance of Petronius, and an anonymous
panegyric on Calpurnius Piso, who was
executed for conspiracj'- under Nero, a.d.

65. The heroic style is represented by
the Argonautica of Valerius Elaccus, and

the Tliehaid and Achilleid of Statins, to

which we may add the metrical epitome

of the Iliad: by the so-called Pindams
Thebanus. The politico-historical poems
of the succeeding centuries, by Publius

Porfirlus Optatianus in the 4th century,

Claudian, Merobaudes, Sidonius ApoUiuaris

in the 5th, Priscian, Corippus, and Veuautius

Fortunatus in the 6th, are entirely panegyric

in character, and intended to do homage to

the emperor or men of influence. Of all

these poets, Claudian is the most consider-

able. He and Dracontius (towards the end

of the 5tli century) are among the last who
take their subjects from mythology.

Didactic poetrj^, which suited the sober

character of the Romans, Avas early repre-

sented at Rome. Here the Romans were

in many waj^s superior to the Greeks.

Appius Claudius Csecus and the elder

Cato were the authors of gnomic poetry.

Ennius, the tragedian Accius, and several

of his contemporaries, wrote didactic pieces;

the satires of Lucilius and Varro were also

in part didactic. It was hoAvever not till

the end of the republican period that the

influence of Greek literature gave predomi-

nance to the Greek epic form. It was then

adopted b}"- Varro of Atax, the orator

Cicero, and above all b}' Lucretius, whose

poem De lierwn Ndturd is the only did-

actic poem of this period that has been pre-

served intact. In the Augustan age many
writers were active in this field. Valgius

Rufus and iEmilius Macer followed closely

in the steps of the Alexandrians. Grattius

wrote a poem on hunting, a part of which
still survives ; Manilius an astronomical

poem which survives entire. But the

Georgics of Vergil throws all similar works,

Greek or Latin, into the shade. Ovid

employs the epic metre in his Metdmor-
phosPs and Hdlieutica, the elegiac iu his

Pasfi.

In the 1st century a,d. GermanTcus
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translated Aratus. Columella wrote a poem
ou gardening ; an unknown author (said

to be Lucilius), the uJ^fna. The 3rd

century produced the medical poem of

Sammonicus Sereuus, and that of Nemesi-

anus on hunting. In the 4th we have
Ausonius, much of whose work is didactic;

ralladiiiri on agriculture; an adaptation of

Aratus and of Dionysius Periegetes by
Avienus, with a description of the sea-

coasts of the known world in iambics ; in

the 5th, besides some of Claudian's pieces,

a description by Rutilius Namatlfinus in

elegiacs of his return home. The book of

Dionysius Periegetes was adapted by Pris-

cian in the 0th century. A collection of

proverbs, bearing the name of Cato, belongs

to the 4th century. In most of these com-
positions the metrical form is a mere set

off; and in the school verses of the gram-
marians, as in those by Terentianus Maurus
ou metres, by an anonymous author on

rhetorical figures, and on weights and
measures, there is no pretence of poetrj''

at all.

Epulones (Masters of the Eeast). TJie

office of epuJo was created 19G B.C. to re-

lieve the Pontifices, It was, from the

first, open to plebeians, and could be held

with the great offices of state. The first

iluty of the epidoncs was to provide the

banquets (('pulum) of the Capitoline deities

(.sec Lectistehxium). In later times they

had also to provide for and superintend the

public entertainments (/7^?'f/a') of the people,

when the senate dined on the Capitol.

Such entertainments were always ]n'ovided
I at the games given by private individuals,

or by the state, on occasions of religious

' festivals, dedications of temples, assump-
; tions of office, triumphs, funerals, birthdays

in the imperial household, and the like.

The CoJIcgluiii epnlonuin consisted origin-

ally of three members {tres virl epulones)

and afterwards of seven {septcrn vh'i

cpiUoncs), a name which it retained even
after Cseiar had raised the number to ten.

Its existence can be traced down to the end
of the 4th century.

j

Equirria. See Mars and Salii.

Equites (horsemen or knights). The
!
equites were originally a real division of

the Roman army. At the beginning of

the kindly period they were called eC'leves^

and their number is said to have been 3(J<J,

I'liosen in equal parts from the three tribes of

the Ramnes, Titles, and Ijuccres. A hun-

dred ioYi\\Qx\.^e.enturu(^e:ie\\eenfuria being

named after the tribe from which it was

taken. Thirt}- made a tiirma^^mX ten were
under the command of a deeurlO, while the
whole corps was commanded bj' the
tribunus celcnim. During the courBO of
the kingly period the body of etjuites was
increased to six eenfin-iic, and the con-
stitution of Servius Tullius finally raised it to

I

eighteen. When the twelve new centuries
were formed, consisting of the richest persons
in the state, whose income exceeded that of
the first class in the census, the corps of
equites lost the exclusively patrician char-

acter which had hitherto distinguished it.

At the same time its military importance
was diminished, as it no longer formed the

first rank, but took up a position on the

wings of the phalanx (see Legio). The
equites, however, retained both in the state

and in the army their personal prestige.

In the coniUla they voted first, and in

eentuvice of their own. They were the

most distinguished troops in the army. No

I

other soldiers wei'e in a position to keep
two horses and a groom apiece, a costly

I

luxur}', although they received an allowance

for the purchase and keep of their horse.

After the introduction of the pay sj'-stem

; they received three times as much as the

! ordinary troops ; on occasion of a triumph

three times the oi-dinary share of booty

;

and at the foundation of a colony a much
larger allotment than the ordinary colonist.

I

The 1,800 equites equO pnhlieO, or equites

whose horse was purchased and kept by the
' state, were chosen every five years, at the

census. The election was carried out in

the republican period originally by the

consuls, but in later times by the censors.

After the general census was completed,

the censors proceeded to review the equites

{recoynltlu). They were arranged accord-

ing to their tribes, and each of them, lead-

,
ing his horse by the hand, passed before

I

the tribunal of the censors in the forum.

j

All who had served their time, and wlio
' were physically incapacitated, received

their discharge. If an eques were judged

unworthy of his position, he was dismissed

i

with the words :
" Sell your horse "

(
Vendi}

equuin). If there were nothing against him,

he was passed on with the words Tnldnc

equum (" lead your horse past "). The

vacancies were then filled up with suitable

candidates, and the new list {allium equitum)

read aloud. In later times, the eiiues wliose

' name was first read out was called princeps

1 iurentiVis (sec Prixcki's).

During their time of service (a?tatlT 40)

the equites were b^und to .serve in a number
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of campaigns not exceeding ten. Tlieir

service expired, they passed into the first

censorial class. The senators alone among
the equitcs were, in earlier times, allowed to

keep their cquus ]>ublici(s, their name on the

roll, and their rights as cquites unimpaired.

But of this privilege the senators were
deprived in the time of the Cxracchi. The
number of the equites equo publico re-

mained the same, as no addition was made
to the sum expended by the state on the

horses. Young men of property sometimes

served on their own horses (equo ^jrlvCitn)

without any share in the political privileges

of the equitcs. After the Second Punic war
rlie body of equitcs gradually lost its mili-

tary position, and liually ceased to exist as

a special troop. In the 1st century B.C. the

inembers of the equestrian centiwice only

served in the cohors pnetoria of the general,

or in the capacity of military tribunes and
pvd'fcc.ti of cohorts.

The wealthy class, who were in posses-

sion of the large capital which enabled them
to undertake the farming of the public

revenues, and who consequently had the

opportunity of enriching themselves still

further, had long enjoyed a very influential

position. In 123 B.C. the lex iudlcXCirla of

Claius Gracchus transferred to the possessors

of the equestrian census (400,000 sestcrtu, or

about £B,500) to right to sit on juries, which
had previously belonged exclusively to mem-
bers of the senate. Thus an ordo equester

or third order, standing between the senate

and the people, was formed, which began
to play an important part in politics. Its

members were called equites even if they
were not enrolled in the centuria; equitum.
The contests between the senate and the

equites for the exclusive right to sit on the

juries, continued with varying fortunes
until the end of the Republic. Augustus
allowed the ordo equester to continue in

existence as a class in possession of a cer-

tain income ; but the old fiscal and judicial

system came to an end, and the ojxlo accord-
ingly lost all its former importance. On
the other hand, the equites proper rose into

a position of great consideration. They
were divided into six turma', headed by an
imperial prince as ])rincej)s iuventutis.

Ti'up, they had no further standing as a

corporation: but the emperor employed
them in a variety of confidential posts.

The title equcs eqxio ^ puhliro was necessary

for the attainment of the office of military

* The state did not actually provide the horse,

tribune, and for a number of the most
important military posts. The power of

conferring or withdrawing the title came at

length to rest with the emperor alone.

The review of the equites, which used to

take place every five years, now became a

mere ceremony, and was united by Augustus
with the ancient annual parade {transvectlo)

of the 15th July. The equites, in full

uniform, rode through the Forum to the

Capitol, past the temple of Mars or Ilonds.

After the transference of the seat of

government to Constantinople, the twrmce
equitum sank into the position of a city

corporation, standing between the senate

and the guilds, and in possession of special

privileges. The insignia of the equites

were a gold ring and a narrow purple border

on the tunic (see Tuxica). At the trans-

vectio they wore the trdbea, a mantle

adorned with purple stripes, and crowns of

olive. From 67 B.C. the fourteen first rows

were assigned to them honoris causa.

Eranos. The Greek term for an organized

club or society, for the ])urposes of feast-

ing and amusement, whose members were
called erdnistce. Sometimes it would be

formed in connexion with the worship of

particular deities. Sometimes, again, the

object of an eranos would be mutual assist-

ance by advances of money. The govern-

ment encouraged these clubs, because their

corporate character made it easier to settle

with expedition any legal proceedings

arising out of their affairs. Trials of this

kind, for refusal to j^ay subscriptions, or

to repay loans, had to be settled within a

month.
Erato. See Muses.
Eratosthenes. A Greek savant, born at

Cyrene in 275 B.C. He completed his philo-

sophical education at Athens, where he

made his first public appearance as a

lecturer on philosophy. His learning won

him such a reputation that Ptolemy III

(Euergetes) invited him in 247 B.C. to

Alexandria, and made him librarian there

in the place of Callimachus. He is said to

have died, after nearly losing his eye-sight,

by voluntary starvation in 195 B.C. He
was a master of science in all its branches

—

history, geography, geometry, astronomy,

pliilosophy, grammar and poetry. As a

writer he treated an astonishing variety

of subjects, and won thereby the name of

Pentaihlos (or -master in the five great

exercises of the arena). It is said that he

was the first person who assumed the name

of Philologos, or friend of science. His
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greatest service consists in the fact that ho

was the founder of scientific gcograph\'.

His greatest work was his GC'oyvclpiuca, in

three books. Tiie first was upon phj-sical

(reot'raphy, the second treated mathematical

••eography on the basis of the measurement

of degrees, discovered by himself. The
subject of the third was chorography, based

upon a map of his own di-awing. The work

is unfortunately lost, and known only by
what later writers, especially Strabo, have

preserved. Historical investigation owes

a great deal to the Chi-ondgrdphta, in which

he undertook to found chronology on as-

tronomy and mathematics. His compre-

hensive book on Ancient Comedy was a con-

tribution to the history of literature. The
Cdtdlocjoi was a work on astronomy and

mythologj'-, in which were collected the

fables of the ancient writers on the con-

stellations, with an enumerationof the single

stars in each group. A dry compendium,
called the Cafasferismoi, containing a mere
enumeration of 44 constellations, with 475

stars, and tlie fables attached, is based on

the great work of Eratosthenes. His poetical

efforts were a short epic called Hernu's, and

a celebrated elegy, the ErigonP.. Besides

the compendium above mentioned, and some
fragments, we have a letter of Eratosthenes

to Ptolemy Euergetes on the doubling of

the cube, and an epigram on the same
subject.

Erebus,

meval dai

In Gfreek mythology, the pri-

:ness, springing, according to

Hesiod, from Chaos, brother of Night, and
father by her of ^Ether and Hemera (day).

The word is commonly nsed of the lower

world, filled with impenetrable darkness.

Erechtheum (Ei-cchtheion). The original

sanctuary of the tutelary deities of Athens,

Athene Pulias, (the goddess of the city),

PSseidon, and Erechtheus. It was situated

on the Acropolis. The old temple, said to

have been built by Erechtheus, was burnt
by the Persians in 48U B.C. The restoration

was perhaps begun as far back as the time

of Pericles, but, according to the testimony

of an inscription in the British Museum
('no, XXXV), was not quite finished in 409.

The new temple was, even in antiquity,

admired as one of the most beautiful and
perfect works of the Attic-Ionic style. It

was 65 feet long and nearly 3() broad ; and
was divided into two main parts. Entering
through the eastern portico of six Ionic

pillars, one came into the cclla of Athene
Polias, with an image of the goddess, and
a lamp that was alwaj^s kept burning. To

the solid wall at the back was attached the

Erechtheum proper. Here were three altars,

one common to Poseidon and Erechtheus,
the other to Hephaestus and the hero Butes.
Connected with this, by three doors, was
a small front-chamber, with seven half

columns adorning the western wall, and
three windows between them. This chamber
was approached through a hall attaclied to

the north side of the temple, adorned with
seven Ionic columns in front, and one on
each side. Under this was a cleft in the

rock, said to have been made by the stroke

of Poseidon's trident during his contest with
Athene for the possession of the Acropolis.

Corresponding to this on the south side

was a small hall, supported not by pillars,

but by carj'atldes. This was called the

Hall of Core, and it probably contained the

tomb of Cecrops. From it a step led down
to a court, once walled round, in which
were the Pandroseum (sec Paxdrosus), the

sacred olive tree of Athene, and the altar

of Zeus Herkeius. On the east side, in

front of the temple of Athene Polias, stood

the altar on which the great hecatomb was
offered at the Panathemea. {Sec plan of

Acropolis.)

Erechtheus. A mythical king of Athens.

According to Homer he was the son of

Earth by Hepheestus, and brought up by
Athene. Like that of Cecrops, half of his

form was that of a snake—a sign that he

was one of the aborigines. Athene put the

child in a chest which she gave to the

daughters of Cecrops, Agraulos, Herse, and

Pandrosos, to take care of ; forbidding them

at the same time to ojjcn it. The two

eldest disobeyed, and in terror at the

serpent-shaped child t^or according to

another version, the snake that surrounded

the child), they went mad, and threw

,
themselves from the rocks of the Acropolis.

Another account made the serpent kill them.

! Erechtheus drove out Amphictyon, and got

possession of the kingdom. He then es-

tablished the worshij) of Athene, and built

to her, as goddess of the city [Polias), a

temple, named after him the Erechtheum.

Here he was afterwards worshipjjed himself

with Athene and Poseidon. He was also

I
thefounderof the Panathenaic festival. Ho

' was said to have invented the four-wheeled
' chariot, and to have been taken up to

heaven for this by Zeus, and set in the sky

as the constellation of the charioteer. His

daughters were Orlthyia and Procris (sec

Boreas and Ckphalus). Originally identi-

fied with ErichthOnlus, he was in later times
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distinguished from him, and was I'egarded

as his grandson, and as son of Pandion and
Zeuxippe. His twin brotlier was Butes,

his sisters Procne and Philomela. The
priestly office fell to Butes, while Erech-
theus assumed the functions of royalty. By
Praxithea, the daughter of Cephissus, he

was father of the second Cecrops (ace Pax-
DiON, 2), of Metion (see D/kdalus); of

Creusa (ace Ion), as well as of Protogeneia,

Pandora, and Chthonia. When Athens
was pressed hard by the Eleusinians

under Eumolpus, the oracle promised him
tJie victory if he would sacrifice one of

his daughters. He chose the youngest,

Chthonia ; but Piotogeneia and Pandora,
who had made a vow with their sister to

die with her, voluntarily shared her fate.

Erechtheus conquered his enemies and slew
Eumolpus, but was afterwards destroyed

by the trident of his enemj^'s father,

Poseidon.

Ergane. Sec Athexe
Erginus. King of the Minyre of Orcho-

munus, son of Poseidon (or Clymenus,
according to another account), and one of

the Argonauts. At the games of Poseidon
at Onchestos, Ch'menus was killed by a
stone thrown by a noble Theban. Erginus
in consequence compelled the Thebans to

pay him an anniial tribute of 100 oxen for

twenty years. Heracles, on retui"ning from
his slaughter of the lions of Citha?r6n, came
upon the heralds who were collecting the
tribute. He cut off their noses and ears,

tied their hands round their necks, and told

thein that this Avas the tribute they might
take back to their master. War broke out.

Heracles armed the Thebans with the arms
hanging in the temples, the Minyse having
carried off all the others ; slew Erginus,
destroyed Orchomeniis, and forced the Miny<B
to pay double the tribute to Thebes. The
sons of Erginus were the mythical architects
Agamedes and TrophonTus.

Erichthonius. (1) Son of Dardanus {see

Dahdanus^ and Bateia, father of Tros. (2)
Sec Ekkchthf.us.

Erigone. Daughter of Icariii?, wdio
hanged herself for grief at the murder of
her father, and was taken up to heaven as
the constellation of the Virgin. [See
ICARIUS.)

Erinna. A famous Greek poetess, a native
of the island of Telos. She was a friend
and contemporary of Sappho, with whom
she lived in Mitylene. She flourished about
<)00 B.C. and died at the age of nineteen.
The poem by which she is best known is

the Spindle {Eldkdtc) consisting of 300
hexn meters. A few verses of this, and a

few epigrams, are all of her writing which
survives. A poem in five Sapphic strophes

addressed to Rome as the mistress of the

world, is from the hand of a much later

poetess, Melinno, who probably lived in

Lower Italy at the time of the war with
Pyrrhus, or the First Punic War.

Erinyes (Greek). The goddesses of venge-
ance. Homer speaks sometimes of one,

sometimes of several, but without any
definite statement about either number,
name, or descent. Hesiod makes them the

daughters of Gaia (Earth), sprung from the

blood of the mtttilated Uranus. According
to others they were the daughters of Night

* KIUNYS niNDING PIKITIIOUS IX IIADKS.

(Vase-Painting.)

(Nyx) or of the Earth, and Darkness

(Skotos). Euripides is the earliest writer

who fixes their number at three, and con-

siderabh- later we find them with the

names AUecto (" She who rests not "),

Tisiphone (" Avenger of murder "), and

Megsera (" The jealous one.") They are the

avengers of every transgression of natural

order, and especially of offences which

touch the foundation of human society.

They })unish, without mercy, all violations

of filial duty, or the claims of kinsliip, or

the rites of hospitality ; murder, perjury,

and like otfences ; in Homer even beggars

have their Erinys. The punishment begins

on earth and is continued after death.

Thus they pursue Orestes and Alcm?eon,

who slew their mothers, and (Edipus for
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the murder of his father and marriage

Avith his mother, -without regard to the

\

circumstances by which their otfences were

excused. Their principle is a simple one,

" an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth."

I

In spite of their terrible attributes as god-

I

desses of vengeance they were called Scmnai
.' (thehonourable)andiiJHmc?Hd(\s(thc kindly).
' For the punishment of the evil secures the

well-being of the good, and by pursuing

and destroying transgressors the Erinyes

prove themselves benevolent and bene-

licent. They were worshipped in Athens

imder the name of Scmnai, and had a shrine

on the Areopagus, and the hill of Colonus.

j
Fresh water and black sheep were offered

i to them in sacrifice. The terrible picture
' drawn of them by yEschylus in his Eu-
menides, as women like Gorgons, with

snakes for hair, bloodshot eyes, grinding

teeth, and long black robes with blood-red

girdles, was softened down in later times.

They appear as maidens of stern aspect,

with snakes in their hair or round their

girdles and arms, torches, scourges, or

sickles in their hands, generallj- in the

costume of huntresses, and sometimes with

wings as a sign of the swiftness of their

vengeance {sec cut).

The Furies {Fiivice or Dlrcc) of the

Roman poets are a mere adaptation of

the Greek Erinyes. They are generally

represented as torturing the guilt}' in the

world below, but as sometimes appearing

on earth, to excite to crime and throw men
into madness.

Eriphyle. In Greek mythology, sister of

Adrastus and wife of Amphlaraus. {See

Adrastus.) Bribed with a necklace by
Polynices, she prevailed on her husband to

take part in the war of the Seven Chiefs

against Thebes, in which he met his death.

{Sec Amphiaraus.) In revenge for this

she was slain by her son Alcmseon. {See

Alcm.eon.)

Eris. The goddess of discord, fighting,

and quarrelling in the Greek mythology.

In Homer she is sister and companion of

Ares, and like him insatiate of blood ; in

Hesiod she is daughter of Night, and mother

of trouble, oblivion, hunger, pain, murder

and carnage, brawls, deceit, and lawless-

ness. She was the only one among the

gods who was not bidden to the marriage of

Peleus and Thetis. In revenge she threw

a golden apple among the guests, and thus

gave occasion for the Trojan War. {See

Trojan War.) Side by side with this

destructive Eris was a beneficent Eris, the

D. c. A.

sister, according to Hesiod, of the other.

She was the personification of noble rivalry,

and is represented as stimulating even
dullards to exertion.

Eros. The god of love among the

Greeks. His name does not occur in

Homer ; but in Hesiod he is the fairest of

the deities, who subdues the hearts of all

gods and men. He is born from Chaos at tlie

same time as the Earth and Tartarus, and is

the comrade of Aphrodite from the moment
of her birth. Hesiod conceives Eros not

merely as the god of sensual love, but as

a power which forms the world by inner

union of the separated elements ; an idea

very prevalent in antiquity, especially

among the philosophers. But according

to the later and commoner notion, Eros was
the youngest of the gods, generally the son

of Aphrodite by ArGs or Hermes, always

(1) EROS.

Pro1)al)lv as the Genius of Death. Ascribed to the time

o£ Hadrian. Found at CcntoccUc (Rome, Vatican).

a child, thoughtless and capricious. He is

as irresistible as fair, and has no i)ity even

for his own mother. Zeus, the father of

gods and men, arms him with golden wings,

and with bow and unerring arrows, or

burning torches. Anteros, the god ot

mutual love, is his brother, and bis com-

panions are Pothos and Himer6s, the per-

sonifications of longing and desire, with
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Peitho (Persuasion), the Muses, and the

Graces. In later times he is surrounded
by a crowd of similar beings, Erotes or

loves. (For the later legend of Eros and
Psyche, see Psyche.)
One of the chief and oldest seats of his

worship was Thespire in Boeutia. Here
was his most ancient image, a rough, un-

hewn stone. His festival, the Erotia or

Erotidia, continued till the time of the

Roman Empire to be celebrated every fifth

year with much ceremony, accompanied
by gymnastic and musical contests. Be-
sides this he was paid special honour
and worship in the gymnasia, where his

statue generally stood near those of Her-
mes and Heracles. In the gymnasia Eros

(2) EROS.

(Rome, Capitoline Museum.)

was the personification of devoted friend-
ship and love between youths and men

;

the friendship which proved itself active
and helpful in battle and bold adventure.
This was the reason why the Spartans and
Cretans sacrificed to Eros before a battle,

and the sacred band of youths at Thebes
was dedicated to him; why a festival of
freedom {Elcuthcria) was held at Samos in
his honour, as the god who bound men and
youths together in the struggle for honour
and freedom ; and why at Athens he was
worshipped as the liberator of the city, in
memorj'- of Harmodius and Aristogiton.

In works of art Eros was usually repre-
sented as a beautiful boy, close upon the
age of youth. In later times he also appears
as a child with the attributes of a bow and

arrows, or burning torches, and in a great
variety of situations. The most celebrated

statues of this god were by Lysippus,
Scopas, and Praxiteles, whose Eros at

ThcspicB was regarded as a master-piece,

and unsurpassable. The famous torso in

the Vatican, in which the god wears a
dreamy, lovelorn air, is popularly, but
probably erroneously, traced to an original

by Praxiteles (fig. 1). The Eros trying his

bow, in the Capitoline Museum at Rome,
is supposed to be the copy of a work by
Lysippus (fig. 2).

The Roman god Amor or Cupido was a
mere adaptation of the Creek Eros, and was
never held in great honour.

Erse or Herse. See Cecrops.
Erymanthian Boar. See Heracles.
Erysichthon. (1) Son of the Athenian

Cecrops.

(2) Son of Triopas in Thessaly. For dese-

crating the sacred enclosure of Demeter, and
felling an oak consecrated to the goddess,

he was punished with insatiable hunger.

Having consumed all that he had, he was
supported by his daughter Mestra, to whom
her lover Poseidon had given the power of

transferring herself into any shape that she

liked. In various forms she continually got

herself sold, and then returned to her father

with the proceeds. At last Erysichthon was
redijced to devouring his own limbs.

Erytheia. One of the Hesperides.

Eryx. Son of Poseidon (or, according to

another account, of Biites) and Aphrodite,
who was worshipped on Er3^x, a mountain
in Sicily. He was king of the Elymi in the

neighbourhood of the mountain. Eryx was
a powerful boxer, but was slain in a fight

with Heracles about a bull, which had run

away from the latter, and which Erj'^x had
appropriated,

Essedarii. See Gladiatores.
Essedum. See Chariots,
Eteocles. Son of (Edipits king of Thebes

and locaste, brother of Polj'nices and
Antigone, He broke the agreement he

had made with his brother to give him the

kingdom of Thebes for one year. Polynices

accordingly organized the campaign of the

Seven Chiefs against Thebes, and fell in

single combat with Eteocles, {Sec (Edipus

and Seven against Thebes.)
Euadne, Daughter of Iphis, wife of

Capuneus. Her husband fell before Thebes,

and at his funeral she threw herself into the

flames of the pyre and was consumed with
the corpse.

Euandros. See Evander,

I
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Eubulns. A Greek poet of the Middle
Comedy, who llourished nbout 370 u.C. His
pla5^s wei'O mainly on mythical subjects,

and parodied the earlier tragedians, espe-

cially Euripides. One hundred and four

pieces were attributed to him, of which only

a few fragments liave been preserved written

in ])urc and well chosen language.

Euclides (EaJdcidcs). (1) A philosopher

of Megara, a disciple of Socrates, and the

founder of the Megarian school.

(2) A Greek mathematician who taught at

Alexandria about 300 B.C. All that is known
of his life is that he was held in much es-

teem, and won the high regard of king

Ptolemy I. His labours in putting the dis-

coveries of former mathematicians into

order, completing them, and expounding
them with matchless clearness and concise-

ness, won him the position of the founder

of mathematical literature. We still possess

his Elements of Mathematics (Stoicheia)

which have been used until quite lately as

the foundation of all geometrical textbooks.

These are in 15 books
; the 13th and 14th,

however, are said to have been added by
Hypsicles of Alexandria about 160 B.C.

Besides this, we have what are called his

Data, or 95 geometrical propositions as

an introduction to geometrical analysis, an
astronomical work entitled Phamumcna,
and a musical work on the division of the

canon. Some other treatises, probably

from the hands of other authors, have been
attributed to Euclid. Such are the Ele-

ments of Optics and Catoptvics, and the

Introduction to Music.

Eudemus. A Greek philosopher, native

of Rhodes. After Theophrastus he was the

chief of Aristotle's disciples, and was the

author of the seven books of Eudcmian
Ethics, which have come down to us among
his writings.

Euhemerus. A Greek writer, who flou-

rished about 300 B.C. Under the title of

Hiera Anagmphc, or Sacred History, he

wrote a work which purported to explain

the whole mythology, on the theory of the

apotheosis of men who bj^ their bravery and

I

cleverness had deserved well of mankind.
Zeus, for instance, his kinsfolk and children,

ho represented as in reality an ancient family
f Cretan kings. To prove his assertion he

'[)ealed to a representation of the whole
I'limitive history of the world, from the

time of Ui'anus onward:^, given on a golden
pillar in the temple of Zeus on the island

of Panchava. This, he said, he had dis-

;
covered in the neighbourhood of India, when

sailing round the coast of Ai'abia on the
commi.ssion of king Cassamler. The work
of Euhemerus, of which only fragments now
remain, was well known in Home, where it

was translated and adapted byEnnius. The
method of rationalizing or analysing mytho-
logy into the history of human kings, licroes

and adventurers, is called Euhemerism, after
its founder.

Euios. See Dionysus.
Eumaeus, The faithful swineherd of

Odysseus, who gave his master a friendly

welcome on his return home in the guise of

a beggar, and aided him in the slaughter of

the suitors. {Sec Odysseus.)
Eumelns. Sec Epos (1 ).

Eumenides. Sec Erixyes.
Eunienius. One of the Roman writers of

panegyrics on the emperors. He was born
about 250 a.d. at Augustodunum (Aiitun) in

Gaiil ; was tutor to Constantius Chlorus,

and for a long time accompanied him on his

campaigns. Later on, he settled in his

native city, where he gave instruction in

rhetoi'ic. In 290 he delivered an oration

on behalf of the restoration of schools {Pro

liestaurandls Scholls). Besides this, three

other speeches are attributed to him. These
are panegyrics on Constantius Chlorus and
Constantino, spoken at Treves in 29G, 310,

and 311 A.D. His tact and cleverness dis-

tinguish him from the other paneg3a'ical

writers of that age.

Eumolpiis. In Greek mythology, the son

of Poseidon and Chione, the i laughter of

Boreas and Orithyia. After his birth he

was thrown by his mother into the sea, but

his father rescued him and brouglit him to

iEthiopia, to his daughter BcntliesTkyme.

When he was grown up, Endius, the hus-

band of Beuthcsikj'me, gave him one of his

daughters in marriage, but he desired the

other as well, and was accordingh' banished,

and came with his son Isnu'irns or Imma-
radus to the Thracian king Tc-gyrius in

Boeotia. As successor to this king ho

marched to the assistance of his friends tho

Eleusinians against tlie Athenian Erech-

theus, but was slain with his son. {See

Erechtheus.) According to another stor}-,

Immaradus and Erechtheus both fell, and

the contending parties agr'^-; that the

Eleusinians should submit to the Athenians,

but should retain the exclusive superinten-

dence of the mysteries of Eleusis, of which

Eumolpus was accounted the founder. Ho
was also spoken of as a writer of consc-

crational hymns, and as having discovered

the art of cultivating the vines and trees in
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general. The EumolpTdpe, his descendants,

were tlie hereditary priests of the Eleu-
siniaii ritual.

Eunapius. A Greek rlietorician, born at

Sardis in 347 a.d. In 405 he wrote bio-

graphies of twenty-three older and con-
temporary pliiiosophers and sophists. In
spite of its bad style and its superficiality,

this book is our chief authority for the his-

tory of the Neo-Platonism of that age. We
have also several fragments of his continua-

tion of the chronicle of Herennius Dexippus.
This continuation, in fourteen books, covered
the period from 2G8 to 404 A.D., and was
much used by Zosimus.

Euneiis. iSee Jason and Hypsipyle.
Eunomla. See Korje.
Eupatridse. The members of the ancient

noble families of Attica. After the

abolition of royal power they found them-
selves in exclusive possession of political

rights, and distinguished from the Geomort
or agriculturists, and the Demturgl or me-
chanics. The constitution of Solon deprived
them of this privilege. But their landed
property, and the priestly dignities which
they had possessed of old, assured them a
certain influence for a considerable time.

Euphemus, Son of Poseidon and Europa,
daughter of Tityus, husband of Laonome,
the sister of Heracles. His father conferred
on him the gift of moving so swiftly over
the sea that his feet remained dry. He was
originally one of the Minyse of Panopeus
in Phijcis, but afterwards settled on the
promontory of T^enarum in Laconia, and
took part in the Calydonian hunt and the
expedition of the Argonauts. When the
Argonauts came to the lake of Triton, Triton
gave Eumolpus a clod of earth, and Medea
prophesied that if he threw this into the
entrance of the lower world at Ta3narum,
his descendants of the tenth generation
would be masters of Libya. The clod, how-
ever, was lost in the island of Thera, and
his descendants were compelled to hold
possession of this island, from which at
length, in the seventeenth generation, Battus
came forth and founded Gyrene in Libya.

Euphorion. (1) Son of yEschylus, the
great tragedian. Ho flourished about 450
B.C., and after his father's death put on the
stage four of his pieces, which had not yet
been performed, and gained the prize. He
also exhibited tragedies of his own, not
without success.

(2) A Greek poet and writer of the
Alexandrian age and in the Alexandrian
style. He was born about 276 B.C., at

Chalcis in Euba3a, and died holding the
post of librarian at the court of Antio-
chus the Great, king of Syria. Besides
works [on mj'thology and histor}'] in prose,

he wrote epics, elegies, and epigrams in

obscure and unfamiliar language. His
poems were much valued by the Komans.
Cornelius Gallus, in particular, thought verv
highly of them, and took him as his model
in his own elegies.

Euphranor. A Greek artist, born at

Corinth about 360 B.C. He was equally

distinguished as a painter, and as a sculptor

in bronze and marble. He also wrote a
treatise on symmetry and form. Among
his statues one of the most celebrated was
the Paris, irrwhich it was easy to recognise

the threefold character : the judge of divine

beauty, the lover of Helen, and the slayer

of Achilles. In his paintings, if we may
believe the ancients, he was the first who
gave true expression to the grandeur and
dignity of divine and heroic form. [Pliny,

N. H. xxxiv 27, xxxv 128.]

Euphrosyne. {See Charites.)
Eupolis. Eupolis is coupled with Aris-

tophanes as a chief representative of the

Old Attic Comedy. He was born about

446 B.C., and died before the end of the

Pelponnesian War. He made his first ap-

pearance as a dramatist in his seventeenth

year, and carried off the prize seven times.

According to a badly attested story, he was-

drowned in the sea by Alcibiades in revenge

for his treatment of him in one of his plays.

We still have the titles, and some frag-

ments, of fifteen of his pieces. He was at

first on terms of intimate friendship with his

contemporary Aristophanes, but an estrange-

ment afterwards set in, and the two poets

attacked each other with great bitterness.

Eupolis is praised by the ancients for the

splendour of his imagination, the coherence

with which his plots are developed, the high

quality of his patriotism, the grace and

majesty of his language, and the telling

character of his wit. The fragments that

remain show great mastery of form. Like

Aristophanes, he made an attempt to stem

the current of moral degeneracy setting in

at his time.

Eiipompus, A Greek painter, native of

Sicyun, who flourished about 400 B.C. He
was the founder of the Sicyonian school of

painting, which laid great emphasis on ]iro-

fessional knowledge. [Pliny, N. II. xxxv 75.]

Euripides, The third of the three great

Attic tragedians. He was born in the

island of Salamls. in 480 B.C., on the verj
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clay of the great battle. His father Mnesar-
chus is said to have been a tradesman or

tavern-keeper, his mother ClitO a seller of

herbs. His parents, however, must have
had some means, judging by the fact that

they gave him a careful gymnastic education

to lit him for the athletic contests. This
was because they had misinterpreted an
oracle given them before his birth which
promised the child crowns of victory.

Euripides is said in his boyhood reallj^'tohave

gained the prize in a public contest of this

kind, but in fact he was destined to win
victories in a very different arena. He
associated much with the philosophers

Anaxagoras and Socrates, with the latter of

* liUST <ir i.uitiriDK.s.

(Naples Museum.)

whom he enjoyed an intimate friendship

during the whole of his life. He also had

instruction from the sophists Protagoras and

Prodicus. Thus he received the best of

education in philosojjhy and rhetoric. It

was in his twenty-fifth year (B.C. 455) that

he first put a tetralogy "on the stage. He
did not win a prize till his forty-third year,

and seems indeed to have been victorious

only four times in all; but he was none

the less indefatigable in writing tragedies.

He took a lively interest in the important

events and the public questions of the

time ; but personally he kept aloof from

public life, avoided society, and lived

mostly in the enjoyment of an excellent

library, amid his studies and poetical

creations.

He was twice unfortunate in his mar-
riage, a fact which may have encouraged
him in his surly, unsociable ways. His
first wife, Chterile, he had to divorce for

infidelity. She bore him three daughters,

the youngest of whom, who was named
after her mother, put several of her

father's tragedies on the stage after his

death. His second wife, Melitu, parted

from him at her own desire. In 40'J, at the

age of 71, he left Athens; it was said to

get away from the ceaseless attacks of the

comedians, and from his domestic troubles.

He went to Magnesia in Thessaly, where

he was received as a guest of the city.

Thence he went on to Pella to the court

of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, who had

gathered round him a number of poets and

artists, and who treated him with great

respect. Here he spent the last two years

of his life and died B.C. 405. According to

a stoiy for which there is little authority,

he was torn to pieces by a pack of hounds

when returning from a nocturnal festivity.

The number of his tragedies is variously

given as seventy-five, seventj^-eight, and

ninety-two. Eighteen have come down
to us: the Alccstis, Aiidivmdchc, Bacrha-

(or the arrival of Dionysus at Thebes and

the murder of Pentheus), Ilcciiba, Helena,

Electra, the IlcrucluUv (or DumOphOOn of

Athens protecting the desrcendants of Hera-

cles against the persecution of Eurystheus)

;

Heracles in 3Ia(lness, the Siq/jiliauts (or the

mothers of the Seven Chiefs who had fallen

before Thebes, at whose prayers Theseus

compelled the Thebans to bury the dead

heroes); Hipjjuljjtus, Iphh/enta at Aiilin,

Iphu/enla a)nonf/ the Tanri, Ion, Medea,

Orestes, JihCsus,'the TrOades {or the royal

house of Troy after the conquest of the city);

the Phaiuissa' (so called after the chorus of

Phfcnician maidens, an incident in the story

of Eteocles and Pul_vnices) ; and a satyric

drama, the Cyclops, the only example of this

style of comjiositiou which has survived.

The earliest of these pieces in point of timo

is the Alcesfis, performed in B.C. 438. It

is also noticeable because, although not a

satyric drama in the proper sense, it has

comic features towards the end, and was

actually performed at the end of a tetralogy

in place of a satyric drama. The Baceha;

on the other hand, was written in Macedonia

in the poet's last years, and performed after

A
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liis death at the same time as the IpJiujoiia

at Aulis. The genuineness of the Ji/wsus

Avas doubted even in antiquity. A great

number of fragments have survived from
about sixty pieces, and in particular from
the PhaetJiOn.

The tragedies of Euripides are of very
unequal merit. Some of them, for instance

the Ilippohjtiis and the Bacchce, attain the

lofty style of Sophocles, others approach
it, as the Medea and Ipliigenia in Taurls.
But others, as for instance the Andro^nache
and Elcctra, are very carelessly put to-

gether. His strong point is not artistic

composition, well contrived disposition, or

the coherent design which gives the inner

motive of the action. It is sufficient, in

support of this statement, to call attention

to his habit of prefixing to every piece a

prologue, explaining the story to the spec-

tators, and connected loosely (if at all) with
the play ; to the very slight connexion be-

tween the chorus and the action, and to his

liking for bringing in a deus ex vnlclund to

cut a difficult knot. On the other hand, it

must be allowed that Euripides is a master
in the art of devising pathetic situations, and
shows extraordinary power in representing
human passion, especially the resistless

might of love in the case of women.
In his religious views he differs essen-

tiallj' from ^schylus and Sophocles. With
Euripides the gods are not moral powers, and
fate is not so much the result of a higher
dispensation as a perverseness of accident.

The lack of grandeur is also a point which
distinguishes him from his great prede-
cessors. Instead of their sublime ideas he
gives us maxims of worldty wisdom, often to

all appcai'anco dragged in without occasion.

The motives of action are not so pure as in

iEschylus and Sophocles, and the characters
of the heroes are not raised above the level
of ordinary life, but brought down to it. So
fond is he of giving prominence to the faults

of women, that he has been called a woman-
hater. He pays more attention to the
course of politics than his predecessors, and
is indeed influenced by political considera-
tions in his sketches of character. In
deference to the democratic leanings of his
public, he makes his kings cruel tyrants,
without dignity or majesty, and the heroes
of the Peloponnese, in particular, he treats

with unconcealed dislike. His dialogues
are often overloaded with rhetoric and
sophistical dialectic. But, in spite of all

these faults, for which the spirit of the age
is mainly resj)onsible, he is a great poetical

genius. He was very popiilar with his con-
temporaries, and has been still more so

with succeeding generations. The trage-

dians of the next age made him their model
and pattern without qualification, and the
Roman poets preferred paraphrasing his

dramas to those of the other tragedians.

Europe (Lat. Europa). A figure in Greek
mytholog3^ In Homer she is the daughter of
Phoenix, in the later story of the Phoenician
Agenor, and sister of Cadmus. Zeus, in the

shape of a bull, carried her over the sea

to Crete, where she bore him Minos, Rhada-
manthys, and according to the later legend,

Sarpedon also. Zeus left her with Asterion,

king of Crete, who brought up her sons
and left them his kingdom. She was
worshipped in Crete under the name of

Hellotis, especially at Gortyn, where she

was supposed to have been wedded with
Zeus, and to have borne him her sons. A
festival called Hellotia was held in her

honour, at which her bones were carried

in a wreath of myrtle.

Euryale. See Gorgon.
Euryalus. Son of Mecisteus, one of the

Epiguni, and with Stheuelus, the companion
of Diomedes before Troy.

Euryclea {Euryldeia). The nurse of

Odysseus, who brought up his son Tele-

machus. When her master had returned

home in the disguise of a beggar, she

recognised him by a scar while bathing his

feet. On a hint from him she kept silence,

and afterwards was the first who brought to

Penelope the news of her husband's return

and of the slaughter of the sttitors.

Eurydice. See Orpheus.
Eurynome. See Charites.
Eurypylus. (1) Son of Poseidon and Asty-

pal?ea, king of the Meropes of Cos. He
was slain by Heracles, who had been driven

on to the coast on his return from Troy.

The struggle was a hard one, but Heracles

was assisted by Zeus. The daughter of

Eurypjdus, Chalciope, became mother of

Thessalus by Heracles.

(2) Son of Telephus and Astyoche. As-

t3'0clie, bribed by her brother Priam with

the present of a golden vine, persuaded

Eurypylus to bring the last sttccour to the

Trojans shortly before the fall of the city.

After performing deeds of braver}', he fell

at the hand of Neoptolemus.

(3) Son of Euainnon, king of Ormenion
in Thessaly, one of the suitors of Helen.

He was among the bravest of the Greek

heroes who fought before Troy, and of his

own accord offered to engage Hector in single

I
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combat. In the later story lie apjicarc; in

connexion -with the worship of JJionysns.

At the division of the Trojan spoil he re-

ceived an image of Dionysns, made by
Heplia3stns, and presented to Dardanus. This
had been kept in a chest as a Palladium.
When Eurypylus opened the chest and be-

held the image he fell into a madness. The
Delphic oracle promised that he should be
healed if he dedicated the image in a spot

where men offered barbaric sacrifices. Ac-
cordingly he dedicated it at Aroe in Achaia,
where an offering of the fairest youth and
fairest virgin was made annually to Arte-
mis. The bloody act was abolished, and
the gentle service of Dionysns introduced
in its place.

Eurysaces {Eurysdkcs). Son of Ajax
and Tccmessa. See Ajax (2).

Eurystheus. Son of Sthenelus and
Nicippe. {Sec Perseus.) He was king of

Mycente, and through the cunning of Hera
got power over Heracles, and imposed upon
him the celebrated twelve labours. In pur-

suing the children of Heracles, and attempt-
ing to bring about by force their expulsion
from Attica, he was defeated and slain in his

flight by Hyllus. {See Hyllus.)
Eurytus. (1) Son of Melrmeus, father

of Iphitus and of lole, king of tEchalia

ia Thessaly or Messenia. According to a
later story lie dwelt in Euboea. He was
one of the most famous archers in anti-

quity. According to Homer he ventured
to challenge Apollo to a contest of skill,

and was slain in his youth for his pre-

sumption. In the later story he and his

son Iphitus are slain by Heracles, his

former disciple in archery, for having in-

solently refused him his daughter lole in

marriage. {See Heracles.) Iphitus gave
his bow to Odysseus, who slew the suitors

with it.

(2 1 One of the Molionuhe {see Momoxid.e).
Eusebius. The father of ecclesiastical

history. He was born at Csesarea in Phoe-

nicia in 2G4 A.D. In 315 he became bishop
of that cit}', and died in 340. He was one
of the most learned men of his time, and
holds a high position both among the his-

torians and the apologists of Christianity.

His greatest work is his Church History.

This work is in ten books, beginning with
the rise of Christianity, and coming down to

314 A.D. It was much used bj^ later writers,

and was, about 4< )3 a.d., translated into Latin
by Tyrannius Rufinus of AquTleia, who con-

tinued it down to the death of Theodosius
(a.d. 395). The apologetic writings of

Eusebius are the Prcrjja riltlo EvanQiUca
in fifteen books, and the Dcmon.strdfiO
Evauf/cl'tca in twenty. They are both,
but especially the former, a ricli storehouse
of information on antiquity, particularly on
the philosophy and religion of the Greeks.
Of still greater importance is his Chronicle
{Chruntcun) , a work founded upon extracts
from the now lost writings of previous
historians. Its first book, the Chruiiu-
ijrdplua^ contains a general ethnographical
history of the world, arranged from the
creation to 325 a.d. The second, called

the Chronological Canon, consisted of

parallel chronological tables of the names
of rulers and the most important events
since 2017 B.C. Only fragments of the
original work remain ; but we have both
books in an Armenian translation, and the

second in the Latin version of Hieronymus.
Among the other works of Eusebius we
may mention : (1) A sketch of the topo-

graphy of Palestine, in two books. The
second alone survives, both in the original

and in the translation of Hieronymus. (2)

A biography, in four books, of the emperor
Constantine, who had shown favour to

Eusebius and had been baptized by him.

This work is strongly coloured b}' personal

feeling. (3) A panegyric on Constantine.

Eiistathius. (1) Enstafhiiis Mdcrem-
hollfa, a Greek writer of romance. He
was a native of Constantinople, and be-

longed to the upper class. liis floruit is

perhaps to be assigned to the Dtli century

A.D. He was the author of a rather

tasteless love story, in eleven books, about

HysmlnTas and Hj'smine.

(2) EustafJiius of Constantinople, ap-

pointed archbishop of Thessillonica in IIGO

A.D. Previous!}' to this he had been a

deacon, and professor of rhetoric in his

native city, and had written a com])re-

honsive commentary on the Homeric poems.

The commentary, which is characterized by

learning remai'kable for that age, is made
np of extracts from older writers, and is

therefore of great value. A commentary by

the same author on DionysTus Periegetes,

and a preface to a commentary on Pindar,

have also survived.

Euterpe. See Muses.
Euthyna (a giving of account). All

officials at Athens without exception were

bound, at the expiration of their term of

office, to give an account of their adminis-

tration. The authorities to whom it was

given were the iJigista; supported by ten

EufJn/nl. {Sec Logist-E.) AVithin thirty
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days after the term of office had come to an
end, these functionaries issued, to all whom
it might concern, a piiblic notice to lay

before them any complaints they might have
to make against the retiring officials. In
case such complaints were made, the matter
was brought to an issue by legal procedure.

No official was allowed to leave the country,

or take any measure affecting his property,

or take another office, before his account was
given [Aristotle, Const, of Athens, 48].

Eutropius. A Roman historian who took
part in the expedition of Julian against

lhe Parthians in 3G3 A.D. In 378, nnder
Yalentinian, he wrote and dedicated to

this emperor a sketch of Roman history

(Brcvldriuni ah Urhe ConcUiu) in ten books,

from the earliest times to the death of

Jovian in 364. The language is simple,

and the narrative intelligent and impartial.

The work was useful and concise, and
became very popular. Succeeding writers
down to the Middle Ages, and especially

Hieronymus and Orosius, used it a great
deal. It was several times turned into

Greek, indeed as early as 380 by Pseanios,

whose translation has been preserved almost
entire. The work of Eutropius was en-

larged and continued by Paulus Diaconus,
who, in the last part of the 8th century a.d.,

added six books to it. It was also used
in the Illsturla MisccUa, or Collective His-
tory, and has continued to be a favourite
school book down to our own day.

Evander (Gr. Eaandvus^ the good man), a
figure in Latin mythology. He was said

to be the son of Hermes and an Arcadian
nymph. Sixty years before the Trojan War
he led a Pelasgian colony to Latium from
Pallantlon in Arcadia, and founded a city

Pallanteum near the Tiber, on the hill

which was afterwards named after it the
Palatine. Further it was said that he
taught the rude inhabitants of the country
writing, music, and other arts; and intro-

duced from Arcadia the worship of certain
gods, in particular of Pan, whom the
Italians called Faunns, with the festival

of the Lupercalia which was held in his

honour. Evander was worshipped at Rome
among the heroes or the country {see

IxDiGlTES), and had an altar on the Aven-
tino hill. But the whole story is evidently
an invention of Greek scholars, who derived
the Liipercalia from the Arcadian Lycrra.
The name Enamlros is a mere translation

of the Italian Fmimis, while Carmenta is

an ancient Italian goddess.

Pallas, the son of Evander, is in like

manner a creation of the poets. In Vergil

he marches, at the command of his father,

to assist jiEneas, and falls in single combat
with Turnus.

Eventus, or properly Bonus Eventus
(lucky or happy event). In Roman religion,

a god of rural prosperity, like the Greek
AgcltJiodcenuln, whose image was in later

times transferred to the Italian deity. In

the course of time Bonus Eventus gained

the more general meaning of the friendly

fortune which secures a lucky issue to

undertakings. The god had a temple of

his own on the Campus Martins, in the

neighbourhood of the Pantheon.
Evocati (those who are summoned or

called out). The term applied in the

Roman army to soldiers who had served

their time and obtained their dismissal, but

who, on the general summoning them by

name, returned to the service on condition

of receiving certain privileges. These

were, exemption from all service except in

battle, a rank and pay equal to those of

the centurions, and prospect of advance-

ment. The enlistment of evocati was
especially common in the civil wars. Some-

times they were distributed in the legion,

sometimes they formed a special and select

troop, divided into centiirue. We some-

times find them, in isolated instances,

under the earl}' Empire. On the difference

between them and the vcterdnJ, see

A^ETERAXI.

Evocatio (calling out). The term for

the solemn summons given to the tutelary

gods of a besieged city to leave it, and to

migrate to Rome. The Romans always

vowed, at the same time, to build them a

temple at Rome. An example of a deity

" evoked " in this way was Juno Regina,

who was originally worshipped at Veii,

but afterwards had a temple in Rome on

the Aventine.

Executio. See Boxorum Emptio.
Exedra. An alcove, or semi-circular ex-

tension of the colonnade in a Greek f/ij)n-

n(7s7um. It was furnished with seats on

which the philosophers usually sat to talk

with their disciples. In private houses the

exedra was a room intended for conversa-

tion, fitted with a bench running round the

wall.

Exercitus. See Stipexdium, Castra,

Le(;i(^x, Dilectus, Sacramextum.
Exilium ( =" banishment). (1) Greek.

Among the Greeks exile was the legal

punishment for homicide (see Ephet.ici.

It was also, at times, a political measure,
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adopted especially in times of civil dis-

turbance, and might carry with it Cdlmla
and loss of property, except in the case of

ostracism (see Ostracism).

(2) Roman. Among tlae Romans there

was, originally, no such thing as a direct

expulsion from the city. But a man might
be cut off from lire and water, the sj-mbol

of civic communion, which of course prac-

tically forced him to leave the country.

This iutcrdictio dqicce et ignis was ori-

ginally inflicted by the conutla ccntiindta,

and later by the permanent judicial com-
missions a})pointed to try certain serious

otfeuces, as, for instance, treason, arson,

xind poisoning. In case of the capital

charge the accused was alwa3\s free to

anticipate an unfavoiirablo verdict, or the

intercUctio aqucc et ignis, by withdrawing

into voluntary exile. The exilium involved
the lesser dcmlniitlo capitis, or loss of

citizenship, if the banished person became
citizen of another state ; or if the peojilo

declared the banishment to be deserved

;

or if the interdictio aqucr ct ignis was \)V0-

nounced after he had gone into exile. It

was onl}' in very serious cases that a
man's property was also confiscated. Real
banishment was first inflicted under the

Em])ire. (<Sfee Dei'Ortatio and Relecatio.)
Exodium. A play of a lively character

acted on the Roman stage at the end of a
serious piece. It corresponded in chararter

to the satyric drama of the Greeks. The
place of the exodium was originally taken

b)^ the dramatic sdtiira, and later by the

AtcJhlna and Mlmns.
Exomis. See Chiton.

Fabiiis Pictor. See Annalists.
Fabri. The mechanics, carpenters, smiths,

etc., in the Roman army. After the end
of the republican age they formed an
independent corps in every army, and were
•employed especially in the restoration of

bridges, siege and defence works, artillery,

etc. They were under the command of the

prcefeetus fahvum, or chief engineer, who
was chosen by the general in chief, and
was immediateh' resjjnnsible to him.

Fabvila Palliata and Togata. Sec Comedy.
Familia. The Latin name for a house-

hold counnunity, consisting of the master

of the house {pater fdmlttas), his wife

{inciter familias), his sons and unmarried
daughters {fllil and fllue familias), the

wives, sons, and unmarried daughters of

the sons, and the slaves. All the other

members of the family were subject to the

authority of the pater familias. (For the

power of the husband over his wife, see

Manus.) In virtue of his paternal authority

{patrXa putestds), the pater familias had
absolute authority over his children. He
might, if he liked, expose them, sell them,

or kill them. These rights, as manners
were gradually softened, were more and
more rarely enforced ; but they legally

came to an end only when the father died,

lost his citizenship, or of his own will freed

his son from his authority. {See Emanci-
PATio.) They could, however, be trans-

ferred to another person if the son were
adopted, or the daughter married. A son,

if of full age, was not in any way interfered

with by the patria potestas in the exercise

of his civil rights. But in the exercise of

his legal rights as an individual, he was
dependent alwaj-s on his father. He could,

for instance, own no propert}', but all that

he acquired was, in the q\g. of the law, at

the exclusive disposal of his father. The
peder familias alone had the right of

making dispositions of the family property

by mortgage, sale, or testament.

Family Names. Sec Xames.
Fannius. Sec Axxalists.
Farmers of Public Taxes. See Publicani

and Tei.ox.i:.

Farnese Bull. See Dirce.

Fasces. The Latin name for a bundle of

rods of elm or birch, tied together by a red

strap, and enclosing an axe, with its head

outside. The fasces were originally the

emblem of the king's absolute authority

over life and limb, and as such passed over

to the high magistrates of the Republic.

In the city, however, the latter had to le-

move the axe and to lower the rods in the

presence of the popular assembly as the

sovereign power. The lowering of the

fasces was also the form in which the

'lower officials saluted the higher. The king

was preceded by lictors bearing twelve

fasces, and so were the consuls and pro-

"consuls. The proconsuls, however, were,

since the time of Augustus, only allowed

this number if thev had actually been con-

suls previously. The dictator had twenty-

four fasces, as representing the two cniisuls,

and his mdqisfcr cquUum had six. Six was

also the mimber allotted to the proconsuls

and propraetors outside the city, and m the
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imperial age to those proconsuls who had
provinces in virtue of their having held the

prretorship. The praetors of the city had
two, the imperial legates administering par-

ticular provinces had five fasces. One was
allotted to the flCunrn Dullis, and (from or

after B.C. 42) to the Vestal Virgins. Fasces

crowned with bay were, in the republican

age, the insignia of an officer who was
saluted as ImperCdor. During the imperial

age, this title was conferred on the emperor
at his accession, and soon confined ex-

clusively to him. The emperor was accord-

ingly preceded by twelve fasces laurecUl.

The lictors held their fasces over the left

shoulder. But at funerals, the fasces of a

deceased magistrate, and his arms, were
carried reversed behind the bier.

Fascimim (Latin). Enchantment by the

evil eye, words, or cries, exercised on per-

sons (especially children), animals, and
things, as, for instance, on a piece of

ground. The word was also applied to the

counter-charm, by which it was supposed
that the enchantment could be averted,

or even turned against the enchanter.

Amulets of various kinds were employed
as counter-charms. They were supposed
either to procure the protection of a par-

ticular deity, or to send the enchanter mad
by means of terrible, ridiculous, or obscene
objects. The name fascinum was thus
specially applied to the phaUiis, which was
the favourite counter-charm of the Romans.
An image of this fascimim was contained

in the bulla worn as an amulet by children,

and was also put under the chariot of a

general at his triumph, as a protection

against envy.

Fasti {dies). (Roman.) Properly speak-
ing, the court-days, on which the prtetor

was allowed to give his judgments in the
solemn formula Do Dlco Addlco, and gene-
rall}' to act in his judicial capacity. The
name was further applied to the days on
which it was lawful to summon the
assembl}^ and the senate {dies cdmltidles).

For these days might be used as court
days in case the assembly did not meet

:

while on dies fasti proper no meeting of

the coiuitia could take jjlace. The opposite

of dies fasti were the dies nefasti, or days
on which on account of purifications, holi-

days, /rr^rf, and on other religious grounds,
the courts could not sit, nor the cnmitia
assemble. {Sec Fkhi.k.) The dies rcliglOsl

were also counted as nefasti. {See Religiosi
Dies.") Besides the 38-45 dies fasti proper,

the 188-194 dies coniitiales, the 48-50 dies

ncfasti, and 53-59 dies religiosi, there were
8 dies intercisl, which were ncfasti in the
morning and evening because of certain

I

sacrifices which took j^lace then, but /asfi'

for the remaining hours. There were also

3 dies flssi (split days), which were ncfasti
j

until the conclusion of a particular proceed-
]

ing
; e.g. the removal of the sweepings from .

the temple of Vesta on June 15th, but
fasti afterwards.

The division of days into fasti and l

jn'ofesti, or holidays and workcla3'S, only
!

affected private life, though many dies

ncfasti, as fevia^, would be identical with
dies fasti.

The list of the dies fasti was of immense
importance as affecting legal proceedings,

and indeed all public life. For a long time
it was in the hands of the pontifices, and

was thus only accessible to the patricians

;

but at last, 304 B.C., Gnseus Flavius pub-

lished it and made it generally accessible.

This list, called simply Fasti, was the

origin of the Roman calendar, which bore

the same name. In this calendar the days

of the year are divided into weeks of eight

days each, indicated b}' the letters A—H.

Each day has marks indicating its number
in the month, its legal significance (,F =
fastiis, Is—ncfastus, G= comiticdis, EN =
intercisus). The festivals, sacrifices, and

games occurring on it are also added, as well

as notices of historical occuri'ences, the

rising and setting of the stars, and other

matters. No trace remains of any calendar

previous to Csesar ; but several calendars

composed after Ceesar's reform have been

preserved. Ovid's Fasti is a poetical ex-

planation of the Roman festivals of the

first six months. We have also many frag-

ments of calendars, painted or engraved on

stone, belonging to Rome and other Italian

cities ; for it was common to put up

calendars of this kind in public places,

temples, and private houses. There are two

complete calendars in existence, one an

official list written by Furius Dionysius

Philocalus in 354 A.D., the other a Chris-

tian version of the official calendar, made
by Polemius Silvias in 448 a.d.

The word Fasti was further applied to

the annual lists of the triumphs, high

officials, consuls, dictators, censors, and

priests. These lists were originall}', like

the other fasti, uaade out by the pontifices.

Some fragments of them have survived,

among which may be mentioned the Fasti

CapitdUni, so called from the Roman
Capitol, where they are now preserved.
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They were originally, in 36-30 B.C., en-

oraved on the marble wall of the Bcgla, or

official residence of the Ponfifex Ma.vlnnis^

and afterwards continiied first to 12 B.C.,

and afterwards to 13 a.d.

Fata. See M(er.e (Parc.e), Nemesis,
Tyche, Foktuxa.

Fattius. See Faunus.

Fauces. See House.
Faunalia. See Fauxus.
Fauiius. "The well-wisher" (iYomfdvere)

[or perhaps " the speaker " (from fCiri)].

One of the oldest and most popular deities,

who was identified with the Greek Pan on

account of the similarity of their attributes.

[^See Pax.) As a good spirit of the forest,

plains, and fields, he gave fruitfulness to the

cattle, and was hence called Infills. With
all this he was also a god of prophecy, called

by the name of Fdtiius. He revealed the

future in dreams and strange voices, com-
municated to his votaries while sleeping in

his precincts upon the fleeces of sacrificed

lambs. A goddess of like attributes, called

Fonnn and Fatiia, was associated in his

worship. She was regarded sometimes as

his wife, sometimes as his daughter (sec

BoXA Dea). Just as Pan was accompanied
by the Pduiskoi, or little Pans, so the

existence of many Fauni was assumed
besides the chief Faunus. They were
imagined as merry, capricious beings, and
in particular as mischievous goblins who
caused night-mares. In fable Faimus
appears as an old king of Latiimi, son of

Picus, and grandson of Saturnus, father

of Latinus by the nymph Marica. After

his death he is raised to the position

1
of a tutelary deity of the land, for his

I

many services to agriculture and cattle-

breeding. Two festivals, called Fcmnalta,
were celebrated in his honour, one on

the 13th of February, in the temple on the

island in the Tiber, the other on the 5th

of December. The peasants brought him
rustic offerings and amused themselves with
dancing.

Favonius. Sec Zephyrus.
Felicitas. The personification of good

fortune among the Romans. She was wor-
shipped in various sanctuaries in Rome, her
attributes being the corniicopia and the

herald's staff.

Feralia. The last day of the Roman fes-

tival called the Purcntuiia. {See Maxes.)
Ferise (Latin). Holidays, dedicated to

the worship of some deity. A distinction

\vas drawn hetween ferio' prlvdfw, or holi-

lays observed by g'entcs, families, and in-

dividuals, and fericr puhtlco'^ or public
holidays. Public holidays were either fixed

or movable, or occasional. The ti.xed holi-

days {feri<e stCitlv(v\ were forty-live in

number, and were celebrated every year on

a definite day and registered accordingly in

the calendar. The movable holidays (fcria-

conceptlftv) were also annual, but were
held on changing days, and had therefore

to be announced beforehand by the consuls,

or in their absence by the prjetor. The
occasional holidays {impcnlflc(i') were
commanded on special occasions by the

authorities with the consent of the pontl-

fices. Such were, for instance, the suppll-

cdfidnes, a solemn service to the gods to

celebrate a victory or the like. One of the

principal movable festivals was the Fffic:

Lutlme. This was originally a celebration

by the Latin race held on the Alban moun-
tain in honour of Jupiter Liitiaris. It was
subsequently transformed by Tarquinius

Superbus into a festival of the Latin League.

Its most notable ceremony consisted in the

sacrifice of white bulls, a portion of whose
flesh was distributed to each of the cities

of the league represented at the sacrifice. If

an}'- city did not receive its portion, or if any

other point in the ceremonial was omitted,

the whole sacrifice had to be repeated.

Originally it lasted one day, but after-

wards was extended to four. It was then

celebrated in part on the Alban hill by

the Roman consuls, in presence of all the

magistrates: in part on the Roman Capitol,

a

race being included in the performance. It

was announced by the consuls immediately

after their assumption of office, nor did

they leave Rome for their provinces until

they had celebrated it. The date therefore

depended on that of the assumption of

office by the higher magistrates.

Feronia. An old Italian goddess, of

Sabine origin, but also much worshipped in

Etrfiria. She seems originally to have been

regarded in the same light as Flora, Libera,

and Venus. The Greeks called her a god-

dess of flowers ; on coins she is represented

as a girl in the bloom of youth, with flowei-s

in her hair. She was also worshijipcd as

the goddess of emancipation from slavery.

She had a veiy celebrated shrine at the

foot of Mount SOracte in Etruria,_ where

the whole neighbourhood used to bring her

rich votive offerings and the firstfruit.>* of

the field. The annual festivals served as

fairs, such was the crowd of ponplo wlio

flocked to them. The mythical king Erulns

of PiiPneste was regarded as her son. He
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liad tliree lives, and liad to be slain three

times by Evander in consequence.

Fescennini (ludl). Rural festivals, of

great antiquity, held by the population of

Etruria and Latium, and named, from some
•cause which cannot now be ascertained,

from Fescennium in South Etruria. At
harvest festivals, at the feast of Silvanus,

and others of the kind, and at weddings,
the young men would appear in rough
masks or with faces painted with vermilion,

bantering each other for the amusement of

the spectators in rude and indecent jests.

These were thrown into a rough kind of

metre, originally no doubt the Saturnian.

The Italians had at all times a keen
sense of the ridiculous, and a love for

personal attack ; tendencies which were
much encouraged by their gift for improvi-

zation, and pointed repartee. In Rome
these games were taken up by the young
men at public festivals, and combined with
a comic imitation of the religious dances
introdxiced from Etruria in 390 B.C. to

tivert a pestilence. In this form they are

supposed to have given birth to the dramatic
mtura. {See Satura.) The license of

personal abuse ended by going so far that

it had to be restrained by a law of the
Twelve Tables. The Fescennini versus
were gradually restricted to weddings, and
the word came to mean the merr}' songs
sung when the bride was brought home.

Festus. (1) Sextus Pompeius Festus ; a
Roman scholar, who probably flourished in

the 2nd century a.d. He made an abridg-
ment of the great lexical work of Verrius
Flaccus, De Verboruni SigmficCdu^ using
at the same time other works of the same
autlior. The abridgment, arranged in alpha-

betical order, and containing twenty books,
superseded its original. Of Festus' own
work we have only the second half (the
letters M-V) in a very imperfect state.

•The rest is preserved in a meagre epitome
made by the priest Paulus, in the age of
Charles the Great. Sliglit as are these
remains of the original work of Verrius,
they are very valuable for the fulness of
select grammatical and antiquarian notices

which they contain.

(2) A Roman historian, who about 309
A.D. wrote an abridgment of Roman history
{Bvcvldvium RCriim Gestdrum Popfih
liOmdm) founded partly on Eufrdptus^
p)artly on FlOriis^ and dedicated to the
emperor Valens.

Fetiales (Latin). A body of men whose
business it was to maintain the forms

of international relationship. The institu-

tion was universal in Italy. In Rome its

introduction was ascribed to Numa or Ancus
Martius. Here the fetiales formed a
collcgaun of twenty members elected for

life, and filled up vacancies in their body
by co-optation. They were in earl}^ times

exclusively patricians, but at all times it

was necessary that they should belong to

the highest classes. Their duties were, in

case of conflicts arising with other nations,

to give an opinion, based on the merits of

the case, upon the question of war or

peace ; to give, or to demand in person,

satisfaction by delivering up the guilty

individual, to declare war or conclude

peace, and to. give the sanction of religion

to both acts. On all these occasions they

went out wearing their sacerdotal dress,

and the insignia of their office. Before

them one of the members of the collegium

carried the sacred plants which they had

gathered on the Capitol after asking per-

mission of the magistrate on whose com-

mission they were acting, king, consul, or

prffitor. If satisfaction was to be demanded
from another nation, a number of fetiales

was sent under the leadership of a speaker,

the jjdtcr patrCitus^ with the forms of a

special ceremonial. Supposing satisfaction

given, they took the offender with them, and

parted in peace ; if the other party asked

for time to consider the matter, this was

granted to ten days and extended to thirty.

If, after this, satisfaction were not given,

the speaker made a solemn protest, adding

that the Roman people would now take

the matter into its own hands. Supposing

now that war were decided on, the speaker,

in presence of at least three witnesses,

uttered the solemn declaration, and thre^v

a bloody lance into the enemy's territory.

After the war with P^-rrhus this ceremony

was performed at the Column of War near

the temple of Bellona, and the declaration

of war was carried to the general in conir

mand according to the form prescribed by

the law of the fetiales. If it was in con-

templation to bring the war to a close, and

the enemy had not made an luiconditional

surrender, the fetiales, with the authority

of a scndtils eonsultum, and in the name

of the State, either concluded a truce for a

definite number of years, or a formal

alliance. The general, if he made peace

without the consent of the Roman people,

did so on his own responsibility and with-

out binding the State. If the people \yere

dissatisfied with the terms, the fetiales
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delivered the general up, naked and hand-
bound, to the enemy. In case of the

alliance being concluded, the pater j^cdratus

took a flint stone, which was preserved in

the temple of Jupiter Feretrlus, and slew a

swine therewith, tirst reading out the terms

of the alliance, and then appealing to Jupiter,

in case the Roman people maliciousl}- broke
the treaty, to smite them as he would
smite the animal. He then signed the

document, which bound the collegium of

fetialcs to see that the treaty was observed.

It was also usual for the civil magistrate

to make oath by Jupiter, Mars, and
Quirinus, on a sceptre which was likewise

taken from the temple of Jupiter Feretrius.

Since the Second Punic War there is but
little mention of the action of the fctiales,

but its existence can be traced as late as the

middle of the 4th century a.d.

Fibula (Greek pcr6m~). A clasp for

fastening garments, resembling our brooches

FIBUL.K.

(Grivaud dc la Vincclle, Avis et Metier!:, pi. xli, xliii.)

or safety-pins. It consisted of a hoop and
a needle, sometimes elastic, sometimes fixed

by a joint. 8ome Jibula; were in the shape

of buckles. (See illustrations.)

Fides. The Roman personification of

honour in keeping word or oath. As Fides

Piibllca, or Honour of the People, this

goddess had a temple on the Capitol,

founded by king Numa, to which the

ftdmlnes of Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus rode

in a covered chariot on the 1st of October.

At the sacrifice they had their right hands

wrapped up to the fingers with white

bands. The meaning of the covered chariot

was that honour could not be too carefully

protected : of the covered right hand, that

the right hand, the seat of honour, should

be kept pure and holy. The goddess was
represented with outstretched right hand
and a white veil. Her attributes were ears

of corn and fruits, joined hands, and a

tiu-tle-dove.

Fire, God of. See Heph^stus and

VCLCAXUS.

Firmicus Maternus (Iillhis). (1) A
heathen writer, a native of Sicily. About
'd'A A.D. he published, in eight books, a
work on astrology {Mdtheseos Librl VIII)
which he had begun under Constantiue.
It gives a vivid picture of the gross su])er-

stition of that age with regard to the sup-
posed influence of the stars in huniim
fortunes.

(2) Another writer of the same time, and
of the same age, was a convert to Cliristia-

nity, who, about 347 a.d., published a work
on the error of the heathen religions (De
Errore PrOfdndrum Rellglonuni) in which
he called on the emperors Constantius and
Constans to extirpate the last remains of

heathenism.

Fiscus. The emperor's private purse, as

distinguished from the public treasur}'

{(vrdrlum). It was instituted by Augustus,,

and was imder the excltisive control of the

emperor. The chief sources from which it

was replenished were the entire revenues

of the imperial provinces, the produce of

unclaimed estates, and of confiscations.

The main items of fiscal expenditure were

the army, the fleet, and war material, the

salaries of officials, the provision of corn

for Rome, postal communication, and the

public buildings. For the officials who
administered the Jisciis, see Procuhatok.

Flabelhim. A fan. See Clothing.

Flamen {ivoxn JIdre • one who blows or

kindles the sacrificial fire). The special

priest of a special deity among the Romans.

There were 15 Fldimnes ; three higher

ones {Flamines mdiOres) of patrician rank :

these were the flamen D'ldUs (of Jupiter),

Martidlis (of Mars), and Quiriudlls (of

Quiflnus). The remaining 12 \veroflamines

minores, plebeians, and attached to less

important deities, as Vulcanus,
^
Flora,

Pomona, and Carmenta. Their office was

for life, and they could only be deprived of

it in certain events. The emblem of their

dignity was a white conical hat {dpe.r'),

made out of the hide of a sacrificed animal,

and having an olive branch and woollen

thread at the top. This the flamines were

obliged to wear always out of doors, indeed

the Flamen Dialis had originally to wear

it indoors as well. They were exempted

from all the duties of civic life, and ex-

cluded at the same time from all i)artici-

pation in politics. In course of time, it is

trtte, they were allowed to hold urban

offices, but even then they were forbidden

to eo out of Italv.

The Flamen^ Dial is was originally not
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allowed to spend a night away from home

:

in later times, under the Empire, the

Pontifex could allow him to sleep out

for two nights in the year. Indeed, the

Flcimen DioUs, whose superior position

among the llamens conferred upon him
certain privileges, as the toga prcGtexta^ the

sella curidls., a seat in the senate, and
the services of a lictor, was in proportion

obliged to submit to more restrictions than

the rest. He, his wife, their children, and
his house on the Palatine were dedicated

to this god. He must be born of a marriage
celebrated by confan'cCdlo, and live himself

in indissoluble marriage. {See Marriage.)
If his wife died, he resigned his office.

In the performance of his sacred functions

he was assisted by his children as cdmilli.

(See CAiSIILLUS.) Every day was for him
a holy day, so that he never appeared
without the insignia of his office, the

conical hat, the thick woollen toga i)voitexta

woven by his wife, the sacrificial knife,

and a rod to keep the people away from
him. He Avas preceded by his lictor, and
by heralds, who called on the people to stop

their work, as the flamen was not permitted

to look upon any labour. He was not al-

lowed to cast eyes on an armed host, to mount,
or even to touch, a horse, to touch a corpse,

or grave, or a goat, or a dog, or raw meat,
or anything unclean. He must not have
near him, or behold, anything in the shape
of a chain. Conse(|uently there must be no
knots, but only clasps, on his raiment ; the

ring on his finger was broken, and any one
who came into his house with chains mast
instantly be loosened. If he were guilty of

any carelessness in the sacrifices, or if his

hat fell off his head, he had to resign. His
wife; the fluDitnica, was priestess of Juno.
She had, in like manner, to appear always
in her insignia of office, a long woollen
robe, with her hair woven with a purple
fillet, and arranged in pyramidal form, her
head covered with a veil and a kerchief,

and carrying a sacrificial knife. On certain
days she was forbidden to comb her hair.

The chief business of the fiamens consisted
in daily sacrifices: on certain special occa-
sions they acted with the Pontifices and
the Vestal Virgins. The three superior
flamens offered a sacrifice to JTnles Publica
on the Capitol on the 1st October, driving
there in a two-horse chariot. During the
imperial period Jlamines of the deified

emperors were added to the others.

Flaminica. Sec Flahiex.

?lavianum Iiis. ^tr Jurisprudence.

Fleet. See Ships, Warfare, and Clas-
SIARir.

Flora. A goddess, originally Sabine, of
the spring and of flowers and blossoms in

general, to whom prayers were offered for

the prospering of the ripe fruits of field and
tree. She was also regarded as a goddess
of the flower of youth and its pleasures.

Her worship was said to have been intro-

duced into Rome by the Sabine king Titus
Tatius, and her special priest, the Flamen
Floi'dlls, to have been appointed by Xuma.
A temple was erected to her in the Ciiriis

Maxlnius in 238 B.C. At the same time a
theatrical festival, the FlonlUa, was in-

stituted at the behest of the Sibylline books.

At this feast the men decked themselves

and their animals with flow^ers, especially

roses ; the women put aside their usual

costume, and wore the gay dresses usually

forbidden. The scene was one of unre-

strained merriment. Prom 173 B.C. the

festival was a standing one, and lasted six

days, from April 28, the anniversary of the

foundation of the temple, to May 3. For the

first five days of the games, for the super-

intendence of "which the curule pediles were
responsible, there were theatrical perfor-

mances, largely consisting of the very inde-

cent farces called mimes. On the last day

goats, hares, and otlier animals were hunted
in the circus. The people were regaled

during the games with porridge, peas, and
lentils.

Flora was in later times identified with

the Greek Chloris (see HoR^). In works
of art she was represented as a blooming
maiden, decked with flowers.

Floras {lillms). (1) A Roman historian of

the time of Hadrian, 117-138 a.d. He
wrote, in two books, a history of the wars of

Rome, from the time of the kings to the clos-

ing of the temple of Janus under Augustus

(25 B.C.). In the title, as we have it, the

book is called an excerpt from Livy {Eiutomc
de TUl Llvll helhlruni omnlani annomm
DCC). But this is not an adequate descrip-

tion of it. Florus, it is true, has used Livy

a great deal, though not exclusively, and

the work is really a panegyric on the great-

ness of Rome. It is the jiroduction of a

rhetorician, as is shown by the tasteless and

inflated language, with its poetical echoes

of Vergil and Horace, and its tendency to

exaggeration. Numerous gross errors tes-

tify to the insufficiency of the writer's

knowledge. Worthless as it is, the book

was much read and quoted in the Middle

Ages.
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(2) A Roman poet, who was on familiar

terms with Hadrian, and who has left a

few pieces. He is probably to be identified

with the African rhetorician and poet
Publius Annius Florus, the author of a
dialogue, which still survives, on the ques-

tion whether Vergil is an orator or a poet.

Fhite (Gk. aiilus = pipe, Lat. tlbm =
shiu-bone). This was, in antiquitj'-, an in-

{see

(1) PHRYGIAN DOUBLE FLUTK.

(311(800 Pio Clement., V, tailpiece.)

strument resembling the modern clarionet

made of reed, box, bay, ivor}^, or bone. Its

invention was ascribed to Athene
Marsyas). The wind was introduced

by a mouthpiece, with one or two
tongues, put on at every performance.

In addition to the holes at the mouth
it often had holes at the sides provided

with stops. Besides the single flute,

a double flute was sometimes used,
' especiall}^ at theatrical performances,

i
funerals, sacrifices, and festal proces-

sions. This consisted of two flutes

played at the same time by means of

I

either one or of two separate mouth-
pieces. The two flutes together had as

many notes as the Syrinx {see Syrinx).
\ The i-ight hand played the bass flute

^ihXa dextra), the left hand the treble

>ihia sinistra). The two flutes were
ither of equal length and similar form,

ir unequal length and similar form, or

incqual length and dissimilar form. In
'If" Phrygian doiible flute, one pipe was
aight, the other larger and bent at

.:ci end like a horn (see fig. 1). It is a
peculiarity of Greek and Roman flutes

hat they were sometimes provided with
check-band covering the mouth, its

•pcning fitted with metal. Through
his opening were fixed the mouthpieces
t' the double flute (fig. 2). The long pipe

i also an invention of the ancients.

Fons or Fontus. The Roman god of

I'rings, son of Jfinus and Juturna, who
ad an altar in Rome on the Janiciilum. A
pecial festival, the FontlnCiUa, was held

in his honour on the 13th October, at which
garlands were thrown into the springs, and
laid round the wells.

Fools, Feast of. See Forxacalia.
Fordicidia or Hordicidia. A festival cele-

brated in Rome in honour of Tellus, goddess
of the earth, on 15th Aijril. {Sec Tellus.)

Fornacalia. A Roman festival held in
February in honour of Fornax, the goddess
of ovens. It was said to have been founded
by Numa, and may be described as a thanks-
giving for the earliest enjoyment of the
newl}'^ gathered corn. It was held in the
Forum by the Cfirite, or ancient unions of
kinsmen, imder the superintendence of the
Carlo Maxtinus, or president of the masters
of the curi(e. Corn was baked in ovens in

the ancient fashion. All who missed the
festival were called fools {stidfi\ as being
supposed not to know wiiich was their

curia, and had to make an offering at tlie

so-called Feast of Fools {stultOruni fertu')

on the 17th February, the day of the

Qu7r7)i(ll'ia.

Fortuna. The goddess of good luck, wor-

(2) 'FLUTE-rLAYER WITH MOUTHPIECE.

Bronze, from Dodona (Caiapanof;, pi. 10.)

shipped from remote antiquity in Italy.

Her worshi]) was supposed to have been

introduced into Rome by king Servius

Tullius, popularly believed to be her favourite

and confidant. He was said to have founded

her oldest sanctuaries, as, for instance, that

of Fors Fortuna, or lucky chance, on the
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ii.i:;;lit bank of the Tiber below Rome. To
this a jiilgrimage was made down tlie stream
by land and water on the anniversary of its

foundation (June 2G). As time went on,

the worship of Fortiina became one of the

most popular in Ital3\ She was worshipped
at a great number of shrines under various
titles, given according to various circum-
stances of life in which her influence was
supposed to have effect. These titles were
Fortuna Prtirugenm, who determines the
destiny of the child at its birth ; Fortuna
Publtca or Popidl KOmdni, the tutelary
goddess of the state ; Fortuna Ca>,sdrts or

Augusta, the protectress of the emperor

;

Fortuna prJvCita, or of family life ; Fortuna
patrlcla, ph'heia, eqzicstr^s, of the different

orders, classes, and families of the popula-
tion : Fortuna Iibcruni, of children; vir-

r/lnCdis, of maidens, miiltebrts, of women

;

Fortuna zurllts was the goddess of woman's
happiness in married life, of boys and of

youths, who dedicated to her the first cut-
tings of their beards, calling her from this

Fortuna I)arbata. Other epithets oi Fortuna
were victrix, or giver of victory ; dux or
comes, the leader or attendant ; redux, who
brings safe home ; trauquiUa, the giver of

prosperous voyages. This Fortuna was
worshipped with Portunus in the harbour
of Rome. There were also Fortuna bona
and mala, good and evil Fortune ; blanda
or flattering, ohsequcns or yielding, dubXa
or doubtful, viscCda or enticing, hrcvls or
fickle, and mdnens or constant. Trajan at
last founded a special temple in her honour
as the all-pervading power of the world.
Here an annual sacrifice was offered to her
on New Year's
Day. In works
of art she was
represented with
the same attri-

btites as the
Greek Tyclie {see

Tyche). For-
tuna, in her
general character

as a goddess of

Natttre and Fate,

had an ancient

and celebrated

tem])le, in which
oracles were de-

livered, at Prseneste and AntTum {sec cut).

Forum (Latin). An open space used for

political meetings, judicial proceedings, and
traflic. In Rome the oldest forum was the
Forum Pomdnum, afterwards the Campo

'goddesses of foktune.
(FoHiiHw Antiates, coin of gens

Rustia, from Gerhard, Ant. Biidw.
taf. iv, 3, 4.)

Vaccino, a long and irregular four-sided
space, lying between the Capitol and the
Palatine, in the direction of WNW. and
ESE (see plan, p. 241). In the course of time
it was surrounded with temples, public
buildings, and basilicas. It was originally

used as a market place, but was early
monopolised for public purposes. There
were, however, shops and stalls along the

northern and southern sides, where an
active trade was carried on. Here, in

particular, the money-changers carried on

their business. The Forum was divided

into the ComUlum with the Rostra oi

speaking platform, and the Forum proper,

where the Romans habitually spent mucb
of their niprning transacting private oi

public business. {Sec Comitium and Ros-

trum.) Under the Empire a number oj

other fora sprang up in its neighbotirhood

which were used for legal and other busi-

ness. They were adorned with great magni
ficence, having a temple in their midst, anc

colonnades round them, which were opei

for ordinary traffic. There were thus Fon
of Csesar, Augustus, Vespasian, Nerva, anc

Trajan, the last the largest and most splen

did of all (see plan, p. 241). There were
besides, several fora for market bttsiness

as the Forum hodrium or cattle-market, pis

cdrium or fish-market, holUorium, or vege

table-market, and so on. The word foruv

was also applied to any place which formec

the local centre of commerce and jurisdic

tion : so that such local names as Forun
Irdu (now Frejus) were very common.

Preedmen. The emancipation of slavei

was tolerably common, both among Greeks

and Romans. The Greeks had no specia

legal form for the process, and consequent!}

no legal differences in the status of freed

men. At Athens thej' took the positioi

of resident aliens, and lay under certaii

obligations to their liberators as patrons

They could be called to legal account foi

any injury done to their patrons, and ii

condemned could be given back to them a?

slaves, or sold by the state. In the lattei

case the price was paid to their liberators.

Among the Romans emancii:)ation (vidnfi

missio) was a lucrative proceeding for tlu

State, as a tax of 5 per cent, on the valu(

of the slave was paid on his being set free

Emancipation was either formal or infor

mal. (1) Of formal emancipation then

were three kinds: {c() the manunu'ssio f«»

dicta, in which the owner appeared witl

the slave before an official with judicia

authorit}^, who in later times would gener-
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rally be tbo prcrtnr or governor of the pro-

vince. A Koinan citizen, usually one of

the mai!;istrates' lictors, laid a statf (vin-

ilicta) on the slave's head and declared him

tree. The master, who was holding the

I slave with his hand, thereupon signified his

j
consent, and let him go, as a symbol of

will. Here the master declared his slave

free in his will, or bound liis heir to eman-
cipate him. The heir might adopt the

formal or informal process. Constantino

added a new form, the iiinvumifisio in

ccclcs7d^ or emancipation in tho church in

presence of the congregation. (2) Informal

* I'LAX OF TIIK

(From Droyseii's Ilisforifchcr HandaUn

liberation (mdnu viistt). This formality

was in later times restricted to the simple

declaration of the master in the presence
( the magistrate. {b) The manumissio
nsu, in which the master enrolled the

~lave"s name in the list of citizens, (c) The
nctnumiatiio tcatdmcntu^ or manumission by
D. C. A.

ROMAN FOR A.

s, laSC, p. U, with slight nlterations.)

emancipation took i)lace in virtue of an oral

declaration on the jiart of tho master, in

presence of friends {inter <iiinros\ or by

letter (per cpi>itidam\ or by inviting tiio

slaves to the master's table.

The freedmen were called Ithrrtl in rela-

tion to the liberator (e.g. libcrtus Casaris)
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and Jlhertinl in tlieir legal relation to the

State. After formal emancipation they at

once became Roman citizens, and members
of the urban ti-ibcs and of the lowest classes

in the coduruv^ with full right of voting.

But, not being free born, they were not
eligible to office, and were excluded from
militaiy service. The latter was, however,
the case only till the 1st century B.C. They
obtained the right to be enrolled in the

country tribes several times in the repub-
lican period, but not permanently till the

imperial age. Their descendants, however,
were, as being free-born (ingcnuT)^ admit-
ted into all the tribes, and in the second,

or at least in the third generation, eligible

to office. Informal emancipation conferred
only practical freedom without civic rights.

It was not until 17 A.D., under Tiberius,

that freedmen of this kind won the coni-

mcrcium, or the right of acquiring and
transferring property. Even then they had
no power of testamentary bequest, and their

])roperty, at their death, went to their

liberators. It was permissible, however,
to pronounce a formal emancipation after

their death.

To obviate abuses, and to check the

excessive increase in the number of freed-

men, the right of manumission was limited

in several directions under Augustus.
Among other things, if a slave under thirty

years of age was to be manumitted vin-

dicta, a proof of sufficient reason was
required; and, in case of testamentary
manumission, the number was limited to a

certain proportion of the whole number of

slaves, and never allowed to exceed 100.

A mutual obligation continued to exist

between the freedman and his liberator,

based on the fact that the freedman be-

longed to the family of his patron. This
is seen in the circumstance that the freed-

man assumed the nomen and the i^ranxOmen
of his patron. In and after the 1st centui'y

B.C. we generally find a Greek cOgnOnicn
added. A well-known freedman of Lilcius

Cornelius Sulla, for instance, was called

Lucius Cornelius Eincadus. The putroDUs
was bound on his side to cai-e for his lihcr-

tiis, and in consequence either retained him
altogether in his home and service, or sup-
plied him with a farm and capital to start

it ; buried him in the iamily tomb after his

death, and took charge of his children if

not grown up. On the other side the freed-

man was bound to supjiort his jmtrnmts,
in case of need, out of his own i-esoui'ces,

and if he was reduced to jioverty, to main-

tain him. If he died childless, his patron
inherited his property. But the rights of

the patron in respect of his freednaan did

not ])ass to the patron's heirs. If the freed-

man neglected his duties, he was liable to

severe punishment. In special cases, at least

iinder the Empire, he might be sold for his

patroirs profit, or given back to hiraas aslave.

Frigidarium. 8ec Baths.
Froutinus {Sextus Iitlius). A Roman

writer, born aboiit 40 A.D. He was one
of the urban praetors under Vespasian, and
consul for the first time in 74. After this

he fought with distinction in Britain until

78, first under Petilius Cereidis, and then

as his successor. Under Domitian he kept
aloof from public life. He was recalled by
Nerva, who in 97 appointed him to the

important office of superintendent of the

aqueducts {curCdor aqudniin). He was
also made a second time consul, and a third

time under Trajan, two j'ears later (100).

Under Trajan he was also made augur, and
was succeeded in the office by the younger
Pliny. He died in 103 or 104, much es-

teemed by his contemporaries. His sur-

viving works are (1) a collection, in three

books, of typical instances of military stra-

tagems taken from Greek and Roman history.

This was intended as an additional chapter

to a lost work on military science, which
he had written under Domitian. A fourth

book has been rightly judged spurious, and

the work of a later age. (2) Selections

from a treatise on land-survejdng in two
books {De dgronim qudlltdte and De con-

trovcrslis agroriim), likewise written under
Domitian. (3) The interesting treatise on

the aqvieducts of Rome {Dc aquls 'ifrhis

Eomw), in two books. The occasion of his

writing this work was his tenure of the office

of curator aquarum ; but it was not pub-

lished till the time of Trajan. It is a his-

tory and description of the water supply

of Rome, containing also the laws affecting

its use and maintenance.

Fronto {3Iarcus Cornflius). The most

celebrated orator in the age of the An-

tonines, born at Cirta in Numidia, about

100 A.D. As an advocate and speaker at

Rome, he earned not only considerable

wealth and reputation, but the favour of

Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, who entrusted

him with the education of the imperial

princes Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus.

In 143 he was consul for two months,

but his health was too weak to allow of

his administering a province as proconsul.

This ill-health, and many family misfor-
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tunes, embittered the last 3-earri of his life.

He died about 170. He was much admired
by his coiitemporaries, some of whom formed
a school of their own bearing the name of

FrontOmdul, and this reputation survived

after his death. Accordingl}' he used to be
i-egarded as one of the chief" representatives '

of Roman eloquence. But the discovery of

])art of his writings in 1815 dispelled the

illusion. The recovered writings consist

mainly of the correspondence, the greater

part of which they preserve, between Fronto
•,uid the members of the imperial family,

especially with Marcus Aurelius as prince

and emperor. A number of the letters are

written in Greek. Besides these we have a

few fragments of historical works, and some
rhetorical declamations. Of the speeches
riuly a few meagre fragments remain. The
character of Fronto, as revealed in these

writings, is that of a man of some knowledge,
honourable and independent, but vain and
home. His main ambition is to pave the

way for the regeneration of the Latin
language ; and this, not by a study of the
classical models, but by quarrying in the

works of the ante-classical writers. Their
antiquated expressions he revives, and uses
in the most tasteless manner to clothe

the poverty of his own thoughts. But
his letters are of some value as con-

tributing to our knowledge of the

age and the persons then living.

Fruit, Gods of. See Vertumxus,
HoR.K, and Pomona.

Fulcra. [The ends of the frame-
work on which the pillows of a couch
or the cushions of a chair were placed,

resembling the head of a modern sofa.

They are invariably ornamented with
inlaid bronze, sometimes of the rich-

est kind, and are always surmounted
by bronze ornaments representing the

head and shoulders of a mule or ass,

turning sideways and backwards,
with ears put down and a vicious

expression. The head is in almost
•very case decorated with a garland

vine-leaves entwined with tendrils

ud bunches of grapes, while the

shoulders are covered with a curious leather

collar, the top of which is turned down just

where it joins the shaggj- skin of some wild
animal which is thrown over it. For the

head of the ass is sometimes substituted
iiat of a boy, or the head and neck of

goose. The lower part is decorated
with a round boss from which springs a

bust of a genius in full relief, or of some

3'outhful divinit}', such as Bacchus or
Hercules. The framework to which these
ornaments are attached is described iu
Juvenal xi 93-98. The genius fulcvi is

mentioned ib. vi 22. Cp. Vergil, uKn. vi
004; Ovid, Ep. Pont, iii 3, 14; Propcrt.
iv 7, 3: 8, 08; Suetonius, Claud. 32;
Pliny, N. II., xxxiv 9; Ammianus xxviii 1,

47, plumeu)n fulcrum; Hygiiuis, fah. 274,
'^Antiqui autem in Icctis tricl'inidiihus

in fulcris capita atiellovum cite alligata
habucrunf']. W. C, F. Anderson in

Cla.^.'iicai Review, 1889, 322.

Fulgentius (FabJus Planc7dde.s). A Latin
grammarian, a native of Carthage, who
wrote towards the end of the 5th century
A.D. His works include, among other things,

an allegorical interpretation of the ancient
mj'thologyin three hooks {JfDt/ioIdghr}, the
form of which reminds ub of Martiauus
Capella (see Martianus Capella), an
exposition of the ^Eneid [Vergtltdna Con-
tinentla), and an explanation of strange
and antiquated words illustrated by forged
citations {Ex-jMsltlo Sermonls Antique).

Fullers (Gk. gndphens,'Lat.fuUO). The
fuller's trade was one of the most import-
ant and most widely extended in Greek and

HAL PAIXTINC; FliOM TIIK I'C I.I.Kll S SHol', PuMriMI.

(Ovcrl)cck, fls. 10:j.

Roman antiquity. It embraced all the

processes, now distributed among different

trades, necessary for converting the web

into cloth, the chief material used by the

ancients for clothing. Again, it was usual

to send clothes to the fuller for cleaning

and working up. Clothes when sent to be

cleaned were stam])cd with the feet in pits

or trouiihs filled with warm water and

li
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substances which separated the fat from

them, as urine, nitre, and fuller's earth. If

the object was to felt the web, and make it

thicker and stronger, the same process was
gone through, and the cloth was then beaten

with rods, washed out in clean water, dried,

carded with a kind of thistle or with the

skin of a hedgehog, fumigated with sulphur,

rubbed in with fuller's earth to make it

whiter and stronger, and finally dressed

by brushing, shearing, and pressing. The
fuller's earth, when well rubbed in, pre-

vented the clothes from getting dirty too

soon, and freshened up the colours which

the sulphur had destroyed. Some frescoes

preserved on the walls of an ancient fuller's

shop at Pompeii give a clear notion of the

different processes. The fullOncs at Rome '

formed one of the oldest guilds. Like all

mechanics, they worshipped Minerva as \

their tutelary goddess, and took a prominent
j

part in her chief festival, the Quinqufdrus.
Funditores (funda, a sling). The light-

armed slingers in the Roman army. They
were usually raised by recruiting, or con- <

tributed by the allies.

Furiae. Sec Erinyes,
Fustibalus. See Slixgs.

G
Gaea (Clr. Gain or Gc). The Greek god-

dess of the Earth. According to Hesiod she

came into being after Chaos, and brought

forth of herself the sky {Oumnos), the moun-
tains, and the sea (Pontoa). By Uranus
she was mother of the Titans, Cyclopes and
Ilccdtoncheircs. From the blood of her

mutilated husband sprang the Erinyes,

Giants and Melian nymphs : to Pontus she

bore Nereus, Thaumas, Phorcys, Ceto and
Eurvbia. Other terrible beings, such as

the giants Typhon, Anti:eus and Tityus, were
her offspring, as also the ciutdcJdhones (ab-

origines) such as Erechtheus and Cecrops.

In Homer she is invoked with Zeus, the

Sun, Heaven and Hell as a witness to oaths,

and worshipped with the sacrifice of a black

lamb. But she Vv^as especiall}^ honoured as

the mother of all, who nourishes her crea-

tures and pours ricli blessings upon them.

In Athens, in particular, she was worshipped
as KourotroplwH^ or the nourisher of chil-

dren, and at the same time as the goddess of

death, who summons all her ci^eatures back
to her and hides them in her bosom. She
was honoured also as the primeval pro-

phetess, especially in Delphi, the oracle of

which was at first in her possession as the

power who sent forth the vapours which in-

spired the seer. The corresponding Roman
goddess was Tellus. {Sec Tellus.)

Gaius. One of the most accomplished
professors of Roman law and writers on the

subject. He was a native of the Asiatic

]trovinces, and spent his days in Rome
under Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, and Mar-
cus Aurelius (about 110-180 a.d.). His
writings were numerous : but we possess in

a tolerably complete form nothing bixt his

InstiifdioiieSjOv introduction to the private

law of the Romans. This was discovered in

1816, having before been known in quota-

tions only. The work is in four books, the

first of which treats of the family, the se-

cond and third of property, and the fourth

of legal procedure. Popular and intelligible

without being sujjerficial, it was a favourite

handbook of law, and served as a foixndation

for the Inst'ifrd'iones of Justinian.

Galatea (the milk-white). A sea-nymph,

daughter of Nereus and Doris. According to

a Sicilian story, which the poets Philoxenus '

and Theocritus have made famous, she was
pursued by the uncouth monster PoK'phe-

mus, being herself in love with the beauti-

ful Acis. The jealous giant crushes Acis with

a rock, and the njanph changes her beloved

into the Sicilian river which bears his name.

Galenus (Gr. Galenas; Claicdiiis)\vast]ie

most celebrated physician in antiquity

after Hippocrates, and at the same time

one of the most prolific among ancient

writers. He was born at Pergamon in

131 A.D., received a careful education in

philosophy, and afterwards devoted him-

self to medical studies in his native city,

at Smyrna, Corinth, and Alexandria. He
returned to Pergamon in 158, and under-

took the medical treatment of gladiators,

as giving him the best opportunity for

increasing his stock of surgical know-

ledge. In 164 he moved to Rome, and here

won a considerable reputation by his suc-

cess in practice and his public lectures ou

anatom3^ After three years he was driven

by the attacks of jealous rivals to leave

Rome. He undertook scientific journeys

through Greece and Asia, and then settled

again in his native city. But he was soon

recalled by the emperors Marcus Aurelius

and Lucius Verus, and in 170 appointed

private physician to the young Commodus.

He died in his seventieth year, after winning

the high esteem of his contemporaries.
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Part of his Avritings were destroyed in a

fire; in all 125 of his books are lost. About
100 of his genuine treatises have been pre-

served : of I'J we have fragments, more or

less considerable ; the genuineness of 18 is

doubted, 24 are spurious. Man}' have not

yet been printed, while others exist only in

Latin, Syriac, Hebrew and Arabic transla-

tions. For during the Middle Ages, down
to the IGth century, the authority of Gralen

was, throughout the East and West, held,

especially by the Arabians, to be unassail-

able. A prolific writer like Galen was
naturally careless of his stjde.

His writings leave no branch of medicine

•untouched. Thej' comprise anatomy, phj-sio-

logy, pathology, pharmacology, and treat-

ment. Among them should be mentioned the

following: On Anatomical Procedure^ in \)

books; On the Use of Parts of the Human
Body (17 books) ; On the Parts Affected

(6 books); On the Composition of Medicines

(three works, including 26 books); 0)i Me-
thod in Therapeidics (14 books). His book

on medicine, a complete sketch of therapeu-

tics, was immensely popular. He was also

the author of 18 books of commentaries on
Hippocrates, whom he claimed as his mas-
ter. These still survive. His books contain

important notices on the history of philo-

sophy, of which he professes his knowledge
and enthusiastic admiration. Some of his

writings deal specially with this subject.

Gain. Sec Rhea.
Gallus. See Cornelius, 2.

Games. (1) Public. Among the Romans
public games were intimately connected
with religious worship. (For the public

games of the Greeks, see Isthmian, Xemean,
Olympian, Pythian Games.) The Roman
lUdl, originally races, appear first in the wor-
ship of Mars and Consus, the tutelar}- deities

of horses and mules. But it was also a very
ancient custom to celebrate liidi vOtJvT, or

games vowed on special occasions, particu-

larly in time of war. Such games were
i^ually vowed to Jupiter, the greatest deity

• f the Romans. These exceptional celebra-

;ious were so often repeated that they at

I'ngth passed into regular annual festivals

h'di stdtl). The number of these games gra-

dually increased, and so did their duration.

At the end of the republican ])eriod there

were seven sets of games, which occupied
€5 days ; in the middle of the 2nd century
A.D. 135 daj'S Avere given up to them, and
in 354 A.D. as many as 175. In old times
the games only lasted part of the day : but
the}^ gradually began to take \\\> the whole
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day from early morning onwards. At a
later period they went on in many cases
into the night, requiring artificial illumina-

tion. The Roman ritual was very strict,

and it happened pretty often that in con-

sequence of some accidental interruption or

trivial oversight, an instaiodthl or repeti-

tion of the spoiled da\', if not of the whole
festival, would be ordered, lest the god.o

should have nny cause for anger.

The different collCifta of the priests wcro
responsible for superintending the games,
prescribed in honour of their respective

divinities. But in the case of festivities

vowed by the State, this dut}' fell to the

high magistrates ; at first to the consuls,

afterwards (and almost exclusive!}') to the

a?diles, and after Augustus to the praetors.

The expenses were provided for by a cer-

tain sum of money paid over from the public

treasury to the giver of the games. For
the Ludi RumCinl, the greatest of all the

festivals, this sum amounted, during the

])eriod preceding the Punic wars, to about

£l,80U. After this period it reached some

£3,000, and by 51 a.d. had risen to £8,750.

At the same time the givers of the games
had to make larger supplementary contri-

butions. The demanils of the public were

so extravagant that in course of time the

amount of tliis private expenditure increased

enormously, especially in the last century

B.C. Augustus, indeed, tried to check it;

but he was obliged to allow his pr^tors to

spend three times as much on the games as

was paid for the public treasury. Under the

Empire many enactments were issued to

restrict the expenditure on the games by

law, but no permanent effect was produced.

Even after the 4th century a.d. the expense

rose to as large a sum as from £50,000 to

£150,(X)0. The oldest games were those of

the circus, consisting mainly of horse-races

and chariot-races, with gymnastic contests,

to which others were added in course of

time. {See Cmcus.) After 3G4 B.C. dram-

atic representations were introduced from

Etruria. These were in 240 n.c., and on-

wards, exchanged for regular theatrical

performances {see Livius Andronicus).

Contests of gladiators, also from Etruria,

were fashionable after 264 B.C. But these

were only exhibited, during the republican

period, at funeral games, private and other

entertainments (.see Gladiatdres).

The following regular festivities were

introduced in the republican period, and

continued in existence until the latest

times: (1) The Ludi Romani. These were
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the oldest frames of all, and were, in strict-

ness, celebrated in honour of Jupiter by-

victorious gcnei-als at their triumphs ; hence
it was that they included, as a special

feature, a procession {pompa) from the

Ca]>itol to the Circus ; a part of the perfor-

mance which seems afterwards to have been
embodied in the other games of the circus.

Originally they lasted only one day ; but
in course of time they absorbed more and
more time, till in the Ciceronian age they
wont on for fifteen (September 4-19). After
tlie death of Csesar another day Avas added
in his honour. After the introduction of

theatrical performances, several days were
taken up with them. The curule sediles

were, in the republican period, responsible

for the management. (2) Ludi plcbei.

These originally lasted one day, but after-

wards fourteen, November 4-17. They
were given in the Circus FlCnmmus under
the direction of the plebeian sediles, and
early included dramatic entertainments.

(3) Ludi Ccrefdcs, given under the direc-

tion of the plebeian ?ediles in honour of

Ceres, the tutelary goddess of the plehs.

The date was originally April 10,

afterwards April 12-19. (4) Ludi
ApoUindrcSjOv in honour of Apollo.

These were introduced during the

Second Punic War, and celebrated

originally on Jul}- 13, continuing
afterwards from July 6-13. On
the last day only^ were there an}'

performances in the circtis ; the

rest of the festival was given up
to the drama. These were the only

games for which, in the republican
period, the prsetor was responsible.

(5) Ludi 3Jff/dlenscs, in honour of

the Magna Muter, introduced 204
B.C. and held at first on April 4,

afterwards from April 4-10. {Sec
RliEA.) They included perfor-

mances both in the theatre and in

the circus. They were under the

management of the curule jodiles,

and the same remark applies to (G)

the Ludi FlOra/cs, from April 28
to ]\Iay 3. (See Flora.) Dui-iug
the imperial period the number of

permanent festivals was largely

increased. The birthday of Augustus, for

instance (September 23), was regularly
celebrated with hidi rircoises, and the
ludi Auf/ustdlrs (October 3-12) were in-

stituted in houour of his memory.
Side by side with the public games,

private performances were often given by

societies, families, and individuals on special

occasions, such as those of births, marriages,

or funerals. Sometimes the object would
be merely to please the public : sometimes
to raise money. The giver of the enter-

tainment had, like the superintendent of

the public games, the privilege of lictor.s

and the toga pnvtcxta. Charges for ad-

mission were made or not according to the

occasion. But the admission to the public

games was free, it being always understood
that special seats were reserved for the
magistrates, priests, senators, eqmtes, and
particular families and individuals. (See

Amphitheatre, Circus, Gladiatores,
Sea-fights, Theatre, Wild Beasts.)
Of social games the ancients, and espe-

cially the Greeks, had plenty. The cottdbus,

so popular at Greek banquets, the games of

ball, of which both Greeks and Romans
were fond, and the games with dice, are

described in separate articles. A game of

draughts (petteia) appears as early as

Homer, and was said to have been the in-

vention of Palamedes. But we have no

knowledge of its nature and rules, and have

* G.\MK dl'" " OUl) .\ND EVK.N."

(Vase painting, Paris; .l,-.-;!. Zeit. 1871, taf. 50, 3).

very scanty information about the similar

games played in later times. The " game

of cities" seems to have resembled our

chess or draughts. The board was divided

into spaces, and movements made upon it

with stones ; the object being to get your

opponent into check. The Romans had
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several games of the sort, among which the

Indus IdtrnnctVOrum, or game at soldiers,

is to a certain extent known. This was a

game of siege. The men {calculi) were
divided into privates (mandroi) and officers

(latrOnes), and the object was to take or to

get your adversary's stones in check. In

the liulus dnOdccini scriptornm, or game of

12 lines, dice were used. The dice-board

was divided into 24 spaces by 12 parallel

lines intersected by a line at right angles.

Each side had 15 men, one set being black

and the other white. Before each move
the dice were thrown, and the move deter-

mined by the number which turned up.

A very favourite game was Odd and Even
(xk. arf7a!<i)ios, Lat. ludcrc par inipdr).

You held out so mam^ fingers, and put

so many coins, pebbles, or nuts in your

hand, and made yoiw adversary guess

whether the number was odd or even.

The Roman children, and indeed their

elders, were very fond of various games
with nuts.

Ganymeda. Src Hebe.
G-anymedes. The son of Tros, king of

Dardtinia, brother of Ilus and Assar-

acus. According to Homer he was carried

awav by the gods for his beauty, to be the

cup-bearer of Zeus, and one of the immor-

tals. In the later legend he is carried

away by Zeus himself in the shape of an

eagle, or by the eagle of Zeus. To make
amends to his father, Zeus presented him
with four immortal horses for his chariot.

Ganymedes was afterwards regarded as the

genius of the sources of the Nile, and the

astronomers made him into the constellation

Aquarius. The rape of Ganymede was
represented in a group by the sculptor

Leochares (see Leochares).
Gargilius Martialis flourislied in the

3rd century A.D. and was the author of a

meat work, based xtpon Greek and Latin

sources, on agriculture and veterinary

science. Considerable fragments remain,

dealing with the treatment of cattle (Dc
(UlrCi Jiimm) and the medical uses of herbs

:ind irmt {Mcdtclna ex IlulCribus ct PnmT.s).

Gelanor. A descendant of Inaclius king
iif Argos. When Danaus, likewise a de-

scendant of Inachus, came to Argos, and
laid claim to the sovei-eign power, the

citizens \\'ere doubtful in whose favour

they should decide. While they were
hesitating, a wolf fell upon the cattle which
were feeding before the city, and killed

the bull who was defending them. The
citizens reirarded this as a sign from heaven,

and, interpreting the wolf as meaning
Danaus, they compelled Gelanor to retire in

his favour. i.SVt' Danaus.) In the ,Suj>j>riccs

of ^Eschylus, Pelasgus is king of Argos.
He gives Danaus a friendly welcome, and
defends him against the sons of .i^2g3'ptus.

But he is vanquished by them, retires from
the sovereignty spontaneously in favour of

the stranger, and leaves the country.

Gellius. (1) Gud'us. Sec Annalists.
[2) Aulas. A Roman writer of the age

of the Autonines, about 130-170 a.d. After
receiving his education in rhetoric at Rome,
he went to Athens, in his thirtieth year or

thereabouts, to study philosophy. Here he
saw much of Herodes Atticus. Besides

studying philosophy, he spent the long

winter nights in wide and various reading,

which he took up again with ardour after

his return to Italy. From the material thus

collected he composed the twenty books

of his Nocfes Attica', written in remem-
brance of his days at Athens. One book, the

eighth, is lost, and only the headings of the

chapters i-emain. The remaining nineteen

are a series of excerpts, loosely strung

together, from all kinds of Greek and Latin

authors, especially the ante-classical writers.

Thev also contain a mass of information,

and a number of opinions orally delivered

by contemporary scholars. The whole

forms a valuable storehouse of notes on

questions of historical, antiquarian, and

literary interest. Gellius' style is sober,

and, like that of an admirer of Fronto (see

Froxto>, full of archaic expressions.

Gems (Gc)nina'). The art of cutting

precious stones was early learned by the

* ATIIKXK, liV ASPASIOS. * TIIK

(Red jasper, in Vienna
Cabinet.)

STItiiZZI ' MEDUSA,
IIY SOLON.

(Clmlceilonv, in British

Museum Cabinet, no. 12''0.)

Greeks from tlie Egj'ptians and Orientals,

who had practised it froni remote antiquity.

The cuttings were originally only concave,

and the gems set in rings and used as seals.

Cameos, or stones carved in relief, first came

i
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into use, it would soem, in the time of

Alexander the Great, and were used for or-

nament. For cameos precious stones of

various colours were used, especially the

onyx. The laj^ers of the stone were so

GEMS rnOJI I'OMPFII.

(Naples Museum.)

treated, that the figures stood out bright on
a dark ground. Mnesarchus of Samos, the

father of the philosopher Pythagoras (about

600 B.C.) is the oldest Greek jeweller whoso
name has come down to us. In the 4th
century B.C. the most celebrated master was
Pyrgoteles, the only artist whom Alexander
tlie Great would allow to cut his likeness.

In the age of Augustus we hear of Dios-
corides, who cut the emperor's likeness on
a stone Avliich was used as a seal by the suc-

ceeding Cffisars. The Etruscans and Romans
took up the art very earl}', but never attained
the same perfection as the Greeks.

tsr being mainly taken from mythology.

Among the remaining Greek cameos an
important place, both for size and beauty,

must be given to the Gonzaga Cameo in St.

Petersburg. This, it has been conjectured,

represents the bust of Ptolemy Philadelphus

and Arsinoe, his sister and wife; [but it

more probably commemorates Nero and
Agrippina, fig. 7.] The largest and most

(7) * THE "gonzaga '
CA.Mi; ). XKIfo AND AGRIPPINA.

(Sardonyx of 3 strata, 6x .5 inches, Russian Imperial
Cabinet.)

splendid of the cameos which have come
down from the Roman period are those at

Vienna (fig. 8) and Paris, representing, in

groups and figures, the family of Augustus.

(5) DAXtl.Nfc S<TVR. (6) SATVK WITH INFANT DIONVSVS.

CAMi:i)!<.

(Naples Museum.)

The fancy for making collections of beauti-
ful gems arose as early as the 1st century
B.C. The intaglios, or cut stones, have come
down to ns in greater numbers than anv of

the monuments of ancient art. Those which
belonged to the advanced periods of stvie

present examides of the most beautiful
workmanshi]), the most original composition,
and the most interesting subjects, the lat-

(8) *T11E GEMMA AUGUSTEA, AT VIENNA.

AuEfustus and Livia receiving Drusus and Tiberius on
(heir return from their Vindelic and Rbirtian campaigns.
(Sardony.x of 2 strata, 9x8 inches, Vienna cabinet.)

Whole vessels were sometimes made of

single stones, and adorned with reliefs

An instance is the Mantuan vase now at
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Brunswick, Gj inches high, 2.^ inches thick,

consisting of a single onyx. The lid, handle

and base are of gold. Two parallel lines of

gold divide the surface into three parts, the

midmost of which has twelve figures, repre-

senting the festival of the ThesmophOria, in

three groups ; while the liighest and lowest

are adorned with leaves, flowers, ears of

com, fruits, bulls' heads, and other objects

cnnuected with the worship of Demeter.
Works of this kind are sometimes made
of coloured glasses. The most celebrated

instance of this sort is the Portland Vase
now in the British Museum. Its height is

about 10 inches. The material is a dark

blue transparent glass, with beautiful re-

liefs in white opaque enamel (fig. 9). [See

posEinov.

(9) =*'tiii-: roiiTi.Axi) vase.

(Brili.sh Museum.)

Catalogue of Enr/ravcd Gems in the

British Museum, 1888, pp. 225-8; and (on

the subject in general) Introduction, pp.

1-38.]

Genius ( = creator, begetter). The Italian

peoples regarded the Genius as a higlier

l)0wer which creates and maintains life,

assists at the begetting and birth of eveiy

individual man, determines his character,

tries to influence his destiny for good, ac-

companies him through life as his tutelary

spirit, and lives on in the Lares after his

death. {See Lares.) As a creative prin-

ciple, the Genius is attached stricth- speak-

ing, to the male sex onty. In the case of

women his place is taken by Juno, the

personification of woman's life. Thus, in

a house inhabited by a man and hi. wife,

a Genius and a Juno are worshipped
together. But in common parlance it was
usual to speak of the Genius of a house,

and to this Genius the marriage bed was
sacred. A man's birthday was naturally

the holida}^ of his attendant Genius, to

whom he offered incense, wine, garlands,
cakes, everything in short but bloody sacri-

fices, and in whose honour he gave himself
up to pleasure and enjoyment. For the

Genius wishes a man to have pleasui'e in

the life he has given him. And so the

Romans spoke of enjoying oneself as in-

dulging one's Genius, and of renui>ciation

as spiting him. Men swore by their Genius
as by their higher self, and by the Genius
of persons whom they loved and honoured.

The philosophers originated the idea of a

man having two Genii, a good and a bad

one ; but in the popular belief tlie notion of

the Genius was that of a good and beneficent

being. Families, societies, cities and peo-

ples had their Genius as well as individuals.

The Genius of the Roman ])eople (Genius
Publicus, or Popitli liOmdni) stood in the

forum, represented in the form of a bearded

man crowned with a diadem, a cornucopia

in his right hand, and a sceptre in his left.

An annual sacrifice was offered to him on

the 9th October. Under the Empire the

Genius of Augustus, the founder of the

Empire, and of the reigning emperor, were
publicly worshipped at the same time.

Localities also, such as open spaces, streets,

baths, and theatres, had their own Genii.

* IIAKI'OCUATKS, AM) S.NAlvE AS t.L.Mi:s L'H 1.

(Piffm-c d'Ercolano, i 207.)

These were usually represented under the

form of snakes {see cut); and hence the

common habit of keeping tame snakes.

GennetaB. This was the Athenian term

for the members of the 300 ancient families

{cfenno'), thirty of which made up one of

the XwqXvq phWdrXo' of the four old Ionic
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tribes. These families consisted of some
thirty liouses, who referred their origin and
name to a common ancestor, and observed
a common worshi]), with special priests to

superintend it. The objects of this worship
were Zeus Hei-keios (the god of house and
home), Apollo Patroos (the god of the famil}'),

the herds of the family, and other tutelary

deities. Supposing that a family worship
rose to the dignity of a state ceremony, the

priestly office remained hereditary in the

family (genua). If there wei'e no nearer
relations, the members of the genua had a

law of inheritance which they observed
among themselves. Maintained by these

religious and legal ties, the genn<v and the
])lirafri(v. survived the old Ionic tribes,

after the abolition of the latter by Cleis-

thenes. The president of the genua super-
intended the enrolment of new members into'

it at the feast of the Apaturld, the occasion
on which the new members of the
phratri(r were also enrolled. (Sec Apa-
TURIA.) A citizen who did not belong to a
genua could only become member of one by
adoption, and under certain conditions.

Gens (Latin). A family (in the widest
sense of the word) descended on the male
line from a common ancestor, and therefore
bearing a common name. So long as the
patricians were the only citizens with full

rights, there coidd of course be no gentes
not patrician. The oldest gentes belonged
to the tribes of the Latin Ramnes and the
Sabine Titles. Besides these there were
the gentes belonging to the Alban families,

brought to Rome by King Tullus Hostiluis;
and embodied by the other gentes in the
community as a third tribe, the Luceres.
These, the most ancient, were called gentes
mdiores as distinguished from the gentes
minores,\wh\(ih. included the plebeians whom
Tarquinius Priscus raised to the rank of
patricians. There were in later times in-

stances of plebeian gentes being raised to

patrician rank : but these became rarer and
rarer, so that the number of patrician gentes
was very much I'cduced. During the last

years of the Republic wo hear of only
fourteen still in existence, including thirty
fdunl'trr (or families in tlio narrower sense).

Many large gentes Averc divided into houses
(stirpes) who had a common eOgnomen in

addition to the name of their gens • thus
the gens Cornelia included the Cornel ii

Maliig'inenses, Cornelii C'ossi, Cornelii
Scipldnes, Cornelii Rnfln/, Cornelii Len-
tilli, Cornelii ])6ldhell(v, Cornelii Cethegi,
Cornelii Cinna\ Cornelii t^iilhe. Among

the plebeians, as among the patricians, the
faniilla naturally developed into a larger
circle of relationship

; but gentes in the old
sense were not formed by the process.
Though the plebeian had his gentile name
and afterwards his cognomen^ he had not
the real ius gentTlIcium.

All gentiles or members of a gens had
a right to its common property, which in-

cluded a common burial-place. They also

had a testamentary law of their own which
lasted on into the imperial period. "When
the member of a geiis died without heirs of

his bod}'-, the next to inherit (as in the case

of the plebeians) were the dgncUi, or gentiles

on the male side, who could prove their

relationship : failing these, the gentiles

divided the inheritance. The existence of

this law rendered it, in old times, necessary

to obtain the consensus of the whole gens
in cases of adoption and testamentary be-

quest. Another consequence of it was, that

it was the duty of the gentiles to provide a

curator for insane persons and spendthrifts,

and a guardian for minors.

Every gens had its meetings, at which
resolutions were passed binding its indi-

vidual members in matters affecting the

gens. It was a decree of the gens Manila,

for instance, which forbade any one of its

members to bear the prevudmeu Marcus.

As ever}' familia, whether patrician or

plebeian, had certain sacrifices which it was
bound to perform, so had every gens, as a

larger or extended familia. All members
of the gens wei'e entitled, and indeed bound,

to take part in the sacra gentilieia, or com-

mon worship of the gens. These sacra

ceased to exist with the extinction of a

gens : and if a member of a gens left it, this

right and duty also came to an end. It

should bo added that certain public religious

services were assigned to particular gentes,

that of Hercules, for instance, to the gens

Ptndrla.
Geography. Geographical research and

literature took their rise, like historical

literature, among the lonians of Asia Minor.

Their extended commerce and their activity

in founding colonies enlarged their geo-

graphical horizon. The necessity was thus

felt of utilizing and registering the know-

ledge already acquired for the purpose of

discovei-ing the form and constitution of

the earth. The first attempt at sketching

a nm]) of the world was made by Aristagoras

of Miletus about 550 B.C. His kinsman

Hecataous, one of the writers called

Logogrdplu, who flourished about fifty
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years later, corrected and enlarged this

inap, and added a commentary. (See

LoGOGRAi'Hi.) This commentary, of which
only fragments are preserved in ^notations,

is the oldest piece of pnreh' geographical

writing in Greek. The geographical chap-

ters in the histor}' of Herodotus (about

450 B.C.) compensate us to a certain extent

for the loss of this work, and of the other

works of the LofjograpJii on history and
geography. But they only treat the eastern

half of the known world. It became
indeed, in the absence of a regular tradition

of geographical science, a usual thing f'oi-

historians to insert geographical disquisi-

tions into their works. The writings of

Thucydides, Xenophon, Ctesias, Ephorus,

Theopom]nis, Tlniceus. and others down to

Polvbius, att'ord examples of this.

The first piirely geographical work which
has come down to us in a complete state is

the PenjilriK bearing the name of Scylax,

written in the first part of the 4th century

B.C. This is a description of the coast of

the Mediterranean. About the same time

the astronomer Eudoxus of Cnidus made a

great advance in the theory of physical

geograph}-. He was the first who adduced
mathematical proof of the spherical shape

of the earth, which had been asserted before

his time by Py-thagoras. The division of

the globe into five zones (two frigid, two
temperate, and one torrid) is also due to him.

About 330 B.C. Pytheasof Massilia explored

towards the N.W. as far as the northern end
of the British Islands and the coasts of the

German Ocean. About the same time the

campaigns of Alexander the Great opened

up Asia as far as India to Greek research.

Nearchus made a report of exceptional

value on his coast voyage from the Indus
to the Euphrates. AH these discoveries

were embodied, about 320 B.C. in a new
map by Dicffiarchus of Messana, a disciple

of Aristotle. He was the first savant who
treated physical geography in a scientific

maimer. He assumed the existence of a

southern hemisphere, and made an estimate

of the earth's circumference, to which
he gave the exaggerated measurement of

H),(XI0 miles. His map remained for a long

time the standard work of the kind. The
southern and eastern parts of India were still

fm-ther opened out under Alexander's suc-

cessors, in consequence of the campaigns of

the Seleucida^, and several journeys under-

taken by ambassadors, among which that of

Megasthenes should be mentioned. The
commercial expeditions of the Ptolemies

brought in fresh knowledge of ilie coasts
of Arabia and E. Africa.

The first man who arranged the mass of

geographical materials hitherto collected,
into a realh^ scientihc system, was Ertltos-

thenes of Cyreuij (about 27()-175 B.C.), His
materials he found in tiie rich collections of
the Alexandrian lil)i-ary, Alexandria being
then the central point of the commerce of the
world. He was fully equipjied for his task
by his acquirements both in physical science
and mathematics, and in histniy nnd i)hilo-

logy. He endeavoured for the first time
to estimate the earth's circumference by a
measurement of degrees carried out over a
space of 15 degrees of latitude. The im-
perfection of his method brought out too

large a quantity. 25,(.)i)(J geographical miles.

The name of Hipparchus of Nlca:^a (about
140 B.C.) marks a considerable advance.
Ho may be called tlie founder of mathe-
matical geography, as he applied geogra-
phical length and breadth to (letermine the

position of places on the earth's surface.

He also superseded the rectangular and
equidistant projection of parallels and
meridians, hitherto used in maps, by a

projection which, with few modifications,

is identical with the one now in use. The
parallels Avere represented by segments of

a circle, the meridians by straight lines or

curves, corresjjonding with the portion of

surface to be represented, drawn at dis-

tances corresponding to the actual distances

on the surface of the globe. The estimate

of the earth's circumference Avhich was
acceiJted as correct down to the 10th century

A.D., was that of Pi^sldonius of Apami-a

(about 90 B.C.). Taking as his basis the

measurement of the shortest distance from

Alexandria to Rhodes, he brought out the

result as 18,000 geographical miles, instead

of 21,000 (or about 25,0(JO English miles.)

Onh' fragments remain of the writings

of these geographers, and others contem-

porary with them. But wo possess the

great work of Strabo of Amaseia, iinished

about 20 A.D., the most important monu-

ment of descriptive geography and eth-

nology which has come down from Greek

antiquity. Thanks to the Roman conquest,

he was in a position to give a more accu-

rate de.scription of the West than his

predecessors. Up to this time all that the

Romans had done for geographical re-

search was to open up Western Europe

and Northern Africa to the (4reek savants.

An immense service was rendered to science

by Agrippa, under the direction of Augustus.
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He measured and indicated on a map the

distance between the stations on the great

military roads and along the coasts of the

Roman empire, thus contributing enor-

moush- to cur knowledge of ancient to-

pography, and laying a foundation for our

maps. These data formed the basis of a

new map of the world, which was first set

up in Rome. Numerous copies were prob-

ably taken for the larger cities of the

empire, and smaller portable ones dis-

tributed among the military and the ad-

ministrating officials. It is probably upon
copies of this kind that the Tdhula Peutin-

gcrulna and the Itlncrurla are based. {See

Peutingek ; Itineraria.)

In the 1st century A.D. much was added
to geographical knowledge by the expedi-

tions of the Romans into the interior of

North Africa and the North of Europe.

The most important literary works of the

Romans on geography belong to this period.

These are (1) the compendium of Pomponius
Mela

; (2) the geographical books of Pliny

the Elder's great encyclopaedia, a dreary

uncritical compilation, but the only represen-

tative we have of a number of lost works

;

(3) the Germdnia of Tacitus, an essay

mainly of an ethnographical character. The
last great contribution made to geographical

science in antiquity is the work of the Alex-

andrian astronomer Ptolemy (about 140
A.D.). This consists mainly of lists of the

places marked in the current maps which he
makes his authorities, with their latitude

and longitude. After Ptolemy, the geo-

graphical literature of the Greeks and
Romans alike has nothing to show but
compilations and extracts. Towards the

end of the 6th century, Stephanus of

Byzantium compiled a dictionary of geo-

graphy, which is valuable for the quantity
of information taken from the older and
lost w'ritings which it embodies. The book
of Pausanias (about 175 A.D.) is valuable
as bearing on the special topography of

Greece.

Geomori. In many Doric states, particu-
larl}' in Syracuse, this term denoted the
territorial aristocracy. But in Athens it

was applied to the landed commonalty, dis-

tinguished from the Ei(j>dfyi(la', or nobles,

on the one side, and the Dcmiurgt, or
mechanics, on the other.

G6op6nici. The ancient writers on agri-

culture : for instance i,among the Greeks),
the philosopher Demucritus, and in later

times, Xenophun, in his (Kconomlcus. No
other Greek works of the kind have come

down to us, except the collection called

Geoponica. This consists of twenty books
and contains extracts from writers of the
most widely distant periods. The compiler
w-asaBithynian, CassianusBassus, who lived

about the middle of the 10th century a.d.,

and undertook the work at the suggestion

of the Emperor Constantine VII. He based
it upon a collection of extracts made by a cer-

tain Vindanios Anatolios. Agriculture was
held in high esteem by the Romans, and the

subject was in consequence a favourite one
with their men of letters. A number of

their works on it have come down to us

:

the Res Rustlca of the elder Cato, a similar

work by the encyclopaedic scholar, Marcus
Terentius Vcrrxo, the Georgics of Vergil,

and after Christ the writings of Columella,

Gargilius Martialis, and Palladius. The
Georgics of Vergil are a poem : and one

book of Columella is in verse.

Germanicus Caesar. The son of Nero
Claudius Drusus, adopted son of his uncle

Tiberius, and grandson of Livia, the wife of

Augustus. He w'as celebrated for his cam-
paigns against the Germans. He was born
15 B.C., and died 19 a.d. Distinguished as

much for culture as for military accomplish-

ments, he was an orator and author as well

as a general. Ovid, who dedicated to him
the 2nd edition of his Fasti, praises his

poetry. His paraphrase of the Phaniomcno
of Aratus in 725 lines, and three fragments

(246 lines) of a paraphrase of the same
writer's Prognustlca, still survive. They
are remarkable for knowledge, command of

metre, and a pleasant stjde. The Pheno-
mena are dedicated to Tiberius, and de-

scribed by the atithor himself as the work
of a beginner. These poems used erro-

neously to be attributed to Domitian, who
did not take the title of Germanicus until

he was emperor. Three collections of

scholia upon them, by no means without

value, have also survived.

Gerusia (council of old men, Gcvontes).

The supi'eme deliberative authority among
the Spartans, according to the constitution

of Lycurgus. It consisted of twenty-eight

men of at least sixty years of age, called

Gero7ifes, elected bj' the public assembly for

life. The meetings of the Gerusia were

presided over by the two kings, who had

the right of voting. The number of the

council therefore amounted to thirt3\ It was

their duty to deliberate beforehand on all

important affairs of state, and prepare pre-

liminary resolutions upon them, to be voted

upon by the public assembly. They had
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also jurisdiction in the case of all offences

which were punishable by death or loss of

civil rights. They sat in judgment, if neces-

sary, even on the kings, in later times asso-

ciating the ephors with them in this func-

tion. Their authority, like that of the
kings, suffered considerable restriction at the

hands of the ephors. They had a similar

position in the Cretan constitution, accord-

ing to which only the members of the
highest magistracy, called the Cosmoi, or
regulators, could enter the council, and that
after a blameless term of administration.

Geryon, or Geryones. A giant with three

Viodies and powerful wings, the son of

Chrysaor and Callirrhoe. He dwelt in the

island of Erytheia, Ij'ing in the ocean, in

the extreme west ; and was the possessor of

a herd of red cattle, watched by the shep-

herd Eur^'tion, and a two-headed dog called

Orthrus. It was one of the twelve labours
if Heracles to carry off" these cattle, and
it'ter a violent contest to slay the pursuing
(ieryon with his arrows.

Gigantes (Griants). In Homer the 6^/-

(/antes are a wild and gigantic race of

aborigines, kinsmen of the gods, as are the

Cyclopes and Phwacians. With their king
Eurymedon, they are destroj'ed for their

wickedness. Hesiod makes them the sons

of Gcea, sprung from the blood of the muti-
lated Uranus. Neither Hesiod nor Homer
know anything of their struggle with the

gods {Gtgantomachia), the story of which
seems to be a reflexion of the myth of the

Titans, and their contest with the gods,

and to be associated with local legends.

The two are often confused by later poets.

The place of the contest was Phlegra, or

the place of burning. Phlegra was always
localized in volcanic regions. In the earlier

stories it is on the Macedonian peninsula of

Pallene ; and in later times on the Phle-

grtean plains in Campania between Cum»
and Cc'ipiia, or again at Tartessus in Spain.

Led on by Alcyoneus and Porphyrion, they
luu'led rocks and burning trunks of trees

against heaven. But the gods called Heracles
to their assistance ; a prophecy having warned
them that they would be unable to destroy
the giants without the aid of a mortal.

Heracles slew not only Alcyoneus, but gave
the others, whom the gods had struck down,
their qiiirtus Avith his arrows. As Ence-
ladus was flying, Athene threw the island

of Sicily upon him. Polybotes was buried
by Poseidon under the island of Nisyros, a

l>iece of the island of Cos, which Poseidon
had broken off with his trident, with all

the giants who had fled there. Besides
those, the following names ai-e given among
others : Agrius, Ephialtes, Pallas, C15-tl<j.s,

Eurytus, HippoK'tus, Thoon.
In the oldest works of art the Giants

are represented in human form and armed
with harness and spears. But in cour.se of
time their attributes became terrific, awful
faces, long hanging hair and beard, the
skins of wild animals for garments, trunks
of trees and clubs for weapons. In the
latest representations, but not before, their
bodies end in two scaly snakes instead of

feet {sec cut). In the Gujantoniudrin of

GIANT IN riPNI-LICT WITH AKIEMIS.

Cp. Giant to ripbt of Pergamexe Sci'lptcres, fijj. I.

(Roman relief in Vatican Museum.)

Pergtlmos, the grandest representation of

the subject in antiquit}-, we find a great

variety of forms; some (piite human, others

with snakes' feet and powerful wings, others

with still bolder combinations of shape

:

some are naked, some clothed with skins,

some fully armed, and others slinging stones.

{See Pergamexe Sculptures.)
Gladiatores. The Latin name for the

combatants who fought each other for life

or death at the public shows. Tlicy first

appear in Rome in '204 B.C., and only at the

celebrations of private funerals, or in games

given in memory of a jirivate individual.

Entertainments of this kind were often pro-

vided for in wills. The custom, like others

of the same kind, seems to have come from

Etruria, where it was a survival of the

human sacritices formerly usual at funerals.

These gladiatorial contests soon became a

very favourite form of popular entertain-

ment, and in the last century of tho republic

were held to be an excellent means of win-
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ning the favour of the populace at elections.

Indeed, custom at length imposed an obli-

gation on some magistrates, lor instance on

the sedilcs, to give gladiatorial games on
their assumption of office ; and they would
try to outl)id each other in the number of

contending couples and in general expendi-

ture. From Rome the fashion soon spread

into the provinces. Campania was the part

of Italy where it most prevailed. It was
not, however, till the time of Domitian that

qusestors designate were regularly com-
pelled to give the great gladiatorial ex-

hibitions, which occupied ten days in the

month of December. In the Western Em-
pire they survived at least down to the be-

ginning of the 5th century a.d.

They were at first given in the forum,

but afterwards generally in the amphi-
theatres {see Amphitheatre), and in the

circus, if the exhibition was to be on a very
large scale. The gladiators were sometimes
condemned criminals ; but it must be re-

membered that originally Roman citizens

could not be sentenced to the arena, and it

was not till later times that this punishment
was extended to criminals of low condition.

Sometimes they were prisoners of war,

slaves, or volunteers. Under the Empire it

was not so uncommon, even in the upper
classes, to volunteer as a gladiator. Some-
times the step was the last refuge of a

ruined man ; sometimes the emperor would
force a man to it. These volunteers were
called aiictorCdl ( = bound over), to distin-

guish them from the rest ; their pay was
termed auctOrdmentum. Troops of gladia-

tors were sometimes owned by Romans in

good society, who often, towards the end of

the republican age, employed them in street-

fights against their political opponents.
Sometimes they were the property of

speculators, who often carried on at the

same time the disreputable trade of a fenc-

ing master (lanista). These men would
hire out or sell their gladiators to persons
who were giving their shows, or would
exhibit them for money to the public on
their own account.

The gladiators were trained in special

schools (ludi). Under the Empire things
went so far that the emperors kept schools
of their own under the sujiervision of ji/?-o-

curCdOrcs of equestrian rank. After Domi-
tian's time there were fovir of these in

Rome. A building for this purpose, large

enough for a hundred gladiators, is pi-eserved

in Pompeii. To strengthen their muscles
they were put on a very nourishing diet.

Every stjde of fighting had its special pro-

fessor {doctor or mdgiater)^ and the gladiator
was usually instructed only in one style.

The novice {tiro) began with fence-practice

against a wooden stake, at first with light

wooden arms, but afterwards with weapons
of full weight.

If a man were intending to give a show
of gladiators {viunus f/lddicltur^um) he
advertised it by notices {programmdta]
put up on the walls of houses, numerous
copies of these being at the same time
widely distributed. These notices stated

the date and occasion of the show, the

name of the giver {editor), the number
of pairs of gladiators, and the different

kinds of combats. The performance began
with a gala procession {pompa) of the

gladiators to the arena and through it.

Then came the testing of the weapons by
the editor, who, though he might be a

private individual, had the right of wearing
the insignia of a magistrate during the

show. A preliminary skirmish or proluslo,

with wooden swords and darts, next took

place, till the trumpets sounded, and the

serious fighting began. This took place

to the accompaniment of music in a space

measured out b}^ the fencing master. The
gladiators sometimes fought, not in pairs, but

in troops. The timid were driven on with
whips and red-hot irons. If a gladiator

was wounded in single combat, he raised

his fore-finger to implore the mercy of the

people, with whom, after the last years of

the republic, the giver of the games usually

left the decision. The sign of mercy
{missw) was the waving of handkerchiefs

:

the clenched fist and downward thumb
indicated that the combat was to be fought

out till death. Condemned criminals had

no chance of mercy. The slain, or nearly

slain, were carried on the biers which stood

ready for them, to a ])articular door {porta

LlhUlnensis), into a place where they were

stripped {spoliCtrmm). There, if they had

not actually expired, they were put to death.

The victors received palms, with branches

adorned with fillets. Under the Empire
they sometimes got presents of money as

well. If a gladiator, hy repeated proofs

of cleverness and bravery, succeeded in

gaining the favour of the people, he was,

at the public request, presented with a kind

of wooden rapier {riidli^),^ as a token that

he was now free- from all further service.

In this case he was called rudulrius. This

* The swords used b\' gladiators often resembled

rajiiers : see lig. 1.
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did not make him an absolutel}- free man
;

hut if he chose to fight again, he did so as
a free man, and could accordingly claim a
high remuneration.

Gladiators were armed in various st3des,

ari the i)airs of combatants were usually'

armed, not with the same, but withdilierent

against the retiarius, was armed in Gallic
fashion with helmet, sword and shield, ami
nained after the figure of a fish (iiionur/lrjs),

which adorned his helmet. The Sainius,
or Samnite, was so called after his Samnitu
cciuipment. This consisted of a large shield
(scRtKiii), a sleeve of leather or metal on

to their equipment

ASYIANAX

the right

(1) OI.ADIATORIAL IIELMBT.S AXI) SWOKDS.
(From Pompeii.)

weapons. The weapons of gladiators, and
notably their helmets, were quite different

in form from the arms of soldiers (sec

fig. 1). Gladiators were classed according
Thus the rCtldvlus

with

(2) SECUTOR, TtETIAUIUS, AND LANISTA.

(Mosaic in Madrid Library.)

was armed witli a net, was bareheaded, and
had nothing on but a short tunic and a

' girdle ; his left arm was in a sleeve

;

his arms were a net (idcrdnni), a trident

(fusclna), and a dagger. The net he tried
I to throw over his pursuing adversar}', and
to despatch him with dagger or trident, if

successful. The sccfitor, or pur.suer, was
so called, because he was generally set
to fight witji the rcfiariiis, who retired
before him (fig. 2). He was as lightly
equipped as his adversar}-, but armed with
helmet, sword, and shield. The myr-
mdlo (fig. 3), who was also often matched

arm, with a sJioulder piece
(gdlcrus) rising above the shoulder, a
gii-dle, a greave on the left foot, a visored
helmet with crest and plume, and a short
sword. The Thrax, or Thraciau, wore, like
his countrymen, a small round shield
(paDiio) and a dagger (.vZm) curved in the

> form of a sickle, or bent at right angles.
'^ In other respects his equipment was more

complete than the

Samnite's, for he
had greaves on both
legs. The JiopW-

m(7cJius^ or heavily

armed gladiator,
wore a breastplate,

as well as visored

helmet, and greaves.

In later times the

place of the retlarius

was sometimes taken
by the ld(jurdr1ns,

who wore the same
light armour, but

carried a short
sword and a noose

{Idqucm), which he threw over liis adver-

sary and pulled him to the ground. The
cltiiuh'Jta'fi, or men who fought with two

swords, are also apparently the jiroduc-

tion of a later time. The isst'rhlnt (from

csscdiuii, a Bi jtish war-car witii two horses)

fought in chariois. The cnvldhdfd' (fig. 4)

fought on horseback, armed with small

(3) UYKMILU*.

(Rome, I'uluzzo Doria.)
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ronnd sliiold and spear (sjMCuhun), and a

visored lielmet without e3-eholes, and
charged each other in the dark.

There are many repi-esentations of gladia-

torial combats in works of art, the most
comprehensive of which is a large bas-relief

in Pompeii. [Overbeck's Pompeii, figs.

106-112 ; or Schreiber's Bildcratlas, I xxx
figs. 2-8.]

Gladius. The Roman military sword,
which was attached to a shoulder-strap
round the neck, or to the girdle round the
waist. The common soldiers wore it on
the right side; the officers, having no shield

like the common soldiers, on the left. It

was a short, sharp, two-edged weapon, iised

more for thrusting than cutting. In the
republican period it was only worn by
magistrates when acting as military officers

;

but under the Empire it was the emblem of
imperial power, and in consequence one of
the insignia of the emperor and the com-
manders nominated by him. After the
introduction of the sword instead of the
axe in executions, the rus gladil was the
term expressing the full criminal jurisdic-

tion conferred by the emperor on the pro-
vincial governors.

Glass (Gr. hjjdlos, Lat. vtfrum). Glass
was for a long time procured by the
Greeks and Romans from Phoenicia and
Egypt, where its manufacture had been
carried on since very ancient times, and
the art had reached an imcommon degree
of perfection. The ancients produced glass-
work of great beauty, both in form and
colours. In later times it was the mann-
factur-ers of Alexandria whose reputation
stood the highest. The manufacturers
carried on, down to the times of the later
Empire, a considerable export trade in

coloured blown-glass and mosaics. It is

uncertain whether the Greeks manufactured
their own glass in more ancient times. It

was certainly a very costly article down
to the time of the Peloponnesian War, and
only came into general use at a late period.

-GLAUCUS.

In Italy the manufacture of glass begar
at the commencement of the im])erial period
first in Campania and afterwards in Rome.
where they were ambitious of surpassino
the art of Alexandria. From Italy it spread
to Gaul and Spain and the more distant

provinces, and before long, glass cups.

saucers, and bottles became an ordinary
part of household furniture, The remains
discovered at Herculaneum and Pompeii
show that glass windows were not unknown
in the imperial age. The ancients were
familiar with the manufacture of pure,

white, transparent, crystal glass, which
was much in request, as well as with the

art of coloviring glass in every tint. They
could imitate evei-y kind of stone, produce
varying prismatic tints, and spread layers

of different colours upon each other. The
art of cutting and polishing glass was very

advanced. Fi'om bits of glass, cut and

polished, were made great numbers of mock
pearls, or mock precious stones, and pastes,

which were worn, instead of real stones, in

rings, cut in intaglio or relief. The most
important productions of art were : (1) the

vcisa dldtrtta. In these cups the outer

side was made of filigree work, cut out of

the hard mass. The outer network was of

a different colour from the ground, with
which it was connected by nothing but slen-

der glass stalks. (2) The vessels which exhi-

bit reliefs of white opaque glass on a dark

and transparent ground, like the celebrated

Portland Vase {sec Gems). Glass tablets, in-

tended for mural decoration, were sometimes

ornamented with reliefs of this kind.

Glance (Glaukc), also called Creiisa. The
daughter of Creon king of Corinth, who
was betrothed to Jason, and slain out of

jealousy by Medea by means of a poisoned

robe. (See Argonauts, conclusion.)

Glaucus (GlauJcos). (1) A god of the

sea, therefore commonly called Pontius, who
possessed the gift of prophecy. Origi-

nally a fisherman and diver of Anthedon in

Boeotia, he once chanced to eat of a herb

which he had seen fish feed on to refresli

themselves when tired. It drove him mad,

and he threw himself into the sea, on which

he was changed into a sea-god by Oceaniis

and Tethys. According to another stor^'

he threw himself into the sea for love ot

the 3'oung sea-god Melicertes, with whom
he was sometimes identified. He was also

said to have been the builder and the pilot

of the Avgo, and to have been changed into

a god in a wonderful way after the battle

of the Argonauts with "the Tyrrhenians.
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According to common belief he visited all

the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean

very year, prophesying, and lamenting
lat he could not die. He, and the Nereides

uith him, were said to have uttered oracles

.n Dt'lOs. The stories had much to tell of

is loves, notably of those of Scylla and
irce. He was represented in works of art

- an old man with a fish's tail, with sea-

jie scales, long hair and beard, and breast

rovered with sea-weed and shells.

(2) Sou of the Cretan Minos and Pasi-

iifie. When playing in his infancy he fell

,iito a jar of honey, and was stifled. His
father, after a vain search for him, was
told by the Curetes that only one [)erson

could find the child and bring him to life

again. That was the man who should

devise a suitable comparison for a cow in

his herd, which became white, red, and
black, alternately at intervals of four hours.

The seers of the country being unable to

.solve the difficult}-, Minos called in the

seer Pulyidus of Argos, the great-grandson

of Melampus. He read the riddle by com-
paring the cow to a blackberry or mulberry,
which is white, red, and black at various

.stages of its growth. The corpse of the

child he found by aid of the flight of a bird.

Professing himself unable to revive the

corpse, Minos, in anger, ordered hina to be
shut up with it in a vaitlt. A snake crept

up to the corpse, and Polyidus killed it : he
then saw another snake revive its dead
fellow by laying a herb upon it. With
this herb he iDrought the dead child to life

again. Finall}- Minos compelled him to

teach the boy the art of prophecy. But
on his return to Argos, Polyidus made the

child spit into his mouth, which caused him
to forget all that he had learned.

(3) King of Corinth, son of Sisyphus and
father of Bellerophontes. At the funeral

games of Pelias in lolcus, he was thrown
and torn to pieces by his own horses, which
Aphrodite in her wrath had driven mad.
His ghost was said to appear to the horses
racing at the Isthmian games and terrify

them. He was according!}' worshipped on
the Isthmus, under the name of Tiiraxippos,
or Terrifier of Hoisos.

(4) Great-grandson of (3) : grandson of

Bellerophontes, and son of HippOluchus,
prince of the Lycians. W^ith his kinsman
SarptMlon, he was leader of the Lycian
auxiliaries of Priam, and met Diomedes in

the mCh'e. The two chieftains recognised
each other as friends and guests of their

grandfather Bellerophontes, and (Eneus,
C. D. A.

and exchanged armour, Glaucus parting
with his golden suit for the brazen arms
of Diomedes. When the Greek entroncli-

ments were stormed, Glaucus had reached
the top of the wall when he was ))ut to flight

by an arrow shot by Teucer. He protected
Hector when wounded by Achilles; with
Apollo's aid he avenged Sarpedon, and took
a prominent part in the struggle for tho
body of Patroclus. He Anally met his

death at the hand of Ajax.

Glycon. An Athenian artist, who pro-
bably flourished in the 1st century B.C.

He executed the famous colossal statue of

the Farnese Hercules, now at Naples {sec

Heracles).
Gnomon. The Greek term for the sun-

dial, the use of which in Greece is said

to date from Anaximenes or Anaximander
(500 B.C.) The flrst sundial used in Rome
{sOhlrlum) was brought there in 203 B.C.

from Catana in Sicily, and set up in public.

It was not, however, till 104 B.C. that one

adapted to the latitude of Rome was con-

structed. From that time the use of sun-

dials became so common throughout the

empire, that it was assumed in legislation

during the imperial period, and all jirivate

business was regulated by the hours marked
on the dial.

Gold and Ivory, Art of Working in. The
Greeks had a peculiar process of making
statues of their gods, in which the unclothed

parts were of ivory, the hair and raiment

of gold. It was applied exclusively to

colossal statues, and was in special vogue

in the 5th century B.C., when Phldliis

showed himself an unrivalled master in

the art. A clay model was sawn into

pieces, in correspondence with which tho

parts of the statue were composed of ivory

plates, made by a process (now lost^ of

softening and extending the material. This

was done by sawing, scraping, and flling.

The separate pieces were then fastened with

isinglass on a solid nucleus of clay, gypsum,

or dried up wood. The next step was to

work over the surface of the ivory jilatcs,

to smooth over inequalities, and so on.

Finally the gold portions, which had been

finished separately, were laid on. Special

care was required to kee}) tho pieces of

ivory together. Oil was much used to keep

them in a state of preservation. The statue

of Zeus by Phidias at Olympia was found,

fifty or sixty years after it was finished,

to be in so dislocated a state that a com-

plete restoration was necessary [Pausanias

vll§lO; iv31§G].
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Gorglas. (1) A Greek sophist and
rlictorician, a native of Ltiontinl in Sicily.

In 427 B.C., when ah-eady advanced in

years, he came to Athens on an embassy
from his native cit}-, to implore aid against

the Sj'racusans. The finished style of his

speaking excited general admiration. He
was successful in the object of his mission,

and immediately returned home. But he
soon came back to Athens, which he made
his headquarters, travelling through Greece,

like the other Sophists, and winning much
popularity and emolument from a large

number of disciples. He survived Socrates,

who died in o'Oi), and ended his days at

Larissa in Thessaly in his hundredth year.

His philosophy was a nihilistic system,

wliich he summed xip in three propositions

:

(a) nothing exists
;

(b) if anj^thing existed,

it could not bo known
;

(c) did anything
exist, and could it be known, it could not
be communicated. He declined to assume
the name of Sophist, preferring that of

rhetorician. He professed to teach not
virtue, but the art of persuasion ; in other

words, to give his disciples such absolute

readiness in speaking, that they should be
able to convince their hearers independently
of any knowledge of the subject. He did
not found his instruction on any definite

rhetorical system, but gave his pupils

standard passages of literature to learn by
art and imitate, practising them in the

application of rhetorical figures. He ap-
peared in person, on various occasions, at

Delphi, Olympia, and Athens, with model
speeches which he afterwards published. It

must not be forgotten that it was Gorgias
who transplanted rhetoric to Greece, its

proper soil, and who helped to diffuse the
Attic dialect as the literary language of

prose. Two highly rhetorical exercises,

the genuineness of which is doubtful, have
come down to us under his name,—the
Encomium of Helen, and the Defence of
Pdldmedes against the charge of high
treason brought against him by Odysseus.

(2) A Greek rhetorician of the second
half of the 1st century B.C. He was tutor
to the younger Cicero, and was the author
of a treatise on the figures of speech, which
is in part ])rcserved in a Latin paraphrase
by Rutllius Liipus. C/SfrRuTiLius Lupus.)

Gorgo (Gorgons). Homer makes mention
of the terrible head of the Gorgon, a for-

midable monster. This head is a terror in

Hades, and in the ?egis or breastplate of

Zeus. Hcsiod speaks of thi-ee Gorgons

;

Sthcno (the mighty), Euryale (the wide-

wandering), and Medusa (the queen). They
are the daughters of the aged sea-god
Phorcj's and Iveto, and sisters of the Graise
(.sTc Gkai.I':). They dwell on the farthest

shore of Ocean, in the neighbourhood of
Night and of the Hesperides. They are

awful beings, with hair and girdles of

snakes, whose look turns the beholder to

stone. They are also often represented
with golden wings, brazen claws, and
enormous teeth. Medusa is mortal, but
the other two immortal. When Perseus
cuts off Medusa's head, Ohrysaor and the

winged horse Pegasus, with whom she was
with child by Poseidon, spring forth from
the s'-i-eaming blood. The head was given
b}' Perseus te. Athene, who set it in her

shield. Heracles received a lock of the

hair from Athene as a present. When en-

deavouring to persuade Cephrdus of Tegea
to take part in his expedition against

Hippocoun of Sparta, the king represented
that he feared an attack from his enemies
the Argives in Heracles' absence. Heracles
accordingly gave to Sterope, the daughter
of Cephalus, the lock of Medusa's hair in

a brazen urn, bidding her, in case the enemy
approached, to avert her head and hold it

three times over tlie walls, for the mere
aspect of it would turn the enemj^ to flight.

In consequence of the belief in this power
of the Gorgon's head, or Gorgoncion, to

paralyse and terrify an enemy, the Greeks
carved images of it in its most terrif^-ing

forms, not only on armour of all sorts,,

(1) ARCHAIC HEAD OF MEDCSA. (Cj). SCULPTURE, fig. 1).

(Antrfixum of terra-cotta, found S.E. of Parthenon, 1836,

published in colours by Ross, Arch. Aufa. I vii.)

especialh' shields and breastplates, but also

on walls and gates (see fig. 1). Thus, on

the south wall of the Athenian Acropolis, a

large gilded Gorgoneion was set on an (vgis

[Pausanias, i 21 § 4]. In the popidar belief

the Gorgon's head was also a means of pro-

tection against all enchantment, whether

of ^vord or act, and we thus find it through-
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o\it Greek history omploj^ed as a powerful
amulet, and often carved with graceful
settings on decorative furniture and costl}'

(M-iiainents. But the Greek artists, with
their native sense of heaiity, knew, even in

the case of the Gorgon, how to give adequate
cxi)ression to the idea which la}' at the root

of the story. The story said that Medusa
had been a fair maiden, whose luxuriant

hair had been turned by Athene into snakes
in revenge for the desecration of her sanc-

tuary. Accordingly the head of Medusa is

represented in works of art with a counte-

nance of touching beauty, and a wealth of

hair wreathed with snakes. The face was
imagined as itself in the stillness of death,

and thus bearing the power to turn the

(2) KONDAXI.NI MEDUSA.

(Munich, Glyiitothck.)

living to stone. The most beautiful sur-

viving instance of this conception is the

Rondanini Medusa now at Munich (fig. 2).

Gortyn, Law of. [An archaic Greek in-

scription discovered in 1884 b}' Halbherr, in

the bed of a mill-stream at Hagios Deha in

Crete, the site of the Greek city of Gortyn.
After many difficulties, the whole of it was
copied and ])ublished at the end of the year.

It was found to be inscribed in 12 columns
on the inside wall of a circular building
about 100 feet in diameter, wliich was
probably a theatre, and covers a space of
about 30 feet in length, to a height of

between 5 and 6 feet from the ground.
The lines are written alternately from left

to right and from right to left. Two frag-

ments of it had been discovered before, one
of them being in the Louvre at Paris, and
with the addition of these fragments the
inscription was found to be pi-acticall}'

complete. It contains a collection of laws
regulating the private relations of the in-

habitants of Gortyn. These laws deal
chiefly with such subjects as Inheritance,

Adoption, Heiresses, Marriage and Divorce,
and incidontalh' alford much infonnatiou
on the slave system, the tenure of land and
propert}"-, the organization of the courts,

and other matters of interest. Its chiei
value is perhaps as throwing light upon
the laws of the earlier Atjienian legislators.

The inscription is probably to be dated a
few years before 4(J0 B.C.]— C. A. M. Pond.

Graiae, i.e. the gray-haired women, were,
in Greek mythologj^, the protectresses of tlie

Gorgons, and, like them, the daughters of
Keto and Phorcys, the aged god of the seas.

Hesiod knows of only two, PcphredG and
Enyu ; the later story adds a third, Deino.
Their very names suggest panic and terror.

Born with gray hair, and having onl}' one
eye and tooth between them, which they
pass from one to the other, they are the very
personifications of old age. Per.seus found

it easy to rob them of their tooth. Tlieir

dwelling-place was in the boundar}' of the

Gorgonian plain at the farthest end of Lib^'a,

where no sun or moon ever shone.

Grammateus. The Greek word for a writer,

secretary, or clerk. At Athens the officials

had numerous clerks attached to them, who
were paid by the state and belonged to the

poorer class of citizens. But there were
several higher officials who bore the title

of Grammateus. The Boule or senate, for

instance, chose one of its members by show
of hands to be its clerk or secretary for one

year. His duty was to keep the archives

of the senate. So, too, a secretary was
chosen by lot from the whole number of

senators for each prytany, to draft all reso-

lutions of the senate. {See Prvtany.)

His name is therefore generally given in

the decrees next to that of the president

and the proposer of the decree. The name
of the grammateus of the first prytany

was also given with that of the arehOu,

as a means of marking the year with more

accuracy. At the meetings of the Ecclesia

a clerk, elected by the people, had to read

out the necessar}'- documents. The oiHce

of the antJrjmpheis, or checking clerks, was

of still greater importance. The auti-

grapheus of the senate, elected at first by

show of hands, but afterwards by lot, had

to take account of all business affecting tlio

financial administration. The autigrajiheus

of the administration had to make out, and

lay before the puljlic, a general stateniont

of income and expenditure, and exercised

a certain amount of control over all finan-

cial officials. In the ^Etoliau and Achseau

federations the grammateus was the high-
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est officer of the League after the strdtCgl

and Ju'pjiarcJu.

Grammatica [sometimes rendered in Latin
by litti rdtCiva].

1. Greece. The term grammatica, in

the scientific sense, inckided, in antiquity,

all the philological disciplines, grammar
proper, lexicography, prosody, the lower and
higher criticism, antiquities, everything, in

short, necessary to the understanding and
explanation of grammdta, or the treasures

of literature, whether their form or their

matter be in question. It was first de-

veloped into a special science during the
Alexandrian age, in Alexandria and Per-
gamun, where the great libraries gave
ample oi)portunity for philological studies

on the scale above indicated. It was the
restoration of the text of the Homeric
poems, and the explanation of their words
and contents, that primarily exercised

the wits of the scholars. Hesiod, the lyric

poets, the dramatists, and certain prose
writers next engaged their attention. The
progress and development of philology is

marked by the names of Zenodotus (about
280 B.C.), Aristophanes of Byzantium
(2G0-183), and Aristarchus (about 170),
the three chief representatives of the Alex-
andrian school. To these must be added
Crates (about IGO), the head of the school
of Pergamon, and the opponent of the
Alexandrians. The name of Aristarchus
represents the highest point of philological

learning and criticism in antiquity. He
was the founder of the celebrated school of
the Aristarcheans, which continued to exist

and to maintain an uninterrupted tradition,

down to the first century of the imperial
age. His disciple Dionysius Thrax wrote
the oldest manual of grammar that we pos-
sess. By far the most celebrated of the later

Aristarcheans was Didymus, born about
63 B.C. His writings are the chief founda-
tion of the Byzantine collections of scholia.

The science of grammatica gradually
narrowed its scope till it confined itself

to grammar in the restricted sense of the
-word, namel}', accidence and syntax, com-
bined with lexical researches into the
dialects, and into the usages of special
periods of literature, and special groups of
aTithors. The most eminent scholars of the
Empire are ApolIOnius Dyscolus (about
150 A.D.), who endeavoured to reduce the
whole of empirical grammar to a system,
and his son, yElius Herodianus, a still more
important personage. The writings of the
latter form one of the chief authorities of

the later grammarians, such as Arcadius.
The lexical writings of the earlier scholars

were often very comprehensive, and have
only survived in fragments, or in later

extracts, such as that of Hesychius. They
had consisted mainlj^ in collections of

glosses, or strange and antiquated expres-
sions. But in the 2nd century a.d. the
influence of the reviving sophistic litera-

ture and education turned the attention of

lexicographers to the usage of the Attic

writers. This tendency is represented in

the surviving works of Pollux, Harpocration,
and others. To the same period belongs
Hephaestion's manual of prosody, which is

the only complete treatise on this subject.

Athenffius, ai. the beginning of the 3rd
centur}", wrote a work (the Deipnosopliistce)

of inestimable value to the student of anti-

quities. Longinus, who died 273 A.D., may
be regarded as the last considerable scholar

of the ancient world. The later gram-
marians restricted themselves to compiling
extracts from the works of earlier ages.

(2) Rome. After the middle of the 2nd
century B.C., a lively interest in the history

of literature and the study of language
arose in Rome. It had been excited by the

lectures on Greek authors given by Crates

during his sojourn in Rome as ambassador
(B.C. 159). Not onl}^ writers of repute, such

as Accius and Lucilius, but men like ^Elius

Stilo, a member of the equestrian order,

who was actively engaged in public life, took

up these studies with eagerness. AVhat was
afterwards known of the primitive Latin

language we owe mainly to ^Elius Stilo. He
was the master of the great encyclopEedist

Marcus Terentius Varro, Cicero's contem-

porary. This great scholar left his mark on

every department of philological research,

and his writings were the storehouse from

which the following generations mainly drew
their information. Besides Vai'ro, other men
of mark occupied themselves with gram-

matical study in the Ciceronian age, notably

Nigidius Figvdus. Julius Cffisar was the

author of a treatise on accidence. There

were numerous scholars in the Augustan
age, among whom Verrius Flaccus and

Hyginus deserve especial notice. In the 1st

century A.D. we have Remmius Palyemon,

Asconius Pedifinus, Valerius Prubus, and

the elder Pliny. It was Remmius Pala^mou

who is mainly responsible for having made
Vergil the centre of scholastic instruction

for the Latin world, as Homer was for the

Greek. During the 2nd centur}', under

Hadrian and the Antonines, we notice a
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.revived interest in the older literature.

This period is distinguished by the names
of Suetonius, Terentius Scaurus, and Aulus
Gellius. Suetonius aspired to the many-
sided learning of Varro, and, like Varro,

was much quoted by later writers.

After this time the grammarians tend
more and more to confine their studies to

points of language, to abandon independent
research, and to depend on the labours

of their predecessors. The chief value of

their writings consists in the fact that they

have preserved some fragments of ancient

learning. Their extracts arc usuallj- made
for school purposes, and put together in

artCs, or manuals of accidence, orthography,

prosod}', and metre. Such are the books of

Marlus Victuriuus, Donatus, Servins, Chari-

siiis, Diomedes, who are all assigned to the

4th century A.D. Xonius Marcellus belongs

to the same period. He is the author of a

work {De CompendiOsd Doctvlnd) which,
though dreary and uncritical, is invaluable

for the stores of old Latin which it has

preserved. The 6th century is marked by
the name of Priscian. We may further

notice Terentianus Maurus, the author of

a versified treatise on metre in the 3rd
century ; IMacrobius, who in the 5th cen-

tury composed a miscellany of antiquities

called SftturndUa ; and Isidore, Bishop of

Seville, in the 7th century, whose
Onglnts is the last work founded
on a real study of ancient autho-

rities.

Grammaticus (Gr. Gnimiudti-
kuti I. See Education.
Grammatistes. See Educatiox.
Granius Licinianus. A Roman

historian, who probably flourished

in the 2nd century A.D. He was
the author of a work compiled in

the style of anncllcs, ending with
the death of Caesar. Some con-

siderable fragments have been
found in modern times of books
28-3G, covering the history of the

years 1G3-78 B.C.

Graphe. See Judicial Proce-
DURi:.

Gratiae, or Graces. ^ccCharites.
Gratius [better Grattius] Falis-

CU8. A Roman poet, contemporary
with Ovid. He was the author of

a poem on the chase {Cf/neget icon),

of which only the iirst book has been
preserved, and that mutilated towards the

close. The fragment consists of some 535
hexameters, in which the subject is treated

with much talent in an oven and classical

stj-le, but with considerable dryness in
many parts. Grattius has been styled
I'''alit3C.Hs because, in one pas.sage, he ap-
parently indicates that the Falisci were his

countrj'men.

Groma. The measuring instrument used
by land surveyors, who were called (JrOmd-
tlcl from it. See Agrimexsores.

Gustatio. See Meals.
Gynaikonitis. See House.
Gymnasiarchia. See Leitourgia (2).

Gymnasium i^Gr. Gijmnasion). The Greek
name for the place where the youths who
had already passed through the jjdhr.stra

performed their gymnastic exercises. (See

Palaestra.) Such was the importance
which the Greeks attached to ph3'sical

training, that no city in Greece proper,

and no Greek colony, was without its

gymnasium. There were several in the

larger cities. Athens, for instance, in the

time of its greatness, possessed three, all

situated otttside the city, the Acddrmla,
the Lyccvum, and the Cjjnosargcs. In later

times there were even more. It was in the

gytnnasia that the vphcbl went through the

two years' course of exercises which were
to fit them for military .service.

The simplest form of a gyninasiiDn was
that of a court surrounded by columns

A. Portico.

B. Palocstra.

C. Ej>hcb«ion,

D. Dressing-rooms.

K. Passace.
F, G. Cold batlis.

H, H. Hot baths.

L, M. Warm hath».

Near I Staircase to laconicum.

K. Ball-alley.

* GVMNASIUM AT EPHESUS.
{Ionian Antiquiticf, ii, pi. -10.)

{peristiiUon). This served for the excrci.sca

in leaping and running. Covered .spaces

were attached for wrestling. Owing to the

great variety of gymnastic exercises, and
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the increasing inclination of grown men to

look on at them and take part in them, the

gymnasia, often adorned with beautiful

sculptures, grew in extent and splendour of

equipment. {See cut.)

The great court comprised a number of

spaces serving a variety of purposes : for

instance, the ephcbeion, or hall where the

cphehi practised, rooms for dressing and
anointing, sanding or dusting the body,

cold-water baths and dry sudfitorla. spaces

for playing at ball, open and covered pas-

sages for running, wrestling, or walking.

Attached to the colonnades on the outside

were semicircular niches, furnished with
stone seats, called excdrce. In these philo-

sophers and rhetoricians would sit and talk

with their disciples. A sfddton, with a

space for spectators to look on, and walks
planted with trees, were often attached to

the gymnasium. The w^hole was under the

superintendence of a gymnasiarclius. The
conduct of the youths was under the super-

vision of sophronistoi. At Athens these

officers were ten in number, and elected

annually. The exercises were directed by
the gymnastce. For similar arrangements
under the Roman empire sec Thermae.

Gymnastics. I Grecian. The art of

physical exercises, so called because the

Greeks practised them unclothed (gymnos).
Various exercises of the kind, carried on in

view of contests on festive occasions, are men-
tioned as early as Homer. After the Homeric
time they were, at all periods, widely prac-

tised among the Greeks, and more so after

they Avere legally prescribed as part of

the regular educational course, especially at

Athens and Sparta. They were, moreover,
actively encouraged by the great national

games, particularly the Olympian games, of

which they formed the chief part. Heracles
and Hermes were the tutelary gods of

gymnastics, which attained in Athens their

highest and most varied development. The
object of the art was to develop the body
harmoniously in health, activity, and beauty.
Boys went through certain preliminary
stages of gymnastics in the paUvstra^ and
carried on their further training to perfec-

tion in the gymnasia. (Sec Gymnasium.)
The different kinds of exercises were as

follows: (1) Hmm'mg (dromos or stddwn).
This was the oldest of all, and for a long
time the only one practised in the public
games. In later times, indeed, it stood at

the head of the list. The course was either

single (stadion, nearly the eighth of a mile),

or double (dtaidOs). The runner was some-

times equipped with helmet and greaves
but in later times only with the latter. The
hardest of all was the long course or
dolichos. This was a distance of 24 stadia
between two and three English miles, which
had to be run without stojDping.

(2) Leaping {halmd). This included
the high and wide jump, and jumping down-
wards. To strengthen the power of spring
and secure the equilibrium of the body,

especially in leaping downwards, it was
common to use pieces of iron called haltcres,

not unlike our dumb-bells.

(3) Wrestling {pidlc). This was the

jriece de resistance of the Greek gymnastic.
The combatants wei-e allowed certain tricks

which are -ucw forbidden, as throttling,

pushing, and twisting the fingers. Standing
iipright, each wrestler tried to throw the

other down, and if one of them was thrown
thrice, he was regarded as beaten, unless

the contest was continued on the ground.

In this case the one who was thrown tried

to get up, while the other tried to hinder

him, until he owned himself vanquished.
Before all gj'mnastic exercises the body

was well rublDed with oil to make the

limbs supple. But before wrestling it was
also sprinkled with dust, partly to afford

a firm hold, partly to prevent excessive

perspiration.

(4) Discobolta, or throwing the discus.

{See Discus.)

(5) Throwing the javelin {dkontismos).

^==5^,^

(1) * METHOD OF DISCIIAUGING THE JAVELIN WITH
THE AID OF AN amvietitum, or thong.

(Vase in British Museum : Rev. Arch., 18G0, ii 211.)

These five exercises together formed the

pentathlon, or set of five, in which no one

Avas accounted victorious who had not con-

quered in all. Besides these there was
(6) The dangerous game of boxing {pyx,

pygme). In this the combatants struck out

Avith each hand alternatelj', their hands
being bound round Avitli thongs so as to leave

fingers and thumb free to form a clenched

fist (see engraving). Athletes often fitted

the thongs Avith strips of sharp and hardened
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leather, or with nails and leaden knobs.

The blow was directed acjainst the upper
part of the body, head, and face.

(2) P.OXEIt.

(Dresden.)

(7) The Pancrdtion was a combination
of boxing and wrestlinc;, but nothing was
worn on the hands, and the blow was
delivered, not with the clenched iist, but
with the fingers bent. This exercise was
not introduced into the public games until

650 B.C. Indeed, the two latter exorcises

wore generally confined to the professional

athletes. {Sec Athletes.) In Sparta thoj^

were not practised at all.

II Roman. Among the Romans from
the oldest times until the imperial period,

the youths used to assemble for exercises in

the Campus Martins, the object of the exer-

cises being exclusively to prepare them for

military service. (Sec Educatiox.) The
Ureck gymnastic was not introduced at

Rome until the decline of Roman tradition

had set in, and professional athleticism had

become fashionable. The Roman sonso of
propriety was otiended by the Greek jiractico

of exercising unclothed, and the oidy game
which they really adopted was that of
thi-owin:;- llie disrv.s.

Gymnetse (troops without defensive ar-

mour). A name for the diHcrent sorts of
sharpshooters employed in the Greek armies
after the Persian Wars, in ])lace of the light-
armed slaves. It was only after the expe-
dition of the Ten Thousand that they camo
to form an essential part of a Greek army.
They were generally recruited from the
barbarous nations who were specially dis-

tinguished in the use of particular missiles.

The archers {toxdt(v), for instance, were
general!}' Cretans, the slingers (ttpln ndoin'fn')

Rhodians and Thessalians, while the javelin

men {dkojiftatrr) were taken from the semi-

Hellenic populations in the west of Greece,

notably the ^tolians and Acarnanians.
The common characteristic of all these

troops was the absence of all defensive

weapons. It was among the Lacedemonians
that they were introduced latest. Alexan-
der the Great had a corps of 2,0<mi of them,

with which he opened his cam])aign against

the Persians. Half of these were sjioar-

men, taken from the Agrlani, in the moun-
tains of northern Maceclonia ; the other half

archers, from the lowest class of the ]\Iace-

donian ])0})ulation.

Gymnopaidia. A great festival held at

Sparta from the fJth to the 10th of July.

It was an exhibition of all kinds of ac-

complishments in gymnastics, music, and
dancing, given by boys, youths, and men
for the benefit of the citizens and of the

numerous strangers who flocked to Sjiarta

for the occasion, and were hospitably enter-

tained there. Festal hymns were written

for the occasion, in honour not only of the

gods but of brave citizens, notably those

who had fallen at ThyrC-a, and later at

Thermopylaj.

H
Hades (originally Aides or A'idonciis, i.e.

" the Invisible "). In Greek mythology,
the son of Cronus and Rhea, who received
the dominion of the lower world at the
division of the universe after the fall of
Cronus, his brothers, Zeus and Poseidon,
being made lords respectively of the sky and
sea. With his queen Persejdione he held
sway over the other powers of the infernal
regions, and over the diosts of the dead.

The symbol of his invisible empire was the

helmet that made men invisible. This was

given to him by the Cyclojies to aid him

m the battle of the gods with the (iiant.s.

Originally he was, to all appearance, con-

ceived as bringing down the dead hin).sflf

to the lower world in his chariot, or na

driving them down with his staff: but in

the later belief, the office of conductor of

souls belonged to Hermes. Hades is tlio
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enemy of all life, heartless and inexorable,

and hated, accordingly, by gods and men.
Sacrifice and prayer are of no avail with
him, and he is therefore only worshipped
on exceptional occasions. But, like Perse-

phone, he was sometimes represented in a

milder light, being called Pluto, or the

giver of wealth. This because it is from
the depths of the earth that corn and its

attendant blessings are produced. As old

as Hesiod is the advice to the plougher to

call upon tlie Zeus of the lower world, as

well as upon Demettir.

•e. ^. ill. ju

HADES ENTIIItONEI), AVITH CKRHERUS.
(Home, Villa Bovghese.)

The most celebrated of the myths re-
ferring to Hades is that of the rape of
Persephone. In works of art he is repre-
sented as resembling his brothers Zeus and
Poseidon, but with gloomy features and hair
fallingover his brow, the key of the infernal
world in his hand, and the dog Cerberus at
his side. Sojnetimes he appears as a god of
agriculture, Avith a cornucopia, or a two-
pronged pickaxe. The plants sacred to him
were the cypress and the narcissus ; black
sheep were offered to him in sacrifice.
The word llacUs is also a general term

for the lower regions. By the Romans
Hades Avas identified partly with Orcus,
partly with ])7s jhUcv.

Hades, Realm of. According to the belief
current among the Greeks, the world of the
dead, or the spacious abode of Hades, with

its wide doors, was in the dark depths of

the earth. In the Odyssey, its entrance and
outer court are on the western side of the

river Oceanus, in the ground sacred to

Persephone, with its grove of barren wil-

lows and poplars. Here is the abode of the

Cimmerians, veiled in darkness and cloud

where the sun never shines. The soil of

this court, and indeed of the lower world in

general, is a meadow of asphodel, an unattrac-

tive weed of dreary aspect usually planted

on graves. The actual abode of the subter-

ranean powers is Erebos, or the impenetrable
darkness. In later times entrances to the

lower world were imagined in other places

where there were cavernous hollows which
looked as if -the}' led into the bowels of the

earth. Such places were Hermione and the

promontory of Ttenarum in the Peloponuese,

Heraclea on the Euxine, and Cumse in Ital)-,

where the mythical Cimmerli were also

localized. The lower world of Homer is

intersected by great rivers, the Styx, the

Acheron (river of woe), Cocytus (river of

cries), a branch of the Styx, Phlegethon and
Pyriphlegethon (rivers of fire). The last

two unite and join the waters of the

Acheron. In the post-Homeric legend,

these rivers are represented as surround-

ing* the infernal regions, and another river

appears with them, that of Lethe, or ob-

livion. In the waters of Lethe the souls

of the dead drink forgetfulness of their

earthly existence. The lower world once

conceived as separated from the upper by

these rivers, the idea of a ferryman arose.

This was Charon, the son of Erebos and of

Nyx, a gloomy, sullen old man, who takes

the souls in his boat across Acheron into

the realm of shadows. The souls are brought

down from the upper world by Hermes, and

pa}^ the ferryman an obolds, which was put

for this jiurpose into the moiiths of the dead.

Charon has the right to refuse a passage

to souls whose bodies have not been duly

buried. In Homer it is the spirits them-

selves who refuse to receive any one to whom
funeral honours have not been paid. At
the gate lies the dog (Cerberus, sou of

Typhaon and Echidna. He is a terrible

monster with three heads, and mane and

tail of snakes. He is friendly to the spirits-

who enter, but if anyone tries to get out he

seizes him and holds him fast.

The ghosts of the dead were in ancient

times conceived as incor])oreal images of

their former selves, without mind or con-

sciousness. In the Odyss(iy the seer Tire-

sias is the only one who has retained his
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consciousness and judgment, and this as an
exceptional gift of Persephone. But they
have the power of drinking the blood of

animals, and having done so the}- recover
their consciousness and power of speech.

The soul therefore is not conceived as en-

tirely annihilated. The ghosts retain the
outer form of their bod}-, and follow, but
instinctively onh-, what was tlieir favourite
pursuit in life. Orion in Homer is still a
Imnter, Minos sits in judgment, as when

that Homer several times mentions that the
Erinyes punish perjurers after death. We
are forced thou to conclude that the ancient
belief is, in this instance, found side by side
with the later and generally received idea,
that the dead, even without drinking blood^
preserved their consciousness and power
of speech. Connected with it is the notion
that they have the power of inHuencing
men's life on earth in various ways. The
most ancient belief knows nothinir of future

'fK^l
MECARA AKD HER BOSS.

aOSBiSI), WlfE, AND CHILD.
81SVFHUS.

Mr.nKA /or niKiK prir.iTRocii. Aicn xBrsm.
T&irroLlinUS, .CACI l. A.SI> ItHAbAMAKTBYIt.

CKINVil. TASIALIS.

* THE KKALM OF HADES.

(Vase from Canosa: Munich, Pinakothek, No. 819.)

alive. Perhaps the punishments inflicted

in Homer on Tityus, Tantalus, and Sisyphus
(for L\ion, the Danaides, Peirithuiis, and
others belong to a later story) should be
regarded in this light. The penalties in-

flicted on them in the upper world ma}'
be merely transferred by Homer to their

ghostly existence. For the idea of a sen-

sible punishment is not consistent with that
of an unconscious continuance in being. It

must be remembered, at the same time,

rewards of the righteous, or indeed of any
complete separation between the just and

the unjust, or of a judgment to make tho

necessary awards. The judges of tlie dead

are in the later legend Minos, Rhadaniau-

thys, .iEacus, and Trii)t('ilt'-mus. It was a

later age, too, Avhich transferred Elysinni

and Tartarus to the lower world, Elysium

as the abode of the blessed, and Tartarus

as that of the damned. In the earlier be-

lief these regions had nothing to do with

L
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the realm of Hades {sec Hades), The name
Tartarus was in later times often applied

to the whole of the lower world. The
ghosts of those who had lived a life of ave-

rage merit were imagined as wandering on
the asphodel meadow.

In general it must be said that the ancient

ideas of a future life were always subject to

considerable changes, owing to the iniluence

of the doctrines taught in the m3'steries,

and the representations of poets, i)hiloso-

phers, sculi)tors, and painters {sec Poly-
GNOTUs). The general tendency was to

naultiply the terrors of Hades, especially at

the gates, and in Tartarus. (For the deities

of tiie lower world see Hades, Persephone,
and Erinyes.) The Greek beliefs on the

subject found their way to Rome through
the instrumentality of the poets, especially

Vergil. But they did not entirely sup-

plant the national traditions. {Sec Orcus,
Mania, Manes, Lares, and Larv^.)

and dedicated it to some deity, generally
to Apollo, or the gods of their rivers, or the
Xymphs, who were regarded as the pro-
tectresses of youth. But a free Athenian
citizen did not wear his hair very short, or

he would have been mistaken for a slave,

who would be obliged to do so. Down to

the time of Alexander the Great, a full

beard was regarded as a mark of manly
dignity. After this it became fashionable

to shave the face quite smooth, and only

philosophers wore beards, to mark their

antagonism to the general custom. The
Romans too, in ancient times, wore long
hair and beards. It was not till 300 B.C.,

when the first hair-cutter {fousor) came to

Rome from Siuily, that they began to cut both.

The younger Scipio is said to have been the

first Roman who shaved every day. In
course of time it became the fashion to

make a festival of the day when the beard

was first shaved. Young men, however,

(1) COIPFrRES OF GREEK LADIES.

(From terracottas, Stackelberg's Griibcr der Hcllcnen, taf. Isxv, etc.)

Hsemon. See Antigone.
Hair, mode of wearing. The Greeks of

the oldest times regarded long hair in a
man as an ornament, and only cut it as a

sign of mourning. Among the Spartans it

was usual for boys to wear their hair short,

and to let it grow when they attained the
age of ephcbi. At Athens, down to the
Persian Wars, the hair was worn long, and
fastened up into a knot {krohylos) by a
needle in the form of a grasshopper. In
later times, however, the Athenian boj^s

had their hair cut when they became ephehi,

would sometimes wear a neatly cut beard,
and onl}^ men over forty would shave. To
let the beard grow was a sign of mourning.
In the first half of the 2nd century A.D. the
emperor Hadrian brought full beards into

fashion again; and if we may trust the

coins, it continued among his successors,

with few exceptions, until Constantine.
From his time, however, the emperors
appear almost without exception without a

beard.

The beard was removed not only with
razors and scissors, but with tweezers and
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hair-destroying compositions. The hair

of the head was artificially treated with

oils and hot irons. From the middle of the

2nd centnry a.d. to the time of Constantine

it was the established custom to cut the

hair quite short, after the fashion of athletes

and Stoic philosophers. As Greeks and
Romans usually went bareheaded, good

manners required particular attention to be

paid to the hair and beard. Hence a great

demand arose for barbers, part of whose
business it was to trim the nails, remove

warts, and so on. The barbers' shops were
much frequented, and became the favourite

resort for people in quest of news and gossip.

The Greek women, to judge by existing

monuments, followed an extraordinary

variety of fashions (fig. 1, a-h). The point

seems generally to have been to cover the

forehead as much as possible. One of the

commonest modes of wearing the hair was
to draw it back over the head and ears, and

let it simply hang down, or fasten it in a

knot with a band and a needle. The bands

of cloth or leather, wound round the front

of the head to fasten the frant and back
hair, were often made to support a

pointed metal plate called stephdnc. This

was a broad strip of metal resembling a

diadem, and richly ornamented. It some-

times appears as an independent ornament,

especially on the images of goddesses (rig. 1,

c, rf, /, g). There were several kinds of

fastenings, by which the hair was artisti-

cally arranged ; for instance, the sphcndonc^

so called from its likeness to a sling, being

broad in the middle and narrow at the end.

The hair was often worn in nets {kckry-

phdlOi<), bags (sakkos\ and handkerchiefs

wrapped round it in the shape of a cap.

Greek ladies wei'C earty acquainted with the

use of artificial appliances, such as fragrant

oils, curling irons, and the like.

married women wore their hair in as simjjle

a style as po.ssible. It was, in general,

merely parted, or fastened up in a knot on
the neck, or woven in tresses arranged
round the front of the head. Brides wore
their hair in a peculiar fashion, arranged in

six braids, and wrapped in a red handker-
chief. To attract attention by an unusual
coiffure was thought to be in bad taste.

But, towards the end of the republican
age, the old-fashioned simplicity in dress-

ing the hair disappeared, as it did in other

(2) COIFFUUKS or IMPKRIAL KnMAN LADIES.

The Roman matrons, in ancient times,

tied up their hair with a fillet (ritfa) in a

tower-shaped top-knot {tiitidus); but un-

SABISA. FACSTIXA, FKOM PdMrEII. IDLIA DOmiA.

(3) *COIFFUnES OF IMPEIilAL nOMAN LADIES
(fko.m coins).

matters of dress. Foreign arts, especially

those of Greece and Asia, found more and
more acceptance. During the imperial

period, when the arrangement of the hair

a h d c g h i k

a, h, c, h, J, 7c. Ivory hair-pins. /. Bronze comb.
e. Pomatum-box, with resting Cupid, d, </. Hand mirrors.

(4) UAin-PINS, ETC.
(From Pompeii."

formed a most important part of a lady's

toilet, no rule was observed but what indi-

vidual caprice and varying fasliion dictated,

and the wildest and most tasteless fashions

were introduced. False hair came into use,

as well as ointment and curling irons.

False hair was used sometimes in making

up the high coiffures at one time in fashion,

and sometimes for perriupies. Light colours

were the favourite ones for pcrrufjucs, and

hence a regular trade was setup in the hair

of German Avomen. Scmetiraes, following

a Greek fashion, Roman ladies tried, by

artificial means, to give tlieir own dark hair

a fair or a ruddy complexion. A corrosive

soap, importcil from Gaul, was specially

used for this purpose. Besides ribbons and
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fillets, needles, often richly ornamented, of

ivory, bone, bronze, silver, and gold, were
iised to fasten the hair. To protect the hair,

Roman ladies wore nets {rcficuhun), often

of .<i;old thread, kerchiefs {mifra), and caps

[cdlroitica), made of various materials,

sometimes of bladdei's. In wealthy houses

male and female slaves, trained by special

masters, were kept for dressing the hair.

{See the engravings.)

Haley one. Sec Alcyone.
Halia. Sec Helios.

Handicraft. Examples of handicraft ap-

plied to the ordinary needs of life occur in

the mj'thical ages of Greece. Among the

gods of Olympus, Hephaestus represents this

kind of industiy, and the oldest craftsmen

are represented as divine beings appearing

on earth, as in the instance of the Id?ean

Dact}']! and the Telchines in Crete. In the

Homeric poems, which are the production

of an age fairly advanced in culture, the

number of craftsmen properly so called is

very small. (Sec Demiurgi.) The only

ones mentioned are builders, carpenters,

potters, and workers in leather and metal.

The development of the mechanical arts in

Greece was immensely indebted, in ancient

times, to foreign influence, especiall}^ that

of the East ; for Eastei-n civilization was
far older than Hellenic. The greater part

of the trade carried on in Greek waters was
in the hands of the Phoenicians, and it

was, consequently, Phoenician manufacture

which the Hellenes took as a model for

imitation, so soon as they thought of

widening the sphere of their own indus-

tries, and bringing them to perfection.

Since the Gth century B.C., or thereabouts,

the definite impress of Asiatic manufacture

disappears, and Greek trade, supported by
a rapidly developing art, takes its own
time. Not that it lost all contact with

foreign work, for not only did the colonies

keep up an active communication with the

non-Hellenic world, but foreign craftsmen

took up their permanent residence in Greek
towns, such as Athens and Corinth.

Manual labour, like every luci-ative occu-

pation, was generally held in low esteem

among the Greeks, and especially among
the Dorian tribes. But this state of opinion

must have grown up comparatively late, as

there is no trace of it in Homer or Hesiod.

On the contrary, the Homeric princes do

not think it beneath them to undertake the

work of craftsmen. In later times we find

the free citizens of many states entirely

declining all manual labour. In Sparta,

-HANDICRAFT.

for instance, the handicrafts were only
practised by the pevuvcl and helots, and
mechanics were excluded from civic rights.

At Athens all citizens were equal in the
eyes of the law, and it was expressly for-

bidden to reproach a man for the character
of his vocation, whatever it might be. The
poorer citizens were compelled by law to

practise some trade or other, and it was
quite usual to engage in commerce. But
still, in the opinion even of the wisest

statesmen, mechanical labour was physi-

cally, intellectually, and morally prejudi-

cial. The petty anxieties which it involved

were held to be incompatible with the tone

and citlture demanded by the active life of

the citizen, with the qualities which would
enable him to join in deliberation on great

affairs of state, and conduct public business

with honesty and intelligence. It was
thought, in fact, that all manual labour

should be left to slaves and freedmen.
Much of the mechanical industry of Athens
was, accordingly, in the hands of slaves,

freedmen, and resident aliens.

The slaves worked sometimes on their

own account, paying a certain amount of

their earnings to their master ; sometimes
entirely for the profit of their masters, the

latter taking no active part in the busi-

ness ; sometimes they acted as assistants

to the citizens and resident aliens who
carried on a business of their own. But
in industrial cities the great mass of slaves

was employed in factories, the owners of

which left the superintendence of the work
to a head man, usually himself a slave or

freedmau, reserving for themselves only

the general management and the financial

control of the business. The immense
masses of slaves kept at Athens and

Corinth, and in ^Egina and Chios, show
how numerous the factories were in indus-

trial cities. The manufacture of metal

wares, potter}', and other objects which
could not be made at home, was the most

extended of all. The division of labour

kept pace with the development of trade

and manufacture. This fact may partly

explain how it is that, in spite of the

comparative simplicity of their tools, the

Greek ciaftsmen attained, especially in

works of art, such admirable perfection of

technical detail.

In ancient Greece it would appear that

there were no trade-guilds and corporations

in the proper sense. But among the

Romans these societies were an institution

of old standing, the foundation of which
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was attributed to king Numa, like that of

man}' othei-s Avhich luid existed from time
immemorial. The guilds of craftsmen (coZ-

li'li'ia dp'iflcum)^ included flute-players, gold-

smiths, coppersmiths, carpenters, fullers,

Ivors, potters, and shoemakers. There was
.riginally a ninth collegium, which em-

' iiced all not included in the other eight

;

' in later times these, with the new
iipiustries that gradually ai'ose, combined
into special guilds. The object of the

guilds Tmdoubtedly was to maintain an
unbroken tradition, and to watch over the
Himon interest. But there seems to have
. n no compulsion exercised to make men

join a guild.

The Romans, like the Greeks, seem to

have thought that there was something
objectionable in mechanical labour ; but it

is micertain whether the prejudice was of

really old standing. It must be remem-
bered that the Servian constitution threw
the burden of militarj'- service entirely

upon the landowners. Thus the craftsmen,

who as a rule had no landed property, were
practicall}', though not legally, excluded
from the army. From this circumstance

may have arisen the low estimation in

which manual industry was consequently
held. It was partly owing to this state of

opinion that peasants, when they lost their

land, were unAvilliug to win their bread

as mechanics, and preferred to adopt the

dependent position of clients, living on
public alms and the bribes of candidates

at elections. In Rome, as in Greece, the

handicrafts tended more and more to pass

iato the hands of strangers, freedmen, and
slaves. In wealth}- houses most of the

necessary manual work was done by slaves,

whose talents were often, as in Greece,

turned to account by their masters. They
were often employed in manufactures, and
especially in such branches of industry as

could be combined with agriculture, tile-

making for instance, pottery, dying, tan-

ning, felt-making, etc. No social stigma
attached to manufacture in Rome any more
than in Greece ; indeed in the imperial age
even the emperors and the members of the

imperial household would, without scruple,

invest their private capital in industrial

undertakings of this sort After the fall of

the republic, and throughout the imperial

age, Rome was the centre of the whole
commercial activity of the ancient world,

though the Romans made no special con-

tribution to industrial progress. Having
in former ages been dominated by Etruscan

influence, Roman industry was in later
times dependent on the art of tlie Eastern
world, and especially of Greece.

Hanno. A Carthaginian, who, about T/Xj

B.C., undertook a voA-age of discover}' along
the west coast of Africa, an<l penetrated
beyond the Senegal. He put up a tablet in

the temple of Bel at Carthage, describing
his journey in the Phaniician language,
A Greek translation of this document
{ITannunis Periplas), of uncertain date,

still survives, and is one of the oldest

memorials of ancient geographical science.

Har. See Hokos.
Harmonia. The daughter of Art-s and

Aphrodite, and wife of Cadmus. (See

Cadmus.) At her marriage all the gods
were present on the Acropolis of Thebes,
and oftei-ed her their wedding gifts. Cad-
mus gave her a costly garment and a neck-
lace, the workmanship of Hephfestus, which
he had received from Aphrodite, or (accord-

ing to another account), from Europa,
These gifts, so the story runs, had every-

where the fatal property of stirring up
strife and bloodshed. It was with them
that Polyneices corrupted Eriphyle, who
drove her husband to his destruction in

the Theban War, and was murdered in

revenge by her son Alcnipeon. It was for

their sake that Alcmseon and Phegeus and
his sons were slain. (Sec Alcm.eox and
Phegeus.) The jewels were at length

deposited by the sons of Alcnifoon in the

sanctuary of Delphi. According to a later

story Phayllus, a leader of the Phocians in

the war against Philip of Macedon, carried

off, among other treasures, the necklace of

Harmonia, and gave it to his mistress, the

wife of Ariston of CEta. But her youngest

son set fire to the house in a fit of madness,

and the mother, with the necklace, was
consumed.

Harmostae ("regulators'") A board

consisting of twenty members, at Sparta;

probably a kind of higher police, whose

duty it was to maintain a suijcrvision over

the districts inhabited by the pivlivcl.

After the Peloponnesian War the name
was given to the officials who were sent

into the conquered cities to command the

garrisons, and to see that the oligarchical

constitution was maintained.

Harpastum. S^e Bam-, games with.

Harpocrates. See Horos.
Harpocration {Valerius). A Greek scholar

of Alexandria, who lived probably in the

2nd century A.D. He was the author of a

lexicon to the ten great Attic orators, which
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has sui'vived, though in a very fragmentary
form. It contains, in alpliabetical order,

notes on the matters and persons men-
tioned by the orators, with explanations

of the technical expressions ; thus form-

ing a rich store of valuable information on
matters of history, literature, and the con-

stitution and judicial system of Athens.
Harpyise. The Harpies were originally

the goddesses of the sweeping storm, sym-
bolic of the sudden and total disappearance
of men. Homer only names one of them,
Podarge, or the swift-footed, who, in the

shape of a mare, bore to Zephyrus the

horses of Achilles. In Hesiod the Harpies
appear as winged goddesses with beautiful

hair, daughters of Thaumas and Electra,

sisters of Iris, with the names of Aello and
Okypete. In the later story their number
increased, their names being Aellopus,

Okythoe, Nikothoe, and Celseno. They
are now represented as half-birds, half-

maidens, and as spirits of mischief. In
the story of the Argonauts, for instance,

they torment Phineus by carrying off and
polluting his food till they are di-iven off

by Calais and Zetes, and either killed or
banished to the island of the Strophades,
where they are bound on oath to remain.
{Cp. Sculpture, fig. 4.)

Haruspex. An Etruscan soothsayer,

whose function it was to interpret the
divine will from the entrails of sacrificial

victims, to propitiate the anger of the gods
as indicated by lightning or other marvels,
and to interpret their significance according
to Etruscan formulae. This art had long
been practised in Etruria, and was referred

to a divine origin. In the course of the
republican era it found a home in the
private and public life of the Romans, win-
ning its way as the native priesthoods,

entrusted with similar functions, lost in

repute. From the time of the kings to the
end of the rejiublic, hariisplccs were ex-

pressly summoned from Etruria by decrees
of the senate on the occurrence of prodigies
which were not provided for in the Ponti-
fical and Sibylline books. Their business
was to interpret the signs, to ascertain what
deity demanded an expiation, and to indi-

cate the nature of the necessary offering.

It then lay with the priests of the Roman
people to carry out their instructions. Their
knowledge of the signs given by lightning

was only applied in republican Rome for

the purpose of averting the omen portended
by the flash. {See Puteal.) But under the

Empire it was also used for consulting the

lightning, either keeping it off, or drawing
it down. From about the time of the Punic
Wars, haruspices began to settle in Rome,
and were employed both by private indi-

viduals and state officials to ascertain the
divine will by examination of the liver,

gall, heart, lungs, and caul of sacrificial

victims. They were especially consulted
by generals when going to war. Their
science was generally held in high esteem,
but the class of harusjnces who took pay
for their services did not enjoy so good
a reputation. Claudius seems to have been
the first emperor who instituted a regular

collegium of Roman harusjnces, consisting

of sixty members of equestrian rank, and
presided over by a haruspex maximus, for

the regular service of the State. This col-

Icgium continued to exist till the beginning
of the 5th century A.D.

Hasta. The Roman lance. In the earlier

times of the army the four first classes in

the Servian constitution, and in later times,

the trmrUj or hindmost rank, were armed
with this weapon. {See Legiox.) At length,

however, the pillum was introduced for the

whole infantry of the legion. {See Pilum.)
To deprive a soldier of his hasta was
equivalent to degrading him to the rank of

the vclttes, who were armed with javelins.

A blunt hasta with a button at the end
(hasta jmra) continued to be used in later

times as a militarj^ decoration. The hasta

indeed was emploj^ed in many sjanbolical

connexions. The fetullis, for instance,

hurled a blood-stained hasta into the

enemy's territory as a token of declaration

of war, and if a general devoted his life for

his army he stood on a hasta while repeat-

ing the necessar}^ formula. The hasta was
also set up as a S3'mbol of legal ownership
when the censor farmed out the taxes,

when state property, booty for instance,

was sold ; at private auctions (hence called

siV)hast(lt tones), and at the sittings of the

court of the centnmviri, which had to de-

cide on questions of property.

Hebe. Daughter of Zeus and Hera,

goddess of eternal youth. She was repre-

sented as the handmaiden of the gods, for

whom she pours out their nectar, and the

consort of Heracles after his apotheosis.

She was worshipped with Heracles iu

SicJ'on and Phllus, especially under the

name Ganj'niede or Dia. She was repre-

sented as freeing men from chains and

bonds, and her rites were celebrated with

unrestrained merriment. The Romans
identified Hebe with Iiiventds, the personi-
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fication of youthful manhood. As repre-

senting the eternal youth of the Roman
State, luvcntas had a chapel on the Capitol

in the front court of the temple of Minerva,
and in later times a temple of her own in

the city. It was to Jupiter and Juventas
that boj's offered prayer on the Capitol

when they put on the toga vo'ilis^ putting

a piece of moneys into their treasury.

Hecatseiis. A Greek logographnn or

chronicler, born of a noble family at

Miletus, about 550 B.C. In his youth he
travelled widely in Europe and Asia, as

well as in Egypt. At the time of the

Ionian revolt he was in his native city, and
gave his countrymen the wisest counsels,

but in vain. After the suppression of the

rising, he succeeded by his tact and
management in obtaining some alleviation

of the hard measures adopted by the

Persians. He died about 47G. The
ancient critics assigned him a high place

among the Greek historians who preceded
Herodotus, though pronouncing him inferior

to the latter. His two works, of which
only fragments remain, were : (1) A descrip-

tion of the earth, which was much consulted

by Herodotus, and was apparently used to

correct the chart of Anaximander ; and

(2) a treatise on Greek fables, entitled

Genealogies.

Hecate. A Greek goddess, perhaps of

non-Hellenic origin. She is unknown to

Homer, but in Hesiod she is the only

daughter of the Titan Perses and of

Asteria, the sister of Leto. She stands

high in the regard of Zeus, from whom she

has received a share in the heaven, earth,

and ocean. She is invoked at all sacrifices,

for she can give or withhold her blessing

in daily life, in war, in contests on the sea,

in the hunting field, in the education of

children, and in the tending of cattle. Thus
she appears as a personification of the

divine power, and is the instrument througli

which the gods effect their will, though
themselves far away. In later times she

was confused with Persephone, the queen
of the lower world, or associated with her.

Sometimes she was regarded as the goddess

of the moon or as Artemis, sometimes she

was identified with foreign deities of the

same kind. Being conceived as a goddess
of night and of the lower world, she was,

as time went on, transformed into a deity

of ghosts and magic. She was represented

as haunting crossways and graves, accom-

panied by the dogs of the Styx, witli the

spirits of the dead and troops of spectral

forms in her train. She lends powerful aid
to all magical incantations and witches'
work. All enchanters and enchantresses
are her disciples and proteges ; Medea in

particular is regarded as her servant. She
was worshipped in private and in public
in man}- places, for instance Samothrace,
Thessaly, Lemuus, Athens, and /Eglna. Her

niceam:.

(Rome, Capitoliue Museum.)

images were set up in the front of houses

and by the road-side, with altars in front of

them, and a roof above them. On the last

day of the month, which was sacred to her,

offerings were made to her in the crossways

of eggs, fish, and onions. The victims

sacrificed to her were young dogs and
black she-lambs and honey.

In works of art she is usually portraj-ed

in three forms, represented by three statues

standing back to back. Each form has its

special attributes, torches, kej's, daggers,

snakes, and dogs. In the Gigantomdchia

of Pergrimun she appears with a diflerent

weapon in her three right hands, a torch,

a sword, and a lance. {See Pekuamexk
Sculptures.)
H6catombe (Greek). The original moan-

ing of the word was a sacrifice of a hundi-cd

oxen; but in early times it was ap])licd

generally to any great sacrifice, without

any idea either of oxen or a definite number.

Such great sacrifices were csprcially coninion

in the worsliij) of Zeus and Hera.

Hecatoncheirgs (" the hundred-handed

ones '). In Hesiod they are tln-eo giants,

each with a hundred arms and fifty bauds,
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sons of Uranus and Gfpa. Their names
are Briareiis, Coitus, and Gycs. Owing to

their hostile attitude to him, their father

kejit tliem imprisoned in the bowels of the

earth. But on the advice of G?ea, the gods

of Olj'mpus summoned them from their

prison to lend assistance against the Titans,

iind, after their victory, set them to watch
the Titans, who had been thrown into Tar-

tarus. Homer mentions Briareus, called

by men ^Egseon, as the son of Poseidon,

and mightier than his father. Briareus

was summoned to the aid of Zeiis by Thetis,

when Hera, Poseidon, and Athene were
wishing to bind him.

Hector. The eldest son of Priamus and
Hecabe, husband of Andromache and father

•of Astyanax. In Homer he is the most
prominent figure among the Trojans, as

Achilles is among the Greeks, and is

evidently a favourite character with the

poet. He has all the highest qualities of

a hero, unshaken spirit, personal courage,

and wise judgment ; but he is also a most
affectionate son, and the tenderest of

fathers and husbands. This trait is most
touchingly exhibited in the celebrated scene

in the sixth Iliad, where he takes leave of

Andromache. Moreover, he is a favourite

of the gods, especially of Apollo. He
clearly foresees his own death, and the

destruction of his native city ; but he does

not allow the thought to unnerve his

courage and force for a moment. The
Trojans love and revere him as the shep-

herd of his people ; his enemies fear and
respect him, and even Achilles cannot
:meet him without some apprehension. He
is always to be found where the battle

rages most furiously, and he does not
hesitate to meet the chiefest heroes of the
'Greeks in single combat. Ajax the son of

Telamon is his especial foe. In the absence
of Achilles he reduces the Greeks to the
direst straits, storms their defences, and
sets their ships on fire. Patroclus, who
opi)oscs him, he slays with the aid of
Apollo. But his destiny at length over-
takes him. In spite of the entreaties of

his parents and his wife, he goes out to

meet Achilles in his wrath. He is

suddenly seized with the agony of terror;

his terrible foe chases him three times
round the walls of the city ; Zeus mourns
for him ; but when his life and that of his

enemy arc weighed in the balance. Hector's
scale sinks, Apollo leaves him, and he falls

by the spear of Achilles before the eyes of

his people. Achilles flings his corpse into

the dust in front of Patroclus' bier, to be

devoured by dogs and birds. But Aphro-
dite anoints the body with ambrosia, and
thus saves it from corruption. Achilles

drags it three times behind his chariot

round the grave of Patroclus, but Apollo

preserves it from mutilation. At length,

at the command of Zeus, Achilles delivers

up the body to Hector's aged father, to be

laid out in the court of the palace, and

afterwards burnt on a funeral pyre. In

later times Hector was worshipped as a

hero by the inhabitants of Ilium, who
offered sacrifices at his grave.

Hecuba (Gr. Hckdbc). The daughter

of the Phrygian DJ'mas, or, according to

another story, of Cisseus, and wife of Priam.

{Sec Priamus.) After the fall of Troy she

w^as made a slave, and fell to the lot of

Od^'sseus. Her son Polydorus had been

slain by Polymestor, king of Thrace, on

whom she took vengeance by putting out

his eyes on the Thracian coast. On this

she was changed into a dog, and threw

herself into the sea. Her tomb served as

a landmark for sailors.

Hegemone. Sec Charites.
Hegemony (Gr. hcgemOma, or "leader-

ship "). This was the Greek name for the

supremacy assumed by a single state in a

confederacy of states, and with it the direc-

tion, more or less absolute, of the business

of the confederacy. In the language of

Athenian law hegemonia meant the presi-

dency in the courts, which belonged in

different cases to different officials. Their

business was to receive the charge, make
the arrangements for the trial, and preside

while it was going on.

Hegesias. A Greek orator, born in

Magnesia on Mount Sipylus in the first

half of the 3rd century B.C. He was the

founder of what was termed the Asiatic

style of oratory. (See Rhetoric.)
Hegesippus. (1) An Athenian statesman

and orator, a contemporary^ of Demosthenes,

whose political opinions he shared. He is

the author of the speech On the Island of

JIalonnesos, which was falsely attributed

to Demosthenes.

(2) See JosEPHDS.
Helena. The divinely beautiful daughter

of Zeus and Leda, the wife of Tyndareos

of Sparta; sister of the Dioscuri and of

Clytffimnestra, The post-Homeric story

represented her" as carried off, Avhile still a

maiden, by Theseus, to the Attic fortress

of Aphidnpe, where she bore him a daughter

Iphigeneia. She was afterwards set free
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by her brothers, who took her back to

Sparta. She was wooed by numbers of

suitors, and at length gave her hand to

Menelaus, by whom she became the mother
of one child, Hermiune. In the absence of

her husband she was carried away to Troy
by Paris the sou of Prianius, taking with

her much treasure. This was the origin of

the Trojan War. The Trojans, in spite of

the calamit}- she had brought upon them,

loved her for her beauty, and refused to

restore her to her husband. She, however,
lamented the fickleness of her 3'outh, and
yearned for her home, her husband, and her

daughter. After the death of Paris she

was wedded to Deiphobus, assisted the

Greeks at the taking of Troy, and betrayed
Deiphobus into Menelaus' hands. With
Menelaus finally she returned to Sparta after

eight years' wandering, and lived thence-

forth with him in happiness and concord.

According to another story, mainly
current after the time of Stesichorus,

Paris carried off to Troy not the real

Helena, but a phantom of her created by
Hera. The real Helena was wafted through
the air by Hermes, and brought to Proteus
in Egypt, whence, after the destruction of

Troy, she was taken home by Menelaus.
{Sec Proteus.) After the death of Menelaus
she was, according to one story, driven

from Sparta by her stepsons, and fled there-

upon to Rhodes to her friend Polyxo, who
hanged her on a tree. Another tradition

represented her as living after death in

wedlock with Achilles on the island of

Leuce. She was worshipped as the god-
dess of beauty in a special sanctuary at

Therapne in Laconia, where a festival was
held in her honour. She was also invoked
like her brothers the Dioscuri, as a tutelary

deity of mariners. {Sec Dioscuri.)
H6lenus {Helenas). The son of Priam

and Hecuba, who, like his sister Cassandra,
was endowed with the gift of prophecy.
When Deiphobus, after the death of Paris,

took Helena to wife, Helenus went over to

the Greeks ; or (as another story has it)

was caught by Odysseus in an ambush.
_ie revealed to the enemy the fact that

Troy could not bo taken without the aid of

NeoptSlemus and Philoctetes ; and he is

also said to have suggested the plan of out-

witting the Trojans by means of the wooden
horsG. After the fall of Troy he was carried

away by Neoptolemus, and advised liim to

settle in Eplrus. After his deatli Helenus
took Andromache to wife, and became king
of the Chaonians.

D. C. A.

Heliaea. TIio name of the great popular
Athenian law-court, instituted by Solon.
The word was also ajiplied to the locality
in which the greatest number of its meni-
bers, and .sometimes all of them, assembled.
The number of the JIt'ltasfti\, or members of

the court, or jurors, was, in the flourishing
period of the democracy, (i,(M), (i(X) being
taken from each tribe {plifjle). The choice
of the Ilcluisfdi was determined by lot,

under the jjresidency of the archons. Xo
one was eligible who was not a fully quali-

fied citizen, and over thirty 3'ears of age.

On their election, the Heliasts took the
oath of office, and were distributed into ten
divisions of 500 each, corresponding respec-

tively to the ten tribes. The remaining
1,000 served to fill up vacancies as they
occurred.

Every Heliast received, as the emblem of

his office, a bronze tablet, stamped with the

Gorgon's head [or with an owl surrounded by
an olive-wreath : Hicks, Ilisf. Lisr.r.'Ko. ll'JJ,

his name, and the number of his division.

The different courts were mostly situated

near the df/ora^ and di.'^tinguished by their

colour and their number. On cotirt-daj'S

the Thesmothttiv assigned them by lot to

the different divisions of the Heliasts.

Every Heliast was then presented with a

staff bearing the number of his court, and
painted with its colour. On entering the

room he received a ticket, which he ex-

hibited after the sitting and thereupon

received his fee. This system of paying

the jurors was introduced b}^ Pericles, and
the fee, originally an ubOlus (about l^rf.),

was afterwards increased to three obols.

In some instances only a part of one

division of the jurors would sit to try a

case; btit in important cases several divisions

woukl sit together. Care was always taken

that the number should be uneven. The
jurisdiction of the lliluvn extended to all

kinds of suits. In public causes it acted as

a court both of first instance and of final

appeal. For ])rivate causes it was originally

only a court of appeal ; but in later times

these suits also came to be brought before

it in the iirst instance.

Heiiastae. Sec Hkm.ka.
Heliodorus {IUriudr>rr»>). A Greek writer

of roiiianci', born at Emesa in Pluenicia.

He was a pagan Soi)hist,who probably flou-

rished in the second half of the 3rd century

A.D. At one time he was erroneously iden-

tified with another Heliodorus, bishop of

Tricca in Thessaly, wlioilourislietl about 390

A.D. A romance" of his called ^Tltlunplca,

T
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in ten books, has come down to us. Its

subject is the strange story of Thefigenes
the Thessalian and Chariclea, the daughter
of the king of Ethiopia. This book served
as a model for most of the later Greek
wi-iters of romance, and may be classed with
the novel of Longus as one of the best speci-

mens of this kind of literature which Greek
antiquity has to show. It is remarkable
for original power, clear sketches of char-

acter, beaut}' of drawing, and moral inten-

tion: the style is pure, simple, and elegant.

Helios. In Greek mythology, the Sun-
god, son of the Titan Hy'perion (whose name
he bears himself in Homer) and the Titaness
Theia ; brother of Selene (the Moon) and
Eos (Dawn). The poets apply the name
Titan to him in particular, as the off-

spring of Titans. He is represented
as a strong and beautiful god, in the
bloom of youth, with gleaming eyes
and waving locks, a crown of rays
upon his head. In the morning he
rises from a lovely bay of the Ocean
in the farthest East, where the
Ethiopians dwell. To give light to

gods and men he climbs the vault of

heaven in a chariot drawn by four
snow-white horses, breathing light

and fire ; their names are Edos,
uEthtops^ Bronte, and Stcrope. In
the evening he sinks with his chariot

into the Ocean, and while he sleeps

is carried round along the northern
border of the earth to the East again
in a golden boat, shaped like a bowl,
the work of Hephaestus. He is called

Phaethon, from the brilliant light that

he diffuses ; he is the All-seer (Pdn-
optcs) because his rays penetrate
everywhere. He is revealer of all

that is done on earth ; it is he who
tells Hephsestus of the love of Ares
and Aphrodite, and shows Demeter who
has carried off her daughter. He is accord-
ingly invoked as a witness to oaths and
solemn protestations.

On the island of Trinacria (Sicity) he has
seven flocks of sheep and seven herds of

cattle, fifty in each. It is his pleasure,

on his daily journey, to look down upon
them. Their numbers must not be in-

creased or diminished ; if this is done, his

wrath is terrible, {See Odysseus.) In the

700 sheep and oxen the ancients recog-

nised the 700 days and nights of the lunar

year. The flocks are tended b}- Phaethusa
(the goddess of light) and Lampetie (the

goddess of shining), his daughter by Neaera.

By the ocean Nymph Perse or Perseis he is

father of ^etes, Circe, and PasTphae, by
Clymene the father of Phaethon, and
Augeas was also accounted his son. His
children have the gleaming eyes of their

father.

After the time of Euripides, or there-

abouts, the all-seeing Sun-god was identified

with Apollo, the god of prophec3^ Helios
was worshipped in many places, among
which may be mentioned Corinth and Elis.

The island of Rhodes was entirely conse-
crated to him. Here an annual festival

(Halia) was held during the summer in his

honour, with chariot-racing and contests of

music and gymnastics ; and four consecrated
horses were threwn into the sea as a sacri-

(iletope from temple of Athena, probably of 2nd century b.c,
at the Greek city of Ilium, Hissarlil:.)

fice to him. In 278 B.C. a colossal bronze

statue, by Chares of Lindus, was erected

to him at the entrance of the harbour of

Rhodes. Herds of red and Avhite cattle

were, in many places, kept in his honour.

White animals, and especially white horses,

were sacred to him ; among birds the cock,

and among trees the white poplar.

The Latin poets identified Helios with

the Sabine deity Sol, who had an ancient

place of worship on the Quirinal at Rome,
and a public sacrifice on the 8th of August.^

But it was the introduction of the ritual of

Mithras which first brought the worship of

the sun into prominence in Rome. {See

Mithras.)
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Hellanicxis (IfcUdiilkos). One of the
Greek '(')(/ogrd/>/i7 or chroniclers, born at

M5'tilene in Lesbos about 48U B.C. He is

said to have lived till the age of 85, and to

have gone on writing until after B.C. 40G.

In the course of his long life he composed a

series of works on genealog}', chorography,

and chronolog}'. He was the lirst writer
who attempted to introduce a systematic
chronological arrangement into the tradi-

tional periods of Greek, and especially

Athenian, history and mythology. His
theories of the ancient Attic chronology
were accepted down to the time of Eratos-

thenes.

Hellanoiicae {IlcIldnodJkai). See Olym-
pic Games.

Helle. In Greek mythology, daughter
of Athamas and Nephele. {See Athamas.)

Hellenotamiae. The name of a boai'd

of ten members, elected annually by lot

as controllers of the fund contributed by
the members of the Athenian confederacy.

The treasui'e was originally deposited at

Delos, but after B.C. 4G1 was transferred

to Athens. The yearly contributions of the

cities owning the Athenian supremacy
amounted at first to 4G(J talents (some
£9'2,U0O) ; during the Peloponnesian War
thev increased to nearly 1,300 talents

(£26(J OCO).

Hellotis. Sec Europe.
Helmets. Helmets were, in antiquity,

made sometimes of metal, sometimes of

leather. A metal helmet was in Greek
called krdnos, in Latin cassis ; a leather

one in Greek kync, in Latin galea. Leather
helmets were sometimes finished with metal
work.

(1) Three forms of the Gi-eek helmet
may be distinguished, (a) The Corinthian
visored helmet, which Athene is repre-

sented as wearing on the coins of Corinth.

This had a pn'ojecting ncse-guard, a long
or short neck-piece, and two side-pieces to

protect the cheeks. An opening, connecting
with the two eye-holes, was left for the

nose and mouth. Tlie helmet was, except
in battle, thrown backwards over the head.

(6) the Attic helmet, represcjited on Attic
coins as the only one worn by Athene. The
neck-piece fits close to the head ; the cheek-
pieces are either fixed immovably to the

head-piece, or can be moved up and down
by means of joints; in front of the head-
piece, extending from ear to ear, was a
guard, sometimes arranged for putting up
or down, and thus acting as a screen for the
face, (c) The simple, cap, worn chieiiy V)y

the Arcadians and Lacedfemonians. This
sometimes had a projecting brim, sometimes
not. The skull was protected cither by a

cone of varying form, or by a guard running

CiltKKK MKI.MKTS.

over the top of the helmet. This was oi'ten

adorned with a iilume of horsehair or

feathers.

(2) Roman. The engravings will give a

sufficient idea of the different varieties of

Roman helmets. For the visored helmets of

the gladiators set Gladiatores. The stan-
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dard-bearers, dtiriii^ tlic im|)erial period,

wore, not a helmet, but a leather cap.

ROMAN HELMETS.

Helots (Gr. Heilotai or Hclotai). This
name was given at Sparta to those among
the original inhabitants of Laconia who lost
tlieir land and freedom at the Dorian con-
quest. (For the others, sec Periceci.) It
is not certain what the word originally
meant. Some scholars have explained it as
" prisoners of war "

; others have derived it

from IMos^ the name of a city supposed to
have been conquered in consequence of an
insurrection. This view was held in anti-
quity. The Helots were slaves of the state,
which assigned them to individual citizens
to cultivate their lands. Their employers
had no power to kill them, to sell them, or
to set them free. The law fixed a certain
proportion of the produce in barley, oil, and
wine, which the Helots were bound to pay
over to the landowner. The rest was
their own property, and a certain degree of
prosperity was therefore within their reach.
A Helot was liable to be called upon for
personal service by any Spartan, even if

not attached to his estate ; but no authority
save that of the state could either set him
free or remove him from the soil to which
he was bound.

In war, the Helots were employed some-
times as shield-bearers to the heavy-armed
troops, sometimes as archers and slingers,
sometimes in other subordinate capacities.
After Sparta had become a naval power,
they were used as pilots and marines

; but
they were seldom admitted to the ranks
of the heavy-armed infantry. For distin-
guished merit in the held they might be
set free, and a special class called Ncodd-
mOdcls was formed of these liberated Helots.

The Ncodamodeis^ however, had no civil

rights ; and indeed it v/as but seldom that a
Holot ever became a Spartan citizen. The
children of Spartan fathers and Helot i

mothers, called 3l6thdkcs, were free, and
brought up with the young free Spartans.

In many cases, through a species of adop-
tion on the father's part, they obtained the

citizenship.

The Helots formed a very numerous body,
amounting to more than half of the whole
Lacedsemonian population (400,000). As
they were in a state of chronic discontent,

they were, in times of danger, a source of

anxiety to the Spartans, and the object of

constant vigilance. Hence the institution

of the Cryptem, -which used to be erroneously

represented as a chase of the Helots. The
fact is that, before being admitted to mili-

tary service proper, the young Spartans were
annually commanded by the ephors to scour

the country, seize on any objects of sus-

picion, and, in particular, to keep an eye on

the Helots, and put any Helot, wdiom they

had reason to distrust, out of the way with-

out more ado.

Hendeka ("The Eleven"). The term
applied at Athens to a band consisting of ten

members, chosen by lot, and their secretary.

Their duty was to superintend the prisons, I
receive arrested prisoners, and carry out the

sentences of the law. The capital sentence

was executed by their subordinates. They
also had penal jurisdiction in the case of de-

linquents discovered in the act of committing
oftences punishable with death or imprison-

ment. If they pleaded guilty, the Eleven
inflicted the punishment at once ; if not,

they instituted a judicial inquirj^ and pre-

sided at the decision of the case. They had

the same power in the cases of embezzle-

ment of confiscated propert}^, of which they

had lists in their possession.

Hephaestion. A Greek soldier, a native

of Alexandria, who flourished about the

middle of the 2nd century A.D., and was
tutor to the emperor Verus before his acces-

sion. He wrote a work on prosody, in forty-

eight books, which he first abridged into

eleven books, then into three, and finally

into one. The final abridgment, called a

manual (EncheIndian) has come down to us.

It gives no more than a bare sketch of

prosody, without any attempt at theoretical

explanation of the facts ; but it is, never-

theless, of immense value. It is the only

complete treatise on Greek prosody which

has survived from antiquity, and it quotes

verses from the lost poets. Attached to it
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is a treatise on the different forms of

poetry and composition, in two incomplete

versions. Tlie manual has a in-eface

(Pwlcgomcna) b}' Longinus, and two col-

lections of fichol'ia.

Hephaestus {HPphaistos). In Greek
mytholocry, the god of fire, and of the

arts Avhich need fire in the execution. He
was said to be the son of Zeus and Hera,

or (according to Hesiod) of the latter only.

The boy was ugh', and lame in both feet,

and his mother was ashamed of liim. She
threw him from Olymjuis into the ocean.

tieph.t:stus.

(Bronze statue in BiitisU Museum.)

where he was taken up b}^ Eurynomc and
Thetis, and concealed in a subterranean
cavern. Here he remained for nine j'ears, and
fashioned a number of exquisite works of art,

among them a golden throne with invisible

chains, which he sent to his mother by way
of revenge. v>A\e sat down in it, and was
chained to th* seat, so fast that no one
could release her. On this it was resolved
to call Heph'.iestus back to Olympus. Ares
wished to force him back, but was scared
f^ff by his brother with fire-brands.

Dionysus at length succeeded in making

him drunk, and bringing him back, in this

condition, to Olympus. But he was destined

to meet with his old mishap a second time.

There was a quarrel between Zeus and
Hera, and Hepha-stus took hi;5 mother's
part ; whereupon Zeus seized him by the

leg and hurled him down from Olympus.
He fell upon the island of Lemnos, where
the Sintians, who then inhabited the

island, took care of him and brought him
to himself. Erom this time Lemnos was
his favourite abode. His lameness was, in

the later story, attributed to this fall.

The whole story, the sojourn of Hepluostus

in the cavern under the sea, and his fond-

ness for Lemnos, is, in all probability,

based upon volcanic phenomena; the sub-

marine activity of volcanic fires, and the

natural features of the island of Lemnos.
Here there was a volcano called Mosychlos,

which was in activity down to the time of

Alexander the Great. The friendship exist-

ing between Dionysus and Hepheestus may
be explained by the fact that the best and

finest wines are grown in the volcanic

regions of the South.

As a master in the production of beautiful

and fascinating works of art, Hephaestus is

in Homer the husband of Churis, and in

Hesiod of AglaTa, the youngest of the

Graces. {Sec Chauites.) The story of his

marriage with Aphrodite was not, appa-

rently, widely known in early antiquit)-.

Through his artistic genius he appears, and

most especially in the Athenian stoiy, as

the intimate friend of Athene. In Homer
he lives and works on Olympus, where he

makes palaces of brass for himself and the

other deities. But he has a forge also

on Mount Mosychlos in Lemnos ;
the later

stoiy gives him one under .-Etna in Sicih',

and"^ on the sacred island, or island of

Hephsestus, in the Lipari Islands, where he

is heard at work with his companions tlie

Cyclopes. All the masterpieces of metal

which appear in the stories of gods and
,

heroes, the segis of Zeus, the arms of

Achilles, the sceptre of Agamemnon, the i

necklace of HarmSnia, and others, Avere

attributed to the art of Heplux'Stus. To

help his lameness he made, according to

Homer, two golden maidens, with the power

of motion, to lean upon when he walked.

He %vas much worshii)})ed in Lemnos,

where there was an annual festival in his

honour. All fires were put out for nine

days, during which rites of atonement and

purification were ])erforined. Then fresh

fire was brought on a sacred shi]) from
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Delus, llie fires were kindled aKaiii, and a

new life, as the saying went, began. At
Athens he was worshipped in the Academy,
in connexion with Athene and Prometheus
{sec Phometheus). In October the smiths

and smelters celebrated the C7io//ce/rt, afeast

of metal-workers, in his honour and tliat

of Athene ; at the Apdtuna sacrifices were
offered to him, among other gods, as the

giver of fire, and torches were kindled,

and hymns were sung ; at the Hejjha'stia,

finall}-, there was a torch-race in his

honour. In works of art he is represented

as a vigorous man with a beard, equipped,

like a smith, with hammer and tongs ; his

left leg is shortened, to show his lameness
{src engraving). The Romans identified

him with their Vulcanus {sec Vulcanus).
Hera. In Greek mytliology, the queen

of heaven, eldest daughter of Cronus and
Rhea, sister and lawful consort of Zeus.

According to Homer, she was broiight up in

her youth by Oceanus and Tethys. But
every place in which her worship was
localized asserted that she was born there,

and brought up by the Nymphs of the

district. She is said to have long lived

in secret intimacy with Zeus, before he
publicly acknowledged her as his lawful

consort. Her worshippers celebrated her
marriage in the spring time. In the oldest

version of the story it took place in the

Islands of the Blessed, on the shoi'e of the

Ocean stream, where the golden apple tree

of the Hesperides sprang up to celebrate it.

But this honour, too, was claimed by every
place where Hera was worshipped. Accord-
ing to one local story, Zeus obtained the

love of Hera by stealth, in the form of a
cuckoo.

Hera seems originall}' to have S3-mbolised

the feminine aspects of the natural forces

of which Zeus is the masculine represen-

tative. Hence she is at once his wife and
his sister, shares his power and his

honours, and, like him, has authority over
the phenomena of the atmosphere. It is

she who sends clouds and storms, and is

mistress of the thunder and the lightning.

Her handmaids are the Hora^ or goddesses
of the season, and Iris, the goddess of the

rainbow. Like Zeus, men worship her on
mountains, and jiray to her for rain. The
union of sun and rain, which wakes the

earth to renewed fertility, is symbolised as

the loving union of Zeus and Hera. In
the same way a conflict of the winds is

represented as the consequonne of a matri-

monial quarrel, usualh' attributed to the

jealousy of Hera, who was regarded as the
stern protectress of honourable marriage.

Hence arose stories of Zeus ill-treating his

wife. It was said that he scourged her,

and hurled Hephaestus from heaven to earth

when hurrying to his mother's assistance

;

that in anger for her persecution of his son
Heracles, he hung her out in the air with
golden chains to her arms and an anvil on
each foot. There were also old stories

which spoke of Hera alh'ing herself with
Athene and Poseidon to bind Zeus in

chains. Zeus was only rescued by the

Giant ^Egseon, whom Thetis called to his

assistance. The birth of Athene was said

to have enraged Hera to such a pitch that

she became tlTe mother of Typhon by the

dark powers of the infernal regions. In

fact, this constant resistance to the will of

Zeus, and her jealousy and hatred of her

consort's paramours and their children,

especially Heracles, becomes in the poets a

standing trait in her character.

In spite of all this, Homer represents her

as the most majestic of all the goddesses.

The other Olympians pay her royal honours,

and Zeus treats her with all respect and
confides all his designs to her, though not

always yielding to her demands. She is

the spotless and uncorruptible wife of the

King of Heaven ; the mother of Hephaestus,

Ares, Hebe, and Ilith}^a, and indeed may be

called the only lawful wife in the Olym-
pian court. She is, accordingly, before

all other deities the goddess of marriage

and the protectress of purity in married

life. She is represented as of exalted but

severe beauty, and appears before Paris as

competing with Aphi'odite and Athene for

the prize of loveliness. In Homer she is

described as of lofty stature, large eyes,

white arms, and beautiful hair. On women
she confers bloom and strength : she heljis

them, too, in the dangerous hour of child-

birth. Her daughters Hebe and Ilithyia

personify both these attributes.

In earlier times Hera was not everywhere

recognised as the consort of Zeus
;
at the

primitive oracle of Doddna, for instance,

Dione occupies this position. The Pelo-

ponnesus may be regarded as the earliest

seat of her worship, and in the Pelopon-

nesus, during the Homeric ])eriod, Argos,

Mycenge., and Sparta are her favourite seats.

Of these, according to the poet, she is the

])assionate champion in the Trojan A\'ar.

In later times the worshij) of Hera was

strongly localized in Argos and Mycense.

At Argos she took the same commanding
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position as Athene at Atliens, and the year

was (iated b}' tlie names of her priestesses.

Between these cities was situated the

(1) FARNESE he:;.\,

(Naples Museum.)

(2 I I.L'DOVI.SI IlKIiA.

(Roiuo, Villa Lmlovisi.)

Herpeum {IlPmiun), a temple lield in great

honour [see Her.ka). At Corinth she was
the goddess of the stronghold. At Elis a

garment was offered her every five years l>y

sixteen ladies chosen for the purpose, and
the maidens held a race in her honour on

the race-course at Olympia. Btvotia had

its feast of the Divddln (see D.KDALA't

;

Samos its large and splendid temple, built

by the famous Polycrates. The cuckoo

was sacred to her as the messenger of

spring, the season in which she was wedded
to Zeus ; so were the peacock and the crow,

and among fruits the pomegranate, the

symbol of wedded love and fruitfulnoss.

Hecatombs were offered to her in iracrilice,

as to Zeus.

(3)
' iiAiMiEitiNi iii:i;a.

(Rome, Vatican.)

In works of art she is represented as

seated on a throne in a full robe, covering

the Avhole iigure. On her head is a sort of

diadem, often with a veil; the expression

of the face is severe and majestic, the eyes

large and wide open, as in the Homeric

description. The ideal type of Hera wn.--

found in the statue by "Polyclitus in tlio

temple at Argos. This was a colossal

image, in gold and ivory, representing tho

goddess on her throne, her crown adorned

with figures of the Graces and tho Seasons,

a pomegranate in one hand, and in the other

a sceptre with the cuckoo on the top. Thtt
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FarncKC Juno at Naples, and the Lndovisi
Juno ill Rome, are copies of this work (see

figs. 1 and 2). The Romans identified Hera
with their own Juno. (See JuNO.)

Heracles (//t"/Y?/i7('.s-) = renowned through
Hera ; Latin Hercules. Heracles is not
only one of the oldest heroes in the Greek
mythology, but the most illustrious of all.

Indeed, the traditions of similar heroes in

other Greek ti-ibes, and in other nations,

especially in the East, were transferred to

Heracles ; so that the scene of his achieve-

ments, which is, in the Homeric poems,
confined on the whole to Greece, became
almost extensive with the known world

;

and the story of Heracles was the richest

and most comprehensive of all the heroic

fables.

Heracles was born in Thebes, and was
the son of Zeus by Alcmene, the wife of

Amphitryon, whose form the god assumed
while he was absent in the war against the
Telebui. On the day which he should have
been born, Zeus announced to the gods that

a descendant of Perseus was about to see

the light, who would hold sway over all the

Perseidge. Hera cunningly induced her
consort to confirm his words with an oath.

She hated the unborn son as the son of her
rival, and (in her capacity as the goddess
of childbirth) caused the queen of Sthene-
lus of M5'cen£e, a descendant of Perseus,
to give birth prematurely to Eurystheus,
while she postponed the birth of Heracles
for seven daj^s. Hence it was that Heracles,
with his gigantic strength, came into the
service of the weaker Eurystheus. Hera
pursued him with her hatred during the
whole of his natural life. Heracles and his

twin brother Iphicles, the son of Amphi-
tryon, were hardly born, when the goddess
sent two serpents to their cradle to destroy
them. Heracles seized them and strangled
them. The child grew up to be a strong
youth, and was taught by Amphitryon to
drive a chariot, by Autolycus to wrestle,
by Eurvtus to shoot with the bow, and by
Castor to use the weapons of war. Chiron in-

structed him in the sciences, Rhadamanthj's
in virtue and wisdom, Eumolpus (or accord-
ing to another account Linus), in music.
When Linus attempted to chastise him,
Heracles struck him dead with his lute.

Amphitryon accordingly, alarmed at his
untamable temper, sent him to tend his
flocks on Mount Cithteron.

It was at this time, according to the
Sophist Prodicus, that the event occurred
which occasioned the fable of the " Choice

of Heracles." Hei'acles was meditating in

solitude as to the path of life which he
should choose, when two tall women
appeared before him, the one called Plea-

sure, the other called Virtue. Pleasure

promised him a life of enjoyment. Virtue a

life of toil crowned by glory. He decided

for Virtue. After destroying the mighty
lion of Cithgeron, he returned, in his

eighteenth year, to Thebes, and freed the

city from the tribute which it had been
forced to pay to Erginus of Orchomenus.
Cre5n, king of Thebes, gave him, in grati-

tude, his daughter Megara to wife. But it

was not long before the Delphic oracle

commanded him to enter the service of

Eurystheus king of M5'cen8e and Tiiyns,

and perform twelve tasks which he should

impose upon him. This was the humilia-

tion wdiich Hera had in store for him.

The oracle promised him, at the same time,

that he should win eternal glory, and in-

deed immortality, and change his present

name Alceeus or Alcides^ for Heracles

(renowned through Hera). Nevertheless,

he fell into a fit of madness, in which he

shot down the three children whom Megara
had born him. When healed of his madness,

he entered into the service of Euiystheus.

The older story saj-s nothing of the

exact number (twelve) of the labours of

Heracles. The number was apparently

invented by the poet Pisander of Rhodes,

who may have had in his eye the contests

of the Phoenician god Melkart with the

twelve hostile beasts of the Zodiac. It

was also Pisander who first armed the hero

with the club, and the skin taken from the

lion of Cithseron or Nemea. Heracles was

previously represented as carrying bow and

arrows, and the weapons of a Homeric hero.

The twelve labours of Heracles are as

follows: (1) The contest with the invulner-

able lion of Nemea, the offspring of Typhon

and Echidna. Heracles drove it into its

cavern and strangled it in his arms. With
the impenetrable hide, on which nothing

can make any impression but the beast's

own claws, he clothes himself, the jaws

covering his head. (2) The hydra or water-

snake of Lerna, also a child of Typhon

and Echidna. This monster lived in the

marsh of Lerna, near Argos, and was so

poisonous that its very breath was fatal.

It had nine heads, one of which was immor-

tal. Heracles scares it out of its lair with

' He was called Alcceus (Alkaios) from his

paternal grandfather; Alctdes (Alkldes) from

aike, strength.
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burning arrowfJ, au<l cats off its heads; but

for every head cut olf two new ones arise.

At length luhliis, the charioteer of Heracles

and son of his brother Iphicles, sears the

wounds with burning brands. Upon the

immortal head he lays a heavy mass of rock.

He anoints his arrows with the monster's

gall, so that henceforth the wounds the}^

inflict are incurable. Eur\-stheus refuses

to accept this as a genuine victory, alleging

the assistance offered b}' lolaus. (3) The
boar of Erymanthus, which infested

Arcadia. Heracles had been commanded to

bring it alive to Mj'cenge, so he chased it

into an expanse of snow% tired it out, and
caught it in a noose. The mere sight of

the beast threw Eurystheus into such a

panic, that he slunk away into a tub
underground, and bid the hero, in future,

to show the proof of his achievements out-

side the city gates. (On the contest with
the Centaurs which Heracles had to undergo
on his way to the chase, see Pholus and
Chirox.) (4) The hind of Mount Cer5'neia,

between Arcadia and Achaia. Another
account localizes the event on Mount
Mgenalus, and speaks of the Msenalian

hind. Its horns were of gold and its hoofs

of brass, and it had been dedicated to

Artemis by the Pleiad Taf'gete. Heracles

was to take the hind alive. He followed

her for a whole yeav np to the source of the

Ister in the country of the Hyperboreans.
At length she returned to Arcadia, where
he wounded her with an arrow on the

banks of the Ladon, and so caught her. (5)

The birds that infested the lake of

Stj'mphalus, in Arcadia. These were man-
eating monsters, with claws, wings, and
beaks of brass, and feathers that they shot

out like arrows. Heracles scared them
with a brazen rattle, and succeeded in kill-

ing part, and driving away the rest, which
settled on the island of Aretias in the

Black Sea, to be frightened away, after a

hard fight, by the Argonauts. (6) Heracles

was commanded to bring home for Admete,
the daughter of Eurystheus, the girdle of

Hippolf'te, queen of the Amazons. After

many adventures he landed at Themiscyra,
and found the queen ready to give up the

girdle of her own accord. But Hera spread

a rumour among the Amazons that their

queen was in clanger, and a fierce battle

took place, in which Heracles slew

Hippolyte and many of her followers. On
his return he slew, in the neighourhood of

Troy, a sea-monster, to whose fury king

Laomedon had offered up his daughter

Heslone. Laomedon refused to give Heracles
the reward he had promised, Avhereupnn the
latter, who was hastening to return to
MycenfP, threatened him with future
vengeance (sec Laomedon). (7) The farm-
yard of Augeas, king of Elis, in which laj^

the dung of 3,UU(J cattle, was to be cleared
in a day. Heracles completed the task by
turning the river Alphuus into the yard.
Augeas now contended that Heracles was
only acting on the commission of Eurys-
theus, and on this pretext refused him his
promised reward. Heracles slew him after-

wards with all his sons, and thereupon
founded the Ohunpian games {sec Augeas).
(8) A mad bull had been sent up from the
sea by Poseidon to ravage the island of
Crete, in revenge for the disobedience of

Minos (see Mixos). Heracles was to bring
him to Mycenai alive. He caught the bull,

crossed the sea on his back, threw him over
his neck and carried him to Mj'cenae,

where he let him go. The animal wandered
all through the Peloponnese, and ended by
infesting the neighbourhood of Marathon,
where he was at length slain by Theseus.

(9) Diomedes, a son of Ares, and king of

the Bistones in Thrace, had some mares
which he used to feed on the flesh of the

strangers landing in the countiy. After
a severe struggle, Heracles overcame the

king, threw his body to the mares, and
took them off to Mycenje, where Eurystheus
let them go. (10) The oxen of Gervones,
the son of Chrysaor and the ocean Xymph
Callirrhoe, was a Giant with three bodies

and mighty wings, who dwelt on the

island of Erythea, in the farthest West,
on the borders of the Ocean stream. He
had a herd of red cattle, which were
watched by the shepherd EurvtTon and his

two-headed dog Orthros, a son of Typhou
and Echidna. In quest of these cattle,

Heracles, with many adventures, passes

through Europe and Libya. On the

boundary of both continents ho sets up, in

memory of his arrival, the two pillars

Avhich bear his name, and at length reaches

the Ocean stream. Oppressed by the rays

of the neighbouring sun, he aims his bow
at the Sun-god, who marvels at his courage,

and gives him his golden bowl to cross the

Ocean in. Arrived at Erythea, Heracles

slays the shepherd and his dog, and il rives

off the cattle. Mencpfius, who tends the

herds of Hades in the neighbourhood, brings

news to Gerj'ones of what has hajijioned.

Gcryones hurries in pursuit, but after a

fierce contest falls before the arrows of
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Heracles. The hero returns with the cattle

through Iberia, Gaul, Liguria, Italy, and
Sicih', meeting everywhere with new ad-

ventures, and leaving behind him tokens of

his presence. At the mouth of the Rhone
he had a dreadful struggle with the

Lig5'es ; his arrows were exhausted, and
he had sunk in weariness upon his knee,

when Zeus rained a shower of innumerable
stones from heaven, with which he pre-

vailed over his enemies. The place was
ever after a stony desert plain {see further

Cacus and Eryx). Heracles had made
the circuit of the Adriatic and was just

nearing Greece, when Hera sent a gadfly

and scattered the herd. With much toil he
wandered through the mountains of Thrace
as far as the Hellespont, but then only

succeeded in getting together a part of the

cattle. After a dangerous adventure with
the Giant Alcj'oneus, he succeeded at length

in returning to Mycense, where Eurystheus
offered up the cattle to Hera (see

Alcyoneus). (11) The golden apples of

the Hesperides (see Hesperides). Heracles

is ignorant where the gardens of the Hes-
perides are to bs found in which the apples

grow. He accordingly repaii's to the

Nymphs who dwell by the Eridanus, on
whose counsel he surprises Nereus, the

omniscient god of the sea, and compels him
to give an answer. On this he journeys
thi'ougli Libya, Egypt, and Ethiopia, where
he slays Antaeus, Busiris, and Emathion
{see under these names), He then crosses

to Asia, passes thi'ough the Caucasus,
where he sets Prometheus free, and on
through the land of the Hyperboreans till

he finds Atlas. Following the counsel of

Prometheus, he sends Atlas to bring the

apples, and in his absence bears the heavens
for him on his shoulders. Atlas returns
with them, but declines to take his burden
upon his shoulders again, promising to

carry the apples to Eurystheus himself.

Heracles consents, and asks Atlas to take
the burden only a moment, while he adjusts
a cushion for his head ; he then hurries off

with his prize. Another account represents
Heracles as slaying the serpent Ladon, who
guards the tree, and plucking the apples
himself. Eurystheus presents him with the
apples; he dedicates them to Athene, who
restores them to their place. (12) He
brings the dog Cerberus up from the lower
world. This is the heaviest task of all.

Conducted by Hermes and Athene, he de-

scends into Hades at the promontoi-y of
Tsenariun. In Hades he sets Theseus "free.

and induces the prince of the infernal

regions to let him take the dog to the

realms of day, if onl}'- he can do so without
using his weapons. Heracles binds the

beast by the mere strength of arm, and
carries him to Eurystheus, and takes him
back again into Hades.

His task is now ended, and he returns to

Thebes. His first wife, Megara, he weds to

his faithful friend lolaus, and then journeys
into LEchHliil ^ to king Eurytus, whose
daughter lole he means to woo. The
king's son Iphitus favours his suit, but
Eurytus rejects it with contempt. Soon
after this AutoK'cus steals some of Eury-
tus' cattle, and he accuses Heracles of the

robbery. Mercawhile, Heracles has rescued

Alcestis, the wife of Admetus, from death.

Iphitus meets Heracles, begs him to help

him in looking for the stolen cattle, and ac-

companies him to Tiryns. Here, after hos-

pitably entertaining him, Heracles throws
him, in a fit of madness, from the battle-

ments of his stronghold. A heavy sickness

is sent on him for this murder, and Heracles

prays to the god of Delphi to heal him.

Apollo rejects him, whereupon Heracles

attempts to carr}^ away the tripod. A con-

flict ensues, when Zeus parts the com-

batants with his lightning. The oracle bids

Heracles to hire himself out for three years

for three talents, and pay the money to

Eurytus. Hermes puts him into the service

of Omphale, queen of Lydia, daughter cf

lardanus, and widow of TmOlus. Heracles

is degraded to female drudgery, is clothed

in soft raiment and set to spin wool, v.diile

the queen assumes the lion skin and the

club. The time of service over, he under-

takes an expedition of vengeance against

Laomedon of Tro}'. He lands on the coast

of the Troad with eighteen ships, manned
by the boldest of heroes, such as Teliimon,

Peleus, and Oi'cles. Laomedon succeeds in

surprising the guard b}- the ships, and in

slaying Oicles. But the city is stormed,

Telamon being the first to climb the wall,

and liaomedon, with all his sons except

Podarces, is slain by the arrows of Heracles.

(See Priamus.) On his return Hera sends

a tempest upon him. On the island of Cos

he has a hard conflict to undergo with

Eurytion, the son of PoseidOn, and his sons.

Heracles is at first wounded and forced to

fly, but prevails at length with the help of

Zeus.

After this Athene summons the hero to

' In Thessaly or Messeuia ; according to a

later story, in Euboea.
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the battle of the gods with the Giants, wlio

are not to be vanquished without his aid.

{See GiGAXTES.) Then Heracles returns to

the Peloponnese, and takes vengeance on
Augeas and on Neleus of Pyios, who had
refused to purify him for tlie murder of

Ipliitus. I, *SVt^ Augeas, MoLioxiD.K, Nklkus,
and Peridvmexus.) In the battle with the

Pylians he goes so far as to wound Hades,
who had come up to their assistance. Hip-
pocOun of Sparta and his numerous sons he

slays in revenge for their murder of (Eonus,

a son of his maternal uncle Licymnius.
In this contest his ally is king Cepheus of

Tegea, by whose sister Auge he is father of

Telejihus. Cepheus with his twenty sous are

left dead on the field.

Heracles now wins to wife Deianira,

the daughter of (Eneus of Calydon. {Sec

ACHELOUS.) He remains a long time with
his fathei'-in-law, and at length, with his

wife and his son H^dlus, he passes on
into Trachis, to the hospitality of his

friend Ceyx. At the ford of the river

Evenus he encounters the Centaur Nessus,

who has the right of carrj-ing travellers

across. Nessus remains behind and at-

tempts to do violence to Deianira, and
Heracles shoots him through with his

poisoned arrows. The dying Centaur gives

some of his infected blood to Deianira, tell-

ing her that, shoitld her husband be un-

faithful, it will be a means of restoring him.

Heracles has a stubborn contest with

Theiodamas, the king of the Dryopes, kills

him, and takes his sou Hylas away. {See

Hylas). He then reaches Trachis, and is

received with the friendliest welcome bj'

king Ceyx. From hence he starts to fight

with Cycnus {see Cycxx's) ; and afterwards,

at the request of ^gimius, prince of the

Dorians, undertakes a war against the

Lajiithse, and an expedition of revenge
against Eurytus of (Echalia. {See above.)

He storms the fortress, slaj-s Eurytus with
his sons, and carries off lole, who had
formerh' been denied him, as his prisoner.

He is about to ofter a sacrifice to his father

Zeus on Mount Cenfeum, when Deianira,

jealous of lole, sends him a robe stained

with the blood of Nessus. It has hardl}'

grown warm upon his body, when the

dreadful poison begins to devour his fiesh.

Wild with anguish, he hurls Lichas, who
brought him the robe, into the sea, where
he is changed into a tall cliff. In the at-

tempt to tear off the robe, he only tears off

pieces of his flesh. Apollo bids them take

him to the top of CEta. where he has a

great funeral pyre built up for him. This
he ascends ; then he gives lole to his sou
Hyllus to be his wife, and bids Poeiis, the
father of Philoctetes, to kindle the pyre.

According to another story, it is Philoctetes

himself, whom Heracles presents with his

bow and poisoned arrows, who jterforms

this office. The flames have hardly started

up, when a cloi;d descends from the sky
with thunder and lightning, and carries

the son of Zeus up to heaven. Here he is

welcomed as one of tlie immortals. Hera
is reconciled to him, and he is wedded to

her daughter Hel)e, the goddess of eternal

youth. Their children are Alexiiires

(Averter of the Cursej and AniketOs [the

Invincible). The names mereh' personify

two of the main qualities for which the

hero was worshipped.
About the end of Heracles nothing is

said in the Iliad but that he, the best-loved

of Zeus' sons, did not escape death, but

was overcome by fate, and by the lieavy

wrath of Hera. In the Odyssey his ghost,

in form like black night, walks in the lower

world with his bow bent and his arrows

ready, while the hero himself dwells among
the immortals, the husband of Hebe. For

the lives of his children, and the eml of

Eurystheus, see Hyllus.
Heracles was worshipped partly as a

hero, to whom men brought the ordinary*

libations and ofierings, and partly as an

Olympian deity, an immortal among the

immortals. Immediately after his apotheo-

sis his friends offered sacrifice to him at

the place of burning, and his worshii»

spread from thence through all the tribes

of Hellas. Diiimus the son of Colyttus, an

Athenian, is said to have Ijeen the first who
paid him the honours of an immortal. It

was he who founded the gymnasium called

Cjjnrjsarr/fn, near the city. This gymnasium,

the sanctuary at ^laratlion, and the temple

at Athens, were the three most venerable

slirines of Heracles in Attica. Diomus gave

his name to the Diomeia, a merry festival

held in Athens in honour of Heracles.

Feasts to Heracles (ILvarhia i, with athletic

contests, were celebrated in many i)laces.

He was the hero of labour and strugirle. and

the patron deity of the i/y»innsiinii and

the paUvatra. From early times he was

regarded as having instituted the 01ynii>ic

games ; as the founder of the Olympif sanc-

tuaries and the 01ym])ic truce, the jtlanter

of the shady groves, and tlie first competitor

andvictoriii thecontests. Durinfihisoarthly

life he had been a helper of gods and men,
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and had set the eai'tli free from monsters
and rascals. Accordingly lie was invoked
in all the perils of life as the saviour (SotPr)

and the averter of evil {AlcxtkakOs). Men
prayed for his protection against locusts,

flies, and noxious serpents. He was a
wanderer, and had travelled over the whole
world ; therefore he was called on as the
guide on marches and journeys {Ili'gemo-

nios). In another character he was the

glorious conqueror {KnUinlkos) who, after

his toils are over, enjoys his rest with wine,
feasting, and music. Indeed, the fable

represents him as havii:g, in his hours of
repose, given as striking proofs of inex-

haustible bodily power as in his struggles
and contests. Men liked to think of him
as an enormous eater, capable of devouring
a whole ox ; as a lusty boon companion,
fond of delighting himself and others by
playing the lyre. In Rome he was coupled
with the Muses, and, like Apollo elsewhere,
was worshipped as Blusdgefcs, or master of

the Muses. After his labours he was sup-
posed to have been fond of hot baths, which
were accordingly deemed sacred to him.
Among trees, the wild olive and white
poplar were consecrated to him ; the poplar
he was believed to have brought from far

countries to Olympia.
Owing to the influence of the Greek

colonies in Itah', the worship of Hercules
was widely diffused among the Italian

tribes. It attached itself to local legends
and religion ; the conqueror of Cacus, for

instance, was originally not Hercules, but a
powerful shepherd called Garanos. Again,
Hercules came to be identified with the
ancient Italian deit}^ Sancus or Dius Fidius,
and was regarded as the god of happiness
in home and field, industry and war, as

well as of truth and honour. His altar

was the Ara Maxima in the cattle-market

{forum hoarlum)^ which he was believed to

have erected himself. {See Cacus.) Here
they dedicated to him a tithe of their gains
in war and peace, ratified solemn treaties,

and invokecl his name to witness their

oaths. He had many shrines and sacrifices

in Rome, corresponding to his various titles

Victor (Conqueror), luvicftts (Unconquered),
Custos (Guardian), Defensor (Defender), and
others. His rites were always performed
in Greek fashion, with the head covered.

It was in his temple that soldiers and
gladiators were accustomed to hang up
their arms when their service was over.

In the stone-quarries the labourers had
their Hercules Saxdrlus Tor Hercules of the

stone). He was called the father of Lati-
nus, the ancestor of the Latines, and to

him the Roman gens of the Fabil traced
their origin. The ancient gens of the
Potifn were said to have been commis-
sioned by the god in person to provide,

with the assistance of the Plndru, for his

sacrifices at the Ara Maxima. In 310 B.C.

the Potitii gave the service into the hands
of state slaves. Before a year had passed
the flourishing family had become com-
pletely extinct.

In works of art Heracles is represented
as the ideal of manly strength, with full,

^^si*/*^//-

FAUNKSE HERCULKS.

(Naples Museum.)

well knit, and muscular limbs, serious ex-

pression, a curling beard, short neck, and

a head small in proportion to the limbs.

His equij)ment is generally the club and

the lion's skin. The type appears to have

been m^ainly fixed by Lysippus. ^The

Farnese Hercules, by the Athenian Glycon,

is probably a copy of one by Lysippus.

Hercules is portrayed in repose, leaning on

his club, which is covered with the lion s
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skin (see engraving, and article Glycon).

The Hercules of the Athenian Apollonius,

now only a torso, is equally celebrated. {See

Apollonius.) Compare also the copy of a

head of Heracles on a tetrddrach)nnn, of

which there is an engraving under the

article Coinage.
Heraclides (HenJkleidcs). Surnamed

PonficKS. A Greek philosopher, born at

Heraclua in Pontus about 380 B.C. He
came early to Athens, where he became a

disciple of Plato and Aristotle, and had
made a reputation by about 340 B.C. He
was the author of some sixty works on

a great variety of subjects: philosophy,

mathematics, music, grammar, poetry, poli-

tical and literarj^ history, and geography.

He was a learned and interesting writer,

but somewhat deficient in critical power.

We have a few fragments of his works
remaining, besides an extract from a book

on Constitutions which bears his name.

But as no such treatise is elsewhere attri-

buted to him, this must probably bo re-

garded as a selection from some of his other

writings.

Heraclitus {Ilerdkleitos) of Ephesus. A
Greek philosopher, who lived from about

535-475 B.C., during the time of the first

Persian domination over his native city. As
one of the last of the family of Androclus

the descendant of Codrus, who had founded

the colony of Ephesus, Heraclitus had cer-

tain honorary regal privileges, which he re-

nounced in favour of his brother. He like-

wise declined an invitation of king Darius

to visit his court. He was an adherent of

rho aristocracy, and when, after the defeat

of the Persians, the democratic party came
into power, he withdrew in ill-humour to

a secluded estate in the country, and gave

himself up entirelj- to his studies. In his

later years he wrote a philosophical treatise,

which he deposited in the temple of Arte-

mis, making it a condition that it should

not bo published till after his death. He
was buried in the market-place of Ephesus,

and for several centuries later the Ephesians
continued to engrave his image on their

coins.

His great work On NaUirc, in three

books, was written in the Ionian dialect,

and is the oldest monument of Greek prose.

Considerable fragments of it have come
down to us. The language is bold, harsh,

and figurative; the style is so careless that

the syntactical relations of the words are

often hard to perceive ; and the thoughts

are profound. All this made Heraclitus so

difficult a writer, tliat lie went iu antiipiit}*

by the name '• the obscure."'

Knowledge, according to Heraclitus, is

based upon perception by the senses. Per-
fect knowledge is only given to the gods,

but a progress in knowledge is possible
to men. Wisdom consists in the recogni-
tion of the intelligence which, by means of
the universe, guides the universe. Every-
thing is in an eternal fiux ; nothing, there-

fore, not even the world in its momentar}-
form, nor the gods themselves, can escape
final destruction. The ultimate principle

into which all existence is resolvable is fire.

As fire changes continually into water and
then into earth, so earth changes back to

water and water again to fire. The world,

therefore, ai-ose from fire, and in alternating

periods is resolved again into fire, to form
itself anew out of this element. The
division of unity, or of the divine original

fire, into the multiplicity of opposing phe-

nomena, is " the way downwards," and the

consequence of a war and a strife. Harmony
and peace lead back to unitj' by " the way
upwards." Nature is constantly dividing

and uniting herself, so that the multiplicity

of opposites does not destroy the unity of

the whole. The existence of these opposites

depends onh' on thedifterence of the motion

on " the way ui)wards " from that on " the

wa}'- downwards " ; all things, therefore,

are at once identical and not identical.

Heraea. A festival held at Argos every

five years in honour of Hera, the goddess

of the country. The priestess of Hera

drove, in a car drawn by white oxen, to

the Hereeum, or temple of the goddess,

situated between Argos and Mycense,

Meantime the people marched out in pro-

cession, the fighting men in their arms.

There was a great sacrifice of oxen ifickd-

tomJn'K followed by a general sacrificial

banquet and games of all sorts. A special

feature of these was a contest in throwing

the javelin, while running at full speed, at

a shield set up at the end of the course.

The victor received a crown and a shield,

which he carried in the final pmcession.

Herald. Srr Vvmw ami Pr.kco.

Herald's Staff ((^r. krvTikeidn ; Lat. cildu-

ccfis:. An attribute of Hermes (q.v.).

Hermae. Pillars, smaller at the base than

at the summit, which terminated generally

with a head of HermGs. In the earliest

times, Hermes (in whose wor.-^hiji the num-

ber 4 played a great partUvas wonshipped

[especially in Arcadia, sec Pausaiiias, viii 4

§ 4 ; ej). iv 33 § 4] under the form of a simple
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quadrangular pillar of marble or wood, -with

the significant mark of the male sex. As
art advanced, the pillar was surmounted,
iirst with a bearded head, and afterwards
with a youthful head of the god. Hermes
being the god of trai^c, such pillars were
erected to him in the streets and squares of

towns ; in Attica, after the time of Hip-
parchus, the son of Pisistratus, they were
also erected along the countr}' roads r.s

mile-stones. Sometimes they
were inscribed with apo-

phthegms and riddles, in ad-

dition to directions as to the

way
;
[sometimes also with

inscriptions in honour of those

who had fought bravely for

their countrv. Dem., Lcpf.,

112 ; iEschines, Or. 3 § 183.]

In Athens there was an espe-

cially large number of them
;

in the market-place to the

N.W. of the Acropolis, the

HervKv, erected partly by
private individuals and partly

by corporations, formed a

long colonnade extending be-

tween the Hall of Paintings
{stou poiklle) and the King's
Hall \stoa bdslleios). Accor-
dingly, the latter was some-
times called the Hall of

Hermcv. When the heads of other divini-

ties (such as Athene, Heracles, Eros) were
]jlaced on such pillars, these were then
called HcrmafJivnc, Ilcrmerclcles, IlermcrOs.

Hermagoras. See Rhetoric, Greek, near
cud.

Hermaphrodittis. In Greek mythology,
the son of Hermes and Aphrodite, born on
Mount Ida, and endowed with the beauty
of both deities. When a grown youth,
he was bathing in the Carian fountain of
Salmacis ; and the Nymph of the fountain,
whose love he rejected, praj^d the gods
that she might be indissolubly united with
him. The prayer was answered, and a
being sprang into existence which united
the qualities of male and female. The fable
probabl}' arose from the inclination, preva-
lent in the Eastern religions, towards con-
fusing the attributes of both sexes. In
Cyprus, for instance, a masculine Aphro-
dites, clad in female attire, was worshipped
by the side of the goddess Aphrodite.
Figures of hermaphrodites are common in

art.

Hermes. Sou of Zeus and of the Naiad
Maia, daughter of Atlas. Immediately after

his birth upon the Arcadian mountain of
Cyllene, he gave proof of his chief character-

istics, inventiveness and versatility, united
with fascination, trickery, and cunning.
Born in the morning, by mid-day he had
invented the lyre ; in the evening he stole

fifty head of cattle from his brother Apollo,

which he hid so skilfully in a cave that they
coitld not be found ; after these exploits he
la}' down quietlj' in his cradle. Apollo, by

(Attic

L'l.T OF TEinilXAI. FIGCUE OF HEIiJIES.

relief found nc:u- Niii)los; Munich, Glyptotheli.)

1 means of his jn'ophetic power, discovered

the thief and took the miscreant to Zeus,

who ordered the cattle to be given uj).

However, Hermes so delighted his brother

by his playing on the lyre that, in exchange
' for it, he allowed him to keep the cattle,

I'esigned to him the golden staff of fortune

and of riches, with the gift of prophecy in

its humbler forms, and from that time forth

became his best friend. Zeus made his

son herald to the gods and the guide of the

dead in Hades. In this myth we have

allusions to several attributes of the

god.

In many districts of Greece, and espe-

cial]}^ in Arcadia, the old seat of his wor-

ship, Hermes was regarded as a god who
bestowed the blessing of fertility on the

pastures and herds, and who was happiest

spending his time among shej)herds and

dallying with Nymphs, by whom he had

numberless children, including Pan and

Daphnis. In many places he was considered

the god of crops ' and also as the god of

mining and of digging for buried treasure.

His kindliness to man is also shown in his

being the god of roads. At cross-roads in
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particular, there were raised in his honour,
and called by his name, not onh' heaps of

stones, to which every passer by added a

stone, but also the quadrangular pillars

known as Henme {q.v.) At Athens these

last were set up in the streets and open
spaces, and also before the doors. Every
unexpected tind on the road was called

a gift of Hermes {hennaio)i). Together
with Athene, he escorts and protects hei"oes

in perilous enterprises, and gives them
prudent counsels. He takes special delight

in men's dealings with one another, in

exchange and barter, in buying and selling
;

also in all that is won by craft or b}' theft.

Thus he is the patron of tradespeople and
thieves, and is himself the father of Auto-
lycus {q.v.), the greatest of all thieves. He
too it is who endowed Pandora, the first

woman, with the faculty of Ij'ing, and with
flattering discourse and a crafty spirit.

On account of his nimbleness and activity

he is the messenger of Zeus, and knows how
to carr}' out his father's commands with
adroitness and cunning, as in the slajdng

of Argos (the guard of lo), from which
he derives his epithet of Argos-Slaj-er, or

Argcipiionics. Again, as Hermes was the

sacrificial herald of the gods, it was an

important part of the duty of heralds to

assist at sacrifices. It was on this account

that the jjriestly race of the Kerfjkcs claimed

him as the head of their family (see Eleu-
siNiAi. Strength of voice and excellence

of memor}'- were supposed to be derived

from him in his capacity of herald. Owing
to his vigour, dexterity, and personal charm,

he was deemed the god of gymnastic skill,

which makes men strong and handsome,
and the especial patron of boxing, running,

and throwing the discus ; in this capacity

the pdlfpstrw and gymndsia were sacred to

him, and particular feasts called Hrnnaia
were dedicated to him. He was the dis-

coverer of music (for besides the lyre he

invented the shepherd's pipe\ and he was
also the god of wise and clever discourse.

A later age made him even the inventor of

letters, figures, mathematics, and astronomy.
He is, besides, the god of sleep and of dreams

;

with one touch of his staff he can close or

open the eyes of mortals; hence the custom,
before going to sleep, of offering him the

last libation. As he is the guide of the
living on their way, so is he also the con-

ductor of the souls of the dead in the

nether-world (PsF/r.hoiJomiJos., and he is as

much loved b}^ the gods of those regions
as he is bj^ those above. For this reason

sacrifices were offered to him in the event
of deaths, I/mtur were placed on the graves,
and, at oracles and incantations of the dead,
he was honoured as belonging to the lower
world; in general, he was accounted tiie

intermediary between the ujtper and lower
worlds. His worship early spreail tlirough-
out the whole of Greece. As he was born
in the fourth month, the number four was
sacred to him. In Argos the fourth month
was named after him, and in Athens he was
honoured with sacrifices on the fourth of
every month. His altars and images (mostly
simple Ihrm(v) were in all the streets,

thoroughfares, and open spaces, and also

at the entrance of the pahi-stra.

In art he is represented in the widely
var3Mng characters which he assumed, as a
shepherd with a single animal from his

(1) iii:i!Mi:s i.iMii.is.

Hci-mcs as imtroii of the Art ot Hhetoric.

(Rome, Villa LmioviPi.)

flock, as a mischievous little thief, as the

god of gain with a purse in his hand

{cp. fig. 1 ), with a strigil as patron of the

(/ijmnasia, at other times with a lyre, biit

ofteuest of all as the messenger of the gods.
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He was portrayed by the greatest sculptors,

such as Phidias, Polj'clitus, Scopas, and
Pi'axi teles, whose Hermes with the infant

Dionysus was discovered in 1877, in the

temple of Hera, at Olympia. {Sec Praxi-
teles, and Sculpture, fig. 10.) In the older

works of art he appears as a bearded and
strong man ; in the later ones he is to be seen

in a graceful and charming attitude, as a
slim youth with tranquil features, indicative

of intellect and good will. His usual attri-

butes are wings on his feet, a fiat, broad-

brimmed hat {sec Petasus), which in later

times was ornamented with wings, as was
also his staff. This last (Grr. kerykeion /
Lat. cdduceus, fig. 2) was ori-

ginally an enchanter's wand, a

symbol of the power that pro-

duces wealth and prosperity,

and also an emblem of infiuence

over the living and the dead.

But even in early times it was
regarded as a herald's staff and
an emblem of peaceful inter-

course ; it consisted of three

shoots, one of which formed (2) caduceus.

the handle, the other two being
intertwined at the top in a knot. The place

of the latter was afterwards taken by ser-

pents ; and thus arose our ordinary type of

herald's staff. B}^ the Romans Hermes was
identified with Mercurius (q.v.),

Hermesianax, of Colophon in Ionia
|

n,

Greek elegiac poet, who lived in the time of

Alexander the Great, about 330 B.C., and
was a scholar and friend of Philetas. He
composed erotic elegies in the style of those

by his compatriot Antimachus. The three

books containing his compositions he en-

titled Leontion^ after his mistress. A frag-

ment of ninety-eight lines of the third book
has been preserved, in which love-stories of

poets and wise men from Orpheus down to

Philetas are treated in a rather unconnected
manner, but not without spirit.

Hermione. The only child of Menelaus
and Helen. She was married to Neoptole-
mus the son of Achilles, immediately on
her father's return from Troy, in fulfilment

of a promise he had made there. According
to a post-Homeric tradition, she had been
previously promised to Orestes ; he claimed
her on the ground of his prior right, and on
his claim being refused by Neoptolemi;s,

killed his rival with his own hands, or at

any rate compassed his death, at Delphi.

Orestes took Hermione to his home, and had
by her a son, Tisamenus.
Hermippus. A Greek poet of the Old

' Comedy, an elder contemporary of Aristo-
phanes and a bitter opponent of Pericles,

whose mistress, Aspasia, he prosecuted on a
charge of atheism. Only a few fragments
of his dramas, as also of his libellous iambic
poems, after Archilochus' manner, have
been preserved ; they are remarkable for

the cleverness of their style.

Hermogenes. A Greek rhetorician of

Tarsus in Cilicia, who flourished in the

middle of the 2nd century a.d. He came
to Rome as a rhetorician as early as his

fifteenth year, and excited luiiversal admi-
ration, especially on the part of the emperor
Marcus Aurelius. In his twenty-fourth
year he lost his memory, and never recovered
it, though he lived to a great age. His
woi'lv on Rhetoric, which still exists, enjoyed

a remarkable popularity, and was for a long

time the principal text-book of rhetoric ; it

was also epitomised, and was the subject of

numerous commentaries. The work itself

consists of five sections: (1) On points at

issue in legal causes
; (2) On the art of dis-

covering arguments
; (3) On the various

forms of oratorical style; (4) On political

orations in particular, and on the art of

eloquent and effective speaking
; (5) the

last section consists of rhetorical exercises

{Progymnasmdtd)^ which were cast into a

fresh form by Aphthonius {q.v.), and trans-

lated into Latin by Priscian.

Hero. See Leander.
Herodes Atticus (the name in full is

Tiberius Claudius Attic us Hcrodcs). A
celebrated Greek rhetorician, born about

A.D. 101, at Marathon. He belonged to a very

ancient family, and received a careful edu-

cation in rhetoric and philosophy from the

leading teachers of his day. His talents

and his eloquence won him the favour of

the emperor Hadrian, who, in A.D. 125, ap-

pointed him prefect over the free towns of

the Province of Asia. On his return to

Athens, about 129, he attained a most exalted

position, not only as a teacher of oratory,

but also as the owner of immense wealth,

which he had inherited from his father.

This he most liberally devoted to the sup-

port of his fellow citizens, and to the erec-

tion of splendid public buildings in various

parts of Greece. He had just been archon,

when in 140 he was siunmoned to Rome by
Antoninus Pius, to instruct the imperial

princes, Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus,

in Greek oratory. Amongst other marks

of distinction given him for this was the

consulship in 143. His old age was sad-

dened by misunderstandings with his fellow
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citizens and heavy family calamities. He
died at Marathon in 177. His pre-eminence
as an orator was nniversally acknowledged
by his contemporaries ; he was called the

king of orators, and was placed on a level

with the great masters of antiquity. His
reputation is hardly borne out by an unim-
portant rhetorical exercise (On the Consti-

tution) calling on the Thebans to join the
Peloponnesians against Archelaus, king of

Macedonia. This has come down to us under
his name, but its genuineness is not free

from doubt. Numerous inscriptions still

remain to attest his ancient renown ; and
out of the number of his public buildings,

there is still standing at Athens the

Odeuvi, a theatre erected in memory of his

wife Regilla.

Herodianus. (1) A Greek historian,

about 170-240 a.d., who lived (for a time at

any rate) in Rome, and filled offices both at

court and in the state. We still possess

his history of the Roman emperors, from
the death of Marcus Aurelius to the acces-

sion of Gordianus III (180-238) ; it is dis-

tinguish od by its impartialit}', nnd its clear

and pleasing style.

(2) jElius IlcrocUdmts. A Greek scholar,

son of Apollonias Dyscolus (q.v.)^ born at

Alexandria ; he flourished in the second
half of the 2nd century a.d., and after

the completion of his education, went to

Rome, where ho long lived in confidential

intercourse with Marcus Aurelius, and re-

ceived the Roman citizenship. He died in

his native town. In a large number of

treatises he extended in every direction the

work begun by his father in the investiga-

tion of grammar, and in reducing it to a sys-

tematic form. Of his activity as an author
numerous evidences have come down to us

in the shape of extensive fragments of his

works.

Herodotus. The famous Greek historian,

called the Father of History, born about
490-480 B.C., at Halicarnassus in Asia
Minor. He was of noble family, being the

son of Lyxes and Dryo (or Rhoio). Like
his uncle, the poet Panyasis {q.v.), he fled

in 460 to the island of Samos, having been
expelled from his native town by the tyrant
Lygdamis. From this spot he seems to

have completed his great travels, which he
had already begun when at Halicarnassus.

These travels wei'e most extensive : he tra-

versed Asia Minor, the interior of Asia
nearly as far as Susa, the Grgeco-Asiatic

islands, Egypt as far as Elephantine,
Cyrene, the shores of the Euxine as far as

D. C. A.

the Caucasus and the mouth of the Danube,
as well as Greece and the neighbouring
countries. Having returned with his uncle
to Halicarnassus, he took part in the expul-
sion of Lygdamis (about 450), but, probably
in consequence of political intrigues, he fell

into disgrace with his fellow townsmen,
and was again compelled to quit his native
country.

In 445 he betook himself to Athens
in order to take part in the projected
colonization of Thurii in Southern Italy.

Here he gave public readings from the
works which he had begun to compose in

Samos (probably the portions relating to

the Persian War). They met with such
applause that he was rewarded with a pre-

sent of ten talents (£2,000) from the public

treasury. He is also sfid to have given
similar recitations elsewhere—at the festal

assembly of the Greeks at Olympia, and
also at Corinth and Thebes. We are told

that at one of these recitals Thucydides
was present as a boj^, and was so affected

that he shed tears and resolved to devote
himself to the writing of history. [See,

however, Dahlmann's Life of Herodotus,
chap, ii, sect, ii.] Herodotus was in close

intercourse with the leading men of the day.

In Athens, which he seems to have often

visited, after having settled at Thurii (443),

he knew Pericles and the poet Sophocles,

who composed a special poem in his honour
in 442. It was doubtless there that he

was prompted to mould the materials of

his history into a complete and artistic

whole. He carried forward this plan at

Thurii ; but it is probable that his death,

which occurred about 424, prevented his

finishing his grand design.

This work (which the Alexandrine critics

divided into nine books, named after the

nine Muses), marks the beginning of real

historical writing among the Greeks. The
industry of the earlier historical writers

(known as Lofjdgvdphi, q.v.) had contented

itself with collecting material for a limited

purpose, such as histories of towns and

families, arranged in an uncritical and inar-

tistic manner. It is the merit of Herodotus,

that, by his study of the existing literature

and by his travels, he collected historical,

geographical, and ethnographical materials

relating to the greater part of the then

known world, that he sifted them with

some critical discernment, that he arranged

them under leading topics, and set them
forth in an original and attractive form.

The true scope of the work, which em-
D
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braces a period of 320 years down to the

battle of Mycale (479), is the struggle be-

tween the Greeks and the barbarians ; with
this leading thread of his narrative are

inwoven, in a countless number of episodes,

descriptions of the countries and races,

more or less closely connected with the

principal events of the story, so that the

result is a complete picture of the known
world as it then existed. In subordination

to this general object, the whole narrative

is inspired with the one guiding thought,

that all history is determined by a moral

government of the world, ordained by a

Providence which rules the destinies of

man ; and that every exaltation of man
above the limits fixed by the eternal law

of heaven excites the jealousy of the gods,

and draws down an avenging Nemesis on

the head of the guilty one himself, or his

descendants.

His veracity shows itself in the sharp

distinction he draws between personal ob-

servation, oral information, and mere con-

jecture ; his impartiality, his just recogni-

tion of praiseworthy qualities (even on the

side of the enemy), is displayed in his

frank censure of political or moral failings

which he thinks he perceives in his friends

:

while his nobility of character is evinced

by his heart}^ delight in all that is good
and beau^tiful.

Although by race Herodotus belonged

to the Dorians, he nevertheless made use

of the Ionic dialect which had been em-
ployed by his predecessors, the logucjrdplil^

though at times he mingles it with Epic,

Doric, and Attic forms. His simplicity of

style recalls that of the logograjjhi, but

he far excels them in clearness and general

intelligibility of composition, in a pleasing

flow of language, in an epic, and often

even redundant, fulness of expression, and

above all in a genius for narrative, which
he shows in the vivid description of

the most diverse events.—A biography of

Homer, written in the Ionic dialect, bears
the name of Herodotus ; it is really the

work of a rhetorician at the beginning of

the 1st century of our era.

Heron. A Greek mathematician of Alex-

andria, about the middle of the 3rd century

B.C., tlie well-known inventor of Ucron^s
ball and neron''s fountain. Of his Intro-

duction to Mechanics, the most comprehen-
sive work of antiquity on the theory of

that science, only extracts are preserved in

Pappus. We also possess his disquisitions

on presses, on the contrivance of automa-

tons, and on the construction of catapults

and other engines for projectiles.

Hereon. The shrine of a hero. (See

Heros.)
Herophile. The Erythrroan Sibyl. {See

Sibyll.t:.)

Herds (Gr.). A hero. This is in Homer
a descriptive title given specially to princes

and nobles, but also applied to men of mark
sprung from the people. Hesiod reserves the

name for mortals of divine origin, who are

therefore also known as demigods. Many of

these he places on the Islands of the Blessed,

where under the sovereignty of Cronus

(Kronos), they lead a life of happiness.

Hesiod makes no allusion to the influence

of heroes upon the life of man, or to the

worship due to them in consequence. But
in later times this belief spread throughout

the whole of Greece. The heroes are in

most respects like men and suffer death;

but death pvits them in a more exalted

rank, and they then have power to do men
good as well as harm. The most distin-

guished warriors of prehistoric times were

accounted heroes, being generally regarded

as the offspring of gods b}' mortal women
;

to their souls another destiny was accord-

ingly assigned than that allotted to the

souls of mortals. But even amongst the

heroes of old time there were some who,

without being children of the gods, never-

theless so distinguished themselves by their

virtue, that they appeared to participate in

the divine nature, and therefore to deserve

a higher distinction after death. Even in

later times such men were not unknown,

when personages recently deceased were

actually exalted to the ranks of heroes, as

in the case of Leonldas at Sparta, and Har-

modius and Aristogeiton at Athens. The

founders of colonies were especially con-

sidered worthy of worship as heroes ; when
the true founder was unknown, then some

appropriate hero was selected instead.

Formerly thei-e were many such fictitious

heroes; to this class propeidy belong all

the titular ancestors of the noble and

priestly families of Attica, and the founders

of particular arts and trades, as Daedalus.

Many heroes of historical times were ori-

ginally gods, who, in course of time, were

divested of their primitive dignity. There

was no town or district of Greece in which

a host of heroes, was not worshipped by

the side of the higher divinities ;
many as

special tutelary spirits of the country, others

as the heroes of the country, as the Dioscuri

at Sparta, the iEacidse "^at ^gina, and
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Theseus in Attica. There were festivals

in their honour everywhere, many of them
small and unimportant, and only celebrated

in a restricted circle, others observed by
the state as festivals of the people in

general, and not a whit inferior, in wealth
of equipment, to the most important festivals

in honour of the gods. This was especiall}'-

the case with the heroes of the country.

Many heroes had shrines, known as Hcrod^
which were generally erected over their

graves. The altars of heroes were lower
than those of gods, and were commonly
designated sacrificial hearths ; they were
generally on a level with the ground, and
on the west side, the region of the nether
world, were provided with a hollow into

wliich the libations were poured. Like
offerings to the dead, these consisted of

honey, wine, water, milk, oil, and blood

which had been shed hy sacrificial victims

;

the fiesh of the animals sacrificed was
burnt. In the period of decadence it became
customar}' to treat the living with heroic

honours. Such honours were paid to the
Spartan Lysander by the towns in Asia
Minor, and were afterwards accorded to

kings, e.g. to Antigonus and his son Deme-
trius at Athens.

Herse. See Erse.
Hesiod (Hesiudos). The earliest epic poet

of Greece (next to Homer), whose writings

have actually come down to us= Even the

ancients themselves had no clear views of

his date, some making him the contemporary
of Homer and others even still older. He
certainh' lived after Homer, jn-obably about
the beginning of the Olympiads in 77(5

B.C. His poems contain incidentally a few
allusions to the circumstances of his life.

According to them he was born at Ascra
in Boeotia, near Helicon, where his father

Dius had settled as an emigrant from the

.fiolic Cyme (Kume) in Asia. At his

father's death he was involved in a dispute

with his younger brother Perses about his

patrimony. This was decided against him
by the verdict of the judges, who had been
bribed by the younger brother. Disgust
at the injustice he had suffered, and a re-

newal of the dispute with his brother,

appear to have determined him to forsake

his native land and to settle at Xaupactus.
According to a tradition he was murdered
at the Locrian town of (Eneon by the sons
of his host, on a false suspicion ; but, by
command of the Delphic oracle, his bones
were brought to Orchymenus, where a

monument, with an inscription, was erected

to him in the market-jjlace. In ancient times
a series of epic poems bore his name, and
were attributed to him as the representa-

tive of the Boeotian and Locrian school of

poetry, in contrast to the Ionian and Homeric
school. Three ])oems of his have been pre-

served : (1) The Worhs and Days, which
consists of myths, fables, and proverbs,

interwoven with exhortations to his brother,

who, having lost by extravagance his share
of the patrimonj', was now threatening

him with a new law-suit. The poet here

recommends him to abstain from his un-

righteous proceedings, and by honourable

toil to gain fresh wealth for himself. He
therefore lays down for his guidance all

manner of precepts, on agriculture, do'

mestic economy, navigation, etc., and speci-

fies the da3's appropriate for every under-

taking. Although this poem is deficient in

true artistic finish, it was highly valued

by the ancients on account of its moral

teaching. (2) The Thcofjony. An account

of the origin of the world and of the birth

of the gods, which, in its present shape, is

composed of different 'recensions, together

with many later additions. Next to the

Homeric poems, it is the most important

source of our knowledge of the views of the

Greeks of the earliest times as to the world

and the gods. (3) The Shield of IlCrdclvs.

A description of the shield of Heracles,

wrought by Hepheestus, to arm the hero in

his conflict with Cvcnus (<?.r.), son of Ares.

It is a weak imitation of the Homeric
account of the shield of Achilles, and is

certainly not the work of Hesiod. As an

introduction, a number of verses are bor-

rowed from a lost poem b}' Hesiod, of

genealogical import,— a list of the women
whom the gods had made the mothers of

the heroic families of Greece,

The poetry of Hesiod, although composed

in the same form as that of Homer, never

approaches it in grace and beauty. On the

contrary, it is -\\-anting in artistic form and

finish, and rarely affords an}' real enjoyment.

Nevertheless it betokens an important

advance in the development of the Greek

intellect, from the naive simplicity of its

attitude in Homeric times, to the specula-

tive observation of the world and of human
life. It contains the germs of lyric, as

also of elegiac, iambic, and aphoristic poetry.

Hesione. Daughter of LaumedOn, king

of Troy, anil of Leucippe. By her death

she was to appease the wrath of POseidon,

who, on account of her father's breaking

his word, was devastating the land with
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a marine monster. Heracles destroyed the

monster and set the maiden free ; but
Laomedon wanted to break his promise to

the hei'o, and to deprive him of his stipulated

payment. So Heracles took Troy, slew Lao-
medon and his sons, and gave Hesione to

his companion Tclamon, to whom she bore a

son, Teucer.

Hesperides. According to Hesiod, the

daughters of Night ; according to later

accounts, daughters of Atlas and of Hes-
peris. Their names were ^iiJgle, Arethiisa,

Erjjthcia, Hespcrta. They dwell on the

river Oceanus, near Atlas, close to the

Gorgons, on the borders of eternal dark-

ness, in the garden of the gods, where Zeus
espoused Hera. Together with the hundred-

headed dragon Ladon, the son of Phorcys

or T3'phon, they guard the golden apples

which Gcca (or Earth) caused to grow as a

marriage gift for Hera. {See Heracles.)
Hestia. The goddess of the hearth, which

is the emblem of the settled home. She is

deemed the founder and maintainer of the

family and the state, of civic concord and
of public reverence for the gods. She is

the daughter of Cromis (Kronos) and of

Rhea ; sister of Zeus, Poseidon, Hades, Hera,

and Demeter ; one of the twelve Olympian
deities, from whom she is distinguished by
the fact that, as the abiding goddess of

the household, she never leaves Olympus.
In Homer the sanctity of the hearth is

indeed recognised, but as yet we find no
mention of the goddess. It is a matter of

discussion whether this was by accident, or

because in that period the personification

of the worship of the hearth had not at-

tained its full perfection. Having been
wooed by Apollo and Poseidon, she took an
oath of perpetual virginity ; so Zeus granted

her the honour of being worshipped, as a

tutelary goddess, at ever}'' hearth, in human
habitations as well as in the temples of the

gods, and of being called to mind amid
libations at the beginning and end of every

sacrifice and every festal entertainment.

Hence it was that every sacrifice began
and ended with a libation to Hestia, so that

she had a share in all festivities ; and in

every prayer, as well as in all the public

forms of solemn oaths, her name was recited

before the name of any other god. Just as

in the home her consecrated hearth formed
the central point of family life, at which
family festivals were celebrated and where
both strangers and fugitives found a hr>spi-

table asylum, so also in the Pn/tancion, or

townhall, v/hcre the sacred fire was ever

burning, her hearth was the centre of the

life of the city, indeed of the whole state, and
of the colonies which had gone forth from
it. Here, as representative of the state, the

highest officials sacrificed to her, just as in

every private house the father or mother of

the family provided for her worship. Here
also were held the public deliberations, and
the public banquetgiven to deserving citizens

and to foreign ambassadors. Hither repaired

all who besought the protection of the state.

Hence also did the colonists, bound for dis-

tant shores, take the fire for the public hearth

of their new community. In some respects,

(In the I

THE GirSTTNIANI HKSTIA.

(Borne, now in the Tovlonia Museum.)

iginal the left hsiitl is nearer the shoulder ; the furefinger

i&moOern.]

the centre of the religious life of Greece was

the fire on the hearth of Hestia in the Del-

phic temple, where was the sacred omphcilos

(or navel), which the Greeks considered to

be the central point of the inhabited earth.

Hestia stands in close connexion with Zeus

as the guardian of the law of hospitality

and of the oath. She was also much asso-

ciated with Hermes and often invoked in

conjunction with him ; Hestia, as the goddess

of gentle domesticity, and Hermes, as the
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restless god of trade on the public streets

and roads, representing between them the
two principal varieties of human life. Ac-
cording to a view that afterwards became
current, under the influence of philosophers
and mystics, she was regarded as personi-

iying the earth, as the fixed centre oF the

world, and was identified with Demoter and
Cvbele. The corresponding deity among
the Romans was Vesta {q.v.). The statues

placed in the PryMncia represented her, in

accordance with her nature, as a being with
grave and yet gentle expression, sitting or

standing in an attitude of rest, with a sceptre

as her attribute. The most celebrated of

her existing statues is known as the Giusti-

liiani Vesta (sec cut) ; a form robed in simple
drapery, with hair unadorned and wearing
a veil ; her right hand rests on her hip, and
her left hand, which is pointing upwards,
once held a long staff as her sceptre.

Hesychitis. A Greek grammarian of Alex-
andria, who lived probably towards the

end of the 4th century a.d. He composed,
with the assistance of the works of earlier

lexicographers (especially that of Diogenia-
nus), a lexicon, which has come down to us
in a very confused form, but is neverthe-

less among the most imi)ortant sources of

our knowledge of the Greek language, and
throws much light on the interpretation and
criticism of Greek poets, orators, historians,

and physicians.

HetsersB (Gr. hefairai). A euphemism for

courtesans carrying on their profession

chiefly at Corinth and Athens. In the former
place they were connected with the worship
of Aphrodite

; in the latter they were intro-

duced by an ordinance of Solon, who intended
thereby to obviate worse evils that imperilled

the sanctity of the marriage-bond and the

chastity of domestic life. The intercourse

of unmarried men with lietcvra' was by no
means considered immoral ; in the case of

married men it was disapproved by custom,
which, after the Peloponesian War, became
more and more lax in this as in other

respects. The het<vra> who were kept in

special establishments and on whom the

state levied a tax, were all female slaves

;

on the other hand, the women called hetcrra'.

in a narrower sense, who carried on their

trade independently, were drawn chiefly

from the ranks of foreigners and freed-

Avomen. It was quite unexampled for

any Athenian citizen's daughter to become
a hetcvra. The important position they
assumed in the social life of Athens after

the Peloponnesian "War is easih' gathered

from the later Attic Comedy, as the jilot of

the pieces generally turns upon the adven-
tures of a hctivrn. As custom deljarrcd all

respectable women and girls from the

society of men, the female element in the
latter was repicsented exclusively by
hcta'.rfr, many of whom became famous b}'

possessing the mental culture from which
the female citizens were debarred by their

education and by their secluded life. Thus
they were able to attract even men of

eminence. Aspusla of IMiletus was able to

make her house at Athens the meeting-
point of the most remarkable men of her

day ; among them even a Socrates and a

Pericles, and the latter deserted his wife

to marry her.

Courtesans (called in Latin mcrStncCs)
were tolerated in Rome as in Greece

;

and no objection was raised to the inter-

course of unmarried men with these \)Qy-

sons. They were vuider the charge of the

rediles, and from the time of Caligula they

had to pay a tax to the imjicrial exchcciuer.

Steeped as they were in infamy, the law

even refused to accept their testimony as

valid. The}^ were distinguishable iVom
respectable women by their costume ; they

wore neither stola nor jJCtlla, but a shorter

tunic without fringe, over which was a

toga of darker colour ; they were not per-

mitted to adopt the characteristic head-gear

of matrons. In the best times the trade

was only carried on by slaves and freed-

women, but afterwards by free-born women
also.

Hetaeri (Gr. lutairoi) ("companions").

The designation of all free Macedonians

who were ready to join in the defence of

their country ; especiall}- the noblemen who
composed the heavy cavalry, as contrasted

with the infantry "(Gr. przitaivoi) of the

royal guard [see Thirlwall, //. (/., v, p. 170].

HetaBrise (Gr, hctaii-'iai). The common
name in Greece for all associations having

any particular oljject, but chiefly for poli-

tical clubs, often of a secret character, for

the advancement of certain interests in the

state. In many cases their membei-s only

aimed at assisting one anotlier as candi-

dates for public oifice or in lawsuits ;
but

occasionally they also worked for the vic-

tory of their party and for a change in the

constitution.

Hieroduli (Gr. -ni), (temple servants^

The name for all who were closely con-

nected Avith the service of a sanctuary, and

especially such as were bound to perform

certain s^ervices, obligations, and duties to
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the same, nnd in part lived as a kind of

bondmen npon its land. We find them
i'orming a considerable popnlation in Asia;
e.g. at Comfina in Cappadocia, there were
more than G,OUO of them, who with their

descendants belonged as slaves to the god-

dess called EnyO by the Greeks. They
served as labonrers on the estates of the

temple, and performed the humblest offices

as hewers of wood and drawers of water.

The Delphic sanctuary of Apollo had similar

ministrants from a very early date, as had
also the temple of Aphrodite on Mount Eryx
in Sicily. In the same manner Aphrodite
of Corinth, in the flourishing times of that

that city, had over 1,0(JU girls dedicated to

her service ; they added brilliancy and
lustre to her worship, and living as hctairai
they paid a portion of their earnings to the
goddess as tribute.

Hieronienia. The Greek term for the holj'

time of the month, i.e. that portion of each
month which was kept as a festival. It

differed in the several months according to

the number and duration of the festivals.

During this time there was a suspension
of all business and even of lawsuits, and
executions and warrants were in abeyance

;

in short, everything that was likely to

interrupt the universal peace and the
celebration of the festival was set on one
side. For the greater feasts a " truce of
God " was proclaimed. {See Ekecheiria.)
Hieromnemon. The recorder or officer

in charge of sacred business at the meet-
ings of the Amphictyonic Council. {See
Amphictyons.)

Higronymtis. (1) A Greek historian born
at (Jardia in Thrace; he fought under Alex-
ander the Great, and after his death
attached himself to his compatriot Eumenes.
They were both captured in B.C. 31(3, but
Hicronymus found favour with Antigonus
and was appointed governor of Syria.
Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, entrusted
him with the governorship of Bffiotia. He
survived Pyrrhus {ob. 272), and died, at
the age of 104, at the court of Antigonus
Gonatas. At an advanced ago he composed
a history of the Diadochi and their suc-
cessors down to and beyond the death of
Pyrrhus; which, although of small value
in point of style, was an original work
of great value, and the foundation of
all the accounts of the successors of
Alexander that have come down to us. The
work exists in fragments only,

.

(2) Best known as Saint Jeroitw. One
of the most famous of the Latin Fathers

of the Church. He was born at Strldon on
the borders of Dalraatia and Pannonia,
about A.D. 340. He was the son of

respectable and wealthy Christian parents,

and received in Rome and Treves a secular

education in rhetoric and philosophy. In

374, during a journey in the East, he was
alarmed by a dream, which led to his with-

drawing from the world and living as a
hermit in the Syrian desert. After live

years he left his retirement and lived in

Antioch, Constantinople, and Rome, till he
settled at Bethlehem iii 380. He there

founded a monaster}'' and a school of leai-n-

ing, and he ended an active life in 420.

Among his numerous works mention must
be made of his translation and continuation

(in 380 B.C.) of the Greek Chronological

Tables of Eusebius {q.v.)\ this is of great

value for the history of Roman literature,

owing to its qi;otations from the woi'k of

Suetonius De Vlrls lUustrihus, which was
then extant in its complete form. In imita-

tion of the latter and under a similar title

he wrote a work on Christian Literature.

He also wrote the well-known Latin version

of the Bible known as the Vulgate, which
is, strictly speaking, a revision, and in part

a new version, of an older translation.

Hierophant (Gr. Inerophantes, "discloser

of sacred things"). The chief priest in

the Eleusinian mysteries {sec Eleusixia).

He was always a member of the family of

the Eumolpidfe. It was his duty to exhibit

to the initiated the sacred symbols of the

mysteries, and at the same time probably

to chant the liturgic hymns originally de-

rived from his ancestor, the Thracian bard

Eumolpus.
Hieropcei (Gr. /<?rrd/wio/, "managers of

the sacrifices"). The Greek term forcer-

tain officials, who, besides having the care of

the sacrifices, had also the superintendence

of the economic details of the sanctuary, and
the charge of the money and treasures of the

temple. In Athens, besides such officials

attached to the several temples, there was
a board of ten men, yearly appointed by
lot, who had to attend to the celebration of

the extraordinary and quinquennial sacri-

fices, the cost of which was defrayed by
the public treasury. Another college of

three or ten hieropoei^ appointed by the

Areopagus, superintended the sacrifices

offered to the Eumenides by the state.

Hieroscopy (Gr. Mcrosknpla, "viewing
the sacrifice "). A form of divination by
means of the entrails of sacrificed beasts.

{See Mantike.)
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Hllardtragcedia (lit. " funy and lively

trarjedy "). A species of comedy invented

by Rhinthon of Tarentum, and consist-

ing of a travesty of tragic themes. {Sec

Rhixthon.)
Hildesheim, the Treasure of, A number

of drinking vessels, platos, and cooking
utensils of silver, most of them embossed
in high relief, found at Hildesheim in 18G8.

These important products of Roman art, of

the time of Augustus, are now among the

chief attractions of the Berlin Museum.
They probably belonged to the table service

of some wealthy Roman, and had been hid-

den in the ground by Germans who had
taken them as the spoils of victory. Artis-

tically the most important pieces are a bowl
shaped like a bell, and gracefully decoi'ated

externally with arabesques and figures of

children {see cut), and four magnificent

saucers decorated with a gilt Minerva
seated on a rock, and half-length figures

of the 3'oung Hercules slaying the serpents,

and of Cybele and of Attis; also two cups

right arm, and left tl:e right shoulder ox-

posed. ^Vomeu wore tlie I'tiniation in tho

same manner, but some drew it over their

KOMAN MIXI.NC-Itnwr..

(Found at Hildesheim, now in Berlin Museum.)

adorned with masks and all kinds of em-
blems of the worship of Bacchus,
Himation. Part of the outdoor dress of

Greeks of free birth, worn over the cJi'itdn,

and reaching at least as far as the knees.

It was an oblong piece of drapery, one end
of which was first thrown over tho left

shoulder, then brought forward and held

fast by the left arm ; the garment was then

drawn over the shoulder to the right side

in such a manner that the right side was
completely covered up to the shoulder,

according to the more elegant fashion

(fig. 1). Otherwise it went on under the

(1) From a vase-pniiit-

inf; (Gorhiird, Ai-c)i.

Zeitunij, 18i8, laf. siii.)

(2) Term-cot ta in Stackellierg's

Gralcr (!. UdUiu-u, taf. Ixvii.

niMATlON.

head, so as to leave only the face visible

(fig. 2 >. See Chlamvs and Tkim(«x.

Himeritis. A Greek Sophist, barn at

Prusa in Bithynia, about 315 A.D., and edu-

cated at Athens, where, after extending

his knowledge by travelling, he became a

teacher of rhetoric. As such, he was so

successful that he received the rights of

citizenship, and became a member of the

Areo])agus. Among his pupils were Basil

the Great and Gregory of Xazianzus

;

for, although himself a pagan, never-

theless, like Libanius, he exhibited no

animosity against Christians. He was

summoned to Antioch by Julian, and

appointed his private secretary. On the

emperor's death (3(;3), he returned to his

earlier occupation at Athens, and there

died, after becoming blind in his old age,

about 38(). Of his speeches and declama-

tions twenty-four exist in a complete form,

ten in fragments, and thirty-six in the

summaries and excerpts preserved by

Photius. His style is ornate, turgid, and

overladen with erudition. He owes his

special importance solely to the fact that his
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speeches contain materials for the history

ni the events and of the manners of his

time.

Himeros. The personification of longing

ami desire, and companion of Eros (q.v.).

Hippagretee. The three officers chosen

at LacedtFmon by the e])hors to command
the horsemen who formed the bodyguard of

the kings.

Hipparch (Gr. hipparchos). The Greek
name for a commander of cavalry {see

HiPPEls). In the ^tolian and Achfean
leagues, this name was borne by an officer

charged with other functions besides, who
was in rank second only to the strdfegos.

Hipparchus. A Greek mathematician,

the founder of scientific astronomy, born at

Nicsea in Bithynia, lived chiefly at Rhodes
and Alexandria, and died about B.C. 125.

He discovered the precession of the equi-

noxes, settled more accurately the length

of the solar year, as also of the revolution

of the moon, and the magnitude and dis-

tances of the heavenly bodies. He placed

mathematical geography on a firmer basis,

by teaching the application of' the latitude

and longitude of the stars to marking the

position of places on the surface of the

earth. Of his numerous writings we only

possess his commentary on the P/uenumena
of Eudoxus and Aratus, and a catalogue of

1,02G fixed stars.

Hipparmostes. A leader of the Spartan
cavalry. {See Hippeis.)

Hippeis. The Greek term for riders and
kiiights. (1) Among the Athenians, the
citizens whose property qualified them for

the second class. {See Solonian Constitu"-

TION.) (2) Among the Spartans, the royal

guard of honour, consisting of 300 chosen
Spartan youths under the age of thirty,

who, although originally mounted, after-

wards served as heavy-armed foot-soldiers.

The cavalry of Athens, which was first

formed after the Persian War, and then con-

sisted of 300 men, from the Periclean period
onwards consisted of 1,200 men, viz. 200
mounted bowmen {hippoto,r6foi), who were
slaves belonging to the state, and the 1,000
citizens of the two highest classes. They
were kept together in time of peace, and
carefully drilled ; at the great public fes-

tivals they took part in the processions.

They were commanded by two hipparcM,
each of whom had five phylai under him
and superintended the levy. Subordinate
to these were the ten phyla rcJii in com-
mand of the ten phylai. Both sets of

officers were drawn from the two highest

classes. It was the duty of the council

to see that the cavalry was in good con-

dition, and also to examine new members
in respect of their equipment and their

eligibility. {See BOULE.)
The number of horsemen to be despatched

to the field was determined by the decree

of the popular assembly. Every citizen-

soldier received equipment-monej'^ on join-

ing, and diiring his time of service a sub-

sidy towards keeping a groom and two
horses ; this grew to be an annual grant

from the state, amounting to forty talents

( = £8,0(X) in intrinsic value), but regular

pay was only given in the field.

At Sparta it was not until B.C. 404 that

a regular body, of horse was formed, the

cavalry being much neglected as compared
with the infantry. The rich had only to

provide horses, equipment, and armour

;

for the actual cavalry service in time of

war, only those unfitted for the heavy-

armed infantry were drafted off and sent

to the field without any preliminary drill.

In later times every mora of heavy-armed
infantry seems to have had allotted to it

a mora of cavalry, of uncertain number.

By enlisting mercenaries, and introducing

allies into their forces, the Spartans at

length obtained better cavalry.

The utility of the Greek citizen-cavalry

was small on account of their heavy armour,

their metal helmet, and their coat of mail,

their kilt fringed with metal flaps, their

cuisses reaching to the knee, and their

leather leggings. They did not take shields

into action. As weapons of offence they

had the straight two-edged sword and a

spear, used either as a lance or a javelin.

Shoeing of horses was unknowoi to the

Greeks, as was also the use of stirrups. If

anything at all wag used as a saddle, it

was either a saddle-cloth or a piece of felt,

which was firmly fastened with girths

under the horse's belly. The Thessalians

were considered the best riders. Cavalry

became really important for the first time

in the Macedonian army under Philip and

his son Alexander the Great. Although in

earlier times the number of horsemen in

the Greek forces was only very small, in

the army which Alexander marched into

Asia they formed nearly a sixth part of the

infantry. The Macedonian cavalry was

divided into heavy and light, both consist-

ing of squadrons {ilai) of an average

strength of 200 men. Of the heavy cavalry

the choicest troops were the Macedonian

and Thessalian horsemen, armed in the
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Greek fashion, who were as formidable in
onslanght as in single coniljat; in order and
discipline they far surpassed the dense
squadrons of the Asiatic cavalry, and even
in attacking the infantry of the enemy
they had generally a decisive effect. The
light cavalry, which was constituted under
the name of prndromoi (skirmishers), con-

sisted of Macedonian sarissop/toroi, so called

from the savis.sa, a lance from 14 to 16 feet

long [Polybius, xviii 12], and of Thracian
horsemen. The heavy-cavalry men had
each a mounted servant and. probably a led

horse for the transport of baggage and
forage. In the time after Alexander there

came into existence what were called the
Tarentlnl eqiufcs^ or light-armed spear-
men, with two horses each [b.c. 192, Liv}^,

XXXV 28, 29J.
Hippias. A Greek Sophist of Elis and a

contemporary of Socrates. He taught in the

towns of Greece, especially at Athens. He
had the advantage of a prodigious memory,
and was deeply versed in all the learning
of his day. He attempted literature in every
form which was then extant. He also

made the first attempt in the composition
of dialogues. In the two Platonic dia-

logues named after him, he is represented
as excessively vain and arrogant.

Hippocampus. A fabulous marine animal,

shaped like a horse, but having a curved
and fish-like tail. The gods of the sea are

often represented as riding or sitting on
such animals.

Hippocoon. Son of CEbalus of Sparta and
of the Nymph Bateia, drove his brothers

Tyndareos and Icarius from home. After-

wards, in consequence of his slaying the

young (Eonus, a kinsman of Heracles, he
himself, with his twenty sons, was slain

by Heracles in alliance with king Cepheus
of Tegea. Tyndareos was thereby restored

to the inheritance of his father's kingdom.
Hippocrates, the famous Greek physician,

was born in the island of Cos (an ancient

seat of the worship of Asclepius), about 4tJU

B.C. He was the son of Heracleides and
of Phsenarete, and sprang from the race of

the Asclepiadge, a priestly family, who in

the course of time had gathered and pre-

served medical traditions, which were
secretly handed down from father to son.

Like many of the Asclepiadse. he exercised

his art whilst travelling in different parts

of Greece. He is said to have been at Athens
at the time of the Peloponnesian War, and
to have taken advantage of the instructions

,
of the Sophists Gorgias and Prodicus

;

Deraocrltus of AbdGra is also named as

one of his teachers. The value he him-
self set upon philosophic education is

proved by his remark that " a philosophic
physician resembles a god." Towards tlie

end of his life he lived chiefly in Thessalj-

and on the island of Thasos. He died about
377 B.C. (or later) in the The.ssalian Larissa,

where his tomb was to be seen as late as

the 2nd century A.D. All through his long
life his activity was unceasing in its efforts

to increase the amount of his knowledge on
all subjects, by both practical and theore-

tical investigations. He was the founder
of the school of a scientific art of healing,

and, as in the case of Homer, numerous
writings of unknown authorship, proceed-

ing from the school which followed his

system, were attributed to him. Sevent}'-

two works, great and small, in the Ionic

and old Attic dialects, bear his name,
and, appai-ently, formed a single collec-

tion, even before they came under the con-

sideration of the critics of Alexandria. But
it is clear that, as the ancients themselves

were aware, only a small portion, which
can no longer be precisely detined, really

belongs to him. It is highly probable that

his nearest relations, who were also distin-

guished ph3'sicians, contributed their share

to the collection, and that it contains works
by his sons Thessidus and Dracon, his son-

in-law PoK'bus, and his two grandsons, the

sons of Thessalus and Dracon, who bore his

own name. The best known of these

works are the Aphorisms, which, in anti-

quity and in mediaeval times, were held in

high esteem, and have been freely com-

mented on by Greeks, Romans, and

Arabians ; thc}^ consist of short sentences

upon the nature of illnesses, their symptoms
and crises, and their final issue. One of

his writings which is of general interest,

and is in all respects among the best, is

that on the influence of the climate, the

water, and the configuration of a country

upon the physical and intellectual life of its

inhabitants. In the second portion of this

work we find the first beginnings of a com-

parative ethnography, which at once sur-

prises us by the acutencss and intelligence

of its observation, and attracts us b}' the

simplicity and clearness of its style.

Hippocrene ( = "the fountain of the

steed "j. The fount of the Muses, which

was struck out of Mount Helicon, in Bo-otia,

by the hoof of the winged steed Pegasus.

[Scf Muses and Pegasus.)
Hippodameia (Lat. Hippodamla). (1)
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The daughter of (Enomaus and the wife of

Pelops {q.v.).

(2) A daugliter of Atrax, one of the

Lapithte. It was at her marriage with
Pirithous iq.v.)^ that the combat between
the Centaurs and Lapithie took place.

Hippodamus. A Greek Sophist, born at

Miletus in the second half of the 5th cen-

tury B.C. He was the iirst inventor of a

S3\stem of laying out towns on geometrical

principles. This was carried out, under his

direction, in the laying out of the Pireeus,

the harbour-town of Athens, and also at

the building of Thurii (B.C. 444) and of

Rhodes (408) ; it was also used in subse-

quent times in the foundation of new towns.

Hippodrome {Ilippodromos). The Greek
name for the racecourse for horses and
chariots. It was about 400 yards long and
125 broad. The two long sides were meant
for spectators. At one of the narrow ends
was the starting-point ; the other end was
of semi-circular form. In front of the middle
of the latter was the goal ; at Olympia a

round altar of Taraxippos (possibly a

demon who terrified horses). The drivers

had to pass round this after they had
driven down one of the long sides ; then
they turned back and went up the other

long side to a second goal, situated near the

starting-point. At Olympia this goal bore

a statue of Hippodameia. Here they
turned round and drove back again. Racing
chariots with full-grown horses had to

cover this circuit twelve times ; and with
young horses (according to a later custom)
eight times. The name of Hippodrome was
also given to the race-courses laid out in

Grecian countries in the time of the Romans,
after the pattern of the Roman circus {q.v.).

The most famous of these was that at

Byzantium, which was begun by Septimius
Severus, and finished by Constantine.

Hippolyte. Queen of the Amazons,
daughter of Ares and of Otrera; slain in

battle by Heracles, when he went at the
bidding of Eurystheus to fetch the girdle

given her by Ares. {See Heracles.)
Hippolytus. Son of Theseus and of the

Amazon Antiope. When lie spurned the

love of his step-mother Phpedra, she slan-

dered him to her husband Theseus, who
begged his father Poseidon to avenge him.
"While Hippolytus was driving along the

seashore, his horses were frightened by a

bull sent forth from the water by Poseidon,

and he was thrown from his chariot and
killed. Phyedra, conscious of the wrong
that she had done, killed herself. A later

legend describes Hippolytus as a chaste

liuntsman and a favourite of Artemis, who
was raised from the dead by ^Esculapius,

and taken by the goddess to the sacred

grove of Diana at Aricia in Latium, where
he was worshipped with the goddess under

the name of Virbius. {See Diana.)

Hippomenes. The lover of the Bceotian

Atalante {q.v.).

Hipponax. A Greek iambic poet of

Ephesus, who about 540 B.C. was banished

to Clazomeiipe by Athenagoras and Cumas,
tyrants of his native city. At Clazomena?,

two sculptors, Bupalus and Athenis, made
the little, thin, ugly poet ridiculous in

caricature, v/lio avenged himself in such

bitter iambic vep^es that, like Lycambes and
his daughter, who were persecuted by Archi-

lochus, the\^ hanged themselves.

The burlesque character of the poems
which he composed in the Ionic dialect

found an appropriate form in his favourite

metre, which was probably invented by
himself. This metre is known as the Cho-

Uamhus (" the halting iambus "), or the

ScuzOn (lit. "limping"), from its having a

spondee or trochee in the last place, instead

of the usual iambic foot. He is also sup-

posed to have been the first to produce

parodies of epic poetry. Of his poems we
have only a few fragments.

Hippothoon, Son of Poseidon and Alope,

the daughter of Cercyon of Eleusis. After

his birth he was exposed by his mother and

suckled by a mare, until some shepherds

found him and reared him. Alope (who
had been imprisoned for life b}' her father),

was transformed into a spring bearing her

own name at Eleusis. When Theseus {q.v.)

overcame Cercj^on in wrestling, and killed

him, he restored to Hippothoon the inheri-

tance of his grandfather. He was afterwards

honoured as the hero of the Attic tribe that

bore his name.
Hippotoxotae. A name given at Athens

to a corps of mounted archers, composed

of slaves belonging to the state. {See

HlPPKIS.)

Hippys (of Rhegium). One of the Greek

luO(/(>(/niph i {q.v.).

Hirtius {Aulus). A friend of Cnesar, and

one of his companions in arms. He com-

pleted Caesar's CommentCirtl on the Gallic

War by adding an eighth book. Accord-

ing to the dedication to Cornelius Balbus

prefixed to that book, he contemplated the

continuation of Caesar's account of the Civil

War to Caesar's death. This intention he

never carried out, as he fell in battle at
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Mutina, 14tli April, 43 B.C., when ho was
consul. Of the three works, the Bclhini

Alcxandrinmn, BcUuni Afncuui, and Bd-
Inin Ilisptlnloisc, which have come down
to xis with CcBsar's Commentaries, the first

may have been written by him. Of the

other two, it has been conjectured that

thev were composed at his request, in pre-

paration for his intended work on mili-

tary commanders, and that having been
found at his death among his papers, thej'-

were added, with his own writings, to the

works of Ciesar himself. (Sec C.esah.)

History. (I) The composition of history,

and indeed of all pi'ose among the Greeks,

originated with the lonians of Asia Minor,

who also created the ejjos, the elegy, and
iambic poetry. It was among them that, in

the t)th century B.C., the Logogrdphl (q.v.),

made their appearance. These writers

treated the materials supplied by family

and local stories in a style which graduall}'-

approached more and more to prose, but

without any attempt at critical investigation

or scientific arrangement. The most con-

siderable writers in this st3de are also its

latest representatives, Hecat.eus of Miletus,

HellaxIcus of Lesbos. The latter was
a contemporaiy of Herodotus of Halicar-

nassus (about 485-424 B.C.), the Father of

History. His work, written like the others

in the Ionic dialect, was founded upon a

vast collection of historical and geogra-

phical material gathered in distant travels,

and throiigh the researches of many years.

This mass of information he has, with great

art, moulded into a homogeneous work, the

main theme of which is the struggle of the

Greeks against the barbarians. The narra-

tive is simple, but always attractive. The
line of historians who wrote in the Attic

dialect is headed by the Athenian Thucy-
dIdes, whose history of the Peloponnesian
War is a masterpiece of the first order,

grand alike in style and in matter. A con-

tinuation of Thucydides was written b}- his

countryman XilXOpiiox (about 431-355 B.C.)

in his ILcUvnica ; in his Aiidb(7sis, Xenophon
described the famous retreat of the Ten
Thousand in a, style as masterly as his

generalship. In the Ci/ropcrdia he gives a

picture, idealized indeed, but not without
foundation in fact, of the history of C3'rus,

His contemporary Ctesias of Cnidus, writ-

ing in Ionic Greek, inti'oduced his country-

men to the history of the Persian empire.

At the same time Philistus of Syracuse,
an imitator of Thucydides, compiled the

history of Sicily from the earliest times

down to his own. In tlie second half of
the 4th century b.c. ai)peared two cele-

brated historians, Theopompus of Chios
and Ephurus of Cyme, both disciples of the
rhetorician Isocrates. The chief work of

Theopompus was a history of Philip of
Macedon, from his accession to his death.
Ephorus, in a great work embracing the
whole course of events from the invasion of

the Peloponnesus by the Heraclidiv, to 345
B.C., was the first writer who attempted a
universal history. To this period belong the
numerous chronicles of Attic historj'', called

Atthtdes {see Atthis). In these compara-
tively little regard is paid to style, less

certainly than is paid by the historians just

mentioned as succeeding Xenophon. The
period of Alexander the Great and his suc-

cessors was very fertile in historical wi'iting.

We may mention CALLiSTiiEXES, Aristo-
BULUS, Chares, OxesicrItus, Clitarchus,
and Hieroxymus {q.v.), who narrated contem-
poi'ary events in a style sometimes plain and
simple, sometimes exaggerated. This was
the age of the Sicilian TIm.eus, whose great

woi'k on the history of his native island won
him little recognition, but who simjtlified

chronology by introducing the method of

reckoning by Olymiiiads, and thus estab-

lished a lasting claim on the gratitude of

historians. Among the l>etter histories

should be named the great work of Phylar-
CHUS (about 210 B.C. ), which began at the

invasion of the Peloponnesus by Pyrrhus,

and ended at the death of Cleomenes.

The Alexandrian scholar Er.\tosthexes
conferred an immense boon on historical

investigation by his attempt to place chro-

nology on the firm scientific foundation of

mathematics and astronomy. His labours

were continued by ApoluidOrus, whose
Chronica was the most important work on

chronology produced in anti(iuity. This was
a brief enumeration of tiie most imjiortant

events, from the taking of Troy, which he

dated B.C. 1183, till his own time (B.C. 144).

Only isolated fragments of the histories

written after Xenophon have, in the great

number of instances, come down to us. But

we have a considerable jiart of the work of

Polybius of Megalopolis idicd about 122^

This was a general history of the known
world from the beginning of the secou<l

Punic War to the destruction of Carthage.

Its style has no just claim to artistic merit,

but its contents make it one of the most

remarkable of ancient Greek histories. In

about 4U B.C. the Sicilian writer Diou«"»kus

compiled a valuable general history from
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the works of Greek and Roman writers now
lost. A considerable part of this still re-

mains. NicoLAUS of Damascus, who lived

a, little later, was the author of a great

general history, of which we have consider-

able fragments. DioNYSlUS of Halicarnassus
composed, a few years before Christ, his

liovHin Archa'ology, about half of which
has survived. This was the ancient history

of Rome down to the first Punic War, writ-

ten with taste and care. In the second half of

the 1st century a.d. the Hebrew Josephus
wrote his Jcivish Arcluvology and his His-
tory of the Jewish War. At the beginning
of the 2nd century Plutarch of Chee-

ronea produced his excellent biographies of

famous Greeks and Romans. In the course

of the same century appeared the Anabasis
of Alexander the Great, written after the

best authorities by Arrian of Nicomedia,
the Strdtegemata of the Macedonian Poly^e-
NUS, a number of examples of military

stratagems collected from older writers ; and
a part of the Roman History of the Alexan-
drian Appian, ethnographically arranged.
At the beginning of the 3rd century Dio
Cassius of Nicaea conceived and executed
his great work on Roman history, which
has unfortunately come down to us in a very
mutilated form. His younger contemporary,
HerOdianus, wrote an interesting History

of the Ca'sars, which still survives, from
the death of Marcus Aurelius to Gordian.
Ancient chronology is much indebted to the
Chronicle of Eusebius, bishop of Csesarea.

This was written in the 4th century a.d., and
only survives in translations. Among later

writers we may mention ZosiMUS (in the

second half of the 6th century), the author
of a history of the emperors, from Augustus
to 410 A.D.

(II) Ancient Roman History. The be-

ginnings of Roman history go back to

about 200 B.C. The form of composition
was, until the first half of the 1st century
B.C., almost exclusively that of annals, and
the historians previous to that date are, in

consequence, usually comprised under the
term annalists. (For the special repre-
sentatives of this style, sec Annalists.)
They confiucd themselves exclusively to the
history of their country in its widest extent,

from the earliest times to their own. In
later times, but not till then, Roman histo-

rians Tindertook to write on the events of

special periods, generally on those of their

own time. The early annalistic writers
had n© style. It is not until the know-
ledge of Greek literature and the develop-

ment of rhetorical style has reached a
higher stage, in the second half of the 2nd
century B.C., that any attempt at good
writing is discernible. The first indication

of such an attempt is the tendenc}' to rhe-

torical ornamentation. In the Ciceronian
age, the art of prose writing had greatly

advanced, and many men of mark devoted
themselves to history. Some endeavoured
to include foreign history within the lines

of their narrative. This was the case, for

instance, with Cornelius Nepos, in his

great biographical woi'k, De Yirls Illnstri-

bus. The biographies which remain are

mostly those of non - Roman generals.

C^sar and Sallust surpass all the other

historical writers of this period both in

form and matter. Sallust is an imitator

of Thucydides, and the first Roman histo-

rian who can lay any claim to finished exe-

cution. The other historians of this period

whose works have come down to us are

HiRTius, who continued Csesar's Commen-
tdrti, and the authors of the Alexandrian,

African, and Spanish Wars.
The Augustan age produced the Roman

history of LiVY, a work as remarkable for

its comprehensiveness as for its literary

finish. The greater part of it is unhappily

lost. The first general history written in

Latin, by Trogus Pompeius, belongs to the

same period. This is only preserved in an

epitome by Justinus. The 1st century

a.d. was fruitful of historical literature, but

only a certain number of writings have sur-

vived : a short sketch of Roman history b}'

Velleius Paterculus, which is unduly
influenced by the spirit of court adulation

;

a collection of historical anecdotes hy Vale-
rius Maximus ; a very rhetorical history of •

Alexander the Great, by CuRTlUS RuFUS

;

and a number of instances of military stra-

tagems by Julius ProntInus. The great

history of the empire comprised in the

Anndles and Historuv of Tacitus, one of the

most important monuments of Roman lite-

rature, was written partly in the 1st and

partly in the 2nd century A.D. In the

beginning of the 2nd century A.D. we have

Suetonius' Lives of the Ccvsars^ and the

panegyrical account of Roman history by

Florus.
After this period, Suetonius becomes the

model of historians, and their favourite sub-

ject the doings of the emperors and the

imperial court. These lost writings were

the main sources of the Historia Augusta, a,

collection of biographies of the emperora

from Hadrian toNumerian (117-284 A.D.).
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The compilation is rude and nnciitical, l)ut

historically important. It is the work of six

ditierent authors belonging to the end ot" the

3rd and the beginning ot" the 4th centuries

A.D. Soon after the middle of this century,

AuRELius Victor wrote a short history of

the Csesars, and Eutropius and Festus
epitomes (brevidi'ia) of all Roman history.

The clearness and simplicity of Eutropius'

book has maintained its popularity down to

modern times. Ammianus MarcellInus
rises far above the heads of his contem-
poraries. He was a Greek by birth, and
wrote a continuation of Tacitus from 1)6-378

A.D., only the second half of which has

come down to us. After him begins the

epoch of Christian historians, e.g. SulpIcius
Severus and Orosius. Special mention
should be made of Hieronymus, who trans-

lated and made additions to the Chronicon
of Eusebius.

Homer (Gr. Homeros). (1) The poet,

whose name is borne by the two oldest and

(1) * BUST OF HOMEK.

(Sanssouci Palace, Potsdam.)

at the same time grandest monuments of

the Greek genius, the epic poems called

the Iliad and the Odyssey. Concerning the

personality of the poet, his country, and
his time, we have no trustworthy infor-

mation. Even the personal existence of

the poet has been disputed, and it has
often been attempted to prove, from the

meaning of the name, that he Avas not an
individual, but an ideal type. It has been

held that Homer means either ordirtv or
comrade, and it has been supposed that
in the former case the name indicates the
ideal representative of the epic poem in its

unified and artistically completed form,
whilst the other explanation is suggestive
of an ideal ancestor and patron of an ex-
clusive order of minstrels. But as Homer
is a proper name, simply meaning hoddye,
without any connexion with poetr}', there
is nothing in the name itself to give
occasion to any doubt as to the existence
of Homer as an historical personage. In
antiquity seven places contended for the
honour of being his birthplace : Smyrna,
Rhodes, Colophon, Salamls (in Cyprus),
Chios, Ai'gos, and Athens

;
yet there is no

doubt that the Homeric poems originated

on the west coast of Asia Minor, and the

older tradition is fairly correct in fixing on
the ^olian Sm3'rna as his home, and on
the Ionian island of Chios as the place where
his poetry was composed. The ^Eolic colour-

ing of the Ionic dialect, which forms the

foundation of Homeric diction, agrees with
this ; as also the fact that at Chios for cen-

turies afterwards there was a family called

the Homerida', who, called after his name,
claimed descent from him and occupied

themselves with the recitation of his poetrj-.

As to the time when the poet lived, all

the views of early investigators, founded on

chronological considerations, differ widely-

from one another. However, this much
seems certain, that the period in which
epic poetry attained the degree of perfec-

tion to which Homer brought it does not

fall either before B.C. 95U or after 9(>J. Of
the various traditions respecting Homer, we
need only state that his father's name was
Meles, that in his old age he was blind,

and that he died on the small island of los,

where his grave was shown, and on it yearly,

in the month called after him HumereOn, a

goat was sacrificed to the poet, who was
worshipped as a hero. Perhaps the story

of his blindness arose from fancying that

Demodocus, the blind singer in the Odyssey,

was a pi'ototype of Homer. A trustworthy

corroboration of this was supposed to be

found in the fact that the author of the

hymn to the Delian Apollo, which the voice

of antiquity unhesitatingly described to

Homer, represented him as Ijlind and living

on the island of Chios. The importance of

Homer rests in the fact that, while using

tlie fixed forms of poetic diction and metre

which had been fashioned by his prede-

cessors, he Avas able to raise epic song to
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the definite level of epic poetry with its

systematic arrangement and its artistic

elaboration.

The two epics which bear his name, the
Iliad and the Odi/sscy, Ijoth of which at a
late period were divided into twenty-four
books, deal with the legends of Troy. The
Iliad traverses an interval of fifty-one daj'S

out of the tenth year of the T]-ojan AVar,
according to a simple plan with a con-

secutive account of the events of the time.

Beginning with the wrath of Achilles at

being deprived of his captive, the maiden
Briseis, at the command of Agamemnon, it

narrates the ever-increasing distress Avhich
the indignant hero's withdrawal from the
battle brings upon the Greeks in their

fights on the Trojan plain, around the
walls, and near the naval caiap. This gives
a suitable opportunitj' for describing the
other heroes down to the fall of Patroclus,
which is the turning-point of the poem.
Then follows the reconciliation of Achilles,

his avenging his slain friend by killing

Hector, and the funeral games in honour of
Patroclus. The poem comes to a tragical

conclusion with the surrender and burial of

the body of Hector, The Odyssey similarly
deals with a multitude of incidents con-
nected with the return of Odysseus to his

home, all of which take place in the narrow
interval of forty days, but according to

a highly artistic and complex plan. In
contrast to the two main portions of the
Iliad, the Odyssey consists of four
parts. The first describes the adventures
of Telemachus, who is oppressed by the
suitors of his mother Penelope, and sets off

on a journey to Nestor at Pylos and Mene-
laus at Sparta, in quest of his father.
Thus the poet finds occasion to give an
account of the different fates of the Greek
heroes on their return home. The second
part describes the adventures of Odysseus
in his voyage from OgJ'gia, the island of
Calypso, his stay among the Phseacians (con-
nected with which is the hero's own
account of his wanderings on his V03'age
from Ti-oy down to his landing at
Ogygia), and, lastly, his arrival at Ithaca.
The third part contains his visit to the hut
of the swineherd Eumajus, his recognition
by Telemachus (who has returned home) and
by his faithful servant, and the planning of
vengeance on the suitors. The fourth part
contains the carrying out of the vengeance,
and the whole is brought to a peaceful con-
clusion by the re-union of the hero with his
wife Penelope and his aged father Laertes.

By means of professional reciters, who
went from city to city and were called

rhapsndoi {q.v.), the Homeric poems found
a rapid circulation, not only in their Asiatic
home, but also in Greece and its western
colonies. They were introduced into Sparta
by Lycurgus [Pint., Lye. 4], who learned
their existence in his travels, at Samos,
from the descendants of Creophylus, a poet
reputed to have been a friend and relation

of Homer. In 753 B.C., twenty-three years
after the commencement of the Olympiads,
they were, in fact, the common property of

all Greeks.

At the recitations given by the rhapsodoi
at many places during festivals, the greal

bulk of the "poems from the very first

necessitated a regular division of the subject

into suitable portions, in order to give

intervals of rest not only to the reciters,

but also to the audience. Hence arose the

division into separate laj's called ?7jffyjsof7<>s,

with distinctive titles, which were still in

use at a later date, when both poems were
divided into twenty-four books. It soon

became customary to recite single rhap-

sodies, some being especial favourites and

considered more suitable than others for

showing the special talents of individual

rhapsodists to advantage. Thus it hap-

pened that some portions easily fell into

oblivion and gaps arose in the oral tradition

of the poems. On the other hand, the

rhapsodists could not avoid giving a cer-

tain finish and completeness to their

favourite pieces, and even permitted them-

selves to make alterations and additions

where they saw fit. To Athens belongs

the honour of having arrested the ever-

increasing confusion caused b}^ these prac-

tices. Solon was the first to order that

the rhapsodists at their public recitals

should keep closely to the traditional text

of the poems. Pisistratus (about B.C. 535)

made, by means of a committee of several

poets, headed by Onomacritus {q.v.\ a

collection of the scattered lays and a re-

vision of the text, founded on extant copies

and on the oral traditions of the rhapsodists.

[Cic, Do Orat. iii 137 and Pausanias, vii 26,

are the earliest authorities for this vague

and doubtful story.]

Either Pisistratus or his son Hipparchus

made the regulation that the rhapsodists,

in their competitions at the Panathenaic

festival, should recite in consecutive order

and completeness the Homeric poems,

which had been thus restored to their

proper form. To this revision, which could
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only partially counteract the gra'lually
increasing corruption of the text, we mav
probably trace the copies of the Homeric,
poems which were afterwards in existence
in various parts of Greece. In course of
time these also in their turn underwent
many arbitrary alterations, chieiiy at the

joyed both the means and the opportunity
in the collection of ancient manuscripts of
the poet in the Library of Alexandria.
The beginning was made by Zknudotl's of
Ephesus, who was succeeded by Auisto
PHAXES of Bj-zantium, whose pupil Akis-
TAKCHUS {q.v.), by his dition of Homer,

MBi.ruuKse TIIAUA.rF.U8.

(it Cl.iO. CAr.l.U»PE. KRATU. KL'TKRPK
(3) TEILP:«ICHORE. I'ftANIA. rol.VIIYUSIA. APUtUI MtlflAOKTKit. DKl.rHIC PRIE8TEAS. POET.

(4J The habi- HUMKK stippDrted 'I'he CiKNlU^ IU»TURY. PUKTBV. TRAUlIliY. omKDV.
tllble KARTU by the II-lAb Ulld UK MVTll. MATURE. VIRTl'K.

and TIME. ouvssEV. sikmhkt.
rAlTll.

(2) * ArOTIlEOSIS or IIUMKRi

(Relief found at Bovilla". Now in British Museum.)

hands of the learned who sought to im-

prove the text. The fii-st to do this were
the Alexandrine scholars, who found in

Homer a central point for their philo-

logical studies, and practised a methodical
criticism of the text, for which they en-

reached the highest point that the ancients

ever attained in philological criticism. The
editions of these Alexandrine critics were
founded on the redaction by Pisistratus,

and are themselves the origin of our pre-

sent text of the Homeric poems.
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Erom that time forward down to the

latest times of Greek antiquity, Homer
never ceased to be a theme for learned

disquisition, which is attested for us by
niimerous remains still in existence. Even
in ancient times scholars occupied them-

selves with the question whether the Iliad

and the Odyssey were composed by the

same poet. This question was fully justi-

fied by the fact that the name of Homer
had long been recognised as a collective

term, and had included a long series of

epics formed on his model, the true author-

ship of Avhich was only gradually dis-

covered : and it did not escape observation

that the Odyssey, in its more artistic de-

sign, as well as in relation to social, moral,

and religious life, belonged to a more
advanced stage of development than the

Iliad. Thus, in ancient times, those who
are known as Choi-Jzontcs (or " Separa-

ters "), headed by the grammarians Xenon
and liellanicus, probably belonging to the

beginning of the Alexandrine period, held

that the Odyssey was composed by a later

poet. Even modern scholars have shared

this view, while others, relying on the

essential correspondence of tone, language,

and metre, attribute less importance to the

points of divergence, and explain them as

due to the difference in the aim of the two
poems as well as in the poet's time of life.

\Vith all our admiration of the art and
beauty of the Homeric poems, it is not to

be denied that they do not stand through-

otit on the same level of perfection, but

that, by the side of the most magnificent

passages, there are others which are dull

and less attractive, and interruptions of

the narrative and even contradictions are

not wanting. Such blemishes did not

escape the observation of the Alexandrine
scholars, who met objections of this kind
by assuming frequent interpolations, not
only of single lines, but of whole passages

;

e.g. they held that the second half of

the last book but one, and the whole of the

last book of the Odyssey, were spurious.

![n modern times many explanations of

thes-e defects have been ])ut forward. In
the first place F. A. Wolf [1795] observed
that in the time of Homer the art of writ-

ing was not yet practised to stich an extent

as to be emploj-ed for literary purposes
;

and held that it was impossible even for

the highest genius, with the aid of memory
alone, either to produce such comprehensive
works, and to transmit them to others.

On these grounds he held that the Iliad

and Odyssey received their existing form,

for the first time, in the time of Pisistratus,

when the old lays on the Trojan "War, which
had hitherto been preservecl b}- oral tradi-

tion alone, were fixed by means of writing,

and collected and united into two great

wholes. He has been followed by others who
have endeavoured to dissect the Iliad in

particular into its separate and originally

independent lays. Others hold that Homer's
two poems consisted of compositions of

moderate length; the Wrath of Achilles

and the Rttiirn of Odysseus, which, by
amplifications, improvements, and altera-

tions, have resulted in the existing Odj'ssey

and Iliad. Others again, instead of assum-
ing a larger number of single lays, assume
a combination of small epic poems, an
Achillels and an Iliad, thus resulting in the

present Iliad, and a TelemdcMa and a

Return of Odysseus in the present Odyssey.

On the other hand, many important authori-

ties maintain that, granting the possibility

of a iitilization of previously existing laj's,

the Odyssey and Iliad, from the ver\^

beginning, respectively constituted a united

whole ; but that, soon after their first com-
j)osition, they underwent manifold revision

and amplification, until they received, before

the beginning of the Ol^'mpiads, the essen-

tial form which they still retain. Certain

it is that, after the first Olympiad, longer

epic poems were composed on the model
of the Iliad and Odyssey, and in continua-

tion of them ; and it cannot be denied that,

long before this period, the art of writing

had been extensively employed in Greece.

It is also beyond contradiction that, apart

from corruptions which arose from later

alterations, dissimilarities in the treatment

of the several parts, as well as many in-

consistencies, may have existed in the poems
even in their primitive form. In spite

of such blemishes of detail, the Homeric
poems remain unsurpassed as works of art,

which have had an incalculable influence

not only upon the development of literature

and art, but also upon the whole life of

the Greeks, who from the earliest times

regarded them as the common property of

the nation, and employed them as the foun-

dation of all teaching and culture. Even
now, after nearly 3,000 years, their in-

fluence remains unimpaired.

Besides the Iliad and Odyssey, we still

possess under the" name of Homer : (a) A
collection of Hymns: five of greater length

on the Pythian and Delian Apollo, Hermes,

Aphrodite, and Demeter ; and twentj'-nine
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shorter poems on various gods. These
are really jmxjemia, or introductions, with
which the rhapsodists prefaced their reci-

tations. Tlieir object is to praise the god
at whose festival the recitation took place,

or who was specially honoured in the town
where the rhapsodist presented himself.

Perhaps even the choice of the introduc-

tion may have been influenced by the con-

tents of the subsequent poem. If these

poems did not originate with Homer, at any
rate they are the compositions of rhapso-

dists of the Homeric school, called IlomP-

rtdce. Thus the rhapsodist Cynfethus of

Chios (about B.C. 504) is named as the

author of the h3'mn to tlie Delian Apollo.

The collection appears to have been pre-

pared for the use of the rhapsodists in

Attica, with a view to selections being
made from it at pleasure. (6) Sixteen small

poems called Epigrammdta^ remains of an
older poetry, two of which are lays in a

popular style : the Kdmlnos, or " potter's

oven " (in which the blessing of Athene is

invoked on a batch of earthenware, when
placed in the furnace), and a kind of

begging song, called the Eircslonc (lit. a

harvest-wreath wound round with wool),

(c) The Bdtrdchnmyumdclun, the Battle of

the Frogs and Mice, a parody of the Iliad,

is generally attributed to Pigres, the

brother of the Carian queen Artemisia, so

well known in connexion with the Persian
Wars. The ancient satirical epic poem
called the Margltts (" the dolt ") has been
lost. Its great antiquit}^ may be inferred

from its having been assigned to Homer as

early as the time of Archilochus oh. G7G B.C.)

[On Homer, see Prof, Jebb's Introduction.]

(2) A poet of Hierapolis in Caria, son
of the poetess Moero, born in the first half

of the 3rd century B.C. He was one of

the seven tragic poets of the Alexandrine
riciad {rj.v.').

Homoioi ( = " Peers"). A name given
to the Spartiatse (q.v.) in allusion to their

having equal political rights with one
anotlier.

Hoiios and Virtus. The Latin personi-

fications of honour and warlike courage.

[Cic, Verr. ii 4, 121.] Marcus Marcellus,

the famous conqueror of Syracuse (B.C.

212), added to an already existing shrine

dedicated to IFonos another to Virtus^ and
united them both in one building, whicli

he adorned with the masterpieces of Greek
art which he had carried off from Syracuse.

Marius built a second temple from the

booty gained in the Cimbrian "War (B.C.

D. c. A.

101). Upon coins they are both represented
as youthful figures, with tresses ; Jlonos

with a chaplet of bay-leaves and cornu-

copia, anil Virtus with a richly ornamented
helmet.

Hoplites. The heavily armed foot-soldiers

of the Clreeks, who fought in s©i"r:3d

masses {see Phalax.x). Theit weapons

* MONUMENT OF AN ATHENIAN HOPLH K.

(Alliens.)

consisted of an oval shield suspended from

the shoulder-belt, and wielded l)y nuans

of a handle, a coat of mail [^see Thokax . a

helmet and greaves of bronze, and sometimes

a lance about six feet long, and a sli^rt

sword. The Spartans, who fought with
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shields large enongli to cover the whole

man, appear to have worn neither cuirass

nor greaves. The whole equipment, weigh-

ing close on 77 lbs., was worn only in battle
;

on the march the greater part of it was
carried by a slave. An idea of the equip-

ment of an Athenian hoplite [about 500
B.C.] may be derived from the accomitanj'ing

illustration of the monument to the Athe-

nian Aristion [found near Marathon, but

probably of earlier date than 490]. The
weapons of the Macedonian hoj^lites, or

j)Jidlangtta'^ were a circular shield with a

bronze plate, about two feet in diameter,

and about twelve pounds in weight, a

leather jerkin with brass mountings and
ornaments, light greaves, a round felt hat

{see Causia), a short sword, and the Mace-
donian sarissa (q.v.).

Hoplomachi. Sec Gladiatores.
Horace {Quinfus Ildrdtius Flaccus).

The well-known Roman poet, born 8th Dec,
B.C. 05, at Venusia, on the borders of Apulia
and Lucania, where his father, who was a

freedman, possessed a small property, and
tilled the office of a collector {coactor). To
give his son a better education, he betook

himself to Rome, and
here Horace received a

training similar to that

of the sons of wealthy
knights and senators,

under his father's eye,

who watched over him
with, a touching solici-

tude. At first he studied

under the grammarian
Orbilius Pupillus of

Beneven turn, whose
flogging propensities
Horace rendered proverbial. To complete

his education, and especially to study
philosophy, Horace resorted to Athens in

B.C. 45 ; but towards the end of the summer
of B.C. 44, when Brutus, after the murder
of Cccsar, appeared at Athens, Horace, like

most of the young Romans studying there,

joined him in his enthusiasm for the cause

of libcvt}-. At the defeat at Philippi in

42, where he fought as a military tribune,

ho saved himself by flight, and fortunately

reached Italy in safety. It is true that

ho met with favour, but he found himself

absolutely without means, as the property

of his father, who had probably died in

the interval, had been confiscated. To gain

a livelihood, he managed to get a clerk-

ship in the quaestor's office (sec Scribe).

It was at this period that, emboldened (as

(From a ffem in tbe
British Museum.)

he himself says) by his poverty, he first

appeared as a poet. His own bent and pre-

disposition led him at that time to satire, in

which he took Lucilius for his model, and
to iambic poetry after the manner of Archi-
lochus. His first attempts gained him the

acquaintance of Vergil and Varius. who
commended him to their influential patron
Maecenas. The latter allowed the poet to

be introduced to him (about 38 b.(;.), but
for fully nine months paid no attention to

him, until he once more invited him to his

house, and admitted him to the circle of

his friends. In course of time there grew
up a very intimate friendship between
Maecenas and Horace. About 35 B.C. the

poet dedicated to him, under the title of

SermCmes, the first collection of his Satires,

which up to then had been published

separately ; and about 33 he received from
Maecenas the gift of a small estate in the

Sabine district, which from that time

forward was his favourite abode. In the

year B.C. 30, or perhaps in the beginning of

B.C. 29, Horace published his second book

of Satires; and (nearly simiiltaneously) his

collection of iambic verses, or Epodes, ap-

peared. In the following years he specially

devoted himself to lyric poetry, taking the

^olic poets for his model, and having the

merit of being the iirst who found for their

forms of verse a home on Roman ground.

About 23, he published his first collection of

Odes (Carmrna) in three books, which were
all dedicated to Maecenas. [But some of

the Odes were written before B.C. 29, so that

in respect to the date of com})osition, as

distinguished from that of publication, the

collections of Odes and Epodes overlap.

See Prof. Nettleship's Lectures and Essays,

pp. 156-163.] The Odes were followed by

a continuation of the conversational Satires

or Servwnes in a new form, that of letters,

each addressed to one person, and called

the Epistula'.

Through Maecenas Horace made the ac-

quaintance of Augustus. The ex-republican

and soldier of freedom had shown at iirst

but little sympathy for him ;
but after-

wards, having leai'ned to recognise that

the only chance of the salvation of the

state lay in the rule of a monarch, and hav-

ing seen Augustus successfully engaged in

restoring the country to tranquillit}- and

prosperity at home, and to its ancient pres-

tige abroad, he wa's completely reconciled

to the emperor, and in several of his Odes

paid a high tribute to his merits. Never-

theless, he was always anxious to maintain
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an attitude of independence towards the
emperor, and excused liimself from accept-

ing the tempting offer of Augustus to enter

his service as private secretary and to form
one of his suite. But he did not entirely

decline to carry out his wishes. It was by
his desire that (about B.C. 17) he composed,
for the festival of the Secular Games, the

hymn to Apollo and Diana, known as the

C'anncu t^d'cnhln'. He also celebrated

the victories of the emperor's step-sons,

Tiberius and Drusus, in several Odes (B.C.

15), which he published with some others

as &,foniili book of Odes (about 13 B.C.) As
Augustus had complained that Horace had
made no mention of him in his earlier

Epistles, the poet addressed to him a com-
position which stands first in the second
book of Epistles^ probably published shortly

before his death. The famous Epistula ad
Ptsdncs, commonly called the Ars Poetica,

is often reckoned as the third epistle of the

second book [but probably belongs to an
earlier date]. The poet died 27th November,
B.C. 8, and was buried on the Esquiline, near
to his recently deceased friend, Maecenas.

Horace, as he was himself aware, is not

a poet who soars to lofty heights ; on the

contrary his nature is essentially reflec-

tive, and with him taste and fancy are

always under the control of reason. In his

lyrical poems he began with more or less

free imitations of Greek models, and gra-

dually advanced to independent compositions

in the Greek form. Their merits do not

art with which both diction and metro
are handled. In the poems of a higher
style which ho compo.sed by desire of

Augustus, or under the influence of the
times in which he lived, the expression
]-ises to actual loftiness, but the spirit of
deliberate purpose is generally prominent.
He succeeds best in those of his Odes in

which, following his own bent, without any
external i)rompting, he treats of some bright
and simple theme, such as love or friend-

ship. His personality reflects itself most
vividly in his Satires and in his P^pistles,

which often have a similar aim. Follow-
ing the method of Lucilius, he here gives
his personal impressions of social and
literary matters in a form that is more
natural, and at the same time more artistic,

than his predecessor's, and in a style that

approaches the language of eveiyday life.

At flrst his Satires, like his Epodes, were
not Avithout a pungency corresponding to a

bitterness of feeling due to the circumstances
of his life ; but as his temper became
calmer, they assume a more genial and less

personal complexion. In the Epistles, the

poet shows himself the exponent of a mild,

if not very deep, philosophy of life. From
an early date Horace's poems were used in

Roman schools as a text-book, and were
expounded by Roman scholars, especially

by Acron and Porphyrio (rj.v., 6).

Horae. The goddesses of order in nature,

who cause the seasons to change in their

regular course, and all things to come into

* THE UOKvE BUINGING WEUUl.NG GIFTS TO I'ELEUS.

(Paris, Louvre.)

consist in warmth of feeling or depth of

thought, but in the perspicuity of their plan,

the evenness of their execution, and the

being, blossom and ripen at the appolntrd

time. In Homer, who gives them neither

genealogy nor names, they are mentioned
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as handmaidens of Zens, entrusted witli

the guarding of the gates of heaven and
Olympus; in other words, with watching
the clouds. Hesiod calls them the daughters
of Zeus and Themis, who watch over the

field operations of mankind ; their names
are Eunomm (Good Order), D1.kc (Justice),

and Eivcne (Peace), names which show that

the divinities of the three ordinary seasons

of the world of nature, Spring, Summer, and
Winter, are also, as daughters of Themis,
appointed to superintend the moral world of

human life. This is especially the case with
Dike, who is the goddess who presides over
legal order, and, like Themis, is enthroned
by the side of Zeus. According to Hesiod,

she immediately acquaints him with all un-
just judicial decisions, so that he may punish
them. In the tragic poets she is mentioned
with the Erinyes, and as a divinity who
is relentless and stern in exacting punish-
ment. {See AsTR^A.) At Athens,
two Hovcc were honoured : Thallu,

the goddess of the flowers of spring

;

and Carpd, the goddess of the fruits

of summer. Nevertheless the Horse
were also recognised &?> four in num-
ber, distinguished by the attributes of

the seasons. They were represented as

delicate, joyous, lightly moving crea-

tures, adorned with flowers and fruits,

and, like the Graces, often associated

with other divinities, such as Aphro-
dite, Apollo, and Helios. As the Hora
specially representing spring, we have
C'hloris, the wife of Zephyi'us, and
goddess of flowers, identified by the
Romans with Flora (q.v.).

Hordicidia. See Fordicidia and
Tellus.

Hormos. A chain-dance {see

Dance).
Hortensius {Qnintus ; smniamed

Ilortcdus). A distinguished Roman
orator, B.C. 114-50. For a consider-

able time he had no rival in the

Forum, owing to his brilliant genius
and his remarkably retentive memory.
Possessing vast means, he gave him-
self up to the enjoj^ments of life, and
allowed his somewhat younger contem-
])orary, Cicero, completely to outstrip

him. [Down to about 63 u.c. Horten-
sius represented the nohiles, as against

Cicero ; but afterwards the two orators were
generally on the same side.] He also tried

his hand as a writer of history and as a

poet. Of his writings we have only meagre
notices. [Cic, Brutus, §§ 301-303.]

Horus (Egyptian Har). An Egyptian
god, the son of Osiris and Isis. At the

death of his father he was still a child,

but when he had grown to be a stalwart

youth {Harver, i.e. a " stronger Horus "),

he overcame and captured Typhon, the

murderer of his father, after a combat
lasting over many days, and handed him
over to Isis, who, however, let him go

free. By the Egyptians he was deemed
the victorious god of light (who overcame
darkness, winter, and drought), and was
identified with Apollo by the Greeks. He
is often represented with the head of a

hawk, which Avas sacred to him. He must
be distinguished from a j'ounger Horus,

the Harpocrdfcs of the Greeks (in Egyptian
Harpechruti, i.e. " Har the child '"), who
was received by Isis from Osiris in the

under-world, and is the representative of

the winter-sun, and also the image of early

.,^-^-^'^

-<£'>

•' UURTENSIUS.

(Rome, Villa Albani.)

vegetation, and therefore identified with

Priapus. Statues "represent him as a naked

boy with his finger on his mouth {sec fig. 2,

under Isis). Misunderstanding this symbol

of childhood, the Greeks made him the god
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of Silence and Secrecy. Afterwards, in the
time wlien mysteries were in vogue, his

worship was widely extended among the
Gieeks, and also among the Romans.

House. The Greek house {see plan, fig.

1) was divided into two chief parts, one of

which was assigned to the men {a)idronlt1.s)

and the other to the women {gynaikOnltls
or gi/uaiketun). The women's division was
situated at the back of the house, and some-
times in the upper story if there was one.

Vj.j t.vt' '':>'.-^ 'v..^' 'L.J^' ^'. V'

G ardent

(prosta.

n

Attctr

D

ampTdthalamo^

(1) PLAN OF OLDEST TYPE OF GREEK
HOUSE WITH ONE COURT.

(Designed by Guhl.)

a, a,n. Workrooms for the maid-servants.
h. Bedroom of the master of the house.
0, Hall.
d, d, (J, d, d, d, d, d, Store-rooms, bedrooms,

etc.

c. Courtyard.
/, Passage.

9. 9, g> 9i Shops.

The door of the house opened inwards. It

was placed sometimes in a line with the

fcK^ade, sometimes in a small recess called

the prothyron or i^ropylainn. In front of

this there often stood an altar belonging
to the house and consecrated to Apollo

Agyieus, or the god of streets. In the

interior, on both sides of the vestibule, were
the doorkeeper's room and other chanabers

for work and business. The vestibule led

into an open court {aide) surrounded on
three sides with columns. In the middle
of this was the altar of Zeus Ilerkeios, the

patron deity of domestic life. At the sides

were chambers for eating and sleeping,

storerooms, and cells for slaves, which, like

the front rooms, opened into the court.

But the slaves sometimes lived in an upper
story, co-extensive with the whole house.

On the side of the court opposite the ves-

tibule there were no columns, but two
pilasters at some distance from each other
marked the entrance of a hall cMed prostds
or payastds, which measured in breadth
two-thirds of the distance between the

pilasters. Here the family met at their

common meals ami common sacrifices ; here,

too, in all probability stood the hearth or

sanctuary of Hestia. On one side of the

parastati was the fhdldmos or sleeping room
for the master and mistress of the house.

On the other side was the (aupJutJtdldiiios,

where the daughters prcbabl}- slept. In

the under wall of the parastas was a door

called metcixdus or utesaidos, which led into

the workroom of the female servants. Large
houses had a second court, perisfF/lon,

entirely surrounded by columns. The roof

of the Greek house was generalh", though
not always, flat ; the rooms were mostly

lighted through the doors which opened
into the court.

The ancient Roman dwelling house (fig.

2) consisted of a quadrangular court called

atrium (from dter^ black), because the walls

were blackened by the smoke from the

hearth. The atrium was entered by the

door of the house, and was the common
meeting place for the whole family. It

was lighted by an opening in the tiled roof,

which was four-sided and sloped inwards.

This opening was called the complrir7um,

and served both as a chimney for the hearth

and as an inlet for the rain, which fell

down into the impluv7um, a tank sunk in

the floor beneath. There was also, in more

ancient times, a subterranean cisteru

(piitcus) into which the rain out of the

implnvium was collected. But in later

times the water was carried off by pipes

underground. At the back of the impluvium
was the hearth with the Penates. At the

side of the atrium was the room used for

cooking, for meals, and for sacrifices. In

the wall fronting the entrance was the

marriage-bed and the master's mone3--chest.

The mistress of the house sat in the afrinni

with her maids, spinning, weaving, and

generally superintending the househoM. It

Avas in the atrium that the family received

their clients and friends, that the dead were

laid out in state, and memorials of the de-
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imrted Avcre lump, on the wall. Gradually

it became the fashiou to attach small rooms

[2) PLAN OF THE CASA De' CAPITELH
FIGUKATI, I'OMPKM.

a, a, store-room and servants' room.
5,1, Flight of steps.

c, e, Reception rooms.
ri, Porter's lodge.
e, e, c, e, Day roorcs.

to the two sides as far as the

hearth. These rooms had no

light except that obtained from
the atrium. But the space at

the back was left quite free, and
extended in its full width in

two wings (dhv) behind these

side chambei's on right and left.

In aristocratic houses the busts

of the ancestors were set up
in these wings. The marriage-

bed was also removed from the -

wall against which it stood
;
the

thuough'
wall was broken tlirough, and

the tahllnum erected against it This was I

originally a wooden shed, which was open
j

at the back in summer, but closed in winter
by a partition. The tablumm was used as

the master's office. In later times a garden,

surrounded by side buildings and covered
colonnades, was added at the back of the

house. This was called peristylmm. and
was, as the name and the whole plan of it

shows, an imitation of the Greek arrange-

ment. The dining rooms, sleeping apart-

ments, and living rooms {triclinium^ cubicu-

lum, di(eta) were transferred into the side

buildings, as were also the entertaining

room {cxc'dra) and the hall {oecus), and above
all the storerooms, hearth, and kitchen.

The private chapel (sac r(:7r^^M)^ or Idrdrmm,
see Lares) was also general^ situated in the

peristylium. The entrance into this from
the atrium Avas through corridors {fauces)
situated near the tablimim. The atrium
now served merely as a state reception-

room. It was splendidly decorated with
pillars and other ornaments, and had a

table {curttbidum) in the middle to repre-

sent the hearth. If the roof was simply
supported on beams, the atrium was called

tuscdmcwni (fig. 3) ; if the compluvium
was supported on four columns, tctrastf/lum

;

if the roof-beams were let into the wall on

one side, and supported on a column apiece

on the other, it was styled corinthvum.

Great houses, like temples and large

tombs, generally had a kind of entrance-

hall or vestlbfdum [vc^ stdbUhim, or an out-

side standing-place], raised above the street

and approached by steps. This space was
often adorned with arms taken in war,

statues, colonnades, and flower-beds. It

was here that visitors assembled for morn-
ing calls. In ordinary houses there was
either no vcstibtdum or only an indication

of one, effected by throwing the door a

few steps back into the house. The door

opened outwards, and generally consisted

\f IN THE HOT SE <)]• PANSA, IKMIEIT (I.DOMNR
INTO THE TABLINUM AND PEItlSTyi.lU.\r) ; RESTORED.

of two wings ; but sometimes, if the

entrance was a wide one, of several folds.
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It did not move on hinges, bnt on pegs let
into the threshold above and below. The
door led immediately into the o.stlum a
space opening directly into the atrium. At
the side of the ostinin was the room of the
doorkeeper ( «7/r?^o/-j, with other rooms, which
were sometimes let out as shops.
The Roman house wasoriginally calculated

only for one story, but in course of time
a second story became usual. As the
dining-room was generally in this part of
the house, all the rooms in the upper story
were called rcmlcfila. The upper storv
was ajiproached by steps in the form of a
ladtler, and was lighted by openings which
could be closed by shutters. Some of these
windows were pierced in the outer wall, and
some in the inner wall, carried round the
roofs of the atrium and jjcrisfi/Hum. There
were three-storied houses in Rome as early
as the end of the Republic. The upper
stories were let to tenants,

and as earl}'^ as the time of
Augustiis it was found neces-

sary to limit the height of

the street frontage to 70 Ro-
man feet, a maximum which
was after\\'ards lowered to

OU feet. The roof was of tiles,

and sometimes pointed and
sloping on the four sides, sometimes flat,

in which case it was often ornamented with
flowering plants and shrubs. A flat roof of

this sort was called solarium. The ancients

heated their houses b}^ means of portable

fireplaces, braziers, and sometimes stoves.

The Romans in the north of Italy, Gaul,

and Germany used hot air for the purpose.

(See Baths.) Large lodging-houses were
found both in Greek and Roman cities, the

Greek name for such a house being synoikta
and the Latin name insfda.

Household Gods. tScc Lakes and Pe-
NATES.

Hyacinthus. Sou of king Amycliis, of

Am\'cliT' in Laconia, and of Diomede. He
Avas beloved for his beauty b}' Apollo and
Z»iphyrus. As Apollo was one day teach-

ing the boy how to play at quoits, on the

banks of tJie river Eurutas, the wind-god
in his jealousy drove the quoit with such
violence against the head of Hyacinthus,
that the blow killed him. From his blood

Apollo caused a flower of the same name to

spring up, with the exclamation of woe,
AI, AI, marked upon its petals. Hyacinthus,
like Adonis, is a personification of vegeta-

tion, which flourishes in the .spring-time, but

is scorched and killed by the glowing heat

of the summei- sun, which is symbolized by
the quoit or discus. Like other festivals
in honour of nature, the festival of the
Hyacinthia, celebrated by the Spartans at
Amycla? for three days in"^July, down to the
time of the Roman emperors, was connected
with the expression of grief at the death of

vegetation, of joy over the harvest, and of

cheerful trust in the re-awakening of nature.
On the flrst day, which was dedicated to

silent mourning, sacrifice to the dead was
offered at the grave of Hyacinthus, which
was under the statue of Apollo in the
temple at Amyclse. The following day was
spent in public rejoicing in honour of Apollo,
in which all the populace, including the
slaves, took part. They went in festal pro-

cession with choruses of singing boj's and
girls, accompanied by harps and flutes, to the
temple of Apollo, where games and comj)e-

titions, sacrifices and entertainments to ono

another took place, and a robe, woven by
the Spartan women, was offered to the
god.

Hyades ("the raining ones'). Daugh-
ters of Atlas and of /Ethra, and sisters of

the Pleiades : their number varies between
two and seven. Being N3'mi)hs who sup-

plied nourishment by means of moisture,

they were worshipped at Dudona as nurses

of Zetis or of the infant Dionysus. As a

reward for this they were placed in the sky
as stars. At their rising about the same time

as the sun, between May 7 and 21, rainy

weather usually began. Hyades is natu-

rally derived from the verb " to rain "'
; but

the Romans, wrongly sujtposing it camo
from the Greek for "a ])ig,"' called the con-

stellation "the little pigs'' {.sHci'dd-).

Hydria (Greek). A kind of vessel for

holding wntiM-. (See Vessels.)

I
Hydriaphoria (Greek). "The carrying

of a waterpot," a service performed by tho

wives of resident aliens at the J'autdlu' iia'a.\

Hygieia. In Greek ni3'thology, the

godilcss of Health, daughter of ^Esculapius

(Gr. AsklrjHos), with whom she is often

worshipped. In works of art she is rejire-

senied by his side, as a maiden of kindly

aspect, with a serpent, to whom she is
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^ivjni;; drink from a saucer (see cut). By
the Romans she was identified with Sclliis.

HYGIEIA.

(Found at Ostia, 1797 ; in the Hope Collection,
IJcepJene, SuiTej-.)

Hyginus. (1) Gains Ifdius. A Roman
scholar, a native of Spain, and a freed-

man of Augustus, who appointed him
librarian of the Palatine Library, His ver-

satility as an author reminds us of Varro,
for works of his are mentioned bearing on
historical, antiquarian, geographical, theo-

logical, and agricultural subjects. Under
the name of Hj^ginus we possess two school-

books of mythology; both are the production
of the same author, but it is somewhat
doubtful whether they are really written

by the Roman scholar, or are only ex-

tracts from the geniiine works or fresh

versions of them. They are; (a) the Fdbu-
laruiii Ltber, a collection of 277 legends,

which are not without value for the mytho-
logy and history of the Greek drama, as

the author has made use of the tragedians

in his compilation ;
(I)) an incomplete work,

De Astronoinlcl^ in four books, commonly
called PoP.tlca Astrononiica, consisting of the

elements of astronomy with an account of

the constellations and the myths relating

to them, mainly after Eratosthenes.

(2) //. Groiudticus (the land-surveyor.

from gruma, a surveyor's measuring rod).

He composed under Trajan, about a.d. 103,

several books on the surveying of land. It

is doubtful whether the work on Roman
castrametation, entitled De Munttlonthus
Castroriim^ should be really attributed to

him. The beginning and the end are alike

lost. It is the chief source of our know-
ledge of the subject. It was probabh^ com-
posed early in the 3rd century a.d.

Hylas. Son of Theiodamas, king of the

Di^yopSs, and of the Nymph Menodice. He
was a favourite of Heracles, whom he
accompanied on the Ai'gonautic expedition.

"When Heracles disembarked upon the coast

of Mysia to cut himself a fresh oar, Hylas
followed him to draw water from a fountain,

the Nymphs of which drew the beautiful

youth down into the water. The Argonauts
having gone on their way, Heracles, with
his sister's son Polyphemus, remained
behind to search for him. On failing to

find him, he did not leave until he had taken

hostages from the M3'sians, and made them
promise that they would produce the boy
either dead or alive. After that the inhabi-

tants of Cios (founded by Polyphemus and
afterwards called Prusias) continually

sought for Hylas, and sacrificed to him
every year at the fountain, and thrice called

him by name.
Hyllus. The son of Heracles and Deia-

nira, husband of lole. When he, and the

rest of the children of Heracles, at their

father's death, were pursued ever}'where by
the enmity of Eurystheus, the}' at last found

succour from Theseus, or his son Demophon.
When Eurystheus drew near with his

army to compel the Athenians to give them
up, Macaria, daughter of Heracles, freely

offered herself up as a sacrifice for her

brethren, who, aided by the Athenians,

defeated the enemy, Eurystheus being

slain as a fugitive by Hyllus himself.

Having withdrawn from Attica to Thessaly,

Hyllus was adopted by the Dorian prince

iEgimius, whom Heracles had once assisted

in the war between the Lapithse and the

Dryopes, under pi'omise of his abdication

of the royal power, together with a third

part of the kingdom. Thus the rule over

the Dorians passed to him and his descen-

dants. When commanded by the Delphic

oracle to attempt to conquer the king-

dom of Eurystheus immediately after " the

third fruit," he endeavoured after the lapse

of three years to invade the Pelo])onnesus

by way of the Isthmus. He was, however,

repulsed by Atreus, the successor of Eurys-
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tjieus, and fell in single combat with
Ecliemiis, king of Tegea. It was in the
'' third generation " after him that the sons

of his grandson Aristomachus, viz. Temenus,
Crcsphontes, and Aristodemns, at last con-

quered the Peloponnesus, which was then
under the rule of Tlsamenus, son of

Orestes.

Hymen (Gr. Ilymcnaios; I^at. IIf/))irna'U.s).

The (xreck god of mari'iage and of the mar-
riage-song (named after him). He is some-
times described as the son of Apollo and a

Muse (either Terpsichore, Ui-ania, or Cal-

liope), who had vanished on his own wedding-
day, and was consequently always sought
for at every wedding. He is also described

as a son of the Thessalian Magnes and of the

Muse Clio, and as beloved by Apollo and
Thamyi'is ; or as the son of Dionysus and
Aphrodite, who lost his voice and life while
singing the nuptial song at the marriage
of Dionysus and Ariadne. According to

Attic tradition, he was an Argive youth
who, in the disguise of a girl, followed to

the feast of Demeter at Eleusis a young
Athenian maiden whom he loved with-

out winning the consent of her parents.

Hymena?us and some of the maidens who
were celebrating the festival, were carried

oft' by pirates, whom he afterwards killed

in their sleep, and henceforth became the

champion of all women and damsels. In

art he is represented like Eros, as a beau-

tiful, winged youth, only with a more
serious expression, and carrying in his

hand the marriage torch and nuptial veil.

The marriage-song called Hj/menants, which
is mentioned as earh- as Homer, was sung
by young men and maidens, to the sound of

flutes, during the festal procession of the

bride from the house of her pai^ents to that

of the bridegroom. In character it was
partly serious and partly humorous. The
several parts alwaj's ended with an invoca-

tion of Hymenti?as. (See Epithalamiunf.)

On the Roman god of weddings, see

Talassio.

Hymnus generally meant among the

Greeks an invocation of the gods, especially

in the form of an ode sung by a choir, to the

accompaniment of the cithdra, while the}^

stood round the altar.

Hypaethral Temple A temple not covered

by a roof. (See further unch'r Tempi.E.)

Hypaspistae. The shield-bearers in the

Greek arm}-, who followed the heavy-

armed warriors and carried a portion of

their burdensome equipment, principally

the shield, the necessary baggage, and the

usual provision for three days. Among the
Macedonians the light infantry were so
called to distinguish them from the heavy
PlKtlan<jlt<v (Kee Hoplites\ and the
archers. They wore a round felt hat {see

Causia), a linen jerkin, and had a long
dagger and a short hand-pike. The}' were
a standing body of (),(J(J(J men, and in

war formed the king's bodyguard. {Sec
Agema.)

Hyperborei, lit. '• dwellers beyond the
north wind" (Boreas). A people of Greek
legend, whose existence was denied by
some of the ancients, while others en-

deavoured to define their position more
precisely. They were said to dwell far

away in the north, where the sun only rose

and set once a j'ear, a fanc}"- due, perhaps,

to some dim report of the long arctic sum-
mer daj'. The fruits of the earth ripened

quickly with them ; they lived in unbroken
happiness, knowing no violence or strife,

and reached the age of 1,000 j-ears ; any
who were weary of life casting them-

selves from a sacred rock into the sea.

The myth is connected with the worship of

the god of light, Apollo, who during the

dark winter was supposed to visit them, as

his priestly people, in a cliariot drawn by
swans ; returning to Delphi for the sum-

mer. There was a tradition in Delos, that

in earlier times they used to send to that

island the hrstfruits of their harvests b}^

way of Duduna, Thessaly, and Eubcea.

Hyperides (,Gr. Jlypereides). One of the

Ten Attic Orators, born about B.C. 390, son

of the Athenian Glaucippus. He was a

pupil of Plato and Isncrates, and won for

himself an important position as a forensic

and political orator, although his private life

was not unblemished. As a statesman, he

decidedly shared the views of Demosthenes,

and was his steadfast ally in the struggle

against the Macedonian party. It is true

that he afterwards [u.c. 3'24] took part in

the prosecution of Demosthenes, when
accused of having taken bribes from

Alexander's treasurer, Harpfdus, and that

he contributed to his condemnation on that

charge. After the destruction of Thebes

by Alexander [335] it was only with ditliculty

tiiat he and Demosthenes escaped being

given up to the Macedonians, After the

death of Alexander [323] ho was the chief

instigator of the Lamian War. at the unfor-

tunate conclusion of which he and Demos-

thenes (who had been reconciled to one

another in the meantime) and othor patriots

were condemned to death by the Macedonian
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party. He fled for sanctuary to a temple

in vEglna, but was dragged away from it

by force, and by order of Antipater put to

death at Corinth in 322. Of the seventy-

seven speeches which were known to

antiquity as the work of Hyperides, only

a few fragments were known until recent

times ; but in 1847, in a tomb at Thebes,

in Egypt, extensive fragments were found

of his si:)eech Against Demosthenes^ together

with a speech For Lyc6j)hrdn and the

whole of his speech Against Euxenippus.
In 185G there was a further discovery in

Egypt of an important part of the Funeral
Oration delivered in 322 over those who
had fallen in the siege of Liiima. [The con-

clusion of the s\)eech Against Fhilipjjfdes and

the whole of thnt Against Athcnogenes weve

first published in 18SJ1],

Though the speeches of Hyperides never

attain to the force and depth of those of

Demosthenes, nevertheless they were valued

highly on account of the skill of their con-

struction and the grace and charm of their

expression.

Hyperion. One of the Titans (q.v.)^ father

of the Sun-god Helios, who himself is also

called Hyperion in Homer.
Hypermnestra. The only one of the

daughters of Danaus who spared her hus-

band, Lynceus. {See Danaus.)

Hyperoon. The upper story of a Greek
house. (See HouSE.)

Hypnos. Tiie god of sleep. {Sec Sleep.)
Hyporchema. A species of lyric, choral

song in lively rhythms ; its subject was
generally gay, and contained imitative dance
movements. Like the pseans, these choral

odes were mostly sung in honour of Apollo.

Hyposcenium. See Theatre.
Hypsipyle. Daughter of Thoas of Lem-

nos. The Lemnian women had, from jealousy,

killed all the men of the island ; Hypsipyle
alone spared her father Thoas, having been
the means of aiding his flight. When the

Argonauts landed at Lemnos and married

the women, Hypsipyle bore twin sons to

Jason: Euneus, who in Homer figures as

king of Lemnos and carries on trade with
the Greeks before Troy ; and Thoas, who is

sometimes described as a son of Dionysus.

When the news of her father's escape

was rumoured among the Lemnian women,
Hypsipyle was forced to flee for her life,

and was captured b}^ pirates, who sold her

to Lycurgus of Nemea. There, as the nurse
of Opheltes, the infant son of the king, she

accidentally caused his death {see Seven
AGAINST Thebes), and was exposed to the

greatest danger, from which she was only

rescued by the intervention of her sons,

who were sent to her aid by Dionysus.

iacchus. A name under which Dionysus
was honoured, together with Deraeter and
Persephone, at the Eleusinian Mysteries.

{See Dionysus, Persephone, and Eleu-
SINIA.)

Iambic Poetry. Iambic poeti-y, like the

elegiac poetry which was also nearlj'- con-

temporaneous with it and was similarly

cultivated by the lonians of Asia Minor,

forms a connecting link between epic and
lyric poetry. While elegy however is

directly connected, both in metrical form
and expression, with epic poetry, iambic

poetry is in direct conti\ast to it, both as

regards subject-matter, diction and metre.

The difference between the subject-matter

of the two is as marked as the distinction

was between tragedy and comedy in later

times. While the aim of epic poetry is to

awake admiration for its heroes, iambic

poetry strains all the resources of art and
irony, sarcasm and satire, to hold up the

faults and weaknesses of human nature to

mockery and contempt. This form of

poetry, in keeping with its subject, con-

fined itself to the simple, unadorned language
of everj'da}^ life, and made use of the pliant

iambic metre, which lent itself readilv to

such language, and had long been popularly

employed to clothe in a poetic garb the rail-

lery which formed part of the I'ustic feasts

of Demeter. This custom, as well as the

application of the word iambus to verses

of this kind, was traced to the Thracian

maiden lambe (also called the daughter

of Pan and Echo). When the goddess

Demeter was plunged in grief for the loss

of her daughter Persephone, on entering the

house of Celeus at Eleusis, it was the jests

of lambe that forced her to smile and

restored her appetite.

Iambic poetry was brought to artistic

perfection by Are.lnJoehus of Pares (about

700 B.C.). He did not remain satisfied with

the simple repetitioir of the same iambic

verse, but invented the most varied forms,

linking the longer iambic measures with

the shorter, as well as with dact3dic metres,
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and thus forming epodcs. Instead of the

iambus (w -), he also made use of its in-

verted form, the trochee (- w). Further re-

presentatives of this class were his younger
contemporary Slnionldes of Amorgtis^ and
JIi])jO)iaj- of Ephesus (about 540 B.C.), the

inventor of the metre called the cliCdiavibus

or srazOii iconbus, the " lame" or "limping
iambiis," in which the last iambic foot is re-

placed b}' a trochee, which as it were limps

at the end of the verse and gives it a comic
effect. Solon employed the iambic form in

justif3dng his political aims in the face of

his opponents. Of the later iambic writers
may be mentioned IlcrOdPs or Ilevondds,
whose extant i^oems (cd itio 2}rinccps^ 1891),
maybe assigned to the 3rd century B.C. He
was the composer ofmimes in iambic metre, a

kind of imitative pourtrayal of manners in

choliambic verses, similar to those of the

Roman Gnceus Matins in the 1st centuiy

B.C. from the middle of this century on-

wards lampoons in iambic verse became
common among the Romans. Its earliest

representatives included Furtus Bibdciihis,

Catullus, and also Horace, who in hisepodes

imitated the metres of Archilochtis. Under
the Empire, a few poems by Martial and
Ausouiris l)plong to this class.

lamblichus. (1) A Greek writer of ro-

mances, born in Syria, who composed in

the second half of the 2nd century a.d, a

romance in sixteen books, called, from the

scene of the greater part of the story,

Bdbyldruca. It relates the love-adventures

of Rhodanes and Sinonis. ^Ye only possess

an epitome of it by Photius.

(2) A Greek philosopher from Chalcis

in Syria, a pupil of Porphyrius, and the

founder of the S5'rian school of Neo-Platonic

philosophy. He died about 330 A.D. He
employed the Neo-Platonic philosophy en-

tirely in the service of polytheistic religion,

and mingled it with Oriental siiperstition,

which he endeavoured to justify on specu-

lative grounds. He even taught that divi-

nation and magic were necessary to bring

about a re-absorption into the Deity. He
himself had the reputation of working
miracles, and was highly venerated by
his disciples. Of his work in ten books

on the Pythagorean philosophy, we still

possess four parts, including a life of

Pythagoras, an uncritical and careless com-
pilation from the works of earlier writers.

A work, formerly attributed to him, on the

theolog)' of arithmetic, setting forth the

mystic lore of numbers according to the

later Pythagoreans and Platonists, is not

written by him, any more than the work
on the Mysteries of Egypt. Both however
belong to his school.

Iap6tus. Son of Uranus and Gtea, a

Titan, who, either by Clymene or Asia, the

daughter of Occanus, became the father of

Atlas, Mencetius, Proniiitheus, and f^plme-
theus. Ho was thrown into Tartarus, with
his son Mena^tius, on account of his rebellion

against Zeus.

lasion yov idslus). A favourite of

Demeter, who in Crete became by him the

mother of Plutus. Zeus accordingly killed

lasion with a Hash of lightning.

ibycus. A Greek lyric poet of Rhegium
in Lower Italy, about 530 B.C. Like Ana-
creon, he led a wandering life, and spent

much of his time at the court of PoK'crates
of Samos. According to his epitaph, he died

in his native town ; according to the legend

made familiar by Schiller's poem, he was
slain on a journey to Corinth, and his mur-
derers were discovered by a Hock of cranes.

His poems, which were collected into seven

books, survive in scanty fragments only.

They dealt partly with mythological themes
in the metres of Stesichorus and ])artly with
love-songs in the spirit of yEolic lyric poetry,

full of glowing ])assion and sensibility. It

was mainly to the latter that he owed his

fame.

icarius. (1) The hero of the Attic deme
of Icaria. Under the reign of Pandlun he

received the vine from Dionysus in return

for his hospitable reception of the god. As
he went about the land with skins full of

wine, in order to spread the cultivation of

the vine, and some shepherds became intoxi-

cated on the new drink, their companions,

thinking they had been poisoned, slew him

and either cast his body into a dry brook or

buried him under a tree on ]\Iount Hymet-
tus. His daughter Eriijone found it after

a long search, being led to the spot by her

faithful dog iWrra ; and hung herself on

the tree. Dionysus punished the land with

a plague, and the maidens with madness,

so that they hanged themselves after the

manner of Erigone. To expiate the guilt

of slaying Icarius and to avert the curse,

the festival of the .'l/orrt(the "swing") was

founded in her honour. During thi.s all

sorts of small images were hung on the

trees and swung, and fruits were brought

as an offering to the father as well as to

the daughter. Icarius was placed among

the constellations as Bootes or ArctUnis,

Erigone as ]'irf/o, and ]\Ia^ra as Prorf/On.

(2) Son of (Ebalus of Sparta. By the
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Nymph Peribcea he Avas the father of

PeneU5pe, wife of Ody.^sens.

Icarus. Son of Dfedahis. Wliile he and
his lather were flying away from Crete by
means of waxen wings, in spite of his

father's warnings, he ilew too near the

sun, so that the wax melted and he sank
into the sea and was drowned. After him
the island where his body was washed
ashore and buried by Heracles was called

Icaria, and the surrounding sea, the
" Icarian Sea."

icelus. A dream-god. (See Dreams.)
Ichtkyocentaurs. Sec Triton.
Ictinus. One of the most famous archi-

tects of Greece ; he flourished in the second
half of the 5th century B.C. and was a con-

temporary of Pericles and Phidias. His
most famous works were the Parthenon on

the Acropolis at Athens, and the temple of

Apollo at Bassse, near Phigalia in Arcadia.

Of both these edifices important remains
are in existence. Most of the columns of

the temple at Bassee are still standing. In
the judgment of the ancients, it was the

most beautiful temple in the Peloi)onnesus,

after the temple of Athene at Tegea, which
was the work of Scopas. [Pausanias, viii

41 § 8.]

Idsean Dactyli (Cr. Daktiiloi). Fabulous
beings in Greek mythology who had their ori-

ginal home in Phrygian Ida, but were after-

wards transferred by legend to the moun-
tain of the same name in Crete, and were
confounded with similar beings called the

Telchlncs, Curctes, Ccibiri, and Cunjbanfcs,
who were all fabulous beings in the service

of Rhea Cybele (the "Ida^an Mother").
They were accredited with having disco-

vered, and having been the first to work,
iron and copper ; with having introduced
music and rhythm into Greece ; and with
being possessed of magic power. Three of
the Phrygian Dactyli had names: Cclmis
(the smelter), Damndmenctis (the hammer),
and AcmOn (the anvil). Among the Cretan
Dactyli, who were five, ten, and even more
in number, was the "Idyean Heracles," a
personification of the procreative powers
of nature, who also aftbrded magical pro-

tection against perils.

Idas and Lynceus. Sons of Aphareus of
Messunia and of Arr^ne ; a pair of brothers
as heroic and as inseparable as their

cousins Castor and Pollux (Polydeuces).

The Nymph Marpessa, daugliter of the
Acarnanian river-god Euenus, was wooed
by Apollo, when Idas carried her off in a
winged chariot given him by Poseidon.

When Apollo overtook the fugitives in

Messenia, Idas, who w^as then " the

strongest of living men " [Homer, //. ix

556], stretched his bow against Apollo.

Zeus interposed and gave the damsel her

choice of suitors ; she decided in favour of

the mortal, as she feared Apollo would
desert her. After that the god hated her

;

she herself and her beautiful daugliter

Cleopatra or Alcyone, wife of Meleager,

and their daughter, all died young, and
brought misfortune on those that loved

them. Idas and the keen-sighted Lynceus,

who could even see into the heart of the

earth, joined in the Calydonian Hunt and
the Argonautic expedition. They met their

end fighting Castor and Pollux, with whom
they had been brought up. As they were
all returning from a raid into Arcadia,

Idas was appointed to divide the cattle

they had captured ; he divided an ox into

four portions and decided that whosoever
devoured his portion first was to have the

first half of the spoil, and he who finished

his next, the second half. He finished

his own and his brother's share first,

and drove the cattle away. The Dioscuri

were enraged and hid themselves from the

brothers in a hollow oak-tree; but the keen

sight of Lynceus detected their lurking-

place and Idas stabbed Castor in the tree.

Thereupon Pollux pierced Lj-nceus through,

while Idas was slain by the lightning of

Zeus. Por another account of the origin

of the quarrel, sec Dioscuri.

Idmon. Son of Apollo and of Asterie,

daughter of Coronus ; a seer who took part

in the Argonautic expedition, although he

foresaw that it would lead to his own
death. He was killed by a wild boar in

the land of the Mariandyni, in Bithynia.

He was worshipped as a hero by the in-

habitants of the town of Heracleia in

Pontus, which was built around his grave

by_command of Apollo.

idomeneus. The son of Deucalion of

Crete, and grandson of Minos. Being one

of Helen's suitors, he and Meriones, the

son of his half brother, went with eighty

ships to Troy, where he appears in Homer
as among the bravest of heroes. He is de-

scribed [in Od. iii 101] as one of those who
safely returned to his native land. Accord-

ing to a later story, he was caught in a

storm on his way home, and vowed to

Poseidon that, if he- returned in safety, he

would sacrifice to the god whatever he

should first meet on his landing. His son

came out to meet him. and was accordingly
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sacrificed ; a placjue tboreupon broke out,

lie was banished by the Cretans, and betook
liimself to Calabria. He afterwards with-
drew to Colophon in Asia, wliere he is said

to have been bnried. His tomb, however,
was shown by the Cretans at Cnosus, where
he was worshipped as a hero.

idiis. The thirteenth or fifteenth day of

the Roman month (sec Calendar). It was
sacred to Jupiter.

Idyll (in Greek eidi/Iliun, diminutive of

eidus, "form," "a small picture"). A
poetic sketch of character, specially in

connexion with pastoral life. {See further
under BucoLic Poetry.)
He ("a troop"). (1) The Spartan term

for a compan}^ of boys of the same age, who
were brought up together. {See Education.)

(2) In the organization of the Macedonian
army, a squadron of cavahy, generall}'' 200
strong, under the command of an ilarchus.

{See HiPPEls.)

ilia. Daughter of ^neas and Lavinia.

According to the legend, Romulus and
Remus were her sons by Mars. {See

^NEAS and Rhea Silvia.)

Iliad. See Homer and Trojan War.
ilione. Daughter of Priam and Hecuba,

and wife of the Thracian prince Pul}'-

mestor. Her youngest brother Polydorus

was e«ntrusted to her care by her parents,

and she brought him up as her own son,

while she gave out that her own son Dei-

philus or Deipylus was Polydorus. When
Polymestor (who was bribed by the Greeks)

murdered the supposed Polydorus, Ilione

blinded and killed him.

ilithyia. Sec Eileithyia.

ilus. The son of Tros, and great-grand-

son of Dardanus, brother of Assaracus and

Ganymede, and father of Laomedon. He
once went from his native town of Dar-

dania upon Mount Ida to Phrygia, wdiere

he was victorious in an athletic contest

held by the king of the country. Beside

fifty youths and fifty maidens, the prize

of the contest, the king gave him, at the

command of an oracle, a spotted cow, and

told him there to found a city on the spot

where she lay. He accordingly founded

on the hill of the Phrygian Atr", the town

which after him was called lUoii, and also

Tro}j (Gr. Trokt) after his father. When
he demanded a sign of Zeus, on the follow-

incr mornino; he found the Pallddium before

his^tent.

imagines. The Roman portrait masks

of deceased members of a family ; they

were made of wax and painted, and pro-

bably fastened on to l)usts. They were
kept in small wooden shrines let into the
inner walls of the atrium. [Tlio design of

the funeral monument represented in the

accompanying cut has been obviously
suggested by this method of enshrining
the bust.] Inscriptions under the shrine.s

recorded the names, merits, and exploits of
the persons they referred to. The images
were arranged and connected with one
another by means of colourdl lines, in such
a wa}' as to exhibit the pedigree (stcuima)
of the family. On festal days the shrines
were opened, and the busts crowned with
bay-leaves. At family funerals, there were

* MKMiiIUAI. HIST OK A IIOMAN I.AUV.

(Uome, Latcrnii Museum.;

people specially appointed to walk in pro-

cession before the body, wearing the masks

of the deceased members of the family,

and clothed in the insignia of the rank

which they had held when alive. The

right of having these ancestral images

carried in procession was one of the privi-

leo-ps of the nobilitv. [Polybius, vi 53:

Pliny, N. //., XXXV 2 §§ <5, 7; Mommsen,

lioni. Hist., book iii, chap, xiii.]

Imperator (commander - in - chief "i. A
Roman title, originally the designation of

each separate possessor of an independent

command {iniperiuni\ In the course of

time it became customary to assume the

title after a man had gained his first great
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victory, usuully after having been greeted

as imperator either by the soldiers on the
battletield, or by the decree of the senate.

Under the Empire the title, which was
seldom conferred by Augustus, v/as granted
for the last time b}' Tiberius 22 A.D. It

was usually followed bj' a triumph, and
ceased when the triumph was over. As a

permanent title, it was first assumed by
Caesar, whose adopted son and heir Octa-

vian iDore it as an inherited cognomen^
and from the year B.C. 40 onwards, ac-

cording to a custom that arose at that

time, substituted it for his previous prw-
nomen Gaius, thus becoming Imperator
Csesar, instead of Cscsar Imperator. His
immediate successors, Tiberius, Caligula,

and Claudius abstained from using this

prcunomcn / Nero used it frequently, but
it first became permanent with Vespasian.

The emperors also took the title Imperator^
in its earlier signification, after a victory

won by themselves or on their behalf.

Imperium. The full kingly power among
the Romans, the royal authority over all

members of the state. It was conferred

on the newly elected king by the comitta
curidta, a formal assembly of the patri-

cians comprising the cwta^^ and it con-

sisted of the rights of levying the citizens

for military service, of leading the army, of

celebrating a triumph, of exercising civil

and criminal jurisdiction, and of inflicting

punishment on the citizens, whether cor-

poral or capital, or such as affected either

their property or their liberty. A symbol of

this authority was the axe and "the bundle
of rods borne by the lictors. {See Fasges.)

At the establishment of the Republic
the imperinm was transferred to the two
cousitIs, as the successors of the kings

; but
the full power of the impo iiim was then
limited by the fact that both possessed the

same power, and that, in the penalties thej'

inflicted in times of peace, they were sub-

ject to the right of appeal {sec Provocatio),
and to the intervention of the tribunes of

the people, after the institution of that

office. When the consulship was deprived
of its civil jurisdiction and the prsetorship

instituted for this purpose, the prpetors

also received the imperinm ; nevertheless

it was more limited (vnnUH) than that of

the consuls, who, in contrast with the

prsetors and all other magistrates except

the tribunes, had the right of ordering

and forbidding. The iiuperiuia in its un-

divided and unlimited form was con-

ferred on those who in exceptional cases

were appointed dictators. It was also

possessed by the intei-rex, but for five days
only. For consuls and prsetors the impe-
rium could be " prorogued," i.e. prolonged
beyond their time of office; but the impe-
rium thus prolonged was fiiufniu, i.e.

bounded within the limits of their province.

In the Republic it could also be conferred

by means of the comitia citriata., but this

act fell into a mere formality. Under the

Empire the term imperium included the

highest military authority, which resided in

the emperor and was the foundation of all

his power. It was taken up either at the

instance of the senate or the troops. Its

full validity depended on its recognition

by both.

Impliivium. A depression in the floor of

the Roman atrium, made for the purpose of

receiving the rain which came in through
the open roof. {Sec House.)

Inachus. The most ancient king of

Argos, properly the god of the river of the

same name, son of Oceanus and Tethys,

and father of Phoroneus and lo. After

the flood of Deucalion, he is said to have

led the inhabitants down from the mountains

to the plains, and when Poseidon and Hera
contended for the possession of the land,

he decided in favour of the latter. In

punishment for this Poseidon made the

rivers of Argos suffer from a scarcity of

water.

Incubare (Gr. enkoimdsthai). Specially

used of sleeping in a sanctuary where ora-

cular responses were sought through dreams

or necromancy. {See Oracles.) It was
with a view to obtaining in a dream a reve-

lation either from the god of the sanctuary,

or by conjuring up the spirit of some dead

person. Certain preliminaries had generally

to be performed, in particular the sacrifice

of some animal, on whose skin it was often

customary to sleep. These incubations,

which were in vogue among the Greeks from

the earliest times, but were not extensively

practised among the Romans until under

the Empire, generally took place in the

temple of ^sculapius, the god of healing.

Indigetes. Roman deities of uncertain

import. They ap])ear to have been local

heroes, who ranked beneath the gods, such

as Evander, ^Eneas, and Romulus.
Indigitamenta. The Latin tei-m for an

official collection of forms of prayer be-

longing to the libri pont\rt-cU i^'-'*'-
PoXTi-

FEX), In them were set forth the various

powers of each god who was to be sum-

moned to aid in particular cases ;
and none
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of these divinities could be passed over, if

the prayer was to receive a favourable
answer. Only those portions of the collec-

tion were made public which bore direct

reference to private life
;
prayers at mar-

riages, at births, for a blessing on the
children at ditierent times of life, and for

the beginning of all kinds of work, espe-

cially agriculture. (The names of the gods
of earliest childhood were as follows

:

Potlna and Educa, who taught the child

when weaned to eat and drink; Cuba,
who protected the child when taken out

of the cradle and put to bed; Ossijxlya,

who strengthened, the bones; Carna, who
strengthened the flesh ; Levdna, who
helped it to rise from the ground

; Statdmis,
Stdfilf.nvs, or dea !Sf(7ftna, who taught it

to stand ; Abeona and AdcOna, Avho sup-
ported its first walking; FCihullnus^ Farl-
niis. who assisted it to talk.) All collec-

tive occupations, all parts of the house,

all different spots had their particular

gods, who were invoked in these forms
of prayer. Often the various names only
indicate the different characteristics of a
single divinity ; e.g. Ala/a was invoked
under the names of Bona, Fauna, Ops, and
Fdtua. In course of time the different

attributes came to be regarded as separate

divinities. [The names of the above divini-

ties are quoted from Varro, Antiqidtafes

licruni Divinavum, by Tertullian, Ad Nat.
ii 11, 15 (and De Aninia 37, 39); and by
Augustine, De Civitatc Dei, iv 11, 21 (and
iv 8, 10 ; vi 9, vii 23).]

Infamia. The Latin term for the loss

of certain political rights ; resembling, but
not identical with, dcnilnufio cdpUls (q.v.).

It was the direct consequence of dishonour-
able conduct, or of some shameless act

(such as a widow not observing the usual
year of mourning, bigamy, bankruptcy,
going on the stage, or becoming a gladiator,

pandering, or becoming a prostitute, etc.).

It also resulted from a condemnation for

felony, robbery, fraud, embezzlement of a
deposit, whether belonging to a society or

a ward, or in fact for any criminal offence.

The in/amis was expelled from his tribe,

lost his vote and his capacity for filling pub-
lic offices (ids suffvugti and iiis honoriun),
and could not aj)pear in a court of law
either on his own account or on behalf of

another. {Cp. Atimia.)
Inheritance. (1) Greek (Athens). If a

person died intestate, leaving sons, all of

equal birthright, and none of them dis-

inherited, the sons inherited the propertj'

in equal parts, the eldest probably receiv-
ing the same share as the rest. If there
were daughters, they were provided for by
dowries, which, in case they were divorced
or childless after marriage, went back to
the remaining heirs. If a man had no
sons of his own, he usually atlojjted a son
to continue the family and the religious
worship connected with it. If he had
daughters he would marry one of them to
the adopted son ; in this case the chief
share of the inheritance would fall to this
married daughter and her husband, the
rest receiving dowries. If there were only
daughters surviving, the succession passed
to them. In such a case the next of kin
had a legal right to one of the heires.ses,

{ejnclerds) and could claim to marry lier,

even if she had married some one else

before receiving the inheritance. And poor
heiresses, on the other hand, had a legal

claim on their nearest of kin either for

marriage, or for a provision suitable to

their circumstances. If a man had married
an heiress, he was bound by custom and
tradition, if he had sons, to name one as
heir to the property which had come with
his wife, and thus to restore the house of

the maternal grandfather. Children born
out of wedlock were illegitimate, and had no
claim on the father's estate. If a man died

intestate, leaving no heirs either of his

body or adopted, his nearest relations in the

male line inherited, and in default of tliese,

those in the female line as far as the chil-

dren of first cousins. Any one thinking he

had a legal claim to the inheritance made
an application to the archon to hand it

over to him. The application was posted

up in public, and read out in the following

ecelCsia. The question was then asked

whether any one disputed the claim, or

raised a counter-claim. If not, the archon

assigned the inheritance to the claimant
;

otherwise the matter was decided by a law-

suit. Even after the assignment of an

inheritance, it might bo disputed in the

lifetime of the holder, and for five years

after his death. The claim of the nearest

relation to an heiress was in the .same way
lodged with the archon and ratified before

the assembly.

(2) Roman. If a man died intestate leav-

ing a wife and children of his body or

adopted, they were his heirs {sul lurrdt's).

But this did not apply to married (laughters

who had passed into the vutmisot' their hus-

bands, or the children who had been freed

by emancipation from the p6t(.'<tds of their
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father. If the man left no wife or children,

the agndtl, or relations in the male line,

inherited, according to the degree of their

kinshijD. If there were no agnati, and the

man was a patrician, the property went to

his gens. The cOgndti, or relations in the

female line, were originally not entitled to

inherit by the civil law. But, as time went
on, their claim was gradually recognised

more and more to the exclusion of the

agnatic until at last Justinian entirely

abolished the privilege of the latter, and
substituted the principle of blood-relation-

ships for that of the civil law. Vestal

Virgins were regarded as entirely cut off

from the family union, and therefore could

not inherit from an intestate, nor, in case

of their dying intestate, did the property

go to their family, but to the state. But,
i;nlike other women, they had unlimited

right of testamentary disposition. If a

freedman died intestate and childless, the

patwnus and his wife had the first claim

to inherit, then their children, then their

agnati, and (if the patronus was a patrician)

then his gens. In later times, even if a

freedman, dying childless, left a will, the

patronus and his sons had claim to half the

property. Augustus made a number of pro-

visions in the matter of freedmen's inheri-

tance. The civil law made it compulsory
on a man's sui hercdes to accept an inheri-

tance whether left by will or not. But as

the debts were taken over with the pro-

pertj^, the ecUcfuni of the pi'setor allowed
the heirs to decline it. A fortiori^ no other
persons named in the will could be com-
pelled to accept the legacy. {See Will.)

Inns did not come into existence in

Greece until the times when, in conse-

quence of the increase of traffic, the custom
of hospitality, which was formerly prac-

tised on an extensive scale, became more
and more confined to cases where it was
either inherited or was the subject of

special agreement on both sides. Besides
private inns (pandokeia), which offered food
as well as shelter to strangers, public inns,

which at least gave shelter and night-

quarters, were to be found in some places,

especially where great crowds of men were
accustomed to assemble for the celebration

sf festivals, and also near temples which
were much visited. The profession of an
inn-keeper was little esteemed, still less

that of a tavern-keeper, whose bar (kdpe-
leidn) it was not considered proper for

respectable people to frequent [Isocr., Arco]}.

49] ; in Athens a visit to a tavern was even

sufficient to lead to expulsion from the
Areopagus.

In Rome, as in most parts of Italy, there

were inns for travellers (devei-sona) at

least as early as the 2nd century B.C. On
the great high-roads taverns were built on
speculation by landowners resident in the

neighbourhood, and were either let out, or

kept for them by slaves. With the increase

of traffic, stations for changing horses

{mrdCitio) and for night-quarters {mansio)

began to be placed on the high-roads of all

the provinces. Cook-shops {poplnca) and
taverns (canjjonce) were seldom frequented

by any but the commonest people. Those
who kept them were just as much de-

spised as in Gr-e.ece, and wei^e actually con-

sidered by the law as under a ban. Even
in antiquity it was the custom to make
inns known by a sign-board (insigne). Thus
in Pompeii an inn has been discovered with

the sign of an elephant.

ino. Daughter of Cadmus, and wife of

Athamas (q.v.). Being followed by the

latter when he had been seized with mad-
ness, she fled to the cliff Moluris, between
Megara and Corinth, and there threw her-

self into the sea with her infant son Meli-

certes. At the isthmus, however, mother

and child were carried ashore b}?- a dolphin,

and, from that time forward, honoured as

marine divinities along the shores of the

Mediterranean, especially on the coast of

Megara and at the Isthmus of Corinth. Ino

was worshipped as Leucothea, and Meli-

certes as Pdlcvmon. They were regarded as

divinities who aided men in peril on the

sea. As early as Homer, we have Ino men-

tioned as rescuing Odysseus from danger

by throwing him her veil [Od. v 333-353].

Among the Romans Ino was identified with

Mdtuta {q.v.).

Insula. See House, near the end.

Intercessio. (1) The Latin term for the

interference of a higher officer with some

public act on the part of one lower in rank,

e.g. calling a meeting of the commons. The

tribune of the people could thus inter-

fere with the prgetor, qusestor, and gedile.

Thus it was even open to the tribunes of the

people to refuse a triumph to a consiil or

a prsetor. (2) The quashing of an official

act. As in (1), this might be issued by a

higher official against a lower one ;
and

also by one colleague against another, e.g.

by tribune against'tribune. It was neces-

sary that the intercessio should be made

in person, and in general immediately after

the act in question. It was employed
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against judicial decisions, administrative
ordinances (solel}' on the appeal of tlio per-

son concerned) ; also against decrees of the

senate and motions in the popular assembl}'.

The later species of intcrrcxxio early became
a special right ol" the tribunes (q.t'.).

Intercidona. The name given by the

Italian tribes to one of the three divinities

who, during child-bed, protected mother
and child from being tormented bj- the

wood-god Silvanus. {Sec PiCUMXUS.)
Interdictio Aquae et Ignis. The Roman

term for exclusion from the common use of

lire and water, which were the symbols of

the community. (Sec ExiLlUM.)

Interest (Gr. tokoi ; Lat./i~»?/.s or ftsura).

In Greece the rate of interest on invested

capital was not restricted by law, but

was left entirely to arrangement between
the parties concerned. The average rate,

compared with that usually given at the

present day, was very high, far higher than

the rent either of houses or land. This
is partly explained by the proportionately

greater scarcity of read}* money, and b}''

the fact that it was difficult to accumulate
a large amount of capital.

In the time of Demosthenes 12 per cent,

was regarded as a rather low rate of

interest, and higher rates, uj) to 18 per

cent., were quite common. In bottomry
the ordinary rate of interest at Athens was
20 per cent. In the event of failure in the

payment of interest due, compound interest

was charged. In the computation of interest

two different methods w'ere emplo3^ed. It

was usual to specify either the sum to be
paid by the month on every mina (equal in

intrinsic value of silver to £3 (is. Sd.), or

the fraction of the principal which was
annually paid as interest. Capital there-

fore was said to be invested at a drachma,
if for every mina (KX) drachma') there was
paid interest at the rate of one drach))ia,

i.e. one per cent, monthly, and consequently
12 per cent, per annum. Or again, if 12^
per cent, yearly interest was to be paid, the

capital was said to be invested at " one-

eighth." In most cases the interest appears
to have been paid monthly, and on the last

day of the inonth ; but payment by the

year was not unknown. In bottomiy the

interest was according to the terms of the

contract.

In Home, as at Athens, the rate of interest

was originally unrestricted, and it was not

until after hard struggles tliat, by the laws
r>f the Twelve Tables, a regular yearly rate

of interest at one-twelfth of the capital, or

D. c. A.

8^ per cent., was establi.shcd. But this and
subsequent legal limitations were all the
less eriectual for ])utting down usury, be-
caiise they were valid in the case of Roman
citizens only, and not in that of foreigners.
Usury was accordingly practised under the
name of foreigners up to the end of the
2nd century u.c, when the laws against
it were extended so as to include aliens.
Through intercourse with Asia and Greece,
a change in the paymeiit of interest was
gradually introduced, Avhich in the lirst

half of the 1st century h.c. was generally
adopted. Ca])ital was no longer lent by the
year, but by the month, and monthly interest
was paid, on the first day of each mouth

;

notice of intention to call in the loan was
given on the Ides (the 13th or 15th
day of the month), and reimbursement
took place on the first da}' of the following
month. The regular rate of interest with
this reckoning Avas 1 per cent, montlil}', or
12 per cent, per annum. The accumulation
of large fortunes in Rome at the end of
the Republic considerably lessened the rate
of interest on safe investments. The chief
field for usury was then the provinces,
whoso iidiabitants were compelled by the
exorbitant imposts to be continually raising
loans at any price. The custom, long i)er-

mitted, of adding the year's unpaid interest

to the principal, was first forbidden by the
later Roman law. Justinian permanently
fixed the rate of interest in ordinary in-

vestments at () i)er cent., in commercial
enterprises at 8 per cent., and in bottomry,
in which it had previously been uidimitecl

on account of the risk incurred by the

stock on long voyages, at 12 per cent.

Internundlnuni. The Roman week. (Sec

Xln!)IN'-k and Calendar.)
Interreges. The name given by the

Romans to the senators who, between the

death of one king and the election of an-

other, held regal authority, during the iiifrr-

rc;/num, for successive periods of five days
each. One of these httcrri'</c.s had to con-

duct the election itself. Even under the

Rojiublic an iiifcrrc.r was nominated by the

senate to hold the ci'tiiuna for the election

of consuls, whenever the consuls had
died, or resigned, or if the election had not

been comi)leted by the end of the year. If

five days did not suffice, the retiring intvr-

rc.c named another to succeed him.

Intius. Sec Faixus.
16. The beautiful daughter of Inuchus,

and the first priestess of Hera at Argos.

As Zeus loved her, she was changed by the

Y
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jealousy of Hera into a white heifer, and
Argus of tlio liuudred eyes was appointed

to watch her. When Hermes, at the com-
mand of Zeus, had killed Argus, Hera
maddened the heifer by sending a gad-fly

which perpetually pursued her. lo thus

wandered through the continents of Europe
and Asia, by land and by sea. Each of the

different straits she swam across was named
after her Jiosjjoma, or Ox-ford. At last in

Egypt she recovered her original shape, and
bore Epuphus to Zeus. Libya, the daughter
of E])aphus, became by Poseidon the mother
of Belus, who in turn was father of ^gyp-
tus, Danaus, Ce])heus, and Phineus. The
Greek legend of lo's going to Egypt is pro-

bably to be explained by her having been
identified with the Egyptian goddess Isis,

who is always represented with cow's horns.

lo (" the wanderer ") is generally ex})lained

as a moon-goddess wandering in the starry

heavens, symbolized by Argus of the hun-
dred eyes ; her transformation into a horned
hei_fer represents the crescent moon.

lobates. A king of Lycia, father of

Anteia, and son-in-law of Proetus, king of

Tiryns, by whom he was commissioned to

kilj Bellerophon (q.v.).

locaste. The mother and also the wife of

(Eijipus (q.v.).

lolaus. Son of Iphicles, tlie half-brother

of Heracles, and the faithful companion and
charioteer of that hero. Eor his help in

destroying the Lernsean hydra and in the

fight with Cycnus, Heracles transferred to

him his first wife Megara. The friendship

he had devoted to the father he continued
to tlie children of Heracles in defending
tliem against Eurystheus. As the comrade
qf Heracles he was worshipi)ed beside him
in Thebes, where the gymnasium was named
after liim, and where the inhabitants used to

swear by his name.
Idle. Daughter of Eurytus of ffichalia.

She came into the power of Heracles as a
captive of war, and was on his death (of

whicli she was tlie innocent cause) married
to his son Hyllus. (See Heracles.)

Ion. (1) According to the Attic story,

the son of Apollo and Creusa, daughter of
the Atlienian king Erechtheus. He was
exposed at his birth by his mother in a
grotto on the cliff of the Acropolis, whence
he was taken by Hermes to Delphi and
brought up by the Pythian priestess to be
an attendant in his father's temple. Creusa
afterwards married Xuthus, who had
migrated from Thessaly, and was son of

Hellen and brother of vEolus and Dorus.

As this marriage was childless, the pair
went to Delphi to consult the god as to the
cause. Xuthus received the command to

consider as his son the first person he should
meet in front of the temple. Tliis happened
to be Ion, who had meanwhile grown up,

and was at once accepted by Xuthus as his

son. But Creusa, fanc^dug he was her
husband's son b}^ a former union, resolved

to poison him. Ion detects her design in

time and would have killed Creusa, who
however takes refuge at the altar of the

god. Then the Pythian priestess produces
the cradle in which he had been exposed
as an infant, and thus brings about recogni-

tion and reconciliation between mother and
son. Ion married Helice, the daughter of

Selinus, king of the jEgialeans on the north

coast of the Peloponnesus. At the death

of this king he became monarch of the land,

and the inhabitants assumed the name of

lonians after him. Afterwards being called

upon by the Athenians to help them against

Eumolpus and the Eleusinians, he conquered
the enemy and was made king of Athens.

From the four sons who are attributed to

him, Hoples, Geleon, ^gicores, and Argades
were descended the four Ionic tribes.

(2) Of Chios. A Greek author of rare

versatility for his time. He composed
historical writings, among them a kind of

memoirs of men of mark he had met, such

as Sophocles ; also lyric poems of the most
varied tj^pes, and thirty or forty tragedies

whicli were more remarkable for elegance

and ei'udition than for elevation of st3de.

When in B.C. 452 he won a dramatic vic-

tory at Athens, he is said to have presented

every Athenian with a flask of Chian wine.

He died at Athens in 422 B.C. We only

possess scanty fragments of his works.

iophon. The son of Sophocles, and, like

his_ father, a tragic poet. (See SoPHOCLES.)

Iphianassa. fSee Iphigenia.

iphicles. Son of Amphitryon and

Alcmene, half-brother of Heracles and

father of lolaus. He took part in the

Calydonian Hunt and also in many of his

brother's expeditions, especially against

Erginus, Angeas, Laomedon, and Hippocoon.

He either fell in the fight against the sons of

Hippocoon or was wounded in battle against

the Molionidfe at Pheneus in Arcadia, where

he was afterwards worshipped as a hero.
_

iphiclus. Son of Phylacus of Ph.ylace in

Thessaly, father of Pudarces and Protesilaus.

He took part in the Argonautic expedition

and in the funeral games in honour of

Pelias. Here he outstripped all his com-
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petitors, being so swift of foot that lie could

pass over a cornfield without bending the

oars, and could run over the sea without
wetting his feet. On his herds of cattle

and his powers of healing, sec Melami'Us.
iphigeniS. (Clr. IpJ)7i/cncia, in Homer

Jjilri'liHusNa). Daughter of Agamemnon and
of ClytcBmnestra, or (according to another
account) of Theseus and Helen {<].v.), and
brought up Clyta-muestra as her child.

When the Greek ships were detained at

keep his vow. After a long struggle

Agamemuou hnally gave way to the pres-

sure jtut upon him by Menulfius, and sent

for his daughter to come to Aulis under
the pretext of betrotliing her lo Achilles.

During the sacrifice Artemis substituted

a hind for her, and carried her oti' in a clouil

to the land of the Tauri [the modern
Crimea]^ where, as priestess of the goddess,

it fell to her lot to ottor up as victims all

strangers who were shipwreclvcd on the

* SACRIFICE OF IPHIGF.NIA.

(Mural paintinff from Pompeii. Naples Miisciiin.)

Aulis by the calm caused by the wrath of

Artt'mis against Agamemnon for killing a

hind sacred to that goddess, and boasting

that he was superior to her in the chase,

the seer Calchas announced that the goddess
could only be appeased by the sacrifice of

Iphigenia. According to another story,

Agamemnon had vowed, before the birth

of Iphigenia, that he would sacrifice to the

goddess whatever the year brought forth

that was loveliest, but had neglected to

coast. Orestes, who, commanded by the

oracle, had gone there to bring lo Attica

the image of the goddess, w.".s on the point

of being sacrificed by her, when she recog-

nised him as her brother and allowed

herself to be carried off by him together

with the image. At Delphi her sister

Elcctra wanted to put her eyes out, on

hearing that the Tauric j)riestess had slain

Orestes; but was prevented fmm doing

so by her brother's arrival. She is said
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to liave brought tlie image of the Tanric

Artemis to the Attic deme of Brauron, and
to have died and been buried there as its

priestess. She was even introduced into

Attic legend as daughter of Theseus and
Helen. In other places also, such as

Sparta, the image was shown, and she was
regarded as a priestess who had brought it

to Greece from among the Scythians. In

all probability Ipliigenia was originally a

designation of Artemis herself, and out of

this epithet of the goddess the personality

of the priestess was in time evolved. Her
grave was also shown at Megara. According
to another legend, she is said to have been
]nado immortal by Artemis, and to have
lived on in the island of Leuce as the wife

of xVchilles under the name of OrsilocMa.
iphitus. Son of Eurytus of (Echalla,

and a friend of Heracles, who, in a fit of

madness, hurled him down headlong from
the battlement of his castle at Tiryns.

{Sea Heracles.)
Irene. Sec Eirene.
iris. The daughter of Thaumas and of

Electra, and a sister of the Harpies. She
is the personification of the rainbow which
unites heaven and earth. As a virgin god-

dess, swift as the breeze and with wings
of gold, she is the messenger of the gods,

especially of Zeus and Hera, and, according

to later writers, exclusively of the latter.

She bears their behests from the ends of

the earth even to the river Styx, and into

the depths of the sea. As a messenger
of the gods she resembles Hermes, and
therefore carries the herald's staff of that

divinity.

isaeus. The fifth of the Ten Attic Orators,

a ]mpil of Isocrates ; born before B.C. 400
at Chalcis in Eubcea. He lived to the

middle of the 4th century at Athens, prob-

ably as a resident alien (inctoikds), writing
forensic speeches for other people and giving
instruction in rhetoric. Demosthenes was
for several years his pupil. Of the sixty-

four speeches attributed to him by anti-

quity, we have (besides some not unimpor-
tant fragments) eleven speeches dealing
with matters relating to inheritance, and
therefore of great importance as throwing
light upon Attic private law. In his style

he most closely resembles Lysias, to whom
he is inferior in natural elegance, wliile he
.surpasses him in oratorical skill.

isidorus. A Spaniard who, from the

beginning of the 7th century, was bishop
of Seville (in Latin Jlispdli's, whence he is

called Hispahnsis). He died about 630

A.D. He possessed a width of reading
which was remarkable for his time, and an
extraordinary faculty for collecting infor-

mation. Next to Boethius and Cassiodorus,

he exercised the most important influence

upon the general culture and literature of

the Middle Ages. Besides works on
grammar, theology, and history (including

a Chronicle of the World to his own day,

and histories of the Goths, Vandals, and
Suevi), he composed in the last years of

his life his greatest and most important
work, an immense but imperfect encyclo-

pyedic survej' of all knowledge, in twenty
volumes, entitled the Etymolugue or

Origin cs, from its often xevy capricious

and marvellous- -explanations of the various

sttbjects of which it treats. Though it is

only a vast congeries of collected excerpts,

devoid of a single original idea, it is never-

theless important owing to the variety of its

contents and its citations from writings now
lost, such as those of Suetonius. Another
work, which is similarly a compilation, but

was greatly used in the Middle Ages, is his

De Ndtuvd licrum, a handbook of natural

hisjtory.

isis. The divinity most extensively

worshipped, with her brother and husband

Osiris, by the Egyptians, among whom she

represented the feminine, receptive, and

producing principle in nature. As the

goddess of procreation and birth her S3'mbol

was the cow. On monuments she is mostly

represented as of youthful appearance with

a cow's horns on her head, between the

horns the orb of the moon, and with a

sceptre of flowers and the emblem of life

in her hands (fig. 1). Her greatest temple

stood at Busiris (i.e. Pc-Osiri, or Abode of

Osiris) in the midst of the Delta of the

Nile, where, amidst the fruitful fields, the

inhabitants worshipped the mightiest god

and goddess with ceremonies which typified

the search and discovery of Osiris by his

mourning wife after his murder by Typhon.

Like Osiris she was a divinity who ruled

over the world below. In the course of the

fusion of religions which took place under

the Ptolemies, Isis and Osiris were con-

founded with all manner of Asiatic and

Greek gods. In process of time she became

in her power the most universal of all

goddesses, ruling in heaven, on earth,

and on the sea, and in the world below,

decreeing life and death, deciding the

fate of men, and dispensing rewards and

punishments. Her worship spread over

Greece, and after the second Punic War
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obtained a firm footini:; in Rome in spite

of repeated interference by the State. In

(Ij EGYPTIAN ISIS AND HOKUS (hAUPOCKATES).

(Bciliii Museum.)

the days of the Empire it obtained rccoo;-

nition by the State and established itself

in all parts of the Roman dominions. The
attractiveness of the service of Isis lay in

the reliffious satisfaction which it "was cal-

culated to insure. Through abstinence from
food and from sensual pleasures, and through
expiations and purifications, it promised to

lead its votaries to sanctification of life and
to a true perception of the life divine.

The ritual consisted in part of a morn-
ing and evening service to the god, partly
in annual festivals celebrated in spring
at the return of the season for navigation,
and also in the late autumn before the

advent of winter. At the former festival,

lield on the 5th of March, and called the
ship of Isis {It>7di.i ndvifjiiim), in recog-
nition of her being the patroness of navi-

gation, and inventress of the sail, the people
in general, with the devotees and priests

of Isis, went in solemn procession down
to the seashore, where a sailing vessel

painted in the Egyptian manner and laden
with spices, was committed to the sea.

[Apuleius, Mif. XI 8-17, esp. 11 : Firmicus
Maternus,Z><'i;rr. Prof.Jielif/.2.] The other
feast was emblematic of the grief of Isis

at her loss and her joy at finding again
her husband Osiris and lier son HOrus.
Besides these popular feasts there were also

certain special iin/sfrn'is ni Isis, which in
all their essentials were borrowed from the
Eleusinian mysteries of Demt-ter. In these,
all who were called tiiereto by the goddess
in a dream were admitted to the select
circle of the worshippers of Isis. These
devotees, like the priests, were recognised
by their linen robes and their shaven heads,
and had to devote themselves to an ascetic
life. Oracular responses received in dreams
were as much associated with the temples
of Isis as with those of Serapis (q.v.). In
Greek art the goddess is represented as
similar to Hera. Her attributes are a
serpent, a cornucopia, ears of corn, lotus,

moon and horns, as well as the f<lstnnii, a
metal rattle, specially emplo^-ed in her
service (fig. 2).

(2) nOMAN ISIS AND ItoKUS (ll AKI'nCI! AT ES).

I

(Muiiifli.Glyplolliek.)

Ismene. A daughter of (Edlpus (^.r.").

isScrates. The fourth among the Ten

Attic Orators, was born at Athens B.C. 4;^»i.

He was the son of TheOdorus, the wealthy

I proprietor of a flute manufactory, who ]>ro-

vided for his son's receiving a careful educa-

tion. Accordinglv he had the advantage of
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being instructed by ProclTcus, Protagoras,

Theramenes, and (above all) Gorgias ; his

character was also moulded by the influence

of Socrates, although he never belonged to

the more restricted circle of his pupils.

Bashf'ulness and a weak voice prevented

him from taking part in public life. After

the fall of the Thirty, as his father had lost

his means in the calamitous j^ears that

closed the Peloponnesian War, he turned

his attention to composing forensic speeches

for others. After having taught rhetoric

at Chios [possibly about 404 B.C.], he re-

turned to Athens in 403, and there opened
a regular school of rhetoric about 392. It

was largely attended by both Athenians
and non-Athenians, and brought him in

considerable wealth. The total number of

his pupils has been given at one hundred,

including Timotheus, the son of Conon, the

orators Isajus, Hyperides, and Lycurgus,
and the historians Ephorus and Theopompus.
Isocrates also had friendly relations with
foreign princes, especially with Evagoras
of Cyprus and his son Nicocles, who loaded
him with favours. He kept himself com-
pletely aloof from any personal share in the

public life of his day
;
yet he attempted to

influence the political world, not only with-
in the narrow bounds of his native land,

but also throughout the whole of Greece, by
a series of rhetorical declamations, not in-

tended to be delivered, but only to be read.

This he did in the first place in his PdnC-
giirlcuH^ which he published in 380 B.C.,

after- spending ten or (according to another
account) as many as fifteen years over its

preparation. This is a kind of festal oration

eulogising the services of Athens to Greece,
exhorting the Spartans peacefully to share
the supremacy with Athens, and calling on
the Greeks to lay aside all internal dissen-

sions and attack the barbarians with their

united strength. In the ninetiethyear of his

age, in a discourse addressed to Philip, in

34() B.C., he endeavours to induce that mon-
arc^h to carry out his policy by reconciling all

the Greeks to one another, and leading their
united forces against the Persians. Other
discourses relate to the internal politics of

Athens. Thus, in the Arcopdr/Uicus, he
recommends his fellow citizens to get rid of
the existing weaknesses in their political

constitution by I'oturning to the democracy
as founded by Solon and reconstituted by
Clisthenes, and by reinstating the Areo-
pagus as the supreme tribunal of censor-
ship over public decorum and naorality. He
retained his mental and bodily ])owers un-

impaired to an advanced age, and in his

ninety-eighth year completed the Pclndthf-

ndiciis, a discourse in praise of Athens. He
lived to see the total wreck of all his hopes
for a regeneration of Greece, and died B.C.

338, a few days after the battle of Chteronea,

He is said to have died of voluntary star-

vation, owing to his despair at the down-
fall of Greek liberty; [but this account of

his death, familiarised by Milton in his

fifth English sonnet, must be considered as

doubtful.]

There were sixty compositions bearing

his name known to antiquity, but less than

half that number were considered genuine.

Of the twenty-one which have come down
to us, the first'J-the Letter to Demonlcus^ is

often regarded as spurious, [but there is no

reason to doubt the genuineness of nine of

the ten other Letters. It is only the letter

prefixed to the nine in the older editions

that is not genuine, having been really

written by Theophylact Simocatta earl}' in

the 7th century A.D.] Of the speeches, six

are forensic orations, written to be delivered

by others ; the rest are declamations, chiefly

on political subjects. By his mastery of

style, Isocrates had a far-reaching influence

on all subsequent Greek prose, Avliich is

not confined to oratorical composition alone.

His chief strength lies in a careful choice

of expression, not only in his vocabulary,

but also in the rhythmical formation of

his flowing periods, in a skilful use of the

figures of speech, and in all that lends

euphony to language. [Even in Latin, the

oratoi'ical prose of Cicero is, on its formal

side, founded chiefly on that of Isocrates.

Modern literary prose has, in its turn, been

mainly modelled on that of Cicero, and

thus the influence of Isocrates has endured

to the present day.]

Isotelia (" equality in tax and tribute ").

At Athens, the position of partial equality

with the citizens which was granted to the

more deserving of the tneteeci (q.v.).

Isthmian Games. One of the four great

national festivals of the Greeks, held on the

Isthmus of Corinth, in a grove of pine trees

sacred to Poseidon, near the shrines of the

Isthmian Poseidon and of Melicevtes. From
B.C. 58!), they were held in the first month
of spring, in the second and fourth years of

each Olympiad. According to legend, the

Isthmian Games were originally funeral

games in memory of Melicertes (q-V.) ;

another tradition relates that they were

established by Theseus either in honour of

Poseidon, or in commemoration of his vie-
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tory over ScTron and SliiTs. In any case,

the Athenians were specially interested in

the festival from the earliest times. It was
alleged that, from the days of Thesens
downwards, they had what was called the

prot'dria, the right of occnpying the most
prominent seats at the games, and, in ac-

cordance with a law attributed to Solon,

they presented to those of their citizens

who were victors in the contests a reward

Corinth (n.c. 4(j) it was restored to that

city. The contests included gymnastic
exercises, horse-races, and competitions
in music. The two former differed in no
essential way from the (Jlympian Games
iq.i'.)', in the third, besides musicians, poets
of either sex contended for the prize. Be-
sides the customary palm, the prize in

Pindar's time consisted of a wreath of dry
sc'llnun [often translated " parsley," but

* SITE OP THE LSTDMIAN GAMKS.

The Isthmian stadium, nnd snrred inclosure containing tlic temples of Poseidon

(Neptune) and Melicortes (Pala>mon).

After Leake's Travels in the Moren, vol. iii, pi. 3.

amounting to 100 dradunup.. [The only

occasion when Socrates was absent from

Athens, except with the army, was to at-

tend this festival.] The inhabitants of Elis

were completely excluded from the games,

being debarred from either sending com-

petitors or festal envoys. The Corinthians

had the presidency, which was transferred

to the Sicyonians after the destruction of

Corinth (B.C. 146), but at the rebuilding of

more probably identical with the " wild

celery," djnnm grdvi^olcns. The scliunn

was a symbol of funeral games]. After the

destruction of Corinth, a crown of pine

leaves was sulstituted for it. The games

long continued to bo hold, even lunh-r the

Roman Empire. \Cp. Plutarch, Timobon,

20, and Si/iiipos. v 3, 1-3.]

itingr^ria. The Roman term for (1) com-

pendious lists of the names nnd distances
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of the fliffercnt stations on tlio public roads,

after the manner of oi;r road-books (iti-

ncraria adnotdta or scripta) ; or (2) char-

to<];ra])]iic representations similar to our

travelling maps {itineraria j'icta). Of the

former kind we have

(1) the two Antoninc Itineraries, the

basis of which belongs to the time of the

emperor Antoninus Caracalla ; but the

edition which has come down to its dates

from the beginning of the 4th century. They
contain lists of routes by land and sea in the

Roman empire.

(2) The Itincrarium BurdtgaJcnse or

HiCroHolymltdnum, 333 A.D., the route of

a pilgrimage from Burdigala (Bordeaux) to

Jerusalem.

(3) The Itinerariuvi Alexandri, an ab-

stract of the Persian expedition of Alex-

ander the Great, drawn up mainly from

Arrian for the expedition of the emperor
Constantius against the Persians (a.d.

340-345).

Of the other kind of itineraries, in the

form of maps, we have a specimen in the

Peutinger Map, fdbula Petitingeriana, now
in Vienna. It received its name from its

former possessor, Konrad Peutinger, a coun-

cillor of Augsburg, It was painted at

Kolmar in TiGS on the model of an original

map which dates back to the middle of

the 3rd century a.d. It consists of twelve

broad strips of parchment, on which are

delineated all those parts of the world
which were knov/n to the Romans : only

the pieces which should contain Spain and
Britain are lost [with the exception of part

of Kent.] It is disproportionatelj^ elongated
in the direction of east to west, the ratio of

its height to its breadth being 1 :2l. The
distances from town to town are marked on
lines running from east to west, and the

relative sizes of the towns iiKlicated by
distinctive marks. [A cheap and excellent

facsimile was published by 0. IMaier of

Ravensburg in 1888.]

|tylus (itys). See AiiDON, PnocxE.
iulus. See Ascanius.
Ixion. Son of Phlegyas (or of Ares), and

king of the Lapitha3. By Dia he was the

father of Pirithoiis (who, according to

Homer, howevei', was a son of Zeus). He
attempted to withhold from his father-in-

law, Deioneus, the bridal gifts he had pro-

mised. Deioneus accordingly detained the

horses of Ixion. The latter invited him to

his house and threw him into a pit filled

with fire. When Zeus not only purified him
from this miarder, but even invited him to

the table of the gods, he became arrogant

and insolent, and even sought to win the

love of Hera. Zens thereupon formed of

the clouds a phantom resembling Hera, and
by it Ixion became the father of the Cen-

taurs. On his boasting of the favours he

imagined the goddess to have granted him,

Zeus caused him to be punished for this

crime by being fastened to a wheel, on

which he was to turn in terror for ever-

more in the world below.

Janus. A god peculiar to the Italians,

with no corresponding divinity among the

Greeks. Even the ancients were by no
means clear as to his special significance

;

he was, however, regarded as one of the
oldest, holiest, and most exalted of gods.

In Rome the king, and in later times the

rex sacrilnon ((/.r.), sacrificed to him. At
every sacrifice, ho was remembered first

;

in every prayer he was the first invoked,
being mentioned even before Jupiter. In
the songs of the Sail I he was called the
good creator, and the god of gods ; he is

elsewhere named the oldest of the gods and
the beginning of all things. It would ap-

pear that originally he was a god of the
light and of the sun, who opened the gates
of heaven on going forth in the morning and
closed them on returning at evening. In
course of time he became the eod of all

going oiit and coming in, to whom all places

of entrance and passage, all doors and
gates, were holy. In Rome all doors and

covered passages were suggestive of his

name. The former were called idniio' • over

the latter, the arches which spanned the

streets were called idni, a term perhaps

symbolical of the vault of heaven. Many
of these were expressly dedicated to him,

especially those which were situated in

markets and frequented streets, or at cross-

roads. In this case they were adorned with

his image, and the double arch became a

temple with two doors, or the two double

arches a temple with four. He was gene-

rally represented as a porter with a staff

and a key in his hands, and with two

bearded faces placed back to back and look-

ing in opposite directions {see cut). He is

also the god of entrance into a new division
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of time, and was therefore saluted every
morning as the god of tlie breaking day
(pdtii- VHltfdlnus); the beginnings of all

the months (the calends) were sacred to

him, as well as to Juno; and, among the

months, the first of the natural year, which
derived from him its name Idni'idrius. For
sacrifices on the calends twelve altars were
dedicated to him ; his chief festival, however,
was the 1st of January, especially as in B.C.

153 this was made the official beginning of

the new j'ear. On this day he was invoked
as the god of good beginnings, and was
honoured with cakes of meal called ianucc ;

every disturbance, every (luarrel, was care-

fully avoided, and no more work was done
than was necessarj' to make a lucky begin-

ningof the daily business of the year; mutual
good wishes were exchanged, and people

made presents of sweets to one another as a

HEAD <il- J A MS.

(On a Roman ai.)

good omen that the new year might bring

nothing but that which wa3 sweet and
l)leasaut in its train {ace StreX-K). The
iiewl}' chosen consuls and the other officials

together with the senate and the knights

went up to the Capitol to offer to Jupiter a

festal sacrifice of white cattle and to pray for

the safety of the State. Under the Emi)ire

the 3rd of January was substituted as the

day for offering vows for the prosperity of

the imperial house. The origin of all or-

ganic life, and especially all human life, was
referred to him ; he was therefore called

ronsivius (sower). From him sprang all

wells, rivers, and streams ; in this relation

he was called the spouse of Juturna, the

goddess of springs, and father of Fontus, the

god of fountains. As the god of coming and
going and of traffic, he had power not only

on land, but also on sea ; he was therefore

' described as the husband of the sea-goddess
Venllia and as tlie discoverer of the art of
shipbuilding. For this reason the Komau

j

as bore the impression of a shij) on the
obverse of the head of Janus (sec CoiN'AGE,
fig. 7^. His authority extended as much
over war as over ])eace. In connexion witli
war he was known in the fane founded by
Numa near the ancient Forum, as lanus
QKirinits. AVhen war was declared, the
consul opened the double doors of this

sanctuary and summoned the Roman youths
capable of bearing arms to march through
it with him. As long as war continued, the

doors stood ojien, but on the declaration of

peace they were closed. From the time of

Numa to the year of the birth of Christ,

this happened on four occasions only, and
twice in the reign of Augustus. While
Janus appears as the most ancient of the

Roman gods, he is at the same time named
as the most ancient king of the land, who
dwelt upon the JanTcfdum on the right

bank of the Tiber, and erected a temple to

the gods and gave a friendly recej)tion to

Saturn. In very late times, he is rejtre-

sented with a bearded and an unbeanled
face ; and, instead of his having the usual

attributes of the key and staff, the fingei-s

of his right hand exhibit the number 30)
(ccc), and those of his left hand the number
of the remaining days of the j'^ear (Lxv).

Jason. The son of iEsOn, and leader of

the Argonauts u/.v.), husband of Medea.
Jeiunium. The first breakfast among the

Romans (sec Meals). On Iciuniion Crrcris,

the fast of Ceres, see Cekes.
Jewellery. Sec Toreutic Art.
Jocasta. Sec Iocaste.

Jordanes. An Alanian by birth, and
probabh' bishop of t'rotuna. Ho wrote two
historical works: (1) a coinj)endium of

Universal History down to 5.j2 A.l). : (2)

an abstract of Cassiodorus' History of the

Goths {De lichits (irt7c7.s^, which, though

done in a cur.sory and unskilful manner,

is nevertheless of great value, owing to the

loss of the original work.
Josephus ( Fldriiis). Born at Jeriisalcni,

A.D. 37, of a respectable priestly family.

i
He received a scholarly education, and in

I

()3 went to Rome, whore he gained the

favour of Pojipa^a, the wife of Nero.

After having returned to Ids native land,

he endeavoured in vain to check the revolt

of his own people against the Romans; there-

upon he himself joined the rebellion, but,

while in command of Galilee, was taken

prisoner by the Romans. Ho w ;w freed
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from this after two years' captivit}^, owing
to liis having prophesied tlie coming reign

of Vespasian, from whom lie took tlie family

name ot" Flavins. After having been
present at the siege of Jerusalem, in the

suite of Titus, he lived in Rome until his

death about iVd, devoting himself to learned

studies and literary activity. His works,

which are written in Clreek, are : (1) The
Ilistonj of the Jcicish War^ in seven books,

originally composed in Syro-Chaldee. but

translated into Greek at the request of

Titus. It is remarkable for its masterly

delineation of events in which he himself

took part or of which he was an eye-

witness. (2) The Jewish Antiqiiities, in

twenty books ; a history of the Jews from
the creation down to the twelfth year of

Nero (a.d. 60), written with the object of

making a favourable impression on the

Greeks and Romans. (3) An Antohio-

fjraphy, to complete the Jewish History.

(4) A treatise in defence of his Jewish
Antiquities against the attacks of a scho-

lar named AinOn. The Enlogy of the

Maeeahees is probably spurious. There is

a Latin version of the History of the Jeirs,

dating from the end of the 4th century

A.D., under the name of Ilegesippus^ a

corruption of Josephus.

Judex. In the Roman constitution a

general designation of all judges, whether
officials exercising judicial functions or in-

dividuals in a private position, entrusted on
oath with the duty of deciding in either civil

or criminal trials. For standing and for

extraordinary criminal courts (.seeQu.^STio)

the indtces were at first chosen from the

number of the senators by agreement of

the parties concerned. Gains Gracchus
first introduced a list of iudices (album)
for the permanent tribunals (qua'sttones

pci'petfue). At first this list was perma-
nent, but afterwards it was published
annually by the pra>tor urhdnus, who had
to swear that he would be impartial in his

selection of names. Under the Empii'e, as

long as the qva'sfiones perjyctiue existed,

it was published by the emperor, who
nominated the iudices to hold office for

life, and from time to time revised and
completed the list. By the lex Scmpronia
of Gaius Gracchus, B.C. 123, the office of

judge was taken away from the senators,

who had held it previously, and transferred

to the possessors of the knight's census

(the eqvMcs). In B.C. 80 a lex Cornelia of

L. Cornelius Sulla restored it to the Senate.

In B.C. 70 the ofBce was equally divided

between the senators, the knights, and the
tribuni (erdrii. These last were once more
excluded by Caesar. Augustus formed four
d/'curue^ or divisions, of iudices. Of these
the first three were obliged to possess the

knight's census, and the last the half of it.

Caligula added a fifth decuria.

Under the Empire tho judicial functions,

hitherto confined to certain definite classes,

had become so general in their obligations,

that it was considered a privilege to be

freed from them. This exemption was
granted to a man with many children, and,

afterwards, to those following the professions

of grammarians and teachers. The requisite

qualifications, apart from that of property,

were that a person should be by birth a

citizen, and not less than thirty years of

age (after Augustus, not less than twenty-

five). The other requirements were bodily

and mental capacity, an unblemished repu-

tation, and a long residence in Italy.

Under the Republic, the number of those

who were sworn in varied at diiferent

times ; under tho Empire it was fixed at

4,000, and later at 5,000. For every court

of justice the judges were taken from the

general list by lot, and out of this special

list the presiding magistrate appointed a

definite number for each trial. Out of

these a certain number might be challenged

and rejected by either side
;
perhaps the

president filled up the vacancies by again

drawing lots. The swearing in took place

before the trial. When the number of the

prsetois apjjointed for the qiuestiones was
not sufficiently large, a iudex qiKcstionis

was appointed, generally one who had

served as sedile.

In civil cases it was customary from

early times for the judicial magistrates, i.e.

the praetors, to depute the investigation

and decision to a person instructed by them

and appointed by consent of both sides.

From the time of Augustus a single judge

{iudex linus) was ap})ointed in each case

from the general cdbwii of sworn iudices, but

for certain cases several judges were intro-

duced. {See Recuperatores, and Judicial

Procedure, II, below.) The iudices cen-

tumviri formed the single great judicial

body for trying civil cases. (See Centum-

viri.) Concerning the iudices lUtbus iudi-

candJs, who were also a})pointed in civil

cases, see Viginti-se,\ Viri.

Judicial Procedure. (I) Athenian. A
clear distinction was drawn at Athens be-

tween public and private actions. But it

must be remarked that the public actions
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included more offences than tliose which
directly aiTectcd the State. Injuries to

individuals might form matter for a public

prosecution, if (as. c.g.^ in a case of theft or

damage to property) the wrong to a citizen

in his honour or property admitted of being
viewed as an attack ujion the honour of

the citizens or the security of property in

general. The difference, both in public and
private actions, was essential, Avhether we
consider («) the right of prosecution, or (b)

the consequences of condemnation.

(a) Any one might institute a public pro-

secution, even if he had himself suffered

no wrong. The only condition was that

he must be of full age and in possession of

all civic rights. It was only in cases of

murder that the right of prosecution was
limited to the relations of the miirdered

person. Private prosecutions, on the other

hand, could only be undertaken b}^ the

injured person or his legal representative,

in the case of a ward by his guardian, in

that of a married woman by her husband,

iu that of strangers by their proji-cnos, in

that of resident aliens by their patrons.

ib) In the case of public prosecutions, if a

fine was inflicted the amount went into the

public treasury ; in the case of a private

prosecution, to the prosecutor. At public

trials other penalties than fines could be
infiicted : death, imprisonment, deprivation

of civic rights, banishment with confiscation

of property. This was not the case in

private causes, though in them the State

had the right of increasing the penalty.

For instance, a prosecution for false witness

was not public, but private
;
yet if a person

was convicted three times, the State could

inflict deprivation of civil rights. In ])ublic

causes the prosecutor ran the risk of being

himself fined 1,000 dmchmcv (£33 (is. ^d.)

if he failed to carry at least one-third of

the votes of the jurymen : besides which he

lost his right of instituting a similar action

again. In private causes the prosecutor, if

he failed to establish his case, was fined

in an amount generally equal to one-sixth

of the sum in dispute. A distinction was
drawn between assessed and non-assessed

causes. The non-assessed were those in

which the amount of the fine was already

fixed by law, and any further estimate was
therefore unnecessary : the assessed causes

were all those in which the amount of fine

had to be settled according to the character

of the offence, or the magnitude of the

damage: in other words, those Avhich re-

quired that the punishment should be fixed

for the occasion. Besides tho.so prosecu-
tions, the object of which was to get a
person jmnished for an actual breach of

law, there were others which merely aimed
at settling a disputed right. These were
naturally, for the most i>art, private causes:
but there were public ])rosecutions of this

kind as well. For instance, any one who
proposed and carried a now law was liable

for a whole year after it had passed to

prosecution and punishment for making an
illegal proposal. But after the year had
elapsed his ])er.sonal responsibility came to

an end, and only the new law could be
attacked. Private causes could bo settled

by arrangement, but the law forbade the

accuser in a public cause to drop the case.

If he did, he was liable to the same punish-

ment as if he had failed to carry one-third

of the votes. This was the principle, but it

was not always carried out in practice. In

certain public causes in which a reward
was offered by the State, the prosecutor, if

successful, received a share of the fine.

The costs of private causes (prytducia)

were paid by both ])artios in advance, and

returned to the successful suitor by his

adversary. These fees amounted, if the sum
in dispute were less than 1,0(J0 drar}ima>

(£33 (is. 8rf.), to three drachma- (about 2.^-.)

:

if greater, to thirty drachma', or about

£1. The costs of public pro.secutions were

not paid by the accused. They were paid

by the accuser in one case only ; namely,

if, in the event of the accused being con-

demned, the accuser received part of the

iine imposed. In testamentary suits, sup-

posing a person to claim an inheritance

already assigned to another, or to lay ex-

clusive claim to one which was claimed by

several others, the tenth part of the amount

was deposited bofoio the trial. If the suit

was instituted against the State, supposing

the question affected confiscated property,

a fifth part of the amount was deposited.

The successful litigant in either case re-

ceived the amount dojiosited.

As above mentioned, the Athenian law

allowed the })rosecutor, in many cases, to

institute the same suit in various forms.

A case of personal injury might bo treated

either as a private action for assault or

as a public action for outrage. In the

latter case the prosecutor could make no

claim for personal compensation. It the

injury was accompanied by aggravating

circumstances, supposing, forinstaure. that

the person injured were performing a public

function, either form of action was open.
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Private actions were often decided by
Diaitctai, or arbitrators {see DiiETET^);
an important body. For the convenience
of persons living outside Athens, thirty (in

later times forty) local magistrates were
appointed by lot, whose business it was to

go from place to place and decide petty
cases of debt or damage or assault. In
cases of^ murder the jurisdiction belonged
to the Ephcfd', in certain other cases to

the Senate, the Ecdesln, the Strategic the
Archons, and the Eleven (see Hendeka).
The greater number of cases came before
the court of the IMura (see Heli^a).
The most general name for a public

charge was (jrdphe^ or a statement in

writing. The graphe was only resorted to

in cases of offences alread}- recognised by
law, and was always brought before a

court of law, never before a political body
such as the senate or public assembly. On
the special forms of public prosecution, see

Apagoge, Eisangelia, Endeixis, Phasis,
Probole. DUx-e (suit) was the term for a
civil process. Under both forms of action

the jjroceedings were very much the same.
Except in certain cases affecting the

religious mysteries, they were public, and
involved a great many formalities. By
way of introducing his case the prosecutor
applied to the president of the court, who
hxed the date for the preliminarj^ investi-

gation. The summons was made by the
prosecutor in a public place and in the
presence of witnesses. Aliens were obliged
to give security for their appearance

;

citizens were not, except in case of apagoge^
endeixis^ or eisangelm. And in these cases
a special summons was sometimes dispensed
with, and the accused might be imme-
diately arrested. The charge having been
handed in, the presiding judge decided,
when the day mentioned in the summons
came round, whether he should admit it

or not. Various reasons might lead him
to dismiss it : the non-appearance of the
accused, there being no sullicient evidence
to show that he had been summoned ; or
if the accuser appeared on the whole not
justified in bringing the charge ; or if the
forms were not duly observed. If the
charge were admitted, it was publicly
posted up on a tablet in the neighbourhood
of the court, with a notification of the day
when the trial would come on. If the
accuser failed to appear on the appointed
day, the charge fell througli ipso facto; if

the accused failed witliout putting in a
valid plea for postpnuoment, ho was pro-

ceeded against in contumaciam. If the
parties came into court, they were both put
on their oath, the accuser with respect to

his charge, the accused with regard to his

answer. They then paid the court fees.

The accused generally tried, if possible,

to prevent the trial coming on. There were
many ways of doing this. He might, or

another might for him, dispute the admis-
sibility of the charge on various grounds

;

e.g. the legal inability of the prosecutor to

prosecute, limitation, want of jurisdiction on
the part of the authorities, absence of any
law to serve as a basis for the charge, and
so on. A witness was usually put forward
in cases of dispitted inheritance, to prove

that the prosectHor had no claim. In either

case the trial was postponed until a decision

had been come to upon the objection raised

by the accused or upon the charge of false

testimony brought by him against the

witness. If the decision went against the

accuser he was obliged to retire from the

case. After a decision was given on the

objection raised by the accused, the party

to whom it was unfavourable had to pay

his adversary a fine amounting to a sixth

part of the value of the object in dispute.

All the material necessary for the trial,

the passages to be qitoted from laws, docu-

ments, and testimony, had to be prepared

by the parties. The evidence consisted of

written statements which were given in

among the records. The witnesses who
were responsible for these might either

have made them in person before the

magistrates, or in their absence before

other witnesses. The witnesses were either

willing or unwilling. If a person had at

first offered to give evidence and after-

wards refused to do so, he might be prose-

cuted by the person affected by his conduct.

If any person, even without having bound

himself to appear, refused to give evidence

after being formally summoned by the

herald, he had to pay into the public trea-

sury a fine of 1,000 clraeJnna'.

The statements of slaves Avere only ac-

cepted as evidence when given tinder torture

in the presence of witnesses, who had to take

them down. The owners of slaves offered

to stibmit them to the torture, either of

their own will or on the demand of the

opposite party, with Vvdiich, however, they

were not bound to comply. The oath was

regarded as the ultimate test of truth. It

might either be taken by both parties on

their own proposal, or be exacted by one

I)arty from the other. The taking of the
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oath or the refusal to take it Avas put into

writing as evidence and enrolled among
tlie archives. These documents were kept

by the magistrate in a sealed box, and
brought by him into court on the day of

trial. In certain cases, such as those rela-

ting to commerce, mining, and dowries, the

duration of the proceedings was legally

limited to thirty days ; but in other causes

trials would sometimes drag themselves out

through a whole year. If one of the parties

failed to appear in court on the day ap-

pointed, his reason had to be stated on oath

by a representative. The other party Avas

free to declare on oath that the reasons

alleged were insufficient : if the judge
took this view, the proceedings went on

in contmnaciam, and the absent party

lost in the suit. In the opposite case the

accuser had to propose another date for

the trial. In private cases an arrangement
might be come to, even in court. The
charge and the answer having been read

by the clerk, both parties delivered their

speeches. These had often been composed
for them, for according to strict law the

parties could not be represented by advo-

cates. In practice, however, the}' often con-

tented themselves with a short introduc-

tory address of their own, and then asked

for permission to emplo}' an advocate.

The first speech and reply were often fol-

lowed by a second, but the whole number
of speeches on each side was not allowed

to exceed a certain time measured by the

water-clock. The pieces of written evi-

dence were read out by the clerk, during

the speaking, in their proper places, but

the time which they took was not counted

against the speaker. The judge alone had
the right of interruY)ting tlie speaker. It

was usual to introduce the witnesses of

parents, wives, children, and influential

persons. The voting was secret. Every
judge received a black and Avhite pebble

(the black for condemnation and the white

for acquittal), and put the pebble which
indicated his vote into a metal urn, the

other into a wooden one. Stones bored

through or left entire, mussel shells, beans,

or metal balls were also used for voting.

The verdict was decided by the majority

of votes : if they were equal, the accused

was acquitted. If the cause was assessed

{agon tlnictos), a second voting followed, to

decide between the punishment proposed

by the accuser and the counter-proposal of

the accused. There was no ap])ea], at least

against the decision of the public court

of tlie Jlrllasttr. Tiie utmost that was
possible was to get the verdict set aside

by proving that the proceedings /»i mntu-
luariaiii had been illegal, or that the winner
had gained the case b}' suborning i'alse

witnesses. The magistrates were, in the

case of public actions, responsible for carry-

ing out the punishment. Capital sentences
were usually carried out (b}' poison or

strangulation) in prison by the executioner
commissioned by the Eleven. {See Hex-
DEKA.) The corpses of great criminals were
thrown down a precipice or removed over

the border. If the sentence were banish-

ment, the condemned per.son had to leavo

the country within a certain time at the

peril of his life ; his property was confis-

cated. If dtlnila were inflicted, and the

condemned person attempted to usurp the

rights of which he had been deprived, ho

w^as liable to severe, even to capital jiunish-

ment. In case of a fine being inflicted, a

man was dtJnios till it was paid : if he

failed to pa}' by the time appointed, he was
liable to a double punishment, and ulti-

mately to the confiscation of his ))roperty.

If the amount of his property exceeded the

fine, the surplus was returned to him ; if

it fell short of it, he and his descendants

were debtors to the State and atimoi. Im-

prisonment seems to have served only as

an increase of sentence or as a means of

enforcing sentence. Loss of freedom and

sale were only inflicted on non-citizens for

usurping civic rights. In private actions

the ultimate means of compelling the con-

demned person to the fulfilment of his

obligation was an executory mandate, by

which he was declared a debtor to the

State in the same sum that he owed the

prosecutor, and made atinios till it was paid.

(II) Ionian. Criminal jurisdiction, until

the establislnncnt of the Republic, belonged

to the kings, and on their commission to

the (jud'sforrs parrlcjdu and the duo vlrl

pcrdudlionis. {Sec Pakricidiu.m : Pek-

DUELLIO.) After the expulsion of the kings

it passed over immediately to tlie consuls,

until the public courts {indlrtn jt('>i>uli)

were gradually devcloi)ed. In capital cases,

even in the time of the kings, an apj^oal

was allowed, as an act of grace, from their

verdict to the representative assembly, at

first to the nnnifla ctlrldtrt, and after

Servius Tullius to the comitin r,-utfir1dta.

{Sec Pkovocatio.) After the establishment

of the Republic, it was, in oOO n.r., legally

provided that an appeal might be made,

in capital cases, from the sentence of the
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magistrate to the decision of the comitia

centuriata as a court of appeal. Con-

demned persons, as a rule, naturally made
use of this right, and the magistrates con-

sequently brought their verdict before the

comitia centitriata, in the form of a charge

with reasons to support it. Thus these

comitia acquired a jurisdiction, dependent,

it is true, on a previous judgment of the

magistrates, and limited to capital cases

which admitted of appeal. The jurisdiction

of the comitia tributa was developed in

the same way. At first these comitia had

merely served as a court of appeal against

the fines imposed by the tribunes for viola-

tion of their authority. (See Multa.) But
they soon acquired jurisdiction in all cases

involving fines, and quite overshadowed the

comitia. centuriata in importance. The
judicial power of the latter was gradually

more and more restricted by the increasing

habit of referring cases of common offences

to exceptional commissions {quo'stioncs ex-

traorcUmJrioi. At last trials for per-
duellio were the only ones in which they
retained their judicial competence. But
the greatest possible number of cases were
brought before the comitia tributa^ notably
those of a political character in which
illegal or mischievous administration was
in question. Only the name of perduellio

w\T,s avoided. The distinction between the

judicial competence of the two assemblies

was founded, not so mtich on differences in

the offences, as in those of the penalties.

"Whether the comitia centuriata or comitia
tributa were to take cognisance of an
offence depended on the light in which the
magistrates regarded it. If they thought
less seriously of it, it would go before the

comitia tributa^ which had only the power
of inflicting fines to the amount of half
the property : if more seriously, before the
comitia centuriata., which could onl}^ pass
capital sentences : in early times death, in

later times the interdictto aqua', ct ignis,

and the confiscation of ])roperty which ac-

companied them. {See Exilium.)
The proceedings in the assembly were

opened by the accusing magistrate. In the

comitia centuriata this would be a consul
or prtietor, in the comitia tributa a tribune,

cedile, or qurestor. The trial began with
the diet dicttO, or fixing of a day for the
proceedings. The acx-used was then either

put into prison, or left free on giving bail

for his appearance. To give the people
some means of arriving at a conclusion on
the guilt or innocence of the accused, a

preliminary investigation was held in three

contioncs at intervals of some days. Before
these the accused was allowed to defend

himself against the charge of the magistrate.

At the last contio the magistrate pronounced
a provisional verdict, which (if adverse) was
taken as a definite charge. At the same
time he fixed the day for the meeting of

the comitia, always allowing an interval of

thirty days. At the meeting of the comitia,

supposing nothing had occurred to stop the

proceedings

—

i.e. supposing the accused

had gone into voluntary exile, or a tribune

had interposed his veto, or the accuser had
withdrawn the charge— the accuser made
his proposal (rdgdfio) to punish the accused.

Thereupon the •accused (or his advocate)

spoke in his defence, the evidence of the

witnesses who had been previously called

was shortly gone through, and the proofs

laid before the assembly. Finally the

votes were taken in the usual manner,

and the result at once made known. A pro-

sscution which remained unfinished at the

expiration of the appointed time was not

continued, but the accused was regarded

as acquitted. The condemnation of the

accused was followed by the immediate
infliction of the penalty. The sentence

could only be reversed by a subsequent

resolution of the people. (See Restitutio.)

The popular tribunals fell gradually into

disuse : the standing judicial courts or

qiio'stiones arose, the first of which was
instituted in B.C. 149. In Cicero's time

there were eight of these commissions, each

presided over by a prsetor or his represen-

tative. These courts were respectively

appointed to try the following offences:

(1) Repetundce,^ or official extortion; (2)

Mdiestas, or treason against the majesty

of the State
; (3) PeciUatus, or embezzle-

ment; (4) Ambitus, or attempt to gain office

by unlawful ineans
; (5) Vis, or violence

;

(G) De Sicarlls, or murder
; (7) Adid-

teriiim, or adultery
; (8) FaUum, or forgery.

{See Ambitus, Maiestas, Peculatus, Rei'E-

TUND.E, Vis.) Any citizen, not an official,

might bring the charge. On the proceed-

ings, see Qu-'ESTio.

The comitia tributa were, after this, only

set in motion in cases for which there was

no qua'stio perpctua, or for which it was

thought improper to institute a qua'stio

extraordlnaria. The popular tribunals of

the comitia, came to an end with the Re-

public, but the qua'stiones continued until

the 2nd century a.d, to act as the regular

criminal courts. Under the Empire the
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senate and the emperor had an extra-

ordinary jurisdiction in criminal cases.

Tlie senatorial court, which met under the

presidency of the consuls, followed the pro-

cetlure of the qiurxtiones, but its ju'oceed-

ings were not public. The cases which
it tried were usually those which affected

persons of high standing charged with
political or official oft'ences. The decision

of the court took the form of a scmltas
consiiHuiii, but had all the force of a legal

sentence. The emperor, in virtue of his

tribunician authority, had the power of

neutralizing it by his veto. An interval

of ten da^'s occurred between sentence and
execution, in pursuance of an order of

Tibeiius made in 22 a.d. But up to that

time the sentence was carried out imme-
diately after being passed, even in capital

cases. Capital punishment had in the re-

publican times been practically abolished,

but was at once reinstated under the

imperial rcyinie. The emperor himself

usuall}" exercised his jurisdiction only over

his own procurators and the higher officers

of the ami}', notabl}- in the case of strictly

militar}' offences. He acted as sole judge
even when he invited the assistance of a

jury {coJislllinu). No formal act of accusa-

tion was required. Cases which he was
unwilling to settle himself he would gene-

rally hand over to the qucesfiones or the

senatorial tribunals. The power of inflict-

ing sentence of death on Roman citizens

was confined originally to the emperor and
senate ; but in later times the emperor, by
a special mandate, transferred it for pjur-

poses of provincial administration, to the

governors of the provinces, whose juris-

diction extended to all citizens, with the

exception of the high military officers,

senators, and the dccuriones of a munl-
clpmm. {Sec Decurio, 2.) The criminal

jurisdiction in Rome and its neighbourhood
tor a radius of 100 miles was given to the

jinrftctus urbi, whose court ended by
becoming the chief criminal court in the

capital. The rest of Italy was placed under
the jurisdiction of the pra^fect of the Prse-

torian Guard. Erora the decision of these

representatives of the imperial authority an
appeal was allowed to the emperor. But,

after the 3rd century A.D., the appeal
mostly came before the p»r»fect of the body-
guard, whose judgment was generally final.

The senatorial court came finally to acting

only on the motion of the emperor.
The Roman civil jurisdiction, like the

criminal, Ijelonged originally to the king,

from whom it pas.sed to the consuls. Willi
them it remained until a special magi.s-

tracy, the pnntorship, was instituted for it.

{tScr Pk.ktoK.) According to ancient usage,
the highest judicial authorities did not
suporinttnd the case from beginning to end.

Their action was usually couhned to the

preparation of the case and such measures
as its course made ab.soluiely necessary, as
(supposing their interference was required)
in ordering execution of .sentence. The
investigation projjer, and the passing of

juilgmeut, they as a rule handed over
(with the consent of the ])arties) either to

a single judge (.see Jude.k) or rCciipirCttovCs

{see Recuperatores) appointed for the

occasion, or to the judicial collegia of the

indices decemviri and ccntumviri^ aj>-

pointed, independently of special cases, for

the whole year. As an introduction of the

case, the plaintiff (pctltor) was required t.j

bring the defendant (reus) before the tribu-

nal of the magistrate (in ids). In the case

of the praetor, this would be his tribunal

in the Forum. If the accused failed either

to obey the personal summons of the plain-

tiff (in ins vocdtiO) or to apjiear by his

representative (vindex), the ))laintiff could,

after calling a witness to attest that his

summons was in order, take him before

the pra3tor by force. In later time, to meet

the cases in which the accused was unable

to answer the summons immediately, the

vadimoniiim was introduced. This was
a promise, given by the accused on the

security of sureties, that he would aj^jicar

in court on a certain day, or if ho failed

would pay a sum of mono}-, the amount

of which dejtended on the nature of the

question in dispute. The proceedings in

iure, or before the magistrate, took place

according to certain definite formal rules,

the so-called ler/is actlunes, the commonest

of which was the actio sacrdmcntl. This

was accompanied by the utterance of a

solemn formula partly by the magistrate,

partly by the parties, and by certain sym-

bolical acts. The smallest dej»arture from

the traditional formula involved the loss of

the suit. The trial thus commenced, the

next stop was the iudicis ddi'id, or appoint-

ment of a judge to try it. The case caiuo

on before the appointed iudcx (in indicia)

on a day apiwiuted. It was first shortly

stated ; "the pjarties or their advocates made

their speeches, the evidence was tested and

judgment pronounced.

The cumbrous machinery of the Icfjis

actiones gave way afterwards, in all caaes
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but a few, to the procedure by formula.
The formula was a document written out

by the praetor, in wliich he, after hearing
the parties, summed up the points of the
accusation and the replies of the accused,
appointed the judge, and gave him the
materials for investigation and judgment.
The proceedings in iudicio were then
opened with the production of the formtda.
The question of the debt being settled, the
judge proceeded to make a valuation of the

object in dispute, in case a definite amount
had not been mentioned in the formula.

On the procedure in case of default, see

CoNTUMACiA. The judgment was irrever-

sible. It was only in certain exceptional

cases, notably if it appeared that any decep-
tion or force had been employed, that the
magistrate who had appointed the judge,
or his successor in office, could set it aside

by restitutio in integrum. If the com-
demned party refused to make the payment,
the magistrate who had prepared the case
could order personal arrest or seizure of

goods. {See Manus Iniectio and Bonorum
Emptio.)
The only weapon against abuse of judicial

authority in the republican age was the
right of appeal to a magistrate Avith the
power of veto. {See Appellatio.)
The system of civil jurisdiction continued

to exist in the imperial period, though with
many modifications in detail, until the
3rd century a.d. After that, the excep-
tional procedure {extra ordhiem) in which
the magistrate superintended the case till

its conclusion and pronounced judgment at

the end of it, became the usual one. The
emperor, as supreme judge, had the power
of deciding every case, criminal or other-
wise, if his decision was appealed to.

Further, he could interfere by his decree
during the course of the trial, and either
quash the verdict himself, or lay the appeal
for decision before an authority constituted
by himself for the purpose. In later times
this authority was the prafectus urhi.

A further appeal from this authority back
to the em])eror was allowed.

Jiidicium. The Latin name for a
court : iudieium jxjjxVi, a court in which
the populus acted as indices. Iudieium
prlrfdum^ a civil, iudieium publicum, a
criminal court; indicium domestlcum, a
family court. (See Judicial Procedure.)

Jiigerum. The unit of superficial mea-
sure among the Romans. A rectangle 240
Roman feet in length and 120 feet broad
= 28,800 Roman square feet = rather more

than half an English acre of 43,5G0 square
feet. Two hundred iugCrd form one cen-
turia [about 132 acres].

Julian Calendar. See Calendar.
Julianus. (1) Salvius. An eminent

Roman jurist, born in Africa, who lived in

the days of Hadrian. Besides many original

works which were long held in high esteem,

he compiled at the command of the emperor
in 131 A.D., a systematic collection of Edicts
of the Prajtors, beginning with the repub-

lican time {edictum p)erpctuum). This
was the first scientific collection of Roman
legal documents. Numerous fragments of

his works are quoted in the Digest. Cp.
Corpus Juris Civilis (2).

(2) Flavius Claudius, " the Apostate."

Born at Constantinople a^d. 331 ; he was
the son of Julius Constantius, a brother

of Constantine the Great. In spite of his

early monastic education, he was so strongly

prepossessed against the Christian religion

owing to the murderous deeds of his own
family, the persecutions he suffered at the

hands of his cousin Constantius, and his

own intercourse with the most renowned
Sophists both in Nicomedla and at Athens,

that, on his elevation to the imperial

throne in 301, he attempted to drive

out Christianity, and to restore Paganism
on the foundation of Neo-Platonic philo-

sophy. His attempts were however cut

short by his death in the war against the

Persians. We still possess eight essays

written by him in Greek, in the form of

speeches ; seventy-eight letters of the most

varied contents, valuable as throwing light

on his character and his aims ;
and two

satirical writings : (i) The Ccesars, or the

Banquet, a brilliant criticism on the Roman
emperors, from Cajsar downwards, in the

form of Varro's Menippean satires
;

(ii) the

Mtsopogon (Beard-Hater), a satire directed

against the inhabitants of Antioch, who had

cast ridicule on his beard and his philosophic

garb. Of his work directed against the

Christians and their religion, which he com-

posed in Antioch before the expedition

against the Persians, only extracts and

fragments survive. Julian is one of the

cleverest, most cultivated and eleo;ant writers

of the period after the birth of Christ.

Julius Capitolinus. A Roman historian.

{See S<'HIPT()RES HiSTORI-E AUGUST.E.)

Jiilius Valerius. The Latin translator of

the romance of pseudo-Callisthenes on Alex-

ander the Great. {See Callisthexes.)

Junius Cordus. A Roman historian. {Sec

SCRIPTORES HlSTC>RI^ AuGUST.E.)
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Jiino (i.e. lovino, a feminine form cor-

responding to lOiis contained in luptfcr).

In tlic It;\lian mythology, the qneen of

lieaven and of heavenly light, espcciallj'-

that of the new moon ; the wife of Jupiter.

After she had been identihed with the

Greek Hera {<].i'-)j she was regarded as the

daughter of Saturnus (who was identiiicd

witli Cronus), and as sister of her husband.

In Italy, as the queen of womankind, she

was the representative of woman in general,

to such a degree that, as every man had his

Gcnlits, so every woman had her luno^ to

whom she offered sacrifice and bj'^ whom she

swore. It was as Iiino Lucina (the bringer

of light) that she was worshipiied from the

most ancient times and in many parts of

Italv. As such, she was the goddess of the

beginnings of all the months, and on the

calends, at Rome, the rex sacyorum and his

wife made regular sacrifices to her. As all

goddesses of light are also goddesses of birth

(the appearance of the light from out of the

darkness being looked on as a birth), under
the same name of Lucina she was honoured

as the mightiest of the goddesses of birth.

Her temple at Rome, in a sacred grove, was
one of the most ancient and venerated. By
a custom dating back to Numa, a piece of

gold was placed in her treasury there at the

birth of every male child. The MCitrOnCdia

(q.v.) was the most famous feast of the

goddess. It was celebrated by the Roman
matrons and virgins on the 1st March. At
this festival the goddess was represented

veiled, with a Hower in her right hand, and
an infant in swaddling clothes in her left.

Another ancient worship highh' honoured

throughout Italy was that of Inno SOsjnta

(the Saviour), whose ancient grove and
temple at Lanuvium was deemed sacred at

Rome, which itself had two temples to this

divinity. At an appointed time in every

year the Roman consttls offered a sacriiico

to the Juno at Lanuvium. The image of the

goddess at that jjlace wore, over the robes

of a matron, a goatskin which served as hel-

met and cuirass, with a shield held in one

hand and a spear brandished in the other.

This worship assigned to the goddess who
presided over the life of woman the char-

acter of a divinity of protecting power.

luno CiirifiSj or Qu iritis {i.e. armed with

a spear), who was specially worshipped b}'

the Sabines, was also a warlike goddess.

As goddess of marriage Juno was invoked

at weddings under many names. As Doini-

duca she conducts the bi-ide into the bride-

groom's house : as Unxia she anoints the

D. C. A.

doorposts as a sign of good omen at her

reception
; as Ciiurla she tics and unlooses

tiio marriage girdle; and as i"'ro»» //a and
iCiija she is the foundress of marriage. On
the citadels of towns, which were deemed
to be under her particular protection, she

was specially worshipped by matrons, either

with Jupiter, or alone, as luno lieijinUj be-

ing the wife of lupltev L'< j- and the highest

celestial goddess. In this capacity she had
her chief temple at Rome, on the Capitol,

close to Jupiter. It was there that tho

well-known geese were kejjt, which were
sacred to her as being proliiic antl domesti-

cated creatures. Another highly honoured

fane of luno litt/ina was on the Aventine,

to which her worship had been transplanted

from Veil after the destruction of that city.

There was also a temple on the Capitol dedi-

cated to luno Moneta ("the admonisher "),

in gratitude (it was said) for her .salutary

admonitions [Cic, De ])irinafione, i 45

§ 101]. Money derived from the goddess

its designation Moneta, as it was coined

in the temple of luno Moneta. Another

most ancient Roman worship was that of

luno CaprOtlna (Juno of the goatV This

was celebrated % the festival held by

female slaves on the 7th Jul}-, called Xr>nn-

Caprotina\ (S'cc Capkotixa. ) In the third

Punic War the worship of Inno C(ilet<tis

was brought into Rome from Carthage.

This was the ancient tutelary goddess of

Carthage, strictly speaking the Astarte of

the Phoenicians. When Carthage was
restored under the Empire, her worship

flourished anew. Not oidy the goose, but

also the raven that loves the height.s, wa.s

sacred to her as the protectress of citadels.

Jupitgr (Iiipji'iter). In the Italian my-

thology, the highest god in heaven, cor-

responding to the Creek Zeus (q.r.\ with

whom he was identical, not only in his

nature, but also in his name. For Juitiler

is compounded of Ions tan older form is

Dioris) an<l jxUer : Zeus stands for Dieus

(Indian lJiaus=^" the bright heaven "). As

in course of time the Italian god became

identified with the Creek, he was regarded

as a son of Saturn and of Ops, tho

deities deemed to correspond to the (ireek

Uranus and Rhea respectively. From

Jupiter comes all that ap]>ears in tlie

heavens. As Lilcetius (from hi.r, " light ")

he is the bringer of light, tho cau.se of tlio

dawn of day, as well as of tho full moon at

night. Ju.st as the c.ilends (Istl of each

month arc sacred to Juno, so the ides (13th or

15th\ which are full-moon days, are sacred

z
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to Jupiter. On these Iiis special priest, the

fhlmrii dullis, offers him the IdCilia, a

'sacritice of a white lamb. While he

Avatches over fair weather, he also controls

all other Aveather ; as Fidgunltor and
FuhmnCdor (" tlasher of lightning ") and as

Touans or TonitruCdis (" thunderer ") he

brings down those fearful storms which
were familiar to Rome ; aHPlnvius he sends

a i'ertilizing rain. Any place, or thing,

struck by lightning was supposed to be

sacred to Jupiter as having been taken

possession of by him, and thus it needed a

particular dedication. (*SVe Puteal.) As the

god of rain, there was instituted in his

iionour at Rome a festival of supplication,

called dqiudtcinm. In this the ])ont7ffees

brought into Rome from the temple of Mars
outside the Porta Cdpena a cylindrical stone

called the Idpts mdnCdts (rain-stone), while

the matrons followed the procession with
bare feet, as did also the magistrates, unac-

companied by their insignia. In the same
character he was appealed to by the country-

folk, before sowing time and in the spring

and autumn, wdien a sacrificial feast was
offered to him. He and Juno were wor-
shipped before the commencement of the

harvest, even before any sacrifice to Ceres.

Throughout all Latium, the feast of the

VlnCdla (q.v.) was celebrated in his honour
as the giver of wine ; and at the commence-
ment of the vintage season he was offered

a lamb b}^ the flanien Dialis. He was
honoured in all Italy, after Mars, as the

decider of battles and giver of victory

;

this was specially the case at Rome, where,
as early as the days of Romulus, shrines

were founded to him as Stdtor (" he who
stays flight") and Feretrius (to whom the
spoils taken by a Roman general in the
field from a hostile general were offered.

See Spolia). He Avatches over justice and
truth, and is therefore the most ancient

and most important god of oaths ; he was
specially called on by the fetmlcs (q.v.)

as a witness at the ceremonies connected
with treaties of peace. Not only the law
of nations, but also the law of hospitality,

is under his special protection, and while
he causes his blessing to fall on the whole
country, he is also the god of good fortune
and blessing to the fami]3-. His gracious
power does not confine itself to the present
alone ; by means of signs comprehensible to

experts, he reveals the future (see Auspicia)
and shows his api^roval or disapproval of

a contemplated undertaking.

He was worshipped of old on the Alban

Hill, by the Latin people, as their ancestral

god, under the name of luppiter Ldtiaria
(or LdtiCdls) ; at the foi-mation of the Latin
league he was honoured as the god of the

league by a sacrificial feast, which they all

held in common ; even after its dissolution

the sacrifice was continued under the super-

intendence of the consuls. {See Perke.)
The chief seat of his worship in Rome was
the Capitol, where he was honoured as the

ideal head of the State, as the Increaser and
Preserver of Roman might and power, under
the name of luppiter Optlmiis Maxunus
(" Best and Greatest "). It was there that

his earthenware image was enthroned, with

the thunderbolt in its right hand. It stood

in the centre of the temple begun by Tar-

quinius Siiperbus, the last of the kings, and

finished and dedicated in the first year of

the Republic. In the pediment of the temple

was the quadriga.^ the attribute of the god
of thunder, while the chambers to the left

and right were dedicated to Juno and to

Minerva respectively. Here the consuls,

at their entry into office and their departure

to war, made their solemn vows ; hither

came the triumphal procession of the victor,

who was clad in the festal garb of the god,

and who, before offering to Jupiter the

customary'- thank-offering of white oxen,

prayed to his image and placed in his lap

the laurel-wreath of victory bound aboiit

the fasces. Hither poured in, to adorn the

temple and to fill its treasures, countless

multitudes of costly votive offerings from
the State, from generals and private citi-

zens, and from foreign kings and nations.

When, after its existence for 400 years,

the ancient temple was destroj-ed by fire

in B.C. 83, it was rebuilt on its original plan

but with increased magnificence (B.C. 78).

The image of the god was a copy in gold

and ivory of the Olympian Zeus (q.t:). The
temple was burnt down again A.D. 70, and

Vespasian had scarcely restored it when a

fresh fire burnt it down A.D. 80, whereupon
Domitian in A.D. 82 erected the temple

which continued to stand as late as the 9th

century.

As was natviral for the most exalted

god of the Roman State, he had the most

splendid festivals in his honour. Amongst
the greatest of these were the ludl Eomdi}!,

the hidi magni, and the hidi plebeii.

{See Games.) Under the Empire the

Capitoline Jupiter was recognised as the

loftiest representative of the Roman name
and State, whose vicegerent on earth was
the emperor. As his worship gradually
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spread over the whole empire, he finally

became tlie representative of the pagan
world in general. He was often identified

with the native gods of the provinces,
including the sun-god of Heliopolis and
Doliche in Syria, who, from the 2nd and
3rd centuries A.D., Avas worshipped far

and wide under the name of luppitcr
UeliopoUtCinus and DolicJicnus. Antoninus
built for the former the magnificent temple
of Heliopolis, or Baalbec. He was simi-

larly identified with various Celtic and
German gods, especially those who were
worshipped on Al])ine mountain-tops as

protectors of travellers. As an example of

the latter we have luppitev Opiinius Maxi-
imts Po^niiuiK, whose seat was on the Great
St. Beniartl.

Jurisprudence. The science of law is the

one branch of Roman literature which had
a purel}' national development. From an
early date there were definite legal ordi-

nances in Rome, and shortly after the

expulsion of the kings a collection of leges

rcgia' was made by a certain Gains
Papirius. These consisted of archaic cus-

tomary laws of a strongly sacerdotal char-

acter, and arbitrarily attributed to individual

kings (known as the Ids Pdplrulnuui).
However, the foundation of the collective

legal life of the Romans was ])rimarih' the

well known law of the Twelve Tables,

B.C. 451-450. {Sec Twelve Tables.) This
put an end to the want of a generally

known law : for the knowledge of previous

legal decisions, like the whole of the

judicial procedure, had been hitherto

kept in the exclusive possession of the

patricians. The administration of the law
remained as formerly in the hands of the

patricians alone, for they kept from the

plebeians all knowledge of the dies fasti
and nefasti, i.e. the daj^s on which legal

proceedings might or might not be taken,

as also the forms of pleading which were
regularly employed (legls actlones). The
latter were so highly important that the

least infraction of them would involve the

loss of the cause. This condition of things

existed for a long time, until Appius
Claudius CevcMs drew up a calendar of the

days on which causes could be jjleaded, and
a list of the forms of pleading. These were
made public about 304 B.C. b}^ his secretar}^,

Gnseus Flavins, after whom they were then
called lus Flavhlmim. By these means
a knowledge of the law became generally

attainable. It soon had eminent repre-

sentatives among the plebeians in the

persons o^ Puhlliis Seiiipnniins Sr,ji/ii>s and
'Tiberius Corunednlus. In ancient daj's,

however, the work of the jurists was purely
practical. It was considered an honourable
thing for men learned in the law to allow
people to consult them {cniisulere, hence
iuris, or iurc consult i) either in the Forum
or at appointed hours in their own houses,

and to give them legal advice {rcsj)0)isa).

It was mainly by a kind of oral tradition that

the knowledge of law was handed down, as

the most eminent jurists allowed younger
men to be present at these consultations

as listeners {audlturcs or discl2)i(ll). The
beginning of literar}' activity in this depart-

ment, as in others, dates from the second
Punic War. It begins with the earliest

exposition of existing law. Scjctus yElius

Cdtus published in 204 B.C. a work named
Ti'ipcrhta (from its being divided into three

parts) or lus ^Elidnutn, which consisted of

the text of the laws of the Twelve Tables

together with interpretations, and the legal

formiiloi for carrying on suits. From the

middle of the 2nd century it became
common to make collections of the rcsponsa

of eminent jurists, and to use them as a

source of legal information. Among others,

Marcus Porcius C'dto, the son of Cato the

Elder, made a collection of this kind. In

some families knowledge of the law was in

a measure hereditary, as in those of the

iElii, Porcii, Sulpicii, and Mucii. A
member of the last famil)-, the pontifex

Quintus Mucius Sca'cdla (died B.C. 82), was
the first who, with the aid of the formal

precision of tlie Stoic philosophy, gave a

scientific and systematic account of all

existing law, in his work, Dc lure Clclli.

Servius Suljucius Pufus, the contemporary

and friend of Cicero, further advanced this

new and more methodical treatment of law

by his numerous writings and by training uj)

pupils, such as Aulus Ojilius and Publius

Alfenus Varus. The former rendered great

assistance to Cit^sar in his scheme for

forming the whole of the lus Civile into

a single code. Besides these there were

several eminent jurists at the close of the

Republic: Gains Trebatius Testa, Quintus

^lins Tubr-ro, Gains ^Elius Gallus, and

Aulns Cascellius.

While under the Republic the Icarnoil

jurist had held an inferior position to the

orator in influence and importance, there

is no doubt that under the Empire imblic

eloquence became subordinate, and the

position of the jurists was the most coveted

and influential in the State, esj)ecially when
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Augustus decreed tliat the opinions of

jurists autliorized by the head of the State

were to have tlie validity of law. It was
from the jurists as advisers of the emperor
that all legislation now proceeded. They
had access to all the highest oflices of the

court and of the State. Accordingly the

men of the highest gifts and character

betook themselves naturally to this pro-

fession, and even introduced into the laws

an increased unity, consistency, and syste-

matic order. Under Augustus tM'o jurists

were pre-eminent, Qniutiis Antistius Ldbco
and Gaius Ateiiis Cdptto, the founders of

the two later schools, named, after their

pupils Sempronius Proctilns and Masurius
Sabinus, the ProvuJidni and Snhini respec-

tively. Labeo sought to extend his pro-

fessional knowledge, whilst Capito held fast

to the traditions of former jurists.

The first scientific collection of laws was
made under Hadrian by the Sabinian

\?i,\\y&v Salvius luliainis, with his Edichim
Perpetutim., a classified collection of the

prretorian edicts from the times of the Re-
public. (yS'ee Edictum.) Sextus Pomjxmiin^,

his somewhat younger contemporary, com-

posed amongst other things a history of the

law till the time of Hadrian.

Under the Antonines jurisprudence was
able to claim a remarkable representative

in the Asiatic Gains, but it received its

completion and conclusion in the first half

of the 3rd centuxy A.D., thi'ough yEmilius
Pdprii ianus, Dom itius Ulp'uln us, and Iidms
Pauhis. After their time there were no
jurists of gi>?.at and original capacity. In
the 4th century literary activity revived

again, but confined itself to the collection

of legal authorities, especially that of im-
perial ordinances. Thus the Codex Theo-
(InsiCtnus, finished in A.D, 438, contains an
official record of all the enactments decreed
by the emperors from the time of Con-
stantine. Under Jastitiiau I (527-565 A.D.)

the last and most complete Roman collection

of laws was made, under the name of the
Corpus Jim's Civills (q.v.).

Jiistlnianus. Sec Corpus Juris Civilis.

Justinus. A Latin author, who com-
posed, })robably in the 2nd century A.D.,

an abstract, still extant, of the Universal
History of Pompeius Trogus {Tragi Pompcl
Hisfdrtdrum Piiilippicdrum Epitdma). It

enjoyed a great reputation in the Middle
Ages. Of the circumstances of his life

nothing is known.
Justitium. The term b}- which the

Romans desiicnatcd a legal vacation, or

cessation from business in the courts of

justice, in the sittings of the senate, and
even in private lil'e, when all the shops
were closed. This took place on extraor-

dinary occasions, such as famine, or during
the perils of war, and, under the Empire,
on the death of a member of the imperial

family. It was decreed by the highest

magistrate present in Rome, subject to the

approval of the senate. AVhen the occasion

had passed b}', it was removed by a special

edict on the part of the magistrate.

Juturna. An old Latin goddess of foun-

tains, sometimes said to have been beloved

by Jupiter, from whom she received the

dominion over all the rivers and waters of

Latium. She Js also called the wife of

Janus, and by him the mother of Fontus,

the god of springs. Vergil makes her the

sister of Turnus of Ardea, king of the

Riituli, probably in allusion to a spring

named after her in the country between
Ardea and Lavinium. Besides the pond
of Juturna in the Forum at Rome, there

was also a spring bearing her name in the

Campus Martins, the water of which was
considered sacred and salutar}', and was
therefore emjolo^'ed in all sacrificial rites

and services, and also used by sick people.

On January 11th, the anniversary'' of the

day on which her temple was erected in the

Campus Martins by Lutatius Catulus, all

workmen engaged on aqueducts and the like

celebrated the Jutu media. As a goddess

who dispenses water, she was, together

with Vulcan, specially invoked at the break-

ing out of fires. [luturna — Dtiituma.]
Jtivenalis {Dccimus lunius). The great

Roman satirist, born at Aquinum, a town
of the Volscians, about 47 A.D. Ac-

cording to the accounts of his life which

have come down to us, he was the son,

either real or adopted, of a wealth}' freed-

man, and spent the first half of his life in

Rome engaged in declamator}' exercises,

more for pleastire than as a preparation

for the Forum or the schools. He continued

there until he became a knight. In an in-

scription of the time of Domitian he is named
as duvmvir and as a flamen of Vespasian

in his native town, and also as tribune of

the first Dalmatian cohort. The command
of a cohort is also specified in the accounts

already mentioned. According to these he

was sent into banishment under the pre-

tence of military distinction, because in a

satirical composition he had taken the

liberty of denouncing the political infltience

of a favourite comedian of the emperor.
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As to the place and date of his banishment,

the accounts vary between Britain and
Egypt, and also between the last years of

Domitian (against which theory there are

weighty objections) and the reigns of either

Trajan or Hadrian. In an}^ case he died

after 127 A.D., according to one account, in

the eiglity-second year of his life, or about

130, the cause being grief at his exile. By
others he is made to return to Rome before

his death. We possess sixteen satires by
him, which the grammarians have divided

into live books. In these he delineates with
moral indignation and with pitiless scorn the

universal corruption of society, particularl}^

in the times of Domitian, painting its vices

in all their nakedness and ugliness with
the most glaring colours. His composition

is often concise to the verge of obscurity,

and by its strong rhetorical colouring be-

tra5's his earlier studies. In his own day,

and afterwards, his satires enjoyed great

popularitj-, and were held in high repute

even in the Middle Ages. Owing to his

obscurity he early attracted the attention

of learned men of old, and we still possess

the remains of their industry in a collection

of Scholia. [About the life of the poet

nothing certain can bo really ascertained

e.\cept from the hints given in his own
writings. Tiie biographies which have
come down to us must be used with ex-

treme caution : and it is not at all certain

that the inscription mentioned above refers

to him at all.]

Jtivencus {(Jahts Vdtiiis Arpuliiis). A
Christian Latin poet and a presbyter in

Spain. About 33U he composed a poetic

version of the gospel narrative (Ilistoria

EixingC'ltca) in fotir books; he also cast the

books of Moses and Joshua [and Judges] into

the form and phraseology of the Roman epic

poets. This seems to have been the earliest

attempt to make the Christian literature

rival the pagan in beauty of form, and to

supplant and supersede heathen poetry as

a means of education. [The epic paraphrase

of the Heptateuch is now no longer ascribed

to Juvencus, but to Cyprian, not the bishop

of Carthage, but a Gaul of the Gth centur}',

in all probabilit}^ the third bishop of Toulon.

(The Latin Heptateuch, critically reviewed

by Prof, Mayor, pp. xxxiv-xlii). See

CVPRIAN, 2.]

Juventas. The Roman goddess of youth.

{See Hebe.)

K see

Knights. See Equites and Hippeis.

Labdacus. Son of Polydorus, grandson of

Cadmus, and father of Laius (//.v.).

Laberius {Deciinus). The originator and
leading representative of the mime {q.v.) as

a form of literature ; born about 105 B.C.

Being a Roman knight with a strong love

of freedom, he roused the wrath of the

dictator Ctcsar ; accordingly in B.C. 45
the latter compelled him to appear on the

stage at the age of sixty, and to compete
with his rival Publilius Syrus. In the pro-

logue to the piece, one of the most beautiful

monuments of Roman literature which have
come down to us, Laberius complains bit-

terly of the indignity put upon him. His
appearing as an actor involved the loss of

knightly rank, which in this case, however,
\' was restored to him by Caesar. He died

at PutCioli in 43. Apart fi'om the prologue

already mentioned, we have only unimpor-
tant fragments of more than forty of his

mimes These bear witness to the origina-

lity of his wit and the vigour of his style.

I

Lacerna. The Latin term for a coarse,

!
dark-coloured cloak, fastened on the shoulder

by a brooch, which was in use as a protec-

j

tion against rain. It was provided with a

j

hood. In later times the name was given

I

to a light and elegant mantle, either white or

! dyed in Tyrian purple, which was worn over

I

the toga to complete the costume at games
I or other outdoor occasions. In the time of

Augustus, who forbade its use in the Forum
or Circus, it formed part of the military

uniform. It was afterwards commonly
worn even in Rome itself.

Lachesis {Greek). One of the three

goddesses of fate. {See MaiR.i;.)

Laconiciim. A species of dry sweating-

bath, introduced from Greece by the Romans

towards the end of the Republic. It was

specially used to correct the effects of

excessive indulgence at the table, by in-

ducing severe perspiration ; at the conclusion

of the process it was usual to take either a

cold plunge or a shower-bath. The dry
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sweating-bath was taken in a small, circular

room, covei-ed with a cupola, and capable of

being raised to a high degree of temperature.

Its sole light was admitted through a hole in

its vaulted roof. Under this opening there

hung on chains a bronze shield (cltpeiis),

by elevating and depressing which it was
possible to regulate the temperature.

Lactantius {Fhinulmis). A pupil of

Arnobius, summoned by Diocletian to teach

rhetoric in the school of Nicomedia in

Bithynia. Here he embraced Christianity

(before a.d. 303), and in his old age (about

317) he became the teacher, in Gaul, of

Crispus, the son of Constantine the Great.

He is remarkable above all Christian

authoi'S for the purity and smoothness of

his style, for which he was indebted to the

careful study of Cicero, so much so indeed,

as to have earned the title of the Christian

Cicero. His great work is the " Intro-

duction to Divine Knowledge" (Divincv.

IiistifafiDncs), in seven books. A poem on
the phoenix, in eightj-'-five couplets, is also

ascribed to him ; but this ascription is

doubtful.

Lacimaria (Lacudrta, Ldqiiedria). The
Latin name for the panelled ceilings of rooms
which were formed by placing planks across

the beams of the roof, whereby hollow
spaces were produced. These spaces were
covered with wood or ivory, or ornamented
with sculptured reliefs or pictures ; occa-

sionally they were even gilded or inlaid

with plates of gold. [Horace, Odes, ii 18,

1.] In banqueting-rooms they were some-
times so formed that the panels could be
slipped aside to let flowers, wreaths, and
other complimentary presents fall in showers
on the guests below. [Suetonius, Nov, 31.]

Ladon. The hundred-headed dragon, who
watched over the garden of the HesperTdes
(q.v.) ; the son of Phorcys (or of Typhon)
and of Ceto. He was slain by Heracles
when he went to fetch the golden apples.

Lsena. An ancient Roman garment. It
was a woollen mantle, fastened by a brooch,
of a coarse, shaggy material, twice as thick
as an ordinary toga. Under the Empire it

was very generally worn as an outer cloak
by all classes of society, especially on going
out to supper.

Laertes. King of Ithaca, and son of Arci-
sius, a son of Zeus. He was the husband
of Anticleia and father of Odyssetis (q.i\).

Lsestrygones. In Homer, a race of giants
and cannibals dwelling in the distant north,
where the nights are so short that the
shepherd driving his Hofk out meets the

shepherd who is driving his flock in. Their
city was Telepylus, founded by Lamus.
When Odysseus {q.v.) came there on his

wanderings, their king was Antiphates.
The later Greeks placed the home of the

Lffistrygonians in Sicily, to the south of
Etna, near the town of Leontini ; the
Romans, on the southern coast of Latium,
near Formige. [Homer, Od. x 82, 106;
Thuc, vi 2 ;

Cic, Ad Atticum ii 13 ; Horace,
Odes iii 16, 34.] {See Painting, fig. 5.)

Laevius. A Roman epic and lyric poet.

{See Epos and Lyric Poetry.)
Lagoena, Lagona ; Lagynos. See Vessels.
Laius. The son of Labdacus, grandson of

Polydorus, and great-grandson of Cadmus.
When his guaTdian Lycus wag banished or

slain by Amphion {q.v.) and Zethus, he fled

to Pelops. At the death of the usurpers,

he ascended the throne of his fathers and
married Jocasta. (See (Edipus.)

Lampadedromia. See Torch-race.
Lampridius. One of the Scriptores Ilis-

forke Aufjusfee {q.v.).

Lamps. S<'e Lighting.
Lancea. See Legion, near end.

Lanista. The Roman name for a fen-

cing-master or trainer of gladiators. {See

Gladiatores.)
Lantern of Demosthenes. A mediseval

name for the monument of Lj^sicrates {q.v.).

Lanterns. See Lighting.

LAOCOON AND HIS SUN.S.

(Rome, Vatican.)

Laocoon. According to the post-Homeric

story, a priest of Apollo. Ho had displeased

that god by marrying against his wishes;
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and, when the Greeks had departed for a

time from Troy, leaving the wooden horse
behind them, lie again offended, by serving
as a priest on the occasion of the sacrifice

otfercd to Poseidon. Accordingly, in the
midst of the sacrilicial feast, tlie god sent two
serpents who strangled Laocoon and one of

his sons. In Vergil's account [^En. ii 230]
Laocoon draws down upon himself the wrath
of Athena, not only for warning the Trojans
against the guile of the Greeks, but for

piercing with a spear the liank of the horse
dedicated to the goddess. "Wliilst he was
sacrificing to Poseidon on the beach, Atliena

caused two snakes to emerge from the sea

and strangle the father and both of his

sons. This incident has been represented

in the famous group of sculpture [see cut),

the work of the Ehodian artists Agesander,
Polydorus, and Athenodorus,
which was found in 150G amid,

the ruins of the house of the

emperor Titus at Pome. It is

now in the Belvedere court of

the Vatican Museum. {Comp.
Sculpture.^

Laodameia. (Lat. -la). The
daughter of Acastus, and wife

of Protesilaus (q.v.). She was
celebrated for her attachment to

her husband, whom she followed

to death of her own free will.

Laomedon. Son of Ilus and
Enrydice, father of Priam,
Tithunus, and Hesione, and
king of Ilium. Apollo and
Poseidon served liim for wages,

the former pasturing his flock

on Mount Idn, while the latter,

either alone or with the help

of Apollo and tEucus (q.v.),hm\t

the walls of the town. But
Laomedon defrauded the gods

of the payment that had been
agreed upon. Apollo therefore

visited the land with a plague,

and Poseidon sent a sea-monster,

to whom the king was forced

to offer his daughter Hesione.

Heracles, on his way back from
the Amazons, found the maiden
chained to a rock in the sea, and
lie offered to kill the monster if

he were given the magic horses

which Zeus had bestowed on
Trus in exchange for Ganymede,
whom he had carried off. Laomedon agreed

to this, but again broke his promise. Accoi'-

dingly Heracles {(/.v.) subsequently waged

war against him, and after capturing the
city, slew him and all his sons, except Priam.

Laqiiearia. Sec Lacunauia.
Laquearius. Sec Gladiatores.
Lara. See Mania.
Lararium. The shrine of the Jmits.

(Ser Lakes.)
Lares {i.e. lords). The Latin name for

the good spirits of the departed, who even
after death continue to be active in bring-
ing blessing on their posterity. The origin

of the worship of the Imvcs is traced to the
fact that the Komans buried their dead in

tlieir own houses, until it was forbidden b}'

the laws of the Twelve Tables. Every
house had individual!}^ a lav fa nulla fit<,

who was the " lord " or tutelar}' spirit of

the family ; his chief care was to prevent
its dying out. His image_ habited in a tof/a,

^'

Hjfir^
il'

lJj.

::S"

*ALTAK or LAIJKS CO.MlMTAI.Es.

(Pompeii.)

stood between the two PenCdca, in tlie

lararluin or shrine of the iMrcs, beside the

household hearth, which in early days was
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in tlic (IfrtKii! / the group as <a -whole was
also commonly called either the Lares or

the Pi'ndfUs. The ancient Roman and his

children saluted it daily -svith a morning
prayer and an offering from the table ; for,

after the chief meal was over, a portion of

it was laid on the fire on the hearth. When
the hearth and the Lares were not in the
eating-room, the offering was placed on a
special table before the shrine. Regular
sacrifices were offered on the calends,

nones, and ides of every month and at all

important family festivities, such as the
birthday of the father of the famil}', the

assumption l)y a son of the toga viriUs, the
marriage of a child, or at the reception of

a bride, or the return of any member of

the family after a long absence. On such
occasions the Lares were covei-ed with gar-

lands and cakes and honey ; wine and in-

cense, and animals, especially swine, were
offered up. Out of doors the Lares were
also honoured as tutelary divinities, and in

the chapels at the cross-ways (coinplta)

there were always two lares compitCdes or

vicOrum (one for each of the intersecting
roads) which were honoured by a popular
festival {ComintciUa) held four times a j-ear

{cp. cut). Augustus added to the Lares the
Genius Augusfi, and commanded two
regular feasts to be held in honour of these
divinities, in the months of May and
August. Further, there were Lares belong-
ing to the whole city {lares pra'sfites).

They were invoked with the mother of the
Lares, also called Lara, Larunda, or Mania
(ffv.), and had an ancient altar and temple
to themselves in Rome. The Lares were
invoked as protectors on a journey, in the
country, in war, and, on the sea. In con-
trast to these good spirits we have the
Lnrrrr (/j.r.).

Larunda. See Mania.
Larvae. In Roman belief the Larva; in

contrast to the Lares (the good spiznts of
the departed), were the souls of dead people
who could find no rest, either owing to
their own guilt, or from having met with
some indignity, such as a violent death.
They were supposed to wander abroad in
the form of dreadful spectres, skeletons,
etc., and especially to strike the living with
madness. Similar specti'es of the night are
the Lemiires. To e.xpel them from the
house, peculiar expiatory rites were held
on three days of the year, the 9th, 11th,
and 13th of 'May, the Lenmrta, when all

the temples were closed, and marriages
avoided.

Lasus fGr. Lasos). A Greek dithyrambic
poet. (See DlTJIYRAMHOS.)

Latifundium. The Latin term for an
extensive landed estate which was worked
by means of slaves. Lands of the State

(see Ager Publicus) taken into permanent
use by occiipCdiO formed the foundation
of these properties, and their possessor

enlarged them by obtaining contiguous pro-

perty either by purchase or by forcible

appropriation. This system of latifundia
gradually caused the utter ruin of the

Italian peasantry, and involved in it the

general destruction of the community [Lati-

fimdia perdidere ItdUani, Pliny, N. i/.,

xviii 35].

Latini. The ~iiame originally given by
the Romans, in the language of constitu-

tional law, to those who belonged to the

Latin league. At its dissolution, in B.C.

338, they did not receive the right of Roman
citizenship, but entered into the condition

of dependent socii (q.v.) ; they had a defi-

nite precedence over the other socii, pos-

sessed the covimei'cium {q.v.), and the right

of settlement in Rome, and their attain-

ment of the right of citizenship was mate-

rially facilitated. They received this when
they had once filled any annual public

office in their community, or when, on

settling in Rome, they left a son behind

them in the colony to which they belonged.

After the right of citizenship had been

given to all the inhabitants of Italy (B.C.

89), this ills Lata, or Latin Right, became
useless for Italy ; it Avas even given by
many of the emperors to communities in

the provinces, and a.d. 212 all free inhabi-

tants of the empire received the right of

citizenship. After this time the only

Lcdini remaining were those called the

Latini luniani, slaves who had been in-

formally set at liberty, and who were
allowed this privilege from the time of

Tiberius.

Latinus. Son of Faunus and of the Nymph
Marica (according to another story, of Her-

cules and Fauna, or of Odysseus and Circe).

He was king of Latium, and father of

Lavlnia, the wife of yEneas {q.v.).

Latona. See Leto.
Lavatrina. See Baths.
Laverna. The Roman patroness of thieves.

There was an altar dedicated to her at the

gate named after her the Porta Lai-ernfdis.

Lavinia. Daugliter of Latinus, and wife

of yEneas {ejA\).

Leander (Gr. Leandros). A youth of

Abydos, on the Hellespont, wdiose story was

<^
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1

very celebrated in ancient times, and was
the theme of a minor epic poem by Mr.six'us

(q.v.). He Avas in love with Hero {q.v.), and
every night swam across the Hellespont to

visit her in her solitary tower at Lesbos.

He was guided by a light in the tower,

and on its being extinguished in a night

of tempest, he lost his life in the waves.
When Hero saw his corpse washed up
the next morning on the shore, she threw
herself down from the tower, and was thus

killed.

Learchus. The son of Athamas (q.v.) and
Tno. He was killed by his father in a fit

of madness.
Lectica. See Litters.
Lectisternium. A festival of Greek

origin, first ordered by the Sibylline books

in 3'J*J B.C. It was held on exceptional occa-

sions, particularly in times of great distress.

Images of the gods (probably portable

figures of wood draped with robes, and
with their heads made of marble, clay, or

wax) were laid on a couch (called the h'ctus

or inilvlnar). A table was placed before

them, on which was laid out a meal, always

a free-will offering. At the first Lecfi-

,^ter7u'c(, there were three Icctl arranged for

three pairs of non-Roman divinities ; Apollo

and Latona, Heracles and Artemis (Diana),

Hermes (Mercurius) and Poseidon (Nep-

tune). Afterwards, this sacrifice was offered

to the six pairs of Roman gods, who cor-

responded to the twelve great gods of the

Greeks : Jupiter, Juno, Neptune, Minerva,

Mars, Venus, Apollo, Diana, Vulcan, Vesta,

Mercur}"-, and Ceres. These banquets to

the gods generally took place at festivals

of prayer and thanksgiving, which were
called Suppllc(~(t7oncs (q.v.), and were per-

formed in the market-places or at appointed

temples, in which the arrangements for the

purpose were on a permanent footing. It

was customary to have connected with this

a domestic feast, to which both strangers

and friends were invited, and in which
even those imprisoned for debt were al-

lowed to participate. From the commence-
ment of the 3rd centuiy B.C. a banquet

was regularly given to the three Capitoline

divinities, Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, on

every 13th of November, in conjunction

with the plebeian games. Under the Em-
pire the celebration was on the 13th of

September, and was associated with the

Roman games. From B.C. 196 it was pro-

vided by the College of EpiVOncs (q.v.).

The images of the three gods were decked
with curls, anointed, and tricked out with

colours. Jupiter was placed reclining on a

cushion, with a goddess on each side of him
seated on a chair ; and the divinities were
invited to a banquet, in which the whole
senate participated.

Lecythus (Gr. lekuHtds). An oil-flask.

(Sec Vases and Vessels.)
Leda. Daughter of Thestius, and sister

of Althsea, and wife of Tyndareus. Ac-
cording to Homer it was by Tyndareos
that she became the mother of Castor and
Pollux (Polydences), and also of CK'ta^-

mnestra, while Helen was her daughter by
Zeus. Generall}', however, Helen and
Pollux are described as children of Zeus,

Clyta}mnestra and Castor as those of Tyn-

dareos. According to the later stor}'^, Zeus

approached Leda in the shape of a swan,

and she brought forth two eggs, out of one

of which sprang Helen, and out of the other

Castor and Pollux.

Legati. The Roman term for (1) ambas-

sadors who, under the Republic, were chosen

by the senate from among the most dis-

tinguished senators and provided with in-

structions and proper remuneration. On
their return they had to hand in a report

to the senate.

(2) Persons appointed, as above, by the

senate, to accompany the generals and the

governors of provinces. Three or more

could be appointed, according to the neces-

sity of the case. They were of senatorial

rank, and were bound to carrj' out the com-

mands of their superior officer, who was
responsible for them. In his absence they

took his i)lace as legati pro pratore. Under

the Empire this title was also given to

those who assisted in the duties of juris-

diction and government in the senatorial

provinces. On the other hand, the lee/ati

Altgust i jiro 2)ra:tore were nominated by the

emperor himself, without any specified limiv

of time, to act as governors over imi)erial

provinces in which there was an army.

They were divided into comidav and pnr-

torian Legati, according as the authority

delegated to them extended over several

legions or only one. Besides these there

were legati legXomim, appointed according

to the number of the legions. They were

men of senatorial rank, and had the com-

mand of the several legions, and of the

auxiliary troops belonging to them.

Legion (Lcgio). In the time of Rr.mfdus

the united armed forces of Rome went by

this name. The legion consisted of 300

knights (ct'iere.s) under the command of a

triinlnus celernm, appointed by the king,
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and 3,000 foot soldiers, under the command
of three tribuni mlUtuin. Each of the
three ancient tribes provided a third of this

force and one tribune. With the increase

of the military forces of Rome the name of

Icgio was given to each of the sub-divisions

equivalent in numbers to the original army.
The military system of king Servius Tul-

lius made the infantry the most important
part of the military forces, instead of the

cavalry as heretofore. The five classes in-

cluded in the census (q-v.) were obliged to

serve in the ami}'' at their own expense

;

those who were not comprised in these

classes, viz. the jjivJctdrii, were freed from
service, and, when they were enlisted, re-

ceived their equipment from the State. The
iumorcs, those who were from 17 to 46
years old, were appointed for field service,

and the senWres, those from 47 to GO, for

the defence of the city.

The first and second lines of the legion,

drawn up in unbroken order like the

Greek phalanx, consisted of citizens of the

first class, equipped with helmet, cuirass,

round shield (cllpcKs), and greaves, all of

bronze. The third and fourth lines were
from the second class, and had no cuirass,

but had the helmet and greaves and large

oblong shields (srilfnin). The fifth and
sixth were armed similarly, but without
greaves, and were drawn from the third

class. The fourth class was armed with the

scKtum as its only weapon of defence, but,

like the others, provided with spear {Jiasta)

and sword. It either filled the seventh and
eighth lines, or, with the fifth class, formed
the roruvil^ who opened the battle with
slings and other light missiles.

An im])ortant alteration, ascribed to

Camillus (about B.C. 390), was the abolition

of the phalanx and introduction of the
incinipula}- formation, which prevailed till

tlie time of Marius (end of the 2nd cen-

tury B.C.). In the flourishing days of the
Ile])nblic, the normal strength of a legion,

Avhich could be increased in time of need,

consisted of 300 knights (cquUes), and 4,200
foot soldiers (pcdifcs). In respect to the

weapons used, tlio latter were divided into

four kinds, according to their length of

service and familiarity with warfare. (1)
1,200 hastdtt, all in early manhood

; (2)

1,200 i^rincipCs^ in the full vigour of life

;

(3) 600 tridrti, who were proved veterans

;

and (4) 1,200 rcIUcs, who were lightly

armed, and were drawn from the lowest

classes of the census. The three first

classes had a bronze helmet (cassis) with a

lofty plume of feathers, a scutum, a leathern
cuirass (lOrica, q.v.), greaves and a sword
(ghuUns), which, after the second Punic War
was of the Spanish kind, being short, strong,

and two-edged, fitted for thrusting rather

tlian cutting, and worn on the right side.

There was also a spear, which in the two
first divisions was apllum (q.v.), and among
the triarii a lance [Polyb. vi 23]. The vtiites

were armed with a leather helmet (galea),

a light shield (parma), and a sword and /

several light javelins. The 3,000 heavily \
armed men were divided into 30 vidnipuli,

numbering 120 men each among the hastati

and principes, and 60 each among the
triarii^and were again subdivided into two
bodies called csnturicp, and led by centu-

rions (q.v.). Of the 1,200 velites, 20 were
allotted to each century, and they formed
the final complement of each maniple. On
the field of battle the maniples were drawn
up in open order, sepai-ated laterally from
one another by intervals corresponding to

the bi'eadth of each maniple in front. The
arrangement of the maniples would thus

resemble that of the black squares on a

chessboard. They fell into three divisions

;

the hastati in the front rank, with the

pirincipcs behind them, and the triarii in

the rear. If the first division, the hastati,

were compelled to give way, then the second

division, the principcs, advanced through
the intervals left by the maniples of the

first division ; if the principcs in their turn

had to retreat, then the third division, the

triarii, who had been previously kneeling,

protected by their shields, allowed the

hastati and ^;r/Hc/^JCS to fall back into the

intervals sepai'ating the maniples of the

triarii, and themselves closing their ranks

pressed forward to meet the enemy. The
300 knights of the legion were divided into

10 tnrnur of30 men each, and were equipped

with a bronze cuirass, leathern greaves,

helmet, shield, a long sword for attack-

ing, and a long lance provided at both

ends with an iron point. Each turiiia was
under three decurions and three tander-

ofHcers (optiones). The legion as a whole
was under the command of six tribuni

inlUtuni (qA:.)

The consular arm}'- consisted of two
legions. Four legions were regularly levied

in each year ; in other Avords, 16,800 foot

soldiers and 1,200 cavalry. This levy of

citizens was fui'ther swelled by the Italian

allies (socu), a body of 20,000 foot soldiers

and 3,600 cavalry, thus adding to each of

the two consular armies 10,000 foot soldier?
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and 1,800 cavalry. Tlic I'onnor were in
twenty cohorts (sec CoiiOKs)^ each consist-
ing of 420 men. Ten of these cohorts fought
on the right wing, and ten on the left wing
of the legions. Besides these, four cohorts
of 40(J men each were formed into a picked
body. The cavalry were in six squadrons
(sec Ala, 1) of 300 men each. Tour of these
belonged to the main arm}-, and two to the
picked body. In wars beyond the limits

of Italy there were also auxiliar}- forces
(au.nlia), consisting either of "^soldiers

raised in the country where the war was
lieing carried on, or of light-armed troops
I'nrnished bj^ allied kings and nations.

Besides the ordinary component parts of the
legion there was also the bodyguard of the
commander-in-chief, the cd/iors pra'tOria.
(Sec COHORS.)

In the course of the 1st century B.C. the
organization of the legion was essentiallj^

altered. In the first place, in the time of

Marius, the census ceased to be the basis
of the levy, and all the citizens collectively

were placed on the same footing in respect
to their military service and the uniform
which they wore. All the soldiers of the
legion alike received the heavy equipment
and tlie />//»»?, while the light-armed rclitv.s

were done away with. After the right of

citizenship had been conferred on the
Italian allies, these no longer formed a
separate part of the legions, but were in-

corporated Avith them. Thus the Pi.oman

army now consisted only of heavy-armed
legions and of light-armed auxiliary troops.

The latter were partly raised in the pro-

vinces and divided into cohorts, and partly

enlisted as slingers and archers. The
cavalry of the legions ceased to exist. Like
the light-armed soldiers, the whole of the

cavalry consisted of auxiliar}' troops, who
were partly enlisted and partly levied froni

the provinces, while some were supplied

according to agreement by allied nations

and princes. A further important novelty

introduced by Marius was the use of the

cohort-formation, instead of the maniple-

formation, which broke up the front too

much. The legion was now divided into ten

cohorts, in each of which there were three

maniples of Jiastnti\ pn'nr/'pcs, and triarii,

designations which now only concern the

relative rank of the six centurions of the

cohort. The customary battle array was in

three divisions, the first being formeil of

four cohorts, and the second and tliird of

three each. Again, while in earlier times

the obligation of service extended at the

most in the infant ly to twenty campaigns
and in the cavalry to ten, from the days
of Marius the soldier remained unintor-
ru})tedly for twenty years with tlie army ;

an earlier dismissal Jjeing onl}' exceptional.
For this reason the well-to-do classes sought
to withdraw themselves from the general
military service, and it thus came to pass
that the legions were for tlio greater part
manned by means of conscriptions from tlie

lowest strata of the burgher population of
Ital)-, in which the service was regarded
simply as a means of livelihood. Thus from
the original army of citizens there was
gradually developed a standing army of
mercenaries. Under the Empire we find

what is really a standing army, bound to

the emperor by oath (sec Sacuamextumj ;

apart from the legions this army consisted

of the auxilia (q.v.), the guards stationed

in Rome and the neighbourhood (src Pk.k-
TORiAXl), and the city-cohorts (sec Cohors),
the artillery and the corps of workmen iscr

Fabri), the marines (.sec Classiarii), ami
the municipal and provincial militia. The
legions are now once more provided with
a corps of cavalry 12(J strong, and are

designated not only by numbers, but also

by distinctive names. Together with the

attxiliary troops tliey foi-m the garrison of

the imperatorial jjrovinces under the com-
mand of the imperatorial Icgdti Icijmnvm
[see Legati), whose place was taken in the

middle of the 3rd century by the pvtvfiHi

Icf/iomim (see Pr.efecti). The strength

of the legion now amounted to 5-<J,<.Mj()

men, raised partly b}- a regular lev}', i)artly

by drawing recruits from the Roman
citizens of all the provinces beyond the

bounds of Ital}', As under the Republic,

it was divided into 10 cohorts of (j centuries

each ; the first cohort was, however, twice

the strength of the remainder. It was not

until the second half of the 3rd century

a.d. that a new division of the 10 cohorts

into 55 centuries came into use, with H)

centuries in the first cohort, and 5 in each

of the rest. At the death of Augustus, the

number of the legions was '25
; it was then

increased to 30, and this number was main-

tained until the end of the 2nd centurv,

when three new legions were added by

Scptimius Severus. From the beginning of

the 4th century it gradually rose to about

175, each of tliem, however, mustering a.

considerably smaller contingent. In course

of time, and especially aftrr the 2nd century,

owing to the contlicts with the barbarians,

the legion was drawn up more and more
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after the manner of the Greek phalanx,
without intervals in its line and with a

division of ti'oops in its rear. In its equip-

ment there was an important alteration

beginning with the second half of the 3rd
centur}', when au the soldiers of the legion

carried long swords (spdthai), and the hrst

five cohorts two plla, one larger and another
smaller, while the last five had lanc.ca', or

javelins serving as missiles, and fitted with
a leather loop to help in hurling them with
precision.

The military music of the Romans was
provided by tublcincs (sec Tuba), conucincs
(see Cornicen), bucinatores (see Bucina),
and llticmcs (sec Lituus, 2). On standards

or ensigns, sec Signum and Vexillum. On
levy, oath of allegiance, pay, and discharge

from service, sec Dilectus, Sacramentum,
Stipendium, and Missio. The accompan}^-

ing cut (from the Colitmu of Trajan) repre-

sents the soldiers of a legion on the march.

ROMAN LEGIONAUIES ON THE MARCH.

(Relief from the Column of Trajan, Rome.)

carrying their helmets close to the right
shoulder, and their kit at the top of a pole
resting on the left.

Leitouvgia (i.e. "service performed for

the public"). A term applied at Athens to

either an ordinary or extraordinaiy service,

which the State imposed on its wealthier
citizens in accordance with a regular rota-

tion. The ordinary services, which citizens

whose property amounted to more than
three talents [£()00] were required to per-

form, are : (1) the Choreylct, the most ex-

pensive service of this kind, involving the
equipment of a chorus (q.v.) for its musical
competitions at public festivals, which were
accompanied by theatrical and musical per-

formances. (2) The GymndslarchiajWhich
imposed the obligation of training in the

Gymnasia the competitors for the gymnastic
contests, supplying them with proper diet

while they were in training, and providing
at the games themselves for the requisite

arrangement and decoration of the scene of

the contest. The most expensive type of

this form of service was the lanipddarchla,
the equipment of the torch race (<^.r.), which
in one instance [recorded in Lysias Or.

21 § 3] cost twelve mince [£40]. (3) The
Architlieoria, or superintendence of the

sacred embassies (tlieorice) sent to the four

great national festivals, or to Delos and
other holy places. In this case the State

contributed part of the expense. There
were other leitourgiai confined to the

separate tribes and demes, such as the
entertainment of members of the clan on
festal occasions.

The most expensive of all was the

extraordinary leltourgia called the tr'ier-

archla, which was necessary only [or rather

mainly] in times of war. This involved

the equipment of a ship of war, and was
required of the wealthiest citizens only.

Before the Persian Wars the equipment of

the forty-eight to fifty ships of the Athenian
navy of that time devolved on the ncnicrdria-

(q.v.). When the number of the fleet was
increased, the necessary number of trierarchs

was nominated in each year by the sfrdtegl.

The State provided the vessel, i.e. the hull

and mast ; and every trierarch had to fit

out this vessel with the necessary equip-

ment, to keep it in readiness for the year,

and to man it with a complete crew of

oarsmen and others. The State supplied

pay and provision for the crew, though the

sum paid did not always suffice for the

purpose ; it afterwards supplied the furni-

ture of the vessel also. To lighten the

expense, which amounted to between forty

mlncv. and a talent (£133-£200), it became
allowable, about 411 B.C., for two persons

to share it. Afterwards, in 358, twent}^

symmoruc (q.v.) were instituted, i.e. com-
panies consisting of sixty citizens each,

with a committee of the 300 wealthiest

citizens at their head ; the 300 distributed

the expense over the individual symmoria'
in such sort that the cost of a single trireme

was shared by a greater or less number of

citizens. Lastly, about B.C. 340, the inci-
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dence of the burden was regulated by a law
introduced by Demosthenes, whereby all

citizens, with the exception of the poorer
classes, bore the expense in proportion to

their property. Thus property [or rather,

taxable capital] amountiii<i; to ten talents

imposed the obligation of equipping one

vessel, twenty talents two vessels, and so on.

Those who had less than ten talents were to

club together and to make up that amount
among them.
The time of service lasted, as has been

already stated, for one j-ear. On its

expiration, the trierarch, who had looked

after the vessel, was responsible to the

Lurjistcn {q.v.) for the condition of the vessel,

and had to hand in his account of the

expenditui"e of the sums paid by the State.

*GANVMKl)K AND TIIi: EAGLE-

(Uoiue, Vatican Museum.)

Another board, the epimclifal of the nvdrld
(the inspectors of the dockyards), super-

intended the regular fulfilment of tlie duties

of the trierarchs, and were armed for this

purpose with compulsory powers.

Xo one was compelled to undertake more
than one Icitourgia at the same time, or

two in two immediately successive years.

The only persons exempt from the trierarchy

were the archons, unmarried " heiresses,"

and orphans up to the end of the first year

after they had come of age. The obligation

to see that the Icitourgia was discharged

in each particular case fell on the tribe

concerned. If any one considered that he
had been unfairly chosen for this duty, and
a wealthier person passed over, he could
resort to the form of challenge to exchange
properties known as the nntiilOsis {</.v.).

[Cjf. Introduction to Demosthenes, Adv.
Lrptinc))!, ed. Sandys, pp. ii-xviii.]

Lemfires. Ghosts. {See Lakv.k.)
Lensea. A festival in honour of Dionvsus.

{.Sec DioxvsiA, 3).

Leochares. A Greek sculptor, of Athens,
who (about 350 b.c.) was engasjed Avith

Scopas in the adornment of the Mausoleum
{q.v.) of Halicarnassus. One of his most
famous works was the bronze group of
Ganymede and the Eagle, a work lemark-
able for its ingenious composition, which
boldl}'' ventures to the verge of what is

allowed by the laws of sculpture, and also

for its charming treatme:it of the youthlul
form as it soars into the air. It is ap-

parentl}' imitated in the well-known marble
grou]) in the Vatican (see cut).

Lernsean Hydra. See Heracles.
Lesbonax. A Greek rhetorician who

lived early in the 1st century of our era.

He composed political declamations on
imaginary topics. Two of these have come
down to us, exhorting the Athenians in the

Peloponnesian AVar to be bold in battle

against the Thebans and the Spartans.

Lethe (" the river of oblivion "'), A river

of Hades (q.v.), out of which the souls of

the departed drink oblivion of all their

early existence.

Leto {hat. Lflfona). Daughter of the Titan

Cffius and Phoebe. According to Hesiod
[Tlieog. 40G], she was the "dark-robed and
ever mild and gentle " wife of Zeus, before

he was wedded to Hera, and the mother of

Apollo and Artemis. According to a later

legend she is only the mistress of Zeus
after he is wedded to Hera ; when about to

give birth to her children, she is pursued
from land to land till at last she finds rest

on the desolate island of Ortygia i Dclos),

which, up to that time, had floated on the

sea, but Avas thereafter fixed iirml}' on

four pillars of adamant. As mother of

Apollo and Artemis, she dwells in Olympus.

Her devoted children exact vengoanco for

her on Niobe {q-v.). The giant Tityus, for

attempting to offer violence to jier, is

punished for evermore in the world below.

She is for the most part worshipped in

conjunction with Apollo and Artemis.

Letters. I^etters were written on tablets

(jsrt' DirTV<'lK)X) or small rolls of pajivrus,

the address being put on the outside. They
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were tied up with a thread, and tlie knot
was sealed with wax. In wealthy Roman
families special slaves or freedmen {ab

rpistulis) were kept for writing the corre-

spondence, and carryino- the letters : the

latter Avere called tdbclldril.

Leiicothea. The name of the deified Ino.

Lexiarchs (Gr. h'xiarchoi). At Athens,
a board of six members, who, with thirtj^

assistants, saw that only properly qitalified

persons attended meetings of the ecclCsia.

They also entered young citizens on the

list of their deme when they came of age.

Libanius. A Greek rhetorician of Antioch
in Syria, born 314 a.d. His education was
begun in his native city and completed at

Athens, where he became a public teacher

at the early age of 25. Called from Athens
to Constantinople in 340, he met with
extraordinary success ; at the same time
he excited the envy of his rivals, whose
slanders led to his expulsion in 342. After
being actively engaged for five years as a

public teacher in Nicomedia in Blthynia,

he was recalled to Constantinople, where he
was again remarkably popular, but found
himself compelled by the continued per-

secutions of his detractors to leave the

capital once more in 353. He withdrew to

his native city of Antioch, where he was
for many years actively employed in the

exercise of his profession and in promoting
the interests of his fellow citizens ; but
even here he was much persecuted by his

opponents. Apart from bodily sitiferings

caused by his being struck by a flash of

lightning, his old age was saddened by the

decline of learning and the fall of paganism,
whicli he had foreseen would follow the

lamented death of his admirer and patron,

Julian. He died about 393, honottred and
admired by his pupils, among whom were
included Christians such as Basil the Great
and John Chrysostom ; for, although he
was enthusiastically devoted to the old

religion, he was so tolerant in his relations

to the adherents of Christianity, that he
imparted his instructions to Christians and
pagans alike. He himself gives us infor-

mation about his life and work in a series

of letters and in a speech " on his own for-

tune," written in his sixtieth year, but com-
pleted at a later date. He was conspicuous
among his contemporaries, not only for his

comprehensive culture and intellectual

ability, but also for his ])roductivity. We
still possess sixty-seven of his speeches, the

majority of which refer to the events of his

time, and materially add to our knowledge

of them; also fifty declamations; a consider-

able series of rhetorical exercises of various
kinds, among them narratives, sketches of

character and descriptions of works of art

(some of them important in connexion with
the history of ancient art), and also argu-

ments to the speeches of Demosthenes. We
have further about 2,000 letters addressed
to friends, pupils, rhetoricians, scholars,

statesmen, etc., which give us a vivid

picture of his times. A fourth part of them,
however, only exist in a Latin translation,

and some of them are of doubtful genuine-
ness. Indeed many of the writings that

bear his name do not really belong to him.
His style, which is formed on the best Attic
models, is pure and has it-certain elegance,

although it is not always free from the

affected and unnatural mannerism of his age.

Liber. The Italian god of wine, identified

with the Greek D7onf/siis (q.v.).

Libera. The wife of the Italian wine-god
Liber; identified with the Greek PerscpJiOnv.
{See Dionysus, last par.)

Liberalia. The Roman festival of the

wine-god Liber. {See Dionysus.)
Libertas. Among the Romans, the per-

sonification of Liberty ; she had a temple on
the Aventine. Her name was also given

to the Atrium Libertcitis, a place of public

business which served, amongst other pur-

poses, as an office of the censors. After it

had been burnt down under Augustus, it

was rebuilt by Asinius Pollio, and the first

public library in Rome was established

within its walls. On coins Libertas is re-

presented as a beautifitl and richlj^ adorned

matron. At the end of the Republic, after

the assassination of Csesar, she appears with

a dagger and a cap of Liberty («tr Pilleus
and coin under Brutus).

Liberti, Libertini. Sec Freedmen.
Libitina. An ancient Italian goddess of

voluptuous delight and of gardens, vine-

yards, and vintages, originally connected

with Venus, and therefore often called Venus
Libitina. She was also regarded as the

goddess of death and of the departed, and-

Avas therefore afterwards identified with

Proserpina. By an ancient ordinance,

ascribed originally to Servius Tullus, for

every person who died in Rome a piece of

money was deposited in her temple. Every-

thing requisite for burials was kept there,

and liad to be bought or borrowed from it.

Libraries. In the earlier times libraries,

among the Greeks, were only possessed

by private individuals, such as Euripides,

Aristotle, and Theophrastus. Tradition
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p.+ tributccl the establishment of a public
library at Athens to Pisistriitus in the 6th
centi;ry B.C. This was said to have been
carried oii' by Xerxes, and afterwards
restored by the Syrian Seleucits Nicanor.
The greatest library known in antiquity

was that founded b}- the iirst Ptolemy at

Alexandria, which is said to have contained
400,000 volumes. Next to this, the most
important was that of the kings of Per-
gamon, said to have contained 200,000
volumes. This library was presented by
Marcus Antonius to Cleopatra, when the

best part of the library at the Museum of

Alexandria was burnt down at the taking
of the town b}' Ceesar. There was a second
library at Alexandria in the Seriipeum.

The iirst libraries which were Ibrmed at

Rome were Greek, as, for instance, those

of yEmilius Paullus, Sulla, and Lucullus,
who had brought them to Rome as booty
after their wars in Macedonia, Athens, and
Asia Minor. From the middle of the last

century of the Republic it became the
fashion in wealthy families to form libraries

;

in countr}' houses, especially, they were
regarded as indispensable.

Caesar had formed the plan of founding
a public library in Rome, and of setting

Varro to make a collection of Greek and
Latin books. The first public library of

Greek and Latin books was actually set up
in the time of Augustus by Aslnius Pollio

in the f(ty7inn of Libertas. Augustus him-
self founded two more, the Octavian library

in the portico of Octavia, and the Palatine

in the tcm])le of the Palatine Apollo. The
most celebrated of those founded by the

later emperors was the hyhUothcca Ulpia of

Trajan. In the later imj^erial period there
were twenty-eight public libraries in Rome.
There were some very considerable private

collections, for instance, that of Serenus
Sammonicus, the tutor of Gordian, which
consisted of 62,000 volumes. 1,700 rolls

have been found in a librar}' discovered

during the excavations at Herculaneum.
Librarius. The Latin name for a book-

seller. (See Books and Book-trade.)
Liburna. A kind of light war-vessel,

with two banks of oars and of little draught.

Its shape was long and narrow, pointed at

both ends. The pattern was taken by the

Romans from the Liburnians, a piratical

tribe on the Dalmatic coast. {See Ships.)

Lichas. The attendant of Heracles

(q.v.), who brought him from Deifinlra the

poisoned garment, and was hurled by him
into the sea, where his body became a rock.

Liclnlus Macer. Sir Anxai.ists.
Lictors {Liciiirfs). AttL-mlants wlio bore

the fasrrs [(/.r.) before Roman magistrates
who had a right to these insignia. They

I

were generally freedmen, and formed in
Rome a corps consisting of three dcciirui;
under ten presidents. Prom these (kruria;
the hrst of which was exclusively reserved
Ibr the consuls, the magistrates in office
drew their lictors, while the provincial
office-bearers nominated their own for their
term of power. There was besides another
dccuria of tliirty licforcs curiufl to attend
on the public sacrifices, to summon the
ruimtia curlCita, and, when these meetings
became little more tlian formal, to repre-
sent in them the thirty citriw ; from this
dccuria probably were also chosen the
lictors oi_ the Jianicn didlis and of the
Vestals.

I
It was the duty of the lictors

to accompany the magistrate continually,
whenever he appeared in public. On these
occasions they max-ched before liim in

single file, last in order and immediately
preceding him being the lirtor jJroxunnii,
who was superior in rank. All ])assers b}-,

with the exception of matrons and Vestals,
were warned by the lictors to stand aside
and make due obeisance. The space required
for official purposes was kept clear by them.
Sentences of punishment were also executed
by them. Their dress corresponded to that
of the magistrate ; inside the cit}- the t6(ja,

outside, and in a triumph, the red military
cloak.

Lighthouse. Sec Pir.\Ros.

Lighting. In the earliest times the rooms
of the Greeks were lighted \>y means of
pans filled with dried chips of logs, and
strips of resinous wood, or long deal staves

tied together with bands of bast, and the
like. In later times torches were made of

metal or clay cases filled with resinous sub-

stances. Or again, wooden staves dipped
in pitch, resin, or wax were tied close

together and inclosed in a metal casing,

inserted in a saucer to catch the ashes and
drops of resin. These torches were either

carried by a handle under the saitcer, or

had a long shaft and a stand to set them uj)

on. Resinous torches were in use among
the Romans also, in early and later times.

They used besides a dry wick of linen or

oakum dipped in wax or tallow. Oil lamps,

however, were no sooner invented than

they became the most general medium ol

illumination among both Greeks and
Romans. The lamp consisted of two yjarts :

(1) A saucer for the oil, sometimes round,
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sometimes oval, sometimes angular, with a

hole in the top for })oiiring in the oil, often

shut with a lid. (,2) The Avick-holder, a

projecting socket (Gr. myxa; Lat. rostruvi).

(1 and 2) grekk tkkracotta lamps.

(Stackclbci-g's Gnihcr dcr Hellcnen, taf. Hi.)

Sometimes there was a second hole on the

surface of the oil-vessel, through which the

wick could be pushed up by means of a

needle. If the lamp was to be carried, it

images of gods, stories from mytholngj'^

scenes of warlike and domestic life, of the

circus and the amphitheatre, animals,

arabesques, etc. (fig. 3). Some lamps are

themselves formed in the shape of gods,

men, or objects of different kinds (e.g. fig.

3, h, i). The bronze lamps are specially dis-

tinguished by elegance and variety. The
opening through which the oil was poured
in being small, they had vials specially

made for the purpose, with thin necks and
a narrow mouth. Special instruments were
made for trimming and pulling up the

wick • little tongs, or hooked pins, which
v/ere sometimes fastened by a chain to

the handle. No method of preventing the

smoking of the lamps wg-s known to the

ancients. Lanterns were made of trans-

(3) ROMAN LAMPS.

Gnhl and Koncr, fig. 400.

o Museo Borbonico, IV Iviii ; /, 3, ?i, 1, ib VI xlvii, xxx ; h, c, d, c, I, m, Passerius, Lucernes fidiles, I 30, 27, II 0, I '',

U 29, 96; /;, Bellori, Antiche Lucerne.

had a handle ; if to be hung up, it was
furnished with one or more ears, to which
chains were attached. There were lamps
with two, three, four, and sometimes as

many as twenty wicks : these were hung
up on the roof or set up on a high stand.

The material of ancient lamps was clay,

mostl}^ of the red sort, and the manufacture
of claj'' lamps formed a principal branch
of Italian pottery. (Greek lamps of this

material are represented in figs. 1, 2.) The
next in frequency is bronze ; it is not so

common to find lamps of other metals,

alabaster or glass. The numerous Roman
lamps still preserved generally exhibit

ornaments in relief of the most various

kinds on the surface and on the handle

:

parent materials, such as horn, oileil linen,

and bladders : the use of glass came in

later. (See also Candelabrum.)
Linus (Gr. Linos). A hero representing

probably a god of the old Greek nature-

worship ; his death, sj^mbolic of the flag-

ging vegetation during the heat of the

dog-days, was hymned in widely known
laments. The lament for Linns is men-

tioned as early as Homer [II. xviii 570]. In

Argos an ancient festival of Linus was long

continued. Here he was said to be the

son of Apollo and the princess Psamathe.

Born in secret and exposed by his niotiier

the child grew up at a shepherd's among
the lambs, until torn in pieces by dogs.

Psamathe, however, on the news of what
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had happened, was put to death by her

father. Apollo in wrath seut against the

land a monster in female form, named Poine.

By this monster mothers were robbed of

their children, nor were the Argives freed

from the curse until, b}' the bidding of the

oracle, they appeased Apollo by building a

temple, and establishing an expiatory fes-

tival in honour of the boy and his mother.

This was celebrated in the dog-days, in what
was hence called the "Month of Lambs,"
as the " Feast of Lambs " {Avneis) or the
" Slaj'ing of Dogs " {Cynuphontis), whereat
lambs were sacrificed, and the dogs which
ran about free were slain, while women
and children lamented Lintis and Psamathe
in mournful songs. In other places, e.g.

in Thebes, on Helicon, and on Olj-mpus,

Linus, as son of Amphimarus and the

Muse Urania, was known as a minstrel,

the inventor of the Linus-song, who met
with an early death, and whose grave was
pointed out in different places. He was
said to have challenged Apollo to a contest,

and for that reason to have been slain by
the god. On Helicon, the mountain of the

Muses, his statue was placed in a grotto,

where year hy year, before the sacrifice to

the Muses, a sacrifice for the dead was
offered up to him. In later times he was
described as the teacher of Heracles, who,
when reprimanded, slew him Avith the lyre.

Lions, Gate of, at Myceniie. See Akchi-
TECTUHE, fig. 2.

Litai. Sec Ate.
Literature (general view).

Greek Literatuke.

Period I. From Houicr to the time of the

Persian Wars.

(900-500 B.C.)

The first efforts of Greek poetry, which
were made in the mother-country in Europe,

and of which we have only legendary tra-

dition, received their earliest artistic form

in the Ionian colonies in Asia Minor. Here

was developed first of all the Heroic Epos.

In the great poems which bear the name of

Homer, and are the oldest monuments of

Greek literature (about *J(X)B.C.),we find epic

poetry already in a stage of perfection never

subsequently^ attained. As an Ionic school

of poets (the Cyclic poets) attached itself

to Homer, so in Greece itself, the Ba-otian

Hesiod (about 800 B.C.), with his didactic

and genealogical epics, became the founder

of the Ba3otian School. The last epic writer

of note in this period is PIsander of

CSmlrus (about G4<J B.C.). Elegiac and

D. C. A.

iambic poetry, like epic, owe their origin

to the lonians, the former represented by
CallLvus (about 7(K» h.c), Tyrt.eus (about

080), MiMNERMUs (about GWJ), SoLox (died

559), Thkogxis (died about SUJ), and SlMo-
NiDES OF Ceus (died 4G8) ; the latter by
ArchIl5ciius (about 700), Simoxides ok
Amorgus (about G50), and Hii'pOxax (about
540 B.C.). The true lyric or melic poetry
was developed after the .^olian Teri'axdek
(about G75 B.C.) had originated the classical

Greek music. Among the .^olians in Lesbos
it assumed the form of a strophic poem,
and among the Peloponnesian Dorians of a
choric song, composed of strophe, antistruphr,

and epoclos. The great masters of the yEolian

school of l3-ric poetry are the Lesbians
Alc^eus and Sappho (about G()() b.c), and
the Ionian Axacreox (about 530 B.C.) ; an
echo of the yEolian lyric poetry remained,
when it was already silent in its native

home, in what were called Seolid. The de-

velopment of the choral form of lyric poetrj',

which soon spread over the whole of Greece,

is marked by Alcmax (about GGO), StesI-

CHORUS (about G<)0), and Ibycus (about

540). Its perfection was reached in the time

of the Persian War b}' Simon ides of Ceos,

mentioned above, and PiXDAR (died 442).

From the dithj'ramb (a perversion of the

choral lyric, which was given artistic form

by ArIox, about GOO b.c.) was developed in

Attica, from the second half of the Gth cen-

tury onwards, the drama with its three divi-

sions, tragedj', comed}', and satyric play.

As poetry developed itself first among
the lonians, so also did prose, which had its

beginning about the middle of the Gth cen-

tury, in the era of the Seven Sages. At this

time ..(Esop created in prose the fables about

animals known by his name, and Phere-
CYDES OF Sy'Ros composed the earliest prose

work. The subject of this was philosophical.

Philosophy was actually founded, on the one

hand, by Thales of Miletus (died about

550), AxAxf.MAXDER (died 547), and AxaxI-
mexes (died 502), the founders of the Ionic

school; on the otiier hand, by PythagOrAs
of Samos (died 504 B.C.), who established

his philosophy in Magna Gnecia. At the

same time the first attem])ts at historical

composition were made in Ionia by writer.s

whom we know as the iJ'xjnyrdphl.

Period II. The Attic Era.

f500 300 B.C.)

The wonderful impul.^c which the whole

life of the Greek nation received from the

Persian Wars showed itself in no place with

a a
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greater force than at Athens, which, under
the guidance of Pericles in particular,

became the centre of all intellectual efibrt.

In poetic literature the first place was now
taken by the Attic drama, which reached
its highest level and maintained it until

the close of the 5th century. Tragedy
was represented by jEschylus (died 456),

Sophocles (died 405), and Euripides (died

405) ; what is known as old or political

comedy by CratInus, Eupolis, and Aris-
tophanes (died about 388 B.C.). While
in the 4tli century tragedy followed prac-

tically the traditional path, the poets of the

Middle Comedy, at the head of which stand
AntIphaxes and Alexis, found themselves
compelled to turn their attention more and
more away from public life, which had
formed the subject of the older comic writers.

Finally the New Comedy (probably from
330 on) under DIphilus, Philemon, and
Menander (died 290) took completely the

form of a comedy of manners. The other

branches of poetry were almost entirely

thrown into the shade.

Didactic poetry received important con-

tributions aboiTt the beginning of this period

from the Eleatic philosophers Xenophanes
(died about 470) and Parmenides (died

about 450) ; also from EmpedOcles (died

about 430 B.C.). The attempts of Panyasis
(died about 450) and of Antimachus (about

400) to revive the heroic Epos, and that of

Chcerilus to found the historic, were fruit-

less. The eleg}^ attained still less of inde-

pendent importance than epic poetry.

Lyric poetry had, besides Simonides and
Pindar, whose career extends into this period,

an eminent exponent in Bacchylides (about

450 B.C.) ; in later times, the only class

of melic composition which showed any
vitality was the dithyramb, under the new
form of melodrama, in which Philoxenus
(died 380) and TiMoTHftus (died 357 B.C.)

especially distinguished themselves.

In the domain of prose the Ionic dialect

held undisputed mastery at the beginning
of this ])eriod : in it were composed the works
of the pjiilosophers HeraclItus (died about

475), Anaxagoras (died about 428), and
Democritus (died about 370), besides those

of Herodotus (died about 424) the " Father
of History," the first to give an artistic form
to prose-narrative, and Hippocrates (died

about 377 B.C.) the founder of medical

science. In Attic, the dialect of Athens,

which was to become the general language

of prose, the greatest influence on the

artistic development of prose style was

exerted by the Sophists, especially Pro-
tagoras and GoRGiAs. The stimulus which
they gave was turned to the account of

practical orator}^ first by Antiphon (died

411), the pioneer of the "Ten Attic Orators."

He was followed by Andocides (died 344)

;

Li'SiAS (died 3G0), the first really classical

orator; Isocrates (died 338), the father of

rhetoric as an art ; Is^us (died 350)
;

Demosthenes (died 332 B.C.), who repre-

sents the most perfect form of Attic oratory,

with ^scHiNES, Hyperides, Lycurgus, and
DiNARCHUS, his contemporaries. While, on

the one hand, it was only in the time of the

decline of Greek freedom that Attic oratory

reached its highest point (from which, after

Demosthenes, it soon declined), in Attic his-

torical composition, on the contrarj', there

stands at the very beginning an achieve-

ment never paralleled by Greek literature

in this line—the History of Thucydides
(died not later than 396). After him the

most noteworthy representatives of this

department are, for this period, his fellow

countryman Xenophon (died about 350), and

his Younger contemporaries Theopompus
and Ephorus, neither of whom was of Attic

origin, though both of them were pupils of

Isocrates.

In philosophy Athens won a leading

position through Socrates (died 399). Of

his numerous pupils (Euclides, Aristippus,

Antisthenes, Xenophon), Plato (died 348

B.C.) was the founder of the Academic

school, and both as philosopher and as

prose-writer did ever-memorable service.

The same is true of Plato's pupil Aristotle

(died 322), the founder of the Peripatetic

school, whose literary activity extended

over the most widely different branches of

knowledge. Outside the domain of philo-

sophy he made a marked advance in his con-

tributions to the natural sciences. He was

followed by a succession of pupils, who made
further progress in the separate departments

of science.
" TheDphrastus (died 287), for

example, did much for the natural sciences,

especially botany, Aristoxenus (about 330)

for music, Dic.earchus (about 320 B.C.) for

geography. To the close of this period

belong the philosophers Pyrrho (died about

275), Zeno (about 300), and Epicurus (died

268 B.C.), the founders of the Sceptic, Stoic,

and Epicurean schools respectively.

Period III. TJic Alcvaudrian Era.

(300-30 B.C.)

After the downfall of Greek libert}',

Athens remained the city of philosophers,
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but Alexandria became the true intellectual

capital of the Hellenic world and the head-
quarters of its erudition. This it owed to

its position as metropolis of the Ptolemaic
dynasty in Egypt, and to the encourage-

ment given b}- the Ptolemies to scientiiic

studies, especially b}'- the establishment of

the great Librar}' and of the Museum. The
great achievements of the earlier pei'iods

were the genuine outcome of the national

spirit; but, when the nation no longer

existed, literature became more and more
the business of the learned, so that even
poetry assumed a pedantic dress. As re-

gards poetry, at the beginning of this period

the New Comed}- still existed and endured
for a time, but then expired. Tragedy also

enjoyed a brief after-glow, in the poets of

what is known as the Alexandrine Pleiad.

Scarcely anything is known of h'ric poets

from this period, whereas epic poetrj^ was
again taken up and both its branches found
numerous followers. The first, or narrative,

branch took the form of short epic tales by
Callimachus (died about 240), ApollOxius
Rhodius (died about 190), Rhiaxus (about

*J30 B.C.). /The poets of the other, or didactic,

branch, Aratus (about 270), Nicaxder
(about 150 B.C.), and others, eagerly devoted
themselves to popularising less known
branches of knowledge (astronomy, medi-
cine, etc.).

A new field for epic poetry was even dis-

covered during this period, in the bucolic

or pastoral poems, which were native to

Sicily, and were given artistic form by
ThkocrItus (about 270 B.C.). In elegiac

poetry good service was done, especially by
Callimachus, mentioned above, the true

founder of the erotic eleg}'. The same ma}'

be said of Epigrams.
In the department of prose the Alexan-

<lrine epoch evinced astounding fertility,

but form was for the most part neglected.

Of the numerous historians of this time, the

earlier of whom mostly described the deeds
of Alexander the Great, e.fj. ClItarchus
(about 300), the most noteworthy are

TlM.EUS (died 25G; and PulybIus (died

122). Besides history itself, its various

subsidiary sciences were eagerl}' cultivated
;

for example, geograyjliy and chronology,

which received from Ekatosthexks (died

about 1U5) tlieir scientific form, and the

latter of whjch especially was further de-

veloped by ApollodOrus (about 140 B.C.).

Literar}^ criticism grew into an independent

science and flourished under the scholare of

Alexandria and Percramus, as ZkxOdutus

(about 27.")). Aristmpiianks of Byzantium
(died about IS.")). Cratks (about 170), but

above all Aristarchls (died about 153
B.C.). Considerable progress was also made
in the exact sciences, in mathematics h\
EucLlDEs (Euclid, about 30O) and ArciiI-

MKDEs (died 212), in astronomy by Eratos-

thenes, just mentinneil, and especially by
HiPPARCHUs (died about 125 B.C.) who
established astronomy as a science. Simi-
larly the science of medicine attained great

jjcrfcction in Alexandria, in particular

under HKRnpHiLUs and Erasistratus, In

philosophy also great literar}' activity was
shown by the various schools, without, how-
ever, much speculative progress. Practical

oratory existed onl}' in certain free com-

munities of Asia and in Rhodes, nor had
it any literary importance. On the other

hand the science of rheloric received a

great impetus about the end of the 2nd
centurj', chiefly by the services of Her-
magOras (about 120 B.C.).

Period IV. The ]!(niiaii Era.

(30 B.C. to 529 A.D.j

(30 B.C.) All the Greek provinces of Europe,

Asia, and Africa became incorporated in the

Roman Empire. Thus to the centres of learn-

ing which had hitherto existed in Athens
and Alexandria, was added a new centre

in Rome, the capital of the world. Greek

scholars of every kind flocked from every

quarter to Rome. Nor did they only

stimulate the rishig intellect of Rome, but

themselves received much intellectual ad-

vantage. Whereas Roman literature after

the end of the 1st century a.d. was sinking

rapidly and inevitably to its decline, Greek

literature received a fresh start from the

favour shown to it by the emjierors of the

2nd century. It received a further impetus

by the contest—the unavailing contest

—

against Christianity, the victory of which

confined Hellenism within ever narrower

limits, until its destruction was sealed by

the emperor Justinian, when, in 52i), ho

closed the pagan schools in Athens, their

last refuge. Poetnj takes a subordinate

position in this epoch. The Ei.igram alone

remained in constant use, and iluring this

period much good work was done in this

line.

Didactic ])oetry is represented chiefly

by Oppiax (2nd century), and the fabulist

Babrius (beginning of 3rd century V) nar-

rative epic by Qlintus Smvkx.kus (4th

century ?), and the Egyi)tian X<»NXLS (5th

century) the founder of a school of hid
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own, to which, besides Trvphiodorus and
CoLLYTHus, belono-s the chai-ming Mus/EUS.

In proac^ history had numerous repre-
sentatives ; e.g. DiuDuRUS and DioxysIus of
Hrdicarnassus, who both belong to the be-
ginning of this period, Plutarch, Arrian,
and Appiax in the 2nd centur}-, Dio Cas-
sius and Herodian in the 3rd,'^ZoslMUS in

the 5th, and others. In geography impor-
tant work was done by StrAho (about 20
a.d.) and Ptolemy (about 150 a.d.). The
latter's contemporar}-, PausanIas, did meri-
torious work in a narrower sphere. Pto-
lemy's services to geography were equalled
by his services to astronomy, of which, as
of the other exact sciences, Alexandria was
the headquarters. Among mathematical
writei-s, Theon, NIcomachus, Diophantus,
and Pappus must be mentioned

; of physi-
cians DioscoRiDES, SOranus, and above all

CtALEN (second half of 2nd century). In
"grammar," which was now more and more
conlining itself to the subject of language,
the Alexandrines Apollonius Dyscolus
and his son HerOdian (2nd century) are
conspicuous. Among the numerous authors
of compilations, Athen.eus (about 200),
and Stob.eus (about 500) are the most
meritorious. To rhetoric valuable service
was rendered in this period. The revival
of rhetoric after the standard of the Attic
orators was the aim of Dionysius of Hali-
carnassus (already mentioned). The most
important work in this department was
done by Hermogenes (2nd century). Gram-
matical and rhetorical studies were favoured
by the direction taken from the beginning
of the 2nd century by the later sophistical

richool. This school aimed at attaining
the masterly command of prose expression
as shown in its fairest form by the Attic
orators, and that in very different spheres,
but mainly in oratory. The chief repre-
sentatives of this tendency in its period of
greatest vigour, the 2nd century, are Dio
Chrysostoji, /Elius AristIdes, Lucian,
and ^LLAX; in the 3rd, Philostratus

; in

the 4th, HiMERius, Lihanius, the emperor
JuLLVN, TiiEMisTius, SvxESius. Among the
peculiar products of this time may be men-
tioned the iictitious letters, written especially
by Alciphron (2nd century) and Arist.e-
NETUS (5th century), and the love romances
of Xexophon ov Ephesus, HelIodorus,
LoNGUs, Achilles Tatius, and Chariton.
Philosophy in the first two centuries of
the imperial times moves on the whole in

its old channels and has a generally popular
character, as in the writings of Plutarch,

Arrl\x, and Galex, who have already been
mentioned under other branches, of Sextus
Ejipiricus, the emperor Marcus Aurelius,
and others. A new and final departure
was taken by philosophy from the 3rd
century onwards in Neo-platonism, founded
by PlOtIxus, and carried on chiefly bv
PoRPHYRius, Iamblichus, and Proclus.

RoMAx Literature.

Period I. Archaic Literature.

From Livius AndronicAis to Cicero.

(240-80 B.C.)

Poetry. Although many beginnings
had been made by the Romans from which
a national poetry might 'i>ave been developed,
for instance, ritual hymns, songs in praise
of ancestors, dramatic dialogties of rude
fun and rough wit (see Pescexxixi), yet
the national mind had shown little aptitude
for intellectual interests, and so was unable
to complete this development and create an
independent poetic literature. Instead of

this, Roman poetry formed itself entirely

upon Greek poetry, which had already been
perfected in all its main branches. And
although the first kind of literature to be
introduced into Rome was the drama—pre-

cisely that kind which marked the culmi-

nating point of poetical composition—this

was not due to any intellectual cravings on
the part of the Romans, but to the fact

that in this particular branch there existed

a point of contact. For a considerable

time past the diversions offered to the

populace at the public games had included

a dramatic representation, in place of which
dramas modelled after Greek t5'^pes were
successfully substituted. This attempt was
first made by Livius Androxicus, a Greek
from Southern Italy, who, from 240 B.C.

onwards, brought on the stage tragedies and
comedies formed on Greek originals. He
also kindled an interest in epic poetry by
translating the Odyssey of Homer into the

national metre, the Saturnian verse. Livius

was soon succeeded, both in dramatic and
epic poetry by others, who carried on what
he had begun. It shows, however, how
little root poetry really had in the IHe of

the people, that for a long time the poets,

like Livius himself, were foreigners and
received little consideration for their per-

formances. In tragedy the poets who
succeeded him co'nfined themselves to the

adaptation of Greek dramas ; in the prtf-

tcvta, which treated Roman materials in the

Greek dramatic form, only solitary attempts
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were made by the chief Roman trajredians

of tlie Republic, Exxius (died 170), Pacu-
vius (died IBU), Acrius (died about 100).

They had been introduced by N.kvil's, wlio

was a proliiic writer of tragedies, and still

more of comedies, from 235 B.C. onwards.

The reproduction of Greek originals in the

form of comedies, which were known as

poUUlta\ is best represented by Plautus
(died 184), C.iiciLius (died 1G(3), and Ter-
ence (died 158 B.C.). This also soon passed

over into the representation of Roman life

under Greek forms, comosdia' tdgCitcv ; and,

after palUdta; had ceased to be written,

these attained greater perfection under
Afraxius (second half of 2nd century B.C.).

Towards the end of this period a popular

farce, the Atclldua, received artistic form

from PoMPoxius and Novius. It was fol-

lowed, probably about 50 B.C., b}^ the vtJnnis,

also originating in popular butfoonery, as

treated by Laberius and Pubijlius Svrus.

N-Evius endeavoured to give a national

<lirection to epic as well as to tragic poetry,

by his poem on the first Punic War,
written in Saturnian verse. This attempt

was crowned with siiccess ; for, with un-

important exceptions, the epic poems of

the whole period were directed to the cele-

bration of the achievements of Rome. His
immediate successor Exxius took Homer as

his model ; he introduced the Greek hexa-

meter, and became in consequence the

founder of the classic Roman epic. In
this period also the only peculiar creation

of Roman poetry, the satire, was initiated

by Ennius ; but its form and spirit were
materially changed by LC'Cll.lus (died about
108 B.C.). The only complete monuments
of the archaic poetry of Rome that are still

extant are the comedies of Plautus and
Terence.

While the literary poetrj^ of Rome was
thus founded and developed by writers of

foreign extraction, prose owes its literary

origin to a native Roman ;
although con-

siderabl}- influenced by Greek models, it

was mainly developed by the Romans them-
|

.selves. The most important monument of
j

prose composition which the Romans in-
j

herited from ancient times was the Lans of
\

the Twelve Tables (451 B.C.), the foundation

of the Roman legal system. When the

Romans, about 200 B.C., fii'st attempted to

write history, their own tongue appeared

to them so ill-adapted for the purpose that

they used Greek.^ The creator of literary

' Dionysiiis, Ant. IJom. i G, mentions Fabius as

one of the historians wlio had writt'ii in Ori'ck

prose-Latin was the well-known Cato (died
14"J). Ho eiiij)loyed his mother-tonguo for

the most diverse varieties of prose writing,
— historj', speeches, and learned treatises of

every kind. From his time onwards there
Avas much activity in the provinces both of

history and oratory. The most numerous
class of historical writers, called, from their
mode of treating the subject, the Annalists,
did not succeed, however, in making any
substantial progress in the art of history.

Oratory, on the other hand, thanks to the
constant practice provided b}'' public life,

and the influence of Greek rhetoric, which
was becoming daily of greater importance,
made imjiortant progress, especially as re-

presented b}' Gaius Gracchus (died 121),

Crassus (died 91), and AxToxius (died 81
B.C.). Jurisprudence was the only science

which was independently cfeveloped by the

Romans; but literary criticism, as well as

rhetoric, both introduced by Greeks about
the latter half of the 2ncl century B.C.,

were cultivated,— the former even by men
of note, as for example Ji^Lius StIlo.

Cato's book on husbandry, and (at the end
of this period) the treatise on rhetoric often

ascribed to Cornificius, are the onlj'^ monu-
ments of the prose literature of this time

which have come down to us entire.

Period II. Classical Literature.

From Cicero to the death of Augustus.

(80 B.C. to 14 A.b. >

This is known as the golden age of

Roman literature. The first place in the

earlier half of the period, i.e. down to the

fall of the Rei)ublic, is taken by oratory.

This attained its highest perfection in the

hands of CiCERd and his rival orators, HoR-
TEXsius, Cesar, and others. Cicero is the

creator of classical prose : his supremacy
was not confined to oratorical compositions,

but was maintained in his dissertations on

rhetoric and philosoj)hy. B}' the latter lie

laid the foundations of Roman ])hilosophical

literature, which however remained entirely

dependent on Greek models. History was
conspicuously represented b}- Cesar (died

44) and Sallust (died 30"^B.C.), the first

great Roman historians, beside whom Cor-

nelius NepOs only deserves mention for his

on the early legends of Rome; but Cicero always

spr^aks of hjm with Cato as exfrnplifyin;; tlie baM-
mss of early Latin prose. In th.- /> JJiriiialinur

i i'6, he refers to the (Jrari AiiikiIci of Fabius

Pictor, which does not necessarily <>r natui-ally

mean " annals written in Greek."—Prof. Nettle-

ship's Enmij.i. p. HKl.
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attempt to brin.2; foreign history also into

the tiekl. Vahko (died 27 B.C.), the most

productive of Roman authors, laboured in

the most diverse paths: his writings on

grammar, on literary subjects, and on anti-

quities were admired for centuries.

Poetry was entirely thrown in the shade

by proso. Dramatic poetry is only repre-

sented by the mZvms, which imitated the

license of the capital and was now, as has

been stated, elaboi-ated into literature. The
Sdtune Mcnijjpecr of the above-mentioned

Varro and the didactic philosophical poem
of LuCKETius (died 55) are of conspicuous

merit. The latter still maintained the style

modelled on Homer by Ennius ; but, beside

this, a new departure in epic poetry now
appeared. The learned and polished Alex-

andrine Greek poets were the models for

this, of which a solitary specimen is extant

in an vpyWium. of Catullus (died about 54

B.C.), the cpUhCtUlmlnm of Peleus and Thetis.

He is perhaps the most richly endowed of

Roman poets, and is the first conspicuous

writer of Latin lyrics. Lyric poetry was
the most alien to the Roman character, and

was only beginning to make its way about

this time in the forms of iambic poetry,

epigrams, and elegiacs. For these too the

Alexandrine poets are the type. After the

downfall of the Republic, in proportion as

public life sank into the background, the

interest of the educated classes was in-

creasingly absorbed in literary efforts which
w^ere favoured in every way by the emperor
Attgustus himself, and by men of eminence

like Maecenas, Messalla, and Asinius Pollio.

{See Recitations.)

As political events caused oratory and his-

tory to recede into the background, the first

place in literature was again taken by poetry,

which in the time of Augustus attained its

highest point in the emulous attempts of

the poets to reach Greek perfection in form.

The most prominent poetic writers of this

age are : Vergil (died 19 B.C.), who, begin-

ing with imitations of the bucolic poetry of

Theocritus, surpassed the Greeks in didactic

poctr}', and in his uEneid fashioned for the

Romans a national epic ; Horace (died 8

B.C.), who gave new life to the satiric

poetry of Lucilius, and naturalized in Rome
the metrical forms of the yEolic odes ; and
the elegiac writers, Tibullus (died 19 B.C.),

Proi'ERTIus (died 15 B.C.), and Ovid (died

17 A.D.). The last-named also applied his

perfection of form to didactic poeti-y with

brilliant results. Dramatic poetry alone

failed to prosper, as the popular interest

was entirely absorbed by the Panfomlmiis,
Avhicli, with its gorgeoris displays, was just

coming into being.

Meanwhile, in the realm of prose com-
position, the most brilliant contribution of

this time is the work of LiVY (died 17
A.D.) which comprised the complete history

of Rome. Beside him may be mentioned
PoMPEius Trogus, the compiler of the

first Latin universal history. Under the

Empire, oratory lost day by day its political

importance, and in practice was confined to

the senatorial debates, which were entii-ely

under imperial guidance, and to civil law-

suits. Its natural field now became the

schools of the rhetoricians, in which it sank

to mere flowery declamation. A living

picture of the proceedings in them at this

time is given by the descriptions of the

ELDER Seneca, which were not reduced to

writing till the following period (he died

about 37 A.D.). After poetry most interest

was taken in criticism, in which VERRlUf>

Flaccus and Hyginus achieved the most
important results. Of the practical sciences,

geography was advanced by the mensura-
tion of the Roman empire accomplished by
Agrippa, and the edifices ei-ected by Augus-
tus gave rise to the instructive work of

VlTRUVius on architecture (about 15 B.C.).

Period III. The Silver Age.

From Tlherhis to the death of Trajan.

(14r-117 A.D.)

Under the influence of the schools of

rhetoric (which had become one of the

most important means of education), both

the poetic and the prose literature of this

epoch show a tendency to the rhetorical

and declamatory style. Both alike en-

deavour to produce effect by what is

interesting and novel, rather than to give

pleasure by elegance and taste. Poetry

became rhetorical and prose poetic. A
goodly array of poetic works has come
down to us from this period. Epic is re-

presented in its didactic branch by Ger-
MANiCUS (died 19 a.d.) and the poets whom
we know as ManIlius and LuciLiUS (Serip-

tor ^Etnm about 75 a.d.) ; in its historic, by
Lucan (died 65) and SiLius Italicus (died

101) ; in its heroic, by VALiiRius Flaccus
(died about 90) and Statius (died 9G a.d.),

who is also the most eminent lyric writer.

Bucolic poetry is represented by Calpur-

Nius SicuLUS (about 55 a.d.). The satiric

poetry of Horace was continued by Persius

(died' 62) and Juvenal (died about 130).
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A new kind of literature, in the form of

poetic fables, was introduced into literature

byPH-EDRUS (died about 40), and Martial
(died 1U2 a.d.) elaborated the epi<rrani as

an independent branch of poetry. The
tragedies of SftXECA (died Go a.d.) are not

intended for the stage, on which mimes and
pantomimes alone bore sway, but are simply
declamatory exercises. The most iniportaut

prose writers of the time are the same
Seneca, who composed numerous philoso-

phical treatises ; Petroxius (died 07) with
his satirical novel ; the elder Plixy (died

79) with his gigantic Xatural History;
QuiXTlLiAX (died about 118), wlio, in his

InfftttrdlO Onlforla, sought to cause a re-

action to the old models in oratory ; the

great historian Tacitus (died about 120)
;

and the youxger Pliny (died about 114
A.u.) with his Letters and the Panegyric
on Trajan, the pattern of the later Pane-
gyrics. Beside these must be mentioned
the writers of research, Velleius Pater-
CULUS and YALiiRius Maximus (both about

30), Curtius Rufus (about 40), FroxtIxus
(died about 104), who was also an active

contributor to technical literature, the geo-

grapher PompOxius Mela (about 40), the

physicians Celsus (about 30) and ScRi-

Hoxius Largus (about 45), the writer on
husbandrj' Columella (about (55), the

grammarian Remmius Pal.emOx (about 50),

the textual critic Probus (about 05), and
tlie commentator AscOxius Pediaxus (died

88 A.D.).

Period IV. The Literature in its Decline.

From Hadrian (117 A.D.) to tlie (ith

century.

Of the numerous poets of this period onl}^

a few, and those belonging to tlie later time,

are of special interest ; e.g. Ausoxius (4th

century), Claudiax, Namatianus, Dracox-
tIus (5th century). In prose literature,

from the time of Hadrian, jurispi-udence

takes a prominent position. It was mainly

represented by Gaius, Papixiax, Ulpiax,
and Paulus (2nd to 3rd century), and a

magnificent completion was given to their

labours by the Corpus luris Civllis com-

piled under Justinian I (Otli centuryj.

Among the historians the most noteworthy

are SuetOxius (2nd century), who was
also the compiler of numerous writings on

archaeology, literary criticism, and gram-

mar, which were no less eagerly read by
subsequent generations than Varro's ; and
Ammiaxus MarcellIxus (4th centur}-). The
rest, such as FlOrus (2nd century), the

Scriptdres Ilistor^ai Augustcp (3rd and 4th
centuries^ Justin, Aurklius Victor,
Eutropius, etc., are only epitomizers.

From the 4th century onwards the influence
of Christianit}' made itself felt in this sub-
ject, as with SuLPicius and Orosius. In
the 2nd century Froxto gave a new direc-

tion to oratory by reverting to tlie writers
of the archaic era. In this he was followed

by the rhetorician ApCleIus, the writer of

a humorous and fanciful novel of character,

one of the most interesting products of the

period. Gaul was from the end of the 3rd
century the headcpaarters of oratory, in

which the ])anegyric style predominates,

as in the collection called the Panei/jjriei

Ldflnl, and in Symmachus (end of 4th
century), who, as well as SlDoxius Apolli-
NARls (5th century), is also known by his

letters. Besides Suetoniu.i already named,
grammar found numerous votaries, who
were, however, more remarkable as zealous

compilers than as original investigators.

Gellius (2nd centur}^), XOXIUS (3rd cen-

tury), DoXATUS, CharIsIUS, Dlo.MEDES,

Servius (4th century), Macrobius (5th cen-

tui'y), and Prisciax (about 5(X) a.d.) may
be cited. Works on the educational curri-

culum were written by Martiaxus Capella
(5th century) and Cassiodorus (0th cen-

tury). The above-mentioned Apuleius and

also BoETHius (0th century) are worthy of

mention as philosojihic writers. As repre-

sentatives of other subjects may be adduced

CexsorIxus (3rd century) and FiRMicus

Materxus (4th century) for astrology

;

ViiGiiTlus Rexatus (4th century) for tac-

tics ; Palladius (4th century) for husban-

dry ; C.ELius AuRELiAXUs and Marcellus
EmpTricus (5th century), for medicine.

Litterator. The Roman designation of an

elementary instructor {see EDUCATION, 2).

Litteratus. The Roman term for the

teacher who imparted the higher branches

of knowledge (Suetonius, J)e Graininatieis,

§§ 4, 12).
'

Litters, in ancient Greece, were for the

most part used only for the conveyance of

sick people and women; in other cases their

use vvas regarded as a luxury. Among the

Romans they appear to have Hrst come

into vogue along with the other luxuries of

Asia after the victory over the Syrian king,

Antlochus the Great (B.C. 190). They were

used principally in the country and upon

journeys. As in Greece, so in Rome, where

driving was only exceptionally allowed (.scf

Chariots, 2), their use was at first confined

to invalids and women ; but when men
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also bej^an to use them in tlie town, they
formed in tlie first instance a privilege of

certain cLasses, until in the course of the

imperial time they came into general use.

Two kinds were distinguished: (1) the

Icctlca, resembling a ixdanquin^ adapted
for lying down : this was a framework
s])anned by girths and with a bolster and
])illow ; and (2) the aella^ a sedan chair, for

one or two persons, which was used par-

ticularly by the emperors and consularcs.

Both kinds were provided with an arched
covering, which could be closed up, even at

the sides, by means of curtains or windows
made of thin plates of talc [ld2ns specu-

laris, Juv. iv 21, iii 242]. The litter was
carried upon poles, which were either low
and therefore hung in straps, or else rested

upon the shoulders of the bearers, who were
two, four, six, and even eight, according to

lis size. In distinguished houses special

slaves (lectlcclru) of particularly powerful
bodily frame, in later times especiall}'^ Cappa-
docians, were kept for this purpose ; these

used to wear a red livery. For those who
could not afford the expense of a private

litter, there were also hack-litters. In the

later imperial time a litter called a hastema
came into fashion, which was carried by
two mules in shafts before and behind.

Liturgia. See Leitourgia.
Litiius. (1) The Roman term for the

augur's wand. It was a staff"

hooked at the upper end ; with
it the augur marked out the

sacred region {templum) for

the observation of birds {see

cut and cp. Augures). (2) The
signal-trumpet of the cavalry,

bent at the lower end ; it was
blown by the liticcn, and emitted a clear,

.shrill note {c}). Tuba).
Livius. (1) Llvins Audronlcus, the foun-

der of Roman epic and dramatic poetry.

He was by birth a Greek of Southern Italy,

and was brought as a slave to Rome, after

the conquest of Tarentum in 272 B.C., while
still of tender age. His master, a Livius,

whose name he bears, gave him his liberty,

and he imparted instruction in the Greek
and Latin languages. This employment
probably gave occasion for his translation

of the Homeric Odyssey into Saturnian

metre ; in spite of its imperfections, this

remained a school-book in Rome for cen-

turies. In 240 B.C. he brought on the

Roman stage the first drama composed
after a Greek model, and with such success

that thenceforward dramatic poetry was

AN AUUUR S

WAND.

well established in Rome. According to

ancient custom he appeared as an actor in

his own pieces. His dramatic compositions,

tragedies, and comedies were faithful but
undoubted h'^ imperfect translations of Greek
originals. He attempted lyric poetry also,

for he was commissioned by the State to

write a march in honour of luno Reglna.
Scanty remains of his works are all that

have come down to us.

(2) Titiis Ltvlus, the celebrated Roman
historian, was born at Patavium (59 B.C.),

apparent!}' of good family. He was care-

fully educated, and betook himself early

(certainly before 31 B.C.) to Rome, where he
soon became acquainted with the most dis-

tinguished men of the tinte. Even Augustus
entertained friendly relations towards him
in spite of his openty expressed republican

convictions, for which he called him a

partisan of Pompey. He does not seem to

have taken public office, but to have lived

exclusively for literature. Esteemed by
his contemporaries, he died in his native

town in 17 A.D. He must have begim his

great historical work between 27 and 25

B.C.; it can only have been completed
shortlj'^ before his death, as he did not

publish the first twenty-one books until

after the death of Augustus (14 a.d.). He
recounts the history of Rome in 142 books,

extending from the foundation of the city

(whence the title Ah Urhc CondUci Ubrl) to

the death of Drusus (9 a.d.). His own
death must have prevented its continuation

to the death of Augustus, as he doubtless

proposed. He published his work from time

to time, in separate parts. He arranged

his material—at least for the first ninety

books— as far as possible in decads (portions

consisting of ten books), and half-decads

;

the division into decads was however first

carried through in the 5th centur}^, prob-

abh' for convenience of handling so vast

a series of books. There still remain only

the first decad (to 293 B.C.), the third,

fourth, and half of the fifth decad (218-

1G7) ; of the remainder, with the exception

of a fairly large portion of book 91, only

inconsiderable fragments. We also possess

from an unknown pen, summaries {perlochce)

of all the books except 136 and 137, and

a scanty extract from the account of the

portents (prddlgia), which appeared in

249 B.C. and following year ; this is by a

certain Iiilius Obsequens, and perhaps dates

from the 4th century.

Livj^'s im])nrtance rests more on the

magnitude of his patriotic undertaking and
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the style of his narrative than nitou his

thoroughness as a historic inquirer. His
preliminar}' studies were inadequate, and
his knowledge of Roman law. ami still more
of the military system of Rome, was in-

sufficient. He was content to select what
seemed to him the most probable and
reasonable statement from the authorities

which happened to be familiar and acces-

sible to him, without regard to completeness,

and without severely scrutinising their

value,—a method which necessarily led to

numerous inaccuracies and serious errors.

Primarily, his great aim was not critical

research into the history of his countr}'.

He desired rather by a lively and brilliant

narrative, which should satisfy the more
exacting taste of the time, to rekindle the

flagging patriotism of his countrj-men, and

to raise his politically and socially degraded

contemporaries to the level of their ances-

tors' exploits. And his narrative in fact

deserves the fullest admiration, especially

for its descriptions of events and the actors

in them, and for the speeches which are

inserted in the work. The latter show his

rhetorical training in all its brilliance.

His language is choice and tasteful,

although in details it marks a decline from

the strictly classical standard. Asinius

Pollio, in allusion to the author's birth-

place, charged it with a certain pdtdvl-

nitas. This can only mean a provincial

departure from the peculiar language of

the metropolis, which is to us no longer

perceptible. Livy's work enjoyed the

greatest renown down to the latest daN's of

Roman literature, and has been the great

mine of information for knowledge of the

past to all succeeding generations.

Lochagos {Greek). The commander of a

loclwH (q.v.).

Lochos. The Greek designation of a bod}'

of foot soldiers. Among the Spartans, it

denoted in early times the largest divisions

into which the whole population capable of

bearing arms was grouped. Each of these

[according to Thucydides v 08, rp. (>(>] com-

prised four peniccostye>f of four eiioiiinfid'

each [an enomotia containing on an average

thirty-two men]. The name also denoted

the individuals comprised therein ; later,

[Xenophon, Eep. Lac. ii 4], it was the name
of the four sub-divisions of a mora (q.v.).

In Greek mercenary troops, a lor/ins was

a company of 100 men under a separate

commander. Several of these comi)anies

were united under the superior cnmmand of

a stvdtrgos {q-v.).

L6gei6n (" s])eaking-place "), .sreTHE.XTRE.

L6gistaB ("auditors of accounts"). The
nanif given at Alliens to a board consisting

originally of thirty, subsequently of ten

members, who, in conjunction with another

board, the ten euthT/u'i, and their twenty
assessors, received from magistrates, at

the expiry of their term of office, the

accounts of their administration. {Sec

EuTHYNA.) This was especially important
with those magistrates through whose
hands public money passed. Both boards

were originally chosen by show of hands

;

later by lot. One member was elected from

each phf/le, the assessors of the euthi/ni

were appointed by free choice. The lof/ista:

were the sui)reme authority to whom out-

going magistrates submitted their accounts.

The enthyni examined the several details,

notified, when necessary, those who were
liable, and returned the accounts to the

logistcr. with a report on their merits.

Magistrates who had nothing to do with

public money only gave an assurance to

the lof/isf(v that they had received and paid

nothing. If the accounts were approved,

and no charge was brought after the public

proclamation by the lof/isfa', they gave the

magistrate his discharge. In the other

alternative they referred the case to a court

of justice in which they were themselves

presidents. The prosecution was entrusted

to ten synP(j6ri or counsel for the State,

who were chosen b}^ lot and sat with the

logista: The final decision rested with

the Heliastic court. (See Hem.ea.)
Logographi (Gi-. Ingngrdphni^ i.e. ^\'riters

in prose). The name given to the oldest

Greek historians, who by their first at-

tempts at disquisitions in prose marked the

transition from narrative poetry to prose

history. As in the case of epic poetry, so

these "earliest historical writings emanated

from Ionia, wliere the first attempts at an

exposition of philosophic reflexions in prose

were made at about the same time by
Pherecydes,AnaxImander,andAnaximr'nes;

and, in both cases alike, it was the Ionic

dialect that was used. This class of writ-

ing long preserved in its language the

poetic character which it inherited from

its origin in the epic narrative. It was

only by degrees that it approached the tone

of true prose. It conflned itself absolutely

to the simple telling of its story, which

was largely made up of family and local

traditions. It never classified it.s materials

from a more elevated i>oint of view, or

scrutinised them with critical acumen. The
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logographers flourished from about 550 B.C.

down to the Persian Wars. Their latest

representatives extend, however, down to

the time of the Peloponnesian War. When
true history arose with Herodotus, they
soon lapsed into oblivion, whence they were
rescued in Alexandrian days. Many of

the works ascribed to them were however
believed to be spurious, or at least inter-

polated. We possess fragments only of a

few. The larger number of the historic

writers who are described as logographers

were Asiatic Greeks, e.g. Cadmus of Mile-

tus, author of a history of the founding of

Miletus and the colonization of Ionia (he

lived about 540 B.C., and was considered

the first writer of historic prose) ; further,

DiOnysius of Miletus, a writer of Persian

history, Hecat.eus {q.v.) of Miletus (550-

47G), Xanthus of Sardis (about 496), a writer

of Lydian history, HellanIcus {q.v.) of

Lesbos (about 480-400), CharOn of Lam-
psacus (about 45()), a compiler of Persian
history and annals of his native town, Phere-
("YDEs of the Carian island Leros (died

about 400 B.C.), who lived at Athens, and in

his great collection of mj'ths in ten books
treated chiefly of the earty days of Attica.

Some belonged to the colonies in the West,
e.g. HiPPYS of Rhegium, at the time of the

Persian War the oldest writer on Sicily

and Italy. The only representative from
Greece itself is Acusilaus of Argos in

Bceotia, the author of a genealogical work.
Longinus (Cassius). A Greek rhetorician,

born at Athens about 213 A.D., who studied
Neoplatonism at Alexandria, and practised

as teacher of philosoifli}-, grammar [i.e.

literary criticism], and rhetoric, in his

native city, from about 2G0, until the

accomplished queen Zenobia of Palmyra
summoned him as minister to her court.

As he persuaded her to resist the Roman
yoke, the emperor Aurelian caused him to

be executed after Zenobia's overthrow in

273. He possessed such an extent of learn-

ing, that Eanapius called him a living

library and a walking museum. His ver-

satility is proved by compositions on philo-

sophy, grammar, rhetoric, chronology, and
literature. Of these, only fragments are
extant, for example, the introduction to a
commentary on HephcCstlon's handbook of

metres, and a short Rhetoric incomplete at

the beginning. A brief treatise On the

Si(hU7tie, commonly ascribed to him, is more
probably to be assigned to an unknown
writer about the Christian era. It treats

and illustrates by classic examples the

characteristics of the lofty style from a
philosophical and a:'Sthetic point of view.

It is written in a vigorous manner.
Longus, who probably lived in the 3rd

century A.D., was the author of a Greek
pastoral romance, Daphnis and CJdoc, in

four books. It is considered the best of all

ancient romances which have come down
to us, on account of its deep and natural

feeling, its grace of narrative, and the com-
parative purity and ease of the language.

It has often been imitated by Italian,

French, German, and English wi'iters. [The
rare translation by John Day of the French
version of Amyot was reprinted in 1890.]

Lorica. (1) The leathern corselet of the

Roman legionary. It consisted of thongs

(lOra) of shoe-leather faced with metal.

These were fastened one upon another in

such a way that they formed a covering for

the body with two shoulder-pieces. Below
the latter a plate of iron 9| inches square,

was placed over the region of the heart

''<^

ROMAN LKGIOXAKV WEAIUNG TJIE LORICA.

(Arch of Severus.)

{see cut). Of the early citizen-soldiers, the

more wealthy wore also coats of chain-

armour {loriea Iidnnlta), and corselets ot

mail {lorica sqitdinclta), in which the joints

were further covered with metal plates

;

the latter were also woi'u by the prcetorians

in imperial times.

(2) The breastworks on walls and on

redoubts.

Lot, Election by. Sec Officials.

Lotophagi {i.e. Lotus-eaters). A people

on the north coast of Africa, mentioned as

early as Homer [Od: ix 84]. They lived on

the fruit of the lotus. {Cjj. Odysseus.)

Love, God of, .^ce Eros ; Goddess of, sec

Aphrodite and Vexus.
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Liican (Marcufi Aumrus 7><7(v7//».si. A
"Roman poet, born 3U a.d. at Cordova in

Spain. He was grandson of Seneca tlie rhe-

torician, and nephew of Seneca the philo-

sopher. He was brought up in Rome from
the first year of his age, and excited atten-

tion at an early date by his rhetorical and
]»oetic powers. On the recommendation of

his uncle. Nero conferred on him the qua-s-

torship while yet under the legal age, and
atlmitted him to favour. The applause

however which his poems received soon

aroused the jealousy of the emperor, who
was particularly conceited about his own
]ioetic abilities. Accordingh'^ he was for-

bidden for the future to recite his poems
in public, or to appear on the platform.

This inspired the poet with such animosity

that he took part in Piso's conspiracy.

When it was detected, he sought at first

to save himself by the most abject en-

treaties, b}- denouncing his fellow con-

spirators, and even by falsely accusing his

mother Acilia. Behig nevertheless con-

demned to die, he himself caused his veins

to be opened, and thus perished (()5 a.d.).

Of his numerous compositions, the Fhar-
salia, an unfinished epic in ten books, is

extant. It is an account of the civil war
between Ctesar and Pompey, extending

beyond the battle of Pharsalus and down
to the capture of Alexandria. It main-

tains such strict chronological order and
exactitude of detail, that it was a ques-

tion after his death whether he deserved

to be reckoned a poet at all. [Petronius

118 and, at a later date, Servius, Ad Am.
I H82. Cp. Drj'den's preface to Anniis

Mirahili's, quoted in Heitland's Introd. to

Lucan, ed. Haskins, p. xix.]

Lucan represents himself in his poena as

an enthusiastic lover of the lost days of

libert}', and in that capacity extols Pompey,
to the unjust disparagement of C;psar. His

narrative dis])lays some talent, but also an

inability to give his materials a more than

merely oiitward poetical form. It is more-

over turgid, rhetorical to a degree, and its

pathos smacks of declamation. Remains of

the literary activity which made him its

ol)ject in olden times are extant in two col-

lections of scholia.

Lticeres. One of the three old patrician

tribes in Rome. (See Patriciaxs.)

Lticenia (a lamp). Sec Lighting.

Lucian (Gr. Louklanos). One of the most

interesting of Greek writers, born about

120 A.D. at Samosata, on the P^ajihrates in

Syria. Owing to the poverty of his ])arents,

ho was apprenticed to a stonemason ; but,

thaid^s to his irresistible eagerness for

higher culture, contrived to devote himself
to the art of rhetoric. After practising
for some time as an advocate, he traversed
Greece, Italy, and Southern Gaul in the
guise of a sophist, and gained wealth and
renown by his public declamations. In
his fortieth year he removed to Athens,
to devote himself to the study of philo-

sophy, and attached himself closely to the

Stoic DemGnax. In his old age the state

of his finances comj)ellcd him once more to

travel as a professional orator. At last,

when far advanced in years, he was given

an important and influential post in the

administration of justice in Egypt , this he
seems to have retained till death.

Under his name we still possess more
than eighty works (including three col-

lections of seventj'-one shorter dialogues).

Twenty of these are, however, either cer-

tainly spurious or of doubtful authenticity.

The}' date from ever}' period of his lile,

the best and cleverest from the time of his

sojourn in Athens. They fall into two
classes, rhetorical and satirical. Of the

latter the majorit}^ are in dramatic form,

recalling in dialogue and outward dress

the Old Comedy, of which Lucian had a

thorough knowledge, and to which his

genius was closely akin. These writings

present an admirable pictttre of the ten-

dencies and the absurdities of the time.

In the field of religion, he directed his

mockery (especially in the Dkdof/itcs of
the Gods) against the tenets of the popu-

lar religion, the artificial revival of which

was attempted in the time of Hadrian and

the Antonines. Ho further attacked the

popular conceptions of life alter death in

the Dkdofiiua of the Dead. He assails

with special bitterness the superstitions

which had penetrated from the East,

among which he reckons, it is true, Chris-

tianity, but without any real knowledge

of its nature. In PCrCuvlnus I'rnteus, ho

attacks mystical enthusiasm ; in Alcrrnider,

or the Frojihet of L/<s, the impostors and

oracle-mongers who preyetl upon the super-

stition of the time, which he portrays in

a masterly style in his f^iver of Lit s and

his True Stories ( 1 'era- Ilistorin-). Anot her

object of his satiric lance was the current

l^hilosophy, in which he had sought relief

when sated with rhetoric. He had only

found in it, however, a petrified dogmatism,

a passion for striie and disputation, with

the most absolute contradiction between
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theoretical teacliiiig and the practice of

life. This Avas true even of the Stoics, and
still more of the Cj'nics, whose meanness
and love of pleasure, which they concealed

under a pretended absence of personal

wants, he is never weary of deriding.

Especially instructive for his attitude

towards philosophy and his general view
of life are the Auction of FhiloHophcrs, the

Fisherman (with his defence of the latter),

and Charon, or the Spectator of the World.

All these ax-e works of marked ability. The
last named is a brilliant exposition, from
his negative point of view, of the vanity of

all human existence. He even exposes his

own class, the Sophists, for attempting to

conceal their miserable poverty of intellect

by their bold readiness of tongue, and by
their patchwork of fragmentary quotations

borrowed from the writers of antiquity.

In fact, there is scarcely a side of the

literary and social life of the time that he

does not attack in its weak points, confin-

ing himself, however, for the most part to

demonstrating Avhat ought not to be, with-

out showing how the existing evils were to

be cured. To sit in judgment on the false

culture and want of taste in his contem-
poraries, he was certainly fitted above all

others ; for, apart from a wide range of

knowledge, he possessed keen observation,

and an unusual measure of wit and humour.
He had moreover an extraordinary gift of

invention, remarkable aptitude for vivid

delineation of character, and a singular

grace and elegance. In spite of his Syrian
origin, his zealous study of the best models
gave him a purity of language which for

his time is remarkable.
Lucilius. (1) Gains LvcUius, founder of

Roman satire, was probably born 180 B.C.

at Suessa Aurunca in Campania, of a dis-

tinguished and wealthy Latin equestrian
family. He afterwards settled in Rome,
where his Latin oi'igin excluded him from
a political career. Owing partly however
to his excellent education, partly to his

family connexions (being Pompey's grand-
uncle on the mother's side), he was on
friendly terms with the most distinguished

men. In particular, he lived with the

younger Scipio and his friend Lfelius in the

closest intimacy. Ho accompanied the for-

mer during the Numantine War, and died

in Naples, 103 u.C.—His satires, in thirty

books, were much esteemed in the time of the

Republic and later. We possess numerous
but inconsiderable fragments, from which,
however, can be gathered their original

position in the iieneral scheme of his work.
Eacli book certainly contained a number of

separate poems which, at least in books

xxvi-xxx (the first written and published),

were composed, like the satires of Ennius,

in various metres. In most of the books,

however, only a single metre was used, by
far the most common being the dactylic

hexameter (bks. i-xx and xxx), which from
Horace's time became the ordinary metre
for satire. The contents of the satires

were exceedingly varied : all occurrences

of political, social, and learned life were
brought by him within the range of his

discussion. He even touched upon his own
experiences and his studies on literary, anti-

quarian, grammatical, and' - orthographical

questions. His severest censure and most

pitiless mockery were directed, not only

against the vices and absurdities of the

time in general, but also against particular

individuals without an}' respect of persons.

On the other hand, true merit received his

warmest praise. His satires must have

given, on the whole, a true and lively pic-

ture of the time. On metrical form and on

style he does not seem to have set much
store ; it is apparently onl}-- in its metrical

setting that his language differs from the

daily tone of educated circles. To the latter

we may also probably ascribe the incorpora-

tion of so many fragments of Greek. His

writings early became an object of study

to the learned of Rome, and they also

remained models to subsequent satirists,

especially Horace.

(2) Lucilius Junior, friend of the philo-

sopher Seneca, is supposed by a common but

not improbable assumption to be the author of

jEtna, a didactic poem in ()45 hexameters.

Suetonius, in his life of Vergil, says of

that poet, Seripsit etiam dc cpia amlnrfitnr

A^tnam. It treats of Etna and its wonders,

and was composed before the eruption of

Vesuvius in 79 A.D.

Liicina. The Roman title of Juno (q.v.)

as the goddess of light and of child-birth;

lalor also of Diana in similar acceptation.

Lucretius Carus (Titus). A Roman poet,

born at Rome about 98 B.C. and died by his

own hand, in 55. He composed for his

friend IMemmius, the orator and poet, a

didactic poem in hexameter verse concern-

ing the nature of things {De Rerum Katura)

in six books. The teaching of Epicurus

forms the main subject, the example of

Empedocles prescribed the poetic form, and

the mode of treatment was modelled on

Ennius. The ostensible object of the work
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is to prove by a profound investigation of

the world of nature that all conies to be,

exists, and perishes by eternal law, without
any interference of supernatural powers,
and hence to set men free from their fearful

torture, terror, and superstitioji. The first

elements of all existence are the imperish-

able atoms which move in intinite space

(book i). By union of these come into ex-

istence not only the material world (ii),

but also soul and spirit, which consequently
perish as soon as a dissolution of the atoms
takes place (iii)

;
perception, sensation, and

thought are mental processes, occasioned

by images which are ceaselessly being
emitted by the surfaces of things (iv).

Book V treats of the formation of the world,

vi of single natural phenomena. This
work is the onh' considerable coinposition

in epic verse which has come down to ns

from the time of the Republic. It is also

the lirst attempt at a systematic treatment
of Greek philosophy in the Latin tongue.

The greatest ad-

miration is due to

the art with which
Tju cretins gives
poetic form to his

unpoetical subject,

and adapts to his

purpose a language

which had hitherto

been little exercised

on such topics. The
matter causes the

exposition to be

often dry, bnt fre-

quently it rises to a magnificent beauty, as

in the" famous description of the Athenian

plague at the end of the poem. The
scientific zeal with which the whole is

imbued, and which stands aloof from all

frivolity, must inspire respect. He ex-

presses himself with simplicity and power,

and his language has an antique colouring.

He was prevented by death from putting

the finishing touches to his work [or even

from completing it. Thus there is nothing

on the subject of ethics, which could not

jiroperly be omitted in an exposition of

the teaching of Epicurus]. It is true that

Cicero revised it before publication, yet

the condition in which we have it is in

great measure defective.

LMi. See Games.
Luna. The Italian goddess of the moon.

She had in Eome an ancient sanctuary on

the Aventine, in which as goddess of the

mouth she received worship on the last day

=^ LfCKKTIUS.

(From n. black airate, formerly
in Lir. Xott's collection.)

of March, which was the llrst month of the

old Roman year. As uorfitucn, '' lamp of

the night,'' she Iiad a temple on the Palatine,

which was illuminated at niglit.

Lupercalia. A festival held in Rome
from time immemorial on Februar}' 15. It

was in honoi;r of Faunus, who was wor-
shipped under the name J^upcrcus in the

Lupevcal^ a grotto in the Palatine Mount.
The object of the festival was, by expiation

and purification, to give new life and fruit-

fulness to fields, flocks, and people. The
cult was originally administereil by two
confraternities, which were chosen from the

members of the Fabian and Quintilian

families, and were named in consequence
Lupcrci Fdhmni and Lupcrci QuintUidni.
To these was added in 44 B.C. that of the

Luperci Ifilli in honour of Ciesar. In con-

sequence of the civil wais the cult fell into

desuetude, but was renewed b}'^ Augustus.

In imperial times the members of these

collegia were cominonl}^ of equestrian stand-

ing, and retained the name oi Lxipercl even

after leaving the body. The festival was
observed until 41*4 A.D., in which j-ear

Bishop Gelasius I changed it into the Feast

of the Purification. The procedure at the

Lupercalia was as follows. After the

JIaincn DWilis had sacrificed some he-goats

and a dog, two youths were touched on the

forehead with a knife, smeared with the

blood of the goats. It was then immediately

wiped off with wool dipped in milk, where-

upon they were bound to laugh. After the

sacrificial feast the Lupcrci^ crowned and

anointed, and naked, except for an apron

of goatskin, ran round the ancient city on

the Palatine with thongs cut from the skin

of the sacrificed goats in their hands. On
their course women used to place them-

selves in their way to receive blows from

the thongs, which was believed to be a

charm against barrenness. The thongs

were called februa, from the old word

fchnlare, " to purify " ; the day, dies

fehrudtas, " the day of purification ""
; and

the whole month, j'chvi'idniis, '• the month

of purification."

Lustrum, among the Romans, was the

purification, or aljsolution i'rom sin, of the

entire people. It took place at the close of

each census (q.v.), commonly in May of the

year following the censors' accession tf>

office. The host of the people, horse and

foot, in their newly constituted classes, was

drawn up in full armour on the Campus
Martins under the leadership of the cen.sor

to whom this duty fell by lot. The Suovc-
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taurllm, a pig, ram, and bull, \vas carried

three times round the whole army, and there-

upon sacrificed to Mars, accompanied by a

prayer of the censor in which he besought
that the power of the Roman people might
be increased and magnified, or as it ran
later, might be maintained entirely undi-

minished. The censor then led the army
under his banner to the city gate, where
he dismissed them, while he himself, as

a token of the completed lusti'iu}!., drove a
nail into the wall of a temple and deposited

the new roll of citizens in the yErdrhivi
(or Treasury) of the people.

Liixoriiis. A Roman epigrammatic poet,

who lived in Africa about the beginning of

the 6th centur}^ a.d., during the Vandal
domination. He sought to imitate Martial.

We still possess eighty-eight of his epi-

grams, which are often coarse and always
dull.

Lyseus (" Care-dispeller "), A name of

Dionysus.

Lycsea (Gr. LuJeaia). A festival cele-

brated in honour of Zeus on the Lyccean
Mount (Gr. Lukaiun) in Arcadia. In
the sacred inclosure on its highest peak,

where, according to popular belief, no
object cast a shadow, there was an altar of

heaped up earth, and before it two columns
with gilt eagles on top of them, looking to

the east. At the festivals, probably cele-

brated every ninth year, the priests, who
alone were allowed to enter the precincts,

offered mysterious sacrifices to the god,

including a human sacrifice. These were
said to have been instituted by Lycaon
(g.t?.), and were kept up till the 2nd
century A.D. The man who had been
chosen by lot to perform the sacrifice w^as

aftei'wards compelled to flee, and wandered
about for nine years ; like Lycaon, in the
shape of a wolf, so the people believed. In
the tenth he was allowed to return and
regained his human form, i.e. the taint was
removed. Besides the festival there w'ere

also athletic contests.

Lycaon. M3'thical king of Arcadia, son
of Pclasgus and Melibfjea (daughter of

Oceanus) or Cyllene, and father of Callisto.

He is said to have founded on Mount
Lycseum the town Lycosura. the oldest that

Helios looked upon, and to have sacrificed

a child to Zeus on the altar he had raised

on the highest peak of the mountain, on
account of which he was changed into a
wolf {see Lyc.ka). Another legend relates

that he had fifty impious sons. When
.'^eus came to them in the guise of a beggar

in order tn put their contempt of the gods
to the test, they followed the advice of

Msenalus, the eldest, and set before him
the entrails of a boy which had been mixed
with the sacrifice. The god however
threw the table over and killed Lycaon
and his sons with lightning, with the ex-

ception of Nyctlmus, the youngest, whom
Gtea saved by firmly holding the right

hand of Zeus. During the reign of Nycti-
mus the deluge connected with the name
of Deucalion covered the land as a punish-

ment for the impiety of Lycaon and his sons.

Lycius. Epithet of Apollo (q.v.).

Lycomedes. King of Scyros, the murderer
of Theseus (q.v.). Achilles grew up among
his daughters ; the son of'Achilles and of

one of these, Deidameia, was Neoptolemus.
Lycophron. A Greek grammarian and

poet, a native of Clialcis in Euba^a, who lived

in the first half of the 3rd centurj^ B.C. at

Alexandria, where Ptolemy Philadelphus
entrusted him wath arranging for the

library the works of the Greek comic
poets. As a result of this occupation, he

produced a voluminous and learned work
on Greek Comedy. He himself wrote
tragedies, and was counted one of the

Pleiad, the seven Alexandrine tragedians.

Of his works there remains a poem in 1,474

iambic verses, entitled Alexandra or Cas-

sa^ulva, which is rendered almost unread-

able by the obscurity of its language and by
its pedantic display of learning. It consists

of a long monologue, in which Cassandra
prophesies the fall of Troy and the fates of

the heroes of the Trojan War, with allu-

sions to the universal empire of Alexander
the Great.

Lycurgus. (1) Son of Dryas, king of

the Thracian Edoni, threatened Dionysus

with a scourge when he Avas wandering
about on the Mount Nysa with his nurses,

which made them let the holy implements

fall to the ground, while the god sought

shelter with Thetis in the sea. The gods

punished him with blindness and an early

death [II. vi 130-140]. According to an-

other legend, he was made mad bj' Dionysus

and cut off his son's limbs, imagining that

he was pruning the shoots of a vine. In

accordance with the god's prophecy that

his death alone could deliver the land from

its temporary barrenness, he was led by the

Edoni to Mount Panga?,us, where Dionysus

caused him to be torii to pieces by horses.

(2) One of the Ten Attic Orators, born

about B.C. 31>0 at Athens, of a noble family,

pupil of Plato and Socrates. With Demos-
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thenes and Hyperldes h3 was a pvincii)al

representative of the patriotic party, and
directed bis exertions especially to the
improvement of the internal aifairs ol"

Athens. During his administration of the
linances, a period of twelve years (338-32(i),

lie won great credit by increasing the

revenues of the state and the military

strength of Athens, by beautifying the city

with magniiiccnt buildings, such as the
com])letion of the theatre of Dionysus, and
the building of the Panathenaic Stadium,
and b}' causing copies of the plays of

^Eschyius, Sophocles, and Euripides to be
preserved in the public archives. He died
in 329, and was interred at the public
expense. The Athenians did lionour to his

memory by raising a statue of bronze in his

lionour on the market-place and by a decree
which is still extant [Hicks, Greek Hiato-
rical I)tscriptio)is, No. 145]. His speeches,

of which the ancients possessed fifteen,

elaborated with the greatest care, were
remarkable for their serious moral tone
and noble manner, though they were want-
ing in grace of form, and apt to become
tedious owing to frequent digressions.

These merits and defects are exemplified
in the only speech of his now extant, that

(ujainst LCocrdtCs.

Lycus. (1) Son of Poseidon and the

Pleiad Cclccno, married to Dirce. He took
over the government of Thebes after his

brother Nycteus, for Labdficus, who was a

minor ; and, after the death of Labdacus,
for his son Laius. He was either killed by
Amphion {q.v.) and Zethus, or (according
to another account) handed the govern-
ment of Thebes over to them at the behest
of Hermes.

(2) Son of Poseidon, tyrant of Thebes,
killed by Heracles for murdering his

father-in-law Creun during his absence, and
for jdotting against his wife MegiiiTi and
his children.

Lydus (loa)inrs LrmrcufiKS). A Greek
writer, born at Philadelphia in Lydia 490
A.D. At the ago of twenty-one he went to

Constantinople in order to study philosojih}',

entered the service of the State, and rose

to high office. About 552 he was dismissed
by Justinian and took a post as teacher in

the imperial school. Here he devoted him-
self to literature, and died at a great age in

505. We still possess some of his writings,

which are derived from ancient sources
lost to us: (1) on the State offices of Rome
(De Md(jistnlt7bus)

; (2) on portents in the
sky, etc., and the doctrine of auguries {Dc

OstcntTs)
; (3) extracts from a woik on the

Roman months and the festivals held in

them {J)f Miiisihiis).

Lygdamus. A Roman poet. ,Str Tihui.lus.
Lynceus. ( 1 1 Son of .Egyptu.s, husband of

Hypermnestra, the daughter of Daiu'iusi ^.r.).

(2) Brother of Idas. (See luAS AXD
Lyxceus.)

Lyra. A stringed musical instrument,
said to have been invented by Hermes,
who stretched four strings across the shell

of a tortoise. In historical times a wliole

tortoise-shell was used for the sounding-
bottom, the curved horns of a goat or pieces

of wood of a similar shape were inserted in

the openings for the front legs, and joined
near the ujiper ends by a transverse piece of

wood called the yoke. On the breast-])late

of the shell was a low bridge, across which

FUllMS OF TIIK LYlMi.

1. Tisch1)ein, P«f)ifi(i-cs iles Vases antiques.
2. De Laborde, Collect, d. Vases gt:, I, pi. 11.

3. Musco Borbonieo, X, tav. liv.

4. Ibid. XI, tav. xxxi.

the strings (usually seven) ran all at the

same height to the 3'oke, and were either

simply wound round it or fastened to ]iegs ;

at the other end they were tied in knots

and fastened to the sounding board. It

was ordinarily played with the left hand,

while to produce louder and longer notes

the strings were struck by the right hand
with tlie plectrum, the point of which was
usually like the leaf of a tree, and some-

times in the shape of a heart or like a littlo

hammer (see fig. 3 of the cuts, which re-

present various forms of the lyre). C}/.

CiTiiAK'A and Samhlca.
Lyric Poetry. While among the (incLs

elegiac and iambic poetiy [*j.i'.), which

forms the transition from epic to lyric

composition, was practised by the lonians,

lyric poetry proper, or, as it was mure

commonly called, melic pnctry (un'lnx, a

song), ri~. the .song accomjianied by music,

was cultivated by the .Eolians and Dorians.

This is due to the talent for musi<- peculiar

to these races. That playing on stringed

instruments and singing were cultivated
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even in inytliical times in TEolia, in the

island of Lesbos, is shown by the legend

that the head and lyre of Orphens, who
had been torn to pieces by Thracian women,
were washed ashore on that island, and
that the head was buried in the Lesbian
town of Antissa. Antissa was the native

place of Terpaxder, who gave artistic form
to the nomos (q.v.), or hymn to Apollo,

by elaborating the laws of its composi-

tion. Settling at Sparta in B.C. 676,

he laid down the foundation of Dorian
music. While he had closely followed

Homeric poetry in the texts which he
wrote for his musical compositions, there

afterwards arose a greater varietj'' in the

kinds of songs, corresponding to the greater

variety of musical forms, springing from
the foundation laid by him. In the A'lolian

lyric the pathetic prevails, as might be
expected from the passionate nature of the

people ; the feelings of love and hatred,

joy and sorrow are their principal themes.

As to the metrical form we find short

lines with a soft, melodious rhythm, which
make up a small number of short strophes.

They are written in the ^olic dialect ; we
may suppose that they were solos sung to

the accompaniment of stringed instruments.

In Lesbos the ^olian lyric was brought
to its highest perfection by ALaEUS of

Mytilene (about 600), and by his contem-
porary Sappho, also a Lesbian, and teacher

of the poetess Erinna. The joyous poems
of AxACREON of Teos (born about 550),

whose subjects are love and wine, were
also in the jEolian style, but in the Ionic

dialect. An echo of the ^olian lyric are

the scolia (q.v.).

It was among the Dorians, however, that

the Ija-ic poetry of the Crreeks reached the

highest degree of its development. It is

also called choral lyric, because the Dorian
songs were intended to be sung at the
public festivals, especially those of the

gods, by a dancing choir to the accompani-
ment of stringed instruments and flutes.

Intended therefore to be public, it naturally
had on the whole an earnest, objective

character, and is thus distinguished from
theyEolian lyrics that expressed the personal
feelings of the poet. Their form shows
further points of difference. Instead of the
diminutive yEolian strophes of short lines,

unsuitable for dancing, the Dorir»n lyrics

have ampler strophes, usually with longer

lines, and the combination of strophes is

again subdivided into strophe, antistrophe,

and epode, of which the tiist two are exactly

parallel, while the last differs from both
in its structure. While the number of the
^Eolian metres is fixed, every Dorian song
has its own metre, the rhythm of which
depends on the tune suitable to the subject.

As to the kinds of songs we also find great
variety in the Dorian lyric : there are

jjdous, hfjjtorcheniata, hymns, j^rosorf?rt,

parthema, dithynonbs, cncom'ia, epinicia,

In/viena'a, rpUhdldmm, threnoi (q.v.);

drinking songs and love songs are also not
wanting. They are written in the old epic

dialect, influenced by Doric.

With regard to their historical develop-

ment : Alcman (about 660), a Lydian who
had become a citizen of Sparta, was the first

to compose longer and i/iore varied poems
on the lines laid down by Terpander and his

school. The Dorian lyric received its later

artistic form from the Sicilian Stesichorus
of Hlmera (about 600), whose contemporary
AriOn first gave a place in literature to the

dithyramb. (^VeDlTHYRAMBOs.) In the 6th

century choi'al poetr}'' became the common
property of all Greeks, and so flourished

more and more. Of its older representa-

tives we have still to mention Ibvcus of

Rhegium (about 540), in whose choral

songs the erotic element prevails. This

class of poetry was brought to its greatest

perfection at the time of the Persian Wars
by SiMONiDES of Ceos, by his nephew,
Bagchylides, and above all by Pindar of

Thebes. Besides these TImocreox of Ih\y-

sus, and the poetesses Myrtis, Corinxa,
Praxilla, and Telesilla deserve mention.

Of the productions of ^olian and Dorian
lyric poetry only fragments have been pre-

served, except the epinician odes of Pindar.

With the Bonians, the first attempts to

imitate the forms of the Greek " melic

"

date from the last years of the Republic.

L.EVius wrote mythological poems in a

great variety of metres, the Erdfojxrf/nia

("Diversions of Love "), which however seem
to have attracted little attention. Catul-
lus also wrote some poems in "melic"
measxires. This kind of poetry was per-

fected in the age of Augustus by Horace,
who introduced the forms of iEolian lyric.

None of the succeeding poets were of even

secondary importance, in spite of the great

skill with which they handled the various

melic metres ; one of them, the Christian

poet Prudentius, wrote as late as the 4th

century. The Dorian lyric never obtained

a footing among the Romans.
Lysias, in point of time the third of the

Ten Attic Orators, was born at Athens about
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B.C. 445. Ho was a son of the rich Syracusan
Cephalus, who had been invited by Pericles

to settle at Atliens. At the age of fifteen

he went with his two brothers to Thurii,

in South Italy, and there studied under the
Syracusan rhetorician Tisias. He returned
to Athens in 412, and lived in the Pimeus
in comfortable circumstances, being joint

possessor, with his eldest brother Polemar-
chus, of several houses and a manufactory
of shields, where 120 slaves were employed.
Under the rule of the Thirty Tyrants, how-
ever, the brothers Avere accused in 4U4 of be-

ing enemies to the existing government ; their

property was confiscated and Polemarchus
executed, while Lysias with the greatest diffi-

culty managed to escape to Megara. After
the fall of the Thirty, in which he had
eagerly co-operated, he returned to Athens,
and gave his time to the lucrative occuimtiou
of writing legal speeches for others, after

obtaining high repute as an orator, in 403,

by his accusation of Eratosthenes, the

murderer of his brother. He died in his

eightj'-third year, esteemed by all.

Of the 425 speeches to which the ancients

assigned his name, but of which the greater

number (233) were regarded as not genuine,
there remain—besides numerous and some-
times considerable fragments—thirty-one,

though they are not all quite complete

;

and of these five must be looked upon as

certainly not genuine, and lour others are

open to grave suspicion. Only one of these
speeches, that against Eratosthenes, men-
tioned above, was delivered by Lysias in

person. He is the first really classical

orator of the Greeks, and a model of the

plain style, which avoids grandiloquence
and seeks to obtain its effect by a sober
and clear representation of the case. The
ancient critics justly praised the purity and
simplicity of his language, the skill shown
in always adapting style to subject, the

combination of terseness with graphic
lucidity of description, particularly notice-

able in narrative, and, lastly, his power of

painting character.

Lysicrates, Monument of, at Athens. One
of the most graceful relics of Greek an-

tiquity, raised in memory of a victory in

the dramatic contests won by Lysicrates
when he was dwrcgus {sec Chorus) in u.v.

334. From a slender square basement,
[12 feet high by 9 feet wide] rises a small
but elegant round temple ; six engaged
Corinthian columns surround its circular

wall and support the entablature, on the
frieze of which there is a delicate and

D. c. A.

life-like representation of a scene, in the
legend of Dionysus (the changing of the

Tyrrhenian i)iratcs into dolphins, for having
by mistake laid hands on the g''>d). Over
the entablature is

a flat dome made
of a single block

of marble, and
from the centre

of the roof rises a

finial of acanthus
leaves, formerly
crowned by the

tripod which was
the prize of vic-

tory. The monu-
ment is thirty-five

feet high, and the

diameter of the

inside is about six

feet. The reliefs

of the frieze are

of great value, as

they belong to

the new Attic

school of ScQpas
and Pi-axiteles.

According to a
tradition (which

is without founda-

tion) that Demos-
thenes used to study here, the monument
used to be called the Lantern of Demos-
thenes. [This name was familiar to Michael

Akominatos, in the second half of the r2th

century ; Gregorovius, Mirahilkn dcr Stndt

Athcn, p. 357. The true name was first

restored by Transfeldt about 1G74, id.

Athcn im Mittclaltcr, ii 357.]

Lysippus, of Slcyon. One of the most
famous Greek artists, a contemporary of

Alexander the Great; was originally a

worker in metal, and taught himself the

art of the sculptor by studying nature and

the canon of Polyclitus (q.v.^. His works,

which were said to amount to 1,500, were all

statues in bronze, and wore icniarkablo for

their lifelike characterization and their

careful and accurate execution, shown par-

ticularly in the treatment of the hair. He
aimed at representing the beauty and har-

mony more especially of the male human
body; and substituted for the proportions

of Polyclitus a new ideal, which kept in

view the effect produced, by giving the

body a more slender and elegant shape, and

by making the head smaller in comparison

with the trunk, than is the case with the

actual average man. The most famous
B n
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among his statues of gods were the colossal

forms of Zeus and Heracles, at Tarentum
(of which the former was second in size

only to that at Rhodes, while the latter

was afterwards brought to the Capitol at

Rome, and then to the Hippodrome at

Constantinople, where it was melted down
in A.D. 1022), and, lastly, the sungod on the

four-horse chariot at Rhodes [Pliny, N. II.,

xxxiv §§ 40, 63].

The first example of ])ure allegory in

Greek art was his Cairos, the Favourable
Moment ; a delicate j'outh with modest look

standing on a ball, with his feet winged,
and holding shears and a balance in his

hands. The hair hung down in front, w^hile

it was so short behind that it could not be
grasped [A)ifhol. Gi\ ii 49, 13; Callistratus,

Statiuv, 6].

By far the greater number of his statues

were portraits ; of these the various repre-

sentations of Alexander the Great from
boyhood onwards were of marked excellence

[Pliny, I.e. G4]. Indeed, the king w^ould

have no sculptor but Lysippus to represent

him, even as he would have no other paint-er

than Apelles [Pliny, N. H., vii 125
; Horace,

Epist. ii 1, 240; Cicero, Ad Fain, v 12, 13].

Among his large groups were Craterus
saving the life of Alexander chasing the

lion [Pliny, xxxiv 04], and the portraits of

twenty-five horsemen and nine foot soldiers

who fell at the first assault in the battle

of the Granlcus [Arrian, Anab. il6§7,>
Plutarch, Alex. 16]. The excellent copy in

marble, at the Vatican, of the Apoxy6min6s

^- MAEELE COPY OF THE AP0XY03IEN0S OF LYSiri'US.

(Rome, Vatican Museum.)

a youth removing the dust of the paleestra

with a strigil, affords an idea of his skill iu

representing beautiful and perfectly deve-

loped bodies of delicate elasticity and grace-

ful suppleness [Pliny, xxxiv 62],

M
Machaira. A one-edged SAvord, slightly

curved, ni use among the Greeks. Por
further information, see SwORD.
Machaon and_ Podaliriiis, The sons of

Asclepius and Epione, skilled in the art of

healing, took part in the expedition to Troy
with thirty Thessalian ships, and were there

the physicians of the Greeks, besides fight-

ing valiantly. According to post-Homeric
legends Machaon was slain by Eurypj'lus,

the son of Telephus, and his corpse was
brought by Nestor to Messenia, where, at

Gerenia, he had a sepulchre and a temple
in which cures were effected. Podalirius,

who recognised the madness of Ajax by
his burning eyes, stayed with Calchas from
the fall of Tro}'- to his death, and then
settled at Syrnos in Caria ; he had a herOon

in Apulia, close to that of Calchas.

Macr6bius {Amhrosius Theodosius). A
man of high rank, and, according to his own
account, not a born Roman, and probably a

pagan, who wrote, in the beginning of the

5th century after Christ, two extant works:

(1) a commentary on Cicero's Dream of

Scipio {Soniniian Sclpionis, from tlie sixth

book of the De BepiibUca) ; and (2) an anti-

quarian compilation in seven books, treat-

ing of a number of historical, mythological,

grammatical, and antiquarian subjects, in

the form of table talk, at a celebration of

the SdturnCdia ; hence the title, C'o»f7.v/rt

Scdurnalia. Macrobius has gathered his

information from various authors, especially

Gellius, whom, however, he does not men-

tion any more than his other authorities.

Maenads (Gr. mainddes) " the frenzied

ones." Women in Bacchic ecstasy, who

formed part of the train of Dionysus

{q.v. fig. 3; cp. Vases, fig. 13).

Magister Eqiiitum, The assistant of the

dictator, nominated by him immediately

after his own appointment, and bound to

obey him unconditionally, representing him
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in his absence, or when otherwise prevented.

He owed his name (" Master of the Horse ")

to the fact that it was part of his ottice to

command the cavalry in battle, while the

dictator was at the head of the infantr}'.

As the iusiffuia of his magistracy he had
the sella curiclis, the prtvtcj.-ta, and six

lictors.

Magistratus. A term used by the Romans
both to designate the magistracy and the

person who held it. The magistrates of

the Republic were partly ordinary, chosen

at regular intervals: consulr.f, ccnsorcs^

2)V(vtun>s, (I'dlles ciinlles, qiuvstOres^ trXbunl

jib'bis, and icdtlcs plCbls ; partly extraordi-

nary, chosen only under .special circum-

.stances, the principal being dictator,

mdgidcr eqiution, and interrex. Among
these the consuls, prsetors, and dictator

are distinguished from the others by
the possession of the impcrium (q.v.)

derived from the regal power (the interrex

had it for five days only) ; they and the

censors, who, Avithout possessing the impe-
rilling derived their duties from the regal

power, constitute the higher magistrates,

magistratus mCdOres, ^\'\l\\Q the rest are the

lower, viinOres, with the exception of the

tribunes, who have a position of their own.
For those oiEces, which could originally

be held by patricians alone, the term patri-

cian Avas preserved, even after they had
become accessible to the plebeians. The
plebeian offices also, the tribunate and
plebeian sedileship, do not designate any
political contrast after plebeians and patri-

cians had been made legally equal, although
only plebeians could hold them. Another
distinction is that into inar/istratus curules
and non cicriiles, which refers to the right
of having a sella curulis (q.v.). This and
the toga j^nvtc.rta.a white toga edged with
purple, were accorded to the higher magis-
trates, the aHlilcs curules and the magister
cquitiun. Only the magistratus cum imperio
and the magister equitum were permitted
to have lictors with the fasces (q.v.). All
the magistrates were elected, except the dic-

tator s.nd the magister equitum; the magis-
tratus maiores at the comitut centiiridfa,

the rest at the comitia trlbuta. Every
magistrate had the right to call the ]ieople

to a cont'io (q.v.), to issue edicts, which had
the force of laws as long as his authority
(jxjtestds) lasted, to take auspices which
were binding for the district witliin his

jurisdiction, and to exorcise a limited right
of punishment ; the higher magistrates and
the tribunes had the power, generally

speaking, of convoking the comitia and the

senate {cp. Imperilm). The power of the

magistrates was limited by the senate, the

intercession of the tribunes and of magis-
trates of equal or higher rank, the right

of appeal of the citizens, and the liability

to give account after retirement from office
;

for no charge could be brought, at any rate

against the higher magistrates, as long as

they held it.

The following were the conditions for

obtaining an office : (1) Personal apj)lica-

tiou before the election, the riglit of re-

jection being in the hands of the magistrate

who directed them (a consul in the case of

the higher magistrates, a tribune for the

plebeian, a consul—afterwards also the

praetor of the city—for the rest). (2) Eligi-

bility, dependent on membership of a citizen

familj', full possession of ])ersonal liberty

and honorary rights [see Ixf.vmia), and the

absence of bodily blemish (note also that

patricians could not hold plebeian offices).

(3) A minimitm age for each office, at first

according to a certain tradition, then

regulated bj- law, so that in Cicero's time

a candidate for the quaestorship had to be

in his 30th year at least ; in his 37th for

the curule sedileship ; in his 40th for the

prEekorship : and in his 43rd for the consul-

ship. (4) At this time also the traditional

order of the above-mentioned offices was
considered law, and a man was compelled

to hold the lower office before he could

proceed to the higher, except that the

?edileship could be neglected. (5) An in-

terval of two years had to elapse between

the pedileship, prtetorship, and consulate,

and of one year between the tribunate and

any other office, (G) Ten years had to

elapse before the same office could be held

again; in this, and with regard to age,

order of offices, and intervals between them,

exceptions were permitted under special

circumstances.

The date of the elections was fixed V)y the

senate; in Cicero's time they usually took

place in July [Ad Aft. i 1(5 ; Ad Fam. viii 4].

From B.C. 163 the magistrates, whose names

were solemnly announced (rcnunth'ttln) at

the end of the elections, mostly entered

upon their office on January 1st. (Sec

articles on the individual magistrates.)

Just as on this occasion they swore to keep

the laws, so at the end of their term of

office, which was a year, except in the case

of the censors, the dictator, and the magister

equitum (q.v.), they affirmed on oath beforo

a cnntio, that they had done nothing coa-
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trr.ry to the laws. Tlie officials elected to

au office vacated before the end of the year
(suffecti) simply held it for the remaindei'

of that year. The only thing that could
legally compel a magistrate to resign
before the end of his time was a formal
error in the taking of the auspices at the
elections.

The magistrates received no salaries

whatsoever, but they were indemnified for

official expenses within the town (e.g. for

the games) or without it ; those officials

more especially who were going to the

provinces as procurators received a suffi-

cient sum from the treasmy for their

equipment and the siipport of themselves
and their suite. Under the Empire the old

magistracies continued to exist, though
their authority was considerably limited;

cp. the several articles, and for their

election, see Comitia (end). Besides these,

numerous new offices came into existence,

especially the various jjrcpfecti (q.v.), some
of whom received an actual salary.

Tlie magistracies were completely re-

modelled by Diocletian and Constantine,

especially with regard to their pay ; all

imperial officials received salaries, while
the municipal did not. Cj). the several

articles mentioned in the beginning.

Magna Mater. A Roman name of the

goddess Rhea (q.v.).

Magnes. One of the first founders of

Attic Comedy. (See Comedy.)
Mala. Daughter of Atlas and Pleione, one

of the Pleiads (</.f.), mother of Hermes by
Zeus. The Romans identified her with an
old Italian goddess of spring, 3Ima Mdiestds
(also called Fauna., Bona Dea, Ops), who
was held to be the wife of Vulcan, and to

whom the flamen of that god sacrificed a

pregnant sow on the 1 st of May.
Maiestas. Denoted among the Romans

the sovereign power of the people and the

State, or that of the emperor. To detract

from this sovereign power was a crime
(crimen 7)itntita' niaicstdtis). Originally

the term perduellio (q.v.) included all

offences of this kind ; distinctions were first

made in B.C. 100 by the Lex Ajndeia, which
declared some offences to be treason that

had previously been regarded as j^erduellio,

such as hindering the tribunes and exciting

to sedition. The idea of treason was con-

siderably extended by the Lex Cornel7a of

the dictator Sulla in B.C. 80, which made
it include inciting to sedition, hindering a

magistrate in the exercise of his functions,

and acting in a manner prejudicial to the

Roman prestige or beyond the limits of

one's authority. It also instituted a per-

manent lawcourt (.see Qu.t:stio Perpetua)
to take cognisance of such cases ; and
made exile {interdictio aquce et ignis) the

penalty. (Sec Exiltum.) Csesar's Lex
lulia, B.C. 46, made perduellio pass over

into crimen maiestatis, which was held to

cover all actions prejudicial to the State

and the existing constitution (such as

treason, plots, conspiracies, sedition, illegal

assumption of authority). The Julian Law
also formed the basis for punishing offences

of this kind under the Empire ; to these

were now added all those against the person

and the authority of the emperor. The term

was very elastic, and received whatever in-

terpretation the emperor preferred, so that

when a charge, e.g. that of embezzlement
(see Repetundarum Crimen), was brought

against a man, he could often be also

charged with the crimen maiestatis, espe-

cially as the accusers were rewarded if the

offence was proved. After the closing of

the quecstiones these cases were decided by

the senate ; later still, the emperor was
judge, or entrusted them to the pra]fcctus

iirhi. The regular penalty was confisca-

tion, and sometimes banishment or death.

Charges of treason could be brought or

the trial could be continued, even after the

death of the accused; and in the most

serious cases the penalty had to be borne

by the children, in accordance with a decree

of the emperor, and even with the law at a

later period.

Mamers. »S'ee Mars.
Mamertinus (Claudius). A Latin pane-

gyrist, the author of a speech addressed to

the emperor Julian on January 1st, A.D.

362, at Constantinople, thanking him for

conferring the consulate on him. It gives

a pretty accurate picture of the personality

of the emperor and of his administration.

An older Mamertinus is assumed to be the

author of two panegyrics in praise of Maxi-

minianus, co-regent with Diocletian, which

were delivered in 289 and 291 at Treves.

Mamuriiis. The mythical maker of the

ancilia. (See Axcile.)

Maua Genita. See Mania.
Mancipatio (lit. a taking with the hand).

A formal mode of purchase among the

Romans, which seems to go back to

a time when the price of purchase was

weighed out in bars of copper. In the pre-

sence of six Roman citizens of the age of

puberty, one of whom, called the librtpcns

(weigher), held a copper balance, the pur-
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chaser took hold of the tliiiii^ and uttered

certain prescribed words. He then struck

the balance {libra) witli a small piece of

copper ((vs or raitduscriliun), whicli he
ojave to the seller as sj'nibol of the price.

This mode of purchase per cvs et libram was
employed in the case of res manclpi, i.e.

estates in Italy or provinces with Italian

law, in the country or in towns, slaves, and
domestic animals and beasts of burden
needed for agricultural purposes ; also in

a certain kind of testaments, in the form
of marriage called coemptio, and in trans-

ferring one's power over a person (maniis)

to another. {Sec Adoption*, E.MAXCirATio,

and Mancipium.)
Mancipium. The right of possession ob-

tained through mancipatio (q-v.), and the

possession itself, which uone but the head
of the family has a right to dispose of.

Huiniucs Uberi in mancipio are free men,
whom tlieir father has given into the power
of another man b}' mancijjatio, e.g. in com-
pensation for some damage they have done
to the latter. Their position differed from
that of slaves in this, that they retained

the right of personality, could complain if

their masters treated them badly, and re-

gained all the rights of a freeborn man on
leaving their position of dependence. This
Avas effected in the same way as the libera-

tion of slaves vindictd, ccnsic^ and testa-

mento. {See Freedmen.) After the repeal

of the severe laws making imprisonnient

the penalty of convicted debtors, the same
relation as that mentioned above existed

between debtor and creditor, until the

money was paid.

Manes {i.e. the good). A name given by
the Romans to the spirits of the dead, which
were held to be immortal like the gods, and
hence designated as such (dii manes). They
dwell below the earth, and only come forth

at certain seasons of the year. On the Mons
Pdldtlnus at Rome, there was, as in other

Italian towns, a deep pit with the shape of

an inverted sk}', known as mundu.s, the

lowest part of which was consecrated to

the infernal gods and also to the Manes,
and was closed with a stone, lapis vidndlis,

thought to be the gate of the nether world.

This stone was lifted up three times a year

(August 24th, October 5th, November 8th),

and the Manes were then believed to rise

to the upper world : on this account those

days were reUr/tosi^ i.e. no serious matter
might be undertaken on them. Sacrifices

were offered to them as to the dead ; water,

wine, warm milk, honey, oil, and the blood

of black sheep, pigs, and oxen, were poured
on the grave ; ointments and incense were
offered ; and the grave was decked with
flowers, roses and violets by preference.

Oblations, which chietlj' consisted of beans,

eggs, lentils, bread and wine, were placed

on the grave, and the mourners partook of

a meal in its neighbourhood. Besides the

private celebrations there was also a public

and universal festival, the Pdrentdlia, which
lasted from the 13th to the 21st of February,
the last month of the older Roman year ; the

last day had the special name FCrdlia.

During these days all the temples were
closed, marriages were prohibited, and the

magistrates had to ap|)ear in public without

the tokens of their office. The festival of

the dead was followed by that of the rela-

tions on Februar}' 22nd, called Caristia.

This was celebrated throughout the town
bj"- each individual family, the members of

which exchanged presents and met at festal

banquets.

Manethon (or Moncthos). An Egyptian
of Sebennytus, who lived in the second half

of the 3rd century u.c. He was high priest

at HelTopolis in Egypt, and wrote in Greek

a history of his native country from the

oldest times to its conquest by Alexander

the Great, founded on the saci-ed records of

the Egyptians. Recent hieroglyphic dis-

coveries have confirmed the authority of

this work against the doubts and suspicions

previously entertained, and show it to have

been compiled from good sources : only a

third of the kings' names and some frag-

ments have been preserved by later writers.

He has been Avrongly considered the author

of a Greek poem in six books, treating of

the influence of the constellations on the

fates of men, entitled Apdfrhstjidtlca ;

various parts of it seem to have been writ-

ten by different authors between the 3rd

and 5th century after Christ.

Mania. An old Italian goddess of the

Manes, i.e. the dead, also culled TMra, Lnr-

nnda, Miifa (the dumb), Mana Geiufn, who
was held by some to be the mother or grand-

mother of the good Ldrcs, by others of the

evil Larva'. Originally daughter of the

river-god Almo, and called Lara, slie was
deprived of her tongue by Jupiter, because

she had betrayed his love for the Nymph
Jnturna, and was condemned to be the

Nymph of the marshy waters in the realm

of the speechless. On the way to the

nether world Mercury fell in love with her.

and the Lares were her offspring In

earl}' times boys are said to have been
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sacrificed to her, to insure tlie prosperity

of a familj'. At a later period heads of

poppies and garlic were offered to her, and
woollen dolls, vianirr^caMed after her, were
suspended on the doors as a protection. As
]\Iana Gcnita she received the sacrifice of a

dog and was inijjlored not to let any of the

famil}'' become a " good one," i.e. die. In
the course of time Mania became a bogy
with Avhicli children were threatened,

Manilius. The reputed author of a Latin
didactic poem about astronomy and astrology

{Asti'unOiinca), in five books, the first of

which was written under Augustus, after

the battle in the Saltus Teutolmryiensis., 9

A.D., and the fifth under Tiberius. The
first two books treat of astronomy as the

foundation of astrology ; the rest, of the

influence of constellations on human destiny.

The author certainly intended to write a

sixth book, but it has either been lost or

was never written. The poet, who shows
extensive knowledge, frequently boasts of

having been the first among Roman jioets

to treat the subject, and handles his diffi-

cult theme with a dexterity and a moral
earnestness that recall Lucretius, whose
language he has frequently imitated. In
metrical skill he is on a par with the best

poets of the Augustan age.

Manipulus. A subdivision of the Roman
legion (q.f.), which had thirty of them
(three in each of the ten cohorts). The
vianiimhis consisted of two centuries.

Mantike (sc. tcchne) is the name given

by the Greeks to the gift or art of divina-

tion. The belief of the ancients, that it

was possible to find out what was hidden or

what was going to happen, sprang from the

idea that the gods, when implored by prayer,

or even when unimplored, graciously com-
municated revelations to men, by means of

direct inspiration or through signs requiring
interpretation. Hence the ancients dis-

tinguished between natural and artificial

dii'ination.

Divination is natural^ M'hen a man
receives the inspiration of the divinity in

a dream or in an ecstatic state. The belief

in divine inspiration in dreams is of the

greatest antiquity {sec Dreams), and con-

tinued to be held when the natural causes

of dreams had been ascertained. The
meaning of prophetic dreams cannot, how-
ever, always be immediately comprehended

;

they are mostly symbolical and therefore

require an inter|iretation. As a guide to

this, there arose in the course of time cer-

tain rules resulting from experience, which

produced a special art, that of interpreting

dreams, of which some idea is given by the

OncirocrUica, on the interpretation of

dreams, by Artemidorus (q.v.). Similarly,

the dreams obtained by sleeping at holy
places {inciibcltio, see Incubare), which
were always considered prophetic, usually

needed a priest to interpret them.
The power of more or less clearly seeing

in waking hours things concealed from
ordinary vision was believed by the Greeks
to be a special gift of Apollo. It is from
him that Homer makes Calchas receive his

revelations, although no mention is made
of his being in the ecstatic state usually

connected with this kind of soothsaying.

At the oracles this state was usually pro-

duced by external influences (see Oracles)
;

women were held to be particularly suscep-

tible to them. Besides oracles and persons

reputed to be inspired, use w^as made of

various collections of older oracular sayings

and pretended predictions of prophets and
prophetesses of former times. Such col-

lections were not only in the possession of

states and priesthoods, but also in that of

private individuals, called chresmdldgl, who
drew on their store when paid to do so^

by those who believed in them, and often

also explained the dark sayings. Like the

prophets by immediate inspiration, those

also were called seers who interpreted

according to certain rules the divine signs,,

which formed the subject of the artificial

variety of the art of divination.

From the verj'' oldest times special im-

portance was attached to omens of birds

(whether in answer to prayer or not), which
were discriminated from one another by
various rules, with regard partly to the

kind of birds, partly to the manner of their

appearing ; e.g. direction (favourable from

the right, unfavottrable from the left), flight,

alighting, singing, and anything else they

did. The principal birds consulted were
the birds of prey that fl}- highest and alone,

the eagle (the messenger of Zeus), the heron,

the hawk, the falcon, and the vulture ; in

the case of ravens and crows the cawing

was an omen.
Second in importance were the various

phenomena of the sky considered as divine

signs. AVhether thunder and lightning

were favourable or not was also decided by

the direction, right or left, from which they

came. At Sparta shooting stars were

thought to show that the goda were dis-

pleased with the kings. Eclipses of the

sun and moon, comets, and meteors were
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signs that inspired terror. Prophesying
from the stars however did not become
known in Greece till the time of Alexander
the Great.

In important enterprises, especially in

war, recourse was had to an examination
of the condition of sacriticed animals or hlcro-

scopia : oxen, sheep, and also pigs being
most frequentljr the victims. The points

observed were : normal or abnormal nature
of the entrails, especially the liver, with
the gall-bladder, and also the heart, spleen,

and lungs. The various kinds of entrails

and their abnormal conditions were made
the subject of a highly elaborate system, so

tliat no Greek army could dispense with
a skilled interpreter of signs. When the

omens were unfavoui-able, the sacritice was
repeated till they were favourable, or the

enterprise was postponed. The manner too

in which animals went to be sacrificed,

whether willingly or with reluctance, etc.,

was looked upon as an omen, as also the

way in which the sacrifice burnt on the

altar, the burning of the flame itself, the

rising or sinking of the smoke, etc. These
signs drawn from fire were the subject of

jiyrutiianteia.

There was indeed a general inclination

to regard all striking and unusual events

as hints from the gods, and to interpret

them oneself, or to have them interpreted

b)' skilled seers. From ancient times the

chance utterances of others were thought
to be prophetic in so far as they applied to

the circumstances of the moment. For
such omens also the gods were asked.

Besides these, lots and dice were used for

predictions. There were many other arti-

ficial varieties of the art of divination,

some of them very strange, which were in

special favour in the lower classes of the

people and in later times ; as, for instance,

soothsaying with a sieve suspended by
threads, for the purpose of finding out

thieves or remedies for illness, etc., that

name being thought the one required at

mention of which the sieve ceased to turn

round. As early as Aristotle allusion is

made to chiromancy, or palmistry. For the

Roman methods of prophecy, see Divi-

NATIO.

Mauto. Daughter of the seer Tiresias,

was herself a prophetess, at first of the

Ismeuian Apollo at Thebes. After the

capture of the town by the Epigoni she

was presented to the oracle at Delphi as

part of the booty, and sent by the god to

Asia, in order to found the oracle of the

Clarian Apollo in the neighbourhood nf what
was afterwards Cului)hon. Here she bore

Mo])sus (</.v., 2) to the Cretan seer Rhacius.
Mantuan Vase. See Gems.
Maniimissio. Freeing of slaves. See

Fref.dmex.
Manus, in its wider sense, is the name

given by the Romans to the power of the

chief of a familj' over the whole of that

family, especially the power of the husband
over his wife, whose person and property
were so completely his own, that he was
legally responsible for her actions, but at

the same time had the right to kill, pitnish,

or sell her. As in this respect, so also

with respect to the right of inheritance,

the wife was ])laced on a level with the

children, as she obtained the same share as

they. For marriages without manus, see

'Marriage.
Manus Iniectio (laying the hand on). In

the oldest Roman legal procedure a kind of

execution levied on the person of one who
had been condemned to pay a certain sum.

If this was not done within thirty daj's of

the condemnation, the plaintiff could seize

the debtor and bring him before the praetor,

who handed him over to the creditor with

the word addlcO (I hand over), unless he

paid there and then, or a vinde.v came
forward to pa}' for him or to show there

was no ground for complaint. The creditor

kept the debtor in chains at his house for

sixty days ; if his claims had not been

satisfied during this period, he might kill

him or sell him as a slave in foreign parts.

From the 4th century onwards a less

severe arrangement was usual ; the relation

of the addicfus to his creditor was that of

a hnnio liber in iiiancliuo. (See Mantipium,^

Marcellus Empiricus (so called from

his emjjirical work on medical remedies),

of Burdigcila {Bordeaux^. Marshal of the

household (mai/isfer ajfu'iorntn) to Theo-

dosius I, compiled about a.d. 410 a dis])en-

satory for the poor, which was chiefly

founded on Scribonius Largus {q.v.), with

manv superstitious additions.

Marcianus. A Greek geogra])hor, who
lived at Heraclea in Bithynia. With the

aid of the best sources of information from

Hanno and Scylax down to PtolemaMis, ho.

compiled, about 4(.)() a.d., a description of

the Western and Eastern ocean in two books,

not completely jireserved. It is of particular

importance for ancient geography^ as the

distances in stadia are given.

Marcus Aurelius. Sec Antoxixus (1).

Marius Maximus. Latin historian, {See
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ScRiPTOREs HisTORiiE AuGUST.E and
Suetonius).

Market. Sec Agora and Forum.
Market, Clerks of the (see Agoranomus).
Marpessa. Daughter of the river god

Euenus, and wife of Idas. {See Idas and
Lynoeus.)

Marriage. (I) Greek. The principle of

monogamy was predominant as early as the

Homeric age. The Homeric poems repre-

sent the son as leaving the choice of a wife

to his father, and the father as disposing

at will of his daughter's hand. The suitor

usually offered to pay the girl's father a

certain number of oxen or other objects of

value. The daughter on her side received

a suitable provision from her father. This

property had to be restored to the wife on

the death of her husband, unless his heii'S

wished otherwise. Marriages were valid

between persons of different station as well

as between persons of the same station.

The marriage festivities included a banquet
given by the father of the bride. The
bride was conducted in festal procession

with torches to the house of her husband,

a bridal song, the Hymcnoius^ being mean-
while sung with dances by the youths who
accompanied her. The mistress of the

house held a position equal to that of the

man with whom she was associated for

life, and was treated with the same con-

sideration in her sphere as her husband in

his. The husband was allowed by custom
to have concubines, whose children were
brought up in the house of their father

with those of the lawful wife. But they
received only a small share of the propert}-,

which the legitimate children divided

among themselves by lot after their father's

death. Illegitimate children incurred no
disgrace, and the sons borne by a slave to

a free man were accounted free.'

Later times. Athens. In Atliens a girl's

life was so completely confined to her home
that love was very seldom the prelude to

marriage. The parents made the choice

for their children, equality of birth and
property being the chief considerations.

No man-iago was valid unless both parties

were children of Athenian citizens, and no
children were legitimate unless born of

such a marriage. If either wife or hus-
band were of non-Athenian extraction, the

marriage was accounted as no better than
concubinage, and the children were illegiti-

mate. Every legal marriage was preceded
by a formal betrothal, at which the agree-

ments were settled and the amount of the

dowry determined. If an heiress were
left fatherless, the man next in order of

inheritance was entitled to claim her in

marriage ; if she were poor, and so unable

to obtain a husband, he was bound to make
her a provision within an amount fixed

by law. Weddings were held by prefer-

ence in the seventh month of the Athenian
year, which was thence called Gamelion
(January-February). A wedding was pre-

ceded by certain preliminary rites called

jmdeleia, consisting of prayers and sacri-

fices offered to the deities of marriage,

especially to Hera. The bride was con-

ducted to the AcropSlis by her parents into

the temple of Athene, goddess of the city,

whose blessing they prayed for with offer-

ing of sacrifice. On the wedding-day the

bride and bridegroom bathed in water

brought at Athens from the spring Callir-

rhoe, and in all other cities from some
special river or spring. The water was
fetched by a male or female relation of

youthful age. The bride's father provided

a wedding banquet, to which the women,
usually excluded from the gatherings of

men, were invited. The men and women
sat at separate tables, the bride being

veiled. In the evening the bride was for-

mally conducted to her new home on a

carriage drawn by mules or oxen. She

took her place, surrounded by various kinds

of household furniture, between the bride-

groom and the conductor of the bride, a

confidential friend of the bridegroom. If

the bridegroom had been previously married,

he did not bring his bride home himself,

but was represented by his friends. The
carriage was followed by the friends and

relatives, singing the marriage hymn to

the accompaniment of flutes. Among them
was the bride's mother, bearing the wed-

ding torch, kindled at her own liearth;

other torches preceded and followed. At

j

the door of the bridegroom's house, which

I
was adorned with green branches, the

i
bridegroom's mother met the pair with

torches in her hand. The bride and bride-

groom now entered the house amid the

cheers of its inmates, who, b}^ waj' of a

lucky omen, rained upon them a shower ol

all kinds of fruits and sweetmeats. The

bride ate a quince, the symbol of fertility.

At this point there was often a supper. The

j

bride was then conducted by an elderly

female relation, called the Nympheutria, to

the bridal chamber, which the latter had

adorned, and here given to the bridegroom.

Songs, called ejnthdldmta, were sung by the
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guests before the doors of the chuinber. The
next two days were taken up with the send-

ing of wedding presents, and it was only-

after these days had passed that the young
bride appeared unveiled. It was now the

duty of the husband to enroll his wife in

his ])h raffia, and have his marriage regis-

tered : a sacrifice and a banquet forming
l)art of the ceremonies. If these formalities

were neglected, doubts might be subse-

quently raised as to the validity of the

marriage. A representation of the cere-

monies preliminaxy to a Greek marriage
ma}' be seen in the painting called the

Aldohrandini Wedding. {See cut under
Painting, fig. 4.) The usages were similar

in the other Greek cities. The Spartans

had some peculiarities, one of which was
that the bridegroom had to get possession

of his bride by an act of violence, carrying

her olf' from among her companions, who
had to offer a more or less serious resis-

tance. He then brought her to the house

of a female relation, who took her to the

bridal chamber, cut off her hair and clothed

her in male attire, and then introduced

the bridegroom. Greek custom allowed of

marriage between half brothers and half

sisters, when not descended from the same
mother. Girls generally married early,

sometimes when not older than fourteen.

The women lived in a separate part of

the house, situated in the tipper story or at

the back. To this the unmarried daughters
were confined, and no men, except the

nearest relatives, were allowed to enter it.

The life of a Greek woman was entirely

taken up with household management, for

which she was responsible to the fullest

extent. Her appearance in public was
regulated by certain limitations of general

custom and of law, which in many places

were strictly enforced by a special author-

ity. It was only at family festivals and
the great religious celebrations that they

mixed freely in men's society ; at the

ordinary meals of the men they were never
allowed to be present. Their position was
in most states a stibordinate one. The
general opinion was that women were,

not only phj^sically, but intellectually and
morally, inferior to men, that they required

guidance and superintendence, and were
only to a slight extent in sj'mpathy with
higher interests. They were all their life

precluded from the legal acquisition of

property. Sparta was an exception. Here
the training of the women was assimilated

to that of the men. The Spartan woman

was accustomed from her youth up to

account herself a citizen, to take a lively

interest in all ptiblic affairs, and even in

matters which elsewhere were deemed to

be quite outside the sphere of women's
jttdgnieut. Thus women in Sparta acquired
a consideral)le infiuence, and much impor-
tance was attached to their approval or

disajiproval. But even in Sparta the life

of married women was mostly confined to

their own houses, nor were they so free

as the unmarried girls to mingle in men's
society. The married women, unlike the

unmarried girls, cotild not appear in public

unveiled. — In Sparta dowries were for-

bidden by law, but in Athens they were
an important element in society. The hus-

band had only the usufruct of the flowry,

it did not become his property. Every-
thing else that the wife brought into the

house was regarded as her personal pro-

perty, though she had by no means the

free disposal of it. If the husband died

first, the wife, if she had no chiMren,

would return with her dowry to her rela-

tions on the father's side: if there were
children, she was free to remain with them
in her husband's house. The property of

father and mother came to the sons as soon

as they were of age, up to which time it

was administered for them by guardians.

Divorce might take place at the mere
pleasure of the husband, but he had to

repay the dowry, unless the wife had given

any legal ground for his action, as, e.g.,

by the commission of adultery. The wife

could not separate from her husband

against his wish without a judicial decision.

To obtain this she had to hand in to the

archon a written statement of the grounds

on which she sought a divorce. If the

wife was guilty of adultery, the husband

was bound to divorce her; if he failed, his

reputation suffered as much as that of the

adulteress herself. The injured husband

was legally allowed to kill the adulteress

on the spot. Not to marry was in Sparta

accounted a violation of civil duty, and

punished by a sort of dtlm'ta. An old

bachelor was not admitted to the public

festivals, such as the Gymnopivd'in. He
had, at the command of the ephors, to walk

round the market in a single shirt, singing

against himself the while a mocking ditty

in which he owned the justice of his

punishment for disobedience to the laws.

Nor had he any claim to being greeted with

the marks of deference with which the old

were generally received by the young.
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(II) Roman. Among the Romans a law-
ful marriage could only be contracted by
persons who were politically entitled to

do so. The right of contracting a lawful
marriage was at first confined to the patri-

cians, until in 445 B.C. the law of the
tribune Canuleius opened it to all Roman
citizens. The Latins received it on being
admitted to the Roman citizenship ; in later

times it was extended in like manner to all

the Italians, and finallj' Caracalla conferred
it on all the inhabitants of the Roman
empire. If only one party to the marriage
were a Roman citizen, the marriage was
invalid : the children took the position of
the mother, unless she were a citizen.

Marriages within the sixth degree of re-

lationship were originally forbidden. In
later times they were allowed as far as

the fourth degree, and after 49 a.d. within
certain limitations as far as the third. It

was originally the parent's business to

arrange the marriage of the children, but
the consent both of sou and daughter was
absolutely necessary. There were two
methods of concluding a marriage. The
woman might come into the power {mclnus)
of her husband : in this case she passed
into his family, the property she brought
with her became his, and she acquired the
right of inheritance in his family. Or she
might remain in the manus of her own
father and in possession of her own rights
of property. A marriage of the first kind
might be contracted in three ways

:

(1) By confarrmtw. This ceremony was
so called from the offering of a cake of

spelt, made to Jupiter in the presence of

the pontlfex and JlCimcn Didlis, with ten

witnesses. This was the ancient patrician

form of marriage. Towards the end of the

republican age it became obsolete except
in case of the most sacred priesthoods of
the State. (2) By usks. If the woman
lived for a year in her husband's house
without absenting herself from him for
three nights. (3) By coVmptid^ or a sym-
bolic sale. {See Coemptio.) In this case
the father delivered his daughter to her
husband as a piece of property, she at the
same time declaring her consent. The con-
clusion of the marriage was preceded by
the betrothal. In this ceremony the bride-

groom gave the bride earnest-money, as in

other cases of contract, or a ring in its

stead.

The wedding-day was always carefully

chosen, certain seasons of the year being
deemed inappropriate on religious grounds.

These unJucky periods were the whole of
May, the first half of March and of June,
all the dies rCligidsi and the calends, nones,

and ides. The bridal garment consisted in

a white tiimca, a robe woven in ancient

fashion from top to bottom, and fastened

by a woollen girdle with a peculiar knot.

The bride's hair was arranged in six locks

(crtncs), and in it she wore a garland of

flowers of her own gathering : her head
was covered with a red veil. A victim

was sacrificed, the auspices taken, and the
marriage contract completed. A married
lady then led the bride and bridegroom
together : they took each other's hands,

a prayer was addressed to the gods of

marriage, and a sacrifice offered by the

newly married pair, generally on one of

the public altars. A feast was held in the

bride's house, and at nightfall the bride

was carx'ied off with a show of violence

from the arms of her mother and conducted
to her new house in festal procession, pre-

ceded by a flute-player and torch-bearer,

to the singing of Fescennine verses and
the wedding cry talasse. {See Fescexnini,
and cp. Talassio.) Two boys, whose
fathers and mothei-s were still living,

walked at her side ; a third lighted her

way with a torch of white-thorn, which
was accounted a charm against magic ; a

spindle and thread were carried after her.

The bridegroom threw walnuts to the boys
in the street as a token that he was bid-

ding adieu to the amusements of childhood.

Arrived at the house, the bride anointed

the doorposts with oil and fat, and decked
them with woollen fillets. She was then

lifted over the threshold into the Cdvium,
her future abode, where stood the marriage
bed. Here her husband welcomed her into

the partnership of fire and water, that is

to say, of domestic life and worship. Here
also she offered a prayer to the gods for a
happy marriage. A feast was given on the

next day by her husband, called repotla. At
this, in her new position as a married lady,

she welcomed her relations, who brought

her their presents, and offered her first

sacrifice to the Penates.

The position of a married woman among
the Romans was much better than it usually

was among the Greeks, She was indeed

subordinate to her husband, but shared

the management of the house with him.

She was free in her house, not confined to

a special part of it. She had no menial
offices to perform, not even cooking, and
her time was devoted to the management
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of the house, to weaving and spinning; with
her maid-servants in the afriiuii, and to

the training of her children. She was
addressed as domtna (mistress) by all the
members of her household, even her hus-
band, and their conduct towards her was
regulated by certain rules of etiquette. On
the 1st of March, the mdfrdudna, she re-

ceived congratulations and presents from
the whole household. Her birthday, too,

was observed with duo festivities. She
took a personal interest in her husband's
pursuits, and was consulted by him on all

occasions that concerned the family. In
public she was treated with great respect,

place was made for her, and no hand might
be laid upon her, not even by the officers

of the law. She might appear at religious

services, at meals (where she remained
sitting and took no wine), in the theatre,

and even in the courts, whether to give
evidence, or to offer intercession for a rela-

tive charged with an offence. After her
death she was honoured by a public pane-
gyric. The strictness of the social code
which regulated the behaviour of women at

home and abroad, and the respect in wdiich

they were held, maintained the sanctity of

marriage for a long time inviolate.

The second Punic War was followed by
a state of social corruption, which extended
to the female sex, the degradation of which
was completed by the dissohttion of moral
ties brought about by the civil wars. One
sjunptom of the loosening of family life was
tlae increasing number of marriages which
did not bring the wives into the power of

their husbands, and left them the control

of their property. Under the Empire no
other kind of marriage survived. Another
symptom which appeared, even in the later

days of the Republic, was the increasing

number of divorces, and the growing un-

willingness to marry. In the first five

centuries of the city divorces must have
been rare. Marriages contracted by con-

farreatio seem originally to have been
dissoluble only in case of certain definite

offences on the part of the wife. Such were
adultery, child-murder, making of false keys,

and drinking of wine. In these cases the

family council pronounced sentence of death,

the execution of which was preceded by a

solemn act of dijfarrcatio. The marriages
of priests, contracted by coufamatio, re-

mained always indissoluble. In early times

the dissolution of a marriage for a trivial

reason drew down upon it the reproof of

the censor. But as time went on divorces

became not only more frequent, but more
capricious, until at length the mere expres-

sion of a desire for separation on the part

of husband or wife was sufficient. If the

fault was on the husband's side, the wife's

dowry was returned to her : if not, certain

deductions were made. In case of adulter}-

on the wife's part, the husband had, in

ancient times, the right of keeping back
the whole dowry, but this law was after-

wards relaxed. The censors had, originally,

the power of punishing with a pecuniary
fine a citizen who refused to marry, but
the disinclination to marr}'^ grew to such
a pitch that neither punishment of the
offence, nor rewards offered to the parents-

of numerous families, could check it. As
far back as 131 B.C. the censor Metellus

had spoken of marriage as a necessary

burden to be borne for patriotic motives.

Augustus endeavoured to check the course

of opinion by legislation affecting property :

unmarried persons were not permitted to

inherit at all, and childless couples were
allowed to receive only half of their legacies,

while parents, especially parents of three-

or more children, were favoured b}' various

privileges and advantages. Divorces were
not to take place, unless accompanied with
certain forms and prescriptions. But these

laws produced only a superficial effect.

The moral standard was not raised, but

society sank, under the Empire, to the

lowest depth of corruption.

Mars (also Mdvors, Mdmcrs). With
Jupiter the principal deit}- of the inhabi-

tants of Italy, and therefore honoured with

particular reverence by the Latins and

Romans from the very earliest times, espe-

cially as the latter regarded him as the

father of Romulus, the founder of Rome.

He was held to bo the son of Juno, who
bore him in consequence of touching a

wonderful spring-flower, and the husband

of Nerio or Nerlene, a goddess of strength.

Through the emphasising of one of his

attributes he gradually came to be con-

sidered as, above all, the god of war ; for

originally he is at the same time one of the

mightiest gods of nature, who accords fer-

tility and protection to fields and herds.

The first month of the old Roman year

was dedicated to him as the fertilizing god

of spring; in the very ancient chant of the

Arval brothers Oj.v.), at the May-day fes-

tival of the Dt-a Dia, the help and jjrotection

of Mars were demanded. In earlier times

he was also invoked at the hallowing of

the fields (sec Ambarvalia), that he might
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bless the fnmily, the field and the cattle,

and kee}) off sickness, bad weathci-, and all

else that did harm. (Cp. Rouigus.) In
later times the names of Ceres and Bacchus
were substituted for his on this particular

occasion. At the festival on 15th October
(see below) a horse was sacrificed to him
to insure the fair growth of the seed that

had been sown. As god of war he had the

special name Gradivus, the strider, from
the rapid march in battle ^ (cp. QuiRlNUS),
and his symbols were the ravenous wolf,

the prophetic and warlike woodpecker, and
the lance. When war broke out, the

general solemnly invoked his aid, by smiting

his holy lance and the holy shields {ancjlia

—see Ancile) with the cry, Mars, awake

!

(Mars vigthl f) Many sacrifices were also

offered to him during the campaign and
before battle ; and in his name military

iionours were conferred. The Field of

Mars (Campus Martius) was dedicated to

hiin as the patron god of warlike exercises

;

contests with battle-steeds, called Equirria^
were there held in his honour on the 27th
February, 14th March, and 15th October.

On the last-mentioned day the horse on
the right of the victorious team was sacri-

ficed on his altar in the Field of Mars
;

it was known as the horse of October
(October eqtms), and its blood was collected

and preserved in the temple of Vesta, and
used at the Pulilia for purposes of purifi-

cation. The cult of Mars was entrusted to

a special priest, the flamen Martialh
{see Flamen), ami the college of the Scilii

(q.v.), which worshipped him more par-

ticidarly as god of war. His principal fes-

tival was in March, the month sacred to

him. As early as the time of king Tullus
Hostilius, Pdvor and Pallor, Fear and
Pallor, are said to have been worshipped
as his companions in the fight, in sanctua-

ries of their own. Augustus caused him
to be honoured in a new form, as Mars Ultor
(avenger of Cfesar), in the magnificent
temple in the Forum Atrgusti, consecrated
K.C. 2, where statues of him and of Venus,
as the two divine ancestors of the Julian
family, were set up. In later times he
was identified completely with the Greek
Ares (q.v.).

Mars, Field of. See Campus Mautius.
Mars' Hill. Sec Areopagus.

* It has rocently bt>en proposed to connect it

with r/raud-is, (jrand-irc, and to exphiin it as an
epithet of growth (Mr. Minton Warren, in Ameri-
can Journal of Philolo'ji/, iv 71),

Marsyas. A Silenus of Phrygian legend
(rcall}^ god of the river of the same name
near the old Phrj^gian town Celtenae), son
of Hyagnis. He was the typical plaj^er on
the flute. Among the Phrygians the flute

entered into the worship of Cybele and
Dionysus, and Marsyas is said to have
instructed Olympus in j^laying upon that

instrument. According to a Gi'eek legend,

Athene had invented the flute, and then cast

it aside because it distorted the features of

the player. Marsysas took it up, and became
so skilful as to challenge Apollo, the patron
god of the lyre. The Muses having declared
him vanquished, the god flayed him ; his skin

was hung up in the cave from which the

river Marsyas issued, and was said to move
about joyfully when a flute was played.

King Midas, who had decided in his favour,

received as punishment from Apollo a pair

of donkey's ears. The contest was a

favourite subject in art.

Martialis (Marcus Ydlerius). The Roman
epigrammatist, born at Bilbilis in Spain
between a.d. 40 and 43. He was originally

intended for the law, and was sent to Rome
in Nero's reign to complete his studies, but

devoted himself to poetry, which obtained

for him the favour of Titus, Domitian, and
the great men of Rome, and thus insured

him a livelihood. On returning in 98 under
Trajan to Bilbilis, after a stay of thirty-

four years in the capital, he was so poor

that the younger Pliny [Ep. iii 21] had
to give him pecuniary assistance for the

journey. Though his skill as a poet won
him patrons in his native countiy. and even

an estate from the wealthy Marcella, yet he
yearned for the bustle of the capital. He
died about 102.—Martial is the creator of

the modern epigram, and the first ancient

poet who exclusively cultivated the epigi'am

as a separate branch of literature. Besides

a small collection of epigrams about public

shows under Titus and his successor {Liber

SpectdcfddrHDi), we possess a much larger

collection in fourteen books, of which only

two (xi and xii) were not jmblished under
Domitian. He depicts, usually in elegiac

or iambic verse, the corrujit morals of his

degenerate times with brilliant and biting

wit and with the metrical skill of Ovid, but

without any moral seriousness, and with
evident pleasure in what is coarse. A par-

ticularly distasteful effect is produced by
his fulsome flattery of patrons in high

positions, especially Domitian, in whom he

manages to discover and to admire every

virtue that a man and a prince could possibly
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possess. His epigrams wore much read by
the ancicuts. They have many points of

excellence, and they throw a vivid light

on the manners and customs of the Silver

Age of Latin literatnre.

Martiaaus Capella, of Madaura in Africa,

apparently a pagan ; a lawyer at Cartilage.

He compiled before 439 a.d. (when Genseric
took Crrthai^e) an encyclopaedia of the

liberal arts, entitled, " The Marriage of

Philology and Mercury " {Xiiptia> Phtlo-

IdgiOR et Mercurii)^ in nine books, a medley
of prosa and verse on the pattern of the

Menippean Satires of Varro, to whom he is

also otherwise indebted. The lirst two books

contain the allegory : Mercury marries the

maiden Philologia, and among the presents

he gives her are seven maidens, the liberal

arts : Grammar, Dialectic, Rhetoric, Geo-

metry, Arithmetic, Astronomy, and Har-
mony (Music) ; each of these delivers her

teaching in the following books. The style

is parti}- dry and partly bombastic. In the

earlier Middle Ages the book was for a long

time the principal basis of school education

in general, and exerted great influence on

the pupil of the actor concealed under the

mask; similarly, in the masks of tragedy

(figs. 1-4), the hole for the mouth was
only a little larger than suflliced to let the

sound pass thi'ough ; while the masks of

comedy (figs. 6-10) had lips that were
distorted far apart, and in the form of a

round hole, so as to make the voice louder.

By moulding and painting them in different

ways, and variously arranging the hair of

the head and the beard, the masks were
made to represent many different types of

character, men and women of various ages,

slaves, etc ; the ex])ression also was made
to agree with the dominant nature of the

parts [Pollux, iv 133 154].

Among the Romans, masks were at first

only used at the AfcUanai (q.c), popular

farces acted by amateurs ; the}- were not

introduced on the stage till the 2ud cen-

tury B.C., and were not generally empliyed

before the time of the celebi-ated actor

Roscius, an older contemporary of Cicero.

After that time, the mimes seem to have
been the only actors without masks.

Matrona, A name applied by the

1-4 Masks used in Tr.atred.v-

MASKS.

5 Mask used in Batyric Dramas.
6-10 Masks used in Comedy.

(Wieseler, Thcatcr-gcliiudc, etc., taf. v.)

the liberal culture of the time.

Masks (Gr. prosOpd., Lat. j^ersOmv). An
indispensable part of the etiuipment of a

Greek actor. Their use, like the drama
itself, goes back to the mummery at the

festivals of Dionysus, in which the face

was painted with lees of wine or with ver-

milion, or covered with masks made of

leaves or the bark of trees. The develop-

ment of the drama led to the invention of

artistic masks of ])ainted linen which con-

cealed not only the face, but the whole

head, a device ascribed to /Eschylus. The
opening for the eyes was not larger than

Romans to every honourable married

woman. She enjoyed the highest esteem;

the way was cleared for her in the street,

in which she might not appear unaccom-
panied, and she was not allowed to bo

touched even when cited before a law

court. She was distinguished by the long

white stola^ the cloak called paJln, and her

hair divided into six plain plaits, with

woollen ribbons (vittcr) wound round it.

Matronalia. A festival celebrated by

Roman matrons on the 1st of March, the

anniversary of the ionndatiou of the temple

of Juno Luclna on the Es(|uiline. In the

I
houses sacrifices and prayers were olfered
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for a prosperous wedlock, the women re-

ceived presents from the men and waited
on the slaves, just as the men did at the
Saturnalia. In the temple of the goddess,
women and girls praj^ed to her and to her
son Mars, and brought pious offerings.

Matuta (usually iVrtftr Matilta). An old
Italian goddess of dawn and of birth, also

goddess of harbours and of the sea, and
hence identified with the Greek Leucothea.
In her temple at Rome in the Forum
Boarinm, on the 11th of June, the
Matrcdla, or festival of mothers, was cele-

honour of king Mausolus of Caria (died
B.C. 352) by his wife Artemisia, and counted
by the ancients one of the seven wonders of

the world. [According to Pliny, .V. //. xxxvi

§§ 30, 31], it consisted of an -oblong sub-
structure surrounded by thirty-siv -columns,

with a circuit of 440 feet, cro\\ned by a
pyramid diminishing by twenty-faur steps
to its summit, on which stood a marble
quadriga., the work of Pythis [or Pythius,
Brunn, Gr.Kunsth'r,u 377, ed. 1]. The height
of the whole building, gorgeous v-ith the
most varied colours, was 140 feet. Satvrus

brated in her honour by the women of

Rome
;
no slaves were admitted to it, and

only a matron who had not been married
before was allowed to place a wreath on
the statue of the goddess. The women
first prayed for the well-being of their
nejjhews and nieces, and then for that of

their own children. This custom was re-

ferred to the myth of Ino-Leucothea, who
tended Dionysus, the son of her sister

Semele,

Mausoleum (Gr. Mausdiciou). A splen-

did sepulchre at Halicarnassus, built in

and Pj'thius were the architects, and the

sculptures on the four sides were executed

by Scopas, Bryaxis, Tlmotheus, and Leo-

chares. In the 12th century after Christ

the work was still in a good state of preser-

vation ; in succeeding centuries it fell to

pieces more and more, until the Knights of

St. John i;sed it as a quarry [from the time

when they built their castle on the site

of the old Greek acropolis in 1402, down
to the repair of their fortifications in 1522,

when they made lime of its marble sculp-

tures. In 1815, a number of reliefs were
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extracted from the walls of the castle and
placed in the British Museum.] In 1S57
the site was discovered b}' Newton, acting
under a commission from the Encrlish

af Ilalicarnassits, etc., lS(;-2; Travrls and
Discoveries, ii 84-1 37j.

The Romans gave tlio name of M<trt<n-
Icum to all sepulchres which approached

(2) MAUSOLEUM OK HADIMAN AT ROME (rKSThUKD).

government, and the sculptui-es thus un-
earthed [including the smmo of ^Fausolus

lo; .sKrilox of irADKIA.NS M AIS' 'l.KtM.

Entrance, with Statue of Hailriiin.
. Ventilating Passasre. d. Ventilating Channel.
Ceniral Tomb-chamber. f. Drainage Outlet.

(4) ground-plan of
Hadrian's mausolki m.

and important fragments of the marble
qiiadrifia] were removed to tlie British
Museum [Xewton's History of Discoveries

that of Mausolus in size and grandeur of

execution, as, for instance, (1) that erected
by Augustus for himself and his family,

the magnificence of which is attested by
the still extant walls inclosing it; and {2)

the sepulchre of Hadrian, which is in part

preserved in the castle of S. Angela, a

circular building of '22<) feet in diameter
and 72 feet high, resting on a .square baso,

the sides of which are almost KX) yards
long. It was originally covered with Parian
marble, and profusely ornamonte<l witli

colonnades and statues ; and probabh' had
a jiyiaiiiid on the top (cj'- ^gs. 2-4).

Mayors. See Mars.
Maximianus of Etruria, a Latin poet iu

the beginning of the <)th century after

Christ. He is the author of six amatory
elegies, modelled on classical poets, from
wlinm he borrowed largely.

Maximus. (l)ofT)-re. A Greek rheto-

rician and adherent of the Platonic philo-

sophy, in the second half of the 2nd cen-

tury after Christ. Forty-one rlietorical

lectures of his on philosophical subjects of

general interest are extant ; the stjde is

neat and scholarly,

(2 1 The author, otherwise imlvnown, of an
astrological poem about the positions of the
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stars which are favourable for various under-

takings; only fragments of this are pre-

served. It is probable that he lived vmder
the early Empire.

Meals. The Greeks had three during

the day; (1) the first breakfast, acrdtisma,

consisting of bread which was dipped into

unmixed wine
; (2) the second breakfast, or

luncheon, Ciristun^ eaten about noon and
consisting of warm dishes ; and (3) the

principal meal, deipnon, which took place

before sunset. In the Homeric times, men
sat down when eating, a custom preserved

by the Cretans. In later times men reclined

at the table, usually only two together on

a couch (Gr. kllnc)^ in such a way that 'the

left arm was supported on a cushion while

the right arm remained free. The women
and children, who were, however, excluded

from real banquets, sat on stools; the former

might also sit on the couch at their hus-

bands' feet. Before the meal, slaves took

off the sandals of the guests and washed
their feet ; water and a towel was then

handed to them for washing their hands,

and this was repeated after the meal, as no

knives and forks were used ; there were
only spoons, usually of metal. While eating

they cleaned their hands with the crumb of

bread or with a kind of dough. The common
food of the lower classes was the mCiza^ a

paste of barleymeal dried in a dish, and
moistened before it was eaten

;
properly

baked bread of wheatmeal was considered

a comparative delicacy. As relish {opson)

they had salad, leeks, onions, beans, lentils,

and meat variously prepared ; and espe-

cially fish, mostly from the sea, which in

later times formed the chief object of the

gourmand's attention. After the meals
the tables were cleared away (every pair

of guests usually having a table to itself),

the remnants that had fallen to the ground
were swept up, and the hands were washed
with scented soap ; then a libation of un-
mixed wine was drunk in honour of the
good genius {sec Agathod^mon)—none was
served during the meal—and the hymn of

praise {sec P^an) was sung. After the

tables had been changed and the dessert,

consisting of fruit, cheese, cakes sprinkled

with salt, etc., had been served, the sympo-
slum, or the drinking-bout, began.

The wine was diluted with warm or cold

water; in the latter case snow was frequently

used to cool it. It was deemed barbarous

to drink unmixed wine, and a mixture of

equal parts of wine and water even was
uncommon, the usual proportion of water to

wine was 3:1. They were mixed in a large

bowl (Jcrdfer), from which it was poured
into the goblets by means of a ladle. First

three mixing-bowls were filled, and from
each of them a libation was offered, the first

to the gods of Olympus, the second to the
heroes, the third to Zeus the Saviour. How
the drinking was to be carried on {e.g. how
many goblets each guest should have) was
settled by a president, who was chosen by
the others or by casting the dice, and called

the king {hds'ileics) or master of the feast

{symposiarchus) ; he also enforced penalties,

such as emptying a goblet at a single

draught. The guests amused themselves-

with merry talk and riddles, impromptu
songs (see Scolia), games, more especially

the cottdbus {q.v.), mimetic dances, the
playing of women on flutes and lyres, etc.

The bout was terminated by a libation to

Hermes. For the meals of the Spartans,

c/j. Syssitia.

The Romans also had three meals during

the day. Breakfast, ieiumum or iantdcu-

lum, at about 9 ; followed in early times by
the principal meal (cena) at 12, and by the

vesperna in the evening ; but afterwards

the multiplied occupations of city life, that

extended over the early hours of the after-

noon, necessitated a different arrangement

;

lunch, prandium, was accordingly taken at

noon, and the cena after bathing, at about

3. The ieiunium consisted of bread

dipped in wine or eaten with honey, salt, or

olives, the prandium of a plentiful supply

of warm and cold viands, with wine. At
the cena originally nothing was eaten but

the peculiarly Roman pids, a kind of por-

ridge, and other simple food, especially

common vegetables ; meat was not usually

eaten, and prolonged dinners were only

permissible on grand occasions. From the

2nd century B.C. onwards the importation

of dainties from every country to Rome
made extravagance in eating so universal

that it was vainly attempted to check it by
law, and at the same time the cena was
prolonged over the whole of the latter end

of the day; it was looked upon as a re-

markable instance of economising time,

when it was told of a man like the older

Pliny that he only spent three hours re-

clining at table [Letters of the Younger
Plinyj iii 5 §13]. In the course of time

reclining had been substituted for sitting in

the case of men, as in Greece ; women and

childi^en sat at meals, but (unlike the Greek

custom) they shared them, even when
invited guests were present, the women sit-
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ting on tlie couch (Irctiis) of the master
of the house, the children by their side or I

at a separate table and on stools. Masters
j

and servants oi-iglnalh^ had their meals in i

common in the dfriion ^' as time went on
special dining-rooms, truilnia (see Tkicli-

,

nium) were rjuilt. At a banquet (con-
\

viviiim) the very lightest dress was worn, '

in which it was not considered correct to

appear in the street, and sandals (solece),

which were taken off by a slave, brought
for this purpose, before one reclined, and
what was called the syiithesis (q.v.). Before

the meal, and between courses, water was
handed round for the hands. Napkins
(inapj)a') came to be used in the reign of

Angnstufr', but only at fashionable parties.

As among the Greeks, no knives and forks,

but only spoons, were used ; the viands

were cut up by a special slave, the scissor.

The dishes of which the various courses

eonsisted were served on a tray (rejjdsTfo-

vli.fin) and handed round by slaves. The
meal, preceded b}' an invocation of the gods,

was regularly divided into three parts : (1)

,the gustus or f/iistdtlo, nlso cnWed prunndsts,
because a drink (vtulsuni) made of must
and honey was handed round with the food

(boiled eggs, salads, vegetables prepared

in a way to stimulate the appetite, fresh or

cooked crabs, etc., and salt hsh). (2) The
ceva proper. Originally (and later also

among people of small means) it only con-

sisted of a single course, afterwards of three

and more, which were distinguished by the

names of prima, altera, tertia ccna. During
this—contrary to the Greek custom—wine
was drunk, though in moderate quantities,

and mixed with warm or cold water to

suit the taste of each guest. Then came a

pause, in which all were asked to be silent

while the offering was made to the Lares,

and (3) the third part of the meal, the

dessert, was served. It consisted of pastry,

cakes, fresh and preserved fruits.

Koman luxury prescribed the gi-eatest

variety in the dishes of the ceua, both with

regard to their nature and to their mode
of preparation. In early times only oil,

honey, salt, and vinegar, but afterwards the

most varied and piquant spices of other

countries, and particularly foreign fish-

sauces, were emplo3'ed. Pork had always
been a favourite meat ; fifty ways of dress-

ing it were known. Under the Empire,

when a dish was so pi-epared that even a

gourmand was puzzled to tell what he was
eating, it was held to be a chef d'annrc of

the culinary art. The art was practised by
D. C. A.

slaves, for whom considerable prices were
paid.

The later Komans were on the Avhole

much more immoderate in eating ajid drink-

ing than the Greeks ; a not unusual way of

making further eating i>ossiblo was to take

an emetic in the morning^ or else after

bathing, or after the meals. After the cenUy.

either at the dessert or nat till later in the

evening, the drinking ])ropcr, or cdmissCdlo

began. It was done )Hdre Gra^co, that is,

according to the Greek manner : the guests

were anointed and crowned with wreaths,

and one was chosen by casting dice to be

the master of the drinking {imlgister or

arbiter htbendi), also called rex for king),

who regulated the proportion of water to

wine, and the number of goblets each

person was to drink. As. a rule the wine
was mixed with warm waien-, as this was
considered more wholesome. . Many, how-
ever, preferred the cold iuixturc. and drank

it with ice, or else cooled it in cold water.

Conversation, varied with the music of the

flute and the lyre, was held by the earlier

Romans to constitute the charm of dining;

at a later time, intellectual pleasures gra-

dually declined in. favour more and more,

and. there was an ever-incicasing craving

for the exciting entertaiinnents of mimes,

jesters, jugglers, and female singers, dancers

and flute-players, who were mostly slaves

of the family. Even the Campanian custom

of witnessing gladiatorial combats during

meals was adopted in a few Roman houses.

The development of these baneful habits

was all the more deplorable in its effects,

as the women and children were present at

the debauches of the table.

Medea (Gr. Medeia). The daughter of

yEetGs of Colchis and of Idyia ; skilled in

witchcraft. For the legend of her being

carried off by Jason, and how she revenged

his perfidy at Corinth, see AKi;t)\AUTs.

From Corinth slie fled to Athens, married

king yEgeus, the father of Tlu'seus, and had

a son Medus by him. But she was again

compelled to fly with her .son, as she had

plotted against the life of Theseus. She

came to Colchis without being recognised,

and there found her father deprived of the

kingship by his brother Perses. She killed

the latter, and restored yEetes to the throne.

According to a later legend, Medus comes

to Colchis to seek his mother, and is im-

prisoned by Perses, before whom he al legos

that he is Hippotes, son of Crt-Onof Corinth.

Then Medea appears on a chariot draAvn by

serpents, and under pretence of being a

C C
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priestess of Artemis, promises to deliver the

country from the barrenness that is oppress-

ing it, on condition tlie supposed son of her
mortal enemy is given into her power.
When this is done, she recognises her son,

who with her aid kills Perses and takes

possession of his grandfather's realm. The
Greeks looked on Medus as the progenitor

of the Medes. According to one legend,

Medea became the wife of Achilles in

Elysium, as did Helen according to another.

At Corinth she was deemed immortal, and
regarded as a benefactress of the city, which
she was alleged to have delivered from a

famine. Elsewhere, she was merely re-

garded as an ancient queen. Her seven
sons and seven daughters were killed by
Corinthian women at the altar of Hera, on
account of which a pestilence ravaged the

town, and an oracular decree ordained that

an annual expiatory offering should be
made. This was observed until the destruc-

tion of the town.

Medimiius. A Greek measure of capacity,

six times as large as the Roman modius^
and in English about li bushel. Its prin-

cipal subdivisions were the choenix (^V),
ii-estcs (gV), cotjjle (y^^), cyathus (ttVo)-

Medus. Son of ^geus and Medea {q.v.).

Medusa. Ore of the Gorgons, whose head
was cut off by Perseus {q.v.). {See also

GOROO.)
Megsera. One of the Greek goddesses

of vongeauce. (See Erinyes.)
Megalesia. A Roman festival in honour

of Rhea (q.v.).

Megara. Daughter of the Theban king
Creon, wife of Heracles (q.v-)^ afterwards
married by him to lolaus.

Megaron. In many Greek temples a

s}.ace divided off and sometimes subter-

ranean, which only the priest was allowed
to enter. (See Temple.)

Megasthenes. A Greek historian, who
stayed for a considerable time, as ambas-
sador of king Seleucus Nicator, at the court
of the Indian king Sandracus (B.C. 315-291),
at Palibothra on the Ganges. Erom infor-

mation about the country and the people,

obtained while he occupied that position,

he compiled a historical and geographical
work about India, the chief treatise on that

country left us by the ancients. On it

are founded the accounts of Diodorus and
Arrian; beyond this only fragments are

preserved. His record of the state of India
at the time has been discredited ; but recent

investigations have to a great extent shown
its trustworthiness.

Mela, See Pomponius.
Melampus. Sor of Amythaon (see tEolus,

1) and of Eidomene ; brother of Bias, the

oldest Greek seer, and ancestor of the
family of seers called Melampodidse. The
brothers went with their imcle Neleus from
Thessaly to Pylus in Messenia, where they
dwelt in the country. Melampus owed his
gift of soothsaying to some serpents, which
he had saved from death and reared, and
who in return cleanse i his ears with their

tongues when he slept ; on awaking he
understood the voices of birds, and thus

learnt what was secret. When Neleus
would only give Bias his beautiful daughter
Pero on condition that he first brought
him the oxen of Iphiclus of P.iy^ace in

Thessalj^, which were guarded by a watch-
ful dog, Melampus offei-ed to fetch the oxen

for his brother, though he knew beiorehand

that he would be imprisoned for a j^ear.

He is caught in the act of stealing them,

and kept in strict confinement. From the

talk of the worms in the woodwork of the

roof he gathers that the house will soon

fall to pieces. He thereupon demands to

be taken to another prison ; this is scarcely

done, when the house breaks down. When,
on account of this, Phylacus, father of

Iphiclus, perceives his prophetic gifts, he

promises him the oxen, if by his art he
will find out some way of curing his son's

childlessness. Melampus offers a bull to

Zeus, cuts it in pieces, and invites the birds

to the meal. Erom these he hears that a

certain vulture, that had not come, knew
how it could be effected. This vulture is

made to appear, and relates, that the defect

in Iphiclus was the result of a sudden
fright at seeing a bloody knife, with which
his father had been castrating some goats

;

he had dug the knife into a tree, which had

grown round about it ; if he took some of

the rust scraped off it, for ten days, he
would be cured. Melampus finds the knife,

cures Iphiclus, obtains the oxen, and Bias

receives Pero for his wife. Afterwards

he went to Argos, because, according to

Homer [Od. xv 225-240] Neleus had com-

mitted a serious offence against him in

his absence, for which he had taken re-

venge ; while, according to the usual ac-

count, he had been asked by king Proetus

to heal his daughter, stricken with madness

for acting impiously towards Dionysus or

Hera. He had stipulated that his reward

should be a third of the kingdom for him-

self, another for Bias; besides which

Iphianassa became his wife, and L3'sippe
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that of Bias, both being daughters of

Pra'tns. A desceudant of his sou Anti-

pliates was O'icles, who was a companion
of Heracles in the expedition against Troy,

and was slain in battle b}- LaOmedOn ; he

again was ancestor of the seer and hero

Amphiaraus. Descendants of his other

son Mantius were Cleitns, whom Eos, the

goddess of dawn, carried off" on account of

his beauty, and Pulyiiheides, whom, after

the death of Amphiaraus, Apollo made
the best of seers. The son of Polypheidcs

was the seer Thcoclymenus, who, flying

from Argos on account of committing a

murder, met Telemachus at P^-lus, was led

by liim to Ithaca, and announced to Pene-

lope the presence in Ithaca of Odysseus,

and to the suitors their approaching death.

The seer Polyidus (q.v.) was also said to

be a great-grandsou of Melampus. At
Argos Melampus was held to be the first

priest of Dionysus, and originator of mys-
terious customs at festivals and at cere-

monies of expiation.

Melanippides. Greek dithyrambic poet.

'yScf DlTIlVKAMBOS.)
Melanippus. A Thcban, who mortally

wounded Tydcus in the fight of the Seven
against Thebes, and was himself slain by
Am]ihiaraus. [C-p. Tydeus.)

Melanthius. Sec Piiilocles.

Meleager (Gr. Mclcugros). (1) Son of

(Enous of CalydOa and of Althcea, husband
of Cleopatra {see Idas), one of the most

celebrated heroes of Greek legend. He
took part in the enterprise of the Argonauts
and brought about the celebrated chase of

the Calydonian boar {sec CExeus), to which
he invited the most renowned heroes of the

time, Admetus, Amphiaraus, Jason, Idas,

Lynceus, Castor and Pollux, Nestor, Theseus

and Pirlthuus, Peleus, Telamon, and others.

Many lost their lives, till at last Meleager
slew the monster. However, Artemis
thereupon stirred up furious strife between
the Calydonians and the Curetes(who dwelt

at Pleuron) about the head and skin of

the boar, the prize of victory. The Caly-

donians were victorious, as long as Melea-

ger fought at their head; but when he

slew the brother of his mother, she uttered

a terrible curse on him, and he retired

sullenly from the fray. The Curetes im-

mediately forced the Calydonians to retreat,

and were already beginning to climb the

walls of Calydon, when, at the height of

their distress, he yielded to the prayers of

his wife, and again joined in the fight to

ard off destruction from the citv; but he

did not return alive, for the Erinys had
accomplished the curse of his mother. Ac-
cording to a later legend, the Mu-rii'

appeared to his mother on the seventh day
after his birth, and announced to her that

her son would have to die when a log of

wood on the hearth was consumed by the

flame; whereupon Altha-a immediately
snatched the log from the fire and con-

cealed it in a chest. At the Calydonian

Hunt Meleager fell in love with Atalante

(q.v.)^ and gave her (who had infiictcd the

first wound) the i)rize, the skin of the

Ml,l.l..\tii;U (HKKI.IN)

animal which he had killed. He slew the

brothers of his mother, the sons of Thestius,

when they were lying in wait for the virgin

to rob her of the boar's liide. Overcome

by pain at the death of her brothers,

Altha-a sets fire to the log, and Meleager

dies a sttdden death. His mother and wife

hang themselves; his sisters weep so bit-

terly for Meleager, that Artemis for pity

changes them into guinea-hens (Gr. iiu'li'u-

grulcs). Legends relate that even in the

nether world Meleager retained his daunt-

less courage ; for when Heracles descended
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to Hades, all the nlindes fled before him
except Meleager and Medusa.

(2) Greek epigranimatist. Of Gadara in

Palestine, flourished about B.C. 60. His
collection of epigrams, by himself and
others, entitled Stephanos {yrveaih.) ^iovraed

the nucleus of the Greek anthology iq.v.).

Of his own poems there remain 128, in

which amator}' themes are cleverly and
wittily treated.

Melete. Sec Muses.
Melicertes. In Greek legend the son of

Athamas and luo, and changed, after his

death by drowning, into the marine deity

Palsemou, while his mother became Leu-
cothea. {ScelKo). His name ( = Jf<??7i-ar<),

however, shows him to have been originally

a PhcBuician god. Like Ino-Leucothea, he

was worshipped on all the coast of the

Mediterranean, especially on that of Megai'a

and at the Isthmus of Corinth, where he

was so closel}'' connected with the cult of

Poseidon, that the Isthmian games, origi-

nally instituted in honour of this god, came
to be looked upon as the funeral games of

Melicertes. The Romans regarded him as

a beneficent god of the sea, and identified

him with Fortunus. the god of harbours.

M61inno. Greek poetess. {See Erinna.)

Melpomene. The Muse of tragedy. Eor
further details see Muses.
Memnon. The beautiful son of Tithonus

and of Eos ; king of the ^Ethiopians. His
brother Emathion had ousted him from the

throne, but Heracles, on his expedition for

obtaining the apples of the Hesperides,

murdered the usurper, and reinstated Mem-
non. After Hector's death he went to help

his uncle Priam, and killed Antilochus,

the son of Nestor and friend of Achilles.

When the latter had slain him, Eos en-

treated Zeus to grant her son the boon of

immortality. The Greeks originally thought
that one of the two ^thiot)ias mentioned
in Homer was the realm of Memnon, which
is situated near sunrise and the dwelling-

place of Eos, and hence regarded him as

the builder of the royal castle at Susa. It

was not till later that his kingdom was
identified with the Egyptian vEthiopia, and
that he was connected Avith the colossal

statue of Amenophis near Thebes. This
" column of Memnon " is still standing.

After its partial destruction by an earth-

quake in B.C. 27, the musical sound, which
it gave forth when touched b}'' the first

rays of the sun, was explained as Memnon's
greeting to his mother, the Goddess of

Dawn. The tomb of Memnon was shown

at various places. It was told of the one
at Abydus on the Hellespont, that the com-
panions of Memnon, who had been changed
into birds (the 3Iemn6nl(ies) on account of

their excessive grief for their king, came
there every year to fight and to lament at

his grave. The dew-drops of the early

moi-ning were called the tears of Eos, which
she shed anew every morning in sorrow

for her beloved son.

Menander (Gr. Menandros). (1) The
chief representative of the Later Attic

Comedy, born in B.C. 342, at Athens, of a

distinguished and wealthy family. He
received a careful education, and led a com-

fortable and luxurious life, partly at Athens,

and partly at his estate in the Piraeus, the

harbour of Athens, enjoying the intimate

friendship of his contemporary and the

friend of his youth, Epicfirus, of Theo-

phrastus, and of Demetrius Phalereus. He
declined an invitation of king Ptolemy I

of Egypt, so as not to have his comfort

disturbed. At the height of his poetic

productiveness he Avas drowned while bath-

ing in the Piraeus, at the age of 52. His

uncle Alexis had given him some prepara-

tory training in dramatic composition. As
eai'ly as 322 he made his first appearance

as an author. He wrote above a hundred

pieces, and worked with the greatest facility

;

but he only obtained the first prize for

eight comedies, in the competition with his

popular rival Philemon. The admiration

accorded him by posterity was all the

greater: there was only one opinion about

the excellence of his work. His principal

merits were remarkable inventiveness, skil-

ful arrangement of plots, life-like painting

of character, a clever and refined wit,

elegant and graceful language, and a

copious supply of maxims based on a pro-

found knowledge of the world. These last

were collected in regular anthologies and

form the bulk of the extant fragments.

Unfortunately not one of his plays has

survived, although they were much read

down to a late date. However, apart from

about seventy-three titles, and numerous

fragments (some of considerable length),

we have transcripts of his comedies (in

which, of course, the delicate beauties of

the original are lost), in a number of Latin

plays by Plautus (BaceJndes, StleMus,

Paniuhts), and Terence (Andria, Eiinuchus,

HautonfiniOrumends, Adelphi). Lucian

also, in his Conversations of Ileta'ra', and

Alciphron in his Letters, have m^de frequent

use of Menander.
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(2) A Greek rhetorician, of LaodTcea,

who probably lived at the end ol" the 3rd
centur}' after Christ. He is the author of

two treatises About Speeches for Display^

which add to our knowledge of the theory

of the sophistic type of oratory [in Spengel's

Rhetoves Gra'ci, iii 331-446]. '

M6n6laus. iSon of Atreus, and younger
Itrothei' of Agamemnon, with wlmm he was
e.\iled byTli3^estes, the murderer of Atreus,

and lied to king Tyndareos, at Sparta,

whose daughter Helen he married, and
whose throne he inherited after the death

nf Helen's brothers, Castor and PoK'dences
(Pollux). When Paris had robbed him of

his wife and of great treasures, he went
with Odysseus to Troy to demand restitu-

tion, and they were hospitably received

there by Antenor. His just claims were
lofused, and his life was even in danger;

he and Agamemnon acc6rdingly called on

the Greek chieftains to join in an exi)edition

against Tro}', and himself furnished sixty

ships. At Tro3' he distinguished himself

in counsel and in action, and was specially

])i'otected by Athene and Hera. In the

single combat with Paris he is victorious,

l)ut his opponent is rescued and carried off

by Aphrodite. On demanding that Helen
and the treasures should be restored, he is

wounded by an arrow shot by the Trojan

Pandarus. He is also ready to fight

Hector, and is only prevented by the

entreaties of his friends. When Patroclus

has fallen, he shields the dead body, at

first alone, and then Avith the aid of Ajax,

and bears it from the field of battle with

Meriunes. He is also one of the heroes of

the wooden horse. Having recovered Helen
he hastens homo, but on rounding the pro-

montory of Malea he is driven to Egypt
with live ships, and wanders about for

eight years among the peoples of the East,

where he is kindly received everywhere,

and receives rich gifts. He is finally

detained at the isle of Pharos by contrary

winds, and with the help of the marine

goddess Eidothea he artfully compels her

father Proteus to prophecy to him. Ho
thus learns the reason of his being iinwil-

lingly detained at the island, and is also

told that, as husband of the daughter of

Zeus, he will not die, but enter the Elysian

jilains alive. After appeasing the gods in

Egypt with hecatoml)s, he returns swiftly

and prosperously to his home, where he

arrives on the very day on which Orestes

is burying ^gisthus and Clyta-mnestra.

He spent the rest of his life quietly with

Helen, in Lacedfemon. Their only daugh-
ter Hermlone was maiiie<I to Ni'-optult'Uius,

son of Achilles.

Mfinestheus. The son of Peteus, who
seisL'd iho government of Attica, while

Theseus jtined away in the nether world,

and commanded the Atiienians Ix'foro Troy,

where he fell. (Cjf. DEMorifoox, Tiikskus.)

MSnippe. Daughter of Oiiun, who otiered

to die with her sister Mctioche, when a pes-

tilence was raging in Bu-otia, and the oracle

demanded the sacrifice of two virgins. {See

aho Orion.)

Menippus. A Greek philosopher of

Gadarii, in Syria, flourished about B.C. 250.

He was originall}' a slave, and afterwards

an adherent of the Cynic school of philo-

soph}'. His writings fnow completely lost)

treated of the follies of mankind, especially

of philosophers, in a sarcastic tone. They
were a medley of prose and verse, and
became models for the satirical works of

Varro, and afterwards for those of Lucian.

Menceceus. (1) Grandson of Pentheus of

Thebes, father of Creon and JOcasta.

(2) Grandson of the above, son of Creon.

At the siege of Thebes by the Seven, Tiresias

prophesied that the Thobans would conquer

if the wrath of Ares at the slaying of the

dragon by Cadmus were appeased by the

voluntary death of a descendant of the

warriors that had sprung from the dragon's

teeth. Mencx'ceus, one of the last of this

race, slew himself, in spite of his father's

prohibition, on the castle wall, and fellilown

into the chasm which had once been the

haunt of the dragon as guardian of the

spring Dirce.

Mens. Under this name the Romans
personified intelligence and prudence.

After the battle at Lake Trasimene, which

was lost through the carelessness of the

Romans, a temple was erected to her on

the Capitol. The annivei-sary of its founda-

tion was celebrated on the 8th of June.

Mentor. (1) Son of Alcimus of Ithaca,

friend of Odysseus, who, on departing for

Troy, confided to him the care of his house

and the education of Teh'-machus [Or/, i 122.")].

His name has hence become a proverbial

one for a wise and faithful adviser or

monitor. Atheiu'j assumed his shajio when

she brought Telemachus to Pylns [Oil. ii

2t)8], and when she ai<led Odysseus in fight-

ing the suitors and matie jieace between him

and their relatives [xxii 2<)(), xxiv 41(i].

(2) [The most celel)rated mastfr of the

toreutic art (V/.r. ) among the ancients (PI my,

.V. //. xxxiii 154\ As some ol his works
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were destroyed at the l)\n-iiing of the temple
of Artemis at Ephesus, in B.C. 356, obviously

he lived before that event, and probably
flourished in the best period of Greek art,

though he is never mentioned by any earlier

Greek writer than Lucian {Lexiphancs, 7).

He worked mainly in silver. The orator

Crassus paid 100,rJuO sesterces (£1,(300) for

two cups chased by his hand ; but, from
regard to their value, refrained from using
them. Varro possessed a statue wrought by
him in bronze ; and one Diodorus at Lily-

bcBum, two fine cups in the style of those

adorned with figures of animals by Thericles,

the Corinthian potter (Cic, Verr. iv 38).

Martial (iii 41) mentions a cup with a life-

like representation of a lizard, and often

refers to him (iv 39, viii 51, ix 59, xiv 93;
cp. Juvenal viii 104). Propertius alludes

to him (i 14, 2), and supplies us with the

only extant criticism of his style, implying
that, while the work of Mys {q.v.) was re-

markable for its minute execution, that of

Mentor was famous for its composition and
its general design (iii 7, 11).

Argumenta magis sunt. Afentoris addita forma:
At Mgos exignum Jfectit acanthua iter.]

[J. E. S.]

Mercenaries. Apart from a few earlier

examples of the emplo3^ment of mercenaries,

a regular organization of such troops was
formed amongst the Greeks in the course

of the Peloponnesian War, especially by the

Arcadians, who were compelled by the

poverty of their own country to utilize

their strength and courage by seeking em-
ployment outside it. It was most easily

found by serving as soldiers in the continual

wars between the Grecian states. When
the mercenary system was at its height,

Arcadians formed by far the larger portion
of the mercenary forces, even as earl}'^ as

in the first great army of mercenaries of

13,000 men, which the younger Cyras led
against his brother Artaxerxes, king of
Persia, in 400 n.c. In Greece in the
4th century the ground became more and
more favourable to the growth of the
mercenaiy body, and the citizens of the
Greek states, instead of bearing arms them-
selves, became more and more inclined

to leave their wars to be fought out by
mercenaries, especially since it had become
a trade to form troops of mercenaries, and
to let them out wholesale for service, no
matter whether to Greeks or barbarians.
Even prominent men, such as Agesilaus
and Philopoemen, did not consider it beneath

their dignity to fight for strangers at the

head of mercenaries. One of the chief

recruiting places in the 4th century was
Corinth, and afterwards for a time the

district near the pi-omontory of Tsenarum
in Lacedsemon. The generals of mercenaries
were called strdtegoi ; their captains,

through whom they raised companies of

different kinds of troops, known as lochoi,

one hundred men in number, lochdgoi. The
usual monthly pay of a common soldier

was on the average a gold daric (dareikos)

[
= 20 silver drachmge or 13.s. 4d. in in-

trinsic value of silver ; but in intrinsic

value of the gold contained in it=a little

more than a guinea. (Cj). Coinage,
fig. 3.)] Out of this iTe had to maintain
himself entirely, to buy his armour, and
keep it in good condition. The pay of the

lochagoi was double, and of the stvategoi

four times that amount. In later times

the strafcgoi, when the}^ entered with com-
plete armies into the service of some power
at war, seem to have generally received

considerable sums at the conclusion of the

contract.—The Romans also employed
foreign mercenaries after the second Punic
War, especially as archers and slingers,

and after the time of Marius a recruited

army of mercenaries (see Legion) had
sprung out of the earlier levied army of

citizens ; but the mercenary organization

never took among the Romans a form

similar to that among the Greeks.

Mercury CLat. Mcrciirius). The Italian

god of commerce, and as such identified

with the Greek Hermes {q.v.\ whose
descent and other qualities were accord-

ingly transferred to him. As protector of

the corn trade, especially with Sicily, which
was of such great importance to Rome, he

was first publicly honoured in that city by

the erection of a temple near the CircAis

Maxlmus. At the same time a guild of

merchants was established, the members
of which were known as mercurXdles. At
the yearly festival of the temple and the

guild. May 15th, the merchants sacrificed

to the god and to his mother, and at the

Porta Cdptna sprinkled themselves and

their merchandise with hallowed water.

With the spread of Roman commerce the

worship of Mercury extended far into the

West and North.

Meretrices. Sec Het.er.t:, at end.

Meriones. Sonof Molus, a half-brother of

Idomeneus of Crete, whom he accompanied
to Troy. In Homer wo read that he was
there one of the bravest in the fight, and
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ritli Teucer specially distinguished in

iirchcry, an art in which the Cretans had
always excelled. According to a later

legend, on his return from Troy his vessel

was driven to Engyion in the north of

Sicily, which was supposed to be a Cretan

settlement. At Gnossus in Crete his grave

was shown, and both he and Idomeneus,

his friend and companion in battle, were
honoured as heroes.

Merobaudes. A rhetorician born in Spain

and distinguished as a general, and also as

a Latin poet, in the lirst half of the 5th

century after Christ. Besides a short hymn,
Dc C/iristo, there are preserved fragments
of five secular poems, the longest being

part of a panegyric on the third consulate

of Aetius (44G\ with a preface in prose.

They prove him to be no unskilful imitator

of Claudian ; in language and metre he
possesses an elegance rare in his time.

Merope. (1) One of the Pleiads (q.v.),

mother of Glaucus by Sisf'phus.

(2) Wife of Polybus of Corinth (also called

Pcrihfjpa), foster-mother of CEdipus (q.v.).

Mesomedes. A Greek lyric poet of Crete,

who lived about a.d. 1.30, and was a freed-

man of Hadrian. Three small poems of his

have come down to us [Antholor/ia Gra'ca,

xiv G3, xvi 323]. They are not unattrac-

tive, and the one on Nemesis is of peculiar

interest, as its musical composition is

indicated according to the ancient notation

(Brunch's Analecta, iii 292 ; Bellermann,
llymiien des Dionysius und Mesomedes,

pp. 13, 2fi].

Mestra. Daughter of Ery sichthon (q.v , 2).

She supported her famished father by em-
ploying the power to change herself into

any form she pleased, the gift oi her lover

Poseidon. She let herself be sold in various

forms, and then always returned to her

father [Ovid, Met. viii 738-884].

Meta. The upper column at the upper
and lower end of the Roman circus,

round which the competitors usually had to

drive seven times. (Cp. CiKCUS, Games of.)

Metageitnia. An Athenian festival in

honour of A])ollo (q.v.).

Metal, Artistic Work in. See Toreutic
Art.

Metaulos (Mcsaidos). See House (Greek).

Metioche. See Mexippe and Oriox.
Metis (i.e. "Counsel"). Daughter of

Oceanus, first wife of Zeus, by whom she
was devoured, as he feared she would bear
a son mightier than himself; whereupon
Athene (q.v.) sprang from the head of the

eod.

Mfitoeci. The name given at Athens to

aliens (other than slaves) resident in Attica,

When the State was most flourishing,

they numbered as many as 10,(XXJ adult

men. The favourable jjosition of Athens
for commerce and the rich opportunities
for carrying on trade and for selling

merchandise induced both Greeks and bar-

barians to settle there. The Athenians be-

sides had the reputation among the Greeks
of being friendly toAvards foreigners. For
the legal protection granted them by the

State, they paid a sum of twelve draehnuv
[8s.] annually for each man, and half as

much for each independent woman ; and
they had to choose a patron (prostates)

to conduct their dealings Avith the State

in all public and private atfairs, e.g. the

bringing of an action. Whoever failed to

do the one or the other was summoned
before a lawcourt, and, if guilt}'', sold as a

slave. They were prohibited from marr}'-

ing citizens and from obtaining landed
property ; but they could follow any trade

they pleased, on pa\-ment of a certain tax.

They also had to pay the extraordinary
taxes for war, and were obliged to go on
military service either in the fleet or in the

land-army ; they might be hoplites, but not

knights. At festivals it was their duty to

follow the processions, carrying sunshades,

pitchers, and bowls or trays (filled with
honey or cakes). A decree of the people

could, in return for special services, confer

on them the tsoteleid, which placed them
on a level with the citizens with, regard to

" liturgies," or public burdens, freed them
from the necessity of having a patron or

paying a tax for protection, and gave them
the right of holding property in land and
of transacting business with the jieople or

the authorities without an intermediary

;

but even this privileged class did not possess

the active rights of a citizen.

M6t6n. A Greek astronomer, of Athens,

instituted in B.C. 432 the cycle of nineteen

years called after him ; it was intended to

reconcile the lunar and the solar year : 235
lunar months of 29 or 30 days (on an
average 29.}f) = 19 solar years of 3G5/„-

days. This cycle was not adopted at

Athens till much later, probably in B.C. 330.

(Cp. CALENDAR.)
Metopes [Metopce, either " the intervening

openings," or (Vitruv. iv 2, 4) " the spaces

between the sockets " (Gr. opai). In Doric

architecture the spaces between the tri-

glyphs I ^.r.) in the frieze. They were origin-

ally left open. Thus, Orestes manages to make
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his way into tlie Tauric tem])le of Artemis
through one of these openings (Eur., Ipli. T.

118). They were afterwards filled witli

panels of wood, which were in course of

time superseded by jjlain slabs of marble, as

in the temples at Ptcstum, etc. These slabs

were sometimes slightly ornamented with a

round shield in low relief, as in the frieze

of the temple of Zeus at Olympia. More
frequently they were filled Avith figures in

relief, as in those of Selinixs {sec Sculp-
ture, fig. 1), and of the Theseum and the

Parthenon {q.v.). The term is also applied

to similarly sculptured slabs not placed

between the triglyphs, but on the wall of

the cella^ as in the temple of Zeus at

Olymjna. See Olyaipian Games, fig. 3.]

Metragyrti. The vagrant begging priests

of Rhea {q.v.).

Metretes. The largest liquid measure of

the Greeks, a little less than nine gallons.

Its chief subdivisions were the Gr. chous,

{-^\y\ xesfcs (yV), cotyl^ (yh), cyathus (^i^).

Mezentius [or Mcdientius]. King of Caare

in Etruria ; he aided Turnus of Ardea against

^neas, but was killed in battle by the latter

or by his son Ascanius.

Midas. An old Phrygian king, son of

Gordias and Cybele, in whose honour he is

said to have founded a temple and instituted

priests at Pessinus. When the drunken
Sllenus had lost his way and strayed into

Midas' rose-gardens, the king brought him
back to Dionysus. (According to another

legend the king made him drunk by
mingling wine with the spring Midas, and
so caught him, that he might prophesy
to him.) Dionysus granted Midas the ful-

filment of his wish, that all he touched

might turn to gold. But his very food and
drink were changed at his touch, so that

he prayed the god to take away the fatal

gift. At the god's command he bathed in

the Pactolus, which ever after became rich

in gold. In the musical contest between
Marsyas (or Pan) and Apollo, he decided for

the former ; on which account the god gave
him the ears of an ass. He concealed them
beneath a high cap, so that only his barber

knew about it. However, he could not

keep the secret for any length of time, and

at last shouted it into a hole that he had

dug into the grotmd ; reeds grew from this

hole, and whispered the secret to all the

v/oi'ld. While this legend makes Midas him-

self appear as one of the Sileui belonging to

the train of Dionysus (the ass being one of

their attributes), the other points to him
as the favourite of the divinity, whose first

})riest he was deemed to be, and who
showered riches upon him.

Milanion (Gr. MeilCunon). The faithful

lover of Atalante (cj.v.).

Miliarium. The Roman milestone, a stone
column, such as were set up at intervals of

1,000 (mille) passas = 5,000 Roman feet on
the militai-y roads, partly during the last

years of the Republic, and I'egularly since

Augustus. They gave in numbers, usually

preceded by M.P. (mllla jjassilum), the

distance from the place from which the
measurement was made, besides its name
and that of the person who had constructed

the road or erected the milestone, and of

the emperor in whose reign the road had
been made. A great number of these mile-

stones, in every part of the Roman empire,

has been preserved, and also the base of the

central column of gilt bronze (milidrium
aureum) erected b}'- Augustus in the Forum
near the temple of Saturn ; it was regarded

as the centre of the empire. {See Plan of

Fora, under FoRUM.)
Mills (Gr. mjjlai, Lat. vinlce) are men-

tioned [twice] in Homer [Od. vii 104, xx
IOC)]. The ordinary Greek tradition as-

cribed their invention to Demeter. They
consisted, as may be readily inferred from.

the specimens found in the bakers' shops at

Pompeii, of two principal parts : (1) a fixed

and massive conical stone (Gr. inf/le, Lat.

iiietd), resting on a base, and furnished at the

top with a strong iron pivot (fig. 2) ; and (2)

a hollow double cone (Gr. onus, Lat. cat.iUus)

in the shape of an hourglass, which, at its

narrowest part, was furnished with a thick

plate of iron, with holes in the centre and

(*J) WK'.mON OK (1).

at four other places (fig. 1). The pivot

of the lower stone passed through the cen-

tral hole of this plate, and the upper stone

turned round it. Into the upjier cone or

funnel the corn wa's poured and gradually

fell through the holes of the plate into the

space between the outer surface of the cone

and the inner surface of its cap, where it
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was ground and fell into a channel cut

round the base of the cone. Two bars of

wood fastened to the middle of the upper
part were used for setting it in motion;

this was done either with the hands, or by
means of animals.

Watermills were known in the 1st cen-

tury H.c, but they were not commonl}'- used

tdl the 4th and 5th centuries after Christ.

The public aqueducts supplied the required

water. Ship-mills were invented by Beli-

sarius when the Goths were besieging Rome
in A.D. 536. The ancients had no wind-
mills ; they are an invention of the Middle
Ages. There seem to have been no regular

millers up to the latest classical times ; the

necessary amount of flour was either pre-

pared in one's own house by slaves, or ob-

tained from the bakers, when there was
such a trade ; the bakers usually were at the

same time millers. Armies on the march
carried small handmills with them.
Mime (3It)m(s) really denotes a farcical

mimic, a buffoon, such as tised to show
themselves from the earliest times in Italy

and Sicil}^ on the public places at popular
entertainments, etc., and also served to

while away the time dtiring meals. It

afterwards came to be applied to the far-

cical imitation of persons and scenes in

ordinary life. The mimes of the Syra-

cusan Sophron were character-sketches in

dialogue taken from the life of the people
;

but these were at most meant to be re-

cited, certainly not to be acted.

In Italy, especially among the Latians
and at Rome, the representation of such
farcical scenes from low life on the stage

was no doubt as old as the stage itself ; and
as great a scope was at all times given to

improvisation in these as in the Atelldufp,

from which the mimes mainly differed in

not being confined to stock-characters (see

Atellana). At Rome the mime was for

a long time confined to fifth-rate theatres,

but in B.C. 4G it appears to have ousted the

Atcllance as an interlude and afterpiece on
the more important stages, and received at

the hands of Dcchnus Labcriiis and Fabll-

iHis Sjjnis a technical development on the

lines of the existing kinds of drama. The
native name for these national farces was
pldmpcs^ probably because the performers
appeared jihlnis pcdibus, i.e. without the

theatrical shoes used in tragedy and
comedy. There were also no masks, the

use of which would have of course ren-

dered impossible the play of the features,

which is such an important means of imi-

tation. The costume worn was the cfntitn-

rulus, a kind of harlequin's dress, and the

ricTiuuDi, a peculiar little cloak. Contrary
to the custoni in all other dramatic per-

formances, the female parts were really

taken b}'- women, who, like all the actors

in mimes, were in ver}^ bad repute. Be-

sides the chief actor, arc/unumns or ardn-
nilina^ wdio had to carry through the plot,

there was always a second performer -with

a clean-shaven head, whose part is charac-

terized by the names given him, pdvds'dui>

or stupidus (fool). The mimes were acted

on the front part of the stage, which was
divided from the back part by a curtain

(slpdrium). As they depicted the life of

the lower classes, and as it was their chief

aim to rouse the laughter of the spectators

in ever}^ possible way, they were full of

plebeian expressions and turns, and a-

bounded in the most outrageous buffoonery

and obscenity ; cheating and adultery were
the favourite subjects. In particular the

dances that occurred in the mimes were
remarkable for the extravagance of the

grimaces and the disgusting nature of the

gestures. Owing to the continually de-

generating tastes of the Roman public, the}'

and the pantomimes enjoyed the greatest

popularity during the Empire, especially

as here, no less than in the Mcllamr, a

certain freedom of speech was sometimes

permitted ; and among dramatic representa-

tions proper they occupied the first place.

Miiniambi. Sec Iambic Poetry.
Mimnermus. Of Colophon ; the creator

of the erotic type of Greek elegy, an older

contemporary of Solon ; he flourished about

B.C. 630-6(X). He gave his collection of love

elegies the name of the beautiful flute-

player Nanno, who on account of his ad-

vanced age would not return his love.

There are only a few fragments of his

poems left; their chief themes are the

melancholy comi)laint of old age abandoned^

by love, the transitoriness of the life of

man, and the exhortation to enjoy youth,

the age of love. His language is simple

and tender, and the ancients therefore

called him the sweet singer [Lu/yastddcs,

in Solon's lines to Mimnermus, Bergk's

Porfrr Lyrici, Solon, fragm. 20].

Mina (Gr. mnd ; Lat. mind). An old

Greek weight, and a sum of coined money

equal to it, the sixtieth part of a talent,

like which it varied in value. The weight

of the viimi ( = 1(JU drarJimn>.) was li lb.,

and the intrinsic value of the Attic mina of

silver was £3 (J.s. 8rf. (C>. Coinage.)
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Minerva. The Italian goddess of intolli-

gence, meditation, and inventiveness, queen
of" all acconiplishnients and arts, especially

of spinning and weaving, as practised by
women. She was also the patron-goddess

of fullers, dyers, cobblei's, carpenters, musi-

cians, sculptors, painters, physicians, actors,

poets, schoolmasters, and especially of

schoolchildren. Her oldest and most im-

portant sanctuaries were at Rome on the

hills of the town ; on the Capitol, where
.she occupied the chamber on the right in

the great temple common to her with
Jupiter and Juno ; on the Aventine, where
the official meeting place of poets and
actors was situated, and on the Caelian,

Her chief festival was the Qidnqiidtrus
(q.v.). In the course of time the Cxreek

conception gained more ground ; Minerva
was identified with Pallas Athene. This
certainly happened with regard to Athene
considered as the bestower of victory and
booty, when Pompey erected a temple to her

from the booty won in his Eastern cam-
paigns. And Augustus must have regarded

her as Athene the Counsellor when he added
to his Curia lulia a vestibule dedicated to

Minerva. The Roman Minerva was repre-

sented in art in the same manner as the

Oreek goddess. {See Athene.)
Minerval. The school fee among the

Romans. (See Quinquatrus.)
Minos. A mythical king of Crete, the

centre of the oldest legends of that island.

He is the son of Zeus and of Europa ; in

Homer, brother of Rhadamanthys, father of

Deucalion and Ariadne, and grandfather of

Idomeneus. Residing at Gnossus as the
'' familiar friend of Zeus," he had a " nine-

yearly " rule over the flourishing island

[Od. xix 179], an expression which later

generations explained as signifying periods

of nine years ; at the end of which he went
into a cave sacred to Zeus, in order to hold
converse with his father, and to receive

the laws for his island. Just as he was
thought to be the framer of the famous
older Cretan constitution, so he was also

considered a founder of the naval supre-

macy of Crete before the times of Troy

:

Hesiod calls liim the " mightiest king of

all mortals," who rules with the sceptre of

Zeus over most of the neighbouring peoples.

Later legend gives him another brother,

Sarpedon, and a number of children (among
others Androgeos, Glaucus, Catreus, and
Phsedra) by his wife Pasi])hrie, a daughter
of Helios and Perseis. When after the
death of Asterion, the husband of Europa,

he has driven away his brothers in conse-
quence of a quarrel, he seizes the kingship
of Crete, in which he is supported by
Poseidon, who, on his prayer that he should
send him a bull for sacrifice, causes a won-
derfully beautiful snow-whit€ bull to rise

from the sea. But as he, desiring to keep it

for his own herd, sacrifices another, the god
to punish him inspires his wife Pasiphae
(q.v.) with love for the bull. Homer [Od.

xi 322] calls Minos the " meditator of

evil"; in later times he was represented
as a hard-hearted and cruel tyrant, especi-

ally on the Attic stage, because of the part

he played in Attic legends. On account
of the murder of his son Androgeos (q.v.)

at Athens, he undertook an expedition of

revenge against Attica, captured Megara
{see Nisus), and compelled the Athenians
to send him once in every nine j'ears seven
boys and seven girls to Crete,'to be devoured
by the Minotaur (q.v. : see also Theseus).
Tradition made him die in Sicily, whither
he had pursued Dtedalus (q.v.) on his flight,

and where king Cocalus or his daughters
stifled him in a hot bath. His Cretan
followers interred him near Agrigentum,
whei'e his grave was shown. In Homer
[Od. xi 5G8] Odysseus sees him in Hades
with a golden sceptre in his hand, judging
the shades ; he does not appear in the

legends as judge of the dead by the side

of ^Eacus and Rhadamanthvs till later

[Plato, Apol. 41 a, Gorg. 523 e].

Minotaurus (i.e. Bull of Minns). Son of

Pasiphae {q.v.') and a bull ; a monster with
the head of a bull and the body of a man.

Minos concealed it in the labvrinth, built

near Grnossus b}' Daedalus, and gave him
as food the criminals, and the j-ouths and

maidens sent from Athens as a tribute, till

Theseus by the help of Ariadne penetrated

into the labyrinth and killed the Minotaur.

It has been pointed out that he is the same
as the Phoenician Baal Moloeh, also repre-

sented with a bull's head and supplied with

human sacrifices. This worship was put a

stop to b}'' Greek civilization, which may
be considered with all the more reason to

be represented by Theseus, as in olden

days the Attic coast was perhaps actually

occupied from time to time by Cretan or

Phoenician settlers, who sent human sacri-

fices to Crete as their religious centre.

Minucius Felix (Quintus). The first Latin

Christian author, a man of excellent educa-

tion, and a distinguished lawyer at Rome.

After becoming a Christian at an advanced

age, he wrote in the second half of the
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2nd century a dialogno entitled Octilvius,

in which he aims at refuting the objections

raised against Christianit}'. The work is

marked by purity of diction and by acute-

ness and precision of argument.
Minyades. The daughters of Minj^as,

the rich king of Orchomenus and mythical
ancestral hero of the race of the Minyse

;

their names wei'e Alcdthoe (Alcithoe),

Lcucippc, and Arsippc. When the worship
of Dionysus was introduced into Boeotia,

and all the other women wandered in frenzy

over the mountains in honour of the god,

they alone remained at home, and profaned

the festival by working at their looms, in

spite of the warning of the god, who had
appeared to them in the shape of a maiden.
It was not till he had assumed the shapes

of a bull, a lion, and a panther, had made
milk and wine flow from the yarnbeams,
and had changed their weft into grapes
and vine-leaves, that they were terrified

and drew lots who should offer a sacrifice

to the god ; and Leucippe, on whom the lot

fell, tore her own son Hippasus to pieces in

her Bacchic fury. They then raged about
on the mountains till they were transformed
into bats. With this legend was connected
the custom, that at the annual festival

of Dionysus the priest of the god was
allowed to pursue the women of the Minyan
race with a drawn sword and kill them.
[.Elian, V. H. iii 42 ; Plutarch, Qiuvst.

Gr. 38 ; Ovid, Met. iv 1-40, 390-415.]

Mirrors. For mirrors the ancients used
round or oval, also square, plates of melted
and polished metal, generally of copper,

mixed with tin, zinc, and other materials,

often silvered and gilded. In later times

(see cuts). The Etruscan mirrors are in

this respect remarkably fine [the finest of

all is represented in tig. 4J. Besides these

(1, 2, 3) POMTEIAN MIUROnS.

(Ovcrbeck's Pompeii, p. 404, 1875 )

Xh.Qy wore also made of massive silver.

They were often provided with a decorated
handle and ornamented on the back with
engravings, mostly of mythological objects

(4) BACK OF ETUUSCAN MIRROR.

(Berlin Museum.)

Apollo with bail five and Satyr on left ; Semele and Dionysus
on right ; vitli border of u'ly-icniTS.

hand-mirrors, there wei'e also in the time

of the emperors mirrors as high as a man
[Seneca, N. Q. i 17 ; cp. Quintilian xi 3,

§ 68], which were either permanently lixed

in the wall or [as in Vitruv. ix 8 § 2] let

up and down like a sash.

[Greek mirroi-s were unknown to archfpo-

logisti! until 18G7, when the first specimen

was discovered at Corinth. In design

they are even moi-e beautiful than those

of Etruria. They are of two kinds : (a)

Like the Etruscan mirrors, they are gene-

rally round, consisting of a single disc with

a polished convex front, to reflect the face,

and a concave back, ornamented with figures

traced with the engraver's burin. This

variety had a handle in the form of a

statuette resting on a pedestal, (b) Another

variety, especially frequent in Greece, con-

sists of two metallic discs, one inclosed

within the other, and sometimes held

together by a hinge. The cover was
externally ornamented with figures in low

relief, and was internally polished and

silvered to reflect the face. The second

disc, forming the body of the case, was
decorated internally with figures engraved

with a sharp point. See CoUignon's Greek

Archccologij, fig. 136, Leukds and Cnrin-

tJios personified, on an engraved mirror:

and fig. 137, a fine relief of Ganymede and

the eagle. In the British Museum we
have a mirror from Corinth, representing

Pan playing at the game of "Five Stones"
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with a Nymph attended by Eros (Bronze

Room, table-case D).]

Missio. The Roman term for the dis-

missal of soldiers from service, whether on

account of illness {)iussio vmisdrla) or of

some dishonourable offence {missio ignOmi-

nWsa), or at the expiration of their period

of service. The last-mentioned, missio

legal marriage. The imperial decree which
contained a list of those dismissed, arranged

according to the subdivisions of the army
and with the privileges granted, was posted

on a public building on the Capitol or in

the Forum, and each one of those specified

received an extract from this document,

made out in the presence of seven wit-

* THE SACUIFKK OT JIITIUSAS.

(Paris, Louvre.)

hunesta or honourable dismissal, carried

with it, under the Empire, the maintenance
of the dismissed soldier. At first a fixed

.sum of money was given him, afterwards

a parcel of land in Italy or the provinces

was assigned ; he also received the rights

of citizenship, if ho did not alread}' po.ssess

them, and the privilege of contracting a

nesses and inscribed on a bronze diptf/chon

iq.v.). Sixty-two such military diplomas

have been preserved completely or in part.

Mithras. The Persian god of created

light and of all earlhly wisdom. In the

course of time he became identified with

the sun-god, who conquers all demons of

darkness. In the time after Alexander
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the Great, lijs worship, mixed with various

customs peculiar to Western Asia, was
extended over all the Oriental kiu>:cdoms.

In the first half of the 1st century B.C.

it is said to have been introduced into

the Roman provinces in the West by the

Cilician pirates who were at that time

masters of the Mediterranean. There are

traces of his worship at Rome under
Tiberius ; and in the beginning of the 2nd
century after Christ, under the Antonines,

it became common throughout the whole
Roman empire, and was kept up till the

end of the 4th century. Mithras was a

special favourite of the Roman armies.

Being born from the rocks, he was wor-

shipped in natural or artificial caves, such

as have been found in

every part of the Roman
empire. He is represented

as a young man in oriental

dress and as an invincible

hero, stabbing a bull with
his dagger or standing on

a bull he has thrown down.
[Fine specimens of this

group may be seen in the

Louvre and in the British

Museum and elsewhere (see

cut).] The cave itself was
explained by the ancients

to signify the world, into

Avhich the human soul

must descend, that it may
be purified by many trials

before leaving it. Before

any one was initiated in

the mysteries of Mithras,

it was necessary for the

person to undergo a series

of (it is said eighty) trials

of increasing difficulty ; and an undaunted,
unsubdued spirit had to be maintained in

fire and water, hunger and thirst, scourging,

and solitude, and the aspirant was thus

prepared for the initiation. It consisted

of .seven degrees, that of the ravens, the

secret, the fighters, the lions or she-lions

(for women were also received), the Per-

sians, the sun-runners, and the fathers.

Various Christian rites seem also to have
been introduced into the mysteries of

Mithras. Epithets like " Lord and Creator

of all things," "Father and source of all

life," enable us to recogniso Mithras as one

of the ])antheistic divinities of declining

heathendom.
Mitra. A kerchief which women wore

round the head. See Hair.

Mneme. Ser Muses.
Mnemosyne. Daughter of Uranus and

Ga-a, and one of the Titanides, the goddess
of memor}', by Zeus, mother of the Muses
(q.v.)., in company with whom she was
usually worshipped.

Mnesicles. A Greek architect, the builder

of the Propijhva {q.v.).

Modius. The principal dry measure of

the Romans, equal to nearly two gallons,

a sixth part of the Greek medimnus. It

was divided into 1(3 sexfarii^ 32 h<~)nina',

G4 quavtdi'ii. 128 dccfdbula, 1!J2 cfjdthi.

Mcerae (Gr. Moirai). The Greek god-

desses of Fate : Homer in one passage \1L

xxiv 20iJ] speaks generally of the Molva,
that spins the thread of life for men at their

* CLOTHO, ATUOPOS, AND LACHESIS.

(Roman relief, in Schloss Tegcl, the residence of the HumboliUs, rear Berlin.)

birth ; in another [ib. 49] of several Moirai,

and elsewhere [Od. vii 197] of the ClOt/icti,

or Spinners. Their relation to Zeus and

other gods is no more clearly defined by

Homer than by the other Greeks. At one

time Fate is a power with unlimited sway

over men and gods, and the will of Fate is

searched out and executed by Zeus Avith

the other gods [7/. xix 87 ; Od. xxii 413] ;

at another Zeus is called the highest ruler

of destinies, or again he and the other gods

can change the coiu\se of fate [11. xvi 434],

and even men can exceed the limits it im-

poses [If. XX 33(3]. In Hesiod they are

called in one passage [T/ico;/. 211-7] daugh-

ters of Night and sisters of the goddesses

of death (/vt'/r-s), while in another {T/icog.

9U4] they are the daughters of Zeus and
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Themis and sisters of the Horse, wlio give
good aud bad fortunes to mortals at their

birth; their names are Clot/io (the Spinner),

who spins the thread of life, Ldchesis
(Disposer of Lots), who determines its

length, and AtropOs (Inevitable), who cuts
it off. As exerting power at the time of

birth they are connected with Ilithyia,

the goddess of birth, who was supposed to

stand beside them, and was invoked to-

gether with them, these and the Keres
being the powers that decided when life

should end. As at birth they determine
men's destinies in life, they are also able to

predict them. While on the one hand they
are regarded as the impartial representa-

tives of the government of the world, the}'

are on the other hand sometimes conceived
as cruel and jealous, because they remorse-
lessly thwart the plans and desires of men.
In art they appear as maidens of grave
aspect. Clotlio is usually represented with a
spindle ; Lachcsis with a scroll, or a globe

;

and Atropos with a pair of scales or shears,

or else drawing a lot (as in the cut). The
Romans identified the Moirai with their

native goddesses of fate, the Parcce. These
were also called Fdtd, and were invoked, at

the end of the first week of an infant's life,

as Fata ScriOimda, the goddesses that wrote
down men's destiny in life.

Mceris (^lius). Known as the Atticist.

A Greek grammarian of the 2nd century
after Christ. He was the author of an Attic
Lexicon, a list, in alphabetical order, of a
number of expressions and forms used by
Attic writers, with the parallel expressions
used in his own time.

Molionidae. Eurytus and Cteutus, the
sons of Actor (whence they were also
called Actdvido') or else of Poseidon and
Molione. [Homer, II. xi 750, calls them
by the dual and double name Actorione
Mullonc.] As boys they fought against
Nestor and the men of Pylus. When they
had grown up, they beat the army of

Heracles that threatened their uncle
Augeas, but were killed by the former near
Cleonse in Argolis. In Homer their sons
Thalpius and Antimachus are the chieftains
of the Epeians before Troy. A later

legend describes them as having only one
body [Athenspus, ii p. 58].

Momus. In Greek mythology the evil

spirit of blame and mocker}', according to

Hesiod [Thcof/. 214] the son of Night. [Ac-
cording to Lucian, Ilcrmotimvs 20, he found
fault with the man formed by Hephsestus
for not having little doors in his breast, so

as to allow of his secret thoughts being seen.

In Philostratus {Ep. 21 = 37) the only faults

he finds in Aphrodite are that she is too

talkative and that her sandal makes too

much noise.]

Moneta. See Juno (end of article).

Money-changers. See Banks and Bank-
ing.

Monopteros. An epithet descriptive of

a round temple with its columns arranged
in a circle and supporting a cupola. See
Temple (end of article).

Months. See Calendar.
Moon, Goddess of. Among the Greeks,

see Selene ; among the Romans, see Luna.
Mopsus. The name of two Greek seers.

(1) One of the Lapithas of (Echalia in Thes-
saly, son of Ampyx and the Nymph Chloris.

He took part in the Calydonian Hunt and
in the fight of the Lapithse and the Centaurs
{see PiRiTHOUs), and afterwards accom-
panied the Argonauts as seer, and died of

the bite of a snake in Libya, where he was
worshipped as a hei'o, and had an oracle.

(2) Son of the Cretan seer Rhacius and of

Manto {q.v.), and founder, with Amphilochus,
son of Amphiartius, of the celebrated oracle

(q.v.) at Mallus in Cilicia. Mopsus and
Amphilochus killed each other in a combat
for the possession of the sanctuaiy.

Mora. One of the six principal divisions

of the army at Sparta, which included all

Spartans and Periceci that were obliged to

serve. It was iinder the command of a

polemarch, and consisted of four lochi, eight

pentecostyes, and sixteen enOmotiee, which
were under as many loehdgi, pentecosteres,

and enomotarclii. These divisions were
never sent on a campaign in their full

strength, but only the men of particular

years, specified in each case. The pole-

march always took the command of the

first levy.

Morpheus. The Greek god of dreams.
{See Dreams.)

Morsimiis. A tragic poet {see Philocles).
[Mosaics. The term mosaic is usually

derived from a post-classical word mfisivuvi

(Gr. tnouseion ?), occurring in Spartianus,

Life of Peseenninus G, pietuiit de niKsivo,

and Augustine, De Civitate Dei xvi 8,

Jiomimiin genera miisivo picta. It is the

art of arranging small cubes or tesseree of

marble, coloured stone, terra cotta, glass, or

some other artificial substance, so as to pro-

duce an ornamental pattern or picture, and
to provide a durable form of decoration foi-

walls and pavements. The only mosaic

hitherto found iu Greece Proper is that dis-
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covered in 1829, in the floor of the east

portico of" the temple of Zeus, at Olympia,
possibly little later than the first half of

the 4th century u.c. It is formed of rough
round jjebbles of various colours from the

bed of the Alpheus, and it represents Tritons

of graceful design surrounded by a tasteful

border of palmettes and meandering lines

(sec Baumeister's Dcnknialcr, fig. 998).

The earliest mosaics mentioned in litera-

ture are those made for the ship of Hieron
II, about the middle of the 3rd century,

with scenes from the Iliad, which took 300
skilled workmen a whole year to execute

(Athcnteus, 20G d). To the same ago

themselves on the rim of the bowl. Tlie

best known copy of this is that called The
CapitoHnc Doves (fig. 1), found at Hadrian's
Villa near Tivoli. It is entirely composed
of cubes of marble, without any admixture
of coloured glass.

The art of rej^roducing paintings in

mosaic probably originated in Eg3'pt, and
thence found its way to Ital}'. The largest

mosaic picture of Roman workmanship is^

that executed for the Temple of Fortune at

Praeneste, restored bv Sulla (Plin}-, xxxvi

189). This was discovered in IG-IO, and is

generally supposed to represent a popular

fete on the occasion of an inundation oi

(1) * THE CAPITiil.INK II ivi:-.

(Rome, Capitoline Museum.)

belongs the only artist in mosaic whose
name is recorded in literature, Sosus of

Pergamun, famous as the inventor of a kind
of mosaic called the dsarOton (the " un-
swept" floor), in which the floor of a room
is inlaid with representations of fruits,

fishes, and fragments of food that have
fallen from the table (Pliny, xxxvi 184;
cp. Statins, Silvce i 3, 36). Mosaics of
this t3-pe have been found not only at

Pompeii, but also at Aquilela and in Algiers.

Acccording to Plinj', the original design by
Sosus included a remarkable re])resentation
of a dove drinking and casting the shadow
of its head on the water beneath, while
several other doves were to be seen sunning

the Xilc. It probably belongs to the time

of Hadrian.
Among the niosaics of Pompeii the most

famous is that identified as the Battle of
Issiis, possibly a copy of the painting of the

same subject by a female artist, Helena,
" daughter of Timon the Egyptian," which

was placed in the temple of Peace in the

time of Vespasian (Photius, Bihl., p. 482;.

It represents the critical moment when
Alexander is charging, bare-headed, in the

thick of the fray, and has just transfixed

witji his lance one of the leaders of the

Persians; while Darius, with his lofty tiara

and red chlumys, is extending his right hand

in an attitude of alarm and despair (figs. 2.
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and 3). In tlie mosaic itself the lower

border represents a river, apparently the

Kile, with a crocodile, hippopotamns, ich-

neumon, ibis, etc., thus conlirming the con-

jecture as to the Egyptian origin of the

design.

Mosaics bearing the artist's name are

seldom found. The two finest of this class

are those from Pompeii inscribed with the

name of Dloscorides of Samos. One of

these represents four masked figures play-

ing on various instruments. The work is

composed of very small pieces of glass, of

the most beautiful colours and in various

shades (cut in Dyer's Pompeii, p. 27G).

Another of similar construction portrays a

rehearsal for a satyric drama. The ground

is black, the drapery mainly white, but the

robe of the flute-player is bordered with
purple, the lips are a bright red, and the

flutes and ornaments coloured like gold.

{Sec Drama, fig. 2.) The finest mosaic of

the early part of the 2nd century A.D. is

the highly pictorial centaur-mosaic now at

Berlin, found at the Villa of Hadrian {see

Baumeister's DcnJanaler, fig. 941), The
most celebrated works of a later date in-

clude that in the IVierincr of Caracalla, with
numerous gladiatorial figures of colossal

size and ungraceful drawing {ib. fig. 174)

;

and that of the Roman villa at Nennig,

near Treves. The dimensions of the latter

are 50 feet by 33, and the design includes

several groups of figures inclosed in a

square or hexagonal framework of tesse-

lated marble {ib. figs. 1001-2343). Among
the mosaics in the British Museum are an

Amphitrite and Tritons, with Dionysus,

Meleager, and Atalanta, all from Halicar-

nassus, and of Roman times, since figures of

Dido and Jilneas were found in the same
villa (Newton's Travels and Discoveries,

ii 76). As mosaics still in situ in England
may bo mentioned those at Woodchester,
Bignor, and Brading.^ In the " Gallery of

the Architectural Court" of the South Ken-
sington Museum are exhibited 100 coloured

plates, with copies of mosaics, collected by
Dr. R-. AVollaston, including a Greek mosaic

of Iplughna at Atilis, found in the Crimea,
and the above-mentioned mosaic of Prteneste

(no. 1G7).

Mosaic pavements are known by different

names descriptive of certain varieties of

structure. (1) A pdvTincnt}nn scct'de is

composed of thin plates of coloured marble
of various sizes, cut {s'.:cta) into slices of

^ Cp. Morgan's liomano-British Mosaic Fave-
ments, 1886.

regular form and arranged in an ornamental
geometrical pattern including triangles,

hexagons, etc. (Vitruvius, vii ], 3, 4; Sue-

tonius, Cci'sar, 4G at end). (2) The epithet

tessellation describes a pavement of the

same general kind, but made tip of regular

sqttare dies {tessera', tessellcv, tesseridce),

forming rectangular designs {ib.). (3) Ver-

vuciildtum is applied to a design formed of

small pieces of marble in various colours,

arranged so as to imitate the object repre-

sented with a high degree of pictorial

effect. The dies are of different shapes,

so as to allow of their following the wavy
contours of the outline of the object. The
name is derived from the fact that the gene-

ral effect of such an arraiigement resembles

the contortions of a cluster of worms
{vermes). {Cp. Pliny, xxxv 2: Interrasa

tnarmore vermiculatisque ad effigies rertim

criistis / and Lticilius, quoted in Cicero's

Orator, 149 : Qiiain lepide lexeis compostoi

td tesseruloi omnes—arte pavimento atque

emblemate vermiculato.) (4) The term litho-

strotum (Varro, E. E., iii 2 § 4; 1 § 10;
Pliny, xxxvi 189) was probably applied to

a pavement made of small pieces of stone

or marble of natural colours, and distin-

guished from those of colottred glass or

some other artificial composition. Mosaics

of glass were ttsed to decorate ceilings

(Pliny, I.e.).

The gilt tesserce used in Christian

mosaics for the background of the pictures

were formed by applying to a cube of

earthenware two thin plates of glass with a

film of gold-leaf between them, and vitri-

fying the whole in a furnace. It was this

discovery that led to the extensive applica-

tion of mosaic for the decoration of the walls,

and more particularly the apses, of Christian

churches. At Rome, we have mosaics of the

4th century in the churches of S. Constantia

and S. Maria Maggiore. At Ravenna, those

of the lower part of the Orthodox Baptistery

belong to 430 a.d. ; those in the Mausoleum
of Galla Placidia to 440 ; those in the domes

of the Orthodox and Arian Baptisteries to

about 553 ; those of San Vitale to 547 ;
of

S. Apollinare Nuovo to 549, and of the

archiepiscopal palace to about the same

date ; and, lastly, those of S. Apollinare in

Classe to about 071-677. At Milan, the

mosaics of S. Lorenzo and S. Ambrogio be-

long to the 5th ceaitury ; those of S. Parenzo

in istria to the 6th : those of S. Sophia at

Constantinople were executed in the time

of Justinian (527-565). At Rome, those of

SS. Cosmas and Damian are ascribed to
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526-530: of S. Lorenzo Outside the Walls
to 577-500 ; of S. Agnese to 625-638 ; of

the oratory of S. Venantius, the churches of

S. Praxedes, S. Cecilia in Trastevere, and S.

Maria Xavicella, to the 7th centurjr. After

the 9th century the art of working in mosaic
ceased for awhile in Rome and in Italy in

general, to be revived at a later date in

the chui'ch of S. Cyprian at Murano (1109)

and the basilica of St. Mark's at Venice
(in and after the 11th century), and after-

wards at Rome itself. In Sicily, the mosaics

of the CappcUa Palathia in the royal palace

at Palermo were finished in 1143, while

those of the cathedral at Monrealc were
begun in 1172.

Authorities. Marquardt, Das Priratlcbcu

dcr Bihuer, 625-632; Blumner's Tcchno-
logii\ iii 323-343; Von Rohden on Mosaik
in Bauuieisters Dcnkmciler / Gerspach, La
Mosaiquc] [J. E. S.]

Moschiis. A Greek bucolic poet, who
lived in S3a-acuse about B.C. 150. Four
longer and four shorter poems have been
handed down as his ; they show the greatest

elegance of expression without the truth

to nature and the dramatic power of his

model Theocritus.

Mothaces. See Helots.
Mucius Scaevola (Qniutus) was born of a

family in which the pontilicate and great

legal learning had been handed down from
father to sou. He was a friend of the

orator Crassus and his colleague in almost
all offices, was made consul in B.C. 95, and
murdered by the JMarians in 85. A man
of great integrity and wide culture, he
combined a profound knowledge of the
law with remarkable eloquence. He ren-

dered great service by being the first to re-

duce the legal materials accumulated in the
course of time to a consistent and classi-

fied system. This he did in his lost work,
De lure Ctvlli, in eighteen volumes ; it

formed the basis for a methodical treat-

ment of law. Among his pupils were Cicero
and the lawyer Sulplcius Rufus (q.v.).

Mulciber. Epithet of Vulcan (ji.v.).

Mulleus. See Calceus.
Multa [wrongly spelt mvlcta]. The

Roman term for a fine, inflicted either by a
magistrate for disobedience or insubordina-
tion, or at the motion of an ofScial by the de-
cision of the people at the comltul frihCita,

or prescribed in laws, wills, etc., in case
any one contravened them. It originall}'

consisted in cattle, sheep, or oxen ; then,
after B.C. 430, the Lex lulia PaplrXa per-
mitted the payment in money according to

a fixed scale (a sheep = 10 asses^ an ox = 100
asses). The lowest amount of the vudta in-

flicted by a magistrate in virtue of his olliec

was a sheep; when acts of disobedience were
repeated, the fine could be raised to 30 oxen
{suprema uudta). Against heavier penalties,

such, in particular, as were imposed by the
tribunes of the people on account of political

crimes, e.g. when a general had waged M-ar

unskilfully or had exceeded the limits of
his power, an appeal to the comitM tribrdcc

was granted, and they were decided by that
body in the regular legal manner. The
fines imposed by the people were always,
and those imposed by the magistrates usu-
all}'-, set apart for sacred purposes ; other-

wise they fell to the a'rdrtum, as was the
rule under the Empire. This also received
a part of the penalties fixed by laws, the
other was given to the plaintiff. Fines for

contravention of the clauses of a will Vv'ere

either paid to the funds of a temple or

to the community to which the testator

belonged, and at Rome to the a^rarium.

Mummius. A Latin writer of Atelldnco

(see Atellana), after 90 B.C.

Municipium. Originally the Roman term
for a town the inhabitants of which, called

manlcipes, only possessed part of the rights

of Roman citizenship, viz. the private rights

of commerrJum and eoniibium, while they
were excluded from the political rights,

the ius suffrdgii and the ins honorum. the

right to elect and to be elected to office.

As Roman citizens, they did not serve

(like the allies) in cohorts under a prefect,

but in the legions under tribunes ; the}' were,

however, assigned to legions distinct from
the others, since they were not inscribed on
the lists of the Roman tribes, and therefore

could not be levied in accordance with
those lists. After the dissolution of the

Latin Leagtte in B.C. 338, the allied towns
were put into the position of mnnicipia.
At first there were two classes of muni-

cipia, according as they retained an inde-

pendent communal constitution or not. The
second class, which had no senate, magis-

trates, or popular assembly of its own, and
was governed directlj^ by Rome, consisted

of the jira'/eetilro' (q.v.). As the municijna
gradvtally obtained the full rights of citizen-

ship, their nature changed ; all persons

were now called Diunieipes, who did not

belong to the town of Rome by birtli, Imt

were full Roman citizens, ancl hence be-

longed to a Roman tribe, were registered at

Rome, could elect and be elected to office,

and served in the Roman legions.
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The Lex ICdia of B.C. 90 made all the

towns of Italy miinicApia with full civic

rights, and every Italian country-town was
now called a Roman municiphim. Gradu-
ally the towns in the provinces received

municipal rights, till finally Caracalla made
all towns of the empire miinicipia. Ori-

ginally one class of municipia had retained

their own laws and their own constitution
;

this arrangement underwent a change when
they were received into the Roman citizen-

ship, inasmuch as the Roman law then

became binding upon them, and a regularly

organized administration on the Roman
model was introduced. The citizens were
divided into curur, and at their comitia

i'.uriata passed all kinds of decrees, and
chose officers ; most of these rights, how-
ever, passed into the hands of the local

.senate towards the end of the 1st centur5^

This senate usually consisted of 100 life-

members, called dccilrlanes, and in every

fifth year the vacancies were filled up from
those who had held office or were qualified

by their property. The highest officials

were the dnn vlri, who were judges and
presided at the assemblies of the people,

especially at elections, and in the senate

;

the two qiiinqiiennCdcs, chosen for a year,

once in five years, and corresponding to

the Roman censors ; and qucestores and
fpxllles, officials with similar duties to the

Homan officials of the same name. {See

Magistratus.) Besides the decuriones,

whose position became hereditary at the

end of the Empire, there were, under the

heathen emperors, a second privileged class,

known as AugustCdcs, chosen by decree of

the local senate and next to that body in

rank. They made up a collegium, which
was originally dedicated to the worship of

the Julian famil}'', and in later times seems
to have also extended its functions to the

worship of the other emperors. The de-

cline of the municipal system, the pros-

perity of which had depended on the liberty

and independence of the administration,

set in at the end of the 2nd century after

Christ, when the emperors began to transfer

to the mnnicipin the burdens of the State,

and the deeuriones gradually became mere
imperial officials, who were more especially

responsible for the collection of the tribute

imposed.

Mural Crown. See Corona.
Murcia. See Venus.
Murrina (vasa). A name given by the

Romans to vessels made of an oriental

mineral called vnirra, which only occurred

in small plates, opaque, of dull lustre and
changing colours, and very brittle. The
first vessel.' of this kind were brought to

Rome by Pompey in B.C. 61, among the

spoils of king Mithridates [Pliny, N. H.,

xxxvii 18]. In Rome enormous prices were
paid for them on account of their material,

which is unknown to us, but is held by
many to have been a rare kind oijluor spar

[while others identify it with 2^orcelain].

Thus Nero paid for his cup with a handle,

made of murra, the sum of a million sesterces,

about £10,000 [ih. § 20]. Murra, as well

as ever}' variety of precious stone, was imi-

tated in glass.

Musseus. (1) A mythical singer, seer,

and priest, who occurs especially in Attic

legends. He is said to have lived in pre-

Homeric times, and to have been the son

of Selene and Orpheus or Linus or Eumol-
pus. Numerous oracular sayings, hymns,
and chants of dedication and purification

were ascribed to him, which had been

collected, and also interpolated, by Ono-

macrltus, in the time of the Pisistratidse.

His tomb was shown at Athens on the

Museum Hill, south-west of the Acropolis

[Pausanias i 25 § 8].

(2) A grammarian and Greek poet, who
in the beginning of the Gth century after

Christ wrote a short epic of love, entitled

Hero and Leander, which shows intense

warmth of feeling, and has touches that are

almost modern.
Musagetes, i.e. leader of the Muses.

A title of (Apollo) the god of poets. {See

Apollo and Muses.)
Museion (Lat. Museum). Originally a

temple of the Muses, then a place dedicated

to the works of the Muses. In this sense

the most remarkable and most important

museum of antiquity was that established

at Alexandria by Ptolemy Philadelphus in

the first half of the 3rd century B.C. This

institution contributed very largely towards

the preservation and extension of Greek

literature and learning. It was a spacious

and magnificent edifice, supplied with every-

thing requisite for its purpose, such as au

observatory, a library, etc. ; it lay near the

royal palace and communicated immediately

with the temple of the Muses. Noted men
of erudition were there supported at the

cost of the State, to enable them to devote

themselves to their learned studies without

interruption. They were under the super-

vision of principals chosen from their own
body, while the priest of the Muses was

at their head. Under the Roman emperors,
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when Egypt had become a province of the

empire, it still continued, as an imperial

institute and the centre of all learnino;,

especially in mathematics and astrononi}'

[Strabo, p. 794]. Caracalla confiscated tho

pensions of the learned men attached to it,

and the institution itself was completely

destroyed during the civil wars under
Aurelian in the 3rd century.

Muses. In Greek mythology originally the

Xvmphsof inspiring springs, then goddet;ses

of song in general, afterwards the repre-

sentatives of the various kinds of poetry,

arts, and sciences. In Homer, who now^

speaks of one, and now of many Muses, but

(she that extols), the Muse of history ; with

a scroll. (3) EuTERPK (she that gladdens),

the Muse of lyric sonr/ ; with the double

flute. (4) Thalia (she that flourishes), tho

Muse of corned]/ and bucolic poetry; with

the comic mask, the ivy wreath, and tho

shepherd's staff, [b) Melpomene (she

that sings), the Muse of trayrdy ; with

tragic mask, ivy wreath, and occasionally

with attributes of individual heroes, c.y.

the club, the sword. (G) Terpsichore (she

that rejoices in the dance), the Muse of

dancing ; with the lyre. (7) Er.\to (the

lovely one), the Muse of erotic poetry;

with a smaller lyre. (8) POlymnia or

3. EUTF.r.PE. POLTMSIA. CALLIOPE. TEnPSK IIORE. VRASL*.

THE MUSEP.

(Sarco )ba3us iT the Li uv.-c, Pari;-.)

aELPOMESL.

without specifying their number or their

names, they ai'e considered as goddesses

dwelling in Oljaiipus, w'ho at the meals of

the gods sing sweetly to the lyre of Apollo,

inspire the poet and prompt his song.

Hesiod [Theoy. 52-, 76-,] calls them the nine

daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, born in

Pieria, and mentions their names, to which
we shall at the same time add the province

and the attributes afterwards assigned to

each {see cuts). (1) CallIope (she of the

fair voice), in Hesiod the noblest of all, the

Muse of epic song ; among her attributes

are a wax tablet and a pencil. (2) ClIo

PolyhymxIa (she that is rich in hymns),

the Muse of serious sacred songs ; usually

represented as veiled and pensive. (9)

Urania (the heavenly), the Muse of astro-

nomy; with tho celestial globe.

Three older Muses were sometimes dis-

tinguished from these. Melete (]Medita-

tion), Mneme (Remembrance), AoiDE(,Song),

whose worship was said_to have been intro-

duced by the Aloida?. Otus and Ephialtes,

near Mount Helicon. Thracian settlers in

the Pierian district at the foot of 01ym])us

and of Helicon in Bceotia are usually

mentioned as the original founders of this
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worship. At l)otli these places wei-e their

oldest sanctuaries. According to the general
belief, the favourite haunts of the Muses
were certain springs, near which temples
and statues had been erected in their
honour : Castalia, at the foot of Mount
Parnassus, and Aganippe and Hippocrene,
on Helicon, near the towns of Ascra and
ThespicB. After the decline of Ascra, the
inhabitants of Thespise attended to the
worship of the Muses and to the arrange-
ments for the musical contests in their

honour that took place once in five years.
They were also adored in many other places
in Greece. Thus the Athenians offered
them sacrifices in the schools, while the
Spartans did so before battle. As the in-

spiring Nymphs of springs they were early
connected with Dionysus; the god of poets,

Apollo, is looked on as their leader (Musa-
gcfcs), with whom they share the knowledge
of past, present, and future. As beings
that gladden men and gods with their Pong,
Hesiod describes them as dwelling on Olym-
pus aloug with the Charites and Himeros.
They were represented in art as virgin god-
desses with long garments of many folds,

and frequently with a cloak besides; they
were not distinguished by special attributes
till comparatively later times. The Roman

i

poets identified them with the Italian
Cdmcno', prophetic Nymphs of springs and i

goddesses of birth, who had a grove at Rome
outside the Porta Capcnn. (See Egeria.)
The Greeks gave the title of Muses to

their nine most distingujshed poetesses

:

Praxilla, Mcero, Anyte, Erinna, Telesilla,

Corinna, Nossis, Myrtis, and Sap2:)ho.

Museum. See Museion.
Music (Gr. viilsice, "art of the Muses")

included among the Greeks everything that
belonged to a higher intellectual and artistic

education. [Plato in his EejnthUe, p. ISG,
while discussing education, says: "Can we
find any better than the old-fashioned sort,

gymnastic for the body and music for the
soul ? " and adds : "When you speak of music,
do you rank literature under music or not ?"
" I do."] Music in the narrower sense was
regarded by the Greeks not only as an
agreeable amusement, but also as one of the
most effective means of cultivating the
feelings and the character. The great im-
portance they attached to music is also shown
by their idea that it was of divine origin

;

Hermes or Apollo were said to have in-

vented the lyre, Athene the simple flute.

Pan the shepherd's pipe. Besides these
gods and the Muses, Dionysus also was con-

nected with music, Numerous myths, as
for instance those concerning Amphlon
and Orpheus, tell of its mighty power, and
testify to the Greeks having cultivated
music at a very early epoch. It was always
intimately allied to poetry. Originally, epic

poems were also sung to the accompaniment
of the ctthch'd, and the old heroes of poetry,

such as Orpheus and Musceus, are at the same
time heroes of music, just as in historical

times the lyric and dramatic poets were at

the same time the composers of their works.
It was not until the Alexandrian times that
the poet ceased to be also a musician.
Owing to its connexion with poetrj^, music
developed in the same proportion, and
flourished at the same period, as lyric and
dramatic poetry. Of the Greek races, the

Dorians and iEolians had a special genius
and capacity for music, and among both we
find the first traces of its development as

an art.

The actual foundation of the classical

music of the Greeks is ascribed to Ter-
PANDER (q.v.),of the iEolian island of Lesbos,
Avho, in Dorian Sparta (about B.C. 675) fix-st

gave a truly artistic form to song accom-
panied by the clthdra or eithdrocUce, and
especially to the cithai'odic nomas (q.v.).

In the Peloponneslan school of the Ter-

pandnda', who followed his teaching and
formed a closely united guild, eitharodice

received its further artistic development.
What Terpander had done for eitharodice

was done not long afterwards by Clokas
of Thebes or Tegea for aidod^ee, or song

accompanied by the flute. The artistic

flute-playing wliich had been elaborated by
the Phrygian Olya[FUS in Asia, was intro-

duced by Clonas into the Peloponnesus,

which long remained the principal scat of

all musical art. Of the two kinds of inde-

pendent instrumental music, which through-

out presupposes the development of vocal

music and always adapts itself to this as its

model, the earlier is the music on the flute,

ai(]et7ee, which was especially brought into

favourable notice by Sacadas of Argos

(about B.C. 580), while the music on stringed

instruments, elthdrist'iee, is later. Music

was much promoted by the contests at the

public festivals, above all, b}^ those at the

Pythian games. Its highest point of deve-

lopment was attained in the time of the

Persian Wars, wjiich seems to have seen

the completion of the ancient system as it

had been elaborated b}'- the tradition of the

schools. The lyric ])oets of this time, as

Pindar and Simonides, the dramatists, as
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Phrynichus and-^schylus, were held by the

critics to be unsurpassable models. What
Avas added in subsequent times can hardly

be called a new development of the art.

Athens in her golden age was the central

city where professional musicians met one
another,—Athens the home of Greek dra-

matic poetr3^ At this time vocal, combined
with instrumental, music largely prevailed

over instrumental music alone. The latter

was chiehy limited to solo performances.

Ancient vocal mui^ic is distinguished in

one important point from ours : throughout
classical times part-singing was unknown,
and there was at most a ditfei-ence of

octaves, and that only when men and boys
sang in the same choir. Again, in classical

times, the music was subordinate to the

words, and was therefore necessarily much
simpler than it is now. It is only in this

way that we can explain the fact that an
ancient audience could follow the musical
representation of the often intricate lan-

guage of the odes, even when the odes were
Sling by the whole choir. Ci'itics regarded
it as a decline of art, when, at the end of

the Pelo])onnesian War, the music began
to be the important element instead of the
poetry. This change took place at first in

single branches of the art, as in the solos

{mOnodia') in tragedy, and in the dithy-

rambic choruses. Thenceforward ancient
music, like modei'n music, raised itself

more and more to a free and independent
position beside that of poetry.

The first place among the various kinds
of music was assigned to the indigenous
citlidrodiccj which was connected with the
first development of the musical art ; and
indeed stringed instruments were always
more esteemed than wind instruments, in

part on account of the greater technical

difficulties which had to be overcome, and
which led to musicians giving particular at-

tention to them. Moreover, playing on the

flute was limited to certain occasions, as

its sound seemed to the ancients to arouse

enthusiasm and passion [Aristotle, Politics,

viii 3]. There is evidence that, on the one
hand, the ancient theory of singing and of

instrumentation (in spite of the jjrimitive

nature of the instruments) was brought to a

higli degree of perfection ; and that, on the
other hand, the public must have possessed

a severely critical judgment in matters of

music. The characteristic feature of ancient

music is the great clearness of its form,

resulting, above all, from the extreme pre-

. cision of the rhythmic treatment.

[In ancient Greece there were certani kinils or
foims of music, which were known by nationtil

or tribal names, Dorian, Plirygian, Lydian,
Ionian, and yEolian. Of these the Dorian ami
Phrj'gian are regarded by Plato as r<'i)r<'S('iitinp;

the mean in resjiect of pitch, while the hiyliest.

varieties of the Lydian (called Mixo-lydian and
Syntono-lydian) ai-e contrasted with tiie Ionian
and with the lower variety of the L^'dian (afti-r-

Avards known asHj'iDo-lydian), the last twolieint;

described as " slack," or low in pitch {llepuhlk,

p. 398, and Aristotle, Politics, \\'n 5 and 7). Each
of these was regarded as expressive of a par-
ticular feeling. Thus, the Dorian was deemed
apjiropriate to earnest and warlike melodies ; the
Plnygian was exciting and emotional ; the
Mixo-lj-diau pathetic and plaintive. The yEolian
was intermediate between the high - pitched
Lydian and the low-pitched Ionian (Athenanis,

2). ()"24 e, f, and 52(3 a). The terms Ionian and
iEolian fell out of use, and tlie following names
were generally ajjplied to seven forms of music,
beginning with the highest in pitch and ending
with the lowest:—Mixo-lydian, Lydian, Phry-
gian, Dorian, Hj-po-lydian, Hypo-pluygian, and
Hj'po-dorian. These seven forms were known as

liarmonuti [liarmonia meaning literally a " fitting"

or "adjustment." hence the "tuning" of a series of

notes, or the formation of a '-scalt; "). They were
afterwards known as tonoi, or tropoi, the Latin
modi, and our moods or " nrodes." But the term
"modes" is ambiguous. According to some
authorities (Westphal and his followers) the
ancient '• modes " ditfered from one another as the
modern major mode differs from the minor,
namely in the order in which the intervals follow

one another, the difference in the "modes "thus
depending on the place of the semi-tones in the

octave. Others suppose that the terms Dorian,
Plnygian, Lj'dian, and the rest, were apjilied to

different scales of the same " mode " in the modern
sense of the term. Thus, Mr. D. B. Monro, in his

Modes of Ancient Greek Music, 1894. maintains
that, in the earlier periods of Greek music, (1)

there is no distinction between *' modes " {har-

monia) and " keys " {lonoi or tropoi) ; and (2) that

the musical scales denoted by these terms were
primarily distinguished by diff<M-<!nce of pitch

(p. 101). To the passages quoted by ;Mr. Monro
from Plutarch {Dc Musica, cc. (J, 8, 15-17, 19), iii

support of the identity of the Greek " modes " and
" lw;ys,"' may be added Plutarch, de E apiul

JJclphos, c. 10, where the " keys " (lonoi) are

r(\^arded as synonymous with the "modes"
{hannoniic).]

As the basis of every melodic series of

I

sounds the ancients had the tvfrachord, a

scale of four notes, to which according to

tradition the earliest music was limited.

The licptachord consisted of two tetra-

chords, as the central note was at once the

highest of the first and the lowest of the

second tetrachord. The heptachord was
certainly in use before Terpander, who is

said to have given to tlie 13're seven strings

instead of four. [Strabo, p. <)18. He
really increased the compass of tlie scale

from the two conjunct tetrachords of the
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seven-stringed lyre to a full octave, with-

out increasing the number of the strings.

This he did by adding one more string at

the upper end of the scale, and taking away
the next string but one. Aristotle, Prob-

lems, xix 32.]

Thus arose the octachord or octave, and
at last, after various additions, the follow-

ing scale of notes was formed :

and continued to be satisfied with a system

of scales ("harmonies") sung by the sole

guidance of the ear. Amongst the Canonici

were philosophers such as PhilOlads,
Archytas, DemOcritus, Plato, and Aris-

totle. Lasus of Hermione, the master of

Pindar, is mentioned as the first author of

a theoretical work on music. The " har-

monic " Aristoxenus iq.v.) of Tarentum, a

From the lowest b onwards, this scale

was divided into tetrachords in such a

way that the fourth note was always also

regarded as the first of the following tetra-

cbord
;

[the intervals between the sounds

of the tetrachord were, in ascending order,

semi-tone, tone, tone]. This sequence was
called the diatonic genus. Besides this

there was also the chromatic, the tetra-

chords of which were as follows, b c Vd e,

e f Vg (t [the intervals in this case were
semi-tone, semi- tone, tone and a half].

Thirdly there was the enharmonic, the

tetrachord of which [had for its intervals

\ tone, \ tone, 2 tones, and accordingly]

cannot be expressed in modern notation.

[Sec also p, 707.]

With regard to the miisiccd instruments
it may be mentioned that only stringed

instruments (c^j. especially Cithara and
Lyra) and the flute {q.v.), which closely

resembled our clarionet, wei'e employed in

music proper; and that the other instru-

ments, such as trumpets {see Salpinx), Pan's
pipes (see Syrinx), cymbals (cymbdla), and
kettledrums {sec Tympanum), were not in-

cluded within its province.

In proportion to the amount of attention
paid to music by the Greeks, it early
became the subject of learned research
and literary treatment. The philosopher
Pythagoras occupied himself with musical
acoustics; he succeeded in representing
numericall}^ the relations of the octave, the
fifth, and the fourth. For representing
the symphonic relations the Pythagorean
school invented the monochord or canon, a
string stretched over a sounding board and
with a movable bridge, by means of which
the string could be divided into different

lengths; it was on this account known as

the school of the Cdndmci as opposed to

the Harnwiuci, who o})posed this innovation

pupil of Aristotle, was held bj' the ancients

to be the greatest authority on music; from
his numerous works was drawn the greatest

part of subsequent musical literature. Of

other writers on music we may mention the

well-known mathematician Euclid, and the

great astronomer Claudius Ptolem^us,
who perfected musical acoustics.

Among the Romeins, a native development

of music was completely wanting. The}' had,

indeed, an ancient indigenous musical in-

strument, the short and slender Latian flute

with four holes ; but their national art of

flute-playing was, at an early period, thrown
into the background by the Etruscan, which
was practised as a profession by foreigners,

freedmen, and people of the lowest classes

of the Roman population. Among the nine

old guilds, said to have been instituted by
king Numa, there was one of flute-players

(tZblcines), who assisted at public sacrifices.

AVith the Greek drama, Greek dramatic

music was also introduced ; it was, how-
ever, limited to flute-playing (c^j. Flute).

Stringed instruments were not originally

known at Rome, and were not frequently

employed till after the second Punic War.
Indeed, as Greek usages and manners in

general gained ground with the beginning of

the 2nd century, so also did Greek music.

Greek dances and musical entertainments

became common at the meals of aristocratic

families, and the j^ounger members of re-

spectable households received instruction

in music as in dancing. Though it was
afterwards one of the stibjects of higher

education, it was never considered a real

and effective means of training. Enter-

tainments like ourconcerts became frequent

towards the end of the Republic, and

formed part of the musical contests insti-

tuted by Nero, a great lover of music, in

a.d. go, on the model of the Greek contests.
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Domitian had an OdCum built on the

Campus Martins (Field of Mars) for the

musical entertainments of the Agon Cdpi-
tOllnus, instituted by him in a.d. 8G, and
celebrated at intervals of four years to the

end of the classical period.—Passages bear-

ing on music in Roman literature have no
independent value, as they are entirely

drawn from Greek sources.—For Roman
military music, see LiTUUS (2) and Tuba.

Muta. See Mania.
Myrmidones. A race in Southern Thes-

saly, said to have originally dwelt in the

island of y?^]glna and to have emigrated
from it with Peleus. They fought before

Troy imder their chieftain Achilles. For
legends about their origin, see iEACUS.

Myrmillo. See Gtladiatores.

Myron. One of the most celebrated Greek
artists, of Eleutherse in Attica, an older

contemporary of Phidias and Poly clltus, and
like them a pupil of Agelildas. His woi'ks,

chiefly in bronze, were numerous and very
varied in subject,

gods, heroes, and
especially athletes

and representations

of animals, which
were admired bj' the

ancients for their

lifelike truth to

nature. Most famous
among these were
his statue of the

Argive runner La-
das ; his Discobolus
(or Quoit - thrower,

see cut), which we
are enabled to ap-

preciate in several

copies in marble, the

best being that in

the Palazzo Messimi
in Rome; and his

Coiv on tlic Market-jylacc at Athens, which
received the very highest praise among the

ancients, was celebrated [in 36 extant epi-

grams, in the Greek Anthologi/, all quoted
in Overbeck's Schriftquellcn, §§ 55(J-588],

and may be regarded as his masterpiece.

He was also the first to represent Avhat is

reallv a genre portrait, in his Drunken
Old 'Woman [Pliny, N. II. xxxvi 32 ; but

this is now attributed to another artist, one
Socrates. Overbeck, § 2002].

Myrrha. Mother of Adonis by her own
fathor Cinyras. (Cp. Adoxis.)

Myrtea. See Vexus.
Myrtilus. Son of Hermes, charioteer of

MARBLE COPY OF MYRON S

DISCOBOLUS.

(Rome, Palazzo Messimi.)

(E:i6 mails, whose defeat by Pelops was due
to his treachery. When he demanded the

reward that had been settled, the half of the

realm of ffinomaiis, Pelops threw him into

the sea near Gerti^stus in Eubcea, and that

part of the ^Egean was thence called the
Myrtoan Sea. {Cf. (Exomaus and Pelops.)

[Mys. A famous toreutic artist who en-

graved the Battle of the Centaurs on the

inside of the shield of the Athene Proma-
chos of Phidias. The work was executed
after a design by Parrhasius (Pausanias, i

28 § 2), a generation after Phidias. It was
Parrhasius also who designed the Capture

of Troy for a cup embossed by Mys (Athe-
na^us, p. 782 b). He is also mentioned in

Propertius, iii 7, 12; and Martial, viii 34,

51, xiv25.] [J. E. S.]

Mystae. The Greek term for those who
had been initiated into the mysteries of the

lesser Eleusinia. {See Eleusixia.)

Mysteries. The name given by the Greeks,
and later also by the Romans, to various

kinds of secret worshi]w, which rested on
the belief that, besides the general modes of

honouring the gods, there was another, re-

vealed only to the select few. Such religious

services formed in almost all the Greek
states an important part of the established

worship, and were in the hands of an impor-
tant bod}' of priests appointed by the State.

If any one divulged to the uninitiated the

holy ceremonies and prayers, or sometimes
even the names only, by which the gods
were invoked, he was publicly punished for

impiety. Some mysteries were exclusively

managed by special priests and assistants

to the exclusion of all laymen. To others

a certain class of citizens was admitted
;

thus the Attic Thesmopiwrul could only be

celebrated by women living in lawful wed-
lock with a citizen, and themselves of pure
Athenian descent and of unblemished reputa-

tion. At other mysteries people of every
kind and either sex were allowed to be pre-

sent, if they had carried out certain preli-

minaiy conditions (especially purification),

and had then been admitted and initiated.

The usages connected with the native

mysteries were similar to the ceremonies

of Greek divine service ; in the course of

time, however, many other elements were
borrowed from foreign modes of worship.

They consisted usuall}' in the recital of cer-

tain legends about the fortunes of the deity

celebrated, which differed from the ordinary

myths in many respects {e.g. the names and
genealogies), and were often accomjianied by
a dramatic representation, with which was
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connected the exhibition of certain holy

things, including symbols and relics. In

many cases the symbols were not hidden

i'rom the public eye, but their meaning was
revealed to the initiated alone. Of native

mysteries those considered most holy were
the Elcusinian mysteries of Demeter; we
know more about the ceremonies in this

case than in any other. (See Eleusinia.)

Next to these came the Samothracian mys-
teries of the Cdblri (q.v.), which in course

of time appear to have become very similar

to the Eleusinian. In these two mysteries,

as indeed in all, no deeper meaning was
originally attached to the legends, usages,

and symbols. But, as time went on, these

initiations were supposed to have a peculiar

power of preserving men amid the dangers

of this life by purification and expiation,

of giving him a temporary blessedness, and
above all of conferring a sure prospect of

a state of bliss after death. [Isocrates,

Paneg. § 28.] This change is in great

part due to the influence of a sect, the

Orplnci (see Orpheus). Following Oriental,

Egyptian, and also Pythagorean doctrines,

they taught that expiation and sanctification

were necessary for this and for a future life,

and that these must be effected by means
of the initiations and purifications which
they pretended Orpheus had i-evealed to

them. Those who enjoyed these revelations

of Orpheus constituted a religious society

which gradually extended to ever}- Greek
country. Their religious services were also

called mysteries, not only because the ini-

tiated alone could take part in them, but
because the representations and usages
connected with them had a hidden mystic
meaning. It was chiefly owing to their

influence that foreign mysteries were intro-

duced into Greece, and that thus the various

systems were blended together. Among
foreign mysteries must be mentioned the

wild and fanatic orgies of DionysuH (or

Bacchus), Sdbdzius, and Cjjbele.

The first of these gained a footing in Rome
and Italy under the name of Bacchdufdia,
and in 186 B.C. had to be firmly suppressed
by the government on account of the ex-

cesses connected with them [Livy xsxix
8-19] ; while the last-mentioned were most
widely spread even in early imperial times.

(See Rhea.) The mysteries connected with
the worship of Isis and of Mithnts (q.v.)

were also held in high esteem by Greeks
and Romans down to a late period. The
whole system of mysteries endured to the

very end of the pagan times, for the deeper
meaning of its symbolism offered a certain

satisfaction even to the religious require-

ments of the educated, which they failed to

find in the empty forms of the ordinary

worship. (Qj, Orgies,)

N
Nsenla, properly spelt Nenia (q.v.).

Nsevius (Gna'us). A Roman epic and di-a-

matic poet. Born apparently in Campania,
about 270 B.C., he served in the Roman
army during the first Punic War ; and, set-

tling after this at Rome, he brought his first

play upon the stage in 235, i.e. soon after

the first appearance of Livius Andi'onTcus.

Owing to the license and recklessness with
which he incessantly attacked the Roman
nobles, especially the Metelli, he was thrown
into prison, and though liberated thence by
the tribunes of the people, was afterwards
banished from Rome. He died in exile at

Utica about 200.

His poetical account of the first Punic
War (BelLum Poentcum), wi'itten in old

age in the Saturnian metre, made him the

creator of the Roman national epic. The
work originally formed one continuous

whole, but at a later time was divided into

seven books by the scholar Octavius Lam-
padio. The fragments preserved give the

impression of its having been little more
than a chronicle in verse. Indeed, even in

its plan, it bears a close resemblance to the

prose chronicles of the Roman annalists ;
for

here, as there, the real subject of the poem
was preceded by an account of the early

history of Rome, dating from the flight of

yEneas from Troy. Ncevius also made an
important departure in the province of

dramatic poetry by creating a national

drama. Besides imitations of Greek tra-

gedies, of which seven alone are known by
name and by extant fragments, it was he

who first attempted to adapt the materials

of his country's history to the dramatic

form handed down by the Greeks. Thus,

in the Romidus or Liipus, he treats of the

youth of Romulus and Remus ; and, in the

play Clasttdinm, of a contemporary his-

torical event, Erom the number of titles

of his comedies still preserved (over thirt}'),

and from the verdict of antiquity, we may
infer that his forte lay in comedy ; ho
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appears to have been no mere translator of

his Greek originals, but to have handled
them with considerable freedom. It was in

his comedies especialh' that he introduced
his attacks on men and events of the day.

Naiads {Gv. Xaiddes). The Nymphs of

rivers and springs. {See Nymphs.)
Namatianus [Claud/ us Rutil^Kn). A

Roman poet, b}' birth a Gaul and a pagan,
who was prtrfcctus tivbi unde]- Honorius in

A.D. 41 G. After the sack of Rome by Alaric,

he returned to his native countr}-, ravaged
at that time by the Visigoths, and described

his journey home in two books, Dc Rrdliu
tiiio, of which the beginning of the first and
the end of the second have perished. The
poem is pure and correct in language and
metrical form, and is interesting on account

of its pathetic description of the misfortunes

of the time.

Names. (1) The GrecJxS had no names
denoting familj', nothing corresponding

to our surnames. Hence the name of the

new-born child was left to the free choice of

the parents, like the Christian name with
us ; the child usually received it on the

seventh or tenth day after birth, the occa-

sion being a family festival. According to

the most ancient custom, the son, especially

the iirst-born, received the name of his

grandfather, sometimes that of his father,

era name derived from it(Ph6cos—Phdclun)
or similarly compounded (Theophrastos

—

Theoduros). As a rule a Greek only had
one name, to which was added that of his

father, to prevent confusion, e.(/. Thucj'-

dides (scil. the son) of Olorus. A great

many names were compounded with the

names of gods {HerakUdtus^ HCrodofo.s^

Arti'midoros, Diogenes), or derived from
them {Demctrios, Ajyollonlos). Frequently
names of good omen for the future of the
child were chosen. Sometimes a new name
was afterwards sitbstituted for the original

one ; so Plato, was originally called Aris-

tocles, and Theophrastus Tyrtamus. Slaves
were usually called after their native coun-
try, or their physical or moral peculiarities.

(2) The lionians, in the republican
times, had their names in the following

oi'der: prdmOmrn ( = our '"Christian name" i,

nOmcn (name of race, gentile name), <-Of/)io-

men (surname, denoting the famih'j. The
t/eitfilc vamc, which originall}^ (always in

patrician names) had for derivative sufli.x

-ins (e.g. Inuius, CornPlins, Tidlius), was
common to all those connected with the

urns, men, women, clients, and freedmen.
The praiuomen was given to sons on the

' B.C. 3SJ.

third day after birth, the f//t',s- Itisfncus,

and was ofHcialh' confirmed when the toga
rlrflis was assumefl and the name was in-

scribed on the roll of citizens. The original

meaning o( the pro.'nomen, in which there

was sometimes a reference to peculiar

circumstances at birth (e.g. Lucius— horn
by da}', 3Ianius = horn in the morning;
Quintets, the fifth, Declnius, the tenth), came
to be disregarded in the course of time, when
the name was given. As a rule, the eldest

son received the ^i;7f'»o»«eu of his father.

Of these there was a compai-atively limited

number in the noble families ; some were
employed only by certain gentes, even by
certain families, as for instance Appius
exclusively by the Claudii, and Tiberius
especially b}^ the NerOncs who belonged to

this race ; while others were actually pro-

hibited in certain families, e.g. Marcus in

that of the Manlu.^ The pnenomcn was
usually Avritten in an abbreviated form

;

thus, A. stands for Aulus, C. for Gains, Gn.
for Gna'us, D. for l)ec7nius, L, for Lucius,

M'. for Mroiius, M. for Marcus, P, for

Publius, Q. for Quintus, Ser. for Servit's,

S. or. Sex. for Serf us, Ti. for Tiberius, T.

for Titus.

The surname(cognomcn), the use of which

I

was, in early times, not customary among
the plebeians, served to denote and distin-

guish the different families of the same race,

;

which often included several, patrician and
plebeian. Thus the gens Cornelia comprised

the patrician families of the Scipiones,

Sulltr, etc., and the plebeian families of the

Doldbellu', Lentuli, etc. [It is true that some
patrician families had fixed cognOnuna (e.g.

Nero), but it was quite common for plebeians

to take cognoinina or to have them given

;

e.g. Cn. Pompeius,l/rr_</»//.s, C. Asinius Pollio,

and his son Asinius (Jallus. Some plebeians

never took a cognomen, e.g. the Antonii.

But the Tullii are Cleerones in the last cen-

tWYY of the Republic. Cognomina, whether
fixed or otherwise, are generally of the

nature of nicknanies, or, at any rate, add a

description of some personal characteristic;

e.g. Naso, Strabo, Gallus, Scrdfa, Aslnd,

Eufus.]
To the surname there was sometimes

added a second and even a third, in later

times called the agnomen, to indicate a

lateral branch of the family, for instance the

)ScTj)iones NdsJea' ; or, in memory of some
remarkable ex]>loit in war (e.g. Seijno Afrl-

canus, Asldt'ieus, etc.), or in conseqtience of

a popular designation (e.g. Selpio Xdslca

. Serapio) or of an adoption. It was the ori-

Livv vi 20.
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ginal custom for the adopted son, on passing
fi'om one (jina to another, to add to the
pra'UO))u'n, nomen, and cognomen of his
adoptive fatlicr the name of his own former
gens with the termination -Cinus. Thus
the full name of the destro3'er of Carthage,
the sou of L. iEmilius Paul us adopted by
one of the Scipios, was P(ublius) Corne-
lius Scipio Africanus ^milianus. After
about 70 A.D. there were many irregulari-

ties in the way these names were given,
the tendency being to give very many.
Women originally had only one name,

the feminine form of the gentile name of

their father, e.g. Cornelia. In later times
they sometimes had a, j^rcenomen also, which
they received on mai-riage. It was the
feminine form of the husband's prcenomcn^
e.g. Gaia. Sometimes they had both names,
e.g. Aula Cornelia. The prcvnomen went
out of use for a time during the later Re-
public, and it was afterwards placed after
the nomen like a cognomen (e.g. lunia
Tertia). Under the Empire, they regularly
had two names, either the nomen and cog-
nomen of the father {e.g. Csecllia Metella)
or the nomina of father and mother {e.g.

VciJeria Attia, daughter of Attius and
Valeria).

Slaves were originally designated by the
prseuomen of their master, e.g. Marc^ipor —
Marci inter (slave of Marcus). Later, when
the number of slaves had been greatly mul-
tiplied, it became necessary to give them
names chosen at random. Preedmen regu-
larly took the nonicn, afterwards the pra>
nomen also, of the man who freed them
(or of the father of the woman who freed
them), while they retained their previous
name as a cognomen ; thus the name of

the welbknown freedman of Cicero was M.
Tullius Tiro, and of a freedman of Livia
(the wife of Augustus), M. Livius Israarus.

Nana. See Attis.
Nads. The Greek term for the inner

portion of a temple. {See Temple.)
Narcissus. The beautiful son of the river-

god Cephisus. He rejected the love of the
Xymph Echo (/y.r.), and Aphrodite punished
him for this by inspiring him with a passion
for the reflexion of himself which he saw in

the water of a fountain. He pined away in
the desire for it : to see one's reflexion in
the water was hence considered as a pre-

sage of death. The flower of the same
name, into which he was changed, was held
to be a symbol of perishableness and death,

and was sacred to Hades, the divinity of the
world below. Persephone had just gathered

a narcissus, when she was carried off by
Hades.

^.i£.i3.U

* XARCrSSUS.

(Mul ill painting from Pompeii. Naples Museum.)

Nauarchus (Gr. nauarchos— comma,nd&r
of a ship). The Spartan term for the com-
mander of the fleet, chosen for one year

;

also a general term for the captain of a

ship, regularly so used in the fleets of the

Roman Empire.
Naucvariae. Administrative districts at

Athens dating from prehistoric times ; they

were 48 in number, 12 from each of the old

plu/lce. Each of them was obliged to fur-

nish two horsemen and a ship towards the

army and navy. The naucrari, who were
at their head, seem to have formed a college

or corporate body, who occupied themselves

especially with all military and financial

affairs, while current business was managed
by the prytdneis, whose office was the

Prjjtdneion. Clisthenes raised their num-
ber to 50, 5 from each of the 10 new phyla;,

and probablj^ restricted in functions to the

services to the State, and especially the

fleet. It is likely that thej^ were given up
after the fleet had been increased by The-

mistocles ; their place was probably taken

by the frierarcJiies. {Sec Leitourgia.)

Naumachise. A name given by the

Romans to contests between ships, repre-

sented for the amusement of the people, and

commemorating naval engagements famous

in history. The first representation of this

kind was given by Caesar in B.C. 46 in a

basin dug out for this purpose on the Cam-
pus MartluSj on which occasion a Tyrian
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and an Egyptian fleet fouglit aijainst each
other, each with 2,000 rowers and 1,000

marines on board. In B.C. 2, Augustus, at

the dedication of the temple of Mars Ultor,

had a seahght between Athenians and Pei'-

sians, represented witli thirt}' sliips. The
greatest of all naumachid- was that of

Claudius in A.D. 52 ; it took place on the

Fucine Lake, and 19,000 men in the dress

of Rlioilians and Sicilians fought in two
fully armed men-of-war. For similar con-

tests the arena of the amphitheatre was
sometimes filled with water. The crews of

the ships consisted of gladiators, prisoners,

and criminals who had been condemned to

death.

Nauplius. (1) Son of Poseidon and Amy-
raone (see Danaus), founder of Nauplia, and
a famous navigator.

(2) A king of Euboea, husband of C15'-

mene. (Sec Catreus.) After the unjust !

execution of his son Prdamedes (q.v.) at the

siege of Tro}-, the Greeks refused to give

him the satisfaction he demanded. There-

upon he avenged his son's death by raising

deceptive fire-signals, and stranding the

returning Greeks among the breakers near
the clifi's of Caphareus in Euboea. He thus

caused the shipwreck and destruction of a

large number. He is said to have finally

thrown himself into the sea.

Nausicaa. The discreet and beautiful

daughter of the Phseacian king Alcinous
and Arete. She met Od3-sseus when he
was cast ashore on the island of Scheria,

and conducted him to her fathers palace

(Homer, Od. vi).

Nautodici. Commercial judges : at Athens,
a judicial board, having cognisance in

disputes between traders and suits against

foreigners who pretended to be citizens.

The former class of cases they settled them-
selves ; the latter they prepared and brought
before the Heliastic court. In Demosthenes'
time they had ceased to exist, and both
kinds of suits came under the jurisdiction

of the ThcsmothCto'..

Nazarius. A Latin panegyx-ic writer;

the author of an eulogy on the emperor
Constantine, delivered 321 A.D.

Nearchus. A Greek writer of Crete, resi-

dent afterwards at AmphTpulis. He was a

friend of Alexander the Great in his youth,

and administered the satrapy of Lycia for

five years after the battle of Granlcus (334
B.C.). He then took part in the Indian expe-
dition (327 B.C.) and returned, as commander
of the fleet, down the Indus and along the

coast of Asia, to the mouth of the Tigris.

After Alexander's death he attached himself
to Antigunus. He wrote an account of his

voyage, which was rich in geographical dis-

coveries. Of this we [)ossess, besides frag-

ments, an abstract in Arriau's Indica. Tlie

investigations of later times have in man}''

respects confirmed the trustworthiness of
his statements concerning ancient India.

Nectar. The drink of the Greek gods
{sec Ambk(Isia), which Homer describes as

a red wine [II. xix 38] which Hebe pours
out for the immortals [ib. iv 3 J.

Necysia. Feast in honour of the dead,
(S'cc Bukial.)

Nefasti Dies. See Fasti.

Neleus. Son of Poseidon and Tyro the
daughter of Salmoneus, brother of Pelias.

The brothers are exposed after birth b}' their

mother, who afterwards married Cretheus
of lolcus : they are found by a herdsman
and brought up by him until they grow up
and are acknowledged by their mother.
After Cretheus' death they quarrel about
the possession of lolcus, and Xeleus, to-

gether with Melampus and Bias, the sons

of his half-brother Amythfion, retires into

exile in Messenia, where Aphareus, Tj-ro's

coiisin, allows them to occupy Pylus. By
Chloris, daughter of Amphion, the king of

the Minyan Orchomenus (it is only a later

mj'^tli that identifies him with Amphion of

Thebes) he is father of twelve sons, of

whom PericK'menus and Nestor (q.v.) are

the most celebrated, and one daughter, the

beautiful Pero, bride of Bias^^wMELAMPUS).
On his refusing to purify Heracles from
the murder of Iphitus, Heracles invades his

country and slays all his sons except Nestor,

who chances to be absent from home at the

time. Nestor becomes the champion and
avenger of the aged Neleus when the Epeans
and their king Augeas. emboldened by his

misfortune, venture on acts of injustice

towards him. According to one account it

was Neleus who renewed the Olympian
games and died at Corinth, where, it was
said, he was buried at the isthmus; accord-

ing to others, lie was slain along with his

sons by Heracles.

N6mea (the Nemean Games). One of the

four Greek national festivals, which was
celebrated in the valley of Nemea in the

territory of the Argive town Cleona?. In

historic times the festival was held in

honour of Zeus, who had here a temple with

a sacred grove. Originally it is .said to have

consisted of funeral games, instituted by
the Seven during their exjiedition against

Thebes, in memory of the boy Archemorus
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{sec Seven agaixst Thebes). Heracles

afterwards changed it into a festival in

honour of Zei;s. From about 575 onwards,
athletic competitions were added to the

festival, after the model of those at Olympia
;

and, like the latter, it was only gradually

that it developed into a general Hellenic
celebration. It was held twice in a period

of four years, once in August, every fourth

year, once in winter, every second or first

Olympic year. [It is more probable, how-
ever, that the so called " Winter Nemea "

were only local games helcl in Argos, and
that the ])anliellenic Nemea were celebrated

in alternate j^ears at the end of every first

and third Olymjiic year, at a time corre-

sponding to our July. The question is

discussed byUnger in the Philologus xxxiv

50, but Dro5^sen,in Hermes xiv 1, considers

it still unsettled.] The management of the

festival was originally possessed by the
Cleonffians, but soon passed, together with
the possession of the sanctuary, into the

hands of the Argives. The games consisted

of gymnastic, equestrian, and musical con-

tests (for the two former, cp. Olympian
Games) ; the prize was a palm-branch and
a garland of fresh sclinon [often rendered
" parsle}'," but more pi'obably identical

with the " wild celery "].

Nemean Lion, The. See Heracles.
Nemesianus {Marcus Aurelms Olympius)^

of Carthage. A Roman poet famous in

his own times, belonging to the end of the

3rd century a.d. He flourished under the

emperor Cams and his sons (212-284).

We possess from him the first 425 lines

of a fairly elegant poem on the Chase
{Cyiicgcticd), and four eclogues, in which he
has closely followed Calpurnius {q.v.^ 2).

Nemesis. A post-Homeric personification

of tlio moral indignation felt at all derange-
ments of the natural equilibrium of things,

whether by extraordinarily good fortune or

by the arrogance usually attendant thereon.

According to Hesiod she is daughter of

Night, and with Aidos, the divinity of

Modesty, left the earth on the advent of

the iron age. As goddess of due pi'oportion

she hates every trnngression of the bounds
of moderation, and restores the proper and
normal order of things. As, in doing this,

she punishes wanton boastfiilness, she is

a divinity of chastisement and vengeance.

She enjoyed special honour in the Attic

district of Rhamnus (where she was deemed
to be the daughter of Oceanus), and is often

called the Rhamnusian goddess ; her statue

there was said to have been executed by

Phidias out of a block of Parian marble
which the Persians had brought with them
in presumptuous confidence to Marathon, to

erect a trophy of victory there. She was
also called Adrastcia, that name, appro-

priate only to the Phrygian Rhea-Cybele,
being interpreted as a Greek word with the

meaning, " She whom none can escape."

She was also worshipped at Rome, especially

by victorious generals, and was represented

as a meditative, thoughtful maiden with
the attributes of proportion and control ia

measuring-rod, bridle and yoke), of punish-

ment (a sword and scourge) and of swift-

ness (wings, wheel, and chariot drawn by
griffins).

Nemorensis. Epithet of Diana (q.v.).

Nenia (not naenia). A name given by the

Romans to the funeral dirge in honour of

the dead, sung to the accompaniment of

flutes, at first hy the relatives, in later times

by hired mourners {prcrftcoi). There was
also a goddess so called, the dirge per-

sonified, who had a cha2)el outside the Porta

VlimnCdis.

Neocori (" wardens," properly siceepers

of the tvmpte). The Greek term for certain

officials subordinate to the priests, on whom
devolved the cleaning and keeping in repair

of the temple to which they were attached.

In important temples, especially in Asia, the

office of a ncocoriis was considered a dis-

tinction by which even the greatest person-

ages felt honoured. In the imperial period

of Rome, whole cities, in which temples of

the emperors existed, styled themselves their

neocori. [Ephesus is described in Acts
xix 35 as the neocoriis, or " temple-keeper,"

of Artemis.]

Neodamodeis. See Helots.
Neoplatonism. A form of later Greek

philosophy, founded upon Plato. [See

PhILOS(1PHY.)

Neoptolemus (also called Pyrrhus ; i.e. the

fair). Son of Achilles and Deidamia. He
was bi'ought up by his grandfather L3'Co-

medes in Scyros. After Achilles' death,

however, he was taken by Odysseus to Troy,

since, according to the prophecy of Helenus,

that town could be taken only by a descen-

dant of ^acus. Here, like his father, he

distinguished himself above all b}^ a courage

which none could withstand. He slew

Eurvpylus, son of Telephus, and was one of

the heroes in the Wooden Horse, where he

alone remained undaunted. Later legend

depicted him as fierce and cruel : at the

taking of Troy he killed the aged Priam at

the altar of Zeus, hurled Hector's son.
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Astyanax, down from tlie walls, and offered

up Pulyxena upon his father's tomb. In
Homer ho arrives safely Avith much boot}-

at Phthia, his father's home, and weds
Meneiaus' daughter Hermiune, who was
promised him during the siege of Troy
[Od. iv 5]. Later legend represents him as

accompanied by Andromache, Hector's wife,

who is allotted him as part of his bootv,

and Helenus, and then, on the strength of

a prophecy of Helenus, as going to Epirus
and settling there. It was to a son of his

by Lanassa, granddaughter of Heracles, that

the later kings of Epirus traced back their

descent, and accordingly styled themselves
u'Eacldcv ; while from his son by Andro-
mache, Molossus, the district of Molossia
was said to derive its name. He afterwards
went to Phthia, to reinstate his grandfather
Peleus in his kingdom (whence he had been
expelled by Acastus), and wedded
Hermione. He soon, however, met
his death at Delphi, whither, ac-

cording to one story, he had gone
with dedicatory offerings, or, ac-

cording to another, to plunder the

Temple of Apollo in revenge for

his father's death. The accounts
of his death vary, some attributing

it to Orestes, the earlier lover of

Hermione; others to the Delphians,
at the instance of the Pythian
priestess ; others again to a quarrel
about the meat-offez'ings.

The .scene of his death was the
altar, a coincidence which was re-

garded as a judgment for his

murder of Priam. His tomb was
within the precincts of the Delphic
temple, and in later times he was
worshipped as a hero with annual sacrifices

by the Delphians, as he was said to have
vouchsafed valuable assistance against the

Gauls when they threatened the sacred
spot [B.C. 279 . Pausanias, x 23].

Nephele. Wife of Athamas, mother of

Phrixus and Helle. (Sec Atiiamas.)
Nepos. )Sc(' CoKXELius (1 ).

Neptunus. The Italian god of the sea, hus-
band of Salacia (the goddess of salt water),

identified by the Romans with the Greek
Poseidon. This identification dated from
399 B.C., when a Lcctistcrnmm was or-

dained in his honour by the Sibylline

books. Like Poseidon, ho was wor.shipped
as god of the sea and of equestrian accom-
plishments. As such he had a temple in

the Circus Flaminins, whilst in the Circus
Maximus the old Italian god Consus had

an altar in a similar capacity. In after

times Agrippa built a temple and portico

to Neptune on the Field of Mars in lionour

of his naval victory over Sextus Pompeius
and Antonius. A festival of Neptune
{Ncptundlia), accompanied by games, was
celebrated on Jul}- 23rd. The old harbour
god of the Romans was Portunus [q.v.).

See Poseidon,
Nereids (^Gr. Nereules). The Nymphs of

the sea, daughters of Nereus {q.v.) and
Doris.

Nereus. The eldest son of Poii^tus and
Gsea, husband of Doris, daughter of Uceanus,
father of 50 (according to a later account,

200) beautiful Sea-nymphs, the Nereids.

He is described as a venerable old man, of

a kindly disposition towards mortals, and as

dwelling in a resplendent cave in the depths
of the ^Egean.

NEUEID. noUXK ALONG liY

(Naples Museum.)

Like all gods of water, he has the gift of

prophec}' and of transforming himself into

any shape he chooses to assume. He is

represented as an old man with the leaves

of seaweed for hair and a sceptre or trident.

His daughters are likewise benevolent

beings, well disposed to mortals. They live

with their father in the depths, but ri.se to

the surface in order to amuse themselves

with every kind of pastime and to assist

sailors in distress. They were especially

worshipped on the islands, on the coasts,

and at the mouths of rivers, and were
depicted in works of art as charming
maidens, sometimes lightly clothed, some-

times naked, often riding on dolphins and

Tritons (see cut). The Nereids most often

mentioned in mvthology are Amphitrite and
Thetis, with Galatea.
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Nessus. A Centaur, wlio used to ferry
'

travellers over tlie river Evenus. On
attempting to outrage Deianira, the wife of

Heracles, he was shot by the latter with
one of his poisoned arrows. Upon this he
presented Deianira with a portion of his

poisoned blood, professedly to enable her
to regain her husband's affections, should
he prove false to her. The robe smeared
with the blood proved fatal to Heracles
(q.v.). [Cj). Soph., Trachint'd', 558, 1141.]

Nestor. Son of Nelens and Cliloris, ruler

of the Messenian and Triphylian Pvlus,
and later also, after the extinction of the

\

roj^al family there, of Messenia ; wedded to

Eurydice, by whom he had seven sons and
j

two daughters. He was the only one i

of twelve sons of Neleus who escaped I

being slain by Heracles, since he was, it is
j

said, living at the time among the Gerenians
I

in Messenia, from whom he derives the i

name Gtrcmus^ given him in Homer. After
j

this disaster, the king of the Epeans, Angeas,
!

illegally keeps back a four-horsed chariot,
|

which Neleus has sent to Elis to compete i

in a contest. Nelens, as yet hardly a youth,
i

retaliates by driving off the herds of the

Epeans ; upon which the latter with a ;

large army besiege the Pylian fortress of

Th3'roessa on the Eurotas. Neleus forms
one of the relieving army, serving as a foot-

soldier, owing to his father's having, from
regard to his youth, had the war-horses
concealed from him. He slays in battle

Augeas' son-in-law, and, lighting from the

dead man's chariot, wins a most brilliant

victory, so that the Pylians offer thanks to

him among men even as they offer them to

Zevis among the gods. In like manner in

the war against the Arcadians, when he
was the youngest of all the combatants, he
killed the gigantic and much dreaded hero
Ereuthalion. He also took an important
part in the battle between the Centaurs
and the Lapithse. In old age, when he was
ruling over the third generation of his

people, he was involved in the expedition
against Troy, owing, as the story went, to

the obligation incurred by his son Antilo-

chns as a suitor of Helen ; with Odysseus
he gains the help of Achilles and Patroclus

for the undertaking, and himself sails, in

the compan}^ of his sons Antilochus and
Thrasymedes, with JJO ships to the seat of

war at Ilium. Here, according to Homer,
'' Neleus the horseman," in spite of his

great age, takes a prominent part among
the heroes in council and battle alike: the

qualities which adorn him are wisdom,

justice, eloquence (" from his lips flows

language sweeter than honey " [//. i 248]),

experience in war, unwearied activity, and
courage. All value and love him, none
more than Agamemnon, who wishes that he
had ten such counsellors : in that case, he
says, Troy would soon fall [//. ii 372]. He
is so great a favourite with Homer that in

ancient times it was conjectured that the

poet was himself a native of Pylos. After

the destruction of Troy he returns in

safety with his son Thrasymedes to Pjdos,

Antilochus {q.v.) having for the sake of his

father, who was in sore peril, sacriiiced his

own life in battle against Memnon. Ten
years afterwards, Telemachus still finds

him at Pylos, amidst lire children, in the

enjojanent of a cheerful and prosperous

old age. [On the " cup of Nestor," see

Toreutic Art.]
Newspapers. Sec Acta.
Nexum. In the old Roman legal system

the solemn process on entering xipon a

relationship of debtor and creditor under
the form of mancipatio (q.v.). In the for-

mula used therein the borrower gave the

lender, in case of non-fulfilment of the

obligation incurred, the right to seize him
without more ado as his bondsman. There
was no limit in respect of time to the right

of the creditor over a debtor whose person

thus became forfeit to him : it consisted in

the fact that the creditor could keep the

nexus in prison and make him work as a

slave for him. The latter, however, con-

tinued to be a citizen ; but, as long as the

debt existed, was considered dishonoured,

and was accordingly excluded from service

in the legion and voting in the assemblies

of the people. After the Lex Poetelia

Papiria of 326 B.C. had, in the interest of

the plebeians, for the most part abolished

personal security, the nexum gradually

passed into a mere contract of loan.

[In Prof. Nettleship'sZ/t'cf?;;rs and Essays,

pp. 363-G, there is a note showing that the

proper meaning of nexuin is "a thing

pledged (bound)." and of nexus -i, " a pri-

soner "
;
that the evidence for making nexum

mean " a solemn process " is very weak ;
and

that nexus -us is the proper word for the con-

tract or bond between debtor and creditor.

In almost all the passages where nexum -i

is supposed to mean " a process," it might

as well come from nexus -us. Cicero, how-

ever, in Pro Ca'cina 102, has nexa atque

herecUfafes ; and in De Eep. ii 59, 2>^'optcr

vnius UbkUnem omnia nexa civium lihe-

rata necticrquc postea desitum.]
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Nicander (Gr. Nlcandrds). A Greek poet

boru at Colophon in Asia, about 150 B.C.

He was an hereditary priest of Apollo, as

well as a ph3'sician, and lived a great deal

in .Etolia as well as later in PergumOn. He
wrote numerous works, such as those on
agriculture, of which considerable fragments

are still preserved, and on mythological

ini'tdiuorpliOsycs (used by Ovid\ etc. Two of

his poems, written in a dull and bombastic

manner, are still extant : the Thfndca^ on
remedies against the wounds inflicted by
venomous animals; and the AI<\vl/)/iaviii(7ca,

on poisons taken in food and drink, with

"iheir antidotes.

Nice (Gr. Xlke). The Greek goddess of

victor}', according to Hesiod, daughter of

Pallas and Styx, by whom she was brought

to Zeus to assist him in his struggle with
the Titans : thenceforward she remains
always with Zeus
on 1 ym pus.
Sculptors often

represent her in

connexion Avith
divinities who
grant victory :

thus the Olym-
pian Zeus and the

Athene on the Ac-
ropolis at Athens
held in one hand
a statue of Xlcc.

{See Zeus, fig. 2
;

and, for another
Nice, (}}. P.EO-

xius.) She was
generally repre-

sented as winged
and with a wreath
and a palm-
branch. As herald

of victor}^ she also

has the wand of

Hermes. This
mode of repre-

senting her was
adopted for the

statues of the
goddess specially

revered by the
Romans under the name Victoria. Yn^a
Puta ("Victorious Issue") was an earlier

designation of the same goddess. Such
statues were erected chiefly on tiio Ca})itol

by triumphant generals. The most famous
was the statue [brought from Tarentum and
therefore probably the work of a Greek
artist] which Augustus dedicated to her in

D. c. A.

WINGED VHK IRY IN

IIKOXZK.

(Cassel Museum.)

the Curia iRlia, in memory of his victory

at Actiuin. When the Curia lulia had
been destroyed by fire in the reign of Titus

and rebuilt by Domitian, the statue was
placed in the new building, and was adored

as the guardian goddess of the senate until

Christianity became the religion of the

eni])irc.

Nicias, An Athenian painter [a son of

Nicomedes, and a pupil of Euphranor's
pupil AntTdotus]. He lived during the lat-

ter half of the 4tli century B.C. as a younger
contemporary of Praxiteles. [The latter,

when asked which of his works in marble

ho specially ajiproved, was in the habit of

answering, those that had been touched by

the hand of Nieias • such importance did

he attribute to that artist's method of

tinting, or " touching up with colour,"

circumlitlo (Pliny, N. H. xxxv 133). He
painted mainly in encaustic; and] was
especially distinguished by his skill in

making the figures on his pictures appear to

stand out of the work, by means of a proper

treatment of light and shade. He was
celebrated for his painting of female figures

and other subjects which were favourable

to the full expression of dramatic emotions,

such as the Rescue of Andromeda and the

Interrogation of the Dead by Odysseus in

the lower world. This latter picture ho

presented to the city of his birth, after

Ptolemy the First had offered sixty talents

(about £12,000) for it. [Pliny, N. 11. xxxv

§§ 330-133. He insisted on the importance

of an artist's choosing noble themes, such

as cavalry engagements and battles at sea^

instead of frittering away his skill on birds

and flowers (Demetrius, Be Elocutione, 7G.)]

Nicolaus. A Greek historian of Damas-

cus. At the suggestion of the Jewish king

Herod the Great, whose devoted friend he

was, and who had recommended him to

Augustus, he wrote a comprehensive history

of the world down to his own times in 144

books, which is partly preserved in import-

ant fragments exhibiting an agreeable style.

His panegyrical biograjthy of Augustus has

come down to us almost entire.

Nicomachus. (1) A Greek painter, pro-

bably of Thebes, about 3G0 B.C. He was
celebrated as an artist who could paint with

equal rapidity and excellence, and was re-

garded as rivalling the best painters of his

day. A famous painting of his was the Rape

of Proserpine. [Pliny,' .V. IJ. xxxv 108.]

(2) Of Geriisa in Arabia, a follower of

the Pythagorean philosophy, about 15(J a.d.

He composed an introduction to Mathematics
E E
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in two books and a handbook on Harmony,
of" which only the first book is preserved en-

tire, the second consisting of two fragments
which cannot be said with certainty to come
from Nicomachus. The first-mentioned work
gives vahiable information as regards the

arithmetic of the Crreeks in earlier times.

It was translated into Latin by Boethius.

Nigidius Figulus (Publius). A friend and
contemporary of Cicero, next to Varro the
most learned Roman of his day, born about
98 B.C. He was an adherent of Pompe}',
and after his defeat w^ent into exile, where
he died in 45. He had a propensity to

mysticism, which led him to the Pytha-
gorean philosophy, astrology and magic,
which he actuall}' practised. His Avritings

On theology, natural history, and grammar
were in some cases very voluminous, but
owing to their obscurity and subtlety, in

spite of their erudition, they met with far

less notice than those of Varro.

Niobe. Daughter of Tantalus and Dlone,
sister of Pelops and wife of Amphion of

Thebes. Like her father, she stood in

close connexion with the gods, especially

with Leto, the wife of Zeus, and fell into

misfortune by her own arrogance. In
maternal pride for her numerous progeny of

six sons and six daughters, the ill-fated

woman ventured to compare herself to Leto,

who had only two children. To punish
this presumption Apollo and Artemis slew
with their arrows all Niobe's children, in

their parents' palace. For nine days they
lay in their blood without any to bury them,
for Zeus had changed all the people into

stone. On the tenth day the gods buried
them. Niobe, who was changed to stone
on the lonely hills of Sipylus, cannot even
in this form forget her sorrow. Thus ru.ns

Homer's account [It. xxiv 614], in which
we have the earliest reference to " a colossal

relief roughty carved on the rocks" of

Mount Sipylus in Lj^dia, the face of which
is washed by a stream in such a manner
that it appears to be weeping [cj). Jebb
on Soph., Ant. 831]. The accounts of later

writers vary greatly in respect of the

number of the daughters of Niobe and of

the scene of her death. Sometimes the

spot where the disaster occurs is Lydia,
sometimes Thebes, where moreover the

grave of Niobe's children was pointed out

:

the sons perish in the chase or on the race-

course, while the daughters die in the ro3'al

])alace at Thebes or at the burial of their

brethren. This story describes Niobe as re-

turning from Thebes to her home on Sipylus,

NIOBE.

(Florence, Uffizi.)

and as there changed into a stone by Zeus,
at her own entreaty. The fate of Niobe was
often in ancient times the theme both of
poetr}'' and of art.

The group of the

children of Niobe
discovered at
Rome in 1583
and now at Flo-

rence
(
part of

which is showni

in the cut) is

well - known : it

is probably the

Roman copy of a

Greek w o r k
which stood in

Pliny's time in a

temple of Apollo
at Rome, and with
regard to which
it was a moot
point with the

ancients whether
it was from the hand of Scopas or of Praxi-

teles [Pliny, N. II. xxxvi 28. Cjh Stark,

Niohc unci die Niobidcn^ 1803].

Nisus, son of Pandion, brother of

iEgeus of Athens, king of Megara and
reputed builder of the seaport Nisfea.

When Minos, in the course of his exjiedition

of reprisal against ^Egeus, besieged Megara,
Scylla, Nisus' daughter, from love for the

Cretan king, brought about her father's

death by pulling out a golden or (according

to another account) a purple hair on the top

of his head, on which his life and the fate

of the realm depended.

Minos, however, did not reward her

treacheiy ; he fastened her to the stern of

his ship, and thus drowned her in the Saronic

Gulf, or, according to others, left her

behind him ; whereupon she cast herself

into the sea, and was changed either into a

fish or into a bird called Ciris.

Nobility (Nobintds). The aristocracy of

office, which at Rome took the place of the

patrician aristocracy of birth, after the

admission of the pleloeians to all the offices

of state and the levelling of the distinction

between pati'icians and plebeians consequent

thereon. It comprised those patrician and

plebeian families whose members had held

one of the curule magistracies. These fami-

lies, for the mos-t part the most illustrious

and w^ealthy, had the influence and money,

which afforded them the necessary means
to canvass for and hold an office. Thus, in

spite of the theoretical equality of rights
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now existing, tliey nlinost completely ex-

cluded from the hiiijher magistracies all

citizens avIio had neither Avcalth nor noble

relatives to support them. It was quite

exceptional for a man who did not belong

to the nobility to be foi'tunate enough to

attain to them. If he did so, he was styled

a homo iiovus (a new man, an upstart). It

was one of the privileges of the nobility that

they enjoyed the right to possess images of

their ancestors, {Sec Imagines.)

Nomen. )See Name.
Nomenclator. The Roman term for a

slave who had the duty of reporting to his

master the names of his slaves (often very

numerous), of those who waited on him in

the morning, of other visitors, and of those

who met him when he was walking abroad.

The latter duty was especially important

if his master was a candidate for office,

and, in order to gain votes, was anxious to

canvass many of the electors in the public

streets. [The word is properly written

nomcncnhUo)', as is proved by the evidence

of glosses and MSS. Cj). Martial, x 3(
), 30

;

Suetonius, Aur/. 19, Calig. 41, Claud. 84.]

Nomopliylaces (Guardians of the Laws).

A board found in different states of Greece,

which had to see to the observance of the

requirements of the law, especially in the

deliberative assemblies. At Athens, after

the abolition of the Areopagus as a board
of supervision (about 4G1 B.C.) a college of

seven nomophylaces was introduced as a

check upon the senate, the public assembly,

and the magistrates.

Nomos (Greek). (1) Originally, an ancient

kind of solo in epic foi-m in praise of some
divinity. It was either " aulodic " or

"cithrirodic"'; that is, it was sung to the ac-

companiment of the flute or the cithara. The
eitharodic nomos was from ancient times

used at the festivals of Ajiollo, whom the

Dorians especially worshipped. It received

its artistic form from Terpander (about (575

B.C.) principally by a systematic distribution

into five or seven parts, of which three were
the essential portions, the middle one forming
the cardinal point of the whole. It formed
an important element in fhe Delphian
festival of the Pythian Apollo. On the

other hand, the aulodic nomos, which Clonas

,
of Tegea had introduced in imitation of the

novios of Terpander, was early excluded
from this festival. By the side of the

ancient nomoi, in which the words were
sung to an instrumental accompaniment,
there arose another variety formed on

the same model. In this the song was

draniaticall}- recited to the tune of the flute

or cithara, according as the nomos was
"aulodic" or "eitharodic." Of the former
kind was the nomos introduced by the flute-

plaj-er Sacadris of Argos (about 580) at the

Pythian games, and hence called the Ft/thicoi

nomos, a musical repre.scntation of the de-

struction of the dragon PythO by Apollo.

At a later period the province of the nomoa
was more and more extended and secularized

,

until it became the most important part of

the musician's profession. [Plutarch, De
Musica, cap. iii-x, pp. 1132-4.]

(2) " Law." Sec Ecclesia.

Nomothetae. At Athens a commission

for the examination of proposed laws. {See

Ecclesia, 1.)

Nonse. The Roman name for the 5th or

7th day of the month (.see Calexdar, 2),

Nonius Marcellus. A Latin scholar, born

at Thubursicum in Africa, who composed
in the beginning of the 4th century a.d.

a manual of miscellaneous information on

points of lexicography, grammar, and anti-

quities, bearing the title of De Compen-
dlosa Doctrlml. It consisted originally of

twenty books, one of which is lost. It is

evidently founded on the works of earlier

scholars, and in some parts exhibits verbal

coincidences with Aulus Gellius. Though
not showing the least genius or critical acu-

men, the work is of great importance owir-,'?

to its numerous quotations from lost authors,

especially of the archaic period. [Sec Prof.

Nettleship's Lectures and Essays, pp.

277-331.]

Nomius. A Greek poet of Panopolis in

Egypt, belonging to the 5th century A.D,

As a pagan, he wrote with poetic talent,

and in a spirited though highly rhetorical

style, a vast epic, called the D76iiF/sidC(7, in

forty-eight books, one of the chief sources

for our knowledge of the Dionysiac cn-cIo,

of legends. As a Christian, he composed

a paraphrase of the Gospel of St. John in

Greolc hexameters.

Notitia Dignitatum. A list of the officers

of the court, and the civil and militar}-

magistrates. This official manual belongs

to the end of the 4th century B.t;., which

is of great value for the statistics of the

Roman empire at that time. It contains

also the insic/nia of each magistrate rei)re-

sented in drawings,

Novius. A writer of Atelldna' {(j.r.)

flourishing about 90 B.C. liike his con-

temporary and rival Pomponius, he was a

master of ready speech of a coarse and

droll descri[>tiou. Some of his witty verses
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are quoted by Cicero [de Or. ii 255, 279,

285]. Over forty titles of his works are

mentioned, among them, as in the case of

Pomponius, some which suggest travesties

of mythological subjects ; e.g., Hercules as

Auctioneer.

Niimmiilarii. See Moneychangers,
Nummns (coin). A special name for the

commonest coin at Rome, which generally

served as the unit of reckoning, the sestertius

{q.v., under Coinage).

NundinsB. The Roman term for the mar-

ket day hold on the last day of the week of

eight days, on which countrymen rested

from labour and came to Rome to buy and
sell, as well as to do other business. Accord-

ingly the Nundinse were used for public

announcements, especially concerning public

assemblies and the business to be conducted

in them. The actual holding of the assem-

blies on these days was avoided, so as not

to prevent the people from attending to the

business of the market. Originally too no

legal business was conducted on them, and
it Avas not till the beginning of the 3rd
century B.C. that it was introduced. The
Nundinte, though not a regular feast-day,

were nevertheless celebrated in private life

by inviting strangers to one's table and
exempting children from going to school.

Nycteus. Son of Poseidon and the Pleiad

Celeeno, brother of Lyons {q.v.^ 1) and father

of Antiope {q.v.). After the early death of

Cadmus' son Polydorus he administered the

government of Thebes for Labdacus, who
was a minor, until he met his death in

battle with Epopeus,his daughter's husband.
Nymphs (properly "the young maidens").

Inferior divinities of Nature who dwell in

groves, forests and caves, beside springs,

streams and rivers ; in some cases too on
lonely islands, like Calypso and Circe.

The nymphs of the hills, the forests, the

meadows and the springs (called in Homer
daughters of Zeus, while Hesiod makes
the nymphs of the hills and the forests

together with the hills and the forests

children of earth) appear as the benevo-
lent spirits of these spots, and lead a life

of liberty, sometimes weaving in grottoes,

sometimes dancing and singing, sometimes
hunting: with Artemis or revellino- with

Dionysus. Besides these divinities it is

especially Apollo, Hermes and Pan who are
devoted to them and seek after their love

;

while the wanton satyrs are also continu-

ally lying in wait for them, Thej^ are well
disposed towards mortals and readj^ to help
them : they even wed with them. Accord-
ing to the various provinces of nature were
distinguished various kinds of nymphs

:

nymphs of rivers and springs, the Xciiads^

to whom the Oceanids and Nereids are

closely related ; nymphs of the hills, Ormds
;

nymphs of the forests and trees, Drijads or

Ildmadryads; besides this they often re-

ceived special names after certain places,

hills, springs and grottoi^s. The Naiads, as

the goddesses of the nourishing and fructi-

fying water, were especially rich in favours,

giving increase and fruitfulness to plants,

herds and mortals. Hence they were also

considered as the giiardian goddesses of

marriage, and the besprinkling of the Ijride

with spring-water was one of the indispen-

sable rites of the marriage ceremony. On
the same principle, legendary lore represents

them as nursing and bringing up the chil-

dren of the gods, as for instance Zeus and
Dionysus. Further, owing to the healing

and inspiring power of many springs, they
belong to the divinities of healing and pro-

phesj-ing, and can even drive men into a
transport of prophetic and poetic inspiration.

The Muses themselves are in their origin

fountain-nymphs. Popular belief assigned

to the njnnphs in general an exceedingly

long life, without actual immortality. The
existence of Dryads, it was supposed, was
closely bound up with the origin and decay

of the tree in which they dwelt. They
enjoyed divine honours from the earliest

times, originally in the spots where they

had power, at fountains, aiid in groves and
grottoes. In later times shrines of their

own, hence called Xi/niphera, wei'e built

to tliem, even in cities. These eventually

became very magnificent buildings, in which
it was customary to celebrate marriages.

Goats, lambs, milk, and oil were offered to

them. Works of art represented them in the

form of charming maidens, lightly clothed or

naked, with flowers and garlands; the Naiads

drawing water or carrying it in an urn.

O
Obe The Spartan term for each of the

SO^sub-divisions of \\\q, jjliyld' (fl-V.).

Obolus. A weight as well as a silver coin

among the Greeks = -i drachma ; the Attic

obolus amounted in intrinsic value to l"3rf=

{Cp. Coinage.) The ancients used to put
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this coin in tlie mouths of the dead, as

passajTje-inoney lor Cliarou tlie ferryman in

the lower world.

Obsequens. A Latin author. (See Livy, 2.)

Occupatio. The Roman term for the

appropriation of untilled portions of the

State lands, consequent iipon the invitation

of the State, and having for its object the

cultivation of the soil. {See further Acer
PujiLicus.)

Oceanus. In Greek mythology, originally

the ancient river of the world which flows

around and bounds the earth and sea, it-

self unbounded and flowing back into itself.

From Oceanus arise all seas, rivers, streams,

and fountains. Herodotus is the first to

oppose this view [ii 23, iv 8, 3G]. To
Homer, Oceanus is the beginning of all

things, even of the gods : he/, the original

father, and his wife, Tethys, the original

mother. With her he lives, a gentle and
hospitable old man, in the farthest west
away fro)n the world and its doings. He
keeps aloof even from the assemblies of the

gods, although river gods and nj'mjihs

appear there. It is with the aged pair that

Hera gTOws up, and it is to them that she

flees on the outbreak of the war with the

Titans. Accoi-ding to Hesiod [Theog. 133,

337-370], Oceanus and Tethys are children

of Uranus and Gsea ; the former the oldest

of the Titans, who after the fall of Cronus
submitted to Zeus. From him are sprung
3(J00 sons and as many daughters, the

Oc.ednides. The olde.st of the family, which
is spread over the whole earth, are Acheloiis

and Styx. Oceanus was represented as a

veneralale old man with a long beard : on
his head are bull's horns, after the usual

manner of river gods ; or crab's claws, as

customary with gods of the sea ; and he
is surrounded by sea monsters.

Ocellus. A Greek philosopher, a follower

of the Pythagorean school icj). Pythagoras).
Ochlocracy (mob-rule). The name among

the (jreeks for that form of democracy in

which the citizens were admitted to the

government of the State -without any grada-
tion of classes, or any legal provision for

checking the caprice of the jjopulace. Under
such a constitution public matters fell into

the hands of the lowest class of the people.

Octagteres (Gr. Okf-). A period of eight

years. {See Calkxdar.)
Odeion (Lat. OdCmn). The Greek term

for a building constructed for musical per-

formances on the plan of a theatre, but
with far slighter ]n-oportions and provided

I
with a roof for acoustical purposes. Hence

also the stage was not so deep, and ended in

three walls which abutted with one another

at obtuse angles. [The oldest Odeion in

Athens was that in the neighbourhood of

the fountain of Enneacrfmus i^Pausan., i 4,

1), on the Ilissus, south of the Olympieum.
This Odeion was probably built in the time

of the Pisistratidse.]

The building which served as a pattern

for all later ones of this kind was the

Odeion built by Pericles about 445 B.C.,

intended at iirst for the musical contests

at the Panathenaic games, but afterwards

used by poets and musicians for rehearsals,

by philosophers for discussions, and some-
times even for judicial business. This
building Avas restored after its destruction

by lire (87 B.C.) by king Ariobarzanes II,

Philuputor. The flrst at Rome was built

by Domitian (about 8() a.d.) ; a second by
Trajan, That of Herodes Atticus {q.v.)

was considered the largest and most mag-
nificent in ancient times: it was built soon

after IGO a.d. at Athens, below the south-

western cliff of the Acropolis, in honour
of his deceased wife Annia Regilla, and a

considerable part of it is still standing. It

held about 8(XjO persons and had a roof

composed of beams of cedar wood.

Odysseus (the Latin equivalent is llLres •

erroneously written Ulj/sses). King of

Ithaca, son of Laertes and Anticlea, daughter

of Autulycus. In post-Homeric legend he is

called a son of Sisyphus, borne by Anticlea

before her marriage with Laertes. According

to Homer, his name, '" tJie hater,''' was given

him by his grandfather Autolycus, because

he himself had so often cherished feelings

of hatred during his life[Orf. xix 402]. His

wife Penelope (or Penelopeia), daughter of

Icarius {see (Ebalus), is said by later

legends to have been obtained for him b}'

her uncle Tj'ndareos in gratitude for counsel

given by him. (See Tyxdakeos.) When
his son Telemachus was still an infant,

Agamemnon and Menelaus, as Homer tells

us, prevailed on him to take part in the ex-

pedition against Tro}-. Their task was hard,

as it had been predicted to him that it Avould

be twenty years before he saw his wife and

child again. Later writers relate that ho

was bound as one of Helen's suitors to take

part in the scheme, but tried to escape his

obligation by feigning niadne.>^s, and among
other acts yoked a horse and an ox to^ his

plough and so ploughed a field. "\\ he?i

however Paliimedes, who with Xestor and

Menelaus was desirous of taking him to

Troy, proceeded to place Telemachus in tlio
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farrow, he betrayed himself and had to

accompany them to war. He led the men
of Ithaca and the surrounding isles to Troy
in twelve vessels. In contrast to the later

legend, which represents him as a cowardly,

deceitful and intriguing personage, he

alwaj'S appears in Homer among the noblest

and most respected of the heroes, and, on
account of his good qualities, he is the de-

clared favourite of Athene. He combines in

his person courage and detei'mined persever-

ance with prudence, ingenuity, cunning and
eloquence. Accordingly he is employed by
preference as a negotiator and a spy. Thus,

after the disembarkation, he goes with
Menelaus into the enemy's city to demand
the surrender of Helen. Again, he is among
those who are despatched by the Greeks
to reconcile with Agamemnon the enraged

Achilles. With Diomedes, who delights

in his company, he captures the spy
Dolon and surprises Rhesus; with the same
hero he is said by later legend to have
stolen the Palladium from Troy. When
Agamemnon faint-heartedly thinks of flight,

he opposes this idea with the utmost decision.

Everywhere he avails himself of the right

time and the right place, and, where courage
and cunning are needed, is ever the foremost.

After Achilles' death, in the contest Avith

Ajax, the sou of Telamon, he receives the

hero's arms as a recognition of his services,

and by his ingenuity brings about the fall

of Troy. Shortly before it, he steals into

the cit}'^ in the garb of a beggar, in order to

reconnoitre everything there; he then climbs

with the others into the wooden horse, and
contrives to control the impatient and the

timid alike until the decisive moment.
His adventures during the return from

Troy and on his arrival in his native

country form the contents of the Odyssey
of Homer. Immediately after the departure
Odysseus is driven to the Thracian Ismarus,
the city of the Cicones, and, though he
plunders them, loses in a surprise seventy-
two of his comjianions. When he is now
desirous of rounding the south-east point of

the Peloponnesus, the promontory of Malea,
he is caught by the storm and carried in nine
days to the coast of North Africa, on to the

land of the Lofo/>/*f?_(7/ (Lotus-eaters) whence
he has to drag his companions by force to

prevent their forgetting their homes for

love of the sweet lotus food. Thence the

voyage passes into the legendary' world of

the Western sea, then little known to the

Greeks. Odysseus comes first to the

countr}' of the Cydupt'S (q.v.\ where, with

twelve of his comrades, he is shut up in

a cavern by Polyphennis. The monster
has already devoured half of Odysseus'
companions before the latter intoxicates him
(fig. 1), deprives him of his one eye, and by his

cunning escapes with his comrades. From
this time the anger of Poseidon, on whom
Polyphemus calls for revenge, pursues him
and keeps him far from his country. On the

island of yWAus, the Keeper of the Winds
(q.i'.), he finds hospitable entertainment,

and receives on his departure a leathern

bag in which are inclosed all the winds
except the western. The latter would carry

him in nine days to the coast of Ithaca, but,

whilst Odysseus is taking rest, his comrades
open the bag, which thej' imagine to contain

(1)
''' uDV.S^Er.S OFFKKIXG WINE TO THE CYCLOPS.

(Statuette in Vatican Museum, Kome.)

treasure, and the winds thus released carry

them back to ^Eolus. He orders them off

from his island, regi-.rding them as enemies

of the gods. On coming to Telepylus, the

city of Lamus, king Antiphates and his

Lfvsfvygoncs, cannibals of immense stature,

shatter eleven of their vessels, and the

twelfth is saved only by Odysseus' wari-

ness. {See Painting, fig. 5.) On the island

of MiBSi the sorceress Circe turns part of

his crew into swine, but, with the help of

Hermes, he compels her to i^estore them to

their human shape and spends a whole

year with her in pleasure and enjoyment.

When his com]ianions urge him to return

home, Circe bids him first sail toward the

farthest west, to the entrance into the

^
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lower world on the farther bank of Octauus,

and there question the shade of the seer

Tiresias concerning his return. (Sec Hades,
Realm of.) From the latter he leai-ns that

it is the malice of Poseidon that prevents

his return, but that nevertheless he will

now attain his object if his comrades spare

the cattle of Helios on the island of Thrina-

cia ; otlierwise it will only be after a long

time, deprived of all his comrades and on a

foreign ship, that he will reach his home.

Odysseus then returns to the isle of Circe

and sets out on his homeward voj'age, sup-

plied by her with valuable directions and a

favouring wind. Passing the isles of the

Sirens (q-v.) and sailing thi'ough Seylla

and Chdrybdis (q.v.), he reaches the island

of Thrinacia, where he is compelled to land

by his comrades. They are there detained

for a month by contrary winds ; at length

his comrades, overcome by hunger, in spite

of the oath they have sworn to him,
slaughter, during his absence, the finest of

the cattle of Helios. Scarcely are thej' once

more at sea, when a terrible storm breaks
forth, and Zeus splits the ship in twain with
a flash of lightning, as a penalty for the

offence. All perish except Odysseus, who
clings to the mast and keel, and is carried

back b}' the waves to Seylla and Charybdis,
and after nine days reaches the island of

Ogygia, the abode of the nymph Calypso,

daughter of Atlas. For seven years he
dwells here with the nymph, who promises
him immortalit}- and eternal youth, if he
will consent to remain with her and be her
husband. But the yearning for his wife
and home make him proof against her
snares. All the day long he sits on the
shore gazing through his tears across the
broad sea ; fain would he catch a glimpse,
were it only of the rising smoke of his home,
and thereafter die. So his protectress,

Athene, during Poseidon's absence, pre-

vails on Zeus in an assembly of the gods
to decree his return, and to send Hermes
to order Calypso to release him. Borne
on a raft of his own building, he comes in

eighteen days near to Scheria, the island

of the Phyeacians, when Poseidon catches
sight of him and shatters his raft in pieces.

However, with the aid of the veil of Ino
Leucothea (q.v.), he reaches land in safety
and meets with Nausicaa, the king's
daughter, who conducts him into the
Phceacian city before her parents Alctnoits

iq.v.) and Arete. He receives the most
hospitable treatment, and is then brought
loaded with presents by the Phteacians on

boai'd one of their marvellous vessels to his

country, which he reaches after twenty
3'ears' absence, while asleep. He arrives

just in time to ward off the disaster that is

threatening his house. After his mother
Anticlea had died of grief for her son, and
the old Laertes had retired to his country
estate in mourning, more than a hundred
noble youths of Ithaca and the suiTounding
isles had appeared as suitors for the hand of
the fair and chaste Penelope, had persecuted
Telemachus, who was now growing up to

manhood, and were wasting the substance
of the absent Odysseus. Penelope had de-

manded a respite from making her decision

until she had finished weaving a shroud in-

tended for her father-in-law, and every night

(2) * PEXi'.r.oi'E.

(^Jif. Lcnhm. 1 3, p. 17.)

unravelled the work of the day. In the

fourth year one of her attendants betraj^ed

the secret; she had to complete the garment,
and when urged to make her decision pro-

mised to choose the man who should win in a
shooting match with Odysseus' bow, hoping
that none of the wooers would be able even
so much as to bend it. Just before the day
of trial, Odysseus lands on the island dis-

guised by Athene as a beggar. He betakes
himself to the honest swineherd EunKrus,
one of the few retainers who have remained
true to him, who receives his master, whom
he fails to recognise, in a hospitable manner.
To the same spot Athene brings Telemachus,
who has returned in safety, in spite of the

plots of the suitors, from a journey to
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Nestor at Pylus and Menelaus and Helen in

Sparta. Hereupon Odj'sseus makes himsell"

known and, together with his son and re-

tainer, concerts his plan of revenge. In the
shape of a beggar he betakes himself to the

house, where he manfully controls his anger
at the arrogance of the suitors which is dis-

played towards himself, and his emotion on
meeting Penelope. Next day the shooting

match takes place. This involves shooting

through the handles of twelve axes with the

bow of Eurytus (q.v.), which the latter's son

Iphitus had once presented to the young
Odj^sseus. None of the suitors can bend the

bow, and so Odysseus takes hold of it-,

and bends it in an instant, thus achieving
the master-shot. Supported by Telemachus,
Eumseus, and the herdsman Philoetius. and
with the aiding presence of Athene, he shoots

first the insolent Antinous, and then the
other suitors. He next makes himself known
to Penelope, who has meanwhile fallen into

a deep sleep, and visits his old father. In
the meantime the relatives of the murdered
;Suitors have taken up arms, but Athene, in

the form of Mentor {q.v.) brings about a

reconciliation. The only hint of Odysseus'
end in Plomer is in the prophecy of Tiresias,

that in a calm old age a peaceful death will

come upon him fi'om the sea.

In later poetry Telegonus, the son of

Odysseus by Circe, is sent forth by his

mother to seek out his father. He lands

at Ithaca, and plunders the island: Odj'sseus

proceeds to meet him, is wounded b}^ him
with a poisonous sting-ray, given by Circe

to her son as a speai^-point, and dies a
painful death, which thus comes " from the
sea." On Telegonus discovering that he
has killed his father, he carries the dead
body homo with him, together with Pene-
lope and Telemachus, and there the latter

live a life of immortality, Telemachus be-

coming husband of Circe, and Telegonus of
Penelope. Besides Telegonus, the legend
told of two sons of Odysseus by Circe,

named Agrius and Latlnus, who were said

to have reigned over the Etruscans. Tele-
gonus in particular was regarded by the
Romans as the founder of Tusciilum [Ovid,

Fcifiti, iii 92], and Pra?neste [Horace, Odes
iii 29, 8]. In later times the adventures of
Odysseus were transferred as a whole to the
coast of Italy: the promontory of Circeii was
regarded as the abode of Circe, Formise as

the city of the Lsestrygones. Near Surren-
tum was found the island of the Sirens

;

near Cape Laclnium that of Calypso, while
near to Sicily were the isle of ^olus, Scylla,

and Charybdis, and, on the Sicilian shore,

the Cj'clopes. Odysseus is generally repre-

sented as a bearded man, wearing a semi-oval

cap like that of a Greek sailor. (See fig. 1.)

tEbalus. King of Sparta, father of Hip-
pocoon, Tyndareos, and Icarius by the

Nymph Biiteia. The first of these expels

his brethren from their home, but falls

with all his sons in battle against Heracles

and Cepheus of Tegea ; upon this Tyndareos
(q.f.) returns and takes possession of his

father's realm. Icarius, who remains in

Acarnania, becomes by Polycaste, or (ac-

cording to another account) b}^ the Naiad
Peribwa, father of Penelope, the wife of

Odysseus.

CEcus (G)'CcJi-). The dining-room of a

Roman dwelling-house. (Sec House.)
(Edipiis. Son of Laius, descendant of

Cadmus through his paternal grandfather

Labdacus and his great-grandfather Poly-

dorus. According to Homer [Od. x'l 271-

280], he kills his father and marries his

mother Epicaste (in later accounts locaste);

the gods, however, immediately cause the

misdeed to be known, and Epicaste hangs

herself; (Edipus however rules on in

Thebes, haunted with man}' sufferings by

the vengeful spirit of his mother. Homer
also mentions the funeral games celebrated

in his honour [II. xxiii 679], but does not

tell of the birth of his sons and the grounds

of their feud. According to the ancient

Qi!dtp6deid of Cinpethon, (Edipus after

locaste's death marries Euryganeia, whence
sprang his sons Eteocles and Polynices, and

his daughters Antigone and Ismene [Pans.,

ix 5, 11]. Accoi'ding to the ancient legend,

(Edipus curses his sons either because Poly-

nices had set before him at the banquet the

table and goblet which Cadmus and Laius

had used (which he regarded as an attempt

to remind him of his transgression), or be-

cause they had inadvertently sent him the

haunch-bone of a victim instead of the

shoulder-bone.

In the hands of the tragedians, especially

of ^schylus and Sophocles (in the Q-Jdipus

Tyranniis), the legend has been changed

into the following form. Laius, husband of

locaste, daughter of Menoeccus, and sister

of Creon, has a curse resting on him in

consequence of some misdeed. He is told

by the oracle of Apollo that he will die by

the hand of his son. When a son is born to

him, he accordingly orders a slave to expose

him, with his feet piei-ced, upon Cithwron.

The slave consigns the child to the care

of a shepherd belonging to the king of
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Corinth, Polybus, and lie tnkes it to his

master. The bo}-, who derives the name
(Edipus (Swellfoot), from his swollen feet,

is adopted by the childless Poh'bus and

his wife Periba-a in place of offspring of

their own. On reaching manhood, he is

reproached during a carousal with not

being the son of his presumptive parents,

and betakes himself without their know-
ledge to Delphi, in order to lind out the

truth. The terrible response of the oracle,

to the effect that he will slay his own
father and then beget children in wedlock

with his mother, causes him to avoid

Corinth. At the place in PhOcis where
the road from Delphi to Daulis leaves the

road to Thebes, he is met by his real father,

who is on a journey to Delphi to question

the god concerning the devastation of his

land by the Sphinx. As (Edipus will not

inove aside, a quarrel ai'ises, and he kills

his father together with his attendants,

one of whom alone escapes. He proceeds

to Thebes, and there frees the city from

its plague by solving the Sphinx's riddle
;

as a reward he receives from Creon the

dominion of Thebes and the late king's

widow, locaste, for a wife ; and the latter

bears him four children (given by the

older myth to Euryganeia). Years after-

wards failure of crops and pestilence come
upon Thebes, and the oracle promises libe-

ration from the disaster onl}^ if the murder
of Laius be requited by the banishment
of the murderer. The result of (Edipus'

eager endeavours to identify this person is

the discovery of the horrors which he has

unconsciously perpetrated. locaste hangs
herself in despair, and (Edipus puts out
his own eyes. Deposed from his throne,

and imprisoned at Thebes by his sons to

conceal his shame horn men's eyes, or (ac-

cording to another account) driven by them
into banishment, whither his daughters
accompany him, ho pronounces against his

sons a curse, to the effect that they shall

divide their inheritance with each other by
means of the sword, a curse which is ful-

filled with awful exactness. {Sec Seven
AGAixsT Thebes.)

His grave was afterwards shown at the
village of fiteOnus, on the borders of Attica
and Boeotia, in the sanctuaiy of Demeter,
and worship done to him as to a hero. At
Athens too, in a sacred demesne of the

Erinyes, between the Areopagus and the

Acropolis, was a monument to (Edipus,

i
whose bones were supjiosed to have been
brought hither from Thebes.—Sophocles,

in his O'jiipus at ColOmia, follows another

legend. He represents him as coming to

the Attic deme of Colonus at the bidding

of Apollo, and as finding there, in the sanc-

tuar^'of the now pi'opitiated Eumenides,the
longed-for peace of the grave. His bones,

the place of burial of which w'as known to

none, are a precious treasure for the country,

to guard it from hostile invasions.

CEneus [i.e. vintner). King of Calydon,

in ^Etolia, the hills of which he was the

first to plant with the vine received from
Dionysus. He was .son of Portheus or

Portiiaon, and brother of Agrius and
Melas ; by Althaea, daughter of Thestius, he

became the father of Tydeus, Meleager,

and Deianlra. {See Heracles.) As he once

forgot Artemis in a sacriiice, she sent the

Calydonian boar, which ravaged the countr}-,

and, even after its slaughter in the famous

Calydonian Hunt, occasioned the death of

Meleager (q.v.). From the plots of his

brother Melas he had been delivered by
Tydeus through the murder of Melas and

his sons, but after the deaths of Tydeus
and Meleager, his other brother Agrius,

and the sons of that brother, deprived him
of his throne and cast him into prison.

His grandson Dlomedes however revenged

him with the aid of Alcm»un, to whom
he had once given hospitable entertainment,

and who was desirous of taking (Eneus with

him to Argos, after he had given over the

throne of Calydon to his son-in-law Andrae-

mon, whose son Thoiis, in Homer [//. ii G38],

leads the ^Etolians to Troy. But the two
sons of Agrius, who have escaped death,

lie in wait for him in Arcadia, and there

slay the old man. Diomedes carries his

body to Argos, and deposits it in the city

which after him was called (Enoe. While
in Homer (Eneus is dead before the expe-

dition to Troy, later mythology represents

him as surviving the Trojan War, and as

restored to his kingdom by Diomedes on

the lattcr's flight from Argos.

(Eiiomaiis. Son of Ares and the Pleiad

Ster6|)u, king of Pisa in Elis, father of

Hippodamla. He endeavoured to prevent

his daughter's marriage, either because he

loved her himself, or because an oracle had

predicted his death in the event of her

marriage. In consequence of this he im-

posed upon her suitors the condition that

they must contend with him in a race from

Pisa to the altar of Poseidon, on the

Corinthian isthmus : if he overtook them

with his horses, which were as swift as the

winds, he transfixed them with his spear.
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He had already slain thirteen (or, according
to another account, eighteen) suitors in this

wa\', Avhen Pelops arrived. Pelops bribed
Mj'rtilns, the charioteer of (JEnomaus.

Myrtilus accordingl}' either neglected to

insert the 1 inch-pins in the chariot-wheels

or substituted waxen ones for them, and
Pelops, by the help of the horses which
Poseidon presented to him, succeeded in

defeating (Enomaus. (Enomaus died of the

fall from his chariot; according to another
stor}', he committed suicide (cj). Pelops).

(Enone. A nymph of mount Ida, bride of

Paris before he carried oft Helen. In resent-

ment at her lover's faithlessness, she refused

to help him when he was mortally wounded
;

and, in her remorse at her refusal, ended by
hanging herself.

Officials, Official System, Magistrates.

Of all the official S3^stems established among
the Greeks, that in vogue among the

Athenians is the best known to us. The
qualifications for public office at Athens
were genuine Athenian descent, blameless

life, and the full possession of civic rights.

If religious duties were attached to the

office, physical weakness was a disquali-

fication. No one was allowed to hold two
offices at a time, or the same office twice,

or for a longer period than a year. The
nomination was made in some cases b}'^

election, in others by the drawing of lots.

Election took place by show of hands in

the ecclcsui, or, on the mandate of the

ccdesia, in the assemblies of the several

tribes. (See Cheirotonia, Ecclesia.) In
election by lot [on the introduction of which
see Note on p. 70G] the proceeding was as

follows. The Thcsiiiothctw presided in the

temple of Theseus. (See Thesmothet/E.)
Two boxes or vessels were placed there,

one containing white and coloured beans,

and the other the names of the candidates,

written on tablets. A tablet and a bean
were taken out at the same time, and the

candidate whose name came out with a

white bean w'as elected. Before entering

on his office (whether he had been chosen
by lot or election), every official had to

undergo an examination of his qualifica-

tions {ddJamasIa). If the result was
unfavourable, a substitute was appointed,

either by a simultaneous casting of lots in

the manner described, or (if the office was
elective) by a new election. During their

term of office the officials were subject to

constant supei'vision, and were liable to

suspension or deposition by the Ecclesia,

through the proceeding called eplcliciro-

toiua (a new show of hands). On the expi-

ration of his term, every official was bound
to give an account of himself {cuthJjna).

The regular officials^ had each a place of

office (archeion). If the officials formed
a society, as in the majority of cases, the

business was (so far as joint administration

was possible) distributed among the mem-
bers. If the society appeared in public as

a whole, one of the members pjresided as

prytdnts. (See Prytanis.) In the cases

at law which came under their jurisdiction,

it was incumbent on the officials to make
the necessary arrangements for the trial,

and to preside in court. They received no
salary, but their meals were provided at

the public expense, either at their resi-

dences or in the Pyjjtdnfuni. The emblem
of office was a garland of mj^rtle. The
offence of insulting an official in the per-

formance of his duty was punishable with
cltlmla. (See, for details, Apodect.i-:,

Archontes, Astynomi, Epimelet.e, Cola-
CRETyE, POLETyE, StRATEGI, TaMIAS.)

There were numerous attendants on the

officials (hypevetai), who received a salary,

and their meals at the public expense.

Such were the clerks (grammdfcis) and
heralds (kcrf/kes). For Sparta, see Epiiors

;

for Rome, Magistratus, Accensi, Lictors,

Apparitor.
Ogyges (Ogygus). One of the Boeotian

autochthones, or aborigines, son of Bceotus

or (according to another account) of Posei-

don. He was king of the Hectenes, the

oldest inhabitants of Bffiotia, which was
visited during his I'eign by an inundation of

Lake Copals, named after him the Ogygian
flood.

Oicles. Son of Antiphates, grandson of

Melampus. father of Amphiaraus. He fell

as a companion of Heracles in the battle

against Laomedon of Troy.

Oil was very extensively used in ancient

times. Apart from its use as an article of

food and for burning in lamps, it served

to anoint the body after the bath and in

the j)(7l<vsfya. The oil most used was that

obtained by means of olive presses from the

olive tree, which seems to have been trans-

planted from Syria to Greece and thence to

Italy. The best olive oil produced among
the Greek states was that of Attica; here

the olive tree was considered a gift of the

national goddess Athene, who by means of

it had obtained the victory in her contest

' Some were only appointed to carry out special

duties on special occasions ; these were called

Eplmelttai.
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with Posoidnii for the ])nssessiou of the

couutiy. Hero also the olive tree was under
the special protection of tlie State; no one

was allowed to cut down olive trees on his

own plot of land, except for specified pur-

poses, and then only a, specified number.
Moreover many olive trees standing on pri-

vate ground were regarded as the property

of the goddess of the State, and it was
therefore forbidden on pain of death to cut

them down. They were under the special

control of the Areopagus, which had them
inspected from time to time by certain

officials, and they were farmed out by the

State [Lysias, Or. ix]. Part of the oil thus

obtained had to be sold by the farmer to the

State at a fixed price ; this was only used

for festive pm'poses, especially to be dis-

tributed in prizes to the victors in the Pan-
athenaic contests [Pindar, Nein. x 35].

In Italy the olive tree, which spread thence
to France and Spain, grew so well tliat the

Italian oil, especially from the neighbour-

hood of the South Italian cities Venafrum
and Tarentum, and that fi'om the Sabine
country, was considered the finest in the

world and so met with a read}" sale abroad.

The best kind was considered to be oil from
unripe olives, especially the first from the

press [Pliny, N. IT. xv 1-34]. The manu-
facture of fragrant oils and ointments, of

which the ancients made a far more exten-

sive use than ourselves, was very important.

There was a very large number of prepara-

tions of this kind which were used for

embrocations of the person, pomades for

the hair of the head and beard, for per-

fuming the dress, bath-water and the like.

They were prepared, some by a cold method,
some b\" a hot, by mixing oils pressed for

the most part from fruits, such as the oil of

olives, nuts, and almonds, with the volatile

oils derived from native or oriental vege-

table substances. The most expensive kinds
were brought from the East, the birthplace

of this manufacture, as, for example, the

nmch-prized narcUnum, pressed from the

flowers of the Indian and Arabian grass

nardi(s [Pliny, X. II. xiii 1-25]. For pre-

serving them vessels of stone were preferred,

especially those of alabaster [ih. § 1!)]. To
meet the demand, vast perfume manufac-
tories existed everywhere in abundance.

Oileus. King of the Locrians, father of
the lesser Ajax {q.v.^ 1).

Olen. A mythical poet of Lycia belonging
to early Greek times, standing in connexion
with the worship of Apollo in Delus and
represented as having composed the first

liynms for the Delians. The legend which
was especially attributeil to him was that

of Apollo's sojourn among the Hyperboreans.

Oligarchia' ("Rule of the Few"). The
name given in Greek writers to that form
of constitution where a portion of the

community, privileged either by reason of

nobility of birth or of wealth, are exclu-

sively, or at least in preference to others, in

possession of power. The former case is an
example of an absolute despotism ; the latter

resulted where the magistracies, though
filled exclusively from the privileged classes,

nevertheless depended on popular election
;

or where the mass of the people possessed a

share in deliberation or in the drawing up
of decrees, while to the privileged Ijod}'-

was reserved the right of making proposals,

convoking and presiding over the assem-

blies, and ratifying the decrees.

Olympiad (Gr. Olymjnds). A period of four

years from one celebration of the Oh^mpian
games [sec Olympian Games) to another.

The Olympiads were counted from the vic-

tory of Coroebus (776 B.C.) ; the last, the

283rd, ended 394 A.D., with the abolition

of the Olympian games. This method of

reckoning never passed into everyday life,

but is of importance, inasmuch as, through

the historian Timanis, about 24(J B.C., it

became the one generall}^ used by the Greek
historians.

Olympian Games (Gr. Olijnijnd). The
chief national festival of the Greeks, which
was celebrated in honour of Zeus at Olympia,

in the Peloponnesian district Pisatis, be-

longing to the Eleans, at the j)oint where
the Cladeus runs into the Alpheus. The
institution of this ancient festival is some-

times referred to Pisus, the mythical founder

of the city Pisa, which was afterwards de-

stroyed hy the Eleans, and before whose
gates lay the sanctuary of Zeus ; sometimes

to Pelops, in whose honoiu' funeral games
Avere held at this point on the banks of the

Alpheus.
These were restored, it is said, b}' Hera-

cles, who instittxted the regular order of the

festival. This opinion did not become cur-

rent until the Dorian States, established

after the immigration of the Heraclida^ into

the Peloponnesus, had been admitted to a

share in the festival, which was originally

frequented only by the Pisatans and their

immediate neighbours. This admission

dates from Lycurgus of Sparta and Iphitus

of Elis, who, at the direction of the Delphic

oracle, restored the festival of Zeus, now
fallen into oblivion, and established the
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sacred Truce of God {see Ekecheiria),
whicli insured a safe conduct at the time

of the festival for all strangers resorting

thither, even through hostile territory. In
course of time the membership extended
itself further, over all the Hellenic states in

and out of Gi'cece ; and the festival was not

only visited by private individuals, but also

received sacred envoj-s from the several

states. Through all the assaults of time it

lasted on, even during the Roman rule, and
was not abolished until SO-l A.D., under the

reign of Theodosius.

From the time of the above-mentioned
restoration by Iphitus and L3'curgus it was
a quinquennial celebration ; that is, it was
held once in every four j-ears, in midsiim-
nier (July to August), about the beginning
or end of the Greek year. A regular and
continuous list of the victors was kept from
77G, when COruibus won the race in the

the temples of Zeus, Hera (Ilcraion), the
Mother of the Gods (MHrOOn), and the holy

inclosure of Pelops {Pi'l6pi6n\ besides a

multitude of altars consecrated some to

gods and some to heroes, and a countless

host of dedicatory offerings and statues of

every kind, among them, south-east of the

temple of Zeus, the Nice of Pseonius (q.v.).

The temple of Zeus, which was begun
about 572 B.C. by the Elean Libo, was not
completed in its main outline until about
450. It was a Doric hypccthral building

{i.e. it had no roof over tlie cclla, or temple
proper); it was also peripteral {i.e. it was
surrounded by a single row of columns). It

was built of the local conchyliferous lime-

stone [called pGvos by Pausanias, v 10 § 2].

In its more finished parts it was overlaid

with fine stucco, giving the appearance of

marble, and was also richly decorated with
colour. It was 210 feet in length, 91 in

(1) EASTEUX PEDIMENT OF THE TEMPLE OF ZEUS AT OLYMPIA ; DESIGNED BY PiEOXIUS.

(Contest between Pelops and CEuomaiis.)

(2) WESTKK.N' PEDIMENT OF THE 'I KMri.K <iF ZEUS AT OLYMPIA; DESIGNED BV ALCAMENES.

(Battle between the Centaurs and Lapitlia-.)

f^tddmm^ and with this 3'ear begins the

Olympiad reckoning prevalent among the

historians from the time of Tlma>us. The
duration of the festival was in course of

time extended to at least five days.

The place where the festival was cele-

brated was the Altis {see Plan), a sacred

precinct at the foot of the hill of Cronus
{Kronos), 403 feet high. The precinct, which
was about 750 feet long by 570 feet broad,

was surrounded by a wall ascribed to Hera-
cles, having entrances at the N.W. and S.W.
The centre, both by position and by reli-

gious association, was fomied by the great
sacrificial altar of Zeus, which rose on an
elliptical base 128 feet in circumference
to a height of 32 feet, and was composed
of the ashes of the victims mingled with
the water of the Alpheus. Round it were
grouped the four most important sanctuaries.

breadth, and ()5 in height. The outer hall

had (j columns along its breadth and 13

along its length (each 34 feet high), while
the inner hall had a double row of 7 columns.
The eastern pediment was occupied by a re-

presentation of the contest between Pelops
and Qilnomaus, with Zeus as the centre (fig.

1) ; the western, by one of the battle between
the Centaurs and Lapitha", with Apollo as

centre (fig. 2). The former was designed by
the already-mentioned Pa'onius ; the latter,

by Alcamenes of Athens.
The accompanying cuts indicate the

figures belonging to the two pediments,

so far as their fragmentarj' portions were
recovered in the excavations begun by
the Germans in 1875. [While the outer

metopes beneath these pediments had no-

ornament except a large plain boss on
each, twelve other metopes sculptured
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with reliefs used to adorn tlie outer
walls at each end of the cella or temple
proper, six over the door of the jrmncWs^
and six over that of the djjlsthdduiiiO.^.

All of these have been discovered: four
by the French in 1829, and eight by the
Germans in 1875-9. Their subjects
are the labours of Heracles. The best
preserved of the series, and one of
them which, as compared with the
rest, is apparently the work of a
mature and well-trained school of
sculpture, is that representing He-
racles bearing the heavens. Atlas
stands by, offering to Heracles the
apples of the Hesperides, and on the
other side one of the daughters of
Atlas is touching the hero's burden
with her arm, as though endeavouring
to aid him in sustaining it (fig. 3).]

In the chamber at the western end of

the cella stood the greatest work of
Greek art, wrought in gold and ivory
by Phidias (q.v.). Outside the sacred
inclosure, though still in direct con-
nexion with it, were, to the west, the
Gymnasiinn, and to the east the
Hippodrome and the Stadium. [The
Hippodrome has been washed away
by the encroachments of the Alpheus.
The Stadium, which was 60U Olympic
feet in length, has been excavated to
an extent sufficient to determine the
length of the single course, between
the starting-place and the goal, to be 192-27
metres = 630-81845073 English feet. The
Olympic foot therefore measured -3204 of
a metre = 1-05120030 feet. The parallel
grooves in the slabs of stone at each end of
the StadiuDi still show the spot where the
feet of the competitors in

the footrace were planted
at the moment immediately
preceding the start. There
is room for 20 at either end,
separated from one another
by posts at intervals of four

Olympic feet from one another (fig. 4).]

The festival consisted of two parts: (1)
the presentation of qfering.s, chiefly of
course to Zeus, but also to the other gods
and heroes, on the part of the Eleans, the
sacred embassies and other visitors to the
feast ; and (2) the contests. In the first

Olympiad the contest consisted of a simple
match in the Stadium (race-course) which
had a length of a trifle more than 210
yards. The runners ran in heats of four,

and then the winners in each heat com-

peted together, the first in the final heat
being proclaimed victor. About 724 u.c.
the double course {d7aul6s) was inti-odnced
in which the runners had to make a cii-cuit
of the goal and return to the starting-])oint;
about 720 came the dOltcliOs or long race'

OXE UF Til

(R,

MicTurKS or THE temple of
AT (ILYJIl'IA.

iducod I'runi Uvcrbeck's Gv. Plastit, fig. 03.)

where the distance of the stadium had to

be covered either 6, 7, 8, 12, 20, or 29 times

[Scholiast on Soph., Elcctra 091]; in 708,

the pentathlon, or five-fold contest, con-

sisting of leaping, running, quoit (diskos)

and spear-throwing, and wrestling (the last

THE starting-place IN THE STADIUM AT OLYMPIA.

being also practised by itself) ; in 088, box-

ing. In 080 chariot-racing on the Hippo-
drome was introduced, and, though this

was twice as long as the Stadium, it had

to be traversed from eight to twelve times

in both directions (at first with four horses,

after 500 with mules, and after 408 with

two horses). From" 648 there were races,

in which the horsemen, towards the end of

the race, had to leap from their horses and

run beside them with the bridle in their

hands. With the same vear began the
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practice of the pancmtKni (a combiuatiou

of wrestling aud boxing) ; with 520, the

race in armour, with hehnet, greaves and

shield, though afterwards the shield alone

was carried. Competitions between heralds

and trumpeters also found a place here.

Originally it was only men who took part

in the contests ; but after 632, boys also

shared in them.

The contests were open only to freemen

of pure Hellenic descent, provided that no

personal disgrace had in any way attached

to them ; but, after the Romans came into

closer relationship with Greece, they were
opened to them also, and indeed (as is well

known) the Romans were not officially con-

sidei'ed barbarians. Even to barbarians

however, and to slaves, permission was
given to view them, while it was refused

to all married women [Pausanias, vi 20,

§ 9], or more probably all women what-

soever, except the priestess of Demeter,

who even received a place of honour among
the spectators. Those who took part in

the competitions had to take a solemn oath

at the altar of Zeus to the effect that they

had spent at least ten months in prepara-

tion for the games, and that they would
not resort to any unfair trick in the course

of their contest : this oath was taken for

boy competitors by an older relative.

Special practice for thirty days at Elis was
also usual, but probably only for those who
were coming forward for the first time.

The duties of heralds and judges were dis-

charged by the Ilellanudlci, appointed by
popular election from among the Eleans
themselves. Their number rose in course

of time from 1 to 2, 9, 10, and 12, but after

348 it was always 10. Distinguished by
purple robes, wreaths of bay-leaves, and a

seat of honour opposite the tStadiam, they
kept guard over the strict observance of
all the minute regulations for the contests,

and in general maintained order. In these

duties they were sujjported by a number of

attendants provided with staves. Trans-
gressions of the laws of the games, and
unfairness on the part of competitors, were
punished by forfeiture of the prize or by
fines of mone}', which went to the revenue
of the temple. Out of the monej'' from
penalties of this kind, a whole row of

bronze images of Zeus (called zc'incs) was
erected in front of the eleven treasure-

houses along the eastern end of the northern
wall of the Altis.

The games were opened with the sound
of trumpets and the proclamation of

heralds, the marshalling of the various

competitors in the Stadiiaii, accompanied
by the announcement of their name and
country by the herald, and the appointment

by lot of the pairs of combatants. The
victors in the several paii's of competitors

had then apparently to contend in couples

with each other until one couple alone

remained, and the winner in this was
declared victor. If the nximber of com-
batants had been uneven, so that one of

them had remained without an o})ponent,

he had finally to meet this rival. The con-

tests were accompanied by the music of

flutes. The name of the victor (and one,

whom no adversary had come forward to

meet, counted for victor), as well as his

home, were proclaimed aloud by the herald,

and a palm-branch presented to him by the

Ilclldnodtci. The actual prize he only

received at the general and solemn distri-

bution on the last day of the festival. This

was originally some article of value, but,

at the command of the Delphic oracle, this

custom was dropped, and the victors were
graced by a wreath of the leaves of the

sacred wild olive, said to have been origi-

nalty planted b}^ Heracles, which had Ijeen

cut with a golden knife by a boy of noble

family with both parents living. After

about 540 the victors also possessed the

right to put up statues of themselves in

the Altis.

The festival ended with a sacrifice made
by the victors wearing their crowns at the

six double altars of the hill of Cronus, and

with a banquet in the Prjjtdneuiii of the

Altis. Brilliant distinctions awaited the

victor on his return home, for his victory

was deemed to have reflected honour on

his native land at large. He made his

entry, clad in purple, ui)on a chariot drawn
by four white horses, amidst the joyous

shouts of all the people, and then i-ode amid

an exultant escort to the temple of the

highest god, and there deposited his wreath

as a votive offering. During the ride, as

also at the banquet which followed there-

upon, the song of victory, often composed

by the most celebrated poets, was chanted

by choral bands. There was no lack of

j

other rewards : at Athens the Olympian
victor received 500 dracJima', the right to

a place of honour at all public games, and

j

board in the Pnjtancum for the rest of

i

his life. The opportunity afforded by the

I

assembling of so vast a crowd from all

j

parts of Greece at Olympia was utilized,

from about the middle" of the 5th century
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before Christ, by authors, orators, prets, and
artists, to make themselves known in the

widest circles by the recital or exhibition

of their works. When the compliment of a
crown was oii'ered by one state to another,

the distinction was made generally known
by being proclaimed by the heralds at the

Olympian Games.
[Olympieum (Gr. OlympleiOn). The temple

of Zeus Olympius in the southern quarter
of Athens, between the Acropolis and the
Ilissus. It was built on the site of an
ancient temple of Zeus ascribed to Deu-
calion. The building was begun after 535
B.C., under the tj'rant Pisisti-atus, but was
suspended on the expulsion of his son
Hippias, B.C. 510. Its original architectvare

was probably Doric. The names of the

architects were Antistates, Callseschrus,

Antimachides, and Porinus. It was con-

tinued in the Corinthian style under the

Syrian king Antiochus Epiphanes (B.C.

175-1G4), who employed for the purpose a

Roman architect, Cossutius. It was com-
pleted by the Roman emperor Hadrian,
probably between a.d. 125 and 130, the

year of its dedication. On this occasion

an oration was delivered by the famous
rhetorician Polemon, and Olympic games
instituted on the model of those at Olympia.
The emperor identified himself with Zeus
and assumed the title of Olympius, causing
a statue of himself to be placed in the
temple and claiming divine honours from
the priests. The first of these priests was
the celebrated Herodes Atticus {q.v.).

When Pausanias visited Athens about 170
A.D., the temple had been recently finished.

He gives no description of the fabric, but
states that the image of the god was of

enormous size, only excelled by the colossi

of Rhodes and Rome (i 18 § (3-8). It was
of gold and ivory, and on its base were
reliefs representing the battle of the
Athenians with the Amazons (i 17 § 2).

In the precinct a great number of statues
of Hadrian were erected by the cities of the
Creek world ; the largest of these, that
erected by Athens, stood at the west end of
the temple. Among the statues of earlier

date was one of Isocrates. There was also

a fine group consisting of some Persians
ui)liolding a bronze tripod, and also an
archaic bronze statue of Zeus. Lastly, in

the })recinct there was a temple of Cronus
and Rhea, the sacred inclosure of which
extended down to the Ilissus.

Some of the Doric columns of the original

building were carried off to Rome by Sulla

in 8f) B.C. to adorn the temple of TUjnfrr

Cdintollmis. In respect to its architecture

the temple must be regarded as mainly the

work of the 2nd centur}' B.C. rather than
the 2nd century a.d. The building was
octostyle, dipteral, and probably hypfethral.

As designed by Cossutius in the former
century, it must have possessed more than
100 Corinthian columns, arranged in double

rows of 20 each on the north and south

sides, and in triple rows of 8 each at the

ends. The columns were of Pentelic

marble, 56s- feet high, and 5-5.j feet in

diameter. The ruins in their present con-

dition consist of 10 columns in two groups.

To the east stand 13, which are compara-

tively intact, and for the most part bear

their architraves. About 100 feet to the

west are three others, two still erect ; the

third was overthrown by a storm in 1852.

The excavations of 1801 showed that the

temple did not lie in the centre of the pre-

cinct, but considerably nearer its northern

wall.

The temple of the era of Pisistratus is

mentioned by Thiicf'dides (ii 5) as one of

the old temples in the southern part of the

city. In respect to its origin, as well as

its vast dimensions, Aristotle {Pol. v 11)

compares it to the works of the dynasty

of Cypselus at Corinth, the Pj^ramids of

Egypt, and the public buildings erected

by Polycrates of Samos. As a monument
of tyranny it was naturally left unfinished

by democratical Athens. Livy (xli 20

§ 8) describes it as iinum in terris in-

cohcdum pro magiutruJUne dei. In allu-

sion to the long time during which it

remained uncompleted, Lucian {Icarojiwu.

24) represents Zeus as getting impatient to

know Avhen the Athenians intended to finish

his temple. Lastl}-, Vitruvius (vii ^jra;/".

15-17) mentions it as one of the four most

famou-^^ examples of mai'ble architecture.

The ruins were first identified by a Prus-

sian ar.^haeologist, Transfeldt, in 1073-4,

and independently by Stuart and Revett,

who.se great work on the Antiquities of

Athens was published in 1702-1816. The

first description pretending to anj' accuracy

of detail Avas in the letter sent from

Smyrna b}' Francis Vernon in 1()70 and

published in Spon's Voyage. The site has

been explored in recent times by Rhuso-

pulos in 1861 {E2)hcine)'is ^rc7«.,''l802, pp.

31//".), and Penrose {Journal of Hellenic

fSt'iuUes, viii 272, and Principles of

Athenian Architecture, new ed.). A com-

prehensive mo)iograph on the subject by
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L. Bcvicr is included in the Papers of the

Aiinri'an Classical School at Athens, 1885,

vol. i 183-222.]
_

[J. E. S.]
_

Olympus. (1) A mountain situated in

Tliessaly, the summit of which [nearly

lOjOUU loot above the sea] rises from the

region of the earth's atmosphere into the sk)',

and Avas, according to the earliest popular

belief of the Greeks, the abode of the higher

(hence named Olj'mpian) gods. Below the

summit, which, according to Homer's
description, is never ruflied bj' winds or

drenched with rain, but is always radiant

in cloudless splendour \0d. vi 42-45], comes
the region of clouds, which Zeus at one time

gathers together and at another dispels ; it

forms the boundary' between the celestial

region and that of the earth, and accordingly

Homer elsewhere implies that the clouds

are the gates of heaven, which are giiarded

by the Hours [//. V 749]. On the ^highest

peak Zeus has his throne, and it is there

that he siimmons the assemblies of the gods.

The abodes of the other gods were imagined
to be placed on the precipices and in the

ravines of the mountain. When the height

of the vault of heaven came to be regarded
as the abode of the gods, the name Olympus
was transferred to the sky.

(2) One of the mythic poets and musicians
belonging to PhrA^giau mytholog}-, pupil of

Marsyas. The art of flute-playing, invented
by Mars3-as, was supposed to have been per-

fected b}' Olympus. A Phrj'gian family,

in which the art of fhite-playing was here-

ditary, traced their descent from him. The
Phrygian Ol^^mpus, who lived about the 7th
centui-y before Christ, invented the auletic

nomus {q.v.), and brought it into esteem
among the Asiatic Greeks, was said to have
been descended from the mythical Olympus.
Omen. The Roman term for a favour-

able or unfavourable sign, especially a word
spoken by chance, so far as it drew the at-

tention of the hearers to itself and appeared
to be a prognostic. An omen could be ac-

cepted or repudiated, and even taken in an
arbitrary sense, except in the case of words
which already had in themselves a favour-
able or unfavourable signitication. For
example, when Crassus was embai-king on
his unfortunate expedition against the Par-
thians, and a man in the harbour was selling

dry figs from Caunus with the cry Canneds,
which sounded like care ne eas, " beware of

going," this was an evil omen [Cic, De Dir.
ii 84]. On festal occasions care was taken
to protect oneself from such omens ; for

example, when sacrifice was being made, by
D. C. A.

veiling the head, by commanding silence,

and by music that drowned any word
spoken. People were particularly careful

at solemn addresses, new year greetings,

and the like. On the other hand, for the

sake of the good omen, it was usual to open
levies and censuses by calling out those

names that were of good import, such as

Valerius (from vdlere, to be strong), Salvius

(from salvere, to be well), etc. [Cic, Pro
ScaurOj 30. The word omen probably
means a voice or utterance].

Oniphale. Daughter of lardanus, widow
of Tmulus, and (pieen of Lydia, with whom
Heracles spent three years in bondage. {See

Heracles.)
Omphalos. A marble boss in the temple

of Apollo at Delphi, which was regarded
as the centre of the earth. (See Delphic
Oracle.)

Onager. A catapult for hurling stones.

(See further, Artillery.)
Onatas. A Greek artist, the chief repre-

sentative of the^ginetan school of sculpture

in bronze, about 4G0 B.C. Besides statues of

the gods, such as an Apollo at Pergamon,
admired, for its size and execution [Pau-

sanias, viii 42 § 7], we hear of groups of

his, rich in figures, drawn either from the

heroic epoch, as for example the ten Greek
heroes casting lots as to who should under-

take the battle with Hector {ib. v 25 J^ 8]

;

or from contemporarj' history, such as the

votive offering of the Tarentines, containing

equestrian and pedestrian combatants, and
consecrated at Delphi for their victory over

the barbarian Peucetians [ih. x 13 ^ 10].

He also executed a group representing IllerO

of Syracuse with the chariot in which he

had been victorious at Olympia [ib. viii 42

§ 8]. [His most remarkable work was the

bi'onze figure of the black Demeter, in a

cavern thirty stadia from Phigaleia in the

soiith-east corner of Elis {ib. viii 42).]

Onesandrus (wrongly Onosandrus). A
Greek 2:)hilosopher, the composer of a work
dedicated to Q. Teranius, consul in 49 a.d.,

and dealing with the Duty of a General, in

which he treats the subject in philosophical

commonplaces, without any practical ac-

quaintance with it, and simply from an
ethical ])riint of view.

Onesicritus. A Greek historian, of the

island of Astypala\a or iEgina. In ad-

', vanced years he was a pupil of the Cynic

Diogenes, and then accompanied Alexander

1

the Great u])on his expedition. By order of

{

Alexander he investigated, with Nearchus,

1 the route by sea from India to the mouths
F F
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of the Eupliiutcs and Tigris. He after-

wards lived at the court of Lysimachns,
king of Thrace. During Alexander's life

he began a comprehensive history of that

personage, which fell into disrepute owing
to its exaggerations and its false accounts
of distant lands [Strabo, p. G28]. Only
scanty fragments of^it are preserved.

Onirocritice (Gr. Oncirokritikc). The art

of interpreting dreams. {See Mantike and
Dreams.)

Oniros (Greek Onciros). The god of

dreams {q.v.).

Onomacritus. An Athenian, who lived

at the court of Pisistratus and his sons.

At the request of Pisistratus, he prepared

an edition of the Homeric poems. He was
an industrious collector, and also a forger

of old oracles and poems. Those which go
under the name of Orpheus are regarded as,

for the most part, concocted by himself. He
was detected in forging an oracle of MiiSceus,

and banished from Athens by the Pisistra-

tidse ; but he was afterwards reconciled to

them, and in their interest induced Xerxes,
by alleged oracular responses, to decide

upon his war with Greece [Herodotus, viii G].

Onosandrus. Sec Onesandrus.
Opalia and Opeconsiva. Feasts of the

Rojnan goddess Ops (q.v.).

Oplieltes. Son of king Lj'curgus of Nemea.
He was killed by a serpent at the time of

the expedition of the Seven against Thebes
(q.v.), owing to the negligence of his nurse

Hj'psipyle {q.v.)j who laid the boy on the

grass while she showed the thirsty heroes

the way to a spring of water. It was in his

memory that the Nemean games were ori-

ginally celebrated, and he was worshipped
there under the name Archemorus (f/.f.),

given him by the seer AraphiaraiTS.

Opisthodomus (lit. a back chamber). The
room which in many Greek temples adjoined

the temple chamber itself at the rear, and
which often served for the preserving of the

temple treasure, and indeed even of the

State moneys. For the latter purpose the
Athenians used the opisthodomus [of the

old temple of Athene, and afterwards (ac-

cording to the ordinary view) the western
chamber] of the Parthenon at Athens [Aris-

toph. PLutus, 1192; Dem. Syntax. 14;
Timocr. 13G]. {See Temple, and plan of

Acropolis.)

Oppian. A Greek didactic poet, of Ana-
zarbus in Cilicia. In the second half of

the 2nd century a.d., under the emperor
Marcus Aurelius, he composed a didactic

poem Hcilieutlca in five books, on the

habits of fishes and the method of cap-
turing them. It is written in an ornate,

though often bombastic, style. He was
formerly confounded with Oppian, the
author of a didactic poem on the Chase,
consisting of four books, and entitled Cyne-
geticOj written in a harsh, dry stjde, and
in halting verse. The author of the Cyne-
getica lived under Cai-acalla about the end
of the 2nd century, and came from Apamea
in Syria. A poem on bird-catching, Ixeu-
ttca^ preserved to us only in a paraphrase
by Eutecnius, was also wrongly ascribed

to the author of the HdUeiitlcxi.

Ops {abundance^ plenty). The old Italian

goddess of fertility, wife of Saturn, with
whom she shared the temple on the Capitol

and ^the festival of the SCdnvnCdia, while
the OpCdia were held in her honour on the

19th December. As goddess of sowing and
reaping she had, under the name Consivia,

on August 25th a special festival, the Ope-
consiva, at which however only the Vestals

and one of the j^^ontifices could be present.

As her abode was in the earth, her wor-
shippers invoked her while seated and
touching the ground [Macrobius, Satur-

nalia, i 10]. Just as Saturn was identified

with Cronus, so Ojds was afterwards iden-

tified with Rhea, and then, as mother of

Jupiter, honoured along with Jupiter him-

self on the Capitol.

Optatianus. See Porfirids,
Optimates {lit. " those belonging to the

best or noblest '"). At Rome, in the last

century of the Republic, this title was
borne by the adherents of the " best " men
in a political sense {i.e. the conservatives),

working in the interests of the Senate

and the aristocracy of office (ndlnles, see

Nobility), and in opposition to the demo-

ci'ats (popfdelrcs).

Oracles(Gr.7jmufc'/rt, "oracular responses,"

or the " seats of oracles "
; chresterid is used

in the same senses, and also of victims,

offered by those consulting an oracle). The

seats of the worship of some special divi-

nity, where prophecies were imparted with

the sanction of the divinity, either by the

priests themselves or with their co-opera- .'

tion. There were a great many such places

in all Greek countries, and these may be

divided, according to the method in which ':

the prophecy was made known, into four

main divisions: -(1) oral oracles, (2) oracles i

by signs, (3) oracles by dreams, and (4) «

oracles of the dead.

The most revered oracles were those of

the first class, where the divinity, almost in-
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variably the seer-god Apollo, orally revealed

his will through the lips of inspired prophets

or prophetesses. The condition of frenzy

was produced for the most part by phj'sical

iufiuence : the breathing of earthly vapours
or drinking of the water of oracular foun-

tains. The words spoken whilst in this state

were generally fashioned by the priests into

a reply to the questions proposed to them.

The most famous oracle of this kind was
that of Delphi {see Delphic Oracle). Be-
side this there existed in Greece Proper a

large number of oracles of Apollo, as at Ab^e
in Phocis, iu different places of Boeotia, in

Euboea, and at Argos, where the priestess

derived her inspiration from drinking the

blood of a lamb, one being killed every
month. Not less numerous were the oracles

of Apollo in Asia Minor. Among these

that of the Didymtean Apollo at Miletus
traced its origin to the old family of the
Brauchidae, the descendants of Apollo's son
Branchus. Before its destruction by Xerxes,
it came nearest to the reputation of the Del-

phian. Here it was a priestess who pro-

phesied, seated on a wheel-shaped disc, after

she had bathed the hem of her robe and her
feet in a spring, and had breathed the steam
arising from it. The oracle at Clarus near
Colophon {see Manto) was also very ancient.

Here a priest, after simply hearing the
names and the number of those consulting
the oracle, drank of the water of a spring,

and then gave answer in verse.

The most respected among the oracles

where prophecy was given by signs was
that of Zeus of Dodona {q.v.), mentioned
as early as Homer [Oct xiv 327 = xix

296], where predictions were made from
the rustling of the sacred oak, and at a
later time from the sound of a brazen
cymbal. Another mode of interpreting by
signs, as practised especially at the temple
of Zeus at Olympia by the lamidse, or

descendants of lamus, a son of Apollo, was
that derived from the entrails of victims
and the burning of the sacrifices on the
altar. There were also oracles connected
with the lot or dice, one especially at the
temple of HGrelcles at Bura in Achaea ; and
prophecies were also delivered at Delphi by
means of lots, probably only at times when
the Pythia was not giving responses. The
temple of the Egyptian Amnion, who was
identified with Zeus, also gave oracles by
means of signs.

Oracles given in dreams were generally

I

connected with the temples of Asclepius.

;
After certain preliminary rites, sick per-

sons had to sleep in these temples; the

priests interpreted their dreams, and dic-

tated accordingly the means to be taken to

insure recovery. The most famous of these

oracular shrines of the healing god was the

temple at Epidaurus, and next to this the

temple founded thence at Pergamum in

Asia Minor. Equally famous were the

similar oracles of the seer Amphiaraus at

Oropus, of Trophonius at Lebadea in Breotia,

and of the seers Mopsus and Amphilochus
at Mallus in Cilicia (q.v.). In later times

such oracles were connected with all sanc-

tuaries of Isis and Sertqiis.

At oracles of the dead {psT/chumanteia)

the souls of deceased persons were evoked in

order to give the information desired. Thus
in Homer [Od. xi] Odysseus betakes himself

to the entrance of the lower world to ques-

tion the spirit of the seer Tiresias. Oracles

of this kind were especially common in

places where it was supposed there was an

entrance to the lq\ver world ; as at the city

of Cichyrus in Epirus (wdiere there was
an Acherusian lake as well as the rivers

of Acheron and Cocytus, bearing the same
names as those of the world below), at the

promontory of Tsenarum in LacOnia, at Hera-

clea in Pontus, and at Lake Avernus near

Cumse in Italy. At most of them oracles

were also given in dreams ; but there were
some in which the inquirer was in a waking
condition when he conjured up the spirits

whom he wished to question.

While oracles derived either from dreams
or from the dead were chosen in preference

by superstitious people, the most important

among oral oracles and those given by means
of signs had a political significance. On all

serious occasions they were questioned on

behalf of the State in order to ascertain the

divine will : this was especially the case with

the oracle of Delphi {see Dklphic Oracle).

In consequence of the avarice and partisan-

shij) of the priests, as well as the increasing

decline of belief in the gods, the oracles

gradually fell into abeyance, to revive again

everywhere under the Ptoman emperors,

though they never regained the political

importance they had once had in ancient

Greece.

Such investigation of the divine will was
originally quite foreign to the Romans.
Even the mode of prophecying by means
of lots {see Sortes), practised in isolated

regions of Italy, and even in the immediate

neighbourhood of Rome, as at Caere, and

especially at Pra?neste, did not come into

use, at all events for State purposes, and was
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generally regarded with contempt. The
Romans did not consnlt even the Sibylline

verses in order to forecast the future. On
the other hand, the growth of superstition

in the imperial period not only brought the

native oracles into repute, but caused a

general resort to foreign oracles besides.

The inclination to this kind of prophecy
seems never to have been more generally

spread among the masses of the people than

at this time. Apart from the Greek oracular

deities, there were the oriental deities

whose worship was nearly- everywhere com-

bined with predictions. In most of the

famous sanctuaries the most various forms

of prophec}^ were represented, and the

stranger they were, the better they were
liked. In the case of the oral oracles the

responses in earlier times were for the most
part composed in verse : on the decay of

poetic productiveness, they began to take

the form of prose, or of passages from the

poets, the Greeks generally adopting lines

of Homer or Euripides, the Italians, lines

of Vergil. The public declaration of oracles

ended with the official extermination of

paganism under Theodosius at the end of

the 4th century.

Orchestic. See Dancing.
Orchestra. The space of the Greek

theatre situated in front of the stage, in

which the chorus Avent through its evolu-

tions. In the Roman theatre it was ab-

sorbed in the area occupied by the audience.

{See Theatre.")

Orcus. In Roman m.ythology, a peculiar

divinity of the dead, a creation of the
popular beliefs. He carried men off to the

lower world, and kept the dead imprisoned
there. His name, like that of the Greek
Hades, served to denote the lower world.

{Cji- Dis Pater.^
Oreads (Gr. Oreicides). The mountain

Nvmphs. {See Nymphs.)
Oreibasios (Lat, Orlbdsins) of Pergamum,

physician and adviser of the emperor Julian
the Apostate, after whose death (363 a.d.)

he was banished by his successors Valens
and Valentlnu'mus, and lived among the bar-

barians. He was afterwards recalled. He
seems not to have died before the beginning
of the 5th century. At the suggestion of

Julian he composed, on the plan of abstracts

from earlier works, a medical treatise

{Syncigoge Ifdrtkc) in 72 books, of which
some 22 are preserved, partly in the Greek
original and ])artly in a Latin i-endering.

He himself prepared for his son Eustathius

a conspectus {Sjjnopsis) of the larger work

in 9 books, only ])art of which has Ijoen

publishel.

Orestes. The youngest child and only

son of Agamemnon and Clytfemnestra. In
Homer [Od. iii 306] it is only stated that

in the eighth year after the murder of his

father, who was never able to see him again

after his return home, he came back from
Athens and took a bloody vengeance on
yEgisthus and his mother. In later legend
he is described as doomed to death, but saved

from his father's murderers by his nurse

Ai'sinoe or his sister Electra, and brought
by a trusty slave to Phanote on Parnassus

to king Strophius, husband of Anaxibia, the

sister of Agamemnon. Here he lives in the

most intimate friendship with P5'lades, his

protector's son, until his twentieth year,

and then comes with his friend, by Apollo's

direction, to M5'cen9e, and in concert with
Electra effects the deed of vengeance. This

deed is represented in Homer as one in-

disputably glorious and everywhere com-

mended ; but in later legend Orestes is, after

his mother's murder, attacked by delusions

and harassed by the Erinj'es. According

to ^schylus, in his Eumentdes, the Furies

do not suffer him to escape even after he is

purified in the Delphian temple. Acting

on the advice of Apollo, he presents himself

at Athens before the court of the Areopagus,

which on this occasion is instituted by
Athene for the trial of homicide. The
goddesses of vengeance appear as prose-

cutors, Apollo as his witness and advocate,

and on the trial resulting in an equality of

votes, Athene with her voting pebble decides

in his favour. According to Euripides, in

his IphigenJa among the Tauri, Orestes

goes with P3-lades (as in TEschjdus) by
Apollo's advice, to the Tauric Chersonese,

in order to fetch thence the image of

Artemis which had fallen from heaven in

former times. The friends are captured

upon landing, and according to the custom

of the country, are to be sacrificed to

Artemis, when the priestess, Iphigenla(5.i\),

and Orestes recognise one another as sister

and brother, and escape to Greece with the

image of the goddess. According to the

Poloponnesian myth, Orestes spent the time

of his delusion in Arcadia [Paiisanias, viii 5

§ 4], and after he had on one occasion in a

fit of frenzy bitten off a finger, the Eurae-

nides appeared tD him in a dream, in white

robes, as a token of reconciliation. After

he is cured, he places himself, by the mur-

der of Aletes, ^Egisthus' son, in possession

of -his father's -dominion,. Mycense, - and
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marries his sister Electra to Pylades.

Hermione, daughter of Meiit'laus, had been
betrothed to himself, but during his Avan-

derings slie was carried oif by Achilles' son

Neoptoleums. After Orestes had slain the

latter at Delphi, he married Hermione, and
through her came into possession of Sparta.

His son by this marriage was Tisamenus.

He died of a serpent's bite in Arcadia, and
was buried at Tegea : his reputed remains
were afterwards, by the direction of the

oracle, brought to Sparta [Herod, i 67].

Orgeones. The Athenian term for the

members of a society for the observance of a

divine cult not belonging to the State reli-

gion, especially those who. without belonging

to the old families (stv Gexxet.e), neverthe-

less like them formed a family union origi-

nating in descent from the same ancestors,

and possessed a special family worship. The
adoption of the children of families belong-

ing to such a religious society occurred, as

with the Gennetse. at the same time as

their enrolment into the phratries at the

feast of the Apaturia {q.v.).

Orgies (Gr. orgla). The ordinary Greek
term for ceremonies, generally connected
with the worship of a divinity, but especially

secret religious customs to which only the

initiated were admitted, and equivalent in

meaning to "mysteries." It was customary
to designate as Orgies the mysteries of the

worship of Dionysus in particular. These
were sometimes celebrated with wild and
extravagant rites.

Oribasius. See OREiB^siOiS.

Orion. (1) A mythical hunter of gigantic

size and strength and of great beauty.
He was the son of Hyrieus of Hyria in

BcEotia ; or (according to another account)
of Poseidon, who gave him the power to

walk over the sea as well as over dry land.

He is sometimes represented as an earth-

born being.

Many marvellous exploits were ascribed
to him : for instance, the building of the
huge harbour-dam of Zancle (Messana) and
the upheaving of the promontory of Pelorum
in Sicily [Diodorus, iv 85]. After his wife
Side had been cast into Hildes by Hera for

having dared to compare herself to that

goddess in beauty, he crossed the sea to

Chios in order to woo Meropd, the daughter
of (Enopiun, son of Dionysus and Ariadne.
As he violated her in a fit of intoxication,

(Enopion blinded him in his sleep and cast

him out upon the seashore. He groped
his way, however, to Lemnos and the smithy
of Hephaestus, set one of the latter's work-

men, Cedalicm, ujDon his shoulders, and bade
him guide him to the place where the

sun rose ; and in the radiance thereof his

ej'esight returned. CEnopion hid himself
beneath the earth to escape his vengeance.
Eos, smitten with love for Orion, carried

him off to Delos (Ortygia), and there lived

with him, until the gods in their anger
caused him to be killed by Artemis with
her arrows. According to another story,

Artemis shot him in Chios or Crete, either for

having challenged her to a contest with the
quoit, or for having endeavoured to outrage
her whilst engaged in the chase. Another
legend relates that the earth, terrified by
his threat that he could root out every wild
creature from Crete, sent forth a scorpion,

which killed him with its sting. His tomb
was shown in Tanagra. In Homer [Od. xi

572] Od^^sseus sees him in the lower world
as a shade still pursuing Avith his club of
bronze the creatures whom he slew in
former times. As regards the legend of his

being placed among the stars, see Pleiades.
The morning rising of his constellation,

which was already known as early as Homer
[11. xviii 488] denoted the beginning of

summer, his midnight rising denoted the

season of the vintage, and his late rising

the beginning of winter and its storms.

Whilst he sinks, the Scorpion, which was
likewise placed among the stars, rises above
the horizon. Sirius (Gr. Seirfos), the star

of the dog-days, is described, as early as

Homer [//. xxii 29], as the dog of Orion.

Of his daughters Menippe and Metiuche,
it was related that they were endowed
by Aphrodite with beauty and by Athene
with skill in the art of weaving; and when,
on the occasion of a pestilence ravaging
Boeotia, the sacrifice of two virgins was
required by the oracle, they voluntarily, to

save their country, pierced their throats

with their shuttles. As a reward for their

voluntary sacrifice, Persephone and Pluto
changed them into comets; while a sanc-

tuary was built in their honour at Orcho-
menus, and expiatory offerings were yearly

paid to them.

(2) A Greek scholar born at Thebes in

Egj'^pt, who taught about the middle of

the 5th century a.d. at Alexandria and Con-

stantinople. He is the author of a some-

what important etymological lexicon, and

an anthology of maxims collected from the

old Greek poets.

Orithyia. Daughter of Erechthous, king

of Athens, wife of Boreas, mother of Calais

and Zetes. (Cj). BoREAS.)
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Orosiiis of Spain, a presbyter in Lusitania.

About 417 A.D.,and at the wish of Augustine,

wliom he had sought out in Africa, ho
composed his history against the heathen
{Historuv contra Pagdnos) in seven books,

the lirst attempt at a Christian universal

history, from Adam to 410 a.d. The theory
of his work is, that the whole history of

mankind is directed by the one God who
created them, and it aims at refuting the

charges brought against Christianity by
showing, that it was not to Christianity

and the abolition of the heathen religion

that the calamities of the time were due,

but that such calamities had always existed,

and to a still greater degree before Christian

times. His chief aiithority is Justin, be-

sides whom he mainly used Livy, Tacitus,

Suetonius, and Eutropius. His view of

the four kingdoms of the world, Babylon,

Macedon, Carthage, and Rome, prevailed

throughout the whole of the Middle Ages.

Orpheus, the famous mythical poet, son of

(T^agrus and the Muse Calliope, who gave
birth to him on the banks of the Hebrus in

Thrace. Such was his power in song, that

he could move trees and rocks and tame
wild beasts thereby. When his wife, the

Nymph Eurydice, died of a serpent's bite

(see Arist^eus), he descended into the lower
world, and so moved Persephone by the

music of his song, that she permitted him to

take Eurydice back with him to the upper
world, on condition of his not looking round
during his passage through the realm of

the dead. In spite of this, his impatience
led him to gaze back, and Eurydice had to

i^eturn for ever to Hades [Vergil, Georg.

iv 453-527]
Mytholog}- describes him as taking part

in the Argonautic expedition, and repre-

sents him as encouraging and assisting his

comrades by his song on many occasions,

especially while they were passing the

Sirens. He was torn in pieces upon Htemus
by the Thracian Msenads, either for having
opposed the celebration of their orgies, or

because, after losing Eurydice, he conceived
a hatred of all other women. His scattered

limbs were buried by the Muses in the dis-

trict of Pierla on Olympus ; but his head and
lyre, which the Ma?nads had cast into the

Hebrus, floated down into the sea, and across

it to Lesbos, the isle of poets in later days;
and here they were buried at Methymna
[Lucian, Adv. Indoctum, 11]. The name of

Orpheus (apparently not known to Homer
and Hesiodj was assumed by the mystic and
I'eligious sect of the Orphici, Avho claimed

him as their founder. They arose at some
time after the (5th century B.C. In opposi-
tion to the received views concerning the
gods, and especially concerning the state of

the soul after death, and in close connexion
with Oriental and Egyptian ideas, they
taught the necessity of a purification of a soul

by religious consecration and the use of the
methods of expiation alleged to have been
made known by Orpheus. They declared
that Orpheus was the most ancient of the
poets, living long before Homer, and attri-

buted to him a number of poems of mythical

•'• HKliJUCIS, liUUVDICE, AND OKl'HEUS.

(Rome, Villa Albani ; Naples; Paris.)

purport. Out of this apocryphal Orphic
literature there have been preserved from
the time of the decay of paganism: (1) an

epic poem on the exploits of Orpheus during

the Argonautic expedition {Argnnmitlca)
;

(2) eighty-eight songs of consecration or

hymns, prayers to various gods and daemons,

written in hexameter verse and in a bom-
bastic style, intended to be recited at blood-

less offerings of incense
; (3) an epic poem

upon the magical powers of precious stones

{LUlnca).

Orsilochia. See Iphigenia.

Oscan Plays. See Atellana.
Oschophoria. At Athens a festival in

honour of Dionysus. {See further Dio-

NYSIA, 1.)

Osiris. An Egyptian god, who, with his

sister and wife Isis (q.v.), enjoyed in Egypt
the most general worship of all the gods.

He is the male god of the fructification of

the land. From him comes every blessing
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and all life : he gives li,u-]it and health ; he

causes the Nile to ovortlow with its ferti-

lizing waters, and all tilings to continue in

their established order. He is always re-

presented in human shape and with a human
head (see cut). His hue, as that of a god

who bestows life,

is green ; his

sacred tree is the

over-green tama-

risk. The Greeks
identified him
with Dionysus.

Originally he
ruled as king over

Egypt, where he
introduced agri-

culture, moralit}',

and the worshi])

of the gods, until

his brother Ty-
phon (Set) con-

trived by deceit

to shut him up
in a chest and
put him to death
by pouring in

molten lead. The
murderer cast

the chest into the

Nile, which car-

ried it into the sea. After long search the

mourning Isis found the chest on the coast

of Phrcnicia at Byblus, and carefully con-

cealed it. Nevertheless Typhon discovered
it in the night, and cut the corpse up into

fourteen pieces, which he scattered in all

<lirections. Isis, however, collected tliem

again, and buried them in Phila; or Abydus,
in Upper Egypt. When Horus, the son
of 0.siris and Isis, grew vip, he took ven-
geance upon Typhon when, after a most
obstinate struggle, he had defeated him in

battle. Although Osiris lived no longer
upon the earth, he was ever regarded as

the source of life. In the upper world he
continues to live and work by the fresh

power of his youthful son Horus, and in the
lower world, of which he is king, the spirits

of those who are fotnid to be just are
awakened by him to new life. His hue as

ruler of the lower world is black, his robes
white, his symbol an e3'e opened wide as a
sign of his restoration to the light of day.

Osiris, by his ever-renewed incarnation
in the. form of the black bull Apis, the
symbol of generative power, assures for

the Egyptians the endurance of his favour,
and the consequent continuance of their

life in this world and the next. In this

incarnation he is called Osrnhnpi (Osiris-

Apis), the origin of the Greek Serapis (q.v.)

or Sarapis. The fortunes of Osiris were
celebrated in magnificent annual festivals

connected with mourning ceremonies, in

which the Egyptians, as is observed by the

ancients [r.g. Plutarch, Dc Iside et Osiridc,

32, and iElian, De Nat. Auhiialiiim 10, 4G],

lamented in Osiris the subsidence of the

Nile, the cessation of the cool north wind
(whose place was taken for a time by the

hot wind Typhon), the decay of vegetation,

and the shortening of the length of the day.

Ostium. The entrance hall in the Roman
dwelling-house. {See House.)

Ostracism (Gr. ostmkismos : i.e. vote by
potsherd). A mode of judgment by the

people practised in various Greek states

[Argos, Megfira, Miletus], and especially at

Athens, by which persons whose presence

appeared dangerous to liberty were banished

for a certain period, without, however,
thereby suffering any loss in reputation

or property. Ostracism was introduced at

Athens in 509 B.C. [it was applied (amongst
others) to Themistocles, Aristldes, Cimon,
and Alcibiades], and was last exercised in

417 against a demagogue, one HjqDerbolus,

whose insignificance made the measure
ridiculous, and so produced its abolition

[Thuc. viii 73; Plutarch, Nicias 11, Alci-

biades 13]. Every year the question was
put to the peoi^le, whether the measure
appeared necessary : if they so decided (and

it was only exceptionally that there was
occasion for it), the citizens who possessed

the franchise assembled in the market-

place, and each wrote upon a sherd {nstrdkon)

the name of the person whose banishment
he deemed desirable. The man whose
name was found upon not less than 6,000

sherds had to leave the country in ten days
at latest, for ten or (later) five years. Ho
could, however, at any time be recalled by
a decree of the people ; and the question, as

before, was decided by not less than 6,000
votes [Aristotle, Pol. iii 13 § 15, 17 § 7, v 3 § 3,

Const. Athens, 22 ; Plutarch, Aristid, 7. Cj).

Gi'ote's History of Greece, chap. xxxi.].

Otus. One of the two Aluadfe {q.v.).

Ovatio. The Roman term for a minor

fonn of triuin])li. {See further Tkiumph.)

Ovidius Naso [Puhlius). A Roman poet,

born March 21st, 43 B.C., at Sulmo (now Sol-

mona) in the country of the Padigni, son

of a wealthy Roman of an old equestrian

family. He came at an early age to Rome,
to be educated as a pleader, and enjoyed
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the tuition of the most famous rhetoricians

of the time, Porcins Latro and Arellius

Fnscus. It was not long before the instinct

for poetry awoke in him with such power
that it needed all his father's resolution to

keep him to his legal studies ; his oratorical

exercises were simply poems in prose, as is

testified by one of his fellow students, the

elder Seneca [Controv. ii 10, 8]. After he

had visited Crreece and Asia to complete

his education, he entered into political life

at bis father's desire, and filled several

subordinate offices. But he soon withdrew
again from public business, partly on the

ground of his health and partly from an
inclination to idleness, and lived only for

poetry, in the society of the poets of his

day, among whom he was especially intimate

with Propertius. He came into note as a

poet by a tragedy called the Medea, which
is now lost, but is much praised by ancient

literary critics, and about the same time he
produced a series of amatory, and in parts

extremely licentious, poems.
When little more than a mere boy, as

he says himself [Tristia, iv 10, 69], he

was given a wife by his father ; but this

marriage, like a second one, ended in a

divorce. He derived more satisfaction, as

well as the advantage of contact with the

court and with men of the highest distinc-

tion, from a third marriage, with a widow
of noble family and high connexions. To
her influence, perhaps, should be referred

the fact that he turned his attention to

more important and more serious works.

He had almost completed his best known
work, the MctdmnrphOscs, when suddenly,

in 9 A.D., he was banished for life by
Augustus to Tomi on the Black Sea, near

the mouths of the Danube. The cause for

this severity on the part of the emperor
is unknown ; Ovid himself admits that

there was a fault on his side, but only an
error, not a crime [Tristia i 3, 37]. At all

events, the matter directly affected Augus-
tus ; and as Ovid describes his eyes as the

cause of his misfortune, it is conjectured

that he had been an unintentional eye-

witness of some offence on the part of the

frivolous granddaugliter of the prince, the

younger Julia, and had neglected to inform

the emperor of the matter. His indecent

amatory poems, to which he also points as

the source of the emperor's displeasure, can

at most only have been used as a plausible

excuse in the eyes of the public, as they

had been published more than ten years

before.

After a perilous voyage Ovid reached the
])lace of his exile in the winter of 10-11
A.D. : and there, far from his wife and
from his only daughter, who had inherited
Hie poetic talent of her father, far from
his friends and all intercourse with men of

genius, he had to pass the last years of

his life in desolation among the barbarous
Getse. Even in his exile his poetic talent

did not fail him. It was then that he
composed his poems of lamentation, entitled

the Tristia, and his letters from Pontus,
touching proofs of his grief, though also of
his failing powers. His ceaseless prayers
and complaints had succeeded in softening

Augustus, when the latter died. All his

efforts to gain forgiveness or alleviation

of his condition met with no response from
Tiberius, and he was compelled to close his

life, broken-hearted and in exile, 17 a.d.

His extant works are (1) Love poems
(Amoves), published about 14 B.C., in five

books, and again about 2 B.C. in three books.

The latter edition is the one we possess

:

some of its forty-nine elegies depict in a

very sensual way the poet's life, the centre

of which is the unknown Corinna. (2)

Letters {Epistidce), also called Heruules^
rhetorical declamations in the form of love-

letters sent by heroines to their husbands
or lovei'S, twenty-one in number; the last

six of these, however, and the fourteenth,

are considered spurious. (3) Methods for

beautifying the face {MecUcdmina Faciei),

advice to women respecting the art of the

toilette ; this piece has come down to us in

an incomplete form. (4) The Art of Love
{Ai'S Amandi or Amdtoria), in three books,

published about 2 B.C., advice to men (books

1 and 2) and women (book 3) as to the

methods of contracting a love-affair and

insuring its continuance, a work as frivolous

as it is original and elaborate. (5) Cures

for Love {Remedui Amoris), the pendant to

the previous work, and no less offensive in

substance and tone. (6) The fifteen books

of the Ti-ansformations {Metamorphoses),

his only considerable work. It is composed

in hexameter verse ; the material is bor-

rowed from Greek and (to a less extent)

from Roman sources, being a collection of

legends of transformations, very skilfully

combining jest and earnest in motley alter-

nations, and extejiding from chaos to the

apotheosis of Csesar. When it was com-

pleted and had received the last touches, the

work was cast into the flames by Ovid in

his first despair at banishment, but was

afterwards rewritten from other copies.
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(7) A Calendar of Roman Festivals (Fasti),

begun in the last years before his banish-

ment, and originally in twelve books, cor-

responding to the number of the months.

Of those only six are preserved, probably

because Ovid had not quite completed them
at Rome, and had not the means to do

so at Tomi. It was originally intended

for dedication to Augustus. After Augustus'

death the poet began to revise it, with
a view to its dedication to Germanicus; he
did not, however, proceed with his revision

beyond the first book. It contains in elegiac

metre the most important celestial pheno-

mena and the festivals of each month, with
a description of their celebration and an ac-

count of their origin according to the Italian

legends. (8) Poems of Lamentation {Tris-

tia), to his famil}', to his friends, and to-

Augustus, belonging to the j^ears 9-13 A.D.,

in live books ; the first of these was written

while he was still on his journey to Tomi.

(9) Letters from Pontus (Epintrda' ex
Fonto), in four books, only distinguished

from the previous poems by their epistolary

form. (10) Ibis, an imitation of the poem
of the same name by Callimachus, who
had attacked under this name Apollonius
of Rhodes, consisting of imprecations on a

faithless friend at Rome, written in the

learned and obscure style of the Alexandrian

poets. (11) A short fragment of a didactic

poem on the fish in the Black Sea {Ildll-

eiittca), written in hexameters. Besides

these Ovid wrote during his exile nume-
rous poems which have been lost, among
them a eulogy of the deceased Augustus in

the Cretic tongue, a sufficient proof of the

strength of his bent and talent for poetry.

In both of these respects he is distinguished

above all other Roman poets. Perhaps no
one ever composed with less exertion ; at

the same time no one ever used so impor-

tant a faculty for so trivial a purpose. His
poetry is for the most part simply enter-

taining; in this kind of writing he proves

his mastery by his readiness in language

and metre, by his unwearied powers of

invention, by his ever-ready wit, elegance,

and charm, though, on the other hand, he

is completely wanting in deep feeling and
moral earnestness. By his talent Ovid (as

well as Vergil) has had great influence on
the further development of Roman poetr}',

especially with regard to metre. Manj''

imitated his style so closely, that their

poems v/ere actually attributed to himself.

Among these, besides a number of TLlruides

(see above), we have the N^ix, the nut tree's

complaint of the ill-treatment it met with,

a poem in elegiac verse, which was at all

events written in the time of Ovid.

Pacatns (LdfJnus Dvvpdnins). A Roman
rhetorician of Burdigilla {Bordeaux), a

younger contemporary and friend of the

poet Ausonius. We possess from his pen
a panegyric on the emperor Theodosius the
Great, delivered before the Senate at Rome
in 389 B.C. It is distinguished beyond the
other speeches of this class by a certain

vigour of thought, and is also of value as

an historical authority.

Paciivius (Marcus). The Roman trage-

dian, born about 220 B.C. at Brundisium, son
of Ennius' sister, and pupil of the poet. He
spent most of his life at Rome, where he
gained his livelihood as a dramatic poet and
as a painter. In his old age he I'eturned

to Brundisium, and died there, at the age
of ninety, about 130 B.C. He is the first

Roman dramatist who confined himself to

the composing of tragedies. Titles and
fragments of some thirteen of his imitations
of Crreek plays are preserved, as well as

fragments of a pra'tcxfa (q.r.) entitled

Faulus, whose hero was probably the victor

of Pydna, ^milius Paulus. If this small

number justifies any opinion on his poetical

activity, he was far less productive than

his predecessor Ennius and his successor

Accius. Nevertheless, he and Accius were
considered the most important tragedians

of Rome. In the judgment of literary

critics, who followed the traditions of the

Ciceronian age, he was preferred to Accius
for finish and learning, but Accius excelled

him in fire and natural power [Horace,

Ej). ii 1, 55, 56; Quintilian, x 1, 97; see

Prof. Nettleship, " On Literary Ci'iticism in

Latin Antiquity," in Journal of FJiilologi/,

xviii 2G3]. His style was praised for its

copiousness, dignity, and stateliness, but

Cicero [Brutus, 258] declines to give him
credit for pure and genuine Latinity. Even
in Cicero's time, however, the revival of

his plays was often welcomed by Roman
audiences.

Psean (Gr. Faian, properlv FairOn, the
" healer," " helper "

). In Homer [//. v 401,

899], the physician of the Olympian gods
;
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then an epithet of gods who grant recovery
and deliverance, especially of Apollo. The
pjean, which appears in Homer [II. i 473,
xxii 3!.)1], was connected originally with
Apollo and his sister Artemis. It was a
solemn song for several voices, either pray-
ing for the averting of evil and for rescue,

or giving thanks for help vouchsafed. The
name was, however, also used in an extended
sense for invocations to other gods. The
ppean was struck up by generals before the

battle and by armies on the march against
the enemy, as well as after the victor}-.

Similarly it was sounded when the fleet

sailed out of harbour. Paeans were sung
at entertainments between the meal and
the carousal, and eventually also at public
funerals.

Paedagogus (Gr. Paiddgogus, lit. " boy-
leader '"). The name among the Greeks for

the slave who had the duty of looking after

the son of his master whilst in boyhood,
instructing him in certain rules of good
manners, and attending him whenever he
w^ent out, especiall}^ to school and to the

pdkestra and gymndsium. With the

Komans in earlier times it was an old slave

or freedman who had a similar duty as

eustos f' but after it became the custom to

have even children taught to speak Greek,
his place .was filled by a Greek slave, who
bore the Greek name and had the special

<luty of instructing his pupils in Greek.
'Pxi6n6m\is{(jr. Paidonomos). At Sparta,

the overseer of the education of the young.
(See Education, 1.)

Psedotribes. In Greece, the master who
imparted gymnastic instruction in the

pakestm. {Sec Education, 1.)

Pjeniila {Lntin). A mantle of shaggy
frieze or leather, thick and dark-coloured,

without sleeves, buttoned or stitched up in

front, in the direction of its length. A
hood (cilctdhis) was generally fastened on
to it, and drawn over the head. It was
chiefly worn by people of low rank and
slaves, but also by the higher classes, and
even by ladies, in bad weather, on a journey,
and in the country.

Pseonius. (1) A Greek sculptor of Mende
in Thrace. About 43(5 B.C. he was employed
in the decoration of the temple of Zeus in

Ol5'mpia. [According to Pausanias, v 10

§ 6], he was the sculptor of the marble
groups in the front, or eastern, pediment of

the temple, representing the preparations

for the chariot-race between Pelops and
(Enomaus. {See Olympian Games, fig. 1.)

Important portions of these have been

brought to light by the German excavations.
He was also the sculptor of the figure of

Nike, more than life-size, dedicated by the
Messenians [ib. v 26 § 1], which has been
restored to us by the same means. With
the exception of the head, it is in fairly

good preservation (see cut).

(2) See EuTROPius.

*NIKK OF P^l':OXIt".S.

(01>-mpia.)

For Griittner's restoration, see Mrs. Mitchell's Sflccf ions

from Ancient Scidiitiire, pi. 14, 1.

Paganalia. In Italy, a movable festival

of the old village communities {see Pagus),

celebrated after the winter-sowing in

January, on two days separated by an

interval of a week. On this occasion a

pregnant sow was sacrificed to Tellus or

to Ceres, who at a later period was wor-

shipped together with Tellus.

Pagus. In Italy, in ancient times, the

pagtcs was a country district with scattered

hamlets {vTci). The same name was given

to its fortified centre, which protected the

sanctuaries of the district and served as a

refuge in time of war. The separate dis-

tricts were members of a larger community.

After cities had developed out of the places

where the people of these districts assembled,

the 2^dgi were either com})letely merged

in their te7-r7tdrium, or continued to exist

merely as geographical districts, without

importance for administration, or as sub-

ordinate village communities. In Rome the

earliest population consisted of the montdni,

the inhabitants of the seven hills of the

city, and the ^Jdgdni, the inhabitants of
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the level ground of the city. Out of the

two Servius Tullius made the four city

tribes. The country tribes doubtless arose

similarly out of pogi, the names of which
were in some cases transferred to them.

Like the old division into pagcini and mon-
tani, the old districts under the authority of

mdgiatri long continued to exist for sacred

purposes. They had their special guardian

deities, temples, and rites, which survived

even the introduction of Christianity. To
the district festivals belonged especially the

PagdnCiUa (q.v.), the AmbarvCilta (q.v.), at

which the festal procession carefully tra-

versed the old boundaries of the district

;

and, lastly, the TcnnindUa (see Terminus).
Painting. Among the Greeks painting

developed into an independent art much
later than sculpture, though it was used

very early for decorative purposes. This
is proved by the evidence of painted vases

belonging to the ages of the most primi-

tive civilization, and by the mural paintings

discovered by Schliemann at Tiryns. The
scanty notices in ancient authors respect-

ing the first discoveries in this art connect
it with historical persons, and not with
mythical names, as in the case of sculpture.

Thus it is said [by Pliny, N. II. xxxv 16]

that [either Phllucles, the Eg3'ptian, or]

Cleanthes of Corinth was the first to draw
outline sketches ; that Telephones of Sicyon
developed them further ; thatEcphantus of

Corinth introduced painting in single tints

(monochrome) ; and that Eumarus of Athens
(in the second half of the 6th century)
distinguished man and woman by giving
the one a darker, the other a lighter colour.

Cimun of Cleonse is mentioned as the ori-

ginator of artistic drawing in pi-otile [cdtd-

grdpha, hoc est obUquds imdglnrs, Pliny
xxxv 56, cp. 90]. It is further said of him
that he gave variety to the face by making
it look backwards or upwards or down-
wards, and freedom to the limbs by duly
rendering the joints ; also that he was the
first to represent the veins of the human
body, and to make the folds of the drapery
fall more naturally [ib. 56].

Painting did not, however, make any
decided advance until the middle of the
5th century B.C. This advance was chiefly
due to PuLYGXoTUS of Thasos, who painted
at Athens. Among other claims to distinc-
tion, it is attributed to him that he gave
greater variety of expression to the face,

which hitherto had been rigidly severe.
His works, most of them large com])ositions
rich in figm-es, give evidence of a loftv and

poetic conception ; they appear to have
been, in great part, mural paintings for

decorating the interior of public build-

ings [Pausanias, x 25-31 ; i 15, 22 § 6].

The colours were first applied in uniform
tints so as to fill in the outlines, and fresh

lines and touches were then added to indi-

cate where the limbs and muscles began,
and the folds of the garments. The drawing
and the combination of colours were the

chief considerations ; light and shade were
wanting, and no attention was paid to per-

spective. It is doubtful whether at this

early time, besides mural paintings (exe-

cuted al fresco on carefully smoothed
stucco-priming with plain water-colours),

there were any pictures on panels, such as

afterwards became common ; but we may
fairlj^ assume it. These were painted on

wooden panels in temjjera; i.e. with colours

mixed with various kinds of distemper,

such as gum or size, to make them more
adhesive.

In the same century the encaustic method
of painting was discovered, though not

elaborated till the following century. [The
process, as described in Roman times by
Vitruvius (vii 9), was as follows: "The
medium used was melted white wax (cerd

pimicd), mixed with oil to make it more
Huid. The pot containing the wax was
kept over a brazier, while the painter was
at work, in order to keep the melted wax
from solidifying. The stucco itself was
prepared b}-- a coating of hot wax applied

with a brush, and it was polished by being
rubbed with a wax candle, and finall}' with
a clean linen cloth. After the picture was
painted, the wax colours were fixed, partly

melted into the stucco, and blended with
the wax of the ground by the help of a

charcoal brazier, which was held close to

the surface of the painting, and gradually
moved over its whole extent " (Middleton's

Ancient Rome in 1888, p. 417).] The en-

caustic method had several advantages over
painting in tempera : it lasted longer and
was more proof against damp, while the

colouring was much brighter; on the other

hand, it was much more laborious and slow,

which explains the fact that the majority
of encaustic paintings were of small size.

While the pictures of Polygnotus cer-

tainly did not deceive by too much truth to

nature, it was [his younger contemporar}'-]

the Samian AgAtharchus who practised

scene-painting (Gr. skCnogrdplua) at Athens,
and thus gave an impulse to the attempt
at illusory eifect and the use of perspec-
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tive. [He painted the scenery for a play
of yEsch5'lus (Vitruv. vii pfivf. 10), and
decorated the interior of the house of

AlcibhulGs (Andocides, Alcib. 11).] The
Athenian AroLLoDoKUS (about B.C. 420)
was tlic actual founder of an entirely new
artistic style, which strove to effect illusion

by means of the resources of painting. [He
was the first, says Pliny, to give his pic-

tures the appearance of reality ; the first to

bring the brush into just repute (I.e. 60).]

He also led the way in the proper manage-

torial representation, rendering on a flat

surface the relief and variety of nature, and
the consequent attainment of the greatest

possible illusion. Its principal represen-

tatives were Zeuxis of Herilclea and
PakrhasIus of Ephesus ; TImanthes also

produced remarkable works, though not

an adherent of the same school. It was
opposed by the Sicyonlan school, founded
by Eupompus of Sicj'on, and developed by
Pamphilus of Amphipolis, which aimed at

greater precision of technical training, very

(1) *AfIIII,LKS DELTVERINO IHUSKIS TO THE IIi:i:ALDS.

(House of the Tragic Poet, Pompeii.)

ment of the fusion of colours and their due
gradation in ditferent degrees of light and
shade [Pliny, I.e. GO]. [It was to this that
he owed his title of shadow-painter (skm-
(/rdpJio.s: Hesychius on skia).]

The Attic school flourished till about the
end of the 5th century, when this art was
for some time neglected at Athens, but
made another important advance in the
towns of Asia Minor, especially at Ephesus.
The principal merits of this, the Ionic
school, consist in richer and more delicate

colouring, a more perfect system of pic-

careful and characteristic drawing, and a

sober and effective colouring [Pliny, I.e.

75, 7G]. Pausias, a member of this school,

invented the art of foreshortening and of

painting on vaulted ceilings, besides per-

fecting the encaustic art, which was much
more favourable for purposes of illusion and

picturesque effectiveness than painting in

tempera \ib. 123-127]. Greek painting

reached its summit in the works of Apelles
of Cos, in the second half of the 4th cen-

tury ; he knew how to combine the merits

of the Ionian and the Sicyonian schools, the
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perfect <;race of the former with the severe

accuracy of the latter.

After him the most famous artist was
Protogexes of Caunos. The following con-

temporaries, some older and some younger
than himself, deserve also to be mentioned:
Nicrnnachus and Aristldes of Thebes,
Euplnimor of Corinth, Nicias of

Atliens, the Egyptian Antiphilus,

Theun of Samus, and Aetion. After
the age of Alexander, the art of paint-

ing was characterized by a striving

after naturalism, combined with a
predilection for the representation of

common, every-day scenes, and of

still-life. This branch of painting

was also carried to great perfection,

and Piraiicus was the most celebrated

for it. Among painters of the loftier

style the last noteworthy artist was
TiJiuMACHUs of Byzantium. [For the

ancient authorities on the history of

Painting, see Overbeck's Schrift-

({iicllen • com]). Brunn's Kiinstler-

(jcschicJifc, and Woermann's History

of Painting, bk. ii.]

Among the liomans a few solitarj- names
of early painters are mentioned, for in-

stance, Fabius Pictor and the poet Pacuvius
[Pliny, XXXV 19] ; but nothing is known
as to the value of their paintings, which

decoration [Vitruv. vii 5]. Indeed the lovo

of display peculiar to the liomans, which
had led them gradualh^ to accumulate the

principal works of the old Greek masters
at Rome as ornaments for their public and
private edifices, brought about an extra-

sTii.r,-ni-i;.

(Pompeii.)

ordinary development of decorative art,

attested by the numerous mural paintings

that have been found in Italy, chiefly at

Pompeii and Herculaneum.
These paintings were mostly executed

(3) * (luriiKKs.

(Casa di Orfco, Pompeii.)

served to decorate buildings. The way in

which landscapes were represented by a

certain S. Tadius [or lAidius (?), ib. IIG
;

the best MS has studio] in the reign of

Augustus is mentioned as a novelty. These

landscapes were mainly for purposes of

al fresco on damp stucco, seldom with

colours ill tempera on the dry surface. The
principal subjects represented are figure's

from' the world of myth, such as Maenads,

Centaurs, male and female, Satyrs, etc.

;

scenes from mythology and heroic legends,
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frequently copies of famous Greek originals

[one of the best examples of which is

Achilles delivering BrtsCts to the Ilitralds

(see fig. 1)] ; landscapes (fig. 5) ; still-life

{Hg. 2); animals (fig. 3); and also scenes from
real life. (See also cuts under Iphigexia
and Villa.) From a technical point of view

these works do not go beyond the limits of
light decorative painting, and are especially
wanting in correct perspective; but they
show fine harmony, varied gradation, and
delicate blending of colour, and frequently
a surprising depth and sincerity of expres-
sion : qualities which must have charac-

terized the lost masterpieces of the ancient
artists to a much more remarkable degree
and cannot but give us a very high idea of
them. One of the finest mural i)aintings

is that known as the Aldohrandini Mar-
riage [discovered in 1606 near the Arch of

Gallienus, and] named after its first owner,
Cardinal Aldobrandini, now in the Library
of the Vatican at Rome. It is copied from
an excellent Greek original, and represents,

in the style of a relief, the preparations for

a marriage (see fig. 4). ["It is composed,"
says Woermann in his History of Painting^

i 115, " not pictorially, but jQt with taste.

It exhibits several individual motives of

much beauty ; its colouri-iig is soft and har-

monious ; and it is instinct with that placid

and serious charm which belongs onlj' to the

antique. In technical execution, however,
the work is insignificant, and in no way rises

above the ordinary handling of the Roman
house-decorator in similar subjects." The
Vatican Library also possesses an important
series of landscapes from the Odyssey, found
during the excavations on the Esquiline in

1848-1850. Landscapes of this kind are

mentioned by Vitruvius, vii 5, among the

subjects with which corridors iised to be

decorated in the good old times. They repre-

sent the adventure with the Ltestrygones
(fig. 5), the story of Cii'ce, and the visit of

Odysseus to the realm of Hades, thus illu.s-

trating a continuous portion of the poem,

Od. X 80-xi 600. The predominant colours

are a yellowish brown and a greenish blue,

and the pictures are divided from one

another b}^ pilasters of a brilliant red.

They furnish interesting examples of the

landscape-painting of the last days of the

Republic or the first of the Empire, and, in

point of importance, stand alone among all

the remains of ancient painting (Woer-

mann, I.e., and Die Odyssee-laudscJiaften vain

Esquiliv, with chromolithographs of all the

six landscapes). On mosaic-painting and

vase-painting, see Mosaics and Vases.]

[The processes of painting are represented

in several works of ancient art, e.g. in three

mural paintings frona Pompeii (Schreiber's

Bilderatlas, viii 2, 4, and ix 3 ; see Sculp-

ture, fig. 18). Even some of the imple-

ments and materials used by artists have

been discovered. Thus, in 1849, at St.

Medard-des-Pres in the Vendee, a grave

was opened, containing a female skeleton,

surrounded b}'^ eighty small vessels of glass,

in most of which remains of ancient pigments

were still preserved. Besides these, there

was a small cup of brown glass (fig. 6, a);
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a knife of cedar-wood, with its blade re-

duced to rust (6); a small bronze box (c)

with a movable lid and four partitions,

holding materials for pigments ; a mortar
of alabaster, and a smaller one of bronze (c/);

also two small C3'linders of amber and two
brush-handles of bone. One of the glass
vessels contained bits of resin ; another,
wax

; a third, a mixture of both ; a fourth,
a mixture cf lamp-black and wax, with

one or two elegant bronze spoons (c), either
for removing colours from the palette, or
for adding some liquid to mix them toge-
ther; a small shovel, made of rock crystal,
containing gold embedded in gum (/) ; and
an oblong palette of basalt {g). There were

traces of sc-bacic acid, possibly due to the
presence of oil.

Our principal information about ancient
pigments (Gr. phar)nakd ; Lat. mcdicd-
incnta, piymenta) comes from Theupiirastus
{Dc Ixqndlbus}, Dioscorides (v), Yitruvius
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(vii), ami the elder Pliny (xxxiii and xxxv).

It is observed by Cicero in the Brtitus § 70,

that only four colours were used by Polj'-

gnotus, Zeuxis, Timanthes, and their con-

temporaries, as contrasted witli their suc-

cessors, Aetiou, Nicomachus, Protogenes,

(G) * PAINT-BOX, ETC.

(First published by B. Fillon, iJesorijifioii de la Villa et du
Toinbeau d'une Fenime Artiste Gallo-romaine, Fontenay, 1810.)

and Apelles. Pliny (xxxv 50), who identi-

fied the colours as white {melinum), yellow
(sil Atticnm), red (SlnojAs Ponttca), and
black {(Itrumcntmn), even places Aetion,
Nicomachus, Apelles, and Melanthius under
the same limitation. But it is hardly
probable that such important colours as
blue and green were dispensed with, even
in the primitive art of Polj'guotus ; much
less in the more advanced art of Zeuxis
and his contemporaries ; and least of all

in that of Apelles and Protogenes. The
earliest artists, however, may well have
used comparatively few colours, and those of

the simplest kind, the cdlOycsau^tcrioi Pliny
xxxv 30, as contrasted with the colores flo-
ruli, such as vermilion, "Armenian blue,"

"dragon's blood," malachite green, indigo,

and purple.. These were characteristic of
later developments of art, and were so
costly that they were not paid for by the
artists, but by those who gave them their
commissions {ib. 44 ; Vitruv., vii 5, 8).

The pigments known to the ancients were
as follows

:

White. The pigment used in Greece was
a " pipe-clay" called mcltnum (Gr. mclidti),

found in veins in the island of Melos. It
was not available for fresco-painting (Pliny,
xxxv 4ii). A white earth of Eretiia was
employed by Nicomachus and Parrhasius
(ih. 38). A commoner pigment was the
crPta Scllnusia of Selluus in Sicily, used
for mural ])aintings (ih. 4!>, 194), and the
crcta dniilaria, made by mixing chalk with
the glass composition worn in the rings of

the poor (ib. 48). Por fresco-painting they

used pdvaitonium., a hydrated silicate of

magnesia, so called from a clitf on the

African coast near Egypt {ib. 30), which in

Rome was adulterated with crcta ClniOlia

{ib. 36). Por other purposes they employed
whitelead (Gr. psiinijthv'm / Lat, cenissa),

an artificial product, the finest sorts of

which came from Rhodes, Corinth, and
Sparta. It is carbonate of lead, and is still

used under various names {e.g. ceruse). It

is sold in its crude form as "Chemnitz or

Vienna white," and mixed with sulphate of

barium in "Dutch, Hamburg, and "S'enetian

white."

Yelloic. The pigments in use were yellow

ochre and orpiment. "The best kind of

yellow ochre (Gr. oelirCi ^ Lat. sil) was found

in the mines of Laurium. It was also

found in Scyros, Achaia, Gaul, Cappadocia,

Cyprus, and Lydia. The Attic variety Avas

first used by PoU'gnotus and Micon ; it was
afterwards preferred for the high lights,

while the kinds from Scyros and Lydia
were reserved for the shadows {ib. xxxiii

158-160, xxxvii 179). It is a diluted brown
ochre or hydrated peroxide of iron, being

composed of oxygen, water, and iron, mixed
with more or less cla}^ Orpiment, or tri-

sulphide of arsenic (Gr. avsenicon / Lat.

aiiripigmentum), was of two kinds : (1) of

a golden yellow, from Mysia on the coast

of the Hellespont; and (2) a duller kind,

from Pontus and Cappadocia (Dioscorides

V 120). It could not be used for frescoes

(Pliny xxxv 49). Yellow ochre and orpi-

ment (under the name of " king's or Chinese

yellow ") are still in use.

Red. One of the oldest pigments was

ruddle (Gr. miltos ; Lat, rubrlca). This is

a red earth coloured by sesqui oxide of iron.

In the Homeric age it was used to orna-

ment the bows of ships. In later times the

clay from which Greek vases were made
owed its brilliant hue to the ruddle of Cape

Colias on the Attic coast (Suidas, s.v.

Kdltddos kcrdmees, and Pliny, xxxv 152).

The best kind came from Cappadocia, by

way of Sinupe (hence called SiuOjus Pontica,

ib. 31, 36, xxxiii 117), or through Ephesus

(Strabo, p. 540). It was also found in North

Africa {ctcercUhfm, Pliny, xxxv 32), especi-

ally in Egypt and at Carthage ;
also in Spain

and the Balearic Islands, and Lemnos and

Ceos. There was a treaty forbidding the

export of ruddle from Ceos except only to

Athens (Hicks, Gr. Historical Inscriptions,

p. 186). It could be artificially produced

by calcining yellow ochre, a discovery due
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to Cydias, a contemporary of EuphrrmOr

(^Theoplir., I.e. 53). Another mineral sup-

plying a red, sometimes a yellow, pigment,

was sandaracli (Gr. sandurdchc ; Lat.

sanddn'ica), found in Paphlagonia, probably

disulpliide of arsenic ("realgar''). As
this mineral is poisonous, the mortality in

the mines was very high. An artificial

substitute, called ceruasa usta, or usta alone,

was therefore generally preferred. This

was obtained by burning white lead, a

discovery attributed to the painter Nicias

(Pliny, XXXV 38). The result is " red lead,"

i.e. red oxide of lead. There was besides a

colour compounded of equal parts of ruddle

and sandarach, called .sandyx (Pliny, xxxv

40), which is also the designation of a natural

pigment of which little is known (Vergil,

Eel. iv 45). Of greater importance than

these is cinnabar ((.rr. originally kinndbdri,

afterwards amniion ; Lat. i«t »??'.?«), found

in Spain, especially at Sisapo (Pliny, xxxiii

121). An artificial kind was made at

Ephesus from the red sand of the agri

CilbidnT. This discovery is assigned to

Callias (Ih. 113). The name cinnahari was
often erroneously given to a red resin, now
called dragon's blood, and produced from
the cdldiniis drdco, a kind of palm growing
in the Sunda Islands and elsewhere. The
ancients probably imported it from the

island of Socotra, as it is a product of the

Somali coast on the adjacent mainland of

Africa.—A purple pigment (Gr. ostreion /

Lat. ostnim, imrpurissxim) was prepared
by mixing cretd argentdrid with the purple

secretion of the murex (see Purple) ; the

best kind was made at Piiteoli (Pliny xxxv 45).

Blue. The pigment used from the

earliest times was called in Greek kjjdnos,

in Latin cceritleu>u, a blue silicate of

copper, generally mixed with carbonate of

lime (chalk). It is not to be confounded
with the modern cterideum, which is stan-

nate of cobalt. Kjjdnos was found in small

quantities in copper mines, and artificial

kinds were made in Scythia, Cyprus, and
Egypt (Theophr., I.e. 51, 55). Vitruvius
mentions only the artificial crerideum of

Alexandria and Puteoli. The method of

manufacturing it was brought from Egypt
by Yestorius. It was prepared by heating
strouglj' together sand,yZcis nitri (carbonate
of soda), and filings of copper. Tliis
" Egyptian azure " was reproduced by Sir

Humphry Davy, by taking fifteen parts by
weight of carbonate of soda, twenty of
powdered opaque flints, and three of copper
filings, and heating them strongly fo:- two

D. C. A.

hours. The product, when pulverized, sup-

plied a fine deep sky blue. The "Alex-
andrian frit " is in part a species of artificial

lapis lazuli, the colouring matter of which
is naturall}' inherent in a hard siliceous

stone {Phil. Trans. Royal Society, 1815,

p. 121), It was not available for fresco-

painting, but could be used for painting in

tempera (Pliny, xxxiii 162). The name
kydnos was given to a blue mineral, which
is to be identified as lapis lazuli, a silicate

of sodium, calcium, and aluminium, \\ii]i a

sulphur compound of sodium. This was
pounded into a pigment, now known as

ultramarine. Kyanos was also the name
of the blue carbonate of copper from the

copper mines of Cyprus, where lapis lazuli

is not to be found. Artificial blue pigments

were produced by colouring pulverized

glass wnth carbonate of copper. "Armenian
blue " (Gr. Armcnwn) is described by Plin}'-

(xxxv 47) as made from a mineral like

chrysoeolla (malachite?) in colour, the best

kinds being almost as good as cterideiim. It

is probably a kind of ultramarine.—Indigo

iindtciun) was also used. The way in

which it is mentioned in Vitruvius (vii 9,

6, and 10, 4) implies that it had been
recently introduced. It could not be used

for frescoes. Modern experiment has

pi'oved that the colouring basis of the blue

found in ancient mural paintings is oxide of

copper. Cobalt has also been discovered in

ancient specimens of transparent blue glass.

Green. Several pigments were in use :

(1) chrysoeolla (or malachite ?, h3'drated

dicarbonate of copper), pounded and sifted,

and mixed with alum and woad {lutum,

Pliny, xxxiii 87). Malachite green, some-

times called mountain, or Hungary, green, is

also a modern pigment. (2) Cretd virldis,

the best kind of which came from Smyrna
(Vitruv., vii 7, 4). It is a species of ochre

containing silica, oxide of iron, magnesia,

l^otash, and water ; and is still used under
the names of terra verte, verdetta, green

earth, Verona green, green bice, or holh^

green. (3) Verdigris (Gr. ids ; Lat. cerfigo,

ceruca, Vitruv., vii 12, 1). This is an ace-

tate of copper (sometimes crystallized), i.e. a

compound of acetic acid and oxide of copper.

Malachite green and Verona green have both

been traced in ancient paintings. Verdi-

gris has not been found ; hence it has been

conjectured by Sir H. Dav}^, that what was
originally a diacetate of copper has in the

course of centuries changed into carbonate

of copper {I.e., p. 112). It is described as

" the least durable of copper greens ; light

c G
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fades it in water; damp and foul air first

bleach it, and then turn it black " (^Standage,

Manual of Pigincuts. p. 21).

Black. The pigment (Gr. mSldn / Lat.

atnlmcntnm) was almost always produced

by combustion, Pulygnotus and Micon
produced it by dr3'ing and burning the lees

of wine (Gr. tryglnon). Ajjclles was the

discoverer of "ivory black" {clrphanfiiniin,

Pliny, XXXV 42). A common material was
the smoke of burnt resin (our lamp-black),

or burnt pine-twigs (Vitruv., vii 10, 1).

Pliny (xxxv 41) also mentions a natural

black pigment which is difficult to identify;

it may be peat, or else oxide of iron, or

oxide of manganese. The best black pig-

ment was called atramcntiim Indtcum (Gr.

iiulun Iud1ku)t), doubtless the same as
" Chinese black," which originally found its

way to the West through India, and thus

obtained its alternative name of " Indian

ink." But it cannot be used for frescoes,

and no traces of it have been found in the

mural paintings of antiquity. The black

in these ])aintings is always carbonaceous.

Some of the remains of ancient colours

and paintings at Pompeii, and in the "Baths
of Titus " and of Livia, and elsewhere, were
analysed by Sir Humphry Davy (I.e., pp.
97-124 : Some Experivwnts and Obscrva-

tionfi on the Colours used in Painting by
the Ancients). In an earthen vase from the
" Baths of Titus " containing a variety of

colours, the reds proved to be red oxide

of lead, with two iron ochres of different

tints, a dull red and a purplish red " nearly
of the same tint as prussiate of copper "

;

all three were mixed with chalk or car-

bonate of lime (p. 101). The yellotcs were
pure ochres mixed with carbonate of lime,

and ochre mixed with red oxide of lead

and carbonate of lime (p. 104). The bhws
were a kind of smalt, with carbonate of

lime (p. lOG). Of greens there were three
varieties ;

" one, which approached to olive,

was the common green earth of Verona
;

another, which was pale grass-green, had
the character of carbonate of copper mixed
with chalk ; and a third, which was sea-

green, was a green combination of copper
mixed with blue cop]ier frit " (p. 110). A
pale, rose-coloured substance, found in the
" Baths of Titus," which in its interior
" had a lustre approaching to that of car-

mine," was found to be either of vegetable
or animal origin ; if the latter, it was most
probably a specimen of Tyrian purple (pp.
113-15). In the Aldobrandini Marriage
(fig. 4) the rcdG and yellows were all

ochres ; the greens, preparations of copper
;

the blues, "Alexandrian frit"; the purple,

a mixture of red ochre and carbonate of

copper ; the browns, mixtures of ochres

and black ; the whites were all carbonates

of lime {ib. passim).

Por further details see Bliimner's Tech-

nologies iv 457-518.] [J. E. S.]

Palaemon. (1) A Greek sea-god. See

Melk'ertes.

(2) Quintiis Rcmmius. A Latin gram-
marian of Vicetia {Vicenza), the son of a

female slave. He acquired a learned educa-

tion whilst accompanying his master's son

to school, and, after he had been set free,

taught at Rome in the first half of the first

century after Christ, under Tiberius and
Claudius, with extraordinary' success [in

spite of his thoroughly disreputable char-

acter]. The earlier scholars, and especially

Varro, had made the older literature the

centre of their linguistic studies. Palcemon,

as head of a new school, devoted himself

especially to Vergil, just as Greek literary

criticism had concentrated itself on Homer.
[He seems to have treated grammar in the

practical spirit of a clever schoolmaster,

and to have done his best to deride the

scientific labours of Varro. His grammar
{ars, Juvenal, vii 251) was doubtless much
consulted by later grammarians. It is now
lost.] The grammar that bears his name
is wrongly attributed to him. [See Prof.

Nettleshipin Journal of Philology, xv 192.]

Palsephatus. A Greek author who fol-

lowed the Peripatetic philosophy. He com-

posed in the 4th century B.C. a historical

and allegorical explanation of Greek myths
in several books. Of this work we possess

only a short abstract, probably composed

in the Byzantine age under the title, On
Incredible Tales. In former times it Avas

a favourite school book.

Palaestra {i.e. wrestling school). The name
given by the Greeks to the place in which

the young were instructed in wrestling and

boxing under the guidance of a master

called a po'dotribes. There were a con-

siderable number of such schools at Athens,

which had been built, some at public ex-

pense, some by private undertaking. Pi

later times they were also connected with

the Gymnasia. {See Gymnasium and

Gymnastics.)
Palamedes. The son of Nauplius and

brother of CEax, a hero of the post-Homeric

cycle of Trojan legend. Odysseus envied

his wisdom and ingenuity, and was bent on

avenirinir himself on Palamedes for detect-
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ing his feigned madness. Accordingly, ho

is said to have conspired with Diomedes
and drowned him whilst engaged in fishing

;

or (according to another account) they per-

suaded him to enter a well, in which
treasure was said to be concealed, and then

overwhelmed him with stones. According

to others, Agamemnon also hated him as

head of the peace party among the Greeks.

He accordingh' got Odj-sseus and Diomedes
to conceal in his tent a letter purporting

to be written by Priam, as well as some
money, and then accuse him as a traitor;

whereupon he was stoned to death by the

people. His brother (Eax informed his

lather of the sad event by writing the

news on an oar and throwing it into the sea,

upon which he took a terrible vengeance on
the returning Greeks (see Nauplius, 2).

Palamedes was considered by the Greeks as

the inventor of the alphabet and of light-

houses ; also of measures and weights, and
of dice and draughts and the discus.

Pales. The Italian goddess of shepherds.

Her festival, the Pdlllia or PctrUia, held

on April 21st, w^as properly a herdsmen's
festival to promote the fruitfulness of

the flocks and to purify the sacred groves
and fountains from all unintentional injury
or pollution caused by the herds. It was
deemed the anniversary of the founding
of Rome, the former abode of shepherds.
Accordingly it was celebrated at Rome, as

in the villages, by the whole of the inhabi-
tants, with the ancient rites of a shepherds'
festival. It was customary to purify house,
steading, and sheep with sulphur, and, as a
special means of expiation, to offer incense,

together with a mixture of the blood of

the October horse (see Mars), the ashes of

the unborn calf which was burned at the
feast of Tellus, and bean-straw which was
obtained from the Vestals. When these
solemn purifications were over, the cheer-
ful part of the festival began. Bonfires
were made of straw and hay ; the shepherds
leaped across them thrice ; cakes of millet

were also offered to the goddess; and the
festival was concluded by a feast in the
open air. After the 2nd century of our era
the festival was combined with that of Den
Roma, and was celebrated as her birthday
with festal processions and Circensian
games, which continued till the 5th century.

Palici. Two spirits worshipped in the
the neighbourhood of Mount Etna in Sicily,
as benevolent deities and protectors of
agriculture. They are sometimes described
as sons of Adranus, a native hero honoured

through the whole of Sicily ; sometimes, of
Hephaestus and the N3a-nph .^tna ; some-
times, of Zeus and Tlullla, a daughter of

Hephaestus, who concealed herself in the
earth from fear of Hera's jealousy, where-
upon two hot sulphur springs burst out of

the ground. Beside tiiese springs solemn
oaths were taken, especiall}^ in legal proceed-
ings, the swearer, who must have previously
kept himself from all defilement, touching
the brink ; if the oath were false, blinding
or instantaneous death followed. According
to another account, a tablet inscribed with
the oath was thrown into the water, and
swam on the surface if the oath were true,

but sank in the contrary case, while flames
devoured the perjurer. The neighbouring
sanotuary of the Palici served as an oracle

and also as a shelter for fugitive slaves.

[Diodorus Siculus, xi 89.]

Palilia. A feast among the Romans held
in honour of the goddess Pales {q.v.).

A ROJIAN I.ADV WIOAHINli TIIK PAI.I.A.

Statue of the younger Asrippina, wife of Claudius and
mother of Nero (Naplts Museum).

Palla. A Roman mantle worn by women,
consisting of a square piece of cloth, which
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matrons wore over the stola, in the same

way as tlie men wore the toga. They let

one third fall down in front over the left

shoulder, but drew the rest away over the

back, and then either brought it forward

over the righ: shoulder, or drew it mider

the right arm, but in either case threw the

end back over the left arm or shoulder {see

cut). The paUa could also be drawn over

the head, just like the toga. Other women,
who were not privileged to wear the stola,

wore the paUa over the tunic, folded to-

gether about the body, fastened together on

the shoulders with buckles, and open on

the right side, or held together in the same
way with buckles. It then lay double

over the breast and back, but fell down in

one thickness to the feet.

Palladium (Gr. pallddwn). An old car-

ven image in the citadel at Troy, on which
the prosperit}^ of the city depended. It is

said to have been three cubits high, with feet

shut close together, an upraised spear in its

right hand, and in its left either a distaff

and spindle, or a shield. Athene was said to

have made it as an image of Pallas, daugh-
ter of Triton, whom she had slain unawares
while playing at wrestling. Legends differ

in their account of the manner of its com-
ing to Tro3'. According to one of them,

Pallas gave it as a dowry to Chryse, the

bride of Dardanus,_and he brought it to

Dardania, whence Ilus carried it to Troy

;

according to another, Zeus caused it to fall

down to Ilus (q.v.) from heaven. Since

Troy could not be conquered so long as it

possessed this image, Diomedes stole it

with the help of Odysseus and brought it

to Argos. But, according to the Attic

story, it was Demophoon {q.v., 2) of Athens
who deprived him of it. The palladium
preserved in Rome in the temple of Vesta
was traced back to ^Eneas, the assumption
being that there had been a second image
in Troy besides that stolen by Diomedes.
Other Italian towns also boasted of the
possession of a palladium.

Palladius (Rutilins Taurus JEmUmnus).
A Latin author, in the 4th century A.D.,

who, by borrowing from the teaching of

his pi'edecessors and by his own experience,

composed a work upon husbandry in four-

teen books. Of these the first contains

general precepts ; books ii-xiii give the
operations of agriculture in each of the

successive months, wliile the fourteenth
treats of the grafting of trees, in eightv-

llve elegiac couplets. His book, though
written in dry and feeble language, Avas

much used in the Middle Ages on account

of its practical arrangement.

Pallas. (1) Pallas Athene ysce Athene).

(2) Son of the Titan Crius, husband of

Styx, father of Nike.

(3) Sou of Pandion, who robbed his bro-

ther of the dominion of Athens, but was,

together with his fiftj' gigantic sons, slain

by the j^outhful Theseus.

Palliata. A branch of Roman comedy.

{See Comedy, 2.)

Pallium. The Roman name for a large

Cxrecian cloak, which was also worn by
Romans among the Greeks. It was espe-

cially the garb of the philosophers. In

Rome it was also worn hy courtesans.

Pallor and Pavor {lit. ' Paleness and
Fright "). The Roman personifications of

terror, and companions of the war-god

Mars. As early as the time of king TuUus
Hostilius sanctuaries are said to have been

erected in their honour. On coins Pallor

was represented as a boy with dishevelled

hair and perturbed bearing, and Pavor as

a man wdth an expression of horror and

with bristling hair.

Palton. The lance of the Greek cavalrj'.

{See Weapons.) [Also a light spear used by

the Persian cavalry (Xen., Cyrop. i\ 2>,^]

vi 2, 16).]

Paludamentum. The short, red mantle

of Roman generals, fastened on the left

shoulder and worn over the armour. They
assumed it on the Capitol on their depar-

ture to the war, but on their return they

exchanged it for the toga., the garb of peace,

before their entry into the city. Under

the Em])ire, when the emperor was the

commander-in-chief, the purple paluda-

mentuiii became exclusively a token of

imperial power. It only became the usual

attii-e of the emperors in the 3rd century

after Christ. Accordingly, after that time

entrance on imperial power was termed
'' assuming the jnu-jjle."

Pamphilus. A Greek painter of Am-
phipolis in Macedonia, who lived in the

first half of the 4th century B.C., chiefly at

Sicyon, as head of the school there founded

bj' his master Eupompus. He is the ori-

ginator of the scientific teaching of art :
he

traced back all practice of art to scientific

principles. He maintained that painting

could not be brought to perfection without

arithmetic and geometry. In spite of the

fact that his fee for instruction was one

talent (£2CX)), the number of his pupils was

considerable ; the greatest among them being

Apelles. Through his influence instruction
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in drawing was introduced among the sub-

jects of Ureek education [Pliny, X. II.

XXXV 7(3. The onl}^ work of this artist now
known to us by name is his picture of the

Sfipplicoit Iltraclida; to which Aristophanes

alhules in the Plutus^ 385].

Pan [lit. " the pasturer '") [from the same
root as the Lat. pastor and pilnis]. Ori-

ginally an Arcadian god of hills and woods,

the protecting deity of flocks, herdsmen,

and hunters ; the son either of Hermes and
a daughter of Dryops, or of Zeus and the

Arcadian Xymph Callisto. The ancients

represented him with a puck-nose and
bearded, with shaggy hair, two horns, and
goat's feet. They imagined him as wan-
dering by day through hill and dale with
the Xymplis, guarding the flocks, especi-

ally the goats, and chasing wild animals
[Homeric Hymn,
xix]. In the heat

of noonday he

sleeps, and is then

very sensitive to

any disturbance

;

therefore at this

time no shepherd
blows his pipe

[Theocr. i IG]. In
the evening, sit-

ting in front of

hisgrottOjhe plan's

on the si/riux, or

Pan's pipe, which
he himself in-

vented. He is

even said to have
formed it from
the reed into

which a Xymph
named Syrinx
was changed
while fleeing from
his love [Ovid,

Met.ilOb]. There
are many other
tales of his love

adventures with the Xymphs. As he ex-
cites the sudflen (" panic ") terror which
attacks the wanderer in forest solitudes,

so he was also said to have caused the
panic which put to flight the Persians at
Marathon ; and on this account a grotto in
the Acropolis of Athens was dedicated to

him, and he was honoured with an annual
sacriflce and torch procession [Herod., vi
105]. As a spirit of the woodlancl, he is also
a god of pro])hecy, and hence there were
oracles of Pan. Like the similar fifrures of

Silenus and the Satyrs, he was brought into

connexion with Dionysus, in whose ti'aiu he
proved himself useful on iiis Indian expedi-
tion by means of the terror lie inspired. As
one of the gods of nature, he was one of
the companions of Cvbele; and by reason
of his amorousness, he is associated with
Aphrodite. In later times, owing to a
misinterpretation of his name (as though
it stood for jxo}, "the universe"), he was
made a S3'mbol of the universe. His ctilt

was chiefly confined to the country. He
was either worshipped with the Xymphs
in grottoes, or his image was set up under
the trees, where his worship])er.s brought it

simple offerings such as milk, honey, must,
rams, or lambs. Mountains, caves, old oaks,

and pine trees, and the tortoise, were sacred
to him ; his attributes are the syrinx, a
shepherd's crook, a garland of pine leaves or

a twig of the pine tree. The fancy of later

times invented as his companions young
Tans, or Pdnisci, a species of imps of the
forest, who were fabled to torment mankind
hj all sorts of apparitions, nightmares, and
evil dreams. The Romans identified Pan
with the Italian Fmimis (q.v.).

Panaetius. A Greek philosopher of

Rhodes, born about 180 B.C.; the most impor-
tant representative of Stoicism in his time.

Erom Athens, w'here he had received his

education, he went to Rome, about 15G B.C.

Being there received into the circle of the

younger Scipio and of Laelius. he was able

to gain numerous adherents among the
Roman nobles by his skill in softening

the har-^hness and subtlety of the Stoic

teachipi,, and in representing it in a refined

and polished form. After Scipio's death

(129) he returned to Athens, where he died,

as the head of the Stoic school, about 111.

Only unimportant fragments of his writings
remain. The most important of them, the
Treatise on Duty, su])plied the groundwork
of the De ()(fl<^us of C'cero.

Panathenaea (Gr. Pa ad then aid'). The most
ancient and most im])ortant of Athenian
festivals. It was celebrated in honour of

Athene, the patron deity of Athens. Claim-
ing to have been founded as earl}' as by
Erichthonius, it is said to have been origi-

nally named only Athenam, and to have
first received the name of Panathenaea
at the time when Theseus united all the

inhabitants of Attica into one body. In

memory of the union itself was kept the

festival of the Synoecid, or Synweesid, on

the IGth of Hecatombfpon (July-August),

which may be regarded as a kind of prepa-
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tory solemnity to the Panathencea. There
was a festival of the ordinary or lesser

Fanathouva celebrated every year, and
from the time of Pisistrutus, the great Pan-
atlicniva held every fifth 3'ear, and in the

third 3^ear of every Olympiad, from the 24th

to the 21)th of Hecatombeeon. Pisistratns,

in the year 5G6 B.C., added to the original

chariot and horse races athletic contests

in each of the traditional forms of competi-
tion. He, or his son Hipparchns, instituted

the regulation, that the collected Homeric
poems should be recited at the feast of

Rhapsodi. In 446 Pericles introduced
musical contests, which took place on the
first day of the festival, in the Odeum,
which he had built. Competitions of cyclic

choruses and other kinds of dances, torch

races and trireme races, added to the splen-

dour of the festival. The care and direction

of all these contests were committed to ten

stewards {athlotheta'), who were elected by
the people for four years, from one great

Panathenaic festival to the next. In the

musical contests, the first prize was a
golden crown ; in the athletic, the prize was
a garland "of leaves from the sacred olive

trees of Athene, together with large and
beautiful vases filled with oil from the same
trees. Many specimens of these Panathenaic
vases have been found [in Italy, Sicily,

Greece, and at Cyreue. They have the
figure of Athene on one side, and a design
indicating the contest for which they are

awarded on the other. Most of them be-

long to the 4tli century B.C., 367-318
; the

' Burgon Vase," in the British Museum, to

the 6th century. Cp. Pindar, Nem. x 35].

The tribe whose ships had been victorious
received a sum of monc}^, part of which
was destined for a sacrihce to Poseidon.
The culminating point of the festival was

the 28th day of the month, the birthday
of the goddess, when the grand procession
carried through the city the costly, em-
broidered, saifi-on - coloured garment, the
pcplus iq.v.). This had been woven in the
preqeding nine months by Attic maidens
and matrons, and embroidered with repre-
sentations from the battle of the gods and
Giants. It was carried through the city, first

of all as a sail for a ship moving on wheels,
and was then taken to the Acropolis, where
it adorned one of the statues of Athene
Polias. The procession is re])resented in a
vivid manner in the well-known frieze of

the Parthenon. It included the priests and
their attendants, leading a long train of ani-
mals festally adorned for sacrifice ; matrons

and maidens bearing in baskets the various

sacrificial implements (see Canephori)
;

the most picturesque old men in festal

attire, with olive branches in their hands,

whence came their name, fhallophoroi •

warriors, with spear and shield, in splendid

array
;
young men in armour ; the cavalry

under the command of both the hipparchi

;

the victors in the immediately preceding

contests ; the festal embassies of other.

* PANATHENAIC A JIlMlul! A.

Inscribod TON AQHNHQEX A0An.\, "a prize from
Athens."

(Milling-en, Uned. Mon., p]. 1.)

states, especially of the colonies ; and, lastly,

the aliens resident in Athens. Of these last,

the men bore behind the citizens trays with
sacrificial cakes, the women waterpots, and
the maidens sunshades and stools for the

citizens' wives ; while on the freedmen was
laid the duty of adorning with oak-leaves

the market-places and streets through which
the procession moved. The feast ended
with the great festal sacrifice of a hecatomb
of oxen, and with the general banqueting
which accompanied it. At the yearly

minor Pauathcna'a, on the 28th and 29th

of Hecatombaion, contests, sacrifices, and a

procession took' place, but all in a more

simple style. In later times the festival was
removed to spring, perhaps in consequence

of Roman influence, in order to make it cor-

respond to the Cluinqvatrits of Minerva.
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[All the ancient authorities are collected by
Michaelis, Dcr Parthenon^ pp. 318-333.]

Pancratium. The combination of boxing

and -wrestlini:; in Greek <i;ymnastics (q.v.).

Pandareos, of Milr'tus, the son of Meropus,

stole from Minos of Crete a living dog made
of gold, the work of He})h;pstus, which was
the guardian of the temple of Zeus, and
crave it to Tantalus to keep it safely. When
Zeus demanded the dog back, Pandareos

fled with his Avife Harmothea to Sicil}',

where both were turned into stones. Por
his daughter Aedon, see Aedon. Of his

two other daughters (Merope and Cleodora

or Cameira and CKtea), Homer [Od. xx
()G-78] relates that they were brought up
bv Aphrodite, after their early bereavement,

and were endowed by Hera with beaut}'- and
wisdom, b}^ Artemis with lofty stature, and
by Athene with skill in handiwork ; but
while their foster-mother went to Olympus
to implore Zeus to gmnt the maidens happy
marriages, they were carried off by the

Harpies, and delivered to the Erinyes as

servants, and thus expiated their father's

guilt.

Pandion. (1) Son of Erichthonius, father

of Procne and Erechtheus (q.v.).

(2 ) Son of Cecrops and Metiadusa, grand-

son of Erechtheus, king of Athens. Driven
intoexile by the sons of his brother MetiOu,
he went to Megara, where he married P5*lia,

the daughter of king P5'las, and inherited the

kingdom. His sons, ^Egeus, Lycus, Pallas,

and Nisus, regained Attica from the

Metionidse, and the first three shared it

among themselves, while Nisus (q.v.) re-

ceived Megara.
Pandokeion {Greek). The Greek name

for a kind of private inn which harboured
and entertained travellers. {Cp. Ixxs.)

Pandora ("the all-gifted''). The woman
ma<le out of earth by Hephaestus, and en-

dowed by the gods with perfect charm
and beauty, but also with deceit, flattering

speech, and canning thought, {See further
luuler Pi;omi:theus.)

Pandrosos {Greek). Daughter of Cecrops
<^f Athens, first priestess of Athene, honoured
together with her in a sanctuary of her
own, the Pandvoseion, on the Acropolis of
Athens. (Cj). Cecrops.)

Panegyricus. The name given among the
Greeks to a speech delivered before a pdne-
(jyns • that is, an assembly of the whole
nation on the occasion of the celebration of
a festival, such as Pdndthcna-a and the
four great national games. This oration
had reference to the feast itself, or was

intended to inspire the assembled multitude
with emulation, by praising the great deeds
of their ancestors, and also to urge them to

unanimous co-operation against their com-
mon foes. The most famous compositions
of this kind which have been ])reserved

are the Panegyvtens and Pdndthenaicus of

Isocrates, | neither of which, however, was
actually delivered in public] In later times
eulogies upon individuals were so named.
This kind of comjwsition was especially

cultivated under the Roman Empire by
Greeks and Romans. In Roman literature

the most ancient example of this kind whicli

remains is the eulogy of the emperor
Trajan, delivered by the younger Pliny in

the Senate, 100 A.D., thanking the emperor
for conferring on him the consulate, a
model which subsequent ages vainly endea-

voured to imitate. It forms, together with
eleven orations of Mamertinus, Eumenius,
Nazarins, Pacatus Drepanius, and other

unknown representatives of the Gallic

school of rhetoric, from the end of the 3rd
and the whole of the 4th centuries A.D., the

extant collection of the PanegyrleA Ldtini.

Besides these, we possess similar orations by
Symmachus, Ausonius, and Ennodius. There
are also a considerable number of poetical

panegyrics; e.g. one upon Messala, composed
in the year 31 B.C., and wrongly attributed

to Tibullus ; one by an unknown author of

the Neronian time upon Calpurnius Piso

:

and others by Claudian, Sidonius Apolli-

naris, Merobaudes, Corippus, Priscian, and
Venantius Fortunatus {q.v.).

Panisci. See Pan.
Pan's Pipe. See Syrixx and Pan.
Pantheon (properly Gr. Panihelon, " the

all-divine place"; Lat. Pantheum). The
only ancient building in Rome whose walls

and arches have been completely preserved.

It is one of the greatest architectural

monuments of antiquity, and is fitted, as

no other building is, to show us the solidity,

boldness, and splendour of Roman architec-

ture. The original object of the temple,

which, according to the inscription on the

architrave of its porch, was built Iw
Agripi)a in 27 B.C., is tmknown. We only

know that the seven principal niches of the

interior were once occupied by images of

the gods. We have evidence that among
them were Mars and Venus, the patron

deities of the Julian house, and the deified

Ccesar, the principal representative of that

house. In later times the term Pantheon

was wrongly supposed to mean a temple of

all the gods. This view prompted Pope
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Boniface IV to dedicate the building, in

()iji> A.D., as a Cliristian church to the

memory of all the martyrs, under the name
of S. Maria ad Marlyres (now S. Maria

of these in front support a massive pedi-

ment, behind which rises another pediment
of still higher elevation, resting against

the square projection which connects the

(1) THE PAXTIIEON, KOME.
(Front elevation.)

Rofoncla, or simply La Rotonda). The
building had already been repeatedly

restored in ancient times by Domitian,
Hadrian, and last of all, in 202 a.d., by

portico with the dome. The other columns
divide the portico into three parallel por-

tions, originally vaulted over. In the in-

terior of the portico on each side of the

(2) Till-; I'AMUKUM, i;o.Mi;.

(Longitudinal section.)

Septimius Severus and Caracalla. It

consists of a circular structure, 142 feet G

inches in height and inner diameter, with
a portico 103 feet long formed by sixteen

Corinthian columns 47 feet high. Eight

entrance are two niches, which formerly

contained colossal statues of Augustus and

Agrippa. The massive walls of the great

rotunda, which is comjjletel}' circular in

form, are divided by ring-cornices into two
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stories, an upper and a lower. Above these

springs a cupola of concrete, of vaster dimen-

sions than an}' that had been attempted

in previous times. The diameter of this

lofty cupola corresponds to that of the vast

cylindrical building on which it rests. The
walls of the latter are 1!) feet thick. The
interior of the cu])ola is divided into live

rows of deeply sunk panels (Idcfinclria) 28

in each row. At its vertex an opening

about 27 feet in diameter lights the w^hole

of the interior {see cuts). The gilt-bronze

tiles of the roof were taken bj- the emperor
Constans II to Constantinople in 655 a.d.

The remains of the costly marble wall-

linings of the interior, which dated from
the last restoration, and consisted of 56
compartments, divided by 112 Corinthian

columns, and covered with white marble,

porphyry, serpentine, and pavonazetto,

were not carried off until 17-1:7. In 1632
the girders of gilded bronze which sup-

ported the roof of the portico were melted
down by Urban VIII, to be cast into pillars

for the baldacchino in St. Peter's [and into

cannon for the castle of S. Angelo].

Pantomimus. The representation of a

dramatic subject by dancing and rhythmic
gesticulation alone, as practised by the
Romans. It originated in the custom of

the ancient Roman drama, of only allowing
an actor on the stage to make the necessary

movements of dancing and gesticulation,

while another actor sang the recitative to

the accompaniment of the flute. This re-

citative was called canticiiin, and was a

monologue composed in rhythmical form.
The illustrative dance was raised to a
separate, independent branch of art by
Pylddes and Bdthyllus under Augustus,
22 B.C. There were comic and tragic pan-
tomimes, but the latter variety prevailed
on the stage of the Empire. The subjects
were chiefly taken from tragedies founded
on mythological love stories, and treated so
that the chief situations were included in
a series of cantica. All of these were
represented by a single pantomimus, the
dancer, as well as the performer, being
designated by that name. He thus had
to represent several characters, male and
female, in succession, while a chorus, ac-

companied by flutes and other instruments,
sang the corresponding song. The pauses
necessary for the cliange of mask and
costume for each successive part were ap-
parently tilled up with the recital of music
by the chorus, which served to connect the
chief scenes with each other. It was only

in the latest times of the Empire that

women were employed in pantomime.
Pantomime, aiming at sensual charm alone,

went beyond all bounds of decorum in the

representation of delicate subjects. As an
understanding of the subtleties of the art

required a cultivated taste, pantomime was
specially favoured by the higher classes,

while the mime, with his buftboner}-, was
more pleasing to the multitude. On the

true dramatic ballet of imperial times, see

Pyrrhic Daxce.
Panyasis [quantity doubtful ; Avienus,

Arat. Pham. 175, makes it Pilnydsis. There
was another form Panyassis]. A Greek
poet of Halicarnassus, uncle of Herodotus.

He was put to death b}'- the tyrant Lyg-
damis about 45'i B.C. for being the leader

of the aristocratic party. He composed a

poem in fourteen books entitled Hemclca
(exploits of Heracles), which was reckoned

by later writers among the best epics. The
few fragments preserved are in an elegant

and graceful style.

Paper. ,See Writixg Materials.
Papinianus (^Emilius). The most im-

portant among the Roman jurists; born
about 140 A.D., a contemporary and friend

of the emperor Septimius Severus, whom
he accompanied on his expedition to Bri=

tain in the capacity of pra^fcctus prcvtOrio.

Severus, on his deathbed at York, left to

him the guardianship of his sons Geta and
Caracalla

;
yet the latter caused Papinianus

to be put to death in the next year, 212,

on the day after the murder of his brother

Geta. Of all his works, the thirty-seven

books of Qiia'stWHes (legal questions), and

the nineteen books of Pesponsa (legal deci-

sions) were considered the most important.

Till the time of Justinian these formed the

nucleus of that part of jurisprudence which
was connected with the explanation of the

original authorities on Roman law. We
only possess fragments of them, in the form
of numerous excerpts in the " Digest."

{See Corpus Juris Civilis.)

Papirius {Pdpirulnum las). See JuRis-

PRUDEXCE.
Papposilenus. Sec Silexus.

Pappus. A Greek mathematician of

Alexandria, who lived about the end of

the 4th century A.D. We still possess his

Mathematical Collections in eight books,

consisting of extracts from numerous mathe-

matical writings, of great importance for

the history of mathematics.

Papyrus. Sec Writixg Materials.
Parabasis. A characteristic, but not
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indispensable, part of the cliorns in the Old
Attic comedy. About the middle of the

piece, when the action of the play had been
developed up to a certain point, the chorus,

which had up to this time turned towards
the actors on the stage, now turned to the

audience. This stepping forward towards
the audience is itself also termed j^araba sis.

In this position they made an appeal to the

piiblic on behalf of the poet, who could

thus give expression to his peivsonal views
and wishes, and offer advice, as well as

explain the purport of his play, etc. This
address stood wholly outside the action of

the play. When the parahasis was com-
plete, which was seldom the case, it con-

sisted of seven parts, partly spoken by the

leader of the chorus, partly sung by the

chorus. One of these parts was called the

])arabasis in a narrower sense, and consisted

chiefly of anapttstic tetrameters.

Parali. Lit. " the people of the coast-

land.'' (Src SOLONIAN COXSTITUTION.)
Parascenium. Sec Theatre.
Parasite (Gr. pdrdsltos^ lit. " table com-

panion ''). Denoted originally among the

Greeks the priest's assistant, who (like the

priest) received his support from the offer-

ings made to the temple, in return for

certain seiwices. These services included
collecting and keeping the supplies of corn
due to the temple, helping at certain sacri-

fices, and preparing the banquets connected
with certain festivals [Athenams^ p. 234].

The assistants of civil officials, who (like

the latter) were maintained at the expense
of the State, were also called parasites in

many places [ib. 235]. The word received

(juite another meaning in the middle and
later Greek Comedy, where it means the
hanger on, who lays himself out for play-

ing the flatterer and buffoon, with a view
to getting invited to dinner. The parasite
was transferred as a standing character to

the Komaii imitations of Greek comedy.
Parastas. Sec House {Greek).
Parcae. The Italian goddesses of Fate.

(Cjj. M(kr.t;.)

Parentalia. The general festival in honour
of deceased relatives, celebrated by the
Romans from February 13th to 21st. (See
Manes.)

Parian Chronicle {Chrdmcon or 3farnior
Pc7ninii). A marble tablet found at Paros
in 1027, now [among the Arundel Marbles
in the University (-ralleries] at Oxford. It

is written chiefly in the Attic, but partly in

the Ionian dialect, and consists of ninetv-
three lines, some of which are no longer

complete. It originally contained a number
of dates of the political, but chieHy of the
religious and literary, history of the Greeks,

from the Athenian king Cecrops to the

Athenian archon Diognetus, 2(J4 B.C. ; in its

present condition, however, it only goes
down to 354 B.C. All the dates are given
according to Attic kings and. archons, and
the historical authorities on which it de-

pends must have been Attic authors. The
origin and aim of the tablet are unknown.
[It was first published by Selden in 1628;
it has since been printed by Boeckh (Corjms
Inscr. Grcec. ii, no. 2374), who considers that

the leading authority followed is Phanias of

Eresos, and also by C. iVIiiller, Frog. Hist.

Parilia = Pr/ZzZ/a (q.v.). [Gr., i 535-90.]

Paris (or Alexandras, Gr.). The second

son of Priam and Hecuba. His mother
having dreamt before this birth that she

had brought forth a firebrand, which set all

Troy in flames, Priam had the new-born
babe exposed on Mount Ida by the advice

of his son iEsacus. Here a she-bear

suckled the babe for five days ; then a shep-

herd found him, and reared him with his

own children. Paris won the name of

Alexandras (" protector of men ") by his

bravery as a shepherd, defending herdsmen
and cattle. On Mount Ida he married

(Enone, daughter of the river-god Cebren.

He decided the strife of the goddesses

Hera, Aphrodite, and Athene for the golden

apple of Eris {see Peleus), having been

appointed arbiter by Hermes at the com-

mand of Zeus. Paris preferred the posses-

sion of the fairest woman, promised him by

Aphrodite, to power and riches, or wisdom
and fame, promised by Hera and Athene
resjjectively. He therefore awarded to

Aphrodite the prize of beauty, but drew
upon himself and his fatherland the irre-

concilable hatred of the goddesses whom he

had passed over. When Priam was once

celebrating funeral games in memory of his

lost son, and commanded the finest bull in

all the herds grazing on the mountain to be

brought as a prize, Paris came to Troy as

its driver. He took part in the contests,

and vanquished his brothers, even Hector.

Seized with envy, they wished to kill him
;

but Cassandra recognised him, and he was

joyfully received b}- his parents. In spite

of the warning o;f the forsaken (Enone, who
still loved him tenderly, Paris set out on

a voyage to Sparta, at the instigation of

Aphrodite. Here he carried off Helen, the

wife of Menelaus, whom the goddess her-

self had quickly inspired with love for the
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handsome stranger. "Witli lior he carried

awav the ti'easiu-es of his host, and brought

her "through Egypt and Phcpuicia to Troy.

In the war that arose from his deed, Paris

showed himself, according to Homer, some-

times valiant and courageous, especially as

an archer, but chiefly only at the persuasion

of others ; at other times cowardly and
etfeniinate. The Trojans detested him as

the cause of the disastrous war. After he

had treacherously slain Achilles (q.v.), he

himself was fatally wounded by an arrow
of Heracles, while in single combat with
Philoctetes. His corpse was dishonoured by
Mt'nC'laus, but yet was afterwards given to

the Trojans for burial. According to an-

other account, when he knew his death was
near, he asked to be carried to (Enone.

When they had parted, she had bidden

him come to her, if he should ever be mor-

tally wounded ; but now, mindful of the

sorrow she had endured, CEnone rejected

him, and he died soon after his return to

Troy. When ffinone, repenting of her

cruelty, hastened with the remed}-, and
found him already dead, she hanged her-

self. In sculpture Paris is i-epresented as

a beautiful beardless youth with a Phry-
gian cap.

Parma. The circular leathern shield of

the Roman light infantry. {Sec Shield.)

Parmenides. A Greek philosopher and
poet, born of an illustrious family about

510 B.C., at Elea in Lower Italy. He was
held in high esteem b}- his fellow citizens

on account of his excellent legislation, to

which they ascribed, the prosperity and
wealth of the town ; and also on account of

his exemplary life. A " Parmenidean life
"

was proverbial among the Greeks [Cebes,

tab^da, 2]. Little more is known of his

biography than that he stopped at Athens
on a journey in his sixty-fifth year, and
there became acquainted with the youthful
Socrates. He is the chief representative

of the Eleatic philosophy. Like his great
teacher, Xenophanes, he also formulated
his philosophical views in a didactic poem.
On Nature, the form of which was con-

sidered inartistic [Cicero, Acad, ii 74].

According to the proem, which has been
preserved (while we onl}' possess frag-

ments of the rest\ the work consisted of

two divisions. The first treated of the

truth, the second of the world of illusion ;

that is, the world of the senses and the

erroneous opinions of mankind founded
Upon them. In his opinion truth lies in the

perception that existence is, and error in

the idea that non-existence also can be.

Nothing can have real existence but what is

conceivable, therefore to be imagined and
to be able to exist are the same thing, and
there is no development ; the essence of

what is conceivable is incapable of develop-

ment, imperishable, immutable, unbounded,
and indivisible ; wliat is various and mut-
able, all development, is a delusive phantom

;

perception is thought directed to the pure

essence of being ; the phenomenal world is

a delusion, and the opinions formed con-

cerning it can only be improbable.

Parodos (Greek). A technical term of

the Greek drama, vised to denote, (1) the

entrance of the chorus upon the orchestra
;

(2) the song which they sang while enter-

ing
; (3) the passage by which they entered.

(See Theatre.)
Parrhasius. A famous Greek painter of

Epliesus, who with Zeuxis was the chief

representative of the Ionic school. He
lived about 400 B.C. at Athens, \vhere he
seems to have received the citizenship. Ac-
cording to the accounts of ancient writers,

he first introduced into painting the theory

of human proportions, gave to the face deli-

cate shades of expression, and was a master

in the careful drawing of contours [Plin}-,

N. H. XXXV G7, 08]. His skill in indicating

varieties of psychological expression could,

be appreciated in the picture representing

the Athenian State or Demos, in which,

according to ancient authors, he distinctly

pourtrayed all the conflicting qualities of

the Athenian national character [ib. G9].

Another of his pictures represented two

boys, one of whom seemed to personify

the pertness, and the other the simplicity,

of boyhood [ib. 70]. His inclination to

represent excited states of mind is attested

by the choice of subjects like the feigned

madness of Odysseus [Plutarch, Dc Audiend.
Poet. 3], and the anguish of Philoctetes in

Lemnos [Anthol. Gr. ii 348, 5]. His sup-

posed contest with Zeuxis is well known.
The grapes painted by Zeuxis deceived the

birds, which flew to peck at them ;
while

the curtain painted by Parrhasius deceived

Zeuxis himself [Pliny, ib. G5].

Parricide (Lat. 2mrr1,cldmm , according

to the usual, but very doubtful explanation

derived from patricidium, "murder of a

father "). A term used among the Romans
for the murder of any relative with whom
one is united by bonds of blood or duty,

but sometimes also for treason and rebellion

against one's country. In earlier times the

examination in trials for homicide was con-
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ducted by two qiuvstOn's paryicidii, on

whom it Avas also incumbent to bring the

accusation before the comUla for trial.

Sulla transferred the decision in all cases

of parricide to a standing tribunal {see

Qlm:stio Perpetua), which had also to

try cases of assassination and poisoning.

The punishment for parricide was drowning
in a leathern sack (cnUciis), into which
were sewn, besides the criminal, a dog, a

cock, a viper, and an ape [Cicero, Rose. Am.
70 ; Juvenal viii 214]. The murder of

relations in other degrees of relationship

was punished by exile (interdictid dquce
et ignis). See Exilium.

he composed the only work of his which
has survived, under the title, Of the Sorvous

of Love. This is a collection of thirty-six

prose stories of unhappy lovers, compiled
from ancient poets, especially from those

of the Alexandrine school. Apart from
the light it throws on the Alexandrine
poets, of whose works it contains frag-

ments, it has a special interest as a pre-

cur.sor of the Greek novel.

Parthenon (Greek). " The maiden's

chamber," particularly a temple of Athene
Parthenos (the virgin goddess), especially

that on the Acropolis of Athens, distin-

guished by the grandeur of its dimensions,

(1) THE PARTHENON.

(From the south-west, restorefl.)

Parthenia. A species of religions songs,
sung to the accompaniment of the flute

with cheerful, lively movements by choirs
of maidens.

Parthenius. A Greek grammarian
poet, of Nicpea in Bithynia, who
brought captive to Rome during the
with Mithridates. After his release,

lived there till the time of Tiberius,
teemed as a scholar and poet, especially as
a writer of elegiac poems. He was ac-

quainted with Vergil, whom he taught
Greek, and one of his poems is said to

have been the model for the MorCtum ; but
he was more closely connected with the
elegiac poet, Cornelius Gallus. For Gallus

and
was
war
he
es-

the beauty of its execution, and the sjilen-

dour of its artistic adornment. [There was
an earlier temple of Athene immediately to

the south of the Ercchthoum {see plan of

Acropolis), and the foundations of a new
temple were laid after the Persian War,
probably in the time of Cimon. This

temple was never completed ; on the same
site there was built a temple of less length,

but greater breadth, which is usually called

the Parthenon.] It was built at the com-

mand of Pericles by the architects Ictinus

and Callicrates. It took about five years

in building, and was finished in 438 B.C.

(fig. 1). Its further adornment with sculp-

tures in the pediments, and with metopes
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and frieze was completed under the direc-

tion of Phidias, who himself took part in

the work. The temple, built wholly of

Pentelic marble, is 05 feet high. The stij-

lobatc, or platform, on which the columns

stand (tig. 2, C), is 228 feet in length, and
101 feet in breadth [

= 225x100 in Attic

feet, giving 9 : 4 as the ratio of length

tr> breadth]. Under the stylobate is the

feet high, eight at each end, and fifteen on

each side. The architrave from the lir.st

was adoi'ned with 92 metopes sculptured

in high relief {see, for the position of the

metopes, fig. 2, G). Shields and votive in-

scriptions were subsequently placed there

by Alexander the Great, in 338 B.C. [Plut.,

Alex. 16]. The subjects were : on the E.

the battle of the gods and giants ; on the

(2) ' SECTION OF NORTH-EAST PORTION OF THE PARTHENON,

sbewincr A, Rubstrufture ; B B B, steps of crepidomn ; C, stylobate; D, tympanum of eastern
pediment; E, '•offered ceiling; F, frieze of the cclla; G, metopes and triglyphs; H is part
of the range of Tarnes (Tricner VoHegehldtter).

crtpldoma, or basis proper, formed of three
steps (fig. 2, B 13 B) resting on a massive
substructure, 250 feet long and 105 feet

broad, and founded on the rock at the
highest part of the plateau of the Acropolis
(fig. 2, C). The temple is peripteral, its

walls being entirely surrounded b}' a colon-
nade of fortv-six Doric columns, about 35

S., that of the Centaurs and Lapithse (fig. 3)

;

on the W., the victory of the Athenians
over the Amazons ; and on the N., the

destruction of Tro}'. The sculptures of the

eastern pediment (D) represented the birth

of the goddess, those of the western the

strife of Athene with Poseidon for the joos-

session of Attica. These pediments are 93
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feet long, and 11 feet 4 inches high. The
ccUa, or temple proper, is 194 feet long, and
69^ feet wide, with six columns at each

(3) * METOPE FROM SOUTH <JF THE I'AIiTIIEXON.

(British Museum.)

end, 33 feet in height. Opposite the outer-

most columns at each end are antce, formed
by the prolongation of the side walls of the

ccUa (see plan of Acropolis). Along the

top of the outer wall of the cclla ran a con-

tinuous frieze, 524 feet in length, with re-

presentations of the Panathenaic procession

goddess, wrought in gold and ivory, the

masterpiece of Phidias {cj}. Athene, near

the end). The western chamber of the

cclla was fronted by a portico, and was
called by the special name of the Parthe-

non. [Within this smaller chamber were
kept vessels for use in the sacred proces-

sions, with various small articles of gold

or silver. Modei-n writers have hitherto

generally identified this small chamber
with the djnsthodomos (lit. back-chamber),

which was used as the treasury, or State

bank, of Athens ;
but it is held by Dorpfeld

that this term should be confined to the

corresponding chamber of the early temple

south of the Erechtheum.]
In the Middle Ages the temple was con-

verted into a church, dedicated to the Virgin

Mary, and then into a mosque, and remained
in good preservation till,l(>87. In that

year, during the siege of Athens by the

Venetians, the building was blown up by
the explosion of a powder magazine that

the Turks had stored in it, and, with the

exception of the two pediments, was al-

most completely destroyed. Most of the

sculptures preserved from the pediments

and metopes, and from the frieze of the

temple chamber, are now among the Elgin

Marbles in the British Museum.

(4j FKOM TIIK NORTH FRIEZE OF THE PAKTHEXON.
(British Museum ; slabs xxxv, xxxvi.)

carved in very low relief (fig. 2, F, and figs.

4 and 5). At the east end of the cclla, the
pronaos, or portico, leads into the eastern
chamber, which was 100 Greek feet in

length, and was therefore called the hccd-
tompcdos. It was divided longitudinally

into three parts by two rows of nine columns
each, and above these was a second row of
columns forming an upper story. The
central space was open to the sky (hy-

pjfithral). At its western end, under a
protecting canopy, stood the statue of the

Parthenopseiis, According to the older tra-

dition, the beautiful son of Talaus of Argos,

and the brother of Adrastus; according to

others, the son of Atalanta and Melrmiou.

He was one of the Seven against Thebes,

and was killed on the Theban wall during

the storming of the city ; the piece of rock

that laid him low was hurled b}^ Pericly-

menus. His son by the Nymph Clymene
is Promachus, one of the Epigoni.

Pasiphae. Daughter of Helios and

Pei'seis, sister of Aetes and Circe, wife of
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Minos. She was enamoured of tlie white
bull presented by Poseidon to Minos (q.v.\

and thereby became the mother of the

monstrous Minotaur. (See Minotaurus.)
Pasiteles. A Greek artist of the 1st cen-

tury B.C., a native of S. Italy. He was ac-

tively engaged at Rome on important works
in marble, ivory, silver, and bronze, and was
also an author. He originated a new school,

which was not immediately connected with
any of the existing tendencies of art, but

was founded on a careful study of nature

and the masterpieces of earlier sculptors.

It aimed above all things at correctness of

form, combined with elegance of represen-

tation and a master}' of technique. [Pasiteles

chased in silver a representation of the

infant Roscius (Cic, De Div. i 79), and

among the Romans {see Familia). Pater
jmtrdtiis, the spokesman of the fetidlcs

(q.v.). Pciter mdtfittiins, a special name of

Janus (q.v.).

Patera. The broad, flat dish or saucer
i;sed by the Romans for drinking and for

offering libations. (Sec Vp:ssels. )

Patria Potestas. ;SV'<' Familia.
Patricians (jxitrlcU, lit. the relatives

of the patres, or heads of families of the

old tribes. {See Gens.) In the oldest

times of Rome, the actual citizens who
constitated the pupuhis Eomdnus. Thej'

were divided into three tribes,

—

Pamncs,
Titles, and Lifceres, each consisting of ten

curice. {See Curia.) The union of these

latter formed the national assembl}', the

comitid curmtd. {See Comitia, B.) Besides

AI'OLLO {or DIONYSUS . PEITHO (or DEMETER). Arrd'.OIiITE.

(5) * FROM THE EAST FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON.
(Acroijolis Museum, Athens ; slab vi.)

executed an ivory statue of Jupiter for

the temple dedicated by Metellus (Pliny,

2f. H. xxxvi 40). According to his contem-
porary Yarro, he never executed any work
without modelling it first (ib. xxxv 156).

Among his pupils was Ste))hanus, who in

his turn was the master of Menelaus.] {See

Sculpture.)

Passtis. The pace, or double step, a
Roman measure of length = 5 Roman feet

{pes) or l-47*t metres [ = 4 English feet 10^
inches]. 1,(J(J0 pctssns formed a Roman
mile, 1,478-70 metres [or 1.616 yards, 2 feet,
'2 inches, or about 143 yards less than an
English mile. The passxis is sometimes
estimated as 1-48 metre; 1,000 />«sst(s being
then 1,480 metres or 1,618 yards, i.e. 142
yards less than an English mile].

Pater Familias. The master of a house

these there were originally only clXcntCs,

settlers enjoying no legal rights, with the

citizens for their protectors (or patronl).

Afterwards, when a new element of the

population, endowed with partial citizen-

ship, called the plebs (q.v.), sprang up from
the settlement of subjugated Latin tribes,

the patricii stood in contrast to them as

old citizens possessing full rights. Later,

the plebeians received a fuller citizenship

through the centurial constitution framed b}'

Servius Tullius {sec Centuria), while they
gained at the same time the right of voting

in the comitia centurldtd, composed of

patricians and plebeians, together with the

obligation of serving in the field and ]jaying

taxes, hitherto obligatory on the ])atricians

alone. In contrast to the ])lebeians, the

patricians thus formed a hereditary aris-
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tocracy, with the exclusive right to hold

public offices, whether civil or religious.

Nothing short of a decision by the cornitia

curiata could either remove any one from

the patrician body or (on rare occasions)

enrol a plebeian among the patricians.

The contraction of marriages between patri-

cians and plebeians was not allowed till

445 B.C. A violent struggle arose between
the two parties, after the establishment of

the Republic in 510 B.C., on the subject of

the admission of the plebeians to State

offices. This struggle lasted till 300 B.C.,

and the patricians were, step by step, forced

to give up their exclusive right to one office

after another. First of all, they had to

give up the qusestorship (400), then the

consulate (367), the dictatorship (35G), the

censorship (351), the prpetorship (338), and
finally the most important priestl}?- offices,

the pontificate and the augurship (300).

Only politically unimportant offices were
left reserved for them, the temporal office

of intevrcx^ and the priestly offices of rex
sacronim and the thi-ee fiCimlnPs vuliorCs.

The political importance which the patri-

cian comitia curiata possessed, through its

right to confirm the decisions of the comitia

ccnturiata, was lost in 28G. The comitia

trlbutdi in which the ^^/f&s had the pre-

ponderance, thus became the most important

organ of the democracy.
An aristocracy of holders of public

offices was thus formed, consisting of

the patricians together with the more
important plebeian families. The mem-
bers of such families, whether patrician

or plebeian, were called nobtles. The num-
ber of patrician families dwindled greatly

owing to the civil wars (on their number
towards the end of the Republic, see

Oens). Caesar and Augustus increased

them by introducing plebeian families, and
subsequent emperors gave the patx'iciate

as a distinction. Under Constantine the
Great, patricius became a personal title,

which conferred a rank immediately below
the consuls. The external distinctive

marks of a patrician were the tunica
Mticldvtd (see Tunica) and a peculiar sort

of shoe {see Calceus) adorned with an ivory
crescent (!fnnda).

Patroclus [Pdtroclils, almost always in

Iliad, Patroclus once onlj' in vocative (11.

xix 287)1. Son of Menoetius and Sthenele,

the bosom friend of Achilles. He fell before
Troj' by the hand of Hector (see Achilles).

Patronus. The Roman term for the pro-

tector of a single client, or of a whole

community (.sre Cliextes); the emancipator
in relation to his freedman : and the judicial

representative of accuser or accused. For
the distinction hetween jjatromts and advo-
cdtiis, see the latter.

Paulus. (1) Iidiiis. A Roman jurist of

high repute in the beginning of the 3rd
century A.D., contemporarj' with Papinian
and Ulpian. With the former, he was
legal assessor to the emperor Septimius
Severus. With the latter, he was prce-

fectus pra'torlo under Alexander Severus,

after he had been sent into exile by Helio-

gabalus. He was most productive as a legal

author, but in literary skill and finish stood

far below his two contemporaries. The
extracts from his numerous monographs or

more comprehensive works form a sixth

part of the " Digest." Besides these ex-

tracts his Sententia', a very popular com-

pendium of undisputed principles on the

most frequent points of lav:, has been pre-

served in a shortened form.

(2) Sec Festus iJ).

Pausanias. The Greek traveller and

geographer, a native of Lj-dia. He explored

Greece, Macedonia, Asia, and Africa ; and

then, in the second lialf of the 2nd century

A.D., settled in Rome, where he composed

a Perlegesis or Itinerary of Greece in ten

books. Book i includes Attica and

Megaris; ii, Corinth with Sicyon, Phlius,

Argolis, ^gina, and the other neighbour-

ing islands ; iii, Laconia ; iv, Messenia

;

V, vi, Elis and Olynipia ; vii, Achfea ; viii,

Arcadia ; ix, Boeotia ; x, Phocis and Locrls.

The work is founded on notes, taken on

the spot, from his own observation and in-

quiry from the natives of the countr}-, on

the subject of the religious cults and the

monuments of art and architecture. To-

gether with these there are topographical

and historical notices, in working up which

Pausanias took into consideration the ac-

counts of other authors, poets as well as

prose writers. Although his account is not

without numei'ous inaccuracies, omissions,

and mistakes, it is yet of inestimable value

for our knowledge of ancient Greece, espe-

cially with regard to its mythology and its

religious cults, but above all for the history

of Greek art. The composition of his work

(especially in the earlier books) shows little

skill in ])lan, execution, or style.

Pansias. A Greek painter, a pupilof

Pamphilus and a follower of the Sicyonian

school. He lived about 360 B.C. at Sicvon.

and invented the art of painting vaulted

ceilings, and also of foreshortening ;
lie
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brought encaustic painting to perfection.

He painted chiefly children and flowers.

( )ae of his most famous pictures was the

Flower Girl {StephanopJocus)^ representing

the flower-girl Glycera, of whom he was
enamoured in his youth [Pliny, N. //.,

XXXV 1-23-127].

[Pauson. A Greek painter whom Aristotle

conti'asts with Poh\gnotus in terms implying
that the former was a caricaturist {Poetics

2 § 2). Elsewhere Aristotle says that

young people should not look at the

pictures of Pauson, but rather at those of

Poh'gnotus or of any other " ethical "

artist {Politics viii 5 i; 7). He is some-
times identified with the Pauson who is

mentioned with contempt bv Aristophanes
{Ach. 854, Thcsm. 948, and Plut us, 602).]

[J. E. S.]

Pavor. See Pallor.
Pax. The Roman goddess of peace

{Cp. EiRENE.)
Peculatus. The Roman term for mis-

appropriation of public property, whether
by officials {e.g. in the delivery of booty)

or by private persons. Such offences,

which seldom occurred in the more
ancient times of the Republic, were then
judged by the national tribunal. In
later times they must have become more
frequent, since various laws were isstted

against them, and a special court of

justice {see Qu^estio) was appointed to

try them. Besides the payment of

compensation, the condemned person
suffered disgrace and banishment {inter-

diciio dqiice ct ignis, see Exilium), and, in

the time of the Empire, transportation.

Peculium. The Romans considered
the master of the house {pater familms)
the lawful owner of all the earnings of

the members of the family under his con-
trol, whether bond or free {see Familia).
Whatever sum of money he gave to a
grown up son or to a slave for his own
use, was called t\\Q jjeculinm of the latter.

This gift could be revoked at pleasure, and
could not be disposed of by will. Augustus
first granted this right to soldiers, in the
case of property won in war {jjeculium
castrense), and Constantine extended it to

that gained in a civil office {peculium
quasi castrensc).

P6darii. Those memljers of the Roman
Senate {q.v.) who had occupied no office of
State, and hence took a lower rank. Thej^
might only .share in the voting, but did not
enjoy the right of expressing individual
opinions.

D, C. A.

Pedieis. Sec Solonian Constitution.
Pegasiis. The winged Steed of the

Fountain, named Pegasus, accoi-ding to

Hesiod [Theog. 281], because he was born
at the springs {piegee) of Ocean. Begotten
by Poseidon, he sprang forth with Clnysaor
from the bleeding body of his mother
Medusa, when her head was cut otf by
Perseus. [See Sculpture, fig. 1.] On his
birth he soared into the air, and the spot

* PEGASCS AND BELLEUOPIION.

(Rome, Spada Palace.)

where he first rested was the acropolis of

Corinth. While Pegasus paused there to

drink at the fountain of Peirene,Bellerophon

{q.^^.) caught and tamed him, by the favour

of Athene and Poseidon. It was on Pegasus
that Bellerophon was mounted when per-

forming his heroic exploits, including his

conquest of the Chimsera. Afterwards,

when Pegasus had thrown his rider, the

steed flew upward to the immortals, to

dwell in the palace of Zeus, and to bring

him his thunder and lightning. By later

writers, Pegasus is described as the steed

H H
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of Eos or of the Pluses. On the spot where
he struck Helicon with his hoof, there

gushed forth the inspiring fountain of the

Muses known t^^illlppocrcnc (" the fountain

of the steed "). The spring of Ilippocrenc

near Tnezen and that of Pcirene on the

Acrucurinthus were said to have had a

similar origin. On the coins of Corinth the

most common type from tlie earliest times

is the winged Pegasus. The current repre-

sentation of Pegasus as the poets' steed is

a modern invention.

Peirseicus. See Pir.eicus.

Peirene (Greek). The spring struck out

by the winged steed Pegasus on the citadel

of Coi'inth, For another tradition of its

origin, see Sisyphus.
Peirithous (Lat. PlrWwih). Son of Dia

by her husband Ixion, or (according to

another account) by Zeus
;
prince of the

Lapitha?, and friend of Theseus. When
he was celebrating, on Mount Pelion, his

marriage with Hippodamia, daughter of

Atrax, one of the Lapithge, there arose

the celebrated battle between the Lapithte

and the Centaurs, which ended in the de-

feat of the latter. The Centaurs and the

most distinguished Oreek heroes had been
invited to the wedding ; but one of the

former, Eurytion, in drunken boldness, at-

tempted to carry off the bride, and, follow-

ing his example, the other Centaurs fell

upon the women of the Lapithfe. Since

Theseus and one of the Lapithae, Caeneus
(q.v.), rescued the bride, Peirithous assisted

the former in the abduction of Helen. Ac-
companied by Theseus, Peirithous descended
into the world below, in order to carry off

Persephone, and Avas compelled to pine
there in everlasting chains as a punish-
ment, while Theseus (q.v.) was released

by Heracles. Peirithoas' son Polypostes
marched to Tro}^ with Leonteus, the grand-
son of Cseneus, and after the fall of Troy
is said to have founded with him the city

of Aspendus in Pamphylia.
Peisandros (Lat. Pisander). A Greek

epic poet of Camirus, in Rhodes, about
G40 B.C. He wrote a IlerdcICa in two
books, which is numbered among the better
class of epic poems. He was the first to
erpiip Hercules with the club and the lion's

hide, and he probably also fixed the number
of his labours at twelve. Only uninterest-
ing fragments remain.

Peitho. In Greek mythology the personi-
fication of persuasion Like JEros and the
Graces, with whom Hesiod mentions her
[Works and Days, 73], she usually appears

in the train of Aphrodite. She was, indeed,

considered the daughter of the goddess, and
was honoured together with her, as in

Athens. She was also connected with
Hermes as the god of eloquence.

Peleiades. Priestesses at Dodona (q.v.).

Peleus. Son of ^acus and of Endeis,
and brother of Telamon. He was banished
with his brother, on account of the murder
of his step-brother Phocus, whom he had
slain with the discus out of envy at his

strength and skill. His father banished
him from ^gina, but he was purified from,

his murder, and hospitably received by his

uncle Eurytion, king of Thessalian Phthia.
Eurytion gave to Peleus his daughter Anti-

gone, mother of the beautiful Pulydora, and
one-third of his land as a dowry. Peleus
accompanied Eurytion in the Calydonian
Hunt, and killed him unawares with a

javelin. Thereupon he fled from Phthia to

lolcus, where, once again, king Acastus
cleansed him from the guilt of bloodshed.

Because he rejected the proposals of Asty-
dameia, the wife of Acastus, she slandered

him to his wife and to her husband, telling

the former that Peleus was wooing her

daughter Sterope, and the latter that he
wished to persuade her to infidelity. Anti-

gone killed herself for sorrow, but Acastus
planned revenge. When Peleus, wearied
by the chase, had fallen asleep on Pelion,

Acastus left him alone, after hiding in a

dunghill his irresistible sword, the work of

Hephaestus and the gift of the gods. AVhen
Peleus awoke and sought his sword, he was
attacked by the Centaurs, and only delivered

by the presence among them of Chiron, his

maternal grandfather. With Chiron's help

he recovered his swoi'd, slew Acastus and
his wife, and took possession of the throne

of lolcus. The gods decreed him the sea-

goddess Thetis (q.v.) as his wife. With
Chiron's help he overcame her resistance

in a grotto by the sea, although she endea-

voured to escape b}^ changing into fire,

water, beast, or fish. The marriage was
celebrated in Chiron's cave on the summit
of Pelion, and the immortals appeared and

gave PeleiTs presents: Poseidon, the undying
steeds Brdius and Xanthus, and all the gods

the weapons with which Achilles after-

wards fought before Troy ; Chiron pre-

sented him with a lance made of an ash

tree on Mount 'Pelion. Apollo and the

Muses sang of the deeds of Peleus and of

his unborn son. But Eris, or Strife, also

appeared, uninvited, and threw among the

goddesses a golden apple with the inscrip-
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tion, For the Fairefit^ thus giving tlie first

cause for the Trojan War (q.v.). In this

war tlie only offspring of this marriage, the

hero Achilles, is said to have found an
untimely end during his father's lifetime.

According to a later tradition, unknown to

Homer, Thetis forsook her husband, because

his presence hindered her from making her

sou immortal.

Pelias. Son of Poseidon and of Tyro,

who was afterwards the wife of Cretheus.

He was the brother of Neleus, half-brother

of iEson, Pheres, and Amythaon, father of

Acastus and Alcestis. He deprived ^son
of the dominion of lolcus, and sent ^Eson's

son Jason to Colchis to fetch the golden
fleece. He did so because the youth, now
fully grown, was claiming his father's

throne. In Jason's absence Pelias killed

iEson, and drove his wife to suicide. In
revenge, when Jason returned, his wife
Medea persuaded the daughters of Pelias

to cut him to pieces and seethe him in a

caldron, under the pretext of restoring

him to youth. His son Acastus instituted

in his honour funeral games which were
gi-eatly celebrated by poets and artists.

Pelopia. Daughter of Thyestes, mother
of .^gisthus by her own father. {See
iEoisTHUS and Atreus.)

Pelops. Son of the Lydian or Phrj^gian
king Tantrdus and Dione, daughter of Atlas.

When he was a child, his father slew him,
cut him to pieces and seethed him, and set

him as food before the gods. The gods
did not touch the horrible meal ; only
Demeter, absorbed in grief for her stolen

daughter, ate one shoulder. By the com-
mand of Zeus, Hermes replaced the pieces
in the caldron, and Clotho drew the boy
from it in renew^ed beauty, while Deme-
ter replaced the missing shoulder by one
made of ivory. Hence it Avas that his
descendants, the Pelopidpe, bore on one
shoulder a mark of dazzling whiteness.
Pelops, when grown to manhood, w-ent to

Pisa in Elis as a wooer of Hippodiimla,
daughter of king CEnoniaus. He won the
victory, the bride, and the kingdom, by the
help of the winged steeds given him by
Poseidon, and by the treachery of Myrtilus,
the chariot driver of CEnomaus. When
Myrtilus (or Myrsilus), a son of Hermes,
claimed the promised reward, half the
kingdom, Pelops hurled him from his
'hnriot into the sea. Through his curse
and the anger of Hermes, the baneful spell
was once more cast upon the house of
Pelops. He returned to Pisa, and, after he

had made himself master of Olympia, ho

is said to have restored the games with
great splendour, a service for which his

memory was afterwards honoured above
that of all other heroes. By another act of

violence he obtained possession of Arcadia,

and extended his power so widely over

the peninsula that it was called after his

name the Peloponnesus, or " island of

Pelops." B}^ Hippudamla he had six

sons (cjy. Alcathous, Atreus, Pittheus,
Thyestes), and two daughters ; and by the

Nj'mph Axioche, a son Chiysippus. The
latter, his father's favourite, was killed by
Atreus and Thyestes, at the instigation of

Hippodamia, and his dead body was cast

into a well. Peleus discovered the crime,

and banished the murderers from the

country. Hippodamia thereupon took refuge

with her sons at Midea in Argolis. On her

death, Peleus buried her bones in the soil

of Olympia.
Peitastae. The Greek light-armed foot-

soldiers, forming an arm intermediate be-

tween the heavily equipped hoplites {q.v.)

and the sharpshooters, gymnetai iq.v.). The
name is taken from the i^elte^ a light shield

of Thracian origin {see Shield). For attack

they had a javelin, or dcontion, and a long

rEI.TAST.

From a vase-painting-.

(Stackelberg, Griihcrdcr Hcllcnen, Taf. xsxriii.)

sword. These troops originated in Thi'ace

and North Greece, and the pcltastm serving

in the Peloponnesian War and in the armies

of the younger Cyrus and AgesTlaus belonged

to those countries. Iphicrates equipped

his mercenaries with this kind of arma-

ment, introducing at the same time linen

doublets and, instead of greaves, what were

called after him tphtcrdtide.^, something

between boots and leggings [Diodorus xv

44]. In the Macedonian army their place

was taken b}' the hyiiasphtev.

Penates, with Vesta and LCir^ the house-

hold gods of the Ptomans ; strictly the

guardians of the storeroom {pemis'^, which

in old Roman houses stood next the atrium;

in later times, near the back of the building

{penetralia). Theywere two in number, and

presided over the well-being of the house.
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their blessing being shown in the fulness

of the store-room. This chamber therefore,

as being sacred to them, was holy, and not
to bo entered except by chaste and undefiled
persons. The hearth of the house was their

altar, and on it were sculptured the figures

of the two Penates beside that of the Lav.
Often they were re])resented dancing and
raising a clrinking-horn, to symbolise a joy-

ful and prosperous life. The offerings to

them were made jointly with those to the
Lar {see Lares). There were also Penates
belonging to the State. These at first had
their temple in the quarter Velia, where
their statues stood below those of the
Dioscuri. Afterwards it was supposed that

the original Penates, brought from Samo-
thrace to Troy, and thence conveyed by
^Eneas to Lavinium, were identical with
certain symbols kept, with the Palladium^
in a secret part of the temple of Vesta. The
Penates of the Latin League, which were
at first regarded as the Trojan Penates, were
enshrined in the sanctuary at Lavinium.
Annual offerings were brought to them by
the Roman priests, and also by consuls,

prsetors, and dictators on assuming or laying
down office, and by generals on their depar-

ture for their provinces.

Penelope. Daughter of Icarius and the
N3anph Periboea, the faithful wife of Odys-
seus iq.v.) and mother of Telemachus.

PenestsB. Li Thessaly the descendants
of the older population subdued by the
Thessalians. They managed the property
of the owners as serfs bound to the soil,

paying a moderate tax, and being also

liable to be called out for military service.

But their lords could not remove them from
the land nor put them to death.

Pentac6si5medimni. The first of the
four classes of citizens instituted at Athens
by Solon. {See SoLONiAN Constitution
and EisPHORA.)

Pentathlon. In Greek gymnastics a
contest compounded of the five events (run-

ning, jumping, wrestling, throwing the dis-

cus and the javelin). After each separate
event the defeated stood out, till finally

two contested the victory in the wrestling.
{See Gymnastics.)

Pentecontorus. A kind of Greek ship in

which there were fifty oarsmen arranged
in a single row. {See Ships.)

Pentecostys. In the Spartan arni}^, a
division of the Jorhos {q.v.).

Penteres. A quinquereme; i.e. the form of

Greek ship in which there were five rows of

oarsmen one above the other. (^S't'c Ships.)

Penthesilea. Daughter of Ares and
Otrera, and queen of the Amazons {q.v.)^

with whom she came to Priam's aid after

Hector's death. Her courage reduced the
Greeks to sore straits, till she was mortally
wounded by Achilles ; and, even as she
died, her j^outh and beauty filled the heart

of her conqueror with love. [Quintus
Smyrn;vus, i.]

Pentheus. Son of Echion and Agave, the

daughter of Cadmus, whom he succeeded
in the sovereignty of Thebes. When Dio-
nysus came to Thebes, and the women
celebrated a Bacchic festival for him on
Cithaeron, he hastened thither to prevent it,,

but was taken by his own mother for a wild
beast, and torn to pieces by her and the
other women [Eur., Baccha;]. His grandson
was Menoeceus, the father of Creou and
locaste. See cut under Agave.

Pephredo. One of the Graise {q.v.).

Pepliis. (1) A Greek woman's garment,,

large, broad, hanging in folds, and usually

richly embroidered. It was thrown over the

rest of the clothing, and wrapped round the

whole of the body. (2) In particular, the

State robe of Athene, which was a work of

art, embroidered with groups from the battle

of the Giants, representations of the exploits

of heroes under Athene's guidance, scenes

of Attic history, and portraits of celebrated

men. It was woven by the wives and
maidens of Attica for the statue of Athene
as goddess of the State, and presented at.

the Panathenaic festival.

Perduellio. The Roman term for all acts

whereby an individual within the State

showed himself an enemy, ijerdueJlis, of

the established constitution. It included

attempts at despotic power, usurpation or

abuse of magisterial powers {e.g. the execu-

tion of a citizen), violation of the sanctity

of the trlbuni j^lehis., etc. In the time of

the kings, the king himself tried crimes of

the kind, or handed over the decision to two
deputies appointed in each instance by him-

self, duo viri ccipitCdes or perduellldniSy

from whom an appeal lay to the people;

after Servius Tullius, to the cdmltuf cen-

turmta. Under the Republic duo viri were
still appointed as presiding judges, till this

gradually fell into disuse, and trials of the

kind came in general to be dealt with by
the popular court. In earlier times the

penalty was death by hanging on a tree, by
throwing from the Tarpeian Rock, or by
beheading ; later, banishment, and after the

tribunes brought cases of j^crduelUo before

the comitia tribida, fines as well. From
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the latter half of the 2nd century B.C. the

less important cases began to be treated as

offences of maiestas ; and by Ciiesar's Julian

law, 40 B.C., all cases of perduellio were
included under this name. {See also

Maikstas.)
Peregrinus. The description in Roman

law of all foreigners or persons other than
citizens sojourning or domiciled within
Roman territory. Originally peregvini
were entirely without rights, unless they
obtained a ^>r?f <on?^'?, except in cases where
there was a treaty {foedus) with the State

they were always excluded. {See also

ClVITAS.)

Pergamene Sculptures. These sculptures

belong to the acropolis of Pergamon in Asia
Minor, discovered by the accomplished archi-

tect Humann in 1871, and excavated in and
after 1878 under the superintendence of

Humann and the distinguished ai-ch?eologist

Couze, with the assistance of R. Bohn and
others. The work was done at the expense
of the Prussian government, and the sculp-

tures then brought to light are now in the

Museum at Berlin. The first rank among

(i) BATTLE OF ZEUS AND THE GIANTS.

(Relief from Pergaraon ; Berlin Museum.)

to which they belonged, regulating the

legal position of the subjects of the two
States respectively. But the inci'easing

intercourse between Rome and other States,

and the consequent growth in the number
of pcrcgrini in Rome, made it necessary to

grant to all foreigners a definite compe-
tency to acquire property, enter into obliga-

tions, and the like ; and for the decision of

civil suits between foreigners and citizens,

or of foreigners among themselves, a special

praiov (r/.r.) was appointed. From the

public, private, and sacrificial law of Rome

them is occupied by the remains of the

sculpture representing the fight between the

gods and the snake-legged Giants, a colossal

composition in high relief, which occupied

a space 7 ft. G| ins. high, and extended

over the outer surface (about 118 sq. ft.

in area) of the upper part of the platform

of an altar about 39 ft. high, which was
probably built by king Eumenes II (197-

159 B.C.). Of this about half remains,

whereof a third consists of more or less

well-preserved slabs, and the rest of frag-

ments large and small. They exhibit aa
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astonishing mastery of form and technique,

and a vivid realism that is often terrible,

combined with a truly gi-and style, and are

among the most important productions of

ancient ai't. Only fragmentary portions

of the names of the sculptors in marble
belonging to the Pergamene school {see

Sculpture) have been found. [Sogonus,

Phyromiu'lius, Stratunicus, and Antigonus,
mentioned in Pliny, N. II. xxxiv 34, were
sculptors in bronze. The name of Mene-
cratus in the genitive case has been traced

in one of the inscriptions, and has led to
1

has sunk to the earth. In his left hand
he shakes his segis over a second opponent,

who writhes on the ground in pain. A
snake-legged Giant holds out his left arm,
wrapped round with the skin of a wild
beast, to protect him from the onslaught

of the god. By the side of Zeus, and taking

part in the conflict, hovers his eagle.

The counterpart to this was presumably
the group with Athene in the centre (fig. 2).

The goddess appears in full armour, with
the heavy round shield on her left arm ; on

her head, the front portion of which is un-

(2) ATHENE IN THE BATTLE OF THE GIANTS,

(Relief Ifoui Pergamon; Berlin Museum.)

tho coiijecture that his sons Apollonius and
Tauriscus, tho sculptors of the Parnese
Bull, were among tho artists who worked
at Pergamon. The " great marble altar,

40 ft. high, with colossal figures, compris-
ing a battle of the Giants," is mentioned in

tho L7her MeinurXCiUs of Ampelius {q.v.).]

The most important parts of the work are
shown in the cuts. The powerful figure of

Zeus (fig. 1), wrapped in flowing di-apery,

is most impressive. With his thunderbolt
of triple fork and flaming crest, he has
already transfixed the thigh of a Giant, who

fortunately destroyed, is the tall Corinthian

helmet; and on her breast, the segis, carved

w'ith the greatest care. She is advancing
w^ith fierce strides towards the right, drag-

ging along with her by the hair a young
Giant with a vast pair of wings. Her sacred

serpent is also fighting for her. The motive
of the piece vividly reminds one of the

Laocoon group, which is closely allied in

form and expression. The group of Athene
and the Giants is most effectively completed
by the figure of Nike with outspread wings
flying up to the victorious goddess, and by
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tlie miglity form of Mother Earth, with the

upper portion of her body rising np from
the deep. Her name (Gc) is written over

her right shoulder. Witii imploring ges-

tures she is raising to heaven her face, sur-

rounded b}^ her unbound locks ; for they

are her own children who are thus being-

laid low by the might of the celestial gods.

One of the most remarkable groups is that

in Avhicli the triple Hecate ap]3ears among
the fighting Olympians. The sculptor has
given her three heads (one wanting) ; and
three pairs of arms, all of them bearing
weapons (fig. 3). In other groups of com-
batants we find Helius on his four-horse

chariot, with Eos riding in front ; Dionysus

;

the sea-gods with their statel}' following

of sea-centaurs and other divinities of the

Polybns of Corinth, and foster-mother of

ffidipus {([.v.).

Peribolus. The court of a Greek temple,

{Sec Temi'i.f.s.)

Periclymenus. (1) Son of Nelcus and
Chluris, brother of Nestor. He is the chief

hero of the defence of Pylos against Hera-
cles, to whom he gave much trouble by his

prowess, as well as by his power of trans-

forming himself, like the sea-gods, into

every possible shape. This power had been

given him by Poseidon, who was reputed

to be his father. Finally he succumbed to

the arrows of Heracles, and by his death

sealed the doom of Pylos.

(2) A Theban, son of Poseidon and

Chloris, daughter of the seer Tiresias. In

the war of the Seven against Thebes he

(3) IIKCATE, AHES, AND GIANTS.

(Relief from Pergamon ; Berlin Museum.)

ocean; the goddess Cybele, seated on a

lion, etc. Beside these there have been
found about thirty other slabs carved in

relief, of smaller dimensions (5 ft. 2-8 ins.

high), including some on the story of Tele-

phus, the patron hero of the State of Per-

gamon. These formed part of a smaller
frieze, running round the inner side of an
Ionic colonnade, rising above the larger

frieze, on the platform, and inclosing the
altar proper. The torsoes of a large number
of colossal statues, mostly female, which
likewise originally stood on the platform,

have also been discovered. On the Pcr-
gamenc School, see Sculpture.
Pergamenum. Sec Writing Materials.
Pgriactos (Greek). Sec Theatre.
Pgribcea (also called Merope). Wife of

slew Parthenoppeus, and was in pursuit of

Amphirir'ius at the moment when the latter

sank into the earth.

Periegetse (lit. " those who guide strangers

about," and show them what is worth
notice). A term applied by the Greeks to

the authors of travellers' guide-books enu-

merating and describing what was worthy
of note, especially buildings or monuments,
in the several cities or countries. This
kind of literature was especially in vogue
from the 3rd century B.C. onwards. Its chief

representatives are PulCmOn of Troas (about

200), whose numerous works are now un-

fortunatel}' preserved in fragments only;

and after him the Athenian JlclWdorus,

author of a great work on the Acropolis,

likewise lost. Larger fragments survive
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of a handbook to Greece by a certain

JIc)'(7elides, and of the interesting work
on Alexandria by Callixenus of Rhodes.
The on]}- complete work of this kind re-

maining is the valuable description of

Greece by PaiisdmCis (2nd century a.d.).

Periceci. The name of those inhabitants

of the Spartan State who, unlike the serfs

or helots (q.v.), had kept the possession of

their lands and personal liberty after the

Dorian occupation, but without having the

citizenship. They too, like the helots,

were at least twice as numerous as the rul-

ing Spartiatpe. Their name (lit. dwelUng
around) indicates that they lived on the

plain in the neighbourhood of the chief

city Avhicli was occupied by the Spartiatse.

Probably they were more or less doricised

by Dorian colonists sent into their towns,

whereof as many as a hundred are men-
tioned. They were occupied partly in cul-

tivating their farms (which, we learn, were
smaller than those of the Spartiatee)

;
partly

in manufactures and industry, in which the

ruling caste were forbidden to engage

;

partly in trade. Besides certain taxes, they
were bound to military service, either as

hoplites or as light-armed troops (as in the

case of the Sciritce or inhabitants of Sci-

rltis, who formed a special body of light

infantry, and were reserved for outpost

duty when in camp, for advance and rear-

guard, and in battle for service on the left

Aving). After the Peloponnesinn AVar they
formed the chief strength of the army.
{See Warfare.) In the army they were
also eligible as officers of the lower ranks

;

but from all civil offices they were ex-

cluded, as also from the popular assembly.
They were completely subject to the orders
of the Spartiatte ; and when they made
themselves troublesome, they could be put
to death by the ephors without trial or

conviction.

Peripatetics (Gr. pervpdteWcoi, lit. " per-

sons given to walking about"). The fol-

lowers of Aristotle's philosoph}^ The}'
derived their name from Aristotle's habit
of walking with his disciples in the shady
avenues of the Athenian Gymnasium called

the Lyceum, while he discussed the prob-
lems of philnsoph3^ {See also Aristotle
(Old PiiiLosopnY.)

Periphetes. Son of Hepheestus
; a monster

at Epulaurus, who slew the passers by with
an iron club (whence he was called cdrf/-

iiefes or club-bearer), till he was himself
slain by the young Theseus.

Peripteros. An epithet describing a temple

completely surrounded by a colonnade sup-

porting the entablature. (See Te.nlples. )

Peristyle (Gr. perlstT/l6n). A court

surrounded by columns. {See House.)
Pero. The shoe of the ordinary Roman

citizen. (See Calceus.)
Persephone (also Persephassa ; Lat. Pro-

serptnd). Daughter of Zeus and Demeter.
As the wife of Hades, she is the dread queen
of the world below. Her special name in

Attic cult is Core (lit. " the Maiden "). As
a maiden, while plucking flowers (near Enna
in Sicily, according to the story common
in later times), she was carried off into the

lower world by Hades on his car, with the

consent of her father. ' To appease her

mother's wrath, Zeus sent Hermes to bring

her back ; but, since she had eaten part

of a pomegranate given her b}'' Hades {i.e.

had already become his wife), she could

only spend two-thirds of the year in the

upper world with her mother. At the end

of that time she had always to return to

her husband, and rule as the dark goddess

of death ; whereas, while with her mother,

she was regarded as the virgin daughter,

and the helper of the goddess who pre-

sides over the fertility of the earth. Hence
Persephone is emblematic of vegetable life,

that comes and goes with the changing

seasons. In spring, when the seeds sprout

up from the ground, she rises to her

mother ; when the harvest is over, and the

vegetation dies, and the seed is laid again

in the dark grave of earth, she returns to

her subterraneous kingdom. From this

notion of the seed buried in the dark earth

and again rising to light was developed

that conception of the myth as an image of

immortalit}^ which lies at the base of the

Eleusinian mysteries. To express her rising

and descending, her festivals were cele-

brated in spring and after the harvest.

In spring she was worshipped at the lesser

Elciislnid in Attica, and at her flower-

festival of the anthesphorid, in the Pelo-

ponnesus, but more especially in Sicily. In

autiimn, there was held in Attica the great

Eleusinia • i.e. the wedding-feast on her

marriage with the god of the lower world.

She was generally worshipped together

with her mother ; hence the}' were spoken

of as " the two goddesses." In the Eleu-

sinian mysteries, she was also connected

with Dionysus, who, under the mystic name

lacchus, was regarded as her son, brother,

or bridegroom. In later times she Avas

confused with other divinities, especially

Hecate, as the goddess of night and of the
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world of spirits. She was represented

either as the 3'ouug and beautiful daughter

of Demeter, with cornucopia, ears of corn,

and a cock, the emblem of her rising in

spring, or as the grim spoixse of Hades,
with rich adornments and the symbolic
pomegranate. {See cut, and cjj. Demeter,
tig. 1.)

The Roman name Proserjnna is

regarded by some as an altered

form of the Greek Persephone ; by
others as a native name only

accidentally similar to the Greek,

denoting a goddess who assisted

in the germination (jjroscrpere)

as the

, {Sec

off Medusa's head, which Athene showed
him in the mirror of her shield, while she

guided his hand for the blow. He thrust

it quickly into his bag, and flew off through
the air, pursued b}^ the other two Gorgons

;

but, b}'' virtue of his helmet, he escaped
them, and came in his flight to .Ethiopia.

Titan

of the seed, and, owing to the

similarity of the two goddesses,

transferred to Persephone after

the introduction of her cult

divinity of the lower world,

Hades ; sec cdso Libitixa.)

Parses. (1) Son of the

Crius, father of Hecate.

(2) Brother of iEetes of Colchis.

\Sce Medea.)
Perseus. Son of Zeus and Danae, grand-

son of Acrisius (q.v.). An oracle had de-

clared that Danae, the daughter of Acrisius,

would give birth to a son who would kill his

grandfather. Acrisius committed Perseus
with his mother to the sea in a wooden
box, which Avas carried by the waves to the

isle of Serlphus. Here the honest fisher-

man Dictys son of Magnes (sec .EoLUS, 1)

brought it to land with his net, and took

care of mother and child. Dictys' brother

Polydectes, however, the king of the island,

conceived a jDassion for the fair Danae, and
finding the son in the way, betrayed the

young Perseus, who Avas now grown ottt

of boyhood, into promising, on the occasion
of a banquet, to do anything for him, even
should he order the head of Medusa, and
held him to his word. Encouraged and
assisted by Athene and Hermes, Perseus
reached the Graise {q.v.), in the farthest

part of Libya : and by capturing the single

eye and tooth which they possessed in
common, compelled them to show him the
way to their sisters the Gorgons (q-V.). He
also made them equip him for the under-
taking with the winged sandals, the magic
I)ag, and the helmet of Hades, which made
the wearer invisible. Hermes added to

these a sharp sword shaped like a sickle.

Thus provided, he flew to the Gorgons on
the shores of Oceanus, found them asleep,
and, since their glance turned the beholder
;to stone, with face averted smote and cut

^- PERSEPHONE, HADES, AND CERBEUUS.

(Rome, Vatican.)

Here he rescued Andromeda {q.v.), and
won her as his bride. Returning with her

to Seriphus, he avenged his mother for the

importunities of Polydectes by turning the

king and his friends into stone by the sight

of Medusa's head ; set Dictys on the throne

of the island
;
gave up the presents of the

GraiiB to Hermes, who restored them ; and
presented the Gorgon's head to Athene, who
set it in the middle of her shield or breast-

plate. Then he returned with his mother
and wife to Argos. But before his arrival

Acrisius had gone away to Larissa in

Thessal}', and here Perseus unwittingly
killed him with a discus at the funeral

games held in honour of the king of that

countiy. He duly buried the body of his

grandfather, but, being unwilling to succeed
to his inheritance, effected an exchange
with Megapenthes, his uncle Proetus' son,

took Tiryns in exchange for Argos and.

built Midea and Mycente. By Andromeda
he had one daughter, Gorguphone, and six

sons. The eldest, Perses, was regarded as

the ancestor of the Persians ; Alc^us,
Stheiielus, and Electryon were the fathers

respectively of Amphitry On, Euiystheus, and
Alcmene, the mother of Heracles. Perseus
had a shrine {herOun) on the road between
Argos and Mycente, and was worshipped
with divine honours in Seriphus and
Athens.

Persius Flaccus {Aiihis\ A Roman
satirist; born 34 A. D. atVolaterrae, inEtruria,
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of a good Gqiiestrian family. Losing his

father when six. years old, at the age of

twelve lie went to Rome, and enjoyed the

instructions of the most eminent teachers,

more especially of one for whom he had the

greatest reverence, Annseus Cornutns, who
initiated him in the Stoic philosophy, and
introduced him to the acquaintance of

Lucan. After the first poetic attempts of

Iiis youth, which he himself burnt, his

energies were directed to satiric verso,

under the influence of Liicilius and Horace.
On his early death, in 62, the six satires

which he left, after some slight revision by
Cornutus, were published by his friend,

the poet Ceesius Bassus. In these Persius
deals with the moral corruption of his age,

from the standpoint of a Stoic preacher of

ethics. Both in thought and expression a

tendency to echo Horace is constantly

apparent. He composed slowly, and was
himself conscious that he had no true poetic

faculty.^ His mode of expression is fre-

quently difficult and involved to the verge
of obscurity. The need of explanations

Avas accordingly felt in comparatively early

times ; but the collection of sclioUa bearing
the name of Cornutus shows hardly any
traces of ancient learning.

Pervigilium (lit. " a night-watch "). A
nocturnal festival in honour of a divinity,

especially that of the Bond Ded^ at

which originally only married women were
allowed to be pi-eseut. In imperial times,

when the presence of men was permitted,

a nocturnal festival to Venus was also

instituted. Such a festival, extending over
three nights in the spring, is referred to in

an anonymous poem called the Pervigilium
Veneris^ of the 2nd or 3rd century a.d. It

consists of ninety-three trochaic scptCnurll,

separated into iinequal stropJite by the
recurring refrain, Crds dmct qui luiu-

quam dmdvit, qw'quc amavit eras amcf.
It celebrates in a lively strain the power of

Venus, particulai'ly as displayed in spring-
time, lauding her as the giver of life to

all, and as the ancestress and patroness of

Rome.
Pgtasus. A flat felt hat, with a broad

and round brim, usually worn among the
Thessalians. The brim is often parted into

four bow-shaped indentations (fig. 2). It

is said to have been introduced into Greece
along with the cJila7)iys ns a distinguishing
mark of the vphrhl. Hermes is usually
represented with the winged pctasiis. The

* Tho prologno, in wliicli this self-criticism is

expressed, is omitted by Ja,hn in his latest edition.

Romans wore a similar hat in the country,
and when travelling; in the city it was

(1) (^)

PETASUS.

(1) Gerhard, Arcli. Zeitiing, 18il, tav. xiv.

(2) Muller, Denkm. i, no. 327.

generallj' used only in the theatre, as a pro-

tection from the sun.

Petronius Arbiter. Author of a satiric

romance, certainly of the time of Nero,
and probably the Gaius Petronius whose
licentiousness and congenial tastes obtained
for him the high favour of Nero, at whose
court he played the part of arbiter clegan-

tue {maitre de plaisir), until, in 6G a.d.,

in consequence of the intrigues of his

rivals, he committed suicide by opening
his veins [Tacitus, Ann. xvi 18, 19]. Of his

social romance, entitled Sdtiirce, which must
originally have consisted of about twenty
books, only fragments are left to us, being
part of books xv and xvi. The most
complete and famous is the "Banquet of

Trimalchio " {Cena TrimalchiOnis). Judg-
ing from the fragments, the scene was laid

under Tiberius, or possibly Augustus, in

S. Italy, chiefly in an Tinnamed colony in

Campania, partly in Crotun. The work is

astonishing for the truth with which both

manners and men are painted. A masterly
hand appears in the treatment of the dia-

logue, adapted as it is in ever}' instance to

the character of the speaker, now plebeian,

in the mouth of Trimalchio, the freedraan

who has become a millionaire ; now re-

fined, in the cultivated Greek Encolpius;

or again bombastic, in the case of the poet

Eumolpus. All situations in life (with a

preference for the filthiest), and even litera-

ture and art, come under discussion. In

the prose are introduced numerous and

sometimes extensive pieces of poetry,

mostly intended to parody some particular

style.

Peutinger Tablet (Tdbiila PcutingrrnJna,

named after its former owner, Konrad
Peutinger, one of the councillors of Augs-

burg). A chartogra})hic representation of

the Roman world ; now at Vienna, It is a

copy of a map of the 3rd century A.D.

(See also Itixeraria.)

Pezetaeri. In the Macedonian army, the

free but not noble class of the population,
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who formed the heavy infantry (lioplUcv).

{Sec Warfare.)
Phseaces. A fabulous people in Homer,

to whom Odysseus comes in his wanderings

\0d. vi-viii]. They stand as near to the

«rocls as the Giants and djcIOpes, seeing them
lace to face. Originally settled in Hypereia,

they were compelled by the violence of

their neighbours the Cyclopes to migrate,

under their king KausithOus, son of Posei-

don and Periba-a, daughter of Eurymedon,
the last king of the Giants, to the happy
island of Scheria, where they built a city.

On the arrival of Odysseus their ruler was
Alclnous, _the wise son of Nausithoils ; his

wife was Arete, his brother's daughter, and
besides many sons he was the father of the

fair Xauslcaa, Odysseus' preserver. Far
from the turmoil of the world, the Phseaces

are described as leading a life of undisturbed

happiness in the enjoyment of the goods

wherewith they are richly blessed ; above
all Alcinoiis, Avho had the fairest of orchards

and a most beautiful palace. Their business

is solel}' with the sea, with shipping and the

provision of all that belongs to it. Their

ships ai'e of wondrous sort. Without
steersman or rudder, divining of themselves
the wishes and thoughts of all men, and
knowing all lands, they traverse the sea

swift as a bird or a thought, wrapped in

mist and darkness, yet have never suffered

wreck or foundering. But when the ship,

that brought the sleeping Odysseus in one
night to Thrace, came back, Poseidon, of

whose envious malice a prophecy had long
ago bidden them beware, changed it to a

rock in sight of harbour, and the Phseaces
were in fear that the rest of the saying
would come true, and mountains rise up all

round their city. Though it is obvious that
the Phteaces and their abodes, Hypereia and
Scheria, are purely mythical, the kingdom
of Alcinotis was early identified as Corcyra
{Corfu). He had a shrine there, and the
harbour was named after him. Near the
island was also shown the petrified ship.

Hence the later Argonautic legends made
even Jason and Medea touch at Corcyra
on their flight from ^etes, and, like Odys-
seus, iind protection and help from Alcinoiis.

{See Argonauts.)
Phaedra. Daughter of Minos and Pasiphae,

wife of Theseus, and mother of Acilmas and
HemophoOn. Wlien her stepson Hippolj'tns
rejected her love, she compassed his death
by slandering him to Theseus. Afterwards,
in remorse for her guilt, she put an end to

her life. (Sec Hippolytus.)

Phsedrus. A Eoman poetical fabulist

;

by birth a Macedonian of the district of

Pieria, he came early to Rome as a slave, and
acquired a knowledge of Roman literature

while still a boy. If the traditional title of

his five books of fables after ^Esop is to be
trusted {P/uedri, Aitgiisti Uherti, fdbiila;

A'^sOplai), he was set free by Augustus. To
Phiiedrus belongs the credit of introducing

fable-writing into Latin poetical literature

;

a fact of which he was full}' conscious, but
which secured him neither relief from his

miserable position, nor recognition on the

part of the educated public ; his patrons

seem to have been only freedmen like

himself. In fact, he even drew upon him-
self, by his two first published books, the

illwill and persecution of the all-powerful

favourite of Tiberius, Sejanus, who suspected

in them malicious references to contemporary
events. In consequence he did not publish

the remaining books till after the fall of

Sejanus in 31 a.d., and the death of Tiberius

in 37.

The five books are preserved, though not

in a complete form. Whether the further

collection of thirty-two fables transcribed

from a MS in the 15th centur}' bj' Archbishop
Nicolo Perotti (Fabukr Perottulncv) [and

published at Naples in 1809] are a genuine

work of Phcedrus, is doubtful. The matter

of the fables is only to a small extent

borrowed from ^sop. Some include stories-

from history, partly referring to the pre-

sent or immediate past. In relation to

the Greek originals, the material is not

always skilfully used, especially in the
" moi'als." The drawing of the characters

is at first very cramped, but is afterwai'ds

moi-e broadly treated ; the language fluent,

and in general correct ; the metre too

(iambic senarius'), used with strictness,

though wanting the purity which, in this

kind of verse, became general from the time

of Catullus. About the 10th century an
author calling himself Romulus, drew up
a prose version of Phwdrus, which served

as a model for the mediseval collections of

fables.

Phaethon. Son of Helios (who is him-
self sometimes called Phaethon) and the

Sea-nymph Clymene, wife of Merops, king
of ^Ethiopia. When he grew up, he de-

manded of his father, as a proof of his

birth, the privilege of driving the chariot

of the sun for a single da5\ He proved,

however, too weak to restrain the horses,

who soon ran away with him, and plunged,

now close up to heaven, now right down to
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earth, so that both began to take fire. At
last, to save the whole world from destruc-

tion, Zeus shattered the young man with
his lightning, his corpse falling into the

river Erklanus. His sisters, the Jlcliddcs,

^gle, Phaethusa, and Lampetie, wept for

Iiim unceasingly, and were changed into

poplars; whence it is that their tears still

ooze from those trees, and are hardened by
Helios into amber.

Phaininda {Greek). A kind of Greek
game of ball (q.v.)

Phalangitae. The soldiers of the Mace-
donian phalanx {q.o.).

Phalanx. The Greek term for the order

of battle in which heavy infantry were
-drawn up, in an unbroken line, several ranks
deep. {See Hoplit^e.) The most famous
phalanx was that formed by king Philip,

constituting the chief strength of the

Macedonian army. It was first 8, after-

Avards 12-lG deep. In the eight-rank for-

mation, the lances (sarissai) being eighteen

feet long, those of all ranks could be pre-

sented to the enemy. They were grasped
with the right hand at the butt, and, with
the left, four feet from the butt end ; hence
the lances of the first rank projected four-

teen feet, while the spear-heads of the last

rank were level with, or just in front

of, the men in the front rank. In the
deeper formation, and after the reduction

of the length of the sarissa to fourteen feet,

only the first five ranks presented their

weapons to the front ; the rest held them
iilanting over the shoulders of their com-
rades in front. The name phalanx, or

taxis, was also applied to the separate

regiments of tho j'Jidlfn^l/iffr. The line of

each such phalanx was divided, from front to

rear, into four diiliarc/ucs, each chiliarchy

into four syntagmata, each syntagma into

four tetnu-chics. The importance of this

formation lay in its power of resistance to

hostile onset, and in the weight with which
it fell, when impelled against the enemy's
lines. Its weaknesses were want of mobility,

the impossibility of changing front in face

of the enemy, and unsuitability for close,

hand to hand engagement. The Roman
legions also fought in phalanx in the older

times before Camillus. Under the emperors
the phalanx was used after about the 2nd
century a.d., in fighting against barbaric
aiatioiis.

Phalaris. The infamous tyrant of Agri-
gentum, notorious for his cruelty; he died
549 B.C. His name is afiSxed to 148 Greek
letters, in which he appears as a gentle

ruler, and a patron of art and poetry ; but
[as proved in Bentley"s Dissertation in 1099]
they are really a worthless Ibrgery, probably
by a Sophist of the 2nd century a.d.

Phalerae. The Roman term for bosses of

thin bronze or silver, or of gold-leaf im-
pressed in i-elief. They were loaded at the
back with pitch, and fitted to a plate of

copper, being fastened to it with leather

straps. They served sometimes as decora-

tions for the harness on the head or breast

of horses, sometimes as signs of military

rank, w'orn across the whole coat of mail.

[See cut, under Cippus.]

Phanias or PhsBnias. [Of Eresos in

Lesbos, a pupil of AristMle, and a country-

man and friend of Thcophrastus. He
flourished about 336 B.C. He was a very
prolific writer on philosophy, physics, and
history. Only fragments of these works
remain. He was also the author of a

chronicle of his native city, entitled The
Prytdneis of Eresos. This is supposed to

have been one of the principal authorities

followed in the Parian Chronicle {ci.v.).]

[J. E. S.]

Phanocles. A Greek elegiac poet of the

Alexandrine period. He celebrated in erotic

elegies the loves of beautiful boys. A con-

siderable fragment remaining describes the

love of Orpheus for Calais, the beautiful

son of Boreas, and his death ensuing there-

from. The language is simple and spirited,

and the versification melodious.

Phantasus. ^SV'e Dreams.
Pharetra. The quiver. {See Bows.)
Pharos. The lighthouse on the eastern

summit of the small island of the same

name in front of the harbour of Alexandria.

It was a tower of white marble, built

for Ptolemy Philadelphus by Sostratus of

Cnidus, in 27U B.C., at a cost of 800 silver

talents (£100,000), and accounted by the

ancients one of the wonders of the world.

It rose pyramidally in a number of de-

creasing stories of different forms (the

lowest square, the next octagonal, the third

circular). It was adorned with galleries

and pillars to a considerable height.^ It

^ Jospphus, De Bello Jmlaico v 4, says that the

tower of Phasael in Jerusalem, which was 90

cubits (or about 135 feet) in height, was about

the same height as the Pharos. This is much
moi-e likely to be a correct estimate than that of

EJrisi, Avho makes it 300 cubits, each cubit being

equivalent to three palms {Climates of the II orhl,

written in Arabic 1153, Lat. trans. i79(j, p. 'M9),

or that of Stephanus of Byzantium {s.r. ^dpos),

who makes it 306 orijijlai, or about 1.83(3 feet.

(These references are due to Prof. Miudleton.)
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was still stantling, iii great part, about

1300 A.D. Ill later times all lighthouses

were called after it, and large numbers of

these were built b}^ the Romans round
Italy, and on all the coasts of the em])ire.

The tower at Ravenna approached the Alex-

andrian in magniticence. Light-ships were
also used by the ancients.

Phasis. The term in Attic law for an
information against secret crimes, such as

contravention of regulations relating to

customs, trade, or mining, illegal occupa-

tion of common rights, felling of the olive

trees sacred to Athene, dishonest adminis-

tration of wards' estates and sycophantla.

The informer received a portion of the fine

as reward.

Phegeus. King of Psophis in Arcadia,

son of Alpheus, and brother of Phoroneus.
After inducing his sons, Agenor and
Prouous (or Arlon and Temenus) to kill

Alcmtvon, the first husband of his daughter
Arsinoe or Alphesiboea (q.v.), he and they

were all murdered by the sons of Alcmseon.
{Sec ACAKXAX.)

Pherecrates. After Cratinus, Eupolis,

and Aristophanes, of whom he was an older

contemporarj', the most eminent writer
of the Old Attic comedy. He was famed
among the ancients for his wealth of inven-

tion and for the purity of his Attic Greek.
We have the titles of fifteen of his comedies,

and a few fragments of his plays.

Pherecyd.es. (1) Greek philosopher, of

the isle of Syrus, about 600-550 B.C. ; said

to have been the first writer of prose. He
wrote in the Ionic dialect of the origin of

the world and the gods {cosmuguula and
thtogonia). The poetic element seems to

have held a predominant place in his prose.

He is also said to have been the first to main-
tain the doctrine of the transmigration of

souls, which his pupil Pythagoras borrowed
from him.

(2) Sec LOGOGRAPHI.
Phiale. The flat drinking-cup of the

Greeks. {Sec Vessels.)
Phidias (Gr. PheieUas). The famous

Greek artist, born about 500 B.C. at Athens,
pupil of Ageladas, and eminent as architect,

bronze founder, sculptor, and painter. His
great powers were displayed in the build-

ings erected under the administration of his

intimate friend Pericles on the Acroprdis
at Athens, and at Olynipia, where he was
commissioned to execute the statue of Zeus
for the temple there.
Returning to Athens in 432, he was

accused, by intriguers against Pericles, of

misa]»propriating the gold supplied him for

the drapery of Athene's statue in the Par-
thenon. From this he could readilj^ clear

himself, having so contrived the drapery
that it could easily be taken off and weighed
[Plut., Perieles 31]. But being afterwards
accused of impiety, on the ground that he

* Figure traditionally identified as phidias.

(Straugford Shield, British Museum.)

"Phidias was oppressed with envy by reason of the
renown of his works, and chiefly because, in the battle

of the Amazons, which was represented on the shield of

the goddess, he had introduced a likeness of himself as a
bald old mail holding up a great stone with both hands."

—

Plut., Peridci 31.

had introduced portraits of himself and
Pericles on the goddess' shield, he was
thrown into prison, where he died of an ill-

ness in the same year (/&.). Among all his

works, the foremost rank was taken, accord-

ing to the testimony of antiquity, by the

statue of Zeus at Olympia, and three statues

of Athene on the Acropolis at Athens ; viz.

the statue in the Parthenon constructed,,

like the Zeus, of ivory and gold, and two
others, Athene Promachtis and the " Lem-
nian Athene," of bronze.

These works (for which see Athexe and
Zeus) have perished ; but of the marble

sculptures of the Parthenon {q.v.), which
were probably constructed from his designs,

and certainly under his direction, the greater

part still remains. Most of them are in

the British Museum. They fully substan-

tiate the judgment of antiquity, which
looked on him as the representative of

artistic perfection, as the one man who in

his art combined perfect sublimity with

perfect beauty. It was said of him that

he alone had seen the exact image of the

gods and revealed it to men. He fixed for

ever the ideal types of Zeus and of Athene,

the gods who, in the spiritual dignity of

their attributes, are foremost of all the

divinities of Greece.

Phiditia (Gr. Phcidttia). Sec Syssitia.

Philemon. A Greek poet of the New Attic

comedy, of Soli in Cilicia, or of Syracuse,

born about 3G2 B.C. He came early to

Athens, and first appeared as an author in

330. He must have enjoyed remarkable
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popiilarit}', for he repeatedly \von victories

over his younger contemporary and rival

Menander.whose delicate wit was ap])arently

less to the taste of the Athenians of the time

tlian Philemon's smart comedy. To later

times his successes over Menander were so

unintelligible, that they were ascribed to the

influence of malice and intrigue. Except a

short sojourn in Egypt with king Ptolemj'
Philadelphus, he passed his life at Athens.
He there died, nearly a hundred years old,

but with mental vigour unimpaired, in 2G2,

according to the story, at the moment of

liis being crowned on the stage. Of his

ninety-seven works, fifty-seven are known
to us by titles and fragments, and two are

preserved in the Latin version of Plautus
{Mcrcufor and Trinuviuius).

Philemon and Baucis. An old mai-ried

couple in Phrygia, famed in antiquity for

their true love. When Zeus and Hermes
were wandering through the country in

human form, and found no shelter with the

richer inhabitants, the aged pair received

them hospitably. The gods therefore, wdiile

destroying all the rest of the neighbourhood
by floods in punishment for the inhospitable

treatment they had met with, changed their

miserable cottage into a magnificent temple.

Here the two held the priestly office for the

rest of their life, and finally, on their prayer
that they might not be separated by death,

Avere both at the same moment changed into

trees [Ovid, Met. viii 611-724].

Philetas. A Greek grammarian and poet,

of the island of Cos. He lived in the second
half of the 4th century, latterly as tutor

to Ptolemy II (Philadelphus) in Alexandria.
Besides epics he composed elegies on his

heloved Battis, which were highly prized at

Alexandria and Rome, and were imitated
b}^ Propertius [iv 1, 1]. We possess only
scanty fragments of these elegies.

Philippides. A Greek writer of the New
Comedy, about 300 B.C. ; a friend of king
Lysimfichus of Thrace. He is said to have
died of joy at winning a dramatic prize. Of
the forty-four plays attributed to him only
fragments survive.

Philiscus. A Greek tragedian of Corcyra,
in the first half of the 3rd century B.C. ; he
was priest of Dionysus in Alexandria, and,
as such, stood at the head of the Dionysiac
guild of actors in that city. He was one of

the "Pleiad" (q.v.) of Alexandrian tragic

poets. [His portrait is preserved in a relief

in the Latcran Museum. Sec cut under
Traokoy (Greek).]

Philistiis. A Greek historian, of Syracuse,

born about 435 B.C. He encouraged the elder

Diunysius, by advice and assistance, in secur-

ing and maintaining the position of despot in

his native state ; but was himself banished
b}' Dionj'sius in 386, and lived a long while
at Adria in Epirus, busied with historical

studies. Recalled by Dionysius the 3^ ounger,

he counteracted the salutary influence of

Dion and Plato at that tj'rant's court, and
brought about the banishment of both. As
commander of the fleet against Dion and the

I'evolted Syracusans, he lost a naval battle,

and in consequence either committed suicide

or was cruelly murdered by the angry
populace (356). He left an historical work,
begun in his exile, called 'Sicclica, a history

of Sicily in thirteen books. Books i-vii

dealt with the events of the earliest times

to the capture of Agrigentum by the Car-

thaginians in 406 ; viii-xi, with the rule of

the elder Dionj'sius ;
xii and xiii, with that

of the younger. The last portion, which
remained incomplete owing to his death,

was finished by his countryman Athfiuas.

Only unimportant fragments of this have

survived. According to the judgment of the

ancients, he imitated ThuC3'dides somewhat
unsuccessfully, and betrayed in his work
the one-sided attitude natural to his poli-

tical views [Pltitarch, Dion 36 ; Dionysius

Halic, Ad On. Pomjjeium, 5].

Philo (Gr. Plulon). (1) [TJie scniptor ;

the son of Antipater. He flotirished in the

time of Alexander the Great. Among his

works was the statue of Hepha^stion, and

that of Zeus Ourios, at the entrance of

the Bosporus (Cic, Verr. II iv 129). The
dedicatory verses inscribed on the pedestal

of the latter are now in the British Museum
(quoted on p. 40 of Dem., Adv. Leptinem,

ed, Sandj's). Pliny (xxxiv 91) mentions

him as one of the sculptors who made
athJctas et armdtos et venatOrCs sacrifi-

cantPsqiic.]

(2) [The Athenian architect who bttilt

for Demetrius Phalereus, about 318 B.C.,

the portico to the great temple at Eleusis.

It had 12 Doric columns in front, and its

dimensions were 183 feet by 37^ feet (see

plan on p. 211). Under the administration

of Lycurgus, he constructed an arnidmcn-

tartuvi or arsenal at Zea in the Peirfeiis,

containing tackle, etc., for 400 ships (Pliny,

N. H. vii 125\ It was destroyed by Sulla

(Plutarch, Sulla 14), but apparently rebuilt,

since it is described by Valerius MaxTmus
(viii 12, 2) as still existing {cp. Cic, De Or.

i 62, and Strabo, p. 395 d). An inscription

published in Hermes, 1882, p. 351, and in
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the Corpus Inscriptionum Atticanun, ii,

no. 1054, contains the. contract for the work,

with full details of its structure and fittings.]

(3) Of BijzantiiLm / a celebrated mecha-

nician. He wrote, in the 2nd century B.C.,

a work on mechanics, of which only one

book, on the construction of engines of war,

and portions of two others, on siege-warfare,

are extant.

(4) [Philo of Ldn'ssaj an Academic philo-

sopher, a pupil of Clitomachus. He came
to Rome in 88 B.C., being one of a number
of eminent Greeks who fled from Athens
on the approach of its siege during the

Mithridatic war. He was a man of versatile

genius and a perfect master of the theor}'

and practice of oratoiy. Cicero had scarceh^

heard him before all his inclination for

Epicureanism was swept from his mind, and
he surrendered himself wholly to the bril-

liant Academic (Bnifus § 306 ; cp. De Nat.
Dear, i §§ 17, 113 ; Tusc. Disp. ii §§ 9, 26).

One of his works, twice mentioned, though
not by any definite title (Acad, i 13, ii 11),
supplied Cicero with his historic account
of the Xew Academy (Cicero's Academica,
ed. Reid, pp. 2, 52).]

(5) llw Jeic. Born of a priestly family
at Alexandria, about 25 B.C., he carefully

studied the different branches of Greek cul-

ture, and, in particular, acquired a knowledge
of the Platonic philoso2)hy, Avhile in no way

I abandoning the study of the Scriptures or

the creed of his nation. In 39 a.d. he went

j

to Rome as an emissary to the emperor
' Caligula in the interest of his fellow country-

men, whose religious feelings were offended
by a decree ordering them to place the
statue of the deified emperor in their

synagogues. This embnss\', which led to

no result, is described by him in a work
which is still extant, though in an incom-
plete form.

Philo is the chief representative of
the Greeco-Judaic philosophy. He wrote
numerous Greek works in a stjde modelled
on that of Plato. These are remarkable for
moral earnestness, passionate enthusiasm,
and vigour of thought. They include alle-

gorical expositions of portions of the Scrip-
tures, as well as works of ethical, historical,
or i)olitical purport. Several of his works
only survive in Armenian versions. His
philosoi)hy, especially his theology, is an
endeavour to reconcile Platonism with
•Tudaism.

[G) [Philo Byblius, or Herennius Byblius.

j

A Roman grammarian, born at Byblus in
\ Phoenicia. His life extended from about

the time of Nero to that of Hadrian. A.

considerable fragment of his " translation "

of the ancient Phceniciau writer Sauchii-

niathon is preserved in the first book of

the PvcvparcltlO Ecangcltca of Eusebius.]

Philochorus. A Greek historian, living at

Athens between 806 and 260. As an up-
holder of national liberty he was among the

bitterest opponents of Demetrius Poliorcetes

and of his son Antigonus Gonatas, who put

him to death after the conquest of Athens.
Of his works, the Afthis was a history of

Athens from the earliest times to 262 B.C.,

in seventeen books. It was highly esteemed
and often quoted for its wealth of facts and
thoroughness of investigation, especially as

regards chronolog^^ We still possess a

considerable number of fragments.

Pliilocles. A Greek tragedian, son of

^schylus' sister. He wrote a hundred plays

in the manner of yEscIivIus, and won the

prize against Sophocles' (Ud/pfts Tyranmis.
Only scanty fragments of his plays remain.

The drama was also cultivated by his sons

Morsimus and Melanthius, by Morsimus'
son Astydamas (about 399 B.C.), and again

by the sons of the latter, Astydamas and
Phiiocles.

Philoctetes. The son of Poefis, king of the

Malians in ffita. He inherited the bow and
arrows of Heracles (q.v.). He was leader

of seven ships in the expedition against

Troy ; but, on the way out, was bitten b}^

a snake at Lemnos, or the small island of

Chryse near Lemnos, and, on account of tho

intolerable stench caused by the wound,
was abandoned at Lemnos on the advice of

Odj^sseus. Here in his sickness he dragged
out a miserable life till the tenth j-enr of tho

war. Then, however, on account ofHelenus'

prophecj"- that Troy could only be conquered

by the arrows of Heracles, Odj'sseus and
Diomedes went to fetch him, and he was
healed by Machaon. After he had slain

Paris, Troy was conquered. He was one

of the heroes who came safe home again.

[The story of Philoctetes was dramatized

by yEschylus and Euripides (B.C. 431), as

well as by Sophocles (409). It is also the

theme of numerous moninnents of ancient

art. See Jebb's introduction to Soph.

P////., p. xxxvii.]

Philodemus. A Greek philoso}ihor of the

Epicurean school, of Gadara in Palestine.

He was a contemporary of Cicero, who
praises his learning, and also his taste as a

poet [De FiniljKS ii 119; in Pisonew, 68,

70]. We have thirty-four ejngrams by him.

chiefly on amatory and indelicate sulDJccts ;

m
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and considerable fragments of a number of

prose writings (on music, rhetoric, syllo-

gisms, vices and virtues, piety, angei-, etc.),

which have come to light among the Hercu-

laiioan jtapT/vJ.

Philolaus. A Greek philoso]:)her, a pupil

of Pythagoras {q.v.). He was the first to

commit to writing the doctrines of the

Pythagorean school. He wrote in Doric

Greek. Only a few fragments of his writ-

ings remain.

Philomela. Sec Pkocne.
Philosophy. (I) Greek Philosophy.

The first beginnings of philosophy in Greece

came from the lonians of Asia ; and it is in

agreement with the character of that people,

naturally inclined to the phenomenal or

sensualist view, that what the Ionian
philosophers sought was the material prin-

ciple of things, and the mode of their origin

and disappearance, Thales of Miletus

(about G4IJ B.C.) is reputed the father of

Greek philosophy. He declared Water to

be the basis of all things. Next came
Anaximander of Miletus (about 611-547),

the first icritcr on philosophy ; he assixmed

as first principle an undefined substance

without qualities, out of which the primary
antitheses, hot and cold, moist and dry, be-

came differentiated. His countryman and
younger contemporary, Anaximenes, took

for his principle Air ; conceiving it as modi-
fied, by thickening and thinning, into fire,

wind, clouds, water, and earth. Heraclitus
of Ei)hesus (about 535-475) assumed as the

principle of substance setherial Fire. Prom
fire all things originate, and return to it again

by a never-resting process of development.
All things therefore are in a perpetual flux.

Philosophy was first brought into con-

nexion Avith practical life by Pythagoras
of Samos (about 582-504), from whom it

received its name (" the love of wisdom ").

Regarding the world as a perfect harmony,
dependent on number, he aimed at inducing
mankind likewise to lead a harmonious life.

His doctrine was adopted and extended by
a largo following, especially in lower Italy.

That country was also the home of the
Eleatic doctrine of The One, called after the
town of Elea, the headquarters of the school.

It was founded by Xenophanes of Colo-
phon (born about 570). the father of pan-
theism, who declared God to be the eternal
ixnity, permeating the universe, and govern-
ing it by his thought. His great disciple

ParmexIdes of Elea (born about 511)
affirmed the one unchanging existence to be
alone true and capable of being conceived

;

and multitude and change to be an appear-
ance without reality. This doctrine was
maintained dialectically by his younger
countryman Zeno in a polemic against the
vulgar opinion, which sees in things multi-
tude, becoming, and change. EmpeduCles
of Agrlgentum (born 4iJ2) appears to have
been partly in agreement with the Eleatic

school, partly in opposition to it : on the one
hand, maintaining the unchangeable nature
of substance ; while, on the other, he supposes
a plurality of such substances—to wit, the
four elements, earth, water, air, and fire.

Of these the world is iDuilt up, by the agency
of two ideal principles as motive forces ; viz.

love as the cause of union-, hate as the cause

of separation.

Anaxagoras of Clazomense (born about

500) also maintained the existence of an

ordering principle as well as a material

substance, and while regarding the latter as

an infinite multitude of imperishable primary
elements, qualitatively distinguished, con-

ceived divine reason as ordering them. He
referred all generation and disappearance

to mixture and resolution respectiveh\ To
him belongs the credit of first establishing

philosophy at Athens, in which city it

reached its highest development, and con-

tinued to have its home for 1,000 years

w^ithout intermission. The first explicitlj'

materialistic system was formed by DeM(>
CRiTUS of Abdera (born about 460). This

was the doctrine of Atoms,—small primary

bodies infinite in number, indivisible and

imperishable, qualitatively similar, but dis-

tinguished by their shapes. Falling eter-

nally through the infinite void, they collide

and unite, thus generating existence, and

forming objects which differ in accoi'dauce

with the varieties, in number, size, shape,,

and arrangement, of the atoms which com-

pose them.
The efforts of all these earlier philosophers

had been directed somewhat exclusively to

the investigation of the ultimate basis and

essential nature of the external world.

Hence their conceptions of human know-

ledge, arising out of their theories as to

the constitution of things, had been no less

various. The Eleatics, for example, had

been compelled to deny the existence of any

objective truth, since to the world of sense,

with its multitude and change, they allowed

onl}^ a phenomenal existence. This incon-

sistency led to the position taken up by the

class of per.sons known as Sophists {q.v.\

that all thought rests solely on the appre-

hensions of the senses and on subjective

I
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impression, and that therefore we have no

other standard of action than ntility for the

iudividuaL

A new period of philosophy opens with
the Athenian Socrates (409-309). Like the

Sophists, he rejected entirely the phA-sical

specuLations in which his predecessors had
indnlged, and made the snbjective thoughts
and opinions of men his starting point ; but

whereas it was the thoughts and opinions

of the individual that the Sophists took

for the standard, Socrates endeavoured to

extract from the common intelligence of

mankind an objective rule of practical life,

i'or this purpose he employed the two
forms of philosophical inquiry of which he
is the inventor, induction and definition.

Such a standard he saw in knowledge, by
which term he understood the cognition in

thought of the true concept of an object,

and identilled it with Virtue; that is to say,

such action as proceeds from clear cognition

of the concept appropriate to the circum-
stances. Thus, although Socrates did not
himself succeed in establishing a genuine
ethical principle, he is nevertheless the

founder of ethics, as he is also of dialectic,

the method of the highest speculative

thought. Of Socrates' numerous disciples

many either added nothing to his doctrine,

or developed it in a one-sided manner, by
confining themselves exclusively either to

dialectic or to ethics. Thus while the

Athenian Xexuphon contented himself, in

a series of writings, with exhibiting the
portrait of his master to the best of his

comprehension, and added nothing original,

the Megarian school, founded by EuclIdes
of Megara, devoted themselves almost
-entirely to dialectic investigation ; whereas
•ethics preponderated both with the Cynics
and Cyrenaics, although the position taken
lip by these two schools was in direct
antithesis. For Antisthenes of Athens,
the founder of the Cynics, conceived the
highest good to be the virtue which spurns
«vei-y enjoyment ; while Aristippus of
Cyrene, the founder of the Cyrenaics, con-
sidered pleasure to be the sole end in life,

and regarded virtue as a good only in so
far as it contributed to pleasure.

Both aspects of the genius of Socrates
Avere first united in Plato of Athens (428-
348), who also combined with them all the
principles established by earlier philoso-
phers, in so far as they had been legitimate,
and developed the whole of this material
into the unity of a comprehensive system.
The groundwork of Plato's scheme, though

D. C. A.

nowhere expressly stated by him, is the

threefold division of philosophy into dia-

lectic, ethics, and physics ; its central

point is the theory of ideas. This theory
is a combination of the Eleatic doctrine

of the One with Heraclitus' theorj'' of

a perpetual flux and with the Socratic

method of concepts. The multitude of

objects of sense, being involved in per-

petual change, are thereby deprived of all

genuine existence. The only true being
in them is founded upon the ideas, the

eternal, unchangeable (independent of all

that is accidental, and therefore) perfect

types, of which the particular objects of

sense are imperfect copies. The number
of the ideas is defined by the number of

universal concepts Avhich can be derived

from the particular objects of sense. The
highest idea is that of the Good, which is

the ultimate basis of the rest, and the first

cause of being and knowledge. Appre-
hensions derived from the impressions of

sense can never give us the knowledge of

true being ; i.e. of the ideas. It can only

be obtained by the soul's activity within
itself, apart from the troubles and distur-

bances of sense ; that is to say, by the

exercise of reason. Dialectic, as the instni-

ment in this process, leading us to know-
ledge of the ideas, and finally of the highest

idea of the Good, is the first of sciences,

scientia sclent idrum. In physics, Plato
adhered (though not without original modifi-

cations) to the views of the P5'thagoreans,

making Nature a harmonic unity in multi-

plicity. His ethics are founded throughout
on the Socratic ; with him too virtue is

knowledge, the cognition of the supreme
idea of the Good. And since in this cogni-

tion the three parts of the soul, cognitive,

spirited, and appetitive, all have their

share, we get the three virtues. Wisdom,
Courage, and Temperance or Continence.

The bond which unites the other virtues is

the virtue of Justice, by which each several

part of the soul is confined to the perfor-

mance of its proper function. The school

founded by Plato, called the Academy, from
the name of the grove of the Attic hero

Academus, where he used to deliver his

lectures, continued for long after. In

regard to the main tendencies of its mem-
bers, it was divided into the three periods

of the Old, Middle, and Xew Academy. The
chief personages in the first of these were
Speusippus (son of Plato's sister), who suc-

ceeded him as the head of the school (till

339), and XenOcrates of Chalcedon (till

I I

i
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314). Both of them sought to fuse Pj-tha-

goreaii spccuhitions on number with Plato's

theory of ideas. The two other Academies
were still further removed from the specific

doctrines of Plato {see hdoiv).

The most important among Plato's dis-

ciples is Akistotle of Stagira (384-322),

who shares with his master the title of

the greatest philosopher of antiquity. But
whereas Plato had sought to elucidate and
explain things from the suprasensual stand-

point of the ideas, his pupil preferred to

start from the facts given us by experience.

Philosophy to him meant science, and its

aim was the recognition of the "wherefore"
in all things. Hence he endeavours to attain

to the ultimate grounds of things by induc-

tion ; that is to say, by a poateviori conclu=

sions from a number of facts to a universal.

In the series of works collected under
the name of Ovgdnon, Aristotle sets forth,

almost in a final form, the laws by which
the human understanding effects conclusions

from the particular to the knowledge of

the universal. Like Plato, he recognises

the true being of things in their concepts,

but denies any separate existence of the

concept apart from the particular objects of

sense. They are as inseparable as matter
and form. In this antithesis, matter and
form, Aristotle sees the fundamental prin-

ciples of being. Matter is the basis of all

that exists ; it comprises the potentiality

of everything, but of itself is not actually

anything. A determinate thing only comes
into being when the potentiality in matter
is converted into actuality. This is effected

by form, the idea existent not as one out-

Bide the many, but as one in the manj'-,

the completion of the potentiality latent in

the matter. Although it has no existence

apart from the particulars, yet, in rank and
estimation, form stands first; it is of its

own nature the most knowable, the only
true object of knowledge. Por matter
without any form cannot exist, but the
essential definitions of a common form, in

which are included the particular objects,

may bo separated from matter. Form and
matter are relative terms, and the lower
form constitutes the matter of a higher {e.g.

body, soul, reason). This series culminates
in pure, immaterial form, the Deity, the
origin of all motion, and therefore of the
generation of actual form out of potential

matter. All motion takes place in space
and time; for space is the potentiality, time
the measure of the motion. Living beings
are those which have in them a moving

principle, or soul. In plants, the function

of soul is nutrition (including reproduction);

in animals, nutrition and sensation; in men,
nutrition, sensation, and intellectual acti-

vity. The perfect form of the human soul

is reason separated from all connexion with

the body, hence fulfilling its activity with-

out the help of any corporeal organ, and
so imperishable. By reason the .apprehen-

sions, which are formed in the soul by
external sense-impressions, and maj^ be true

or false, are converted into knowledge.

For reason alone can attain to truth either

in cognition or action. Impulse towards

the good is a part of human nature, and on

this is founded virtue ; for Aristotle does

not, with Plato, regard virtue as knowledge
pure and simple, but as founded on nature,

habit, and reason. Of the particular virtues

(of winch there are as many as there are

contingencies in life), each is the appre-

hension, by means of reason, of the proper

mean between two extremes which are not

virtues ; e.g. courage is the mean between

cowardice and foolhardiness. The end of

human activity, or the highest good, is

happiness, or perfect and reasonable activity

in a perfect life. To this, however, external

goods are more or less necessary conditions.

The followers of Aristotle, known as

Peripatetics (Theophrastus of Lesbos,

EuDEMUS of Phodes, Strato of Lampsacus,

etc.), to a great extent abandoned meta-

physical speculation, some in favour of

natural science, others of a more popular

treatment of ethics, introducing many
changes into the Aristotelian doctrine in

a naturalistic direction. A return to the

views of the founder first appears among
the later Peripatetics, who did good service

as expositors of Aristotle's works. The

tendency of the Peripatetic school to make
philosophy the exclusive property of the

learned class, thereby depriving it of its

power to benefit a wider circle, soon pro-

duced a reaction ; and philosophers returned

to the practical standpoint of Socratic ethics.

The speculations of the learned were only

admitted in philosophy where immediately

serviceable for ethics. The chief con-

sideration was how to popularise doctrines,

and to provide the individual, in a time

of general confusion and dissolution, with,

a fixed moral basis for practical life. Such

were the aims of Stoicism, founded at

Athens about 310 by Zexo of Cittium, and

brought to fuller systematic form by his suc-

cessors as heads of the school, Cleaxthes

of Assos and especially Chrysippus of Soli
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(died about 20G). Tlieir doctrines contained

little that was new, seeking rather to give

a practical application to the dogmas which
they took ready-made from previous sys-

tems. "With them philosophy is the science

of the principles on which the moral life

ought to be founded. The only allowable

endeavour is towards the attainment of

knowledge of things human and divine, in

order to regulate life thereby. The method
to lead men to true knowledge is provided

by logic
;
physics embraces the doctrines

as to the nature and organization of the

universe ; while ethics draws from them its

conclusions for practical life. All know-
ledge originates in the real impressions of

things on the senses, which the soul, being
at birth a tdhidd rdsci, receives in the

form of presentations. These presentations,

when confirmed by repeated experience, are

syllogistically developed by the understand-

ing into concepts. The test of their truth

is the convincing or persuasive force with
which they impress themselves upon the

soul. In physics the foundation of the Stoic

doctrine was the dogma that all true being
is corporeal. Within the cor^Doreal they
recognised two principles, matter and force,

i.e. the material, and the deity permeating
and informing it. Ultimately, however, the

two are identical. There is nothing in the

world with any independent existence : all

is bound together by an unalterable chain
of causation. The concord of human action

with the law of nature, of the human will

with the divine will, or life according to

nature, is Virtue, the chief good and highest
end in life. It is essentially one, the

particular or cardinal virtues of JPlato being
only different aspects of it ; it is completel,y

sufficient for happiness, and incapable of

any differences of degree. All good actions

are absolutely equal in merit, and so are
all bad actions. All that lies between
virtue and vice is neither good nor bad

;

at most, it is distinguished as preferable,

undesirable, or absolutely indifferent. Virtue
is fully possessed only by the wise man,
who is no way inferior in worth to Zeus

;

he is lord over his own life, and may end it

by his own free choice. In general, the pro-
minent characteristic of Stoic philosophy is

moral heroism, often verging on asceticism.
The same goal which was aimed at in

Stoicism was also approached, from a dia-

metrically opposite position, in the system
founded about the same time by Epicurus,
of the deme Gargettus in Attica (342-268),
who brought it to completion himself.

Epicureanism, like Stoicism, is connected

with previous systems. Like Stoicism, it is

also practical in its ends, proposing to find

in reason and knowledge the secret of a

happy life, and admitting abstruse learning

onl}^ where it serves the ends of practical

wisdom. Hence logic (called by Epicurus
ccinontcon, or the doctrine of canons

of truth) is made entirely subservient to

physics, physics to ethics. The standards

of knowledge and canons of truth in theo-

retical matters are the impressions of the

senses, which are true and indisputable,

together with the presentations formed
from such impressions, and opinions ex-

tending bej'oncl those impressions, in so far

as they are supported or not contradicted

by the evidence of the senses. In practical

questions the feelings of pleasure and pain

are the tests. Epicurus' physics, in which
he follows in essentials the materialistic

system of Democritus, are intended to refer

all phenomena to a natural cause, in order

that a knowledge of nature may set men free

from the bondage of disquieting supersti-

tions. In ethics he followed within certain

limits the Cyrenaic doctrine, conceiving the

highest good to be haj)piness, and happiness

to be found in pleasure, to wdiich the natural

impulses of every being are directed. But
the aim is not with him, as it is with the

Cyrenaics. the pleasure of the moment, but

the enduring condition of pleasure, which,

in its essence, is freedom from the greatest

of evils, pain. Pleasures and pains ai'e,

however, distinguished not merely in degree,

but in kind. The renunciation of a pleasure

or endurance of a pain is often a means to

a greater pleasure ; and since pleasures of

sense are subordinate to the pleasures of

the soul, the undisturbed peace of the soul

is a higher good than the freedom of the

body from pain. Virtue is desirable not

for itself, but for the sake of pleasure of

soul, which it secures by freeing men from
trouble and fear and moderating their

passions and appetites. The cardinal virtue

is wisdom, which is shown by true insight

in calculating the conseqitences of our

actions as regards pleasure or pain.

The practical tendency of Stoicism and
Epicureanism, seen in the search for happi-

ness, is also apparent in the Srrj)tiei'sm

founded by Pyrkho of Elis (about 305-275),

Pyrrho disputes the possibility of attaining

truth by sensuous apprehension, reason, or

the two combined, and thence infers the

necessity of total suspension of judgment on

things. Thus can we attain release from
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all bondngc to theories, a condition which
is followed, like a shadow, by that iinpev-

turbable state of mind which is the founda-
tion of tnie happiness. Pyrrho's doctrine
was followed by the Middle and New
Academies (see above), represented by
ARCiisiLAUS of Pitane (316-241) and Car-
ne.\des of Cj'rene (214-129) respectively,

in their attacks on the Stoics, for asserting
a criterion of ti'uth in our knowledge

;

although they considered that what they
were maintaining was a genuine tenet of
Socrates and Plato. The latest Academics,
such as AntiOchus of Ascalon (about 80
B.C.), fused with Platonism certain Peri-

patetic and many Stoic dogmas, thus making
way for Eclecticism, to which all later

antiquity tended after Greek philosophy
had spread itself over the Roman world.
After the Christian era Pythagoreanism, in

a resuscitated form, again takes its place
among the more important systems ; but the
pre-eminence belongs to Platonism, which
is notably represented in the works of

Plutarch of Chseronea and the physician
Galen, while Scepticism is maintained by
another physician, Sextus EmpIricus.
The closing period of Greek philosophy

is marked in the 3rd centurj^ a.d. by the
establishment in Rome, under Plotinus of

Lycopolis in Egypt (205-270), of Neopla-
tonism, a scientific philosophy of religion,

in which the doctrine of Plato is fused with
the most important elements in the Aristo-

telian and Stoic systems and with Oriental
speculations. At the summit of existences
stands the One or the Good, as the source of
all things. It generates from itself, as if

from the reflexion of its own being, reason,

wherein is contained the infinite store of

ideas. Soul, the copy of the reason, is

generated by and contained in it, as reason
is in the One, and, by informing matter in

itself nonexistent, constitutes bodies whose
existence is contained in soul. Nature
therefore is a whole, endowed with life and
soul. Soul, being chained to matter, longs
to escape from the bondage of the bod}^ and
return to its original source. In virtue and
philosophic thought it has the power to

elevate itself above the reason into a state

of ecstasy, where it can behold, or ascend
up to, that one good primary Being whom
reason cannot know. To attain this union
with the Good, or God, is the true function
of man, to whom the external world should
be absolutely indifferent. Plotinus' most
important disciple, the Syrian Porphyrius,
contented himself with popularising his

master's doctrine. But the school of Iam-
blIchus, a disciple of Porphyrius, effected

a change in the position of Neoplatonism,
which now took up the cause of polytheism
against Christianity, and adopted for this

purpose every conceivable form of supersti-

tion, especially those of the East. Foiled

in the attempt to resuscitate the old beliefs,

its supporters then turned with fresh

ardour to scientific work, and especially to

the study of Plato and Aristotle, in the

interpretation of whose w^orks they rendered
great services. The last home of philosophy

was at Athens, where Proclus (411-485),

sought to reduce to a kind of system the

whole mass of philosophic tradition, till

in 529 A.D. the teaching of philosophy at

Athens was forbidden by Justinian.

(II) Roman philosophy is throughout
founded on the Greek. Interest in the sub-

ject was first excited at Rome in 155 B.C.

by an Athenian embassy, consisting of the

Academic Carneades, the Stoic Diogenes,
and the Peripatetic Critolaus. Of more
permanent influence was the work of the

Stoic Panfetius, the friend of the younger
Scipio and of Ltelius ; but a thorough study
of Greek philosophj- was first introduced in

the time of Cicero and Varro. In a num-
ber of works they endeavoured to make it

accessible even to those of their countrymen
who were outside the learned circles. Cicero

chiefly took it up in a spirit of Eclecticism

,

but among his contemporaries Epicureanism
is represented in the poetical treatise of

Lucretius on the nature of things, and
Pythagoreanism by NiGiDius FiGULUS. In

imperial times Epicureanism and Stoicism

w^ere most popular, especially the latter,

as represented by the writings of Seneca,
Cornutus, and the emperor Marcus
Aurelius; while Eclectic Platonism was
taken up by Apuleius of Madaura. One of

the latest philosophical writers of antiquity

is BoETHius, wdiose writings were the chief

sourceof information as to Greek philosophy

during the first centuries of the Middle

Ages. [The original authorities on ancient

philosophy are collected in Ritter and

Preller's Ilisforin Philosophioi Grcecce ei

Komcouv ex Fontinm Locis contexta.}

PhilostraUis. (1) Flavins PhilodratusthL
elder, a Greek Sophist, of Lemnos, son of a

celebrated Sophist of the same name. He
taught first in Athens, then at Rome till the

middle of the 3rd century a.d. By order of

his great patroness JiiliaDomna, the learned

wife of the emperor Septimius Severus, he

wrote {a) the romantic Life of Apollonius of
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Tyana. Besides this -we have by him {l)) a

Avork entitled HUrCncus, consisting of mythi-

cal histories of the heroes of the Trojan War
in the form of a dialogue, designed to call

back to life the expiring popular religion.

[C] Lives of the Sophists, in two books, the

lirst dealing with twent^'-six philosophers,

the second with thirty-three rhetoricians of

earlier as well as later times, a work impor-

tant for the history of Greek culture, especi-

all}' during the imperial age. (d) Seventy-

three letters, partly amatory in subject, (e)

A fragment of a work intended to revive in-

terest in the old Gymnastic. Lastly (/), the

Iiiidgines in two books, being descriptions

of sixty-six paintings on all possible subjects.

Of these it is doubtful whether, as he pre-

tends, they really belonged to a gallery at

Naples [a statement accepted by Brunn,
Kilnstlcrgeschiehte, ii 178; Jahrb. f. Pliilol.

Siippleiucutband A, 179 pp., and 1871]; or

whether their subjects were invented by
himself [as maintained b}^ Friederichs, Die
PhilostnttischenBilder, 18G0; and Matz, Dc
Philostratarum in Descvihcndis Imagini-
hus Fide, 1867]. Like all his writings, this

work is skilful and pleasing in its manner,
and the interest of its topic makes it par-

ticularly attractive. It is not so much
designed to incite to the study of works of

art, as to exhibit the art of painting in a

totally new field ; and herein he is followed

both by his grandson and namesake, and by
Callistratus (q.v.).

(2) Philostratiis the younger, son of the

daughter of (1), of Lemnos. He lived chiefij'

at Athens, and died at Lemnos, 264 a.d.

Following his grandfather's lead, he de-

voted himself to the rhetorical descri])tion

of paintings ; but fell considerably behind
his model both in invention and descrip-

tive power, as is proved by the sixteen

extant Imagines, the first book of a larger

collection.

Philoxeniis. A famous Greek dithyrambic
poet, of Cythera. He came as a prisoner
of war into the possession of the Athenian
musician MelanippTdes, by whom he was
educated and set free. He lived long at Syra-
cuse, at the court of the tyrant Dionysius I,

who threw him into the stone-quarries for

outspoken criticism on his bad poems. On
his escape from Sicily ho revenged himself
<^n the t5''rant, who was short-sighted or per-

haps blind of one eye, by witty raillcr}' in

the most famous of his twenty-four dith}--

rambs, the Cyclops, which describes the love

of the one-ej'ed Polyphemus for the beau-
tiful Nymph Galatea. He died 380 B.C. at

Ephesus, after visiting various places in

Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor for the public

performance of his compositions. These
were celebrated among the ancients for

originality of expression and I'ich variety of

melody. We have only some considerable

fragments of a lyric poem entitled The
Banquet, in which the burlesque subject

affords a comic contrast to the dignified

Doric rhythm.
Phineus. i,l) Son of Belus, and brother of

Cepheus. He contested against Perseus
the possession of Andromeda (q.v.), who
had previously been his betrothed. He was
turned into stone by Perseus by means of

the head of Medusa.

(2) Son of Agenor, reigning at Salmy-
dessus in Thrace ; he possessed the gift of

prophecy. He put away his first w;jfe Cleo-

patra, daughter of Boreas and Orithyia,

who had borne him two sons, and married

Idsea, daughter of Dardanus. She induced

him by slanders to destroy the sight of the

sons whom he had by his first wife. For
this Zeus punished him, giving him the

choice of death or blindness. He chose

never more to see the sun, whereat
Helios, enraged by the slight, sent the

Harpies, who stole or defiled his food, so

that he suffered perpetual hunger. From
this plague he was not delivered till the

landing of the Argonauts, when Calais and

Zetes, the brothers of his first wafe, drove

off the Harpies from him for ever. In

gratitude, Phineus, by virtue of his prophetic

powers, instructed the Argonauts as to the

rest of their route. His brothers-in-law-

sent the wicked step-mother back to her

home, freed their sister and her sons from

the dungeon in which they were pining,

and set the sons, who recovered their sight,

on their father's throne.

Phlegethon. See Pvriphlegethox.
Phlegon. A Greek writer, of Tralles in

Caria, freedman of the emperor Hadrian.

He wrote in the first half of the 2nd century

A.D. a work entitled Perl Thaumuslon ("On
Wonderful Events "). It is a tasteless

composition, but instructive as to the super-

stitions of antiquity. Also a dry catalogue

of persons who attained a great age {De

Macrubus). Of his great chronological

work, a catalogue of victors at the Olympian

games in 229 Olympiads (b.c. 776 to a.d,

137) onlj^ fragments remain.

Phlegra ( Phlegr^ean fields). The scene of

the fight between the gods and the giants.

{See Ciir; ANTES.)

Phlegyas. Son of Ares and Chryse, father
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of Ixiun and Coronis ; king of the powerful
robber-tribe Plilegyte in the neighbourhood
of the Ba30tian Orchoinenus. To revenge
his daughter (see Asclepius), he set fire to

the temple of Apollo at Delphi, and was
killed with all his people either by the arrows
of the god or by the bolt of Zeus. He had
also to atone for his sin in the underworld.

Phobetor. A dream-god. {Sec Dreams.)
Phocus. Son of iEacus and the Nymph

Psumathe ; slain by his half-brothers Tela-

mon and Peleus, who were therefore sent

into banishment by ^acus.
Phocylides. A gnomic poet of Miletus,

born about 540 B.C. He wrote in hexa-
meters and in elegiac metre. Of his terse

ajid pointed maxims, we have a few remain-
ing. An admonitory poem in 230 hexameters,
bearing his name, is the work of an Alex-
andrine Jewish Christian, who took most of

his material from the Old Testament.
Phcebe. A special name of Artemis as

moon-goddess. {See Selene.)
Phoebus. A special name for Apollo {q.v.).

Phoenix. Son of Amj^itor and Hippo-
damia. Being banished by his father out
of envy, he tied to Peleus, and was en-

trusted by him with the education of his

son Achilles {(^.v.), whom he accompanied
to Troy.

Pholus. A Centaur, inhabiting Mount
Pholoe in Arcadia. When Heracles visited

him on his expedition against the Eryman-
thian boar, he opened in his guest's honour
a cask of wine belonging to the Centanrs in

common, presented by Dionysus. Allured
by the strong scent of the wine, the Centaurs
rushed up to the cave armed with trunks
of trees and masses of rock, and fell upon
Heracles. He drove them from the cave
with firebrands, and slew some with his
poisoned arrows. The rest took to flight

{sec Chiron). The hospitable Pholus also
met his death, having let fall on his foot an
an-ow, which he took from the body of one
of tlie fallen, the wound proving rapidly
fatal.

Phorbas. Son of Lapithes, lionoured as
a hero by the Rhodians, for having come
at the bidding of the oracle to free their
island from a plague of serpents. He was
placed^ among the stars as the constel-
lation Opluuclms (snake-holder). Another
legend made him come from Thessaly to
Elis, where he assisted kingAlector against
Pelops, and as a reward received in mar-
riage the king's sister Hyrmlne, the mother
of Augeas and Actor (.see Molionid.eI
Being a mighty boxer, he challenged in his

pride the gods themselves, but Apollo over-

came and slew him.
Phorcys. A Greek sea-god, son of Pontus

and Ga?a, brother of Nereus and Thaumas
and of Eurybia and Ceto, by whom he begat
the Graise, the Gorgons, and the dragon
Ladon, who guarded the apples of Hes-
perides. He is also called the father of the

Nymph Tlioosa, mother of the Hesperides,
Sirens, and Scylla.

Phorminx. A Greek stringed instrument.

{See CiTHARA.)
Phormis, or PJiormos. A Greek poet,

writer of Dorian comedy. (^S'ee Comedy.)
Phoroneus. Son of Inachus and the Ocean-

nymph Mulia, founder of the state of Argos,
The origin of all culture, civil order, and
religious rites in the Peloponnesus was
ascribed to him. In particular, he was re-

puted as the originator of the worship of

Hera at Argos, and, like Prometheus else-

where, as the man who first brought fire

from heaven down to earth. Hence he v.'as

regarded as a national hero, and offerings

were laid on his tomb. His daughter Niobe
was said to be the first mortal whom Zeus
honoured with his love.

Photius. A Greek scholar of the Byzan-
tine period, Patriarch of Constantinople A.D.

857-8G7 and 871-886
; died 891. Besides

plajang a prominent part in the ecclesias-

tical controversies of his time, he was
conspicuous for his wide reading of ancient

literature. Apart from theological writings,

he left two works which are of great

service to the student of antiquity. The
one, the BibUotheea, is an account of 280

works, some of which are now lost, some
only imperfectly preserved, which he read

on his embassy to Assyria, with short

notices and criticisms of matter and style,

and in some cases more or less complete ab-

stracts ; the ether a Lexicon or alphabeti-

cal glossaiy, of special value in connexion

with the Greek orators and historians.

Phratria (lit. brotherhood). Denoted
among the Greeks the subdivision of a

phyle {q.v.) embracing a number of families.

In Attica the four old Ionic p/iyZo? contained

iliree 2)h ratrice in each, twelve in all; and

each phratria comprehended thirty families

(see Gexnet.e). AVhen ihe old pJiyhe were

suppressed by Clisthenes, the phratrice

remained in existence as religious associa-

tions for the observance of the ancient

forms of worship, which did not admit of

being suppressed. They had, how^ever, no

political importance, except that the sons

(by birth or adoption) of a citizen had to be
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enrolled in tlie register of i^hrCitores^ or

members of the i^liratvia of their natural

or adoptive father. This was done by the

jj/n-rtfr/enr/f/ (presidents) at the chief festival

of the ph rat rice, the Apatiiria ((/.v.). Newly
married husbands also introduced their

wives into the phratria. Each jjhratria

had a separate place of \vov&\\i\) {phrCdrlon),

with the altars of its deities. Zeus and
Athene were common to all, but each

Jjhratria worshipped other special deities

of its own.

Phrixus. Son of Athamas and Nephele,

threatened with death as a sacrifice

through the malice of his stepmother Ino,

escaped with his sister Helle on a ram with
golden fleece, sent him by Zeus, Hermes, or

Nephele. Helle was drowned on the way in

the sea which bears her name, the Helles-

pont ; but Phrixus arrived safely in Col-

chis, where he sacrificed the ram to Zeus as

the " aider of flight " (Zeus Phyxios), and
presented the golden fleece to king Acetes.

Acetes hung it on au oak in the grove of

Ares, and gave Phrixus his daughter Chal-

ciope to wife. Phrixus sent his sons

CytissGrus and Argus home. The former
saved his grandfather Athamas from being
sacrificed ; the latter built the ship Argo,

which was named after him. (See Athamas
and Argoxauts.)

Phryuiclms. (1) A Greek tragic poet, of

Athens, an older contemporary of jEschj'lus.

He won his first victory as early as 511 B.C.

He rendered a great service to the develop-

ment of the drama by introducing an actor

distinct from the leader of the chorus, and so

laying the foundation for the dialogue. But
the dialogue was still quite subordinate to

the lyrics of the chorus. In this depart-

ment he won extraordinary celebrity by
the grace and melody of his verses, which
continued to be sung at Athens long after.

Besides mythical subjects, he dealt with
«vents of contemporary history, e.g. the con-

quest of Miletus by the Persians. At the

representation of that event the audience
burst into tears, and the poet was fined

1,000 drachmae for recalling the disasters

of his country, all further performance of
the piece being prohibited [Herod., vi 21].

Again, in his Fha')ii.%<<a'. (so named after the
chorus of Sidoniau women) he dealt with
the battle of Salamis. This play, which
Avas put on the stage by Themistucles in

478, was the model of yEschylus' Persce.

Phryniclius, like ^schylus, is said to have
•died in Sicil}'. We only possess the titles

of nine of his plays and a few fragments.

(2) A Greek poet of Athens ; one of the

less important writers of the Old Attic

Comedy, and a frequent butt of the other

comic poets. In B.C. 405, however, his Muses
took the second prize after Aristophanes'

Frogs. We have only short fragments of

about ten of his plaj-s.

(3) A Greek Sophist, who lived in the

second half of the 3rd century A.D. in

Bithynia; author of a Selection of Attic

Verbs and Nouns, compiled with great

strictness in the exclusion of all but the

best Attic forms. We have also notable

excerpts from a work of his in thirtj'-seven

books, dedicated to the emperor Commodus,
and entitled the Sophistic Armoury {Pdra-

sceue). It was founded on the most compre-
hensive learning, and designed to supply

the orator with everything necessaiy for

good and pure expression. The arrangement
is alphabetical, and it includes examples
from the best authors, the different styles

being carefully distinguished.

Phylarchus. (1) A Greek historian, born
probably at Naucratis in Egypt about

210 B.C., lived long at Sicyon, afterwards in

Athens ; author of a great historical work
in 28 books, dealing with the fifty years from
the invasion of the Peloponnesus b}^ Pyrrlius

to the death of Cleomenes, king of Sparta

(272-221). His enthusiastic admiration of

that monarch appears to be the cause of

the severe judgment passed on Phjdarchus

by P6l5'bius [ii 56], who represents the pre-

judiced Achffian view. His style was lively

and attractive, but unduly sensational. His
work was much used by Trogus Pompeius
and by Plutarch [in his lives of Cleomenes
and Aratus]. Only a few fragments remain.

(2) The Athenian term for (a) the presi-

dent of a phT/le (q.v.)
;

(b) one of the ten

subordinate oificers commanding the citizen

cavalry. (See Hippeis.)

Phyle. The Greek term for a division of

a nation, connected together by (supposed)

descent from a common ancestor of the

stock. Thv;s the population of Attica, even

before Solon, was divided into four plixjla',

tracing their origin from four legendary

sons of Ion, and called Geleontes, Ilopletes,

yl'Jgteores, and Argddes. Probably the

division was local, the names referring to

the peculiarity or main occupation of the

members of each division ; for Ilopletes

appears to mean warriors, JEgieores, goat-

herds, and Argades, agriculturalists. The
meaning of Geleontes (or Teleontes), how-

ever, is quite uncertain. Eacli_j7/(?//e was
presided over by a jjhijlobdslleus (king of
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the phylc) and divided into three j^hrCdrla'

(brotherhoods, sec Phratria), each phnitria
being snbdivided into thirty families. Each
famih' contained about thirty households,

and was named after a supposed common
progenitor, in whose honour the households
celebrated a common cult. Similarly the
phratvi(v and p/??/Zffi were united by the
worship of special protecting deities. These
old Ionic 2)htjhv were suppressed by Clis-

thenes, who divided the people into ten

entirely different ^^/<?/?(p, named after ancient
lieroes {ErechtJicls, jEgels, Pandiums,
Leant IS, Acamantls, (Encis, Cecropis.,

Hippothuntls, Aiantis, AntiOcMs). They
were subdivided into fifty ncmcrdnce and
one hundred dcmi (q.v.).

In 307 B.C., in honour of Demetrius Polior-

cetes and his father Antigonus, the pliylce

were increased by two, called Demctridsandi
Auttgums, which names were afterwai'ds

changed, in honour of Ptolemy Philadelphus
of Egypt and Attains I of Pergamon, into

PtoJvmfus and Attulis. In later times,

another, Adriduis, was added in honour of

the emperor Hadrian. Besides priests for

the ciilt of their eponymous hero, the phyJw
had presidents, called jjJif/larchl, and trea-

surers [tdmlcv). The assemblies were always
held in Athens, and were concei'ned, not only
with the special affairs of ihephyle, but also

with State business, especially the notifi-

cation of the persons liable to State burdens
(See Leitourgia.) The ten pliylcB of
Clisthenes served also as a foundation for the
organization of the army. The forces were
raised when required from the muster-roll

of the jjhylai, and divided accordingly into

ten battalions, which were themselves also

called 2)hyln\

The Dorian stock was generally divided
into three j)?iyln' : llyllcis, Dymunvs, and
Pamplif/lTj purporting to be named after

Hyllus, son of Heracles, and Dyman and
Pamphylus, sons of king yEgimius. When
families not of Dorian origin formed part
of the forces of the State, they constituted
an additional phyle. In the purely Dorian
state of Sparta the three })hyl(v were divided
into tliirty oba-, answering to the families

at Atliciis.

Phyllis. Daughter of the Thracian king
Si til on. From despair at the delay of her
betrothed Demophoon {q.v., 2) in coming to

wed her, she put an end to her life, and
w%as changed into an almond tree. [Ovid,

Jlcro/'dcs, 2.]

Physicians. The CtREeks traced the
origin of the healing art to a deified son of

the healing god Apollo and a pupil of the
sage centaur Chiron ; viz, AsclPpiiis, whose
sons Podalirius and Machaon, in Homeric
poetr}', act before Troy both as warriors
and as surgeons. The temples of Asclepius,

distinguished for their healthy situation on
headlands and lofty hills, in the midst of

groves and near medicinal springs, were
much resorted to as sdndforia, especially

those at Epidauros, Cnidus, and Cos, and
were for centuries the chief seats of the

gradual development of leechcraft. The
priests, who styled themselves Asdcpuldcc^
i.e. descendants of Asclepius, made use of

memoranda on the treatment of patients,

contained partly in the velive tablets which
these hung up in the temple, and partly in

the temple chronicles. Thus in course of

time they collected a varied stock of experi-

mental maxims, which were handed down
from father to son. Some of the Asclepiadse-

practised their art singh', as travelling

physicians, but were bound by oath to teach

it to Asclepiadye alone. At the same time
there were not wanting physicians who,
standing outside of that close corporation,

practised medicine independently as a

means of living ; but they were less highly

regarded than the Asclepiadge, and never
achieved a higher standing till the healing

art had burst its narrow limits and had
expanded into a free science. This was
brought about mainly by the influence of

phdosophy, which, beginning with Pytha-
goras, himself a proficient in the art, and
continuing chiefly under Empedocles and
Democritus, drew medicine within the

range of her researches. Into literature

the healing art was introduced by Hippo-
crates, an Asclepiad of Cos, born about

4G0 B.C., who combined the hereditary

wisdom of his i*ace with the spirit of

speculative philosophy.

Besides physicians who were paid for

their trouble by their respective patients, we
find as early as the 6th centurj', at Athens
cliiefly, but in other places too, public phy-

sicians appointed and remunerated by the

State. Some went to their patients' houses,

others had rooms where they were consulted

by their patients. They often kept assistants,

both free and slaves ; and they manufactured
their own medicines. The style of living

adopted b}'many physicians points to respect-

able incomes : DSmocedes, a public physician

at Athens in the Gth century, had a salary

of 100 mina? (about £333). At Alexandria,

thanks to the munificence of the Ptolemies,

medicine made considerable progress, chiefly
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tlirough Erasistratus and HEKaPiiiLUs,tlie

two men who knew most about human
anatomy. A pupil of the latter, PhiUnus
of Cos (about 25U), in opposition to the Dng-
matic school set up by the sons of Hip-
pocrates and dominated by philosophic

theories, founded an Empirical school,

•which relied sold}' on tradition and on
individual experience.

In 219 B.C., when a member of that school,

the Peloponnesian Auchagathus, set up a

surgery in a booth {tdbcrna) assigned him
b}' the Senate, and was admitted to the

citizenship, the Greek art of healing gained

a footing among the Romans. Yet the

physician practising for pay did not enjoy

the same consideration as in Greece ;
Roman

citizens fought shy of a profession which,
respectable as it might be, was left almost

entirely in the hands of foreigners, freed-

men, and slaves. Romans of rank usually

kept a freedman or slave as family doctor,

Ijhcrtus (or scrvus) medicus. A consider-

able part was played at Rome by Cicero's

friend Asclepiades of Prusa, whose system,
mainly directed to practical skill, received

its theoretic justification from the school of

Miihddici founded b}^ Themisox of Laodicea
(about G3 B.C.). When Caesar had granted
the citizenship to foreign physicians as well
as teachers, not only did the former fl:ick in

large numbers to Rome from Greece, Egypt,
and the East, bat many natives adopted the

medical profession, as Celsus in the reign

of Tiberius, whose treatise, Dc Mcdlclnd,
must be regarded as the chief contribution

made to the science by the Romans. To
the physicians at Rome, of whose receipts

a notion may be formed from the statement
that a certain Stertinius had an income of

£(j,500 from his town practice, Augustus
granted immunity from all public duties,

a privilege aftorwards extended to the
provinces.

As soon as the Empire was fully estab-

lished, physicians with a fixed salary began
to be appointed at the court, in the army,
for the gladiators, and in the service of

various communities. Antoninus Pius, in

the 2nd century a.d., arranged, for the
province of Asia in the first instance, that

physicians should be appointed by the town
authorities, five in small towns, seven in

those of moderate size, and ten in capitals

;

they were to be remunerated by the town,
exempt from all burdens, and free to carry
on a private jiractico besides. There was
no real supervision of phj-sicians on the
part of the State, and the various schools

and nationalities wero at perfect liberty ta

practise.

Under the Empire the art began to divide

into separate branches, and in large towns,

especiall}^ Rome, the several specialties had
their representatives. Thus, in addition to

doctors for internal cures, the iiiedici pro-

per, there were surgeons {chlrurgi or vul-

ncvCiru), oculists, dentists, aurists; phy-
sicians male or female, for diseases of

women ; also for ruptures, fistula, etc.

;

further ultr6l7j)t(v., probably at first mere
assistants who rubbed in the embrocations,,

etc., afterwards a species of doctors. Ths
physicians at Rome, as in Greece, supplied

their own medicines, and turned them to-

profit by crying up the dearest drugs, of

which they kept the secret, as the best.

The medicines were provided with a label

setting forth the name of the remedy and
that of its inventor, the complaints it was
good for and directions for use. We get a

fair notion of these labels from the dies

used by Roman oculists to mark the names
of their eye-salve on the boxes in whicli

they were sold ; a good many of these have
been preserved. [C. I. Grotefend, Die
Stainpe der rum. Aiigendrzte ; there are

several in the British Museum, together

with two very small inscribed vases such
as were used to contain the eye-salves.] The
chief authoritj' for the mCiteria mcdica of

those times is the work of Dioscorides of

the 1st century A.D. About the same time

the school of MctJiodici, whose principal

representative was SOranus (about 110),

was confronted by a Xcw Dogmatic school,

otherwise called the Pneumatic school,

founded by the Cilician Athex.-eus. To.

the Eclectic school, founded towards the end
of the 1st century by Agathixus of Sparta,

belongs more especially the Cappadociau
writer Aret.eus. The most renowned of

the later physicians is Galex {Gdlcnos}

in the 2nd century, who in his numerous,

writings embraced the whole range of the

medical knowledge of antiquity. Medicine
made no further progress in ancient times.

Of the encyclopaedic works of Oreibasius.

and Aetius (at the end of the 4th century

and beginning of the Gth), the value lies in

their extracts from older writings. Among
the Romans ScribOxius Largus (in the

middle of the 1st century) and Serexus.

SammoxIcus (at the beginning of the 3rd)

wrote on Remedies, the latter in verse.

We have, lastly, to mention C.elics Aure-
LIAXUS, the translator of works by Soranus

(in the 5th century), and Vegetius, the
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mitbor of a detailed book on veterinary

science (in the 4tli century).

Phytalus. A hero of Eleusis; he received

from DCanGtGr the fig tree, as a reward for

hospitable entertainment [Pansanias, i 87,

§ 2]. His descendants, the P/tytdlithr, by
ancient custom, performed the purification

for blood-shedding in Attica, according to

tlie legend, because they had absolved

Theseus under similar circumstances [Plu-

tarch, T/ics. 12, 22]. {See Theseus.)

Picumnus. An old Italian god of agri-

cultux'e, credited with the invention of the

use of manure. He was said to be the hus-

band of Pomona. His brother Pllumnus
was honoured by bakers as the inventor of

the pestle (pllum) for crushing corn ; and
the two together were protecting deities to

women in child-bed and to new-born infants.

Ilence, in the country, festal couches were
set for them in the Cdvlum wdien children

were safely brought to birth. According
to another ancient view, there were three

divinities protecting mother and child, who
prevented the mischievous intrusion of

Silvimus into the house. These powers
(representing the triitmph of civilization

over the wild forest life) were impersonated

by three men, who went round the house in

the night, and knocked on the threshold of

the front and back doors, first with a hatchet

and then with a pestle, and lastly swept
them with a broom.
The names of these deities were Interci-

dOna, god of the hewing of timbers, Plhim-
mts^ of the crushing of corn into meal by the

pestle, and Dercrra^oi the sweeping together
of grain [Varro, quoted by Augustine, De
Civifatc Dei, vi 9]. Picumnus, as appears
in the name, is identical with Picus (q.v.).

Picus. An Italian god of agriculture, and
especially of manure, hence called son of

Sterciltus (" the dunger," i.e. Saturn). He
also appears as a forest-god with prophetic
powers, and as father of Pannus [Vergil,

yEn. vii 48]. In Latin legend he plays a
prominent part as a warlike hero, the earliest

king of Latium, of great wealth, who w^as

finally changed into a woodpecker, pieus
{ib. 187-100). [According to Ovid, Met. xiv
320-39G] this was because he spurned the
love of Circe and was faithful to the beau-
tiful Nymph Canens. Probably Picus was
originally the woodpecker, the sjanbol of
Mars as giver of fertility and warlike
prowess, and from this symbol there was
developed a separate deity.

Pietas. The Roman goddess of domestic
iilfectiou. In Rome she had a special temple,

vowed at the battle of Thermopylae in 191
B.C. by Acilius Crlabrlo, and consecrated by
his son in 181. The popular legend was,
that it was erected as a memorial to a
daughter, who had supported with the
milk from her breast the life of her mother
(or father) when condemned to death by
starvation [Valerius Max., v 4 § 7]. On
coins the goddess appears as a matron
strewing incense on an altar ; her symbol
is the stork.

Pigments. See Paixtixg (p. 447),

Pigres. A Gfreek poet, author of the

IJdtnlchomyomdcMa. (/S'ee Homer, ad Jin.)

Pilentum (Latin). A sort of spring-cart,

used chiefly by women. ~{Sce Chariots.)

Pilleus (Grr. pilos)
;

[less cori-ectly spelt

pllciis.] A round felt cap with little or

no brim, lying close to the temples. It was
the mark of fishermen, sailors, and artisans;

hence Castor and Pollux, Odj'sseus, Charon,

Hephaestus, and Dpedalus are represented

with it. The upper classes wore it only

ii\C\

(1) Panofka, Bilicr antikcn Lehcns, viii 5.

(2) Do., xiv 3.

(3) Miiller's Denlmiilcv, I xlvii 215a.

in the country or when travelling ; but it

was worn in Rome by the whole people at

the Sdtiirndlia, and by freedmen as a sign

of their new position. It was placed on

the head of slaves when sold, as a sign that

the vender undertook no responsibility.

{See cuts, and cp. Odysseus, fig. 1, and coin

under Brutus.)
Piliim. The javelin of the Roman

legionaries (about six feet long), which was

hurled at the enemy's ranks at the begin-

ning of the engagement, before proceeding

to the use of the sword. It consisted of a

wooden shaft three feet long, easily grasped

in the hand, and an iron head of the same

length, culminating in a barbed point, and

provided with a socket to which the shaft

was attached by ii'on rivets, Marlus had

the heads constructed of soft weak iron,

the point only being steeled. In this way,

if the point stuck in the shield of an

enemy, the iron was bent by the weight of

the shaft, rendering the weapon useless and

difficult to draw out, while it made the
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shield unmanageable so long as it remained

in it [Plutarch, Marius, 25]. When well

tlirown, the pilum would
penetrate both shield and
armour. (Sec cut.)

Pilumnus. One of the

three deities conceived by
the Italian tribes to protect

women in childbed, and
their offspring, from the

miscliief of the forest god
Silvanus. (See PicuMNUs.)

Pindar (Gr. Pindaros).

The greatest of the Greek
]ync poets, born about 522

B.C. at Cynoscephalse, near

Thebes ; son of the flute-

player Daiphantus, of the

ancient and noble family of

the iEgidfe. His instruc-

tion in music, begun by his

father, was continued by the

musician and dithyrambic
poet Lasus of Hermione and
the two Boeotian poetesses

Myrtis and Corinna. He
subsequently enjoyed the

instructions of the eminent
musicians Agathocles and
ApoUodorus at Athens. He
lived chiefly at Thebes, but
was renowned and honoured
far and wide, among free

communities as well as by
tyrants and monarchs, not piluji.

only for his skill in his art, g^ the Museum at

but also for his profound Mainz, restored.)

piety. As a special favourite

of Apollo, he Avas given a seat in the temple
at Delphi, and was regularlj^ invited to the
divine banquet called the Thcoxcma. When
he was condemned to a fine by his fellow

citizens for glorifying the hostile city of

Athens, the Athenians recouped him and
accorded him the honour of prOxenla^
and afterwards erected a bronze statue in

his honour. He was on the most intimate
terms with Amyntas of Macedon, the
Aleuadse in Thessaly and Arcesilaus of

Cyrene,but more especially with Theron of

Agrigentum and with Hieron of Syracuse,
at whose court he lived 47()-472. He
died a peaceful death 422, aged eighty, in
the theatre at Argos. It is well known that,
in the destruction of Thebes, Alexander the
Great spared Pindar's house and descen-
dants alone [Dion Chrysostom, Or. ii, p. 25
M

; cp. Milton's third English sonnet].

As a poet, Pindar was remarkably prolific.

V

His works, divided by the Alexandrian
scholars into seventeen books, included

hymns, pcvans, dithyrambs, prosodXa, par-
thcma, encomia, scolla, thrcni, and cpinlrla

[cp. Horace, Odes iv 2], Of most of his poetry

we have only fragments, but the four books
of eplnlcXu are nearly complete. These
were songs celebrating the victors in the

great national games, and sung by a chorus,

sometimes at the scene of the victory, some-
times at the feast on the victor's return home.
They contain fourteen Olympian, twelve
Pythian, eleven Nemean, and eight Isthmian
odes. Pindar's poetry is characterized by
magnificence and sublimity of thought,

expression, and metrical form. It is per-

meated by deep and warm religious senti-

ments resting on the popular creed, still

unimpugned by sophistic teaching, and only

ennobled by the impress of the poet's per-

sonality. He does not celebrate the victors

by particular description ; he takes his

main ideas from the circumstances of the

victor's home or personal position, or from
the nature of the contest, and works them
into a plot always artistic, though often ob-

scured by the interlacing of the strands of

thought and by the m3'ths which are inter-

woven in appropriate detail. Harmony in

thought, expression, and metre make the

shortest and longest of his poems equally

complete in themselves as works of art.

Pindar's poetic language is the Ionic

Homeric dialect, intermingled witli yEolic

and especially with Doric forms.

By some mistake his name (Pinddrus
ThCbdmis) became attached to an abstract

of Homer's Iliad written in Latin hexa-

meters for the nse of schools in the 1st

century A.D., and much used in the Middle
Ages.

Piraeicus. A Greek painter, probably of

the time after Alexander the Great. He
was the chief representative of what is

called rhopogrdphia (" ]>ainting of petty

subjects, such as still-life "), He painted

genre pictures in the Dutch style (barbers'

and cobblers' shops), and subjects in still-life,

of small size, but of proportionately care-

ful execution. [Propertius, iii 9, 12 : Pirci-

C71S parvd vuuUeat arte locum. In Pliny,

N. H. XXXV 112, the manuscript reading is

rhypd rogrdjjhos (" rag and tatter painter "),

defended in Brunn's Kilnstlergcschichte,

ii 260, against Welcker's usually accepted

emendation rhopogrdphos, " toy-painter,"
" painter of small and trivial subjects,"

from rhopos, " petty wares," " odds and
ends." The word rhopogrdphia is actu-
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ally found in Cicero, Ad Atticiim xv 166,

and its opposite, megdlogrdplua^ in Vitru-

vins, vii 4
J; 4.]

Piscina ( fisli-pond). A pool or basin of

water in Pioman bath-rooms. {See Baths.)
Pistor. Tlie Roman baker. {Sec Bakers

Axi) Baking.
)

PIthcegia. The first day of the festival

of the Anthesteria. {See Dioxysia.)
Pithos {Greek). A Greek wine-jar of

earthenware, with a wide mouth and a

close-fitting lid. {See Vessels.)
Pittheiis. King of Troezen, father of

.(Ethra, the mother of Theseus {q.v.).

Pityocamptes {Greek, "pine-bender"), a
name a])plied to the robber Siuis {q.v.).

Planipes. See Mime.
Plato (Gr. PIdtOn), who shares with

Ai-istotle the first place among the philo-

sophers of antiquity, was born at Athens
428 B.C. (according to the story, on the 21st
of May, the birthday of Apollo). His father,

Aris ton, traced his descent from king Codrus

;

his mother, Perictione, belonged to the same
family as Solon. Originally called after

his grandfather Aristocles, he afterwards

^- SOCKATKS AND PLATO.
(Gem, raris.)

obtained the name of Plato (said to have been
given by Socrates) either from the breadth
of his shoulders or from the ample flow of
his speech. His youth falls in the time
of the Peloponnesian War, when Athens,
though already entering on the decline of
its ])olitical greatness, was still distinguished
by the greatest activity in all intellectual
])aths. He had an education befitting his
rank and including, according to Athenian
custom, both gymnastic and musical cul-
ture

;
but from the first he consistently held

aloof from public life, in spite of the nume-
rous advantages which his birth and con-
nexions would have insured him in such
a career. Critias, for instance, who was
afterwards the leader of the Thirt}', was
liis mother's cousin. After at first devoting

himself to poetical studies, and himself com-
posing poetry, he soon took up philosoph}'.

In this subject he is said to have received

the instructions of Cratylus, a follower of
Heraclitus. At the age of twenty he entered

the circle of Socrates' disciple.s, and soon
took a prominent position among them. In

399, after Socrates' death (at which he was
prevented by illness from being present),

he went to Megara, to his old fellow disciple

Euclides, and thence is said to have travelled

to Cyrene and Egypt. He certainly spent

some time in Magna Grsecia with the

Pythagoreans, Archj'tas of Tarentum and
Timgeus of Locri, and thence visited Syra-

cuse on the invitation of~ihe elder Diony-
sius. His strong independence, however,

I

and his intimate friendship with Dionj-sius*^

I

brother-in-law, the noble Dion, soon drew
upon him the mistrust of the tyrant. The
story relates that he was sold as a slave

into Mglna by order of Dionysius, and
i ransomed by a friend. Returning to Athens
\
about 388, he established in a garden near

the Academy (a gymnasium so named after

the hero Academus), in the north-west part

of the city, a philosophical school, over

which he presided for forty years. Here
he lived unmarried, taking no part in the

affairs of State, but devoting his energies

exclusively to the pursuit of knowledge,
interrupted only b}' two journeys to Sicil3\

The first of these he undertook in 367, on

the accession of the 3'ounger Dionj'^sius, in

order, in conjunction with Dion, to M'in the

young ruler to the cause of philosophy and
induce him to convert the tj-ranny into a

constitutionally organized monarch}'. This
attempt completely failed ; and the only

result was the banishment of Dion. His
second journey was in 362. His object was
to reconcile Dionj-sius with Dion, but in this

he was equally unsuccessful ; in fact, his own
life was in danger, and he was only saved

by the intercession of Arcln'tas of Tarentum.
However, the accounts of these last two
journeys are little to be depended upon.

Besides the narrower circle of his imme-
diate pupils—among whom the most cele-

brated are Aristotle, Speusippus, his sister's

son, and Xenocrates,—the Academy was aisrv

frequented by a large number of educated

men, and even women. It is said that

Plato's advice in political matters was asked,

not only by statesmen at home, but even

by foreign States. His teaching was given

partly in the shape of informal conversation,

partly in consecutive and systematic lec-

tures on philosophical subjects. Even to
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his old ago liis activity was unwearied ; and

he was carried off by an easy death (it is

said, while actuall}- engaged in composition),

in the eighty-hrst year of his life (^348j,

He wtts^buried in the neighbourhood of the

Acadeni}-, where his tomb still existed in

the 2nd century A.D. His plot of land re-

mained nearly a thousand years in the

j)Ossession of the Platonic school.

As works of Plato, thirtj'-six writings in

fifty-six boolis (the thirteen letters being

i^ecTTohed as one), have been handed down
to us. These were divided by Thrasyllus,

fTNeo-Pj'thagorean of the time of Tiberius,

into nine tetralogies, as follows : (1) Euthy-
pliro^ Apology of Socrates, CrUo, PJuvdo.

(2) Crafyius, lliecvtetus, SQphistcs^ Foil-

t'lcus. (3) Parmenides, Philcbus, Sym-
poslum^ PhcvArus. (4) Alcibiddcs I and
II, Ilipparchns, Anterasta;. (5) Theaycs,

Channidcs, Laches, Lysis. (6) Eiitliy-

dCmus, PrOtcigords, Gorgids, Mend. (7)

Ilippuls I and II, Ion, Menexemts. (8j

ClltopJio, Rcpuhlic (ten books), Tlmanis,

Cr'dlas. (9) Minos, Laics (twelve books),

Eptnuniis, Letters. Besides these, eight

other writings bear his name ; but these

Avere marked as spurious even in ancient

times. Of the genuine writings of Plato

none have been lost, owing to the fact that

the stud}' of them was kept up without a

break through all the intervening centuries
;

but a number of the above-mentioned are

of more or less doubtful authenticit}'^, though
there is not in all cases sufficient evidence

to prove their spuriousness. Besides the

Letters and the Epinomis (an appendix to

the Lairs composed by Plato's pupil, Phi-

lippus of Opus), the writings of the fourth

tetralogy as well as the Thcagcs, the Minos,
and the Clitopho, are reckoned as undoubt-
edly spurious. Of questionable genuineness
also is a series of epigrams which has been
handed down under Plato's name.

Man3-attempts have been made to ari'ange

the Platonic writings in the order of time,

but unanimity on the subject has never been
•attained. An old, though disputed, tradi-

tion reckons the Phaxlriis as the first, while
the Laics, which is said to have been pub-
lished by the aforesaid Philippus after the

^author's death, are generally acknowledged
to be the last ; the RepuhUc also belongs,

at any rate, to the later writings.

The wi'itings of Plato are among the

greatest productions, not only of Greek
literature, but of the literature of the world.
They are equallj'- admirable in matter and
in form, combining, as they do, fulness and

depth of thought with the highest mastery
of style, while at the same time they are

penetrated by the noblest spirit. The form
is throughout that of dialogue ; and in the

dialogues Plato himself never appears as a

speaker, but he makes his master, Socrates,

the interpreter of his views. The dramatic

setting and execution, the delineation of the

characters, the language, perfectly adjusted

to the personality of the speakers and to the

circumstances supposed, — now faithfully

reproducing the simple manner of expression

usual in conversation, now giving clear

expression to the thought with all the

incision of dialectics, now rising to poetic

elevation,—all show the most consummate
art and make it doubtful, whether in Plato

we should rather admire the artist and the

poet, or the philosopher. On his teaching

and his school, see Philosophy.
Plaustrum. A wagon. {See Chariots.)

Plautiis (Titus Maccius). The greatest

of the Roman/comic poets, born 254 B.C. at

Sarsina in Umbria, of humble extraction.

Having earned some money by finding em-

ployment at Rome among workmen engaged

by persons who gave theatrical representa-

tions, he set up a business outside the city

;

but in this undertaking he lost his propert}'.

Returning to Rome, he fell into such poverty

that he was obliged to take service with a

miller, and earn wages by turning a hand-

mill. It was here that he began to write

comedies in verse, and in later times three

pieces were still known, which he was said

to have composed while thus employed. He
continued actively writing to an exti'eme

old age, and died in 184 B.C.

His productivity must have been alto-

gether extraordinary, even if a considerable

portion of the 130 pieces which were known
by the ancients under his name, wei-e not

really his work ; for not only were the pieces

of a certain Plautius reckoned as his, on ac-

count of the similarity of name, but numerous
comedies by forgotten poets, who worked
in his style, were generally ascribed to him
as the most popular of poets. Not only was
he a favourite with the public and long

remained so (even in Cicero's time pieces by
him were put upon the stage\ but he also

early attracted the interest of scholars, to

whom he ofi'ered a rich material for study

in the departments of philology, criticism,

and the history of literature. Special and

peculiar attention was paid to him by

Varro, who composed several works about

him and established the claims of 21 come-

dies as undisputedly genuine. Of theso
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"Yarronifin pla5-s" we still possess 20 more
or less complete, and of the last, the Vldil-

hlnd, considerable fragments. These extant

plays (in addition to which there are a

number of fragments of lost plays), are the

oldest complete monuments of Roman lite-

rature. They have not come down to vis

quite in their original form, but bear mani-

fold traces of having undergone revision

on the occasion of representations after the

poet's death, especially in the latter half

of the 2nd century B.C. This is particulai'ly

the case with the prologues, which are pre-

fixed to most of the pieces.

The plays have been handed down in

the following order : AmpMtriio, Asindria

(comedy of asses), Aululdria (comedy of a

pot), Captlvi (the prisoners), Curcfdio^

Cdsam. Cisfelhlria (comedy of a chest),

Epidlciis, Baccludes, Mostelhlria (comedy
of ghosts), llcnfrchml, Miles glortdsus (the

braggart), McrcCdor (trader), Pscudulns, Poe-

nulus{the Carthaginian),Pers« (the Persian),

Riidcns (the c^hle), SticJms, Trinummiis (the

three coins), Truculentus (the grumbler),

Vlduldrta (Comedy of a trunk). The titles

refer sometimes to characters, sometimes to

the action of the piece. If several of them are

comparatively weak in plot and character-

di-awing, still not a few belong to the first

rank. Such are the Aulnlaria, Mencvrlwii

(the former the model of Moliere's Avare,

the latter of Shakespeare's Coincdy of
Errors), Captivi, BaccMdes, Mostellaria,

Miles gloriosiis, Pseudolus, lindens, and
Trimunmus. The Amj^liitruo is remark-
able as an instance of comic treatment of

a mythical subject. The Miles is one of

the oldest pieces ; the Stichus was brought
out in 200, the Pscudolus in 192, the Tri-

numnms about 190; the Trucideutus also

dates from the extreme old age of the poet.

Though Plautus followed Greek models,

such as Philemon, Diphilus, and Menander,
he did not simply translate his originals,

but worked them up with great freedom
and nationalised them by additions of his

own. He is a master in the use of lan-

guage, metre, and material, and possesses

an inexhaustible and pttngent, if often

coarse, wit. That he understood how to

handle serious and moral subjects is proved
by the Captivi and 'Prinioiuuus. He must
be reckoned among the greatest geniuses

of his nation.—The name of the Auhdaria
of Plautus was once erroneously given to

a play with the alternative title of the

Q}(er<'ili(s, a wretched production of the

4th centurv A.D.

Plebiscitum. The Roman name for a
decree of the eouiltia trlhrda. For more
see CoMiTiA (3).

Plebs. A part of the population of Rome,
which derived its origin mainly from the
conquered Latins settled on Roman terri-

tory by the kings Tullus Hostilius and
Ancus Martins. At first these possessed

only the passive rights of citizenship, being
exclitded from all its privileges as well as

from service in war, and forming a com-
munity sharply separated from the old

citizens, the jDatricians. In particular, they
did not possess the right of concluding
valid marriages with patricians, although

they were otherwise eqttal in matters of

private law. When, b}' the constitution of

Servius Tullius, they were compelled to

serve in war and to pay war-taxes, they

obtained the right of voting with the

patricians in the edomfia cent ur7dta. After

the establishment of the Republic in 510
B.C., the plebeians began the struggle with
the patricians, who were then in sole pos-

session of the secular and priestly offices.

The aim of the plebeians was to secure

complete equality of rights, answering to

their equality of duties. An important

engine in this struggle was the tribunate

of the people {see Tribuni Plebis) estab-

lished in 491, as well as the coinitia trUnda.

{Sec CoMiTiA, 3.) The plebeians had the

chief weight in that assembly, and after

448 it was invested with the right of pass-

ing decrees binding on the whole people.

Among their first acquisitions Avas the

right of entering into valid marriages with

the patricians (445 B.C.). One after another,

the plebeians gained admittance to the most

important offices of State and the priest-

hoods, down to the year 300, so that only

insignificant offices remained reserved for

the patricians {q.^'.). AVhen the struggle of

the orders was thus settled, the opposition

between patricians and plebeians lost its

practical importance. The two orders were

completelj^ blended together, and the place

of the aristocracy of birth was taken by

the aristocracy of office, the members of

which were called nOMles. From this

time the name plebs passed to the lower

ranks of the people, as contrasted with this

"nobility."

Plectrum. See Lyre.
Pleiades or Pleiades {Greek). The seven

daughters of Atlas and the Ocean-nymph
Pleione, born on the Arcadian mottntain

Cyllene, sisters of the Hyades. The eldest

and most beautiful, 3Iaia, became the mother
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of Hermes by Zeus; Ehctra and Tdygctc,

of Darda (lus and Lacediemon by the same

;

Alci/i~>ne, of Hyrieus b}' Poseidon ; CclwiiOj

of Lycuf. and Nyctens b}- the same ; Stcrope

or Asterojjc, of ffiuomaus b}^ Ares; ]\[cr6pe

{i.e. the mortal), of Glancus by Sisyphus.

Out of grief, either for the fate of Atlas or

for tlie death of their sisters, they killed

themselves and were placed among the con-

stellations. According to another legend,

they were pursued for five years by the

Giant hunter Orion (q.v.), until Zeus turned

the distressed Nymphs and their pursuer
into neighbouring stars. As the constella-

tion of the seven stars, they made known by
their rising (in the middle of May) the

approach of harvest, and b}' their setting (at

the end of October) the time for the new
sowing. Their rising and setting were also

looked upon as the sign of the opening and
closing of the sailing season. One of the

seven stars is invisible ; this was explained

to be Merope, who hid herself out of shame
at her marriage with a mortal. The con-

stellation of the Pleiades seems also to have
been compared to a flight of doves (Clr.

jnleiddes). Hence the Pleiades were sup-

posed to be meant in the story told by
Homer of the ambrosia brought to Zeus by
the doves, one of which is always lost at

the Plancffv. rocks, but is regularly replaced

by a new one [Od. xii G'2]. Among the
Romans, the constellation was called Ver-
gilur, the stars of spring.

Pleias (" a group of seven stars "). The
name given by the Alexandrine critics to a
group of seven tragic poets, who wrote at

Alexandria under Ptoleni}' Philadelphus in

the first half of the 3rd centurj^ B.C. Their
names were : Alexander jEt(jlus, Philiscus,
Sositheus, Homurus, yEantides, Sosiphanes,
and Lvfophron.

Plemochoe. Literally, " an earthen vessel
for water" ; hence the name pIC )uncJi6(r gixen
to the last day of the Eleusinian festival,

when this kind of vessel was used for pour-
ing out water. {Sec Eleusixia.)

Plethron. (1) A measure of length among
the Greeks = i of a stadium = 100 Greek
feet= little more than 101 English feet, or
33 yds. 2 ft. (2) A unit of square measure,
the square cf' 100 Greek feet, or 10,000
Greek square feet ; i.e. an area of the extent
of 10,22G-2()56 square feet, or about 113(5-24

square yards, i.e. about two perches less
than a rood (or quarter of an acre).

Pliny. (1) The elder, Gains PlJnius
'^''cundiis. A Roman representative of en-
cyclopgedic learnine;. born 23 A.D.,at Novum

Cumum (Como), in Upper Itah*. Although
throughout his life he was almost unintor-

rujitedly occupied in the service of the
State, j'et at the same time he carried on
the most widely extended scientific studies.

To these he most laboriously devoted all

his leisure hours, and thus gained for him-
self the reputation of the most learned man
of his age. Under Claudius he served as

commander of a troop of cavalry {pra\fcetus
dhe) in Germany ; under Vespasian, with
whom he was in the highest favour, he held
several times the office of imperial gover-
nor in the provinces, and superintended the
imperial finances in Italy. Finalty, under
Titus, he was in command of the fleet

stationed at Misenum, when in 79, at the
celebrated eritption of Vesuvius, his zeal

for research led him to his death. For a
detailed account of this event, as well as
of his literary labours, we have to thank
his nephew, the younger Pliny [Ep. iii 5

,

vi 16]. Besides writings upon military,

grammatical, rhetorical, and biographical

subjects, he composed two greater historical

works : a history of the Germanic wars in

twenty books, and a histor}' of his own time
in thirty-one books. His last work was the
Natural History {NdturcJlis liistovia}, in

thirty-seven books, which has been pre-

served to us. This was dedicated to Titus,

and was published in 77 ; bitt he was inde-

fatigably engaged in amplifjdng it up to the

time of his death. This Encj'clopiedia is-

compiled from 20,000 notices, which he had
extracted from about 2,000 writings bj' 474
authors. Book i gives a list of contents

and the names of the authors used, ii is

on astronomy and physics. iii-vi, a

general sketch of geography and ethno-

graphy, mainl}- a list of names, vii-xix,

natural histor}^ proper (vii, anthropology
;

viii-xi, zoology of land and water animals,

birds, and insects ; xii-xix, botany), xx-
xxxii, the pharmacology of the vegetable
kingdom (xx-xxvii) and of the animal king-

dom (xxviii-xxxii). xxxiii-xxxvii, minera-
log}'' and the use of minerals in medicine
and in painting, sculpture, and the engraving
of gems, besides valuable notices upon the

history of art. A kind of comparative
geography forms the conclusion.

Considering the extent and varied char-

acter of the undertaking, the haste with
which the work was done, the defective

technical knowledge and small critical

ability of the author, it cannot be surpris-

ing that it includes a large number of mis-

takes and misunderstandings, and that its
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tcntents are of very unequal value, details

that are strange and wonderful, rather than

really important, having often unduly at-

tracted the writer's attention. Neverthe-
less, the work is a mine of inestimable value

in the information it gives us respecting the

science and art of the ancient world ; and
it is also a splendid monument of human
industry. Even the unevenness of the style

is explained by the mosaic-like character of

the work. At one time it is dry and bald

in expression ; at another, rhetorically

coloured and impassioned, especially in the

carefully elaborated introductions to the

several books. On account of its bulk,

the work was in early times epitomized for

more convenient use. An epitome of the

geographical part of Pliny's Encyclopaedia,

belonging to the time of Hadrian, and en-

larged by additions from Pomponius Mela,
and other authors, forms the foundation of

the works of Solinus and Martianus Capella.

Similarly the Mcdlclna Plinii is an epitome
prepared in the 4th century for the use of

travellers.

(2) The younger^ Gaius Pllnius CcecUius
SeciindtiSj nephew and adopted son of the

elder Pliny, born G2 a.d. at Novum Comum.
After the early death of his father

Ceecilius, he was carefully bi'ought up by
his mother Plinia, and by his adoptive
lather. He was trained in rhetoric under
Quintilian, and began his public career as
an advocate in the nineteenth year of his

age. After serving in Syria as military

tribune, he devoted himself under Domitian
to the service of the State, and became the

emperor's qucvstor^ and also a tribune of

the people and prator (93). Under Trajan,

he held the consulship in 100, and about
112 governed the province of Bithynia as

imperial legate. He died about 114, very
widely respected on account of his mild
and benevolent character, his exemplary
private life, his ability as an orator, his re-

fined taste, and his services to letters. He
was distinguished by the favour of the em-
peror, and was in friendly intercourse with
the most celebrated men of his time, and
the representatives of literature. Among
liis friends appear Quintilian [Ep. ii 14 § 9],

Sllius Itrdicus [iii 7], Martial [iii 21], Sue-
tonius [i 8 ; iii 8 ; v 10 ; ix 34], and above
all Tacitus [i 6, 20; iv 13; vi 6, IG, 20;
vii 20, 33 ; viii 7 ; ix 10, 14], to whom he
vvas bound by the most genuine mutual
attraction.

Of his poems and forensic speeches,
which he published himself, nothing has

been preserved, with the excej^tion of a
panegyric addressed to Trajan, which he
pronounced in the Senate in 100 a.d. in

order to thank the emperor for the consul-

ship conferred upon him. This lie after-

wards published in a revised form. It is

composed in an affected and artificial style,

and is full of the most exaggerated pieces

of flattery addressed to the emperor; it

served as a pattern for the later panegyrists.

Besides this, we possess a collection of

letters in nine books, dating from the j-ears

97-108, edited by himself. To this collec-

tion there is added a tenth book, con-

sisting of the official correspondence be-

tween him and Trajan, belonging chiefly to

the time of his Bithj'nian governorship,

jDublished, we maypresiime, after his death.

[The best known letters in this book are

that on the punishment of the Christians,

No. 97, and the emperor's reply, No. 98.]

His letters, in which he happily imitates

Cicero, give a clear picture of his own per-

sonality, his studies, and his intercourse

Avith his friends, as well as of the public,

social, and literary life of his time, and are

therefore valuable as authorities for the

history of the same,
Plostelliim Pcenicum. A threshing-

machine used by the Romans. (See

Threshing.)
Plotinus. A Greek philosopher, born 205

A.D., at Lycopolis in Egypt. In the 28th

year of his life he applied himself to philo-

sophy, and attended the lectures of the

most celebrated men of that time in Alex-

andria. But none of these was able to

satisfy him, until in Ammonius Saccas, the

founder of Neo-Platonism, he discovered the

teacher whom he had sought. With him
he stayed for eleven years ; then, in 243, he

joined the expedition of the emperor Gor-

dian against the Persians, in order to learn

the Persian philosophy. In this object he

failed, owing to the unsuccessful issue of

the undertaking ; he was even obliged to

flee for his life to Antioch. In 244 he went

to Home, where he worked till 269 with

great success, and gained the emperor Gal-

lienus himself and his wife Salonlna as con-

verts to his teaching, so that he even dared

to conceive the idea of founding an ideal

city in Campania, with the approval and

support of the. emperor : this city was to

be called Pldtundpolts, and its inhabitants

were to live according to the laws of Plato,

Gallienus was not disinclined to enter into

the plan ; however, it was wrecked by

the opposition of the imperial counsellors,
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Plotinus d ed in 270, on the estate of a

friend in Campania. Witli the 50th year of

his age he had begun to reduce his teach-

ing to a written form : the fifty-four trea-

tises, which have been jireserved to us, were
published after his death by his pupi! and
biographer Porphyry, who revised their

style and arranged them in order ; they

were published in six Enncads (sets of nine

books). Plotinus was the first to give a

systematic development to the Neo-Platonic

doctrine, or, at least, the first to put it

forth in writing, not indeed with the charm
of the Platonic dialogues, still less with

their dialectic force, but nevertheless with
depth of thought and in pithy, though at

times careless and incorrect, language. It

is true that there appears even in him a

mystical tendency, especially in his doc-

trine of the ecstatic elevation of the soul

to the divine being, to which he himself

{according to the testimony of Porphyr}-)

attained on four occasions ; but he is still

completely free from the phantastic and
superstitious character of the later Neo-
Platonism.

Ploiigh (Gr. drotron ; Lat. drdtrum).
This well-known agricultural implement,

according to the stoi'y generally current in

plough, we have, as early as Hesiod (8th

century B.C.), a notice of the artificially

constructed instrument, in which the main
parts, the pole, the share-beam, and the

plough-stock {f/jj('>i) connecting them, were
of ditierent sorts of wood [Works and
Days, 425-434]. Roman ploughs had also

two earth-boards {aures\ which served to

smooth the furrow [Vergil, Georgic i 172].

* GREEK PLOUGH.

(Relief on the pedestal of a statue of Demeter, found in Magnesia ; Ginzrot,
Wagen imd Fahruerke der Alien, p. 34.)

Greece, was an invention of Demeter, the
goddess of agricttlture, who taught its use
to Triptolemus (q.v.). Originally it was
constructed of a strong, hook-shaped piece
'f timber, whereof the longer end (Gr.

histubocus ; Lat. buris) served at once as
plough-tail and pole, while the other acted
as sharebeam (Gr. elymd ; Lat. dcntfdc).
This was fitted in front with the share (Gr.
hjj)}/s • Lat. vomer), and behind with the
upright plough-tail (Gr. echctlc ; Lat. sflvd).
At the end of the pole was affixed the
yoke, in which the oxen or mules by
^vhich it was to be drawn were harnessed
>(C cuts). Besides the natural hook-shaped
D. C. A.

(2) ITALIAN PLOUGH AND PLOUGIIJIAN.

(From an ancient bronze, found at Arezzo ; Micali, Monn-
iiicnti per sei-virc alia Storia d. ant. Popoli Ital., pi. \li,)

The plaustraratrum (wagon-plough) ttsed

in Upper Italy was a different kind. In

this the plough-stock rested on two low
wheels, the pole being let into the axle,

[In Pliny, N. H. xviii 172, the MSS have
plauiuorati, altered by Hardotiin into

plaustraratrL Neither word is found
elsewhere.]

Plutarch. A Gi-eek writer

of biographies and mis-

cellaneous works, who
was born at Chseronea in

Boeotia, about 50 A.D. He
came of a distinguished and
wealthy family, and enjoyed

a careful education. His
philosophical training he

received at Athens, espe-

cially in the school of the

Peripatetic Ammonitis [of

Lamptrfe in Attica, who is

identified with Ammonius]
the Egyptian. After this he made several

journeys and stayed a considerable time in

Rome, where he gave pttblic lectures on
philosophy, was in friendly intercourse with
persons of distinction, and conducted the

education of the future emperor Hadrian.

From Trajan he received consular rank,

and by Hadrian he was in his old ago

named procurCdor of Greece. He died

about 120 in his native town, in which
he held the office of arclion and of priest

of the Pythian Apollo.

His fame as an author is founded princi-

pally upon his Parallel Lives. These he

probably prepared in Rome under the reign

K K
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of Trajan, but completed and published late

in life at CluiTonea. The biographies are

divided into connected pairs, each pair

placing a Greek and a Roman in juxtaposi-

tion, and generally ending with a compara-
tive view of the two ; of these we still

possess forty-six : 2'hcscns and Romulus,
Lycurgiis and Niivia, Solon and Valerius

FuhUcola. Thcmisfoclcs and Cdviillus, Peri-
cles and Fabins 3Iaximus, Alctbtadcs and
Corwlanus, TlmoleOn and ^-Emilius Paulus,
Peloptdds and Marcellus, Aristldes and the

elder Cdto, PhXlopaimen and Fldmlntnus,
Pyrrhus and Mdrius, Lysander and Sulla,

CimOn and Lucidliis, Nlcids and Crassus,
Eumenes and SertOrius, Agesildus and
Pompelus, Alexander and Cwsar, Phoclon
and the younger Cdto, Agis and Cleomenes
and the tico Gracchi, Demosthenes and
Cicero, Demetrius Polwrcetes and Anto-
nius, Dion and Brutus. To these are added
the four specialty elaborated lives of Arta-
xerxes MnPmon, ArCitus, Galba, and Otho •

a number of other biographies are lost.

Plutarch's object was, not to write history,

but out of more or less important single

traits to form distinct sketches of character.

The sketches show indeed a certain uni-

formity, inasmuch as Plutarch has a pro-

pensity to pourtray the persons represented
either as models of virtue in general, or as

slaves of some passion in particular ; but
the Jives are throughout attractive, owing to

the liveliness and warmth of the portraiture,

the moral earnestness with which they
are penetrated, and the enthusiasm which
they display for everything noble and
great. For these reasons they have always
had a wide circle of readers. More than
this, their historical value is not to be
meanly estimated, in spite of the lack of

criticism in the use of the authorities and
the manifold inaccuracies and mistakes,
which, in the Poman lives, were in part the
result of a defective knowledge of the Latin
language. There are a large number of
valuable pieces of information in which
they fill up numerous gaps in the histori-

cal narratives that have been handed down
to us. Besides this work, eighty-three
writings of various kinds (some of them
only fragments and epitomes of larger

treatises) are preserved under the name
of Plutarch. These arc improperly' classed

together under the title Mordlia (ethical

writings) ; for this designation is only
applicable to a part of them. The form of

these works is as diverse as their tenour
and scope : some are treatises and reports

of discourses ; a large number is com-
posed in the form of Platonic or Aristotelian

dialogues ; others again are learned collec-

tions and notices pttt together without any
S])ecial plan of arrangement. A consider-

able portion of them are of disputable

authenticity or have been proved to be
spurious. About half are of philosophical

and ethical tenour, and have for the most
part a popular and practical tendency, some
of them being of great value for the history

of philosophy, such as the work on the

opinions of the philosophers {De PldcUis
Philosophdrum) in five books. Others be-

long to the domain of religion and worship,

such as the works on I»is and Osiris, on

the Oracles of the Pythian Priestess, and on

the Decay of the Oracles / others to that of

the natural sciences, while others again ai'e

treatises on history and antiquities, or ou

the history of literature, such as the Greek
and Roman Questions, and the Li\'^s of the

Ten Orators. [This last is undoubtedly
spurious.] One of most instrtictive and
entertaining of all his works is the Table-

talk (Qua^stlones Convivldles) in nine books,

which deal inter cdia with a series of ques-

tions of histor}', archaeology, mj'thology, and
physics. But even with these works his

literary productiveness was not exhausted
;

for, besides these, twenty-four lost writings

are known to us by their titles and by frag-

ments. In his language he aims at attain-

ing the pure Attic style, without, however,
being able altogether to avoid the deviations

from that standard which were generally

prevalent in his time.

Pltiteus. (1) A pent-house or mantlet

used by the Romans in sieges. (For moi'e

see Siege.) [(2) The backboard of a bed,

or the raised end of a couch. (3) A dwarf
wall or parapet. (4) A bookshelf, bookcase,

or desk.]

Pliito (Gr. Plilton). In Greek mytho-

logy, the prince of the underworld =
Hades (q.v.).

Pliitus. The Greek personification of

riches ; born in Crete as the son of Demeter
and her beloved lasion or lasius, whom
Zeus out of jealousy killed with lightning.

He was supposed to have been blinded by

Zeus, because he distributes his gifts with-

out choice. In Thebes and Athens he was

represented as a child on the arm of Tyche

and of Eirene {q.v., with cut).

Plynteria. A festival at Athens in honour

of Athene, goddess of the city. (For more

see Callynteria.)
Pnyx. A place at Athens (no longer to
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be identified with certainty), in which the

assemljlics of the people were held.

Podalirius. Son of Asclepius and Epione.

Like his brother Machaon (q.v.), leech to

the Greeks before Tro}^, and a brave warrior

besides.

Podarces. (1) The name of Priam (q.v.)

in his youth.

(2) Brother of ProtesTlfius (qA).), and after

his death commander of his troops.

Podarge (^" the swift-footed "). One of

the Harpies (q.t'.).

Pceas. King of the Malians at the foot of

CEta. He set light to the pyre of Heracles,

in return for which the hero gave him his

bow and his poisoned arrows. His son was
Philoctetes (q.v.)^

Polemarch. (1) The third among the

Athenian archons (q.v.). (2) Among the

Spartans this was originally the designation

of a high officer, who, without any specific

command, was employed by the king for

special duties. In later times it denoted

the commander of a mora (q.v.).

Polemon. The name of several Greek
authors

:

(1) The Peru'fj('tcs, the most celebrated

of that class of writers {see Periegetes).

Born in the district of Troas, he afterwards

settled at Athens, where he was presented

with the citizenship, abovit 200 B.C. He
there worked up the material which he
had collected from inscriptions, dedications,

and public monuments of all kinds, into a

number of woi'ks (inter alia, on Athens, and
on the holy road from Athens to Eleusis),

which in succeeding times were much
quoted and highly valued as a mine of

archaeological facts, and of important points

connected with the history of art. The
fragments whi-ch are preserved enable tis

to recognise him as a well-read author.

(2) Aufdnins Polemon, the Sophist, or

rhetorician ; a native of Laodicea, who lived

in the first half of the 2nd century a.d. and
presided over a flourishing school of rhetoric

in Smyrna. He was mucli esteemed by his

contemporaries and in high favour with the

emperors Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus
Pins. Towards the end of his life he was
a martyr to the gout, and accordingly put
an end to his life in his oGth yeav, by
causing himself to be buried alive in the
louib of his ancestors at Laodicea. His
lame was founded principally on the pithi-

ness and adroitness of his improvisations.

There are preserved two declamations by
him, artificial variations upon the same
theme [funeral orations in honour of Cynse-

girus and CallimS,chuF<, the generals who
fell at Marathon].

Poletae. A financial board at Athene,

composed of ten members chosen j^early

from the tribes by lot. Their chief duties

Avero the leasing of the public taxes and the

selling of confiscated goods. [Aristotle, On
the Constitution of Athens, 47.]

Polias (or Foliuchus, "protectress of the

city "). A special name of Athene iq.v.) in

many Greek cities, but particularly at

Athens.
Pollux. (1) See Dioscuri.

[2) Jiilius Pollux. A Greek rhetorician,

a native of Naucratis in Egypt, in the latter

half of the 2nd century a.d., tutor of the

emperor Commodus, from whom he received

an appointment as a public teacher in Athens.

His contemporaries, such as Lucian, ridi-

culed' him for bis small capacity. [Lncian

is supposed to have attacked him in his

Rlietorum Prceceptor, his Le.xiphunes, and
his De Saltdtione, chap. 33.] We possess

from his hand a dictionary in ten books
dedicated to his pupil. This is arranged,

not in the order of the alphabet, but ac-

cording to subjects. In spite of all its

confusion, and its want of critical acumen,
it throws much light on the language,

literature, and antiquities of Greece.

Polysenus. A Greek writer, born in

Macedonia, lived in the middle of the 2nd
century A.D., as a rhetorician and advocate

at Rome, under Marcus Aurelius and Lucius

Verus. When the latter was setting out

for the war against the Parthians in 162,

Pol3ra5nns, being prevented by his age from
taking part in the campaign, addressed to

him a collection of military stratagems

compiled from old writers, under the title

Strategtcd, or Strdtegenmtd, in eight books.

In spite of many serious errors, this labo-

rious and copious collection is not without

value for purposes of historical research.

Polybius. One of the most important

Greek historians, born about 204 B.C. at

Megalopolis; the son of Lycortas, general of

the Achffian League in 185-4 and after 183.

Through his father, and his father's friend

Philopcemen, he early acquired a deep in-

sight into militar}'- and political affairs, and
was afterwards entrusted with high federal

offices, such as the commandership of the

cavalry, the highest position next to the

federal generalship. In this capacity he

directed his efforts towards maintaining

the independence of the Acheean League.

As chief representative of the policy of

neutrality during the war of the Romans

J
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against Persoiis of Macedonia, he attracted

tlie suspicion of the Romans, and was one
of the 1,000 noble Acha^ans who in 1G6
were transported to Rome as hostages, and
detained there for seventeen years. In
Rome, by virtue of his higli culture, he was
admitted to the most distinguished houses,

in particular to that of J?]milius Paulus, the

conqueror in the Macedonian War, who
entrusted him with the education of his

sons, Fabius and the younger Scipio. He
was on terms of the most cordial friendship

with the latter, whose counsellor he became.
Through Scipio's intercession in 150, Poly-
bius obtained leave to return to his home
with those of the Achseans who still sur-

vived. But, in the very next year, he went
with his friend to Africa, and was present
at the capture of Carthage, 146 B.C. After
the destruction of Corinth in the same year,

he returned to his native land, and made
use of his credit with the Romans to

.lighten, as far as he could, the lot of his

unfortunate countrymen. When Greece
was converted into a Roman province, he
was entrusted with the difficult task of

organizing the new form of government in

the Greek towns, and in this office gained
for himself the highest recognition both
from the conquerors and from the con-

quered, the latter rewarding his services

by setting up statues to him, and by other

mai'ks of honour. [Polybius, Epitome, xl

10 ; Pausanias, viii 9, 30, 37, 44, 48. The
})edestal of such a statue has been disco-

vered at Olympia.] The succeeding years
he seems to have spent in Rome, engaged
on the completion of his historical work,
and occasionally imdertaking long journeys
throngh the I\Icditerranean countries in the
interests of his history, more particularly

with a view to obtaining actual ocular

knowledge of historical sites. After the
death of his patron, he returned to Greece,
and died in 122, at the age of eighty-two,
in consequence of a fall from his horse.

During his long sojourn in Rome, his study
of the history and constitution of Rome, as

well as his personal experiences, inspired

him with the conviction, that the Roman
poo])le owed the magnificent development
of their power, not to fortune, but to their

own fitness, and to the excellence of their

political nnd military institutions, as com-
pared with those of other States, and that

therefore their rapid rise to world-wide
dominion had been in some measure an
historical necessity. In order to enlighten

his countiymen on this point, and thereby

to supply them with a certain consolation

for their fate, he composed his Universal
History of the period between 220 and 140
B.C., in forty books. Of these the first two
are in the form of an Introduction, and give
a compendium of events in Italy, Africa,

and Greece, from the destruction of Rome
by the Ga'ils to the first Punic War, thus

recording the rise of the Roman supremacy.
The first main division (books iii-xxx) con-

tained in synchronistic arrangement the

occurrences from 220 to 168 ; that is, of

the time in which Rome was founding its

world-wide dominion through the Hanni-
balic, Macedonian, Syrian, and Spanish
wars. The second (books xxxi-xl) de-

scribed the maintenance and consolidation

of this dominion against the attempts to

overthrow it in the years 168-146. Of this

work only books i-v have been preserved

in a complete form ; of the rest we possess

merely fragments and epitomes. This is

especially to be I'egretted in those parts in

which Polybius narrates events which came
within his own experience. He is the first

representative of that particular type of his-

torical composition, which does not merely
recount the several facts and phenomena
in chronological order, but goes back to

the causes of events, and sets forth their

results. His work rests upon a knowledge
of the art of war and of politics, such as

few ancient historians possessed ; upon a

careful examination of tradition, conducted

with keen criticism
;

partly also upon what
he had himself seen, and upon the commu-
nications of eye-witnesses and actors in the

events. It sets forth the course of occur-

rences with clearness, penetration, sound

judgment, and love of truth, and, among
the circumstances affecting the result, lays

especial stress on the geographical condi-

tions. It belongs therefore to the greatest

productions of ancient historical writing,

though, in respect to language and style, it

does not attain the standard of Attic prose.

The language is often wanting in purity,

and the style stiff" and inharmonious.

Polybus. King of Corinth, foster-father

of d^dipus ('/.''.).

Polychromy. The ancient practice of

colouring pieces of sculpture, as well as

certain portions of the exterior and interior

of buildings. {See Sculpture, at end.)

Polyclitus (Lat.; Gr. POlyclcitos). Next

to his somewhat older contemporary Phidias,

the most admired sculptor of antiquity. He
was a native of Argos, and, like Phidias, a

pupil ofAgeladas. His name mai'ks an epoch

I
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in the development of Greek art, owing to

his having laid down rules of universal

application witli regard to the prc])ortions

of" the human body in its mean standard of

height, age, etc. In close accordance with

these rules he fashioned a typical figure,

the Doryplwnis^ a powerful youth with a

spear in his hand : this figure was called

the Canon, and for a long time served as a
" standard " for succeeding artists [Pliny,

N. II. xxxiv 55], The rules which he
practically ap{)lied in the Canon he also

set forth theoretically in a written work
[Galen, in Overbeck's Sr/iriftqneUen, J^iS-^oS,

959]. It is also said of him that, Avhen he

made statues in an attitude of rest, instead

of dividing the weight of the bod}^ equally

between the two feet, according to the cus-

tom which had hitherto prevailed, he intro-

duced the practice of causing them to rest

upon one foot, with the other foot lightly

raised, whereby the impression of graceful,

ease and c-alm repose was for the first time

fully ])roduced [Pliny, I.e. 5G]. Except the

celebrated chryselephantine colossal statue of

Hera {q-v.), which he made for the temple of

* TIIK FARNESE DIADUMENU8.

(British Museum.)

the goddess at Argos [Pausanias, ii 17 § 4],
when it was rebuilt after a fire in 423 B.C.,

he produced statues in bronze alone, and
almost exclusively of men in the prime of
youth, such as the Donjphorus already men-
tioned

; the DTddumcmis, a youth of softer
lineaments, who is t3'ing a band round his

head [Pliny, Lc, 55; Lucian, Fhilopseiides,

18] ; and an Amazon, which was preferred

even to thatof Phidias [Pliny, I.e. 53j. These
statues may still be identified in copies of

a later time (see cut, and compare cut under
Amazons). He also worked as an ai'chitect.

The theatre at Epidaurus (of which con-

siderable remains still exist), and the cir-

cular structure called the Tliolos, and the

temple of Asclepius [Pausanias, ii 27 : cj).

plan in Baedeker's Greece, p. 241], are now
genei-ally assigned to the younger Polyclitus.

[Polyclitus the Younger was a pupil of

the Argive sculptor Naiicydes. Among his

works was a statue of the athlete AfjenOr

(Pausanias, vi G § 2), and of Zeus PhilWs at

Megalopolis, in which the god was repi'e-

sented with some of the attributes of

Dionj'sus {ih. viii 31 § 4). The statues of

Zeus Meillchlos at Argos {lb. ii 20 § 1), and
those of Apollo, Leto and Artemis on Mount
Lycone near Argos {lb. 24 § 5), may possibly

be assigned to the elder Polyclitus (Over-
beck, Schrlftquellen, §§ 941-3).] [J. E. S.]

Polydectes. Son of Magnes, king of the

island of Seriphus ; attempted to compel
Danae to many him, but was turned into

a stone by her son Perseus ('2-^ ) ^y the

sight of the head of Medusa.
Polydeiices (Lat. Pollux). See Dioscuri.
Polydorus. (1) Son of Cadmus and

Harmonia, father of Labdacus, and great-

grandfather of ffidipiis.

(2) Youngest son of Priam and of Lao-
thoe, his father's favourite son. He was
killed while yet a boy by Achilles. The
tragedians make him the son of Priam and
Hecuba, who, before the fall of Troy, com-
mitted him with many treasures to the care

of their guest-friend, the Thracian king
Polymestur (or Polymnestor), After the

capture of Troy Polymestor puts the boy
to death, in order to get possession of the

gold, and throws the body into the sea.

The waves cast it up on the Trojan shore,

and here Hecuba finds it, just as Polyxena
is on the point of being sacrificed. Out of

revenge she, with the help of the captive
Trojan women, kills the two children of

the murderer, and blinds Polymestor him-
self. According to another version, Ilione,

Priam's daughter and Polymestor's wife,

brings up the brother, who has been com-
mitted to her charge, as her own son, while
she gives up her child Deiphilus (or Deipj'-

lus) instead of Poh-dorus. The Greeks, who
wish to exterminate the race of Priam, win
over Polymestor by promising him the hand
of Electra and a large present of money in

ii
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return for tlie murder of Poh'dorus. Poly-

mestor then murders his own son, and is

blinded and killed by Ilione.

(3) A Greek sculptor^ of the school of

Rhodes, author (in conjunction with Age-
sander and Athenodurus) of the celebrated

grou]) of Lfiocouu {q.v.).

Polygnotus. The celebrated Greek
painter of the island of Thasos. He worked
chiefly in Athens, whither he had been
invited by Cimon about 4G0 B.C., and where
he received the citizenship. His most cele-

brated paintings were the Capture of Troy
and the Descent of Odysseus into Hades, in

the hall erected by the Cnidians at Delphi.

We possess a description of them in consider-

able detail by Pausanias [x 25-31]. Other
celebrated paintings by him (though several

of his contemporaries were associated with
him in their execution) were to be seen in

the Stoa Poecile, the CajJttire of Troy and
the Battle of Mnrathon [ih. 15], and in the

temples of the Dioscuri \ib. 18 § 1], and of

Theseus at Athens. Though his works
were only tinted outlines traced upon a

coloured background, without shading and
without any perspective, and sketched, as

it were, in simple relief, all on the same
plane, still his clear, rhythmical composi-

tion, the delicacy of his drawing, the im-
pressiveness of his contours, and the nobility

of his figures were highly celebrated [Over-

beck's Schriftquellen, 10G7-1079].

Polyhymnia (or POlyninla). The Muse of

serious songs of adoration. {See Muses.)
Polyidus. Son of Cosrrmus, grandson

of Abas, great-grandson of Melampus,
father of Euchenor, Astj'cratla, and Manto

;

like his ancestor, a celebrated seer, who
flourished, according to different accounts,

either at Corinth or Argos or Megara. To
his son he prophesied his death before

Troy ; and the son of Minos, Glaucus
(q.v., 2), he raised from the dead. At
Megara he cleansed Alcathuiis from the
murder of his son Calllpolis, and erected
the temple of Dionysus.

Polymestor. A Thracian king. He mur-
dered Polydurus, the son of Priam, who had
been entrusted to his protection, and was
blinded by Hecuba and the captive Trojan
women. (Cp. Polydorus.)

Polymnia. See Polyhymnia.
P6lynices(Gr.7'o//7»('//t(".'}). Sonof ffidTpus

and lucaste, was driven out of Thebes by
his brother Eteocles (see Oedipus), and fled

to Adrastus (q.v.) of Argos, who gave him
his daughter Ai'gia in marriage, and brouglit

about the expedition of the Seven against

Thebes in order to restore him. He fell

in single combat with Eteocles. His body,

which had been thi-own to the birds, was
buried by his sister Antigone (q.v.). His
son was Thersander {q.^'.).

Polyphemus. Son of Poseidon and the

Nymph Thoosa ; the one-eyed Cyclo]}S, who
held Odysseus prisoner in his cave and ate

several of the companions, until the hero

made him drunk and blinded him. Later

legends made him the lover of the beautiful

Nymph Galatea.

Polyptychon. See Diptychon.
Polytechnus. See AiiDOX.

Polyxena. Daughter of Priam and
Hecuba, the betrothed t>f Achilles, who, at

his wedding with her in the temple of the

Thymbrsean Apollo, was killed by Paris.

After the fall of Troy the shade of Achilles

demanded the expiation of his death with
her blood, and she was sacrificed on his

funeral pyre.

Pomerium. A name given by the Romans
to the space, originally along the city-wall

within and without, which was left vacant

and reckoned hol5^ This space was marked
off by stones, and in respect to the auspices

formed the limit between city and country.

[See Livy, i 44, and Cicero, De Xatiira

Deoriun ii 11, eel. J. B. Mayor.]
The old Pomerium remained unchanged

until the time of Sulla; after him it was
again extended b}^ Csesar, Augustus, Claudius,

Nero, Vespasian and Titus, Hadrian, and
probably also Trajan and Aurelian. An
extension of the Pomerium was only ad-

missible on the ground of an extension

of the legal boundaries of the Empire.

[Tacitus, Ann. xii 23.]

Pomona. The Latin goddess of fruit

trees, who in Rome had a flamen of her own
{Pomondlis). Like Vertumnus, who was
regarded as her husband, she Avas particu-

larly honoured in the country. Art repre-

sents her as a fair damsel, with fruits in

her bosom, and the pruning-knife in her

hand.

Pompeius Trogus. A contemporar}^ of

Livy, author of the first Roman general

history. He was of Gaulish origin ;
his

grandfather received tlie Roman citizenship

from Pompeius in the Sertorian War, and his

father served under Csesar, and discharged

at the same time the offices of a secretary,

an ambassador,' and a keeper of the seals.

His extensive work in 44 books was drawn

from Greek sources, and was entitled His-

tijria' Pliilipplcd', because the history of

the various peoples was grouped round the
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Macedonian empire founded by Pliilip ; it

began witli Niuus, and reached down to his

own time. With the historical narrative

there were interwoven intei'esting descrip-

tions relating to geograph}', ethnograph}^,

and natural science ; and indeed he is said

to have also composed zoological and botani-

cal works. Of the histories we now possess

only lists of the contents of the several

books (called the pr6l6(ji) and the epitome

of Justin. {See Justinus.)

Pomponins. (1) Lucius Pompunins
Bundnicnsis, i.e. of BonOuia {Bologna),

flourished about 90 B.C. He w^as the first

to raise the hitherto improvised popular

plays called AteUdnce (q.v.) to a species of art

by the introduction of written composition

in the metrical forms and technical I'ules of

the Greeks. He is particularly praised for

richness of fanc}'^, liveliness in plays upon
words, and readiness in the use of rustic

and farcical language. [Velleius Pat., ii

ii § 6 ; Macrobius, Saturnalia vi 9 § 4

;

Seneca, Controv. vii 18 § 9.] About 70
titles of plays by him are mentioned, a pro-

ductiveness explained by the small compass
of the Atcllancu as being after-pieces. Some
titles point to travesties of mythological

subjects, such as the Supposititious Aga-
mcvinon and the Aivard of the Armour
(of Achilles).

(2) Titus Pomponius Attlcus. See
Atticus.

(3) Lucius Pomponius Sccundus. The
most important tragedian of the time of the

Empire, probably the last Avho wrote for

the stage. He lived under Tiberius and
was a partisan of Sejanus, after whose fall

(31 A.D.) he had to submit to be kept in

custody by his brother for six years, until

Caligiila gave him his freedom. In 44 he
was consul ; in 50 he fought with success

against the Chatti, and received triumphal
honours from Claudius. His poetical pro-

ductions are highly spoken of by Tacitus

[Ann. xii 28] and Quintilian [x 1 § 98].

We possess only very scanty remains of

his tragedies.

(4) Pomponius Mela. A native of

Tingentera in Spain. He composed a

description of the world in three books
{Dc Chdrogrdplud), the earliest work of

this kind which we possess, and the onl3r

special work on the subject, which Roman
literature has to show. According to a
notice in the book [iii 49], it was written
either in 40 A.D., when Caligfda triumphed
over the Britons, or in 44, when Claudius
did the same. The author's information

does not rest upon personal inspection,

but it is drawn from good, thougli mostly
antiquated, Greek sources. Writing in a

brief and concise style, he describes in the
form of a coasting-voyage, with North Africa
for its starting-point, the various countries of

the tlieu known world in geographical order,

until he comes back by way of Western
Africa to the point from which he set out.

His language bears the rhetorical character
of his time.

(5) Sextus Pomponius. A distinguished

jurist of the first half of the 2nd century
A.D. He composed, among other works, a
history of law and jurisprudence down to

the time of Hadrian, which is frequently

quoted in the Digest.

(6) Potnjionius ForphYp-i6. Roman gram-
marian, who lived in the first half of the
2nd century a.d., and composed a commen-
tary on Horace, a fragmentaiy abridgment
of which is still preserved.

Pontifex. A member of the highest

priestly college in Rome, to which belonged
the superintendence over all sacred obser-

vances, whether performed by the State or

by private persons. The meaning of the

name is uncertain; the interjiretation which
follows most obviouslj^ from the form of the

word, that of "bridge-builder," referred in

particular to the sacred bridge on piles

{pons suhllcius) over the Tiber, is open to

many objections.^ The foundation of the

college is ascribed to Numa ; at first it pro-

babh' consisted of six patrician members,
with the addition of the king, whose place,

after the abolition of the Monarchy, was
transferred to the pontifex maxtmus (high-

pontiff) : from 800 B.C. it was composed of

nine members (4 patrician and 5 plebeian),

from the time of Sulla of fifteen (7 patrician

and 8 plebeian); Caesar added another mem-
ber ; and the emperors also raised the number
at their pleasure. The office was for life,

as was also that of the president. While,
in the time of the Monarchy, the pontiffs

were probably named by the king, under
the Republic the college for a long time
filled up its own numbers by co-optation,

and also appointed the high-pontiff from
among its members. From somewhere about

250 B.C. the election of the latter took placo

in the comUla of the tribes under the pre-

sidency of a i^ontiff, and, from 103 B.C., the

' Px'ofossor NettlesliiiD argues in support of it

in his Lecturen and Essaya, p. 27. If tlic Italian

immigration canK- overland, the office of bridge-

builder -vvonld be of gi'eat importance. It is

apparently connected with river-worship.
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other members were also elected in the

coDiitia out of a fixed number of candidates

presented by the college. Under the Em-
pire a ])reliminary election was held by the

Senate, and merely confirmed by the comitia.

Besides the pontiffs proper, there were
also included in the college the rex sacro-

imin, the three higher flamens and the three

pontiftces mtnoms, who assisted the pontiffs

in transactions relating to sacrifices and in

their official business, besides sharing in

the deliberations and the banquets of the

whole college : these ranked according to

length of service. In the earlier time an
advanced age, with freedom from secular

offices, was necessary for eligibility to the

pontificate ; the high-pontiff, among other

restrictions, was not allowed to leave Ital}^,

was obliged to have a wife without reproach,

and might not enter upon a second marriage
or see a dead body, much less touch one.

As regards his position, he was, as spiritual

successor of the king, the sole holder and
exerciser of the pontifical power ; and his

official dwelling Avas in the king's house,

the regia of Numa adjoining the Fonan,
the seat of the oldest State worship. The
college existed by his side only as a deli-

berative and executive body of personal
assistants. He appointed to the most im-
portant priestly offices of the State, those
of fldmen, of vestal, and of rex sacrontm /
he made public the authoritative decisions

of the college. In matters which came
within the limits of his official action, he
had the right of taking auspices, of holding
assemblies of the people, and of publishing
edicts. He also exercised a certain juris-

diction over the persons subject to his high-
priestly power, especially tlie flamens and
Vestals, over whom his authority was that
of an actual father. Owing to the great
importance of the office, the emperors from
the time of Augustus undertook it them-
selves, and retained it, even in Christian
times, until the year 382. As regards the
functions of the college, besides yjerforming
a number of special sacrifices in the service
of the household godf?, they exercised (as

already mentioned) a superintendence over
the whole domain of the religious services
recognised by the State, public and ])rivate.

In all doubts which arose concerning the
religious obligations of the State towards
the gods, or concerning the form of any
religious offices which were to be under-
taken, their opinion was asked by the
Senate and by the othej- secular bodies, who
were obliged uidiesitatingly to follow it.

In the various religious transactions, ex-

piatory offerings, vows, dedications, conse-

crations, solemn appropriations, undertaken
on behalf of the State, their assistance was
invited by the official bodies, in order that

they might provide for the correct perform-

ance, especially by dictating the prayers.

The knowledge of the various rites was
handed down by the libvl ponttftcli^ which
were preserved in the official dwelling of

the high-pontiff and kept secret. These
included the forms of prayer, the rules of

ritual for the performance of ceremonial

observances, the acta ponti/icum, i.e. the

records relating to the official actions of

the college, and the commentdrll pontijicuniy

i.e. the collection of opinions delivered, to

which they were as a rule obliged to have
recourse when giving new ones.

An important and indeed universal influ-

ence was exercised by the pontiffs, not only

on religious, but also on civic life, by means,

of the regulation of the calendar, which was
assigned to them as possessing technical

knowledge of the siibject ; and by means of

their superintendence over the observance

of the holidays. Owing to the character of

the Roman reckoning of the year, it was
necessary from time to time to intercalate

certain days, with a view to bringing the

calendar into agreement with the actual

seasons to which the festivals were ori-

ginally attached ; and special technical know-

ledge was needed, in order to be sure on

what day the festivals fell. This technical

knowledge was kept secret by the pontiffs

as being a means of power. It was for the

month actually current that they gave in-

formation to the people as to the distribution

of the days, the festivals falling within the

month, and the lawful and unlawful days

(fasti and nefasti^ q.v.) for civil and legal

transactions. In 304 B.C. the calendar of

the months was made public by Gnaius

Flavins ; but the pontiffs still retained the

right of regulating the year by intercala-

tions, and thereby the power of furthering

or hindering the aims of parties and indi-

viduals by arbitrary insertion of intercalary

months. This they kept until the final

regulation of the year introduced by Csesar

as high-pontiff in 40 B.C. Closely connected

with the superintendence of the calendar

was the keeping of the lists of the yearly

magistrates, especially of the consuls, since

it was by their names that the years were

dated, as well as the keeping of the yearly

chronicle. {See Annals.)
As experts in the law of ritual, the pontiffs
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had the superintendence ovex' many transac-

tions of private life, so far as ceremonial ques-

tions were connected with them, such as the

conclusion of marriages, adoption b}'- means
of arrogation, and burial. Even upon the

civil law they had originally great influence,

inasmuch as tliey alone were in traditional

possession of the solemn legal formula',
known as the Ucjis acUdnes, which were
necessary for every legal transaction, in-

cluding the settlement of legal business and
the forms for bringing lawsuits. They even
gave legal opinions, which obtained recog-

nition in the courts as customary law, by
the side of the written law, and grew into

a second authoritative source of Roman law.

Until the establishment of the prsetorship

(80(] B.C.), a member of the college was
appointed every year to impart information
to private persons concerning the legal

forms connected with the formulating of

plaints and other legal business. The legis

octiones were made public for the first

time by the above-mentioned Flavius at

the same time as the calendar. {See

JURISPRUDEXCE.)
Pontius. A special name of the sea-god

Glaucus (q.v.).

Pontus. The sea, son of Gsea, and, by her
again, father of Nereus, Thaumas, Phorcj's,

Cetu, and Eurybia.
Popinae. Roman cook-shops. (See Inns.)

Popliftigia. The festival of the flight of

the people. {Sec Caprotina.")

Porfirius Optatianus {Publllms), A Latin
poet, who composed, about 830 A.D., a series

of short poems in praise of Constantine, con-

structed in a highly artificial manner. [All

the lines in each poem contain exactly the
same number of letters.] By this composi-
tion he obtained his recall from banishment
and won the favour of the emperor. The
commendatory letter of Constantine, as well
as the thanks of the poet, have come down
to us with the jjoem.

Porphyrlon. (1) One of the Giants. {See
GlGAXTES.)

(2) Sec POMPONIUS (6).

Porphyry (Greek, Porphyrias). A Greek
scholar and philosopher; in the latter

capacity a votary of Neoplatonism. He
was born 233 a.d. at Batanpea in Syria, and
received his education at Tyre, and after-

wards studied grammar, rhetoric, and philo-

soph)' at Athens with Longluus, who instead
of his 83'rian name MahJius (" king ''), gave
him the Greek name Porj/Jii'/r7os ("clad in
royal purple "). The fame of the Neoplatonist
Plotinus drew him in 263 to Rome, where,

after some initial opposition, he for six years
enthusiastically devoted himself to the study
of the Neojjlatonic philosophj'. Being at-

tacked by a dangerous melancholy, the
result of overwork, he went, on the advice
of Plotinas, to Sicily, whence after five years
he returned to Rome, strengthened in mind
and body. Here, until his death (304), he
taught philosophy in the spirit of Plotinus,

especially by bringing the teaching of his

master within the reach of general know-
ledge by his clear and attractive exposition.

His most important scholar was lamblichus.
A man of varied culture, Porphyry was par-
ticularly prolific as an author in the domain
of philosophy, grammar, rhetoric, arith-

metic, geometry, and music; however, most
of his works, including the most important,

are lost, among them a treatise against the
Christians in fifteen books, which was pub-
licly burned under Theodosius II (435).

We have to lament the loss of liis history

of Greek philosophy before Plato in four

books, of which we now possess only the
(certainl}^ uncritical) Life of Pijthagords,

and that not complete. Besides this there

are preserved a Life of Plotinus; a Com-
pendium of the System of Plotinus, in the

form of aphorisms ; a work on abstaining

from animal food {De Abstinent ul) in four

books, from the Pythagorean point of view,
valuable for its fulness of information on
philosoph}', and on the religions, forms of

ritual, and customs of various peoples : an
Introduction to the Categories of Aristotle^

and a commentary on the same, in the form
of questions and answers ; a compendiiim
of his own practical philosoph}' in the form
of a Letter to Marcella, a widow without
property, and with seven children, whom
Plotinus married in his old age on account

of her enthusiasm for philosophy ; Scholia

on Homer, discussions on a number of

Homeric questions, an allegorical interpre-

tation of the Homeric story of the grotto of

the Nymphs in the Odyssey ; and a Com-
mentary on the Harmonics of Ptolemy.

Porrima. See Carmenta.
Porticus. The Roman imme for a colon-

nade. (See Stoa.)

Portland Vase. See Gems, at end.

Portorium. The custom levied by the

Romans upon imports and exports ; it was
introduced as early as the time of the kings,

and was generall}' leased io publicani {q.v.}.

In 60 B.C. it was abolished for Italy, but

was re-introduced by Caesar for foreign

goods, and after that time alwaj's continued

to exist. Free and allied cities were, in
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earlier times, allowed to levy the customs for

their own territory, but from these Romans
were to be exempt. Under the emperors

customs were levied not only at the frontier

of the Empire, but also at the frontiers of

the several provinces or of combinations

of provinces united in one excise-district.

Besides this the percentage levied on the

purchasing price of articles was different

in different districts. The export of many
articles was forbidden, especially of corn,

oil, wine, salt, iron, and gold.

Portiiniis. The Roman god of harbours.^

Like Janus, the god of coming in and going

out, he was represented with a key, and was
perhaps only a personification of one attri-

bute of Janus. He had a special flamoi in

Rome (Portdnfilis), and at the harbour on

the Tiber he had a temple, where a festival,

the Portunalia^ was held in his honour
every 3-ear on August 17th. In later times

he was identified with the Greek Palsemon.

Poseidippus. One of the most eminent

poets of the New Comedy, a native of Cas-

sandrea in Macedonia. He began to exhibit

for the first time in the third year after

the death of Menander, or in B.C. 289. Of
his pieces, as many as forty are mentioned
by name, bat only fragments of them are

preserved. It was probably in imitation of

one of these that the Mtnaidimi of Plautus

was written.

Poseidon. The Greek god of the sea and
of everj'thing liquid, son of Cronus and
Rhea ; a younger brother of Zeus, accord-

ing to Homer ; an elder brother, according

to Hesiod. At the distribution of the world
the rule over the sea and all its gods and
creatures fell to him, as the rule over the

sky fell to Zeus, and that over the imder-

world to Pluto. His wife is Amphitrite, his

son Triton, his daughter Benthesikyme. As
described by Homer [11. xiii 21], he has his

dwelling in the depth of the sea in a golden

palace near iEgee, according to the usual

acceptation on the north coast of the Pelo-

ponnesus, where lay also his other place of

worship mentioned by Homer, Helice [11.

viii 203], afterwards overthrown by an
earthquake. On leaving his palace, he is

clad in a golden robe and wields in his hand
a golden whiji, while he stands in a chariot

drawn by swift-footed steeds with hoofs of

bronze and manes of gold, with the monsters
of the deep bounding and frisking around
him, as he drives over the sea, which joy-

^ Perhaps originally the god of house and
home, portus in its old sense of the entrance to a

house {cp. Prof. Nettleship's Essays, p. 20).

fully opens before his advance. As Zeus
bears the lightning, so Poseidon bears the

mighty trident, with which he stirs up the

sea, cleaves rocks, and makes fountains and
horses spring forth from them. Another
symbol of the stormy flood is the bull, for

which reason men offered sacrifice to Posei-

don with dark-coloured bulls, while on the

other hand, the dolphin is a symbol of the

peaceful and calm sea. For, while he sends

storm and shipwreck, he is also a beneficent

god, who sends favourable winds. Every
occupation on or by the sea, navigation,

trade, fishing, is subject to his power : he

also it: is who grants victory by sea. Seafar-

ing peoples traced their origin to him. But,

as the sea was thought of as supporting the

earth and as pressing into its hidden clefts

and hollows, so Poseidon was worshipped

from one point of view as " the supporter of

the earth " {gaie6chos),ivom. the other as " the

shaker of the earth " (cnnusigaios^ cuusi-

cJithOn), who makes the earth quake beneath

the blows of his trident. As such he was wor-

shipped in districts which were a pre}'' to

earthquakes, as in Sparta, or in those which

could show traces of great convulsions, as

in Thessaly, where he was said to have

opened up the Vale of Tempe, and formed

the outlet of the Peneus into the sea by

shattering the wall of rock which inclosed

the valley. In the interior Poseidon was

often worshipped as the creator of waters,

especially of springs and the blessing brought

by them ; so particularly in Argolis and

Arcadia, where, as being the fertilizing

god, he was even regarded as the lover of

Demeterand father of Persephone. In the

course of time, under the predominance of the

conception of Poseidon as god of the sea,

his worship in such inland places fell into

the background, and was displaced by that

of other deities. Hence arose the legends of

his contests with other gods for particiilar

countries, as with Athene for Athens and

Troezen, and with Hera for Argolis, and of

exchanges, as that of Delphi for the island

of Calatiria, which belonged to Apollo. He
was also regarded as the creator and tamer

of the horse : sometimes he was said to have

brought it out of a rock by a blow, some-

times the earth was said to have been im-

pregnated by him, and so given it birth

;

accordingly he was frequently worshipjied

as an equestrian god (hippius). Thus in the

Attic deme of Colonus he was worshipped

together with Athene, who was said to have

invented the bridle. He was also specially

worshipped at the equestrian games at the
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Isthmus. Owing to the great difFusion of

his worship tliroiigh all the Greek races of

the mother-country, as well as of the colo-

nies, he plaj^s a chief part in Greek legend,

ap])caring as early as the Trojan story, in

which he stands on the side of the Greeks
in irreconcilable wrath against Troy, on
account of the deception pi-actised on him
by Laomedon. Similarly Od3-sseus cannot

be protected from his rage on account of the

blinding of his son Polj'phemus, except by
the unanimous will of the other gods. The
unruh- wildness of the sea, which is reflected

in his character, appears also frequently in

his sons, such as Orion, Pul5'phemus, Cycnus,
AntEeus, Busiris, Ann'cus, Cercyon, and
others. But he was also deemed to be the

COLOSSAL STATUE OF rOSEIDOX.
(Rome, Latcnm Museum.)

ancestor of numerous noble families, especi-
ally of the Ionian i^ace, which from old times
worshipped him as a national god, and from
their home on the north coast of the Pelo-
ponnesus carried his worship over with them
to Asia. Here, in his chief sanctuary', on
the promnntor}^ of Mycale, the lonians cele-
brated their national festival, the Paniunia.
From the Ionian race and its representative,
Tlieseus, arose also the national festival of
Poseidon observed by all Greece at the
Corinthian Isthmus, where the Isthmian

games were celebrated in alternate years.

The Greeks, after their victory over the

Persians, set up a bronze colossus more than

10.7 feet high in honour of the Isthmian
god [Herod., ix 81].

The horse, the dolphin, and the pine tree

were deemed sacred to Poseidon ; it was
with wreaths of pine that the victors in the

Isthmian games were crowned. He was
worshipped with human sacrifices, but more
generally with sacrifices of horses and
bulls, especiall}' black ones ; these were
not unfrequently hurled alive into rivers.

Besides horse-races, bull-fights were held

in his honour. His temples were usually to

be found on promontories, isthmuses, and
tongues of land. His usual attributes were
the trident and the dolphin, and also the
tunnj'-fish. He was represented as a power-
ful, kingly man, like Zeus, but without his

exalted calm, more compact in figure, and
with thicker and curlier hair on his head.

He is di"aped sometimes in a long robe,

sometimes with a light scarf, which allows

his powerful frame to be more fully dis-

played {sec cut). Colossal statues of him
often stood by harbours and on promontories.

With Poseidon the Romans identified their

sea-god NeptUnus (q.v.).

Poseidonius. A Greek philosopher; a

native of Apamea, in Sja-ia, born about 135
B.C., from his later place of residence gene-
rally called the Rhodian. He was the most
distinguished pupil of the Stoic Panretius,

whose instruction he enjoyed at Athens,
and the most scientific and most learned

among the later Stoics. After an extended
scientific journey in western Europe, ho
accepted the direction of the Stoic school

at Rhodes, where he took part in public

affairs with such success that his fellow

citizens made him prytdnis^ and in 8G sent
him as envoy to Rome. Prom this time he
remained in continual friendly intercourse

with Romans of distinction, especially

Cicero and Pompeius [Cic, Ad Att. ii 1

§ 2, Tusc. Disp. ii Gl]. He died at the

age of 84. His literary labours were vei-y

extensive. Besides numerous philosophical

treatises, he composed mathematical and
astronomical writings, and a great his-

torical and geogrn})liical work in 52 books
as a continuation of Polybius. [He is fre-

quently quoted by Strabo, e.g. pp. 147, 182,
215, 2(59, 757.] The substance of the Tac-
tics of his pupil Asclepiodotus seems to

have been derived from his discourses. [Sec
Cicero, De Xatvra Deorum^ ed. J! B.
Ma^'or, II, p. xvi if.]
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Possessio. Tlie Roman term for the dc

facto possession of an article withoiit actual

proprietary right {dominium). The name
was given in j^articular to those lands,

properly belonging to the State, which were
taken into cultivation by what was called

occujiftiio. For more see Ager Publicus.
Postal Service. Under the Roman Em-

pire a postal service proper was first formed
in the time of Augustus. This, however,
was not intended for the use of the public,

but served only for the conveyance of

magistrates and of government despatches
;

just as the great network of roads, with
which the Romans covered the whole em-
pire, was laid down, not for the purposes
of traffic, but in the first instance for

the transport of the armies and of the
materials of war. Under the Republic the

corresjjondence of officials was carried as

a rule by special messengers ; the convey-
ance of the officials themselves was laid

upon the provincials, who were bound to

j)rovide relays of horses and supplies.

Augustus instituted a State post {ciirsus

jndjlicus) with a military organization,

which conveyed the official despatches
from station to station by means of couriers.

Por the conveyance of the magistrates sta-

tions were instituted, with changes of

horses {mukUiones) and with night-quarters
(mansiones). Private persons were allowed
to use the State posts only by special per-

mission on the part of the governors, after-

wards of the emperor, and i;pon definite

orders given [diplomdta : Pliny, Ep. x, the
last two letters]. The cost of the posting-
houses was made a charge u])on the several
localities, though occasionally the emperors
undertook the provision of draught-animals
and carriages. Besides the horse they
rode, the couriers had a spare horse to

carry the letter bags. Passengers were
conveyed in carriages called »rcZa', drawn
by horses and mules ; while goods were
forwarded on vans, which were drawn by
oxen. Besides this, vessels were stationed
at various points on the rivers to carry
letters, passengers, and goods, just as there
was postal communication over sea, espe-
cially from Ostia, the port of Rome, out-
wards, to the islands and chief ports of the
Meditenanean.

Postvorta. See Cakmenta.
Pothos. The (Ireek personification of amo-

rous longing, an attendant of Eros (q.v.).

Pottery. The simplest, and at the same
time one of the oldest, branches of the pri-

meval art of woi'king in clay is the manu-

facture of bricks and tiles, the invention

of which (at Athens) was ascribed by the

Greeks to the mythical personages Eur5alus
and Hyperblus [Pliny, //. N. vii 194]. So
far as bricks were used at all, their use was
generally confined to private buildings ; and
Greeks and Romans for ages employed only

imbaked or sun-dried bricks. Bricks baked
in the kiln came into use at a later date.

The first to employ them extensively were
the Romans, probably at the period when
the population of the city rendered it ne-

cessary to build houses of several stories,

which demanded a moi-e solid material. In
imperial times such bricks were the common
material for private and'-public buildings.

The walls were built of them, and then

overlaid with stucco or marble. Building

with baked bricks extended from Rome
into Greece, and, generall}^ speaking, wher-
ever the Romans carried their arms, they

introduced their exceptional aptitude for

making excellent bricks. Bricks which
presented flat surfaces, to be used for walls

or pavements, were made of the most

various dimensions, but were for the most

part thinner than ours. Besides these, there

were also rounded bricks for building dwarf
columns, and for the construction of circu-

lar walls. Por roofs flat tiles were chiefly

used (Lat. tegidcJ), which were provided

with a raised rim on both of their longer

sides, and were so formed that the upper

fitted into the lower. Concave tiles also

were used (Lat. imbrex) of the form of a

half cylinder, which covered the adjoining

edges of the flat tiles. The lowest row

was commonly fi.nished off with ornamental

moulding. From the same material as

bricks were also made pipes for conveying

water, for sewers, and for warm air ; the

section in the first two cases was round, in

the last, square.

Pottery in its proper sense, the manufac-

ture of utensils, is very old. The potter's

wheel was known even before Homer's

time [II. xviii GOO]. Its invention was

variously ascribed to the Corinthian Hy-

perblus [Pliny vii 108] and to the Athenian

Talus, nephew of DiPdalus. Corinth and

Athens, where the neighbouring promon-

tory of Colias furnished an inexhaustible

sup])ly of fine potter's clay, were, in fact,

the headquarters of the manufacture of

Greek pottery. Next came yEglna, Samos,

Lacedsemon, and other places in Greece

itself, which always remained the principal

seat of this manufacture, especially in the

form of vases of painted clay. These were
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exported in large numbers to the countries

on the Mediterranean and Black Seas. The
hiiiih estimation in which Greek, and espe-

cially Attic, pottery was held is proved by
the numerous vases which have been dis-

covered in tombs, chiefly in Italy. More-

over they represent almost every period.

The excellence of the workmanship lies in

the material, which is very fine, and pre-

pared with the utmost care ; also in the

execution and in the baking. Its thinness,

as well as the hardness of its sides, even
in vessels of large dimensions, astonishes

experts in such matters. The shapes are

mostly produced by the potter's wheel, but

also by hand in the case of vessels too large

to be conveniently placed on the wheel

;

for example, the largest wine-jars. [The
prehistoric pottery from M3'cen8e, the Troad,

and other Hellenic sites, was also made by
hand.] "Whereas small vessels were made
of a single piece, in the case of largo ones,

the bod}', handles, feet, and neck, were
fashioned separately, and then united.

They were first dried in the sun, then
twice baked, before and after the painting.

The colours are no less admirable than the

workmanship. The clay shows a beautiful

bright reddish yellow, which is })roduced

by the addition of colouring matter, and
is also further intensified by a thin coating

of glaze. The black colour, which often

verges upon green, and is of a brilliant

lustre, is then applied. Either (1) the

design stands ou-t black against the bright

background, or (2) the figures appear in

red on a black ground, the former being
the earlier method. Other colours, espe-

cially white or dark-red, were applied after

the black glaze had been burnt into the
clay by the second baking, and served as

a less lasting adornment. In later times
yellow, green, blue, brown, and gold were
also used.

[In the case of vases with Jdcick figures,

the vase was first turned on the wheel, and,
in order to give it a surface of deeper red,

clay finely ground and mixed with Avater to

the consistency of cream, technically known
as "slip," was applied by a brush or other-

wise while it was still revolving. The out-

line of the design was next roughly sketched,
either with a point or in light-red ochre
with a brush. The vase was then dried in

the sun, and again put on the wheel, and
the glaze, finely powdered and mixed with
water, was applied to it with a brush as it

revolved. The vase was then in some cases

fired fcr the first time in the kiln in order

to provide a smooth, almost non-absorbent
surface for the use of the painter. The
l)ainter then put on the black enamel figures

and ornaments with a brush. After the

firing of the enamel, the details were drawn
in by incised linen, catting through the

enamel down to the clay body of the vase.

In vases with red figures instead of the

figures being painted in black, the ground
is covered with black enamel and the figures

left, showing the glazed red " slip " which
covers the whole vase. This method pro-

duced a great artistic advance in the beauty

of the figures, the details and inner lines of

which could be executed with freedom and
ease by brush-marked lines, instead of by
the laborious process of cutting incised

lines through the very hard black enamel
(Prof. Middleton on " Pottery " in Encyc.
Brit, xix 608, COD).]

Lastly, the form deserves all praise. The
vases of the best period present the most
tasteful elegance of form, that is at once

fine and strong, and the most delicate pro-

portion of the various parts to each other

and to the whole, without interfering with

their practical utility {see cuts under Vases
and Vessels). It was not until the times

when taste had begun to degenerate that

the fashion was introduced of giving to

clay ware, by means of moulds, all kinds

of grotesque forms of men and beasts, and
of furnishing them with plastic (as well as

painted) ornamentation.

[The technique of ancient pottery is illus-

trated by figs. 1 and 2, The first repre-

GKKKK rOTTKIt(1) *

(Gem from Millin, Vcini. ii,

vignette.)

GREEK POTTEH.

(Gem from Millin, Pcint. i,

vignette.)

sents a youth seated in front of an oven,

from the top of which he takes with two

sticks a small, two-handled vase which has

been newly glazed. The second shows the

potter giving the last polish to a finished

vase, while two other vessels are standing

to dry on an oven, the door of which is

closed (Ouhl and Koner's Life of the Greeks

and Romans, p. 141, Eng. ed.). Among
the votive tablets in the Louvre there are

two from Corinth. The first of these re-
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presents an early Greek type of ki]n, which
is domed over, and has a space for the fnel

on one side, and a door in the side of the

npper chamber, through which the pottery

could bo put in and withdrawn. The
second shows a potter apph^ing painted
bands while the vessel revolves on the

wheel (Prof. Middleton, I.e., figs. 3 and 20).

See also Vases.]
The lioMANS, with whom, as early as the

time of the second king, Niima, a guild

(colleginni) of potters existed, neither had
vessels of painted clay amongst their house-

hold goods, nor did they employ it for the
ornamentation of their graves. In earlier

times at least, they used only coarse and en-

tirely unornamented ware. They imported
artistically executed vases from their neigh-

bours, the Etruscans. In the last hiindred
years of the Republic, as well as in the first

hundred years after Christ, the chief place
for the manufacture of the red crockery
generally used in households was Arretium
(Arezzo) [Pliny, xxxv 160 ; Martial, i 54, 6,

xiv 98 ; Dennis, Etnin'a, ii 335]. The
ware of this place was distinguished by a
coral-red colour, and was generally fur-

nished with glaze and delicate reliefs ; in

fact, ornamentation in relief was widely
employed in later Roman pottery. Very
much valued was the domestic ware, called

rasa Scimui, which was an imitation of the
earlier pottery brought from the island of

Samos. It was formed of fine, red-coloured
clay, baked very hard, of thin make, and
very delicate workmanship. It was glazed
and generally adorned with reliefs, and
served especially for the table use of i-e-

spoctable people who could not afford silver.

While this fine ware was made by hand,
the manufacture of ordinary ])ottery as well
as of bricks and pipes, especially under the
Empire, formed an important industry
among capitalists, who, on finding good clay
on their estates, built potteries and tile-

works, and either worked them on their own
account through slaves or had them carried
on by lessees. Tlie emperor himself, after
the time of Tiberius, and the members of

the imperial family, especially the females,
pursued a similar trade, as is shown by the
trade-mark Avhicli, according to Roman cus-
tom, was borne by clay manufactures.
The production of lar(je statues of clay,

apart from the purpose of modelling, be-

longs amongst the Greeks to the early
times. It continued much longer amongst
the Italians, especially amongst the Etrus-
cans, who furnished the temple at Rome

with clay images of the gods before the
victorious campaigns in the East brought
marble and bronze productions of Greek art

to Rome. On the other hand, throughout
the whole of antiquitj^, the manufacture of

small clay figures of very various kinds, for

the decoration of dwellings and graves, and
for playthings for children, etc., was most
extensively practised. They were gene-

rally made in moulds, and after baking were
decorated with a coating of coloui% Tho

(3) 1A^AL.UA llt.LIUNt.

excellence which Greek art attained in this

department, as in others, is shown by the
" figurines " discovered at Tanagra in and

after 1874, specimens of which are given

in figs. 3, 4. Very important too was the

manufactm-e of clay reliefs, partly with

figttred representation and parth- Avith ara-

besque patterns, for the embellishment of

columns, windows, cornices, and also of

tombstones and sarcophagi. [See Dumont
and Chaplain, Ceramiqties, 1888; Ivektile,

ThoufigKrcn aus Tanagra, 1878, Die

ant/ken Terraeotten, 1880, and Die Tcrra-

cotten von Sicilien, 1884; Heuzey, Cata-

logue des figurines antiques de terrc cuite
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dn Music du Louvre^ 1882, id. 60 plates,

1883; and the populai- work by Pottier,

Lcs Statiiftfcs de Terra Cuite dans VAnti-

quitt; 18UU.]

(-1) KAKBER IX TERRA-COTTA.
From Tauagra {Arch. Zcit. 187-1, taf. 14),

PrsBcinctiones. See Theatre.
Praeco. The Latin term for a pnblic

crier, snch as those who were employed in

private life, especially at auctions. Their
profession was eminently luci*ative, but ^\•as

not considered at all respectable. Similarly

those employed by the State ranked as the

most insignihcant of its paid servants (see

Apparitor). Their duties were to summon
the meetings of the people and the Senate,

to command silence, to proclaim aloud the

proposals under consideration, to announce
the result of the individual votes, and also

the final result ; in legal proceedings, to

cite the parties to the case, their counsel,

and witnesses, to announce the close of
the proceedings, and the jury's dismissal

;

to invite the people to funeral feasts and to

games, and to assist at public auctions and
other sales, etc., etc. Consuls, prsetors, and
censors had three decuries of such atten-

dants
; qufestors, and probably also tribunes

and a?diles, one. They also attended on
extraordinaiy magistrates and on governors
of provinces.

Praefectura. An Italian township pos-
sessing no jurisdiction of its own, but
having a prefect to administer justice (i^rce-

fectus iare dicundo) sent to it every year,
generally on the nomination of the prcvtor

urhanus. When all Italian towns received

full citizen rights, 91) B.C., these towns
among the rest became mumclpia {see

Municipium), and retained the old name
merely as a tradition.

Praefectus (one set over others, a superior).

The title given bj- the Romans to officials

of many kinds, who were all however
appointed, not elected. Thus, under the

Republic, •prcvfectl iure dicundo was the

name of those who were appointed by the

prtetor to administer justice in those Italian

communities which were cviWe^i prcvfecturce

{q.v.); even later these townships retained

the name for the judges elected by them-

selves. In the republican armies the six

Roman officers appointed by the consuls

to command the contingents sent by the

Italian allies to the consular armies were
called pra\fecti socnnn (officers in command
of the allies), while their cohorts were led

hj native prw/ecti cohortium. In the

times of the Empire these titles were borne

by the commanders of the auxiliaiy cohorts,

while the officers of the cavalry divisions

were prccfccti eqmtum. Military engineer-

ing was under the direction of a praefectus

fabrum (pioneers) ; the several fleets of

the Empire under a prafectus classis {see

Ships). Prafectus castroruin (camp-com-
mander) was the name, under the Empire,
of the commander in the permanent camps
of the legions, usually a centurion who had
completed his term of service. His chief

functions were, in time of peace, to super-

intend garrison-service {i.e. to distribute

the watches and other duties) ; in war, the

arrangement and supervision of the camp,

the transportation of the baggage, and the

construction of roads, bridges, and entrench-

ments. This title of pra\fectus was also

given to the knight who commanded the

legions stationed in Egypt ; while an im-

perial governor, called pra'fcctus JEgypti,

administered that country, which was
treated as an imperial domain, and outside

the general provincial administration. At
a later time each legion had upon its staff

of officers its own commander of the camp,

styled prwfectus Icf/ionia, to whom in 3

A.D. even the command of the legion was
transferred. Pra'fcctns rlgiluni was the

commander of the cohorts organized by
Augustus to make Rome secure by night.

A very high and influential office under

the Empire was that of tha pra'fectus prai-

iorio, the commander of the imperial guai'd

{see Pr^toriani). Originally a purely

military office, it acquired in process of

i
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time an ever-increasing importance. It had
attached to it the control of affairs in the

emperor's absence, criminal jurisdiction

over Italians outside Rome, and the like.

Sometimes ambitious men contrived to

employ this position to obtain for them-
selves the real power in the State, and
raised whom they pleased to the imperial
throne, sometimes ascending it themselves.
After the prtetorians were disbanded by
Constantine in 324, the four who were then
2)ra\fecti praiorio wQxe made governors of

the four prcvfecturcc into which that em-
peror divided his dominions. Another
important office under the Empire was that

of the pro'foetus urhi (city prefect). Such
an office had existed in the time of the

kings and in the early years of the Re-
public, to supply the place of the king or

the consuls when absent. When the latter

came to be represented by the praetors, it

was only during i\\Q.feruv Ldtlncv (at which
festival all magistrates were present) that a

pvcvfcctus tirhi Lutlndrum was appointed.

Augustas revived it in its old form. On
several occasions he appointed a pvcvfcctus
urhi during his absence from the city. The
city prefecture first became a standing
office for the maintenance of public order
in Rome after Tiberius. Subsequently the

prccfcctus urhi (whose authority extended
a hundred miles from Rome, and who had
three city cohorts to assist him) exercised,

together with the police authority enforced
at an earlier period by the ffdiles, a corre-

lated criminal jurisdiction, which in course
of time expanded so much that the city pre-

fecture became the highest criminal autho-
rity at Rome. After the transfer of the
seat of empire to Byzantium, the pr<rfcrtus
itrhi united in himself the military, adminis-
trative, and judicial powers in what was
once the capital, and was now formed into

a separate district for purposes of adminis-
tration. One of the most important offices

under the Empire was that of tlie prwfcctus
anndncc (corn-supply, sec Annona), whose
duty it was to provide Rome with th© neces-
sary corn, and whose countless subalterns
were distributed over the whole Empire.
For the jjrcvfcctus fcrurii (State chest) see
^UAHIUM.

Praetexta or praetextata (sc. /(7/>?7/c7). A
class of Roman tragedies, which found its

materials, not in the Greek myths, but, in
the absence of native legendary heroes, in

ancient and contemporary Roman histor3\

The name was derived from the fact that
the heroes wore the national dress, the

toga prcetexta, the official garb, edged with
purple, of the Roman magistrates. Xwvius
introduced them, and, following his example,

the chief repi'esentatives of tragic art under
the Republic, Ennius, Pdcuvius, and Accius,

composed, in addition to tragedies imitated

from Greek originals, independent plays of

this kind, which were however cast in the

form they had borrowed from the Greeks.

We also hear of some plays of this class

written by poets of imperial times. The
solitary example preserved to us is the

tragedy of Octdvia, wrongl}^ ascribed to

Seneca (fi-v.), which perhaps ma}^ date from
1 A.D. {Cj}. TOGATA.)

Praetor. Originall}- a title of the Roman
consuls, but afterwards used to denote that

magistrate to whom the administration

of justice in Rome was transferred when
the consulship, to which this power had
hitherto been attached, was thrown open
to the commons in 3GG B.C. At first re-

served for the patricians, it became a ple-

beian office as earl}' as 337. The praetor

was elected in the comitm ccntiiridta, with

one of the consuls presiding, on the same
day and with the same auspices as the

consuls, who entered on their office simul-

taneously with him. On account of the

increase in legal business, a second prsetor

was appointed in 242, to whom was ti'ans-

ferred the hearing of cases between citizens

and foreigners (inter elves ct peregrlnos)^

and between foreigners {inter peregrinos),

while the other decided between citizens.

The latter, who ranked first, was called

praior iirhdnns (city praetor) ; the former,

pnvtor inter peregrinos^ and (after the time

of Vespasian) praior peregrJnus.

The praeto«'S had their respective de-

partments determined b}' lot after their

election. While the prcetor peregrinus

might have a military command also en-

trusted to him, the city praetor, on account

of the importance of his office, might not

be absent from Rome, strictly speaking,

for longer than ten days. He represented

his absent colleague, and also the consuls

in their absence, presiding, as the highest

magistrate present, at the public games,

watching over the safety of Rome, sum-

moning the coniitia eenturiata, holding the

military levies, and the like. As early as

227 the number was further increased by

two. To these was entrusted the adminis-

tration of Sicil}' and Sardinia. Two others

were added in 197 to administer the two

])rovinces of Spain. In 149, on the estab-

lishment of the qucestiones perj)etuce {q.v.),

I
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a, standing criminal court for certain stated

offenders, the rule was inti'oduced that the

entire body of praetors should stay in Rome
(luring their year of office; the pnetors
iirhanus and inter pcrcgrinos having juris-

diction in civil cases, as hitherto, while the

others presided in the qiuvstioncs, and had
to instruct the jurors as to the case before

the court, and to carry out the sentence

passed. After the completion of their year

of office, they all proceeded as proprators
or proconsuls to the pi'setorian provinces

assigned them by lot. In consequence of

the multiplication of the qua'siiones and of

the provinces, the number of praetors was
raised by Sulla to eight, by Caesar to ten,

fourteen, and sixteen. Under the Empire
tlie pr?etorshi]» lost its former importance,

tlie civil jurisdiction of the jrra'tor ttrbanus

and pcrct/rimis being in part transferred

to the jira'fccfus iirbi and prcvfcctus pnv-
torW, wliile the criminal jurisdiction of the

others ceased with the gradual decaj^ of the

(/lursfiones^ and the praetors only retained

particular departments of their judicial

power and general administration. Their
most important function was the manage-
ment of the games, some of which had
already, in republican times, been assigned
to the prator iirhanus. When their year's

office had expired, they went as proconsuls
to the senatorial provinces. Their election

was transferred to the Senate by Tiberius.

Under the Republic, the statutory age for

the office was forty ; under the Empire,
thirty. The prsetor's insignict were the

tof/a pra'tcxt((, the sellci ciirtllis^ and, in

the provinces, six lictors ; in Rome, pro-

bably two. Like the consul, he had the

honour of a triumph open to him.
Praetoriani. The bodyguard of the

Roman emperor. Even in the armies of

the Republic there was a separate corps, the

co/iors jrratoria, to guard the general, and
protect the headquarters. The organization
of a bodyguard for the emperor, one of
whose permanent powers was the chief

military command, was among the first ad-

ministrative measures of Augustus. The
supreme command was generally held by
two prcvfecti praiWrio in the emperor's
name. The guard consisted of nine, and at
a later time, of ten coJiorfcs j)rn'tori(v,, each
composed of ten centuries of infantry, and
ten squadrons of cavalry (turma;), and com-
manded by ntr7hunits {sec Tribuxi Militum).
They had liigher rank and pay than the
legions, and a shorter time of service (six-

teen years instead of twenty). While the
D. c. A.

other cohorts were stationed at various

places in Italy, wliere the emperors were
in the habit of staying, there were quar-

tered in Rome, to keep watch in the em-
peror's palace, three cohorts, which at first

were billeted on separate parts of the city,

until under Tiberius they were placed in

a fortified camp {castra prcctoria) to the

north-east of the city, outside the ctgger.

By being thus united, they gained such
importance, that they were able to raise

an emperor to the thi'one, and to overthrow
him. To break down their influence, and
to make thenr simply a picked corps,

Septimius Severus, towards the end of the

second century, brought legions to Italy,

and made a regulation that the guard, which
had hitherto been recruited exclusively

from Italy and a few Romanised provinces,

should have its ranks filled up from de-

serving legionar}^ soldiers, and should serve

for a longer time. To be thus transferred

to the guard W'as considered a promotion.

The guard was broken up by Constantine

the Great.

Praetorium. The headquarters in the

Roman camp ; a wide space, on which stood

the general's tent, the altar of the camp,
the aiigurtllc, and the tribuncll {see Castra).

In the provinces this name was given to

the official residence of the governor.

Praevaricatio {lit. " deviation from the

straight path "). The Latin term for the

improper conduct of a case on the part of a

prosecutor in favour of the defendant, or

on the part of a patronus to the detriment

of his client. The penalty was forfeiture

of the right to prosecute, and to act as an
advocate. If the acquittal of the defendant

was demonstrably due to prccvciriccitio, the

case might be undertaken anew by a second

prosecutor.

Prandium, The second morning meal
of the R^omans. {See Meals.)

Pratinas. [The quantity of the second

syllable is uncertain, probably long. Fick,

Or. Personen-nanien, p. xxxv, deriving it

from prCitus, Doric for prOtos, makes it a

collateral form ior protln6s=p>rotl6n6s.\ A
Greek dramatist, of Phllus, who lived about

496 B.C. at Athens. He was a contemporary
and rival of iEschylus, and is believed to have
invented the satyric drama. At any rate,

he was a very prolific writer in this depart-

ment of literature. He also wrote tragedies,

dithyrambs, and JifjporcJtcwata, of which
we possess a fairly long and highly original

fragment [preserved by Atheneeus, xiv 617],

His son Aristias was also a dramatic poet.

L L
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Praxilla. Of SlcyOn ; a Greek poetess,

about 450 B.C., composed liymns and dithy-

rambs, but was especially famous for her
sculld. We only possess insignificant frag-

ments of her poems.
Praxiteles. One of the most famous Clreek

sculptors, born at Athens about 390 [prob-

ably the son of Cephisodotiis, the sculptor

of the statue of Eirene (q.v.) %cith the In-

fant Plutus]. He and his somewhat older

contemporary, Scopas, were at the head of

the later Attic school. He chiefly worked
in marble, but at the same time occasionally

used bronze. His recorded works exhibit

every age and sex in the greatest variety
of the divine and human form. Still he
paid most attention to j^outhful figures,

which gave him the opportunity of dis-

]:)laying all the charm of sensuous grace in

soft and delicate contours.

THE nERMEiS OF PRAXITELES.
(Olympia.)

Among his most celebrated works the

naked Aphrodite^ of Cnidus, stands first,

according to the enthusiastic descriptions

of the ancients, a masterpiece of the
most entrancing beauty [e.g. Plinj^, N. IT.

xxxvii §§ 20, 21 ; cp. Aphrodite, fig. 2].

Noteless famous were his rejn-esentations

of Eros, among which the marble statue

at Thespise was esteemed most highly [ib.,

§ 22 ; cj). Eros] ; his Apollo Sauroctonos

(lizard-slayer) in bronze \ib., xxxiv § 70J

;

and a youthful Satyr in Athens [Pausanias,

i 20 t^ 1]. As to the group of NiObe's chil-

dren, preserved at Rome in Pliny's time,

it was disjuxted even among the ancients
whether it was the work of Praxiteles or,

as is more probable, of Scopas [N. H. xxxvi
i^ 28; cp. Niobe]. Of all these, only

later copies have been preserved. An im-
portant original work by him [mentioned
by Pausanias, v 17 § 3] was unearthed
in 1877 by the German excavators at

Olympia, Hermes tvith the Child Dlonf/sus
in his ArmSj which was set up in the cella

of the temple of Hera. The arms and legs

are partly mutilated, but otherwise it is

in an excellent state of preservation. (See

cut.)

His sons, Cephisodotus the younger,
and Timarchides, were masters of some
importance.

Priam (Gr. Pridmus; Lat. Prmnu(s). Son
of Laomedon and Strymo, brother of

Tithonus and Hesione, the last king of

Troy. Originally his name was Podarces
(the swift-footed) ; the name Priamus, which
is interpreted to mean " ransomed," is

supposed to have been given to him after the

first sacking of Troy by Heracles. Heracles

allowed Hesione to select one of the

prisoners, and when she decided in favour

of her sole surviving brother, she was
permitted to ransom him with her veil.

Legends represented him as rich alike

in treasures and in children. He had fifty

sons and fifty daughters by different wives
;

by his second wife, Hecuba (Gr. Hekdhe)
alone, nineteen sons; among them Hector,

Paris, Deiphobus, Helenus, Polydorus,

Troilus ; by his first, Arisbe, yEsacus.

Among his daughters were Creusa, the

wife of ^neas, Cassandra, and Polyxena.

In his young days he was a mighty warrior,

as in the conflict with the Amazons; but

at the outbreak of the Trojan War, he was
so old and feeble that he took no part in

the combat, and only twice left the city to

conclude the compact for the duel between

Paris and Meuelaus, and to beg the dead

body of Hector from Achilles. He met his

death in the sack of the city by the hand

of Neoptolemus, at his family altar, whither

he had fied with Hecuba and his daughter.

Priapeia. A collection of some eighty

elegant but indecent Latin poems in

various metres on the subject of Pritipus.

Judging from their execution, they may
bo referred to the time of Augustus, and

may probably be traced to the circle of
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Messala, wlio, like other distinguished men
of that age, occupied himself with trivial

amnsenicnts of this kind.

Priapus. According to the usual ac-

count, son of Dion3"'sus and Aplirodite, a

god oi the fruitfulness of the field and of

the herds. Horticulture, vine-gi-owing, goat

and sheep-breeding, bee-keeping, and even

fishing, were supposed to be under his

l)rotection. The original seat of his worship

lav in the towns of Asia Minor, situated on

the Hellespont, especiall}' Lampsacus. From
here it afterwards spread over Greece and

Italy. His statues were usualh- placed in

gardens, generally in tlie form of rude

hcrmo' cut out of wood, stained with ver-

milion, with a club and sickle and a jjhallic

symbol of the creative and fructifying

powers of nature. The sacrifices offered

to him included asses, as well as the first-

fruits of the garden and the field.

Priests. (1) Grecl\ The ministers of a

particular sancttiary, charged with the duty
of attending to the service of the god of the

place. Their duty was to offer appropriate

sacrifices and perform other holy offices at

the appointed time and manner, and also to

assist and instruct worshippers, as to the

rites thej^ were to observe. They had to

slay the victim, to select the parts for offer-

ing, and to lay them on the altar, to titter

the accompan3-ing praj'ers, and the like. In

sacred functions wdiich were performed

elsewhere (as by the father at the family

altar, and by certain State officers, e.g.

by the first three archons at Athens, by the

kings at Sparta), their assistance was not

reqttired, although it was often invited.

The general name hwr'cUs represents the

priest in his character of an offerer of sacri-

fice and a minister of sacred rites. In the

different cults, however, the priests often

took the most various names, and with
reference to individual cults had peculiar

functions. The priesthoods were filled

partly by right of inheritance from within
certain families (as some of them were in

almost all Greek states ; but especially at

Athens)
;
partly by election or by a kind of

appointment combining election and lot. A
general qualification was legitimate descent
from citizens, an irreproachable character,

and freedom from bodily defects. (The wor-
ship of Artemis at Ephcsus required the
priests to be eunuchs, bttt it is to be observed
that this was not a Greek worshij).) Many
priesthoods were only filled Ijy men, others
by women onl}^; in many temples there were
priests and priestesses together ; but upon

the whole it was a rule, though not without
exceptions, that the priests of gods were
men, of goddesses, women. In regard to

the necessary age, again, the regulations

were very various ; man}'- priesthoods could
only be filled by quite young persons.

Virginity and celibacy were required for

certain priesthoods, e.g. for those of the

virgin goddesses Athene and Artemis. A
rule existed in many places, that a woman
more than once married was disqualified

for the priesthood. At an}^ rate, ritual

prescribed chastit}^ for a certain time before

undertaking any priestly duty. Here and
there, too, the priests were forbidden to

taste certain kinds of food. The office

was held for very various periods, one year,

several years, a life-time. The priests

generally wore long hair and white vest-

ments ; many of them were clothed in

saffron-coloured robes, as (among others)

the priests of Dionysus. The priestly

ornaments included garlands from the

leaves of various trees, alwaj^s according

to the character of the god, and wreaths
or fillets of many kinds. The priestly staff

is often mentioned. The priests often had
an official residence within the temple
inclosure.

Tliey derived their maintenance partly

from the revenue of the temple property',

partly from their share of the sacrifices,

the skins of the animals sacrificed, and
other dues of the same kind, and sometimes
from actual offertories. Among their privi-

leges, besides their inviolability, were free-

dom from military service, and a seat of

honour at assemblies of the people and at

the theatre. In many places dates were
reckoned from the time when the priest of

the chief divinity entered on office, e.g., in

Argos from the priestess of Hera's first

year of ministry [Thucydides, ii 2 § 1].

Besides the priests there were many kinds

of temple-servants, for the preservation of

the sacred buildings, the administration of

their revenues, and the performance of the

various rites. (Cp. Cekyx, Hieroduli,
HiEROi'fEi, Neocori, Parasite.)

(2 j liouian. At Rome, the State religion

was under the management of a number
of priesthoods, which, by the order of the

State, performed the rcgularl}^ prescribed

sacred rites or those specially decreed by
the State on their recommendation. In the

time of the kings the superintendence of

the entire ritual belonged to the kings,

among whom Numa, as the founder of an

organized worship of the gods, holds a
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prominent place. The most important
priesthoods which originated in the time

of the kings were the Fldmincs, the

AngurCs^ the Vcstclles, the Sdlii, the

FHudes, the Pontifices^ the Luperci^ the

Fraires Arvdlcs, and the CuriOnes. Be-
sides these, in course of time there arose

the Hex SacrOrum. to offer certain sacri-

fices originally offered by the king, the

custodians of the Sibylline oracles, the

Epulonijs to discharge a part of the pon-
tifical duties, the priests of the new cults

gradually introduced, and lastly the priests

of the deified emperors, e.g. the Sdcldles

Augiistdlcs. A number of State cults were
handed over to individual clans (gcntes)

and associations. (See Sodalitas.)
After the establishment of tlie Republic,

a distinguished position was attained by
the college of the pontlfices, who, like the

king in earlier times, superintended the

entire ritual. They were the technical

advisers of the Senate on any new questions

that arose in regard to it. Next to them
in importance were the augui'S and the
custodians of the Sibylline oracles. These
priesthoods, together with that of the

ejndoncs, were styled the four great

colleges {qiiattuor summa collegia), and an
equal honour Avas afterwards given to that

of the sodales Augudales.
The appointment of the priests, for whom

the same qualifications were required as

among the Greeks, proceeded in various

ways, by nomination, co-optation, and
election. They entered on office by in-

auguration, an act in which the chief

pontiff, acting through the augvirs, in-

quired of the god concerned whether the

new priest was acceptable to him. His
reception into the college was accompanied
by a banquet given by the new priest,

which became proverbial for its luxury.
When officially engaged all State priests

(apart from their peculiar insignia) wore
thQ.jyra'texta, the purple-edged robe of Roman
magistrates. They also enjoyed the distinc-

tion of a seat of honour at festivals and
games, and exemption from military service,

from the duties of citizens, and from taxa-

tion. The great priesthoods were posts of

honour, and, like the political offices, were
without remuneration. On the other hand,
some priests and priestesses {e.g. the
Vestal Virgins and the augurs), besides the
use of tlie sacred or public lands belonging
to their temples, received a regular annual
salary. The cost of the establishment was
defrayed from several sources. The priests

had under their management a fund which
was maintained from landed property and
current receipts (including fees for admis-
sion to the temple and for the offering of

the sacrifice). They also had a claim to cer-

tain parts of the victim, and other perqui-

sites; besides this, they all, especiallj'- the

curiones (see Curia), and those associa-

tions to which State cults were entrusted,,

received the necessary mone}^ from the public

chest. The cost of repairing the temples

and of all sacrifices and festivals especially

ordered by the State was defrayed from the

same source. Similarly the State pro-

vided the priests either with public slaves

or with free and salaried servants, to wait

upon them. (For a particular kind of

priests' assistants, see Camilli.) All State

temples did not have particular priests

assigned them ; temples without priests of

their own were under the superintendence

of a sacristan {a'dituus) ; and it was usually

only once in the year that sacrifice was
offered at the great festival of such temples

by a State priest specially appointed for

the purpose. No priest could be called to

account by any civil magistrate except the

censor. The pontifcx maxinius had the

power of punishing the other priests. The
position of a priest of a cult not recog-

nised by the State, but merely tolerated,

was naturally different. With regard to

their maintenance, they were themselves,

like the sanctuaries they superintended, sup-

ported by the contributions of the votaries

of their own cult.

Primipilus. See Cexturiones,
Princeps. The Latin word for "a chief,"

" a leader,"' " the foremost person." Thus,

in the Roman consthntiou, jjrinceps Seiidtus

is the senator who was placed first on the

roll of the Senate drawn up by the censors.

When the Senate was voting, if no consuls-

designate were present, he was asked for

his opinion by the presiding magistrate

before any one else. Just as under the

Republic the leading men in the State were

called 2)^'i^^c^^P^s, Augustus, the founder of

the Monarch}'', took with general consent

the title of princeps. This was quite in

harmony with the old constitution, and at

the same time recognised his equality with

the other citizens. For the same reason his

successor, Tiberius, set special store on the

title oi princeps. As the monarchical power

became consolidated, and the old i-epublican

ideas disappeared, the consciousness of the

original meaning of the title disappeared

with them. Princeps came to be equiva-
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lent to imperCdor ; but it never became
nn official title like Imperator, Ca'snr,

Augustus. Like the Senate, the knights

had a 2)vinceps, the 2)^'inccps iuventfdis

( tlie youth). This title was borne by the

knight whose name a])peared first in the

censor's list of that body. By way of

compliment to the knights, Augustus
caused his grandsons, Gains and Lucius
Caesar, to be styled jjrincipfs iui-cnfutis.

Ever after, the emperor's youthful sons

were regularly entitled principcs iuvcn-

tidis until their entrance on a magistracy.

At the time of Rome's complete decay this

title was not unfrequently borne by those

associated with the emperors in the govern-

ment. On the meaning of pvincipes in

military language, see Legion.
Priscian (Prisciamis). (1) A Latin

grammarian of Csesarea in Mauritania; who
lived, at the beginning of the Gth century

A.D., as a teacher of the Latin language in

Constantinople. He there compiled, in

addition to a number of smaller gramma-
tical works, his Institfdiones Grammdticev.
in 18 books, the fullest and completest
systematic Latin grammar which has come
down to us. This work, which is of great

importance owing to its ample quotations

from ancient literature, was for a long
time, in the Middle Ages, the school book
in ordinary use, and formed the foundation

for the earlier treatises on Latin Grammar
in modern times. We also possess an in-

sipid panegyrical poem written by Priscian

on the emperor Anastasius, and a transla-

tion of the Cosmography of the geographer
Dionysius, in hexameter verse.

(2) A physician, who lived in the 5th
centur}', named Thcodorus Prisculnus, has
left us a Mcdiclna Pra'senfdnea (a book
of rapid curatives) in five books.

Probole (Greek). A motion for a judicial

prosecution. In Attic legal procedure it was
a particular kind of public indictment. In
the first assembly of every prytan}^, on the
archon's inquiring whether the people were
satisfied with the conduct of the magis-
trates, any citizen might accuse a

magistrate of official misconduct. If the

assembly considered there was foundation
for the charge, the magistrate was tem-
porarily suspended or even absolutely
deposed from his office, and a judicial

])rosecution was instituted. Even against
a private citizen, especially for doing an
injury to magistrates, or to sacred persons
or things, for interrupting a festival, em-
bezzling public money, or instituting a

vexatious prosecution, a complaint could

be brought before the people in order to

see whether they considered the case suit-

able for a judicial trial. [The most cele-

brated example of this ])rocedure is the

case of Demosthenes against Meidias for

assaulting him in the discharge of public

functions at the JJ76)}[/s7a.] However, this

neither bound the man who laid the ploint

to bring forward an actual indictment, nor

the jury to follow in the formal trial the

preliminary verdict of the people, although
it would always influence them.

Probus (Marcus Valerius). A famous
Roman scholar and critic, born at Berytus
in Syria. He flourished in the second half

of the 1st centur}^ A.D. He devoted almost

all attention to the archaic and classical

literature of Rome, which had been pre-

viously neglected, and to the critical re-

vision of the most important Roman poets,

as Lucretius, Vergil, and Horace, after the

manner of the Alexandrine scholars. Some
of his criticisms on Vergil may possibly be

preserved to us in a commentary to the

Eclofjues and Gcorgics, which bears his

name. Erom a commentary, or criticism,

on Persius we have his biography of that

poet ; and from his woi'k De Xotis we have
an extract containing the abbreviations used
for legal terms. Other grammatical writ-

ings bearing his name are the work of a

grammarian of the 4th century.

Proclus. The most important represen-

tative of the later Neo-Platonic school, born
412 A.D. at Bj^zantium. Ho received his

first instruction at Xanthus in Lycia, and
betook himself to Alexandria to complete
his education. There he attached himself

chiefly to Heron the mathematician, and to

the Aristotelian Olympiodorus. Before the

age of twenty, he removed to Athens to

attend the lectures of the most celebrated

Platonists of the time, Syrlanus and Plu-

tarchus. On the death of the latter he
became head of the Platonic school until

his own death in 485. His disciples were
very numerous ; and his learning and zeal

for the education of the young, combined
with his beneficence, his virtuous and
strictly ascetic life, and his steadfastness in

the faith of his fathers, gained him the

enthusiastic devotion of his followers. We
possess an account of his life, full of admira-

tion for his character, by his pupil and
successor, Marinus. The efforts of Proclus

were directed to the support of paganism
in its struggle with the now victorious

Christianity, by reducing to a system all

J
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the philosophic and religious traditions of

antiqlTit5^ His literary activity was very

great, and extended over almost every de-

partment of knowledge ; but Platonic philo-

sophy was the centre of the whole. His

philosoplucal works, now extant, are a

commentary on a few dialogues of Plato

(mainly on the Tlma'its), also his chief

work on the theology of Plato, as well as a

sunnnar}^ of the theology of Plotinus, with

writings treating several branches of philo-

sophy from his own point of view. Some
of Ins minor works have only reached us in

a Latin translation. As specimens of his

mathematical and astronomical works, we
liave a commentary on the first book of

Euclid, a sketch of the asti-onomical teach-

ing of Hipparchus, Ptolemy, and others, a

slight treatise on the heavens, etc. One
of his grammatical writings survives in his

commentary on Hesiod's Works and Days.

Lastty, we have two epigrams by him, and
six hymns. It is doubtful whether the

Gnnnmatical Chi-estomafhy, extracts from
which, preserved by Phutius, are the only

source of our knowledge of the Greek cyclic

poets, was really v/ritten by him, and not

rather by a grammarian of the same name
in the 2nd century A.D.

Procne. A daughter of the Athenian
king Pandion and Zeuxippe, sister of

Philomela. She was given in marriage by
her father to the Thracian prince Tereus, in

Daidis near Parnassus, in return for assis-

tance given him in Avar. Tereus became by
her the father of Itys. Pretending that his

wife Procne was dead, Tereus fetched her

sister Philomela from Athens, and ravished

her on the way. He then cut out her

tongue that she might be unable to inform

against him, and concealed her in a grove

on Parnassus ; but the unfortunate girl con-

trived to inform her sister of what had
happened by a robe into which she in-

genioush' wove the story of her fate.

Taking the opportttnity of a feast of

Dionysus in Parnassus, Procne went in

quest of her sister, and agreed with her

on a bloody revenge. They slew the boy
Itys, and served him up to his father to

eat. When Tereus learnt the outrage, and
was on the ])oint of slaying the sisters, the

gods changed him into a hoopoe or hawk,
Procne into a nightingale, and Philomela
into a swallow, or (according to another

version) Procne into a swallow, and Philo-

mela into a nightingale. (Sec Aedon.)
Proconsul (=prD considc, "deptity-

consul''^ The name at Rome for the

officer to wlioin the consular power was
entrusted for a specified district outside the

city. The regular method of appointing

the proconsul was to prolong the official

power of the retiring consul {prOrugdtio

imperii) on the conclusion of his year of

office. In exceptional cases, however, others

were appointed proconsuls, generall}^ those

who had already held the office of consul.

This was especially done to increase the

nttmber of generals in command. The pro-

consuls were appointed for a definite or

indefinite period : as a rule for a j'car,

I'eckoned from the day on which they en-

tered their province. This period might

be prolonged by a new' prorogation. In

any case the proconsul contintted in office

till the appearance of his successor. With
the growth of the provinces, the consttls as

well as the prtetors were employed to ad-

minister them, as proconsuls, on the expiry

of their office. After Sulla this became
the rule ; indeed, the Senate decided which

provinces Avere to be consular and which
pi'fetorian. The regtilation, in 53 B.C., that

past consuls should not govern a province

till five years after their consulship broke

down the immediate connexion between

the consulship and sitccession to a pro-

vince, and the proconsuls thereby became

in a more distinctive sense governors of

provinces. After Augustus the title was

given to governors of senatorial provinces,

whether thev had held the consulship before

or not. As soon as the proconsul had been

invested with his official -power {i)n])criiim\

he had to leave Rome forthwith, for there

his impcriiun became extinct. Like the

consuls, he had twelve lictors with bundles

of rods and axes, whom he was bound to

dismiss on re-entering Rome. In the pro-

vince he combined militarj'' and judicial

power over the subject peoples and the

Roman citizens alike—onl}' that in the

case of the latter, on a capital charge, he

had to allow them an appeal to Rome. To

administer justice, he travelled in the win-

tor from town to town. In the case of war

he might order ottt the Roman citizens as

well as the provincials. His power was

absolutely unlimited, so that he might he

guilty of the greatest oppression and ex-

tortion, and was only liable to prosecution

for these offences on the expiry of his

oflfice. He might advance a claim for a

triumph, or an ovdtio (q.r.), for military

services. When the senatorial provinces

came generally to have no army, under

the Empire, the duties of the proconsuls
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became limited to administration, political

and judicial.

Procopius. A Greek historian of Csesarea

in Palestine, a rhetorician and advocate by
profession. In and after 52(J a.d. he at-

tended the general Belisarlus as private

secretary and adviser in nearly all his cam-
paigns. He was afterwards made a senator,

and in 5G2, when prefect of Constantinople,

was deposed from his office by a conspiracy,

and shortly afterwards died suddenly, more
than seventy years old. He has left us a

history of his own times down to 554 in

eight books, dealing especially with the

wars of Justinian against the Persians,

Vandals, and East Goths; a panegyric on

the buildings of Justinian ; and the Anecdota,

or secret histoiy, supplementing the first-

mentioned work. It discloses the scandals

of the court of the day, and, on account of

its contents, was not published until after

the death of the author. His information

is partly derived from the oral testimony
of others, but he prefers to record his own
experiences. This, and his fi'esh treatment
of his subject, together with his pure and,

on the whole, simple style, make him one
of the most eminent authors of his age.

Frocris. Daughter of Erechtheus, and
wife of Cephalus [fj.r.).

Procrustes. /S'ec Damastes.
Proculus {Semj)roniu^). A Roman jurist,

founder of the school called after him the

PvocMalni. {See Antistius Labeo and
Jurisprudence.)

Procurator, under the Roman Republic,
meant the fully accredited agent of a

private citizen. Under the Empire, the

title was given to those who, as household
officers of the emperor, were considered
administrators of the imperial purse. The
fiscal administration of the imperial pro-

vinces Avas in the hands of a procurator of

equestrian rank, under whom were freed-

men of the emperor's, bearing the same
title, and attending to particular depart-
ments of the administration. In the sena-
toi'ial provinces, also, there was an imperial
procurator^ independent of the governor, to

manage the domains and to collect the
revenues belonging to the fiscus. Furtlier,

there were ])articular provinces which,
before they were administered as actual
provinces, were governed as domains by
an administrator appointed by the emperor
and personall}^ responsible to him. He
likewise was styled procxirator, and in
general had a position similar to that of
the other governors. Such a procurator

was Pontius Pilate in Judaea, which for a

long time was under a 2^>'OCurc(tor. The
imperial chief ti-easur}^ was administered

by a prociirator a rdtiOnlbiis^ also called

procurator Jisci, at first an imperial freed-

man, but after the 2nd centuiy a knight.

To administer the imperial privy purse,

into which flowed the revenues from the

crown lands and the private fortune of the

emj)eior, there were special procurators.

Prodiciis. A Greek Sojihist of Ceos, con-

temporary with Socrates. He repeatedly

visited Athens as an ambassador from his

native country. The applause which his

speeches gained there induced him to come
forward as a rhetorician. In his lectures

on literary style he laid chief stress on the

right use of words and the accurate dis-

crimination between sjaionyms, and thereb}^

paved the wa}^ for the dialectic discussions

of Socrates. None of his lectures have

come down to us in their original form.

We have the substance only of his cele-

brated fable of the Choice of Heracles

[preserved by Xenophon, Memorabilia, ii

§i^ 21-34].

Prodigium. The Latin term for an un-

natural or, at any rate, unusual and inex-

plicable phenomenon, which was always

treated as requiring expiation {prOcurCd'io).

This was only done on behalf of the State,

if the phenomenon had been observed on

ground belonging to the State. The Senate,

acting on the advice of the pontiffs, or-

dained either particular sacrifices, to speci-

fied deities, or a nine daj^s' sacrifice, or a

public intercession, and left the execution

of the ordinance to the consuls. If a pro-

didi^an C'^^^sed so much alarm that the

usual means of expiation seemed insufficient,

the Senate had recoui'se to the Sibylline

books, or the Etruscan hdruspices. (See

Harusi'ex.) For the prodiijium of a

thunderbolt, see Puteal.
Prodromi. Greek skirmishers. {See

HiPPKIS.)

Proedria. The right of occupying the

front row of seats next the oirhestra, at the

dramatic performances in the Greek theatre.

This distinction was enjoyed by the priests,

the chief magistrates, distinguished citizens,

the descendants of those who had fallen

in battle for their country, and members
of foreign states whom it was desired to

honour, especially ambassadors. The term

also denotes the presidency at the Council

{see Boule), and in the assemblies of the

people. [In the 5th century B.C. the

j)ryt(ln(js, under their epistdtes, presided
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over tlie Council and the assemblies of the

people ; in the 4th, the procdri were
instituted. The latter were appointed on

each occasion from nine of the tribes, and

the presidential duties were transferred to

them and their cphtates (a member of the

tenth tribe). See Aristotle, Coustitutiou of
Athens, 44, pp. 1G3-4, ed. Sandys.]

Prcetus. Son of Abas of Argos, and twin

brotlier of AcrisTus. Expelled from his home
by his brothei', he fled to the king of the

Lycians, lobatGs, who gave him in marriage

his daughter Anteia (in the tragedians,

Stcnoboea), and compelled Acrisius to resign

in his favour the sovereignty of Tiryns.

Here the Cyclopes built him a town of

impregnable strength. His daughters were
punished with madness either for their

opposition to the worship of Dionysus or

(^according to another account) for their dis-

respect for Hera. This madness spread to

the other women of the land, and was only

cured by the interposition of Melampiis

(q.v.). His son Megapenthes exchanged

with Perseus the rule of Tiryns for that of

Argos. (Cj). Bellerophox.)
Proletarii. The name in the Roman

centuriate system (see Cexturia) of those

citizens who were placed in the lowest of

the five property- classes, and who were
exempt from militaiy service and tribute.

They took their name from the fact that

they only benefited the State by their

children {2:>rulcs). Another name for them
is captte censi, i.e. those who were classed

in the list of citizens at the census solely in

regard to their status as citizens (ccqnd).

Afterwards, the richer among them were
taken to serve in the wars : these were then

called jrrolcfarii ,' and those without anj-

property at all, capitc ccusi. In and after

the time of Marius, when the levy of troops

was no longer founded on the census, the

Roman armies were recruited by preference

from tlie last class.

Promachlis (fighter in the front rank,

protector). (1) An epithet of Athene (q.v.).

(2) Soil of Parthenopa^us and the Nymph
ClynirMu", one of the Ki)Tgoni (q.^\).

Pronietheia. Sec Prometheus.
Prometheus (the man of forethought). Son

of the Titan lapetfis and the Ocean-nymph
Clymene, brother of Atlas, Menoetius, and
EpTmethens, father of Deucalion (q.v.).

The most ancient account of him, as given
by Hesiod [Thcog. 521-GlG] is as follows.

When the gods, after their conquest of the

Titans, were negotiating with mankind
about the honour to be paid them, Prome-

j

theus was charged with the duty of divid-

j

ing a victim offered in sacrifice to the gods.

He endeavoured to impose upon Zeus by
dividing it in such a way as cleverly to

conceal the half which consisted of flesh

and the edible vitals under the skin of the

animal, and to lay thereon the worst part,

the stomach, while he heaped the bones

together and covered them with fat.

Zeus divined the stratagem, but, out of

enmity towards man, purposely chose the

worse portion and avenged himself by re-

fusing mortals the use of fire. Thereupon
Prometheus stole it from Olympus and

!

brought it to men in a hollow reed. As a

set oil' to this great blessing, Zeus resolved

to send them an equally great evil. He
caused Hephaestus to make of clay a beau-

tiful woman named Pandora, that is, the

all-gifted ; for the gods presented her with

all manner of charms and adornments,

coupled however with lies, flattering words,

and a crafty mind. Hermes brought her,

with a jar as her dowry, in which every

evil was shut up, to the brother of Prome-

theus, named Epimctheus {i.e. the man of

afterthought, for he never thought of what

he did until it had brought him into trouble).

In spite of his brother's warning not to

receive any present from Zeus, he was en-

snared by her charms and took her to wife.

Pandora opened the jar, and out flew all

manner of evils, troubles, and diseases, before

unknown to man, and spread over all the

earth. Only delusive Hope remained in the

jar, since, before she could escape, Pandora

put the lid on the jar again [Works and

Days, 54-105]. But Prometheus met with

his punishment. Zeus bound him in ada-

mantine fetters to a pillar with an eagle to

consume in the day-time his liver, which

grew again in the night. At last Heracles,

with the consent of Zeus, who desired to

increase his son's renown, killed the eagle,

and set the son of lapetus free. According

to this account, the guile of Prometheus,

and his opposition to the will of Zeus,

brought on man far more evil than good.

^schylus, on the other hand, taking the

view suggested by the Attic cult of Prome-

theus, in which the fire-bringing god was

honoured as the founder of human civiliza-

tion, gave the myth an entirely different

form in his trilogy of Prometheits the Firc-

hearcr, Pronethe^is Bound, and Prometheus

Released. In these Prometheus is still of

course the opponent of Zeus, but, at the

same time, he is represented as full of the

most devoted love for the human race.
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iEs('h3'lns makes him son of Themis, by
whom ]ie is put in possession of all the

secrets of the future. In the war with the

Titans, his advice assisted Zeiis to victory.

But when the god, after the partition of

the world, resolved on destro3dng the rude

human race, and to create other beings in

their stead, Prometheus alone concerned

liimself with the fate of wretched mortals,

and saved them from destruction. He
brought them the fire he had stolen from
Hephsestus at Lemnos, the fire that was to

become the source of all discoveries and of

mastery over nature ; and raised them to a

higher civilization by his inventive skill

and b}' the arts which he taught mankind.
For this he was punished by being chained

on a rock beside the sea in the wilds of

Scythia. Oceanus advised him to bend
beneath the might of Zeus; but he consoled

himself with the knowledge that, if the god
begat a son b}^ a certain goddess known to

himself alone {Thctts), that son would de-

throne his father. When no menaces could

tear from him the secret, Zeus hurled him
with a thunderbolt into Tartarus together

with the rock to which he was chained.

From this abode he first emerged into the

light of day along time after, to be fastened

on Mount (Aaucasus and torn by the eagle

until another immortal voluntaril}' entered

Hades for him. At last Heracles, on his

journey to the Hespe rides, shot the eagle

;

the centaur Chiron {q-v.\ suffering from
his incurable wound, gladly renounced his

immortality ; and, after Prometheus had
revealed the name of the goddess, he was set

free. But, as a sign of his punishment, he
ever after bore on his finger an iron ring
and on his head a willow crown. He re-

turned to Olympus, and once more became
adviser and prophet of the gods. Legends
related that he moulded men and animals
of clay, and either animated these himself
with the heavenly fire or induced Zeus or

Athene to do so [Ovid, Mi4., i 81 ; Horace,
Odcs^ i 16, 13]. In Athens Prometheus
shared with Hephsestus a common altar

in the Academy, in the sacred precinct
of Athene, and was honoured with a
torch race in a yearly festival called the
Pr6))irf/i~ia,

Pronaos (Greek). In a Greek temple, the
entrance hall to the temple proper, or ndos.
(See Temple.)

Propertius (Sextus). A Roman elegiac
poet born at Asisium (Asaisi), in Umbria,
[Prop, v 1, 121-6 and 65-6 ; i 22, 9. The
date of his birth is uncertain. He was

somewhat older than Ovid, and was pro-

bably born about 50 B.C.] He lost his

parents at an early age ; and, through the
general confiscation of land in 42, was
deprived of the greater part of his paternal
estate. Still, he possessed enough to live

a careless poet's life at Rome, whither he
had proceeded soon after coming of age
[about 34 B.C.]. He there associated with
his patron Maecenas and with brother poets
such as Vergil and Ovid. To complete his

studies he afterwards went to Athens.
When he was still quite young, the poet's

spirit woke within him, and expanded
through his attachment to the beautiful

and witty Hostia. Under the name Cynthia,
she henceforth was the subject of his love-

poems. For five years [b.c. 28-23] this

attachment lasted, though often disturbed
by the jealousy of the sensitive poet and the

capriciousness of his mistress. When it

had come to an end, and even after Cynthia's
death (probably before B.C. 18), the poet
could not forget his old passion. He him-
self died young. He often expresses fore-

bodings of an early death ; there is no
indication in his poems that any of them
w^ere written later than 16 B.C. They have
come down to us in four books, but some
scholars are of opinion that the poet himself
had divided them into five, and that the

original second and third books have been
united, perhaps through the oversight of

friends at the publication of the last. Pro-
pertitis himself seems to have only published
the first. In the first four books amatory
poems preponderate. The fifth book, the

confused order of which may well be re-

ferred to the poet's untimely death, deals

mainly with subjects taken from Roman
legends and history, in the same way as

Ovid subsequently treated them in the

Fasti.

Propertius possesses a poetical genius
with which his talent is unable to keep
pace. Endowed with a nature suscep-

tible of passion as deep as it was strong,

as ardent as it was easily evoked, and
possessed of a rich fancy, lie strives to

express the fulness of his thoughts and
feelings in a manner modelled closely on

that of his Greek masters ; and yet in his

struggle with linguistic and metrical form,

he fails to attain the agreeable in every

instance. His expression is often peculiarly

harsh and difficult, and his meaning is fre-

qttently obscured by far-fetched allusions to

unfamiliar legends, or actual transcripts of

them. Herein he follows the example of

i
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liis models, the Alexandrine poets, Calli-

machus and PliTletas. Nevertheless he is

a great poet, and none of his countrymen
[except Catullus] have depicted the fire of

passion so truly and so vividly as he.

Propraetor (pro ^?rrt'^7/r). The name
among the Romans of a past prpetor who,
on the expiration of his office, proceeded
to administer (generally for a year) the

prfetorian province assigned him by lot at

the beginning of his office. Occasionally

this title was also borne by those who,
without having l)een prtetors immediately
before, were invested with prtetorian

celebrated was that built at the west end of

the Acropolis (see plan of Acropolis). This
was built of Pentelic marble between 437
and 432 u.c, under the auspices of Pericles,

at a cost of 2,012 talents (about £402,400).
The architect was Mnesicles. The main
building, a quadrangle of large dimensions,

inclosed by walls to the right and left, and
open in the direction of the city and the

Acropolis, was transversely divided by a

wall into two porticoes, that in front being
about twice the de])th of that behind. The
dividing wall had five openings, the widest

in the middle, and two smaller on each

-0— If
^^

' PLAN OF rilorVL.lOA.

The (lotted portions weve projected only.

fMiss Harrison's 'M\il]\.o\o>j\i, etc., of AUicns, p. 353, after DOrpfeUl, 'MittheilunQen, 18S5).

powers ; in particular, by the qu?estors left

behind by the governors in the provinces,

Apart from the fact that the proprjstor

had only six lictors, he had essentially the

same position in the province as the pro-

consul (f/.v.). Under the Empire this title

was also given to the governors of the im-
perial provinces, as distinguished from the

proconsuls, the governors of the senatorial

provinces.

Propylsea (Grcfk). A temple-like porch
leading into a temple inclosure. [Thus
there were propyhva to tlie temple of

Athene at Siinium, and of Demeter at

Eleusis {sec plan of Eleusis^]. The most

side. The deeper portico in front of this

d ividing wall was faced by six Doric columns

with the spaces between them correspond-

ing in breadth to the five openings in the

dividing wall, the space in the centre being

nearly 18 feet, the two on each side about

12 and 11 feet. The portico beyond the

division was similarly faced b}^ six Doric

columns. The columns of the outer portico

were 2i) feet high^ those of the inner some-

what less, but the ground on which they

stand is 6^ feet higher, so that the pedi-

ment of the inner jiortico was nearly 5 feet

higher than that of the outer portico. Two

rows of three slender Ionic columns, about
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33 feet high, stood on either side of the

road that rises towards the middle entrance.

These divided the deep outer portico into

ihree colonnades spanned by slender beams
of marble with a coffered ceiling decorated

with gilt palmetto ornaments on a blue

ground. Four steps led from outside to the

two side colonnades of the outer portico ; and
from the farther end of the latter five marble
steps rose to the side doors of the division

between the porticoes. A considerable part

of the columns is still standing. To the

'iiiain building were attached two side-wings,

still in fairly good preservation, not so high,

but, like the main building, furnished with
columned chambers. The larger of these,

the north-west wing (now generally called

the P7)iacnt/irca), contained a collection of

pictures. [The south-west wing is much
smaller, and does not correspond to that on
the north-west. The architect, as suggested

by Dr. Durpfeld, was probabh^ compelled
to modif}' his original plan because it would
liave intruded on the sacred precincts of

Atht'ue Xike. A projected south-east hall

was similarly given up because of the pre-

cincts of Artemis Brauronia ; and a corre-

sponding north-east hall w^as not carried

out, owing to the outbreak of the Pelo-

ponnesian War (cj). plan).] For the room
in the Greek house called pvupylalon^ see

House.
Prorogatio. The Roman term for the

extension either of a man's year of office

(proi'Of/afio vidgistrCitus), or of a supreme
command (proyof/atio imperil), or of a
provincial administration {pvoyogatio pro-
vinci(i').

Proscenium. See Theatre.
Proserpina. See Persephone.

. Prosodium. A kind of song generally
sung to the accompaniment of the flute at

festal processions to the temple or the altar,

chiefly in the worship of Apollo. It had a
i'hythm corresponding to the measure of the
march.

Prostas. See House (Greek).

Prostyles (Greek). Literally, " with
columns in front," an epithet of a temple
(naos) with the columns in front of its

portico standing completely free from the
front wall of the temple itself. (See Temi'LE,
fig. 2.^

Protagonistes. In the Greek drama, the
actor who ])layod the leading ])art

Protagoras. A Greek Sophist of Abdera,
born about 480 B.C. He passed some fortj^

years in travelling through the different
towns of Greece as a teacher, but stayed

chiefly at Athens. There he was highly
honoured on account of his learning, espe-

cially by Pericles, until he was expelled for

atheistical statements in a treatise On the

Gods, and his works were publicly burnt.
He died at the age of 70. His teaching was
chiefly directed to the exposition of grammar
and rhetoric. In his philosophical views
he followed Heraclltus, transferring the
teaching of the latter, on the eternal flux

of matter to human knowledge, which, as
he thought, was merely a subjective and
relative, not an objective and absolute truth.

This is the point of his celebrated pi'oposi-

tion, " Man is the measure of all things : of

those which ai'e, that they are ; of those

which are not, that they are not " [Plato,

Theaietus, 152 ; Diogenes Laertius, ix 51.]

Protesilaus. Son of Iphiclus, king of

Phylace, in Thessah^ He was the first to

leap on to the soil of Troy at the landing of

the Greeks, although he knew that the first

who set foot on Trojan ground must die.

He was forthwith killed by Hector. His
men were then led by his younger brother,

Podarces. His wife, Laodameia, daughter
of Acastus, obtained JFrom the gods the boon
that Protesilau.s, to whom she had only been
married for one day, might return to earth

for three hours. When he died again, she
joined him in death. According to another
legend, she had a wax image of him made,
to which she paid divine honours ; and,

when her father bttrnt it on a funeral pile,

she threw herself on the flames in despair,

and died.

Proteus. According to Homer \0d. iv

35-4-5G0] an old man of the sea, a subject

of Poseidon, who tended the seals which
are the flocks of Amphitrlte. Like all

marine deities, he possessed the gift of pro-

phecy and the power of assuming any
shape he pleased. He used to sleep at

mid-day on the island of Pharos, near
Egypt. When Mt^nelaus, on his return

from Troy, was detained by contrary winds
on the island, he surprised Proteus, by the

advice of his daughter Idothea, and, in spite

of all his transformations, held him fast

until he told him the means for returning
home. According to later legends [Hero-

dotus, ii 112, 118; Eni'ipides, Ilehrnt],

Proteus was a son of Poseidon, and was
an Egyptian king living ou the island of

Pharos, to whom Hci-niOs conducted Helen
when she was carried off by Paris, while

onh^ a phantom followed Paris to Troy.

Menelaus, as he returned from Troy, received

his wife ag-ain from him.
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Prothyron. See House {Greek).

Protogenes. A celebrated Greek painter

of Caunus in Caria. who lived for the most

part at Rhodes, in the time of Alexander the

Great and his first successors. He died BCK

)

B.C. His poverty seems to have prevented

him from attending the school of any of the

celebrated masters of his age, for no one is

named as liis instructor. He long remained
poor until the unselfish admiration which
his contemporary and brother painter

Apelles showed for his works raised him
in riper years to great celebrity. His works,

owing to the excessive care he bestowed on

them, were few in number ; but their per-

fect execution led to their being ranked by
the unanimous voice of antiquity among the

highest productions of art. His most cele-

brated works were a Resting Satyr, and also

a painting representing the Rhodian hero

lalf/sus. On the latter he spent seven or,

according to others, as many as eleven years.

To insure its permanence he covered it

with four distinct coats of paint, so that

when the uyjper coating perished the lower

might takes its place [Pliny, N. IT.^ xxxv
lOf-105].

Provincia. A Roman term implying, (1)

a sphere of duty, especially that assigned to

a consul or prsetor, within which he exer-

cised his im})ermm.
(2) A territory acquired by the Romans

outside the limits of Italy, subject to the

payment of taxes and administered by a

governor. Under the Republic, the organiza-

tion of a conquered land as a province was
managed by the conquering general, with
the advice of a commission of ten senators,

who were nominated by the Senate and
received their instructions from that body.

The previous administration was altered

as little as possible, so far as it was not

in conflict with the interests of Rome. The
lex p^'ovinclce thus established fixed for

the future the form of government. The
first provinces were Sicily (from 241 B.C )

and Sardinia with Corsica (from 231). Their
immber rose under the Republic to fifteen,

i.e. (besides the two already mentioned),
the two provinces of Spain {Ulter'ior and
^ttertor), Illyria, Macedonia, Achaia, Asia
Minor, the two Gauls {Transalplna and
(fisalplna), Bithynia, Gyrene and Crete,

Cilicia, Syria. Their governors were either

])ro]ira'tors (at first pr;vtors) or proconsuls.

The Senate decided which pi'ovinces were
to be consular, which jirfetorian ; and the

consuls and praetors had their respective

provinces assigned to them by lot. In the

case of the consuls this was done imme-
diately after their election ; in the case of

the prcGtors, after their actual accession to

office. When their year's office was com-
pleted, they proceeded as proconsuls and
I)ropr8etors to their provinces, and stayed

there a year until they were relieved by
their successors, unless, as frequently hap-

pened, it proved necessary to ])rolong their

imperium.
It was towards the end of the Republic

(52 B.C.), that it became a rule that no

consul or prsetor should be allowed to be

governor of a province until five j'cars

after he had ceased to hold his office. The
Senate also settled for every governor his

supply of money, troops, ships, and sub-

ordinates. These last included one or more
legCdi, a qua'stor, and a numerous staff.

In the governor's hands was concentrated

the entire administrative power over the

province. He commanded the garrison

troops, he had the right of raising a levy

of Roman citizens and provincials alike,

and of making requisitions to obtain the

means for war. He also possessed jurisdic-

tion in criminal and civil cases, in the

former, with power of life and death, except

that Roman citizens had the right of appeal

{pruvoeCitw). While it was carefully pre-

scribed how much the governors could

require from the provincials for the support

of their person and attendants, their powers

made it possible for them to enrich them-

selves by all manner of extortion, and this

became the rule to a most extraordinary

extent. Against such oppression the pro-

vincials had no protection, so long as the

governor's office lasted. It was only on its

termination that they could in earlier times

lay a complaint before the Senate, which

seldom led to anything ; while, after 149

B.C., they had open to them the procedure

of bringing a charge of extortion, which

was attended with great difficulty and

expense. {See Repetundarum Crimen.)

These extortions were repeated anew year

after year, together with the exorbitant

demands of the tax-collectors {see Publi-

can:) ; and the governors, when invoked

against them, in spite of their authority,

rarely ventured to interpose, from fear of

the equestrian plutocracy. The result was,

that, at the end of the Republic, the pro-

vinces were in absolute poverty. A real

improvement in their condition was brought

about by the regulations enforced under

the Em])ire, when some provinces attained

a high pitch of prosperity.
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In 27 B.C. Augustus divided the tlien

existing provinces into imperial and scna-

toriciL He entrusted ten, in a state of com-

plete tranquillity, to the Senate; viz. Africa,

Asia Minor, Achaia, IlKria or Dalmatia,

Macedonia, Sicily, Crete with Cyrene,

Bithynia, Sardinia, and South Spain. He
took into his own hands the twelve which
still required military occupation. These
were : North Spain, Lusitania, the four

j)rovinces of Gaul {Nafhouensii>, Lr((/(Ul-

nc7is{s or CcIUca, Aqitltdnia^ and Bdglra)^
Upper and Lower Germany, Sj'ria, Cilicia,

Cyprus, and Egypt. Changes were made
in this partition later on; but the provinces

acquired after 27 B.C. fell to the emperor.
For the senatorial provinces the governors
were appointed on the whole in the ancient

manner, i.e. by the lot, and for one year

;

but with this difference, that five, and after-

wards ten to thirteen, years had to elapse

after the consulship or prtetorship before

past consuls or past praetors proceeded to

their provinces. The former received the

provinces which were from the ver}' first

called consular, viz. Asia and Africa, the

latter the others, which were praetorian

;

but both sets of governors alike were
styled proconsuls^ and were attended by
the same retinue as heretofore. The im-

perial provinces, which became three times

as numerous by the time of Trajan, vv^ere

governed by the emperor himself through
deputies whose continiiance in office de-

pended on the will of the emperor who
appointed them. These deputies, according
to the importance of the province, were
either of consular or prsetorian rank, Icgfiti

Augusti pro prcefore (see Legati), or jwo-
curatorcs {q.v.). Egypt alone, which was
governed as an imperial domain, was under
z. in-a'fectus {q.v.). The financial adminis-
tration of the senatorial provinces was
managed by quaestors ; that of the imperial,

by procurators, who also collected in the

senatorial provinces the revenues directly

due to the emperor. Augustus established a
fixed stipend for all officers outside Rome,
and thus afforded a real relief to the
oppressed provincials. Considerable alle-

viation was also secured for them by the

limitation to tho employment of State tax-

collectors. The same result was promoted
by tho longer continuance of the adminis-
tration in tho imperial provinces, and the
greater facilities granted for bringing an in-

dictment, by means of a regular procedure
before the Senate. Moreover the emperor,
after the proconsular power over all pro-

vinces had been conferred on Augustus, 23
B.C., ranked as the highest authority over
all the governors, and heard complaints as-

well as appeals.

Provocatio. The Roman term for the
appeal from the verdict of the magistrate
to the decision of the ])eople.

Under the kings the court of appeal was
the c6m7f7a curldta : after Servius Tullius^

the comitia ccnfuridta. While, under the

arbitrarj' rule of the kings, the right of

appeal Avas allowed, on the establishment of

the Republic, in 509 B.C., this was imposed
on the consuls as a duty, and was repeatedh^
enjoined by special enactments in all cases

where it was a question of life and death,

or of corporal punishment. The appeal
was only valid within the city, and the
pOmPrium^ but not in the camp. More-
over, no one could appeal against the
dictator. When afterwards (454 B.C.),

besides the consuls, the tribunes and 0edile&

acquired the right of imposing a fine {rdulta,

q.v.), a maximum limit was fixed for it, and
if that was exceeded, there was an appeal

to the comitia trtbuta.

As this appeal was expected in all legiti-

mate cases, trials of this kind were held

immediately before the comitia concerned

with such appeals ; and after the verdict

had been pronounced by the magistrate

presiding, it was either confirmed or re-

versed by the votes of the people. About
195 B.C. the right of appeal was extended
over the whole of Italy and the provinces.

After permanent courts for certain offences

had been established, the qua'stWnes per-

petual {see QuyESTio), the jurisdiction of the

people, and with it the appeal thereto, be-

came more and more limited. For the ^J7'0-

vocatio under the Empire, see Api'ellatio.

Proxenus (State-friend). The Greek term
for the representative of a State who was
appointed, from the citizens of another
State, to attend to the interests of its

citizens there resident, as often as they
needed legal protection and assistance. In

the interests of foreigners, many States

appointed such representatives from among
their own citizens. Their position may be
compared with that of our consuls. The
proxenus received many distinctions and
honours from the State which he represented.

To henommiitedpro.renus was in some cases

only an honorary distinction, which the

State conferred on such foreigners as re-

sided in it as aliens {see Metceci), and were
therefore unable to do any service abroad

for the citizens of the State in which they
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resided. This distinrtion insured many
privileges, such as freedom from taxation

and from public burdens which otherwise

fell on the resident aliens, and, in genex-al,

exemption from tolls and taxes ; also the

right to acquire property in land, free

admission to the Senate and to the assem-

blies of the people, etc. [See Monceaux,

Les Prod-vnies Grccqiies^ 1886.]

Prudentius Clemens (Aurcluis). The most

important among the Christian Latin poets,

born 348 a.d., of a respectable family in

Spain. After a I'hetorical and legal edu-

cation, ho first practised as an advocate,

discharged the duties of a civil and

criminal judge in Spain, held a high military

appointment at court, and in later years

retired to a monastery, where he devoted

himself to writing sacred poems, and died

about 410 A.D. lie published a collection

of his sacred poems in 405 a.d. They are

composed with rhetorical skill, in epic and

lyric metres (in the latter of which Horace

in his model) ; and they include subjects

of the most varied kind : Hymns for daily

prayer {C(Uh<~m<!rmon liber): a martyro-

logy (Peri Stephcinon) ; a conflict between
the virtues and the vices for the soul of

man, etc.

Prytaneia. The term in Athenian law

for a sum of money paid by both parties

at the commencement of a private suit,

to defray the expense of the action. Li

actions for sums between 100 and 1,000

drachma' it was three draclmue ; for larger

sums, thirty. The defeated party had to

rel'und this sum to the successful litigant.

{Sec Judicial Pkooeduke, I.)

Prytaneia {Greek). [(1) Any public

office held by rotation for given periods

;

e.(]. in Herodotus, vi 110, the chief com-

mand for the day, held by each of the ten

generals in turn. (2) The period of thirty-

five or thirty-six days, i.e. about one-tenth

of the year, during which each of the ten

phf/ke presided in turn over the Council

and ccclcsm. The order was determined

by lot. The presiding tribe was represented

by its cpist^tcs^ who was apjiointed by lot

to preside for the day, and could not hold

this office more than once in each year
(Aristotle, On Consfitufion of Athens, 44).]

Prytaneis (sing, prfitdnis, "a presi-

dent "). The name in varioirs Greek free

States for the highest officials. In many
States, especially in early times, one, two,

or live jjri/fancis ruled with almost kingly

power. At Athens pri/fani.s was the name
for the member of a body of officials who

|)rosided over that body when it had any

public business to transact. This title

was also given to the presidents of the

naiierdritr {q.v.), and Council [who, with

their cpisfdfca at their head, ])resided over

the Council and ecclesla during the 5th

century B.C. In the 4th century the

presidential duties were transferred to the

livocdrl and their cpistates. {See Aristotle,

ConHtitution of Athens, 44, pp. 163-4, ed.

Sandys.)]

Prytaneum (Gr., prutdneion). In many
Greek towns, a public building consecrated

to Hestia {q.v.), and containing the State

hearth. At Athens, it was here that the

State offered hospitable entertainment as a

public compliment to foreign ambassadors,

to Athenian envoys on their return from

the successful discharge of their mission,

also to citizens who had done good seiwice

to the State, especially to distinguished

generals, and victors in the great Pan-

hellenic games, and sometimes even to

their descendants. In the case of those

who were Athenian citizens, this privilege

was visually granted for life.

Psamathe. A daughter of a king of

Argos, mother of Linus (q.v.) by Apollo.

Psephisma. The Greek, and especially the

Athenian, term for a resolution of the people

arrived at by voting. {See Ecclesia, 1.)

Pseudodipteros ("falsely dipteral"). An
epithet describing a temple which is sur-

rounded on all four sides by onl}^ a single

row of columns, placed at intervals which

correspond to the position of the outer row

of columns in a dipteral temple. {See

Temples, tig. 6.)

Pseudoperipteros ("falsely peripteral")-

An epithet of a temple in which the side

columns were " engaged " in the wall of the

cella, instead of standing out at a distance

from it. {See Temples.)
Psyche. In Greek mythology, the per-

sonihcation of^ the human soul as the being

beloved by Eros {Amor). She is repre-

sented as a butterfl}^, or as a young maiden

with butterfly's wings, sometimes as pur-

sued by Eros in various ways, or revenging

herself on him, or united with him in the

tenderest love. Apuleius {q.r\), in his tale

of the Golden Ass [3M. iv 28-vi 24], has

availed himself of this representation. He

makes them the hero and heroine of an old

popular tradition, in Avhich a loving couple,

after a sorrowful separation, are restored to

one another for ever. The love-god causes

the charming Psyche, the youngest of the

three daughters of a king, to bo carried off
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by Zephvrus to a secluded spot, where he
visits her at night alone, without being seen

or recognised by her. Persuaded by her

sisters, she transgresses his command, and
wishes to see him, when the god immediately

vanishes. Amid innumerable troubles and
appalling trials she seeks her lover, till at

length, purilied by the sutt'erings she has

endured, she finds him again, and is united

to him lor ever. In the m3-th, as told by
Apuleius, her daughter is called Volupiaa.

Psychomanteion. A Greek term for an
oracle of the dead. {Sec Oracles.)

Psychopompos. The guider of souls,

another name for Hermes.
Pterelaiis, King of the Tilphii and Tele-

bo* in Acarnania. He was killed by his

daughter Comsetho, who pulled out the

golden hair, on the possession of which
depended the immortality accorded liiin by
Poseidon. {See Amphitryon.)

Ptolgmseus. (1) Ptoleuu/ /, called Soter
(" saviour " or " preserver ''), son of Lagus,

born 366 B.C.
;
general of Alexander the

Great, after whose death (323) he received

Egypt as his province. He took the royal

title in 3U6. In the last years of his rule

he founded the famous Museum and the

great Library of Alexandria, and attracted

thither all the foremost poets and scholars

of the time. He died iu 283. While he was
on the throne, he Avrote a histor}' of Alex-
ander the Great, which was noteworthy for

its accuracy^, more especialh' in military

detail, and for its avoidance of exaggera-
tion. Among the works on Alexander it

took the first place. Only comparatively
short fragments of it have been preserved.

Next to Aristobulus, he is the principal

authority for Arrian's Andbasis.

(2) Claudhts Ptolenui'us. A famous
Greek mathematician, astronomer, and geo-
grapher. He came from Ptolemais Her-
meiou [ruins at modern Mcnschic] in Upper
Egypt, and lived and worked in the 2ncl

century a.d. The most important of his

writings which have been preserved are :

(a) Grdgrdpluce IlyphvyPsls (" instruc-

tions for the drawing of maps"), a geo-

graphical work in eight books, the first of

which contains the princi])les of mathe-
matical geography and the drawing of maps,
and the calculation of the longitudes and
latitudes of places in the then known
world ; ii-vii contain tables of names of

places in the maps described, arranged
apcording to degrees and their subdivi-
sions; viii contains an astronomical table
of climates. This work is one of the

chief sources of our knowledge of ancient
geograjjhy.

{b) His principal astronomical and mathe-
matical work, in thirteen books, is called the

Great Syidaxis of Astronomy^ also known
as the Almagest (from the Arabian transla-

tion, Tabrir al ^fayi'dhl, through which it

first became known to the Western world).
This gives (with corrections) a summary of

the researches of the earlier astronomers,
and describes the Ptolemaic system of the

universe, with the earth as a fixed centre,

the system which was not superseded till

the time of Copernicus (1473-1543).
(c) The IlariHonics, in three books; next

to that of Aristoxenus the most im])ortant

work on ancient music. Of his remaining
works we may mention the Canon of Kings,
a fragment of his chronological tables, cal-

culating in Egyptian years the duration of

the reign of fifty-five kings: twenty Baby-
lonians after Nabonassar (747 B.C,\ ten
Persians, thirteen Ptolemies, and the Roman
emperors down to Antoninus Pius.

Publicani. The Romans gave this name
to those who did business with the State

by becoming contractors for public build-

ings and for supplies, and to farmers of pub-
lic lands, especially those who farmed the
public taxes {vecttyclUa) for a certain time,

on payment of a fixed sum. In Rome, as

indeed throughout the ancient world {cp.

Telon^e), the collection of taxes was made,
not by paid officials, but by farmers of taxes,

who belonged to the equestrian order, as

the senators were excluded from such busi-

ness. The farmers of taxes, by the im-
mense profits which they made, became a
politically powerful class of capitalists.

As the various taxes in the different pro-

vinces were let out as a whole by the

censors, joint-stock companies were formed,

soclctc'ifca publica norum, whose membei's
received a proportionate return for their in-

vested cajiital. One anember, the nianc.cps,

made a tender at the public auction, con-

cluded .the contract with the censors, and
gave the necessary security. The duration

of the contract was a lustrum, i.e. the

period between one censorship and another,

in imperial times always five j'cars ; it

began on the 15tli of March.
The general superintendence was given

to a magistcr socictafis in Rome, who
vacated office ever}'- year ; the management
of details was in the hands of numerous
officials.

According to the amount of the taxes

farmed, the publicani received special
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names. The highest class, dccumCim, were
the fanners of the decuvid, the tenth part

of the produce of the agricultural lands

which had been taken from the old posses-

sors. The peciidrii or script drdrii, were
the farmers of the scriptura, the tax levied

for the use of the State pastures. The
conditctOt'cs jMi'torldrum were the farmers

of the portorla^ the import and export dues,

etc. In order to make the greatest possible

gain, the puhlicani were guilty of the most
grievous oppression of the provincials, whose
only hope of relief lay in the governor, who
was rarely able to help them for fear of

these influential societies. Under the Em-
pire the position of the provincials was
improved ; for the emperor, as the governor-

in-chief of all the provinces, heard the final

appeal in the case of any grievances. In
imperial times, the dccumani ceased to

exist, and the letting out of taxes was en-

trusted to the official boards specially con-

cerned with them.

Publilius Syrus {i.e. " the Syrian "). A
Roman writer of mimes (.see Mime), a youn-

ger contemporary and rival of Laberius ; he
flourished about 43 B.C. Probably born at

Antioch in Syria, he came to Rome in early

youth as a slave. On account of his wit he
was liberated by his master, and received

a careful education. As a writer of mimes
and as an improviser, he was exceedingly
popular, and, after the death of Laberius,

held sole sway on the stage. His mimes
contained, in addition to the farcical humour
of this sort of writing, a great number of

short, witty saj'ings. These were so much
admired that they were excerpted at an early

date, and used in schools, while the pieces

themselves were soon forgotten.

In the Middle Ages these sayings were
popular under the name of Seneca. We
have an alphabetical collection of nearly two
hundred of these apophthegms, bearing the

title, I'ublilil Syri Mind Scntcntice [e.g.

" Necesse est multos timeat, quern multi
timent " ;

" Beneficium accipere, libertatem

est vendere " ; and (the motto of the
EdinhurgJi Revieid) " Index damnatur cum
noccns absolvitur "].

Pudicitia. The Roman goddess of

modesty and chastity. She was at first wor-
shipped in a chapel in Rome exclusively by
the patrician matrons. When, in 296 B.C.,

the ])atrician Verglniawas excluded from this

worship by her marriage witli the plebeian

consul Volumnius, she erected in her own
house a chapel to the goddess, so that the

plebeian matrons might worship there.

Afterwards this cult died out with the

decay of morals. In imperial times altars

were erected to Pudicitia in honour of the

empresses. The goddess was i-epresented

as a draped matron, concealing her right

hand in her garment.

Pulpitum. The stage of the Roman
theatre. {See Theatre.)

Purpura. The finest and most costly

dye of the ancients, a discovery of the

Phoenicians ; already known to the Greeks
in the Homeric age. [This may be inferred

from the frequent epithet porphyrcos ap-

plied to robes, rugs, etc.] It was also

known to the Romans in the time of their

kings. It was obtained from two kinds

of shells in the Mediterranean Sea: (1)

from the trumpet-shell (Gr. keryx / Lat.

bucimim, murex) [
= biicci)imm IdpiUus];

(2) from the true purple-shell (Gr. 2)or-

pliyra J Lat. purpilra^ pcldyXa) [ = murex
brandaris or trtbidus]. These shells

respectively contained in a diminutive

bladder a small quantity of (1) scarlet

coloured, (2) black and red coloured juice.

The juice collected from a number of these

shells was placed in salt [in the proportion

of about one pint of salt to every seventy-

five potmds avoirdupois of juice], and heated

in metal vessels by the introduction of warm
vapours ; then the raw material, wool and

silk, was dyed in it. The best and dearest

purple was always the Phoenician, especially

that of Tyre, although it was prepared by
other inhabitants of the Mediterranean.

As the colour of the bucimun was not last-

ing, it was not used by itself, but only in

combination with the true purpura for

producing certain varieties of purple dye.

By mixing bucinum with black peldgium,

the juice of the ti'ue purple-shell, the

fashionable violet, called the " amethyst "

purple was produced ; and, by a double pro-

cess of dyeing, first in half-boiled pelagium,

and then in bucinum^ Tj-rian purple was
produced. This had the colour of clotted

blood, and when looked at straight ap-

peared black, when held to the light it

glowed with colour. A pound of violet

wool cost in CiBsar's time 100 denarii

(£4 76'.), Tyrian purple wool above 1,000

denarii (£43 10s.). By mixing pelagiftm

with other matter, water, urine, and orchilla,

the bright purple dyes, heliotrope-blue,

mauve-blue, and violet-yellow, were ob-

tained. Other colours were produced by

the combination of the different methods of

dyeing ; first dyeing the material with

violet colour, purple dye, and scarlet (pro-
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duced by kcnnes [from the coccus tlicis]
;

then by using the Tyrian method, they

obtained the fyrlant/t7nuni, the Tyrian
shell-purple, and the variety called the

Jujsg'inutn [from Gr. hysge = a, variety of

p rln us, or quercKS coccifera. (Pliny, iV".//.

ix 124-141.) Por further details, see

Blinnner's Technologie, i 224-240].

Purple robes were used at an early date

by the Greeks as a mark of dignity. Even
the Athenian archons wore purple mantles
officiall}'. In Rome at one time broad, at

another narrow, stripes of purple on the

toga and tunic served as marks of distinc-

tion for senators, magistrates, and members
of the equestrian order. The robes of the

general were dyed in purple {sec Paluda-
mentum); so also was the gold-embroidered

mantle worn by one who celebrated a

triumph. For a long time home-purple was
used ; Tyrian purple was not introduced till

the middle of the 1st century B.C., and
from that time it became a luxury. In
spite of repeated attempts to check by
imperial decrees the use of real purple

among private individuals, robes trimmed
with purple, or altogether dyed with it,

became more and more used. Only a

complete robe of blatta, the finest kind of

purple, of which there were five varieties,

was reserved as an imperial privilege, and
any private persons who wore it were
punished as being guilty of high treason.

[Codejc Theodosianus iv 40, I: jnirpura
quce blatta vel oxyblatta vel hgdcinthtnd
dicitur.] From the 2nd century a.d. the

emperors took part in this lucrative in-

dustry, and from the end of the 4th
century a.d. the manufacture of the blatta

became an imperial monopol}'.

Puteal. The Latin term for a circular

stone inclosure, consisting of a dwarf wall,

surrounding cither (1) the mouth of a well,

or (2) a spot struck by lightning. Italian

superstition demanded that every flash of

lightning which struck and was buried in

the earth should have, as it were, a grave
and a propitiatory offering, as in the case
of a human being. According to the place

where the flash fell, this offering was
made, either by the State or by private
individuals, in the earlier times according
to the directions of the pontlfices, at
a later date after consultation with the
Etruscan hdruspices. The earth which
was touched by the divine fire was care-

fully collected [Lucan i 600], and inclosed

1
in a coffin constructed out of four side-

pieces and without any bottom (this was
D. C. A.

"• PUTEAL.

(On a denarius of L.
Scribonius Libo.)

the burying of the lightning). Then round

the coffin a shaft, consisting of four walls

and open at the top, was built up to

the surface of the ground. A place which
had thus been consecrated by the offering

which the havuspices made of a sheep two
3'ears old {bldens) was specially called a

bidcntdl, and was not allowed to be dese-

crated. According to the pontifical rite

introduced by Numa, the propitiatory offer-

ing consisted of onions, hair, and sardels.

If a human being had been struck by
lightning, his body was not burnt, but
buried on the spot [Pliny, N. IT. ii 145].

Such a spot was called a bidentcd^ and a

propitiatory olfering was
made on his behalf [Festus,

p. 27 ; Nonius, pp. 53, 2(5].

[The puteal, with bay
wreaths, l3'res, and a jjair

of pincers, may be seen

on coins of the gens

Scrlbonia {see cut). The
ancient pidecd in the

Forum, near the Avcus
i<''^?6J'(7?iHS, was repaired by Scribonius Libo,

whence it was called the Puteal Libonis or

Puteal Scribonidnum. In its neighbour-

hood he erected a tribunal for the praetor,

which led to its becoming the resort of

litigants, monev-lenders, etc. (Hor., *S'«^ ii

6, 3'5, Ep. i 19,''8
; Cic, Pro Sestio 18).]

Piiteus. The fountain in a Roman house,

{See House.)
Pyanepsia. A festival celebrated at

Athens on the seventh day of PgdnepslOn,
the end of October, in honour of the departing

god of summer, Apollo. The festival received

its name from the cooked beans which were
offered to the god as firstfruits of autumn.
Another firstfruit offering of this festival

was the Eiiesione, a branch of olive or bay,

bound with purple and white wool, and
hung about with all sorts of autumn fruits,

pastry, and small vessels full of honey,

wine, and oil. This branch was borne by
a boy whose parents were both alive ; a

song, which bore the same name Eiresione,

was sung, while he was escorted by a pro-

cession to the temple of the god, where the

wreath was deposited as a votive offering.

Other branches were hung at the doors of

the houses. In later times this festival

was also kept as a mark of gratitude for

the safe return of Theseus from Crete,

which was supposed to have taken place on

this day ; and the cooking of the beans was
regarded as commemorating the cooking

of the scanty remains of the provisions of

M JI
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his ships. [In the ancient calendar of the

Attic festivals built into the wall of the

metropolitan church at Athens, the festival

of the Pi/ancpsia is represented by a youth
carrying the Eircsionc. See cut in Miss
Harrison's Mythology, etc., of Athens, p.

108 ; ib. cxxxv.] Besides Apollo, the Horcp
were worshipped at the Pyanepsia with
offerings and invocations, as the goddesses
of the blessings of the year.

Pygmalion. (1) In Greek mythology a

king of Cyprus, who became so enamoured
of the statue of a maiden which he himself
was carving in ivory that he implored
Aphrodite to endue it with life. When the

goddess granted his prayer, he married the
maiden, and .she bore to him a son named
Paphos [Ovid, Met. x 243]

.

(2) See Dido.
Pygme. Boxing. {See Gymnastics.)
Pylades. Son of Strophius, king of

Phanote, near Parnassus, and of Anaxibia,
a sister of Agamemnon ; famous on account
of his faithful friendship with Orestes

(q.v.). He was the husband of Electra.

Pylagorae. Sec Amphictyons.
Pyramus and Thisbe. Two Babylonian

lovers, the children of hostile neighbours.
As their parents declined to sanction their

marriage, they could only converse with
one another through a crevice in a wall
common to both houses. On one occasion

they had agreed to meet at night at a mul-
berry tree near the city. Thisbe arrived
there first, but, while fleeing from a lion,

stained with the blood of his prey, she
dropped her veil ; this the beast tore and
befouled with blood. Pyramus, finding the
veil, killed himself in despair at the sup-
posed death of his beloved. When Thisbe,
returning from her flight, found his corpse,

she also killed herself with his sword. The
fruit of the mulberry tree was coloured by
their blood, and has ever since borne the
same hue [Ovid, Met. iv 55].

Pyriphlggethon. A river of the nether
world. {See Hades, Realm of.)

Pyrrha. Daughter of Epimetheus, wife
of Deucalion, with whom she alone escaped
the flood which bears his name. {See
Dkucamox.)

Pyrrhic Dance fGr. Pyrnche). A mimic
war-dance among the Greeks, representing
attack and defence in battle. It originated

with the Dorians in Crete, who traced it

back to the Curetes, and in Sparta, where
it was traced to the Dioscuri. In Sparta,

where boys of five years old were trained
for it, it formed a chief part of the festival

of the Gymnopo'dia. The war-dance per-

formed at Athens at the Panathenaic fes-

tival celebrated Athene as the victor over

the Giants.

In the Roman imperial times the Pyrrhic
dance was a kind of dramatic ballet, which
was performed by dancers, male and
female, and represented (like the Roman
pantomime) mythological subjects, taken

frequently from the legend of Dionysus,
such as the march of the god against the

Indians, the doom of Pentheus, but also

from other sources, such_ as the judgment
of Paris and the fate of Icarus. For these

performances the emperors frequently

brought to Rome from Asia, the home of

this dance, boys and girls of noble birth

;

but there were also dancers, male and
female, who were brought up to it as a

regular trade. At times the Pyrrhic dance
was performed in the amphitheatre by cri-

minals especially trained for this purpose.

Pyrrhon. A Greek philosopher of Elis,

who flourished about 365-275 B.C. ; the

founder of Scepticism. {See Philosophy.)
Pythagoras. (1) The Greel: philosopher;

born on the island of Saraos about 58U B.C.,

son of Mnesarchus. He is said to have been
the first man who called himself a " philo-

sopher," or lover of wisdom. The certain

facts about his life are extraordinarily few,

since in the course of time his life became
obscured by a web of legend and tradition,

as is shown by the biographies of the

Neoplatonists lamblichus and Porphyrins.

As the story goes, he was a disciple of

Pherecydes of Syros, and spent a large

part of his earlier life on journeys, during

which he studied the civilization and the

mystic lore of the East, and especially the

wisdom of the Egyptians. When, on his

return to Samos, he found his country

under the yoke of the tyrant PoK'crates,

he migrated to Lower Italy, and settled in

52U at Croton, Here, in order to bring

about a political and social regeneration of

the Lower Italian towns, which had been

ruined by the strife of parties, he founded

a society, whose members were pledged to a

pure and devout life, to the closest friend-

ship with each other, to united action in

upholding morals and chastit}', as well as

order and harmony in the common weal.

The aristocratic tendency of this society

caused a rising of the popular party in

Cro-ton, in which Pythagoras, with 3(J0 of

his adherents is supposed to have pei'ished;

according to other accounts, he marched

with a few followers to Metapontum, where
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he died soon afterwards (504). Pj'tliagoras

lias left nothing of his teaching in a writ-

ten form. The Golden Saxjlngs which bear

his name are certainly not genuine, though
they may have originated at an early date.

They consist of sevent3--onc maxims written

in hexameters, with little to commend them
as poetr}'.

It follows then that there is as much un-

certainty about the system of Pythagoras as

about his life, for it is impossible to ascertain

which of the i)recepts of the Pythagorean
school are duo to himself, and which are

later additions by his disciples. We can

only ascribe to him with certainty the

doctrine (1) of the transmigration of souls,

and (2) of number as the principle of the

harmony of the universe and of moral life

;

and, further, certain religious and moral
precepts. The first disciple of Pythagoras
who described his philosophical system in

writing was PJiilOlaus, either of Croton
or Tarentum, a contemporary of Socrates

(about 430 B.C.). Of this document, which
was written in the Doric dialect, we possess

only a few fragments. Airhf/tda of Taren-

tum was another important follower of this

school. He was a friend of Plato, and was
distinguished as a general, statesman, and
mathematician. He flourished about 4U0-
365, but the fragments which bear his name
are not genuine. The same^^may be said of

the writings attributed to Ocellus Lucdnus
and to Timcmis of Locri, Concerning the

Nature of the Universe and Concerning the

Soul^and of the seven letters of Thedno, the

supposed wife of Pythagoras, Concerning
the Education of Children, jealousy, The
Management of the Household, etc.

(2) A Greek sculptor of Rhegium in

Lower Italy, who flourished in the second
half of the 5th century B.C. He devoted
himself exclusively to working in bronze.

His favourite subjects were statues of

heroes and of the victors in athletic games.
Striving after an exact imitation of nature,

he is said to have been the first to express
the sinews and veins. He also rendered
the hair of the head more carefully than
his predecessors, and, in the pose of his

statues, paid special attention to symmetry
and rhythm. [Pliny, A'. II. xxxiv 59, vii

Quadrans ( = terunclus). A Roman copper
''in, a quarter of an as =3 uncice. (See
'oiXAGE, 2.) The quadrans was the usual

152 ; Pausanias, vi 4 § 3, 6 § 1, G § 4, 7 § K
),

18 § 1.]

Pythia. (1) The i^rophetess of Apollo at

Delphi. {See Delphic Oracle.)

(2) The Pythian games. Next to the
Olympic games, the most important of the

four Crreek national festivals. From 58<j

B.C. they were held on the Crissiiean jilain

below Delphi. They took place once in four

years, in the third year of each Ol3nnpiad,

in the Delphic month Bficatius (the middle
of Aiagust). Before this time (580 B.C.)

there used to take place at Delphi itself,

once in eight years, a great festival in

honour of Apollo, in which the minstrels

vied with one another in singing, to the

accompaniment of the cMhdra, a psean in

praise of the god, lander the direction

of the Delphic priests. After the first

Sacred War, when the Crissaean plain be-

came the property of the priesthood, the

AmphictyOns introduced festivals once in

four 3'ears, at which gymnastic contests

and foot-races took place, as well as the

customary musical contest. This contest

also was further developed. Besides
minstrels who sang with the cithara,

players on the flute, and singers to ac-

companiment of the flute, took part in it

(the last-named, however, for a short time
only). The gymnastic and athletic con-

tests, which were nearly the same as those

held at Olympia, yielded in significance

to the musical ceremonies, and of these the

Pythian nomas was the most important.

It was a composition for the flute, worked
out on a prescribed scheme, and celebrating

the battle of Apollo with the dragon

Python, and his triumph. At first the

prize for the victor was of some substan-

tial value, but at the second festival it took

the form of a wreath from the sacred baj'

tree in the Vale of Tempe. The victor

also received, as in the other contests, a

palm-branch. The judges were chosen by
the Amphictyons. The Pythian, like the

01ym])ic games, were probably not discon-

tinued till about 3!)4 a.d.

Python. A monstrous serpent produced
by Giea, which haunted the caves of Par-

nassus. It was slain by Apollo with his first

1
arrows. {Sec Apollo and Delphic Oracle.)

price paid for a bath. [It was equivalent

to about half a farthing.]

Quadriga {Lcdin). A chariot drawn by

J
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four hors^ps, nsed in battle and in athletic

garnet). {See Circus, Games of.) The cut

yUADIUGA.

(Syracusan decadraclima.)

represents a quadriija with weapons as the

prize of victory,

Quadrigariiis. A Roman annalist. {Sec

Anxalists.)
Qusesitor. The Roman title of the pre-

sident of an extraordinary or ordinary

criminal court {quci'Stto cxtvaordindria or

pcrpetita). According to Sulla's rules of

procedure, six praetors chosen for criminal

cases presided, and, when this number was
not sufficient, additional judges, iudtces

qiurstionis, were provided.

Qusestio. The Roman term for a court

of inquiry, either cjctraordmdria, an ex-

traordinary commission appointed by the

senate or people for special criminal cases,

or perpetua^ an ordinary criminal court for

certain defmed oifences. The first court of

this kind was held B.C. 149 to try a case of

extortion.

In course of time, by the laws of Gains
GraccJnis and oi Sidla, the number of these

tribunals was increased. In Cicero's time

there were eight ordinary courts to try

cases of extortion, high treason {vidiestds),

emhezz[ement{2)eculdtus), unlawful canvass-

ing for an office {ambitus), violence {vis),

assassination, poisoning, and forgery. Every
qiuvstio had a president {sec Qu.esitor),

either one of the praetors chosen by lot, or

when the number of these was not sufficient,

a iudex qua'stiOms, in addition to a cer-

tain number of sworn judges. {Sec Judex.)
It was o])en to any one except to women,

infants, and those who were infdmes, to

begin a criminal prosecution, even if he
himself had not been the party injured.

There was no public prosecutor ; but the

State, by means of pecuniary rewards and
conferring of dignities, encouraged the

prosecution of criminals. If, however, the

accused ])arty was found innocent, it was
open to him to prosecute his accuser for

chicanery. {See Calumxia.) The case was
begun by the postulCdlo, a requ.est, with a
statement of the crime and name of the
accused, for permission to prosecute, made
to the praetor at an open sitting in the
market-place. If several persons offered

themselves as accusers, the choice was made
by dZclndtio {q.v., 2). But, besides the

principal accuser, others were allowed, who
signed the indictment, and were therefore

called subscrijjforcs. When permission had
been obtained, there followed the nOmlnis
deldtio, the handing in of the indictment

;

the receptio and inscriptto, the reception

and entry of the same in the official list by
the praetor ; the intcrr6(j<~d1.o, the examina-
tion (also by the praetor) of the accused, who
was now reus (q.v.). Unless he pleaded

guilty, or clearly proved his innocence, the

dtci dicfio, or date of hearing the case, was-

fixed, at the earliest in ten days, in special

cases not till 100 days later. It was the duty
of the complainant to collect in the mean-
time the necessary evidence and witnesses,

and for this purpose he received an official

authorization. At the sitting of the court,

which was held publicly, by the sworn
judges {coc/mHo), after the judges and
parties had been cited, the accuser de-

livered his accusation in a continuous

speech, the suhsciiptores followed him, then

the accused and \ns patron L The duration

of these speeches {actiones) was at first

unlimited, but afterwards, to correct the

abuse of this privilege, a water-clock was
introduced, which limited the time of each

speaker ; the time allowed for the defence

was about a third greater than that for the

accusation. Then followed the proof {jjro-

bdtio) of the case, For this documents,

circumstantial evidence, and declarations of

witnesses were used. Next, imless the case

was adjourned for the production of further

proof {ampIuUlo), or for a new trial on the

third day {coniperendhidtio), the votes of

the judges on the question of guilt or inno-

cence were taken. The voting was usually

in secret. The judges received from the

president wooden tablets covered with

wax, on the one side inscribed with a C
{condemno, I condemn), on the other with

an A {absolvo, 1 acquit). They erased one

of these letters and threw the tablets into

an urn. [In cases where they were unable

to decide respecting the guilt or innocence

of the accused, they could signify the same

by writing on the tablet the letters N. L.,

non liquet.]

The result of the voting was then formally

I
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in later times, by
These courts of

the befrinnine: of

proclaimed by the president ; and if a fine

was inflicted, the amount {litis (vsfhnatlo)

wns then decided by the president and the

sworn judges. A man once acquitted could

not be re-tried for the same offence unless

his acquittal had been procured by collusion

(see Pr.evaricatio) of the accuser. There
was no way of altering the verdict of the

sworn judges ; and the punishment was ex-

acted immediately after the sentence had
been given. If it was one of degradation

(ivfCimia), or exile {intcrdicflo aqna'ct ignis,

see ExiLiUM, 2\ the man so punished could

be reinstated in the rights he had forfeited

{rcstifiitlo in integrum). This was done by
a decree of the people

the emperor's pardon,

sworn judges lasted till

the Brd century A.D.

Gusestors {quo'stor from quo'sitor, the

investigator, searcher). The Latin term
originally given to two officials chosen by
the king ; they had to track an}' one suspected

of a capital offence. In the time of the

Republic they performed the same office

for the consuls, by whom they were chosen
every year. "\Vhen the administration of

justice in criminal cases came into the hands
of the conutla rentiividta, the qurestors

received, in addition to their old privilege

of pleading b}' the mandate of the consuls,

which they lost later, the management of

the State treasury {crrdriuni) in the temple
of Saturn. They became recognised offi-

cials when they were elected at the comitia

tribfda under the presidency of the consuls

(probably about 447 B.C.). The qu?estors

had no regular badges of office. In 421 their

number was doubled, and the plebeians were
granted the right of appointing to the office

of qusestor, though they did not exercise it

till twelve years later. The four qutestors

shared their duties, so that two of them acted

as masters of the treasury {qucvstOvCs (crdrii)

and remained in the city (hence their name
qiKvstdres urhani), while the other two
accompanied the consuls on campaigns, in

order to administer the military chest.

It was part of the dut}' of the two former
TO collect the regular revenues of State

( taxes and custom-dues) and the exti-aordin-

ary revenues (fines, levies for war, and money
produced by the sale of booty); further, to

make payments, which might not be made
to the consuls except by special permission
of the Senate

; to control the accounts of in-

come and expenditure, which were managed
I under their responsibility by a special class

of officials {scribce) ; to make arrangements

for public burials, for the erecting of monu-
ments, for the entertainment of foreign

ambassadors, etc., at the expense of the

treasury. Fui-tlier, they preserved at their

place of business—the temple of Saturn

—

the military standards, also the laws, the

decrees of the Senate, and the plehisclta,

and kept a register of the swearing in of

the officials, which took place there.

After the subjection of Italy, four more
qugestors were appointed, in 2(j7 H.c. They
were stationed in different parts of Italy,

at first at Ostia and Arlminum, probabh'

to supervise the building of fleets. Sulla

increased their number to twentj^, ten of

whom were appointed, in the place of the

previous two, to accompany the proconsuls

and proprietors to the provinces, two to

help the consul who remained in the city,

and two to help the other two original

qufestors at their work in the city. The
queestors employed in the provinces (Sicil}'-

alone had two of these, stationed at Syi-a-

cuse and Lil5'b8eum respectively) were
principally occupied with finance; they

managed the provincial treasury, and de-

frayed out of it the expenses of the army,

the governor, and his retinue ; any surplus

they had to pay in to the State treasury' at

Rome, and to furnish an exact statement

of accounts. The governor might appoint

them his deputies, and if he died they as-

sumed the command ; in both of these cases

they acted pro prcrtdre, i.e. as proprietors

iq.v.). Csesar raised their number to forty,

in order to be able to reward a greater

number of his adherents ; for the office gave

admittance to the Senate, and the position

of qupestor was looked upon as the first

step in the official career. The age defined

by law was from twentj^-seven to thirty

years. When the beginning of the magis-

terial year was fixed for January 1st, the

quaestors assumed office on December 5th,

on which day the qutestors in the anri-

rium decided by lot what the work of each

should be.

Even under the Empire, when the nor-

mal number of qupestors was increased to

twenty and the age reduced\to twenty-five,

the office of qufestor remained the first

step to higher positions in the State. But

the power of the quaestors grew more limi-

ted as the management of the treasurv "was

entrusted to special pnrfceti crntrii, so

that the city quaestors had only charge of

the archives, to which the supervision of

the paving of streets was added. After

the division of the provinces between the
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emperor and the Senate, qnrestors "were only

employed in the senatorial provinces, and

were not abolished till the constitution of

the provinces in general was altered by
Diocletian. Four queestors were told off

for service to the consuls. The two qurvs-

torcs jJi'incXpis^ or Augusti, were a new
creation : they were officers assigned to the

emperors, if the latter were not consuls, in

which case they "\\ ould already be entitled

to two qupestoi's. As secretaries to the

emperor, they had to read his decrees to

the Senate at its sittings. From these

qucestors was developed, in the time of

Constantino, the q^uvsfor sacri pahltil^ the

chancellor of the Empire.
Quatttiorviri. The Roman term for an

official body consisting of four men. {Sec

ViGINTISEXVIRI.)
Qiiindeciinviri. The Roman term for an

official body consisting of fifteen men, espe-

cially that appointed for the inspection of

the Sibylline books. {See Sibyll.e.)

Quinquatrus. A festival celebrated at

Rome on the 19th of March, in honour of

Mars and (in a greater degree) of Minerva,
whose temple had been founded on this

day on the Aventine. An incorrect ex-

planation of the name quinquatrus, which
means the fifth day after tlie ides, led to

the festival in honour of Minerva being
afterwards prolonged to five days. It was
celebrated by all whose employment was
under the protection of the goddess, such

as teachers and their pupils. The latter

obtained a holidaj- during the festival, and
began a new course of study when it was
over. The former received at this time
their yearly stipend—the mlnervcd. The
festival of Minerva was also celebrated by
women and children (in their capacity of

spinners and weavers), by artisans and artists

of every kind, and \>y poets and painters.

The first day of the festival was celebrated

with sacrifices b}^ the State in honour of the
founding of the temple. On the following
days the gladiators performed, and there

were social gatherings in the houses. On
June 13 the minor qninquatrns took place.

This festival lasted three days. It was
celebrated by the guild of the flute-players,

an important and numerous body at Rome.
They honoured the goddess as their special

patroness by meeting at her temple, by
masked processions through the city, and
by a banquet in the temple of Jupiter of the

Capitol.

Uuinquennales. The officials chosen every
five years in the Italian municipalities {see

Municipium), corresponding to the Roman
censors.

Quinqueremes. Roman ships {q.v.) with
five banks of oars.

Q,uintilian(il/arcHS FdhXus Qiiintiluimis).

The celebrated Roman rhetorician, bom
about 35 A.D. at Calagurris in Spain. After

he had received his training as an orator

at Rome, he went home about 59 A.D., but

returned again to Rome in 68 a.d. in the

train of Galba. He there began to practise

as an advocate, and also gave instruction in

rhetoric. In this latter capacity he achieved

such fame that he was able to open a school

of rhetoric in the reign of Vespasian, and
received payment from~"the State. After

twenty years' work he retired from his

public duties in A.D. 90, and after some time

devoted himself to the education of the

grandchildren of Domitilla, Domitian's

sister, for which he was rewarded by the

emperor with the rank of consul. Though
materially prosperous, his happiness was
disturbed by the loss of his j'oung wife and

his two sons. [He died between 97 and

100 A.D.]

Of his works on rhetoric, composed in his

later years, we possess the one that is most

important, that on the training of an orator

{De Instttuiione Ordforul) in twelve books.

This he wrote in two years ; but it was not

until after repeated revision that he pub-

lished it, just before the death of Domitian

in 96. He dedicated it to his friend, the

orator Victorius Marcellus, that he might

use it for the education of his son Geta.

This work gives a complete course of in-

struction in rhetoric, including all that

is necessary for training in practical elocu-

tion, from the preliminary education of

boyhood and earliest youth to the time of

appearance in public. It describes a per-

fect orator, who, according to Quintilian,

should be not only skilful in rhetoric, but

also of good moral character, and concludes

with in-actical advice. Especially interesting

is the first book, which gives the principles

of training and instruction, and the tenth

book, for its criticisms on the Greek and

Latin pi-ose authors and poets recommended

to the orator for special study, [Many

of these criticisms, however, are not

original.] Quintilian's special model, and

his main authority, is Cicero, whose clas-

sical style, as opposed to the debased style

of his own time, he imitates successfully in

his work. A collection of school exercises

{decfdmdtvmes) which bears his name is

probably not by him, but by one of his
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pupils. [The most recent editor, however
(Constantino Ritter, 1884), regards the great

bulk of them as genuine,]

Quintus Smyrnseus. A Greek epic poet

of Smyrna, Towards the end of the

4th century A.D., he composed a bald imita-

tion of Homer, entitled the Posthomencd,
in fourteen books, a continuation of the

lliod after the manner of the cyclic epic

writers from the death of Hector to the

shipwi'eck of the Achaeans on their journey
home.

duirinus. The Sabine name of Mars, as

the god who brandished the lance (from

Sabine (V^r/,s = Latin qiiiris, the lance\
The Sabines worshipped him under this

name as the father of the founder of their

old capital, Cu)'cs, just as the Romans
honoured IMars as the father of Romulus.
When the Sabines migrated to Rome, they
took the cult and the name of the god of

their race to their new abode on the

Quirinal hill. In this way Quirinus,

though identical with Mars, had a distinct

and separate worship on the slope of the

Quirinal, He possessed a temple with
priests {see Fl-AMEN and SAi.ri) and a special

festival. When, in the course of time,

their connexion was forgotten, Qxiirinus

was identiried with the deified Romulus,
the son of Mars, For Janus Quirinus sec

Jaxus.
duirites (derivation uncertain). The

name of the oldest inhal)itants of Rome, the
Latin KamuPs and the Sabine TUics taken
together. Afterwards it became the name
of the Roman people {jwindus RumCiniis
Quirltlum or popiiJi(s lio)nanus Quirites)

in home affairs, while Romani was used in

connexion with foreign affairs, Quirites
was also used to indicate peaceable citizens,

or civilians, as opposed to soldiers {mllUes)
[Tac, Ann. i 42; Suet. Jul. 70; Lucan v
358].

R
Races. See Chariots; Circus, Games

OF ; Hippodrome. For footraces, see Gym-
nastics,

Raeda (or rcda, wrongly spelt rliCda).

The Roman travelling-carriage with four

wheels. {Cp. Chariots, 2.)

Ramnes. One of the three old patrician

tribes at Rome. {See Patricians.)

R6citationes. At Rome books were some-

times read aloud before their jiublication.

This custom was introduced in the time of

Augustus by Asinius Pollio. At first these

readings took place only before friends

specially invited ; afterwards they were
publicly announced, and were held before

great assemblies, either in the theatre or

at the public baths or in the Forum, admis-

sion being open to all. Introduced, in the

first instance, Avith a view to obtaining

the criticisms of the audience, to help the

author in his final revision of his work,
they soon became of such importance that

they determined the success of the work
so recited. At the same time second-rate

talent was often blinded to its imperfections

by the exaggerated applause of a clique.

In the time of the younger Pliny these

recitations were so much in fashion that

[in the April of a particular year] hardly
a day passed without one, [^Ep. i 13 §
1. Q). iii 7 § 5 ; 18 § 4 ; V 17 § 4 : vii 7

;

Juvenal, i 3; iii 9; vii 70, with Mayor's

note.] They seem to have continued till

the 6th century a.d.

Recognitio of the Roman knights, see

Equites.
Rectiperatores. The Roman term for a

sworn committee, or board, of three to five

members, convened by the prsetor. Such a

board had to adjudicate at Rome and in the

pi'ovinces in money cases (more especially

on claims for compensation and damages).
At first only cases between Romans and
foreigners were heard in this way, and
were settled within ten days. Afterwards
a board of this kind decided on all legal

points which had to be settled promptly,
Regifugium. A Roman festival cele-

brated on Feb. 24th, to commemorate the

expulsion of the kings. At this festival

the rex sacrorum offered sacrifice on the

conntmm, and then hastily ffed. {See Rex
Sacrorum.) [Probably in this case, as in

many others, the sacrifice was originally

regarded as a crime. The fact that the

Salii were present is recorded by Festus
(s.v. Regifugium). Possibly their presence
had the same significance as the ceremony
of leaping, etc., performed by them in

March, presumably with a view to driving

evil demons away from the city {Classical

Rcrieic, v 51 b).]

Relegatio. Banishment from Rome, in

imperial times a milder form of exile {see
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])ei'ORTATIo\ which did not affect the

lights as a citizen of a man sentenced to it.

Religion. (I) The gods of the Grreeks were
originally ])ersonitications of the powers of

nature, limited in their activity to that

province of nature from the phenomena of

which they are derived. As these phe-

nomena were regarded as acts or sufferings

of the gods in question, a c^xle of m3'ths

was thus developed. In the minds of the

people, the special significance of these

myths necessarily vanished in proportion as

the original connexion of the gods with the

phenomena of natui-e receded to the back-
gi'ound, while greater prominence was given
to the conception of the gods as personal

beings holding sway, primarily in their own
province of nature, and then beyond those

limits, and no longer exclusively in con-

nexion with the powers of natui'e. In the

oldest records of the intellectual life of

Greece—the Homeric poems—this transition

has already been carried out. The Homeric
deities are exclusively occupied with the
governing of mortals, whose whole life is

represented as being under their influence;

while traces of the old connexion with the

phenomena of nature are rarely found, and the

old myths had long since become unintelli-

gible tales, in which the actions of the gods
appeared unreasonable and immoral, since

their meaning was no longer clear. In
regard to religion, as in other matters, the
Homeric poems are of the utmost impor-
tance; for if in historical times a certain uni-

formity prevails in the representation of the

deities, this may be traced in no small de-

gree to the influence of Homer and of other
poets (especially Hesiod) who were under
his influence, and who gave distinct form
to the vague representations of an earlier

time. Nevertheless this uniformity only
existed in a general way, in detail there was
the greatest confusion, for the Greeks never
attained to a uniform religious s^'stem and
to fixed religious dogma. They possessed
only a contradictory and ambiguous mytho-
logy. The only thing which was com-
paratively establi.shed, was the traditional

worship ; but in this there was great diver-
sity of place and time.

The common belief was, that the gods
were superhuman, though they were like

mortals in form and in the ordinary neces-
sities of life (food, drink, sleep) ; that they
had power over nature and human beings

;

that all good and evil came from them; that
their favour could be obtained by behaviour
which was pleasing to them, and lost by

that which displeased them. Among the

Greek gods there was no representative of

evil, neither in popular belief was there one

of absolute perfection and holiness ; and the

deities were represented as ceing subject to

moral weakness and deviation from right
-—a belief which was fostered by the tra-

ditional mythologj'. The gods possessed

immortality, but did not exist from the

beginning of all things.

In the opinion of the Greeks, the ruling

race of gods, the Olympians—so called from

their abode, Olympus—were the third race

of gods. The first ruler was Uvdnus
(Heaven), who, by his mother Gwa (Earth),

Avho bore him spontaneuusl}', himself be-

came the father of the Titans. He was ex-

pelled by his son C'runus, whose daughters,

by his sister Bhea, were Jlestia, Dcmeter,

and Hera^ and his sons. Hades (Pluto),

Poseidon, and Zeus. He was himself

expelled by his last-named son. When
Zeus, by the aid of his brothers and sisters,

had overcome the Titans, who rebelled

against the new order of things, he divided

the world with his brothers. The earth

and Olympus remained common property

;

Hades obtained the nether world ; Poseidon,

the sea ; Zeus, the heavens ; and, as being

the strongest and wisest, he also had autho-

rity over all the other gods, who worked

his will, received from him their offices

and spheres of action, and served him as

helpers in the government of the universe.

According to this division of province, the

gods are divided into the divinities of

heaven and earth and sea.

As in all religions founded on nature, so

with the Greeks, the gods of heaven take

the first place. They are specially called

Olympians ; and, in contrast to the gods

of the earth and sea, are called the gods

above, or the upper gods. The principal

deities after Zeus are Herd, Athene, Apollo,

Artemis, Aphrodite, Hephaestus, Ares,

Hermes, and Hestia. Round them are

grouped a number of minor deities, who
either escort and serve the upper gods (as,

for instance, Themis, and the _Hdra\ the

Graces, the Muses, Eros, Ntke, Iris, Hebe,

Ganymede), or else represent distinct phe-

nomena of the heavens, as Helios (the sun),

Selene (the moon), Eos (the dawn); or exe-

cute special services in the heaven-ordained

government of the universe, as the goddess

of birth, Eileithyia, the healing god, AscU-

pins, and the goddesses of destiny {MceroR,

Nemesis, Tyche). The gods of the sea,

besides Poseidon and his spouse Amphi-
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tnfr and his son Triton, are Occanus and
his offspring, A^«" 'ens and the Nereids, Pro-

teus, Ino {Lciicothea), Mellcertes {Pdhvuion),

Giaacus (Pontins). The gods of the earth

are G(ca herself, Rhea {Cybele), Dtonf/sus,

Prldjnis, Pan, the Nymphs and Hatyrs,

DCmeter and her daughter Persephone,

witli her spouse Hades {Pluto). The last

two are the rulers of ^the nether world, to

which Hecate and the Erinyes also belong.

The number of beings regarded as deities

was never clearly defined. From the ear-

liest times in Greece we find deities wor-
shipped in one place, who were not known
in another. But some of these, as Dionysus
and Pan, became common property in course

of time ; and, the more lasting and more
extensive the intercourse became with other

peoples, more especiall}' in the colonies, the

introduction of foreign deities became
greater. Some of these were identified with
the gods already worshipped, while others

preserved their original attributes, subject,

of course, to modifications, to suit the spirit

of the Greeks. This aptitude for natura-

lising foreign religions declined more and
more as Greece ceased to flourish. On the

other hand, some original deities lost their

V independence, and were merged into others,

such as Helios and Apollo, Selene and
Artemis. In the popular belief of the post-

Homeric time, another numerous class of

superhuman beings sprang x;p, which were
regarded as being between gods and men,
the demons (Gr. Daimones) and Heroes {q.v.).

As to their nature and their number, there

was less iiniformity than in the case of the

real gods. The Heroes had only local im-

portance. Even in the case of the gods uni-

versally worshipped, it was by no means
all (not even the most important) that had
a place everywhere in the public worsliip.

In the case of certain gods, their worship
was only exceptional ; and those gods who
by order of the State were worshipped in

any particular place did not necessarily enjoy
i'or ever the position to which they were
entitled. Even Zeus, who was universally

regarded as the highest of the gods, and
tigured in the cult of most of the different

': .States was not himself worshipped as su-

]>renie ; but those gods who had always had
the iirst place in the cult of the respective

States, took precedence over him, and these
were not alwaj's divinities of ])re-eminent

importance. In Athens, Pallas Athene was
worshipped as the principal deity, Hera in

Argns ; among the Dorians, especialh'' at

Delphi, Apollo ; among the lonians, Posei-

' don ; at Rhodes, Helios ; at Naxos, Diony-
sus ; at Thespiie, Eros, at Orchumenus, the
ChTirites (or Graces). Even in the case of

the same deities, the local customs often

differed considerabl}^, in respect of the
names that were given to them, their attri-

butes, and the form of worshij). These
differences were due, partly to local causes
and local opinions, partly to foreign in-

fluence ; and were occasionally so consider-

able, that doubts arose whether different

deities were not realh- represented under
the same name, as, for instance. Aphrodite.
The deities were supposed to be specially

gratified b}'' the careful observance of the
traditional ritual. This continued to be
carried on according to ancient custom, so

that the details of these ancient cults were
often curious, and their connexion with the

religious ideas on which they rested was
often unintelligible. However, with the

development of morality the view began
to prevail, that the observance of duties

towards the State and fellow men was also

favoured by the gods as guardians of the

providential order of the world ; but, in the

eyes of the multitude, the principal mean-
ing of euseheid (piety) was the performance
of the ordained worship of the gods. Again,
the care of the State was confined to the

outward forms of religion, and to the main-
tenance of the traditional legal ritual.

Alterations in this ritual, and the intro-

duction of new cults, were only made hy
authority of the legislative power, usually

after an oracle had been consulted to deter-

mine the divine will. Besides the worship
of the deities recognised by the State,

private objects of devotion were found

everywhere. For instance, in the case of

foreign deities, at Athens, where there were
many strangers, either passing through or

j)ermanently resident, foreign religions

wei'e tolerated, so long as they did not

endanger the traditional worship or excite

public disturbance by their outward ritual.

Many such cults were naturalised in this

way, and became, in course of time, part

of the State religion. Conquest, again, con-

tributed largely towards the introduction of

novelties ; for the acquisition of new terri-

tory involved that of the religious rites held

therein. And, lastly, old religions, which
had been looked uj)on as su|)remely hoi}',

even if they were not absolutely superseded

in the course of time, became less im])ortant

in comparison with others of later origin.

Shrines, and the statues of the gods pre-

served in them, were the central jjoints of
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the Avorsliip of the different deities. As long
as the gods were not represented as having
human form, stones, especially those fallen

from heaven, or blocks of wood, were the
objects of worship. By variou? stages of
progress the gods were at length represented
by actual images. At first they were made
of wood, then of stone and metal. Clay, and
even wax, were generally used for private
objects of devotion. Though the real pur-
pose of these symbols and images was to

represent the divinity to the worshippers
by means of a visible sign, nevertheless,
in the popular belief, it was generally pre-

sumed that the divinity was actively present
in them. Accordingl}^, the welfare of the
State was often supposed to be bound up
with the possession of certain symbols and
images of the gods.

The decline of the Greek religion began
with the decline of the State after the Pelo-
ponnesian War. Although the philosophers
had already directed their assault against
the belief of the people, which, with its

anthropomorphism and its inconsistency,

exposed itself in many ways to the attacks
of the critical spirit, yet the faith of the
multitude in the old gods remained un-
shaken, for it had long attributed the
deliverance from the perils of the Persian
Wars to their mighty and merciful influence.

But after the Peloponnesian War the notions
of the philosophers gained ground among
the people, and undermined the old belief,

without, however, supplying any alterna-

tive to the religious feeling, which could no
longer be satisfied with the outward forms
of worship which still survived. With
unbelief superstition came in, which was
fostered (especially after the Macedonian
epoch) b}'^ the foreign and barbarous cults,

and the degenerate forms of mysticism
which were imported from Asia and Egypt.

(II) The Italian tribes, from which the
Roman people sprang, had a common origin
with the Greeks, and a common foundation
of religious ideas ; but on Italian soil these
religious ideas received an essentially
different direction. Like the Greeks, the
Italians regarded the deities as persons,
separated as to sex, and united in couples

;

but, while the imaginative Greeks saw in
their gods ideal forms full of individual life,

the more sober mind of the Italian tribes,

especially of the Romans, got no further
than the abstract. Holding to the funda-
mental idea, the.}' worshipped in the gods
the abstract powers of nature, under whose
influence man believed himself to be at

every moment. The original Italian gods
were grave and venerable, and, in a certain

sense, more moral than those of the Greeks

;

but they lacked plastic form and poetic

beauty. Accordingly, it is only with cer-

tain reservations that we can speak of a

Roman mythology, in a sense correspond-

ing to that of the Greeks. The Romans
lacked an Olympus and a Hades, and knew
nothing of stories about the race and rela-

tionship and the love-affairs of their deities.

In this abstract nature of the Roman gods,

it is intelligible that the Romans, during
the first 200 years from the foundation of

Rome, possessed no images of their gods,

but represented them by sjanbols ; e.g.

Jupiter by a flint-stone. Mars by a spear,

Vesta by fire, which, even in later times,

remained the symbol of the goddess. In the

earliest Roman religion the deities of two
Italian races, the Latins and the Sabines,

were united, Rome having been originally

peopled by the union of these tribes. The
most important gods were the god of light

and the god of all beginning, ICants • the

god of heaven, Itqntcr, the greatest pro-

tector of tlie nation, with whom was joined

the feminine element in land, just as Idna
(Diana") was connected with Janus ; Mart<y

originally the protector of agriculture, the

ancestral god of the Latin race; Qiiirlmis,

originally the corresponding god of the

Sabines ; and Vcsfa, the goddess of the

hearth of the State. Besides these prin-

cipal deities, others were worshipped as

patrons of the farmers and shepherds.

Their activity extended over the earth, the

fields, and the woods ; they blessed the

fruits of the field and garden, and gave

prosperity to the cattle. Such were TeUfis,

Ceres, Sdturmis and 0/js, Liber and

Libera, Faunus, Silvdmis, Flora, Vertum-

nus, PilmOna. The gods of the sea, how-

ever, who had such an important position

in the Grecian mytholog}', had not nearly

the same importance in Roman ideas as the

gods of heaven and earth ; for in the ear-

liest times the sea was little regarded by

the Romans. Another object of religious

worship was the gods of the house and

family, the Ldres and Penates. But, be-

sides these, there was an unlimited number

of divine beings ; for the Romans assumed

that there were divine representatives of

every inanimate or animate object, of every

action and every event. Not only did every

human being possess a special protector

(Gexius, q.v.), but a number of deities

watched over his development from coucep-
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tion to birth, and his farther grou'th, men-
tally and bodily. [Sec Indigitamexta.)
Again, there were manifold protecting

gods for the different events of life, as

TutfoiKS and TiWlJna, who were invoked in

times of trouble ; Orbona, invoked by child-

less couples ; and Fcbris^ the goddess of

fever. There were also separate gods for

separate employments, and for the places

where they were carried on. In this way
the different institutions and phases of

agriculture possessed special deities (as

Rublgus and JiObJf/o, protectors of the crops

against blight). So also with the different

branches of cattle-breeding {Bubona, god-

dess of the breeding of horned cattle

;

Epuna, goddess of the breeding of horses

;

Pdlcs, of the breeding of sheep). Similarly

with the separate parts of a house: Forcii-

lus, god of the door ; Cardca, goddess of the

hinge ; Ltmcnflniis and Llmcntlna, deities

of the threshold. To these divine beings

fresh ones were continually added, as the

inclination of the Romans to recognise and
trace divine inflvience in every single event

led to the establishment of new cults after

every new revelation of divine power. In
this way the introduction of bronze coinage

led to a dens /Esmldnus^ and later, that

of silver coinage to a deiis Argcnfluns.

Historical events gave an impulse to the

personification of intellectual and moral
qualities, such as Concordia, IlonOs, Virtus,

Mens, etc. The same principle which recog-

nised that there were some gods unknown,
or, at any rate, not worshipped at Rome,
led to the tolerance of private performance
of foreign cults. Hence also it came about
that the gods of conquered countries found
a place in the Roman State religion, and
occasionally were even introduced into the

actual worship of Rome. In the latter case,

however, the home deities preserved their

rights in so far as the shrines of the newly
imported deities were outside the limits of

what was called the Pumcriitni (q.v.).

The religion of the Romans was gradiially

but completely altered by the influence of

that of the Greeks. This influence made
itself felt as early as the time of the latest

kings. Slmnes of the gods were iirst intro-

duced under the elder Tarquin, and under
the last Tarquin three supreme gods of the

State were established : Jupiter, the re-

presentative of supreme power ; Juno, of

supreme womanhood ; Minerva, of supreme
wisdom. These three deities received, as

a token of their inseparabilit}', a common
temple on the Capitol, and were therefore

called the Capitoline gods. This Greek
influence was hrml}^ established at the end
of the time of the kings by the Sibylline

books, which originated among the Greeks
ofAsia Minor. (Sec Sibylline Books.) By-

means of these a number of Greek and
Asiatic gods were in course of time intro-

duced into the Roman cult, partly as new
deities, such as Apollo, Cybele (Magna
Mfdcr), jEscillripius

;
partly under the names

of native gods, with whom they were often

identified in a very superficial way, as

Demeter with Ceres, Dionysus with Liber,
Persephone with Libera, Aphrodite with
Venus; and with them were introduced

many innovations in the old established

worship of the gods, especially the Lecti-

sternium (c/.v.). When, after the second
Punic War, Greek ideas irresistibly made
their way in Rome, it became more and
more common to identify the gods of Rome
with those of Greece ; and thus the original

significance of many Roman deities was
either obscured or even entirely lost. Divi-

nities highly venerated of old were put into

the background, and those of less impor-

tance came to be regarded as supreme, owing
to their supposed analogy to Greek gods. In
this way the following twelve were estab-

lished by analogy to the Greek form of reli-

gion : lupitcr (Zeus), luno (Hera), Keptumis
(Poseidon), Minerva (Athene), Mars (Ares),

Vt'nus (Aphrodite), Apollo, Diana (Arte-

mis), Vidcdnus (Hephtestus), Vesta (Hestia),

Mercnrius (Hermes), and Ceres (Demeter).

The Roman religion was from the be-

ginning an affair of State. Religious, as

well as political, institutions emanated from
the kings, who, as high priests, organized

the worship by law and laid the foundation

of a law of ritual. The second king, Niima,

was regarded as the real founder of the

Roman cult, and of the priesthood charged

A/ith the carrj'ing out of the same. After

the kings had been abolished, religion was
still controlled by the State, and the priests

(q.v.) continued to be State officials, who
were empowered by the State, on the one
hand, to superintend the performance of the

different cults, and, on the other (and this

was the more important office), to give judg-

ment in all matters of religion. They thus

exercised considerable influence. Under
the Republic, the royal prerogative of for-

mulating decrees in all matters of religion

was transferred to the Senate. As the

Roman State in early times was exclusively

composed of patricians, the public religion

was originally their exclusive property ; the
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l>lebs were not allowed to participate in

that religion, and were only allowed to wor-

ship the Roman gods in private. Therefore,

in the long struggle, in which the plebs,

with their ever-increasing power, endea-

voured to secure their rights (a struggle

that ended in 300 B.C.), it was a question of

religion as well as of politics. As regards

the worship of the gods, according to

Roman ideas, a pure and moral life was
l^leasing to them and gained their favour.

This was, however, conditional on the exact

{jerformance of the outward ritual which
the system of religion ordained for their

cult. It consisted in a very prolonged

ceremonial, performed according to the

strictest injunctions and with painful

minuteness of detail. This ceremonial Avas

performed in public and private life, so that

no community lacked its special shrines

and sacrifices {.see Sacra), and nothing of

any importance was undertaken without
religious sanction, which involved in parti-

cular the discovery of the divine will b}''

means of certain signs (see Auspicia). The
forms of outward worship were retained

long after the decay of belief in the gods

had set in. This decay was caused by the

preponderance of the Greek element, and
the contemporary introduction of Greek
enlightenment ; and it soon spread to the

forms of worship. During the greater part

of the republican period, the priests allowed

religion to take a secondary place to politics,

and, either from indifference or ignorance,

neglected their official duties.

Under the Empire, when even the deifi-

cation of deceased emperors was introduced

(see Apotheosis), an attempt was made to

give an artificial life to the ancient forms
of worship ; but religious feeling could not

be rekindled by forms which had long lost

their meaning. When this feeling revived,

it preferred, as in Greece, to iind refuge in

strange Oriental_ rites, especially those of

JMithras and of Isis and Serapis, which, by
means of their mj'steries and their expia-

tory ceremonies, offered a certain degree of

satisfaction, though, at the same time,

they led the way to every conceivable kind
of superstition.

The supi)rcssion of ])aganism began in

the 4th century, from the time when Con-
stantino decided in favour of Christianity,

in 324 a.d. It commenced in the eastern

half of the Roman empire, while in the

western half, and at Rome in jiarticular, the

Roman form of worship remained essen-

tially imdisturbed until the reign of Theo-

dosTus the Great (379-395), the resolute

exterminator of paganism. In 394 the

Olympic games were held for the last time;

in Rome the endowment of all public forms
of worship ottt of the funds of the State

was withdrawn, the priests were driven

from the temples, and the temples closed.

Nevertheless certain heathen customs long

survived, such as the auguries of the con-

stils and some few festivals that admitted of

being celebrated without offering sacrifice

or entering a temple. Thus the LiipercCdia

were not abolished until 494, when they

were transformed into a Christian festival.

ReligiosI Dies (" critical days ",
" days

of scruple or restraint "). Certain special

days were so called among the Romans
which, owing to religious scruples, were
deemed ttnsnitable for particular under-

takings, especially for beginning them.

On such da3's only what was absolutely

necessary was done. So far as tlie}^ are

unsuited for sacred, political, legal, or mili-

tary tindertakings, they belong to the dies

ncfasti. {See Fasti.) As regards private

affairs, these days were of different kinds.

Some were of ill omen for journeys, others

for weddings. In the latter case the day

previotts was also avoided, so that the first

day of married life shotild not be a day of

unhappy omen. Among such days were

those consecrated to the dead and to the

gods of the nether world, as the Pdrentulia

and thei^('"/Y7Z/rt,and daj^s when the mundus,
i.e. the world below, stood open (s«' Manes) ;

the Lemuria {see Larv^5':) ; also days sacred

to Vesta, days on which the Salii passed

through the city, or those which were

deemed unlucky owing to their historical

associations (dtrl dies, " black days "), such

as the anniversary of the battle on the Allia

(July 18th); also all days immediatelj' after

the calends, nones, and ides, on account of

the repeated defeats and disasters expe-

rienced by the Romans on those days.

Renuntiatio. The Roman term for the

solemn and formal announcement of the

names of the magistrates elected at the

comUia by the votes of the people. The

announcement was made by the returning

officer who presided at the election, and was

necessary to give validity to the election.

Repetundarum Crimen (from repetund<2

perrniid', "money which is ordered to be

restored "'). The name given by the Romans

to the charge brought against officials for

extorting money from Roman subjects or

allies. Such charges were at first brought

before the Senate, which heard the case
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itself, or else passed it on to a commission,

or, again, caused it to be brought before

the comUia by the tribunes. At last, in

149 B.C., a standing court of justice (see

Qu.ESTio pcrpctua), in fact, the first in

Rome, was instituted by the Lex Calpuvnia,
containing more precise definitions of acts

liable to punishment, with forms of legal

])roccdure, and determining the amount of

the penalt}-. The increasing inclination of

the oilicials to use the administration of the

provinces as means of enriching themselves
at the expense of the provincials led to re-

peated legislation with a view to increasing

the penalty. The last law on the subject

was Cciesar's Lex Ifdia, which was the basis

of the procedure in such cases under
the Empire. During that period, in conse-

quence of the improved condition of pro-

vincial government, extortion on the part

of officials became much rarer. Such extor-

tion was generally punished b}'- having to

pay four times the amount extorted. It

was also attended with a certain degree of

disgrace {infftmia), even if a still more
severe punishment were not added for

other offences committed at the same time
and (as usual) included in the indictment
{e.g. the offence of Icesa mdiestCis).

Restitutio (reinstating). A term applied
by the Romans to cancelling a legal deci-

sion, especially to the restoration of rights

of citizenship forfeited by condemnation in

a criminal court. Under the Republic this

restoration could be legally obtained only
by a vote of the people. Under the Empire,
the emperor alone possessed the privilege of

granting it.

Retiarius. Sec Gladiatores.
Reus. The term used by the Romans for

the person accused, especially in a criminal
trial. In such a case custom required the
accused to appear in public in the garb of

mourning, with beard and hair in an un-
kempt condition, in neglected attire, and
stripped of every sign of rank. The mere
accusation involved some suspense of legal

rights, preventing the reus from standing
for any office and from exercising the func-
tions of a judge. The higher officials were
exempt from criminal accusation while in

office and when engaged in the discharge
of public business. Lastly, lawsuits be-
tween two persons connected by ties of

family or office, such as parents and chil-

dren, patrons and clients, were regarded
as inadmissible.

Rex Sacrorum (or Hex Sacr7ftcuhis), the
" king of sacrifice." The name given by

the Romans to a priest who, after the

abolition of the royal power, had to per-

form certain religious rites connected with
the name of king. He resembles the archOii

hasXleus of the Athenian constitution. He
was always a patrician, was elected for life

by the jjontlfex maxlnius with the assis-

tance of the whole pontifical college (of

which he became a member), and was in-

augurated by the augurs. Although he
was externally of high rank and, like the
pontifex maximus, had an official residence
in the Regia, the royal castle of Numa, and
took the chair at the feasts and other festi-

vities of the jjonf7/ tees, yet in his religious

authority ho ranked below the j^ontifex
maximus, and was not allowed to hold any
public office, or even to address the people
in public. His wife (like the wives of the
flamens) participated in the priesthood. Our
information as to the details of the office

is imperfect. Before the knowledge of the

calendar became public property, it was
the duty of the rex sacrorum to summon
the people to the Capitol on the calends,

and nones of each month, and to announce
the festivals for the month. On the calends
he and the reglna sacrificed, and at the
same time invoked Janus. Of the other
sacrifices known to us we may mention the

regifugium on Feb. 24th, when the rex
sacrorum sacrificed at the comltlum, and
then fled in haste. This has been errone-

ously explained as a commemoration of the
flight of Tarquinius Superbus,the last of the

Roman kings ; but it is much more probably
one of the customs handed down from the

time of the kings themselves, and perhaps
connected with the purilicatory sacrifice

from which the month of February derived

its name. At the end of the Republic the

office, owing to the political disability-

attaching to theholder, proved unattractive,

and was sometimes left unfilled : but under
Augustus it appears to have been restored to

fresh dignity, and in imperial times it con-

timied to exist, at any rate, as late as the

3rd centur}'.

Rhadamanthjrs (Lat. Rhdddmanthus).
Son of Zeus and Europa, brother of Minos.

He was praised by all men for his wisdom,
piety, and justice. Being driven out of Crete

by his brother, he is described as having^

fled to the Asiatic islands, where he made
his memory immortal by the wisdom of his

laws^ Thence he is said to have removed
to Ocalea in Boeotia, to have wedded
Alcmene, after the death of Amphitryon,
and to have instructed her son Heracles ia
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virtue and wisdom. In Homer [Od. iv Dli-i]

lie is described as dwelling in the Elysian

fields. Here Alcnicne, after her decease,

is said to have been wedded to him anew.

Later legend made him the judge of the

dead in the vmder-world, together with
^Eucns and Minos.

Rhapsodist (Gr. rhapsudos). The Greek
term originally designated the man who
adapted the words to the epic song, i.e. the

epic poet himself, who in the earlier time

recited his own poetry. Afterwai'ds the

term specially denoted one who made the

poems of others a subject of recitation.

At first such rhapsodists were generally

poets themselves ; but, with the gradual

dying out of epic poetry, they came to hold

the same position as was afterwards held

by the actors, professionally declaiming the

lays of the epic poets. Epic verses were
originally sung to musical accompaniment,

but after the time of Terpander, as lyric

poetiy became more independently culti-

vated, the accompaniment of stringed instru-

ments fell into disuse ; and then gradually,

instead of a song-like recitation, a simple

declamation, in which the rhapsodist held a

branch of bay in his hand, came to be genei'-

ally adopted. This had happened even before

the time of Plato and Aristotle [see espe-

cially Plato's Io7i]. As in earlier times the

singers moved from place to place, in order

to get a hearing at the courts of princes or

before festive gatherings, so the rhapsodists

also led an unsettled and wandering life. In

Athens [Lycurgus, Lcocr. § 102] and many
other towns [as at Sicyon, before the time

of the tyrant Clisthenes (Herod., v 67)],

public recitations of the Homeric poems were
appointed, at which the I'hapsodists competed
with one another for definite prizes, and thus

found opportunity to display their art. It

is true that other epic poems, and even the

iambic poetry of Archilochus and Simonides
of Amorgus, were also recited by rhapsodists;

still at all times the labours of such reciters

continued to be devoted in the first place to

Homeric poetry [Pindar, Nem. ii 2 ; Plato,

Ion 530 D, Rep. 599 E, PhoHlr. 252 B].

Hence they were also called IlumeruUv
and Ilovieristai [Aristotle in Afhena'iis^ 020
B]. It was to the older rhapsodists that

the Homeric poems primarily owed their

wide diffusion among the Greeks. In the

course of time the higli esteem in which the

rhapsodists originally stood began to decline,

because many practised their art as a matter
of business, and in a purely mechanical
fashion. Still their employment survived

long beyond the classical time, and not only

did the public competitions continue to

exist, but it was also the custom to intro-

duce rhapsodists at banquets and on other

occasions.

Rhea. Daughter of Uranus and Ga^a,

wife of her brother, the Titan Cronu.^,

by whom she gave birth to the Olympian
gods, Zeus, Hades, Poseidon, Hera, Hestia,

Demeter. For this reason she was generally

called the Mother of the gods. One of her

oldest places of worship was Crete, where
in a cave, near the town of Lj^ctus or else

on mounts Dirce or Ida, she was said to

have given birth to Zeus, and to have hidden

him from the wiles of Cronus. The task of

watching and nursing the newboi'n child

she had entrusted to her devoted servants

the Curct.es, earth-born demons, armed with

weapons of bronze, who drowned the cry of

the child by the noise which the}' made by
beating their spears against their shields.

The name of Curetes was accordingly given

to the priests of the Cretan Rhea and of the

Idsean Zeus, who execiited noisy war-dances

at the festivals of those gods. In early

times the Cretan Rhea was identified with

the Asiatic Cybele or Cjjbebe, " the Great

Mother," a goddess of the powers of nature

and the arts of cultivation, who was wor-

shipped upon mountains in Mysia, Lydia,

and Plnygia.
In the former character she was a symbol

of the procreative power of nature ; in

the latter, she originated the cultivation

of the vine and agriculture, together with

all other forms of social progress and civi-

lization, which depend upon these. Thus

she was regarded as the founder of tow^ls

and cities, and therefore it is that art re-

presents her as crowned with a diadem of

towers.

The true home of this religion was the

Phrygian Pessinus, on the river Sangarius,

in the district afterwards known as Galatia,

^N'here the goddess was called Agdistis

[Strabo, p. 567] or Angdistis, from a holy

rock named Agdus upon Mount Dindymus
above the town. Upon this mountain, after

which the goddess derived her name of

Dlndymene, stood her earliest sanctuary,

as well as her oldest effigy (a stone that had

fallen from heaven), and the grave of her

beloved Attis {q.y.). Her priests, the emas-

culated Gcdli, here enjoyed almost royal

honour. In L^-dia she was worshipped,

principally on Mount Tmolus, as the mother

of Zeus and the foster-mother of Dionysus.

There was also a temple of Cybele at Sardis.
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Her mythical train was formed by the

C6>'i'lOanti.'<, answering to the Curetes of the

Cretan Rhea; these were said to accompany
her over the wooded hills, with lighted

torches and with wild dances, amid the

resounding music of llutes and horns and
drums and cymbals. After these the priests

of Cybele were also called Corybantes, and
the festivals of the goddess were celebrated

with similar orgies, in the frenzy of which
the participators wounded each otlier or,

like Attis, mutilated themselves. Besides

these there were begging priests, called

Mctmgyrta' and Cjjbcbi, who roamed from
place to place, as inspired servants and
prophets of the Great Mother. On the

Hellespont and on the Propontis, Rhea-
Cybele was likewise the chief goddess ; in

])articular in the Troad, where she was
worshipped upon Mount Ida as the Idcaan

Motlicr, and where the Ida'ctn Dactyli (q.v.)

formed her train. From Asia this religion

advanced into Greece. After the Persian

Wars it reached Athens, where in the

MetrOiim, the temple of the Great Mother,
which was used as a State record-office,

there stood the ideal image of the goddess
fashioned by Phidias [Pausanias, i 3 § 5].

The Avorship of Cybele did not, however,
obtain public recognition here, any more
than in the rest of Greece, on account of

its orgiastic excesses and the oftensive habits

of its begging priests. It Avas cultivated

only by particular associations and by the

lower ranks of the people.

In Rome the worship of the Great Mother
{Magna MCder) was introduced for political

reasons in 204 B.C., at the command of a

Sibylline oracle, and for the purpose of

driving Hannibal out of Italy. An embassy
was sent to fetch the holy stone from
Pessinus ; a festival was founded in honour
of the goddess, to be held on April 4-i) (the

Megdlcsia, from the Greek mrgdlc meter =
magna mater) : and in 217 a temple on the

Palatine was dedicated to her. The ser-

vice was performed by a Phrygian priest, a
Phrj-gian priestess, and a number of Galli

(emasculated priests of Cybele), who were
allowed to pass in procession through the
city in accordance with their native rites.

Roman citizens were forbidden to participate

in this service, though the pnetor on the
Palatine, and private persons among the
patricians, celebrated the feast by entertain-
ing one another, the new cult being attached
to that of Maia or Ops. The worship of

Cybele gained by degrees an ever-wider
extension, so that nnder the eaidy Empire

a fresh festival was instituted, from March
15-27, with the observance of mourning,
followed by the most extravagant joy. In
this festival associations of women and men
and the religious board of the Quindecim-
viri (q.v.) took part. In the first half of

the 2nd century a.d. the Tauroholia and
Crlubolia were added. In these ceremonies
the person concerned went through a form
of baptism with the blood of bulls and rams

* CYliELK.

From an Athcniau ex-voio relief (Berlin).

killed in sacriiice, with the object of cleans-

ing him from i)ollutions and bringing about

a new birth. The oak and pine were sacred

to Rhea-Cybele {Her Attis), as also the lion.

She was supposed to traverse the mountains

riding on a lion, or in a chariot drawn by
lions. In art she was usually represented

enthroned between lions, with the mural

crown on her head and a small drum in

her hand.

Rhea Silvia. Daught_er of the Alban

king Numa. Her uncle Amulius, who had

driven his brother from the throne, made
her a Vestal Virgin, so that none of her

descendants might take vengeance for this

violent deed. When, however, she bore to

Mars the twins Romulus and Remus, and

was thrown for this into the Tiber, Tlberi-
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nus (q.v.), tlie god of the river, made lier

his wife. According to an older tradition,

the mother of the founders of R,ome was
Ilia, daughter of yEneas {q.v.) and Lavinia.

Rheda. Sec R^da.
Rhesus. Son of Eioneus, or Strymon, and

one of the Muses, king of the Thracians.

He came to help Priam, but, in the very
night after his arrival before Troy, was
surprised by Diomedes and Odysseus, and
slain by the former, together with twelve
of his companions, while Odysseus took

away his swift horses of glistening white-

ness. It had been prophesied tha-t, if these

fed on Trojan fodder, or drank of the

Xanthus before Troy, the town could not

be taken.

Rhetoric. Among the Greeks, rhetorlke

comprised the practical as well as the theo-

retical art of speaking, and rhetor denoted
an orator no less than a teacher of oratory.

Among the Romans, it denoted only the

latter, the actual speaker being called orator.

The first men, who reduced oratory to a sys-

tem capable of being taught, appeared among
the Sicilian Greeks, who, according to the

testimony of the ancients, were distinguished

for the keenness of their understanding and
their love of disputation [Cicero, Brutus
4G]. The Syracusan Corax (eirc. 500 B.C.)

is said to have been the first who elaborated

systematic rules for forensic speeches, and
laid them down in writing in a manual on
the art of rhetoric (technU). His pupil

TisiAS (born circ. 480), and after him the

Leontine Gorgias, further cultivated the

art, and from about 427 carried, it to

Greece itself, and in particular to Athens.
In the judicial proceedings and the assem-
blies of the people, the practice of oratory

had long been familiar at Athens, though
it had not been reduced to technical rules,

and oratory had had a conspicuous repre-

sentative in Pericles. At Athens the

theory of oratory was further cultivated

by the Sophists (Gr. Sophistai, " men who
professed knowledge or wisdom "). Their
instruction in stylo and rhetoric was en-

joyed by numerous Athenians, who desired

by the aid of study and practice to attain

to expertness in speaking.

The first Athenian, who, besides im-
parting instruction in the new art, applied

it practically to speaking in the assemblies

of the people and before courts, and who
published speeches as patterns for study,

was AntiphOn (died B.C. 411), the earliest

of the " Ten Attic Orators." In his extant

speeches the oratorical art is shown

;

still in its beginnings. These, with the

I

speeches interwoven in the historical work
j

of his great pupil Thucydides, give an
i
idea of the crude and harsh style of the

' technical oratory of the time ; while the

speeches of Andocides (died about 399),
the second of the Ten Orators, display

a style that is still uninfluenced by the

rhetorical teaching of the age. The first

really classical orator is Li'SlAs (died about

360), who, while in possession of all the

technical rules of the time, handles with
perfect mastery the common language of

every-day life. IsuCrates (436-338) is

reckoned as the father of artistic oratory

properly so called; hers a master in the

careful choice of words, in the rounding off

and rhythmical formation of periods, in the

apt employment of figures of speech, and
in everything which lends charm to lan-

guage. By his mastery of style he has

exercised the most far-reaching influence

upon the oratorical diction of all succeeding

time. Of the three kinds of speeches which
were distinguished by the ancients, poli-

tical (or deliberative), forensic, and sliow-

specchcs (or declamations), he specially

cultivated the last. Among his numerous
pupils is IsiKUS (about 4(J0-350), who in

his general method of oratory closely follows

Lysias, though he shows a more matured

skill in the controversial use of oratorical

resources. The highest point was attained

by his pupil Demosthenes, the greatest

orator of antiquity (384-322) ; next to him

comes his political opponent .Eschines

(389-314). The number of the Ten Orators

is completed by their contemporaries HvPE-
rides, Lycurgus, and DInarchus. In the

last of these the beginning of the decline of

oratorical art is already clearly apparent.

To the time of Demosthenes belongs the

oldest manual of rhetoric which has been

preserved to us, that of Anaximenes of

Lampsacus. This is founded on the practice

of oratory, and, being intended for imme-

diate practical use, shows no trace of any

philosophical groundwork or philosophical

research. Greek rhetoric owes to Aris-

totle its pi'oper reduction into a scientific

system. In contrast to Isocrates, who aims

at perfection of form and style, Aristotle,

in his Rhetoric, lays special stress on

subject-matter, and mainly devotes himself

to setting forth the means of producing

conviction. When Athens had lost her

liberty, practical oratory was more and

more reduced to silence ; the productions

of the last orators, such as Demetrius of
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Phalerum, were only a feeble echo of the

past. Demetrius is said to liavo been the

lirst to give to oratorical expression a ten-

dency towards an elegant luxuriance. He
was also the first to introduce the custom
of making speeches upon imaginary sub-

jects by way of practice for deliberative

and forensic speaking.

In later times the home of oratory was
transferred to the free Hellenic or hcllenized

communities of the coasts and islands of Asia

Minor, especially Rhodes. On the soil of

Asia a new style was developed, called the

Asiatic. Its originator is said to have been
Hegesias of Magnesia near Mount Sipylus.

He flourished in the latter half of the

3rd century. In avowed opposition to the

method of Demosthenes, who spoke in

artistically formed periods, Hegesias not

only went back to the simpler construc-

tions of Lysias, but even endeavoured to

outvie the latter in simplicity, breaking
up all that he had to say into short

sentences, and carefully avoiding periods

of any length [Cic, Orator '22()]. On
the other hand, he sought to give a

certain vividness to his speeches by an
elaborately arranged order of words, and
by a far-fetched and often turgid phraseo-
logy. This was the prevailing fashion
until the middle of the 1st century B.C.

Even in Rome it had numerous followers,

especially Hortensius, until by the influence

of Cicero it was so utteidy crushed out, that

Hegesias was soon forgotten, even among
the Creeks. A peculiar kind of oratory
prevailed in Rhodes, whei'e a closer ap-
proach was again made to the Attic models,
and particularly to the representatives of
the sim])le style, such as Hyperides. Con-
spicuous orators of this school were Apol-
LOnius and MolOx, both of Alabanda in
Caria, in the first half of the 1st century B.C.

{These two orators are expi'essly distin-

guished from one another by Stral)o, p. 655;
they are confounded even by Quintilian,
who erroneously speaks of Apollonius
Molon, iii 1, 16; xii 6, 7.]

The theory of oratory remained until about
the end of the 2nd century B.C. exclusively
in the hands of the philosophers, and was
little regarded by the Asiatic orators. After
that time the orators and practical teachers
of the art again applied themselves with
eagerness to theoretical studies ; the theo-
rists adopted an eclectical method, seeking
to^ combine the philosophical and more
scientific proceeding of Aristotle with that

\
of Isocrates, which addressed itself rather to

;
D. C. A.

the turns of phrase and the outward forms
of orator}'. The most noteworth}'- sj'stem
was introduced by Hekmacoras of Temnos
(about 120 B.C.), whose writings, which are
no longer extant, supplied the chief foun-
dation for the theoretical studies of the
Romans at the beginning of the 1st century
B.C. The system of rhetoric elaborated by
him was afterwards further worked out and
imjoroved in detail. In the time of the
Empire the rhetorical schools in general
flourished, and Ave possess an extensive
rhetorical literature of that age reaching as
far as the 5th century a.d. It includes the
works of authors who mainly treated of the
literary and aesthetic side of ilietoric, espe-
cially those of DiONYSius of Hillicarnassus,
the champion of Atticism and of refined
taste, and the unknown author of the able
treatise On the Suhlime {see Longinus);
also those of technical writers, such as
Hermogenes, the most noteworthy represen-
tative of the scholastic rhetoric of the age,
Apsixes, Menaxder, Theox, Aphthoxius,
and others. On the revival of Greek oratory,
after the end of the 1st century, and parti-

cularly in the 2nd century, see Sophists.
(II) Roman. As among the Athenians,

so also among the Romans^ the institutions
of the State early gave occasion for the
practice of political and forensic oratory.

Until the end of the 3rd century B.C., this

oratory was wholly spontaneous. The
speech of the aged Appids Ci.audius C.ecus,
delivered in 280 against the peace with
Pyrrhus, and afterwards published, was
long preserved as the earliest written monu-
ment ofRoman oratory. Numerous political

speeches were published b}- the well-known
Marcus Porcius Cato, the most note-

worthy orator during the first half of the
2nd century. After the second Punic "War,

in spite of all the opposition of a Cato and of

those who thought with him, Greek culture

forced its way irresistibly into Rome, and
the Romans became eager to conform to

the Greek theory of oratory also. ServIus
SulpIcius Galba {circ. 144 B.C.) is spoken
of as the first man who composed his

speeches in accordance with the rules of

Greek art, and not long aftei'wards the

younger Gracchus (died 121) proved him-
self a consummate orator through the com-
bination of natural gifts and art. Even at

this time tho i)ublication of orations after

delivery was a general custom, and men
were already to be met with who actually

wrote speeches for others. At the beginning

of the 1st century B.C., the most noteworthy
X X
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orators were Marcus Antonids and Lilcius

Licinius Crassus.

Rhetorical instruction was originally

imparted by Greeks. In the first decade of

the 1st century the freedman Plotius Gallus

came forward as a teacher of rhetoric,

and other Latin teachers followed him.

These found a large number of hearers, but

the censors interfered to stop the practice,

as an innovation on the custom of their

forefathers. It is true that this attempt to

oppose the current, which had already set

in, was in vain. Still it was only by freed-

men that rhetoxical instruction in Latin was
given until the time of Augustus, when
the Roman knight Blandus was the first

free-born man who came forward as a public

teacher of rhetoric. Even the Latin rhetori-

cians derived their theory exclusively from
Greek sources, especially from Hermagoras,
to whose influence the two earliest extant

rhetorical writings of the Roman school

are to be referred ; these are the work of

CornIficius, and the youthful production

of Cicero, the De Inventione. Cicero, the

greatest orator of Rome, and the only orator

of the Republic of whom any complete

speeches are extant, composed in his later

years several other valuable writings upon
rhetorical subjects, founded on his practice

as an orator ; viz. the De Orfitore, the

Briltus, and the Onltor. Besides Cicero,

the last age of the Republic possessed a

series of other conspicuous orators, such as

HoRTENSius, C-ELius, Brdtus, and, above
all, CiESAR. A few more representatives

of the oratory of the Republic survived to

the time of Augustus. The most important
of these is Asinius Pollio. But, with the

old constitution, the occasions and materials

for oratory also disappeared under the

Monarchy, and the hindrances and limi-

tations to its pu.blic exercise increased in

the same proportion. Pz'actice was gradually

superseded by theory, orators by rhetori-

cians, speeches by declamations. The ex-

ercises of the rhetorical schools, which now
became one of the chief centres of intel-

lectual life, paid almost exclusive attention

to the form, and dealt with imaginary
subjects of political and forensic oratory,

called sitasdrue and controversuv, which
were as far as possible removed from the

practice of life. A vivid picture of these

exercises is preserved by the reminiscences

of the rhetorician Seneca, the father of

tlie well-known philosopher. The manner
of speaking contracted in the schools was
adopted on the few occasions on which

practical oratory could still be exercised,

and these occasions were accordingly turned

into exhibitions of theatrical declamation.

It was in vain that men like Quixtilian,

in his work on the training of an orator

{InstUfdw Ordtoria), and Tacitus, in his

Dkdoyiie on Orators, pointed to the true

classical patterns, and combated the fashion

of their time, from which even they were

not entirely free. Like these, the 3'ounger

Pliny belongs to the end of the 1st century

A.D. ; his Panegyric, addressed to Trajan,

the only monument of Roman oratory after

Cicero preserved in a complete form, became
the model for the later panegyrists. In the

2nd century a.d., Pronto, and the school

named after him, sought to revive the old

Roman spirit by a tasteless imitation of

archaic expressions and forms of speech.

The same style is practised, though with

more ability, by the African Apuleius.

After the end of the 3rd centurj', the ora-

torical art had its chief seat in the towns

of Gaul, especially in Treves (Trevlri) and

Bordeaux {Burdigald). Here a style of

oratory was matured which possessed a

certain smoothness and copiousness in words,

but showed great lack of ideas. Upon the

representatives of this style, the " Panegy-

rists," see Panegyricus.
Rhianus. A Greek poet and grammarian,

a native of Bene in Crete, in the latter half

of the 3rd century B.C. In his youth he

was a slave and the overseer of a jxlhestra;

in his later life he wrote, in the learned

manner of the Alexandrines, besides epi-

grams, a nvimber of epics. Of these the

most famous was the MessenMca, celehvating

in six books the second Messenian War and

its mythical hero Aristomenes. Besides

an epic fragment, we still possess eleven

of his epigrams.

Rhinthon. A Greek comic poet, son of a

potter of Tarentum, who lived about 300

B.C., and invented a style of composition of

his own, which was much diffused in Magna

Grfecia, and is said to have been imitated

even by the Romans. It was called the

Ilildrdfrdga'dm, i.e. cheerful tragedy. It

was a travesty of tragic myths by tlie inter-

mixture of comic scenes. The scanty frag-

ments of the thirty-eight plays of Rhianus

do not give us any adequate idea of this

kind of composition.

Rhoecus. A Greek artist of Samos, about

500 B.C., inventor of brass-founding, and

architect of the celebi-ated temple of Hera

in his native island [Herod., iii 00]. (See

Architecture and Sculpture.)
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Rh^ton. A kind of drinking-horn. {See

Vessels.)
Ricinium. A covering for the head worn

by the Roman women. {See Clothing.)

Rings. Among the Greeks and Romans
these were worn originally only as signet-

rings on the fourth finger of the left hand.

Among the Romans of the olden time, as

among the Spartans, they were exclusively

of iron. Then golden rings came in as dis-

tinguishing marks of senators and magis-

trates, and afterwards also of knights. It

was only in the course of the imperial age

that the golden signet-ring lost its original

meaning, and became finally a sign of free

birth, or of the privileges thereto attached.

Extravagant sums were paid for ornamental
rings, the value of which consisted partly

in the stone itself, partly in the art dis-

played in the stone-cutting. Among the

Lrreeks this kind of luxury arose at an early

time ; among the Romans it began only in

the last years of the Republic, while it

' considerably increased under the Empire.
Men, as well as women, used sometimes to

wear rings on all their fingers.

Roads. The earliest levelled roads in

Greece were the " sacred ways." These
led to the most important religious centres,

where national festivals were celebrated,

such iestivals also serving the purpose of

jiublic markets or fairs. In general, the

Greeks set a high value on excellent and
well-levelled roads, which made travelling

easy. But, in the best days of Greece, only
unpaved roads were known, paved roads
being of comparatively late origin.

The grandest work in ancient road-

making was that done by the Romans, who,
mainly for military purposes, connected

Rome with her newly acquired provinces by
means of high-roads. They laid out their

roads as far as possible in straight lines.

The nature of the ground is almost entirely

disregarded ; where mountains intervened
they were broken through, and interposing

streams and valleys were spanned wdth
bridges and viaducts.

The first Roman high-road, which, even in

its present condition, is worthy of admira-
tion, was the Via Appid, so called after the

censor Appius Claudius, who constructed it.

It was made in B.C. 312 to join Rome to

Capua, and was afterwards continued as far

as Brundisium. This " queen of roads," as

it is called [by Statins, Silvce ii 2, 12, Appia
longariim teritur reglna tu'arww], was a

stone causcAvay, constructed, according to

the nature of the country, with an embank-
ment either beneath or beside it, and was
of such a width that two broad wagons

l!li!l!SIHHlS13i

(I) ••• VIA APPIA, NI;AI{ AlilCCIA.

(Canina, Arch. Rout., tav. 183.)

could easily pass each other. [Fig. 1 shows

part of this road below the village of Ariccia,

where it runs for a considerable distance

on an embankment faced with freestone,

and with massive balustrades and seats on

both sides, as well as vaulted openings in

the basement to serve as outlets for the

mountain streams.] The surface was paved

with polygonal blocks of hard stone, gene-

rally basalt, fitted closely together, and so

laid"^down that the centre of the road was

at a higher level than the sides, to allow

(2) * PAVKMENT OF VIA APl'IA.

(Piranesi, Aniichita <U Roma, iii 7.)

the rain-water to run off. [Fig. 2 shows

the construction of the pavement.] Ac-

cording to a subsequent method, the

k «
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Roman roads first received a foundation

of rubble or breccia, on which rested a

laj'er of flat stones 8 inches thick ; above

this was an equally thick layer of stones

set in lime, which was covered by another
laj-er of rubble about 3 inches deep ; above
the rubble was laid down the pavement
j)roper, consisting of either hard stone

(silex) or else irregular blocks of basaltic

lava.

In the time of the emperor Hadrian, the

cost of constructing such a road amounted
to £U00 per Roman mile (about 1'5 kilom.

= about A English mile). From the end of

the 2nd century B.C. posts set up at distances

of 1,000 paces from each other served to

measure distances. {Sec Miliarium.)
The making and maintenance of the roads

in Italy were provided for at the e.xpense

of the cvrftrium, or State-treasury, During
the republican age the roads were under
the supervision of the censors. From the

time of Augustus they were under imperial

officials entitled curdtores vmriim. In the

provinces, in general, the cost of the mili-

tary roads, and indeed of all public woi'ks,

was defrayed out of the provincial taxes.

In the imperial provinces soldiers were
also frequently emplo^'ed in constructing

roads. In a few cases toll was levied by
special imperial permission.

Robigus, the male, Eobigo, the female
deity among the Romans who protected

the corn from blight {rohigo). On April

25th a festival called the Eoblgcllia, sup-

posed to have been instituted by Niima, was
iield in their honour in their grove, distant

nearly five miles from Rome. The citizens

marched to the spot in white festal attire,

under the conduct of the ftdmen Qulrlndlis,

Robigus having at first apparently repre-

sented only a particular function of Mars
(or Quirinus), as protector of the arable

laud. After a prayer, accompanied by
offerings of incense and wine, for the pre-

servation of the ripening seed, the Jlainen

offered sacrifice with the entrails of a

young sorrel dog and a sheep. Certain
races were also hold.

Roma {Dea lldma). The personification

of the world-ruling city, first worshijiped

as a goddess by some cities of Asia Minor in

the 2nd century B.C. She was represented
under the image of aTyche {q.v.), with the
mural crown on her head and with all tlie

attributes of ])rosperity and jiower. Under
Augustus her cult in the Hellenic cities

was imited partly with that of Augustus,
partly with that of the deified Csesar, Dlvus

Irdiiis. In Rome she was alwaj's repre-

sented in military shape, sometimes like a

Minerva, sometimes like an Amazon. On
the obverse of silver coins she appears with
a winged helmet (sec cuts).

HEAD OF ROMA.

Between the old Forum and the Colosseum
Hadrian erected a handsome double temple
in honour of Roma and of Venus, as ances-

tress of the Roman people. This was
consecrated on April 21st, the day of the
foundation of Rome and the festival of the
Pdrllia. {See Pales.) It was afterwards
called the tcmphim urbis. The ruins still

remain. For the site, see plan of the Roman
Fora under Forum ; for a restoration of the

interior, see Architecture, fig. 13.

Romance. Romantic narratives, espe-

cially of imaginary adventures of travel,

appear among the Greeks with particular

frequency after the time of Alexander the

Great, owing to Greece having then been
brought into contact with the East {see

EuHEMERUS) ; but these are known to us

only by their titles and by fragments.

Such ethnographical fables form, more-

over, the oldest element in the romance
respecting Alexander which is preserved

under the name of Callisthenes. By
earlier writers love-stories are only inci-

dentally introduced, although in the form
of popular local legends they were dis-

seminated in all the districts of Greece.

From the time of Antimachus they were
adopted with particular predilection as

themes for poetic treatment by the elegiac

poets, especially in the Alexandi'ine age.

There is extant a prose compilation of such

legends collected from historians and poets

by the poet Parthexius in the time of

Augustus.
The earliest example of prose narratives

of tlie amatory type is the "Milesian Tales"

{MilesXdca) oi AristIdes of Miletus (about

100 B.C.), which are regarded as forerunners

of the later loye-romances. Even in the

earliest example of such a romance which

is known to us (at least as to its general

contents), the Wonders beyond Thide of

Antonius Diogenes (probably in the 1st

centuiy a.d.), there appears that combina-
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tion of fontastic adventures of travel

with a tale of love which is common to

all the later romances, almost without ex-

ception. This branch of literature came to

maturity in the age of the later Sophists,

who, among their other literary exercises,

wrote amatory compositions in the form of

narratives and letters. We possess works
of this kind by PhIlostratus, AlciphrOn,
and his imitator Arist.enetus. One of

the oldest of the romances which spring

from this time is that of the Syrian Iam-

HLICHUS (in the 2nd centur}'), entitled

Babyluiuuca. This is extant only in an
epitome. The romances of XexOi'hcjn of

Ephesus, HeliodOrus of Emesa, Longus,
Achilles Tatius of Alexandria, and
Chariton of Ephesus are extant in a com-
plete form. Among these that of Helio-

dorus is distinguished for its artistic and
skilful plot, and the pastoral romance of

Longus for its poetical merit. The treat-

ment of these romances is to a considerable

extent sketched out in accordance with a

fixed pattern, and consists of a simple mul-
tiplication of successive adventures. Two
lovers are separated by untoward chances,

generally robbers by land and sea ; and it

is only after manifold trials and wonderful
experiences in slavery and in strange lands
that the}' are finally once more united. In
the pourtrayal of love they deliberately

endeavour to catch the spirit of the Alex-
andrine elegy ; the language is the artificial

and affected language of the sophistic age.

Such " dramas," as the later writers call

them, were also fi-equently composed in the
Byzantine period ; e.g. by Eustathius.
Among the Bomans the earliest work of

the kind was the translation of the Mile-

siaca of Aristides by Sisenna (about 70 B.C.)

;

for this reason the Roman epithet for a
romance is Milesia. The most important
and the only original production is the sati-

rical romance of manners of Petroxius
(middle of the 1st century A.D.). This work,
which is unfortunately preserved only in

fragments, is of a kind which has no
parallel in Greek literature. The Mrta-
movj)h(jscs of ApuleIus, which are likewise
of the highest value for the history of

manners at the time (2nd century), and are

interesting on account of the novel-like

narratives inserted in them, are derived
from a Greek model. Besides these works,
this form of composition is still represented
in extant Latin literature by the translation
of the Alexander-romance of the pseudo-
Callisthenes by lulius Valerius (about 200).

Similarly, the writings of the pretended
DiCTYS and Dares (4th and 5th centuries),

which are examples of the literature of

forgery relating to the destruction of Troy,

are probably to be referred to Greek sources.

Lastly, there is the wonderful history of

ApollOnius of Tyre, a revised version of

a Greek romance (Gth century), which was
much read in the Middle Ages.

Rorarii. The name given in the old

Roman legion to the citizens of the lowest

property-class, who were armed only with
a dart and a sling. These had to open the

fighting in the capacity of skirmishers, and,

when the close combat began, to withdraw
behind the line. In later times their place

was taken by the velitts (q.v.).

Rostra (properly the ships' prows, from
rostrum, the iron-bound prow, lit. " beak,"

of a ship). The orators' platform in the

Eorum at Rome, so called because it was
embellished with the bronze prows of the

ships of the Latin fleet captured at Antium
in 338 B.C. [Livy, viii 14]. Besides these it

Avas also decorated with other monuments
of the greatness of Rome, such as the Laws
of the Twelve Tables, the culumna rosfnUa
of Duilius, and numerous statues of men of

mark. Originally it stood between the part

of the Eorum called the Comltlum and the

Forum proper, opposite the Curia [no. 18a

in Plan s.v. Forum] ; but in 44 b,c. Cpesar

moved it to the north end of the Forum
under the Capitol [no. 6 in same Plan

;
cp.

Cic, Phil, ix 2], and here built up part of

it by the employment of the old materials.

It was not completed until after his death,

by Antonius. This new platform, which

was afterwards repeatedly restored, appears

by the existing remains to have consisted

of an erection 11 feet higher than the pave-

ment of the Forum, about 78 feet in length,

and 33 feet in depth, [Cp. Middleton"s

Remains of Ancient Rome, 244, 24G,] The
front was decorated with two rows of

ships' prows. The way up to the platform

was at the back. This platform also was
used down to the latest times of the Empire
as a place for setting up honorary statues.

[The Rostra iRlia, so called to distinguish

it from the other rostra, was the projecting

j)udiiim of the herOun of Julius Ca'sar,

'built by Augustus, (no. 21 in plan). Affixed

to this were the prows of the vessels

captured at Actium : Dion Cassius, 11 19

(Middleton, I.e., pp. 252-8).]

Rudis. The wooden foil of the gladia-

tors. {See Gladiatores.)

Rumina and Ruminus [der. rumis or

li
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ruina, "a teat'"]. Ancient Italian pastoral
deities, who protected the suckling cattle

and received offerings of milk. In Rome
their sanctuary stood at the foot of the
Palatine Hill, in the neighbourhood of the
Luiiercid ; in the same place was the
Ruminal fig tree (probably a primitive
emblem of the nurturing goddess) [the

Rnmind flcus of Ovid, Fasti ii 41 2j, under
which Romulus and Remus were said to

have been suckled by the wolf.

Rutilius Lupus {Lucius). A Roman rhe-

toricianwho composed in the time of Tiberius

(14-37 A.D.) a work upon the figures of

speech, abridged from a Greek treatise by the

younger Gorgias. Of this work two books
{Schcmdtu Lexeos) have been preserved.

The value of the work consists in its

translations of striking passages quoted as

examples, mainly from the lost speeches of

the Greek orators. It was used by the

anonymous author of a later Carmen de
Flguris ct Schemdtibus in 18G hexameters.

Rutilius Namatianus. See Namatianus.

Sabazius. A Thracian and Phrygian
deity, whom the Greeks usuallj^ identified

with Dionysus [Diodorus, iv 4], and some-
times also with Zeus. His orgiastic worship
was very closely connected with that of the
Phrygian Mother of the Gods, Rhea-Cybele,
and of Attis. Along with this it was intr-o-

duced into Athens in the 5th century B.C.

[Ai'istophanes, Vesjxe 9, Lysistr. 388 ; De-
mosthenes, De Cor. § 260]. In later times
it was widely spread in Rome and Italy,

especially in the latter days of paganism.
Like many of the oriental deities, he repre-
sented the flourishing life of nature, which
sinks in death, always to rise again. As
an emblem of the yearly renovation of
nature, the symbol specially appropriated
to him was the snake. Accordinglj-, at the
celebration of his mysteries, a golden snake
was passed under the clothes and drawn
over the bosom of the initiated. [Clement
of Alexandria, Protrept., \^. G. In the
Characters of Theophrastus, when the
superstitious man " sees a serpent in his
house, if it be the red snake, he will invoke
Sabazius " (xxviii, ed. Jebb).]

Sabinus (Mdsiirlus). One of the most
celebrated Roman jurists, a pupil of Ateius
Capito in the time of Tiberius, and founder
of the school of jurists called after him that
of the Sdhlniani. {See Ateius Capito and
Jurisprudence.)

Sacellum. The Latin name for a small
sanctuary, which was a mere altar, or an
inclosed uncovered place with an altar, or

a little temple with either an altar or an
image for purposes of worship. In Rome the
greater part of these sanctuaries were among
the oldest and holiest places of worship.

Sacerdos {Munlns Plotius). A Latin gram-
marian, perhaps of the end of the 3rd cen-
tury A.D. ; wrote in Rome an ars grammatica
in three books. The third treats of metre.

Sacra. The Latin term for all trans-

actions relating to the worship of the gods,

especially sacrifice and prayer. They are

either sacra jJrlvdta or j^ublica. The former

were undertaken on behalf of the individual

by himself, on behalf of the family b}^ the

pater fdmllms, or on behalf of the gens by
the whole body of the gentiles. The centre

of the domestic service of the gods is formed

by the worship of the Penates and Ldres.

In particular cases recourse was also had
to certain specified deities. Besides this,

private sacra were attached to particular

families ; these passed to the heir with

the succession and became a burden on

him. Hence an inheritance without sacra

{heredttds sine sacris) proverbiallj' signi-

fied an unimpaired piece of good fortune

[Plautus, Capt. lib., Trin. 483]. As the

family had sacra, so also had the gens

{q.i'.), which had arisen out of the family

by expansion. These were performed by a

sacrificial priest {fldmcn) appointed from

among the gentiles, the celebration taking

place in his own house or in a special

sdcelluni in the presence of the assembled

gentiles. The sacra p>uhlica were under-

taken pro p)6pido collectively, (1) by the

curia', pdgi, or vlci, into which the com-

munity was divided, whence such sacrifices

were called sacra j^opfddria; or (2) by the

individual gcntes and societies {see SoDA-

LITAS), to which the superintendence of a

particular cult had been committed by the

State ; or (3) by the magistrates and priests

of the Roman State. The sacra of the

gcntes were with few exceptions performed

in public, though the multitude present

remained silent spectators; only in a few

cases they took part in the procession to

the place of worship or in the sacrificial

feast.

Sacramentum. The Roman term for the

I
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military oath of allegiance, originallj'- the

preliminary engagement entered npon with

the general by newly enlisted troo})S [Cic,

Of. ill ^ 3() ; Livy, xxii 38 § 2]. The oath

was taken first by the legates and tribunes.

These otiicers then administered it to the

soldiers in the following manner: one soldier

in each legion recited the formula of the

oath, and the rest were called u}) b}^ name,
and, coming forward one by one, swore to the

same oath with the words Idon in dw^ i.e.

"The same (holds good) for me." The oath

remained in force only till the next campaign,

and whenever there was a new general a

new oath was taken. After the introduc-

tion of the twenty years" service by Marius
(about 100 B.C.) the men raised for service

took the oath, not one by one, but all

together and for the whole time of service,

in the name of the State, afterwards in that

of the emperor,
Sacramentum in the oldest and most

general form of civil lawsuit, named after

it legls actio per sacrament uvi, is a deposit

made beforehand by the parties in the

suit. It was originally five sheep or five

oxen, according to the value of the object

in dispute, afterwards a sum of money at

the rate of ten asses for each sheep and
one hundred for each ox. The deposit was
given back to the successful party, while

that of the loser was originally applied to

religious purposes ; afterwards it went to

the cerariuin, or public treasury.

Sacrarium. The domestic chapel. {See

House, Roman.)
Sacrifices, among the ancients, formed the

chief part of every religious act. According
to the kind of sacrifice offered, they were
divided into (a) bloodless offerings and {h)

blood ofterings. («) The former consisted

in firstfruits, viands, and cakes of various

shape and make, which were some of them
burned and some of them laid on the altars

and sacrificial tables {see figs. 1 and 2) and
removed after a time, libations of wine,
milk, water with honey or milk, and frank-

incense, for which in early times native

products (wood and the berries of cedars,

junipers, and bay trees, etc.) were used.

Asiatic spices, such as incense and myrrh,
scarcely came Into use before the seventh
century in Greece or until towards the end
of the Republic at Rome.

(6) For blood-offerings cattle, goats, sheep,
and swine wex'e used by preference. Other
animals were only employed in special cults.

Thus horses were offered in certain Greek
regions to Poseidon and Helio^;, and at

Rome on the occasion of the October feast

to Mars; dogs to Hecate and RObigus, asses

C*/J»/«;.-3

(1) * SACRIFICIAL TABLE
(with terminal bust of Priapus, and implements of

sacrifice)

AND SACKED TREE OF DIONYSUS
(\vith t}iyrsus and tympanum).

Mural painting from Pompeii (Boetticher's Baumcultus,
fig. 12).

(2) * SACRIFICIAL TABLE WITH OFFERINC.S.

(Terra-cotta relief from Pompeii.)

to jPriapus, cocks to Asclepius, and geese

to Isis. Sheep and cattle, it appears, could

li
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be offered to any gods among the Greeks.
As regards swine and goats, the regulations

varied according to the diffei'ent regions.

Swine were sacrificed especially to Demeter
and Dionysus, goats to the last named
divinity and to Apollo and Artemis as well
as Aphrodite, while they were excluded
from the service of Athene, and it was
only at Sparta that they were pre-

sented to Hera. At Epidaurus they
might not be sacrificed to Asclepius,

though elsewhere this was done with-
out scruple. [Part of the spoils of

the chase—such as the antlers or fell

of the stag, or the head and feet of

the boar or the bear—was offered to

Artemis Agrotera {see fig. 3).]

As regards the sex and colour of

the victims, the Romans agreed in

general with the Greeks in following

the rule of sacrificing male creatures

to gods, female to goddesses, and those

of dark hue to the infernal powers.
At Rome, however, there were special

regulations respecting the victims
appropriate to the different divinities.

Thus the appropriate offering for

Jupiter was a young steer of a white colour,

or at least with a white spot on its fore-

head ; for Mars, in the case of expiatory
sacrifices, two bucks or a steer ; the latter

also for Neptune and Apollo ; for Vulcan, a

red calf and a boar ; for Liber and Mercury,
a he-goat ; for Juno, Minerva, and Diana, a

heifer ; for Juno, as Lucina, an ewe lamb
or (as also for Ceres and the Bona Dea)
a sow ; for Tellus, a pregnant, and for

Proserpine a barren, heifer; and so on.

The regulations as regards the condition
of the victims were not the same everywhere
in Greece. Still in general with them, as

invariably with the Romans, the rule held
good, that only beasts which were without
blemish, and had not yet been used for

labour, should be employed. Similarly, there
were definite rules, which were, however,
not the same everywhere, concerning the age
of the victims. Thus, by Athenian law,
lambs could not be offered at all before their
first shearing, and sheep only when they had
borne lambs. The Romans distinguished
victims by their ages as lacfanfes, sucklings,
and maiOrcs, full grown. The sacrifice of

sucklings was*subject to certain limitations :

young pigs had to be five days old, lambs
seven, and calves thirty. Animals were
reckoned maiores if they were Indentes
i.e. if their upper and lower rows of teeth

were complete. There were exact require-

ments for all cases as regards their sex
and condition, and to transgress these was
an offence that demanded expiation. If

the victims could not be obtained as

the regulations required, the pontifical law
allowed their place to be taken by a repre-

sentation in wax or dough, or by a dif-

ferent animal in substitution for the sort

(3) * OFFERING TO ARTEMIS AGROTERA.
(From a sarcophagus in the Louvre.)

required. In many cults different creatures

were combined for sacrifice : e.g. a bull, a

sheep, and a pig (c/j. Suovetaurilia), or a

pig, a buck, and a ram, and the like. In

State sacrifices, victims were sometimes

sacrificed in great numbers ; e.g. at the

Athenian festival in commemoration of the

victory at Marathon, 500 goats were slain.

{Cp. Hecatombe.) Human sacrifices as a

means of expiation were not unknown to

the earliest Greek and Roman worship,

and continued in certain cases {e.g. at the

feast of the Lycaean Zeus and of Jupiter

Latiaris) until the imperial period; how-

ever, where they continued to exist, crimi-

nals who were in any case doomed to death

were selected, and in many places oppor-

tunity was further given them for escape.

In general, it was considered that purity

in soul and body was an indispensable

requirement for a sacrifice that was to be

acceptable to a divinity. Accordingly the

offerer washed at least his hands and feet,

and appeared in clean (for the most part,

white) robes. One who had incurred blood-

guiltiness could not offer sacrifice at all;

he who had polluted himself by touching

anything unclean, particularly a corpse,

needed special purification by fumigation.

Precautions were also taken to insure the

withdrawal of all persons who might be

otherwise unpleasing to the divinity ; from
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niany sacrifices women were excluded, from

others men, from many slaves and freedmen.

At Rome, in early times, all plebeians were
excluded b}^ the patricians.

The victims were generally decked out

with ribbons and wreaths, and sometimes

the cattle had their horns gilded. If the

creature voluntarily followed to the altar

or even bowed its head, this was considered

as a favourable sign ; it was an unfavour-

able sign if it oftered resistance or tried to

escape. In that case, with the Romans,
the object of the sacrifice was deemed to be
frustrated. Among the Greeks those who
took part in the sacrifice wore wreaths ; a

tirebrand from the altar was dipped in water,

and with the water thus consecrated they

sprinkled themselves and the altar. They
then strewed the head of the victim with
baked barley-grains, and cast some hairs cut

from its head into the sacriiicial fire. After
those present had been called upon to ob-

serve a devout silence, and avoid everything
that might mar the solemnity of the occasion,

the gods were invited, amidst the sound
of flutes or hymns sung to the lyre and
dancing, to accept the sacrifice propitiously.

The hands of the worshippers were raised,

or extended, or pointed downwards, ac-

cording as the prayer was made to a god
of heaven, of the sea, or of the lower world
respectively. The victim was then felled

to the ground with a mace or a hatchet, and
its throat cut with the sacrificial knife.

During this operation the animal's head
was held up, if the sacrifice belonged to the

upper gods, and bowed down if it belonged
to those of the lower world or the dead. The
blood caught from it was, in the former
case, poured round the altar, in the latter,

into a ditch. In the case just mentioned
the sacrifice was entirely burned (and this

was also the rule with animals which were
not edible), and the ashes were poured into

the ditch. In sacrifices to the gods of the

upper world, only certain portions were
burned to the gods, such as thigh-bones or

chine-bones cut off the victim, some of the
entrails, or some pieces of flesh with a laA'er

of fat, rolled round the whole, together with
libations of wine and oil, frankincense, and
sacrificial cakes. The remainder, after re-

moving the god's portion, as it was called,

for the priests engaged in the sacrifice, was
either roasted at once for the sacrificial

banquet and so consumed, or taken home.
Festal sacrifices at the public expense were
often combined with a public meal. Sacri-
fice was made to the gods of the upper air

in the morning ; to those of the lower world
in the evening.

Among the lio))ians, as among the Greeks,
reverent silence prevailed during the sacri-

iicial operations ; in case a careless word
should become an evil omen, and to prevent
any disturbance by external surroundings,

a llutc-player played and the offerer of the
sacrifice himself veiled his head during
the rite. The prayer, formulated by the

pontiftcCs, and unintelligible to the priests

themselves from its archaic language, was
repeated by the votary after the priest,

who read it from a written form, as any
deviation from the exact words made the

whole sacrifice of no avail. As a rule, the

worshipper turned his face to the east,

or, if the ceremony took place before

the temple, to the image of the divinity,

grasping the altar with his hands ; and,

when the prayer was ended, laid his

hands on his lips, and turned himself from
left to right (in manj' cults from right to

left), or, again, walked round the altar and
then seated himself. Then the victim, se-

lected as being without blemish, was conse-

crated, the priest sprinkling salted grains of

dried and pounded spelt {niuld salsa) and
poux'ing wine from a cup upon its head, and
also in certain sacrifices cutting some of the

hairs off its head, and finally making a stroke

with his knife along the back of the crea-

ture, fi'om its head to its tail. Cattle were
killed with the mace, calves with the ham-
mer, small animals with the knife, by the

priest's attendants appointed for the pur-

pose, to whom also the dissection of the

victims was assigned. If the inspectors of

sacrifice {see Haruspex) declared that the

entrails (exta), cut out with the knife, were
not normal, this was a sign that the otiering

was not pleasing to the divinity ; and if it

was a male animal which had been previously

slaughtered, a female was now killed. If

the entrails again proved unfavourable, the

sacrifice was regarded as of no avail. On
the other hand, in the case of prodigies,

sacrifices were offered until favourable signs

appeared. In other sin-oflferings there was
no inspection of entrails. Sin-offerings were
either entirely burned or given to the priests.

Otherwise the flesh was eaten by the offerers,

and only the entrails, which were roasted

on spits, or boiled, were ofiered up, together

with particular portions of the meat, in the

proper way, and placed in a dish upon the

altar, after being sprinkled with viola salsa

and wine. The slaughter of the victim took

place in the morning, whilst the exta were
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offered at eveiiinc;, the intervening time be-

ing taken np by tlie jjrocess of preparation.

Saectilares Liidi (properly Lndl Terent'ml

or TurenUnt). The " Secular Games " arose

from some gentile sacrifices of the Valerian
family, which were offered to the gods be-

neath the earth at the Terentum (or Taren-
tum), a spot in the Campus Martins where
a volcanic lire smouldered. The first cele-

bration of the Lndi Tcrentini of which
there is actual evidence took place 249 B.C.,

by the direction of the Sibylline books, in

honour of Dis and Proserpine. Owing to

the vow then made, to repeat them at the

beginning of evei-y saiculum, or period of

one Inindred years, they were called the
*' Secular Games." Like all cults prescribed

by the Sibylline books, they are of non-

Roman origin, being, in fact, borrowed from
the Etruscans, who at the conclusion of a

mean period of lOU years, reckoned accord-

ing to the longest human life in a genera-

tion, used to present an expiatory offering

on behalf of the new generation to the gods
beneath the earth. The games seem to

have been next held, not in 149, but in 146

;

the one following was omitted on account
of the Civil Wars, and the games were not

held again until the time of Augustus, in

17 B.C. [It was for this occasion that

Horace wrote his Carmen Sa-culdre.] The
date was hxed by a reckoning different from
that hitherto followed, by taking 110 years
as the normal standard of the scvcMlwm.

In later times sometimes the new reckoning
was adopted, sometimes the old; as early

as Claudius we have a return to the old,

and in 47 a.d. that emperor celebrated with
secular games the 8U0th year of Rome.
Similarly the years 900 and 1000 of the

city were celebrated. The ritual order of

the games, which Augustus only altered by
the introduction of Apollo, Diana, and
Latona among the deities worshipped, was
as follows : At the beginning of the season
of harvest, heralds invited the people to the
festival, which none had ever seen, nor
would see again ; and the commission of

fifteen, which was charged with the due
celebration of all festivals enjoined by the
Sibylline books, distributed the means of

expiation, consisting of torches, sulphur,
and pitch, to all free persons on the Capitol
and in the Palatine temple of Apollo. At
the same time in the temple of the Capitoline

Jupiter, in that of the Palatine Apollo, and
in that of Diana on the Aventine, wheat,
barley, and beans were handed to the people
for an offering of lirstfruits. At the feast

proper, which lasted three days and three

nights, the emperor upon the first night

sacrificed to the Parc?e three rams, which
were completely burnt up, upon three altars

at the Terenttim. This was accom])anied

by the burning of torches and the chanting

of a hymn. At the same place, and on the

same or the following day, a black hog and
a young pig were offered to Tellus, and
dark-coloui'ed victims to Dis and Proserpine.

On the first day white bulls were sacrihced

to Jupiter, and a white cow to Juno on the

Capitol, after which scenic games were held

in honour of Apollo. On the second day
the matrons prayed to Juno on the Capitol

;

on the third, a sacrifice of white oxen took

place in the Palatine temple of Apollo, while

twenty-seven boys and the same number
of maidens sang the carmen sceculare in

Greek and in Latin.

Sagitta. Arrow. (Sec Bows.)
Sagittarii. The bowmen in the Roman

armies. These were generally raised by
lev}' or furnished by the allies. The Cre-

tan, Balearic, and Asiatic bowmen were
specially celebrated.

Sagum. The military cloak of the Roman
soldiers, which consisted of a four-cornered

piece of cloth worn over the armour and

fastened xipon the shoulder by a clasp. It

was a symbol of war, as the toga was the

symbol of peace.

Salacia. A Roman goddess of the salt

water. She was identified with the Greek

Amphitrlte, and regarded as the wife of

Neptune.
Salarium. A Roman term signifying

properly the allowance of salt which the

governor furnished for the magistrates and

officers who formed his retinue ; then the

gratification in money which took the

place of the salt. Under the Empire it

was the pay of the imperial magistrates, as

well as of the phj'sicians and professors in

the service of the State.

Salii (" dancers "). An old Italian college

of priests of Mars ;
said to have been intro-

duced at Rome by Niima and doubled by

TuUus Hostilius. The earlier college was

called the Salii Fdhltlni, and the later the

Salii Agonales or ColUni. The former

derived their name from their ciD-ta on the

Palatine Hill ; the latter, from the Colline

Gate, near which stood their sanctuary on

the Quirinal. Both colleges consisted of

twelve life-members of patrician family, and

recruited their numbers from young men,

whose parents were required to be still

living ; at their head was a mdgistcr, a
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prccsul (leader in the dance), and a vdtcs

(leader in the song). The cult of the Pala-

tine Salii had to do with Mars, that of the

CoUinc with Quirinus ; but the chief con-

nexion of both was with the holy shields,

am'ilia. (Sec Ancile with cut.) The chief

business of the Salii fell in March, the

beginning of the campaigning season. On
March 1st the}' began a procession through
the city, each of them dressed in an em-
broidered tunic, a bronze breastplate, and
a peaked helmet, girt about with a sword,

with one of the hoty shields on the left

arm, and in the right hand a staff, while
trumpeters walked in front of them. At
all the altars and temples they made a

halt, and, under the conduct of the two
leaders, danced the war-dance in three

measures, from which they take their name
of Salii or " dancei's," accompanjang it by
singing certain laj^s, beating their shields

meanwhile with the staves. Every day
the procession came to an end at certain

appointed stations, where the shields were
kept over the night in special houses, and
the Salii themselves partook of a meal pro-

verbial for its magnificence [Horace, Odes
i 37, 2]. Until March 24th the aneilia

were in motion ; within this time some
special festivities, were also held, in which
the Salii took part. On March lltli there

was a chariot-race in honour of Mars
{Eqinrta) and a sacrificial feast in honour
of the supposed fabricator of the shields,

Mamurius Veturius ; on the 19th was the

ceremony of the cleansing of the shields,

and on the 23rd the cleansing of the holy
trumpets (tuba^) of the priests, called

the tuhilustrmm. The daj^s on which the
aneilia were in motion were accounted
solemn (rellgiosi), and on these days men
avoided marching out to war, offering

battle, and concluding a marriage. In
October, the close of the campaigning
season, the aneilia were once more brought
out, in order to be cleansed in the Campus
Martins. The lays of the Salii, called

axdmenta, .were referred to Numa, and
were written in the archaic Saturnian
verse, and in such primitive language, that
they were scarcely intelligible even to the
priests themselves, and as early as the
beginning of the 1st century B.C. were the
object of learned interpretation. [Quinti-
lian i G § 40. Two or three connected
bits of these lays have come down to us
CAllen's Jicmnants of Early Latin, \). 74).

The most intelligible is the following, in
a rude Saturnian measure :

II
Ciiind tonds, Leticisie,

\

prce let Iremonti,
||

Quoni tihei ciinei
\
dextumihn tondront ; \\

i.e. Cum tunas, Lucetic (thou god of light),

pree te tremunf, cum till ciinei (bolts of
lightning) a dextrCt tonueriint.] Besides
Mars, other deities, such as Janus, Jupiter,
and Minerva, were invoked in them ; the
invocation of Mamurius Veturius formed
the close [Ovid, Fasti, iii 2G0 If.]. After
the time of Augustus the names of indivi-

dual emperors were also inserted in the lays
Sallustius Crispus {Gains). The cele-

brated Roman historian, born 8G n.c., of a
plebeian family, at Amiternum, in the land
of the Sabines. After a youth spent in

excesses, in 52, he made, as tribune of the
people, a most violent attack on Cicero,

the defender of Milo and the senatorial

party. By the censors of the year 50 he
was turned out of the Senate, ostensibly
for immorality, but really on political

grounds, because he was a partisan of
Caesar. By the latter he was made qusestor
in 49, and thereby reinstated in his sena-

torial rank. An expedition to Illyria,

the conduct of which had been committed
to him by Caesar, after the battle of Phar-
salus, miscarried. He was more successful

in 47 as propraetor in Africa, where Caesar

committed to him the province of Numidia,
with the title of proconsul. Here he was
guilty of such extortions, that it was only by
the favour of Caesar that he escaped a con-

demnation. The treasures thus acquired
enabled him to lay out the magnificent
gardens known by his name on the Quii'inal,

and to devote his life entirol}^ to learned
pursuits, as, in consequence of the murder
of Caesar, he had withdrawn from all poli-

tical activity. His two earliest produc-
tions, on the Catilinarian Conspiracy (the

BcUum Cdtilimr) and on the Jugurthine
War {Bcllum lagurthlnum) are preserved
complete. Of his most important work, the

five books of Hisiorloi, onl}- four speeches,

two letters, and a series of fragments have
come down to us. His work, after a survey
of the earlier times, contained a short de-

scription of the civil war between Marius
and Sulla, and then a detailed history from
78 to G7. The other writings ascribed to

him—two letters to Caesar about the reor-

ganization of the State {EpistCda' cut

Coisdrcm de Jiejjuhlicd) and a DccldnidtiO

in Clceroncm—are rhetorical fabrications

of a later time.

Sallust is undoubtedly the first artistic

historian among the Romans. He deals

not with the mere narration of events, but
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also with the explanation of their inner

meaning. His model is Thncydides, whom
he strives to imitate, not only in his love of

truth and his impartiality, but also in the

general plan of his works, especially in the

interweaving of speeches in order to char-

acterize situations and persons, as well as

in his phraseology, which is often brief and
compressed even to obscurity. To literary

form he paid more attention than was given
by any Roman historian before him. In
his language he purposely diverged from
the ordinary language of the time, espe-

cially by closely imitating the style of the

elder Cato. This mannerism of style, as

well as the inconsistency between his

earlier life and the censorious moral rigour

displayed in his writings, drew upon him
severe criticism, even among his contem-
poraries. Nevertheless his works have
always had a high reputation.

Salmoneus. Son of ^olus, husband of

Alcidice, and father of Tyro (see Neleus).
He founded Salmone in Elis, whither he had
migrated from Thessaly. He usurped the

name and the sacrifices of Zeus. He even
imitated thunder and lightning by trailing

dried skins and caldrons behind his

chariot and flinging torches into the air.

For this reason Zeus slew him with the

liglitning, and destroyed his town together

with its inhabitants. His second wife,

Sidero, had ill-treated her step-daughter

Tyro, and was therefore slain by Tyro's

sons, Pelias and Neleus, at the altar of

Hera, where she had taken refuge.

Salpinx. The Greek name for the long

trumpet, like the Roman tilba, with which
the signals were given in the army. It

was also employed in religious ceremonies.

(See cut.)

Salus, The personification of health and
j)rosperity among the Romans. As god-
dess of health, she was identified with the

(jrveek Jlf/gu'id {(]. v.), the daughter of Ascle-

pius, and represented in the same way.
As the deity representing the welfare of

the Roman people {Sdlus Piiblica Pdpuli

liuindnl) she had from the year 302 B.C. a
teniple on the Quirinal. Under the Em-
pire, she was also worshipped as guardian
goddess of the emperors {Salus Aiifjusta).

Prayers were frequently made to her b}' the
priestly colleges and the political bodies,

especially at the beginning of the year, in

times of sickness, and on the birthdays of

the emperors. As her counterpart among
the Sabines, we have the goddess Strcnia.

{Sec Strex.e.)

Salutatio. The morning greeting which
Romans of rank were in the habit of re-

ceiving from clients, friends, and admirers

in the atrium during the first two hours

of the day ; for this purpose the callers

gathered in the vestibule even before sun-

rise. [Martial, iv 8 : prima sdlfdantes

atque altera contlnet hora ; Pliny, Ep. in

12, officia antelucdna.]

Sambuca (Gr. sanibf/ke). A triangular,

stringed instrument resembling a harp,

having a piercing tone. When played, its

pointed end stood downwards.
Samnis. See Gladiatores.
Sancus. Usually called Semo Sancus (see

Semones). a genius worshipped by the

Sabines, Umbriaus, and Romans, represent-

ing holiness and good faith in human life.

In Rome, he was principally worshipped

under the name Deus Fidius (from fides,

" faith ") as god of oaths, god of the

public laws of hospitality and of nations,

also of international intercourse and of the

safety of the roads, which were placed

under his protection. An oath in his

name could be taken only under the open

sky ; therefore even his temple had a hole

in the roof, and, when an oath by him was

taken at home, the man swearing went into

the uncovered court. On account of many
points of resemblance he was identified

with Hercules. He had a temple on the

Quirinal (the foundation of which was cele-

brated June 5\ and another on the island

in the Tiber [Ovid, Fasti, vi 213-218].

Sandalium. A Greek covering for the foot,

principally worn by women, consisting oi

a thick sole of wood, cork, or leather, with

a strap carried over the foot in front of

the socket of the great toe, passed between

this and the second toe, and tied to the

other bands fastened to the edge of the

sole before and behind. The back was

supported by strap-work, which was often

very neatly intertwined above the ankles.

{Sec cuts.)

Soles of the more simple kind were

bound underneath the foot by a strap
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running crosswise over the instep, or by
two stj'aps fastened to the side-edges and
tied together in a knot or by a c-lasp.

Soles Avere also worn, which
were provided with a closo-

littiug piece of leather at

the heel and witli a piece

of leather, sometimes nar-

row, sometimes broad, at

the sides. These last were
so laced together by straps

round the ankles, that the

toes and the flat of the foot

remained uncovered. {Cp. SoLEA.)

Sappho. The greatest poetess of antiquity,

born at Mytilene or Eresus in Lesbos, lived

between G3U and 570 B.C., being a younger
contemporary of Alcaeus {see cut). She was
married to a rich man of Andros, and had
a daughter named Clais. About f^rxi she

was obliged to flee from Lesbos, probably
in consequence of political disturbances,

and to remain some time iu Sicily. In

Her poems were divided by the Alexan-
drine scholars into nine books according to

their metres ; and besides the purely lyric

SANDALS <il" VAUK
(1) it (5) Museo Vio-Clemcnt. iv tav. viii, xiv.

(2) Winckelmami, 0\iere, tav. lii.

irs KINDS.

(:j) Jlfiiseo Boiloiiico, x, liii.

(i) Clarac, Music, v 848, no. 2139.

SAPPHO AND AI.C.EUS.

"Darl-haircd, pitvs, aiid sweetly smiling Sappho,
Tain would I say eoiaething, save that shame prevents me."

—Aic^Ls, fragm. 55, Bergk.

(Terra-cotta relief from Melos, British Museum.)

her later years she was again living in

Lesbos, in the society of J'oung girls with
an inspiration for poetry. {See Erinxa.)
Although, according to the principles

expressed in her own poems, and according
to trustworthy testimonies of antiquity,

she was a woman of pure and strict life,

yet later scandal unwarrantably put an
immoral interpretation on this societ^^

Equally unfounded is the legend emanating
from the Attic comedians, that she threw
herself from the Leucadian rock into the
sea out of despair at the rejection of her
love by a handsome seaman named Phaon
[fragm. of Menander's Leucadia].

songs, among which the Eplthaldmia, or

wedding-lays, were particularly celebrated,

they included elegies and epigrams. Two
of her odes, with a number of short frag-

ments, are still extant. Her odes were for

the most part composed in the metre named
after her the sapphic. strophe (or stanza),

which was so much used by Horace. They
are among the tenderestand most charming
productions in the whole range of extant

Greek literatitre, and afford some percep-

tion of the points of excellence ascribed

to Sappho by antiquity : sincerity and depth
of feeling, delicacy of rhythm, and grace

and melodiottsness of language.

Sarapts. Sec Serapis.

Sarcophagus. Properly I7th6s sarco-

phagofs, a kind of stone (alum-slate) found

near Assos, in the district of Troas in Asia

Minor ; so called because it had the peculiar

property, that all corpses laid in it were
completely consumed in forty days, with the

exception of the teeth. [Cp. Pliny, N. II.

ii 211.] Usually coffins were only inlaiil

with it in order to hasten decomposition.

Then the name is given generally to any
stone-coflfin, such as those which were
customary among Greeks and Romans,
among the latter particularly after the

2nd century a.d. {Cp. Sculpture, and for a

SAIUMU'IIAGCS OK I.. COKNELIU.S SC:iPI'

(Rome, Vatican Museum.)

specimen see Muses.) The cut represents

the sarcophagus of L. Cornelius Scipio

Barbatus, consul 298 B.C., great-grandfather

bJ
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of the elder Scipio Africanus, of the 3rd

century B.C. It is made of common stone,

and is the only example remaining from

the old Roman time.

Sarissa. The thrusting-lance of the

Macedonian hoplites {see Phalanx) and
light cavalry, which in the time of Philip

and Alexander was 18 feet long, afterwards

14 ; I'rom this lance the light cavalry were
called sdrissd2}h6vi (sarissa-bearers).

Sarpedon. According to Homer, son of

Zeus and Laudamla and grandson of Bel-

lerophon ; like his cousin Glaucus {q.v., 4),

a prince of the Lycians and ally of Priam.

At the storming of the Greek camp he, in

company with Glaucus, was the first upon the

enemy's wall ; on his falling by the hand
of Patroclus, a fearful battle arose over his

body, until Apollo, by the command of Zeus,

rescued the disfigured corpse from the

Greeks, and, after Avashing it and anoint-

ing it with ambrosia, had it carried through

the air to Lycia by the twin brothers

Sleep and Death [Homer, xvi 419-683].

Later writers describe him as a son of

Zeus and Europa, and brother of Minos
;

driven out by the latter, he won for him-

self a lordship in Lycia, and lived there by
the favour of Zeus for three generations.

Satire (Lat. sdttra, older form sdtiira).

The word properly denotes a medley of

heterogeneous things, and in particular a

kind of dramatical farce, which consisted

of a mixture of speech, song, music, and
dancing. {Sec Fescennini.)

Before the rise of an artistic type of

Roman drama, these farces were performed
on festive occasions by itinerant minstrels,

the representation taking place upon the

pviblic stage erected at Rome in 390 B.C.

After the introduction of the Greek
drama by Livius Andronicus, 240 B.C., the

sdturce sank to the position of after-pieces

{exodla) which were improvised by masked
Roman youths after the conclusion of the

performance proper ; in this shape they
lasted until they were entirely supplanted
b}'' the Atelldmv.. As an artistic composi-
tion the sntiira is wholly undramatical,

and designates in the first instance a col-

lection of miscellaneous pieces of poetry
of heterogeneous contents and metres; in

this form it seems to have been first

introduced into literature by Ennius. A
definite impress, fixing its character for

all future time, was given to the satura

in the 2nd century B.C. by Lucilius, who
made it essentially what we now under-
stand by satire, and is therefoi'e designated

by Horace [Sat. ii 1, G2] as the inventor of

this branch of literatm-e. Even his satires,

as may be gathered from the fragments that

survive, were of a very miscellaneous char-

acter, as regards matter and as regards

form. All possible aspects of the life of

the time were made the objects of a discus-

sion, which might be serious, jocular, or

censorious, as occasion required. It was
composed in the form sometimes of an essay,

sometimes of a letter, sometimes of a dia-

logue, and in the conversational style in

vogue at the time. In his earlier poems
he made use of various metres, afterwards

almost exclusively of the hexameter. The
significant example of Lucilius invited emu-
lation all the more, because the prosaic and
didactic element in satire was in the most
thorough accordance with the Roman char-

acter and poetical capacities. Accordingly a

number of imitators are mentioned reaching

down to the end of the Republic, though, in

the judgment of Horace, their endeavour to

attain the level of their model was a vain

one [Sat. i 10, 47]. A revival and develop-

ment answering to the more refined taste of

the time was given to the Lucilian satura

by Horace, who, however, confined himself

to social and literary life, and used the

hexameter alone. In the latter respect

his example was followed by Persius and

Juvenal; but these treated the contrast

between the ideal and the actual, which

provokes the satire, not with the humour of

Horace, but with bitterness and severity.

An ancient (or pre-Lucilian) style of

satura was revived towards the end of

the Republic by the "most learned of

the Romans," Terentius Varro, with his

Menippean Satires, in which, following the

example of the Cynic Menippus of Gadara,

he treated serious subjects in humorous

fashion and in a mixed form of prose

and poetry. This mixed form was also

adopted in the time of Nero by Petronius

in his satirical romance of manners, and by

Seneca in his satire on Claudius, as well

as in later times by the emperor Julian

in his Caisdrcs, written in Greek.

The satire is a thoroughly Roman species

of poetry [Quintilian, x 1 § 93: Satura

quidem tota nostra est] ; for though there

is much in the poetry of the Greeks which,

in regard to subject-matter, corresponds in

some degree to the satii'e, still they were

never able to produce a literature of this

kind stamped with a definite character of its

own, and described by a distinctive naraec

Sattira. See Satire.
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Saturnalia. A Roman festival in honour

of Saturuus (q.v.).

Satiirniis (" the sower "). An ancient

Italian god of seedtime and harvest, with

a sickle as symbol ; husband of Ops, father

of Picus. In later times he was identified

with the Greek Kronos, who, thrust out

by Zeus, came across the sea to Latium,
was received by Janus, settled as king on

the Capitoline Hill (as it was called in after

times), brought agriculture and its blessings

to the people, and subsequently disappeared.

His reign was regarded as the golden age

of Italy. At the foot of the Capitoline Hill

a temple, built by the last Tarquin on the

site of a very ancient altar, was dedicated

to him and to his wife Ops. Under this

temple was the Roman treasury {cururhim

Saturn i ; No. 4 in plan, sak Forum). Ex-
cept during his festival, his statue was,
throughoiit the year, wound round the feet

with woollen fillets. People oifered sacri-

fices to him with uncovered head, according
to the Greek rites. His own festival, the

SCitxirnCilia, took place on December 17, and
consisted of sacrifices in the open air in

front of the temple and also of an outdoor

banquet, at which the senators and knights
appeared, after laying aside the toga for a
loosely fitting gown called synthesis. After
the feasting, they separated with the cry,
^^ lo Saturnalia ! " The festival was also

celebrated in private society ; schools had
holidays, law-courts were closed, all work
was stopped, war was deferred, and no
punishment of criminals took place for seven
days from December 17 to 23. During that
time there were all kinds of fantastic amuse-
ments. The festival was symbolical of a
return to the golden age. People gave
presents to one another, in particular wax
tapers (ccrei) and dolls {sigiUaria). They
also entertained one another, and amused
themselves witli social games ; in particular,

they gambled for nuts—the symbol of fruit-

fulness. Every freedom was given to slaves,

and they were first entertained at the
banquet and served by their masters, in re-

membrance that under the rule of Saturnus
there had been no differences in social

rank.

Satyric Drama. One of the three varieties
of the Attic drama. Its origin may be
traced back to Pratinas of Phlius (about
500 B.C.). It is probable that, after settling
in Athens, he adapted the old dithyramb
with its chorus of Satyrs, which was cus-

I

ternary in his native place, to the form of
tragedy which had been recently invented

in Athens. This new kind of drama met
with so much approval, and was so much
developed by Pratinas himself, as well

as by his son Aristeas, by Choerilus, by
iEschylus, and the dramatists who suc-

ceeded him, that it became the custom to

act a satyric drama after a set of three

tragedies. The seriousness of the preceding
plays was thus relieved, while the chorus
of Satyrs and Sileni, the companions of

Dionysus, served to indicate the original

connexion between that divinity and the

drama. The material for a satyric drama,
like that for a tragedy, was taken from
an epic or legendary story, and the action,

which took place under an open sky, in a

lonely wood, the haunt of the Satyrs, had
generally an element of tragedy ; but the

characteristic solemnity and stateliness of

tragedy was somewhat diminished, without

in any way impairing the splendour of the

tragic costume and the dignity of the heroes

introduced. The amusing effect of the play

did not depend so much on the action

itself, as was the case in comedy, but

rather on the relation of the chorus to that

action. That relation was in keeping with

the wanton, saucy, and insolent, and at the

same time cowardly, nature of the Satyrs.

The number of persons in the chorus is not

known, probably there were either twelve or

fifteen, as in tragedy. In accordance with

the popular notions about the Satyrs, their

costume consisted of the skin of a goat, deer,

or panther, thrown over the naked body,

and besides this a hideous mask and bris-

tling hair. The dance of the chorus in the

satyric drama was called sicinnis, and con-

sisted of a fantastic kind of skipping and

jumping. The only satjaic play now ex-

tant is the Cyclops of Euripides. The
Romans did not imitate this kind of drama
in their literature, although, like the Greeks,

they used to have merry after-pieces follow-

ing their serious plays. {Sec Exodium.)

Satyrs. In Greek mythology, spirits of

the woodland, in the train of Dionysus, with

puck noses, bristling hair, goat-like ears,

and short tails. They are depicted as

wanton, cunning, and cowardly creatures,

and always fond of wine and women. They
dwell in woods and on mountains, wliere

they hunt, and tend cattle, dance and

frolic with the Nymphs (for whom they

lie in ambush), make music with pipe and

flute, and revel with Dionysus. Their own
special dance is called slcinnts. They were

considered as foes to mankind, because they

played people all kinds of roguish pranks,

J
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and frightened them by Impisli tricks. The
hare, as a wanton, cowardly, and amorous

(1) * COPY or THE SATYR (oil FAUN) OF PRAXITELES
(Rome, Capitoline Museum.)

(2) SATYK.
(Fninio coUa macchia, Munich, Glyptothek, No. 99.)

creature of the woodland, was their appro-
priate symbol.

In art and poetry they gained a higher

significance, owing to the festivals of

Dionysus. {See Satyric Drama.) In early

art they are i-epresented for the most part as

bearded and old, and often very indecorous.

As time went on, they were represented as

ever younger and more graceful, and with

an expression of amiable roguishness (see

cuts). [The artist who led the way in this

transformation was Praxiteles. The statue

of the Satyr which Pausanias (i 20 § 1)

saw at Athens, in the Street of Tripods, is

generally supposed to be the original from
which the statue in the Capitoline Museum
and many others of the same type are de-

rived. " In the

Satyr of Praxi-
teles all that is

coarse and ugly
in form, all that

is mean or revolt-

ing in expression,

is purged away
by the fire of

genius. Of ex-

ternal mai'ks of

his lower nature
nothing is left but
the pointed ears

and the arrange-
ment of the hair
over the forehead^

which is a remi-

niscence of the

budding horns of

the goat " (Perry's

Greek and Ro-
man Seulpture,

p. 437). {See fig.

1.) The Satyr represented in fig. 2 was

regarded by Winckelmann as, in point of

execution, one of the most beautiful works

of ancient art.] (Cp. Silenus.)

Sauroctonos (" lizard slayer "). A special

name of Apollo {q.v.).

Scene (Lat. scrt?na). The stage. {Sec

Theatre. 1

Scepticism. A philosophical school

founded by Pyrrho of Elis (about B.C. 365-

275), which refused to acknowledge that

truth was obtainable by the perception ol

the senses and the cognisance of the mind.

In literature it is chiefly represented by

the physician Sextus Empiricus. {Cp.

Philosophy.)
Scheria. The mythical island of the

Pha^acians {sec Ph/EACEs), identified with

the historic Corcyra.

Schools. See Educatiox.

(8) YOUTHFUL SATYK WITH
THE INFANT DIONYSUS.

(Naples, Museum.)
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Sciritae. A body of light infantry in the

Spartan army, consistin<ji; of the ptviceci

{q.v.) of the district Sciritis.

Sciron. A robber who lived on the

boundary between Megara and Attica, and
compelled the travellers, whose goods he

had seized, to wash his feet, only in order to

kick them into the sea, where an immense
tortoise devoured their dead bodies. He
was slain by the youthful Theseus (q.v.).

Scirophoria. An Athenian festival cele-

brated on the 12th of the month Sctvopho-

rwn (June-July), called after it. It was
in honour of Athene, who was worshipped

under the name of Sciras near Scirdn, a

spot on the " holy way " leading from
Athens to Eleusis. It had its name from
the large wdiite sunshade {sciron) beneath
Avhich the priestess of Athene (the patron

goddess of the city), the priest of Erech-

theus, and the priest of Helios went to

Sciron to sacrifice. The sunshade was a

symbol of heavenly protection against the

rays of the sun, which began to burn more
intensely during the month of the festival.

This protection was invoked with special

reason, for the dry limestone rock was thinly

covered by a meagre surface of soil in the

neighbourhood of Athens, and particularly

near Sciron itself. In this, as in other

festivals of invocation, there were also

expiatory offerings ; and hence they carried

in the procession the hide of a ram that

had been sacrificed to Zeus as the mild and
gracious deity {meiUclilos).

Scolia. Short lyrical poems, usually con-

sisting of a single strophe, which were in-

tended to be sung after dinner over the

wine. The ancients ascribed their invention
to Terpander, and they received their first

development among the Lesbians, and were
^vritten by such masters of song as Alcseus,

Sa))pho, Praxilla, Timocreon, Slmonides,
and Pindar. Tlie last mentioned, however,
gave them a more artistic form, with
several strophes, in accordance with the

rules of Dorian l3^ric verse. This class of

poetry found a congenial home in the
brilliant and lively city of Athens, where,
to the very end of the Peloponnesian War,
it was the regular custom at banquets, after

all had joined in theprra;?, to pass round a
lyre with a twig of myrtle, and to request
all guests who had the requisite skill to

sing such a song on the spur of the moment.
To judge from the specimens that have
been preserved, their contents were ex-

tremely varied : invocations of the gods,

gnomic sayings, frequently with allusions

D. C. A.

to common proverbs and fables, and the

praises of the blessings and pleasures of

life. The most famous scollon was that

of a certain Callistratus on Harmodius and
Aristogiton, who had killed the tyrant

Hipparchus, son of Pisistratus. It consists

of four strophes, but the last three are only

variations of the first.

Scopas (of Paros). One of the most cele-

brated Greek sculptors. With Praxiteles,

he stood at the head of the later Attic

school, in the first half and towards the

middle of the 4th centuiy. He was also an

architect, and in his younger days super-

intended the reconstruction of the temple

of Athene at Tegea, which had been burnt

down in 394 B.C. The groups in the two

pediments, representing the chase of the

Calydonian boar and the combat of Achilles

and Telephus, were executed by his hand,

or at any rate under his direction. [Pau-

sanias viii 45 §§ 4-7, The exact site of

this temple was ascertained in 1879, and

fragments of the sculptures in the pediments

were discovered during the excavations.

They include the heads of two youthful

heroes, and the mutilated head of the Cal}'-

donian boar.] In conjunction with other

artists he executed in 350 the designs on

the sepulchre of Mausolus. {See Mauso-
leum.) His most important w^ork, a group

with numerous figures, representing Achilles

being conducted to the island of Leuce. and

including Poseidon, Thetis, Achilles, and

Tritons and Nereids riding on sea monsters,

afterwards ornamented the temple of Nep-

tune near the Circus Flaminius in Rome
[Pliny, N. H. xxxvi 26]. In Pliny's time

[xxxvi 28] there was doubt as to whether

the group of Niobids {see Niobe) in the

Roman temple of Apollo Sosianus was the

work of Scopas or of Praxiteles. The
number of single statues, especially of gods

and demigods, by his hand, which were

known to the ancients, was very great.

Among these was the Apollo placed by
Augustus in the temple on the Palatine,

clothed in a long robe, with a crown of bay-

leaves on his head, sweeping the chords of

his lyre [Pliny, xxxvi 25; Propertius, ii 31,

11. 5, IG] ; the colossal seated figure of Ares

in the temple built by Brutus Galla^cus near

the Circus Flaminius [Pliny, § 26] ; the nude

statue of Aphrodite in the same temple [ib.]
;

and the frenzied Mfpnad [Antlwlogia Gricco

i 74, 75 ; iii 57, 3]. The influence of some of

these works has been traced in copies and

imitations that are still extant. [Thus, the

Mwnad is supposed to have supplied the

o o
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type for such representations as that exem-
plilied in the gem of Agave {q.v.) with the

head of Pentheus.]

Scorpio. A kind of engine for projec-

tiles, in earlier times identical with the cata-

pult, and in later times with the onager.
{See Artillery.)

Scribae (writers). The highest class among
the inferior paid officials at Rome {see

Apparitor). They did not perform ordi-

nary writers' services, which were usually

assigned to slaves, but occupied the position

of clerks, registrars, accountants, and secre-

taries. Of special importance were the

scribce qturstorn attached to the fvibuni

cerdrri. They formed three commissions of

ten members each, and kept the accounts
of the treasury. Two of their niimber
were also attached to each provincial

qusestor as accountants. The scribce also

of the different sediles and tribunes ap-

pear to have formed a commission of ten
members, while those taken from among
them by the consuls, praetors, and censors

seem to have been employed only during
their term of office. The j^ontifices also

had their scribce.

Scribonius Largus. A Roman physician
\vho accompanied the emperor Claudius to

Biitain in 43 A.D. Between that year and
48 he compiled a treatise on medicine
{Compositiones 3Ieclicd))ientOru»i), which
we possess in a somewhat imperfect form.
It contains 271 prescriptions, arranged
according to the parts of the body, from
the head downwards.

Scriptores Historise Aiigustae. The name
given to the six authors of biographies of

the Roman emperors, iinited at an un-
certain date into a single collection. The
biographies extend from Hadrian to Nume-
rian, 117-284 a.d. (with the exception of

the years 244-253). Of the six biographers,
A'2iu)ms SparticJnus, Volccitius Gallicdmis,
and Trebellius PolUo wrote under Diocle-
tian; Fldvius Vopiscus Syrdciisiiis, JElius
Lamprtdius, and Julius CdpUollmis under
Constantius Chlorus and Constantine the
Great. The biographies are merely dry
compilations from the lost wi'itings (1) of

Marius MaxTmus (who at the beginning
of the 3rd century, under Alexander
Severus, continued the work of Suetonius
by writing the lives of the emperors from
Nerva to Elagabalus) ; and (2) of his con-
temporary Junius Cordus, who wrote bio-

graphies of the less famous emperors. In
spite of their deficiencies in style and spirit,

they are of value as authorities for history.

Sculponea. The wooden shoe of the

Roman jieasants and slaves.

Sculpture. The origin of painting as an
art in Greece is connected with definite

historical personages. That of sculpture

is lost in the mists of legend. It was
regarded as an art imparted to men by tho

gods ; for such is the thought expressed in

the assertion that the earliest statues fell

from heaven. The first artist spoken of

by name, Daedalus, who is mentioned as

early as Homer, is merely a personifica-

tion of the most ancient variety of art,

that which was employed solely in the

construction of wooden images of the gods.

This is clearly proved bj his name ( = "thc
cunning artificer "). To him were attributed

a series of inventions certainly separated

far from each otlier in respect of time and

place, and embracing important steps in the

development cf wood-carving and in the

representation of the human form> Thus he

is said to have invented the saw, the axe, the

plummet, the gimlet, and glue [Pliny, A^ H.

vii 198], to have been the first to open the

eyes in the statues of the gods, to separate

the legs, and to give freer motion to the

arms, which had before hung close to the

bod}^ [Diodorus iv 76]. After him the early

school of sculptors at Athens, his reputed

native city, is sometimes called the school

of Daedalus [Pausanias v 25 § 13]. During
a long residence in Crete he is said to have

instructed the Cretans in making wooden
images {xudnd) of the gods [ib. viii 53 ,^ 8].

The invention of modelling^figures in clav,

from which sculpture in bronze originated,

is assigned to the Sicyonian potter Butades
at Corinth [Pliny, xxxv 151]. The art of

working in metals must have been known
early in Greece, as appears from the

Homeric poems [esp. 11. xviii 468-608,
'* the shield of Achilles "]. An important

step in this direction was due to Glaucus
of Chios, who in the 7th century B.C. in-

vented the soldering of iron [Herodotus, i

25 ; Pausanias, x 16 i:^ 1], and the softening

and hardening of metal b}^ fire and watei'

[Plutarch, De DefecUi Orac. 47]. The dis-

covery of bronze-founding is attributed to

Rhcecus and TheudOrus of Samos about

580 [Pausanias, viii 14 i< 8]. The high

antiquity of Greek sculpture in stone may
be inferred from a work of the very earliest

period of Greek civilization, the powerful

relief of two upright lions over the gate of

the castle at Mycense. {See Architecture,
fig. 2.)

Sculpture in marble, as well as in gold
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and ivory, was much advanced by two
famous " pupils of Daedalus," Dii'(ENUS

and SCYLLis of Crete, who were working

ATHENE. PERSEUS. PEGASUS. MEDUSA.

(1) * PFUSEUS CUTTING OFF THE HEAD OF MEDUl^A.

Metope from Selinus (Museum, Palermo).

in Argos and Sicyon about 550 B.C. [Pliny,

TllK IIAUI'V MONUMENT AT XANTHUS.

xxxvi ii.i! 9, 14 ; Pausanias, ii 15 § 1, 22 § 5],

and founded an influential school of art in

the Peloponnesus. [This school included

Heg5'lus and Theo-
cles (Pausanias, vi

19 § 8, 17 i$ 2) ; Don-
tas and Dorycleidas
{ib., vi 19 i< 12, V 17

§ 1) ; Clearchus of

Rhegium (iii 17
J5

6) ; Tectseus and
Angelion (ii 32 ^ 5,

ix 35 § 3).] Among
their works are re-

corded not only

statues of gods, but
also of heroes, often

united in largo

groups. Some con-

ception of the ar-

tistic productions of

this period may be
formed from scat-

tered monuments
still extant, origi-

nating in different

parts of the Greek
world ; e.g. the rude
and more primitive

metopes of SSlTnus in Sicily (fig. 1); the
statues of Apollo from the island of

Thera and from Tenea, near Corinth (fig. 2):

the reliefs on the Harpy Monument from
the acropolis of Xanthus in Lycia (figs.

8 and 4), etc. These works, in spite of

their archaic stiffness, show an effort after

individual and natural expression, though
the position of the foot in striding, with
the sole completely touching the ground,
and the unemotional and stony smile on
the mask-like face, are common to all.

Even after Grreek sculpture had mastered
the representation of the human body, not

(2) * APOLLO OF TENEA.
(Munich, Glyptothck.)

(4) * HELIEF FnOM THE HARPY MONUMENT.

(British Museum.)

J
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only at rest, but also in the most violent
movement, it still continued unable to

overcome the lifeless rigidity of facial

expression. This is seen in the Trojan
battle-scenes (date about 480) on the
yEginetan pediments. Here the figures are
represented in every variety of position in

the fight, and depicted, not indeed
with any ideality, but with perfect
mastei-y even to the smallest detail;

whereas the faces are entirely des-

titute of any expression appropriate
to their situation. (tSee fig. 5, and
the West Pediment under ^Gi-
NETAN Sculptures.) The athletic

forms in which the iEginetan heroes
are represented indicate another
important extension of the sphere

of artistic representation. From
about 544 B.C. it had become usual

to erect statues of the victors in

the athletic contests, Olympia
especially abounding in these. [01. 59

;

Pausanias, vi 18 t;7 ; the statues there men-
tioned are of wood.] By this innovation

the art was freed from the narrow limits

to which it had been confined by the tra-

ditions of religion, and led on to a truer

imitation of natui'e. In this department
the school of ^gina was specially active,

attaining its highest perfection in the

bronze statuary of Glaucias, CallOn, and
above all Onatas (500-4G0).

teacher of Phidias, Myron, and Polvclltus.
The transition to the period of the finest

art is represented by Calamis of Athens,
Pythagoras of Rhegium, and especially
MvRON, another Athenian, in whom the
art attained the highest truth to nature,
with perfect freedom in the representation

(6) MAUHLE COPY OF MVRON's niSCOBOLVS.

(Rome, Palazzo Massimi.)

Sculpture in bronze flourished simulta-

neously in the Peloponnesus at Sicyon under
Canachus [for a supposed copy of his Apollo

see Cana("hus] and his brother AristAcles,

the founder of a school which lasted long

after, and at Argos under Ageladas, the

(5) * THK DVING IIEUO OF THE EASTEKX PEDIMENT OF THE
TEMPLE OF ATHENE, JEGINA.

(Munich, Glyptothek.)

of the human body, and was thus prepared
for the development of ideal forms.

This last step was taken at Athens, in

the time of Pericles, by Phidias. In his

creations, particularly^ in his statues of the
|

gods, whether in bronze or in ivory and
gold, he succeeded in combining perfect!

beauty of form with the most profound

ideality, fixing for ever the ideal type for

Zeus and Athene, the two deities who were
pre-eminently characterized by intellectual

dignity. {See Athene, Zeus, and Par-
thenon, figs. 4 and 5.) For one of his

heroic subjects sec fig. 7.

Of the pupils of Phidias the two who
worked most nearl}' in the same spirit were

Agoracritus and Alcamenes, the author

of the sculpture of the western pediment

of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, part of

which still remains. The perfection of

Attic art at this time can be realized when i

we consider that, with all their beauty of
|

execution, the extant marble sculptures of

the Parthenon, Theseum, Erechtheum, and

the temple of "Wingless Victory" must

be regarded as mere productions of the

ordinary workshop [as compared with the

lost masterpieces of Phidias]. The school

of Phidias had rivals in the naturalistic

school which followed Myron, including

his son Lycius and Cresilas of Cydonia.

[For a supposed copy of his Pericles, see

Cresilas.] Independent of both schools

stood P.EoNius of Mende, whose Victory, as

well as part of his scul})tures on the east

pediment of the temple of Zeus at Olympia,

are still extant [see PiEONius and Olympian
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Games (fior. 1)]; and CallImachus, the
" inventor " of" the Corintliian order of arclii-

tecture [Vitruvius, iv 1 § lUj and of the ap-

contenijiorar}' Poiaclitus, whose colossal

gold and ivory statue of the Argive Hera
directly challenged comparison with the

(7) * TIIKSEUS.

From the west pediment of the Parthenon ; also identified as cither an Athenian
river-god (llissus or Ceiihisus) or Olympus.

(British Museum.)

plication of the auger to working in marble
[Pausanias, i 20 § 6]. Another school of

(8) * FARNESK DIADUMENIS OK POLYCLITUS.
(British Museum.)

pculpture in opposition to that of Athens
ras founded at Argos by Phidias' younger

works of Phidias in its materials, its

ideality, and its artistic form, and estab-

lished the ideal type of that goddess. He
mainly devoted himself, however, to work
in bronze, the department in which Argos
had long been pre-eminent ; and made it

his aim to exhibit the perfection of beautj'-

in the youthful form (fig. 8). He also

established a edndn or scheme of the

normal proportions of the body. Of his

pupils the chief was XaucFjdrs of Argos.
As in the first period of Greek sculp-

ture, represented by Myron, Phidias, and
Polyclitus, the schools of Athens and
Argos held the first rank beyond dispute,

so it was also in the second period, which
embraces the 4th century down to the
death of Alexander the Great. Athens,
moreover, during this period remained true

to the traditions of Phidias, and still

occupied itself mainlj^ with the ideal forms
of gods and heroes, though in a spirit

essentially altered. The more powerful
emotions, the more deeply stirred passions,

of the period after the Peloponncsian War
were not without their influence on art.

The sculptors of the time abandoned the

representation of the dignified divinities of

the earlier school, and turned to the forms
of those deities whose nature gave room
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for softer or more emotional expression,

especially Aplirudlte and Dionysus and the

circle of gods and demons who surrounded

them. Tlio highest aim of their art was
to pourtray the })rofound pathos of the soul,

to give expression to the play of the

emotions. With this is connected the

preference of this school for marble over
bronze, as more suited for rendering the

softer and finer shades of form or expres-

sion. The art of executing work in gold

and ivory was almost lost, the resources of

the States no longer sufficing, as a rule, for

this purpose. The most eminent of the

New Attic school were Scopas of Paros
and PraxItkles of Athens. Scopas, also

famous as an architect, was a master of

the most elevated pathos. Praxiteles was
no less masterly in regai'd to the softer

graces in female or youthful forms, and in

the representation ofsweet moods of dreamy
reverie. In his statues of Aphrodite at

Cnidus and Eros at Thespise he established

ideal types for those divinities. The
Hermes with the infant Dionysus, found at

Olympia, remains as a memoi'ial of his art

(0) TUE ijj:/!Mf:s WITH the infant dionisvs
OF rUAXITKI.ES.

(Olympia.)

(fig. 9). Of the pi-oductions of this school
(in which the names of Bky/EUs, Leochares,
and TiMOTiiEUS, who was joined with
Scopas in his work on the Mausoleum at

Halicarnassus, ought also to be mentioned)
an opinion may be formed from tlie spirited

reliefs on the choragic monument of Lysi-
crates {q.v.) at Athens. We have also

extant, in a copy, the Niobid group (see

(10) NIUBE.

(Florence, Ufflzi.)

Niobe), concerning the original of which
it was much disputed, even in ancient

times, whether the author were Scopas or

Praxiteles [Pliny, xxxvi 28]. In contrast

to the ideal aims of Attic art, the Sicyo-

i nian school still remained true to its early

naturalistic tendencies and to the art of

sculpture in bronze, of which Argos had

so long been the home. At the head of

the school stood one of the most influential

and prolific artists of antiquity, Lysippds
of Sicyon. His efforts were directed to

represent beauty and powerful develop-

ment in the human body (fig. 11). Hence
Heracles, as the impersonation of human
physical strength, was pourtrayed by him
oftener, and with more success, than any

other deity, and his type fully established.

Lysippus was most prolific as a portrait

sculptor, a branch of art which had been

much advanced in the invention by his

brother Lysistrutus of the method of taking

plaster casts of the features [Pliny, xxxv

1531.

After Alexander the Great the practice

of the art, which had thus developed to per-

fect mastery of technique, began to deterio-

rate with the general decay of the countries

of Greece proper, and to give place to the

flourishing artistic schools of Asia Minor

and the neighbouring islands. The char-

acteristic of this period is the rise of a

method of treatment which strives after
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effect. Instead of tlie na'irdc of earlier

times "\ve get a certain deliberate calcula-

tion of a theatrical type, a tendency to

make the exhibition of technical skill an

(11) THE .troxiuMf.yos of I.YPIPPUS.

(ilarble Copy, Vatican.)

end in itself. The most productive school

was that of RJiodcs, at the head of which
stood a pupil of Lysippus, Chares of

Lindus, who designed the famous Colossus

of Rhodes, the largest statue of ancient

times. Two well known extant works in

marble proceeded from this school, the
group of LCiucoon (q.v.) and his sons, by
Agesander, AthexOdOrus, and Polydorus,
found at Rome in 1506, now one of the

chief treasures of the Vatican Museiun, and
the Farncsc Bull at Naples. This last

group, by Apolloxius and Tauriscus of

Tralles, represents the revenge of Zethus
and AniphTon on Dirce (sec cut under Dirce),
and is the largest extant antique work which
consists of a single block of marble. Both
these are admirable in skill and trchniqiic^

embodying with the gi-eatest vividness the

wild passions of a moment of horror ; but
the theatrical effect and the exhibition of

technical skill are unduly exaggerated. [To

the Rhodian school is conjecturally assigned
the fine group representing Menelaus bear-
ing the body of Patroclus, several imperfect
copies of which are still extant (fig. 12).

It is sometimes, however, regarded as one
"'f the later products of the same school
^s the group of Niobe, and assigned to

the early part of the 3rd century B.C.

(Friederichs- Wolters, Gipsahf/ii-'isc, no.

1307.) The Pasquhio at Rome is ])robably

the original of the copy in the Vatican and
of both of those in Florence.]

The second in rank of the schools of this

period was that at Pcrgdinon^ whei'O the

sculptors Isogunus, Phyromachus, Strato-

nicus, and Antigonus celebrated in a series

of bronze statues the victories of the kings

Eumenes I (2G3-241) and Attains I (241-

197) over the Gauls, There are still extant,

at Venice, Rome, and Naples, single figures

from a magnificent offering of Attains,

which stood on the Acropolis at Athens,

and consisted of groups of figures illus-

trating the conflict between the gods and
the Giants, the battle of the Athenians
and Amazons, the fight at Marathon, and

the destruction of the Gauls by Attains.

Other masterpieces of the school are the

work popularly called the Dying Gladia-

tor, now identified as a Gallic warrior, wdio

has just stabbed himself after a defeat (fig.

(12) * MENKLATS DEAniXG THE BODY OF PATROCLUS.

13), and the group in the Villa Ludovisi,

called Pa'tiis and Arria, which really

represents a Gaul killing his wife and

himself. But the most brilliant proof of
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their powers is furnished by the reliefs of

the battle of the Giants from the acropolis

at Pergamon. This work—brought to light

by Huniann in 1878, and now at Berlin

To G-reek art in Egypt belong the types
of Isis and Harpocrates, and the fine re-

clining figure of the river-god Nilus, with

sixteen charming boys playing round him.

(liij * THE DYING GAUL,
(Rome, Uapitoline Museum.)

—is among the most important artistic

products of antiquity. {See Pergamene
Sculptures.) To this period may also

be referred with certainty the original of

the celebrated Belvedere AjjoUo, which

(11) APOI.I.O BELVEDEItK.

(Romp, VaticaTi.)

The artistic activity of the kingdom of

the Seleucidse in Syria is represented by

Eutychides, a pupil of Lysippus, and his

famous Tychc, a work in bronze repre-

senting the presiding destiny of the city

probably had reference to the rescue of

the temple of Delphi from the Gallic army
in B.C. 280, which was supposed to be the

work of the god (fig. 14).

(l,'l) * TVCHE OF ANTIOCn.

Marble statuette (Rome, Vatican).

of Antioch on the Orontes [Pausanias, vi 2

§ G ; sec fig. 15].

After the subjugation of Greece by the
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Romans in the middle of the 2nd century,

Rome became the headquarters of Greek
artists, whose work, though without
novelty in invention, had many excellences,

especially in perfect mastery of technique.

Of the artists of the 1st century B.C. and
the early imperial times the following are

worthy of mention : Apoi.loxius of Athens
(Belvedere torso of Hercules at Rome),
GlycOn (Far)iese HercuJes at Naples, see

cut, art. Heracles), and Cleomexes {Venus
df' Medici at Florence), though the works
of all these are more or less free repro-

ductions of the creations of earlier masters;
also AgAsiAs of Ephesus, sculptor of the
Borghese Gladiator in the Louvre at Paris,

a veiy hue work in the spirit of the Per-
gamene school {see cut under Agasias).

In the same period Pasiteles, an Italian

Greek of great versatility, attempted a

regeneration of art on the basis of careful

study of nature and of earlier productions.
This movement in favour of an academic
eclecticism was continued by Pasiteles'

pupil, Stephaxus, who has left us a youth-
ful figure {Villa Albani), and Stephanus'
pupil Mexelaus, the artist of the fine

(IG) * ORESTES AND ELECTRA.
(Rome, Villa Ludovisi.)

group called Orestes and Electra (fig. Ifi).

There was a revival of Greek art in the
first half of the 2nd century A.D. under
Hadrian, when a new ideal type of youth-
ful beauty was created in the numerous

representations of the imperial favourite

Antinous {sec cut under AxTixous).
The artistic work of the Romans before

the introduction of Greek cultui-e was
under Etruscan influence. The art of that

people was chiefly displaj'ed in pottery
and the closely connected craft of bronze-
founding, which they developed Avith great

technical skill and for which they had a

special predilection. They not only filled

their towns with quantities of bronze
statues, Volsinii alone containing about
2,000 at the time of its con(|uest by the
Romans in 2G5 H.C. [Plinj', xxxiv 34], but
provided Rome also for a long time with
works of the kind. Judging from the

extant monuments, such as the Mars of
Todi at the Vatican, the Boy ivitli a Goose
under his Arm at Leyden, and the Robed
Statue of Aulus Metellus at Florence, the

character of their art seems wanting in

freedom of treatment and in genuine in-

spiration. After the conquest of Greece,

Greek art took the place of Etruscan at

Rome ; and, thanks to the continually in-

creasing love of magnificence among the
Romans, which was not content with the

adornment of public buildings and squares,

but sought artistic decoration for private

dwellings, a brisk activity in art was de-

veloped, whereof numberless extant works
give evidence. Beside the Greek influence,

to which we owe many copies of the

masterpieces of Greek art gradually accu-

mulated in Rome, a peculiarly Roman
art arose. This was especially active in

portrait sculpture.

Portrait statues were divided, according
as they were in civil or military costume,
into togCitce and lorlcCda' or thordcdta-

{ldrlca= thorax, a coat of mail). To these

were added in later times the so-called

Achillece, idealized in costume and pose
[Plin}', xxxiv §§ 8, 118]. It was customary
to depict emperors in the form of Jupiter
or other gods, and their wives with the

attributes of Juno or Venus. Of the
innumerable mom;ments of this description

special mention is due to the statue of

Augustus in the Vatican (fig. 17); the

marble equestrian statues of Balbus and
his son at Naples (found at Herculaneum)

;

the bronze equestrian statue of M. Aurelius
on the square of the Capitol at Rome ; the

seated statues of Agrippina the elder in

the Capitoline Museum, and the younger
at Naples.

Hand in hand with portrait sculpture

went the art of historical reliefs. In ac-
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cordance -with the realistic spirit of Rome,
as opposed to the Greek custom of idea-

lizing persons and events, this department

strove to secure the greatest possible

(17) rORTKAIT STATUE OF AUGUSTUS.
Found in 1803.

(Rome, Vatican.)

accuracy and truth. The most important

works of the kind are the reliefs on the

Arch of Titus (see cut under Triumph);
those on the Arch of Constantine, taken

from the Arch of Trajan {sec cut tinder

Triumphal Arches) ; and those on the

columns of Trajan and M. Aurelius (see

cut under Architecture, Orders of, p.

58 b). Roman historical sciilpture is seen

already on its decline in the reliefs of the

Arch of Septimius Severus (203 a.d.), and
the decline is complete in those of the

Arch of Constantine. A subordinate branch
of relief sculpture was employed on the

sarcophagi common from the 2nd century

A.D. The subjects of these reliefs are rarety

taken from events in the man's actual life,

they are most usually scenes from legends

of Greek gods or heroes, often after com-
positions of an earlier period, and accord-

ingly showing a Greek character in their

treatment. {Sec cut under Muses.)
Materials. White marble was the

material chiefly employed : in the earlier

times of Greek art, the local kinds, in

Attica particularly the Pentelic, which is

" fine in grain and of a pure white

"

(Middleton's Borne in 1888, pp. 11, 12).

From the 4th century on that of Paro;

was preferred. [This is a very beautifu

marble, though of a strongly crystallinf

grain ; it is slightly translucent.] It was-

used in Roman times in preference to thf

similar marble of Luna {Carrara), a " marbh
of many qualities, from the purest white

and a line sparkling grain like loaf sugar

to the coarser sorts disfigured with bluish-

gray streaks" (ib). It was sometimeh

used for columns in Rome. The marbL
of Hymettus " appears to have been th-

first foreign mai'ble introduced into Rome
It resembles the inferior kind of Lun;

marble, being rather coarse in grain an'

frequently stained with gray striations

(ib.). Coloured marble first became popu

lar under the emperors ; e.g. black fo

Egyptian subjects (statues of Isis), red fo

Dion3""Sus, Satj^'s, and others in his train

To the same period belongs the use c

striped and spotted kinds of marbL
coloured alabaster, porphyry, and graniti

Different colours of stone Avere also con.

bined (e.g. drapery of black marble o

porphyry).

A noteworthy peculiarity of ancien

sculpture, as also of architecture, is th

habit of embellishing all kinds of marbL

woi'k b}^ the application of colours {Pohj

chromy), which is known from reference

in ancient writers. [Plato, Rep. 420 (

speaks of " painting statues." Plutarc]

De Gloria Athen. 348 F, mentions " dyers

of statues side bj^ side with gilders an

encaustic painters. Lastly, Plinj^, xxx"

133, states that Praxiteles owned he wa-

much indebted to the circumlWio, or touch

ing up, of his works by the painter Nicias.

It is also attested by traces still presen

on many works. [Thus the straps of th

sandal of the Hermes of Praxiteles stil

show traces of red and gold ; and th'

statues at Pompeii, especially those of lati

date, are in many cases coloured, especialh

certain parts of the drapery. The accora

panying cut (fig. 18) introduces us into th'

studio of an artist engaged in embellish

ing with paint a terminal statue of Hermet

The original sketch in colours lies on th'

ground, and she is pausing to examine he

work, which is also watched with interes

by two bystanders. (Cp. Treu, Solid

xcir iinsre Statuen bemalen? Berlin, 1884.

Wood and pottery were always painted. [I

is sometimes supposed that] even scul}

tures intended for the adornment of build

ings, e.g. metopes and friezes, not onr

had painted backgrounds (generally blue e
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red), but were tliemselves richly adorned
with colouring. [It is also held that]

rigiually, even the bare parts of stone

iiiitires were painted; afterwards a coating

t' wax was thought enough [ Vitruvius, viiU].

In particular statues, many artists coloured

nly the characteristic parts, fringes of gar-

iients, sandals, armour, weapons, snoods

r head wrappings, and of the parts of the

body the lips, eyes, hair, beard, and
nipples. Probably the cheeks,

eceived a light reddish tinge

11 was done with discretion.

of teeth closely set. Her lower half lies in

a dark cavern, which is in the middle of a
rock, smooth of surface, not to be climbed,
and rising up into the clouds ; while with
her heads she fishes for dolphins, sea-dogs,

and the larger animals of the sea. If a

ship come too near to her, with each of her
six heads she snatches up a man of the

crew, as from the ship of Odysseus. Oppo-

too,

but
The

nlours chiefly used were red, blue,

nd yellow, or gilding. The employ-
uent of different materials for the

xtremities, and for the draper}^, also

'reduced the effect of colouring. Simi-

arly metal-sculpture secured variety

f colour b}'' the application of gold,

ilver, and copper to the bronze. The
parkle of the ej'es was often repre-

Luted by inlaid precious stones or

namel. Particular parts in marble
tatues, such as attributes, weapons,
mplements, were also made of metal.

There are examples of this in the

ediments of ^gina and in the frieze

f the Parthenon. Under the Empire
iietal was sometimes used for the

irapery. Thus the Braschi Antmous
II the Vatican was formerly draped
[1 bronze.]—On ancient stone-cutting,

' e Gems ; on terracottas, see Pottery
;

11 working in metal, see Toreutic Art.
Sciituin. The large wooden shield of the

Ionian legionaries. {See Shield.)

Scylax. Of Caryanda in Caria. He
ndertook, at the command of the Persian
ing Darius Hystaspis, about 510 B.C., a
oyage to explore the coast of Asia from
lie Indus to the Red Sea, and composed a
3port of his voj^age, which is now lost. His
ame is erroneously attached to a descrip-

:on, composed before the middle of the 4th
•ntuiy B.C., and preserved only in a cor-

ipt and incomplete form, of a voj'age from
le northern Pillar of Hercules along the

uropean coast of the Mediterranean,
irough the Hellespont and Bospnrus,
)und the shores of the Euxine, then along
le Asiatic and African coast of the Medi-
rranean to the southern Pillar of Hercules,
id out beyond it to the island of Cerne.

Scylla. (1) In Homer, daughter of Gra-
tis

; a terrible monster of the sea, with a
ud bark like that of a young dog, twelve
lapeless feet, and six long necks, each of

lem bearing a horrid head with three rows

(18) * AKTIST PAIXTIXG A STATUE OF HERMES.

(Mural painting from Pompeii ; Naples Museum.)

site her, a bow-shot off, is a lower rock

with a wild fig tree on it, and under it the

whirlpool of Charybdis, which three times

in the day sucks in the sea and discharges

it again in a terrible whirlpool, against

which even the help of Poseidon is unavail-

ing. Whoever tries to avoid one of the two
evils falls a prey to the other [Homer, Od.

xi 85-110]. In later times Scylla and

Chaiybdis, the position of which is left

uncertain by Homer, were supposed to be

placed in the Strait of Messina, Scylla

being identified with a projecting rock on

the Italian side. She was also made a

daughter of Phorcj-s and of Hecate Criitaeis.

When Heracles, as he is passing by, is

robbed by her of one of GeryOn's oxen, he

slays her in her cavern ; but her father

burns her corpse, and thus recalls her to

life. According to another myth, she was
originally a beautiful princess or sea Nymph,
loved now by Zeus, now by Poseidon or

Glaucus or TritGn, until she"^ was changed

by the jealousy of her rivals, Hera, Amphi-

trlte, or Circe^ into a monster, imagined as
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a maiden above, but as ending below in the

body of a fish, begirt with hideous dogs.

(2) Danglitor of Nisus [q.v.).

Scyllis. A Greek sculptor, from Crete,

Avho worked about the middle of the Gth
century B.C. in Argos and Sicyou, and who,
with his countryman Dipoenus, founded an
influential school of art in the Pelopon-
nesus [Pliny, N. H. xxxvi 9, 14 ; Pausa-
nias, ii 15 § 1, 22 § 5]. {See Sculpture.)

Scymnus. A Greek geographer, from
Chios, author of a lost description of the
earth. There has been wrongly attributed
to him a fragment of a description of the

earth composed in iambic sendru, describ-

ing the coast of Europe from the Pillars

of Hercules to Apollonia in Pontus. The
imknown author lived in Bithynia, and
dedicated his work, which is composed
from good sources, but in a somewhat
pedantic tone, to king Nicomedes, probably
Nicomedes III (91-76 B.C.).

Scyphus (Gr. skjjplws). A bowl-shaped
cup. (Sec Vessels.)

Scytale. A staff, used especially in

Sparta by the ephors for their secret de-

spatches to officials, particularly to com-
manders, in foreign countries. A narrow
strip of white leather was wound about a
round staff so that the edges came exactly
together; it was then written on cross-

wise, and sent to its destination after being
unrolled again. What had been written
could only be read when
the strip was again wound
round an exactly similar

staff, such as was given to

every official when going
abroad on public service.

Scythians (Gr. Skiifhai).

A corps of archers amongst
the Athenians, formed of

State slaves, who performed
the duties of police and
were also employed in war.
(See ftirther Slaves, I, at

end.)

Seats. See Chairs.
Secretary. See Gram-

MATEUS and ScuiBiE.

Secular Games. See
S/KCULARES LUDI.

Seciitor. See Gladia-
TORES.

Sedulius (Ca^Jivs). A
Christian poet of the second
half of the 5th century ; he
died young. At lirst he wrote secular poetry,

but afterwards composed a poem in five

books on the miracles of Christ {Carmen
Paschale), a simple narrative following the

gospels, in many points imitating Vergil.

This was followed by a prose version (Oyms
Paschale), laboured and bombastic in style

;

also by an elaborate comparison of the Old
and New Testaments in fifty-five couplets,

and a hymn to Christ in twenty-three

quatrains of iambic dimeters, remai-kable

for the partial employment of rhj'me as a

musical element. The verses commence
with the successive letters of the alphabet.

[Portions of this hymn have always been in

use in the Church of Rome. We quote the

first two stanzas

:

A soils ortiis carditie

ad usque terra: limitem,

Christum canamus Princijiem,

ortum Maria Virgine.

Bcatus Auctor sa'culi

servile corjms induit

;

ut came carnem liberans

ne 2^erderet quos condidit.]

Seer. See Mantike.
Seisachtheia (lit. " shaking off" of bur-

dens " ). The term used for the removal of

the burden of debt effected by Solon. All

debts were cancelled, and the securing of

debts upon the person of the debtor wag
made illegal. [Aristotle's Constitution of
Athens, 6.] (See Soloxian Constitution.)

Selene. The Greek goddess of the moon,

daughter of the Titan Hyperion and
Theia, sister of Helios and Eos. She was

rHospiiouvs. OCKANMJS.

* SELKNK.

(Roman altar in the Louvre, Paris.)

described as a beautiful woman with long

wings and golden diadem, from which she
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shed a mild Hglit [Homeric Hymn xxxii 7],

riding in a car drawn by two white horses

or mules or cows. The horns of the latter

sjnnbolised the crescent moon. Li later

times she was identified with Artemis (or

else with Hecate and Persephone), as was
Helios with Phoebus AjioUo, and therefore

was herself called Phn>hc. After this she

was also regarded as a huntress and archer,

recognisable by her crescent as the goddess
of the moon. She was worshipped on the

days of the new and full moon. She bore

to Zeus a daughter Pandia, worshipped at

Athens with her father at the festival of

Pandia [Dem., Or. 21 g 9]. On her love for

End5'mi6n, see Endymion.
Sella. A seat. On its use as a chair

and a litter, see those articles.

Sella Curiilis. The Latin term for the

chair of ottice belonging to the curule

magistrates (consuls, prsetors, curnle fediles,

dictator, ludgisfer equUitm, and ftdmen
Dullis), and also to the emperors. It was
of ivory, without a back, and with curved
legs, like those of a camp-stool, so arranged
that it could be folded up. The seat

was of plaited leather straps. The curule

magistrates sat on this seat while engaged
in all official business, and also took it with
them in war.

Selli. See Dodona.
Semele. Daughter of Cadmus and Har-

mouia, beloved of Zeus. Hera, jealous of

her, took the form of her nurse Beroe, and
induced her to obtain of Zeus a solemn
promise to fulfil her wish, and then to

request him to show himself to her in all

his divine splendour. AVhen Zeus appeared
amid thunder and lightning, Semele was
consumed by the flames, and, dying, gave
birth to a six months' child, Dionysus,
whom Zeus saved from the fire and hid in

his thigh till the due time of birth. Her
son, on being made a god, raised her up
from the world below, and set her in the
heavens imder the name of TJnjone. See
DioxYSUS ; and for Dionysus and Semele
see Mirrors.

Sementivae Feriae. A festival of seed-
time, celebrated in honour of Tellus (q.v.).

Semnae. A name of the Erinyes (q.v.).

Semones. The Latin name for certain

supernatural beings. They appear to have
been, like the Lares, a kind of Genu, or

demigods, and guardian deities of the State.

[The word has often been connected with
SC-, to sow (cp. se-men) ; and would thus
mean " sowers."] On Semones and Seyno
Sancus, see Sancus.

Sempronius Asellio. A Roman anna-
list. {See Annalists.)

Senate {sendfits, from senex, an old man).
The lloman State council, consisting in the
earliest times of one hundred members, but
before the expulsion of the Tarquins in-

creased to three hundred, which for a long
time remained its normal number. Origi-
nally none but patricians {patres) were
eligible for membership; but (if tradition

may be trusted) in the time of the last

kings, plebeians, especially those of eques-
trian rank, were admitted, and on this

account the senators were called by the
collective title of jxitres (et) conscripti.

Under the Republic the plebeians were
eligible for membership from the outset,

though they only acquired by degrees the
right to wear the distinguishing dress.

The election of senators {lectio senatUs)

rested during the regal period as a rule

with the king and the curia; / during the

Republic, at first with the consuls, after-

wards with the censors, who also had power
to expel unworthy members ; otherwise, the

office was held for life. Admission to the
Senate could be claimed by the curule

magistrates, who, after laying down their

office, possessed the right of expressing
their opinion in the Senate (ius sententia'.

dlcendce) until the next census, at which
the censors could only pass them over on
stating special gi'ounds for so doing. Next
to these were considered the claims of the-

plebeian sediles, the tribunes, and the

quaestors, who lost this right with the

expiration of their office, and the most
wealthy class of citizens, the knights, who,
however, if they had not yet been elected

to any office, took a lower rank under the

name of peddril, and were only entitled

to express their assent to the opinion of

others. When the qufestors also were
regularly added to the Senate, the minimum
age legally qualifying for membership was
fixed at twenty-eight years. In coui'se of
time a legal claim to admission was gained

by the tribunes and plebeian sediles, and
finally also by the quaestors, through the

enactment of Sulla, who increased the

Senate by the number of three hundred
knights elected by the people, and con-

ferred on the quaestors, now increased to-

twenty, the right of admission to the Senate

immediately after the expiration of their

office. Caesar raised the number of sena-

tors to 900, and under the triumvirs it even

rose beyond 1,000. Augustus, however,

limited it to 600, fixed the senatorial age
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at twenty-five, and enacted as a necessary
qualification the possession of property
worth at least one million sesterces (£10,000).
Under the Empire a yearly list of the
senators was ])uljlished by the emperor.
Prominent Italians and provincials gra-

. dually obtained admission, though at a later

time only on condition of investing a certain

part of their property in land in Italy,

The first rank among the senators was
taken by those who had held a curule
magistracy, the last by those who had
never filled any office at all. The title of

princejjs scnatUs was bestowed on the
member set by the censors at the head of

the list, usually an ex-censor, and always,
it Avould appear, a patrician. His only
privilege was that he was the first to be
asked by the presiding officer to declare his

opinion. Erom Augustus onwards the
emperor for the time being was j^^'inceps

senatus [though the title of prbiccps was
independent of this position].

The distinguishing dress of members of

the Senate was the tumca IdtlclCivia^ an
under-garment with a broad purple stripe,

and a peculiar kind of shoe {see Calceus).
Among various other privileges enjoyed by
senators was the right to a front seat in

the theatre and at the games. Besides the
senators themselves, their wives and chil-

dren had several special privileges and dis-

tinctions, particularly under the Empire.
The right of summoning the Senate

{voccUio) was in early times held by the
king; at the beginning of the Republic, only
by the consuls and the extraordinary magis-
trates, such as intcri'cx, dictdto)', and
mdgister equititm / later, by the tribunes
of the people and the preetors also ; later

still, only with the consent or at the com-
mand of the consuls

; but, under the Empire,
this restriction was removed. The emperor
also had power to summon the Senate. It

was convened by the voice of a herald or

by the issue of a public placard; but, under
the Empire, when (after the time of Augus-
tus) meetings were regularly held on the
Kalends and Ides, such notice was only
given in the case of extraordinary meetings.
Every senator was bound to attend, or to

give reason for his absence, under penalty
of a fine. Under the Empire, senators of

more than sixty years of age were excused
from compulsory attendance. "When im-
portant business was before the Senate, no
senator was allowed to go to a distance
from Rome ; special leave had to be ob-

tained for a sojourn out of Italy. There

was no number fixed as the quorum neces-

sary for passing a resolution. Augustus
attempted to enforce the presence of two-
thirds of the members, but without success.

Under the later Empire seventy, and finally

only fifty, formed a quorum. Meetings of

the Senate were not subject to the distinc-

tion between dies fa at i and nefasti. {See

Fasti.) As a rale, they could be held on

any day on which the presiding magistrates

were not otherwise engaged. No valid

resolution could be passed before sun-rise

or after sun-set. The meetings always had
to be held in some place consecrated by the

augurs, called a templum. Originally the

meeting-place was the VidcdncU, a place

consecrated to Vulcan, above the comUium
in the Eorum; later, after the time of

Tullus Hostilius, it was the Cuna {q.v.).

Meetings were also held, at the choice of

the magistrates that summoned them, in

other consecrated places as well, in parti-

cular, the temples of the gods ; they were
held outside the city, in the temple of

Apollo andBellonaon the Campus Martms^
wdien business was to be conducted with

magistrates who were still in possession of

the military command, and consequently

were not allowed to enter the city, or with

foreign ambassadors whom it was not

wished to admit within the walls.

Meetings were usually held with open

doors. Admission without special leave

was allowed to magistrates' servants, and,

tmtil the second Punic War, and later also

after Augustus, to senators' sons over

twelve years of age. The senators sat on

benches, the officials summoning the meet-

ing on a raised platform, the consuls and

prjetors on their sella eurCdis, and the

trib;ines on their special benches. Before

opening the assembly the official summoning
it had to sacrifice a victim and take the

auspices in his own house. Augustus in-

troduced the custom of the senators offer-

ing praj^er one by one at the altar of the

god in whose temple the meeting took

place. In the Curia Iidia [16 in plan

under Eorum] there were an altar and

statue of Victory set up for this purpose.

Business was opened by the summoning
official, who brought before the meeting

the matter to be discussed. This was

called reldfio. When the business of the

meeting had been duly settled, it was open

to the other magistrates present to bring

forward fresh matters for discussion. At

regular meetings under the Empire, the

consuls had precedence in bringing forward
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business;, unless it was claimed by the

emperor, who conld also, at an extraor-

dinary meeting, take precedence of the

magistrate who convoked it. The emperor
usually caused his address to be read for

him in the form of a speech by the qiKvstor

princijns. At an aiidience of ambassadors,

their speeches were heard before the busi-

ness was laid before the meeting. After

this followed the " questioning " {rogdtio)

of the senators, called on one after another

by name in order of their rank and seniority.

Towards the end of the Republic and under
the Empire, after the consular elections

the consuls-designate came lirst. If the

emperor himself was presiding, he called

first on the consuls then in office. The
senators so called upon either stood up in

their place and delivered their opinions iu

a speech, in which they were able (as some-

times happened) to touch on other matters

than the one in hand ; or, without rising,

declared their assent to some opinion al-

ready delivered. After the different opinions

had been delivered, thej^ wei'e collected

together by the president and arranged for

voting on. The voting took place by dis-

ccssio, or separation into groups, the sup-

porters of the various views taking up their

position together. A bare majority decided
the question. If there was any doubt, the

numbers were counted.

After the division the president dismissed

the Senate, in order, w4tli the aid of a com-
mittee of senators, to draw up the resolu-

tion of the Senate {scnatus consultum) on
the lines of the minutes of the meeting,

imless an objection to it was raised by any
of the ofTicials present. The resolution was
headed with the names of the consuls,

followed by the date and place of meeting,
the names of the proposers and of the

members of the committee for drawing up
the resolution ; last of all followed the

resolution itself, drawn up in certain fixed

forms. The resolutions of the Senate were
communicated to those concerned by word
of mouth or by writing. Those that related

I

to the nation were published by the magis-
trates at the popular assembly, or b}'' means
of wooden (or in special cases bronze) tablets

publicly displayed. Of resolutions affecting

international relations two copies on bronze
were prepared, one of which was hung up in

the temple of Fides at Rome, the other in a
temple of the other nation concerned. Reso-
lutions of the Senate were preserved in early

,
times in the office of the plebeian pediles, later

I
in the JEvanum^ the office of the qu?estors.

Under the Monarch}- the powr of the
Senate was very limited. Its most impor-
tant privilege was the power of appointing
an interrcx after the death of a king for

the purpose of cari-ying on business and
nominating a new king. During the Re-
public it soon extended its influence, as it

had to be consulted, and its advice fol-

lowed, by the magiatrates on all important
measures of administration. At length
the whole government of the State came
practically into its hands, and the magis-
trates were only the instruments for carry-
ing out its will. Its predominance found
expression in its taking the first place in

the wcll-kno^vIL formula, scnatuspopnlusqiie
RomCinus, especially as this was emploj-ed
even in cases where the Senate acted with-
out the co-operation of the people. In the
time of the Gracchi the power of the Senate
suffered a deadly blow, which it had to a
great extent brought upon itself.- In par-

ticular, it became customary to affix to re-

solutions of the people a stipulation that

within a few days the Senate should swear
allegiance to them. The last century B.C.

saw the complete downfall of the Senate's

authority. Augustus attempted to raise it

by every means at his disposal. But in

spite of important privileges conferred upon
it, the Senate only possessed the semblance
of power in opposition to the military force

of the emperor. Afterwards it sank to

a mere shadow, when, from the time of

Hadrian onwards, a special imperial council,

the consilium j^i'incqjis, was instituted to

deal with matters of paramount importance.

The principal duties of the Senate con-

sisted in (1) the supervision of religion,

which it retained even under the Empire.
This included the maintenance of the State

religion, the introduction of foreign wor-
ships, arranging for the consultation of the

Sibylline books, the establishment of new
festivals, games, festivals for prayer and
thanksgiving, etc. (2) The siiijervision of

the whole of the State property and finances,

and control of expenditure (t'.r/. the colo-

nization and allotment of State lands, the

revenues for building and the maintenance
of public gardens, for the arm}', for games,

etc.). Under the Empire the Senate had also

the nominal control of the State treasury,

until this was amalgamated with the im-

perial fiscus. (3) In reference to foreign

affairs, the Senate had considerable in-

fluence over the declaration of war, the

nomination of commanders, the decisions

for the levy of troops and war taxes, the

i
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provinces, rewards (such as trium})hs and
others), and the conclusion of peace and the

ratification of treaties. Furthermore, the

Senate had supreme power in all matters
of diplomacy, as it appointed ambassadors,

received and gave audience to foreign

ambassadors, and conferred such tokens

of honour as the titles of confederates and
friends of the Roman people. Over the

subjects of the Roman people it exercised

an almost sovereign authority, particularly

in reference to the assigning of provinces.

Under the Empire, it retained control of

the senatorial provinces alone. It was
still sometimes consulted about concluding

peace and ratifying treatises, and about
business with foreign allies, and also had
the right of conferring such honours as those

of apotheosis, or of statues and triumphs.

On the other hand, its influence over mili-

tary matters could no longer continue side

by side with the military power of the

emperor. (4) In legislation it exercised

considerable influence during the Republic,

as it prepared legislative proposals to be

brought before the people by the magis-

trates, and had the right of annulling laws

passed by the people in the event of their

being defective in point of form. Its reso-

lutions also, by virtue of a kind of prescrip-

tion, had considerable statutory authority.

Under the Empire, when the legislative

power of the people was entirely abolished,

they had authority completely equal to that

of the laws themselves. They were, how-
ever, merely formal ratifications of the will

of the emperor, who in every year exacted
from the Senate on January 1st an oath of

allegiance to his independent enactments.

On the accession of a new emperor the

Senate conferred on him the imperial power
by an enactment termed lex regia ; this,

however, was a mere formality. (5) During
the republican age, the Senate possessed no
judicial 2:)ower of its own (apart from the

fact that, until the time of the Gracchi, the
judges all belonged to the senatorial oi-der)

;

but the magistrate only acted as adviser

to the judges in criminal jurisdiction, i.e.

in cases of treason and perjuiy on the part
of allies and subjects, and in serious cases

of poisoning and murder such as endan-
gered the public peace. Under the Empire,
the Senate possessed formal jurisdiction in

cases of breach of contract, disturbance in

Italy, malpractices in office and extortion

of ])rovincial governors, and especially all

cases of high treason and offencesof senators.

From the 2nd century onward all this juris-

diction passed over to the imperial courts.

(G) During the Republic, the elections

were only indirectly under the influence

of the Senate, by means of the presiding

officials, and also owing to their right of

annulling elections on the score of mistakes
in form, and, lastly, by having the appoint-

ment of the days for the elections. Under
the Empire, it gained from Tiberius the

right of proposing all the magistrates with
the exception of the consuls ; this right,

however, was rendered insignificant by the

fact that the candidates were recommended
by the emperor. The right also of nomi-

nating the emperor, which it claimed when
the occupant of the throne was removed by
violence, was, owing to the practical power
of the army, as illusory as its pretended

right of deposition.

Senatus Consultum. See Senate.
Seneca. (1) Annams^ the rhetorician;

born of an equestrian family, at Cordiiba

{Cordova) in Spain, towards the end of

the Republic. In the time of Augustus he
studied at Rome, where he lived in inti-

macy with the most famous rhetoricians

and orators, and died at a very great age,

probably not till after the death of Tiberius

(37 A.D.). [He was the father of Seneca

the philosopher, and (by his son Mela)

grandfather of Lucan the poet.] According

to the testimony of Seneca the philosopher,

he was a man of pristine virtue and

severity, much devoted to the mainten-

ance of ancestral customs [Seneca, Ad
Helviam Matrcm 17, 3 : patris mei anti-

quus rigor; mdiOruni consuctudinl de-

ditiis]. As a stylist he was a great

admirer of Cicero. In his old age, relying

simply on his marvellous memory, he com-

posed at his son's desire a collection of

declamations for the use of schools ot

rhetoric, modelled on the treatment of the

subjects by the most famous rhetoricians

of his youth. It bears the title, Ordtorum

et Ehetorum Sentential Dlvlslones Colores,

one book containing seven themes called

suasoria', and ten books, thirty-five contro-

vcrsice. Of these we now possess only

books i, ii, vii, ix, x, and the greater part

of the introductions to books iii and iv,

besides an abstract of the whole, belonging

to the 4th or 5th century. The contents

give a vivid picture of the work of the

schools of rhetoric in the time of Augustus

and Tiberius, and are an important autho-

rity for the history of Roman rhetoric.

(2) Lucius Annams, the philosopher^

son of (1), born at Corduba, about 5 B.C.
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In early youth he came to Rome, where,

besides studying rhetoric, he devoted him-

self particularly to philosoph}'. While
still young he entered active life as an

orator, and in the service of the government.

In 1 A.D. he was banished to Corsica by
Claudius, at the instigation of Messallna,

on the ostensible charge of being a partici-

pator and an accomplice in the debaucheries

of Julia, the daughter of Germanicus.

Not till eight years later did Claudius

recall him at the request of Agrippina the

younger, the emperor's niece and wife,

and appoint him tutor to the youthful

Nero, Agrippina's son by a former husband.

After the 3'oung prince had ascended the

throne in 54 a.d., Seneca still remained in

the circle of those most closely attached

to him, especially during the first five

years of the reign, and exercised a bene-

jficial influence over his former pupil, who
manifested his thanks by making him
valuable presents, and conferring upon him
the consulship for 57. In 62 the intrigues

of his opponents caused him to withdraw
completel}' from the court and from public

life. The conspiracy of Piso in 65 finally

afforded Nero the early desired pretext for

removing him. As the mode of his death
was left to himself, he had his veins

opened, and as death did not ensue with
sufficient rapidity, he finally had himself
put in a vapour-bath. During his lifetime

he had often been reproached for finding

more pleasure than a philosopher should
in the good things of life. How little

value he really set upon them was shown
by the readiness with which he parted
from them and the composure with which
he met his end.

Next to Cicero, he is the most famous
philosophical writer of Rome, and one of
the most gifted and original of Roman
authors in general. As a philosopher, he
was essentially a follower of the Stoics; but
lie directed his attention less to abstract
speculation than to practical wisdom, which
undoubtedly, as in his own instance, verges
• losely on mere prudence in the conduct of
life. His writings are in a popular style,

but they are characterized by copious know-
lodge and wide acquaintance with the
human heart, and are remarkable for their
richness in aphorisms that are at once
profound in thought and terse in expres-
sion. The moral tone of his writings
aused Christian tradition to represent him
IS a friend of the Apostle Paul, and even
to invent a correspondence between them.

D. C, A.

[C/;.Lightfoot's Philippians, 1868, pp. 260-

831.] In versatility of genius, ease of

production, and elegance of form, Seneca
may be compared with Ovid. In style he
accommodated himself completely to the

taste of the times, which strained after rhe-

torical effect, though he fully recognised

its degeneracy.
Among his numerous prose writings arc

the following: (1) three letters of condo-

lence {Dc ConsOldtwne)— to his mother
Helvia, to Poly bins (the favourite of

Claudius), and to Marcia (the daughter of

Cremutius Cordus. The two first were
composed in Corsica. (2) A series of

discourses on philosophy and morals, the

most important being those on Mercy {De
ClCmcntld), in two books, addressed to

Nero ; on Anger {Dc Ird), in three books
;

on Giving and Receiving Favours {Dc Bene-

fXcus), in seven books. (3) A collection in

twenty books of 124 letters to his young
friend Lilcilius, mostly on questions of

philosophy. (4) Investigations in Natural

Science {QiuesttdnCs XclturdlCs) in seven

books, dedicated to the same Lucilius, the

the first and only text-book on physics in

Roman literature. In addition to these

he wrote a biting satire on the death of

the emperor Claudius {Lfidus de Morte
Claitdii) entitled the Pumpkinification

(Apocolocijntosis)^ instead of deification

{djjutlicdsls), in which prose and verse are

mingled after the manner of Varro's

Menippean Satii-es.

We have express testimony that Seneca

was also a poet [Tacitus, Ann.^ xix 52].

Besides certain epigrams, the following

tragedies are ascribed to him : Hercules
Fiircns, Thjjestcs, Phcedra, Qultj>HS,

T'rOddes^ Medea, Agamemnon, Hercules

Q'Jto'.uS; three fragments upon the Theban
myth tinited under the title of Thebdts or

Phoenissai, and i\\e fdbula pra'tcxtdta (q.v.)

entitled Octdcla. These are the only

tragedies in all Roman literature that

have come down to us. It may be taken

as proved, that the last of these dramas,

which treats of the tragic end of Octavia,

the daughter of Claudius and wife of

Nero, and in which Sen'^ca himself appears,

cannot be attributed to him, but belongs

to a later date, though there are no deci-

sive reasons for doubting the genuineness

of the remainder. Their matter and form

are borrowed from the Greek; [but their

general character probably resembles that

of the tragedies written in the Augustan
age by Pollio and by Yiirius, rather than

r p
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that of the ancient dramatists, such as
Ennius and Pacuvius]. In their pointed
expression they exhibit the same talent

for style as his prose works, the same
copiousness, philosophical bent, and rhe-
torical manner (the last frequently carried
beyond the limits of taste). They seem to

have been designed more as declamatory
exercises than for actual performance on
the stage.

Septerion. A festival celebrated every
nine years at Delphi, in memory of the
slaying of the serpent Python by Apollo.
[Plutarch, Quccstioiies Gr. 12 (where some
texts have Stcptcrldn), and Dejf. Orac. 15.]

Septimius (Lucius). The translator into

Latin of the spurious work of Dictys (q.v.,

2) on the Trojan War.
Serapis (or S'ampls, Egyptian Asarhapi

— Osiris-Ajns). The Egyptian god Osiris
(q.v.), in the character of god of the lower
world ; his corresponding incarnation as
god of the upper world was the bull Apis.
His worship was first independently de-
veloped iu the time of the Ptolemies in

BUST OF SERAPIS.

(Rome, Vatican.)

C.Z.sc

Alexandria, the most beautiful ornament
of which city was the magnificent temple
of Serapis, the Scrapeion. By the elimi-

nation of foreign elements, the conception
of the god was so widely extended as to

include the Egyptian Osiris, the Greek
Pluto, the Greek god of healing, Asclepius,

and Zeus-Iupiter {see below). This new

worship (together with the cult of Isis)

rapidly spread from Egypt over the Asiatic
coast, the Greek islands, and Greece itself,

and found a firm footing even in Rome and
Italy, in spite of repeated interference on
the part of the State. Under the Empire
[particularly in the time of Hadrian] it

extended throughout the Roman world.
Serapis was especially worshipped as a

god of healing, and witli his temples were
connected dream-oracles that were much
resorted to. He was represented, like Pluto,

with an animal by his side, having the

liead of a dog, lion, or wolf, and a serpent

coiled round its body. As Zeus-Serapis he
is to be seen in the colossal bust in the

Vatican {see cut), with a modius, or corn-

measure, the symbol of the lower world,

upon his head.

Serenus Sammonicus. A Roman physi-

cian and author who lived in the time of

Severus and Caracalla. The latter caused

him to be put to death in 212 a.d. To him,

or more probably to his son Quintus Serenus,

the instructor of the second Gordianus, must
be attributed a didactic poem on medicine

{De Mediclnd Pra'cejjta), iu 1,115 well-

written hexameters, a collection of domestic

prescriptions much used in the Middle

Ages. It mostly follows Pliny.

Seria. A cask used by the Romans.
{See Vessels.)

Servius Honoratus {Mdr^ris). A Roman
grammarian, who lived towards the end

of the 4th century a.d. He taught gram-

mar and rhetoric at Rome, and composed

(besides a commentary on the grammar of

Donatus, and some short treatises on gram-

mar) a commentaiy on Vergil remarkable

for its copious historical, mj-thological, and

antiquarian notes [most of which are pro-

bably derived from the writings of much
earlier scholars]. It has not, however,

reached us in its original form.

Sestertius (contracted from semis tertiiis,

i.e. 21, expressed by the Roman symbol

usually printed HS., i.e. 11 + S{e)iiis), two

units and a half). A coin, during the

Republic of silver, under the Empire of

copper, or more usually brass ^j denanus,

originally 2f asses (whence the name),

later [i.e. after 217 B.C.] six asses. It

was then worth 2- If/. Under the early

Empire it was- worth about 2-Ad. After

209 B.C., when the Romans instituted a

silver coinage, the copper as was suddenly

reduced to 4 oz., and the se.stertius {2h x

4 oz.) became equivalent to one old as of

10 oz., instead of the original pound of 12

f

I
01.
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oz. It long continued to be used as the

ordinary monetary unit. During the Re-
public and the first 300 years of the Em-
pire, amounts were reckoned in sesterces.

Owing to the common use of milia scster-

tiion (for milia scxfcrfiorzon), it became
customary to treat sesUvtium as a neuter

singular, and to omit milia. Sestertium

thn.s denotes a sum of 1,000 sestei'ces=
(at 2-ld. per sesterce) £8 15s. A million

sesterces (£8,750) was called originally

drcles cenffna (lit. ten times one hundred
thousand) scsfcrfium, which was shortened

to dccies sestertium. 100,000 sesterces

had thus become a customary unit for

reckoning large sums of money. {Cp.

Coinage.)
Set. An Egyptian god. {See Osiris and

Typhon.)
Seven against Thebes, The. (Edipus, king

of Thebes, had pronounced a curse upon
his sons Eteocles and Polj'nices, that they

should die at one another's hand. In order

to make the fulfilment of the curse impos-

sible, by separating himself from his brother,

Pol3'nices left Thebes while his father was
still alive, and at Argos married Argeia, the

daughter of Adrastus (q.v.). On the death

of his father he was recalled, and offered

by Eteocles, who was the elder of the two,^

the choice between the kingdom and the

treasures of (Edipus ; but, on account of a

quarrel that arose over the division, he

departed a second time, and induced his

father-in-law to undertake a war against

his native city. According to another

legend, the brothers deprived their father

of the kingdom, and agreed to rule alter-

nately, and to quit the city for a year at a

time. Polynices, as the younger, first went
into voluntary banishment ; but when, after

the expiration of a year, Eteocles denied

him his right, and drove him out by
violence, he fled to Argos, where Adras-
tus made him his son-in-law, and under-

took to restore him Avith an armed force.

Adrastus was the leader of the army;
besides Polynices and Tf/deits of Calydon,
the other son-in-law of the king, there also

took part in the expedition the king's

brothers HippomedOn and Parthenujxeus
[q.v.\ Cdpdneus, a descendant of Proetus,

md Amphmrdus (q.v.), the latter against

bis will, and fox'eseeing his own death.

The Atrid33 were invited to join in the

' This is the common tradition, followed by
Suripides {Phwii. 71). Sophocles, however, ex-
•eptionallv makes Polynices the elder bx-other

(Ed. Col. 375, 129-1, 1122).

expedition, but were withheld by evil

omens from Zeus. When the Seven reached

Nemea on their march, a fresh warning
befell them. Hypsip5de, the nurse of

Opheltes, the son of king L5'curgus, laid

her charge down on the grass in order to

lead the thirsty warriors to a spring,

during her absence the child was killed by
a snake. They gave him solemn burial,

and instituted the Nemcan games in his

honour ; but Amphiaraiis inter^jreted the

occui'rence as an omen of his own fate, and
accordingly gave the boy the name of

Archemoros (i.e. leader to death). When
they arrived at the river Asopus in Boeotia,

they sent Tydeus (q.v.) to Thebes, in the

hope of coming to terms. He was refused

a hearing, and the Thebans laid an ambush
for him on his return. The Seven now
advanced to the walls of the city, and
posted themselves with their troops one at

each of its seven gates. Against them
were posted seven chosen Thebans (among
them Melanippus and Periclymenus).

Menoeceus {q.v.) devoted himself to death

to insure the victory for the Thebans. In

the battle at the sanctuary of the Ismenian
Apollo they were driven right back to

their gates ; the giant Capaneu-s had already

climbed the wall by a scaling ladder, and

was presumptuously boasting that even

the lightning of Zeus should not drive him
back, when the flaming bolt of the god

smote him down, and dashed him to atoms.

The beautiful Parthenopaius also fell, with

his skull shattered by a rock that was
hurled at him. Adrastus desisted from the

assault, and the armies, which had sufi'ered

severel}', agreed that the originators of the

quarrel, Eteocles and Polj^nices, should

fight out their difference in single combat.

Both brothers fell, and a fresh battle arose

over their bodies. In this, all of the as-

sailants met their death, except Adrastus,

who was saved by the speed of his black-

raaned charger. According to the older

legends, his eloquence persuaded the The-

bans to give the fallen due burial. When
the bodies of the hostile brothei's were

placed on the pyre, the flames, which were
meant to destroy them together, parted into

two portions. According to the version of

the story invented by the Attic tragedians,

the Thebans refused to bury their foes, but

at the prayer of Adrastus were compelled

to do so by Theseus ; according to another

version, he conquered the Thebans and

buried the dead bodies at Eleusis in Attica

(^schylus, Septem contra TliCbas). For
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the burial of Pol^^nices, sec Antigone
;

further sec EriGONl.

Seven "Wise Men, The. Under this name
were inchided in antiquity seven men of

the period from ()20-550 B.C., di-stinguished

for practical wisdom, who conducted the
affairs of their country as rulers, lawgivers,

and councillors. They were reputed to be
the authors of certain brief maxims in

common use, which were variously assigned
among them ; the names also of the seven
were differently given. Those usually

mentioned are : ClP^obulus, tyrant of Lin-
dus in Rhodes (" Moderation is the chief

good ") ; Periander, tyrant of Corinth,
H68-584 ("Forethought in all things");
PiTTACUS of Mitj'lene, born about 650,
deliverer and wsymnctcs of his native city

(" Know thine opportunity ") ; Bias of

Priene in Caria, about 570 B.C. (" Too many
workers spoil the work ") ; Thales of

Miletus, 039-536 (" Suretyship brings

ruin ") ; ChIlon of Sparta (" Know thy-

self"); S5L0N of Athens ("Nothing too

much," i.e. observe moderation).

Severus, Arch of. See Triumphal
Arches.

Sextius Niger (Quintus). Lived during
the last years of the Republic and under
Augustus. He was the founder of a philo-

sophical system, which aimed at the
improvement of morals on the principles

of the Stoics and Pythagoreans. Like his

son, who bore the same name, he wrote in

Greek. He is the author of a collection of

Greek maxims of a monotheistic and ascetic

character, a Christianized Latin transla-

tion of which, written in the second half of

the 4th century by the presbj^ter Rufinus,
is still extant.

Sextus Empiricus (so called because he
belonged to the empirical school of medi-
cine). A Grecian philosopher, a follower
of the Sceptical school, who lived at the
beginning of the 3rd century a.d. He is

the author of three works on philosophy,

(1) the Pijrrlionistic Sketches in three books,

an abridgment of the Sceptical philosophy
of Pyrrho

; (2) an attack on the dogmatists
(the followers of the other schools of philo-

sophy) in five books
; (3) an attack on the

mathematicians (the followers of positive

sciences—grammar, with all the historical

sciences, rhetoric, arithmetic, geometry,
astrology, and music) in six books. These
works are remarkable for their learning and
acuteness, as well as for simplicity and
clearness of style. They form a valuable

contribution to our knowledge of the general

])liiloso2)hical literature of Greece, and the

Sceptical philosophy in particular.

Shield. The most important weapon of

defence among the peoples of antiquity.

The Greeks had two principal forms of

shield in use, with broad flat rims, and the

(5) (6)

GREEK SHIELDS.

(Guhl and Koner, figs. 200, 270.)

curved surface of the shield rising above
them : (1) the long shield of oval shape
that covered the wearer from mouth to

ankles, suspended by a belt passing [round

the neck and] the left shoulder, with a

handle for the left hand. A variation of

this form is the Boeotian shield (figs. 3, 4),

the two sides of which have in the middle

a semicircular or oval indentation. (2) The >

round shield, covering the wearer from the

chin to the knee, also called the Doric

shield ; this had one loop, through which
the left arm was inserted, and one which

was held b}^ the left hand (figs. 5 and 6).

The shield of the Macedonian phalanx was
round, but small enough to be easily

handled, and with only one loop for the

arm. Both forms were in use from ancient

times ; at a later date the Argolic shield

seems to have predominated, though the

long shield that was planted on the ground

in a pitched battle remained a peculiarity

of Spartan warfare until the 3rd century

B.C. In Homer [IL vii 245, xviii 481, xx

274-281] shields are made of skins placed

one over another, with one plate of metal

above ; in later times the material appears

to have been generally bronze, but also

wood, leather, and wickerwork. The j^clta

is of Thracian origin ; it was the defensive

weapon of the light-armed peltasts, made

of leather without a rim, and with a level

surface, of small size and weight, and of

various forms (square, round, and crescent-

shaped, as in fig. 8).
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Shields sometimes bore devices in paint-

ing or metal-work (figs. 1, 2); besides those

chosen by the fancy of the individual,

devices indicating different nations came

(8) SOLDIER WITH PELTA.

(Vase-paiuting- ; Stnck^lbprg's Grdber der Ilellcnen,

Taf. xxxviii.)

into general use after the Persian War.
Many Grecian races, e.g. the Lacedemonians,
displayed the first letters of their name.

The Athenian token was an owl, the Theban
a club or a sphinx.

The shields most in use among the Romans
were (1) the large oblong scfiticm, bent in

the form of a segment of a cylinder, cover-

ing the whole of the wearer ; this was con-

structed of boards, covered with leather,

and bound at the top and bottom with iron;

it was always carried by the legionaries.

(2) The circular leathern jxirma, carried by
the light infantry. (3) The cCtra, borrowed
from the Spaniards ; it resembled the

parma, and was carried by the light auxi-

liary cohorts. The different divisions of

the force were distinguished by devices

painted on their shields.

Ship. The difierence between the long,

narrow ship of war and the short, broad

merchant-vessel was much more pronounced
in antiquity than in modern times, and
existed as early as the time of Homer [Od.

V 250, ix 323]. The former type, however,

was not yet d.evoted to fighting by sea, but

to the transport of troops, who also served

as rowers. The merchant ships were
generally worked as saUinc) vessels, and
were only propelled by oars in case of need,

so that they required a very small crew.

On the other hand, the ships of war
depended for propulsion on a strong

crew of I'owers, who sat in a line on
both sides of the vessel. A vessel with
one bank of oars {mdncri's) was spe-

cially described according to the total

number of the rowers ; e.g. a yenf'lcon-

toros was a vessel with fiftj'^ rowers
{see fig. 1). For a long time the

main strength of Greek fieets consisted in

such vessels. Afterwards dicrcis (Lat.

birem'is), with two and (during the last

ten years before the Persian Wars) tricrcis

(triremes), with three banks of oars on either

side, came into use. The latter were most
generally employed until the end of the Pelo-

ponnesian War. Next came the ietrereis

{quadrlremCs), introduced from Carthage,

in 399 B.C. the elder Dionysius of Syracuse
built iK'ntereis {qiii)iqucri~>nes) and hcxe-

reis ; Alexander the Great hcptereis,

octereis, en nereis, and decerei's. In the wars
of the successors of Alexander, a further

advance was made to ships with fifteen

and sixteen banks of oars, and (later still)

thirty and forty banks. The most prac-

tically useful form of war-vessel was the

penteres, which was especially used in the

Punic wars.

The rowers sat close together, with their

faces toward the stern of the vessel ; those

in the highest row were called thrCtnltee,

those in the middle zeiigltcc, and the lowest

thdldniltcv / but the qtiestion of the exact

arrangement of their seats, and of the oars,

is not yet made out with sufficient clear-

ness. [Fig- 2, from an ancient monument,
shows the thranitce and their oars; the rest

of the rowers have their oars alone visible.]

Figs. 3 and 4 are conjectural sketches, indi-

cating the way in which the crew of a

trireme was probably arranged. The num-
ber of rowers in an ancient trireme was
170, that of a Roman quinquereme in the

Punic wars, 300; it is recorded that an

octoreme of Lysimachus carried a crew of

1,G00. The oars were very long, and the

time was kept by means of the music of the

flute, or solely by a stroke set by a boat-

swain (Gr. keh'ustes ; Lat. hortdtor, pau-
sdvius) with a hammer or staff, or by his

voice. The vessels were steered in ancient

times by means of one or two large paddles at

the side of the stern. The rigging of a ship

of war was extremely peculiar. The mast,

which was not very high, and carried a

square sail attached to a yard, was lowered

during an engagement, when a small fore-

mast with a similar sail was used in its

(1) I'EXTECONTOUOS.

(ilillingen, Vases Grccs de Sir John CogTiill, pi. lii.)

stead. Only merchantmen appear to have

caiTied three sails. Tlie war vessels of

antiquity were in length seven or eight

times their breadth, and drew almost 3 ft.
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of water. In order to attain the higliest

possible speed with manual ])ropnlsion, and
to be easily drawn overland (a process
frequently resorted to), tliey were lightly

built, wdth rather flat bottoms, and very
shallow. They were on this account not

water, was a horizontal beak (Gr. embolus ;

Lat. rostrum), usuallj' with three spikes

one over another, capped with iron ; this

formed the chief weapon of ancient naval

warfare. We learn that it first came into

use in 55G B.C. The captain of a larger

(2) * MARISLK DAS-RELIEP OF AN ATHENIAN TRIREME.
(Found on the Acropolis about 1852, probably from a Tnonumeni. of victory in a trireme race

;

Aniiali d. Instilnto, ISGl, tav. d' adg. M 2.)

.ll.l..1l .l..ll.ll.ll.1l.1l.ll.ll.ll.ll.lL!,.l,.l,.lt.ll.ll.1..ll.]l.llJl.1l.

ir^iymqiTTiniTn^
(3) PLAN OF A TRIREME.

(Designed by Gra.sor, Dc Vcicruni re Navali.)

particularly seaworthy in stormy weather
;

whereas merchant vessels, owing to their

heavier build and greater depth, were
much more sea-

worthy. A stay

made of two
strong beams or

a cable stretched

between the two
ends of the vessel

{Jnjpozoma) was
usually employed
to strengthen the

hull leiigthwaj's. The bows and stern

which were built alike, were alone covered

with half-decks, while the middle of the

vessel was at first open, and even in later

times completely decked vessels were not

so general as with us. Merchant-vessels,

however, had a regular full-deck. The
deck sometimes carried wooden turrets,

usually two, fore and aft. Most ships of

war had an eye painted or carved on the

bows. At the bows, on a level with the

(4) UOWKUS IN PKOEILE (i7;.).

ship of war was called a trtcrarchos (com-

mander of a trireme) ; the chief officer was
the helmsman (Gr. l-f/heructcs ; Lat. giiher-

ndtor) ; the second officer (Gr. ju-Orcas,

jyrOrdtcs • Lat. jjvovcta) was stationed on

the bows. The total crew of an Athenian

trireme, including the rowers, numbered
about 200 men, of whom about twenty were

sailors, and only ten to eighteen marines.

This small number is explained by the fact

that among the Greeks a sea-fight consisted

chiefly in clever manoeuvring, with the ob-

ject of disabling the enemy's vessels by

breaking their oars or of forcing them to

run aground.

When the Romans had established a

fleet, dur"ng the first Punic War, they

introduced the tactics of land-battles into

their naval warfare, by carr3'ing on their

ships an increased number of land-soldiers

(on their quinquercmcs 120), who were

posted on the bows, and attempted to lay

hold of the enemy's vessels with grap-

pling-irons and boarding-bridges, and to
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overpower their crews in hand to hand
encounter. In tlie battle of Actium (31 B.C.)

the lightly built triremes of Octavian, which
were named liburna.', after the Liburnians

of Dalmatia, I'roni whom this shape was
borrowed, were matched with distingi;ished

success against the eight, nine, and ten-

banked vessels of Antonius. Under the

Empire the fleets were, as a general rule,

no longer intended for great naval battles,

but for the safeguard of the seas and
coasts, for the convoy of transports and for

purposes of administration. The consequence

was that vessels of excessive height' were
continually becoming rarer, and triremes^

and especiall}' liburna', were almost exclu-

sively employed. In later times the name
liburna came to denote simply a ship of

war. Augustus organized a Mediterranean

fleet with two headquarters, Misenum in

the Tyrrhenian Sea and Ravenna in the

Adriatic. These two fleets were called

classes prcetOrue, because, like the cohortes

prcetoria', they were under the immediate
command of the emperor. Other stations

for the fleets were afterwards established

in all parts of the sea, and the great rivers

and inland seas of the empire. Their com-
manders were called pra'fecti, and Avere

nominated by the emperor, as a rule, from
among the military oflicers of equestrian

rank. On the crews of the navy, sec

Classiarii.

Besides regular men of war, the navies

also contained various ships of the line to

act as spies and carry despatches (Gr.

keles and lenibos / Lat. celox and lenibus),

or to convoy transport vessels, light cutters

(dcdtos, dcdtiun), privateers {ini)62)dru), etc.

Fire-ships were used as early as 414 B.C.

by the Syracusans against the Athenians.

Of merchantmen there existed in anti-

quity various kinds and sizes. In the time
of the Empire the art of shipbuilding was
developed with extraordinary success at

the great trading city of Alexandria, where
ships were built of great seaworthiness,

remarkable sailing powers, and immense
tonnage. [See Torr's Ancient Ships, 1894.]

Shoe. See Calceus .

Sibyllae [in the singular, Lat. sllnjUa ; Gr.

slbulla, from Doric sid-bolla = t/ieou-houle,
" the will of God "]. The name given in

antiquity to inspired prophetesses of some
deity, in particular Apollo. They were
usually regarded as young maidens dwelling
in lonely caves or by inspiring springs, who
were possessed with a spirit of divination,

and gave forth prophetic utterances while

under the influence of enthusiastic fienzy.

They were described sometimes as priest-

esses of Apollo, sometimes as his favourite

wives or daughters. We have no certain

information as to their number, names,

country, or date. Though Plato [Pha'drus,

294 B] knew of only one, others mention
two, three, four [the Eri/thra'an. the Sainian,

the Egyptian, and the Sardian], and even
ten or twelve : [the Babylonian, the Lib-

yan, the (elder and younger) Delphian, the

Cimmerian, the (elder and younger) Ery-
thra'an, the Samian, the Cuma'an, the

Ilellespontine, the Phrygian, and the 2'/-

bnrtine]. In the earliest times they are

mentioned as dwelling in the neighbour-

hood of the Trojan Ida in Asia Minor,

later at Erythr?e in Ionia, in Samos, at

Delphi, and at Cumse in Italy. The most
famous was the Eryfhreean Sibyl, Hero-
phile, who is usually considered identical

with the Cuma'an, as she is represented

as journeying by manifold wanderings
from her home to Cumte. Here she is

said to have lived for many generations in

the crypts beneath the temple of Apollo,

where she had even prophesied to ^neas.
In later times the designation of Sibyl was
also given to the prophetic Nj'mph Albimea
near Tibur [Lactantius, i G § 12].

The Sibylline books, so often met with

in Roman history, had their origin in a

collection of oracular utterances in Greek
hexameters, composed in the time of Solon

and Cyrus at Gergis on Mount Ida, and

ascribed to the Hellespontic Sibyl, buried

in the temple of Apollo at Gergis. This

collection was brought by way of Erythr;T?

to Cumae, and finally, in the time of the last

king, to Rome. According to the legend,

the Cumsean Sibyl offered to Tarquinius

Superbus nine books of propiiecy ; and as

the king declined to purchase them, owing

to the exorbitant price she demanded, burnt

all but three of them, which the king pur-

chased for the original price, and had them

preserved in a vault beneath the Capitoline

temple of Jupiter. When they were de-

stroyed in the burning of the Capitol in 83

B.C., the Senate sent envoys to make a collec-

tion of similar oracular sayings distrij)uted

over various places, in particular Ilium,

Erythraj, and Samos. This new collec-

tion was deposited in the restored temple,

together with similar sayings of native

origin; e.g. those of the Sibj-l at Tibur, of

the brothers Marcius, and others. From the

Capitol they were transferred by Augustus

as pontlfex, in 12 B.C., to the temple of
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A])nllo on the Palatine, after they had been
examined and copied ; here they remained
until about 405 A.D. They are said to have
been burnt by Stillcho. The use of these

oracles was from the outset reserved for the

State, and they were not consulted for the

foretelling of future events, but on the

occasion of remarkable calamities, such as

pestilence, earthquake, and as a means of ex-

piating portents. It was only the rites of

expiation prescribed by the Sibylline books
that were communicated to the public, and
not the oracles themselves. As these books
recognised the gods worshipped, and the

rites observed, in the neighbourhood of

Troy, they were the principal cause of the
introduction of a series of foreign deities

and religious rites into the Roman State

worship, of the amalgamation of national

deities with the corresponding deities of

Greece, and a general modification of the

Roman religion after the Greek type.

Tarquinius is said to have entrusted the

care of the books to a special college of two
men of patrician rank. After 367 B.C. their

number was increased to ten, half patrician

and half plebeians ; and in the 1st century
B.C., probably in the time of Sulla, five

more were added. These officials were
entitled respectively diiiimviri, dcccmri'ri,

and quindccimriri sacrls fuclundts. They
were usually ex-consuls or ex-prsetors.

They held office for life, and were exempt
from all other public duties. They had
the responsibility of keeping the books in

safety and secrecy, of consulting them at

the order of the Senate, of interpreting
the utterances they found therein, and of

causing the measures thus enjoined to be
carried out ; in particular, they had the
superintendence of the worship of Apollo,
the Magna Mfdev, and Ceres, which had
been introduced by the Sibylline books.

These Sibylline books have no connexion
with a collection of Sihi/Uine Oracles in

twelve books, written in Greek hexameters,
which have come down to us. The latter

contain a medley of pretended prophecies
by various aiithors and of very various
dates, from the middle of the 2nd century
B.C. to the 5th century A.D. The}^ were
composed partly by Alexandrine Jews,
partly by Christians, in the interests of
their respective religions ; and in part they
refer to events of the later Empire.

Sicinnis. The wild choral dance of the
Greek sati/ric drama {qj^\). See also Chorus.

Side. The wife of Orion (q.v.); she was
thrown into Hades by Hera for venturing

to compare herself with her in point of
beauty.

Sidonius Apollinaris {Gains SoUius). A
Roman author, born about 430 A.D. at Lug-
dunum (Lyons). He belonged to one of the

most prominent Christian families in Gaul.

He married the daughter of the future

emperor Avitus. Under Anthemius, in

467 he was pratfectus urhi at Rome, and
in 472 he became bishop of Clermont, in

Auvergne, and in that capacity headed the

resistance against the Western Goths. He
died in 483. He was distinguished among
his contemporaries for learning and culture,

and for a knowledge of ancient literature

wdiich was rare in that age. Of his works
we possess twenty-four poems, among which
are three panegyrics on the emperors Avitus,

Majorian, and Anthemius, and two cpithd-

Idmla, which are somewhat clever in form;

they are, however, as bombastic and as

destitute of thought and taste as his nine

books of Letters, modelled on those of Pliny

and Symmachus. His writings are never-

theless not without value, owing to the

light they throw on the histor}'- and the

general circumstances of his time.

Sieges. If an immediate attack by filling

up the trenches, beating in the gates, and

scaling the walls failed or promised to be

useless, the siege was carried on partly

by blockade, partl}^ by attack in form. In

the first case the besiegers were content

wath surrounding the town with an inner

and outer wall. The latter was intended

as a protection against attack on the part

(1) nATTi;i:iXG ram (ah/es).

of a relieving force. The besiegers then

waited till the besieged were forced to

capitulate. In other cases they attempted

to make a breach in the wall with a batter-

ing ram (fig. 1); to undermine the wall, and

so overthrow it ; to make a way under by

mines into the city ; or to raise a mound
level with the wall, and so get to the top.

The process of undermining the wails was

carried on by soldiers, who tore up the

foundations with the aid of various mining

tools. This was done under the pi'otection

of the test lido, a wooden erection in the form

of a slanting desk. This was carried by

hand or wheeled close up to the wall with its

open front towards it. Like all machines
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of the kind, it was provided on the top and
sides with wet skins or cushions as a pro-

tection against fire thrown down upon it.

ChC'lone (Cxr.) or tcstudo (Lat.) was the

general name for all kinds of sheds of the

sort. The name was, e.r/., given to the

penthouse of shields formed by the soldiers

during the storming of a hostile fortification

(fig. 2). Tlie second and following ranks
held their shields in a slanting position

over their heads ; the first rank and the men
in the wings held them straight up in front

of them. In case of mining, properly so

called, the mining-hut {7)iuscuh(S) was em-
ployed: a long and narrow structure, pushed
up in the same way on wheels close under
the walls. A shed or penthouse, 22-2G feet

in length and breadth, with a slanting roof

extending to the ground, served to give
protection to the workmen employed in

levelling the ground, and filling up the

trenches for the approach of the engines.

The mound (Lat. agger / Gr. chOmd) was

g-:-—4--^^i-.±^:-i-^^^^^^ '-

(2) TESTUDO.

From the Column of Antoninus (Bellori, Co!. Antonin., tav.3fi),

directed straight from the surrounding wall
to the most suitable part of the besieged
fortifications. It rose by a gradual ascent
to the top of the latter. It was made of
earth and fascines, held together at the
side by wooden scaffolding or stone walls.

The soldiers who worked at it were pro-
tected by plutci, semicircular coverings of
wickerworiv, moving forward on three
wheels, or Vjy vlnetv. These were light
scaffolding, 10 ft. broad and double as long,

with a flat or double roof of boards or
wickerwork, and covered with the same on
three sides. Partly upon the mound, partly
on one side of it, were erected these wooden

movable towers (Lat. ttivrcs amhulCdorlce /
Gr. hypotvaehoi), which were brought u]>

on wheels or rollers to the walls. Their
height depended on that of the wall and on
their position on the level or on the mound

;

the average was 88-15)() ft., containing from
ten to twenty stories. These towers generally

served as batteries, the upper stages being
armed with artillery. Besides this, archers
and slingers would be posted on the outer
galleries of the different stories, which were
protected by breastworks. Sappers would
be lodged in the lower stories. On the

level of the wall bridges {sambuco') were
provided. A crane {iollenO) was used to

hoist single soldiers to tlie top of the wall.

This was a machine like the bucket of a,

well, fitted at the end with a basket or box.

The besieged, in their turn, had various

contrivances against these weapons of

attack. Two-pronged forks to turn over

the scaling ladders, cranes with large tongs

to seize the soldiers in their ascent and
drop them into the town. The various

kinds of tcstudo were met by throwing
down great masses of stone, pouring down
molten lead, pitch, or other combustibles,

or by the use of burning arrows or other

missiles of the same kind. The mound
they endeavovired to neutralise by set-

ting it on fire or undermining it ; in

the latter case the tower would sink as

soon as it came upon the proper place.

Against the towers tliey tried fire, artillery

discharged from the walls, or the erection

of counter-towers. If a breach was
threatened, a second or minor wall was
erected to meet it out of the material of

the neighbouring houses. The most im-

portant siege engines were invented by the

Greeks, from whom they came to the

Romans. (See Artillery.)
Signum. The Roman name for a mili-

tary standard, usually consisting of a
badge (iusigne) on a staff, carried by
legions, maniples, and cohorts, as distinct

from the rc.i-ilhim (q.v.). The latter was
a square flag fastened on a cross-bar {se<-

fig. 2, a), carried b}' the cavahy and allied

infantry detachments. In the time of the

manipular arrangement (see Legion), each

maniple had its ])eculiar insigae, the eagle

(the sign of the first i)i'h}ij)ulits), the wolf,

the IMinotanr, the horse, or the boar. After

Marius had made the eagle (q.r.) the stan-

dard rejn-esenting the signiim of the whole
legion, the forms of other animals were

no longer employed. Instead of them the

maniples had a spear with an outstretched
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hand upon tlio point (fig. 2, c, f?, //, i). After-

wards the signa were also furnished with

(1) * I'TNKUAL MONUMENT (npj'r.s) (iF THE
STANDARD-BEAREU (siGyiFJi/!) TINTAIUS.

(Bonn Museum).

a vexillimi (fig. 2, h^ and with various orna-

ments on the pole, in particular round

cohorts, probably as early as the time of

Csesar, had particular slgna / after Trajan

they borrowed from the Parthians the draco.

This was the image of a large dragon fixed

upon a lance, with gaping jaws of silver,

and with the rest of its body formed of

coloured silk. When the wind blew down
the open jaws, the body was inflated.

[Vegetius, De Re Militari ii 13; Ammianus
Marcellinus, xvi 10 § 7. This last is to be

seen on monuments among the standards

of foreign nations (/i, -m), who also had a

standard resembling a mediaeval banner (?).]

On the march and in an attack with close

columns, the signa werp carried in the first

line ; in a pitched battle, behind the front

rank.

Silenus (Gr. ScilCnos). A primitive deity

in the legends of Asia Minor. He is a

divinity of the woodland and the fountains,

whom people tried to catch in order to

make him prophesy and sing to them. Thus
king Midas of Phrygia got him into his

power by mixing wine with a spring from

which he lased to drink, and made him
instru.ct him in all kinds of wisdom. x\fter-

wards, as a son of Hermes and a Nymph, or

of Pan, and as the oldest of all the Satyrs,

he was added to the train of Dionysus, and

was regarded as his teacher and trainer

and his constant companion. He is said to

have prompted the god to invent the culti-

vation of the vine and the keeping of bees.

He is described as a little old man, pot-

bellied, with bald head and snub nose, his

whole body very hairy ; never without his

r?^^.

!1.

M^ffi:^M0 m I h^^s

^
€p

a, c, d, g, h, i, Bellorius. Col. Aiitonin.; b, c,f, De Uubeis, -Ii-cii.s Constant.; 1;, !, De Rubei--, Arcus

Scveri; m, Museo Borhonico, iii tav. Iviii.

(2) STANDARDS FROM VAUIOIS MONUMENTS.

(Gubl and Koner, fig-. 524.)

plates, often with representations of gods,

emperors, and generals (e, /, g). The
skin of wine, always drunk, and hence

usually riding on an ass, and led and sup-
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ported by the other Satyrs; or, again, as

tending and educating the cliild Bacchus, as

he is represented in the celebrated group
in the Louvre at Paris. A similar group in

the Vatican at Rome is reproduced in the

accompanying cut. Figures of him standing

SILEXUS AND THE INFANT DIONYSUS.
(Rome, Vatican.)

or reclining were used, especiall}^ at Athens,
as caskets for keeping Avithin them precious

pieces of carved work [Plato, Symp. 215,
A, B]. There were also Silent which were
regarded in Asia as the inventors of the

native music on the flute and the sT/rlnx

{see Marsyas) ; their father was Pappn-
silcnus, who was represented as completely
covered with hair and bestial in form.

Silius italicus (Gams). ARoman poet,

born A.D. 25, probably at Italica [near

Seville], in Spain. After having been
consul in 68, and proconsul in Asia, he
retired from public life, and went to his

estates in the south of Italy, to spend the

rest of his life in learned studies and in

the composition of poetrj'. He paid almost
divine honours to the memorv of his

favourite poet Vergil, whom he selected

as his model [Martial, xi 48, 49 ; vii ()3],

but whom he rarely equalled. He died in

102 by starving himself to death [Pliny,

Ep. iii 7 ; vii (J3]. We possess a poem of

his on the second Punic War in seventeen
books (Puuica); it is founded on careful

historical studies, but is far from brilliant,

and, in spite of all its ornamental details,

contains little that is truly poetic. He
appears to have been soon forgotten.

[Quintilian's silence in his enumeration of

the epic poets of Rome has been rightly

ascribed to the fact that the poet was still

alive, and had not yet published his poem.

The poet's 3'ounger and abler contemporary
Statins, in Silvcn iv 7, 14, alludes to Silius'

Punica i 233.]

Silli. A peculiar kind of Greek lampoons
in an epic form, such as Xenophanes of

Colophon was the first to level against poets

and philosophers. The principal represen-

tative of this class was Timon of Phlius.

{Sec Timon.)

Silvanus. An old Italian divinity, related

to Paimus. Originally he was a god of

woods and of plantations of trees in fields

and gardens; subsequently he was regarded

as protector of the fields and gardens

themselves, as well as of the cattle that

grazed in the meadows, and especially

those in or near the woods. He was at

the same time guardian of the boimdaries

between meadows. The Italian country

people therefore honoured him with worship
under three different aspects : (1) as domes-
ticiis, protector of the house and all that

belongs to it ; (2) as ngnstis, to whose care

the shepherd and his flock were recom-

mended
; [3) as oricntcllii}, he that watches

over the boundaries. In this last capacity

he used to have a gi-ove dedicated to him
on the boundary of different estates. At
the harvest festivals, farmers, vinedressers,

and those who had plantations of trees,

offered him, on rustic altars, corn, grapes,

and fruits, and also pigs and rams. Like
Faunus, he was afterwards identified Avith

Pan ; and to him, as to Pan, the sudden

tei:ror caused by the solitude of a wood was
ascribed. It was also believed that there

were numerous SHrdni.

Silver Shields, Bearers of. A corps of

guards in the ai-my of Alexander the Great.

{Sec Argyraspides.)
Simonides. (1) Of Amorgos. A Greek

iambic poet. He was born in the island of

Samos, from which he led a colony to the

island of AmorgOs; he lived about the
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middle of the 7th century H.C., as a younger
conteniporai-y of Archilochus, from whom
he is distinguished by the fact that his

writing is less personal, and contains more
general reflexions on the constant charac-

teristics of human nature. He did not
direct his attacks against single persons,

but against whole classes. Thus, in an
extant fragment of 118 lines, a derisive

poem on women, he gives a general de-

scription of female characters, deriving the

various bad qualities in women fi'oni the
chai'acteristic qualities of the animals from
which he makes them out to be descended.

(2) Of CeOs. One of the most celebrated

and many-sided of the lyric poets of Greece.
Born about B.C. 55G at IiUis in Ceos, he
w^ent at an early age to Greece proper,

where he occupied a high position at Athens
under the Pisistratid Hipparchus, and
after his death in 514 in Thessal}', at the
courts of the Scupadoe and Aleuadfe. His
fame was highest at the time of the Persian
Wars, the heroes and battles of which he
celebrated in epigrams, elegies, and melic
poems. He was a friend of the most re-

markable men of his time; for instance, with
Themistocles and Pausanias. He is said to

have won fifty-six victories in poetic con-

tests ; thus after the battle of Marathon
(490) he defeated the most famous poets, in-

cluding Jllschylus, in an elegy on the men
who had fallen in tlio conflict. He passed
the last ten years of his life with the tyrant

Hiero of Syracuse, and died in Sicily, at an
advanced age, in 4G8 B.C. He was a polished

and excellently educated man of the world,

with great knowledge of it, and on this

he drew cleverly for his poems. He was
blamed for courting the favour of the
wealthy and the powerful, and he was re-

puted to have been the first who accepted
payment for his poems ; but even if he really

did frequently write poetry to order, and
for considerable sums of money, yet, with
admirable tact, he knew how to keep every
ap{)carance of mercenary work far from his

creations. To rare fertility of production
he added extraordinary poetic gifts, that
enabled him to i)roduce remarkable, and
indeed perfect, work in the most varied
branches of lyric poetr}^, from the terse

simidicity of tlie epigram to the elaborate

structure of an antistrophic com])Osition.

His most celebrated works were his epi-

grams, of which many have been preserved,

his elegies, and his dirges, which were
preferred even to those of Pindar. As may
be seen from the fragments of his elegies

and choice jDoems, he sought less to enchant
by the grandeur of his ideas, like Pindar,

than to touch by the sincerity of his senti-

ment ; and accordingly his carefully chosen

language shows great smoothness, softness,

and grace, and correspondingly melodious

rhythms. Besides his other remarkable
talents, he possessed a very powerful

memory ; he was on this account held to be

the inventor of a method of improving the

memory known as the mnemonic art. [This

is recorded in the Parian Chronicle ^ cp.

Quintilian xi 2 § 11.]

Simplicius, A Peripatetic philosopher of

the 6th century after Christ, and a native

of Cilicia. When Justinian in 529 closed

the school of philosoph}'- in which he taught

at Athens, he and six other philosophers

emigrated to the court of the Persian king

Chosroes. When he made peace with

Justinian in 533, and obtained from him
leave for the philosophers to return un-

molested, Simplicius went to Alexandria,

where he died in 549. We still possess

some excellent commentaries of his ou

several writings of Aristotle {Categories^

Physics, De Cadq, De Animd), and on the

Enc.heirldion of Epictetus.

Sinis, or Sinnis. Son of Poseidon or

(according to another account) son of Pol^'-

pemon ; a robber who haunted the Isthmus

of Corinth, and was called the pine-bender

(PUjjocamjdes), because he tore travellers

to pieces by bending down pines and then

suddenly letting them go. He was killed

by the youthful Theseus.

Sinon. A kinsman of Odysseus, who, on

the apparent departure of the Greeks from

Troy, volunteered to stay behind, and per-

suaded the Trojans to place the wooden

horse within their citadel. {Cp. Trojan

War.)
Siparium. The smaller curtain on the

Roman stage, about half way between the

front and the back. [It w^as drawn up

between the scenes.] {See Theatre.)
Sirens (Gr. Seirenes). The virgin

daughters of Phorcys, according to later

legend of Acheluus and one of the Muses.

In Homer there are two, in later writers

three, called IJr/eia, Leukosia, and Par-

thenope, or Agldopheme, Moipe, and

Thel.ricpna. Homer describes them as

dwelling between Circe's isle and Scylla,

on an island, where they sit in a flowery

meadow, surrounded by the mouldering

bones of men, and with their sweet song

allure and infatuate those that sail by.

Whoever listens to their song and draws
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near them never again beholds wife and
child. They know everything that happens
on earth. When Odysseus sailed past, he
had stopped iij) the ears of his companions
with wax, while he had made them bind

him to the mast, that he might hear their

song without danger [Or/. xii4l-54, 153-2(J(J].

Orjihens protected the Argonauts from
their spell by his own singing [Apollonius

Rliodius, iv 903]. As they were only to live

till some one had sailed past unmoved by
their song, they cast themselves into the

sea, on account either of Odysseus or of

Orpheus, and were changed to sunken rocks.

When the adventures of Odysseus came to

be localised on the Italian and Sicilian

A SIUKN-.

Paris, Louvre.)

shore, the seat of the Sirens was transferred
to the neighbourhood of Naples and Sorrento,
to the three rocky and uninhabited islets

called the SlrCnusct' [the SlrPmim scopuli
of Vergil, yEu. v 864; cp. Statius, Silva>. ii

2, 1], or to Capri, or to the Sicilian pro-
montory of Pelorum. There they were said
to have settled, after vainly searching the
whole earth for the lost Persephone, their
former playmate in the meadows by the
Acheloiis ; and later legend also assigned
this as the time when they in part assumed
a winged shape. They Avere represented
as great birds with the heads of women, or
with the upper part of the body like that
of a woman, with the legs of birds, and with

or without wings {see cut). At a later

period they were sometimes regarded as

retaining their original character of fair

and cruel tempters and deceivers. But
they are more generally represented as
singers of the dirge for the dead, and they
were hence frequently placed as an orna-
ment on tombs

; or as symbols of the magic
of beauty, eloquence, and song, on which
account their sculptured forms were seen
on the funeral monuments of fair women
and girls, and of orators and poets : for

instance, on those of Isocrutes and Sophocles.

[Such a Siren may be seen, beating her
breast and tearing her hair, above the stele

of Aristion in the Street of Tombs at Athens.
The National Museum at Athens contains
several examples of stone Sirens, not as

reliefs, b\it as separate figures " in the
round " ; and a funeral monument of this

type may be noticed on a vase in the British
Museum {Cat. C. 29), where the Siren is

standing on a pillar and playing the l3're.

Cp. Euripides, IM. 109; Anfholof/ia Pala-
tina vii 710 and 481 ; with Miss Harrison's

Myths of the Odyssey, pp. 140-182, and
Mythology and Monuments of Athens, pp.
582-5.]

Sirius (Gr. Seirlos ; lit. "the scorcher").

The dog-star, representing among the con-
stellations the dog of Orion {(j.v.)

.

Sisenna. A Roman historian. {See

Annalists.)
Sistrum. _ A kind of rattle, used in the

worship of Isis, and borrowed, at the same
time with it, from the Eg3'ptians. It con-

sisted of a thin oval band of metal, fastened

to a handle, and crossed by a number of little

metal rods, bent at either end, and loosely

inserted in the band. {Sec cut under Isis.)

Sisyphus {i.e. " tlie^ crafty "). The son
of -^olus, brother of Athamas. husband of

the Pleiad Merope. His son is Glaucus, the

father of Bellerophon. He is regarded as

the builder of Ephyra (afterwards Corinth)

and as originator of the Isthmian Games.
In legends he ap2)ear3 as extremely cunning
and crafty ; in Homer he is called the

"slyest of all men " [7/. vi 153]. The rea-

son wh}' he is jmnished in the other world,

where he is forced for ever to keep on
rolling a block of stone to the toj) of a steep

hill, only to see it roll again to the valley,

and to start the toilsome task again [Od.

xi 593], is not mentioned by Homer; and
later legends vary on this point. According
to the account which gives the best idea of

his cunning, Sisj'phus discloses to the river-

god Asopus, in search of his daughter .^gina
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(see ^Acus), how she had been carried off

by Zeus ; but this information was not given
imtil Asopus has satisfied the condition laid

down by Sisyphiis, by creating the spring
Peirene, which ever after supjilied the cita-

del and town of Corinth [Pausanias ii 5 § 1].

Zeus desires to kill Sis^-phus as a punish-
ment for revealing the facts, and sends
Death to him ; but Sisyphus fetters Death
in strong chains, and no one dies, till at last

Ares sets him free and hands Sisyphus over
to him. But he commands his wife not to

inter him, and succeeds in persuading Pluto
and Persephone to let him return for awhile
to the upper world in order to punish her
want of love. Having no desire to return

to Hades, he forgets his promise, and even-
tuall}'' Hermes has to come and fetch him.
In the post-Homeric legends Odysseus, on
account of his cimning, is made the son of

Sisyphus and Anticleia [Sophocles, Ajax
190, Phil. 417; Eur., fyh. at AvJis, 524].

Sitophylaces. At Athens, a board, ori-

ginally consisting of ten members, five in

the city itself and five in the Peirpeus, which
superintended the corn trade, and prevented
prices becoming exorbitant. [In the time
of Aristotle {Constitution of Athens, 51)
there were twenty in the city, and fifteen

in the Peiraeus.] (See Commerce.)
Slaves. (I) Among the Greeks, besides

a class of serfs like the Penesta'. of Thessaly
and the Helots of Sparta, who had come to

this condition through being conquered in

war, we find, even in Homeric times, actual
slaves, not differing to a very gi-eat extent
from the free. They seem to have been
possessed in large numbers only by princes
and chieftains, who either obtained them
as booty on expeditions, or bought them
from such robbers of men as the Phoeni-
cians. In historic times we find the insti-

tution of slavery very much developed, so
that there is scarcely a State in which even
poorer citizens do not own a male or female
slave to do the rough work unworthy of a
free man. In Attica, when the State was
in its most flourishing condition, there were
360,000 slaves, about four times the num-
ber of free men. The Greeks justified

slavery by alleging that there were certain
barbarians who had been intended by nature
to serve. As a matter of fact, the slaves
were for the most part barbarians. In ex-
ceptional cases (Ireeks also were captured
in war; and were thus reduced to permanent
slavery; but as a rule they were exchanged
or freed on paying a ransom. The countries
of Asia Minor, Thrace, and the northern

regions comprehended under the name of
Scythia sent the greatest numbers to the
slave-markets, of which the most important
were at Delos, Chios, and Byzantium. Athens
also had a slave-market, especially used by
citizens who wished to expose slaves for

sale that they wanted to get rid of. Most
of the slaves in Attica were such as had
been born from female slaves. The wealthy
sometimes possessed several hundreds of

them, of whom naturally only a part would
be kept in the house. Some of the remain-
der worked on the farms in the country,

while others served on the merchantmen as

rowers or sailors
;
[others in the mines at

Laurlum] ; others again, either singly, or

in numbers in a manufactory and under
a superintendent, were engaged in some
trade on their master's account. The
owners also sometimes let out slaves to

others. The domestic slaves were employed
in every conceivable kind of occupation in

the house, and were also entrusted with

the education of the boys, whom they had
to accompany everywhere, especially to the

school and to the pdlcestra • such slaves

were called pa'ddgogi. Indeed, as a rule,

even the commonest Greek, if he could

possibly manage it, never went out unes-

corted by a slave ; while, if he was rich, a

number of slaves followed him.

Their treatment differed according to the

character and the pecuniary position of

the owner, and also depended on their own
good qualities and usefulness. In general,

the Athenians were noted for being more
humane towards their slaves than the rest

of the Greeks. There were laws also that

referred to them, and protected them against

excessive caprice and harshness. But they

had no legal rights ; they could neither

bring a charge, nor appear as witnesses. It

was only when they were put on the rack

that their evidence had any weight attached

to it. But the master could not kill a slave

unless the latter had been condemned in a

law-court ; otherwise, he had to pay a

penalty to some divinity. If cruelly treated,

a slave could seek protection, usually in the

temple of Theseus, and claim to be sold to

another master. In case of maltreatment

b}^ a stranger, the master could bring a legal

action, and obtain heavy damages. Slaves

had no particular dress prescribed for them

by law ; but they were not allowed to let

their hair grow long. They were not pro-

hibited from entering temples and sanctua-

ries or from taking part in public religious

festivals ; but they were excluded from the
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use of the g^'mnasia and from the assem-

blies of the people. Manumissions were
not rare, especially those made by a clause

in the owner's will, or if a slave bought
his freedom with the savings made by
permission of his master; sometimes manu-
mission was a reward for giving information

about grave crimes, or for distinguished

service in war ; for slaves were not tin-

frequentlj^ employed in military service,

especially in the fleet as rowers and sailors,

or as marines. Tor the position of the

liberated slaves, see Freedmex. At Athens
there was also a special class of jniblic,

slaves. Chief among them were those called

Se[/f!ue or archers, at first 300, then 600,

and finally even 1,200; the name Speuslnil

was also given them from a certain Speusinus,

who is said to have established this institu-

tion [Pollux, viii 132, and EtijmoJof/ieum

Magnum]. They served as police, and their

office was at first on the market-place, and
afterwards on the Areopagus. They were
further employed for military purposes, like

the similar corps, also consisting of public

slaves, of 200 mounted archers {hlppOtoxota^).

The lower servants of the State officials,

such as criers, scribes, beadles, gaol-keepers,

hangmen, were mostly (the last mentioned
always) jniblic slaves, and so were the

workmen at the mint. Their position was
one of much greater freedom than that of

the private slaves, and did not differ greatly

from that of the metwei.
(II) The Jiomans, like the Greeks, pos-

sessed slaves from the earliest times ; but
their number was at first trifling, on account
of the small households of the old Romans,
and their simple manner of life. But great

estates gradually became freqrient, and
slaves were used b}' preference for agricul-

tural work, because they were not subject to

levy for military service. Luxury became
more general, and a number of wants, pre-

viously unknown, were created by it; and
in process of time the custom of employing
slaves for industrial purposes was boi--

rowed from the Greeks. All this caused a
continual increase in the number of slaves,

tmtil in some cases they were collected in

several thousands. Some of these were
born in the house, and were called vernri' ;

they were regarded as particularly faithful

and trustworthy, and enjo5'ed certain liber-

ties accordingly. The remainder were for

the most part acquired among the spoils of

war, or were introduced from other coun-
tries where slaves were kept. Those taken
in war were sold by the qucT?stor either on

the spot immediately or at the nearest

market-place, or, according to the technical

terms, either sub hastd (under the lance) or

sub eorOnd (under the wreath, which was
placed on the head of captives in war to

show that they were for sale). For this pur-

pose slave-dealers^ whose profitable trade

was regarded with contempt, were always
represented in the train of Roman ai'mies.

They also bought slaves in great numbers
at the principal slave-marts, as at Rome
and Delos. At Rome the a?diles superin-

tended this kind of business, on which the

government levied a tax for import and a

further tax on the sale. The slave was
placed on a platform, with his feet

whitened with chalk or gypsum, if he had
just come across the sea, and with a label

round his neck, showing his home, age,

abilities, and bodily defects, if any, the

vendor being responsible for the correctness

of these statements ; if he would not bind

himself in any such way, this was shoAvn

by placing a cap {pilleus) on the slave's

head. Slaves distinguished for their beauty,

their skill, or their literary or musical ac-

complishments, were not exhibited publicly,

but in special places, and to such as were
able to pay the prices for them, which fre-

quently ran very high. Those born in the

house were also sold by private agreement,

withottt being exposed. There were slaves

of every nationality, and on this depended

in general the names by which they were
called and the work which was assigned

them. T\x& fdmlUa (a designation including

all the slaves, or fdniuli, belonging to the

same master) was generally divided into

that of the country {fainilia rusfica) and

that of the town {familia urbana).

The work done by the slaves was of the

most varied character, and the great diver-

sity of their occupations is partly exi^lained

by the fact that almost every kind of work
required a special slave, and it was con-

sidered not consistent with good breeding,

and a sign of poverty, if the same slave

was entrusted with several different duties.

Thus there were in the country special

slaves for the various branches of agricul-

ture, horticulture, and the tending of

cattle, the cultivation of olives and vines,

the keeping of bees and of poultry, and for

the preserves and fishponds. These slaves

were under the supervision of the v'dlcus

(farm-bailirt) or aetor (steward), who had

to render the accounts to the master or his

representative.

The number of toicn-slavcs was not due to
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actual requirements, but depended on the

luxurious fashions svhich became more and
more prevalent in the last two centuries of

the Republic. In older times the house
and everything belonging to it was in charge
of the a'dltuHS (niajordomo, steward), who
managed all household affairs, received and
spent money, negotiated sales and pur-
chases, and disposed of the stores. When
the extension of the household made it

necessary to keep a special person to control

the expenditure, the steward's functions

w'ere limited to seeing that the house and
furniture were properly cleaned and in a

good state. Besides him there were sub-

ordinate servants for the various dwellings,

the spare rooms for visitors, the shrine of

the household gods, the images of the

ancestors, the various kinds of furniture,

the art collections, and the wardrobe ; and
there was also a "poYteY {iiinttor or ostmrtus)
w^ho, according to an old custom, was
chained like a dog. [Suetonius, De Rhet. 3;
Columella, 1 pr. § 10; Ovid, AviOrcs i (>, 1.]

The kitchen was in charge of a special

chef, an even more expensive slave than the

vilicus • and under him were a host of assis-

tants, wood-carriers, market-men, pastry-

cooks, etc. The service at table also neces-

sitated a numerous attendance of dressers,

servers, carvers, fore-tasters, cup-bearers,

table-clearers, and others, who similarly were
under a special foreman, the trlcllntarcha

,

who saw to the general arrangements and
to the lighting. The master and mistress
of the house were served by special valets

{cublciddrii), who also had to announce
visitors, and pages and chambermaids and
special servants for the bath and the toilette.

It was considered of especial importance
that, when the master or mistress of the
house left it on foot or in a litter, the slaves

following them should be numerous and
richly attired. Some slaves went before

their master {antcambulfmcs), especially the
nomcnckUor, who informed his master of

the names of the pei-sons they met; others
followed {jH'dtsequi); others again were told

off for attending their master with torches
and lanterns on leaving parties in the
evening. The litter of each member of the
family was carried by from six to eight
lecttcdru, particularly strong men, and by
preference Cappadocians. For travelling

across countrj' there was always a large

escort, consisting of crowds of equerries,

outriders, grooms, etc. The most important
position among the servants was occupied
by those whom the niaster himself chose to

assist him in his business or his recreations;

as for instance those who attended to money
matters and to the supervision of the slaves,

secretaries, physicians, readers at meals or

during the bath or before going to .sleep,

literary men, librarians, and transcribers of

books. For other kinds of recreation there

were also slaves who had received a musical

training, pantonnmi, fools, and jesters.

The various classes of slaves had each

its special foreman, with a substitute whom
he either received from his master, or

bought with his savings. These formed
the class of the orcUndrii, who enjoyed

the special confidence of their master ; this

class included such servants as looked after

the food, clothing, and medical atten-

dance of the slaves, the maintenance and

watching of the various buildings, the

accounts of the household (ccUdrius), and

the expenses of the master (disj^ensdtor).

Young slaves were trained for the various

requirements of the household; according to

their abilities, the}^ were taught some trade

or art, or had practice given them either

in keeping accounts or in learned studies.

Under the Empire, those who were destined

to be pages received their education in

special pirxldqogja or establishments, kept

not only by the emperor, but also by private

citizens. As in Greece, trained slaves were

established in some trade by themselves, or

let out on hire ; such was the case even

Avith slaves who were artists or men of

learning. Even posts of independence, such

as the administration of an estate in the

country, or of a bank, or the command of a

ship, were entrusted to slaves, who received

a share in the profits, or paid interest on the

capital invested, or a fixed sum of money
when the capital was their own. For the

slaves were allowed to acquire a private

fortune {jicci'dmm) from what they saved

on their allowances and from the regular

profits of their service. The masters re-

garded this arrangement with favour, espe-

cially as it represented a kind of caution

money in case any damage was done.

The Iloman slave was, in the eyes of the

law, a mere chattel, and hence absolutely

without any rights and completely exposed

to the caprice of his master. The latter could

compel him to do the meanest and most

shameful things, could torture or kill him,

or cast him out when he was old or weakly;

and as this treatment was legally permitted,

it was carried out in practice when occasion

offered. Special cruelty w^as experienced by

the country-slaves, who worked in chains in
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the greater part of Italy, and were kept

in a guarded work-house (crgastuluni) at

night ; sonic of them were branded, or had
one halt' of their heads sliaven. It was
therefore a severe punishment for a town-

slave to be sent into the country.

The usual mode of killing slaves was
crucifixion, which was put down by the

Christian emperors. If a slave dared to

wreak vengeance on his master, every slave

who was under the same roof at the time

was put to death with him. This cruelty of

treatment, which grew continually in the

last centuries of the Republic, brought on

repeated and terrible visurrcctions of the

slacci;. Under the Empire they received

some legal protection ; in its very beginning,

the master's right to condemn his slaves

to fight with wild beasts was taken away
from him and transferred to a regularjudge:

the prefect of the city at Rome, and the

procurator in the provinces. These officials

were also empowered, by Antoniniis Pius,

to receive the complaints of slaves about
cruel treatment, and to sell the slaves to

another master, in case their complaints

were, found to rest on truth. Hadrian
deprived the owners of the right of killing

and torturing slaves at their pleasure, or

of selling them to keepers of gladiatorial

schools or to procurers ; and, finally, Con-

stantino placed the intentional killing of a

slave on a level with murder. A kind of

married relation between slaves, called

contubernlum^ was permitted at an early

time. Under the Empire, it became a rule

to regard it as lasting and indissoluble, and
even to celebrate the marriage of slaves

by wedding festivities. Having no legal

rights, the slave could not give evidence in

a law court, and, as in Greece, only what
he said wdien under torture was deemed
worthy of credit. The Roman, like the

Athenian, government had public slaves

{servi publici), who, on the whole, had the

same legal position as the private slaves.

They lived in public buildings assigned to

them by the censors, and received from the

public chest a yearly sum to pay for their

board (clbdrla). They were partly em-
ployed as custodians of temples and public

buildings (ceditui), partly as servants to

the various priesthoods and to those magis-
trates who had duties relating to the police,

namely, the censors and pediles (who under
Augustus had under theu' control a, familia
of GUO seyvi. jjublici for the prevention of

fires), the overseers of the water suppl}-,

and of the prisons, and those who had to

D. C. A.

see capital sentences carried out. The
slaves of the latter included the hangman
(cannfex) who was entrusted with the
special duty of executing slaves, and who
had to live outside the Esquiline Gate.
(Sec also Freedmen.)

Sleep (Cr. Ilypnos ; JjO-t. Somnus). The
son of Night and twin-brother of Death (q.v.)

[II. xiv 231 ; xvi G72]. With his brother
Death, according to Hesiod, he dwells in

the eternal darkness of the farthest West
[Theog. 759]. Thence he sweeps over land

and sea, bringing sleep to men and gods,

since he has power over all alike, and could
lull to sleep even Zeus himself. On the

chest of Cj^psclus at Olympia, both brothers

were depicted as boys sleeping in the arms
of their mother. Death being painted in

black and Sleep in white [Pausanias, v 18

§ 1]. Sleep was represented in art in very
various forms and situations, and frequently

with the wings of an eagle or a butterfly

on his forehead, and a poppy-stalk and a

horn, from which he dropped slumber upon
those whom he lulls to rest. The earlier con-

ception made Dreams the sisters of Sleep,

but in later times the dream-god figures as

his son. Hermes was also a god of sleep.

Sling (Gr. sphendone ; Lat. funda). A
weapon for hurling missiles, consisting of

a thong, broad in the middle and growing
narrower towards the ends. The missile

was either a round stone of the size of a

hen's egg, a ball of baked clay, or a leaden

bolt cast in the shape of an acorn. It was
placed in the broad part of the thong, and

the slinger (Gr. sphendunctcs ; Lat. fun-
dltor), holding the thong by both ends in

in one hand, swung it several times round

his head, and discharged the ball at the

mark by means
of letting go one

end of tlie thong.

The most famous
slingers of anti-

quity were the

inhabitants of the

Balearic Isles

;

they carried
three slings, made
of plaited rushes,

hair, and the
sinews of wild

beasts, for long,

short, and intermediate shots respectively.

Various leaden slingbolts, bearing marks or

characteristic inscriptions, have been pre-

served. Under the Empire there came into

use the s\iiig-sta.ff (Liit. fusttbdlus), a staff

Q U

SI.IXCER.

(Trajan's Column, Rome.)
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iouT feet in length, to the end of which a

leathern sling was fastened. One thong of

this reached to the other end of the staff,

and was together with this held fast by the

fuatibdlcltor, who swung the staff several

times round his head, and suddenly let go
the longer thong, thiis throwing a larger

missile with much greater force than was
possible with a simple sling.

Soccus. A loose slipper, or light, low
shoe, fitting either foot, which the Romans
adopted from the Greeks. It was the
characteristic of comedy, as the cotJmrnKS
was of tragedy [Horace, A. P. 80 (of the

iambic metre): "Hunc socci cepere pedem,
grandesque cotJmrni^'].

Socii. Among the Romans, the socii, as

distinguished in constitutional law from
Roman subjects, were the allies who, while
their independence was recognised, stood

in a more or less dependent relation to the

Roman State. Under the Republic, up to

the time when the right of citizenship was
conferred on all the free inhabitants of

Italy (89 B.C.), the Latins, and the Italian

communities on the same footing with them,

enjoyed a privileged position amongst the

other allies. In the military organization

of the Roman Republic the contingents
which they furnished were called socii, in

contradistinction to the legions and the

non-Italian auxiliaries. (See AuxiLiA, and
cp. Legion.) Socii o^avdles are the crews,
furnished by the allied towns, of the ships

of war.

Socrates. Of Athens ; born 4(19 B.C., son
of the sculptor Sophroniscus and the mid-
wife Phsenarete. He pursued for a time
his father's art, but soon gave it up,

holding it to be his proper task in life to

labour at the moral and intellectual im-
provement of himself and his friends. His
indifference to external necessities enabled
him to bear his poverty with the same
equanimity which he preserved in dealing
with the quarrelsome temper of his wife
Xanthippe. He took no part in affairs of

State, yet did not withdraw from the per-

formance of his duties as a citizen in war
and peace. He did not give formal instruc-

tion, but sought by means of dialectical dis-

course, in which any one might join without
payment, to lead on the young people who
vised to collect around him to think and act

in accordance with reason. Different as
are the representations of him given by his
pupils Xenophon and Plato, yet they agree
in this, that he was a character of absolute
moral purity, whose clear peace of mind

was troubled by no passion, in whom
reason at all times asserted its supremacy
over sensuality, and whom no considera-

tions could move from the declaration of

his convictions. He preserved this un-
shaken fidelity to his convictions, not only

in earlier passages of his life, but also

at the time when a capital charge was
brought against him, of being out of accord

with the religion of the State, of intro-

ducing new gods (an accusation founded
upon his belief in the dcemOn, an inward
voice, which used to warn him from evil

and urge him towards good), and of cor-

rupting youth. Although it would have
been an easy thing for him to have escaped

the sentence of death, he did not hesitate

for a moment in giving expression to his

conviction in the most open manner, and
for that conviction was put to death by
being compelled to drink a draught of

hemlock. {See also Philosophy and Plato,
wdth cut.)

Sodalitas. [The word properly means
an association or club, and was especially

applied to the] religious brotherhoods among
the Romans. By order of the State, they

attended to the cult of some particular

object of worship by jointly celebrating

certain sacrifices and feasts, especially on

the anniversary of the foundation of that

cult.

The members, called sodfdes, stood in a

legally recognised position of mutual obliga-

tion, which did not allow anj^ one of them

to appear against another as a prosecutor

in a criminal case, or to become patron us

of the prosecutor of a sodalis, or to offi-

ciate as judge upon a sodalis. Such a

brotherhood were the Sodalcs Augustdlcs,

appointed a.d. 14 by the Senate for the cult

of the deified Augustus, a college of 21,

and afterwards of 28, members of senatorial

rank, which also took upon itself the cult

of Claudius after his deification, and bore,

after that, the official title Sodalcs Aiujns-

tcdes ClaudiCdCs. Besides these there were

the Sodalcs Flaviales TUiales for the cult

of Vespasian and Titus, the lladvianales

for that of Hadrian, AntOnlmani for that

of Antoninus Pius and of the successively

deified emperors. {Cp. CollfXxIUM.)

[The secular clubs, sodCditdfes, or collci/ta

sudallcta, were,, in the later Republipau

age, much turned to accomit for political

objects, and their oi-ganization used for

purposes of bribery. '^Sec Cicero's speech

Pro Plancio. It was very common for

young Romans to belong to an ordinary
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sodalifas. Both Horace and Ovid were
members of one.]

Sol. The Itahan stin-god, identified with

the Greek Helios (q.v.).

Solarium. A sundial {sec Gnomon) ; also

the fiat roof of the Roman dwelling-house

(sec House, 2),

Soldiers. Greek, sec Warfare. Roman,
see Legion. For the game of "soldiers"

(Indus latrHnciilDriDu), sec Games,
Solea. The shoe usually worn by Romans

when at home. Outside the house they

wore it only when going out to dinner.

During the meal itself it was taken off. It

was a strong sole of wood, cork, or leather,

which was fastened on tlie foot by two
straps. One of these passed between the

great toe and the second toe, and was con-

nected by a buckle or otherwise with a

strap running lengthwise over the instep.

The second strap went round the ankle.

(See cuts to Sandalium.)
Solidus. A Roman gold coin, introduced

by the emperor Constantine about 312 A.D.,

which remained in use imtil the downfall

of the Bj-zantine empire ; its weight was
•^2 lb., its value 12s. 8k?. (See further
under Coinage.)

Solinus (Gaius ICdlus). A Roman writer

who composed, probably in the second half

of the 3rd century A.D., a collection of

MemorCihtlia (CoUectdnca Rerum Mcmord-
bllium, better known b}^ its later title

POljjhistor). The most important portion

(the geographical) is an abstract of a treatise

on geograph}' compiled from Pliny's Natural
History.

Solium. Sec Baths and Chairs.
Solon. Of Athens, son of Execestides,

born about 040 B.C., died 559, the famous
Athenian lawgiver. (See below on the
SoLoxiAN Constitution.) He is one of the

"Seven Wise Men." He also holds a high
position amongst the lyric, and especially

amongst the elegiac, poets of Greece. The
noble patriotism and kindly wisdom which
marked the whole of his life found expres-
sion in his jjoems, which were in part con-

nected with the political condition of his

")wn city, and were also intended to teach
universal principles of humanity in an
ippropriate poetical form. His elegies are
said to have amounted to 5,000 lines in all.

Among his political elegies may be men-
ioned that on Salamls, by which, in his
earlier j-ears, he roused his fellow citizens

reconquer that island when it had been
aken from them by the Megarians ; also
lis Exhortations to the Athenians. To his

ethical elegies belong the Exhortations to

lliniself. Of the last two poems in par-

ticular we possess extensive fragments [in

which the elegiac measure is raised to a
new dignity by being made the vehicle of

ethical teaching. One of the finest frag-

ments owes its preservation to its being
quoted by Demosthenes, De Falsa Lcgu-
tione, § 255]. There are also some frag-

ments of minor poems in iambics and
trochaics as well as a skoliun. [In Aris-
totle's Constitution of Athens, 5, 12, we
have several quotations from Solon's poems,
including about twenty lines which are

otherwise unknown.]
Solonian Constitution. At the time of

Solon the Athenian State was almost falling

to pieces in consequence of dissensions be-

tween the parties into which the population

was divided. Of these the Diacrll, the

inhabitants of the northern mountainous
region of Attica, the poorest and most
oppressed section of the population, de-

manded that the privileges of the nobility,

which had till then obtained, should be
utterly set aside. Another party, prepared
to be contented by moderate concessions,

was composed of the Pdrdli, the inhabitants

of the stretch of coast called Panllia. The
third was formed by the nobles, called

Pcdicls or Pedidei, because their property
lay for the most part in the j'^dton, the
level and most fruitful part of the coiintry.

Solon, who enjo3^ed the confidence of all

parties on account of his tried insight and
sound judgment, was chosen archon by a
compromise. Avith full power to put an end
to the difficulties, and to restore peace by
means of legislation. One of the primary
measures of Solon was the Seisachthcia

(disburdening ordinance). This gave an
immediate relief by cancelling all debts,

public and private. At the same time he
made it illegal for the future to secure

debts upon the person of the debtor [Aris-

totle, Constitution of Athens, G].

He also altered the standard of coinage

[and of weights and measures, by intro-

ducing the Euboic standard in place of the

Pheidonian or .^ginetan, ib. 10]. 100 new
drachmae were thus made to contain the

same amount of silver as 73 old drachmae.

He further instituted a timocracy {q-v.\ by
which the exclusive riglits which the nobles

had till then possessed were set aside, and
those who did not belong to the nobility

received a share in the rights of citizens,

according to a scale determined by their

property and their corresponding services

A
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to the State. For this purpose he divided
the population into four classes, founded
on the possession of land. (1) Pentdcosw-
mcdiinni, who had at least 500 mcdimni
(750 bushels) of corn or metretce of wine
or oil as yearly income. (2) Hippels, or

knights, with at least 300 mcdimni. (3)

Zeugltw (])ossessox's of a yoke of oxen), with
at least 150 mcdimni. (4) Thcfcs (workers
for wages), with less than 150 mcdimni of

yearly income. Solon's legislation only
granted to the first three of these four

classes a vote in the election of responsible

officers, and only to the first class the power
of election to the highest offices ; as, for

instance, that of archon. The fourth class

was excluded from all official positions, but
possessed the right of voting in the general

public assemblies which chose officials

and passed laws. They had also the right

of taking part in the trials by jury which
Solon had instituted. The first three

classes were bound to serve as hoplites

;

the cavalry was raised out of the first two,
while the fourth class was only employed as

light-armed troops or on the fleet, and appa-
rently for pay. The others served without
pay. The holders of office in the State were
also unpaid. Solon established as the chief

considtative body the Council of the Four
Hundred {sec Boule), in which only the
first three classes took part, and. as chief

administrcdivc body the Areopagus {q.v.)

which was to be filled up by those who
had been archons. Besides this, he
promulgated a code of laws embracing the
whole of public and private life, the salu-

tary effects of which lasted long after the

end of his constitution.

[According to Aristotle's Constitution of
Athens, 4, a Council of 401 members was
part of Dracon's constitution (about 621
B.C.). The members were selected by lot

from the whole body of citizens. Solon
(who was archon in 594) reduced the
Council to 4(X), one hundred from each of
the four tribes ; and extended in some
particulars the powers already possessed by
the Areopagus {ih. 8).]

Somnus. The Roman god of sleep {q.v.).

Sophists (Gr. sophistai). Properly a
name given by the Greeks to all those
who professed knowledge, or a particular

knowledge or a particular art. Hence the
Seven Wise Men are often thus called ; but
the name was esi^ecially applied to the
educated men of ready speech, who, from
about the year 450 B.C., used to travel

through Greece from place to place, and

impai'ted what they knew for money. They
have the merit of having })opularized the

interest in knowledge which had up to that

time been confined within narrow circles,

and especially of having contributed to the

formation of eloquence. For they were the
first to make style an object of stiidy, and
to institute serious investigations into the

art of rhetorical expression. Their teach-

ing was chiefly intended to give their

pupils versatility in the use of speech,

and thus to fit them for taking j^art in

public life. As the subject of their dis-

courses, they chose by preference questions

of public interest to persons of general

education. The expression, however, al-

ways remained the important thing, while
positive knowledge fell more and more
into the background. Some of them even
started from the position, that virtue and
knowledge were only subjective notions.

Protagoras of Abdera, who appeared about

445 B.C., is named as the first Sophist;

after him the most important is Goryids
of Leontini ; Prodlcus of Ceos and Hippids
of Elis are contemporaries of the other

two. Wherever they appeared, especially

in Athens, they were received with the

greatest enthusiasm, and many flocked to

hear them. Even such men as Pei-icles,

Euripides, and Socrates sought their society;

and Socrates OAved to them much that was
suggestive in his own pursuit of practical

philosophy, though, on the other hand, he

persistently attacked the principles under-

lying their public teaching. These prin-

ciples became further exaggerated under

their successors, who did not think they

needed even knowledge of fact to talk as

they pleased, about everything. Accord-

ingly the skill of the Sophist degenerated

into mere technicalities and complete absence

of reason, and became absolutely contemp-

tible. [Sec Grote's History of Greece, chap.

Ixvii, and Dr. H. Sidgwick's essay in the

Journal of Philology, iv 288.]

With the revival of Greek eloquence,

from about the beginning of the 2nd cen-

tury A.D., the name of Sophist attained a

new distinction. At that time the name

was given to the professional orators, who
appeared in public with great pomp and

delivered declamations either prepared be-

forehand or improvised on the spot. Like

the earlier Sophists, they went generally

from ])lace to place, and were overwhelmed
with applause and with marks of distinc-

tion by their contempoi'aries, including

even the Roman emperors. Dion Chrysos-
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ton), TTcvdclcs Afflcus, Arhildcs, Lucian^

and Philostrdtus the elder, belong to the

flourishing period of this second school of

Sophists, a period which extends over the

whole of the 2nd centurj'. They appear

afresh about the middle of the 4th century,

devoting their philosophic culture to the

zealous but unavailing defence of paganism.

Among them was the emperor Julian and
his contemporaries Libduhis, Hlmerlus,
and Themhtiiis. Syncsius may be con-

sidered as the last Sophist of importance.

Sophocles. One of the three great Greek
tragedians, son of Sophillus, the wealthy
owner of a manufactory of armour, was
born probabl}^ in 495 B.C. in the deme
Colunus near Athens. He received a care-

ful education in music, gj'mnastics, and
dancing, and as a boy of fifteen was chosen

to lead the paean sung by the chorus of

bo)'s after the victory of Salamis. He
afterwards showed his musical skill in

public, when he represented the blind

singer Thamyris in his drama of the same
name, and played the cithara with such suc-

cess that he was painted as Thamyris with
the cithara in the Stoa Poicile. Again,

in the play called the Nauslcda^ he won for

himself general admiration in acting the

part of the princess of that name, by the

dexterity and grace with which he struck

the ball [Athenseus, p. 20 E]. In all things

his external appearance and demeanour was
the reflex of his lofty mind. At his very
first appearance as a tragic poet in 468,

when 27 j'ears old, he gained a victory over

.(Escln'lus, who was thirty years older, and
from that time to extreme old age he kept
the first place in tragedy. Unlike Ms-
cbylus and Euripides, he never accepted

the invitations of foreign princes. Though
possessing no special inclination or fitness

for political affairs, as his friend, the poet

Ion of Chios, declares, he yet took his part

in public life. Thus, in 440 h.C. he was
one of the ten generals who, with Pericles,

were in command of the fleet sent against

S^mos. Owing to his practical skill he was
also emplo)'ed in negotiations Vv'ith the allies

of Chios and Samos. During the Pelopon-

uesian War he was again one of the generals,

together with Nlcias. In 435, as IleUcno-

^fdmuls, he was at the head of the manage-
jment of the treasure of the allies, which
was kept on the Acropolis ; and, when the

I question arose in 413, of giving to the State

ian oligarchical constitution, he was on the

1 commission of preliminary investigation.

He also filled a priestly ofiice.

The charm and the refinement of his

character seem to have won him many
friends. Among thom was the historian

Herodotus, who much resembled him. He
was also deemed by antiquity as a man
specially beloved by the gods, especially by
Asclepius, whose priest he probably was,
and who was said to have jrranted him

(Rome, Lateral! Museum.)

health and vigour of mind to extreme old

age. By the Athenian Nicostrate he had a

son, lophoi), who won some repute as a tragic

poet, and by Theoris of Sicyon another son,

AristOn, father of the Sopliodes who gained

fame for himself by tragedies of his own,

and afterwards by the ])roduction of his

grandfather's dramas. There was a story

that a quarrel arose between Sophocles and

his son lophon, on account of his pre-

ll
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ference foi' this grandson, and that, when
summoned by lophon before the court as

weak in mind and unable to manage his

affairs, he obtained his own absohite ac-

quittal by reading the chorus on his native

place in the Q^AUpus ColOnt'US [Plutarch,

Momh'a, p. 775 B]. But this appears to be

a legend founded on a misunderstood plea-

santry of a comic poet. The tales of his

death, which happened in 405, are also

mythical. According to one account, he

was choked by a grape ; according to

others, he died either when publicly re-

citing the Anttg5ne, or from excessive joy

at some dramatic victory. The only fact

unanimously attested by his contemporaries

is, that his death was as dignified as his

life. A singular story is connected even

with his funeral. We are told that Dio-

nysus, by repeated apparitions in dreams,

prompted the general of the Spartans,

who were then investing Athens, to grant

a truce for the burial of the poet in the

family grave outside the city. On his

tomb stood a Siren as a symbol of the charm
of poetry. After his death the Athenians
worshipped him as a hero and olfered an

annual sacrifice in his memory. In later

times, on the proposal of the orator Lycur-
gus, a bronze statue was erected to him,

together with iEschylus and Euripides, in

the theatre, and of his dramas, as of theirs,

an authorized and standard copj^ was made,
in order to protect them against arbitrary

alterations.

Sophocles was a very prolific poet. The
number of his pieces is given as between
123 and 130, of which above 100 are

known to us by their titles and by frag-

ments. But only seven have been pre-

served complete : The TrucMnup. (so named
from the chorus, and treating of the death
of Heracles), the Aja.r, the Philoctctrs, the
Elcctra, the (Edtpus Tyramius, the CEdipiis

at Colomis, and the AntujonC. The last-

mentioned play was produced in the spring
of 440 ; the Fniloctetcs in 410; the Q^dijms
at Colonus was not put on the stage until

401, after his death, by his grandson
Sophocles. Besides tragedies, Sophocles
composed preans, elegies, epigrams, and a
work in prose on the chorus. With his

tragedies he gained the first prize more
than twenty times, and still more often the
second, but never the third. Even in his

lifetime, and indeed through the whole of

antiquity, he was held to be the most per-

fect of tragedians ; one of the ancient

writers calls him the "pupil of Homer"

[Vita Anon.^ ad fin.]. If iEschylus is the
creator of Greek tragedy, it was Sophocles
who brought it to perfection. He extended
the dramatic action (1) by the introduction
of a third actor, while in his last pieces he
even added a fourth; and (2) by a due
subordination of the chorus, to which, how-
ever, he gave a more artistic development,
while he increased its numbers from twelve
to fifteen persons. He also perfected the

costumes and decoration. Rejecting the

plan of ^schylus, by which one story was
carried through three successive plays, he
made every tragedy into a complete work
of art, with a separate and complete action,

the motives for every detail being most
skilfully devised. His art was especially

shewn in the way in which the action is de-

veloped from the character of the dramatis
2)crsona\ Sophocles' great mastery of his

art appears, above all, in the clearness with

which he pourtrays his characters, which
are developed with a scrupulous attention to

details, and in which he does not content

himself, like Ji^schylus, with mere outlines,

nor, as Euripides often did, with copies

from common life. His heroes, too, are

ideal figures, like those of ^schylus. While
they lack the superhuman loftiness of the

earlier poet's creations, they have a certain

ideal truth of their own. Sophocles suc-

ceeding in doing what was impossible for

^schylus and Euripides with their peculiar

temperaments, in expressing the nobility of

the female character, in its gentleness as

well as in its heroic courage. In contrast

to Euripides, Sophocles, like jEschylus, is

profoundly religious ; and the attitude which

he adopts towards the popular religion is

marked by an instinctive reverence. The

grace peculiar to Sophocles' nature makes

itself felt even in his language, the charm

of which was universally praised by the

ancients. With his noble simplicity he

takes in this respect also a middle place

between the weightiness and boldness of

the language of ^schj'lus, and the smooth-

ness and rhetorical embellishment which

distinguish that of Euripides.

Sophron. Of Syracuse. A Greek writer

of mimes, an elder contemporary of Euri-

pides. He composed in the Dorian dialect

prose dialogues, partly serious, partly comic,

which faithfully-represented scenes of actual

life, mostly in the lower classes, interspersed

with numerous proverbs and colloquial

forms of speech. In spite of their prose

form, Sophron's mimes were regarded as

poems by the ancients. In Athens they
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are said to have become known through
Plato, who thought very highly of them,

and made use of them for the dramatic
form of his dialogues [Quintilian, i 10 § 17

;

Diogenes Laertius iii IB]. After his death

it is said that they were found under his

pillow, together with the comedies of Aris-

tophanes. In the Alexandrine age, Theo-
critus took them for a pattern in his Idylls

[especially in the Ado)uazils(r^ Id. 15]. The
Greek grammarians also paid particular

attention to them on account of the popular

idioms they contained. The fragments pre-

served are so scanty, that they give no notion

of the contents and form of the pieces ; in

any case the}^ cannot have been intended

for public representation. Sophron's son,

Xeuarchus, who lived during the reign of

Dionysius I, also wrote mimes.
Sophronistse. Officers amongst the Greeks

Avho looked after the moral behaviour of

the youth in the g3'mnasia (q.v.). [Aristotle,

Constifiifinn of Athens, 42.]

Soranus. AGreek pln-sicianfromEphesus,
who lived in the first half of the 2nd
centur}- a.d., under Trajan and Hadrian,
His writings are now represented by a work
of considerable extent on the diseases of

womeai, and a surgical treatise on fractures.

The writings of Ccelius Aurelianus (q.i\) on
Acidc and Chronic Diseases are translated

from him.

Sortes (properly " lots "). Small tablets

used for augury in different parts of Ital}--,

especially in the temple of Portiina at Prse-

neste [Cicero, De Divin. ii 41 § 8(;]. They
were of oak or bronze, with some saying
engraved upon them, and were shuffled and
drawn hy a bo}''. Seventeen such sayings
(four in the original bi-onze, and the rest

copies) are still preserved. They are known
as the sortes Pra-nestlna^, but thej^ appear to

have really belonged to the oracle of Geryon
at Patavium (Padua).
The same name was given (1) to passages

of some book used to foretell events, the

method being to open the book at random,
for which purpose Christians used the

Bible ; or (2) to lines of poetry, especially

of Vergil, written on leaves, and drawn at

haphazard. [Sortes Verr/ilidnai are men-
tioned in Spartianus, Hadrian 2, and alluded
to in Lampridius, Alex. Severns 14.—In
the cut given under McER.^, Lachesis is

holding three sortes.]

Sosiggnes. A Greek mathematician from
Egypt, who assisted Ctesar in the correc-

tion of the Roman calendar in 46 B.C. iCp.
Calendar.)

Sosiphanes. Of Syracuse; a Greek tra-

gedian of the Alexandrine Pie ids (q.v.), who
lived about 300 B.C. Of his plaj^s only a

few lines have been preserved.

Sositheus. Of Alexandria in the Troad

;

a Greek tragedian, one of the Alexandi'ino
Pleids (q.v.). He lived in the first half

of the 3rd century B.C., in Athens and in

Alexandria in Egypt. In an epigram of

the Greek Anthology [vii 707] he is cele-

brated as the restorer of the satyric drama.
We still possess an interesting fragment
of his satyric plays, the Daphnis [twenty-
one lines in Nattck's Tragicoritm Gr.
Fragm., p. 822, ed. 1889].

Sospita ("the saving goddess"). Epi-
thet of several Roman goddesses (e.g. of
Juno).

Sosus. A celebrated artist in mosaic,

who was working apparently at the time of

the Attrdidee in Pergamon. It was there
that he executed his famous work, " The
Unswept House " (dsdrotos oikos), so called

because remnants of food, and all that is

usually swept awa}^, were represented
strewn about in the most artistic way upon
the floor. "Much to be admired in this

work [says Pliny, xxxvi 184] is a dove
drinking, and darkening the water by the

shadow of its head ; while other doves are

sunning and pluming themselves on the
rim of the vessel." This is copied in the
mosaic [found in Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli,

and now] in the Capitoline Museum at

Rome. (See Mosaics, fig. 1.)

Sotades. A Greek poet from Maroneia
in Thrace, who lived at Alexandria under
Ptolemy Philadelphus about 276 B.C. He
is said to have been drowned in the sea in

a leaden chest for some sarcastic remark
about the marriage of the king with his

own sister Arsinoe. He composed in Ionic

dialect and in a pectiliar metre named after

him (Sotddeils or Sotddiciis versus), poems
called cineedi, malicious satires partly on
indelicate subjects, which were intended for

recitation accomi)anied b}'' a mimic dance,

and also travesties of mythological subjects,

such as the Iliad of Homer. Ho found

numerous imitators.

Soter (" saviour "). An epithet of several

Greek gods (e.g. of Zeus), [and also of several

kings, e.g. Ptolemy I, king of Egypt].

Sparti (Gr. Spartoi, "the men sown").

The men in full armour who sprang up
from the teeth of the dragon of Ares when
sown by Cadmus. On their birth the}'

immediately fought with one another, till

only five remained. The survivors helped
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Cadmus to found Thebes, and were the

ancestors of the Theban nobility.

Spartianus. A Roman historian. {Sec

ScRiPTOKES Historic Augusts.)
Spartiatae. In Sparta the ruling class of

those who had the full rights of citizens, as

distinguished from the subject Peviopci

and Helots {q.v.). They were the descen-

dants of the Dorians, who had formerly

conquered the land under the leadership of

Aristoderaus. As to the manner in which

they were divided, see Phyl.^2. Their

number is said never to have exceeded

10,000, and, as they were utterly opposed

to the admission of foreign elements, it was

constantly decreasing. At the time of the

Persian wars it still amounted to 8,000,

about 320 B.C. to little more than 1,000.
^

They were called homoiol (men sharing

equal rights), with reference to the equality

established amongst them by the legislation

of Lycurgus, (1) in their education {q.v.)^

which was exclusively directed towards fit-

ting them for service in war
; (2) in their

way of living, especially in the meals which

they had in common {see Syssitia)
; (3)

in their property
; (4) and in their political

rights.

To every family of Spartiatcp an equal

portion of land was assigned by Lycurgus,

with a number of helots who had settled

upon it, who had to cultivate the property

and deliver the produce to its possessor. The
Spartiatai themselves were not allowed to

engage in a handicraft, or in trade, or in agri-

culture ; their whole life had to be devoted

to the service of the State, and th-erefore

they had their abode in Sparta itself. The

allotted land and the helots were accounted

State property, and the possessors had no

kind of right to dispose of them. Families

which were dying out were preserved by
adopting sons of families related to them,

and similarly heiresses were married to

men without inheritance of their own.

If a family consisted of several male

members, then the eldest was considered

as head of the family, and had to sup-

port his brothers. The original equality

of property came to an end, partly

through the extinction of many families

and the transference of their lot of

ground, partly by the silent abrogation

of the old law, which did not allow the

SpartiaUn to possess silver or gold, but

chiefly after the law of Epitudelis, by which

the free disposal of land was allowed, if

not by sale, at least by gift during lifetime

and by will. But the principle of aristo-

cratic equality long continued in form ; and
only those wh© did not fulfil the conditions

attached to the equalit}^ of rights, or who
did not obey the injunctions of Lycurgus as

to the education of the young, and as to

the life of adult citizens, or who did not

contribute to the common meals, suffered a

diminution of their political rights. This

involved exclusion from the government
and administration of the State, as well as

from the right of electing or being elected

to office ; but the punishment atfected the

individual only, and did not descend to his

children, nor did it touch his position in

personal law.

Spes. The Roman personification of

hope, especially of hope for a good harvest,

and (in later times) for the blessing of

children. There were several temples to

Spes in Rome. She was represented as a

youthful figure, moving along lightly in a

long robe, which was raised a little in her

left hand, while her right bore a bud, either

closed or just about to open. In the course

of time she came to be usually considered

as a goddess of the future, invoked at

births and marriages, and on similar occa-

sions.

Sphseristerhim (Gr. sphairisterwn). A
court for the game of ball in the gymnasia
and therina\ Sj^ha^ristUe was the name
of the art of playing at ball (q.r.).

Sphendone. A fastening for the hair of

the Greek women. {See Hair.)

Sphinx (" the throttler "). A monster

borrowed from Egyptian religion and sym-

bolism, originally represented with the body

of a winged lion and the breast and head of a

maiden, and subsequently in still more won-

derful forms (as a maiden with the breast,

EGYPTIAN SPHINX.

feet, and claws of a lion, the tail of a serpent,

and the wings of a bird ; or as a lion in front

and a human being behind, with vulture's

claws and eagle's" wings). According to

I
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Hesiod, Sphinx was the daughter of the

ChTm?era and Orthrus ; according to others,

of Echidna andTvphon. Hera (or, accord-

ing to others, Ares or Dionysus) in anger
at the crimes of Laius, sent her to Thebes
from Ethiopia. She took up her abode on
a rock near the city and gave every passer

by the well-known riddle :
" What walks

on four legs in the morning, on two at noon,
and on three in the evening ? " She flung

from the rock all who could not answer it.

When (Edipus explained the riddle rightly

as referring to man in the successive stages

of infancy, the prime of life, and old age,

she flung herself down from the rock.

Spinning. Sec Weaving.
Spolia. The Roman term for the arms

taken from an enemy defeated in single

combat, and also for those portions of tlie

captured armour which were promised by
the general to soldiers who distinguished
themselves. They were hung up in

a temple with a dedicatory inscrip-

tion [Vergil, ^n. iii 288] or in the

vestibule of the house, where they
remained, even if the house passed
into other hands. Spolia opimd
were the arms taken from the hostile

general by a Roman leader com-
manding under his own auspices,

and were consecrated to Jupiter
Feretrius on the Capitol. This is

said to have been first done by
Romulus, who is the traditional

founder of the sanctuary of Fere-
trius [Livy, i 10 § 6]. They were
legitimatel}' won on only two sub-

sequent occasions [by Aulus Cor-

nelius Cossus from the king of Veil,

and by M. Claudius Marcel lus from
the king of the Gsesatse, Plutarch,
Marcdluti 8].

Stadium (Gr. stddwn). The
course for foot-races amongst the

Greeks ; the usual length of it was
(100 Greek feet, a measure which
Heracles, according to the mj'th,

had appointed for the course at

Olympia. {See Olympian Games,
fig. 4.) Subsequently this became
the standard unit for measuring dis-

tances. On both of the longer sides

of the course were natural or arti-

ficial elevations with terraced seats

for the spectators. At one end
there was generally a semicircular
space especialh' intended for wrestling, and
this was the place for the umpires. Near
this was the pillar which marked the goal.

The starting-point was also [sometimes] indi-
cated by a pillar at the other end, which
was originally straight, and in later times
curved like the end near the goal. For the
different kind of races, sec Gymnastics.

Stasinus. A Greek epic poet. {See Epos.)
Stata Mater. An Italian goddess who

gave protection in cases of fires and conflag-
rations. (6Ve Vulcan.) [Q'lcm-o, De Leglbus
ii 28; she is sometimes identified with
Vcsta.'\

Stater (lit. "a standard" coin). (1)
The principal gold coin of Greece. The
Attic stater of gold, a gold i)iece of two
gold draclwue ^t\\eu\y silver dmchma;,=
13s. 4rf., in intrinsic value of silver. To
the same standard of currency belonged
the Macedonian gold stater first struck by
Philip II and Alexander the Great. (2)
The silver stater is a term applied in later

times to the Athenian tetradrachm, of four

* THE PANATHEXATC STADIUM.

(Curtius and Kaupert, Atlas of Athcn$, p. 13)

silver drachma'{^1s. Sd. in intrinsic value).

{Sec Coinage.)
Statins. (1) See C^cilius.
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(2) Puhlius PCqnnius Statins. A Roman
poet, born at Naples about 45 a.d. His
father, who afterwards settled in Rome, and
was busy there as a teacher, was himself a

poet, and the son owed his training to him.
Earl}^ in life he gained the approval of his

contemporaries by his poetic talent, espe-

cially in improvisation, and several times
won the victory in poetic competitions.

Yet he remained all his life dependent on
the favour of Domitian and of the great men
of Rome, whose goodwill he sought to pro-

pitiate by the most servile flatteries. In
later life he went back to Naples, where he
died about 96. Two epic poems of his are

preserved, both dedicated to Domitian, (1)

the ThcbCns in twelve books, published after

twelve years' labour in 92, on the struggle

of the sons of (Edipus for Thebes, perhaps
in imitation of the poem of the same name
by Antimachus ; and (2) the two first books
of an incomplete AchilU'is. We also have
his fSilvcr, a collection of occasional poems,
mostly in hexameters, but partly in lyrical

verse. Statins is distinguished among
his contemporaries by skill and imagina-
tion, but suffers from the tendency of the
time to make great display of learning and
rhetorical ornament. His
poems were much read both
in antiquity and in the

Middle Ages.

Stele (Greek). An upright
tablet or slab of stone. At
Athens such tablets were
set up in a public place,

especially on the Acropolis.

Laws, decrees, treaties,

etc., as well as sentences

of punishment against de-

faulters were engraved
upon them, and thus made
publicly known. The use
of stehe for funeral monit-
ments was common in all

Greek countries. Lr earlier

times they are narrow and
thin slabs of stone, slightly

tapering towards the top,

which is crowned either

with anthCmld (decorations

of flowers and leaves, see

cut), or with a small
triangular pediment orna-

mented with rosettes. The
shorter but broader nteJc^

crowned with a pediment)
the other kind. Manv such

GREEK STELE.

is later than
stchv resemble

small shrines or chapels [Perry's Greek

Sculpture, fig. 121]. Besides the inscrip-

tion referring to the dead, they often bear
representations of them in relief, as in the
famous monument to Dexileos, B.C. 390,
near the Dipj'lum at Athens. [For a stele,

more than a century earlier, with a warrior
in low relief, see Hoplites.]

Stentor. One of the Greeks before Troy,

who could shout as loudly as fifty men
together [//. v 785]. He is said to have
been a Thracian or Arcadian, and to have
found his death in a contest of shouting

with Hermes.
Stephanos (Greek). The garland (see

Corona), also a metal bo-nd for the forehead,

like a diadem. (See Hair, Mode of
Wearing.)

Stephanus. (1) [A sculptor of the archa-

istic school of Pasiteles (a contemporary of

Pompey). His name appears on a well-

known statue of a nude j^outh in the ViUa
Albani, Avhich is repeated with ver}' slight

alteration in a male statue forming part

of a group in the Naples Museum. Among
his pupils WTts the sculptor Menelaus. (Sec

Sculpture, fig. IG.)] [J. E. S.]

(2) Of Byzantium. Author of a compre-

hensive geographical work, about 500 a.d,,

originally consisting of more than fifty

books in the form of a lexicon, compiled

out of more than 100 authors, which also

contained notices of myths, history, etc., with

constant indication of authorities. Besides

fragments of the original, we possess only

a meagre epitome by a grammarian named
Hermolaus ; but even in this mutilated form

it is of great value.

Sterope. One of the Pleiads, mother of

(Enomuiis, by Ares.

Steropes. One of the Ci'clopes (q.v.),

Stesichonis. The most famous represen-

tative of the earlier Dorian Ij^-ical poetry,

at Himera in Sicil}', about G30 B.C. Ori-

ginally called Tlsuls, he received the name

of Stesichorus ("marshal of choritses "),

possibly from his office of directing the

choruses and superintending their practice.

It is related that he was struck blind for

a lampoon on Helen, as the cause of the

Trojan War, but received his eyesight

again when he composed a lyrical poem

recanting the first, and called pdUnodtd

[Plato, PhoKlr. 243a]. He died, aged eighty-

five, at Catana, where he had a tomb in front

of the gate named after him. The choral

ode had been divided by Alcman into

strophe and antistrophe. Stesichorus^ is

said to have completed its form by adding

the epodos (epode), which was sung by the
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chorus as they remained stationar}^ after

the completion of the two preceding move-
ments. He is regarded as the founder of

the loftier stjde of lyric poetry. His festal

songs, afterwards divided into tw^enty-six

books, were chiefly on mythological themes,
especially the myths of Thebes and Troy,

in simple metrical forms closely allied to

epic verse, and in an epic dialect Avhich

contains a few Doric idioms. His splendid
power of expression received the highest
praise from the ancients ; he was called

the Homer of lyric poets [cp. Quintilian

X 1 § 62], and it used to be said that

Homer's soul had passed into him [Anfho-
logia Palatinn vii 75] . We only possess
fragments of his poetry.

Sthenelus. (1) Son of Perseus and
Andromeda, and father of Eurystheus. {Cp.
Amphitryon.)

(2) Son of Ciipaneus and Euadne {q.v.).

He took part in the expedition of the
Epigoni against Thebes and in the Trojan
War, where he fought as the brave com-
rade and charioteer of Diomedes.

Stheno. One of the Gorgons {q.v.).

Sthenoboea. See Anteia.
Stilus [wrongly speU stylus]. An iron

instrument, pointed at one end and flat at

the other, for writing on tablets covered
with a thin coating of wax. {See Writing
Materials.)

Stipendium. The Roman military pay.
Originally the tribe had to contribute the
necessary means to provide for its contin-

gent. It was only at the beginning of the
war against Yeii in 404 B.C. that payment
of a sum by the State was inti-oduced.

This was given to the soldiers, either before
or after the campaign, as compensation
for the costs of their living during its

continuance. When this had gradually
become a regular payment, it became cus-

tomary in making it to deduct everything
which the State provided for the army in

the way of clothing, arms, and food ; but
under the Empire maintenance was given
free. In the time of Polj^bius the pay of

legionaries was 120 denarii (£4 4.s'.) ; of

centurions twice, and of knights three times
that amount. Caesar increased it to 225
denarii (£7 17.'?.) for a legionary, Domitian
to 300 (£10 10s.). The prretorians received
under Tiberius 720 denarii (£25 5.s.).

Stipendium is also the name of the fixed
normal tax imposed on conquered provinces,
which might consist of money, or produce,
or both. During the Re]Hiblic, when a
country was conquered, this was usually

fixed according to the amount of the
existing taxes, and the country divided
into fiscal districts, and the officials of the
chief places in each compelled to pay in the
portion which fell to them. Under Augustus
the taxes were for the first time fixed upon
the basis of a measurement of the ground
occupied, and of a computation of property
{census). The sfipendiinn was either a
ground-tax [tr'tbidum soil), or a per.sonal

tax {tribidum capitis), which was partly a
poll-tax, partly a property-tax, partly a tax
on the trade carried on by the individual.

In exceptional cases special taxes were also

imposed. Those bound to pay the stipen-

dium were called stlpendldrll.

Stoa. The Greek tei-m for a colonnade,

such as those built outside or inside temples,

around dwelling-houses, gymnasia, and
market-places. They were also set up sepa-

ratel}^ as ornaments of the streets and open
places. The simplest form is that of a
roofed colonnade, with a wall on one side,

which was often decorated with paint-

ings. Thus in the market-place at Athens
the stoa pa>cile (the Painted Colonnade)
was decorated W'ith Polygnotns' representa-

tions of the destruction of Tro}', the fight

of the Athenians with the Amazons, and
the battles of Marathon and (Enoe. The
stoa bdsileios, also in the market-place, in

which the archon hdsilcus sat as judge,

was probably divided longitudinally into

three parts by two rows of colunnis, and
was the pattern for the Roman hdsillcd

{q.v.).—Zeno of Citium taught in the stoa

paecile^ and his adherents accordingly ob-

tained the name of Stoics.

Among the Romans similar colonnades

attached to other buildings, or built out in

the open, were called porticus. They were
named from the neighbouring edifices (e.g.

porticus Concorduc, close to the temple

of Concord) ; from their builders (e.g. por-

ticus Pompeta) ; also from the pictures set

up in them (e.g. porticus Argonajitdrum);

and from the business chiefly carried on in

them, as j^orticiis Argentdrla, the hall of

the money-changers. These halls were the

chief places for public intercourse among
the Greeks and Romans.

St6baeus (loannes). Of Stobi in Mace-

donia. About .50<J A.D. he composed, for the

education of his son Septimius, a philo-

sophical anthology in four books, from the

extracts which he had made in the course

of his extensive reading from more than

500 Greek poets and prose writers. It is

of great value, as it includes numerous
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fragments of worlds now lost, and is parti-

cularly rich in quotations from the works

of the Greek dramatists.

The collection, which originally seems to

have iormed one whole work, has been

separated into two distinct portions in the

course of time : (1) The " physical, dialec-

tical, and ethical eclogues" (or selections)

in two books (imperfect at the beginning

and end) ; and (2) the Florilvgaim. also in

two books, on ethical and political subjects,

the sections of which are in great part so

arranged that each virtue is treated in

connexion with its opposite vice.

Stoics. The adherents of a school of

philosophy {Stoicism), founded by Zeno of

Citium about 310 a.d. They derived their

name from the Painted Stoa {see Stoa) in

Athens, in which Zeno lectured. For

further details, see Philosophy.

Stola. The outer garment worn by
Roman matrons above the tiinica inthna

or chemise. It was longer than the body,

slit open at the top on either side and

fastened together by clasps, while below it

was provided with a border {instlta) woven
on to it, and was gathered up below the

breast by a girdle so as to form broad

falling folds {rug(p). It had either no

sleeves or half-sleeves, according as the

under tunic had or had not half-sleeves.

For the garb of women unmarried or in

disgrace, sec Toga. Under the Empire the

stola fell gradually out of use. After the

4th century a.d. there appears in its stead

the dcdmdtica, worn by men and women,
a kind of tunic with sleeves.

Strabo (Gr. Strdbon). The Greek geo-

grapher. He was born of a good family at

Amaseia in Pontus about 03 B.C. After the

conclusion of his education in philosophy he
devoted himself to historical and geographi-

cal studies, and undertook long journeys in

Asia Minor, also in Egypt up to the boun-

daries of Ethiopia, and in parts of Greece
and Italy, paying several visits to Rome.
He composed a great historic work in forty-

seven books,which from the fifth book onwards
formed a continuation of POlybius down to

his own time ; but of this only a few frag-

ments remain.

His Gcof/rdj)Mcd, however, we possess

com))lete in seventeen books, with the ex-

ception of a few gaps in the seventh book.

This was finished about a.d. 23. It is the

principal geographical work that has come
down to us from ancient times. It consists

of descriptions of countries and peoples,

and is specially valuable on account of the

extent and importance of the historical and
to])Ographical matter it contains, partly

derived from per.sonal observation, but
chiefly drawn from the best authorities, par-

ticularly from Eratosthenes. The first tAvo

books contain (1) a criticism, not always just,

of the more ancient geographers from the

time of Homer ; and (2) the mathematical
part of ph3'sical geography, the weakest
portion of the work ; books iii-x describe

Europe (iii Spain, iv Gaul, Britain, Ireland,

and the Alps, v and vi Italy, vii the north

and east of Europe to the Danube, viii-x

Greece) ; xi-xvi Asia ; xvii Africa. Strabo

gives detailed accounts of manners and
customs, history and constitutions, whereas,

in topograph}', he generalh' gives only what
is of most importance. His style is clear

and attractive. Notwithstanding a great

extension of geographical knowledge, the

work was not superseded by an}- later one,

and indeed even in the Middle Ages was
still used in selections as a school-book in

Constantinople. [SeeTozer's/^eZccf/'o ks,189B.]

Strategus(6r?-eeA:). A general. Among the

Lacedceuionians, it was a special designation

of leaders of those armies which were not

commanded by the kings. They were ap-

pointed by the public assembly, or by the

ephors commissioned thereby. At Athens,

there was annually elected, b}' show of hands

{c/iclr6t6uul) in the public assembly, a board

of Ten Generals, who had the superinten-

dence of all militar}' affairs. Only those

were elected to this high and influential

office who were lawfully married, and who
possessed landed property in Attica. In

earlier times they superintended operations

both by land and sea, and assumed the

actual command in turn on successive days,

while they held a council of war in common.

In later times no more were sent to the

seat of war than were deemed sufficient for

the purpose ; and, from the time when the

Athenians carried on their wars mainly by

means of mercenaries, soldiers of experi-

ence, who did not belong to the board, were

not unfrequentl}- entrusted with the com-

mand, and were called strategi during the

continuance of the war. Those strategi

who I'emained at home, besides seeing that

the country was protected against hostile

invasion, had the control of the war-taxes

and the trlPrarcMd, the selection and equip-

ment of the troops and the jurisdiction

affecting all the law-suits connected with

the war-taxes and trierarch}-, as well as

all the military offences which had not been

punished by the general at the seat of war.
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Their chamber of office was called the

sti'dtcg7un, and here they dined together

at the expense of the State. [The oiiice of

stratcgos was not created by Clisthenes,

but was at least as old as the time of

Dracon (Ai-istotle, Constitution of Athens,

4i. In the 4th century we find the strategi

no longer elected from each of the ten

phf/hv, but fi-om the whole body of citizens

without distinction oi jihf/lc i^ib. Gl\]

The highest officer of the ^Etolian and

the Achtean league, who was not only a

commander of the federal army, but also

president of the council and assemblies of

the league, also bore the title of stratcgiis.

StrensB. Gifts which it was customary
for the Romans to make at the new year

with accompanjdng good wishes. The word
is connected with the name of a Sabine

tutelary goddess, Stre.nia, who corresponds

to the Roman Sdhls, and from whose
precinct beside the Via Sacra at Rome
consecrated branches were carried up to

the Capitoline at the new year. The strenoi

consisted of branches of bay and of palm,

sweetmeats made of honey, and ligs or

dates, as a good omen that the j-ear might
bring only jov and happiness [Ovid, Fasti,

i 185-190]. the fruits were gilded [Martial

viii 33, 11] as they are now in Germany;
and the word, as well as the custom, sur-

vives in the Erench ctrenncs. Pieces of

money, especially the ancient els, with the

image of Janus, who was specially honoured

on this da}', were also sent as presents, as

well as small lamps of terracotta or bronze

stamped with a motto and with minute
representations of the usual gifts. Clients

in particular were in the habit of compli-

menting their patrons with such presents
;

and, during and after the time of Augustus,

the erapei'ors benefited considerably by this

custom, which lasted till the fifth century,

although abolished several times by special

edict [Suetonius, Oct. 57 and 91, Calig. 42].

Stringed Instruments. Sec Cithaka,
Lyra, Sambuca.

Stylus. (<SV(' Stilus.)

Stymphalides (tJtc Styinplialian birds).

According to the Greek legend these birds

infested the lake Stj-mphalus in Arcadia.

They had brazen claws, beaks, and wings,

and were able to discharge their own feathers

like arrows. Their destruction formed one
of the labours of Heracles (q.v.).

Styx. The eldest daughter of Oceanus
and Tetln's, by Pallas, son of the Titan
Crius. She became the mother of Zelus

(zeal), Nike (victory), Kratos (power), and

Bia (strength). She was the first of all the
immortals who hastened Avith all her off-

spring to help Zeus against the Titans.

In return for this Zeus retained her chil-

dren with him in Olympus, and Styx her-
self became the goddess by whom the most
solemn oaths were sworn. She is the
Nymph of the mighty river of the same
name (the tenth part of the water of

Oceanus) which flows in the nether world.
She dwells in the distant west, on the
borders of the night, in a house supported
by silver columns and overshadowed by
lofty mountains. "When one of the gods
had to take an oath b}- Styx, Iris fetched

some of her sacred water in a golden cup :

whoever swore falsely thereb}' was punished
by having to lie speechless and breathless

for a year, and by banishment for nine

years from the council of the gods [Hesiod,

llicog. 775-80G].

Subligaculum. The linen bandage worn
by the Roman gymnasts whilst performing
their exercises. It was passed round the

waist and between the legs.

Suetonius Tranquillus (Gains). The
Roman historian, born about 75 a.d. He
lived during the time of Trajan as an advo-

cate and teacher of rhetoric in Rome, in

close intimacy with the j'ounger Pliny, to

whose influence he owed many favoitrs.

Under Hadrian he was appointed private

secretary to the emperor ; btit in 121 he
fell into disgrace, and appears thenceforth

to have devoted his life to learned studies

and to varied research. He died about the

middle of the 2nd century. Like Yarro, ho

collected notes on all kinds of sitl)jects,

history, literature, antiquities, philolog}-,

physical sciences, and worked them up in

numerous writings (some of them appar-

ently in Greek). Amongst those an ency-

clopaedic work called Prfita, in at least ten

books, occupied a prominent position ; and

just as he himself frequently quoted Varro,

so he in his turn was frequently quoted b}-

later writers. Apart from titles and frag-

ments the following works of his are still

intact : (1) The lives of the first twelve

emperors (De Vita Ca'sdruni) in eight books

books i-vi treating of one emperor each,

from Csesar to Nero; vii, of Galba, Otho,

Vitellius; viii, of Vespasian, Titus, and

Domitian. This work contains an abun-

dance of more or less important facts about

the public and private life of the emperors,

gi'ouped in a systematic manner, and ex-

pressed in clear and simple language. (2)

Of his literary and historical work, De
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Virts lllustiuhus, which apparently in-

cluded the Roman poets, orators, historians,

grammarians, and rhetoricians down to the

time of Domitian, we possess the lives

of Terence and Horace, and a fragment
of that of Lucan, besides extracts made
by the grammarian Diomedes and by St.

Jerome from the hook De Puctls. From tlie

book De Ilistorlcis^ we have a fragment of

the biography of the elder Pliny, and the

greater part of the chapter Dc Grammdticis
ct Ehcturlbus. In the beginning of the

3rd century, under the reign of Alexander
Severus, his work on the Lives of the

Ctesars was continued by Miirius Maximus,
\yho treated of the emperors fi'om Nerva to

Elagabalus.

Suffectus. A magistrate elected in place

of one who vacated office before the end
of the year for which he was elected. The
substitute continued in office for the rest of

the year. (Cjj. Consules.)
Suidas. ^ A Greek lexicographer who

lived about 970 A.D., and compiled, from
the lexicographical, grammatical, and ex-

planatory works of his predecessors, a

lexicon which contains explanations of

words, and accounts, mainly biographical,

of earlier writers. The work is put together

hastily, and without skill or discrimination.

It is also manned by numerous mistakes.

Nevertheless it is very valuable, owing to

the wealth of information on literary his-

tory contained in it, much of this not being
found elsewhere.

Sulla. See Annalists,
Sulpicia. Several Roman poetesses bear

this name. For the first, see Tibullus. A
second, who is mentioned by Martial about

the time of Domitian, wrote amatory poems
which are lost. A poem in seventy hexa-

meters and entitled a Satire, being a com-
plaint to the Muse for the expulsion of the

philosophers from Rome by Domitian (89
and 93 A.D.), is written in her name ; but
this puerile performance is of a later date,

lier name having been wrongly attached

to it.

Sulpicius. (1) ServliLs Sul)Hclus Riifus.

A Roman jurist, born about 105 B.C., prsetor

in 65, and consul in 51. He supported
Caesar in the civil war, and was appointed
by him proconsul of Achaia in 46 ; he died

in 43 on the journey to Mutina as ambas-
sador of the Senate to Antonius [Cicero,

Phil. ix]. After he had abandoned his

rivalry with his contemporary Cicero in the

field of orator}', he applied himself to juris-

prudence, and contributed to its systematic

development bj' numerous writings [cp.

Cicero, Pro Mureiid, § § 15-30, and l)e

Legibus i 17].

(2) Gaius Sulpiciiis AjwUindris, of Car-

thage. A distinguished grammarian of the

2nd century A.D., and teacher of Aulus
Gellius iq.v.). His extant writings consist

of metrical summaries of the comedies of

Terence and of the ^neid of Virgil.

(3) Suljjicius Sevents, of Aquitania,

gave up a brilliant career as advocate and
orator, to devote himself to the Christian

priesthood and an ascetic life, and wrote,

between 400 and 405 a.d., a short history of

the Old Testament and the Christian Church
in two volumes, entitled Chronica. It is

a work executed on the model of Sallusr.

and Tacitus, and displays great industry

and stylistic finish.

Sumnianus. An ancient Etruscan deity

of the nocturnal heavens, to whom was
ascribed thunder by night ; as that by day

was ascribed to Jupiter. He had a chapel

on the Capitol, and his image in terra cotta

stood on the pediment of the great temple.

Besides this he had a temple near the

Circus Maximus, where on the 20th of June
an annual sacrifice was offered to him. His

true significance became in later times so

obscure that his name was falsely explained

as meaning the highest of the Manes (snni-

miis Mdnium) and equivalent to Dls pater,

or the Greek Pluto.

Sun God. See Helios and Apollo.
Siin-dial. See Gnomon.
Siiovetaurilia. A Roman sacrifice, con-

sisting of a boar (sus), a ram (ovis), and a

bullock {taurus), which was offered in

nearly all cases of lustration {cp. cut under

Triumph). For female deities the female

animal, and on certain occasions young

animals, were selected.

Supplicationes. The Roman fast days,

or days of humiliation, celebrated originally

in times of great distress, after the Sibyl-

line books had been dul}^ consulted. The

whole population, both of the towns and

surrounding country, free-born and eman-

cipated men, women, and children, took

part in the solemnity. The whole ceremony

had a Greek rather than a Roman colour.

From the temple of Apollo, priests and

laymen, crowned with wreaths of bay,

marched in procession to the sound of sing-

ing and the notes of the lyre, visiting all

the holy places, especially those where

lectisternXa (q.v.) were held. According

introduced from the oriental

28.

to the rite

Greeks of Asia Minor, the Romans touched

Gr. Souidas. Ordinarily, but erroneoush', pronounced as two sj'llables, as in Pope's Dtinciad, iv

"For Attic phrase in Plato let them seek; I poach in Suidas for unlicensed Greek."]
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with theii" faces the thresliold of the sanc-

tuaries, prostrated themselves before the

statues of the gods, clasping their knees

and kissing their hands and feet. While
the prayers "were being said, incense and
wine were offered, the prayers being re-

hearsed by the members of the co}h~(/iui)i

entrusted with the care of the Sibylline

books {sec Sibyll.e), and the performance

of the holy rites prescribed by them. On
such days the temples ordinarily closed to

the public, or only accessible under certain

restrictions, were (so far as practicable)

thrown open to all. The thanksgivings

decreed b\' the Senate after great victories

were celebrated in a similar manner. These
originalU' lasted only one day, but in the

course of time Avere lengthened, until, at

the end of the Republic, they sometimes
extended over forty or fifty days, and were
often united with a public feasting of the

people.

Stisarion. The originator of the Attic

comedy. (-S'ee Comedy, 1.)

Sword. The ordinary sword of the

Greeks (xiphos, figs. 2 and 5), had a straight

two-edged blade 16 to 18 inches long, and
2 to 2^ inches broad; the handle, which
was often made in one piece with the blade.

12 3 1 r,

(1) Scabbard (Gerhard, AvserJes. VaaenhiUUr, T;if. cci).

(2) Sword (<ln.).

(3) Sword (Millingcn, Pcintures des Vases, pi. v).

(4) Macliaira in sbeath (ih. pi. l\-ii).

(5) Sword (yionumcnti delV Inst., 185G, tav. x).

GKEKK SWORDS AND SCABKAKDS.

(Guhl and Koner, fig. 277.)

was 4 to 5 inches long, and without a bend,

but with a cross or shell-shaped guard.

The scabbard was of metal or leather

mounted with metal, and frequently

j
covered the hilt as well as the blade (see

*fig. 1). It hung by a belt thrown over

the shoulder, usually on the left side, on a

level with the hip. At the beginning of

the 4th century B.C., a .sword of nearly

double this length was introduced by
Iphicrates for the light infantry called

peltasts. A sword slightl^^ curved on one

side from the hilt upwards, and only

sharpened on this side, was the mdchaira
(tigs. 3 and 4). This was the shape of the

Spartan sword (xjjcle), which was peculiarly

short. For the lioman sword, see Glauius.
Sycophant (Gr. sukoj^hantes), originally

signified, according to the popular deriva-

tion, one who brought into notice cases

of the prohibited expoi-t of figs from

Attica. The term was afterwards applied

to a professional informer and accuser.

There were many such persons, who carried

on a luci'ative business in Athens at the

time of the decay of the democracy, in

spite of the fact that the authors of false

accusations Avere punished most severely.

Syinbola. The Greek term for treaties

between two states, determining the pro-

cedure in the event of lawsuits taking place

between their respective subjects. A com-

mon provision of these contracts was that

a party who lost his cause, when tried by

the laws of the foreign state, could appeal

to those of his own; and similarly the

party who had been worsted in his own
state was allowed to appeal to the law in

his opponent's state. Such treaties were

made chiefly to facilitate commercial com-

munications between different states.

Syminachus {Quintus Aui-Clliis). A Ro-

man orator and writer of letters, who lived

in the latter part of the 4th century A.D._

He was of noble birth, and was prefect of

Rome in 384 under Theodusius the Great,

and afterwards consul in 391. Although

he fearlessly adhered to the decaying

paganism, and even moved the restoration

of the altar of Victoria in the council-

chamber of the Senate in an address to the

emperor, he was nevertheless respected

by his Christian opponents for the purity

of his life, and for his great learning.^

The fragments of his Orations consist of

three not entirely complete panegyrics on

Valentinian I and his son Gratian, written

in his youth, and larger fragments of six

senatorial orations. We possess a collection

of his Letters arranged apparently by his

own son, who also was a statesman of mark.

It is divided into ten books on the same

plan as those of Pliny, and containing in

the last book the official correspondence

{rSlatlonCs) of father and son with the

ll
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emperor. This is the most valuable part

of a collection which is not unimportant
as affording much information abou.t the

author's life and times.

Symmoria. A co-partnership, or com-
pany. (1) A term used at Athens to denote

a company formed to raise the property tax

instituted in the year 428 B.C., to defray

war expenses. (See Eisphora.) Each of the

ten phi/Ice appointed 120 of its wealthier

citizens, and these were divided into two
syinmoriai of sixty members each, so that

the number of members in the twenty
symmoricB amounted to 1,200 (called

symmorltm). Out of each of the twenty
synwiorice, fifteen of the wealthier citizens

were chosen, making 300 in all, whose duty
it w^as to pay the taxes in advance on
behalf of the rest. This sum had to be re-

funded to them by the rest in conjunction

with the poorer taxable citizens, who were
likewise apportioned off to various sym-
viovia-, but without becoming actual mem-
bers of them, and were drawn upon by the

real symmoriUe to an extent proportional

to their means. (2) After 358, this method
was applied to the duty of equipping the

war vessels, known as the tricrarchm. {See

Leitourgia.) Each of the twenty sym-
morice had a certain number of ships

assigned to it, the real symvioritce (not

including the poorer citizens) divided the

expense among themselves, and a varying
number (at the most sixteen), of the richest

had to raise the money advanced for a

ship. To manage its affairs, each sym-
moria had its superintendents, curators,

and assessors. The magisterial control

was in both cases in the hands of the

strdtPyi, being connected with the military

supplies. Though, by this arrangement, the

raising of taxes and fitting out of the ships

were accelerated, yet it was open to abuse
if the symmoritce unduly burdened the

poor by an unjust distribution. In the

disputes which thus arose, the decision

rested with the strateyi. If any one
thought that another ought to have been
taxed instead of himself, he could avail

himself of anftdosts (q.v.) Even the

metoeci, who (like the citizens) had to pay
war taxes, were divided into symmorice.
[Aristotle, Consfitidion of Alliens, 61, de-

scribes one of the strateyi as individually

responsible for superintending the sym-
moria' for building triremes.]

Symplegades. In Greek mythology two
cliffs or floating islands near the entrance

of the Black Sea, which crushed all vessels

that tried to pass between them. The
Argonauts, with the help of Hera (or

Athene), were the first to succeed in sail-

ing through ; after this the rocks became
immovably fixed. (Cp. Argonauts.)
Symposium. A Greek drinking-party.

Sympostarchus, the master of the revels.

{See Meals.)
Symposius {Ccelius Firmianus). A

Roman poet who lived at the end of the

4th and beginning of the 5th centur}'' a.d.
;

author of a collection of 100 riddles in

verse, each written in three fairly correct

hexameters.

Synegori. The Athenian tei^m for advo-

cates chosen by the people. In the plead-

ings (see EcGLESiA, 1, a) which took place,

when any alteration was made in the

laws, they had to defend the hitherto

existing laws. In State trials it was their

duty to conduct the cause on behalf of the

people or to speak in support of the actual

prosecutor.

Synesius. A Greek philosopher, born

378 A.D. at Gyrene, of distinguished parent-

age. He studied the Neo-Platonic philo-

sophy in Alexandria under Hypatia, and

was her most famous and most devoted

pupil. He afterwards became a Christian,

and was made bishop of Ptolemais in 410.

He died about 430. The zeal and faithful-

ness with which he discharged his office

and the tenacity with which he held to his

philosophical convictions, which he endea-

voured to reconcile with his Christian faith,

are shown by his writings. These consist

of several speeches and dissertations,

amongst which that entitled Dion is par-

ticularly interesting, as showing how he

came to be a philosopher, while his Praise

of Baldness is distinguished for its wit

and genius. They also comprise a collec-

tion of IGO letters, which present us with

a faithful picture of his character and

work ; in later times they were regarded

as models of epistolary style. Lastly, they

include ten hymns in iambic verse, which,

although avowedly Christian, are at the

same time inspired throughout by Neo-

Platonic ideas.

Syncecia. The Greek name for a lodg-

ing house which held several families.

SyncECia (or SynceccsJd, both neuter

])Iurat). The eve of the Athenian festival

of the Panathensea {q.v.).

Synthesis. A comfortable, brightly

coloured garment usually worn by the

Romans at meal-times, and only in public

during the Sdturndlia.
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Syria Dea. A deity of generation and
fecundity worshipped in Syrian Hierapolls

under the name Atargdtis, whom the later

Greeks and the Romans simply called the

Syrian goddess. From the time of the sove-

reignty of the Seleucldge, when the ancient

paganism was highly honoured in Hiera-

polis, the worship of this goddess spread

among the Greeks, and from them found its

way to Rome (where she had a temple in

the days of the Empire") and to other parts

of Italy, and still farther west. The old

idea of her attributes had so widened in

the course of time that she shared those

of Juno, Venus, Rhea, Cybele, Minerva,
Diana, the Parcse, and other goddesses.

She is represented on Roman monuments,
seated on a throne between two lions. Her
priests were generally eunuchs. They
were in the habit of making excursions into

Greece and Italy to extend the worship
of the goddess by means of ecstatic dances
and prophecies, and to collect pious alms
for her sanctuary.

Syrinx. An Arcadian Nymph, daughter
of the river-god Ladon ; she was changed
by her sisters into a reed in her flight fi-om

the enamoured Pan. Pan cut this reed into

seven (or nine) pieces, and joined them
together with wax in gradually decreasing
lengths, to form the instrument called a

syrinx or " Pan's pipe." This was chiefly

used by herdsmen and shepherds, and is one
of the attributes found in pictorial repre-

sentations of Pan.
Syssitia {neiit. pi.). The common meals

taken in public among the Dorians in Sparta
and Crete, and confined to men a-id youths
only. In Sparta, all the Sj^artldta', or citi-

zens over twenty years of age, were obliged
to attend these meals, which were there
called pheidifici. No one was allowed to

absent himself except for some satisfactory

reason. The table was provided for by
fixed monthly contributions of barley, wine,
cheese, figs, and money to buy meat ; the
State only paid for the maintenance of the
two kings, each of whom received a double
portion. The places where the syssitia

were held were called tents, and the guests
were divided into messes of about fifteen

members, vacancies in which were filled up

by ballot, unanimous consent being indis-

pensable for election. The messmates were
called tent-companions, as they actually

were in time of war. Tlie table-companions
of the two kings, who had a common table,

were those who formed their escorts in the
field. Accordingly, the generals of divi-

sions in the army had the control of the

syssitia. The principal dish was the well-

known black broth (meat cooked in blood,

seasoned with vinegar and salt), of which
each person received only a certain amount,
together with barley bread and wine, as

much as they liked. This was followed by
a course of cheese, olives, and figs. Besides
this, the table-companions were allowed
(and indeed were sometimes required as a

penalty for small offences) to give a second
course, consisting of wheaten bread, or

venison caught by themselves in the chase
;

no one was allowed to obtain this by pur-

chase. In Crete the people always sat

down while eating, and in Sparta this was
originally the custom ; but after a short

time they were in the habit of reclining on
wooden laenches.

In Crete there was a public fund for the

syssitia. This absorbed one-half of the

State revenue, and every citizen contributed

to it a tithe of the produce of his land, as

well as an annual sum of money for each

slave. This fund not only bore the expense
of the meals of the men and boys above

a certain age, but also paid a sum sufficient

to defray the expenses incurred by the

women, children, and slaves in dining at

home. These companies, which dined in

common, were here called hrtn'rve. The
boys, who sat near their fathers on the

ground, only received meat to the extent of

one-half the portion of an adult. The youths

dined together and had to wait upon their

elders; they had also to be content with an

amount of wine which was measured out

to them from a large bowl of mixed wine,

whilst the older men could replenish their

cups as they pleased. Here, as in Sparta,

there were penalties for intemperance.

After the repast some time was spent

in conversation on politics and other sub-

jects, principally for the instruction of the

youths.

TS,bellarius. A letter-carrier or courier,

{See Letters.)
I Taberna. (1) a shop {see House)

; (2) a
tavern {see Inns).

t D. C, A.

Table (Gr. trdpezd ; Lat. mensa). Tables

served in ancient times only for the sup-

port of vessels necessary for meals
;
not (as

with us) for \\Titing and reading as well.

R R
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As the couches on which people reclined at

meal-times were not high, the tables were
mostly lower than ours. Some were quad-
rangular and had four legs (fig. 1) ; this

was for a long time the only form cus-

tomary among the Romans. Others had
circular or oval tops, and rested either on

one leg or (more frequently) on three, to

which the shape of animals' feet was given
by preference (figs. 2, 3).

i^%^

(2)

TABLES.

(From Greek Vases.)

(3)

The Greeks set a high value on the ar-

tistic adornment of their tables ; but the
Roman love of display expended more
money on these articles of furniture than
on any other. The feet were wrought in
the finest metal, ivory, or stone work. The
construction of the top of the table Avas a
matter of special luxury. It was composed
either of the nobler metals, rare kinds of
stone, or costly varieties of wood. Espe-
cially costly were the monopodia, or orhcs^

tables resting on one leg, with the wooden
top cut out of a single log in the whole of

its diameter. The most expensive and
most sought-after wood was that of the
citrus^ an evergreen growing in the Atlas
Mountains (which has been identified with
the cypress, or juniper). The price of these
mcnsai citrea^, which were generally sup-
ported by one ivory leg, varied according
to the dimensions of the diameter, Avhich
were sometimes as much as four feet, and
also according to the beauty of the grain,
which was brought out by polish. The
prices named for single specimens of such
tables ranged from £5,4H8 to £15,226
[Pliny, K II, xiii 92. 06, 102]. On account
of the costliness of this kind of wood, the
tops were sometimes made of some common
material, especially maple, and covered
over with a veneer of citrus.

The small dbucns served as a sideboard.
Its square top, which was generally fur-

nished with a raised rim, rested on one
support {trdi^ezophoron) which was made of

marble, bronze, or silver, and lent itself

readily to sculptural treatment. Another

kind of ornamental table was the delj^Mca,

in the form of a Grreek tripod with a round
top. Tables were also included in the

ordinary furniture of a temple, especially

such as stood directly in front of the

statue of the god, and on which were laid

the offerings not intended to be burnt.

{See Sacrifices, figs. 1, 2.)

Tablinum. A room in a Roman dwelling-

house. (>S'ce House.)
Tacitus {Cornelius). The celebrated

Roman historian, born about the year 54 a.d.,

apparently of an equestrian family. Nothing
is known of his birthplace, and it is only a

conjecture that he was born at Interamna
(Terni). In his rhetorical education he came
under the immediate influence of the most
distinguished orators of the time, Marcus
Aper and Julius Secundus, and he made his

first appearance as an advocate at an early

age. In 77 he married the daughter of the

consul of that year, Julius Agricola, shortly

before the latter's departure for Britain

[Tac, Agr. 9]. In 78-79 he held the qua?s-

torship under Vespasian ; in 80-81 he was
sedile or tribune under Titus, and in 88

under Domitian. In 90 he left Rome with

his wife on some official commission, and

had not returned in 93, when his father-in-

law died [ih. at end]. In 97, under Nerva,

he was consul suffectus. He appears for

the last time in active public life in 100,

when, with his friend the younger Pliny, he

appeared on the side of the prosecution in

an important law-suit [Pliny, Ej). ii 12 § 21.

The date of his death is unknown, but. he

probably survived the accession of Hadrian
in 117.

His writings are: (1) A dialogue on the

decline of eloquence {DMlogiis de OrCdOrl-

hus), one of his earliest works, written

apparently [under the influence of Quin-

tilian] in the early part of the reign of

Domitian, and originating in a close study

of Cicero's rhetorical writings. It is one of

the ablest works of the imperial age, and in

language and style is so different from his

later works that its genuineness has fre-

quently been disputed. (2) The life of his

father-in-law Agricola (De VUd ct Moribda

Irdli AgricMce), published at the beginning

of Trajan's reign, and written in dutiful

commemoration of the deceased ; it is in the

manner of Sallust, from whom Tacitus to a

large extent borrowed his style. (3) The
" Germania" {De Situ, Movlbus, ac PopidU
Germaniw), written soon after his Agricola;

a description of the Germany of that time,

which is founded on careful research, and

I
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is especially important as the source of all

our knowledge of the ancient history of

Germany. (4) A history of his own times,

from Galba to the death of Domitian (69-96),

under the title Ilistorla', in fourteen books,

of which books i-iv and the first half of v,

covering not quite two years (69-70), have
alone been preserved. (5) The history of

the Julian house, in sixteen books, published

between 115 and 117, beginning with the

death of Augustus. (Hence the original

title Ab Exccssio divi Augusti / the usual

title, AnmlU'S, rests on no authority.) Books
i-iv are still complete ; the latter part of

the fifth and the beginning of the sixth is

missing (the reign of Tiberius a.d. 14-37)

;

while the second half of the eleventh, the

whole of books xii-xiv and the first half

of XV (the reign of Claudius from the year

47 and the history of Nero as far as 68)

are still extant.

The two principal works of Tacitus thus

give us a complete history of the em-
perors from Tiberius to Domitian. He was
probably prevented by his death from com-

pleting his design by writing an account of

the reign of Augustus, from the battle of

Actium, and also including the reigns of

Nerva and Trajan. In both works the

chronological arrangement of the materials

is predominant ; they are founded on the

most searching and comprehensive study of

the historical authorities, and are marked
by a thoroughly critical spirit. Tacitns is

always extremely careful to ascertain and
to record the truth ; he is never satisfied

with a mere narrative of events, but seeks

to elicit their causes from the facts them-
selves. He is an adept in fathoming the

hidden thoughts and motives of human
agents. His method of treatment is, in exter-

nal appearance, entirely objective ; but an

undercurrent of sympathy, now sad, now
cheerful, with the events related, is every-

where betraying itself. He is avowedly
and resolutely impartial, and his judgment
is eminently fair. It is only severe when he

is dealing with wrongs done to the State,

and to the moral laws of the universe.

Thoroughly convinced of the value of virtue,

he hates vice, which he seeks to terrify by
exposing it to the ignominy of after ages.

With all his admiration for the greatness of

republican Rome, he is a stanch imperialist,

being convinced of the necessity of the

Empire for the stability of the State. In
contrast with the bright elegance and rich-

ness of expression characteristic of his

earliest work, as he advances in his literary

activity his stj^'le becomes more sombre and
pathetic, in accordance with the gloomy
and tragic events which he has to describe.

He becomes increasingly fond of rhetorical

colouring, and avoids the ordinary diction

of prose, while seeking to attain sublimity

and novelty of style, less by archaisms than
by an approximation to poetical expression.

His grave and serious purpose finds its

counterpart in his efforts to express himself
with a terseness and precision which is

often peculiarly pointed and epigrammatic.

It is in the Annals that this last trait dis-

plays itself in its most characteristic form,

and on the most extensive scale.

Tages. The son of a Genius and grand-

son of Jupiter, said to be a boy with the

wisdom of an old man, who, at Tarquinii,

in Etruria, suddenly rose out of a freshly

ploughed field. He taught the chiefs

{liicumuncs) of the twelve Etruscan tribes,

who were summoned by the ploughman
Tarchon, how to interpret the sacrifices,

together with the lore of thunder and
lightning and other kinds of divination

which in later times were practised by the

hdruspiccs {q.v.). Having done this, he
disappeared again as suddenly as he had
appeared. The lore of Tages was at first

transmitted orall}^ from generation to gene-

ration in the chief families, but was after-

wards handed down in a comprehensive

literature [Cicero, De Div. ii 50, 51 ; Ovid,

Met. XV 558 ff ; Lucan, i 637].

Tagos. The federal commander who was
elected by the States composing the Thes-

salian federation. He was only elected

when occasion required, usually in case of

war. He was chosen from the most dis-

tinguished of the nobilit}-, generally from

the Aleuadse. It was his duty to levy

soldiers from the States belonging to the

federation, to be their commander, and to

fix the amount of tribute to be paid by each

member of the league.

Taiassio {Talassiiis^ Tdlassiis). The
Roman god of marriage, corresponding to

the Greek H5'men0eus. He was one of the

unknown gods, and was onty invoked by
the appellation Talasse in the refrain to

the epWidldnua sung when the bride was
brought home. A later account makes him
one of those who, with Romulus, were

principally concerned in the rape of the

Sabine women, and hence explains the

proverbial use of his name at all marriages

[Livy, i 9 § 12].

Talaiis. Great-grandson of Cretheus, son

of Bias and Pero, father of Adrastus, Par-
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thenopseus, Mecisteus, and ErTphyle. He
was one of the Argonauts, and was killed

by Melampus. (Sec Adrastus.)
Talent (Gr. tdlantuu, Lat. tdlentum ; lit.

" the balance," and " the thing weighed ").

The Greek term for (1) the highest measure
of weight

; (2) the designation of a sum of

money consisting of a number of coins

originally equal to it in legal weight and
value. It was divided into 60 viinre or

6,000 draclimcc. Among the different

talents in use in Greece the most widely
spread was the Attic, of which goVo^^ P^^'t

{dvachma) weighed 57| lbs. [The intrinsic

value of the metal contained in this sum of

money was about £200.] {See Coinage.)
Talos. (1) A brazen giant in Crete whom

Hephaestus had given to Minos. This giant
guarded the island. He went round the
island three times a day and scared away
those who approached it by throwing stones
at them

; or, if they landed, he sprang into

the fire with them and pressed them to his

glowing bosom till they were burnt to death.

A vein of blood ran from his head to his foot,

where it was closed by a nail. When the
Argonauts came to Crete, Medea caused the
nail to fall out by means of a magic song.

According to another account, Pceas, the
father of Philoctetes, shot it out with his

bow, whereupon Talos bled to death.

(2) Nephew of Dcedalus. His ingenuity
and skill excited the envy of D?edalus, who
threw him lieadlong from the Acropolis at

Athens. {See Daedalus.)
Tamias. A treasurer ; a title borne by

several officials in Athens, (1) The most
important of these was the treasurer

{epvmeletes) of the revenue, elected by show
of hands every four years. He received
from the dpodectcc (general collectors) all

the money which was to be disbursed for

public expenses, and he paid away into the
treasuries of the several authorities what
was necessary for purposes of administration
in their respective departments. He also

provided the funds voted by the people for

extraordinary purposes. (2) The same name
was also borne by the ten treasurers of the
goddess Athene, who had the care of the
treasure of the goddess which was kept in

the inner chamber of the Parthenon, be-
sides the State treasure which (according
to the ordinary account) was kept in the
same place. They were elected annually by
lot, one from each of the phyla\ (3) Simi-
larly, we have a board of ten regularly
constituted treasurers to the rest of the

gods. Their duty was to manage the sacred

treasures, which in earlier times were kept
in the separate temples, but in 418 B.C.

were transferred to the Parthenon. [(4)

Under the title of tamias ton strdtiotlkon,

we read of a financial officer of the war
department. He was probably appointed
after the Peloponnesian War in place of the

hellenotdniue (q.v.). Besides his duties in

connexion with the war department, he had
a share in the management of the Pana-
thenaic festival (Aristotle, Co7istitiition of
Athens, 49).]

Tantalus. A wealthy king of Sipylus in

Phrygia (or Lydia), son of Zeus and Pluto,

father of Pelops and NTobe. grandfather of

Atreus and Thy'estes. As the favourite of

the gods, he was allowed to take part in

their deliberations and to share their meals

;

but his good fortune making him over-

bearing, he insulted them and was thrown
into Tartarus. The traditions differ as to

the nature of his misdemeanour. Accord-

ing to one, he publicly revealed the secret

decrees of Zeus ; another relates, that he

purloined nectar and ambrosia from the

table of the gods to distribute to his

friends ; a third, that having invited the

gods to a repast, he set before them the

flesh of his son Pelops, whom he had cut to

pieces and boiled, in order to test their

omniscience ; while, according to a fourth,

he perjured himself in order to retain

possession of the golden dog stolen for him
from the temple of Zeus by Pandareos {q.v.).

Homer [Gd. xi 590] describes him as suffer-

ing in the world below from unappeased
hunger and thirst, being at the same time

immersed in water to the chin, whilst the

finest fruits hang before his e3'es. When-
ever he opens his mouth to enjoy the repast,

the water dries up and the fruits vanish

into the air. According to Pindar [Isth.

i 7 (8), 21], he himself is suspended in the

air, while above his liead hangs a huge

rock, which is ever threatening to fall and

crush him. (Sec cut nndcr Hades, Realm
OF.) Euripides combined both legends.

Taraxippus. A demon who caused horses

to sh5^ (Sec Hippodrome.)
Tartarus. According to the earliest

Greek views, a dark abyss, which lay as far

below the surface of the earth as the earth

is from the heavens. Above Tartarus were

the foundations of the earth and sea. It was

surrounded by an iron wall with iron gates

set up by Poseidon, and by a trebly thick

layer of night, and it served as the prison ol

the dethroned Cronus, and of the conquered

Titans who were guarded by the hecdton-
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cheires, the hundred-armed sons of Uranus.

In later times its signiiication altered, and
it came to mean the lower regions as the

place of damnation, in which the wicked
who had been condemned by the judges of"

the world below suffered endless torments.

(See Hades, Realm of.) As a person,

Tartarus is the son of ^ther and Ge ; and,

by his mother, he is the father of Typhoeus.
Tauriscus. A Greek artist of Tralles,

belonging to the school of Rhodes. He and
his fellow countryman Apollonius were the

sculptors of the celebrated group of Dirce.

{See cut on p. 195.)

Taxes. In Athens, as in the free states

of Greece generally, the citizens were freed

from every personal tax; only for their

slaves they had to pay the fi'lOboldn, a

yearly poll-tax of three obols (4(7.) for each.

On the other hand, among the residents who
were not citizens, the metoeci (q.v.) paid a

yearly protection tax of twelve drachmae (8s.)

for each independent man, and six drachmce
for every woman wdio managed her own
house, and the freedmen paid the trwholon
in addition. Besides this, all tradesmen who
were not citizens had to pay a trade tax.

(For extraordinary taxes on property see

ElSPHORA ; for the more or less costly public

services ttndertaken by wealthy citizens,

see Leitourgia.) As indirect taxes may
be mentioned: (1) the tax of 1 per cent.

on the selling price paid at the sale of a

piece of land. (2) The market tax, which
was paid, partly at the gates, partly at the
place of sale, by strangers and mc'twci for

the wares offered for sale in retail dealing
;

different articles were charged at different

rates. (3) The tax on imports and exports,

which was 2 per cent, on all imported or

exported goods without distinction of kind.

The State did not levy its dues and taxes

itself, but caused them to be let out to indi-

viduals or companies by special officials,

called the Poletcr. {q.v.). {See Telox.e.)
As at Athens, so under the Roman Re-

public^ there was no direct taxation for

citizens, except the property tax raised in

extraordinary cases. {Sec Tributum.) The
Roman citizen paid indirect taxes in the

harbour tax (.see Portorium), and the tax

introduced after 357 B.C. on the manu-
mission of slaves at the rate of 5 per cent,

of the value of the slave set free {vlccslma
mdnumisstonis). Both taxes were let by
the State to publicCini {q.v.). Rome did
not receive from her allies in Italy either

direct or indirect taxes, apart from the

obligations as to supplying soldiers and

ships imposed on them by the alliance.

After the right of citizenship was granted
to them in 89 B.C. they were placed on the
same footing as the citizens with respect

to indirect taxes. But the provinces had
to pay all the more to Rome, partly by
direct, partly by indirect taxation. Yet,
especially with regard to the former, there

was no similarity of treatment, but every
province had its own form of taxation,

which, as a rule, was assimilated to the

SN'stem existing in it at the time of its con-

quest. Some provinces paid a fixed yearly

sum (see Stipendium), which was raised by
communal districts through the chief towns
of each district, while others paid a certain

quota of the var3ung produce of the culti-

vated land in the province (see Decuma),
which was farmed out to publicani. The
provinces felt indirect taxation chiefly

through the harbour tax, and indeed every
province seems to have formed a separate

fiscal district. Under the Empire it was
only the indirect taxes that were at first

made higher for the citizens, as Augustus
added to the taxes on harbours and manu-
mission the centcsima rcriim vencllJum, 1

per cent, on the price of articles sold at

auctions; the quinfa et viccsima manci-
jjionan, or 4 per cent, on the price of every

slave bought, and the viccsima hcrcdUdfum
et legcltuvum, of 5 per cent, on all inheri-

tances above 100,000 sesterces, which did

not fall to the nearest blood-relations, and
on all legacies. The freedom of the citizens

from direct taxation continued unimpaired,

and when Caracalla, in 212 a.d., had granted

to all free subjects of the Empire the right

of citizenship, Italy, at least, maintained its

freedom from taxation, until Diocletian (in

284) removed the last distinctions between
the inhabitants of Italy and of other parts

of the Empire, and introduced into Italy

the same taxation as obtained in the pro-

vinces. It had in course of time been re-

duced to a more uniform sj'-stem, on the

basis of a general census of the Empire.

The chief tax was the land tax {tributum

sOli), the total sum of which was pro-

mulgated every year by the emperor for

the whole Empire, and divided amongst

the provinces according to the number of

taxable units {iiif/ci or capita) which each

province was set down as containing in the

periodically revised registers. Connected

with this tax in money were contributions

in kind to the imperial stores for the army
and the officials, who had a claim to them.

The male and female population of the
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country not possessing land paid after a

certain age (20-25 years) a poll tax {tri'

hutiun cdpltls)^ the amount of which was
fixed by imperial ordinance, and for women
was about half the sura imposed on men.
Citizens resident in towns, and not pos-

sessing land, paid a tax partly on their

property, partly, as far as they happened
to be engaged in a trade, on their working
capital and on the trade itself. The taxes

apportioned to each town with its districts

were raised by tax collectors {exactOrcs),

but the decurioncs, or members of the

municipal senates (see Municipium), were
responsible for the amount and had to

advance it themselves.

Taxiarchus. The Greek term for a com-
mander of a taxis, which contained a

variable number of men. In Athens the

ten commanders of the ten taxTis were so

called. They were elected annually by
show of hands, one for each tribe. They
also had to look after the levying and dis-

tribution of recruits, and they were thus
concerned in the drawing up of the register

of those citizens who were liable to serve.

On the Macedonian taxis, see Phalanx.
Ta5'gete. One of the Pleiades (o v.).

Tecmessa. Daughter of the Phrygian
king Teuthras, mother of Eurj'saces by
Ajax son of Telamon. (Sec AlAS, 2.)

Teiresias (Lat. Tlresms). The famous
blind soothsayer of Thebes, son of Eueres
and Chariclo, and a descendant of the Spar-

tan Udseus. The cause of his blindness has
been variously stated. According to one
tradition, the gods took his sight away
when he was seven years old, because he
revealed to men things which they ought
not to have known. According to another,

he became blind when, on his seeing Athene
in the bath, she splashed water into his

eyes. When invoked by his mother, the

goddess could not restore his sight, but en-

dued him with a knowledge of the language
of birds, and presented him with a staff, by
means of which he could walk like a man
with perfect vision. According to a third

account, he was blinded by Hera, because in

a dispute between her and Zeus he decided
against her, and Zeus compensated him by
granting him the gift of prophecy and a
life seven (or nine) times as long as that of

other men. He is also said to have been
changed into a woman for a short time. He
plays an important part in the story of

(Edipus and the wars against Thebes. In
the wars of the Seven against Thebes he
declared that the Thebaus would be victori-

ous if Creon's son Menoecous were to sacri-

fice himself. In the war of the Epigoni he
advised the Thebans to enter into negotia-

tions for peace, and to avail themselves of the

opportunity thus afforded to take to flight.

During the flight, or else at the conquest

of Thebes by the Epigoni, he was made a

prisoner, and with his daughter Manto (q.v.),

who also possessed the gift of prophecy, was
consecrated to the service of the Delphian
Apollo. He died at the w^ell Tilphossa, near

Haliartus, where his grave was pointed out,

while he was also honoured by a cenotaph

in Thebes. Homer [Od. xi 90-151] repre-

sents him as carrying -his golden staff as

soothsayer even in the world below, when
Odysseus consults him as to his way home

;

and of all the shades, he alone, by favour of

Persephone, possesses unimpaired memory
and intellect [Od. x 495]. He had an oracle

at Orchomenus in Boeotia, which is said

to have ceased to give responses after a

plague.

Telam5n. Son of iEiicus and Endeis, and

brother of Peleus. Having assisted Peleus

in mtirdering their half-brother Phocus, he

was expelled from Mgina by his father,

and was received by Cenchreus of Salamis,

wdiose daughter Glance became his wife

;

and, on the death of Cenchreus, Telamon be-

came king of Salamis. By his second wife

Periboea, daughter of Alcathoiis, he became

father of Ajax. He was one of the heroes

who joined in the Catydonian Hunt, and

also one of the Argonauts. He further

took part in the expedition of his friend

Heracles against the Amazons and against

Laomedon of Troy. At the conquest of

Troy he was the first to scale the walls,

and that he did at the very spot where it

was built by his father. As his share in

the spoil, Heracles gave him the king's

daughter Hesione, by whom he became the

father of Teucer (q.v., 2).

Telchines. A primeval people sprung

from the sea, and living on the island of

Rhodes. They are said to have been the

earliest workers in metal, and to have made

images of the gods, together with the sickle

of Cronus and the trident of Poseidon.

Poseidon is said to have been entrusted to

them by Rhea to be brought up, just as

Zeus was to the Curetes of Crete. They

were also represented as envious sorcerers

and dsemous, who were enemies of both gods

and men. They were therefore killed by

Apollo or, according to another account,

destroyed by Zeus in an inundation.

According to a third account, this inunda-
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tion led to their leaving the island, and
dispersing themselves over Lycia, Cyprus,
Crete, and Greece.

Telecleides. A Greek poet of the old

comedy, and a violent opponent of Pericles

[Plutarch, Per. 3, 16]. He is said to have
written only six pieces, of which a few
fragments are still extant.

Telegomis. Son of Odysseus and Circe.

At his mother's command he .set out to find

his father. Landing on the coast of Ithaca,

he began to plunder the fields, and Odys-
seus came out armed against him: Tele-

gonus did not recognise his father, and
mortally wounded him with the spine of a
sting-ray Avhich Circe had given him to

serve as the barb of his lance. When he
learned that the wounded man was his

father, he took the body home with him,
accompanied by TelemS,chus and Penelope,
and subsequently married the latter. He
was supposed to be the founder of Tusculum
[Horace, Od. iii 29, 8] and Pra?neste, near
Kome. [Plutarch, Parall. Min. 41, and Pro-
pertius, ii 32, 4. The legend of Telegonus
was the theme of the TelSgont'a, by the

cyclic poet Eugammo, of Cyrene. The
strange manner in which Odysseus met his

end is mentioned in Oppian, Halieutica ii

497.]

Telemachus. Son of Odysseus {q.v,) and
Penelupe.

Telephus. Son of Heracles and Auge, the

daughter of Aleus of Tegea and priestess

of Athene. She concealed the child in the

temple of the virgin goddess, and the
country in consequence suffered a blight.

By consulting an oracle, Aleus discovered
the cause of the blight, and gave his

daughter to Nauplius to drown her in the

sea; but he exposed the infant on Mount
Parthenion, where he was suckled by a

hind and brought up by shepherds. Auge
was given by Nauplius to Teuthras, king
of Mysia, who made her his wife. When
Telephus grew up, he consulted the oracle

of Delphi to learn who his pai-ents were, and
was ordered to go into Asia to Teuthras.
Teuthras welcomed his wife's son, and
married him to his daughter Argiope, and
at his death appointed Telephus his suc-

cessor. The Greeks, on their way to Tro}-,

landed on the coast of Mysia and began to

plunder it, thinking they had reached Troy.
Telephus opposed them bravely, and killed

Thersander, son of Polj'nices ; but, being
forced by Achilles to fly, Dionysus in his

wrath caused him to stumble over a vine,

and Achilles wounded him in the thigh with

his lance. As the wound did not heal, and
he was told by the oracle that it could only
be healed by him who had inflicted it,

Telephus disguised himself as a beggar,
and went to Argos, whither the Greeks had
been driven back by a storm. Under the
advice of Clytsemnestra he carried off

Agamemnon's infant son, whom he stole

from his cradle, and took refuge on the
house altar, threatening to kill the child un-
less Agamemnon compelled Achilles to cure
his wound. This had the desired effect, and
Achilles healed the wound with the rust, or
with the splinters, of the lance which had
inflicted it. Being designated by the
oracle as the guide to Troy, he showed the
Greeks the way, but refused to take part
in the war, because his wife, Astj'oche, was
a sister of Priam. His son Eurypylus
rendered the Trojans the last aid they re-

ceived before the fall of their town. This
he did at the prompting of his mother, whom
Priam had bribed by means of a golden
vine wrought by Hephaestus, and given by
Zeus to Tros in compensation for carrying
off Ganymede. Eurypylus was killed by
Neoptolemus after having performed many
brave exploits. In the Mysian town of

Pergamon, and especially by the kings of

the house of Attains, Telephus was revered
as a national hero.

Telesilla. Of Argos, A lyric poetess,

who flourished about the year 508 B.C.

After a defeat of the Argives, she is said to

have placed herself at the head of a band
of Argive women, and to have repelled an
attack of the Spartan king Cleomeues. The
figure of a woman in front of the temple of

Aphrodite at Argos, with books lying at

her feet, while she herself is looking at a
helmet, as though about ^^o put it on, was
said to represent Telesilla [Pausanias, ii 20

§ 7]. She is said to have become a poetess

because, on consulting an oracle respecting

her health, she received as answer that

she would receive health from the Mu.ses.

Scarcely anything remains of her poems,
which consisted of hymns to Apollo and
Artemis.

Telesphorus U.c. he who brings to an

end). In Greek mythology, a boy who was
regarded as the genius of health. {Sec

AsCLEPius [and esp. Journal of Hellenic

Studies, iii 283-297].)

Tellumo. Sec Tellus.
Tellus. The Italian deity of mother-

earth, often called tellus vidtcr. She was
invoked during earthquakes (,her temple in

Rome having been dedicated in 268 B.C. iu
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consequence of an earthquake in the time of

war). She was also invoked in solemn oaths

as the common gi'ave of all things, toge-

ther with the Manes and with Jupiter, the

god of heaven. Like the Greek Demeter,

she was also the goddess of marriage, but

was most revered in conjunction with
Ceres as goddess of fruitfulness. Thus in

her honour were held the festival of the

sowing (fertce sementlva>), celebrated in

January at the end of the winter seed time,

fixed by the pontifcx to bo held on two
consecutive market days. The pagdndUa
were celebrated at the same time in the

country, when a pregnant sow was sacrificed

to Tellus and Ceres. Besides these, there

was the feast of fordicldia or IiorcUcldia,

at which cows in calf (fordce) were sacri-

ficed to her. This was held on the 15th of

April to insure plenty during the year, and

was celebrated tinder the management of

the yontlflees and the Vestal Virgins, partly

on the Capitol in the thirty curlce, and
partly outside the town. The ashes of the

unborn calves were kept by the Vestal

Virgins till the feast of the Pdrllia (see

Pales), when they were used for the pur-

pose of purification. Besides the female

deity, a god TcIIudw was also worshipped.

TelonaB (Gr. telonai^ lit. "buyers of the

taxes '"). Among the Athenians, these were
the farmers of the taxes and imposts,

which were not collected by State officers,

but were sold at certain times by auction

to the highest bidder. Smaller taxes were
taken up by single persons who collected

the money themselves. Por larger taxes

demanding a large capital, companies were
often formed, represented by one person

called the tclonarchcs, who concluded the

contract with the State. Sureties had also

to be produced on this occasion. Such
companies employed subordinate officers to

collect the taxes. The payments were made
by the farmers at certain periods at the

senate-house, or boideiiterion^ and one pay-

ment was usually made in advance when
the contract was made. In default of pay-

ment, the farmer became dtZmos^ and in

certain circumstances might be imprisoned.

If the debt was not paid by the expiration

of the 9th liriitdneicl., it was doubled, and
the property of the debtor and his sureties

confiscated. The citlmta descended to the

children until the debt was paid. On the

other hand, the farmer was protected b}'^

the State against fraud by severe laws. He
was also exempt from military service, so

that he might not be hindered in perform-

ing his duties. Por the similar institution

among the Romans, sec PuBLiCAXi.
Temples. In ancient times temples were

regarded as the dwelling-places of the gods
to whom they were dedicated. They might
contain an image or not, but the latter case

was exceptional. As they were not houses

of prayer intended for the devotion of a

numerous community, they were usually of

very limited extent. There were, however,

temples of considerable size, among which

was that of Artemis in Ephesus, 438 feet

long by 226 broad ; that of Hera in Samos

;

that begun b}'' Pisistratus and finished by
Hadrian, and dedicated to Zeus Olympius
in Athens {see Olympieum) ; and the temple

of Zeus of Agrigentum, which was never

quite completed. All of these were al-

most as large as the first-mentioned. Only
temples like that at Eleusis, in which the

celebration of mysteries took place, were
intended to accommodate a larger number
of people. The great sacrifices and ban-

quets shared by all the people were cele-

brated in the court of the temple (Gr. perl-

holds), which included the altars for sacri-

fice, and was itself surrounded by a wall

with only one place of entrance. It was a

feature common to all temples that they

were not built directly on the surface of

the ground, but were raised on a sub-struc-

ture which was mounted by means of an

uneven number of steps, so that people

were able as a good omen to put their right

foot on the first and last step.

The usual shape of Greek temples was

an oblong about twice as long as wide, at

the front and back of which was a pedi-

ment or gable-roof (Gr. detos or deUlmd

;

Lat. fastlgnim). Round temples with

dome-shaped roofs were quite the excep-

tion. The principal part of the temple

was the chamber containing the image

of the god. This stood on a pedestal,

which was often placed in a small niche,

and usually stood facing the east, opposite

folding-doors which always opened out-

wards. Before the image stood an altar

used for unbloody sacrifices. This cham-

ber, called in Greek ndos, and in Latin

ceUa, generally received its light through

the door alone, but sometimes there was

also an opening in the roof. There were

also temples designated Injpevthral (from

hypaithros, " in the open air ") ;
^ in these

there was no roof to the middle chamber

> [Vitruvius, iii 1 § 22. The Attic form is hjpai-

thrios.']
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of the cclla, which was separated from the
lateral portions by one or more rows of
pillars on each side.

Generally each temple belonged to only
one god ; but sometimes a temple was re-

garded as the dwelling-place of several
deities, either those who were worshipped
in groups, as the Muses, or those who were
supposed to stand in close alliance or other
relationship to each other, such as the
twins Apollo and Artemis ; and Apollo, as

leader of the Muses, together with the
Muses themselves. Frequently only one
god had an image and altar in the chief

c.dla^ while others were worshipped in ad-

joining chapels. Lastl}^, there were double
temples, with two cellcn built in opposite
directions. {See Architecture, fig. 13.)

Many temples had, besides the ccUa^ a
kind of " holy of holies " (ddyton or

vicgdron) which was only entered by the
priests, and only by them at certain times,

and which was sometimes under the ground.
Usually an open porch or vestibule {pro-

mWs), with pillars in front, stood before

the cella, and in it were exposed the dedi-

catory offerings. There was often also an
inner chamber behind the image {ojiistho-

dumos) which served for various purposes,
the valuables and money belonging to the

temple being often kept there. It was sur-

rounded by a wall, and the door was well
secured by locks.

The various kinds of temples are usually
distinguished according to the number and
arrangement of the pillars. Thus: (1) A
temple in antis (fig. 1) is one in which the
jtronaos (sometimes also the opisthodomos)
was formed by the prolongation of the side

walls of the temple (Lat. antce ; Grr. pdra-
stddcs) and by two columns placed between
the terminal pilasters of the antce.

IE T^

(1) TKMPI.E IN AXTIS. (2) PROSTVLOS.

(2) ProNff/Ios, with the columns in front

(fig. 2\ is an epithet descriptive of a temple,

the front of whose j^i'onaos was formed in

all its breadth by a row of columns quite

separate from the walls, and with the

columns at the extremities standing in

front of the anta'.

(3) Amj/hiprOsfi/Ws (fig. 3) describes a

temple with the columns arranged as in (2)
at the back as well as in the front.

[ii) AMrillPUOSTVLOS.

(4) Periptcroft (fig. 4) describes a temple
surrounded on all sides by a colonnade sup-
porting the architrave. This is the type

(4) PEUIPTEKOS.

most frequentl}^ employed by the Greeks.
{Sec Parthenon, cuts 1 and 2.)

(5) Pseudopcrijjtcros ("false jyeripfcros'^)

is an epithet of a temple in which the archi-

trave appears to be carried by pilasters

or by " engaged " columns in the walls of

the cella. This form is seldom used by
the Greeks, but often by the Romans.

(6) Diptevoa (fig. 5} describes a temple
surrounded by two ranges of columns.
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(.">) DIPTEIIOS.

(7) PseiidodiptCrns (" false di/drrus," fig.

6). A temple surrounded with onl}' a single

(G) P.SKl'UODIPTEUUS.

range of columns, but at such a distance
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that they correspond in position to the

exterior range of tlie dipteral temple.

According to the number of columns in

front, which must always be an even num-
ber, since the entrance was in the middle,

it is usual to distinguish temples as tetra-,

hcxa-, acta-, deed-, or dOdecd-stJ/lds (with

4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 columns). The number of

columns along each side was usually one

more than twice the number along the

front, but this was not the invariable rule.

For the architrave and for the columns of

the different orders, see pp. 57, 58. The
frieze resting on the architrave, and (in

the Doric order) the metopes in particular

(2.v.),as wellas the two pediments (Gr. f?/»j-

pdnd), were decorated with sculptures, and

these sculptures, as well as the walls of the

temple often had a more life-like and more
varied appearance given to them by appro-

priate colouring. The coping of the roof,

as well as the angles of the pediment, were
ornamented by acroterid, which consisted

of statues, vases, or anthemia (groups of

flowers and leaves ; cp. cut to tEginetan
Sculptures).

In the plan of their temples the Romans
originally followed the Etruscans (cp. Tem-
PLUM, below). The ground-plan of the

Etruscan temple was nearly a square, the

ratio of the depth to frontage being 6 : 5.

Half of the space was taken up by the

cella, and the rest by the columns. The
architrave was of wood, and without any
special frieze. The great temple with

three celloi on the Roman Capitol was
built in the Etruscan style, the middle and
largest cella being sacred to Jupiter, and

the smaller ones on either side to Minerva
and Juno. (Cp. Jupiter.) Under Greek
influence the different forms of the Greek
temple began to be imitated at Rome, the

most prevalent type being that described

as prostylos, which lent itself most easily

to the reqviirements of a tcmplum in the

strict sense of the term. An important
alteration in the Greek form of temple
was brought about by the introduction of

vaulted arches or groined ceilings, which
were seldom used by the Greeks, and never

on a large scale, but were brought to great

perfection by the Romans. They took the

form of a cylindrical vaulting in the case of

a quadrangular cella, and a dome in the

case of the round temples, which were
frequent with the Romans. The two prin-

cipal forms of the latter are (1) the mono-
jiteros, which consisted of a single circle

of columns standing on a platform mounted

by steps and supporting the columns which
bore a dome on a circular architrave. (2)

The peripteros, with the same arrange-

ment of columns, but with a circular cella

in the middle w'hich was covered by a

dome rising from the surrounding colon-

nade. In a third variety, of which we have

an example in the Pantheon (q-v.), the

circular body of the building is not

surrounded by columns externall}^, but

only provided on one side with an advanced

portico.

Templum. The Roman term for a space

marked out by the augurs {see AUGURES)
according to a certain fixed procedure. Its

ground-plan was a square or rectangle,

having its four sides turned to the different

points of the compass ; its front however,

according to strict Roman custom, faced

towards the west, so that any one entering

the temple had his face turned towards the

east. It was not until later that the front

was frequently made to face the east. The

building erected on this space, and cor-

responding to it in plan, did not become a

fdnum, or sanctuary of the gods, until it

had been consecrated by the pontifices.

{See Dedicatio.)

As, however, there were /«»« which were

not temjjla, e.g. all circular buildings, so

there were tcmpla which were not fana.

Of this sort were the places where public

affairs were transacted, such as the rostra

in the Forum, the places where i]ie, comitia

met or the Senate assembled, and even the

city of Rome itself. The sanctuaries of

the gods were designed as templa if they

were intended to serve for meetings of

the Senate, and if the form of worship

prescribed for such sanctuaries were ap-

propriate to the definition of a templum.

Tennes (or Tenes), son of Cycnus {q.v.,

2). He (with his sister Hemithea) was

thrown by his father in a chest into the

sea, in consequence of the slanderous

accusations brought against him by his

stepmother. He was borne, however, by

the waves to the island of Tenedos (so

named from him), where he became king.

He was afterwards reconciled to his

father, and fell, with him, by the handof

Achilles, when the father and son, as allies

of the Trojans, were opposing the landing

of the Greeks on-the shores of Asia.

Tensa. The chariot used for processions,

or for the gods at the Circensian games.

{See Chariots.)
Tepidarium. A tepid bath-room. {See

Baths.)
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T^rebra. A military engine for boring

into the walls of a besieged town. {See

Aries.)

Terentianus Mauvus. A Latin gram-
marian, born in Mauritania. At the close

ot" the 3rd century B.C. he wrote a didactic

poem on prosody and metre, composed in

the most varied forms of verse {De Llffcrls,

Sylldbls^ Mctrls). The estimation in which
he was held by later grammarians is proved

by their frequent quotations from him.

Terentini Liidi. See S^culares Ludi.

T6rentius. (1) Publius Tercntius A/cr
(or the African). A celebrated Roman
comic poet. He was born in Carthage about

185 B.C., and came to Rome as a slave in the

possession of the senator Terentius Lucanus,
who, on account of his promising talents

and handsome person, gave him a good
education and set him free. As early as

166, on the recommendation of the poet

Ca?cilius Statius, he produced his first play,

the Maiden of Andros (Andria), which met
with great success. He succeeded in win-
ning the favour and friendship of the most
distinguished men, such as the younger
Scipio and Lselius. He was less successful

with his next piece, The Mother-in-Law
{Hecyra), which came out in the following

year, and was without doubt his feeblest

production. It was only on its third repre-

sentation in 166 that it met with any success.

Meanwhile, in 163, two years after the first

production of the Ilecyra, he ventured to

appear before the public with a new piece.

The Self-Tormentor (Ilautontlmoriimenos).

This was followed in 161 b}^ the EunUchus,
which was very warmly received, and by
the Phormlo. In 160, after bringing out

another play. The Brothers {Adelphi), he

went to Greece, where he died 159 B.C.

Terence, like the other poets wlio wrote

imlliata; {see Comedy, 2), borrowed from
the older Greek poets, especially from
Menander (only the Hecyra and Fhormio
being taken from Apollodurus). This he

did however with a certain freedom ; and
sometimes by fusing together similar

Greek compositions, and borrowing appro-

priate scenes from other poets, he managed
to expand the simple plot of the Greek
original. Evidently of a refined mind, he
had no taste for the lively realism of a

Plautus. On the contrary, he aimed at

artistic correctness of plot, delicate deli-

neation of character, and elegance of form.

He had nothing of the vivacity, force, and
wit of Plautus, and fell far behind Menander
in freshness and vigour, for which reason

Caesar pertinently called him Menander's
half [o dimidiate Menander, quoted by
Suetonius in his life of Terence].

In his style, although a foreigner, he

caught the refined tone of Roman society

so successfully as to cause his detractors to

maintain that he had been assisted in his

compositions by his noble patrons, a reproach

from which he does not entirely exonerate

himself in the prologue to the Addphi.
His works do not appear to have main-

tained their reputation on the stage with
the public at large for any length of time

after his death. They have, nevertheless,

remained for all time the favourite litera-

ture of cultivated readers. Ancient critics

also made them a subject of study, and
wrote many commentaries on them. We
still possess the important commentary by
^lius Donatus, belonging to the middle

of the 4th century A.D., as well as the less

valuable one by Eugraphius of the 10th

century, when Terence was (as for some
time previously) a favourite text-book.

These have come down to us besides the

didascdllce {q.v.) to the several pieces,

and the metrical arguments by Sulpicius

Apollinaris.

{2) Publius Terentius Varro Afdelnus. A
Roman poet, born 82 B.C. by the river Atax
in Gallia Narbonensis; he died before 36 B.C.

According to an ancient authority, he only

began to study Greek literature in his 35th

year. Accordingly his satires on the model

of Liicilius, and his epic poem on Caesar's

war with the Sequani {Belluni Sequdnleum)
must belong to his earlier years. He after-

wards followed the fashion of imitating the

Alexandrian School, which was just coming

into vogue, and composed, besides elegies

and didactic poems after Greek models, his

epic poem, entitled the ArgOnauta; in four

books, a free imitation of the Argunautlca

by ApoUonius Rhodlus. This masterpiece,

which has been much praised by later poets,

and of which (as of his poems in general)

only scattered fragments remain, appears

to have been the most remarkable produc-

tion in the domain of narrative epic poetry

between the time of Ennius and that of

Vergil.

(3) Marcus Terentius Varro Redtlnus {i.e.

a native of Reate in the Sabine territory).

The most learned of the Romans; born 116 B.C.

of an ancient senatorial family. He devoted

himself to study at an early age, under the

direction chiefly of the learned antiquarian

and philologist ^Ellus Stilo, without how-

ever withdrawing from public life either
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in time of peace or war. He held the public

offices of tribune, curule a^dile, and proetor.

In 67 he was lieutenant to Pompey in the

war against the pirates ; in 49 he again

held a command under Pompey in the

province of Spain beyond the Iberus, but
was taken prisoner by Csesar after the

capitulation of Ilerda. Although he after-

wards rejoined Pompey, Caesar received

him into favour, and he returned to Rome
in 46 B.C., where he is said to have had the

superintendence of the great librar}' which
Csesar destined for the public use. In spite

of his abstaining henceforward from taking
any active part in public affairs, he was
proscribed by Antony in 43, and only nar-

rowly escaped with his life. Pardoned by
Octavianus, he lived till the year 27, full

of vigour and literary activity to the last.

Varro's learning comprised all the pro-

vinces of literatui'e known at that time,

and in productivity he was equalled by no
Romans, and only a few Greeks. According
to his own statement, he had composed 490
books before his 78th year ; the total number
of his works, either in prose or verse, theo-

retical or practical, exceeded 70, in more
than 600 books. Of these, the three books
on agriculture {Rerum RusHcdrum Libri\
written in the form of a dialogue in his

80th year, in which he treats the subject ex-

haustively, drawing from his own experience

as well as from more ancient sources, are

the only ones that have been completely
preserved. Further, of the original 25
books on the Latin language {Dp Lingiid
Ldtlnd) dedicated to Csesar, in which he
systematically treats, under the head of ety-

mology, inflexions and syntax, only books
v-x exist, in a mutilated condition. This
work was followed by a number of other
grammatical writings. It is only through
a series of extant titles of his works that
we know of his literary and historical

studies, which were especially directed to

dramatic poetry, and in particular to the
comedies of Plautus, as well as of his re-

searches into the history and antiquities of
his own nation. His principal work, of

which much use has been made by later

writers, the Anftqultdfes Rerum Humdnd-
rum et Dlvlndrum, in 41 books. This
was the most important of his writings
on these subjects, as it gave a complete
account of the political and religious life of
the Romans from^the earliest times. The
15 books, entitled Liidc/lncs or Hebdoniddcs,
published about B.C. 39, contained 700 por-

traits of celebrated Greeks and Romans,

in sets of seven in each group, with epi-

grams written beneath them. His nine
Discipllndrum Libri gave an eucj'clo-

pa3dia of the arts pertaining to general

culture (grammar, dialectics, rhetoric, geo-

metry, arithmetic, astronomy, music, archi-

tecture, medicine). His 76 LibH Logistortci

included shorter popular treatises of a his-

torical and philosophical nature, described

by titles appropriate to their contents, bor-

rowed from the names of well-known persons

(e.g. Slsenna de Historul). Among Varro's

numerous and varied poetical works Ave will

only mention, as the most original, the

150 books of Menippean Satires {Sdturce

Menippcce)^ which were completed before

45 B.C., a species of composition which he in-

troduced into Roman literature in imitation

of the Cynic Menippus of Gadara. In these

Satires, written alternately in prose and
different kinds of verse, he treats of philo-

sophical questions, especially those relating

to morality, science, etc., chiefly with the

view of exposing the failings of the age.

Only a number of titles and fragments of

this work have been preserved.

(4) Quintus Tcrcntius Scaurus. The most
renowned Latin scholar and critic of the time

of Hadrian (117-138 a.d.), commentator on

Plautus and Vergil, and author of treatises

on Latin grammar and poetry. A small

work, De Orthogrdplud^ of some value for

the history of the Latin language, bears his

name [but is probably not written by this

Scaurus].

Tereus. King of Daulis, husband of

Procne (q.v.).

Tevgiversatio. The Roman term for the

dereliction of duty involved in a legal

prosecution being dropped by the prosecutor.

Under Nero this offence was punished by
fines and disgrace {infdmia).

Terminus. The Roman god of bounds,

under whose special protection were the

stones {termini) which marked boundaries.

The regulations respecting these stones and

the religious customs and institutions con-

nected with them went back to the time

of king Niima. At the setting of such a

stone every one living near the boundary

assembled ; and in their presence the hole

prepared for the reception of the stone was

watered with the blood of a sacrificial

animal ; incense, field-produce, honey, and

wine were sprinkled over it, and a victim

sacrificed. The stone, anointed and decked

with garlands and ribbons, was then placed

upon the smouldering bones and pressed

into the earth. Whoever pulled up the
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stone was cursed, together with liis draught-

cattle, and any one might kill him with
impunity and without being defiled by his

blood. In later times the punishment of

lines was instituted instead.

The festival of the TerutinCiUa was cele-

brated in Rome and in the country on the

23rd of February. The neighbours on
either side of any boundary gathered round
the landmark, with their wives, children,

and servants ; and crowned it, each on his

own side, with garlands, and offered cakes

and bloodless sacrifices. In later times,

however, a lamb, or sucking pig, Avas some-

times slain, and the stone sprinkled with
the blood. Lastly, the whole neighbourhood
joined in a general feast. A lamb was also

sacrificed in the grove of Terminus, which
was six Roman miles from Rome, near the

ancient border of the town of Laurentum.
On the Capitol there was a stone dedicated

to Terminus^ which had originally stood

in the open air, but when the temple of

Jupiter was founded by the last king, Tar-

quinius Superbus, it was inclosed Avithin

the building, as the augurs would not allow

it to be removed.
Terpander (Gr. Tcrpandros). A Greek

poet and musician, a native of Antissa in

Lesbos. He is the true founder of Greek
classical mitsic, and also of lyric poetry,

both JEolian and Dorian. He was the first

to clothe in artistic form the kind of choral

song, called nomas, used at the festivals of

Apollo ; he also introduced other important
innovations into music. He is sometimes
erroneously described as having added three

strings to the original lyre of four strings

[Strabo, p. 618] ; but it is more probable

that the lyre of seven strings was already

in existence in his own time [Aristotle,

ProbL, xix 32]. The principal scene of his

labours was Sparta, whither he had been

summoned by order of the Delphic oracle to

quell a disturbance amongst the people. It

was at Sparta that he reduced to order the

music of the Dorians. It was here too

that he won the prize at the musical com-
petition at the Carneia. Between 672 and
648 B.C. he carried off the prize four times
in succession at the Pythian games in

Delphi. Only a few verses of his own
poems are extant.

Terpsichore. The Muse of dancing. (Sec

Musks.)
TeYt\x\liB,nvis(QiunfHsScj)fiminsFIorcns).

One of the most important of the Latin
Fathers. He was born at Carthage of

pagan parents about 160 A.D., and died

about 230. After receiving a careful

education in rhetoric and jurisprudence

(and probably practising as a lawyer),

he embraced Christianity, and became a

presbyter in liis native town. After de-

fending Christianity against paganism, he
joined the ascetic and fanatic sect of the

Montanists, and became their champion
against the Church. His writings rcfiect

with faithfulness his general ability; his

rhetorical training and legal subtlety ; his

rugged, combative, and passionate character

;

and his lively and often impetuous imagina-

tion. They are written in the colloquial

language of his time, which had many points

of close contact with that spoken by the

lower classes. His literary activity, which
extended over a considerable length of time,

was at its height in the reigns of Severus
and Caracalla. His Apologia, written about

198, holds the foremost place amongst his

works. It is one of his earliest writings,

and was addressed to the provincial gover-

nors of the Roman empire, in defence of

a time of bitter perse-

(1) A die {see Dice).

of admission to the

Christianity, during
cut ion.

Tessera {Latin).

Also (2) a ticket

theatre {q.v., II).

TestUdo (Lat. ; Gr. chclone, " tovtoise-

sliell "). The general designation for dif-

ferent kinds of sheds for the protection of

soldiers engaged in a siege. {See cut 2 under

Sieges.)

Tethj^s, wife of Oceanus {q.v.).

Tetradrachmon. A Greek silver coin

equivalent to four drachma' (see Coixage).

T6tral6gia. The Athenian term given to

the group of four i)lays which the poets

produced in rivalry with each other at the

dramatic contests held at the feast of

Dionysus. After the introduction of the

satyric drama, this, or a drama of a com-

paratively cheerful character (such as the

Alcestis of Euripides), formed the fourth

piece of three tragedies or of a trilogy.

By a tetralogy is more particularly meant

such a groui) of four dramas as had be-

longed to the same cycle of myths, and

had thus formed a connected whole. Of
such a kind were the tetralogies of .Eschylus.

It is doubtful, however, whether he found

this type of connected tetralogy already

in use, or was the first to introduce it.

Sophocles abolished the connexion between

the several pieces, and Euripides followed

his example. A complete tetralogy is

not extant, although a trilogy exists in

the Orcsteia of iEschylus, consisting of
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tlie tragedies Agamemnon, Chocplwrai, and
Eumenldcs ; the satj'ric play appended to

it was the Proteus.

Tetrarch (Cxr. tetmrches). Proper]}' the

ruler of one of the four parts of a district

divided into four governments. Also the

title of a petty prince, like the rulers in

those provinces of Asia which were allowed

by Rome to retain a certain independence.

Teucer (Gr, Teukros). (1) A son of Sca-

mander and the Nymph Idaea ; the most
ancient king of Troy, from whom the people

were called Teucri. According to another

legend, he, with Scamander, was driven by
famine from Crete, and found refuge with
Dardanus ; while another version of the

story describes Dardanus as having been
received by Teucer.

(2) A son of Telamon of Salamls (thus

named from his descent from Hesione, the

Teucrian king's daughter) ; half-brother of

Ajax. He was the best archer amongst
the Greeks before Troy. On his return

from the war, accused by his father of par-

ticipation in his brother's murder, and
banished from the country, he sought a new
home in Cyprus, by the advice of Apollo,

where Belus of Sidon, in return for assis-

tance rendered him in war, made over to

him the government, and he founded the

town of Salamis. After his father's death,

it is said that he returned to his native

town of Salamis, but was driven away by
his nephew and went to Spain.

Thalamus. The Greek term for a com-
modious room in a house, and especially the

nuptial chamber. {See House.)
Thalia (Gr. Thalein). (1) One of the

Graces. {See Charites.)

(2) The Muse of dancing and pastoral

poetry. {See Muses.)
Thallo. Goddess of flowers, who presided

over spring. {See HOR^.)
Thamyris. A Thracian bard, mentioned

by Homer [H. ii 595], son of Philammon
and the Nymph Argiope. He boasted that

he could rival the Muses, and was therefore

deprived by them of sight and voice, and
the power of playing the lute. According
to later legends, he expiated his arrogance
liy being punished in Hades.

Thanatos. The Greek personification of

(leatli. {Sec Deatii.)

Thargelia. The principal feast of Apollo
in Athens, held on the seventh day of Thcir-

fielion (May-June), the birthday of the god.

Originally it was connected with the ripen-

ing of the field produce. A procession was
formed, and the first fruits of the year were

offered to Apollo, together with Artemis
and the Hora?. It was at the same time an
expiatory feast, at which a peculiar propi-

tiatory sacrifice was o^ered, which was to

piirify the State from all guilt, and avert
the wrath of the god, lest he should exer-

cise his avenging and destroying power
in burning up the harvest with parching
heat, and in visiting the people with pesti-

lence. Two persons, condemned to death,

a man and a woman, as representatives

of the male and female population, wex-e led

about with a garland of figs round their

necks to the sound of flutes and singing,

and scourged with seaweed and with the

branches of a fig tree. -They were then
sacrificed at a certain spot on the sea-

shore, their bodies burned, and the ashes

cast into the sea. In later times they seem
to have been contented with throwing the

expiatory victims from a height into the

sea, catching them as they fell, and banish-

ing them from the country. Besides these

sacrifices, festal processions and choral

contests between men and boys took place.

At the same time the great feast of Apollo

was probably held at Deios, to which the

Athenians sent a sacred embassy in the

ancient ship in which Theseus is said to

have sailed to Crete, and which was always

kept in repair.

Thaumas, Son of Pontus and Gfea, hus-

band of Electra, one of the_Oceanides, and

father of the Harpies and Iris,

Theano. The pretended wife of Pytha-

goras the philosopher. Seven extant letters

on jealousy, on the education of children,

the management of a household, etc., are

attributed to her.

(I) The Greek Theatre.

The Greek theatre was originally in-

tended for the performance of dithyrambic

choruses at the feast of Dionysus. {See

DiTHYRAMBOS.) From the first it consisted

of two principal parts : (a) the circular

dancing-place, orchestra, with the altar

{thymelc) of the god in the centre; and

(6) the place for the spectators, or the

thedtrdn proper. The theatron was in the

form of a segment of a circle, greater than

a semi-circle, with the seats rising above

one another in concentric tiers {sec fig.

1). The seats were almost always cut

in the slope of ' a hill. [There are ex-

ceptions to this rule at Megalopolis and

Mantineia, where there is an artificial

substructure.] When the dithyrambic

choi'uses had developed into the drama, a
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structure called the sJa'nv (Lat. scfena) was
added, with a stage for dramatic represen-
tations. It was erected on the side of the
orchestra away from the spectators, and at

such a height and distance as to allow of

having " built " the theatre.] The remains
of this theatre have been exposed to view
since the excavations of 18(j2. [Further

excavations in the direction of the stage

buildings were made in 1877 and 1886,] ^

(i;

SUenc.

PLAN OF A GHEEK THEATRE.

full fromthe stage being in lull view trom every
part of the theatre.

The first stone theatre was that built at

Athens, the home of the Greek drama ; and
the theatres in every part of the Hellenic
world were consti'ucted on the same general

principles. It is said that at a performance
about 49G B.C., when yEschj'lus, Pratinas,
and Choerilus were competitors, the wooden
scaffolding on which the spectators were
standing broke down ; and that it was
accordingly resolved to construct a theatre

of stone instead [Suidas, s.v. Pratinas]. The
building was near the east end of the

southern slope of the Acropolis ; and in its

construction partial use was made of the
rock against which it rested. It was not,

however, completed until between 340 and
330 B.C., when Athens was under the finan-

cial administration of Lycurgus. [Cp. in-

scription in Corj). Inner. Att. ii 17G, or Hicks,
Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptions,

Xo. 128; Pseudo-Plutarch, Lives of the Ten
Orators, p. 841 c ; Pausanias, i 29 § 16.

All these authorities speak of Lycurgus as

having " completed " the theatre. It is

Hyperldes alone (Fragm. 13*J Sauppe),
who, in a speech on behalf of the children
of Lycurgus, rhetorically describes him as

' [In connexion Avitli these last excavations a
theory was started by Dr. Dorpfeld, of the Ger-
man School of Archaeology at Athens. Accord-
ing to his view, (1) the sacred precinct called

the Lenaion contained in the oth century u.c.

no i)ermanent building for dramatic purposes,

but onlj- two temples, the older dating from the

time of Pisistratus, and close to it a circular

orchestra, seventy-eight feet in diameter. Ando-
cides, De Mysteriis, § 38, speaks _of certain con-

spirators descending " from the Odeum into the

orchestra,''^ not the tlicatron ; and in Aristophanes
the word thcatron is applied to the audiloriuni

alone. (2) The first permanent building was
completed by Lycurgus in 8H() n.c, and consisted

of a stone wall sixty-five feet seven inches long,

with two wings rising like towers on either side.

Behind the wall was an oblong room for t\w

actors, and in front of the wall to the nortli there

was a new orchestra. Hows of seats were con-

structed at the same timt;: but at present there

was no raised stage. (3) At some later date there

was built a permanent prosrcvlum of stone, ten

or twelve feet high. (4) Under Claudius (the
" Nero " of the inscription on the /lijposn'niinn) the

orchestra received its pavement of marble, and
about this time the stage was raised. (5) In the

8rd century a.u., one Pha'drus, whose name ap-

pears on the inscription on the hi)pos<enlHin,

erected a new stage in front of the older one.

To this period, in other words to Romish times,

belongs also the continuous stone balustrade

separating the auditor inm from the orcheMra.

On the other hand, it has been observed (1) that

n.c. 330 is a ver3' late date for the Athenians to

have erected their earliest stone theatre. (2) The
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With the spread of dramatic representa-

tions stone theatres were built in every

part of the Hellenic world; and, shortly

iifter the time of Alexander the Great, they

were practically universal. It has been

estimated tliat the theatre at Athens had

room for 27,500 persons [Zcitschrift far
hildendc Kunst^ xiii p. 202]. Plato is only

using round numbers when he speaks of a

play of Agathon having been witnessed by
30,000 spectators [Symp. 175 e]. Among
other large theatres may be mentioned, in

Greece, those of Megalopolis, Sparta, and
Epidaurus ; in Sicily, that of Syracuse ; in

Asia Minor, those of Ephesus and Miletus.

There were also large theatres in Crete.

[Among other theatres of Greek origin,

remains of which are still in existence, are

the following
;^
in Greece, at the Peirseus,

at Thoricus, Oropus, Sicyon, Argos, Man-
tineia, Rhiniassa and Dramyssus in Epirus,

and in Melos and Delos. In Sicily, at Acrse,

Tyndaris, Tauromenion, and Segesta (fig. 3).

In Asia Minor^ at Aspendus, Perge, and
Side in Pamphylia ; Myra, Patara, and Tal-

missus in Lycia ; lassos in Caria ; Assos

and Pergamon in Mysia ; and Hierapolis

and Aizimi in Phrygia.]

It is estimated that in the theatre at

Athens the space assigned to each spectator

was about thirteen inches in breadth ; the

depth of the seat was sufficient to allow room
behind for the feet of the spectator sitting

immediately above. To facilitate access to

the various parts of the auditorium, the

erection of a wooden structure, includin"; a vast

number of seats, twice a year, or the keeping
of such structure in repair, would have been a

troublesome task. (3) The evidence from litera-

ture in favour of wooden seats is iuconolusive.

Aristophanes (Thcwi. 895) and Cratlnns {Frapm.
JwceW. 51) speak of ikriu or "benches"; but this

may be only a survival of the older term when it

was no longer strictly accurate. (4) The e-.ideuce

iilready quoted as to Lycurgus is on the whole in

favour of his having completed p structure that

was already partially finished. (5) The retaining

wall sui)porting the rows of stone seats on either

side is built with enormous blocks of conglome-
rate, hidden by a thin wall of the finest pOrds

limestone. It is this conglomerate which is

understood to be one of the grounds on which Dr.
Dorpfeld assigns a late date to the structure.

But (as observed by Pi'ofessor Middleton in cor-

roboration of a paper read by Prof. Jebb to the

above elTect) the pointing of the blocks is all

" drafted " masonry, and all the joints are marked
with a shallow groove, and the whole face dressed

with a very broad chisel parted into fourteen teeth

just as in the walls of Cimi)!!. For this reason

Prof. Middleton holds that the auditorium belongs
to the middle of the 5th century, while the per-

manent stage buildings may be assigned to the

time of Lycurgus. Adhuc sub iudice lis est.]

parallel tiers of seats were separated by one

or more broad passages running from end
to end, and horizontally dividing the tiers

into several zones ; these passages were
called diazomdtd (Lat. jjra^cinctiones). The
seats were also divided vertically by stairs

radiating from below, and intersecting the

diazomata at right angles. The wedge-
like blocks thus formed w^ere called Icer-

kldes (Lat. cunei). The number of the

stairs varies according to the size of the

theatre. In the theatre at Athens there

are fourteen, giving access to thirteen

blocks of seats. [The audience were pro-

bably arranged according to their respec-

tive tribes, and the number of the tribes

was raised in later times from ten to twelve

or thirteen.] In the Greek theatre the

normal number of the stairs was even ; in

the Roman it was usually uneven. They
either ascend straight throughout the whole
building, or are differently arranged in the

several zones of seats. [Thus, in the

theatre at Epidaurus, designed by Poly-

clltus the younger, there are twelve ker-

kides in the lower zone, and twenty-two in

the upper ; only eleven flights of stairs

ascending straight from the lowest to the

highest part of the aitditorium.]

In the Athenian theatre, the front row

of seats, which was the nearest to the

orchestra, consisted of sixty-seven marble

stalls ; forty-five of these were re-

served for priests and other ministers of

religion, and the rest for the officials of

the State. The central seat in this row

was reserved for the priest of Dionysus.

The right of occupying a reserved seat in

one of the front rows was called prnedria

[Aristophanes, Eq. 575, 702, 1405] ; and it

was in this part of the theatre that seats

were provided for public benefactors, for

the strdtegi, for the orphans of those who

had fallen in war [^schines, Ctes. 174],

and for ambassadors from foreign states

[Demosthenes, De Cor. 28]. The judges of

the dramatic competitions sat together in

a body, and would naturally have some of

the best places assigned to them. Behind

the front row were placed a number of

inferior priests and priestesses. It is

not known how the rest of the spectators

were arranged, but it is probable that the

members of each tribe sat in the same part

of the theatre. The tickets of admission

discovered in Attica are of two kinds :
(a)

ordinary leaden tokens about the size of

either a florin or (more frequently) a six-

penny-bit, with Dionysus or a mask on
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the obverse, and the name or number of a
tribe on tlie reverse

; (6) counters of bone or

ivory, about the size of half-a-crown, with a

head on one side, and on the other a Grreek

or Roman numeral—never higher than xv
(fig. 2). The latter were for the use of persons

enjoying the right of prordria^ and belong to

the Roman period (Benndorfs Bcitrdge^ p.3(i

ff; Baumeister's Dcnkmalcr, tigs. 1833-5).

The price of a ticket was two obols (about

Sd.) ; and, in the case of poorer citizens, this

payment was made out of the theoric fund.

(2) * IVORY TICKET.

With head of Cronus.

(Gonzenbach Collection, Smyrna.)

Women were generally present at the
performance of tragedies ; but from that of

comedies those of the higher classes usually
stayed away. In the 5th century, the
women sat in a separate part of the theatre
(Aristophanes, Pax 964) ; at the back, accord-
ing to Pollux (ix. 44) ; and with the resi-

dent aliens behind them. Boys were admitted
(Plato, Laics, G58 c) ; slaves probably not.

The provision against sun and rain customary
in the Roman theatre was unknown to the
ancient Greeks. [Those who could afford

it brought cushions and carpets to sit on
(jEschines, Ctcs. 76 ; Fals. Leg. 111). By
command of the oracle at Delphi, all the
spectators wore wreaths of bay leaves in

honour of Dionysus (Demosthenes, 3/<?tVZ. 52).]

The orchestra was considerably below the
level of the stage. [In the theatre at Epi-
daurus, the stage is almost exactly twelve
feet high ; in that of Megalopolis, excavated
in 1890, the height is about six feet.] The
chorus entered the orchestra by means of

passages (pcirodoi) on either side of the
stage. These also gave access to the
audience, who came in by the orchestra,
and thence mounted the flights of steps
leading to the seats assigned them. The
orchestra was connected with the stage by
means of steps, by which the chorus
ascended on the rare occasions when the
action of the play involved their presence
on the stage [e.g. Sophocles, (?Jd. Col.
856-7 ; Aristophanes, E<j. 490-4 ; op,

D. c. A.

Acharn. 324-7, Av. 353-400. But, as a
general rule, the chorus remained in the
orchestra, at a lower level than the stage].

Strictly speaking, it was only the
decorated wall at the back of the stage
that was called the skene (lit, "booth").
The same name was, however, given to
the stage-buildings, and (far more fre-

quently) to the stage on which the actors
performed. The more distinctive designa-
tion for the stage is p^'oscenitivi (Gr.
proskenion, "the space in fi-ont of the
Skene, or booth"), or logcion ('* the speak-
ing-place ").i It is also called okr'thas

^ [The ordinary view that the actors occupied
a nai'row raised stage behind the orchestra was
first attacked by Hopken, IJe Tlieatro Atlico scendi
a. Chr. (juinti (Bonn, 1884), who is supported by
Dr. DorpfeJd. It is true that the stage-buihlings
excavated at Epidaurus are twelve feet higher
than the oixJicsfra, but these buildings are re-
garded by Dr. Dorpfekl as the background of tlie

actors' stage, partly because there are no steps
lead ing down to the orchestra. On the other hand,
(1) Vitruvius, v 7, tells us that the Creek stage
was from ten to twelve feet high, but narrower
than the Roman. (2) The theatre of Epidaurus
may possibly have been ])rovidt'd with wooden
stejjs ; Dr. Dtirpfekl himself {Berlin riiUol.

Woc/iensclirift, l!S90, p. li'di) se(s no objection to
ascribing its proscenium to theBi'd or 2ud century
B.C. The height of its stage, twelve feet, corre-
sponds to that given by Vitruvius as character-
istic of the Greek theatre. (3) Several passages
of Aristophanes imph' that tlie actors were on a
higher level than the chorus {Eq. 119, c. schol.

;

Vesp. 1341, 1514; Av. 175-8, 2G8). (4) The use of

steps to connect the orchestra with the stage is

attested by a writer in the earlier part of the
3rd centur3'' n.r., Athenseus. the author of a work
on engines of war, Mech., p. 29 (ed. Wescher), who
compares certain ladders used in sieges to those
" placed in theatres against the proscenia for thf
actoi's" (cp. Pollux iv 127). (5) Such steps may
be'seen on vases of Southern Italy, beginning with
the 3rd century, representing comic sc^'ues (e (j.

Baumeister, figs. 902 and 1828 = British Mus.FlOi;
Schreiber's BUderatlas, I, v 11, 13 ; Ilr-ydemann
in.Jahrb.des Deiitsch. Archdol. Inst. 188(1 p. 260).

(6) The use of cpi tes sicfncs, " upon the s^-rwr," iu

Aristotle's Poe/icv, implies something raised above
the level of the ground (Classical Review, v 97).

(7) In the summer of 1893 an inscription was
found in the theatre at Delos identifying the pro-

sceniuvi with the loijeion. The theatres at Mag-
nesia and Tralles have also been excavated. At
Tralles there is a double fiight of steps leading up
from the orchestra to the front of t\m }>rosccniui)i,

ten or twelve feet high. In spite of the steps, the
prosceniiwi is explained by Dr. Dfirpfeld as merely
a background for the actors in the orchestra. At
Magnesia he accepts it as a true stage ten feet

in height, but he ascribes it to Koman tinn's

{Mitthcilunfjen, xviii 110: xix 86: Journ. Hellenic

Studies, 1894, j). 230). The evidence; from the

theatre at Megalopolis may be regarded as incon-

clusive (Class. Rev. v 284, and Excavations at

Megalopolis, 1892, p. 91). Cp. Am. Journ. of Fhilol.

xiv 68, 198, 273.]
g g
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[Plato, Symp. 194 b] or hrma [Plutarch,

Phoc.ion 34, and inscription on the

hyposccniuni of the theatre at Athens].

On either side of the inosccnium were
wings, called parasccnia, which, together

with the space behind the real skene^ served

as dressing-rooms for the actors, and
store-rooms for the costumes and machiner}'.

The name of hyposcenium was given to

the hollow space beneath the floor of the

stage, and also to the lower wall adorned
with pillars and statues facing the

orchestra. A flight of steps leading out

upon the stage from underneath was
occasionally used for bringing ghosts and
spectres upon the stage. They were
called "Charon's steps " [Pollux, iv 132].

The scenery was very simple. Like many
other things connected with the stage, it

is said to have been first introduced by

to the right of the audience represented

views in the immediate neighbourhood of

the city where the scene of the action is

laid. The pierlaktos to the left represented

a more distant countrj'-. In correspondence

with this, the entrance to the right of the

audience was reserved for actors coming
from the immediate neighbourhood ; while

that to the left was for those who came
from a distance [Pollux, iv 126 ; Vitruvius,

V 6; Servius on Vergil, Georg. iii 24]. In

connexion with the action of the play,

accessories, such as altars, statues, and

tombs, were introduced when necessary.

There is no direct evidence for a drop cur-

tain in the Greek theatre;

Machinery of various kinds was used to

imitate thunder and lightning. For the

former, casks filled with pebbles were sent

rolling down bronze surfaces [Pollux, iv

(3) THE TIIEVIEE AT SEGEbTA,

(As restored by Strack.)

ZEschylus [Vitruvius, vii 2)ra\f. 11]; but

we have better authority for ascribing its

introduction to Sophocles [Aristotle, Poet.

iv IG]. The first painter of stage scenery

{skcnogrclpJua) is said to have been Aga-
tharchus [Vitruvius I.e.]. The principal

decoration consisted of a light and movable
screen placed in front of the wall at the back

of the stage. On this screen was painted the

scene of the play. In tragedy, it was usuall}^

the front of a king's palace, with three

doors. The interior of a house was never

represented by means of painted scenery,

but only by means of the mechanical device

call the ckkyklf'ina. Towards the fore-

ground of the stage, on each side, there

was a revolving stand of three side-scenes,

called a pcruikto.'i,—a contrivance which
allowed of the scenery at either or both

ends of the stage being changed without

changing the background. The periaktvi<

130]. There were also contrivances for

making persons appear or disappear in the

air [ib. 132]. But of these we know hardly

anything except the names by which they

were designated. In order to make the

actor's voice more audible at a distance,

vessels of bronze of different tones were

sometimes suspended in niches in various

parts of the auditoriuiii [Vitruv. i 1,9; v 5.

Niches of this kind have been observed in the

remains of the theatre at Aizani in Phrygia,

at Grerasa in the DcrdjidUs, and in Crete.]

Theatres were frequently used for public

purposes unconnected with the drama. At

Athens the custom of using the theatre for

assemblies of tha people prevailed from the

middle of the 3rd century B.C.

Fig. 3 represents the theatre of Segestu

in Sicily [situated near the crest of a_ hill.

The lower part of the muiitorium is in

nearly perfect preservation. The structure
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is Greek, but the stage-buildings were
altered in Roman times].

[For further details, see A. Miiller, Die
GriccJiiscJicn Billinenalterth'dmer^ 188G; or

A. E. Haigh, The Attic Theatre, 1889.]

(II) Tlie Roman Theatre.

In Rome, Avhere dramatic representations,

in the strict sense of the term, were not

given until 240 B.C., a wooden stage was
erected in the Circus for each performance,

and taken down again. The place for the

spectators was a space surrounded by a

wooden barrier, within which the public

stood and looked on in a promiscuous mass.

It was not until 194 B.C. that a place was
set apart for the senators nearest to the

stage, but without any fixed seats; those

who wanted to sit had to bring their own
chairs ; .sometimes, by order of the

Senate, sitting was forbidden. In 154

B.C. an attempt was made to build a

permanent theatre with fixed seats

;

but it had to be pulled down by
order of the Senate. In 145 B.C., on
the conquest of Greece, theatres pro-

vided with seats after the Greek
model were erected ; these, however,

were only of wood, and served for

one representation alone. Such was
the splendid theatre built in 58 B.C.

by the tedile iEmilius Scaurus, con-

taining, among other decorations,

3,000 bronze statues, and provided

with 80,000 seats. The first stone

theatre was built by Pompey in 55

B.C., a second one by Cornelius

Balbus, 13 B.C., and in the same year, ('*)

the one dedicated by Augustus to his

nephew Marcellus, and called by his name,

the ruins of which still exist (fig. 4). The
first of these contained 17,500, the second

11,510, and the third 20,000 seats. Besides

these, there were no other stone theatres

in Rome; wooden theatres continued to be

erected under the Empire.
The Roman theatre differed from the

(ireek. In the first place, the auditorium
'irea), which was divided in the same way

as in the Greek by horizontal passages and
liv stairs (only into an uneven number
rit divisions), formed a semicircle only,

with the front wall of the stage-building

as its diameter, whilst in the Greek it was
larger than a semicircle. Again, a covered

• "lonnade ran round the highest story of

ilie Roman theatre, the roof of which was
nt the same height as the highest part of

the stage. The orchestra, moreover, which

was enclosed by the cavea, contained places

for spectators ; these were, at first, reserved

exclusively for the senators; foreign am-
bassadors whom it was wished to honour
were afterwards admitted to them. The
most distinguished places Avere the two
balconies over the entrances to the orchestra,

on the right and left side of the stage ; in

one of these sat the giver of the entertain-

ment and the emperor, in the other the

empress and the Vestal Virgins. Places of

dignity were also assigned to magistrates

and priests, probably on the podium, or the

space in front of the lowest row of seats,

where there was room for a few rows of

chairs. The first fourteen rows of the

ordinary seats were, after 68 B.C., appro-

priated to the tquites ; after them came the

general body of citizens, who were probably

* GUOUND-PL.\N OF Till; TIIICVTRE OK M.VUCKLI.US.

arranged in the order of their tribes ; in the

upper part of the cdvea were the women,

who sat apart, in accordance with a decree

of Augustus (they had formerly sat with

the men) ; the lowest classes were relegated

BO.NK TICKET, POMI'I^II.

(Denoting row 12, in the block naineil after ^Ksc-liyU's

;

Overbeck, PomihU, p. 150, ed. 1S75.)

to the highest tiers. Even children were

admitted, only slaves being excluded.

Admission was free, as was the case with

all entertainments intended for the people.
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The tickets of admission (tcsscrcc) did not

indicate any particular seat, but only the

block of seats and the row in which it

would be found. An awning could be
drawn over the whole auditorium • it was
suspended on masts which were made fast

to the external wall of the theatre. In
order to cool the atmosphere, and prevent
disagreeable odours, fragrant liquids (espe-

cially water scented with saffron), were shot

into the air, and fell in fine spray over the

cavca.

The facade of the stage-building, the

scwncij consisted genex'ally of three stories,

and was richly decorated with architec-

ture and sculpture. The stage itself (pul-

pitum) was raised five feet at the most
above the orchestra, in order that the

spectators might easily overlook every part

of it. It was considerably longer and
wider than the Greek stage, as in the

Koman theatre there were nearly as many
actors as parts, and the Romans were very
fond of sj^lendid stage-processions. There
were two altars on the stage, one dedicated

to Liber in remembrance of the Dionysian
origin of the drama, the other to the god in

whose honour the play was held.

With regard to the scenery, which cer-

tainly cannot have been inti'oduced before

99 B.C., and the scene-shifting, for which
elaborate machinery of various kinds ex-

isted, the Roman stage did not essentially

differ from the Greek, except that it had a

curtain. This, called aitlceum, was lowered
at the beginning of the play, instead of

being drawn up as with us, and it was not

raised again until the end : there was also

a smaller curtain, stpdrmm, which served

as a drop-scene. A portico was often built

behind the stage to afford shelter to the

spectators in bad weather.

Themis. One of the Titanides; daughter
of Uranus and Gsea, and Jupiter's second
wife after Metis ; mother of the Horse and
Moerse (Lat. Parca?). She is the goddess
who, with Jupiter, presides over law and
order. She also reigns with him in Olym-
pus as his trusted assessor and no longer

as his wife ; she represents divine justice

in all its relations to man. The rights of

hospitality are especially under her pro-

tection ;
hence she is protector of the

oppressed, and honoured in many towns
as the saving goddess (Sofcira). She also

had the power of foretelling the future, and
for this reason the Delphic oracle was in

her possession for some time before it came
into that of Apollo. She was especially

honoured in Athens, Delphi, Thebes, Olym-
pia, and Trcezen. In works of art, she is

represented as a woman of commanding
and awe-inspiring presence, holding a pair

of scales and a cornucopia, the symbol of

the blessings of ordei'.

Themistius. A Greek rhetorician of

Paphlagonia, who lived in the second half

of the 4th century a.d., as teacher of

philosophy and oratory at Constantinople.

He was much honoured by his contempo-

raries for his noble disposition and his

learning and eloquence, which gained for

him the name of EuphrddCs, or eloquent

speaker. He was honoured with various

marks of distinction by the emperors.

Constantius made him a senator ; Julian

described him as the first philosopher of

his age ; Theodosius selected him as tutor

to his son Arcadius, and in 384 nominated
him to the prefectui'e. He died about 388.

Thirty-four of his speeches have been

preserved, one of them in a Latin trans-

lation only. They are partly philosophical

and political, but principally eulogistic

orations, either in compliment to or in

memory of various emperors, composed in

a clear, pleasant style, and valuable for the

information they contain respecting con-

temporary history. Besides these, we pos-

sess four paraphrases by him of parts of

Aristotle.

Themisto. The third wife of Athamas
(q.v.), who married her under the impres-

sion that his wife Ino was dead. When
he heard, however, that Ino was living as a

votary of Dionysus, in the ravines of Par-

nassus, he secretly sent for her. Themisto,

on hearing this, determined, in revenge, to

kill Ino's children, and ordered a slave,

who had lately come to the house, to dress

her children in white and Ino's in black,

so that she might be able to distinguish

them in the night. But the slave, who

was Ino herself, suspecting the evil inten-

tion, exchanged the clothes. Themisto, in

consequence, killed her own children, and,

on becoming aware of her mistake, slew

herself also.

Themistdgenes. Of Syracuse, supposed

(on inadequate grounds) to be the author of

the Aii(7bcfs'is, which has come down to us

under the name of Xenophon (q.v.).

Theoclymenus. Son of the soothsayer

Polyphides, grandson of Melampus. When
a fugitive from Argos, for a murder which

he had committed, he met with Telemachus

in Pj'his, who succoured him and brought

him to Ithaca. By means of his inherited
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gift of prophecy, he here made known to

Penelope the presence of Odj^sseus in the

island, and warned the suitors of their

fate.

Theocritus. The founder and principal

representative of Greek bucolic poetry,

born about 325 B.C. in Syracuse, or (ac-

cording to another account) in the island

of Cos, pupil of the poet Philetas and
friend of the poet Aratus. He lived

alternately in Alexandria, at the court of

Ptolemy II {PJuJddclphus), and in Sicily

with Hieru, where he was much esteemed
for his poetical skill and refinement. He
died about 2G7. Besides a number of

epigrams, thirtj'-two poems, some of con-

siderable length, known as idylls, have come
down to us. Some of these are probably

spurious. Those that are undoubtedly
genuine are of great poetical merit. They
include the true bucolic idylls, descriptive

of the life of shepherds and herdsmen, and
also the genre pictures of every-day life and
of the mythical age, together with hj-mns
and eulogistic poems to his princely patrons,

an epUhulumuim in honour of Helen, and
some pieces in lyrical form. His poems of

ordinary life are especially remarkable for

their minutely faithful and dramatic de-

scriptions. Most of his idylls are w'ritten

in a largel}^ modified epic language, with
a skilful admixture of the forms of the

Doric dialect spoken in Sicil}^, which still

farther enhanced their popular character.

Two of the lyrical poems [xxviii, xxix] are

composed in the iEolic dialect.

Theodectes. Of Phaselis,inLycia,aGreek
rhetorician and tragic poet. He carried

off the prize eight times, and in 351 B.C.

his tragedy of Mausohis was victorious in

the tragic contest instituted by queen
Artemisia in honour of her deceased hus-
band Mausolus. In the rhetorical contest,

held at the same time, he was defeated by
Theopompus. Only unimportant fragments
of his fifty tragedies are extant.

Theodorus. (1) Of Samos, son of Rhoecus.
In conjunction with his father, he ei'ccted

the lab^a'inth of Lemnos [Plin}^, N". II. xxxvi
90], and advised the laying down of a laj^er

of charcoal as part of the foundation of the
temple of Artemis, at Ephesus [Diogenes
Laertius ii 103]. He is said to have lived

lor a long time in Egypt, w^iere he and
his brother Telecles learnt the Egyptian
canon of proportion for the human figure

;
[Diodoras, i 98]. He was considered by the
Greeks as one of the inventors of casting in

bronze [Pausanias, viii 14 §
8"'. He wrote

a work on the temple of Hera at Samos,
which was begun by his father [Herodotus,
iii 60 ; Vitruvius, vii, pref. 12].

(2) Son of Telecles, and nephew of (1)
He flourished in the time of Croesus and
Polycriltes, whose ring he made [Herodo-
tus, i 51, iii 41]. [J. E. S.]

Theognis. A Greek elegiac poet, born
about 540 b.c, of a rich and noble family
in Megiira. He lived at a time when bitter

feuds had broken out in his native town
between the nobles and the other citizens.

On the fall of his party, having espoused
the cause of the aristocracy, he was de-

spoiled of his fortune and driven into exile.

It was not until many years later that he
was able to return to the home for which
he yearned, and he w^as probably still alive

at the time of the Persian Wars. From
the remains of his elegies, which are mostly
addressed in a hortatory form to the noble

youth Cycnus, it may be seen that they were
closely connected with the political fortunes

of the poet. They exhibit the pride and
rancour of the aristoci'at, in whose eyes all

his own party ai-e " good " and " noble," as

contrasted with the adherents of the popu-
lar party, who are denounced as " base

"

and " cowardly." The loss of the great

bulk of his poems was due to their contain-

ing an extraordinary abundance of proverbs,

which Avere at an early date extracted from
his writings, to serve (especially at Athens)
as precepts for the conduct of j-outh.

Under his name we still possess a dreary

collection of all kinds of proverbial coup-

lets and precepts, which are strung together

without coherence or plan, being connected

by means of merely casual catchwords,

and. including adventitious elements, such

as sayings of Tyrtseus, Mimnermus, Solon,

and others.

Theon. (1)0/ S(7mos. A Greek painter

who flourished in the second half of the 4th

century B.C. His pictures wei-e celebrated

for their powerful effect on the imagination,

which caused those who looked at them to

forget that they were only counterfeits of

reality. The picture of a young hoplite

charging the enemy was especially cele-

brated for this effect of illusion [.Elian,

Var. Hist, ii 44].

(2) 0/ Sun/ma. A Platonist living in

the first half of the 2nd century a.d. He
was the author of a work of great vah;e in

connexion with ancient Greek arithmetic:

on the principles of mathematics, music,

and astronomy required for the study of

Plato.
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(3) Of Alexandria. One of the last

membei's of the Alexandrian Museum, born
about 365 A.D. He is the author of a com-
mentary on Euclid and on the astronomical

tables of Ptolemseus.

(4) Julius. A rhetorician of Alexandria.

He wrote, in the 5th century A.D., a book
on rhetoric, to which were appended exer-

cises on style, called progymnasmatd

,

deserving of much commendation both for

their conciseness and lucidity of exposition,

and for their criticisms on the style of the

Attic orators.

Tlieophrastus. A Greek philosopher, born
371 B.C. at Eresus, in Lesbos. At Athens,

he was at first the pupil of Plato, and then

of Aristotle, who, on account of his fasci-

nating powers of language, is said to have
given him the name of Theophrastus
(" divine speaker "), instead of his oi'iginal

name Tyrtamus. Appointed by Aristotle

guardian of his son and heir to his

library, and designated by him as his suc-

cessor in the leadership of the Peripatetic

school, he continued at its head, and pur-

sued, in an independent spirit, the philo-

sophy of his master. After long enjoying
the highest esteem, he died in the eighty-

fifth year of his age, in 287.

Like Aristotle, he succeeded in com-
bining with his philosophical studies (of

which only the fragment of a work on
vietaphysics has been preserved), various

investigations in natural science, especially

in botanij, of which science he may be said

to be the founder, just as Aristotle is con-

sidered to be the originator of zoology.

Of his botanical works we still possess a

Natural History of Plants, in ten books,

and six books of the eight On the Origin
(or ph3'siolog30 of Plants. A small pam-
phlet, containing an outline of inincralogy,

has also been preserved, together with other
scientific works. His Characters are pro-

bably an abridgment of a larger work.
They consist of thirty sections, descriptions

of various types of character, and are

remarkable for the knowledge of life and
keenness of observation which they display,

and for the intuitive skill and vivacity of

expression with which they are written.

Theopompus. (1) A Greek poet of the

Old Comedy, a 3'ounger contemporary of

Aristophanes; he is known to have been
engaged in composition as late as about
370 B.C. Only fragments remain of his

twenty-four dramas, which prepared the

way for the transition to the Middle
Comed}'.

(2) A Greek historian, born at Chios
about 380 B.C. He left home, probably
about 361, with his father, who was
banished by the democratic part}' on account
of his predilection for the Spartans, and,

having been trained in oratory by Isocrates,

spoke with great success in all the larger

towns of Greece: He distinguished himself

so greatly in the rhetorical contest in-

stituted (351) by queen Artemisia, wife of

Mausolus, in honour of her deceased husband,
that he obtained a brilliant victory over all

competitors. He afterwards travelled, with
the object of acquiring material for his

historical works. The favour shown him
by Alexander the Greaf induced him to

return to Chios at the age of forty-five

;

but on the death of his patron he found

himself again obliged to flee from his

opponents, whose hatred he had incurred

by his vehement adoption of the sentiments

of the aristocracy. He took refuge with
king Ptolemy I at Alexandria about 305.

Here he did not, however, meet with a

favourable reception, and was compelled to

withdraw, as his life was in danger. Of

his subsequent fate nothing is known.
Besides numerous orations, he composed

two large histories, founded on the most

careful and minute research: (a) Uellenicd,

in twelve books, a continuation of Thucy-
dides, covering the period from 41 1-394; and

(b) Phllippied, in fifty-eight books, treating

of the life and times of Philip of Macedon.

Of these works only fragments remain.

The charge of malignity, which was brought

against him by the ancients, seems to have

originated in the reckless manner in which,

on the testimony of Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus [Ep. ad On. Pompeium], he exposed

the pettiness and baseness of the politics of

those times, especially those of the Mace-

donian party. There seems to be better

foundation for the charge brought against

him of being too fond of digressions ; for

when, in later times, the digressions in the

Philippiea were omitted, the work was

thereby reduced to sixteen books.

Theoriae (Gr. fheOrmi). The Greek name
for the sacred embassies, which were

sent by individual States to the great

national festivals, as Avell as to those of

friendly States ; for instance, that sent by

the Athenians to the festival of Apollo at

Delos. A number of important men were

appointed to this office, the principal of

whom was known as the archWieords.

Part of the cost, which was considerable,

was borne by the State and part by the

I
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ardiitheoros. on whom, as also on his com-
panions {Hynthcdrh, devolved tho honour-
able and patriotic duty of appearing with
the utmost splendour. In Athens tho arc/ii-

throrla was one of the llfurgia- undertaken
by the wealthier citizens. {Sec Leitourgia.)
The members of the sacred embass}^ were
treated as honoured guests by the State to

whirh they were deputed.

TheoriconC theatre-money"). A distribu-

tion of two obols (about 'id.) a head, granted

from the time of Pericles to the poorer

Athenian citizens, from the common war-
chest {see Hellenotamle), to enable them
to attend tho representations at the theatre,

two obols being the entrance fee levied

by the lessees of the theatre. By degrees

this grant was distributed to citizens who
laid cLaim to it in the case of other enter-

tainments. It was abolished towards the

end of the Peloponnesian War, but again

introduced after the restoration of the

democracy; and a special fund, to which, by
a decree of the people, the whole surplus of

the revenue was to be devoted, was set

Jipart for this purpose, under a special

board, w^ho had even for a time the

management of the finances of the State.

Demosthenes first succeeded, shortl}^ before

the battle of Chseronea (338 B.C.), in putting

an end to this system, which so severely

taxed the resources of the State in time of

war.

ThSoxenia (" entertainments given to

the gods "j. A festival celebrated in many
parts of Greece in honour, not only of the

principal local divinity, but of many others

who were considered as his guests. Such
was the feast held at Delphi in honour of

Apollo in the month hence called T/icoxcnlos

(August). Of the manner of its celebration

nothing is known. Distinguished men, such
as Pindar and his descendants, were also

invited to the sacrificial feast. Elsewhere
other gods appeared as hosts at the feast,

as the Dioscuri, the patrons of hospitality,

in Parus and Agrlgentum.
Theritas ("the savage one"). A name

given at Sparta to Ares (q.v.).

Therrase. The name given by the Romans
to the public buildings, founded in and
after the time of Agrippa, which combined,
with icarm baths, the arrangements of a

Ureek gymnasium. These included open
and covered colonnades for conversation, in-

struction, and different exercises, especially

the game of ball. The most extensive and
splendid establishments of the sort were to

be found in Rome, and are still to be seen,

though, for the greater part, in ruins. Of
the existing remains the most important
are those of the T/icnmr of Cararalla.
iCp. AKrinTE(n'UHE, fig. 14, p'. 56; and sec

Baths. I

Thersander (Gr. TUersandros). Son ol

Polynices and Argeia, husband of Demunassa
the daughter of Amphlaraus, and king of
Thebes after the taking of that city b}^ tho
Epigoni {q.v.). According to post-Homeric
traditions he took part in the expedition
against Troy, but was killed on first landing
by Telei)hus. In Vergil [" Thessandrus,"
JEn. ii 2G1], on the other hand, he is one
of the heroes of the wooden horse. His
son and successor was Tisamenus. His
grandson, Autesiun, at the bidding of the

oracle, went over to the Dorians who had
settled in LacedcX'mon ; and his great-

grandson Theras t'ounded a colony in the

island of Calliste, which from that time
was called Theru. It was from him that

Theron, the tj-rant of Agrlgentum in Sicily,

traced his descent.

Thersites. The most ill-favoured of the

Greeks asseml)led before Tro}', and also a

man of evil tongue. He was severely

chastised by Odj'sseus [//. ii 212-277] for

speaking evil of Agamemnon. According
to later ti'adition, Achilles slew him with a

blow of his fist for stabbing in the eye the

Amazon Penthesllea, whom he had himself

laid low, and also for falsel}^ accusing

Achilles [Quintus Sm5'rnseus, i 7(38-823].

Thesaurus. The Greek term for a room
in which all kinds of objects, provisions,

jewels, etc., were stored ; hence a " trea-

sury " or " treasure house." In ordinary life

the underground store-chambers, circular

vaulted rooms with an opening above,

similar to our cellars, were thus named.

The same name was given to treasure-

lionses which each State maintained within

the precincts of Panhellenic sanctuaries,

as repositories for their offerings to the

gods. Such were those at Olympia and

Delphi. The subterranean tombs, shaped

like beehives, and of a construction dating

from remote Greek antiquit}', which have

been found in various places, have been

wrongly described as " treasure houses."

The most celebrated of these are tho so

called thosaiirvs of Atreus at Mycenae {see

AuCHlTECTURE, fig. 3), and that of Mlnyas
at Orchomenus {sec Trophonius). The
latter is only partly, the former wholly

preserved. The ground-plan of these struc-

tures is circular, and consists of one

enclosed room with a domed roof, con-
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structecl of horizontal layers of massive

stone blocks, projecting one over the other.

This circular chamber was used probably

for services in honour of the dead. The
actual resting-place of the body was a

square room adjoining. The large room at

Myceu?e is fifty feet in diameter, and about

the same in height. It consists of thir-

teen courses, the uppermost of which was
only a single stone. It was decorated with
hundreds of bronze plates, the holes for the

nails being still visible,

ThesBiTs. The Hei-acles of Ionian-Attic

fable ; son of ^Ethra and the Athenian
king yEgeus or, according to another story,

Poseidon, ^geus, having consulted the

oracle at Delphi, in consequence of both

his marriages proving childless, and having
received an obscure reply, applied to the

wise Pittheus of Ti'oezen, who gave him
his daughter Ji^thra in marriage. On his

return to Athens he laid his sword and
shoes under a rock, and charged ^Ethra, as

soon as his son was able to lift it, to send

him with these tokens to Athens. When
Theseus, who had been educated by his

grandfather, had attained the age of six-

teen, and had dedicated his forelocks to the

Delian or Delphic Apollo, his mother con-

du.cted him to the stone ; he lifted it with
ease, and set out to go to his father at

Athens, bearing the sword and shoes. On
the way he had a series of adventures with
various monsters,^ from which he emerged
victorious. At Epidaurus he vanquished
Perlphetes (q.v-); on the Isthmus of Corinth,

Slnis (q-V.) ; at Crommyon, not far from
Megara, the wild sow Phsea {i.e. " the gray
one ") ; on the borders of Megara and
Attica, the robber Sciron (q.v.). In Eleusis

he overcame and slew Cercyon (q.v.).

Farther on he rid the land of the monster
Damastes (q.v.). He then proceeded on his

way to iEgeus at Athens, being purified of

bloodshed by the Phytalidee (sre Phytalus)
on reaching the Cephissus. His father had
meanwhile married Medea, who had fled

to him from Corinth, and who recognised
Theseus as the son of the house, and per-

suaded jEgeus to poison the stranger during
a meal. The father, however, recognised

his son in time, by means of the sword
which Theseus used to cut up his meat, and
Medea disappeared through the air with
Medus, her son by ^Egeus. When Pallas,

who had deprived his brother of the throne,

heard of what had happened, he and his

fifty gigantic sons hastened to Athens ; but
they were all slain by the young hero, who

was M'arned in time by the herald Leos.
After this he seized the bull of Marathon
{see Heracles), which had devastated the

countr}--, and sacrificed it to Apollo Del-
phinius at Athens. When the time drew
near for the third payment of the tribute of

seven youths and seven maidens, exacted

by Minos (q.v.) for the Minotaur, he volun-

teered to accompany them, and to deliver

his country from this horrible tribute by
slaying the monster. Through Aphrodite's

favour he gained the love of Ariadne, the

daughter of Minos, who gave him a thread

that she had received from Deedrdus, by
means of which he was able to find his

way into the Labyrinth "to the Minotaur,

and emerge again in safety after having
slain the monster. Ariadne allowed him
to carry her away on his return home
with the rescued youths and maidens.

But in the island of Dia {see Ariadne)
he forsook her, either from faithlessness

or (according xo another account) at the

special command of the gods. In his joy

at his success, he forgot the signal agreed

upon with ^Egeus, that if he succeeded

in his enterprise a white sail should be

hoisted in place of the black one, and he

was thus the cause of his father's death.

{See ^GEUS.)
As king of Athens, he justified his right

to the significant name of "founder," by
inducing the independent Attic communi-
ties to recognise Athens as the capital and

centre of the whole country ; and in this

manner he became the founder of the Attic

State. To commemorate this event he is

said to have instituted the feast of the

union of the tribes {Synoikia or Metoikla),

and to have caused the Afhencea, a festival

instituted by Erichtbonius, to be cele-

brated by all Attica, under the name of

Panatheneea (the festival of united Athens).

In the same way the institution of the

Isthmian games is attributed to him in

commemoration of his victory over Sinis.

He IS also said to have taken part in the

Argonautic expedition and in the Caly-

donian Hunt, as well as in the expedition

undertaken by Heracles against the Ama-
zons. In reward for the bravery which he

displayed on this occasion, Antiope, the

sister of the queen of the Amazons, was

bestowed upon liim ; she became the mother

of Hippolytiis. According to another tra-

dition, he and his friend Pirithoiis, king

of the Lapithpe. carried her away, and, to

avenge the deed, the Amazons invaded

Attica. {See Antiope, 2.) After Antiope's
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death he married Phtedra, the daughter

of Minos, sister of Ariadne, and mother of

Acamas and Demophoon. On her death by
her own hand {sec Hippolytus), he carried

off Helen, with the help of Pirithous, to

his stronghold Aphidnse. He, in his turn,

assisted Pirithous in his battle with the

Centaurs, and even descended into the world
below to help his friend to carry away
Persephone. They were punished severely

for this sacrilegious attempt, as they were
fastened to a rock, on which they were
compelled to sit for ever.

Theseus, however, was after some time

delivered by Heracles, when the latter

was fetching Cerberus, and returned with
him to the light of day. There he found
everything changed. The Dioscuri had
in the meantime taken and destroyed his

town of Aphidnee, had freed Helen, and
had carried away captive his own mother.

Menestheus, son of Peteos, had usurped
the government of the country. Theseus
thereupon took his sons Acamas and
Demophoon to Elephenor, king of the

Abantes, and went himself to the island of

Scyros, where the king, Lj'comedes, trea-

cherously threw him from a rock into the

sea.

He was worshipped as a hero at Athens;
yet it was not iintil after the Persian War
that the reverence paid him assumed a

more important form, when he is said to

have been seen at the battle of Marathon
in full armour at the head of his country-

men. Bones, supposed to be his, were
brought by Cimon from Scyros to Athens,

at the bidding of the Delphic oracle, in

476 B.C., and a splendid temple, which
served as an asylum especially for slaves,

and in which public officials were chosen
by lot, was erected over the spot where
they were buried. The building commonly
called the Theseitm (Gr. Thcscion) is a

peripteral hexastjde temple in antls, sur-

rounded by thirty-four most beautiful Doric

columns ; six on each of the narrow, and
eleven on each of the long sides, the whole
of Pentelic marble. {See Architecture,
fig. 6.) The festival of the ThescM, if not
actually instituted at that time, was held

afterwards with great splendour, with con-

tests and feasting, on the eighth day of

the month Pydnepsion (October-Novem-
ber), and the eighth of each month was
dedicated to him, as it was to his divine

father, Poseidon. Representations of his

heroic deeds, especialh' his combats with
the Amazons and Centaurs, served in par-

ticular as decorations of public buildings.

Poetry, dramatic poetry especially, and art

rivalled each other in doing him honour.

He is generally represented in works of art

as a powerful, beardless youth {cp. Sculp-
ture, fig. 7), but of a slighter build than
his prototype Heracles, whose club and
lion's skin are assigned him in later repre-

sentations, instead of the sword with which
he is armed in earlier times,

Thesmophoria. A festival to Demeter^
as the foundress of agriculture and of the

civic rite of marriage, celebrated in many
parts of Greece, but especially at Athens.

It was held at Athens from the 9th to 13th

of Pyanepsion, the beginning of November,
and only hy married women of genuine Attic

birth and of blameless reputation. Two
of the Avealthiest and most distinguished

women were chosen out of ever}'' district

to preside over the festivals ; their duty

was to perfonn the sacred functions in the

name of the others, and to prepare the festal

meal for the women of their own district.

Even the priestess who had the chief con-

duct of the whole festival had to be a

married woman. On the first day of the

feast the women went in procession, amid

wanton jests and gibes, to the cleme of

Halimus, on the promontory of Colias,

where nightly celebrations were held in

the temple of Demeter and her daughter

Core. After their return in the early

morning of the third day, a festival lasting

for three days was held in Athens. No
sacrifices were offered on the last day but

one, which was spent amid fasting and

mourning. On the last day, on which

Demeter was invoked under the name of

KalUgeneia (or goddess of fair children^

a feast was held amid mimic dances and

games, which probably referred to the

mythical stories of the goddess and her

daughter.
Thesmothetae. The six junior archons

at Athens, on whom devolved, specially,

the administration of certain branches of

the law. For further details, sec Archon'.

Thespis. Of Icaria ; the founder of

Greek fnhjcdy {q.v.).

Thestius. Son of Ares and Demonice ;

king of -^tolia, father of Althaea and

Leda {q.v.).

Thet§s. The lowest of the four property-

classes instituted by Solon. {See SOLOXIAN

Coxstitutiox and Eisphora.)

Thetis. Daughter of Nereus and Doris,

wife of Peleus, and mother of Achilles. On
many occasions she proved herself of assis-
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tance to the gods. When Zeus was threa-

tened by Hera, Athene, and Poseidon, she

called Briareus (or iEgseon) to his aid.

When Hephaestus was cast out of heaven

by Zeus, she took him and hid him for nine

years. Again, when Dionysus was fleeing

before Lf'curgus, she afforded him protec-

tion in the sea. Brought up by Hera, she

was wooed by Zeus and Poseidon. But when
Themis foretold that Thetis would bear

a son who would be greater than his father,

she was married against her will to a mortal,

Peleus {q.v.). This marriage was the source

of the greatest sorrow to her. Her attempt

to make her only son Achilles immortal was
frustrated by her husband, and caused an

estrangement between them, and she was
fated to see her glorious and godlike son

cut off' in the prime of life.

Thiasus. The Greek designation of a

society which had selected some god for

its patron, and held sacrifices, festal pro-

cessions, and banquets at stated times in

his honour. Frequently the members of

such societies, which took their name either

from their divine patron or else from the

days of festal celebration, pursued other

common ends, sometimes of business, some-

times of social life. The name thiasus was
specially applied to the festivals in honour

of Dionysus, and, in the representations of

l)oetry and art, to the mythical retinue of

the god, which consisted of Sileni, Satyrs,

Nymphs, Mtenads. etc.

Thisbe. See Pyramus.
Tholus. A term applied by the Greeks

to any round building with a conical roof

or cupola. At Athens it indicated the

Rotunda used for the official head-quarters

of the Prytdnes (sec Boule), who also dined

here at the public expense. It was situated

near the Senate-house {boUleutCrion). [Aris-

totle, Constitution of Athens, 43.]

Thorax. The Greek term for a cuirass,

either of metal (usually bronze) or of leather.

The metal cuirass consisted of two separate

pieces, one covering the chest and stomach,

and the other the back, attached to one

another by means of clasps or buckles.

They terminated with a curved edge just

above the hip, and at this part were often

covered with a leathern belt (^rosfer), fastened

with buckles, to binrl both pieces more
firmly together. Another belt (initra), lined

with leather, was worn under the armour

and above the chiton. This was fitted with

a plate of metal growing broader towards

the middle, and serving to protect the belly.

In later times the front plate of the cuirass

was extended downwards, so as to cover

the belly as far as the navel. As an ad-

ditional protection to the belly and the

upper part of the legs, there was on the

inner side of the lower edge of the cuirass

a series of short strips of leather or felt,

covered with plates of metal, often in

several layers. They resembled a kilt,

and were called jJiej-yges (lit. " feathers ").

Smaller strips of the same kind were worn
under the arms to protect the arm-pits.

THORAX.

(From Greek Vases.)

The leather cuirass (spolds) was a kind

of shirt reaching over the navel and hips,

and fringed with flexible strips along its

lower edge. It was open either in front or

on one side (usually the left), and was there

fastened together by means of clasps or

buckles. It was also provided with an

upright piece protecting the neck, and with

two shoulder-straps. It was frequently

covered, either completely, or only under

the arms, with metal, especially in the form

of scales.

Linen cuirasses are also mentioned, even

in ancient times. These were probably

either thickly quilted or strongly woven

corselets. {Sec cuts, and cp. cut under

HOPLITES.)
Threnos. The Greek term for a dirge

sung by a chorus to the accompaniment of

flutes, either at the burial, or at the funeral

feast.

Threshing. The Greeks and Romans

practised in early times the same method

of separating the corn from the ear as other

ancient nations. A threshing-floor, care-

fully prepared for the purpose, was con-

structed in the open air, and the corn trodden

out by oxen, mules, or horses, driven round
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In a circle. Sometimes it was beaten out

with sticks. The Romans sometimes used

machines. One of these was the trlbulum^

ci board or beam with a sharp edge of stone

or iron underneath, loaded with weights

on the top and drawn by oxen, which were
driven by a man sitting on the handle.

Another was the plosteUitm Pcenlcnm,
borrowed from the Carthaginians. This

consisted of several rollers or cylinders fitted

with iron spikes.

the pupil of the rhetoricians AntTphon and
Gorgifis, and of the philosopher An.axaguras.

The earliest trustworthy notice we have of

him belongs to the year 421 B.C., when wo
find him at the head of an Athenian Heet

stationed at the island of Thasus at the

time when the Spartan Brasidas was be-

sieging AmphTpolis in Thrace. He was
summoned to the help of the besieged, but,

on his arrival, found the place alreadj' in

the hands of tlie enemy, and had to content

* iiLS 1' 111' I 111 ' '1 I'l '!'•

(Holkham Hall, Norfolk.)

Thrinacia. A mythical island, on which

the herds of the Sun-god grazed [Od. xi

107, xii 127, xix 275 ;
afterwards identified

with Sicily, Trinacria]. {Cp. Helios and

Odysseus. I

Thucydides.^ The celebrated Greek his-

torian, son of Olorus, an Athenian, probably

descended from the Thracian prince Olorus,

whose daughter Hegesippe was the wife of

Miltiarles and mother of Ci'mon. He was
born about 471 B.C., and is said to have been

himself with garrisoning the neighbouring

town of Eiou, and securing it against

Brasidas. On account of his delay in com-

ing, he was ])ut on his trial for treason, and

banished. For twenty years he remained

away from Athens. Part of this time he

spent in Thrace, where he owned valuable

gold-mines opposite Thasos, and part in the

Peloponnesus. He probably lived for some

time in Sicily. In 404, when the exiles

were recalled to Athens, he returned to his
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native town, but only to he murdered cither

at Athens or in Thrace, a few years later

(not later than 395 B.C.).

At the veiy beginning of the Pelopon-

nesian War Thucydides foresaw, as he him-
self says, that the struggle would surpass

all earlier wars in magnitude and impor-
tance, and accordingly at once resolved to

write its history, and began his prepara-

tions for his narrative witliout delay. His
banishment afforded him the opportunity
of calmly observing the course of events,

of making inquiries from both i:)arties, and
ascertaining the truth with the greatest

accuracy. At all events, at this time he was
already beginning the composition of certain

parts of his work. He proceeded to elabo-

rate the whole directly after his return
from banishment, but had only reached the

twenty-first year of the war (411), when
death prevented the completion of his task.

The existing history was published by
another hand, and was continued by Xeno-
phon as well as by Theopompus. Its

general plan is simple and artless in the
highest degree. After a critical examina-
tion of early Greek history and an exposi-

tion of the internal and external causes of

the war, the history follows the succession
of events, with a strict division of each
year into summer and winter. This ar-

rangement, while it supplies us with the
chronological sequence of events in an
accurate form, sometimes prevents our ob-

taining a general view of the whole, and
leads to facts which are intimately con-

nected with one another becoming separated
by the course of the narrative.

The matter falls into three great divisions

:

(1) the Archidamian war down to the peace
of Nicias, 421 B.C. (books i-v 24) ; (2) the
interval of disquiet, together with the
great Sicilian expedition, down to 413 (v

25-vii); (3) the Decelean war, of which
the first two j^ears alone are included in

the eighth book. The first four books
alone are marked by even and uniform
execution. Next to this part in excellence

comes the history of the Sicilian expedi-
tion (vi and vii). Far inferior to the rest

of the work are books v and viii. The
latter presents us with only a sketchy col-

lection of historical materials.

In writing the liistor}^ of the Pclopon-
nesian War, his aim (as he himself states at

the beginning of his work) was to produce
a possession for all time, and not only a
showy declamation for the listeners of the

moment. This object he has attained, since

he founds his work on the most careful
investigation of facts, carried out with
most conscientious criticism. Endued with
the most penetrating insight, he searches
into the connexion and causes of events.

His narrative is characterized with an
unswerving love of truth, calmness, and
impartiality of judgment, without the inci-

dental digressions with which the history of

Herodotus is interwoven, and is marked by
an abstinence from all personal reflexions.

The speeches, which are inserted in accor-

dance with the universal custom of ancient

historians, are in no author so far from
being mere displays of rhetorical skill. In

no history are the}' distinguished by such
depth of philosophy and richness of thought

as in that of Thucydides, who uses them
exclusively with the object of unfolding

the motives of actions and expounding the

sentiments of the speakers.

He displays a marvellous skill in lucid

description, as in the harrowing account of

the plague of Athens; equally striking is

his vivid portraiture of the characters of

distinguished personages.

In accordance with his personal charac-

ter, his style is grave and elevated. It does

not exhibit the easy flow and charming
grace of a Lysias, Isocrates, Xenophon, or

Plato. On the contrary, it is often harsh

and rugged, interspersed with archaic and

poetical phrases, and is concise to the verge

of obscurity and unintelligibility. This is

especially the case in the speeches, which,

with their fulness of thoiight and their

effort to express as much as possible in the

fewest words, are among the most difficult

portions of Greek literature.

Thyestes. Son of Pelops, brother of

Atreus (q.i\).

Thyiades. Women who celebrated wild

orgies in honour of Dionysus.
Thymele. The altar

of Dionysus which stood

in the centre of the or-

chestra in the Greek
theatre (q.v.).

Thyone. The name
of the deified Semele
{q.v., and ep. DlONYSUS).

Thyoneus. Another
name of Dionysus {q.v.).

Thyrsus. A staif car-

ried by Dionysus and
his attendants, and;^"•^^^'"" "';''''^;

.

,, , -,1 • T (Cameo in ^aples Museum.;
wreathed with ivy and
vine-leaves, terminating at the top in a pine-

cone. {See cut, and cp. Dionysus, fig. 3.)
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Tiberinus. The god of tlie river Tiber

;

according to tradition, an old king of the
country, who is said to have been drowned
while swimming across the river Albidil,

which thenceforth was named Tiber {Ti-

bcrta) after him. The Roman legends
represented him as raising the mother of

Romulus and Remus, Rhea Silvia, who had
been thrown into the Tiber, to the position

of his consort and of goddess of the stream.

As the river was of great importance to

Rome, the river-god was highly honoured,

and was invoked by the i^ontifices ancl

augurs in their praj^ers for the welfare of

the State. His shrine was on the island of

the Tiber, where offerings wei"e made to

him on Dec. 8th. On June 7th fishermen
celebrated special games in his honour {lUdi

piscatoril) on the opposite bank of the
Tiber. Under the name of Volturnus, i.e.

'•the rolling stream," or " river " generally,

he appears to have had a flamen {Voltur-

nCdis) and a feast, the Volhirndlia, ou Aug.
27th. Of extant representations of the

god the finest is a colossal figure in the

Louvre, representing him in a reclining pos-

ture, as a victor crowned with bay, holding

in one hand a rudder, and in the other a

cornucOjna, with the she-wolf and Romulus
and Remus by his side.

Tibia. See Flute.
Tibiillus (Albam). A Roman elegiac poet,

born about 55 B.C., of a wealthy and ancient

equestrian family, which had lost a con-

siderable part of its ])roperty in the Civil

Wars. However, he still owned an estate

at Pedum, between Tibur and Prseneste,

and was able to lead a comfortable life.

He obtained the favour of Messala Corvlnus,
whom he accompanied on his Aquitanian
campaign in 31 B.C. Messala's invitation

to accompany him to Asia he at first

declined, being captivated by love for Delta,
a freed-woman whose proper name was
Plania. Afterwards, when he had deter-

mined to make the journey, he fell ill, and
was compelled to remain behind at Corcyra.
He returned to Rome, and there received
the sad tidings that Delia was faithless to

him, and had given her affections to a
rich suitor. The poems which refer to his

relations with Delia are contained in the

first book of his elegies. The second book
has as its subject his misti-ess Nemesis,
who likewise embittered his love by her
faithlessness. According to an epigram
by a contemporary poet, he died soon
after Vergil, in the year 19 B.C. or early

in 18.

Four books of elegies have come down
to us under his name, but of these only
the first two can be assigned to him
with certainty. The whole of the third
book is the work of a feeble imitator, wlio
represents himself as called Lj-gdumus, and
as born in the year 43. It treats of the
love-passages between the poet and his
mistress Necera. Of the fourteen poems
of the fourth book, the fii'st, a panegyric
in 211 hexameters, on Messala, composed
during Messala's consulship in 31, is so poor
a production that it cannot be assigned to

Tibullus ; especially as he already enjoyed
the full favour of ]\Iessala, which is solicited

by the author of the poem. Moreover,
poems 8-12, short love-letters of a maiden
to a lover named Cerinthus, possibly
Tiberius' friend Cornutus, are from the pen
of a poetess, Sulpicia, probablj^ the grand-
daughter of the famous jurist, Servitis

Sulpicius. There is no ground for not
attributing the remaining poems to Tibullus.

The spurious works owe their preservation
among those of Tibullus to the fact that
they are the production of the circle of

Messala; and were published with the
genuine works as part of the literary re-

mains either of Messala or of Tibullus, who
himself, at the very most, published the first

book only during his lifetime.

Among the ancients, Tibullus was con-

sidered the first master of elegiac composi-
tion. The two themes of his poetr}^ are

love and country life. Within this narrow
range the poet moves with considerable

grace and truthfulness of feeling, express-

ing his homely thoughts in correspondingly
homely and natural language, without any
of the obscitre erudition characteristic of

Propertius, but also without that poet's

versatility and artistic skill.

Timaeus. (1) A Greek philosopher, an
adherent of the Pythagorean school ; the

alleged author of works on the nature of

the woi'ld and the soul of the universe.

(See Pythagoras.)
(2) A Greek historian born in 352 B.C.

at Tauromenium, in Sicily, where his

father, Andromachus, established in 358
the remnant of the Naxians after the

destruction of their town by Dlonysius I

in 403. He was instructed by Plitliscus

of Miletus, one of the pmpils of Isucrates.

As a member of one of the noblest and
wealthiest families of Sicil}', he was
banished by the t5'rant Agathocles in 310,

and went to Athens, where he lived for

fifty years, occupied in the composition of
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his history. Late in life he returned to

his home, and died there in 250 B.C. at the

age of ninety-six. He composed a History

of Sicily from the earliest times down to

264 B.C., in sixty-eight books, and a work
On the Campaigns ofPyrrhus : only frag-

ments of these compositions have come
down to us. He himself experienced in

nearly every quarter the same hostile criti-

cism which his predecessor's works received

at his own hands, especially from Polybius

[xii 1-16,] who pronounces him wholly in-

capacitated for writing history on account

of his lack of critical acumen, his malignity,

his partiality, and his tendency to super-

stition. He was the first among Greek
authors who regularly adopted the reckoning

by Olympiads as the basis of all chrono-

logical statements.

(3) A Sophist, probably born 3 A.D. He
compiled a Platonic dictionary, a part of

which is still extant.

Timanthes. A Greek painter, from the

island of Cythnus, flourished aboiit 400
B.C. ; celebrated by the ancients for his

genius no less than for his art. The most

admired of his works was his painting of

the Sacrifice of Iphigcnid, in which the.

expression of the different degrees of sym-
pathetic grief and mourning was brought

out in a masterly manner. The face of

Agamemnon was hidden in a mantle ; a

.striking way of representing the father's

untold anguish. [Cicero, Orator 74; Pliny,

//. N. xxxv 73 ;
Quintilian, ii 13 § 12

;

Valerius Maximus, viii 11 § 6. The same
device is adopted in the mural painting from

Pompeii reproduced under Iphigenia.]

Timema ((?>'., "valuation," "assess-

ment"). (1) The value at which an Athenian
citizen's property was rated for taxation.

Cp. Lat. census. (See Solonian Consti-

tution and Eisphora).

(2) In legal language, a fine. Cp. Ut7s

aistlmatlo. {Sec Judicial Procedure.)
Timocracy (Gr. tlmokrCitld. government

according to property-tax or valuation of

property). The name given among the

Greeks to that form of government in

which, while the citizens were equal in

other respects, their share in the govern-

:jient was regulated by a certain gradation

corresponding to the amount of their pro-

perty. Thus those whose property entailed

the greater expenditure in public services

possessed proportionately greater privileges.

The Solonian constitution {q. v.) was founded

on this principle.

Timocreon. A Greek lyric poet, of laly-

sus in Rhodes, who flourished about 480 B.C.

He was a renowned athlete, and a friend

of Themistocles. Suspected of treasonable

intrigues with the Persians, he was ban-

ished from his home ; and, not obtaining

his recall by aid of Themistocles, he at-

tacked him, as well as his rival Simonides,

the friend of Themistocles, with scurrilous

lampoons in the form of ^olian and Dorian
lyrics. He also composed scolta. Of his

writings only a few fragments have come
down to us, which show him to be a man
of ability and of vehement passion. [Plu-

tarch, Themistocles, 21.]

Timomaclius. Of B^'zantium. The last

Greek artist of note ; he probably flourished

in the 3rd century B.C. Amongst his most
celebi^ated pictures were his AJax aroused

from his Madness and his (unfinished)

Medea. The latter was represented in the

act of deliberating whether she is to slay

her children. For these paintings Caesar

afterwards paid the sum of eighteen talents.

Of his Medea we have several copies, as

in two of the mural paintings of Hercu-

laneum and Pompeii [Baumeister's Denk-
mdler, No. 948 and 155. Pliny, N. H.
xxxv §§ 26, 136, 145 ; vii 126].

Timon. A Greek philosopher and poet,

of Phlius, who flourished about 250 B.C. He
composed three books of Silloi (q.v.), in

which, in the form of a parody of the epic

poetry of Homer, he wittily ridiculed the

dogmatic philosophers from the Sceptic

point of view. As the chief representa-

tive of this style of writing he was styled

simply the Sillographer. We only possess

fragments of his works.

Timotheus, A Greek dithyrambic poet.

{See DiTHYRAMBOS).
Tiresias. See Teiresias.

Tiro {Marcus Tulllus). The learned freed-

man and friend of the orator Cicero. He
wrote the life of his master, whom he

long survived, edited his speeches and

letters, and collected his witty sayings.

Besides this he composed grammatical and

encyclopaedical works. He is especially

famous as the inventor of Roman short-

hand writing, and his name is assigned to

a large collection of stenographical symbols

{nuta-. TironldnevX He lived to the age

of 100.

Tirocinium ('- a recruit's term of ser-

vice "
; from tiro, a " recruit"). The Roman

term for the interval between the as-

sumption of the toga vlrJlis (in the 16th

or 17th year) which marked the beginning

of independence and of liability to com-
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pulsoiy military service, and the entrance

on a military career or official activity in

general. Under the Republic this time

was fixed at a year. It was looked upon
as the last stage of education, and in this a

youth qualified himself either in the army
for service in war or in the Forum for a

political life.

In the latter instance the young man
was handed over to the care of a man of

proved experience in public affairs, whom
he attended in the Forum and in the law-

courts. In the former case he follov/ed in

the train (cuhors) of a general, where,

without performing the service of a com-
mon soldier, he fitted himself for the posi-

tion of an officer.

Tisiphoue. One of the Greek Furies.

{Sec Erinyes.)

Titan. Another name of the sun-god.

{See Helios.)

Titans. The children of Uranus and
Gjea, six sons and six daughters: Octdniis

and Tctliys, HypC'rlon and Theia (parents

of Helios, Selene, Eos), Cmus and Phoebe

(parents of Leto and Asteria), Cromis and
Rhea (parents of the Olj'mpian deities),

Crliis (father by_Eurybia of Astrgeus, Pallas,

and Perses), Idpetus (father of Atlas,

Menoetius, Prometheus, and Epimetheus,
by the Ocean-nymph Clymene), Themln
(mother of the Hours and Fates\ and
Mnemosyne (mother of the Muses\ Like
the parents, the children and grandchildren

bear the name of Titan. Incited to rebel-

lion by their mother Gtea, they overthrew
Uranus {q.v.) and established as sovereign

their youngest brother Cronus. He was
dethroned in turn by his son Zeus, where-
upon the best of the Titans and the

majority of their number declared for the

new ruler, and under the new order retained

their old positions, with the addition of

new prerogatives. The rest, namely, the

family of lapettis, carried on from Mount
Othrys a long and fierce struggle with the

Ol3-mpian gods, who fought from Mount
Olympus. Finally, by help of their own

\

kindred, the Heciitonchelres and the Cy- i

elopes, whom by Hera's counsel Zeus had
set free from their prison, they were con-

quered and hurled down into Tartarus,

where the Hecatoncheires were set to guard
them. A later legend represents the Titans

as reconciled with Zeus and released from
Tartarus, and assigns them a place with
Cronus in the Islands of the Blest.

Tithonus. Son of Laomedon of Troy,

brother of Priam, carried off b}' Eos on

account of his beauty. She obtained for him
from Zeus the gift of immortality, but
forgot at the same time to ask for eternal
youth. When he afterwards became com-
pletely wrinkled and bent by age, and was
powerless to move without assistance, and
merely chirped like a cicada, she shut him
up in a solitar}' chamber. According to

another version, Eos changed him into a
cicada. His sons were Emathion and
Memnon {q.v.).

Titles. One of the three ancient patrician

tribes at Rome. {See Patricians.)
Titinius. A Roman comic poet, the

earliest representative of the fribNla fogafa.

{See Comedy.) He flourished about 150
B.C. Owing to his skill in portraying
character, he was ranked next to Terence.

Of his comedies w'e only possess fifteen

titles and three fragments of a popular
character.

Tityus. Son of Gsea, a giant in Euboea,

w'ho offered violence to Leto, and in con-

sequence was killed by the arrows of her

children Apollo and Artemis. He paid the

penalt}' of this outrage in the lower world,,

where he lay stretched over nine acres of

ground, while two vultures perpetually

gnawed at his liver (the liver being sup-

posed to be the seat of the passions).

Toga. The distinctive garb of the Roman
citizen when appearing in public {see cut*.

Its use was forbidden to exiles and to

foreigners ; it was indispensable on all

official occasions, even in imperial times,

when more convenient garments had been

adopted for ordinary use. It consisted of a

white woollen cloth of semicircular cut,

about fivej-ards long by four wide, a certain

portion of which Avas ])ressed b}' the fuller

into long narrow plaits. This cloth was
doubled lengthways, not down the centre,

but so that one fold was deeper than the

other. It was next thrown over the left

shoulder in such a manner that the end in

front reached to the ground, and the part

behind was about twice a man's height in

length. This end was then brought round

under the right arm, and again thrown over

the left shoulder so as to cover the whole

of the right side from the arm-pit to the

calf. The broad folds in which it huncr

over were thus gathered together on the

left shoulder. The part which crossed the

breast diagonally was known as the .s*» ».•«•,

or bosom. It was deep enough to serve as

a pocket ibr the reception of small articles.

In earlier times the Romans wore the

toga even in warfare, although one of con-
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siclerably less width. It was worn on such

occasions in a peculiar inodo called the

cinctus GcVumis (or girding in the Gabian

manner, after the town Gabii). In this,

the end which, in the other mode, was
thrown over the left shoulder, was drawn
tightly round the body, so that in itself it

formed a girdle, leaving both arms free and

ROMAN CLAD IM THE TOGA.

preventing the garment from falling off.

This garb was subsequently retained only
for certain ceremonial rites, as at the foimd-
ing of towns, at the ambarvtllia, during
incantations, at the opening of the temple
of Janus, and at sacrificial observances of

diverse kinds. After the sugum had been
introduced as a military garment, the toga
t;erved as the exclusive garb and symbol of

peace. Women also in olden times used to

wear the toga: afterwards this was only

the case with prostitutes ; and disgraced

wives were forbidden to wear the stola, the

matron's dress of honour. The colour of the

taga^ as worn by men {toga vtrlUs), was
white: a dark-coloured toga (brown or

black, toga pulla or sorcUda) was only worn
by the lower classes, or in time of mourning,
or by accused persons. A purple stripe

woven in the garment was the distinctive

mark of the curule magistrates and censors,

of the State priests (but only when per-

forming their functions), and afterwards

of the emperors. This, which was called

the toga jjrwtexta, was also worn by boys

VTUtil they attained manhood, and by girls

until mari'iage. The toga picta was a

robe adorned with golden stars; it was
worn by a general on his triuniYjh, by the

magistrate who was giving public games, in

imperial times by consuls on entering office,

and by the emperor on festal occasions. On
the toga Candida^ see Candidatus. The
foot-gear appropriate to the toga was the

calci'us (q.v.).

Togata. [The general term for a play

with an Italian plot and surroundings, in-

cluding prcetextCdce (tragedies) and taber-

ndriai (comedies). See Diomedes, p. 489,

Keil, who makes it clear that the term

togata is not confined to comedy, and that

Horace, De Arte Poctica 288, is wrong
in distinguishing togata from prcetexta^

as comedy from tragedy.] {See Comedy, 2,

and Pr/ETEXTa.) [H. N,]

Toilet. See Hair, Modes of Dressing
;

and Clothing.
Tolleno. A Roman siege-engine. {Sec

Sieges.)

Torch-race (Gr. Lampddedromia). The
torch-race was a contest held at night,

especially at Athens, at thePanathentea and

the festivals of Hephaestus, Prometheus,

Pan, and the Thracian moon-goddess called

Bendis [Plato, jRt'p. 328 a], In this con-

test young men ran, with torches in their

hands, from the altar of Prometheus in the

Academla (where the torches were lighted)

to the city ; and whoever reached the goal

with his torch alight was the winner. Other

* RIDER CARRYING A TORCH.

(Silver coin of Tarcntum ; Liij'nes, Choix do Med. Gr.,
- pi. 3, 1.)

young men without torches ran after the

torch-bearers ; and the latter, if overtaken,

had to hand over their torches to the former.

To do this without letting the torches
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go out, required great skill [Pausanias, i

;-3U § 2]. In the time of Socrates the torch-

bearers sometimes rode on horseback [Plato,

above quoted]. The contest was attended

with considerable cost, as the scene of the

race had to be illamiuated ; and at Athens
the duty of providing for it was one of the

public services incumbent on the wealthier

citizens. (See Leitoukgia.) [The torch-

race is sometimes represented on vases, e.g.

in Gerhard's Ant. Hilda:. Tai. G3, 1, copied in

Baameister's Dcnkmiiler., tig. 5G3. A rider

carrying a torch may be seen in the accom-
panying cut.

J

[Toreutic Art (Gr. tureutlke, sc. tcchnc).

The art of embossing metal, or working
it in ornamental relief or intaglio (Pliny,

N. H. xxxiv 54, 56 ; xxxv 77). The Greek
verb toreueln means " to woi-k in relief or

rejjouss'!,'' and also " to chase " in metal

;

tureufos is an epithet of cups that are
" chased " or " worked in relief "

; torcici is

iised of a " carving in relief "'
; the artist is

called a toreutcs / and his charactei'istic

tool the torcTis (Lat. ca-hou). The corre-

sponding Latin term is ca'ldtura, which, as

defined by Quintilian (ii 21 § 9), aitro,

argoito, a-rc, fevro opera cfflcit ; while
scaljjfdra Hui»i lignum, ebur, marmor,
vitruni, gcmnias complectXtur. While
sculpture in bronze is })rimarily concerned

with designing the work of art which has
to be cast in the mould, the toreutic art has
to do with the elaboration and finish of the

metallic form when it is already cast. In
the case of large works in bronze, the

task of the toreutes is simply to remove
slight flaws and to add a few finishing

touches ; in that of smaller works, his art

becomes of paramount importance. The
term toreutes is virtually confined to artists

who produce for ordinary use articles in

metal, which owe their value as works of

art solely to the adornment bestowed upon
them.

In the best times of Greek art, the

favourite metal for this purpose was silver;

but gold and bronze and even iron were
nlso used. The art was often applied to the

embellishment of armour, especially shields;

and even chariots were sometimes orna-

mented with embossed silver (Pliny, xxxiii

140, carruav argento ccclCitw). Articles of

plate, especially large silver platters, were
occasionally adorned with ferns or ivy-

leaves {lances filicdta'j jxUeroi hcJerd-
c?cb); and goblets were decorated with

:
mythological subjects in relief (ciuciglypta),

such as figures in gold riveted on vessels

D. C. A.

of silver, or in silver on bronze. These
figures were either in high or low relief

{emblcnidtd, or cnista'). The art was also

put into requisition for ornamenting furni-

ture, for embossing plates of gold, and for

making wreaths of that metal.

In the Homeric age, copper, gold, silver,

iron, tin, and lead were in use in different

degrees. Copper, especially when mixed
with tin to form bronze, was the ordinary
material for armour and for all kinds of

utensils; gold is named in connexion with
articles of furniture, armour, and jewellery,

but is generally described as imported from
abroad ; silver is less frequently mentioned.
Iron was rare, in comparison with copper

;

but was used for implements of agriculture

as well as for armour and tools. A block

of iron is given as a prize at the funeral

games in honour of Patroclus {11. xxiii

826). Copper being the commonest metal,

a worker m any kind of metal is called in

Homer a coppersmith (r/ia?/vr77.s-); thus, in

Od. iii 425, it is applied to one who in the

same context is described as a goldsmith

{chrgsoehoOs, ib. 432). The hammer and
anvil siifificed for the manufacture of armour
and the simpler varieties of household

utensils. The process of beating out the

metal and fashioning it with the hammer
was called clauncin {II. xii 223, xii 2i)5);

and a derivative of this verb, .^j^hgrcldtos,

" wrought with the hammer," was after-

wards used as an epithet of statues made
of plates beaten out with the hammer, as

opposed to those of cast metal (Herodotus,

vii 69). It was in fact applied to all kinds

of products of hammering, and to work in

rejjoiisst', large or small. The same process

was used in making plates of metal to

cover tripods and candelabra, as well as

shields, scabbards, chariots, and also images

of the gods. In such cases the plate of

beaten metal was applied to a core of wood

by what was termed cmpaistlkc technr

(Athenseus, 488 b). The chair of Penelope

is thus covered with ivory and silver (Od.

xix 56), and the bed of Odysseus, with

ivory, silver, and gold (xxiii 2(JU). The
cuirass of Agamemnon (77. xi 24 fit'.) has

twenty-one alternate stripes of various

kinds of inlaid metal, both before and

behind, the metals mentioned being gold

and tin and kgdnos, which is now iden-

tified as an imitation of laj)is lazuli stained

blue Avith carbonate of cojjjier. The golden

belt of Heracles is adorned with figiires of

bears, boars, and lions, and battle-scenes, in

relief i^Od. xi 609). The brooch of Odys-
T T

li
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sens represents a stag attacked by a dog
{Od. xix 226). The cup of Nestor is

pierced with rivets of gold, has four handles

with two golden doves to each handle, and
two supports running from the base of the

cup to the lower part of the bowl, de-

signed to strengthen the central stem (//.

xi 632, Avith Dr. Leaf's note). The struc-

ture of this singular cup was the tlieme of

learned disquisitions in ancient times

(Athena3U;i, 489) ; it has now been made
intelligible by the early cuj)s discovered at

Mycenae and C8ere(Helbig, Das Homcrische
Epos aus den Dcnkmaicrn crlliiitcrt, p.

272). In the cup from Mj'cenpe (Schlie-

mann's Mycevai^ fig. 346 ; Schuchhardt,
Schliemann's Excavations, fig. 240), we see

the supports continued into the handles

above them, and even two doves as orna-

ments on the top of the handles. Else-

where in Homer a Icbes (in 11. xxiii 885,

Oc?. iii 440), and a crater {in Od.xxiv 21b),

are described as " adorned with flowers,"

i.e. with the lotiis-flowers and rosettes

characteristic of archaic decoration (Schlie-

mann, Myr.ence, fig. 344). The shield of

Achilles, as wrought by Hephgestus, is an
elaborate work, including numerous figures

distributed over separate compartments and
inlaid in various kinds of metal. The
metal facing has apparently a bronze

ground, inlaid with gold, silver, and kydnos /

and the designs may be best regarded as

resembling the peculiar combination of

Egyptian and Assyrian styles which was
introduced into Europe by the Phoenicians

{II. xviii 478-607, ed. Leaf; cp. Helbig,

I.e., chap, xxxi, and Murray's Greek Sculp-
ture, chap. iii).

In the Homeric age the articles in metal

which were most highly prized are gene-

rally described as imported from abroad.

Thus the silver crater given as a prize at

the funeral games of Patroclus is the work
of Sidonian craftsmen {II. xxiii 743). It

is the king of the Sidonians who sends a

crater to Menelaus {Od. iv 616 ; II. xxiii

741). The tripods and basket of Helen are

said to have been brought by Menelaus
from Egypt {Od. iv 126). The cuirass, as

well as the chariot, of Agamemnon, are

<1 escribed as a present from the king of

Cyprus {11. xi 24).

According to Greek mythology, the first

blacksmiths were the Idccan Dactjjli{q.v.);

the first goldsmiths, the Telchlnes {q.v.).

The legends about the latter imply that the

forms and ])rocesses of the art were trans-

mitted to Greece from the East. They are

described as dwelling in turn in Crete,

Rhodes, Cyprus, Cos, Lycia, and in various

cities of Greece, especially at Sicyon,

which, according to Pliny (xxxvi 4), was
long the home of all kinds of manufacture
in metals. Working in metal was after-

wards much advanced by two important

inventions, (1) that of casting in moulds,

attributed to a Samian artist Rhoecus, sou

of Phileas, and his son Theodoras; and (2)

that of soldering, ascribed to Glaiicus of

Chios (Pausanias, x 16 § 1), who was also

famed for his skill in hardening and soften-

ing iron (Plutarch, De Def. Orac. 47).

The toreutic art is described by Pliny as

having been founded by Phidias (xxxiv 54)

and brought to perfection by Polj'clitus

(56). For the former, it is sufficient to refer

to the chryselephantine statue of Zeus at

Olympia, and that of Athene in the Par-

thenon. Among other sculptors who were
also toreuta' may be mentioned Calamis,

Myron, Euphranor, Boethus, Stratonlcus,

Aristun, Eunicus, Hecatseus, Posidunius,

Pasiteles, and Zenodorus. The artists who
excelled in the chasing of silver {argento

ca^lando) are enumerated by Pliny (xxxiii

154-157), who observes that no one had

attained renown by the chasing of gold.

The first named is Mentor, the most cele-

brated of all, and with him Acrdgds, Boethus

(Cicero, Verr. 2 iv 32, hydriani Boethi

mdnu factam prcecldro opere ct yrandi

pondere), and 3Iys {q.v.). The last of these

executed in bronze, from the designs of

Parrhasius, the battle of the Centaurs and

Lapithse which adorned the shield of the

Athene Promachos of Phidias (Pausanias,

i 28, 2). Pliny's second group includes

CcUdmis and Antipater, who is probably

mentioned by mistake for Dioddrus {An-

thologia Graica i 106, 16). His third group

consists of StrdtonlcMS and Tauriscus, both

of Cyzicas ; Ariston and Eunicus of

Mytilgne; and lastly HecMceus. In the

next we have Pasiteles (in the time of

Pompey); also Postdonius of Ephesus, with

Hedysirdclndes, Zopyrus, and Pytheas.

After these, he adds, there was an artist

named Teucer, famous as a crustarius, a

worker of plaques in low relief. Thereupon,

he continues, art fell into abeyance, and

only works ascribed to the old masters were

of any account, even when the design had

been almost worn out by use. The age of

imitations and forgeries followed. The

work of Calamis was skilfully copied by

Zenodorus (Pliny, xxxiv 47), the sculptor of

the colossal bronze statue of Nero {lb. 45).
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In the above list Pliny is probably fol-

lowing the order of fame rather than that

sibly to the age of the Diadochi. To the
same age may be ascribed Pytheas and two

(1) * CVLIX, WITH SPKNKS FKOM A FOUNUUY.
(Berlin Museum.)

of time. Stratonicus, Ariston, Eunicns,
and Posidonius, all belong to Asia, and pos-

artists remarkable for their skill in the
most minute and delicate kinds of work,
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Calltcrdtes of Lacedsemon and Myrmccules
of Athens, who inscribed an elegiac couplet

in letters of gold on a grain of sesame, and
carved a quadriga of ivory which a fly-

could cover with its wings (^lian, Var.

Hist, i 17 ; Cicero, Acad, ii 120: Pliny, vii

85, xxxvi 43).

Some of the technical processes of work-
ing in metal can be illustrated from the

remains of ancient art. Thus on a cylix in

Berlin (fig. 1) exhibiting scenes from a

foundry, we have (1) two workmen, one
attending to the fire in a furnace, the other

resting on a hammer, and a boy blowing the

bellows ; on the wall hang two ham-
mers and a saw, and a number of

metal plaques with heads and figures

in relief
; (2) a workman putting to-

gether a bronze statue, the head of

which lies apart on the ground
; (3)

two workmen scraping the excre-

scences off a statue of a warrior by
means of a hooked instrument re-

sembling a strigil. The first of the

above scenes is closely similar to the

design on a vase in the British

Museum (B 458) representing the

forge of Hephaestus at Lemnos.
Again, a mural painting from Pom-
peii shows us one of the attendants

of Hephaestus seated at his work

;

in his right hand he holds a ham-
mer, and in his left a sharp graving-

tool (Gr. toreiLS I Lat. coilum), with
which he is tracing the ornament
on the helmet of Achilles (fig. 2).

According to the ornament required,

tools were used oi different kinds,

with the extremity blunt, round,
or square ; as well as punches for

repouss6 work.
Among the extant specimens of

the art a foremost place in point

of time must be given to those dis-

covered by Schliemann at Hissarlik

in the Troad, especially the bracelets,

ear-rings, diadems, and discs of gold,

figured in Ilios^ and in Schuchhardt, ScMic-
mann^s Excavations (figs. 35, 54, 56-58).

Those of a more advanced type, found at

Mycense in and after 1874, include plaques
and golden studs in repousse, bowls and
diadems; also sepulchral masks of gold,

imitating the human countenance and
placed on the faces of the dead ; arms and
other objects in gold, copper, and bronze.

The blade of a short, two-edged sword
(Schliemann's Mi/cencp, fig. 446), when set

free from the incrustations on its surface.

revealed a spirited representation of a hunt
with five armed men pursuing three lions.

The bronze ground is covered with dark
enamel, the lions and the limbs of the
huntsmen are inlaid with gold of diiferent

hues; their clothing and their shields with
silver, and other details with black (fig. 3),

Still more interesting in respect to artistic

design are the two prehistoric gold cups
found in 1889 at Vccphio, the ancient Pharis
near Amyclse, adorned with remarkable
reliefs representing men hunting wild bulls

{Ephem. Arch. 1889, pi. 7-10; Gazette des
Beaux Arts, 1890, pp. 428 and 434).

* THE MAKING OF THE ARMOUR OP ACHILLES.

(Muial painting-, Pompeii ; Helbig, Taf . 17.)

We must also mention the small bronzes

which aboimd in museums of ancient art.

These may be divided into {a) Greek
bronzes of archaic style, such as those of

the 6th century B.C. discovered at Dodona
(e.g. the flute-player, fig. 4). Many such

bronzes are votive ; e.g. the Naxian sta-

tuette in the Berlin Museum, inscribed as

" dedicated by Deinagoras to Apollo the

Far-darter," and the Apollo dedicated by

Polycrates, probably an Argive of that

name, now in the Museum at St. Peters-

bui'g. (&) Bronzes of later style, such as

those of Pompeii and Herculaneum, pre-
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served in large uiimbers in tlie Naples
Museum. Earlier Italo-Greek statuettes
are rare; e.g. the bronze from Tarentum
representing a general in the act of address-
ing his troops (Collignon, Gr. Arch., fi<r.

^ «

O S

of them are pieces of armour, such as the
cheek-guard of a helmet Avith the combat
betAveen Pollux and Lynceus found at Dodona
(Collignon, fig. 135), and the Bronzes of
Slris, two shoulder-pieces of Greek armour
found in Southern Italy and now in the
British Museum (Second Bronze Room,
table-case D; Baumeister's Dcnkinalrr,
fig. 2204-5). In the same museum is the
Castellani cista, a cylindrical casket in
wood, covered with bands of silver fixed
with rivets, and representing lions and
winged animals, with lotuses and palmettes
of an oriental character (fig. 5). Another
group of examples includes the Greek and

134). Among objects for ornnmcnt we have
numerous bronze reliefs in repousse work,
which are often perforated with holes for
the purpose of attaching them to some other
material, whether to strips of leather or
articles of furniture. Some of the finest

SMALL BnONZE FIGUnE OP FLUTE-PLAYEIl FIJOM

DODONA.
(Carapanos, pi. 10.)

Etruscan Mirrors, with their metal backs
or cases ornamented with figures traced by
the engraver's burin (fig. C) ; and the cisto'

Prcenestlnce (of the 3rd century B.C.I The
finest of these is the Ftcoroni cista, in the
Museo Kircheriano at Rome, with figures
in outline representing a scene from the
Argonautic expedition and with the archaic
inscription, Novios Plautios vied Ixomai
fecid (Daremberg and Saglio, fig. 1544).

There are several others in the First Bronze
Room of the British Museum, one with
the Judgment of Par is, anoiher with Ikllt'

ropliOn and Stlie.nObu^a.

Among silver vases of various ages may
be mentioned the archaic patera of Araa-
thus in Cyprus, with conc3ntric bands of
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b^isioji^ing v/arriors and winged sphinxes
showing the influence of Assyrian and
Egyptian art (Casnola's Cyprus^ p. 277

;

Daremberg, fig. 927) ; the Munich vase,

with representations of captive Trojans, in

low relief ; the magnificent amphora of the

4th century B.C., found at Nicopol in South
Russia in the tomb of a Scythian king
with a frieze in high relief running round
the upper part, representing Scythians tam-

cup, found at the ancient Antinm, r.nc.

sometimes supposed to be copied from a

Greek original by Zopyrus (i&., fig. 976)

;

the patera', of Hildesheim (q.v.), about the

time of Augustus ; that of Rennes, of the

3rd century a.d., in the Paris Cabinet des

Antiques {ib. 972) ; and the vases from

Bernay in the same collection. Further,

in the British Museum we have a number

of embossed and chased caskets, vases, or

(5)
*• TIIK CASTELT.ANI CISTA.

(British Museum.)

ing and tending their hordes, while the

body of the vase is covered with ornaments

(6) ETIUISCAN MIItUOR.

(Berlin Museum.)

in rcpoussi.\ including large birds and

flowers (Darembsrg, fig. 975) ; the Corsini

ornaments, found at Rome in 1793, and
ascribed to the end of the 5th century A.D.

As a late Roman specimen ofo/;i<s interrdsile,

or open work in which part of the silver is

cut away on the same general principle as

in fig. 5, we have a canthciriis of dark red

gliss mounted in silver gilt, found near

TIflis in 1871, and now in the Museum of

the Hermitage, St. Petersburg (fig. 7).

One of the richest collections of Greek
jeiceUeri/, that of the Hermitage Museum,
comes fi'om the ancient Panticapseum
[Kcrteh). The Vatican and the Louvre con-

tain remarkable specimens of Etrusco-Greek

jewels, mainly found at Vulci and Care.

Modern ingenuity has at present failed to

recover the secret of the process of " granu-

lation " employed in many of these jewels,

a kind of decoration in which the surface of

the gold leaf is covered with minute and

almost invisible globules of gold (see fron-

tispiece to Martha's L'Art Etrtisque). The

Antiquariiim of Munich possesses a votive

crown of gold, sviperbly executed, with
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sprays of oak-leaves and fes-

toons of flowers with winged
figures among them (fig. 8).

Lastly, in the British Museum
we have specimens of Phoe-
nician art, ascribed to the

8th century B.C., in the gold
jewellery from Camirus in

Rhodes. In the same museum
" the Melos necklace, and
the sceptre from th3 tomb at

Tarentura, are admii-able

specimens of that fine com-
bination of iilagi-ee and
vitreous enamels which
characterizes the Greek gold-

smith's art in the middle
of the 4th century B.C., and
the bracelet and ear-rings

from Capua, ornamented with
lions' heads, ai'e still more
precious, as examples of

repousse work in its per-

fection " (Newton's Essays^

p. 393).

Authorities. Brunn, Gr.
Kiinstler, ii 397-412; Mar-
quardt, Das Privatlchen der
Jiumci; pp. Gt)9-718'- ; Saglio,

article on Ccelatura in Darem-
borg and Saglio's Diet, der,

Antiquites ; and Bliimner's
TecJmologie, vol. iv, pp. 228-
413. Cp. the short sketch
in the last chapter of Col-

lignon's Manual of Greek
Archaeology.] [J. E. S.]

Tormenta. The heavy
Roman engines of war. {See
Artillery.)
Tower of the Winds. An

interesting example of the,

later Attic architecture, still

standing in Athens. It was
built by AndronTcus Cyr-
rhestes [Vitruvius, i 6 § 4]
about the middle of the Isr

century B.C., and it served
at once as the public clock
and weather-cock of Athens.
It is an octagonal tower
of marble, with prominent
porches, each supported by
two simple Corinthian
columns, on the north-east
and north-west. On the
south it has a kind of turret,

to contain the cistern for the
water-clock. The eight sides

(7) * GLASS CUP WITH OPEN UEPOUSSE WORK IN SIIVEP..

(St. Petersburg, Ucrmiiage lluteixm.)

(8) * GOLBEN CROWN, FROM AK.MEXTO.

(Munich, AMiiqwixiv^M.)
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correspond to tlie directions from which
the eight winds blow. The figures of these

are represented in beautiful reliefs on the

frieze, and beneath them on the marble

walls are engraved the lines of the sundial.

The culminating point of the sloping roof was
once surmounted by a bronze Triton, placed

on a Corinthian capital, so as to revolve

and point with his staff to the figure of

TOWER OF THE WINDS (or, Horulofjium of

Andronicus C'ljri'hestes), Athens.

the wind which was blowing at the time

(see cut).

Trahga. The purple-striped cloak worn
by Roman aur/urs and Roman cquifes{q.v.).

Tragedy. (I) Tragedy in Greece ori-

ginated in the lyric dithyramb ; i.e. in the

song of a chorus at the rites held in honour

of Dionysus. This song, in accordance with
the cult of the god, expressed at one time

exiiberant joy, at another deep sorrow. The
cult of Dionysus is also indicated by the

very name of tragedy, signifying goat-song;

i.e. (according to the usual explanation) the

hymn sung by the chorus in their dance

round the altar at the sacrifice of the goat,

which was dedicated to Dionysus. Others

derive the name from the fact that, to repre-

sent Satyrs, the chorus were clad in goat-

skins, and hence resembled goats. These
choral songs seem to have received a certain

dramatic form as early as the time of Arion,

to whom the dithyramb owes its artistic

development. The true drama, including

tragic and satyric plays, was evolved sub-

sequently in Athens.

Tradition ascribes the origin of tragedy

to a contemporary of S5l6n named Tluspis.

of Icaria, which was a chief seat of the cult

of Dionysus. The date assigned to this is

540 B.C. Thespis was at the same time poet,

leader of the chorus, and actor. According

to the testimony of the ancients, his pieces

consisted of a prologue, a series of chora.

songs, standing in close connexion with th(

action, and dramatic recitations introducec

between the choruses. These recitations

were delivered by the leader of the chorus

and were partly in the form of monologues

partly in that of short dialogues with the

chorus, whereby the action of the play waf

advanced. The i^ecitef was enabled t(

appear in different roles by the aid o

linen or wooden masks. These also are saic

to have been contrived by the poet himself

The invention of Thespis, whose own piece;

soon lapsed into oblivion, won the favoui

of Pisistratus and the approval of th(

Athenian public. Tragedy thus became i

svibstantial element in the Attic festival o

Dionysus. Thespis' immediate followers

were ChoerUus., Prdtlnas (the inventor o

the satyric drama), his son Aristids, anc

PhrF/nlcJms. Phrynichus especially die

good service towards the development o

tragedy by introducing an actor apart fron

the leader of the chorus, and so preparing

the way for true dialogue. He furthei

improved the chorus, which still, however
occupied a disproportionate space in com
parison with the action of the pla}'.

Tragedy was really brought into bein^

by yEschylus, when he added a second actoi

(called the deuterdgonisU's) to the first, oi

profagonisfes^ and in this way renderec

dialogue possible. He further subordinatec

the choruses to the dialogue.

Suphocles, in whom tragedy reaches iti

culminating point, added to vEschylus' twc

B.ctorfi{ith\rd, or f rifagonistcs; and iEschylut

accepted the innovation in his later plays

Thenceforward three actors were regularly

granted by lot to each poet, at the public

expense. Only rarely, and in exceptiona

cases, was a fourth employed. Sophocles

also raised the number of the chorus from

twelve to fifteen. The only other importani

innovation due to him was, that he gave

up the internal connexion, preserved by

iEschylus, among the several plays of a

tetralogy which were presented in compe-

tition by the tragic poets at the festival

of Diouysus. (See Tetralogia.)
The "third great master of tragedy is

Euripides^ in whom, however, we already^
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observe a decline in many respects from the

severe standard of his predecessor. During
and after the age of these masters of the art,

from whom alone have complete dramas
come down to us, many other tragic poets

were actively employed, whose works are

known to us by name alone, or are only pre-

served in fragments.

It is remarkable that, in the case of the

great tragic writers, the cultivation of the

Muse of tragedy seems to have been heredi-

tary among their descendants, and among
those of ^schylus in particular, for many
generations. His son Euphorion, his

nephew Philocles, his grand-nephews Mor-
siraus and Melanthius, his grandson Ast}'-

damas, and his great-grandsons Astydamas

tury, besides the descendants of iEschylus,
we must mention Theodectes, Aphiireus,
and Chferemon, who partly wrote for readers
only.

The number of tragedies produced at

Athens is marvellous. According to the
not altogether trustworthy records of the
number of plays written by eacli poat, they
amounted to 1,400. The works of the fore-

most poets were represented over and over
again, especially in the theatres of Asia
Minor, under the successoi's of Alexander.
During the first half of the 3rd century
Ptolemy Philadelphus built a great theatre

in Alexandria, where ho established com-
petitions in exact imitation of those at

Athens. This gave a new impetus to tragic

» .1

nilLISLUS TRAGfEDIAntlM SCRIPTMli MKDITANS (I'lII LISCU.

(Rclicl" in Lateran Museum, Rome.)

^^ HI . ATIO.V)

and Philocles, were poets of more or less

note. In the family of Sophocles may be

mentioned his son tophon and his grand-

son Sophocles ; and in that of Euripides, his

son or nephew of the same name.
Among the tragic poets of the 3rd century,

Ion, Aciiseus, Aristarchns, and Neophron
were accounted the most eminent. Agathon
may also be included as the first who ven-

tured to treat a subject of his own invention,

whereas hitherto mythical history, espe-

cially that of Homer and the cyclic poets,

or, in rare instances, authentic history, had
furnished the materials of the play. After

the Peloponnesian War tragedy shared the

general and ever-increasing decline of poli-

tical and religious vitalit}'. In the 4th cen-

poetry, and seven poets became conspicuous,

who were known as the Alexandrine Fields,

Alexander ^tolus, Philiscus {sec cut), So.si-

theus, Horaerus, yEantldes, SOsiphunes, and

Lvcophron. The taste of the Alexandrine

critics deemed them worthy to occupy a

place beside the five great tragic poets of

Athens, ^schylus, Sophocles, Euripides,

Ion, and Achseus.

Inasmuch as tragedy developed itself out

of the chorus at the Dionysiac festivals, .so,

in spite of all the limitations which were

introduced as a result of the evolution of the

true drama, the chorus itself was always

retained. Hence Greek tragedy consisted

of two elements : the one truly dramatic, the

prevailing metre of which was the iambic
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ti"imeter ; the other consisting of song and
dance {sec Chorus) in the numerous varieties

of Dorian lyric poetry. The dramatic por-

tion was generally made up of the following

parts : the proloyOs, from the beginning to

the first entry of the chorus; the epeisddwn^
the division between each choral song and
the next ; and the cxodos, or concluding

portion which followed the last chorus.

The first important choral part was called

the pcirodos ; and the song following an
cpeisodlon, a dCisanon. There were further

songs of lamentation by the chorus and
actors together, which were called Jcoinmoi.

A solo was sometimes sung by the actor

alone ; this became especially common in

the later tragedies.

(II) Roman Tragedy was founded entirely

on that of the Greeks. In early times there

existed crude dramatic productions (see

Satire), which provided an opening for the

translation from the Greek dramas brought
on the stage by Llvins Andronlcus. He
was a Greek by birth, but was brought to

Rome as a captive about 200 B.C. It is to

him that Roman tragedy owes its origin.

His dramas and those of his successors were
more or less free versions of Greek originals.

Even the tragedies, or historical plays,

drawn from national Roman materials,

called fCibuhv pratextoi or prcetextCdcv {sec

Pr^texta), the first writer of which was
his immediate successor Ncvviiis (about 235
B.C.), were entirely modelled on the Greek.
The most noteworthy representatives of

ti'agedy under the Republic were Ennhts
(B.C. 239-170), Pacuvius (220-130), and
Accius (170-104), besides whom only a few
other poets produced any works about this

time. It is true that the scanty fragments
we possess of these dramas admit of no
positive judgment as to their merit, but
there is no doiibt that they rank far below
the original creations of the Greeks. It

may also be clearly inferred from the frag-

ments, that declamation and pathos formed
a characteristic attribute of Roman tragedy,
which was intensified by a studied archaism
of expression. Moreover, the titles of their

plays that have come down to us show
that preference was given to subjects re-

lating to the Trojan epic cycle; this is to be
explained by the Trojan origin claimed by
the Romans. Next to this the most popular
were the myths of the Pelopidae, of the
Theban C3''cle, and of the Argonauts. Euri-
})ides was the favourite model ; after him
Sophocles; rarely^schylus. Roman tragedy

,

like Greek, was made up of spoken dialogue

in iambic trimeters and mtisical portions

called canflca {q.v.). On the chorus in

Roman tragedy see Chorus (near the end).

In the time ofAugustus the representatives
of tragedy were Asinius Pollio, Varius, and
Ovid; under Tiberius, Pomponius Secundus;
under Nero and Vespasian, Curiatius Mater-
nus, of whose works scarcely a line has been
preserved. The only tragedies of Roman
antiquity which we possess are those of the

philosopher Scnecd, which show great mas-
tery of form and a fertile imagination, but

suffer from an intolerable excess of rhe-

torical declamation. It is doubtful whether
they were intended for the stage at all, and
not rather for public "recitation and for

private reading.

Trajan's Column. See Architecture,
Orders of.

Transvectio. The festal parade of the

Roman knights. {See Equites.)

Trapezitse. See Banks and Banking.
Trapezophoron. See Table.
Treasury. Sec ^rarium.
Trebellius Pollio. A Roman historian.

{See SCRIPTORES HiSTORI.-E AUGUST^.)
Ti'esviri or Triumviri. The Roman

term for a college or board of three men.

For the triumviri cdpitCdes, inonetCdes,

nocturni, sec Vigintisexviri.

Triarii. Sec Legion.
Tribon. A garment worn in Doric states

by men and epiiebi^ generally in a double

fold over the clutOn. It was considerably

shorter than the hlmdtion {q.v.). At Athens

also there was a tendency to imitate

Spartan simplicity', especially amongst the

philosophers, among whom this garment was

worn chiefly by the Cynics.

Tribonianus. A celebrated Roman jurist

of Side in Pamphylia, who was at first

an advocate, and afterwards held a high

official position under Justinian, and, in

conjunction with the most distinguished

lawyers of his time, made a code of Roman
law. {See Corpus Iuris Civilis.)

Tribulum. The Roman threshing ma-

chine. {Sec Threshing.)
Tribunal. The Roman term for a plat-

form of wood or stone (in the camp, gene-

rally of turf), on which magisterial person-

ages sat in their chair of office {see Sella

CuRULls) when discharging their public

duties ; e.g. the consuls, when presiding at

the coiintia, and the praetors when sitting

in judgment. In Roman theatres this name

was given to the two places of honour

immediately to the right and left of the

stage, the one for the person who gave the
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play an<l for the omperor, tlie other for the

Vestal Vir!j;ins and tlic empi"ess.

Tribuui ^rarii (from a's — stlpcndluiii,

"pay"). The name given amongst the

Romans in earlier times to the wealthy

members of the sevei'al tribes, who were
entrusted with the levj^ing of the war-tax

(see Tributum) and the distribution of pay

to the soldiers from the proceeds of it.

What position they held after the payment
of the troops was handed over to the

quaestors is not clear, fi-om want of infor-

mation on the subject. In the 1st century

B.C. they appear as a distinct class, from

which, during the years 70-4G B.C., the

third dcciirla of judges was appointed to

represent the plebeians, the other two con-

sisting of senators and knights.

Tribuni Militum (military tribunes).

The superior ollicers of the lloman legions,

six in number, two of whom always held

the command for two months on alternate

days. They were appointed before the

levy took place, as they themselves liad to

be in office at that time. Originally they

were nominated by the consuls ; afterwards

partly by them and partly by the people,

inasmuch as the people elected twenty-four

out of the number of candidates in the

cdmitia trlbdta for the four legions which
were levied regularly every year, while the

consuls retained the appointment for the

remaining legions. They were not as a

rule taken from veteran centurions, but
for the greater part from young men of

senatorial or equestrian rank, who had
served their first campaign in the train

or on the staff of a general, and then began
their political career with this office. As
a mark of distinction, all of them wore the

gold ring of the equestrian order. They
also wore a narrow or broad purple stripe on

their toga^ according as they were of eques-

trian or senatorial rank respectively. In

the time of the Empire, they always led

the legion on the march and in battle.

They did not, however, as under the

Republic, rank immediately below the

commanders-in-chief, but under the h'gdfus

ISgldnls, the commander of the legion and
its auxiliary troops.

Tribuui Plebis (tribunes of the commons).
The name given among the Romans to

the official representatives granted to the

plebeians in 494 B.C., as a protection against
the oppression of patricians and the consuls.

At first they were two in number, then

Hve, and (after 457) ten. Only free-born

l»lebeians were eligible for the office, which

was annual. The election took i)laco at

lirst in the conufin rdridta, but after 471
in the coniitia trthtlta, under the presidency
of any tribune who happened to be in office

at the time. At iirst they were only
magistrates of the jilchs, and were without
any insignia of oihce, or even lictors, in-

stead of whom they had several attendants
{vidtorcs). This continued even after they
were fully recognised as public officials.

On the other hand, they possessed the

privilege giiaranteed to tliem by the plcbs

under solemn oath, on the institution of

their office, of being "sacrosanct" and
inviolable ; and, under the protection of

this right, they extended their originally

limited powers b}' judicious encroach-

ments.

Their earliest right, which was at first

exercised in favour of the jAcbs, but soon

on behalf of all citizens, was that of pro-

tection {auxilluni^ which they could use

against all magistrates with the exception

of the dictator. This enabled them to

])revent the execution of official orders bj''

a simple veto {intcrcesslo). In face of any
opposition they were authorized to have

recourse to compulsory measures such as

arrest, fines, or imprisonment. Their power

only extended over Rome and its immediate

neighbourhood, and was further restricted

by the right of veto, which they could

exercise against one another. For the pro-

tection of the individual they only inter-

posed when their aid was asked. For this

purpose their house stood open day and

night to any who sought their assistance,

and they themselves could never be absent

from the city a whole day, except during

the fcrta; Ldtlncv, when all business was
suspended. Without appeal they could

interpose in any measure which affected

the whole plcbs, such as the levying of

troops and the raising of the war-tiix

(frlbatian). This right of intercession,

which originally was confined to tlu'

auxilium, and which could never be

exercised except by the tribune in person,

and simultaneously with the proceeding

that was to be prohibited, was in course

of time gradually extended, until finally

the veto of the tribunes enabled them to

suspend almost all official proceedings;

administrative measures, transactions witli

the Senate, and meetings of the people for

the purpose of legislation and election,

etc. They had the right of calling meet-

ings of ihejtlvbs for the discussion of aifairs

refating to that body. From the time that

I
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the authority of these meetings extended
over all State business, and their decrees

(called plchisclta)^ were considered binding
on the whole people, this right enabled the

tribunes to propose changes in private or

public law. It is trvie that, for carrying
out their proposals, they were dependent on
the sanction of the Senate ; but, as they
were safe from the risk of prosecution, they
sometimes assumed, in case of need, an
authority superior to that body. Originally
they had no official relations with the Senate,

but afterwards, by virtue of their inviola-

bility, they obtained the right of sitting on
their benches {suhsellia) at the open door
of the senate-house, so as to be present at the
deliberations, and in case of need to inter-

fere by virtue of their auxiliinn. Soon,

however, they even obtained a seat in the
vSenate, and a general right of veto ; until

finally they acquired the right of summon-
ing a meeting of the Senate, and of making
proposals. At the same time they acquired
the privilege of entrance into the Senate at

the first census after the expiration of their

office.

The office of tribune, really the highest
in the State, was employed by demagogues
in the later days of the Republic in the
interests of a party and to the injury of the
commonwealth. By Sulla, in 80 B.C., its

power was cut down to the very narrowest
limits, chiefl}^ by the regulation that, after

the tribunate, no one was eligible for a
curule office. However, as soon as 50 B.C.

there came a complete reaction and a return

to the old state of things, which finally

entailed total anarchy, and, as a natural

consequence, the sole rule of Csesar and
Augustus. In 48 B.C. Csesar, to secure his

position, assumed the tribunician power,
cit first without limit of time, and after-

wai'ds without limit of extent; and in 36
Augustiis followed his example. From that
time the tribunate became the pivot of the
imperial power. Nevertheless, until beyond
the time of Constantine, tribunes to the
number of ten continued to exist. They
were elected by the Senate, and as a rule

from among the senators, but were in com-
plete dependence on the will of the emperor.
In order to find candidates for the office,

which was now but little sought after,

Augustus made the candidature in the case
of the plebeians for the prstorship dependent
on having held the tribunate. The office

was also thrown open to sons of freedmen.
Tribunus Celerum. The designation,

under the Roman Empire, of the commander

of the cavalry, nominated by the emperor for

the time being.

Tribtis. Originally the name of each of

the three classes of Roman patricians

{Ramnes, Titles, and Luceres)j who were
divided into ten curlce (q.v.). In direct

contrast with this was the classification

made by king Servius, whereby Roman
citizens, together with the whole territor}'

of Rome, were divided into four city (tribus

nrbdnoi) and twenty-six country tribes

(fyibus riistlcce). These were geographical
divisions, according to which the census

was taken, troops levied, and the war tax

imposed and collected. From time to time
the number was diminished; but it in-

creased again until 'J-l-l B.C., when it was
raised to thirty-live (four city and thirty-

one countr}^ tribes), and this number re-

mained fixed for the future, even under the

Empire. The new citizens admitted after

241 were distributed amongst the existing

tribes. This was the case with all the

Italian communities, which in 89 B.C., by the

extension of the citizenship to all dwellers

in Italy, were included in the tribes.

Ever}' citizen (with the exception of those

called (crdrUj q.v.) belonged to some special

tribe, to which he himself or his ancestors

had been assigned, even when he no longer

had his home there. Accordingly, in the

official designation of a free citizen, the

name of his tribe was added to his family

names. Originally the country tribes were

on an equality with those of the city, but

subsequently they were deemed superior,

on the ground that they consisted of owners
of property in land, whilst the chief part

of the city tribes was made up of mer-

chants, workmen, and the proletariate, who
possessed no landed property, and amongst
whom freedmen were included.

The tribes attained political importance

on the establishment of the couufia tnbCita

(q.v.), in which those present voted as

individuals, and not as members of property-

classes, as in the coviitia ccnturnlta. The
coviitia tribida thus had a democratic

character. The importance of the tribes

was further increased on the reform of the

comitia ceuturiafa (q.v.), since each of the

thirty-five tribes was thereby divided into

five property-classes, each consisting of two

centiiricv,, semorcs and iumorrs. Under
the Empire they lost all political impor-

tance ; the country-tribes were used merely

as geographical subdivisions, while the

lists of the whole number of the thirty-five

tribes were treated as a register for the dis-
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tribution of the State doles of corn. Thus
the tribes sank at last mto corporate groups

of pauperized citizens.

Tribiita Coinitia. Sec Comitia (3).

Tributuni. Originally an exti-aordinary

means of revenue among the Romans, levied

on the burgesses in the proportion of 1-3

]ier thousand in times of war, when the

means of the State treasury were of them-
selves not sutBcient, and more especially

after 406 B.C., when the State first took

over the payment of the soldiers' wages.
"When the war was over, the money was
generally repaid from contributions or from
the booty. Subsequent to the conquest of

Macedonia, 107 B.C., the income of the State

from the provinces was so considerable,

that the burgesses, although not legally

exempt, ceased any longer to be subject to

this payment. The strictly regulated taxes

of the provinces also went by the same
name, trihutum soli, the ground-tax, and
tributum capitis, the personal tax. {Sec

Stipexdium.) Italy, up to his time exempt,
was also made liable to these taxes by
Diocletian, towards the end of the 3rd
century a.d. {Cp. Taxes.)

Triclinium. The Roman dining-table of

four sides, with three low couches ilccti)

TRICLINIUM.

placed round it so as to leave the fourth

side free for the servants {sec plan). The
lecti, arranged for three persons each, were
broad, cushioned places, lower towards the

outside and sloping upwards with a side-

support; on each of the three places was
a pillow, on which the diners, as they lay

at table, supported themselves with their

left arm, their feet being towards the

outside. The allotment of the nine places

was made in accordance with strict rules

of etiquette. The middle couch, Icctus

mecUus, and the one on its left, Iccfits

suinnms (the highest), were appointed for

the guests, the former for the most dis-

tinguished guests ; that on its right, lectus

Inius (the lowest), was for the host, his

wife, and a child or a freedman. On the
hrtiis summits and imiis, the place of

honour {locus su nouns) was on the left

side, on which was the support of the

couch, and consequently the most con-

venient seat. The place appointed for the

chief person of the company, the locus

consillCtfis, was, however, on the lectus

mcdius, and not on the left, but on the right

and unsupported side, next that of the host,

who took the first place of the lectus imus.
For the tables of costly citrus-wood with

round tops, and similar tables, which were
introduced towards the end of the Republic,

a peculiar crescent-shaped couch was used.

This was called sigma from its shape C,
one of the forms of the Greek letter bear-

ing that name. It was also called st'ibd-

dium, and as a rule was suitable only for

five persons. On the sigma the places of

honour were the corner-seats, the first place

being that on the "right wing" {in dcxtro

cornu), the second that on the left {in

sinistro cornu) ; the remaining seats were
named from this onward, so that the last

was on the left side of the first.

The dining-room itself was also called

triclinium, even when it contained several

dining-tables. Romans of distinction in

later times had several such rooms for dif-

ferent times of the year; in the winter they

dined in the interior of the house by lamp-

light, in summer in an arbour attached to

the house or in the upper story.

Trierarch (Gr. trlcrarchcs / Lat. tricr-

c(rclia). Originally the commander of a

trireme ; afterwards of any large war-ship.

Trierarchia. The superintendence of the

equipment of a war-ship ; one of the public

burdens imposed on Athenian citizens.

{See Leitoukgia.)
Trieres. A Greek ship with three

banks of oars. (See Ships.)

Triglyphs (" three channels "). A name
given in the Doric frieze to surfaces which,

projecting over every column and between

every two columns, are ornamented with

three parallel channels, two complete

ones in the middle and two halves at the

corners. Between the triglyphs are the

metopes {q.v.). {Cp. Architecture, Orders
uf; and Parthexox, fig. 2.)

Trigon. A kind of game with a txill.

(See Ball, Games of).

Trilogy (Gr. trtlogul). A set of three

tragedies which, together with a satyric

drama, formed a tetralogy {q.v.). The
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several tragedies were generally, but not
always, connected with each other in

subject. The only surviving example is

the Oresteid of jEschylus, consisting of the
Agnmeinndn^ ChoCphoroe^ and Euvii'7udes.

Triphiodorus. See Tryphiodorus.
Triptolemus. Son of Eleusis (or of Celeus,

see Demophoon) a favourite of Demeter,
who sent him about the world on a car
drawn by serpents to extend the cultivation

of grain, and with it agriculture. On his

return to Attica, Celeus of Eleusis made an
attempt upon his life, but, at the bidding
of Demeter, was obliged to give up the
country to him. He founded the town of

Eleusis, and, as first priest of Demeter,
instituted the services there held in her
honour, as well as the ThesmojjJiortd {q.v.).

In various parts of Greece, as well as in

Italy and Sicily, he was honoured as the

ibunder and promoter of husbandry, but
especially in Eleusis, vv^here, as the local

hero, he had a temple dedicated to him, and
a spot called the threshing-floor of Trip-

tolemus on the Rharian plain. The Ai'give

legend connected him with its local genea-
logies, and told how, while seeking lo in

Tai'sus and Antioch, he founded Greek set-

tlements and instituted the cultivation of

corn. In the Attic legend of Eleusis, he is

also represented as a judge of the dead.

{Sec Demetrr, fig. 1, and Vases, fig. 12.)

Triptj^chon. See Dip-
TYCHON.

Trireme (Lat. trtre-

mis). A Roman ship

with three banks of oars.

(See Ship.)

Tritagonist (Gr. trUd-
gonistes). The third

actor in the Greek drama,
who played in the least

important parts.

Tritogeneia. A special

surname of Athene
Triton. Son of Posei-

don and Amphitrite. Ho
is described as living

with them in a golden
palace in the depths of

the sea. The mythical

lake Trttonis, near the

Mediterranean coast of

Libya, was regarded as

his peculiar abode, especially in the story

of the Argonauts. He was represented as a

man in his upper parts, terminating in a

dolphin's tail ; his special attribute is a

twisted sea-shell, on which he blows, now

violently, now gently, to raise or calm the
billows. In the course of time there grew
up the notion of a large number of Tritons,
all represented as beings of double form

(1) TItlTON.

(Rome, Vatican.)

and sometimes with the fore-feet of a horse

as well as a human body and a fish's tail

(called Centauro-tritons or lehthyo'tauri).

I

(2) CENTAUUO-TUrrON AND NEKEIU.

(Naples Museum.)

They were, however, alwa5^s regarded as

attendants on the other sea-gods while

riding or driving over the waves ; and they

were represented accordingly in works of

art {see cuts).

I
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Triumph. The Roman festal procession
!

at the head of a v:ctorious host tlirough the

city to the Capitol, the highest distinction

which could be accorded to a victorious

commander. Only the regular holder of

the highest command {impc rinm), a dictator

,

consul, or praetor, was entitled to this honour,

and that too even when the decisive victory

had not been fought under his immediate
direction. It was also essential that the

victory should be an important one gained

in a regular war ; i.e. not against citizens

or rebellious slaves. Permission to cele-

brate a triumph was granted, with the

necessary expenses, by the Senate. Up to

the day of the triumph, the general was
obliged to remain before the city, because
his command expired at the moment he
entered it. Accordingly it was outside the

conquered country, models of the captured
fortresses, ships, etc., either carried on
men's shoulders or placed in chariots ; then
the crowns of honour dedicated to tlic

triumphant general by the towns of the

province, originalh' of ba}' leaves, late-r of

gold. Then the white bulls intended for

sacrifice on the Capitol, with gilded horns,

decorated with ribands and garlands, and
accompanied by j-ouths and boys in holiday

attire, carrjdng gold and silver chalices.

Then followed in chains the distinguished

captives who had been spared for the

triumph, and whose fate it was, when the

triumphal car reached the slope of the

Capitol, to be dragged off to prison, there

almost invariably to meet with immediate
execution. Behind these followed the lictors

of the general in purple tunics, with their

(1) TniUMPHAL PROCESSION.

Relief from the Arch of Titus, ropresetitins; the spoils from the temple at .Terusalein, includins;

the seven-branched candlestick, the table for shewbread, and the golden trumpets.)

city, generally in the temple of Bellona,

that the Senate assembled to receive his

report.

On the day of the triumph, the procession,

starting from the Campus Martius, pro-

ceeded through the Porta TriumphciUs into

the Circus Flamintus ; then, after entering

the city through the Porta CarmaitaUs, it

marched on into the Circus Maximiis, and

thence to the Via Sacra, and up this across

the Forum to the Capitol {sec plan under

Forum). The streets were adorned with

garlands, the temples opened, and, as the

procession passed by, the spectators greeted

it with the acclamation, lo triumpM ! The
procession was headed by the State officials

and the Senate. Then followed trumpeters,

and after them the captured spoils {see fig.

1); next came painted representations of the

fasces wreathed in bay leaves; then a body
of musicians playing on the lyre, and priests

with censers; and lastly the triumphal car,

gilded, and garlanded with bay leaves, and

drawn by four white horses, which were
also wreathed with garlands. On it stood

the general ; in earlier times his body was
dj^ed with vermilion [Pliny, A". //. xxxiii 111].

His head was wreathed with bay, and he

wore the garb of the Capitoline Jupiter,

furnished him from the treasury of the

Capitoline temple ; viz. a purple tunic em-
broidered with golden palm-shoots {fUntcd

jKtImdtd), a toga decorated with golden

stars on a purple ground {toga pictd),

gilded shoes, and an ivory sceptre in his

left hand, with an eagle on the to]) ; in his

right he carried a branch of bay. Over

his head a public slave, standing behind
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him, held the golden crown of Jupiter,

and, while the people shouted acclama-
tions, called to him, "Look behind you, and
remember you are mortal." [Tertullian,

Ajx)!. 33.] He also guarded himself against

envy and the evil eye by an amulet which
he wore either on his person or tied to

the car. With him on the car, and some-
times on the horses, sat his youngest chil-

dren, while his grown up sons rode behind
with his lieutenants and officers. The
soldiers brought up the rear, all wearing
decorations, and shouting lo trhimplie! In
accordance with ancient custom, they also

alternately sang songs in praise of their

general, and uttered ribald jests at his

expense. On arriving at the temple of

Capitoline Jupiter, the general, as a token
of his victory, placed on the lap of the god
the bay leaves wreathed around the fasces,

together with his own branch of ba}-, or (in

later times) a palm-branch, the fasces, and
his laurel-shoot. He then offered the

sacrifice of thanksgiving {cjy. fig. 2).

(2) SACRIFICE OF TliAJAK.

(Bas-relief from Arch of Constantine.)

The festival, originally limited to one
day, gradually extended itself to several.

It concluded with a banquet to the State

officials and the Senate, and sometimes also

with an entertainment for the soldiers and
people. If the permission to celebrate the

ordinai'y triumph were refused to a general,

he could undertake one on his own account

to the temple of Jupiter Latiaris on the

Alban Hill. If the conqueror had not

fought under his own auspices, or if his

exploits did not appear to merit the highest

form of triumph, he was allowed to hold

one of an inferior kind called an ovdtld.

In this the conqueror entered the town
either on foot (as in earlier times) or on
horseback, clad in the toga prcetexta, and
with a wreath of mjTtle on his brow.

Under the Empire, only the emperors
triumphed, because the generals commanded
as their lieutenants {JCgCdi Augusti), under
the auspices of the emperors, and not under
their own. Victorious generals were then

obliged to content themselves with the

orndmenta trtumpliclUd / i.e. the right of

appearing on holida}' occasions in the

insignia of triumph, the tunica palmata,

or toga picfa, and wreath of bay leaves.

After Trajan's time, even this kind of

military distinction ceased, as all consuls

were permitted to wear the triumphal deco-

rations during festal processions.

Triumphal Arches. A type of monu-
mental architecture peculiar to the Romans.
They were erected as memorials in honour

of victorious generals, and (in later times)

in honovir of individual emperors. In

architectural design they united the Roman
arch with the Greek column. In Rome (not

to mention the remains of the Arch of

Drusus) there are still extant, (1) the arch

which the Senate and people erected after

the death of Titus, in memory of the con-

quest of Judsea (70 A.D.). This consists of

two massive piers of Pentelic marble in-

closed by p)ilasters and joined together by

a vaulted arch, and of a lofty entablature,

on which the dedication is insci-ibed. On
the inner jambs of the arch are two hue

reliefs, representing (i) the emperor on the

triumphal car, and (ii) a group of soldiers

bearing the spoils of the Jewish War. {See

Triumph, fig 1.) (2) The Arch of Septimius

Severus, with three entrances. This is of

remarkable dimensions, but the decoration,

though far richer, is overcharged ; it was

erected by the people in 203 a.d. in honour

of the emperor after his victories over the

Parthians. (3) The Arch of Constantine,

also with three entrances. This was built

after 311 a.d. (sec cut), by using certain

portions (viz. the reliefs on both the fronts

and on the inner sides of the middle arch)

of one of the triumphal arches of Trajan,

which was destroyed for this purpose.

Among those not in Rome miTst be men-

tioned that at Orange in the south of

Prance. Arches-of honour were also erected

for other services. Such are that of

Augustus at Ariminum (Rimini) on the

occasion of the completion of the road

leading to that place from Rome ; that of

Trajan at Ancona, on the restoration of the
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harbour. In Rome itself, between the site

of the Vehlhritm and the Forum liOari ion.
there is a richly decorated, but coarsely
sculptured, gatewaj^ with a flat lintel

bearing an inscription recording its

erection (in a.d. 204) in honour of

Septimius Severus and other mem-
bers of the imperial house by the
silversmiths or bankers (argcntra-il)

and other merchants of the Forum
Boarium. The arch of the Sergii

at Pola in Istria is a family me-
morial.

Triumviri. See Tresviri,
Trogus. Sec Pompeius Trogus.
Troise Ludiis. Cj:). Circus, p. 139.

Troilus. A younger son of Priam
and Hecuba, who was slain by
Achilles. According to the later

legend, Achilles lay in wait for the
boy when he was exercising his

horse near a well in front of the
city, and slew him as he fled to the
temple of Thymbrsean Apollo, just

by the altar of the god, at the very
spot where he himself was destined
afterwards to meet his fate. Ac-
cording to another account, Troilus ven-
tured to meet Achilles in open conflict, but
was dragged to death by his own horses.

(Sec Vases, fig. 10.)

Trojan "War. The story of the Trojan
War, like the story of the Argonauts,
underwent, in the course of time, many
changes and amplifications. The kernel of

the story is contained in the two epic poems
of Homer: the Iliad and the Odyssey.
The incidents, either narrated or briefly

touched upon in these, were elaborated or

developed by the post-Homeric poets, partly

by connecting them with other popular tradi-

tions, and partlj' by the addition of further

details of their own invention. While in

Homer it is simply the rape of Helen which
is the occasion of the Avar, a later legend
traced its origin to the marriage of Peleus
and Thetis, when Eris threw down among
the assembled gods the golden apple in-

scribed For the fairest. The quarrel that

ensued between Hera, Athene, and Ai)hr6-
dlte for the prize of beauty was decided by
Paris in favour of Aphrodite, who in retui-n

secured him the possession of Helen, while
Hera and Athene became, from that time
onward, the implacable enemies of the

•whole Trojan race.

According to Homer, after Helen
been carried off bj^ Paris, Menelaiis
AgamcmnGn visited all the Greek

D. C. A.

tains in turn, and prevailed on them to
take part in the expedition which tiiey

were preparing to avenge the wrong. Ac-
cording to the later account, the majority of

had
and

chief-

TRIUMPIIAI. AIUII W <<iNsr.\M INK. IKMi:.

(Adorned with reliefs from the Arch of Trajan.)

the chieftains were already bound to follow

the expedition by an oath, which they had
sworn to Tyndareus. Agamemnon was
chosen commander-in-chief; next to him
the most prominent Greek heroes are his

brother Menelaus, Achilles and Patroclus,

the two Ajaxes, Teucer, Nestor and his son

Antiluchus, Odysseus, Diomedes,Id6meneus,
and Philoctetes, who, however, at the very

outset of the expedition had to be left be-

hind, and does not ajjpear on the scene of

action until just before the fall of Troy.

Later epics add the name of Palamedes.

The entire host of 1(A),(:h J(J men and 1,186

ships assembled in the harbour of Aulis.

Here, while they were sacrificing under a

plane tree, a snake darted out from under

the altar and ascended the tree, and there,

after devouring a brood of eight young
sparrows and the mother-bird herself, was
turned into stone. This omen Calchas, the

seer of the host, interpreted to mean that

the war would last nine years, and termi-

nate in the tenth with the destruction of

Troy [Iliad ii 299-332]. Agamemnon had

already received an oracle from the Delphian

god that Troy would fall when the best

of the Greeks quarrelled. In Homer the

crossing to Troy follows immediately' ; but

in the later story the Greeks at first laud

by mistake in Mysia, in the country of

teleplms {q.v.\ and being dispersed by a

u u
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storm and driven back to Greece, assemble
afresh at Aulis, whence they are only
permitted to set out after the sacrifice of

Jphigcma (an incident entirely unknown
to Homer). On the Greek side the first to

fall is Protesthlils, who is the first to land.

The disembarkation cannot take place until

Achilles has slain the mighty Cycnus {q.v.,

2). After pitching their camp, Odysseus and
Menelaus proceed as ambassadors to Troy,

to demand the surrender of Helen. But
this proposal, in spite of the inclination of

Helen herself and the admonition of the

Trojan Antenor^ falls to the ground, owing
to the opposition of Paris, and war is de-

clared. The number of the Trojans, whose
chief hero is Hector^ scarcely amounts to

the tenth part of that of the besiegers ; and
although they possess the aid of countless

brave allies, such as yUneds, Sarpedon, and
Glauciis, in their fear of Achilles they dare

not risk a general engagement. On the

other hand, the Achseans can do nothing
against the well-fortified and defended town,
and see themselves confined to laying

ambuscades and devastating the surround-

ing country, and compelled by lack of pro-

visions to have resource to foraging expe-

ditions in the neighbourhood, undertaken
by sea and by land under the generalship

of Achilles. At length the decisive tenth

year arrives. The Homeric Iliad narrates

the events of this year, confining itself to

the space of fifty-one days.

Chryses, priest of Apollo, comes in priestly

garb into the camp of the Greeks to ransom
his daughter Chryseis from Agamemnon.
He is rudely repulsed, and Apollo conse-

quently visits the Greeks with a plague.

In an assembly of the Greeks summoned
by Achilles, Calchas declares the only
means of appeasing the god to be the

surrender of the girl without ransom.
Agamemnon assents to the general wish

;

but, by way of compensation, takes from
Achilles, whom he considers to be the

instigator of the whole plot, his favourite

slave Briseis. Achilles withdraws in a

rage to his tent, and implores his mother
Thetis to obtain from Zeus a promise that

the Greeks should meet with disaster in

fighting the Trojans until Agamemnon
should give her son complete satisfaction

[II. ij. The Trojans immediately take the

open field, and Agamemnon is induced by a

promise of victory, convoyed in a dream
from Zeus, to appoint the following day
for a battle [ii]. The hosts are already

standing opposed to one another, prepared

for fight, when they agree to a treaty that
the conflict for Helen and the plundered
treasures be decided by a duel between
Paris and Menelaus. Paris is overcome in

the duel, and is only rescued from death
by the intervention of Aphrodite [iii],

AVhen Agamemnon presses for the fulfil-

ment of the treaty, the Trojan Pandarus
breaks the peace by shooting an arrow at

Menelaus, and the first open engagement
in the war begins [iv], in which, under the

protection of Athene, Diomede performs
miracles of braveiy and wounds even
Aphrodite and Ares [v]. Diomede and the

Lycian Glaucus are on the point of fighting,

when they recognise one another as here-

ditary guest-friends. Hector goes from
the battle to Troy, and the day ends with
an indecisive duel between Hector and Ajas
son of Telamon. In the armistice ensuing
both sides bury their dead, and the Greeks,
acting on the advice of Nestor, surround the

camp with a wall and trench [vii]. When
the fighting begins afresh, Zeus forbids the

gods to take part in it, and ordains that the

battle shall terminate with the discomfiture

of the Greeks [viii]. On the following

night Agamemnon already begins to medi-

tate flight, but Nestor advises reconciliation

with Achilles. The efforts of the ambas-
sadors are, however, fruitless [ix]. Here-

upon Odysseus and Diomede go out to

reconnoitre, capture Dolon, a Trojan sjDy,

and surprise Rhesus (q.v.)^ king of the

Thracians, the newly arrived ally of the

enemy [xj. On the sttcceeding day Aga-
memnon's bravery drives the Trojans back

to the walls of the town ; but he himself.

Diomede, Odysseus, and other heroes leave

the battle wounded, the Greeks retire behind

the camp walls [xi], to attack which tlic

Trojans set out in five detachments. The
opposition of the Greeks is brave ; but

Hector breaks the rough gate with a rock,

and the stream of enemies pours itself un-

impeded into the camp [xii]. Once more the

Greek heroes who are still capable of taking

part in the fight, especially the two Ajaxes

and Idomeneus, succeed with the help of

Poseidon in repelling the Trojans, while

TelamonianAjax dashes Hector to the ground

with a stone ; but the latter soon reappears

on the battlefield with fresh strength

granted him by Apollo at the command of

Zeus [xiii]. Poseidon is obliged to leave

the Greeks to their fate ; they retire again

to the ships, which Ajax in vain defends

[xvj. The foremost ship is already burning,

when Achilles gives way to the entreaties
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of his friend Patroclus, and sends him, clad
'

in his own armour, with the Myrmidons to

the help of the distressed Greeks. Supposing
it to be Achilles himself, the Trojans in

terror flee from the camp before Patroclus,

who pursues them to the town, and lays low
vast numbers of the enemy, including the

brave Sarpedon, whose corpse is only
rescued from the Greeks after a severe

fight. At last Patroclus himself is slain

by Kector with the help of Apollo [xvi]

;

Achilles' arms are lost, and even the corpse

is with difficulty saved [xvii]. And now
Achilles repents of his auger, reconciles

himself to Agamemnon, and on the follow-

ing day, furnished with new and splendid

armour by Hephsestus at the request of

Thetis [xviii], avenges the death of his

friend on countless Trojans and finally on

Hector himself [xxii]. With the burial of
|

Patroclus and the funeral games estab- '

lished in his honour [xxiii], the restoration i

of Hector's corpse to Priam, and the bui'ial

of Hector, for which Achilles allows an

armistice of eleven days [xxiv], the Iliad
|

concludes.

Immediately after the death of Hector
!

the later legends bring the Amazons to
j

the help of the Trojans, and their queen
Pcnthcsilea is slain by Achilles. Then
appears Mcmnon, who is also mentioned by I

Homer; at the head of his Ethiopians he
!

slays Antilochus son of Nestor, and is him-
1

self slain by Achilles. And now comes the

fulfilment of the oracle given to Agamemnon
at Delphi; for at a sacrificial banquet a

violent quarrel arises between Achilles and
Odys.seus, the latter declaring craft and not

valour to be the only means of capturing

Troy. Soon after, in an attempt to force a

way into the hostile town through the

Seaman gate, or, according to later legend, at

the marriage of Priam's daughter Polyxena
in the temple of Thymbrsean Apollo, Achilles

falls slain by the arrow of Paris, directed

by the god. After his burial, Thetis offers

the arms of her son as a prize for the bravest

of the Greek heroes, and they are adjudged
to Odysseus. Thereupon his competitor, the

Telamonian Ajax, slays himself. For these

losses, however, the Greeks find some com-
pensation. Acting on the admonition of

Ilelcnns, son of Priam, who had been cap-

tured by Odysseus, that Troy could not be

conquered without the arrows of Heracles
and the presence of a descendant of iEacus,

they fetch to the camp Philoctetcs, the heir

of Heracles, who had been abandoned on

Lemuos, and NeojAoIcmus, the young son

of Achilles, who had been brought up on
Scyrus. The latter, a worthy son of his

father, slays the last ally of the Trojans,

Eurypylus, the brave son of Telephus; and
Philoctotcs, with one of the arrows of

Heracles, kills Paris. Even when the last

condition of the capture of Troy, viz. the

removal of the Palla dlam from the temple
of Athene on the citadel, has been success-

fully fulfilled by Diomede and Od^-sseus,

the town can only be taken ^ by treachery.

On the advice of Athene. EplnuH^ sou of

Panopeus, builds a gigantic wooden horse, in

the belly of which the bravest Greek warriors

conceal themselves under the direction of

Odysseus, while the rest of the Greeks burn
the camp and embark on board ship, onl}',

however, to anchor behind Tenedos. The
Trojans, streaming out of the town, find

the horse, and are in doubt what to do with

it. According to the later legend, they are

deceived by tie treacherous Sinon, a kins-

man of Odysseus, who has of his own free

will remained behind. He pretends that

he has escaped from the death by sacrifice

to which he had been doomed by the malice

of Odysseus, and that the horse has been
erected to expiate the robbery of the

Palladium ; to destroy it would be fatal to

Troy, but should it be set on the citadel,

Asia would conquer Europe. The fate of

LducoOn (q.v.) removes the last doubt from
the minds of the Trojans; the city gate

being too small, they break down a portion

of the wall, and draw the horse up to the

citadel as a dedicatory offering for Athene.

While they are giving themselves up to

transports of joy, Sinon in the night opens

the door of the horse. The heroes descend,

and light the flames that give to the

Greek fleet the preconcerted signal for its

return. Thus Troy is captured; all the

inhabitants are either slain or carried into

slavery, and the city is destroyed. The
only survivors of the royal house are

Helenus, Cassandra, and Hector's wife

Andromache, besides yl^^ucas iq.i\ ; for the

fate of the rest sec Deiphohus, Hecuba,
PoLYDORUs, 2, Polyxena, Pkiam, Tkoilus).

After Troy has been destroyed and plun-

dered, Agamemnon and Menelaus, contrary

to custom, call the drunken Greeks to

an assembly in the evening. A division

ensues, half siding with IMenelaus in a

desire to return home at once; while Aga-

memnon and the other half wish first to

appease by sacrifice the deity of Athene,

who has been offended by the outrage of the

Locrian Ajax (see AiAS, 1). The army con-
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TRornY.

(Boeotian coin.)

sequently sets out on its journey in two
parts. Onl}' Nestor, Diomede, Neoptolemus,
Philoctetes, and Idomeneus reach home in

safety; while Menelaus and Odysseus have
lirst to undeigo wanderings for many a long

year. Death overtakes the Locrian Ajax on

the sea. and Agamemnon immediately after

his arrival home.
Tropaeum (Gr. tropaion). The Greek

term for a monument of victory, composed
of the arms captured as boot}^, and set up
on the spot where the conquered enemy
had turned to flight. Representations of

the stump of a tree with
cross-pieces and armour
or weapons suspended
from them, are often to

be seen on coins {see cut).

The Romans borrowed the

custom from the Greeks,
but generally erected as

memorials of victory per-

manent montmients, with
representations of the war carved in relief,

and with trophies of arms suspended over
the undecorated portions.

Trophonius and Agamedes. Sons of

Ergiuus of Orchomenus, legendary heroes
of architecture. Many important buildings
were attributed to them, among others the

temple of Apollo at Delphi [Homeric Hymn
to Apollo, 118 ; Strabo, p. 421 ; Pausanias x
5 § 13], that of Poseidon at Mantiueia
[Pans, viii 10 § 2], the thdlumos of Alcmene
in Thebes [ib. ix 11 § 1], the treasuries

of Augeas in Elis [Scholia to Aristophanes,
Nuhes 508], and Hyrieus in Boeotian Hyria
[Pans, ix 37 § 4]. In the last named they
inserted one stone so cleverly that it could
be easily removed from the outside and the
treasure stolen b}' night. But on one occa-

sion, v/hen Agamedes was caught in the
trap laid b}' Hj'rieus to discover the thief,

Trophonius, to save himself from being
betrayed as his brother's accomplice, cut
off the head of Agamedes. Being pursued
however by the king, he was swallowed up
in the earth at Lebadea, and by the com-
mand of Apollo a cult and an oracle were
dedicated to him as Zeus Ti'ophcnius.

The oracle was situated in a subterranean
chamber, into which, after various prepara-
tory rites, including the nocturnal sacrifice of

a ram and the invocation of Agamedes, the

inquirers descended, to receive, under cir-

cumstances of a mj'Stericus nature, a variety

of revelations, which were afterwards taken
down from their lips and duly interpreted.

The descent into the cave, and the sights

which there met the eye, were so awe-
inspiring, that the popular belief was that

no one who visited the cave ever .smiled

again [Athenseus, 614 a; cp. Aristophanes,
Nubes 508] ; and it was proverbially said

of persons of grave and serious aspect, that

they had been in the cave of Trophonius.
According to another story, the brothers,

after the completion of the Delphic temple,

asked Apollo for a reward, and he pro-

mised they should have on the seventh day
the best thing that could be given to man

;

and on that day they both died a peaceful

death [Cicero, Tusc. Disp. i 114: Plutarch,

Consolatio ad Apolloniinn 14].

Tros. Son of Erichthonius, father of

Ilus founder of Troy, and of Assaracus and

Ganymedes. {Cp. Dardanus.)
Trtii (tnilla). A kind of ladle. (.S'ee

Vessels.)
Tryphiodorus. A Greek epic writer of

Egypt, who composed at the beginning of

the 6th century B.C. a Conquest of Ilium
in 691 hexameters, a very indiffierent poem.

Tuba. The Latin name for a straight

wind-instrument of deep, clangorous sound,

which was used at sacrifices, games, and

funerals, and in war among the infantry to

give the signal for attack and retreat, and

was blown by the tiibtcen {see cut). {Cp.

LiTUUs, 2.)

Tiibilustrium. A festival in honour of

Mars. {See Salii.)

TuUius. See CiCERO and Tiro.

Tunica {Latin). A garment for men and

women worn next the person. With men
it was a loose shirt of woollen stuff, consist-

ing of pieces sewn together at the sides,

and having either no sleeves or only short

ones reaching half way down the arm.

Longer sleeves Avere considered efteminate,

and first came into general use in the 3rd

and 4th centuries A D. Ordinarily the

tunica was girded ud over the hip, and

reached to the knees onh'. It was con-

sidered unbecoming to allow it to appear

beneath the lower part of the toga. It was

I
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worn by the Roman at home and at work,
and also by shaves and strangers. Senators
and patricians were distinguished by a
tunica with a broad purple stripe ilfitus

cldvus, hence tunica h'lticldvia) extending
from the neck to the under seam ; the
knights b}' a narrow one {angiistiis davits,

hence tunica angusticlavia). The purple
tunica, adorned with golden palm-branches
{tunica palmCda), was, with the toga picta

iscc Toga), the dress of a general on the

occasion of a triumph (q.v.). It very early

became the custom to wear beneath the

tunic proper a tunica interior, which Avas

of wool. Linen shirts did not come into

use until the 4th century a.d. Women also

wore a double tunic, an under one consist-

ing of a garment fitting closely to the body
and reaching over the knee, and over this

the stola {cpv.).

Turma. A sub-division of the Roman
cavalry. The 300 knights originally be-

longing to each legion were divided into 10
turmce of 30 men: each of these had 3
dccurwncs, the first of whom commanded
the whole turma, and 3 o^jfioacs (adjutants).

The divisions of allied cavalry called dice

(sec Ala), each consisting of 300 men, con-

tained 5 turmce of GO men each. Under
the Empire the independent divisions of

cavalry of 500 or 1,000 men, which were
also called alee, consisted of 16 or 24 turmce.

The cavalry divisions of 120 horsemen in a

cohort of 500 strong, which formed the unit

in many cohorts, and of 240 horsemen in a

cohort of 1,000 strong, Avere divided into 6

and 10 turmce respectivel}'. (See Cohors.)
Turnus. Son of Daunus and Venilia,

brother of Juturna (q.v.), king of the

Rutulians at Ardea. He was induced b}^

Amata, the sister of his mother, and wife
of Latlnus, to make war upon ^neas for

his bride Lavinia, who had already been
betrothed to himself. After mau}^ hard
fights he was slain in single combat by his

rival.

Turpilius (Scxtus). A Roman writer
of comedies, a younger contemporary of

Terence. He died at Sinuessa in 103 B.C.

We only possess some of the titles and a few
fragments of his plaj's. He was the last im-
portant writer of the fdbfila palUdta (q.v.).

Tutela. The office of guardian among
the Romans. It affected not only minoi-s,

but also widows and grown up daughters
op to the time of their marriage, with the

exception of the Vestals. In the case of

impuberes or pupilli, ordinary minors, the

guardian (tutor) managed their property

until the time of their majority, which
with girls began at twelve, with boys at

fourteen. At this age the guardianship
determined, and girls became, like widows,
possessed of independent power over their

propert}', but still remained so far under
guardianship, that they were unable to take
legal proceedings without the consent of

their guardians.

Three kinds of tidOrcs have Ijeeu dis-

tinguished: (I) tutor testdmcntdr'ius, who
was named in the will. B}'^ a provision in

the will women were sometimes allowed the
choice of their guardian, who was then
called tutor optlvus (" chosen guardian "),

to distinguish him from the tutor ddtlvus
(or " specified guardian "). If no guai'dian

was named in the will, or the guardiait

named declined the office, or subsequently
resigned it, the next of kin stepped in as

(2) tutor legttimus. In the case of a widow,,

this was the son, if of age, or the husband's

brother, and so on. In the case of a daugh-
ter, the brother, if of age, the uncle on the

father's side, and so on. Among the patri-

cians, if there were no kinsmen, the gentiles

undertook the duties. (3) If there were
neither a tutor tcstamcntarius nor a tutor

legitimus, then the pr?etor appointed a tutor

AtlUdnus, so called because the lex At ilia

(about 188 B.C.) had introduced this kind

of guardian. Under the Empire these

guardians were named b}' the consuls, from
the time of Marcus Aurelius by a regular

prcctor tfitcldris. Women having three-

children were exempted from all guardian-

ship by Augustus. Then Claudius abo-

lished guardianship on the part of the

agndtl in the case of all women. Diocle-

tian extended this abolition to the case of

minors. After the time of Diocletian,

guai'dianshii) over women foil into disuse,

and afterwards Avomen were themselves

allowed to act as guardians. A guardian

found guilty of betraying his trust was
punished b}- infdnua (q.v.). (Cp. CuRA.)

Among the Athenians the guardian

(epitrupos), if not named by tlie father in

the will, was generally appointed by the

archon from the nearest relations. The
archon was also the proper authority in

suits relating to guardianship, which, during

the minority of the ward, could be bmught
forward in the form of a i)ublic prosecu-

tion ; and, after the ward had attained his

maioritA", in that of a pri%'ate lawsuit.

Tutor. A guardian. {t<ec Tctei.a.)

Tutulus. A kind of Roman head-dress,

formed by plaiting the hair high above
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the forehead. It was characteristic of the

flaraen and his wife, {See Hair, Modes of
Dressing.)
Twelve Tables (Duodccim Tdhulce). The

lawri of the Twelve Tables represent the

lirst attempt made by the decemvirs, 451-
450 B.C., to reduce to a regular code the

older unwritten and imperfectly formvilated

laws'ofcustom—criminal, civil, and religious

(ius jniblicum, privatum^ sacrum)—which
had up to that time prevailed iu Rome.
To this end improvements were adopted
w"hich were suggested b}- the constitutions

and laws of other nations. The code thus

formed was the source of the whole sj^stem

of Roman jurisprudence, and, so far as civil

law was concerned, survived until the latest

times. The importance ascribed to the

Twelve Tables by the Romans is clear from
their forming a principal part of the educa-

tion of Roman boys ; even in the boyhood
of Cicero they were still learnt by heart

in the schools of Rome. As in course

of time many passages became obscure,

through changes in the language and in the

state of the laws, various commentaries
were added to them, some as early as 204
B.C., by Jillius Catus {see Jurisprudence)

;

some as late as the 2nd century A.D., by
Gaius. The laws were written on twelve
tablets of bronze, but it is doubtful whether
the originals survived the capture of Rome
by the Gauls in 390 B.C. It was probably
copies of these that were still standing in

the Roman Eorum in the 2nd century after

Christ. Only detached fragments, occa-

sionally quoted in other writings, have sur-

vived to modern times, yet these give a clear

idea of the succinct style in which the

laws were written. [The standard critical

edition is by R. Schoell, 18(i(j, followed in

the main in Wordsworth's Fragments and
Specimens of Early Latin, Bruns' Fontes
luris Komuni, and F. D. Allen's Remnants
of Early Latin, 1880, §§ 174-207.]

Tyche. In Greek mythology, originally

the goddess of chance ; only occasionally

mentioned in the older poets. In the

course of time she came to be extensively

worshipped as a goddess of prosperity, who
had cities under her special protection.

With the general decay of belief in the

gods she became one of the mightiest and
most commonly named of all supernatural

powers. She is generally represented with
a cornucopia as the bestower of blessing,

with a rudder as the pilot of destiny, and
with wings, wheel, and ball, as emblems
ef her variability. [For the personified

Tyche of Antioch on the Orontes, see

Sculpture, fig. 15.]

Tydeiis. Son of (Eneus of Culydon and
Periboea ; father of Diomedes. Being
obliged to fly from his home, owing to the

murder of his paternal uncle Melas, and
of his sons, he took refuge with Adrastus
{q.v.) at Argos, and married his daughter
Deipyle. Though small of stature, he pos-

sessed a bold spirit and great strength,

together with the special favour of Athene.
As one of the Seven against Thebes, he was
sent to Thebes before the commencement of

hostilities in the hope of coming to terms
with the Theban chiefs. ^, He found them
banqueting with their king Eteocles. On
their refusal to listen to him, he called them
out to combat, and defeated them one after

the other. On his return, the Thebans, in

revenge, laid an ambuscade, consisting of

fifty youths, under two leaders; but with
the help of Athene he slew them all, and
only suffered one of the leaders, Mccon, son

of Hsemon, to escape. In the disasti'ous

conflict under the walls of Thebes, he was
fatally wounded by the Theban Melanippus,

when Athene, with the permission of Zeus,

appeared to grant him life and immortality.

Then his old antagonist, Amphiaraus, laid

before him the head of Melanippus, whom
he had just slain ; and Tydeus, in savage

fury, cleft open his skull and sucked out

the brain of his enemy. Outraged bj^ this

horrible deed, the goddess recoiled from his

presence and delivered him over to death.

The corpse was buried by Mseon out of

gratitude for having been spared by Tj^deus.

Tympanon (Greek). A hand-drum, used

more especially at the

noisy revels of Dio-

nysus and Cybele, a

broad rim of wood or

metal covered with skin

(see cut) ; sometimes
also set round with a

concave and semicircular

Tyndareos. Son of

Sparta, brother of Icarius and Hipj^ocoou.

Expelled by the latter, he took refuge in

^Etolia, with king Thestius, who gave him

his daughter Leda to wife. She became

the mother of Helen, Clytnemnestra, and

Castor and Pollux, (See Leda.) Henlcles

restored him to the throne of Sparta.

When Helen was wooed by the noblest

chieftains of Greece, Tyndareos, acting on

the advice of Odysseus, made the assembled

suitors swear to protect the husband whom
Helen should choose against every act of

TYMPANON,

sound-board,

kine: (Ebalus of
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injustice. By this oath they subsequent!}-

found themselves bound to the expedition

against Troy. As he had on one occasion

forgotten to sacrifice to Aphrodite, she
turned his daughters into adulteresses.

On the death of his sons he surrendered
to his son-in-law, Menelaus, the throne of

Sparta, where he was buried, and his tomb
pointed out to travellers.

Tyndaridgs. [A patronymic formed from
Tyndares.] The children of Tyndareos,
especially the Dioscriri {q.v.).

Typhoeus {Tf/phon). According to Hesiod
[Thcog. 869], the youngest son of Gsea by
Tartarus ; a giant of enormous strength.

with one hundred snake-heads, eyes darting-

fire, and various voices, which sometimes
sounded like the voice of the gods, some-
times like the lowing of a bull or the roar-

ing of a lion, or like the howl of a dog, and
sometimes like a shrill whistle. He was the

symbol of the fire and smoke in the interior

of the earth, and of their destructive forces.

Hence he was also the father of devastating

hurricanes. B}'^ Echidna he was the father

of the dogs Orthos and Cerberus, and the

Lerucean hydra [the ChTrasera, the lion of

Nemea, the eagle of Prometheus, and the

dragon of the Hesperides]. He contended
with Zeus for the throne of the lower
world, but after some severe fighting was
hurled to the ground by lightning, and
thrown into Tartarus. In Homer he lies

beneath the earth, in the land of the Arimi
[11. ii 783], and Zeus assails that region with
his thunderbolts. According to another

account .^tna was hurled upon him, and
out of it he sends forth streams of flame

[iEschylus, Prometheus 370, Septcm contra

Thebas 493]. He was afterwards identified

with the Egyptian god Set, the god of the

sirocco, of death, of blight, of the eclipse

of sun and moon, and of the barren sea,

the author of all evil, and the murderer of

his brother Osiris (q.v.).

Tyrant (Gr. tyrannOs). The word tyran-

nus originally meant no more than a ruler,

and carried no association of blame, but was
used subsequently in the special sense of a

ruler who exercises unconstitutional, irre-

sponsible, and absolute power. Such tyran-

nies arose most commonly in the 7th and
6th centuries B.C., in oligarchical states ; i.e.

in states governed in the interests of their

party by an aristocratical minority. Men
of courage and ability, not unfrequently

themselves members of the aristocracy,

availed themselves of the discontent of the

people in order to win popularity, and tlien

with their help overtlirew the existing
authority, and possessed themselves of the
government. For this ]jurpose many used
the official powers constitutionall}' dele-
gated to them. The tyrants exercised their
authority mostly in their own interests;
and, when they did not misuse it, the people
on the whole fared better under tlio new rule
than under the old, while it also served to

remove existing anomalies, and to make i-ooni

for fresh developments. Many of the tyrants
of this time have earned a high reputation
for themselves, partly by the extension of
their power abroad, and parti}' by the im-
petus thej' gave to trade, and commerce,
and architecture, and by the encourage-
ment of art. Nevertheless, the dj-nasties

of tyrants in this period were seldom of

long duration. They generally formed the
transition from aristocratic oligarchies to

democracies. Under this last form of con-

stitution it was less the actual instances rf

misconduct on the part of tyrants, than dis-

like to monarchs in general, that led men
to associate with the name of a tyrant the

idea of a cruel and arbitrary ruler. When
the democracies had reached their furthest

limit, tja-annies were developed from them,
as in earlier daj-s the}^ had been developed
from oligarchies ; but unlike those of earlier

days, this development was not progress,

but only a general dissolution and deterio-

ration. Such tyrannies, so far from woi'k-

ing any good for the State, served merely
to promote the pleasures and interests of

irresponsible rulers and their ministers.

[C]}- Aristotle, Politics, iv 10 ; v, chaps. 5,

6, 12.]

Tyro. Daughter of Salmoneus, by
Poseidon ; mother of Neleus (q.v.) and of

Pelias, and, by Cretheus, mother of .^EsGn.

Tyrtaeus. A celebrated Greek elegiac

poet of the 7th century B.C., son of

Archembrotus, boi'u either at Athens or

at Aphidna in Attica. He transplanted the

Ionian elegy to Dorian Sparta. According

to the ordinary story, the Spartans, being

hard pressed in the second Messenian War,
on the advice of the Delphic oracle, asked

the Athenians for a general, and the}- sent

them the lame Tyrtteus. By the power of

his poetry, he healed the divisions among
the Spartans, and roused them to such

bravery that they won the victory. His

poems stood in high esteem at Sparta, and

served as a means of education for the

youth. In the field they were read at

evening after supper. Besides fragments

of an elegy entitled EunOmia {Icnvfulness),
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by means of whicli he put an end to the

divisions subsisting among the Spartans,

and an anapaestic March^ we possess three

complete specimens of his war songs, called

IlyjjutJu'kai, or exhortations, in which he
encourages young men to take to heart the
duty and honour of courage. Their themes
are singularly simple and pathetic, and
they are among the most beautiful remains
of ancient poetry.

Tzetzes {lOanucs). A Greek grammarian
and poet of the second half of the 12th
century a.d. He lived in Constantinople,

and though for his time he may be called

learned, he was a most conceited and supei*-

ficial personage, as is amply proved by his

numerous writings. Besides commentaries
on Homer, Hesiod, AristoDhanes, L} cophron,

and other writers, which are valuable for

the authorities quoted in them, he composed,
in 1,665 wretched hexameters, an epic poem
entitled IlXdca, containing the legend of

Troy from the birth of Paris till the opening
of the Iliad, the incidents of the Iliad in

detail, and the further course of the war up
to the return of the Greeks. Besides this

he wrote a book of histories of 12,661
" political verses." These are commonly but

wrongly called chiliads, fi'om an arbitrary

division of the work into books of 1,000

lines each. He is also the author of a col-

lection of stories partly mythical, partly

historical, worthless in themselves, but

valuable as including numerous items of

information which would otherwise have

been unknown to us.

U
mixes. See Odysseus.
Ulpianus (DomUius). Next to Paplnianus

the most celebrated among Roman jurists.

He was born at Tyre about 170 a.d. He
began his career in Rome under Septimius
Severus as assessor of Papinianus ; and,

under Elagabalus and Alexander Severus,

whose preceptor and guardian he had been,

filled the office of a pnefectus prcetoriO.

During his tenure of this office he was mur-
dered (228) before the eyes of the emperor
by the preetorians, whom he had exasperated

by the strictness of his discipline. His two
chief works, on the prtetorian law. Ad Edic-
tum, in 83 books, and on the civil law {Ad
Sdblnum) in 51 books, were held in high
esteem, and foi^med the foundation of the

Pandects of Justinian's Corjjus lurts. Of
this portion the extracts from his writings
form a full third. Besides these excerpts
we have a small part of his Regiddrum
Ltber Singiildris and of his Institutions.

Ulysses. See Odysseus.

Umhraculum {umbella). A sun-shade.

{See Clothing.)
Urania. (1) Epithet of Aphrodite {q.v.).

(2) The Muse of astronomy (see Muses).

(3) A Greek game at bcdl { q.v.).

Uranus (lit. heaven). Son and husband of

Gaea, the Earth, who bore to him the Titans,

the Cyclopes, and Hecatoncheires. He did

not allow the children born to him to see

the light, but concealed them in the depths

of the earth. Enraged at this, Gtea stirred

up her children against him, and Cronus,

the yoitngest of the Titans, unmanned him
with the sickle which his mother had given

to him. From the blood_ that fell upon

the earth were born the Erlnf'es and the

Giants. The member which was cut off

fell into the sea, and out of the foam pro-

duced around it there came into being the

goddess called Aphrodite (^hence called

Aphrogeneidj i.e. foam-born).

Urna. A Roman water-vessel. {See

Vessels.)

V
Valerius. (1) Valerius Antuls, a Roman

annalist. {See Annalists.)

(2) Maxlmus, a Roman historian. Of
his life wc know only that he accompanied
the proconsul Sextus Pompeius to Asia
in 27 A.D. On his return he composed,
between 29 and 32 a.d., a collection of

historical anecdotes in wme.hooks, Factorum
et Dictoruni Meni6rdhll1.um Libri, which
he dedicated to the emperor Tiberius. The

book consists of an uncritical collection Oi

extracts taken mostly from Livy and Cicero,

but also from Sallust and Pompeius Trogus.

These are divided into domestic and foreign

instances under different headings, mostly

descriptive of moral qualities. The style

is bad, and full of declamatory bombast;

the character of the compiler reveals itself

in abject flattery of Tiberius. Neverthe-

less, owing to the convenient selection of
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anecdotes which the book offered to orators

and anthers, it was much quoted in the

succeeding generations down to the Middle
Ages. It has come down to us with two
epitomes, drawn up in late Roman times, by
IfiUus Parts and Ifnu'idrius NcpOt'idnus.

The short dissertation, De Prceno77iintbus,

appended to the work, has nothing to do
with Valerius himself. It is an epitome
drawn up bj'' the above-mentioned Paris

from the first portion of a work on Roman
names by an unknown writer, who quotes
old authorities on the subject, especially

Varro.

(3) Gains Valerius Flaccus Balhus
Sutlnus. A Latin Avriter of epic vei'se, born
at Setia, Avho flourished under Vespasian
and Titus, and died before 90 A.D. We have
an unfinished epic by him on the expedition

of the Argonauts (Arc/onaittica) in 8 books,

which was begun about the time of the

destruction of Jerusalem (70), and was dedi-

cated to Vespasian. The poem is a free

paraphrase of the work of Apollonius

Rhodius, with touches borrowed from other

poets. It is written in language which,

though careful and tastefully chosen, is

sometimes difficult and obscure, and over-

laden with rhetorical adornment. [Cf. Sum-
mers, .4 Study ofthe Argonaut ica of Valerius

Flaccus, 1894.]

(4) Ifdhis Valerius. Of Africa, who
lived about the end of the 3rd century A.D.,

and wrote a Latin translation of the

Pseudo-Callisthenes. (See Callisthexes.)

Varius Riifus (Lucius). A celebrated

Roman poet. His poetical career began
in the later days of the Republic. Ijike

his younger friend Vergil, he was much
honoured and appreciated by Augustus and
Maecenas, to whom he also introiluced his

friend Horace. Vergil, at his death, in 19 R.C,

left him and Plotius Tucca his literary re-

mains, and Augustus entrusted to them the

revision and publication. He died before the

year 12 B.C. At the opening of the Augustan
era he was the most conspicuous of the Latin

t'pic poets ; but he obtained his greatest

reputation by his tragedy ThyestPs, which,

with the Medea of Ovid, was considered the

greatest effort of Roman literature in this

department. The work was brought out at

the games held in honour of the victory at

Actium 29 B.C., and was rewarded by Au-
gustus with a honorarium of a million ses-

terces (£8,750). Of this, as of his ejtic poems
(on the death of Caesar and panegyric on

Augustus), only a few verses survive.

Varro. ^S'ee'TERENTius (2j and (3).

[Vases, of Greek origin, may be classified

under four heads, witli several subdivisions
in each: (I) archaic vases, (II) tho.se with
black figures, (III) those with red figures,
and (IV) those of the decadence.

(I) Archaic Vases.

(1) Among the oldest are those found in

the island of Thcra, the modern Santorin,
one of the most southerly of the Cyclades.
They were found buried beneath the debris
of a volcanic eruption which took place in
pre-historic times, and the}^ have been
ascribed, for geological reasons, to as early
a date as the 18th or 20th century B.C.

The colour of their ornamentation, which is

extremely simple, is usually a dull brown
on a gray ground. Among the commoner
designs are plants artlerjsly copied from
nature, e.g. white lilies on a reddish-brown
ground. A rarer specimen exhibits a series

of animals resembling black stags running
round the vase, with broad bands of red
beneath them (Baumeister's Denkn\(il< r,

figs. 2050-2056).

(^2) At a time when Phoenician influence

was predominant in the .Egean, a later

variety of archaic vases was produced in

several of the Cyclades and in other islands

of the Mediterranean, especially in Melos,
Thera, Rhodes, and Cyprus. The}' are

probably not later than the 12th or 13th

century B.C. Those of Thera are later than
the group already mentioned, being found
above the volcanic debris. These vases are

usually large jars with a dull grav ground,
decorated with bands and curves and zigzags

of a dull brown colour (Collignon, UArchio-
logie Grecque., fig. 105).

(^3) Hand-made pottery of early date and
primitive decoration has been found in some
of the northern islands of the .Egean, in

the Cyclades, and especiall}' at Hissarlik in

the Troad. Vases of the same class have

been found in Cyprus (British Museum,
Vase Room I, Cases 1-4).

(V) Another early class is that usually

called Mjjcfna> nrire, from the fact that

attention was first drawn to it through the

excavations at Mycena'. It is largely

represented among the southern islands of

the -^gean, and in parts of the mainland of

Greece. In the earliest type the i)at terns

are in a dull colour on a dull ground ; but

this is succeeded by a ware of great

brilliancy [ib. Cases 5-13).

(5) Vases with geometriccd ornamentation

have been found in many parts of Greece,

especially in Mycenae and .Eglna, as well

as in Attica. Among the most important
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specimens are tliose discovered at Athens in

the neiglibonrhood of the Dtpylon gate, from
which this class of vases derives its ordinary-

name. The designs are executed in reddish
brown, sometimes on the verge of black, on
a reddish ground. They include meanders,
chevrons, rosettes, together with oblique
lines and concentric circles, often traced

with considerable care ; also animals, such
as horses, stags, and birds, as well as human
beings. The latter are arranged in zones,

and drawn in a very rude and primitive
manner, being merely rough silhouettes

with slender waists, and with the thighs
and chest disproportionately developed.

group, being nearly contemporary with the

earlier specimens of " Corinthian vases

"

(Conze, Melische Thongefcisse • Baumeister,
ligs. 240, 208G).

(7) Corinthian rases is the usual desig-

nation of a variety of archaic vases first

found in the district of Corinth, but since

discovered in other parts of the Hellenic

world, and even in Etruria, especially at

Csere (Dennis, Etruria, i 282). The deco-

ration is distinctly oriental. It includes

rosettes borrowed from Assj^rian art. as

well as fantastic monsters, birds with
human heads, flying creatures with wings
curved backward, and other symbols that

(1) * DIPYI.ON VASE.

(Mon. d. Inst. i.\40, 1.)

Among the scenes represented are warriors

riding in chariots, figures marching in pro-

cession, and funeral ceremonies (fig. 1).

There is no trace of oriental influence.

(G) Certain vases of Mclos, ascribed to the

7th or 8th century B.C., form a small group
with clear indications of an oriental char-

acter. Besides straight lines, that may be

regarded as survivals from the earlier geo-

metric style, they display zones of wild
animals of an oriental type, and decorative

subjects (such as chimseras confronting one
another) derived from Asia. Meanwhile,
the figures of divinities have assumed
shapes approximating to the Hellenic type.

These vases form a transition to the next

were intelligible to oriental nations, but

had no special significance to the Greeks.

It is characteristic of this group of vases

that the figures are now arranged in con-

tinuous friezes. The ground is a j-ellowish

white, and the design is sometimes dull,

sometimes bright in colour, and is not un-

freqnently a deep black, touched up with

purple or red. This group may be divided

into : (a) Vases with zones of animals, such

as lions, goats, tigers, and antelopes, either

facing one another (as in the two confronted

lions in the British Museum Vase, A 1),

or marching in file, with their dark bodies

relieved with touches of red, and with the

muscular details indicated with the dry
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point ; the field is interspersed with rosettes

(xsee figs. 2 and 3). (b) Vases witli designs
representing human fif/iircs, with mytho-
logical themes set amid zones of animals,

and other varieties of oriental decoration,

(c) Vases with mythological subjects bear-

ing inKcriptious in Corinthian characters

ascribed to the earlier half of the 7th cen-

tury B.C. The most remarkable specimen
of this kind is the Dodwell pyxis,^ now in

(2) * auchak; gkkek vases.
(Bircb, Ancient Pottery, fiss. 128, 127; the vase to the

extreme left is in the Biitish Museum.)

(3) * COr.IXiHIAN VASE, FROM VL'LCI.

Heijrht, 8^ inches ; greatest diameter, llA inches.

(Museum of Geology, Jermyn Street, C 30.)

the Pinakothek at Munich, witli its body
decorated with rows of oriental animals in

black and red, and its lid adorned with a

scene from the Calydonian Hunt, in which
Agamemnon and other heroes are distin-

guished by their names (Baumeister, fig.

2046). It is on such vases that we find the

earliest signatures of the names of their

artists ; viz., Chares on a pyxis resembling
that just mentioned, and Tiraonidas on an
elegantly shaped and carefully painted vase
at Athens, representing Achilles lying in

wait for Troilus (Baumeister, fig." 21U1J).

At Athens the introduction of the " Corin-

^ A piixisi is a ]xn-fumf-bi )x, with a roundf.d
bod}', and a lid surmounted b\' a knob.

thian " style of vase has been ascribed to

the middle of the 7th century B.C. The
transition is represented in a grouj) of vases
called Plidlcron nave, first found on the
road between Athens and the port of

Phaleron (British Museum, ih. Cases 2(J, 21j,

(8) The potteiy of Jihodc.s (Baumeister,
figs. 2083-5) reached its highest develop-
ment about the time of the later Dipyloii

vases (ib. fig. 2072). The most celebrated
specimen of Rhodian Avai-e is the pinax or
platter in the British Museum represent-
ing a combat between Menek'ius and Hector
over the wounded Euphorbus, with their

names inscribed in archaic letters ascribeil

to the end of the 7th century. This is

probably the earliest known vase bearing
a Greek inscription. Tht. design has some
dramatic interest, though the painting
(which is in brown and red ochres on a

red ground) is but rudeh' executed (fig. 4).

Platters of the same type have been found
at Xaucratis in Egj'pt.

(II) Vases with black figures.

These were in vogue from about 540-460
B.C., not to mention later times, down to

the 4th century, when they were reproduced
in imitation of earlier work. They are

painted in glossy bJack enamel on a red,

slightly glazed, clay ground, or (less fre-

quently) on a cream-white ground. The
hands, arms, and faces of female figures are

painted white (fig. 5), while red is used to

define clearly all kinds of details, such as

hair, crests of helmets, variegated patterns

or borders in a garment. The faces are

almost always in profile, and yet the eyes

are shown front-wise—a method of treat-

ment which survived even among vases of

the next period. The countenance is desti-

tute of expression, and uniform in iy\>Q ',

and the figures stand out as silhouettes

against tlie liglit. The designs are usually

mythological, and mainly Dionysiac. Among
many other subjects we have scenes from
the Trojan war, the labours of Heracles,

and the legends of Attica, especially that of

Theseus. Some of the principal subdivi-

sions are the following:

(1) Vases with rrcam-trhite ground. Of
the few specimens of this kind the most
remarkable is the cyli,v * of Arcesllas, king

of Cyrene, in wliich the king is to be seen

superintending the weigliing out of a num-
ber of bales of silpiiium, the most valuable

product of the countiy (Aristophanes, Flutus

1 A cf/Iir is a flat, shallow, and very wide saucer,

with two side handles and a tall stem or foot.
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925). All the figures, which are painted
in black touched up with red, and even the

scales, which are similarly treated, have
their names painted beside them (fig. G).

(2) Vases in the style of (the potter)

Ergutlmus and (the painter) Clltuls. The

two other zones running round the neck.

The main subject is a procession of deities

driving to the mai'riage of Peleus and
Thetis in a procession of seven quadrlgcB
(of the type represented in the cut to article

Chariot). The other subjects are the

(4) * RIIODIAN PINAX.

(Eiitish Museum, Vase Room I, Table-Case D; A 2C8.)

names of these artists are preserved ou
the Francois vase found at Chiusi (Clu-

siumj, and now in the Florence Museum,

—

a magnificent crclter,^ with its body deco-

rated with three zones of figures, and with
• A crater is a large vase for mixing wine with

water.

funeral of Patroclus, Achilles pursuing

Troilus, the battle of the Lapithfe and

Centaurs, the Calydonian Hunt, Theseus

and Ariadne, etc. All these compositions

are marked by a rare beauty, and evince a

keen artistic feeling and a singular fertility

of imagination. There are no less than 115
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explanatory inscriptions. The vase is as-

cribed to 550-500 B.C. (fig. 7).

(3) Vases of the stjde of Nlcosthenes.

These are cliaracterized by greater firmness

of design, and, above all, by a peculiar pal-

metto ornament on the neck of the vase—

a

very graceful combination of lotus flowers,

with interlacing knots (Baumeister, fig.

2195). Nicosthenes is the most productive

vase-painter known to us ; but his designs

have generally little more than an ornamental

value. Black-figured vases signed by this

artist (68 in all, including 48 ampliorce and

forms are designed with great energy and
with an evident desire to emphasize tlieir

anatomical structure. All trace of oriental

ornamentation has vanished. Among tho

artists in this group are Araasis (British

Museum, B 188 and 420 ; Miss Harrison,

in Marjazinc of Art, 1885, p. 503 ; Mijthology,

etc., of Athens, p. xxvii) ; Tleson (repre-

sented by 3(j cjdices, 22 with figures, and
the rest without); and Hermogenes (17

cyltcea, 10 with figures and the rest with-

out, one of the former being in the Fitz-

william Museum, Cambridge),

(5) * ni.ACK-riGURED IIVDlilA, FROM VULCI.

Height, 22 inches; diameter of shoulder, 13 inches.

(Museum of Geology, Jermyn Street; C 31.)

13 cf/lices) have been mainly found at Vulci,

and Cervetri (the ancient Ctere) ;
and single

specimens at Chiusi, Girgenti, and Athens

(Journ. HeUenic Studies, 1885, pi. xliv

;

and Klein's Meistersignaturev, p. 51). A
crater bv this artist may be seen in the

British Museum (B 273, a Battle of the

Giants).

(4) Vases of the severe style. In these

the surface of the black figures is seldom

touched up with any other colour, but the

details of the limbs" and drapery are indi-

cated by incisions with a dry point. The

(5) Fauatlienaic (imphorcc. These were
presented as prizes to tlie victors in the

Panathenaic games. They are in the form

of an amphora, with a lid at the toji, and

Avere filled with nil from the sacred olive

trees of Attica (Pindar, Nem. x 35; Aris-

totle, Constitution nf Athens, (JO). The
obverse has an armed figure of Athene, with

helmet, shield, and lance, and, on either

side, a column surmounted b}- an owl, a

cock, a small vase, or a figure. In the

field are usually two inscriptions running

down the columns, indicating (a) the purpose
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of the vase, and (b) the archon of the year
(fig. 8). The reverse shows the nature of

the contest for which the prize was given.

These vases have been found in Italy (at

Ca're), in the district of Gyrene (inchiding

one signed by Cittus, belonging to the 4th
century, and now in the British Museum
B ()39), and in other parts of the Hellenic
world. One, bearing the name of Sicelus,

was found at Tarentum, and is assigned to

the 5th century. Until lately only a single

in Room IV. The latter belong to the 4th

century.) Numerous fragments of such

vases have been noticed on the Acropolis,

near the temple of Athene Polias, to whom
they had doubtless been dedicated. In this

class of vases the black figures are no con-

clusive proof of antiquity. When this style

had been long superseded, the archaic type

of Athene, in black and white, and with

incised lines on a red ground, was kept up
for many years, as is proved by the dates

(6) * CVLIX OF ARCESILAS, FROM VULCI.

(Paris, Bihliotheqxte NationaJc ; copied in colours as frontispiece to Birch's Pottery, ed. 2;
and in Duruy's Hisfoirc des Gicfs, i 702.)

example had been found at Athens itself.

This is the "Burgon amphora" in the

British Museum (Vase Room, II, B 1 ; on

pedestal 4, between Cases H and I).

Athene is in black, with the flesh coloured

white, and with the inscri])tion and the

touches in the drapery in crimson. On
the other side is a charioteer driving a

h7</n. The vase is ascribed to the Gth

centur}'. (In the same room there are

fourteen other Panathenaic vases, and ten

of the archons inscribed upon them, rang-

ing from.33() to 313 B.C. (Many of these

vases are reproduced in colours in Moini-

mcnti delV Inst. Arch, x; and single vases

in Birch's Ancient Pottery, p. 430; and

Duruy, Hist, des Grecs, i 762.)

Transition.—Before vases with black

figures were superseded by those with red,

some artists worked in both styles. Some-

times, indeed, both may be seen on the

same vase. Thus, on an amphora in the
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(7)
^' THE FRANCOIS VASL', KltOM Cllir.SI.

(Florence Museum.)

Briti'^h Ma scum, (B 254) we have, on the

obverse, Ajax and Achilles, beside the altar

of Athene, engaged in a game resembling
draughts ; they are painted in black with
chocolate-red touches, and with minute
details, such as the drapery over their

armour " executed in incised lines of ex-

treme fineness and gem-like treatment

"

(Prof. Middleton, Encyclopaedia Bi'ifaunica,

xix, p. 612). On the reverse we have, in

red figures on a black ground, Heracles

strangling the Nemean lion in the presence

of Athene. Similarly on two cups, in the

same museum, we have red figures on a

black ground outside, with black figures

on a red ground inside. Elsewhere, an

amphora, signed by Andocides, shows the

simultaneous employment of both styles

{Btdl. ddV Imt. Arch., 1845). Other
artists of the transition, whose remaining

works exhibit both styles on the same
vase (always a cylix), are Hischylus,

Nicosthenes, Pamphaeus, Chelis, Epictetus,

and Epilycus. Apart from vases in both

styles combined, the first three artists, Avith

Andocides, are represented by black-figured

and also by red-figured vases ; the last

(8) * PANATUKXAIC AMIIIOKA.

(MilUntfcn, I'ncd. ifoii.. pi. i.)

Wti
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three, by red-figured vases alone (Klein,

Meistersignahiren, p, 7).

(Ill) Vases tcith Red Figures (fig. 9).

Fragments of red-figured vases have been
found under the debris of the old temples

on the Acropolis, burnt by the Persians in

480 B.C. Thus the most ancient vases in

this style belong to the same date as some
of the black-figured vases. Those with red

figures probabl}^ continued until the early

part of the 2nd century B.C. This class

is by far the most numerous, and it also

includes the finest specimens. It is gene-

rally characterized by the disappearance of

all traces of conventional and traditional

treatment. The number of figures is fewer,

the execution simpler and more refined, and

the artist of the celebrated cyli.r at Berlin

with Achilles tending the wounded Patro-

clus in its centre, and the twelve gods on

its outer surface (Baumeister, fig. 2398).

Another is Chachrylion, who is known by
about sixteen vases, with compositions of

an elegant design, marked by an ai-chaic

severity, but already showing signs of a

greater freedom and elasticity of style.

Among his works is a cylix, now in Flo-

rence, in the centre of which is a winged
Eros floating over the sea, and on the out-

side six of the exploits of Theseus (Miss

Harrison's Mythology^ etc., of Athens, p.

cxii) ; also a cylix in the British Museum,
with Theseus and Ariadne, as well as

Theseus and Antiope {ib. pp. cxxii., cxxxix).

A similar vase, now in Munich, with the

= llED-FIGUr.ED GREEK VASES OF THE BEST I'EUIOD.

the draperies and other details treated with

an exquisite purity of taste. In the earlier

specimens the drawing is strongly sculp-

turesque ; the forms noble and massive,

treated with breadth and simplicity', and
kept strictly to one plane. The following

are the main sub-divisions :

(1) The severe style. The compositions

are somewhat stiff and ungraceful , the ex-

pression of the face recalls the earlier style;

but art is obviously on the point of burst-

ing its trammels and asserting its freedom.

Tiie hair and beard are arranged with care,

and the folds of the drapery fall straight

to the ground. The date of these vases is

about 500 B.C. Among tlie artists of this

period, SOsLas excels in the execution of

detail, treated with a rare energy. He is

conflict of Heracles and Geryoneus, in the

presence of Athene and lolaus, is the joint

work of Chachrylion and his younger con-

temporary EuPHRONius. Euphronius is the

artist of a fine cylix with the adventures of

Theseus, now in the Louvre (/&., pp. cxiii.

and 148 : Baumeister, fig. 1877) ; of one in

the British Museum (822 = E 28, Vase
Room III, CaseD), with Heracles and Eurys-
theus ; of another, now at Perugia, repre-

senting Achilles slaying Troilus (fig. 10)

;

and lastly, of one at Berlin, with a poly-

chrome design on a white ground for its

central subject," Achilles and Diomedes.
He is also the artist of a j^syJder (or wine-

cooler) at St. Petersburg, with women re-

clining and playing the game of the cottcihus]

and of a crater, now in the Louvre, with
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the wrestling of Heracles and Antaus.
Almost all his extant works were found
either at Vulci or Caere, and most of them
are figured in the Wienei- VorlcqcbUitter v
(soc also Klein's Euphronios, ed. 2).

xxxv). Another is n-^ le.^s instructive ar;

to the literary and musical education ol'

Athenian youth (lig. 11): and, lastly, one
in the British Museum \852 = E 48)" gives
us a graphic picture of a HijinpO^iura

(10) * CVI.IX SIGNED KV IXTHUoMrs: AillILLES SLAYING TKOILUS.

(I'enigia.)

Among other masters of this time was
DuRis, one of whose 21 extant cylicrs re-

presents the exploits of Theseus (Bau-
meister, fig. 1873), while others are of special

interest for their details of ancient armour
(e.g., ib., fig. 220; Schreibcr's Bildemtlas,

D. c. A.

(Wiener Vovlcf/cbltitfer, vi 10; Sclireiber's

BilderatlctK, Ixxvii \)). Another artist,

HiERox, is still represented by 10 ii/licci

and 3 eottili ; one of the cotiili, now in

the British Museum (Vase-room III, case

E, E 137), shows us Triptolemus starting

X X
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on his journey in his winged car, in the
presence of Persephone, Demeter, and the
personihcation of Eleusis (fig. 12) ; one of
the ci/lices now in the Berlin Museum, has

Paris, an Iliupcrsis (Louvre), a Comus
scene (Wilrzburg), and Satyrs and Sileni
(British Museum, E 77).

(2) In vases of a more graceful style we

(11) * CYLIX SIGNED BY DURIS.
Above the central subject (a youth ad.instinp bis sandal) vnns the inscription, Aopi? evpoAo-f r (i e. AoCot? ivoa^l,tv)inscnptions on the exterior stand for: ^olcra ^o. a^,^l ^Ki^a.^ph. ivppoo, apxo/LiS.u; and Z7oLfIa,T>l',

(Berlin Museum, 2L'S5.)

The

the Mamads dancing in the presence of an
archaic image of Dionysus (<6., p. 287),
Lastly, the artist BrygOs is represented by
8 cyl/ccs, including among their subjects
a Triptolcmus (Frankfurt), a Judgment of

find that forms of rude strength have given
place to those of youthful grace, and stiff

attitudes have yielded to others that are

charming in their simplicity and their

truth to nature ; while the folds of the

I
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drapery float softly aboi;t tlio limbs.
Among the best examples are the tine
aiiiplwnc from Nola in the Naples Museum-

1 , . ,1 :
"".> m* >.l^^^ v.1. Client liri i.-^Lil^O VJl I IIU ^"VL 1 i(^ fM V IC

c.l/., that representing the Last Night of and has nothing in common with the Italo

Museum, -with the battle of the Athenians
and Amazons. Though found at Cumtp, it

has all the characteristics of the Attic style,

(12) * COTVLUS, OR CUP, SIGNKD BY IIIERON
(British Museum, Vaso Room III, Case E ; E 137 ; cv. M:ps Harrison's 2I'iiholPjy

and Monuments of Athens, pp. 1, Ixv, ci.)

Troy (Baumeister, fig. 795 ; Birch, figs. 138,

139), as well as the beautiful stamnos^ with
the dancing Msenads in the same collec-

tion (fig. 13 : cp. Dionysus, fig, 3).

On vases of the 4th century, the

subjects are less exclusively mytho-
logical than before, and the artist's

fancy delights in playing w^ith scenes

of dail}^ life. We have an instance of

this in a cyllx of Vulci, where the

swallow is welcomed as the herald of

spring (Baumeister, fig. 2128).

(3) The Attic stijJc ofperfect elerjancc

is exemplified in vases sometimes of

small dimensions, in the shape of a

pyxis, an cenoclwe, or an arjjbaJbis.^

They are readily recognised by the

beautiful black ground, and by the

garlands of pointed myrtle leaves that

frequently decorate them, but above

all by the extreme delicacy of their

pictorial designs. One of the most

interesting is an anjballus in the Naples

' A large jar for holding wine or oil, with two
small, ear-shaped handles. (<S'ee Vesski.s, lig. 1,

no. 18.)
- The oinochoe is a small wine jug {see Vessels,

fig, 1, nos. 26-30) ; the arphallus, a globular vase,

shaped like a pouch (/&., no. 86).

Greek products of the same period (Heyde-
mann, No. 239). Another is an avybaUua
found at jExone, representing the train of

(13) * M.ENADS.

(Kroin stamnoK in Naploa Museum; Panofka, DinnyfOf mul Thtintlni,

1)1. i 2; Euripides, Baccha:, cil. Sandys, pp. xxxii and cxxiv.)

Dionysus ; the gracefulness of tlio. attitudes,

the expression of the faces, and tlie exquisite

delicacy of the design, make it a master-

piece (Collignon, Anli. Gr., fig, 115).

Scenes of daily life are also to be noticed,

such as ladies engaged on their toilet or

calling on their friends. The skill of the
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artist islavIsLod even on sino.U vases whicli

were little more than playthings for chil-

dren, and are covered with designs repre-

senting the games of childhood.

(4) Vases of larger dimensions, in the

shape of a hydria, a calpis, a celebe, a crater,

or an amphora, with characteristic dif-

ferences in their subjects. The amphora
often exhibits a betrothal, or a wedding

procession, with the bride and a number of

maidens bringing presents of vases, or

caskets of jewels. The peUke and hydria

frequently show us scenes of ordinary life,

interiors "with ladies either at their toilet,

or else at their work surrounded by pet

birds. The crater and canthdrus are

usually reserved for Dionysiac subjects.^

(5) Vases with gilded ornaments, or

with reliefs touched up with gold. From
the 4th century onwards it became common
to gild certain parts of the costume, such

as bracelets, earrings, beads in necklaces,

as well as berries in garlands of bay or

myrtle. On small vases of the Attic style

gilding is often applied with discretion,

while on larger vases it is used to excess.

The brilliancy of the painting is, at the

same time, often enhanced by touches of

bright colour, and tints of red, green, white,

blue, and violet are applied to the draperies.

One of the most beautiful vases of this

type is the pelike founded at Camlrus,

now in the British Museum. The scene is

Peleus carrying off Thetis (Vase Room III,

E 451). The peplOs, which is falling to the

ground from the white form of the goddess,

is of a sea-green with a white border ; she

herself and her attendant Nymphs are richly

adorned with gold, while the field of the de-

sign is filled with figures floating gracefully

in the air {Encycl. Brit, xix pi. v).

(6) Similarly we have an Athenian red-

figured lecythns, found at Marion in Cyprus,

i-epresenting the death of the Sphinx at the

hand of (Edipus in the presence of Athene,

^neas, Apollo, and the Diosciiri, with

accessories of white colour and gilding on

the forms of the Sphinx and Athene. It

is ascribed to 370 B.C. {Journ. Hellenic

Studies, viii 320, pi. 81).

1 The Inidria is a lai'ge water vase {see fig. 5 and

Vessels, fig. 1, no. 17) ; the calpis, a modification of

the hydria, with a rounder body, a shorter neck,

and with cylindrical handles {ih., no. 16); the celeLe,

a crater Avith columnar handles (no. 24) ; the am-

phora is a large oval vase with two handles (nos.

'20-23) • the pelikp, an amphora with rather

iixrge handles, and a body broader below than

abol-e (no. 19); and the cantharus, a wine-cup

with two long ears (no. 12).

(7) The ifJiife lecjjthi of Attica. The
neck and foot of the lecythus'^ are covered

with a very brilliant black varnish, while

the body has a white ground with figures

carelessly but skilfully drawn in reddish-

brown outline and coarsely filled in with

colours. Such lecythi are only found in

tombs in the neighbourhood of Athens.

Aristophanes, in a play belonging to 392

B.C., speaks of " those who paint lecythi for

the dead " {Eccl. 990). Their manufacture

probably extended over the 4th and 3rd

centuries B.C., and especially over B.C. 350-

300. We learn from works of art that

they were used at the laying out {protMsis)

of the dead body. Among the subjects most

commonly represented on them are (1) the

laying out of the body, (2) lamentations at

the tomb, (5) funeral offerings (fig. 14), (4)

Charon and the ferry-boat (Miss Harrison,

I.e., p. 586) ; more rarely, we have the de-

position of the body treated with consum-

mate grace (Collignon, fig. 119). One of the

specimens in the British Museum shows

(14) * FUNERAL OFFERINGS ON ATHENIAN LECYTHUS.

(Stackelberg, Grabu- der Rellencn, Taf. slv.)

Electra at the tomb of Agamemnon (Birch,

p. 395 ;
Vase Room, III, case F). As a dif-

ferent type of vase with polychrome paint-

ing on a white ground, we have a fine cylix

from a Rhodian tomb, now in the British

Museum, representing Aphrodite seated on

the back of a flying swan (Vase Room III

D 52). It has been well remarked that

" for delicacy of touch and refined beauty

of drawing this painting is quite unrivalled.

The exquisite . loveliness of Aphrodite's

head and the 'pure grace of her profile,

show a combination of mechanical skill

united to imaginative power and realiza-

- A va-;e of tall cylindrical shape, with a long,

narrow neck {see Vessels, fig. 1, no. 33).
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tion of the most perfect and ideal beauty "

i^Prof. Middleton in Encycl. Brit.^ xix, p. 013,
with plate v; cp. Baumeister, lig. 938).

In place of paintings we sometimes rind

figures in relief applied as a kind of frieze

to the body of the vase. The most beau-
tiful examples show a combination of relief,

polychromy, and gilding. Such is the

famous vase found at Cumae and now at

St. Petersburg ; the groundwork of which is

covered with a brilliant black, and is ver-

tically fluted. It has two friezes with
figures in relief, the upper representing
Triptolemus and the Eleusinian goddesses :

the lower, lions, dogs, panthers, and grifnns

(Baumeister, lig. 52Jj.

and Northern Italy, but abounc" in Sicily
and in Southern Italy, especially at Ruvo,
Armento, and Sant' Agata di Goti. The best
among them range from after m.v. 404, \)Qr-

haps from B.C. 3tJ0 to nearly 2U0. After
this the style of the paintings became
extremely coarse, and about UKJ B.C. painted
vases ceased to be made.

Tlie technical processes followed in the
manufacture of vases have in part Ijccn

treated under Pottery. Fig. 10 exhibits
the design on a vase in which some of the
details of ornamentation are represented in

actual coui'se of being carried out. In the
centre stands Athene, the patron-goddess of
all kinds of handicraft, with a crown in her

(15) * TIir.KE LARGE VASES OF TIIK DECADENCE, WITH TWO SJIAl.I.EK VASES,

(a) An aiiiphnra, known as the Poniatowski v.ase, found in a tomb at Bari in Apulia, and.novr

in the Vatican Museum, reore^enting the myth of Triptolemus (Lenormant anrl De WittP, ElUe»
Civnmographiqucs, III, Ixiii). (b) A crater, found at Sanf Agata de' Goti. now in the Louvre,
closely resembling the vase by Asteas, Naples, 3226 ; Cadmus slaying the dragon. (<•) A cande-

labrum amp}iora, with an open"buiUlinK and figures grouped in tvro,row8. (Jl A prochous vrith a

female head, (c) A carchesium (Dubois Maisonneuve, Introd. d I'Elude dcs Vases Ant., pi. vii, ii,

Ixvii, xxxvii).

IV. Vases of tJie Decadence.
The red colour of the figures is now

paler, the glaze often of a dull, leaden hue

;

the ornaments are numerous and large in

proportion to the subjects (fig. 15 a, fe, c).

The figures are no longer few and detached,

but grouped in masses on the large vases,

and the composition is not statuesque, but

essentially pictorial. White opaque colour

is freely introduced for the flesh of the

females and children, and even for that of

the males ; as art declines, it almost super-

sedes red.

Such vases are rarelv found in Greece

hand to reward the successful craftsman.

On either side of her a winged Xike is

placing a wreath on the head of one of

those engaged in painting the decorations

of the vases. The shapes represented are,

beginning from the left, amphdra, cant/id-

riis, proc/ioiis (in canthariis), crdtCr, avi~

phora, and above the last, on the extreme

right, a small cantharus and an (unochuC.

Uses. Nearly all the 20,fKK;) vases already

discovered were found in tombs. The earliest

recorded discovery of such vases was on the

occasion of the rebuilding of Corinth, B.C.

40, when the tombs of the city destroyed a
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centuiy before ^vere rifled of their contents,
which became known in Rome as ntkro-
korintMa (Strabo, 882). Vases were doubt-
less originally made for the use of the
living

; but in process of
time it became customary
to place the more orna-
mental varieties in the
sepulchres of the dead, and
the custom led to the
manufacture of oi'namental
vases for this special pur-
pose (fig. 17). An exception
to the rule is furnished
by the Greek city of
Naucratis, founded in the
Delta of Egypt, apparently
in the 7th century B.C.,

Avhere a large number of

fragments of pottery havG
been found in heaps near
the ruins of the temples
of Apollo and Aphrodite.
Many of the fragments
bear incised inscriptions

recording the dedication
of the vases to those deities

(British Museum Guide,
1890, p. 188). The vases
in everyday use, as op-
posed to those found in
tombs, were much plainer

:

those I'epresented in vase-
paintings are almost al-

ways coloured black, with-
out any paintings. Among
the more interesting ex-
ceptions is a beautiful

pyxis, or perfume-box, in
the British Museum (Vase
Room III, E 770), repre-
senting a lady's toilet,

with several painted vases
set about the room as
ornaments, and filled, like

jardinidres, with flowers
or olive-branches {Encyc.
Brit, xix, p. 614, fig. 31

;

C2y. Birch, I.e., p. 354).
The subjeefs are mainly

mythological, but are also
frequently taken from real
life, and include religious
rites, athletic contests,

dances and marriages,
funerals, and scenes from the drama. Among
the few historical subjects are Croesus oil

his funeral pyre (Duruy, Hist, des Grccs, i

680), Arcesilas of Cyrene (fig. 6), and Darius

preparing to invade Greece (a large vase ir
the Naples Museum).
Eor a long time almost all the vases dis-

covered were found in Etruria and in South

Italy and Sicily. Most of those discovered
in Etruria, although popularly known as

Etruscan vases, are really of Greek manu-
facture. The finest of those found in Italy

I
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were unearthed mainly at Capua, Nola, and
Yulci, no less than 3,000 of various kinds
having been recovered, in 182!>, at Vulci
aloue. More recently s,n increasing number

(17) * A child's roKKIN, WITH VASKS.
(iStackelberg, (.inOn'i- der UcUetu'ii, Taf . vii.)

of fine vases has been found near Athens
and Corinth, in the islands of the ^gean,
on the western shores of Asia Minor, and in

the region of Cyrene.

The principal public collections are those
in the British Museum, the Louvre, and the

Paris Bibliotheque ; also in the museums
of Berlin, Munich, Vienna, Florence, Rome
(especially the Musco Gvegoriano), Naples,
Athens, and St. Petersburg.

Literature. A popular summary of the

subject is included in Collignon"s Manuel
d'Archeologie Grecque, pp. 253-312, which
has been mainly followed in the above
article, with additional details from Birch's

Ancient Pottery, from Prof. Middieton's

article on " Pottery " in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, from Von Rohden's Vasen-
Icuncle in Baumeister's Denknialer, and
other sources. Among further aids to the

study of vase-paintings may be mentioned
the illustrations edited bj^ Millin and Mil-

lingen (republished in part by Reinach,

1890), Inghirami, Gferhard, Lenormant and
De Witte, and Benndorf, Dumont and
Chaplain ; the second editions of Klein's

Euphronios, 188(>, and Meistersiynaturen,

1887, and the same writer's Licblinys-

inschriffcn, 1890; Hartwig's Meister-

schalen ; also Lau and Brunn, Die yriech-

isclicn Vascn, 1S77, and tlie forty large plates

of Genick and Furtwiingler's Gr. Kcranii/c,

1883 ; lastly, Rayet and Collignon's lliafoire

de la Ccramique Grccque, 1888, and Dc-
siyns from Greek Vases in the British

Museum, 1894.

On tlae manufacture of Vases, see

Pottery; on their sliapes, sec Vessels.]
[J. E. S.]

Vectigalia. The Roman term originally

denoting only the revenues flowing into the

State chest from the State domains, and for

the most part collected bj- contract. {Sec
PuBMCAXl.) The domains consisted of
cultivated grounds, the rent of which was
paid in money or kind ; of pastures and
meadows, for the use of which a payment
(scriptura) was made; of forests, from w liirh

revenue was derived mainly by the letting

of pitclr huts; of lakes and rivers let for
fishing ; and of mines and salt-works.

With a view to protecting the citizens

from exorbitant prices, the sale of salt

had already been made a State monopoly in

the earliest years of the Republic, and it

remained such till late into the times of the
Empire. In letting salt mines tJie price of

the salt was fixed in the contract, as was
also the case with many articles produced
from mines. The term rectlgCd also includes

the rent paid for buildings, shops, booths

and baths erected on public sites ; the pa}--

ment for the use of bridges and roads,

of public water-ways, and sewers in cases

where private properties drained into them ;

export and import tolls {see Portorium), as

well as all other indirect taxes. Such was
the tax which was introdi;ced into Rome in

357 B.C., and under the em]>erors was levied

throughout the whole empire, the riccsima
libertdtis or mdjiumissionis ; a tax of 5

per cent, paid on every manumitted slave,

either by himself or his master. To these

were added under Augustus the centcs^ma

reruni venalium, a tax of 1 per cent, on all

articles sold at auctions; the quinta ct

viccsima manciplorum, a tax of 4 per cent,

on every slave sold ; and the riccsinia iurc-

ditdtum et IcgdtOrum, a tax of 5 per cent,

on all inheritances over 100,(J00 sesterces

£875), and on all legacies not falling to

the next of kin. This impost, with the in-

crease of celibacy and the custom of leaving

complimentary legacies to the whole circle

of one's friends, proved exceedinglj^ pro-

ductive, and, though originally limited to

Roman citizens, was, with the franchise,

extended by Cararalla to all the inhabitants

of the Empire, and at the same time raised

to 10 per cent.

Vediovis. Sec Veiovis.

Vegetius. {1) Flavins VegHius Rendtus.

A Roman writer on military affairs, who,

under a commission from Theoduslus I, com-

posed, between 384 and 395 a.d., ^awork
in four books on military affairs {Epitome

Rei MllUdris) consisting of extracts from

earlier writers on this subject (especially

Cato, Celsus, and Frontlnus >. He raises no

claim to personal knowledge or to stylistic
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merits, but only to a recognition of his

industry. Allhougli it is on the whole an
arid and uncritical compilation, the book
is valuable for the light it thi'ows on the

Roman military system.

(2) Puhlius Vegetius. A winter of a

somewhat later date than (1), who composed
an extensive work on veterinary science

(especially on the treatment of horses and
mules, and hence entitled MUlomedlcind).

Veiovis (also Vediovis). An old Italian

deity whose peculiar attributes were early

forgotten. At Rome he had a famous shrine

in the depression between the two peaks of

the Capitoline Hill, the Capitol and the

Arx. There lay his dsf/him and afterwards
his temple, between two sacred groves. His
statue, by the side of which stood a goat as

a symbol, had a youthful, beardless head,

and carried a bundle of arrows in its right

hand ; it was therefore supposed that he
was the same as the Greek Apollo. Others
saw in him a youthful Jupiter ; while at a

later date he was identified with Dis, the
god of the world below. He was probably
a god of expiation, and hence at the same
time the protector of runaway criminals.

The goat, which was sacrificed to him annu-
ally on the 7th of March, appears elsewhere
in the Roman cult as an expiatory sacrifice.

Velites (" skirmishers "'). The name given
in the old Roman legion to the 1,200 citi-

zens of the lowest class in the census, who
were distributed among the sixty centuries;

they differed from the other soldiers in

liaving lighter armour. (<S'f(? Legion.) When
Mariusinti'oduced a uniform type of armour
throughout all the ranks, this distinction

disappeared.

Velius Loiigus. A Latin grammarian of

the first half of the 2nd century a.d. ; the
composer of a work, De Orthogrdphul, which
is still extant.

Velleixis Patercuius (Marcus). A Roman
historian born about 19 B.C. He entered
the army early, and from 4 A.D., partly as

an officer in the cavalry, and partly as a

legate, he accompanied Tiberius for eight

years on all his campaigns into Germany,
Pannonia, and Dalmatia. In 15 A.D. he held
the prsetorship, for w^hich he was warmly
recommended by Augustus and Tiberius.

In 29-30 A.D. he composed in a few months
a short sketch of Roman history in two
books {IIist6ri(P Rumanai libri duo) which
he dedicated to his pati'on Vinicius, one of

the consuls for the year 30. The work
has come down to us in a verj' confused and
fragmentary condition. Only a few chapters

remain of the first book, which ends with
the destruction of Carthage. "Whether
considered as a historian or as a stylist,

he is a dilettante. He had no special call

to be a historian, and was destitute of

any more than ordinary knowledge or ap-

propriate preparation, although not devoid

of imagination and genius. His brochure
was composed with extreme haste, and
merely consists of a number of items of

information hurriedly put together. Hence
its superficial execution and its numerous
mistakes. After the manner of annalists,

his work becomes more diffuse the nearer

he approaches his own time. It ends with

a panegyric on the imperial house, and

especially on Tiberius, inflated with ful-

some flatteries and high-sounding phraseo-

logy. According to him, the fortune of

Rome, which had declined after the destruc-

tion of Carthage, and had been rising again

from the time of Augustus, had reached

its culminating point under Tiberius. He
may be identified as the inventor of the

courtly style of writing history. He does

not linger long over facts, but prefers to

dwell on the portrayal of the various

characters that present themselves in the

course of the history. His language is

sometimes careless and commonplace, some-

times ornate and affected, with all manner
of poetical expressions. His fancy for com-

posing striking sentences and his undi;e

predilection for antithesis have an unfor-

tunate effect on his style.

Venantius Fortunatus (HonOrius Cle-

mens). A Latin poet, born about 535 A.D.

at Tarvisium {Treriso) in North Italy.

After a learned education in Ravenna, he

px'oceeded, about 560, to Gaul, where he

became an ecclesiastic at Poitiers, and died

as bishop about 600. Among his works, we
possess an epic poem on St. Martin, as well

as a collection of 300 poems in eleven books,

of very various kinds, including panegyrics,

epigrams, letters, elegies, hymns ; and hence

called Misccllama. These poems, which

are mostly elegiac, are not unsuccessful in

form, and are of great value for the history

of the time. One of the most interesting^

is the companion piece to the JMoseUn of

Ausonius, the description of a journey by

the Moselle and Rhine from Metz to Ander-

nach (De Ndvlgio sua).

Venationes. The contests of beasts with

one another, or of men with beasts, that

formed part of the shows of which the

Romans were passionately fond. They were

first introduced at the "games of Marcus
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Fiilvius Nobilior, IIG B.C. Those who took

part in these coutests were called bcst7d)u.

They were either criminals and prisoners

of war, who were poorly armed or com-
pletely unarmed, pitted against wild beasts

Avhicli had previously been made furious

by hunt^er, branding, and goading ; or

else hired men who, like gladiators, were
trained in special schools and fully armed.
Even in the last century cf the Republic,

and still more under the Empire, incredible

expenses were incurred in the collection of

the rarest animals from the remotest quar-
ters of the globe, and in the other arrange-

ments for their baiting. Thus Pompey pro-

vided a show of 5UU lions, 18 elephants, and
410 other African animals ; and Caligula

caused 400 bears and the same number of

animals from Africa to tear each other to

pieces. Occasionally at these combats with
wild beasts the man condemned to death
was attired in an appropriate costume, so as

to represent a sanguinary scene from ni}'-

thology or history, as, for example, Orpheus
being torn to pieces by bears. Down to the

end of the Republic these shows took place

in the Circus, and the greater exhibitions

were held there even after that time, until

the amphitheatres became the usual places

of performance ; and indeed, when they were
combined with the gladiatorial exhibitions,

the}' took place in the early morning before

them. [The repugnance of some of the more
cultivated Romans for these exhibitions is

shown in a letter of Cicero's, Ad Fam. vii

1 i^ 3.] They were continued down to the

6th century.

Among the Greeks, especially the Athe-
nians, cock-fights and quail-fights were very

popular. At Athens cock-fights were held

once a year in the theatres at the public

expense. The training of fighting cocks

was conducted with great care. Certain

places, such as Tanagra in Breotia, Rhodes,

and Delos, had the reputation of producing

the largest and sti'ongest. To whet their

eagerness for the combat, they were pre-

viously fed Avith garlic. Their legs were

armed with brass spurs, and they were set

opposite to each other on tables furnished

with raised edges. Bets, olten to an enor-

mous amount, were laid on the fights by the

gamesters, as well as by the si)ectators.

Venus. Originally a Latin goddess of

spring, presiding over flower-gardens and

vines, and as such worship^jed by gar-

deners, husbandmen, florists, and vine-

dressers. At Lavinium there was an

ancient sanctuary dedicated to her by the

Latins ; on the other hand, iu Rome, she
had in olden times no State worship, at least

under this name. Her earliest Roman name
appears to have been Murc.ia, which was
interpreted later on as Mijrtca, goddess of

mj-rtles. How she came to be identified

with the Greek love-goddess Aphrodite is

not clear. The oldest historical mention of

her worship in this character is in 217 B.C.,

when, by the order of the Sibylline books,
after the disaster at Lake Trasimene, a
temple dedicated to the Venus of Mount
Eryx in Sicily, an ancient and well known
place for the worship of AphrOdite Urilnia,

was built on the Capitol.

Besides the various forms of worship
which she enjoyed, corresponding to the
Greek cult of Aphrodite, Venus had a special

significance as Gcnctrix, or mother of the

Roman people through her son .£neas.

She was especially worshipped as mother
of the race of the Julii, which claimed
descent from her grandson lulus, the son of

.Eneas. It was on this account thatCsesar,

in the Forum built by him in 46 B.C., erected

a magniiiceut temple in her honour as

Gcnctrix, in which games were annually

held for eleven days. To her, as mother of

the whole Roman race, as well as to Roma,
the personification of Rome, Hadrian dedi-

cated a splendid double temple, completed

135 A.D., the ruins of which can still be

seen in the neighbourhood of the Coliseum.

In later times it was called templum iirbis.

{See Architecture, fig. 13.)

The 1st of April was sacred to Venus as

the day on which she was worshipped by
the Roman matrons, together with Fovtuna
Vh'llis, the goddess of prosperity in the in-

tercourse of men and women, and also with
Concordia, as VerticonUa, the goddess who
turns the hearts of women to chastity and
modesty. Other holidays were kept to her

in the same month as goddess of prostitution.

(See also Venus I-ibitina. On the types

of Venus in works of art, rp. Ai'IIRODITE.)

Vergil [Lat. Puhlius Vei-f/llTia^ Mdru

;

not Virgilius. The spelling Vcrfjiliiis is

attested, not only by the best manuscripts,

but by inscriptions]. The famous Roman
poet, born 15th October, 70 B.C. at Andes, a

village near Mantua, on the Mincius, where
his father possessed a small estate. After

receiving his early education at Cremona
and (after assuming in 55 B.C. the toga

of manhood) at Milan, he proceeded in

53 to Rome, where he devoted himself

to rhetorical, jjhilosophical, and physical

studies. Prevented by weakness of health
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and baslifulncss of manner from looking
forward to any success as a pleader or in

the service of the State, he returned home,
and in the quiet of tlae country devoted
himself to the study of the Greek poets.

His meeting with the refined and poetically

gifted Asinius Pollio, who in 43 took com-
mand of Transpadane Gaul as lieutenant
of Anton}', appears to have given him his
first impetus to poetic composition. His
earliest publication, his ten Eclogues, which
Avere written in the years 43-37, were
afterwards collected under the title of"

BucoUca C Pastoral Poems "). These are
imitations of the idyls of Theocritus ; they
are, however, less natural, the pictures of

countr}'- and shepherd life being interspersed
throughout with references to contem-
porary events, to his own fortunes, and to

important persons such as Octavianus,
Pollio, and Cornelius G alius, to whom the
poet wished either to commend himself or to

show his gratitude by his complimentary
allusions. He had on several occasions
been compelled by the force of circum-
stances to appeal to the protection and help
of influential men. For instance, at the
distribution of land to the veterans in 41
B.C. his own estate was appropriated, and it

was only the advocacy of Pollio and of Cor-
nelius Gallus which enabled him to recover
it. In the following year, when Pollio was
obliged to give place to Alfenus Varus, his
property was again threatened

; but by the
influence of Maecenas, to whom Pollio had
recommended him, amends were made him
by the presentation of another estate. His
fame as a poet was established by the
Eclogues. Henceforward, by the liberality

of noble friends, especially Octavianus and
Maecenas, whom he won not merely by his
art, but, like all with whom he came into
contact, by his modesty and good nature,
he was enabled to devote himself to his
studies without fear of interruption. He
lived in turns in Rome (where he possessed
a house), or on his estate at Nola, or in

Naples, where he mainly resided, owing to

his weak health.

Here, in 30 B.C. he completed the didactic
poem in four books begun seven years
previously, entitled the Gcorgics {Gcor-
fjlcci, on agriculture), which he dedi-
cated to Maecenas. In this, the first Latin
poem of this kind, we have a masterpiece
of Latin poetry. The author treats of
Roman husbandry under its four chief

branches, tillage (book i), horticulture (ii),

the breeding of cattle (iii), the keeping

of bees (iv) ; and handles a prosaic themt
with thorough knowledge and consummate
art, together with a loving enthusiasm and
a fine sympathy for nature. [The work was
founded mainly on the poems of Hesiod
and Aratus, but also gives evidence of fami-
liarity with writers on agriculture, as well
as of independent agricultural knowledge.]

Immediately after finishing the Georgics
he began the epic poem of the jEneid,
which he had already promised to Octavia-
nus. Its appearance was looked forward
to by all educated Rome with extraordinary
anticipation. After eleven years of unre-
mitting labour (for to him composition in

general was a laborious titsk) he was ready
with a rough draft of the whole, and deter-

mined on a journey to Greece and Asia,

intending to spend three years there in

polishing his work and afterwards to devote
himself entirel}^ to philosophy. At Athens
he met Octavianus (who had received in

B.C. 27 the title of Augustus). The latter

induced him to return home with him :

Vergil consented, but fell ill, apparently
from a sunstroke, at Megara. On the sea

voyage his condition grew worse, and soon

after landing he died at Brundisium, 21st

September, 19 B.C. His remains were
buried at Naples.

It was the poet's original intention that,

in the event of his dying before his work
was completed, the twelve books of the

yEneid should be consigned to the flames.

In the end, however, he bequeathed it to

his friends and companions in art Varius
Rufus and Plutius Tucca, on condition that

the}' should not publish any part of it.

But, by the command of Augustus, they

gave it to the world, after submitting the

work to a careful revision, and only re-

moving what was superfluous, while refrain-

ing from all additions of their own.
In spite of its incomplete form, the work

was enthusiastically welcomed on its first

appearance, which had excited the highest

anticipations, as a national epic of equal

worth with the poems of Homer. This

appi'oval was due to its national pui'pose,

the poetic glorification of the origin of the

Roman people in the adventures of iEneas,

the founder of the Romans through his

descendant Romvilus, and in particular the

ancestor of the imperial house of the Julii

through his son Ascanius, or lulus. In

view of its purpose, little notice was taken

of the weak points in the poem, which can

only in part be excused by the fact that it

lacks the author's finishing touches. We
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may, indeed, admire tlie art which the poet

has shown in moulding together the vast

mass of material collected with so mucli

effort from the poetic and prose Avritings

of Greeks and Romans, the excellences

of the language and of the metrical form,

and the beauty of manj'- individual

portions ; but it cannot be denied that in

artistic completeness and originality the

jEnekl falls far below the Gcorgics. In
particular, the endeavour to pourtray a real

hero was beyond the capacity of the gentle,

almost womanly, character of the poet

;

^neas is a true hero neither in endurance
nor in action. Further, the endeavour to

rival Homer is mainly limited to imitation.

This is appai-ent not onl}- in countless

single instances, but also in the plot of the

whole poem. Vergil obviously wished to

unite the excellences of the Odyssey and
Iliad in one work by describing in the

first six books the wanderings of ^neas,
and in the last six his conflicts for the

throne of Latium.
In spite of many faults, which were

noticed even in ancient times, Vergil has

remained the most widely read, the most
admired, and the most popular poet of his

nation, and no other writer has exercised

such an influence on the subsequent develop-

ment of the Roman literattire and language.

This remai'k applies to prose as well as

poetry. As was the case with the poems of

Homer among the Greeks, Vergil's works,

and especially the jEncid as a national epic,

were used down to the latest times for

school teaching and as a basis of school

grammar. They were imitated by authors,

particularly by epic and didactic poets. In

later times single verses and parts of verses

{sec Cexto) were used to compose new poems
of the most varying contents ; and finally

the most famous scholars made them the

object of their studies both in verbal and
in general interpretation. Some relics of

their labours are preserved in the dif-

ferent collections of scholia, especially in

that comprehensive commentary on his

collected poems which bears the name of

Servhis IlonorCitus. Of smaller value are

the commentaries of the pseudo-Pmbus on

the Bucolics and Gcoryics, and of Tiberius

Doniltus on the ^ncid.
The name of Vergil was also borne in

ancient times by a number of poems, which
passed as the works of his youth, but can

hardly any of them have been his com-

positions : (1) the Cdidlccta [or more cor-

rectly Cata.lcpt6n\ fourteen small poems in

iambic and elegiac metre. (2) C'ulcjr (" the
midge"), supposed to have been written by
Vergil in liis sixteenth year, a most insipid

poem. (.3j The C7/-/.S', the stor)' of the

transformation of Scylla, the daughter of

the Megarian king, into the bird Ciris (sec

Nisus), obviously composed by an imitator
of Vergil and Catullus. (4) The jD/ro", two
bucolic poems : (a) the Dinr properly so

called, imprecations on account of the loss

of an estate consequent on the proscription

of A.D. 41 ; and (b) the Lydia, a lament for

a lost love, both of which have as little

claim to be the writings of Vergil as of

the grammarian Valerius Cato, to whom
also they have been ascribed. (5) The
MurctiDH, so called from the salad which
the peasant Simj'lus prepares in the early

morning for the day's repast, a character

sketch as diverting and lifelike as (6) a

poem deriving its title from the COpa, or

hostess, who dances and sings before hor

inn, inviting the passers by to enter. This

last poem is in elegiac metre. [Vergil's

life was written bj' Suetonius from earlier

memoirs and vionoranda. SccVroi. Nettle-

ship's Ancient Lives of Vergil, Clarendon

Press, 1879.]

Verrius Flaccus (Marcus). A Roman
freedman, '• who obtained renown chiefly

by his method of teacliing. To exercise the

wits of his pupils, says Suetonius, he used

to pit against each other those of the same

age, give them a subject to write upon, and

reward the winner with a prize, generall}'

in the shape of a fine or rare copy of some

ancient author " (Prof. Nettlcship's Essays,

p. 203). He educated the grandsons of

Augustus and died under Tiberius. Ho
devoted himself to literary and antiquarian

studies resembling those of the learned

Varro. Thus, he wrote books Dc Ortho-

grdphu'i and L'cruni Metnorul Dignfirum ;

but his most important work was entitled

De Verhornm ,Sign7pratii. This may claim

to be the first Latin lexicon over written.

It was arranged alphabetically ; it gave

interpretations of obsolete words, and ex-

plained the meaning of the oldest institu-

tions of the State, including its religious

customs, etc. We only ]iossess fragments

of an abridgment made by Festus (q.v.),

and a further abridgment of the latter,

dedicated to Charlemagne, by Paulus. A
calendar of Roman festivals drawn up by

him was set up in marble at PniMicste, near

j

Rome; of this there are some fragments

I

still preserved containing the months of

January to April inclusive and December.
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These fragments are known as the Fasti Prce-

ncsfinl [Corpus Inscv. Led. i^-^. 311]. [In

the library of Trinity College, Cambridge,
there is a slab of stone bearing the name
Yerrivs Flaccvs, probably the lexico-

gi-apher's epitaph. See also Prof. Nettle-

ship's Lectures and Essays^ pp. 201-247.]
Ver Sacrum (a sacred spring). A dedica-

tion practised by the Italian tribes, whereby,
in times of severe hardship, all the pro-

ducts of the succeeding spring, i.e. the
months of Marcli and April, were conse-
rated to the gods. All the fruits and cattle

were actually offered up in sacrifice ; while
the children that were then born, as soon
as they were grown up, were driven out of
the country as forfeited to heaven, and
required to seek a new home. Whole
generations in this way left their country,
these of the Sabine stock being led by the
animals sacred to Mars—a bull, a wood-
pecker, or a wolf. In Rome, whose origin

is traced back by many to a ver sacrum.^
the jjontlflces superintended the vow and
its fulfilment. The ver sacrum was vowed
for the last time in the second Punic War.
^B.c. 217, Livy xxii 10; but the vow was
not fulfilled until twenty-one years after-

wards, B,c. 195 and 194, ib. xxxiii 44 and
Kxxiv 44].

Vertumnus (" the turner," " changer ").

An Italian god of fruits, who presided over
the changing year,

especially over the

fruits of the earth,

whether in orchards
or in gardens. Hence
he was generally re-

presented as a gar-

dener and a cultiva-

tor of the soil, with
fruits in his lap and
a pruning knife in

his hand, and was
honoured by the coun-

try folk with the pro-

duce of their orchards,

etc. In the belief of

the people, he po;^-

sessed the faculty of

changing himself in-

to all possible shapes,

and they related how
by one of his trans-

formations he won
Pomona for his wife.

In Rome his statue of

bronze stood in the Tuscan quarter, where
a considerable trade Avent on ; he was on

VERTUMNUS.

this account regarded as the protector of

business and exchange. Sacrifice was
offered to him in his chapel on the

Aventine on August 13th. [Propertius, iv 2.]

Vessels. An immense number of vessels

for different purposes is mentioned by the

ancients. It is impossible within the pre-

sent limits to speak of more than a certain

number of the most important. In ordinary

life much use was made of pottery, which
was sometimes ornamented with paintings.

{See Pottery and Vases.) Next to clay,

bronze was the favourite material. The
precious metals, marble, and other stones,

such as porphyr}'', travertine, alabaster, and
onyx, were also used, and the vessels made of

these and of bronze were often adorned with
carved work. On the employment of glass

for this purpose, see Glass. (Cjj. also MuR-
RINA.) It can hardly be said that wood
was much in use. Vessels intended to hold

wine, oil, salt meat, salt fish, olives, corn,

and the like, were generally of clay. The
largest of them was the pithos (Gr.) or

dOlium (I;at.), a butt in the form of a

gourd, used for storing oil and wine. This

vessel, which was lined with pitch, was
often so large that a man could easily get

inside it. It was one of these butts in

which Diogenes made his abode. They
were generally let into the floor of the

cellar, and counted as immovable furniture.

The Greek hlkos and the Roman seria

w^ere smaller vats of the same kind, used

for storing salt-meats, figs, corn, etc. For

purposes of sale and of use, the wine and

oil were passed from the dolium into the

amphora (Gr. amphoreus), and the cddtis

(Gr. kddus). These were vessels with two

liandles, and a slim body pointed at the

foot. They were either buried up to the

middle in the ground, or set up slanting

against the wall (fig. 1, nos. 20-23; fig.

2 a, b). The cc(di were specially used by

the Romans for the storage of Greek wines.

Wine and oil were also, especially in the

country, put into leather bags (Gr. astos;

Lat. liter) ^ as is the case now in the East

and in the south of Eui'ope. The bag was
made by sewing a number of skins together,

and was tapped by untying one of the legs.

For drawing and holding water they used

the hydria, or kcdpis (Lat. iirna), carried

on the head or shoulders. This was a

vessel, with a short neck and large body,

often with three handles, two smaller ones

for carrying, and one behind for drawing

and pouring out (fig. 1, nos. 16, 17). The

Idgynos (Lat. IdyOna or Idywna) was a
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•\vino-jar It had a narrow neck, ratlior a

Avide mouth, and a handle (rig. 1, no. 34).

It was hung up as a sign in front of wine
shops, and was put before the guests at

table. The Jckjjthos or ampulla was used

for oil (fig. 1, no. 33) ; the dhtbastrdn or

alahaston (fig. 1, no. 35) for fragrant oint-

ments. This vessel was named from the

material of which it was usually made.

Both the lekrjthos and alahasfron had
narrow necks, so that the liquid ran out

in drops. The alabastron was round at

spoons were us''d (fn'ia, tndla, fig. 3\ as

well as various sorts of cups {rjjfif/niSj lig.

1, nos. 10, 13-15). These resembled our
tea and coffee cups, but had a much higher
handle, rising far above the rim, and con-

tained a derinite measure. Drinking-
vessels were made in the form of bowls,

beakers, and horns. To the first class be-

longed the flat phKdc, or saucer without

handle or base, corresjjonding to the Roman
patera generallj' used in sacrifices (fig. 1,

nos. 1, 2); the kymbion, a long deep ves.«el

(1) * VARIOUS SHAPES OF OREEK VASES.

(Jahn's rasensaminluTig in der Pinakotliek zu Miinchen, Taf. i, ii.)

1, 2, phXale. 3, ci/lit. 4-7, sci/phus. 8, cylix. 9. holmOs. 10, cgdtUn*. 11, cnrchfulSn.

12. canthiXrSs. 13-15, cydthus. 16, ):at))is. I'.hydria. IS, stnmnds. 19, p.'lUv. 2l)-23, niiij.hflra.

21, dim: 25, crater. 26-30, anScMe. 32, a>.kds. 33, lekythOs. 34, Ingmia. 35, <lMfcfl«(i<}ii.

36, arybaUds. 37, boniliylios. 38, 39, name unknown. 40,likanc. 41,cylijr.

the foot, and therefore required a stand to

support it.

The general term Jcvfttcr (Lat. crCdera or

crcfcrra) was used to denote the vessels in

which wine was mixed with water at meal-

times (fig. 1, no. 25; cjj. Hildesheim, The
Treasure of). They were moderately large,

with wide necks and bodies, and two handles.

Sometimes they had a pedestal, sometimes

they were pointed or round beneath, in which
case they required a support (/«?//>oA-r(7^t"rl(>n).

For ladling and pouring out the wine,

without handles, so called from its likeness

to a boat: and the kyli.r (Lat. r<Ui.r) witli

handle and base (fig. l,nos.3 and S). Among
the beakers ma}' bo mentione<l the t^kyphOs

(Lat. scfiphiifi) attributed to Heriicles (fig. 1,

nos. 4-7). This was a large cup originally

of wood, and used by shoplierds, sometimes

with a round, sometimes witli a flat bottom.

Another was the kauthdros (cauflidn'ii<)

peculiar to Dionysus (fig. 1, no. 12), with a

high base and projecting handles. The

karchcsWn {rarchcstufii, fig. 1, no. 11) was
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tall, slightly contracted at its

with sleuder handles reaching fr

to the foot [Macrobins, Safilr-

nCiUa V 21 ] : the kibOrlon
(ctborium) resembled the

husks of the Egyptian bean.

The class of drinking horns
included the rliyton (fig. 4),
with its mouth shaped like

the head of an animal.

As may be seen from the
names, the Romans borrowed
most of their drinking vessels

from the Greeks. They were
generally fitted with silver

;

and, during the imperial times
often ornamented with finely

cut gems.
It is unnecessary to enu-

merate the various vessels

used for washing, cooking,

and eating, the characteristics

of which were not strikingly

different from our own. But
we may observe that for

domestic purposes of all kinds
the ancients used basket work
of canes, rushes, straw, and

a

sides, and
om the rim

used for holfling the wool used in weaving
and embroidery : the low kaneon, or basket

(3) BP.ONZE T.ADLE3

(tfiia).

(Fro a rompeii.)

(2) * VESSELS OF GLASS OK TERRA-COTTA FROM POMPEII.

(Overbeck's Pompeii, p. 402, Rg. 249, ed. 3 = fig. 250, ed. 4.)

a and h, amphBrce. c, two glass lagcence in terra-cotta incUega. ' d, c,f, vrine-
glasses. g, wine-strainer, h, glass funnel, infundibuluni. i, cup and saucer.
/.', oil-flask. J, small flask, id, cup. u, wine-taster, o, jug. p, gourd-shaped
bottle, q, vessel with pointed base, r, strainer, s, small vase for unguents.
t, strainer.

of round or oval shape (fig. 5, c), for bread

and fruit. The Athenian maidens carried

kcincd on their heads at the Panathenaic
procession. (See Canephori.) For baskets

of other shapes, see fig, 5, d, e, f.

(4) GREEK DP.INKING-HOHNS {rJn',tun).

(Panofka, Gricchische Trinkhurner.)

leaves, especially palm leaves. The kdldtJios,

made in the form of a lily (fig. 5, a and 6), was

(5) BASKETS FROM GREEK VASES.

(Guhl and Koner, fig. 203.)

Vesta. The Italian, particularly the

Latin, goddess of the hearth and of its fire,
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sacnliced

Laviuium.
in Greece

corresponding in her name, as well as in

her nature, to the Greek Hkstia {q.v.) Like
Vesta, besides her special cult on the

hearth of every home, she was also woi'-

shipped by the State. This worship was
introduced by Niima from Lavinium,
whither ^neas had brought the Pciidti'n

and the sacred tire from Tro}'. Hence it

was that Roman consiils and dictators, on

taking up and laying down their office,

in the temple of Vesta at

It was customary in Italy as

for the colonies to kindle the

fire of their own Vesta at the hearth of the

mother city.

The ancient i-ound temple of Vesta, which
served as the central point of the city, was
built by Numa. In its neighbourhood was
the so called dtrluni of Vesta, the abode of

the virgin priestesses of the goddess, the

Vestals [excavated in 1883-4 : Middleton's

Eemains ofAncient Borne, i 307-329]. Here
the goddess was worshipped not in the

form of a statue, but under the .sj^mbol of

the eternal fii-e, which it was the chief

duty of the Vestals to keep alight. On
every 1st March it was renewed. If it

went out of itself, a great national disaster

was held to have occurred, and the guilty

Vestal was scourged b}^ the pontifex. The
fire could only be rekindled by a burning
glass, or by the primitive method of friction

by boring a piece of wood from a fruit tree.

Corresponding to the lares and penates of

the domestic hearth, there were, according

to later usage, the penates of the State in

the temple of Vesta ; and similar!}-, on the

temple-hearth, a sacrifice was offered daily,

consisting of the plainest form of food in a

simple vessel of clay. The daily purifi-

cations could only be made with flowing

water, which the Vestals carried in pitchers

upon their heads from the fountain of

Egeria, or of the Muses. By day every one

had the right of admission to all the temple,

save only that part in which the pallddtuvi

and other mystic relics were kept, where the

Vestals alone had the right to enter. It

was onl}'' by night that men were excluded.

As goddess of the sacred fire of the hearth

in evex'y house and for the city in general,

Vesta was also the goddess of every sacri-

ficial fire. Hence she was worshipped
with Janus at every religious service,

Janus being invoked at the opening, Vesta

at the close. Her 0A\ni festival, the VestCdla,

was kept on July 9th. The matrons of

the town walked barefooted in procession

to her temple, to implore tho blessing of

the goddess for their households, and to

otter sacrifice to her in rude dishes, iu

remembrance of the time when the hearth
served genei-ally for the baking of bread.

The millers and bakers also kept holiday.

The mills were crowned, and the asses

employed in thorn had garlands and loaves

suspended aboiit their necks. The worship
of Vesta survived to the last days of

paganism, and was abolished by Gratian in

382 A.D. Although there was no image of

the goddess in the actual temples, her statues

were not iincommou at Rome in later times.

Like the Greek Hestia, she was represented

sometimes as standing, sometimes as sitting,

completely clothed and veiled, with chalice

torch, sceptre, and palladium. For cut, see

Hestia.
Vestals {vivf/lnes vestdics, Vestal Vir-

gins). The priestesses of Vesta. At Rome
their number was at first four, but had
already been increased to six during the

last years of the kings. Every girl possess-

ing the necessary qualification was liable to

be called on to undertake the duty, and no

exemption was granted, except upon very

strict conditions. The office was confined

to girls of not less than six and not more
than ten years of age, without personal

blemish, of free, respectable families, whose
parents were still alive and resident in Itah'.

The choice was made by lot out of a num-
ber of twenty, nominated by the pontifex.

The virgin appointed to the priestly office

immediately quitted her father's authority

and entered that of the goddess. After

her inauguration by the pontifex, she was
taken into the atvlum of Vesta, her future

place of abode, was duly attired, and shorn

of her hair. The time of sei'vice was bj' law

thirty years, ten of which were set apart

for learning, ten for performing and ten for

teaching the duties. At the end of this

time leave was granted to the Vestals to

lay aside their jn-iesthood, return into

private life, and marry. They seldom took

advantage of this jtermission. They were

under the control of the pontifex, who, iu

the name of the goddess, exercised over

them paternal authority. He administered

corporal chastisement if they neglected

their duties, more particularly if they

allowed the sacred fire to go out ; and, if

any one of them violated her vow of chas-

tit}', he had her carried on a bier to the eam-

pus scelerdtus (the field of transgression),

near the Colline Gate, beaten with rods and

immured alive. Her seducer was seourged

to death. No man was allowed to enter
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their npartmonts. Their service consisted

in maintaining and keeping pure the eternal

fire in the temple of Vesta, watching the

sacred shrines, performing the sacriiices,

offering the daily and, when necessary, the

special prayers for the welfare of the nation,

and taking part in the feasts of Vesta, Tellus,

and Bona Dea. They were dressed entirely

in white, with a coronet-shaped head-band

{iufiila), and ornamented with ribands

[viftce) suspended from it, and at a sacrifice

covered with a white veil [called the si(Jft-

hulum. This was a sort of hood made of a

piece of white woollen cloth with a purple

border, rectangular in form. It was folded

over the head and fastened in front below

the throat by a fibula (Festus, p. 340, ed.

VESTAL VIRGIN.

(Portrait statue of one of the chief Vestals, of the time of

Trajan or Hadrian, showing tlie sacred vestment
called the suff'ihXdnm.)

(Miiller, quoted in Middleton's Rome,i 320)].

The chief part in the sacrifices was taken

by the eldest, the virgo vcsfalis maxima.
The Vestal Virgins enjoyed various dis-

tinctions and privileges. When they went
out, they were accompanied by a lictor, to

whom even the consul gave place ; at public

games they had a place of honour ; they were
iinder a guardian, and were free to dispose of

their property ; they gave evidence without

the customary oath ; they were, on account

of their incorruptible character, entrusted

with important wills and public treaties

;

death was the penalty for injuring their

person ; those whom they escorted were
thereby protected from any assault. To
meet them by chance saved the criminal

who was being led away to punishment

;

and to them, as to men of distinguished

merit, was assigned the honour of burial

in the Forum.
Vestibulum. An entrance-court before a

Roman house. {Sec House.)
Veterani. [A Latin word properly mean-

ing old soldiers.] During the later Re-

publican period and under the Empire the

term was applied to those who at the end
of their time of service retired from the

legion. They were kept with the army
under the standard, under which they were
taken to the military colonies appointed for

them, and again served there for an inde-

finite period. (Qj. Vexill.\rii.)

Vexillarii. Roman veterans who, at the

end of their period of service, retired from

the legion, but were kept together under a

standard (rcxiUuiu) up to the time of their

final dismissal. Thej- formed, by the side

of the legion, a select corps like the evocdti

of eaidier times. They were exempt from

ordinary service, and only bound to take

part in actual fighting. [They may be

briefly described as the oldest class of

vi'temni, and the last to be summoned to

take the field.]

Vexillum. The Latin name for a four-

cornered flag, attached to a cross-pole, and

cai-ried by the vex-iUdrius. ((S'ee Signum,

fig. a.) Every squadron (tunna), and pro-

bably every detachment of a body of troops

which formed a separate command, had a

red, white, or purple vexillum of this kind,

and hence were themselves called a vexillum^

or sometimes a vexiUatio. The latter word,

however, from the end of the 3rd century

A.D., signifies a squadron of cavaliy. At
Rome a red flag was displaj^ed on the

Capitol dui'ing the deliberations of the

comlUa centurmta, and was in time of

war planted as the signal for battle on

the general's tent or the admiral's ship.

Vexilla served also as marks of distinction

for the higher officers.

Via Appia. See Roads.
Viator ("messenger"). A subordinate

official (see Apparitor), employed by the

Roman magistrates for sending a message

or a summons, or for executing an arrest.

The consuls and preetors had probably

three decurice of viatores ; the tribunes

had a special deciivia, as also had the

qua'stures wrarXl, and the officers who took

their place under the Empire, viz. the.-

pi-a'fecti cerarii ; also the sdiles, the triis-

viri cdjntfdes, and the quattuorviri viU

j)ur(/andls. They also appear in connexion

witii provincial governors and sacerdotal

bodies.
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Victor. See Aurelius.
Victoria. Tlie Roman goddess of victory.

{Sec Nice.)

Victorinus (Gains Margins). A Latin
rhetorician, born in Africa, who, about the

middle of the 4th ceutur}- a.d, taught at

Rome, where St. Jerome enjoyed his in-

struction. In his old age he became a con-

vert to Christianity, and served its cause

by his writings. Besides numerous theo-

logical works, he is the author of a compre-
hensive treatise mainly on metres, called

Ars Grainmdticd, in four books. His name
is also given to some other grammatical
writings, as well as some poems on biblical

subjects ; but it is doubtful whether they

are from his hand. A commentary on

Cicero's work De Inventtone, which used

to be ascribed to him, was more probably
composed b}' one Fabius Marius Victorinus.

Vicxis. A Latin word originally mean-
ing a house, and afterwards a collection of

hoiises. In a town, viciis was a sti-eet or

section of the town ; in the country, a rural

community composed of farms lying close

together, with temples and altars of its own,

a common chest and annually elected over-

seers (mdfjistri, or o'dlh'.i), to whom was
assigned the care of the cult, buildings, and
local police. The religious centre of the

sepai-ate townships or vici was the coinpltum

(crossway), with the chapel of the Id res

comintdles erected there, in whose honour
was annually held the festival of the Covi-

pltdlui. Augustus divided Rome into

fourteen districts and 265 vici, and ordained

that four magistrates should be chosen

annually from every vicus, partly to super-

intend the cult of the lares, parti}' to

perform the official duties of citizens. This

arrangement survived with a few changes

till the decline of the Empire.
Vigiles (" watchmen "). An organized

military body of seven cohorts, each of 1,000

men, appointed by Augustus to superintend

the firemen and night-police of Rome. (See

COHORS.)

Vigiliae (" night-watch "'). The name
given at Rome to the four divisions of the

night (generally from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.)

and to the night-guards of four men each,

who relieved one another every watch. In

camp the beginning of the night-watch

was signalled by a blast blown before

the general's tent (prccfurtHni) by all the

buglers ; and further, at the end of every

night-watch, the duration of Avhich was
reckoned by the water-clock, a bugler gave

the signal for the relief.

D. C, A.

Vigiutisexviri (twenty-six mon\ Tlio

collective name given at Romo to twenty-six
olhcers of lower rank {)iid;/isfrdfus niliirin'H).

They were divided into six ditferent otHces,
and were originalh- nominated by tho
hi,ii;hcr officers to be their assistants, but
were subsequently chosen by the people at
the coniitia trlhuta, and it was by this

appointment that they first became magis-
trates proper. The term included (1)
Indices decemviri (ten-men judges), or
decemviri (sf)lltif)iis iudlcandls (ten-men
for the decision of disputed suits), origi-

nally named by the tribunes to inquire into

those civil suits in which their assistance

had been invoked in certain appeals from
the decision of the consuls. Afterwards
the decision of such cases was left to

them bj' the consuls from the very com-
mencement. In time their relations with
the tribunes grew less close, and they
became judicial magistrates, who were
probably chosen in the comifia frihufa^

under the presidency of the prtrfor iirhunus.

Of their functions in detail, little more is

known from the time of the Republic than

that they decided actions for freedom, and
that they made the arrangements for the

trials heard before the court of the ccn-

tumviri. This latter duty they lost in the

last days of the Rejjublic, but it was restored

to them by Augustus. (2) Quaffuorv'iri

iurl dlcundo (four men for pronouncing

judgment), whose duty it was to pronoimce

judgment at law in the ten towns of Cam-
pania, like the pro'fecfi iiiri dicundo, who
were nominated b}- the praetor in the other

municipalities; they survived only till the

time of Augustus. (3) TrCsviri nocturni

(three men for night-service), originally ser-

vants of the consuls, who were responsible

for the i)eace and safety of Rome by night,

especially in respect of danger by fire.

When to this duty was added that of in-

vestigating criminal charges, they became

regular magistrates under the title tresviri

cdpltales. In this capacity they had to

track out escaped criminals, to examine

prisoners under the authorization of the

higher magistrates, to inspect the public

prisons, and to sujterintend the carrying

out of capital sentences and of corjioral

punishments. Hence prison-wanlcrs and

executioners were placed under them.

Under the Empire it was also their duty

to burn offensive books.^ (4) Tresviri

mOnetales (threo men for the mint), who

» [.See Fausset on Cict-ro, Fro Cliicntio GO.]

Y Y
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had, under the Eepublio, the superinten-
dence of the coinage of gold and silver,

under the Empire that of the copper cur-
rency only. (5) Quattuorviri viu in urhe
jmnjandls (four men for cleansing the
streets in the city). And (G) Duoviri viis
extra urbem purgandis (two for cleansing

under - magistrates became vigintiviri

(twenty men). These were chosen from
the knights, and the office of the viginti-

virate served as the preliminary step to the

qupestorship.

Villous. The Latin term for the steward

of an estate. {See Villa and Slaves.)

(1) * VILLA MARTNA.
(Mural painting from Pompeii; Gell aud Gandj-'s PomiKiana, pi. CO.)

(2) * PLAN OF VILLA SUBUUBANA
of M. Ai'vius Dlomedes (Donaldson's Pompeii', ii 1).

1, door. 2, yitrhlyWum . .3, tahlxnum. 4, gallery. 5, (I'cii.s. 6, court. 7, cri/pttipoi'fTcus.

8, triangular court with cold batb. 2, tiinddrlum. 10, culTddrlion. 11, bedroom. 12, staircase
leading to lower story.

the streets outside the city), who were
under the direction of the sediles. Under
Augustus the duoviri last named disa^D-

y^eared as well as the quattuorviri iuri

dicundoj and the collective name for the

Villa. A Latin word signifying c

property in the country, consisting of a

block of buildings for habitation and for

domestic purposes. With the decline of

agriculture and with the growing preference
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n favour of country-houses, there arose

:he distinction between villa rustXca and
ilia urbdna. The former served for agri-

cultural purposes ; the latter, so called

jecaurie built in the town style of architec-

:ure, only for pleasure. Many villas were
lesigned only for one of the two objects,

)thers were built for both. The villa

•jisiica included apartments for the vtltcus,

)v steward (a trustworthy slave or freed-

nan, who had to superintend money-
natters), the book-keeper (actor), and the

jlaves, stalls, and store-rooms. In the

;rection of the villa tirbana, efforts were
nade to unite the charm of beautiful land-

scape with the greatest comfort and con-

venience, and to procure advantages which a

lOUse in the town hemmed in on all sides

)y other houses could not alwaj-s afford.

.t contained separate rooms and colonnades
or summer and winter, the former facing

;he north, the latter the south ; baths,

•corns set apart for physical exercises,

ibrary, and art collections. Outside were
oarks, preserves, fish-ponds, aviaries, etc.

Cowards the end of the Republic, and still

nore under the Empire, luxury in such
;stablishments reached its highest point.

In Pliny's Letters, v 6, we have an ela-

jorate description of his Tuscan villa ; and,

n ii 17, a minute account of his villa at

Laurentum, on the coast of Latium. The
iccompanj'ing cuts give a view of a villu

ndrlna (^fig. 1) and a ground-plan of a

:iUa suhnrbdna (fig. 2)].

Vinalia. A wine festival kept by the

Elomans in honour of Jupiter twice every

{%z.\': (1) on April 23rd {Vinalia priora),

.vhen the wine of the previous year was
jroached, and a libation from it poured on

;he sod; and (2) on August 19th (Vinalia

uatica, the country festival of wine), when
sacrifice was made for the ripening grapes.

With both festivals was associated the wor-
ship of Venus, who, as goddess of gardens,

lad vine3'ards also under her protection.

Vinea. A shed used by besieging armies
;o protect themselves against the missiles

)f the enemy. (See Sieges.)

Virbius. An Italian god; identified with
FIippol5'tus, who was raised to life by
^sclepius, and worshipped together with
Diana as presiding genius of the wood and
:he chase. (Cp. Diana and Hippolytus.)
Virgilius. See Vergil.
Virtus. The Roman personification of

jravery in war. (Sec HONOS.)
Vis. The Roman legal term for acts

)f violence. In earlier times offences of

this kind were included under the head of

pcrdudllo {(j.v.) and high treason {sci-

i\lAiEsTAS). A special offwnce termed vis,

including disturbances of the peace, violent
attacks upon the magistrates and the Senate,
and the illegal use of weapons, was first

taken cognisance of by the law of Plautius,
89 B.C., and a special standing court estab-

lished to deal with it. (See Qlm-:stio.) The
penalty was proscription {interdictlO aqua'
et ignis). Afterwards more serious cases
of vis, which had meanwhile become subject
to civil process, came to be considered as
criminal offences, and were punished with
confiscation of the third part of one's pro-

perty and disqualification for public offices.

Under the Empire the penalties were in-

creased to death or exile.

Vitruvius Pollio (Marcus). A military

engineer who fiourished in the time of

Julius Ciesar and Augustus. In his old

age Octavia, the sister of Augustus, pro-

cured him a pension. The leisure tlius

acquired he employed in composing a work
on architecture in ten books (Dc Arclutcc-

turd), drawn from Crreek sources and from
his own experience. This work, the onl}*

one of the kind which has come down to

us from ancient times, was com^wsed be-

tween 16-14 B.C. and dedicated to Augustus.
The first seven books treat of architecture

proper (i, architecture in general : ii,

building-materials: iii, temple-building ; iv,

orders of architecture; v, public buildings:

vi, private buildings in town and in the

country ; vii, ornamentation of buildings)

:

book viii, of water and waterways ; ix, of

the construction of water-clocks ; x, of

machines. Although the author is proud

of his accomplishments, they do not include

a capacity for giving his subject a scientific

treatment. His method of expression is not

seldom obscure and unintelligible ; some-

times it is artificial and distorted ; some-

times vulgar. An anonj^mous excerpt from

the work is still preser%'ed under the title

Dc Dtvcrsls Fabrlcls ArchitccfuuXca'.

Volcanus (better than VulcanusV Tlic

Italian god of fire and of the art of frirgiiig

and smelting; corresponding to, and identi-

fied with, the Greek Hejihifstus. As gnd

of the forge, he also bears the name
3hdciber, the softener or smelter of metal.

As a beneficent god of nature, who rijjcns

the fruit by his warmth, he is the husband

of the Italian goddess of spring, Maia or

Maicsta, who shared the sacrifices offered

by his priest, the Jldmm Volcdnd/ix, after

he had become identified with Hephitstua.
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Venus, who is identified with Aphrodite,
was regarded as his wife. Among his

shrines in Rome the most noteworthy is

that called Volcdndl, a level space raised

above the surface of the Comitium, and
serving as the hearth of the spot where
the citizens' assemblies were held. His
chief festival, the Volcdnfdia, was kept on
August 23rd, when certain fish were thrown
into the fire on the hearth, and races were
held in the Circus Flamlnius. Sacrifices

were offered to him as god of metal-work-
ing on May 23rd, the day appointed for a

cleansing of the trumpets used in worship
{tillnlustrhim). As lord of fire he was
also the god of conflagrations ; hence his

temples were built outside the city, while
his temple in Rome was situated in the

Campus Martins. Juturna (q.v.) and Stata
Mclter, who causes fires to cease, were wor-
shipped with him as goddesses who protect

from fires, and a public sacrifice was offered

to them and him at the festival of the

Volcanalia. (Cp. Heph/ESTUS.)
Volttirnus. See Tiberinus.
Vopiscns. A Roman historian. (See

ScRiPTORES Historic August.^.)
Vota. Religious vows were extraordi-

narily common among the Romans both in

public and private life. Public vows (vota
pubiica) were sometimes extraordinary,
sometimes ordinary. As regards the former,
a religious vow was uttered in times of

need, in the name of the State, to the

effect that, if the gods averted the danger,
and caused the prosperity of the State to

remain unimpaired for the next five or

ten years, a special thank-offering would be
paid them, consisting of presents of cattle,

large sacrifices, banquets (lectisternia), a
tithe of the booty, a temple, games, etc.

In older times a ver sacrum {q.v.) was also

promised. These vows were drawn up in

writing under the direction of the pontl-

flces, recited by the pontifcx maximus^
and privately rehearsed after him by a
consul or prsetor. The pontifex then put

away the document in the presence of wit-

nesses, for purposes of reference when the

vow was executed. Ordinary vows for

the good of the State were offered on the

Capitol by the higher officials on entering

office (the consuls on January 1st) and on

leaving for their province. This was called

the votOrutH nuncupcdio. After 30 B.C.

a special votum was offered up for the

welfare of the emperor and his familj^, on

January 3rd. Down to the 7th century

A.D., both in Rome and throughout the

Empire, this day, which was itself called

votum, was kept as a holiday by all bodies

both civil and religious.

Under the Empire vo^vs were regularly

made for longer periods of time (five, ten,

fifteen, twenty years, vota quincpienndlla,

decennalia, quindecennalia, vlcennalia).

Besides these there were extraordinary vota

for the return and safety of the emperor, the

accouchement of the em2:)ress, the birthday

and accession day of the emperoi', and the

like. Private vows {vota prlvdta) were

made on the most varied occasions. They
might be solemnly offered in a temple, or

made suddenly in times of momentary
peril. In the former case a sealed writing

containing the vow was fastened to the

knees of the god's image, and then taken

by the priest of the temple into his

keeping, to be opened at the proper time.

In the latter case, if the prayer was ful-

filled, the vow had to be most scrupulously

executed. The offering was generally ac-

companied by a votive tablet, which was

placed on the walls of the temple, and

contained an inscription or a relief or c

picture relating to the vow. Thus ship-

wrecked mariners offered painted repre-

sentations of the wreck in the temples of

Neptune or Isis [Horace, Odes i 5, 13-16

;

Persius, i 90].

Vulcanus. See Volcaxus.
Vulcatius Gallicanus. A Roman his-

torian. {See ScRiPTORES HiSTORi^ai

Augusts.)

War Dance. See Pyrrhic Dance.
Warfare. (1) Greek. The distinctively

Avarlike people among the Greeks were the

Spartans, whose whole life from early

youth to advanced age was spent in the

continual practice of martial exercises.

Even the meals shared in common by all

•Spartans who had attained the full rights

of citizens, were arranged with reference

to military service. {See Syssitia.) Owing

to constant pra.ctice in military exerciseri

of every possible kind, the Spartan army

possessed a dexterity in the handling of

weapons, and a tactical education, which-

combined with their lofty sentiment ol

military honour, for a long period ensured
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their supremacy over the other Greek
races. The dut}^ of service, which be^^an

with the twentietli year, and admitted of

no exceptions, did not terminate until

capacitj' for service came to an end ; but
with his sixtieth year the soldier became
exempt from foreign service. Originally

the heav3'-armed infantr}-, or hoplites, con-

sisted solely of Spartans; but even at the

time of the Persian Wars, side b}' side with
the Spartans, whose troops in their larger

divisions were termed lochoi, the ptnoeci
also served as soldiers, but in separate
divisions. The helots who accompanied
the army served as personal attendants to

the hoplites {see Hypaspist.e), and as light-

armed troops in battle. A picked corps of

the hoplites, specially employed as a royal

body-guard, were those known as hippeis

(horsemen) composed of 300 Spartans under
thirty years of age, who were selected by
ihe three liippagretce^ and commanded by
them. A peculiar corps of lighter infantry

was formed from the Sclritfe (the inhabitants

of the district of Sclritisj, who were spe-

cially employed on the out-post service of

the camp ; they were used as scouts on the

march, and in battle had their position as-

signed them on the left wing. The Spartans
also kept up a fleet, in which the helots were
employed as marines and oarsmen ; in cases

of great emergency they were transformed
into heavy-armed soldiers and served in the

army, after which they received their free-

dom. {See Neodamodeis.) From the end of

the 5th century B.C. the Lacedaemonian army
was divided into six mdrce, each commanded
by a polemarch. Owing to their steadily

decreasing numbers the Spartans only

formed the nucleus of the battalions, which
were brought up to their full complement
by the addition of perioeci. The officers,

however, were exclusively Spartans, and the

place of honour was always reserved for that

body. In military expeditions the troops

often consisted of ^jcvv'cec/, neodamodeis,
allies, and mercenaries, while the Spartans
acted only as officers (see Xenagos) and
members of the royal staff. On the cavalry,

which only played a subordinate part among
the Spartans, see Hippeis. The ephors
had the command of the veterans in time of

war. In the earlier times the kings divided

the supreme authority; but after 512 B.C.

one alone commanded, unless the circum-
stances of the case required more than one
general. The fleet was commanded by
iianarchoi.

Among the Athenians the citizens of the

first tliree classes were alone eligible as

hoplites, and they were chosen, according
to Solon's law, from the penfdeuHTuntedimui,
hippeis, and zeiKjlta' ; the fourtli class, the
thi'tes, were freed from service, and were
only exceptionally employed at sea, but-
sometimes as light-armed troops on land.
They were very rarely heavily armed, and
were always remunerated at the expense
of the State. The ago of military service
extended from the eighteenth to the sixtieth

year ; there were thus forty-two classes of
age, and every man was mustered in a
certain list {kdfdlogijs) under the name of

the archon epOni/mus under whom he had
first attained the age of service. ^ The
first two of these classes were only em-
ployed {as jierlpdloi) to palrol the frontiers.

Foreign service began in the twentieth
year. From these classes, which were
on each occasion called out by a special

vote of the people, only so many as

were absolutel}' necessary were taken out

of each of the ten phF/he or tribes. The
members of the Council, and probably all

other officials, were exempt from service.

The men who were levied were enrolled,

according to their phyhv, in ten battalions,

taxeis {sec Taxiakchus-, which are some-

times called phyUv, while their subdivisions

are called lochoi. On the occasion of a

levy the troops were sometimes equipped

by the aid of the aliens resident in Attica

{see Metceci), and also, in the days of the

earlier Attic confederation, by means of the

contingents contributed by the allies. It

was the hoplites who were benefited b}''

this equipment. From the time of Pericles,

and during the Peloponnesian War, the

cavalry received \)a\ and maintenance

monej', usually amounting in all to 4 obols

{old.) a day. The State also allowed pay

and maintenance for the horseman's per-

sonal attendant. On the Athenian cavalry,

which was more important than the Lace-

daemonian, see Hippeis. As to the fleet,

1 [This is the view of Scliomann, .Ix/n/wiViV* of

Greece, En^. trans., p. t'Jii ; but iu .-Vristotlt's (Jon-

stUutton of Atlicm 'I'A. a distinction is (h-awn

iK'tween tlie archon of the year in wliich service

began and the eji'tiii'jiniis, who was one of the

forty-two epo)ii/moi ton iiilikion (the ages of mili-

tary service). Who these cj)oti;/tuoi were is un-

certain ;
possibly (as suggest-d by Mr. Kenj-on)

they were fort3--two heroes of the legi-ndarv

history of Athens. In any case they must not

be confounded either with th(^ eix)nynious heroes

who gave theii- names to the ten tribes instituted

by Clisthenes, or with tlie anliOn cjyoiii/mun, who'

gave his name to the year in which he was chief

archon.l
'
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on which Athens mainly relied in time of

war, the Council (.see Boule) had to see

that a certain number of vessels of war
were built annual]3\ The supervision of

the ships in the docks {neorla) was exer-

cised by a special board, the ten eplmeletai

of the neoria. It was their duty to consign

the vessels, with the equipments allowed

by the State, to the trierarchs {see Lei-

tourgia), wealthy citizens who undertook
to complete the equipment of the vessels, to

provide sailors and oarsmen, and to take the

command over them ; while the marines,

the tjnbatai, were under their own com-
manders. The stratcf/oi [q.v.) held the

chief command over the fleet as well as

over the land forces.

In most of the other Greek states the

hoplites, consisting of wealthy citizens,

formed the main strength of the army, and
generally helped to turn the scale in en-

gagements in which the light-armed troops

and the cavalry played a subordinate part.

They fought in the jjha Ianx (^.f.), in closely

serried lines eight deep. The pick of the

troops were stationed on the right wing as

the post of honour, to advance to meet the

foe amid the singing of the pcedn. When
at a distance of about 200 j^ards, at the

signal of a trumpet, they raised the battle-

cry idldld) and charged either at a run or

at quick march. It was only the Spartans

who slowly advanced at an even pace and
to the sound of flutes. Requesting per-

mission to bury the dead was the formal
admission of defeat. The enduring token
of victory was a trophy composed of the

armour captured from the defeated side.

It was usual to join battle on ground which
was suitable for the phalanx. The Pelopon-

nesian AVar Avas the means of introducing

many innovations, inchading the formation

of a regular force of light infantry, called

peltasice {q.v.). Still more decisive in the

transformation of the general system of

Greek warfare was the famous retreat of the

Ten Thousand, the first important mercenaiy
army among the Greeks which tried to make
the phalanx of hoplites suit the groxmd
better, and to utilize at the same time the

light infantry, or peltasts, and the gymnCtrs
(spearmen, bowmen, and slingers). Iphi-

crates, the first distinguished general of

mercenary troops, introduced a lighter

equipment by substituting a small pelfa for

the heavy shield, adopting a longer sword
and spear, lighter shoes, and a linen corslet.

In the course of the -ith century B.C. the

army composed of civilians gave way more

and more to the mercenary army, which, by
its intimate knowledge of the use of its

weapons gained an immense advantage in

actual war. {See Mercenaries.) An im-

portant novelty was oblique battle-order,

the discovery of Epaminondas. In this the

great mass and strength of the hoplites was
drawn up in considerable depth on one of

the two wings, without any expansion of

the front. The hoplites could thus make a

vigorous attack on the centre of the enemy's

wing, whilst the true centre and other wing
of the assailants was held in reserve, with

a view to advancing later to crush the

enemy.
The Macedonian method of warfare, in-

vented by king Philip II and his son

Alexander, was founded on the Greek

military organization adapted to Mace-

donian requirements. For this purpose

that organization was duly developed, and

the dift'erent parts of the army, the in-

fantry and cavalry, light and heavy-anned

troops, military levies, allies and mercenary

troops, were blended together into a far

freer and more effective system than the

Greeks ever attained in their art of war.

In point of numbers the strongest com-

ponent part of the Macedonian army, as

elsewhere, was the heavy and light infantry.

The former consisted of the pezeto'voi, a

body of Macedonians of free but not noble

origin, corresponding to the Greek hoplites,

but not so heavily armed. Like the hop-

lites, they fought in a phalanx, but this

was generally deeper than theirs, being

eight and afterwards sixteen men deep.

They fell into six taxeis, corresponding

to the number of the districts of Mace-

donia, each of which was represented by

one taxis. {See further under Phalanx.)

The Jiypasjnsta', {q.v.) were the equiva-

lent of the Hellenic peltasts, and were a

standing corps of 3,000 men. Besides

these there were strong contingents of

other kinds of light infantry, especially

spearmen and archers. While in the

Greek armies the number of the cavalry

had always been small, they formed nearly

one-sixth of the whole army which Alex-

ander took with him on his Asiatic expedi-

tion, and consisted of an equal number of

heavy and light cavalry. {See further under

Hippeis.) The. central point in the great

battles of Alexander was the phalanx ; on

the right of this were placed the hypas-

pisto', the heavy and light Macedonian

cavalry, the spearmen, and archers ; on the

left, the Thracian peltasts, the Hellenic con-
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tingent of cavalry, together with the Thes-
salian cavaliy,and light troops and horsemen
and archers. The two wings were reckoned
from the centre of the phalanx ; the right

being general^ reserved for the attack, and
led by the king. The light troops began
the attack, which was followed up by the

heavily armed Macedonian cavalry sup-

ported b}'- the hypaspistCK. The heavy
infantry came up in detachments to keep
the line unbroken, and formed an oblique
battle-array. Thus the main attack was
made by the heavy cavahy, and no longer

by the phalanx, as with the Greeks. The
phalanx formed instead a solid centre of the

whole array, which it was impossible for the

enemy to break through, and which, in the

event of its making the attack, was perfectly

irresistible. Under the Dlddochi, or suc-

cessors of Alexander, the phalanx of heavy
infantry formed the centre of the battle

array, but less with a view to its taking
part in the attack than to lengthen out the

formation and give it a solid basis. The
battle was decided by the wings, which
were composed of cavalry, one wing being
destined for the attack, while the other

remained on the defensive. The light

infantry, and the elephants (q.v.) used by
the Dladochi in war, were incidentally

brought to bear as occasion required, more
especially to cover the preparatory move-
ments of the cavalry on the attacking

wing.

In the course of the 3rd century B,C. the

cavalry declined in numbers and impor-

tance ; and the heavy-armed infantry,

which was now armed with the long

sarissa even in Greece itself, became in-

creasingly effective. The phalanx was
used independently for purposes of attack,

and this attack was generally decisive.

During this century, large standing armies
of mercenar}' troops became common. In

Greece proper, the only army of importance

at this time was that of the Achaean League,

after its reorganization by Philopoemen.

Greek warfare succumbed in the struggle

with the Romans, mainly because the

limitations attaching to the tactics of the

phalanx were ill-suited to a hand to hand
engagement. {See Legion; andryj. Castka,

DiLECTUs, Sacramentum, and Stipendium.
See also Sieges and Ship.)

War Gods. (1) Greek. See Ares and
E>rs:o (1).

(2) Roman. See Mars and Beixoxa (I).

War Tribunes. See Tribuxi Militum.

Watchmen. See Vigiles and Vigille.

Water-clock. See Clepsydra.
Weapons. The weapons of attack and

defence employed by the Greeks of historic

times are essentially the same as those

with which the Homeric heroes appear
equipped in an earlier age. The changes
gradually introduced, especially after the

Persian Wars, tended to make the armour
lighter and to give greate^- ] ower of move-
ment to the combatants. For defensive

armour they used a helmet (q.v.); a
cuii-ass {see Thorax); a girdle (zoma) of

leather or felt, covering the lower part of

the body, and reaching down to the middle

of the thighs. Sometimes this consisted

of narrow strips called pteryges (wings)

arranged either in single or double rows, and
covered with metal. Sometimes it was a

complete coat plated with bands of metal.

The greaves {knemls) covered the front j)art

of the legs from the ankles to just above

the knee, and consisting of flexible metal

plates or leather fastened behind with

buckles. The weapons of defence were

completed by the shield (q.v.).

For offensive weapons they had, beside

the sicord (q.v.), the lance (doru), five to

seven feet long. This was of iron, some-

times broader, sometimes narrower, and

sometimes hooked and with an iron joint

on the batt end which served to fix the

spear more easily in the ground, or could

be used as an offensive weapon when the

regular head was broken off'. The cavalry

used a shorter lance ipalton) for hurling as

well as thrusting; this was much shorter

than the Macedonian sari)<sa (q.v.). The

other weapons of attack were javelins

(dkontlon) of different sizes, the longer

kinds of which were hurled by means of a

thong {see Gymnastics, fig. 1), bows and

arrows (see Bows), and slings (q.v.). On
the equipment of the different kinds of

troops, see Gymset.e, Hippeis, Huplites,

Peltast.e.
Among the Romans the full equipment

of defensive armour similarly consisted of

helmet {q.v.\ euira.'<s {see LoJrK'a), greaves

{ocrea), and shield (q.v.). With regard to

the greaves, it must be noted that in later

times the infantry wore them only r>n the

right font, which was unprotected by the

shield.

Besides the sword {q.v.\ the horse and

foot of the legion alike used, as an offensive

weapon, the lance (see Hasta). It was

only the light-armed trooj.s that fought

with Javelins and slings. Then the pllum

(q.v.) was introduced first for a part and
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their swords. For
changes that took
arms see Legiox.

finally for the whole of the legion. This
was the missile which the Romans hurled
at the commencement of an engagement,
before coming to close quarters with

fuller details on the

place in the Roman
Boies were not a

national Roman weapon, and were only
used by their allies. On the engines of

war, see Artillery.
Weaving was practised among Greeks

and Romans from the earliest times. They
regarded Athene and Minerva respectively
as the inventress of spinning and weaving,
together with the distaff and spindle.

The weaving of wool was more especially

pursued, because the original (and down to

late times the ordinary') dress of Greeks and
Romans was of that material. From the

earliest date working in wool formed part
of the household duties of women, who
either wove with their own hands thegreater
part of the clothing necessary for ordinary
use, or superintended its manufacture by
their slaves. Apart from the coarse fabric

used by the lower classes and slaves, the

only articles made by tradespeople wei^e

costly woven stuffs, such as coverlets,

carpets, curtains, etc., the manufacture of

which demanded greater practice and more
complicated processes.

In spinning, the woman held the distaff

(Gr. cldkdte / Lat. coins) wrapped about

WOJIAN SriNNIKG.

(Vase-painting.)

with carded wool in lier left hand or under
the left arm, or fixed it in her girdle.

With the right she drew out and twisted

the fibres, and attached them to the spindle

(Gr. afraktos ; Lat. fusjfs). The latter was
caused to revolve rapidly, and its rotation

was made more rapid and stead}'- by means
of a small wheel called the whorl {vortl-

cclhwi), fitted to its lower extremity.

When the spindle was full, what was wound

was taken off and placed in the spinning

basket (kfJldtJws).

For weaving, the oldest looms were
upright with a vertically inserted warp,

through which the weaver had to draw the

woof by passing backwards and forwards

across the loom. After the introduction of

the improved horizontal loom (supposed to be

an invention of the Egj'ptians), at which the

weaver worked sitting, the old-fashioned

looms were retained in Italy only for

weaving flax and for making what was
called the tunica recta. According to a

long-established custom, the boy put this on

when receiving the toga of manhood ; and the

bride also assumed it on the evening before

her wedding. As a rule only plain stuffs

were woven in lengths, and only those of

one colour were in general use ; but patterns

were also worn. The ancients were also

inventors of the peculiar art of weaving in

colours, the technique oi which the Greeks

had very early borrowed from the Orientals,

since the Homeric women are well ac-

quainted with it [11. xiv 178 ; xxii 440].

They were no less skilled in weaving in

gold, which also came from the East. The
principal place for silk-weaving was, till

the time of Pliny [N. H. xi 77], the Greek

island of Cos, where the fine, transparent

Coan fabrics were made from the cocoons

imported thither. Silk-stuffs imported by

various means from China were also

taken to pieces, coloured, and then worked

up wuth linen yarn, cotton-wool, or sheep's

wool to half-silk stuffs, called serica'. rcstes.

Stuffs entirely of silk first came into use in

the 3rd century A.D.

Wills. [\) Amongst the ATnEXL\NS, a

testator was not allowed, in default of legi-

timate heirs, to bequeath his propert}^ to

one not of his own family. (*S^('(' Gexxet.c^

It was Solon who first legislated for the re-

moval of this restriction, which custom, how-

ever, continued to maintain. Solon, however,

granted free testamentary powers only in

those cases where there were no legitimate

sons. If there were any such sons, a

will could only be made in favour of other

persons in the event of the sons dying before

their majority. If a father had daughters

only, he could make a will in favour of other

persons only on condition that they married

his daughters. Children, born out of wed-

lock, wiio had not been legitimized, were

onlv allowed to have a legacy bequeathed

thoin, which was not to exceed 1 ,000 drachmae

(£33) in amount. Besides persons under

age or of unsound mind, those who held
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an official post, and had not yet rendered an
account of their administration, were con-
sidered incapable of making a will. The
will, when drawn up, was sealed in the
presence of witnesses and deposited with
a responsible person in order that it might
be opened, also in presence of witnesses,
immediately on the death of the testator, in

case he might have given any special direc-

tions for his funeral.

(2) Amongst the Romans the most ancient

form of will is the testa Dioifuin cOmUUs
cdlatis, called thus, because it was drawn
up in the patrician comitia calata (q.v.) at

which the pontifex was present. Besides
this form, of which only patricians could

avail themselves, one which plebeians could

use was introduced in the time of the kings,

the tcstamentiuu in procinctu. This con-

sisted in a verbal declaration made by a

soldier, who was a citizen, in the presence

of three or four of his comrades, while
the general was taking the auspices before

joining battle. Both these forms were
superseded by the tesfamentum per ces et

libram or jjer families mancqjfitlonem,
called mancijmtio (q.v.), on account of the

proceedings observed on the occasion. By
means of a feigned sale the testator handed
over his fortune (familia) to a feigned

purchaser (familia' emptor fulacid rtiia) in

the presence of six witnesses, on condition

that he divided it among those nominated
as the testator's heirs on his death. This
process was simplified in later times, al-

though, for the sake of form, the famiUo'
emptor was retained ; but a single person

was appointed heir, and charged with tlie

duty of paying the individual legacies. If

the testamentary disposition was delivered

in writing, as was regularly the case, the

witnesses sealed the will, and each one
signed his name near the seal. The deed
was deposited with a friend or in a temple,

or with the Vestal Virgins, and, after it

had been opened in due course, a copy was
made and the original placed in the public

archives.

The form of the praetorian will was still

simpler. It was sealed before the pra-tor

in the presence of seven witnesses. In the

time of the emperors, soldiers enjoyed the

privilege of making wills in any form the}'

pleased, which were perfectly valid if the

soldier died in the service or within the

finst year of leaving it. The testaincntnm

per a's et Jibram was abolished in 43!> A.D.

by Theodosius II, and the form of the

praetorian will was changed to the simple

one of the Justinian law, by which a man
could legally register his will. The right
of making a will {ius testamenti factlunis)

was onl}' possessed by independent Koman
citizens and Vestal Virgins, and only thoso

women besides who, b}- the death of the
person in authorit}' over them, had come
into the possession of legal rights (siil iurls\

though only with the approval of their

guardians. [See Tutor.) Sons who were
under parental control were granted the

privilege under Augustus as a reward for

their services in the field (prcfiliinn ras-

trense). Under Constantine it was granted
as a reward to persons holding a civil office.

Slaves and those who were not Komans
{perefjrlni) had not the right of making a

will, yet the former might be testamentary

heirs, if they received their freedom at the

same time, and the latter might receive a

bequest in trust. In order to prevent the

accumulation of ])roperty in the hands of

women, the Lex Voconta (IG'J B.C,) forbade

women being appointed heirs [in cases where
the testator's property exceeded £1,000], but

permitted them to receive a legacy that did

not exceed half the amount of the inheritance.

In the interest of blood relations the Lc.r

Falctdia (40 B.C.) established that only three-

quarters of the heritage should be distributed

in legacies, and that at least one-quarter

should, fall to the share of the natural heir.

Augustus ordained that unmarried (r(rrihf.s)

and childless (orhi) jiersons should only

inherit from relations within six degrees.

The former in particular were to be deprived

of the whole of their bequests, unless the}-

married within a hundred ilays ; the latter

were only to receive half; ho also laid a tax

of five per cent, on testamentary ])roperty.

Not to be mentioned in the will was tan-

tamount to being excluded from the in-

heritance ; it was however the custom to

mention disinherited children es]»ecially by

name, and to add the reason for their being

disinherited. All those were considered

the principal heirs (/icrcdrs), who received

shares that could bo expressed in terms of

a recognised fraction of the as, which Avas

divided into twelve vncia;. The .>-ole heir

was called Jieres ex asse ; the co-heirs, on

the other hand, were designated according

to the share of their inheritance; for in-

stance, /ercs ex trieiife, lieir to a third jiart.

(See aho Ixhekitaxce.)

Winds were regarded by Greeks and

Romans alike as divine beings. In Homer,

who onlv mentions the four chief winds,

Boreas (North), Zeyhyrus (West), Eurua
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(East), and Kotus (South), they are, accord-

ing to one account [Od. x 1-75], committed
by Zeus to the charge of jEoIus (q.v., 2).

But elsewhere they appear as indepen-
dent personalities, who, dwelling in Thrace
[11. ix 5, of Boreas and Zephyrus], display

their activity at the command of Zeus and
other gods, and are invoked by men with
prayers and sacrifices [II. xxiii 195],

Hesiod [Theog. 378] calls these winds chil-

dren of Astr?eus and Eos, and distinguishes

them as beneficent beings from the de-

structive winds, the children of Tj'phoeus
[Theog. 869]. Some particular myths speak
only of Boreas and Zephyrus (q.v.), from
whom, on account of their swiftness, famous
horses were supposed to be descended.

Thus [in II. xvi 150] the horses of Achilles

are called the children of Zephyrus and
Podarge, one of the Harpies {see HARPYiiE.).
The latter, in accordance with their original

nature, are also deities of the wind, or

rather of the storm. In historical times
the cult of the winds in general, or that
of Boreas or Zephyrus in particular,

flourished at special places in Greece. In
Italy also they were held in much venera-
tion, particularly the fructifying wind
Eavonius, which corresponded to Zephyrus.
In Rome the tempests (tempestdtes) had a
sanctuary of their own with regular sacri-

fices at the Porta CcJpena, which was
founded in 259 B.C., in consequence of a
vow made for the preservation of a Roman
fleet in a storm at sea. Roman generals
when embarking usually offered prayers to

the winds and storms, as well as to the
other gods, and cast offerings and bloody
sacrifices into the waves to propitiate them.
To the beneficent winds white animals were
offered, and those of a dark colour to the
malignant equinoctial and winter storms.
The victims were generally rams and lambs.

In works of art the winds are usually
represented with winged head and shoulders,
open mouth, and inflated cheeks. The most
noteworthy monument, from an artistic

point of view, is the Toiver of the Winds
iq.v.) still standing in excellent preservation
at Athens, on which eight winds are re-

presented (Boreas, N. ; Kaikias, N.E.

;

Ajieliotcs, E. ; Eiiriis, S.E. ; Notus, S.

;

Lips, S.W. ; Zephyrus, W. ; Argestes or
Sclrdn, N.W.).
Wine. From the very earliest times

wine was the daily beverage of the Greeks,
and was made in every Greek country.
The best was produced on the coasts and
islands of the ^Egean, such as Thasos,

Rhodes, Cyprus, and, above all, Chios and
Lesbos.

The cultivation of the vine was common
in Lower Italy before its colonization by
the Greeks, and the Romans had vineyards
in very early times. Wine was however
long regarded as an article of luxury, and
was limited in its use. The regular pro-

duction of wine (the method of which was
imported from Greece, together with the
finer varieties of vines) first came in with
the decline of the cultivation of cereals.

The home-grown wines were of little es-

teem, as compared with the Greek, and
especially the highly prized island wines,

until the 1st century B.C. After this date

the careful treatment of a number of

Italian, and more particularly of Campanian
brands (such as the Ealernian, Ctecuban,

and Massic), procured for them the repu-

tation of being the first wines of the world.

They formed an important article of ex-

port, not merely to the collective provinces

of the Roman empire, Greece herself not

excepted, but also beyond the Roman
frontier. It was to the advantage of Italy

that, in the western provinces, down to the

3rd century A.D., the cultivation of the vine

was subject to certain limitations. No new
vineyards could be added to those already

existing, and the Italian vines could not be

introduced, although Gaul produced many
varieties of wine. Under the Empire wine
was the main article of produce and of trade

in Italy, Greece, and Asia, and the wine
merchants of Rome, who had, from the

commencement of the 2nd century, formed

two corporations, one for the eastern and

another for the western trade, held an

important position. In the 1st oentury

there were already eighty famous brands in

the Roman trade. Of this number Italy

supplied two-thirds.

The vine was grown partly on poles or

espaliers, partly on trees, especially on elms,

which, if the ground between were still

used for agriculture, were planted at a

distance of 40, sometimes of 20, feet apart.

The grapes intended for manufacture into

wine were trodden with naked feet and then

brought under the press. The must was

then immediate!}'- poured into large pitched

earthenware jars (Gr. pithos, Lat. dolium ;

see Vessels). These were placed under

ground in a wine-6ellar, facing the north to

keep them cool, and kept uncovered for a

year in order to ferment thorou.o;hly. The

inferior wines which were ofno gi-eat age were

drunk immediately from the jar [de dolio
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haurlre ; Cicero, Brutus 228]. The better

kinds, which were meant for preservation,

were poured into amphora'. These were
closed with stone stoppers, sealed with ])itch,

clay, or gypsum, marked with a brand, fur-

nished with a label giving their year and
measure {tessera or nOta), and placed in the

dpothccd. This was a room in the upper
story, built by preference over the bath-room

in order to catch the smoke from the furnace,

and thus to make the wine more mellow.

One method of improving the wine which
was used in the East and in Greece was to

keep the wine in goat-skins, because the

leather tended to cause evaporation of the

water. In Italy the wine-skins appear to

liave been only used in transport. To pro-

duce flavour, strength, and bouquet, various

means were employed, such as adding gyp-
sum, clay, chalk, marble, resin, pitch, and
even sea water, the last being especially in

use in Greece and Asia Minor. Bad wines
were improved by being mixed with fine

brands and good lees ; adulteration was
extremely common. The number of arti-

ficial wines was very large ; e.g. honey
wine, raisin wine, and boiled must (the

beverage of the common people and slaves),

a poor drink prepared by pouring water on

the remains of the pressed grapes.

The place of our liqueurs was taken by
flavoured wines, of which more than fifty

kinds are mentioned. These were simply

extracted from herbs, flowers, or sweet smell-

ing woods (thyme, myrtle, sweet rush,

rose, hearts-ease, pine-cones and pine-wood,

cypress, etc.), or mixed with oils, such as

nard or myrrh. There were also wines made
from fruits such as apples, pomegranates,

pears, dates, figs, or mulberries. In respect

of colour three sorts of wine were dis-

tinguished : the black or dark red {color

sanguineus and nigcr) which was con-

sidered the strongest; the white {alhns\

which was thought thin and weak; and the

brown or amber-coloured {fnlvns), which

was considered particularly serviceable for

promoting digestion. As in its ordinary

treatment the wine often retained much
sediment, it had to be made clear before

it was drunk. This was done either with

yolk of eggs or by straining the wine

through a cloth or sieve, which was filled

with snow to make it cool. Greeks and

Romans alike generally drank their wine

mixed with water. {Cp. Meals.)
Wine-god. See DioxYSUS (Liber).

Wisdom, Goddess of. See Athene and

MiXERVA.

Wonders of the World. Soven ancient
buildings or works of art, distinguished
either for size or splendour: vi:. (1) tho
EgA'ptian ])yramids ; (2) the hanging gar-
dens of Seiniranus at Babylon; i8) the
temple of Artemis, at Epliesus ; (4) the
statue of Zeus fr/.r.j by Phidias, at Olj'mpia;

(5) the Mausoleum (r/.r.) at Hallcarnassus

;

(G) the Colossus of Rhodes {see Chares, 2)

;

and (7) the lighthouse on the island of

Pharos, off Alexandria in Egypt.
Writing Materials. From an early date

the Greeks employed in the production oi

books a jiaper prei)ared from the Egyptian
papyrus plant. This was ])robably manu-
factured as follows : as many strips as

possible of equal size were cut out of the

cellular tissue of the stalk; these were
laid side by side, and crossed by a second
layer. The layers were firmly fastened

together by being damped with size and
pressed. The breadth of the scroll de-

pended on the height of the stalk, while its

length could be extended at pleasure. After

the time of Augustus, the ])reparation of

the papyrus by a process of bleaching was
brought to such perfection that the best

Egyptian kind took only the third place.

Under the Empire eight difierent kinds

were distinguished, the two best of which
were called the eharta Avgnsfa (only used

for letters), and the eharta Ltria ; these

were lUj inches broad. The worst kind

was only used for packing. As a rule tlie

papyrus-rolls of moderate length were

written only on one side, and the writing

was divided into columns. [Pliny, A'. //.

xiii 68-83]. For the binding of the

papyrus-rolls, see Books.

The use of skins for the purposes of writ-

ing was at least as old as that of papyrus.

The finer method of preparing them was,

however, first discovered during the first

half of the 2nd century n.r. at Pergiimum,

whence the name eharta Pergdmena,
" parchment." But as late as the 1st

century a.d. pajiyrus was more generally

emploA'ed, jirobably on account of its

greater cheapness; and it was not till tho

4th century that ])archment came into moro

o-eneral u.se, as being more durable, and

admitting of being written upon on both

sides.

The pen was a split reed {cdldmus'^, the

best being supj)lied by Eg}'pt and Cnidus

in Caria.

The ink (dtrdnieufian) employed was a

preparation resembling Indian ink, made

of soot and gum, or of the juice of the
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cuttle-fish. Both of these could be erased I together in the form of a book. {See

with a sponge, whereas ink made of oxide Diptychox.) The writing materials most

INK-STAND WITH REED PEN, ROLL WITH COnXfA AND PARCHMENT
LABEL, STILUS, WAX TABLET, AND ACCOUNT BOOK.

(Mural Painting from Pompeii; Museo Borbonico i 12, 2.)

of iron and gallnuts, which appears to have
been introduced later, and to have been the

only kind capable of being used for parch-

ment, left more or less clear traces behind,

even if rubbed out with pumice-stone. In
ordinary life people used for letters, notices,

and despatches, as also in schools, wooden
tablets {tabeihe) with a raised rim, within

which Avas spread a thin layer of wax. On
this the characters were scratched with the

point of a metal or ivory instrument called

a stthts / they could be effaced with the

other end of the instrument, which Avas

bent or flattened out like a paper-folder.

Two or more such tablets could be fastened

BUNDLE OF REED-PENS, WAX TABLET, AND STILUS.

(Sepulchral relief from Perret, Catacombcs deRomc, Ixsiii 6.

commonly employed among the Greeks and
Romans are shown in our cuts.

X
Xanthus. A Greek historian. (See

LOGOGKAPHI.)
XenSgos. The Spartan commander of the

several contingents in the Peloponnesian

League [Thucydides ii 75 ; Xenophon, Hell.

iv 2 § 19].

Xenarchus. Sec Sophron.
X^nophanes. A Greek philosopher and

poet, born about 570 B.C. at Colophon in

Asia Minor. At the age of 25, after the

conquest of his native city by the Persians,

he was expelled from his home, and thence-

forth led an unsettled and wandering life,

in the course of which lie recited his own
poems as rhapsodies. Accordingly, he lived

from time to time at the court of the

Pisistratidse at Athens, and at that of

Hieron at Sja'acuse, and for a longer period

at Zancle and Catana in Sicily. His later

yearshe apparently spent at Klea(Lat. p'eZia)

in South Italy, a colony of the Phocaeans,

in the founding of which he took part. In
one fragment he describes himself as an

I

old man of 92 ; according to another account,

I

he lived to be more than 100. He is the

founder of the Eleatic philosophj'' and of

pantheism, inasmuch as he combated the

anthropomorphic view of the gods dominant
in Homer and Hesiod, and in the popular

belief in general. He asserted the doctrine

of a one all-ruling divinity, who, as true

existence, opposed to appearance or non-

existence, as the One aud the All, the

Whole, undivided, unmoved, and eternal,

underlies the universe and is identical with

it. He resembles man neither in form nor

understanding; being all eye, all ear, all

intellect, by the power of his mind and
without extraneous effort he sways and
governs all things.

Apart from two elegiac poems, we
possess only fragments of the writings of

Xenophanes : viz. part of the didactic poem,
Concern iuf/ Nafitre, his principal work,
which he himself recited ;

part of an epic

poem on the founding of Colophon and
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Elea ; and fragments of the Silloi, or satires

in which he attacked the opposing views of
poets and philosophers.

Xenophon. (1) The Jiisfovian, sou of the
Athenian Grj-nus, born about 431 B.C. He
was one of the most trusted disciples of

Socrates. On the invitation of his friend,

the Theban Gryllus, he betook himself in

4U1 to Sardis, in order to make the acquain-
tance of the younger Cyrus, and attached
himself without any definite military rank
to the Greek mercenaries, who formed the

most important part of the force led by that

Persian prince against his brother, king
Artaxerxes. When Cyras had fallen in the

battle of Cnnaxa in Bab3'lonia, and the
Greek commanders had soon after been
treacherously murdered by the Persians,

he undertook, together with the Spartan
Chlrisophus, the leadership of the despair-

ing forces of the Greeks, and effected the

memorable retreat of the Ten Thousand
from the heart of Mesopotamia through the

high tablelands of Armenia to the coast of

the Black Sea, and thence to Byzantium, in a

manner as masterly as that in which he has

himself described it. After he had helped
the Thracian prince Seuthes to recover his

paternal kingdom, he led the remainder of

the army to join the Spartan commander
Thimbrun, who was at war with the Persian

satraps of Asia Minor. Banished on this

account from Athens, he remained in the

Spartan service, accompanied king Agesi-

Ifius in his campaigns in Asia, then returned

with him to Greece, and took part in the

war against tlie Boeotians and Athenians,

and in the battle of Coronea in 394.

In gratitude for his services, the Spartans,

at the conclusion of the war, gave him a

country seat near Scillus, on the land which
they had wrested from the Eleans, not far

from Ol^'mpia. He employed himself in

agriculture, hunting, and the breeding of

horses, and compo.sed some of his extant

writings. When the Eleans, after the

battle of Leuctra in 371, again took pos-

session of Scillus, Xenophon was expelled.

He then settled at Corinth, where he re-

mained after the repeal of his sentence of

banishment from Athens. In the battle

of Mantlnea in 362 his sons DlodOrus and
Gryllus fought in the Athenian army, and

the former died a heroic death. Xenophon
ended his life some time after the j'ear 355,

being more than eighty years of ago.

The principal works of Xenophon are

;

(1) the Anabasis, in seven books, a descrip-

tion, as already mentioned, of the campaign

of Cj-rus, and the retreat of the Ten Tlmn-
sand, composed about twenty years after
the events narrated, but founded on memo-
randa made at the time, as ma}- be inferred
from the minuteness and precision of its

details. Prom the lact that Xenophon is

always spoken of in the third person, it has
been conjectured, without sutHcient reason,
that the writer was really the Syracusan
Themistogenes, whom Xenophon inciden-
tally mentions as the composer of a liistory

of the Retreat to the Sea. (2) The Ilclle-

nlca, in seven books. The first two are a
continuation of the history of Thucydidcs
from 411 to the end of the Peloponiiesiaii

War; and the third is an account of tlie reign
of the Thirty Tyrants, their overthrow, and
the restoration by Thnlsybulus of the demo-
cratic constitution at Athens. These are
written in the form of annals. The remain-
ing books, in which events related to each
other are grouped together, give the rest of

the history of Greece down to the battle of

Mautinea in 362. (3) The Cyropa'dla (Gr.

Kdrou paldeia), in eight books, containing
the story of the education and life of Cyrus,
resting on a historical foundation of facts

thrown into an idealized form. It is, in

fact, a political and philosophical romance,
showing how, according to Sncratic prin-

ciples, one who is to be a ruler must be
brought up, and how he must act when on

the throne. (4) The Apdmnrnwiicu mata,
generally called by the Latin title, Mrmo-
rdhllld (Memoirs), in four books. These
are reminiscences of Socrates, and are a

simple and faithful delineation of his work
and teaching, composed after 3'J3 H.C. with

the object of defending Socrates against the

charge of impiet}' towards the gods, and of

corrupting the youtli. It seems probable

that the work as preserved is an abridg-

ment only. Shorter writings, handed down
under the name of Xenophon, but the

genuineness of^whicli is partly susjiected,

are (5j the Af/t'slldus, a panegyric on

Agesilaus II, king of Sparta, written soon

after the king's death i361). yCij The
Apology of Socratrs. {!) The Syinj^osium

(banquet), an extremely interesting descrip-

tion of a bantiuet, at which Socrates seta

forth his views on beauty and love. This

was the model of similar narratives by

later writers, especially of the Sytnposiiivi

of Plato. (8) The Q'lconomh'us ^on domestic

economy), the most considerable of iho

smaller works, and a continuation in some

measure of the Mciiiorabilia. It is a dis-

course of Socrates on the management of a
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household, especially on husbandry. (9)

Huron, a dialogue between the poet Simo-
nides and Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse, on
the burden of responsibility that weighs on
the possessor of royal power, and on the
happiness caused by wisely administering
it, (10) De Rtpubllcd LdcechemoniOvum
(On the Spartan Constitution), a glorifi-

cation of Sparta written soon after the

battle of Coronea (394). (11) De Vccti-

gCUtbiis (On the Revenues), composed after

the conchision of the Social War, and there-

fore, if genuine, in the last years of Xeno-
phon's life, containing suggestions to the
Athenians for the improvement of their

revenue, without oppressing the allies. (12)
Hipparclncus (Directions for an Athenian
Commander of Cavalry in War and Peace),
apparently written shortl}^ before the battle

of Mantinea in 362. (13) De Re Eqiwstri
(On the Management of the Horse), written
for his youthful friends, with a consider-

able degree of completeness, aud much
practical knowledge of the subject. (14)
The CynegHicus (On the Chase)

;
judging

by its lively, spirited tone, one of his

earliest works. A number of letters are
ascribed to him, which are undoubtedly
spurious. The same must be said of the De
Repuhlica Athemcnsium (On the Athenian
Constitiition), which was apparently com-
posed before B.C. 424 by an Athenian of

oligarchical views.

His style, like the man himself, is plain
and simple, at times even insipid ; it was
exceedingly admired by the ancients on
account of its natural charm. His Greek

is certainly not the purest Attic ; but,

apparently on account of his long sojourn

abroad, is frequently mixed with poetical

and dialectical words and forms. The
Cyropa'dia, the CEconomicuSj and the

Symposium are the most carefully elabo-

rated of his writings. His practical and
unimaginative nature shows itself also in

the style of his historical and philosophical

books. In the latter he appears throughout
as a moralist, with no talent for speculation.

The former are entirely destitute of any
grand leading idea, or any insight into

the underlying connexion of events. They
deal for the most part with what has a

practical interest only. IJis preference

for the Spartan character, which entirely

controls his representation of the contem-
jDorary historj^ of Cfreece in the Hellenica,

is also characteristic of the man.

(2) A Greek romance-icriter of Ephcsus,
who composed towards the end of the 2ud
century a.d. his Ephesian Stories, in five

books, which in a light and simple style

describe the adventures of a j'oung couple

named Atheia and Abrocomes. It has

frequently served as a model for later

romance-writers, especially for Chariton,

and apparentl}' also for Heliodorus.

Xiphos. The straight, two-edged sword
of the Greeks. (See Sword.)

Xuthus. Brother of ^olus {q.v., 1), and
husband of Creusa, the daughter of Erech-

theus ; adoptive father of Ion (q.v.).

Xyele. The short, slightly curved, one-

edged sword of the Spartans. {See

Sword.)

Zagreus. A name of Dionysus (q.v.).

Zeno (Gr. ZenOn). (1) Of Elect; born
about 485 B.C., a disciple of the philoso-

pher Parmenides, whose doctrine he sought
to prove by indirect arguments. (Qj.
Philosophy). Of his writings only iso-

lated fragments are preserved.

(2) Of Cittium in Cyprus. He came in

390 B.C. as a merchant to Athens, and
there, through the study of the writings of
the Socratic philosophers, was led to

devote himself to philosophy. At first he
attached himself to the Cynic philosopher
Crates, whose doctrine was, however, too

unscientific to give him permanent satisfac-

tion ; he then studied under the Megarian
Stilpo, and the Academics Xenocrates and
Polemon, and founded about 310 a school of

philosophy of his own, which received the

name of Stoic from the Stoa P<vcUe, where

he held his discourses. After fifty-eight

years devoted to the teaching of philosophy,

he died at an advanced age, held in the

highest honour b}^ the Athenians. Of his

numerous writings we possess only a few

meagre fragments. His doctrine received

its complete development from his fol-

lowers Cleanthes and Chrysippus. [See

Philosophy.)
Zenobius. A Greek Sophist of Antioch,

who lived at Rome as teacher of rhetoric

in the first half of the 2nd century B.C.,

and availing himself of the works of earlier

writers, made a collection of proverbs, still

extant in an abridged form.

Zenodotus. The first considerable philo-
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logical critic of tho Alexandrian school.

He came from Ephesus, and lived in the

first half of the 8rd ceutiny B.C. at Alex-
andria as tutor to the sons of Ptolem}'

Philadelphus, and superintendent of the

library founded b}' that king. He under-

took the tirst critical edition of the Homeric
poems, and thus laid the foundation for the

works of Aristophanes of B\-zantium, his

most celebrated pupil, and of Aristarchus.

Zephyrus. The West Wind, son of

Astra'us and Eos, the messenger of spring,

and the lover of the flower-goddess Chloris,

who bore to him Carpus, the god of fruit.

Spurned by the beautiful Hyacinthus (q.v.),

he caused his death, by blowing the quoit

of his rival Apollo against his head. The
Romans identified him with Fdvonius, the

breeze of springtide. In art he is repre-

sented as partly unclothed, and carrying

flowers in the folds of his robe.

Zetes. Son of Boreas and Orithyla, and
brother of Calais (q.v.)-

Zethus. Son of Antiope {q.v., 1) and of

ZeuS; brother of AmphiGn and husband of

Aedon. {Cjj. Aedon and Aisiphion.)

Zeiigitae. The third of the property-

classes into which the citizens of Athens
were distributed by Solon. (See Solonian
Constitution and Eisphora.)

Zeus. The greatest god in the Greek
mythologj' ; according to the common legend

the eldest son of Cronus (Kronos) and Rhea,

hence called Cronides. According to a

myth indigenous to Crete, he was the

youngest son, and Rhea, in dread of Cronus,

who had swallowed all his previous children,

bore him secretly in a cave of the island,

where he was suckled by the goat AmalthCa

{q.v.), while the Curetes {q.v.) drowned the

cries of the child by the clash of their

weapons; but Rhea outwitted Cronus by
giving him a stone to swallow instead.

When he was grown up, Zeus married

Metis {q.v.\ who, by means of a charm,

compelled Cronus to disgorge the children

he had swallowed. When, with the help

of his brothers and sisters, Poseidon, Hades,

Hestia, Demeter, and Hera, he had over-

thrown Cronus and the Titans, the world

was divided into three parts, Zeus obtaining

heaven, Poseidon the sea, and Hades the

lower world ; the earth and Olympus being

appointed for the common possession of all

the three. But the king of the gods is

Zeus, whose power, as Homer says, is

greater than that of all the other gods

together.

Next to him, but in a subordinate

position, stands, as queen of the gods, his
sister and consort Hera, the mother of

Ares, Hephspstus, and Hebe, who was re-

garded as pre-eminently his rightful wife.
Not incompatible with this however was
the idea that the marriage with Hera was
the earliest of a series of marriages with
other goddesses: first, according to Hesiod,
with Metis, whom he swallowed, in order
to bring forth Athene from his own head

;

then with Themis, the mother of the Hours
and the Fates ; afterwards with EurynOme,
the mother of the Graces; Demeter, the
mother of Persephone ; Mnem5syne, the
mother of the Muses ; and Leto, the mother
of Apollo and Artemis. The fact that

still later, in Dodona, DiGne, the mother of

Aphrodite, was also honoured as the wife
of Zeus, shows the origin of the legend.

Originally different wives of Zeus were
recognised in the diiferent local cults.

W^hen the legend of the marriage with Hera
had become the predominant one, an attempt
was made to harmonize the ditierent ver-

sions of the story by the supposition of

successive mai-riages. In the same way
the loves of Zeus with half-divine, half-

mortal women, of whom Alcmene, the

mother of Heracles, was said to be the last,

were originally rural legends, which de-

rived the descent of indigenous divinities^

like Hermes and Dionysus, or of heroes and

noble families, from the highest god ; and
not until they had become the common pro-

perty of the whole Greek people, which was
practicalh^ the case as early as the time of

Homer, could the love affairs of the greatest

of the gods become the theme of those

mythical stories which are so repugnant

to modern taste.

The very name of Zeus (Sanskrit, dyaus,

the bright sky) identifies him as the god of

the sky and its phenomena. As such he

was everywhere worshijjped on the highest

mountains, on whose summits he was con-

sidered to be enthroned. Of all places the

Thessalian mountain Olympus (q.c, 1), even

in the earliest cges, met with the most

general recognition as 'he abode of Zeus and

of the gods who were associated with him.

From Zeus come all changes in the sky or

the winds ; he is ihe gatherer of the clouds,

which dispense the fertilizing rain, while

he is also the thunderer. and the hurler of

the irresistible lightning. As by the shaking

of his cngls {q.v.) he causes sudden storm

and tempest to break forth, so he calms

the elements again, brightens the sky, and

sends forth favouring winds. The chauges
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of the seasons also proceed from him as the

father of the Hours.
As the supreme lord of heaven, he was

worshipped under the name of Olympian
Zeus in many parts of Greece, but especially

in Olympia, where the Olympian games {q.v.)

were celebrated in his honour. The cult

of Zeus at the ancient seat of the oracle at

Dodona recognised his character as dispenser

of the fertilizing dew. Among the nume-
rous mountain-cults in the Peloponnesus,

the oldest and most original was that of

the Lycsean Zeus, on Mount Lj^cseus in

Arcadia, where human beings were actually

sacrificed to him ixa propitiation. {See

Lyc.ea.) In Attica, again, many festivals

refer to the god as a personification of the

powers of nature. Various rites of purifi-

cation and expiation were observed in his

honour as the god of wrath (Or. Maimaktes),

in the month Msemacterion (Nov.-Dec.) at

the beginning of the winter storms ; while
towards the end of winter he was wor-

shipped as the gracious god (Or. MeiUclnos)

at the festival of the Dicism {q.v.). Among
the islands, Rhodes and Crete were the

principal seats of the worship of the sky-

god ; not only his birth, but also his death

was there celebrated, and even his grave

was shown, in accordance with the widely
spread notion that the annual death of

Nature in winter was the death of the

god. In Asia, the summit of Mount Ida in

the Troad was especially and beyond all

other places sacred to Zeus.

As he presides over the gods and the

whole of nature, so also is he the ruler of

men, who all stand in need of his help, and
to whom, according to Homer, he weighs
out their destinies on golden scales [II. viii

69, xxii 209], and distributes good and evil

out of the two jars which stand in his

palace, filled the one with good and the

other with evil gifts [xxiv 527]. But his

natural attributes are goodness and love

;

hence Homer calls him " the father of gods
and men." He gives to all things a good
beginning and a good end : he is the saviour

in all distress : to Zeus the saviour (Gr.

sOter) it was customary to drink the third

cup at a meal, and in Athens to sacrifice on
the last day of the year. From him comes
everything good, noble, and strong, and
also bodily vigour and valour, which were
exliibited in his honour, particularly at the
Olympian and Nemean games. He is also

the giver of victory ; indeed the goddess of

victory (sec Nice), and her brothers and
sister, Force, Might, and Strife (Gr. Bia,

Krutns, Zelos), are his constant companions.
From him, as ruler of the world, proceed
those universal laws which regulate the

course of all things, and he knows and sees

everything, the futui-e as well as the past.

Hence all revelation comes in the first

instance from him. At times he himself

announces to mortals his hidden counsels by
manifold signs, thunder and lightning and
other portents in the sky, by birds, espe-

cially the eagle, which was sacred to him,

by prophetic voices {see Mantike), and
special oracles. {See Dodoxa and Ammon.)
At times he makes use of other deities for

this purpose, chiefly of his son Apollo,

through whose mouth he speaks at Delphi
in particular. Thus the course of the world
is ordained by him ; he is the author and
preseiwer of all order in the life of men.
In conjunction with Themis, Dike, and

Nemesis, he watches over justice and truth,

the foundations of human society ; in par-

ticular he is the special god who guards
the sanctity of the oath ; he is also the

avenger of perjury, the keeper of boundaries

and of property, the defender of the laws of

hospitality and the rights of the suppliant.

But nevertheless to him who has offended

against the laws of human life, Zeus, as

the supreme god of atonement, offers the

power of expiating his guilt by rites of

purification. As he presides over the family

and community of the gods, so also he is

the chief patron of the family and of all

communal life. In the former relation he

was especially worshipped in all branches

of the family as protector of house and home
(Gr. herkeios), and defender of the domestic

hearth {ephcitlo.s): in the latter, as the

shield of the State, e.g. in Athens at the

DlipoUd {q.v.); as director of the popular

assembly and of the council ; as the god of

covenants ; as the source of kingship, whose
sj'inbol, the sceptre, was traced back to

him. From him also proceed both national

and personal freedom ; hence a sanctuary

was dedicated at Athens by freedmen to

Zeus the Liberator (eleutherws) ; and after

the battle of Plata-a a thanksgiving festival,

Eleufhei'iclj was instituted by the allied

Greeks, which was still celebrated by the

Platseans in Roman times, and attended by

deputies from the other states. Zeus is to

the Greeks—as Jupiter {q.v.), who in his

principal characteristics exactly corresponds

to him, is to the Romans,—the essence of

all divine power. No deity received such

wide-spread worship; all the others were,

in the popular belief, subordinated to him
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at a gi-eater or less distance. The active

operations of most of the gods appear only

as an outcome of his being, particularly

those of his children, among whom tho

G.2.ic.

(1) BUST OP ZEUS.

Pound at Of ricoh' (Rome, Vatican.)

nearest to him are Athene and Apollo, his

favourites, who often seem to be joined with
their father in the highest union.

The eagle and the oak were sacred to

Zeus ; the eagle, together with the sceptre

forth in the spectator tho feeling that no
earthlj' dwelling would be adequate for

such a divinity. Tho bearded head wa.-*

ornamented with a wreath of olive leaves,

the victor's prize at Olj'mpia. The upper
part of the bod)'^, made of ivory, was naked,
the lower part was wrapped in a golden
mantle falling from tho hii)S to the feet,

which, adorned with golden sandals, rested

on a footstool. Beside this laj' golden lions.

The right hand bore the goddess of victory,

the left the sceptre, surmounted by an eagle.

Like the base, and the whole space around,

tho seat of the throne was decorated with

various works of art. It was supportc<l by
figures of the goddess of victory ; and on

the back of the throne, which rose above
the head of the god, were represented the

hovering forms of the Hours and the Graces
[Paixsanias, v 11 ; Strabo, p. 353]. This

statue was the model for most of the later

representatives of Zeus. Among those that

are extant the well-kno^\^l bust of Zeus

(fig. 1) found at Otricoli (the ancient Ocrl-

cfilinn in Umbria) and now in the Vatican

Museum, is supposed (as well as some

others) to be an imitation of the great work

of Phidias. In the most direct relation

to the latter stand the figures of Zeus

on the coins of Elis (fig. 2). Among the

standing statues of Zeus the most famous

(2) THE OtYMPIAN ZEUS.

(Coins of Elis of the time of Hadrian, from the collections

in Paris and Florence respectively.)

and the lightning, is also one of his cus-

tomary attributes. The most famous statue

of Zeus in antiquity was that executed by

Phidias in gold and ivory for the temple

at Olympia. It represented the enthroned

Olympian god, with a divine expression of

the highest dignity, and at the same time

with the benevolent mildness of the deity

who graciously listens to praj-er. The figure

of the seated god was about forty feet high
;

and since the base was as high as twelve

feet, the statue almost touched with its

crown the roof of tho temple, so as to call

D. C. A

was tho bronze colossus, forty cubits (,or

sixty feet) high, by Lysippus at TSrentum

[Pliny, N. II. xxxiv 40].

Zeuxis. A celebrated Greek painter of

the Ionic school, a contemjvirary of Par-

rhasTus : he was a native of Henlclt'a in

South Italy, and lived till about 4(.XJ n.c. at

different places in Greece, at last, as it ap-

pears, settling in Ephesus. According to

the accounts of his works which have been

preserved, in contrast to the great mural

painter, Polygncitus, he si)ecially devoted

himself to painting on panels. H<^ cndea-

Z 7.
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voured above all things to make his sub-

jects attractive by investing them with
the charm of novelty and grace. He also

has the merit of having farther improved
the distribution of light and shade, intro-

duced by his elder comtemporaries. Spe-

cially celebrated was his picture of Helen,

painted for the temple of Hera on the Laci-

nian promontory [Cicero, De Invent, ii 1 § 1].

He aimed at the highest degree of illusion.

As is well known, he is said to have painted

grapes so naturally that the birds flew to

peck at them [Pliny, N. H. xxxv 61-66].

{Cp. Parrhasius.)
Zonaras (loannes). A Greek historian,

who lived at Constantinople as chief of the

imperial bodj-guard and first private secre-

tary to the emperor under Alexius I, Com-
nenus. He next became a monk, and com-
posed a history of the world down to 1118
A.D., divided into eighteen books. Its value

consists in its exact quotations from lost

works of earlier writers, especially from

those of Dio Cassius, referring to the

Empire. The history of his own time he

recorded as an eye-witness.

Zosimus. A Greek historian who lived

as a high officer of State at Constantinople

in the second half of the 5th century A.D.,

and composed a work, distinguished for its

intelligent and liberal views, on the fall of

the Roman Empire. It is in six books : i,

giving a sketch of the time from Augustus
to Diocletian ; ii-iv, a fuller account of

events down to the division of the Empire
by Theodosius the Great ; v and vi treat

in greaterdetailof the period from 395-410;

the conclusion of book vi is probably want-

ing, as Zosimus had the intention of con-

tinuing the history up to his own time. He
attributes the fall of the Empire in part

to the overthrow of heathenism and the

introduction of Christianity, with which, of

course, he was not acquainted in its purest

form, but only in the degenerate state into

which it had sunk in the 4th century.

NOTE ON ELECTION TO THE OFFICE OF ARCHON (p. 59).

The introduction of the lot in the appointment of administrative offices has in modern

times been generally ascribed to Cleisthenes. Thus E. Curtius in his History of Greece

(i, p. 478, Ward) observes :
" To the opinion that at all events it belongs to his period and

is connected with his reforms I firmly adhere, though many voices have been raised

in favour of the view of Grote, according to which the election of public officers by

lot was not introduced until the time of Pericles." But it has been shown by Fustel

de Coulanges {La Cite Antique.^ p. 213) that the lot, being a religious institution, must be

of great antiquity. According to Aristotle's Constitution of Athens (c. 8), it was enacted

by Solon that the nine archons should be appointed by lot out of 40 candidates selected

by the tribes. From this and other passages in the same treatise it has been inferred

that election to the office of archon went through the following stages: "(1) Prior to

Draco, the archons were nominated by the Areopagus
; (2) under the Draconian constitu-

tion [about 621 B.C.] they were elected by the ecclesia
; (3) under the Solonian constitution

[about 594 B.C.], so far as it was not distui-bed by internal troubles and revolutions, they

were chosen b}'- lot from 40 candidates selected by the four tribes
; (4) under the consti-

tution of Cleisthenes [508 B.C.] they were directly elected by the people in the ecclesia;

(5) after 487 B.C. they were appointed by lot from 100 [or, less probably, 500] candidates

selected by the ten tribes
; (6) at some later period (c. 8) the process of the lot Ava3

adopted also in the preliminarv selection by the tribes." {Sec also Mr. J. W. Headlam's

Election bij Lot at Athens, 1891, especially pp. 79, 88, 183.) It was in 457 B.C. (ib. 26)

that the zeugtta^. first became eligible for the office. The duties of the archons are

enumerated in Aristotle's Constitution of Athens, chaps. 56-61.



ON GREEK MUSICAL NOTATION, AND ON EXTANT SPECIMENS OF
GREEK MUSIC (p. 408).

The ancient Greeks employed a notation of their own. They possessed altof^ether 07
symbols, and each of these appears in two forms, one for singing and tlie other for tlio

instrnments. The instrumental notes were usually placed below the corresponding notes

for singing, or just after them. For the vocal notes the twenty-four letters of the com-
mon later Ionic alphabet were used, and for instrumental notation 15 .symbols from
an old Greek alphabet, without change for the two octaves of the diatonic scale, cor-

responding to the white notes of the modern keyboard ; but these letters were modiriod

by accent or other alteration to represent the enharmonic and chromatic scales.

These notes only indicate height and depth of sound ; the duration of each note is

shown in singing by the length of each syllable, above which the note was placed

like an accent ; but for independent instrumental music live ditferent degrees of length

were distinguished, and they were designated above the notes themselves.

[We now have aboiit eight specimens of ancient music :—(1) the beginning of the

first Pythian Ode of Pindar, published in the seventeenth century by Kircher, Mustn-i/id,

i 541, and reprinted in Boeckh's Pindar, De Mctris Pindari, iii 12, but generally i"e-

ganled as destitute of authority ; (2) a hymn to CalllOpe, and (3) a hymn to Apollo, both

composed by one Diouysius {q.v., 4) ; (4) a hymn to Nemesis, ascribed to Mc-sumr-JC-j

iq.v.); (5) some short insti'umental passages or exercises; (<i) an inscription found at

Tralles in 1883, giving a musical setting of four short gnomic sentences; (7) a papyrus

fragment of the music of a chorus of Euripides, Orestes, 338-344; (8) fourteen frag-

ments found at Delphi in 1893, two of them containing a large part of a hymn to Apollo,

composed after the repulse of the Gauls from Delphi in 270 B.C. (first published in JinlUtbi

de correspnndancc lu-Ucnique, xvii 569-010). (2), (3) and (4) were published in 1582, an-i

may be seen in Bellermanu's Hymnen dcs Dionysius n. Mcsouicdcs, 1840, and in Cha]^-

pell's History of Music, 1874. (5) may be found in Bellermanu's Anony)nus, pp. 04-90.

(6), (7) and (8) are printed and discussed in Monro's Modes of Ancient Greek Music, pp.

87-94, 130-141. The Hymn to Apollo (8) appears to be composed in a mode practically

identical with the modern minor. I
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arbiter bibendi, 385 6.

arbitrators, 332 a.

arcb, 53 a, 656 6.

Arcbagatbus, 489 a.

Arcbeinbrotus, 663 6.

archimimus, 393 6.

architheoroii,6S»b. [6936,

arclwn eponymus, 59 6,

Arcbons, election of, 706.

Arcisius, 342 a.

Arene, 316 a.

Argades, 322 b, 487 b.

Argeia, 6 6.

Argeiphontes, 63 6, 287 a.

anjentarii, 92 a.

Argiope, 622 a.

Arisbe, 12 a.

Aristagoras, 250 6.

[Aristarobus], 77 a.

Aristodemus, 313 a.

Aristoniacbus, 313 n.

Aristou (toreutes), 642 6.

Aristyllus, 77 a.

Armenian blue, 419 6.

arms, v. weapons.
army, 73, 89 6, 145 a,

186 a, 202 a, 2636, 29(!a,

396a, 5116, 513a, 5756,
604 6, 634 a, 651a, 692a.

See also Castra, Cen-
turioues, Cobors, Di-

lectus, iloplites. Legio,

Locbos, Meri-enarii's,

iiissio, Mora, Peltasts,

Pbalanx.
Arne, 11 6.

Arretium ware, 510 a.

arrogatio, C>a, 1516.
Artemis, 298 6.

Artemisia, 382 6.

artia>>iiios, 247a.
artist's tools, 416 6.

aryballus, 675 a.

[as], 147 6.

asaroton, 399 a,

Askolia, 190 a.

Asopus, 28 6.

Aspasia, 288 6, 293 6.

assemblies (Greek) 620 6,

V. Ecclesia.

assemblies (Roman), i'.

Comitia, Contio.

asses and Priapus, 515 a.

Aster ion, 391a.
(tstra'/alos. 184 6.

Astyocbe, 230 6.

Astvpaltea, 230 6.

[Atiiene], 470 6.

Athens, trade of, 157 6.

See also .\cri>]i(jlis,

Erecbtbeum, Olvm-
pieum, Parthenon, I'm-

pyloja. Theatre, Tower
of the Winds.

athlothetce, 454 a.

atomic philosophy, 1796,
4806.

atraktos, 696 a.

atramentum, 450 a, 6996.

Atrax, 298 a, 466 a.

aiictorati, 251a.
auditors, 361 6.

[Augustus], 440 a.

,,
sepulchre of,

38 J 6.

aule, 309 6.

auletice, 406 6.

aulos, 239 a.

Aura, 125 «.

aureus, 148 6.

auripiiimenttim, 44S6.
Autolyte, 116.
Automcdusa, 22 a.

Autonoe, 106 a.

aiu'j7tit»n, 651 6.

Avitus, 5816.
Axioche, 132 6, M^: b.

Axiochus, 13 o^.

B

Bacchanalia, 410 6.

Bacchantes. 1916.
Balius, 466 6.

halnealicuiii, 93 6.

banishment, 232 6, 4396,
533 u.

basileus, 59 6.

basket-work, 6S6 a

.

Bateia, 224ri. 421''.

[baths], 341 6.

Baton, 27 a.

battering-ram, 6 la.

Battus of Cyrene, 22Sa.
beans, 529 6.

beards, 266 6.

bed-chamber, 168 a, 303 a.

Beuthesikyme, 227 6,

506 a.

Beroe, P73a.
bestiarii. 6^1 a.

Bia, 605 6.

BiantiJos, 6 6.

birds (omens from), 88 6.

black pigments, 450 <r.

blatta, 529 a.

blue pigments, 419 o.

Buethus {tnreiiU's), 642 6.

boots, 110 6, 167a, 213a.
[6oi(?<.>],596a.

boxing, 262 6.

breakfast. ,381.

bribery, 256.
bricks, 508 6.

brides, head-dress of,

2676,
brides, V. Marriage.

Bromios, \U2it.

bronzes, 641 a.

brooches, 237 a.

Bryaxia, 382 6,

Brygos, 074 a,

Jhicco, 79 a.

bucinum, 5286.

Bupulus, 298 6.

70:»
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'
' B argon

'

' vase, 154 a,

670 a.

huria, 497 a.

Byblos, 6 a.

caduceus, 288 a.

cwlatura, 641 a.

cceruleuni, 449 a.

Caesar, 76 b, 135 a.

Ocesares of Julian, 558 6.

[calendar] v. time.

Callicrates (toreates),

641 «.

Callixeaus, 472 a.

calpis, 676 «.

Calpurnia, lee, 5 11 a.

Calyce, 11 «.

Calydonian boar hunt,
3S7.a.

Caraeira, 455 «.

camp, 117''.

Canace, 11 a.

Cauonici, 408 b.

cantica, 457 «
cantharus, 676 a.

cap, causia, 120 h.

,, petasus, 474 ('

.

„ pilleus, M).)h.

V. Clothing, 141 «.

capital, Corinthian, 08 a.

,, Doric, o7'(.

,, Ionic, 57''-

,, Roman, 5 j a.

capite censi, 520 a.

"Capitoline Doves,"'

399 6.

caput aquariun, -ijb.

carceres, 138a.
Carna, 319 a.

Cassius, Die, 189 c.

"Castellani" cistu, Gloh.
Catiline, loin.
cavea, 627 a.

Cecropis, 4SS a.

ceilings, 342 a.

celebe, 676 a.

Celmis, 316 a.

Celsus, 4S9 a

.

centimculus, 393 6.

centuriata, comitia, elec-

tions by, 371 a.

cerussa, 4486, 449 a.

Ceto, 258 6,259 6,4866.
Chachrylion, 672 6.

Chfereas, 129 6.

Cbceronea, 181 6.

Clialciope, 230 6.

chalkeus, 641 6.

Chariclo, 130 a, 213 a,

614 a.
" Charon's steps." 626 a.

cheirotonia, 2'l2 6.

Chelis, 671 a.

"Chiliads," (>(Mb.

chiromancy, 375a.
Chuerile, 229 6.

chowa, 585 a.

choregi, 59 6, 1936.
Chorizontes, 30 1 .i.

zhresniolog i , 371 6.

chresteria, 431 '•.

chromatic scale, I '•7 6.

chronology, v. time.

Chryse, 174 a, 4S5 6.

Chryses, 15 6.

chriisocolla, 419 6.

Chrysostom is, Dio, 188 6.

Chthonia, Demeter, 178 a.

cinnabar, 449 a.

cisium, 128 6.

Cisseus, 272 6.

cithara, playing on, 406 6.

citizenship, Roman, 140 a.

citrus, 610 o.

Clais, 557 a.

classes, 124 a, 155 6.

„ prwtoriw, 583 a.

Claudia, aqua, 47 6.

clay, use of, 508 6, 6846.
Ck'odora, 455 a.

clerks, Athenian, 259 6.

,, Roman, 260 a.

Cleta, 1296.
Clito, 229 a.

Clitias, 668 a.

cloaks, chlamys, 131 a.

,, himation, 295 a.

,, lacerna, i541 6.

„ pcenula, 442 a.

„ palla, 451 6.

,, pallium, 452 6.

,, paludamentuni,
452 6.

., saijum, 554 6.

„ toga, 639 6.

„ tribon, 650 6.

Clodius, 134 6.

Clonas. 419 a.

club?, 293 6, 594 6.

Clytia, 455 a.

codex Iti,stinianeus, 165 a.

Coeus, 639 a.

coffins, 102 a, 557 6.

cognomina, 4116.
coiffure, 144a, 2(3Sa, 6616.
[coinage], 198 a, 595 6.

[colonies], 17 a, 19 a.

colours, 448 a.

colouring of statues,

570 6.

columns, 57 a.

colus, 696 a.

Comas, 298 6.

]co)aitia] centuriata,

333 6.

,, powers of, 464 a.

,, tributa, 334 a.

coHimercut.li)., 150 6.

[coinperendinatio], 532 6.

compita, 344 6.

compitalicia, collejia,

149 a.

concilia plebis, 155 a.

concubines, 376 a.

conquisitores, 186 6.

consistorium, 161 a.

Consivia, 434 6.

Constautiue, Arch of,

570 a, 656 6.

Constautiaus Cephalas,
35 a.

constitution, 595 6.

[contiones], 153 6.

[contubernium], 593 a.

rcWavj, 1.32 a.

Corinthian vases, 6GG6.
corn, 159 6, 160 a.

,, distribution oF, 7 6,

196, 34a.
,, preparation of,

392 6.

,, trade, 590 a.

Cornelia, lex, 372 a.

cornucopia, 24 6, 473 a.

Cjrynetes, 472 a.

costumes on the stage,

199 6.

Cottus, 272 a.

council, 596 a.

country towns, 403 6.

courtesans, 199 6, 2D3 a.

covinnus, 1286.
Crataeis, 571 a.

Creon, 385 6.

Cresphontes, 313 a.

creta anulana, 448 a.

„ selinusia, 44S a.

,, Cimolia, 448 6.

,, viridis, 449 6.

Cretan syssitia, 609 6.

criers, 511 a.

Crius, 452 6, 473 a, 630a.
crowns, 164 6, 432 a.

Ctesiphon, 13 a, 182 a.

Cuba, 319 a.

cuirass, 634 a.

cunei, 624 6.

cups, 642 6.

curator aquarum, 47 6.

curale officers, v. Sella

curulis.

,, sediles, 7 a.

„ censores, 121 6.

,, consules, 161 «.

,, dictator, 184 6.

,, praetores, 512 6.

customs, 505 6.

cylikes, 667 6.

Cyllarus, 1946.
Cynegetica, 434 6.

Cynosarges, 2616, 2836.
Cytissorus, 79 6.

D
daduclios, 210 6.

dalmatica, 604 a.

Damnameneus, 316 a.

Daunus, 188 6, 660 a.

days, kinds of , 2 1 1 a, 378 6,

504 6, 574 6.

[DeaDia], 7-16.

debt, 416 6.

decemviri litibus iadican-
dis, 124 a, 689 6.

decies sestertium , 579 a.

declamation, 544 a.

decumani, 175 a, 523 a.

Idecurionesl, 401a.
dediticii, 140 a.

deification, 45 a.

deipnon, 384 a.

Deipyle, 6 6.

delatio nominis, 512 6.

Demades, 182 a.

Demodocus, 218 6, 301 6.

Demonax, 363 6.

Demonice, 633 6.

[denarills'], 148 a.

dentale, 497 a.

dctt'statio sacroruin,loib.
deateragonistes, 198 6.

drversoria, 320 6.

diatonic scale, 407 6.

diaidos, 430 6.

Didascalia, 2 a.

diem dicere, 334 n, 532 6.

di"s fasti etc., 234 a , 50 1 6,

57J.6.

diffarreatio, 379 a.

Digesta, 165 6.

Dike, 77 a, 79 o, 308 a.

dike, 332 a.

dilectatores, 186 6.

dinner, 384 a.

[Diogeniauus of Hera-
cleia], 35 a, 2J3 a.

Diores, 89 6,

Dioscorides (of Samos),
402 a.

[Dioscuri], 316 6.

diphros, 127 6.

dirm, 86 6, 89 6.

dispensator, 592 6.

distaff, 696 a.

Dius, 291a.
divinatio, 532 6.

divination, 433 a, 4316,
519 6, 599 a.

divorce, 377 6, 378 a.

Diyllus, 216 a.

doctors, 488 a.
" Dodwell " pyxis, 667 a.

dolichos, 262 6, 430 6.

Dolon, 188 a, 422a,65S6.
dome, 53 a.

dominium, 508 a.

Domitian, 409 a.

DomusAurea of Nero, 55a.

Dorippe, 33 a.

Dossennus, 79 a.

do^VTy, 376 a.

DracoQ, 297 6.

drains, 142 6.

dress, 86 a, 108 6, 1106,

130 6, 131 a, 143 a,

167 o, 199 6, 2.56 «,

293 6, 341 6, 442 fi,

4516,4686,474 a,

4906,556 6,594 a,

595 a, 604 a, 639 6,

648 a, 650 6, 661 a,

696 6.

„ of actors,1696,381a,
5596.

„ ofbrides,377a,.3786.

„ of equites, 222 6.

„ of priests,2376,5156,

516 a.

di-inkiuar-horns, GS^'i-

Di-yas, 366 6.

Dryo, 289 a.

dues, 505 6.

duodecim scripfornm

ludus, 247 a.

Duris, 673 a.

dwelling houses, 309 a,

690 6.

Dycus, 455 a.

dye, 5286.
" Dying Gladiator," 50/6.

Dymanes, 488 a.

Dyraas, 272 6.

eai'thenware, 508 a.

Eohemus, 313 a.

echetle, 497 a.

echinus, 57 a.

[Eclectic] school of medi-

cine, 489 6.

ekhjldema, 626 a.

elakate, 696 a.

Eleatic philo.sophy, 48) ff-

elections, 3716, 420 a,

5766.
" elements," 480 r/.

Elephenor, 180 a, 6)3 a.

elyma, 497 a.

embolos, 5826.
{jemmeleia], 132 a.
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Enarete, 11 a, 107 h.

encaustic p:iiiiting, 413 b.

Eudius, 2L'r('.

ensigns, military, 585 6.

Epliialtes, law of, 60 a.

Epictetus (vase-painter),

671 rt.

Epicureanism, 483 n.

Epilvcus (vase painter),

671 a.

[epiweletai], 210 b.

epistylion, 57 f-

Epitadeus, law of. 600 «.

epithalamia, 376 6.

epitropos, 661 6.

[equites], 122 a, G27h.
Erasistratus, 4S!)rt.

Erechthois. 488 a.

Ergaiio (Athene), 81 h.

Ergotimns, GtiS a.

[ErinuesJ, 60 a.

Eriphyle, 6 6.

Eryxias, 13 a.

ethics, 69 a, 179 6.

Etruscan mirrors, 395 6.

,, ware, 510 o.

Eusochma, 22 a.

Euaemon, 230 6.

Euchenor, 502 a.

Eudosus, 77 a, 251 a.

Euenus, 316 «, 376 a.

Euercs, 614 a.

Eugammon, 615 a.

Euippus, 22 a.

Eumenes II., 469 6.

Eunicus (to rentes), 0121).

Eapalamus, 171 a.

Euphrades, 62S 6.

Euphronius, 672 6.

Eurybia, 480 6.

Euryganeia, 424 6.

Eurjtion, 2816, 460 a.

Evadne, 114 6.

eiriihice, 118 6.

Execestides, 595 c.

e.xccution, for debt, 375 6.

exile, 232 6,439 6, 533 a.

<'xpiatiou, 622 6.

eye-salves, 459 6.

fables, 146, 90a, 175 6.

Fabuliuus, 319 a.

Falcidia, lex, 697 6.

/a(,r inuralis, 64 6.

[/amilia], 591 6.

familia; emptor, 697 a.

fans, 1446.
fanum) (templum, 618 6.

Farinns, 319 a.

farm, 18 6.

Farnese Bull, 195 6,470 a,

567 a.

fastiyinm, 6166.
Faustulus, 1 6.

/f6r(ia, 365 6.

feasts and festivals, 34 a,

41(., yea, 102a, 115 a,
160 6, 162 ft, 173 a, 175 6,

186a, lyOa, 2776,278a,
281 6, 315b, 344a, 352a,
3736,3776,3786, 380a,
391 6, 420 a, 453 6, 4726,
.54.3a, 552 6, 587 6, 616 0,
6326, 6:i4a, 637 a, 655 a.

Cf. also Arabarvalia,
Apatnria, Arrhephoria,
Boedrjmia, Callyn-

teria, Carnea, Con-
sualia. Cot>ttia, Dio-
nysia, Elensinia, Flu-
ralia, GymnopajJia,
Hephas^tia, Ileraca.

Luporcalia, hyciea,
iMatronalia, Nemea,
Neptunalia, Olympia,
Opeconsiva, Paganalia,
Palilia, Paiiatliensoa,

Parentalia, Plynteria.
Portunalia, I'l-oniotheia,

Pyanepsia, Pythia,
Quinquatrus, Sa?cu-
lares LuJi, Saturnalia,
Seiropboria, Semen-
tivaj, Terminalia,
Thargelia, Theoxenia,
Tbeseia, Tbesmi ipbo-

ria, Tubilustnum,
Vinalia.

" Ficoroni " eista, 645 6.

finarice, 149a. 2086, 237 6,

2406, 5(15 6, 525a, 533a,
575 6, 608a, 612a, 613a,
616a, 651a, 679 a.

lines, ISlh, 331a, 403a.
flour, 392 6.

food, 3S4a.
formula, 336 a, 505 a.

Fratres Arvales, 16,7-16.

fresco, 445 6.

frieze, 57.

friqidarium, 93 6.

fritillus, 184 6.

funerals, 1016, 103 a.

fnsxis, 690 a.

G
Gilhinus ductus, 640a.
gardening, 19 a.

Gall us, 163 6.

games, 7 6, 43 a, 138a,
1.396, 162'/, 1836,1846,
23iia, 238/', 4136,427 6,

430a, 4536, 5316, 551a,
637 a.

Ge, 471 a.

Geleon,322 6.

Geleontes, 487 h.

generals, 6<I4 6.

iienius falcri, 243 6.

•jenre painting, 4ii!) a.

;'geograpby]. 20a, 184a,
191 n, 223 a, 327 6,

375 6, 4fi4 6, 474 6,

503 a, 507 6, 604 a.

Gerenios, 416 a.

gods. Worship of, 515 a,

5506, 551 a.

g )Men age, 5.59 a.

"Golden llou'e." 55a.
"Gonzaga" camea, 24S6.
Gordias, 392 a.

governors, 5116, 522 a,

524a, 622 a, 663 rt.

Graces, v. Cbarites.

GradiniA, -.mui.

grammar, 45tl 6.

ijrauDiuiU'is, 99a.
(jraphe, 332 a.

greaves, 695 6.

Greek, teaching of. 412 a.

green pigments, 419 6.

(/rex, 2Wia.
groma, (iromatici, 20 a.

(jrylli, 37 a.

guardians, 108 6, 250 h,

661a.

Gycs, 272 a.

gijcs, 497 6.

n

Hadrian, sepulchre of,

3S.'5 6.

bair, of slaves, .591)6.

"halcyon '' days, 127a.
haliiia, 262 6.

llarmoniaj, 22 6, 27 a,

106 a.

Ilai'monici, 408 6.

Uarmotbea, 4.55a.

harrow, 19 6.

harvest, 81 a.

hastati, 346a.
bead, coverings for, 120 6,

144a, 266 a, 474 a, 490 6.

hearth, 292a.
Hecata}us(<or<nt^e»),6426.

Hedonism, 66 a.

Hegesippe, 635 a.

heirs, 319a.
Helena (artist), 399 6.

Heliades, 476 a.

Helice, 322 6.

Heliodorus Periegetes,
4716.

Helothales, 216 a.

Ileraithea, 618 6.

Heosphorns, 77a, 127a.
heptachord, 407 6.

Her:iclides Periegetes,

472 a.

Hercules. 2S0 a, 4G6 a.

heres, 319 6.

[licrtnw], 287 a, 515 a.

hertiiaioH, 287 a.

Hermogenes (vase-

painter), 669 6.

Herodes, 315 a.

Herondas, 315 a.

Herophilus, 4M!»a.

Herostratus, 1^7 a.

Hersephoroi, 7<' '».

[hierodoaloi], 177 a.

hicriiuiiicnioiies, 27 6.

Hieron (vase-painter),

673 6.

Hieron II., 399 a.

liiernsiopia, 375 a.

Hilaira, 194 a.

[Iiihirotrajwdia], 153 a,

54^56.

[Hipparchus], 77 6.

Jlil)potes, 385 6.

Hippothontis, 488 (r

.

llischylus, 671 a.

hi<t<ihoeu-<, 497 a.

historical reliefs. 5'i9 6.

history and historians,

33 a, 85 a, 116 6, 108 o,

169a, 1876, 189a, 231 a,

232(i,2S9((,29la,330 6,

3516, 3.'.76. 3606,4176,
•UfJli, 527a, .5536, .5.s7a,

6O56,6lO6,6;i06,(W5a,
0376,(WJ4a,701a,7»«!a.

holidays, 2-35 a.

iloples, 322''.

HopleteK, 4.H7 6.

borsesand I'oseid )n,5066.

i/o.s-i.'i, 177a.
hijdria, 676 a, 684 6.

Hylleis, 488 a.

Hymentvu.i, 313 a, 376a.
hymns, 572 6.

h^n>ni<. '.•7 ".

Shvpatpisiee", 17 a, JC7 6.

Iv- -• I-. 'I.

/ 93 h.

I' ii, 57 n.

' -la.
II. Til.

11;.. . .
." !, 660a.

I

Uyrmine, 4otia.

I

riaechus', 192 a, 210a,
472 6.

'

lanLmus, 2S2 6, 433 6.

Idyia, 8 6, 3S5 6.

Ikolos, 201 6.

income tax, 208 6.

indictment ( Greek), 208o,
517 «.

(Roman), 33 i 'I.

indigo, 4J96.
ink, 450 a, 699 6.

insignia, 76, 98 6, 1616,
162a,1646,lS5n,
3176,371 a,513a,

573 a,655 6,()<il (I.

„ of equite.-'. 2T2>K

,, of i)riests, M<)a,

2376,515 6,661 6.

,, of senators, 574 a.

„ of vestjils, 688 a.

instaurati'i, 245 6.

i«sfi<a, 604a,
Institutifines, 105 6.

instruments, musical,

408 a.

ni.si(?.,311a,

interri>:<sio, 651 b.

interrasih', i->pH.-t, 646 6.

Ionic philosophy, 480 a.

Iphis, 2266.

Iseliepolis, 22a.
[iso(>'lei<i\ 3916.
ivory Mack, 450 a.

ivory, working in, 257 6.

tantfor, 592 a.

ientacnliiiii, 3St h.

jewellery, 247 's 6W3 6.

judge, 15a, 330 a.

judicial courts: Greek, soo

Areopagus,
Boule,
Ecclesia,

Ephetiu,
Hcliiea,

H.ndeka.

,, , Honiiiu, fee

Cenlumviri,
Comitin,
QuiDstiones,

Senatus.

iniJlcium) (ius, 3356.

Inlia, /cr, 4«4a, 54la.

ius, 140 a.

„ )(iu<»icmiu, 885 6.

„ comntercii, 1 40 a,

44)3 b.

,. er.„,ihii, 140a. 405 6.

t'lil i-l'ttiHOI, 'WJll.

„ /ia»i..r.'(.., lUta, 4<l.)6.

,, prtft'irium (hoiiora-

rium), 20-4 6.

,. sii/.-a.'?!!. 140a, 4036.

Justinian. 16 a, 18a. 37 6,

165 a , 3.59 a , 457 6. 66^4 a.
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K {v. also C)

Kei'es, 125 b.

herkides,C>2ih.

kerykeion, 288 a.

Keryx, 210 !>.

Idibanos, 91 b.

l-orylcos, 91 b.

h-ater, 384 b.

Kratos, 605 a.

hrnbulos, 2(36 a.

liijanos, 449.

b,bos, 184 6.

Kynosarges, 37 b,

Kypris, 39 «.

lampadarium, 113 6.

Larnpetie, 476 a.

lauce, 558 a.

land-surveyors, 20 a.

land tax, 613 b.

lapis lazuli, 449 b.

,, inaiialis, 373 a.

,, specularis, 360 a.

LapitbiB. 123 a, 298 a.

Larcnsius, 80 a.

latifundia, 17 b.

latrunculi, 247 a.

law, divinatio, 196 b.

„ dokimasia, 1970'-

,, edictum, 204 a.

,, eisajii/eZia, 208 a.

,, ephetcr, 215a.

,, of Epbialtes, 60 a.

„ of Epitadeus, 600a.

,, of Gortyn, 259 a.

,, lielicea, 273 b.

,, infamia, 319.

,, of iaberitance, 319.

,, intercessio, 320 b.

,, international, 607 b.

„ judex, 330 a.

,,
judicial procedure,

330 b.

„ jurisprudence, 339 a,

359 a, 664 a.

,, lex annalis, 371b.

,, lex iudiciaria of C.

Graccbus, 222 a.

,
, lex lulia, 404 a, 541 a.

„ lex Falcidia, 6i)7b.

„ lex Voconia, 697b.

,, manus and manus
iniectio, 375 b.

,, nexiun, 416 b.

,,
probole, 517 a.

,,
provocatio, 525 b.

,,
gttCEsiio, 532 a.

,, restitutio, 541a.

,, rews, 541 a.

,, seisachtheia, 572 b.

,, of twelve tables,662a.

leaping, 262 b.

leather, vessels of, 684 b.

Iccticarii, 592 a.

legacy, 696.

leiji-'^nrtiones, 335 b, 339 a,

505 a.

legislation, 576 a.

legitimacy, 376 b.

\leitourgia], 132 a.

Leochares, 382 b.

Leontis, 481 a.

Leontius, 466 a.

Leptines. 181 a.

[letters], .508 rr, 700 a.

Leucippus, 173 b.

Lcuko, 3 b.

Levana, 319 a.

lex annalis, 371 b.

,, nidiciariaot C. Grac-

cbus, 222 fl.

,, lulia, 404a, 541 a.

,, Falcidia, 697 b.

,, Voconia, 697 b.

ILexiarchi], 202 a.

liber in mancipio, 375 b.

libitinarii, 104 b.

h'bri augurales, 80 a.

libripens, 372 b.

linen clotbing, 143 a.

,, cuirasses, 634 b.

Lipara, 11 b.

lithostrotum, 402 b.

Zitis cestimatio, 553 a.

lodging-houses, 311a.

logic, 68 b.

loom, 696 b.

lots, 599 a.

luncheon, 384 a.

[Lupercalia], 252 a.

Lyaaos, 192 b.

Lyceum, 68 b.

[Lycurgas], 623 b.

Ajycus, sou of Pandion,

455 a.

Lygdamis, 289 b.

Lysimacbe, 6 b.

Lysippe, 386 b.

Lyxos, 289 a.

M

Macaria, 312 b.

Maccus, 79 b.

Mseoalian bind, 281 a.

magic, 271 a.

magister equit^lm, 185 a.

I
magistrates] , 7 a, lb a,

41 a, 46a, 59 a, 121b,
159 b, 161 a, 184 b, 204 a,

215 b, 218a, 318a, 334a,

335 b, 426 a, 511b, 512 b,

524 a, 525 b, 533a, 573 a,

574 a, 651a., 689 b.

Mamerius, 31 b.

mariceps, 527 b.

manoeuvres, military, 346a

.

inanteia, 434 b.

mantle, chlamys, 131 a.

„ himation, 295 a.

,, lacenia, 341 b.

,
, Icena, 342 a

.

,, poiiiula, 442a.

,, pa?Ia, 451 h.

pallium, 452 b.

,, ^'alwcJajHeuttdi!,

452 b.

,, sagum, 554 b.

„ toga, 639 b.

,, tribon, 650 b.

mappo', 385 a.

maps, 20 a, 223 o, 251a,
328 a, 474 b.

marble in sculpture, 562 b,

570 a.

Marcellus, theatre of,

627 a.

Marcia, aqua, 47 b.

Marica, 344 b.

Marinus, 517 b.

markets, 7 b, 18 b, 210 b,

420 a, 613 a.

materia medica, 489 b.

Mathematici, 77 b.

matbematios, 45 a, 49 b, 1

65 a, 205 b, 227 a, 290 a, !

355 b, 62:^ b.
!

Mausolus, 382 b.

Maximus Planudes, 35 a. >

inaza, .38 1 a.
\

[meals], 609 a, 653 a.

measures, amphora, 30 a.

,, medimnus, 'iSQa.

., metretes,&'J2a.

,, modius, 397 b.

,,
passus, 463 a.

,, pIethron,4:9aa.

,, stadium, 601a.

,, ia;e?it,146a,612a.

Mecisteus, 612 a.

medicine, 244 b.

Melampodes, 9 b.

MelampodidiB, 6 b, 383 b.

Melanchras, 2L b.

Melas, 425 b.

Meleager of Gadara, 35 a.

Meles, .301b.

Melibosa, 366 a.

melic poetry, 3S8 b.

melinum, 448 a.

Melito, 229 b.

Melos, vases from, 666a.
Memmius, 364 b.

Menippean Satires, 339 b,

558 b.

Meuodice, 312 b.

Menodotus, 216 a.

merchant-vessels, 381 a.

Merops, 12 a.

metce, 138 a.

Metanira, 179 b.

metaphysics, 6S b.

Methodic sobool of medi-

cine, 489 b.

Metiadusa, 455 a.

Metion, 171 a.

metronomi. 159 b.

Metroum, 5 43 a.

millers, 90 b.

[jnimi], 79 b, 337a, 593b.

minium, 449 a.

Minos, 171 a.

1
Mnesarchus, 229 a.

Moira, 315 b.

Mcero, 406 a.

Molus, 390 b.

money, as, 74 b.

,, aureus, 88 a.

,, banks, 91 b.

,, coinage, 145 b,

595 b.

,, daricus, 174 a.

,, denariwi, 182 b,

187 a.

,, drachma, 198 a.

,, mina, 393 b.

,, nutnmus, 148 b,

420 a.

obo;os,146a,420a.

,, sestertius, 578 b.

,, stater, &)lb.

,, talent, 145b, 612a,

moiiopteros, 418 a.

mouament of Lysicrates

369 a.

Monumentum Ancyra
nuiu, 31 b.

Moros, 125 b.

Mulciber, 691 b.

viundjus, 373 a.

murex, 528 b.

Musagetes, 43 a, 284 a

40Ga.

[music], 70a, 1.39b, 206 a,
239 b, 348 «, 367 b, 407 6,

40Sa,419a, 438 a, 556 6,

Murh, 26 a. ;"7(KJ.

inutuli, 57 b.

Mycenae ware, 665 b.

Myrmecides (^toreutes),

644 a.

myrmillo, 253 a.

Myrsilus, 21 b.

Myrtis, 368 b, 405 a.

N
names, 6 b.

,, of slaves. 411 it,

412 a.

,, of women, 41 2 a.

napkins, 385 a.

nardinum, 427 a.

Nausimedon, 172 b.

Nauoiiiicus, archon, 20S6.

Nausithoiis, 475 a.

naval warfare, 581 a.

Neoplatonistn, 484a,491 6.

Nepos, 163 b.

Neriene, 379 b.

Nerio, 379 b.

Ner.3, 55 a, 185 a, 474 6,

577 a.

Nestor, cup of, 642 a

.

Nicostbenes, 669 a, 671 a.

[Nike], 470 b.

Nike (Athene), 81a.
Nikotboe, 270 a.

nobilns, 464 a, 494 b.

nomina, 411 a.

Nomothetai, 203 a.

Nossis, 406 a.

notation, musical, 408a.

Novellce, 165 b.

noviis homo, 419 a.

niunmularii, 92 a.

[iiummus^, 148 6.

Nyx, 125 b.

O
oaths, 451 b, 550 b.

[obolos], 146 6.

octachord, 407 6.

Octoberequus,'i8Qa.i'Aa.

Odeum, 113 b, 40J a.

Odyssey, landscapes from,

446 b.

ffiax, 119 b, 172 b.

ffiagrus, 438 a.

(Enei.s, 488 a.

cenochoi', 675 a.

[CBiione], 458 b.

CEnopion, 437 a.

offerings to gods, 551 a.

[officials], 12a, 78a, 89a,

121 b, 126 b, 149a, 159 1,

168 b, 184 a, 203 a, 221 a.

236 a, 276 6,294 6,371 a>

414 6, 419 a,.303 6, 511 6,

52 1 a, 533 «, 534 a, 572 a,

574a,596a, 612 a, 6246,

651a, (;89 6.

Okypete, 270 a.

Okytboe, 270 a.

Olorus, 635 a.

Ouetor, 180 6.

onyx vase, 243 6.

opson, 384 a.

[oraclej, 26 6, 27", 175 6,

197a,614 6,660«,70l6.

orbes, 610 a.

1
ordinarii, 592 6.
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omaraentation of vases,

CCo h.

orn.iineiit!!, 1416.
Orpheus, worsbipof, 410a.
Orthros, or Orthos, 2t>l b,

6G3a.
oscines, 86 b.

[Osiris], 578a.
ostruiii, 44"Ja.

Otrera. 4GS 6.

cvile, 155 b.

Proon, 213 6.

"Ptetus anil Arrin," 51570.

[painting] , 38 bX>'i 6.459 b,

502 a, 524 o,570 6,705 6.

Palainedes, 172 6.

pah, 262 6.

PaUa,Uon, 816, 687 «•

vclliata;, 153 6, 357 a.

tP«?/orJ, 380 a.

faimistry, 375 a.

'amplisBus, 671 a.

Pamphyli, 488 a.

Panacliais (Athene), 81 6.

Panatlieuaic amphorce,
454 a, 66'J6.

vancration, 263 a.

Pandectcc, 165 b.

Pandionis, 4S8 a.

fundokeid, 320 «.

panegyric] , 227 6, 3596,
496 6.

" panics," 453 a.

Panopeus. 659 6.

Paphos, 530 a.

Pappus, 79 a.

[parasitusi, 393 6.

paratonium, 4486.
parchment, 699 6.

fParrhasiusJ, 4446.
r Parthenon], 477 6.

Parthenos (Athene), S2a.
jiater patratu^, 236 6.

patrcs conscript), 573 6.

patria potestas, 233 a.

Ipatronus], 142 6.

„ of peregrini,

469 a.

pavinientum, 402a, 5076.
Puror, 383 «, 452 6.

pay of actors, 201 a.

„ of governors, 525 a,

554 6.

,, of juries, 273 6.

,, of magistrates, 372 a.

,, of poets, 588 a.

.. of physicians, 488 6.

., uf solJi.-r.-?, 2216,
390 a, 603a.

., for theatre ticket,

625 a, 631a,

f'ecuarii, 528 «.

pecuUum}, 592 6.

penmia, 147 6.

pedarii, 573 6.

Peisidiee, 11a.
pehigiuiii, 528 6.

Pelasifus, 3(36 a.

penalties, 8;ja, 1846,319a,
331 a, 377 6, .3796, 403«,
460a, 4686, 533«,541tt,
600 6.

pentecontoros, 581 a.

ipeplos], of Athene, 81 o,

454 a.

[peregrini'], 512 6.

Periander, 646.

D.C.A.

Perictime. 492a.
Perieres, 11a.
Perimede, 11a.
[Peripatetics], 686, 482a.
Veriphisof Scylax,251a.
peripteros, 617 6, 61b 6.

Pero,386 6, 6116.
perunai, 237 a, 3sla.
Peteiis, 389 6.

Phooa,632a.
Phaonna, 129 6.

Phaethusa, 476 a.

Phaon, 557 a.

Phayllus, 2iV.t b.

Phemius, 21S6.
Pheres, 167 6.

Philammon, 622 a.

Philip of Mac-ed..n, 181 a.

Pliilippus of Thessalo-
nica, 35 a.

Philosophy, ;)0 6, 31a,
37 6, 66 a. 67 o, 132 6,

179 6,2126, 2166,258a,
285a, 3546,3636, 3lU 6,

459a, 472a, 479 a, 492 6,

505a, 5176,5306,630a,
700 a.

Philyra, 130 a.

Phrasius, 105 a.

Phylachus. 322 6, .386 6.

Physios, Zeus, IS'J a.

pigments, 416 6, 4^18 a.

pilentiun, 128 6.

Piuacotheca, 523 a.

Pinarii, 284 6.

pipes, 508 6.

Pirithoiis, 466 a.

Pisander (epic poet).

219 6.

fiscatorii ludi. 637 a.

'ityociimptes, .588 6.

planipes, 393 a.

Plato, 481 a.

I plaustraratrrun (?), 497 b.

plebeians, 464 a.

plebi scita, 1.56a.
' plectrum, 367 6.

plemochoe, 2116.
plitithos, 58 tt.

Pneumatic .school of medi-
cine, 589 6.

podium, 138 a, 62/6.
poetry, and p. jets : Greek,

166, 23a, 30a,
416, 49 a, 66 6,

90a, 1116, 141a,
196a,216a.22s6,
301a,353a,38'^6,
393 6,4776,562 a,

597a,602 6,6216,
629 a. 6.

., R.roan, 140 6, 306 a,

340 6,3566,360a,
363 a, 361 a, 6,

3806,439 6,4-11 a,

473 6,475 6,493 6,

512a.52la,572a,
5M7a,602a,619a,
637 a, 681 6.

,, r. also Comedy,
Drama, Epigram,
Epos, Iambic] I'oetry,

Satire, Tragedy.
Polemon, 471 6.

police, 78a, 572a, 591 a.

Poliuehus (Athene), 81 6,

499 6.

Polla, 20 a.

polychromy, 570 6.

P>ly(«v<to, 1-216.

Polyeidus. 1IHj6.

[Polygnotns^ 443 a.

I'olypcetcs, 456 a.

I Polvi)hoid.'s, .'i87a.
' PolyxM, 273 a.

,

Ponipoii, niOj:iies at,

:i'j'j, u,h.
Pont du G-ard, 47 6.

Dorcelaiu, 4016.
Portluvou, or Portheus,
425 6.

porticus Police, 20 a.

portrait sculpture, 566 6,

5696.
Posidonius (toreiUes,

etc.), 6426.
[posi'essio], 176.
postulatio, 532 6.

Potina, 319 a.

Potitii, 2846.
Iprafectus'] cerarii, 12 a.

„ /./..^,i-io, 2016,
513 a.

„ itr(yi, 204 6, 335 r.

Pncueste, luosaic at,

39J 6, 402 a.

prcenomina, 411 6.

prarogativas centuria,
155 a.

prcetcxta, 577 6.

prcBtor, 204 a.

„ tutelaris, 661 6.

Praxias, 176 6.

[Praxiteles], 2266.

firayers, 318 6.

prie.stsj, 85 6. 96 a, 112 6,

210 6, 237 6, 270a, 2J1 6,

503 6, 540 a, 541 a, 5 12 6,

553 a, 554 6.

[p)-iiicipes] 346 a.

lirobouleuma, 99 a.

Procalians, 37 6, 310 a,

519 a.

tproedrid], 624b.
rcctidtB, 6 6.

[Primachos'', Athene,
281a, 477 6.

property qualidcatiiui,

574 a.

prophecy, 270 a, 386 6,

583 a.

[prorogatio'}, 518 b.

prose style, 326 6.

prose and p >etry, mix-
ture of, 558 6.

prosecutions, .330 6. 532 a.

prosopa, 381 a.

Iprotagonistes], 198 6.

prntclcia, 376 6.

[provinces], 162a, 576a.
jrovisions, prices of, 187 a.
" pcorciii], 159 a.

[priitaneis], 98 6.

Prytancum], -131 h.

Psaon, 216 a.

ps'phisma, 202 6.

Ptolemies, 3.j5 6.

Ptolemy (astronomer),

77 a.

pullarius, 89a.
pure liase, peras et libram,

372 6.

puttculi, 1016.
Pylas, -155 a.

Pylia, •455 a.

Pyrene, 170 a.

pyrgos, 1816.
pyroiiianteia, 375a.

Pythagoreann, 480 a.

Pytheas, 251a.

Q
qwviilionea perpftitcv,

1546,334 6,512 6.

quattuori'iri iuri di-

citndo.GSitb.

„ I'll* in tir6e pur.
gandis, G9Ua.

B
race course, 137 6, 29i u.

races, 128a. 1376, 262a,
298 a, 430 a.

readings in public. .i35a.

records, 5a, 33 6, 002 a.

red lead, 449 a.

red pigments, 448 6.

reda. 128 6.

relatio, 574 6.

[religion], 575 6.

repo>i3sd Work, 611 6,

645 a.

responsa pru lent urn,

3396.
revenue, 533 a.

re.js sacrorum, 504a, .535 b.

llhodes, vasi's from, (J6/ 6.

rltopojraphia, 491 6.

rhyme, ia poetry, 572 6.

ricinium, 113 a, 141a,
393 6.

ritual, 540 a.

roiatio, 575 a.
" Roman" capital. 53 a.

Romulus and Uenius,

54:j6, 637 a.

rostrum, 582 6.

Rotonda, La, 4j6u.
Roxana, 15<>.

rubrica (ru.Ml.-), 4 IS 6.

rivdiarins, 251 6.

running, 262 a.

Sabiniani, 79 a, 3k) a,

550 a.

sacris faciundis, duuttt-

viri, etc., 584a.
saj'fa, 150 6.

sa'ium, 610 a.

sailors, 140 6.

[sa»i6u<;n?], 585 5.

sandaroch, 419 a.

Sandracus, 3"^ a.

aandyx, 419 a.

fsatire], 361a.
saturd], 153 a.

scale, musical, 107 6.

Scamander, 622 a.

[Scepticism], 4S-3 6.

scholiasts. 65 a, 76 a, 197b,

252 6, 311 a, 68.3 a.

schools, of medicine, 4896.

Scia-i, 203 6.

Bcienct", 69 a, 77 a, 290 o,

2l»6a, 495 6, 527 a.

Scjpio Barb itns, 557 6.

[scolia], 69 6, 514a.
scriptura, 52Sa, 679 6.

[sculpture], and sculptors,

22 rt, 28 6, 44) a, Vib,

61 a, 73 a, 76 a, S2 a,

141 a, 279 6, 2816, 2.S7 6,

349 6, 3696, 416a, 418 6,

3 A
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4.30 a, 4.33 b, 442 a, 461b,
469 b, 477 a, 514 a, 500 b,

561b, 562 b, 602 b, 604 a,

705 a.

Sajthce, 591 a.

sea-figbts, 412 b.

seats, 127 b, 5/3 a.

sectile,x>a,vimentum,'iQ2a.

selinon, 327 b.

sella, 127 h,S()0 a.

sepulchres, 382 a.

sericcB vestes, GSOb.
[sestertius}, 148 a.

Severus, Arch of, 656 b.

sewage, 142 b.

shoes, 108 b, 143 b, 165 b,

167 a, 472 b, 556 b, 594a,
595 a.

shorthand, 638 b.

Sicinnis, 132 a, 559 b.

Sicyon, school of, 444 b.

sil, 448 b.

Sinopis pontica, 448 b.

siparium, 393 b, 028 a.

Sithon, 488a.

Esitophylalces'\, 159 b.

slaves], 268b.

„ names of, 411a,
412 a.

sleep, 75 b.

[Socrates], 481a.
solarium, 257 b, 311 a.

solum, 93 b, 128 a.

songs, 69 b, 406 b, 514 a,

561a.
Boothsaying, 196 b, 374 a,

386 b.

sophistry, 480 b.

sophronista;, 262 a.

Sosias, 672 a.

Sostratus, 476 b.

Speusippus, 481 b.

sphendone, 267 a, 593 b.

sphendonetce, 263 b.

spina, 138 a.

spindle, 696 a.

spolas, 634 b.

sportula, 142 b.

stadion, 262 a.

stage, 14 b, 16 b, 52 a,

114 a, 131b, 198 0,381 o,

457 a, 459 b, 487 a, 512 o,

519 b, 546 b, 559 a, 621b,

648 a.

stagones, 57 b.

standards, military, 585 b.

Statilinus, 319 a.

statuary, v. Sculpture.

statues of clay, 510 a.

stephano, 267 «•

Sterope, 274 a, 425 b.

Stilicho, 140 b.

Stilo, 9 b.

stiva, 497 a.

[Stoics], 132 b, 453 b.

Strato, 482 b.

Straton, of Sardis, 35 a.

Stratonicus (toreutes),

642 b.

Strigre, 115 b.

strophe and antistrophe,

368 a.

Stropbius, 430 b, 530 a.

Sun god, 41 a, 274 a.

surveying of land, 20 a.

suspensura, 93 b.

[suovetaurilial, 25 b, 26 a.

[sword], 256 a.

symposium, 384a.
synodoi, 193 b.

[si/rino;], 453 a.

tohlinum, 310 a.

Tabularium, 53 b.

talanton, 145 b, 612 a.

talus, 184 b.

[tamicB'], 488 a.

Tarquiuius Superbus,
583 b.

Tarutius, 1 b.

Taumessian fox, 125 b.

[taxes], 208 b, 240 b, 505b,

524 b, 527 b, 591b, 602 a,

608 a, 016 a, 679 a.

Telecles, 029 a.

Teleon, 105 b.

Telestes, 196 b.

Temenus, 313 a.

[temple], 337 a, 338 a,

429 b, 432 a, 455 b, 460 b,

522 a, 564 b, 633 a.

terra-cotta, 508.

tessellatum pavimentum,
402 b.

tesserce, 184 b, 628 a.

testament, 696 b.

testudo, 64 b, 584 b.

tetracbord, 407 b.

[tetralogies], 37 b.

Teucer (crMstarius) ,042b.

Teuthras,614a, 615 a.

thalamitcr, 581 b.

Tbales, 480 a.

thallopliori. 454 b.

Tbalpius, 398 a.

thanksgivings, 007 a.

Theia, 0.39 a.

Theiodamas, 283 a, 312 b.

Themison, 489 a.

thensa, 129 a.

Theodoric, 116 b.

Itheorice'], 59 b, 348 b.

theoric fund, 625 a.

Thera, vases from, 005 b.

[therince], 54 b, 55 b,93 b.

Theseion, 633 a.

Thessalus, 297 b.

[i/u'asos], 191 b.

Thoosa, 486 b, 502 b.

thrones, 128 a.

thronitw, 581 b.

thymele, 622 b.

tiles, 508 b.

[tijnema], 208 b.

Timochares, 77 a.

Tisamenus, 288 a, 313 a.

tithe, 174 b.

Titus, Arch of, 570 a.

Tleson, 669 b.

Tmolus, 282 b, 4.33 b.

tolleno, 585 b.

torture, evidence on, 332 b.

toxotce, 263 b.

trade, 157 a.

[tragedy], 13 b, 16 b, 228b,

598 a.

Traian, Arch of, 520 a,

656 b.

Traiana aqua, 47 b.

treason, 372 a.

i/resviri capitales, 689 b.

,, monetales, 148 b,

689 b.

,, nocturni, 689 b.

trials, 532 a.

triarii, 346a.
tribes, Greek, 487 b.

,, Roman, 552 b.

tribulum, 635 a.

tributa, comitia elections

by, 371a.
tribute, 602 a, 613 a.

trigon, 91 a.

Triopas, 220 b.

triremes, 581 b.

tritagonistes, 198 b, 654a.
^Tritoge7ieia1, SO b.

tTritons], 399 a.

fitnica recta, 696 b.

turricula, 184 b.

Tyche of Antioch, 568 b.

U
Udffius, 614 a.

Ulpia Bibliotheca, 351 a.

umbrellas, 144 b.

vncia;, 74 b.

unguents, 426b.
usury, 321 a.

usus, marriage by, 378a.

utensils, 508 b.

vacaiio, 186 a.

vasa diatreta, 256 b.

„ Samia, 510a.
[vases], 248 b, 404 a,042 a.

,, decoration of, 509a.
\_vectigar\, 17 a.

velati, 1 b.

[yenationes'], 28 b.

verdigris, 449 b.

ve^iniculatum (pavimen-
tum), 402 b.

Verres, 133 b.

vesperna, 384 b.

[vessels], 295 a.

vestibulum, 310 b.

[I'exillarii'}, 90 a.

via prcBtoria, 118 a.

„ principalis, 117 b.

„ quintana, 118 o.

„ sagv.laris, 118 b.

Vica Pota, 417 a-

vicesima hereditatum,
613 b, 679 b.

„ manumissionis,
613 a, 679 b.

[yigilice], 118 b.

riZicws, 591b, 691a.
vinecB, 585 a.

FiVj^o agiea, 47 b.

Voconin, lex, 697 b.

vomer,%97 a.

voting, 99a, 155 a, 333a.

W
wagons, 129 a

.

[warfare], 5S1 a, 584 b.^

war-tax, at Athens, 2u8b,

608 a.

watermills, 393 a.

[weapons], 73 a, 199 b,

275 a, 490 b, 558 a, 580 6,

593 b, 607 a, 634 n.

white pigments, 41Sa.

wigs, 267 b.

wine, 190 a, 191a, 38 J a.

witnesses, 332 b.

women, names of, 412 a.

wool as clothing, 143 a.

wrestling, 262 b, 450 b.

X

Xanthus, 19lb, 466 b.

Xantippe, 594 o.

Xenoerates, 481 b.

Xiphilinus, 189 b.

year, 109.

yellow pigments, 448 b.

yoke, 497 «•

Z
Zelus, 005 a.

Zenodorus (toreutes),

642 b.

zeuqitiv, 581 b.

[Zeus], 470 a.

Zeuxippe, 105 h, 518 ci.

[Zeuxis], 444 b.

zoplioros, 57 b.



IXDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.^

account book, 700.
accn-a. 113 a.

Achilles, and Briseis, 4J-k

,, and Troilus, 073.

,, armour of, G4-i'j.

.^giua, coin of, 14C o.

,, figure from, oG-1 1.

Agrippina, 248 b.

akontisDios, 262 6.

Alcaens, 557 a.

Alcamcnes, design bv,
42*t.

"A 1Jobrandini Marriage,'

'

44Gfl.

Alexander the Great, coin

of, 147 a.

altar of Lares, 343 h.

amphiprostijlos, G17 b.

amphora, 677-

„ Panathenaic, 454 6,

6716.
andahatce, 256 a.

Andronicus Cyrrhestes,
Horolo-^ium of, 648 n.

anti'; 617 a-

Aiitiates, Fortuncr, 240 o.

Antioch, Tyche of, 5(k'<''.

Apollo, on mirror, 3'J5 '-.

„ of Tenea, 503 I.

„ statuette, 113 o.

Apoxyomenos, 370 b.

Arcesilas, cyliv of, 070.
Arch of Constantino.

656 a, 657 b.

„ of Titus, 55 a.

„ relief from, 655.

,, of Trajan, 656 a.

657 6.

Ares, 471.

Arfthusa (?), 147 '''.

Ariuento, gold crown
from, 617 ''.

armour of Acliilles, mak-
ing of, 6-W 6.

Artemis -Agrotera, offer-

ing to, 552 6.

Artemis, on gem, 248 a.
artiasnws, 246 l.

artist painting statue,
571 6.

o.f. copper, 147, 321> o.

Aspasios, gem by, 247 b.

Athene, figure from vEgi-
netan tempK-
of, 50-1 h.

„ in battle of
Giants, 470.

„ on gem. 247 b.

Athens, Acropolis, 4.

„ aiupliora from,
454 6.

Athens, choragic monn-
meut at, 30'J b.

,, coin of, 146 u.

,, hoplite's monu-
ment at, 305 6.

,, Parthenon, 460.

,, Propylaia, 522.
., Theseum, 53.

Tower of the
Winds at,64S a.

Atlas, 430 6.

Atreus, treasure-house of,

50 6.

atriutii at Pompeii, 310 6.

Atropos, 397 6.

Augustus, statue of, 570 a.

aureus, 148 6.

auriga, victorious, 138 a.

B
ballista, 74 a.

barber, 511 a.

Basilica Ulpia, 56 6.

baskets, 6S<; 6.

battering-ram, &l a.
Bellerophon, 46;j b.

" Borghese Gladiator,"
16n.

BovilliP, relief from, 303.

boxer, 263 a.

Briseis, 4-14.

C
caduceits, 288 a.

Caerwent, baths at, 94 a.

Cwsar, coin of, 118 a.

cameos, 248, 636 6.

candelabrum amphora,
677.

" Capitoline doves," 399.

Caracalla, Circo di, 137 6.

„ coin of, 39 a.

„ Thermas of, 56 6.

carchesiiitii, 677.
" Castellani cista," 6-16.

Castorand Pollux, on coin,

148 a.

catapult, 73 6.

Centaur.-), 4-2'J.

Contanro-Tritoii, 415 6,

651 6.

Cerberus, 26-1 «, 473 6.

Chiusi, vase from, 07I.
choragic monument of

Lysiicrates, .309 6.

cIppKS of a Htand:ird-

bearer, 586 a.
" <isfa Ca-ofellani," 646.
Clotho, 397 ''.

Cnidus, Demetorof, 177?.. I

coffin of child, 1(12 6, 07Ua. '

Colosseum, 5-1, 55.

cohtmharium of Octavia,
150 6.

Constantino, Arch of,

656 a, 057 6.

Corinthian vases, 667 a.

caty Ins, 075.
crater, 677.

,, lioman, 295 a.

Cronus, head of, on
theatre-ticket, 625 a.

crown, from Armcnto,
617 6.

Cybele, 543 6.

cylix embossed, G-tJ.

„ of Arcesilas, 070.

,, of Duris, 674.

,, of Euphrc'iiiu.e, 073.

Cyprian coin, 39 a.

D
daric, 146 b.

Darius, on mosaic, 401.

dciiarius, 148".
Diadiimenus, .501 o, 568rt.

"Diana of Versailles,"

72 6.

Dionysus, 560 6, 587 "•

., on gem, 24Sn.

,, on mirror, 39.">''.

„ sacred tree of,

551 6.

dipteros, 617 6.

" Dipylon vase," 666.

discobolus of Jlyron,
HI9.J, '>aia.

D< iJi na, llute-player from,
239 6, r>-15 6.

drinking horns, 6,*^ a.

Duris, eyli.r of, 074.

dying Gaul, .")08.

" dymg hero," 56-1 6.

E
Electro, 569 a.

Elis, coin of, 127 6, 705.

enamelled sword, 015 (/.

Eplie.MUH, gymnasium at,

261 b.

Eros. 123 6.

Etrusrtin mirror, 395 b,

frlG6.

Euphronius, cylix of, G73.
Earydice, 438 b.

" Fnniose Bull," 195 b.
" Fnrneso Diadumcnus,"

.501 a, 565 a.
" Fauno colla macchia,
50 ) a.

Faustina, <>n coin, 207 6.

Flavian amphitheatre, 54.
55.

Forum Romauuro, title-

paye.
" Francois vase," 071.

G
Ganymede and eagle

3-18 fl.

Gate of Lions at Mycena',
50 6.

" Gemma Angustoa,"
21.S 6.

Giants, Battle of, 469
470, 171.

Gladiator, " Borghese,"
16 ,1.

gla.ss cup, 6-I7 6.

" Gonzaga " cameo, 248 b.

grave column, 102 6, 676 6.

Hades, 473 6.

Hadrian, Mausoleum of,

383.
nalit-amassuB, Maus.3-
leum, 382.

Harpocrato8,2-l96, .325 </, b.

"Harpy monument."
503.

Hecato, 471.

Heracle!<, 147 n, 4.30 6.

Ucrmes, 13^ 6.

,, of Praxiteles, 514 6,

oGC, b.

Hesporin, 4.30 6.

Hesperus, 572 6.

Hieron, cup of, 675.
Ilorologium of Andm-

nieus Cyrrbestes, 04s a.

IIi>rus, 32."> (J, 6.
" House ')f the Trairio

Poet," Pompeii, jjiiint-

ing fn>m, -14-1.

hydria, 678.

„ from Vulci, OCl*.

F

Teams, 171 ''•

ink-stand, 7<K).

Issus, moKJiie of Battle uf,

.((Ml |nl

Jaiiu.-i, 1 17 ^'•

Julia Domna, on coin.

Laelie.-i.H. :!97 6.

ladles, 686 a.

» F'-.r those cuts only which appear under n illfTeront beading from their own title.
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lawpadaria, 114.

landscape from Odyssey,
447.

LapithjB, 429.

lecytlms, C76 h.

legionary, 362 h.

Lion Gate, 50 a.

M
Macedon, coiu of, 14G h,

147 a.

Ma3nad, 193 h, 675 h.

Maratbon, the mound at,

102 i;.

Marcellus, theatre of,

627 b.

Marcus Aurelius, coiu of,

148 b.

,, „ column of,

58 b.

Maxentius, circus of,137 b.

Medusa, 247 b, 5G3 a.

Melos, relief from, 557 a.

memorial bust, 317 b.

Menelaus with body of

Patroclus, 567 f*.

metope, 430 &, 462 a, 563 a.

Mycente, Cyclopian wall
at, 50 a.

,, sword blade
from, 645 a.

mynnillo, 255 b.

N
Nero, 248 b.

Nike, 198 6,442 6.

Nimes, amphitheatre , 29 a.

„ aqueduct at, 48.

O
Oceanus, 572 6.

Odyssey, landscape from,
447.

CEnomaus, 429.

onager, 74 a.

Orestes and Electra, 569 a.

Orpheus, 445.

Otricoli, bust of Zeus
from, 705 a.

Pa)(mius, design by, 429.
Pajstum, temple of

Poseidon, 51, 52.

Panathcnaic ani'p'liora,

454 6, 071 6.

Panathenaic stadium,
601 6.

Pansa, house of, at Pom-
peii, 310 6, 311 6.

jjar impar ludere, 246 6.

Parthenon, liguro from,
565.

Peirithous, 224 6.

Pelops, 429.
pelfa, 581 «.

Penelope, 423 6.

INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS. ^y
penfecontoroii, 581 6.

Pericles, 167 a-

pcripteros, 617 6.

Persephone (?), 147 6.

Perseus, on gem, 24S a.

,, and Medusa, 563 a.

plialera;, 137 «•

Philiscus in meditation,
649.

Phocion, statue of, 131 a.

Phosphorus, 572 6.

Phrygian flute, 239 a.

pinax, Rhodian, 668.

Pintaius, monument of,

586 a.

plan of Acropolis, 4.

„ basilica, 93 a.

,, camp, 117 6.

„ " Casa de' Capitelli

Figurati," 310.

,, circus, 137 6.

„ Eleusiuian temple,
211.

,, fora, 241.

,, house,Greek,309a.

„ „ Roman,310a,
690.

,, Isthmian site,327.

„ Olympia, 428.

., Propylffia, 522.

,, stadium, 601.

,, temples, 211, 617.

,, theatres, 623,

627 6.

,, titer ma;, 946.

,, trireme, 502.

,, villa, 690.
Pompeii, altar from,343 6.

,, arms from, 255.

,, basilica at, 93 a.

., bas-relief at,

256, a.

„ "Casa de' Capi-
telliFigurati,"

310 a.

,, Faustina, on coiu
from, 267 6.

., gems from, 248 a.

,, hair pins, etc.,

from, 267 6.

. , houseof Pansa at,

310 6,311 6.

,, house in, 691.

,, ladles from,686 a.

,, mill from, 392 6.

,, miiTor from,
395 a,,

,, mosaic from, 200.

400.

„ relief from, 551 6.

,, "Street of
Tombs," 104.

,, i/ienno; at, 94 6.

,, theatre ticket

from, 627 6.

,, vesselsfrom,6S66.

Pompeii, wall paintings
from, 201, 243 6, 32."?.

444, 445, 447, 551 6,

571 6,644 6, 691, 700.

"Poniatowski vase," (J77

.

Pont du Gard, 48.

"Portland Vase," 249a.
Poseidon, temple of, at

Passtum, 51, 52.

Praxiteles, Satyr of, 560 a.

jprodious, 677-
prostylos, 617 a.

pseudodipteros, 617 b.

Q
qiiadriga, 1476.
quivers, 996.

R
reed-pens, 700 6.

repousse work, 647 b.

retiarius, 255 a.

Rhodian pinai', 668.

rliyta, 686 a.

riciniwn, 113 a.

rider and torch, 640 6.

Roman coin, 147.

,, mixing-bowl, 295 a.

"Rondauini" Medusa,
259 a.

Rustia gens, coin of,

240 a.

S

Sabina, on coin, 2676.
sacrifice of Trajan, 656a.
sarcophagus, 405.

satyr, 192 6, 193 a.

,, on gems, 248 a.

„ on mirror, 395 6.

„ with i/iy7-sus, 636 6.

scabbards, 607 a.

Scipio Barbatus, coffin

of, 557 6.

scorpio, 74 a.

secutoy, 255 a.

Segesta, theatre of, 626.

Selinus, metope from,
563 a.

Semele, on mirror, 395 6.

sestertius, 148 a.

Severus, figure from Arch
of, 362 6.

soldier with pelta, 581 a.

Solon, gem by, 247 6.

statue of Philip II. of

Macedon, 146 6.

stilus, 700.
" Strangford Shield,"

figure from, 477 6.

" Street of Tombs," at

Pompeii, 104.
" Strozzi " Medusa, 247 6.

sword-lilade from My-
cenre, 645 a.

Syi-aeuse, coin of, 1476
532 a.

tablets. 700.^

Tanagra, figures from,
510 h, 511 a.

Tarentum, coin of, 640 6.

Tenea, Apollo of, 563 6.

terminal bust, 551 6.

„ figure, 286 6.

testudo, 585 a.

thermce, at Pompeii, 946.

,, of Caracalla,566.
Tlieseum, 536.
Theseus (?). 565.

throne, 1276.
thyrsus, 551 6.

ticket for theatre, 625 a
627 6. ^

Titus, Arch of, 55 a.

,, relief from, 655.

Tombs, street of, Pom-
peii, 104.

Trajan, Arch of, 656 a,

657 6.

,, sacrifice of. 656 a.

treasure-huuse of Atrous
50 6.

tripod, choragic, 198 6.

trireme, 582.

Triton, 415 6.

Troilus, 673.

triia, 686 a.

Tyche of Antioch, 568 6.

tympanum, 551 6.

U
Ulpia, Basilica, 56 6.

V
vases, 685.

Venta Silurum, baths at,

94 a.

Venus of Mile, 40 6.

Via Appia, 547 6.

Volterra, gate of, 53 6.

Vulci, vases from, 667 a,

669, 670.

W
war-chariot, 1286.

X
Xanthus, Harpy monu-
ment at, 563.

Z
and AmphicZethus

28 a.

Zeus and the Giants, 409.

., enthroned, 127 6.

,, on coin, 147 ".

,, temple of, at Olym-
pia, 429, 430 6.
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